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49TH CONGRESS, } HOUSE OF REPRESE:YTATIVES. { MIS. Doc. 
1st Session. · No. 15. . 
ANNUAL REPORT 
OF THll! 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
OF THE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
SHOWING 
THE OPERATIONS, EXPENDITURES, AND CONDITION _ 
OF THE INSTITUTION 
TO 
- , 
JULY, 1885. 
PART I. 
WASHINGTON: 
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFPIOB. 
1886. 
FORTY-NINTH CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION, 
The following resolution was agreed to by -the Senate, and concurred in by the 
House of Representatives, July 17, 1886: 
Resolved by the Senate (the Hou8e of Repre8entative8 concurring therein), That there be 
printed of the last annual reports of the Smithsonian Institution and of the National 
Museum, in two octavo volumes, sixteen thousand extra copies of each, of which three 
thousand copies shall be for the use of the Senate, six thousand copies for the use of 
the House of Representatives, and seven. thousand copies for the 1180 of the Smith,-
sonian Institution.. 
II • 
LETTER 
FROM THE 
SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
.A.CCOl\:IPA...~YING 
The annual report of the Board of Regents of that Institution to the end of 
June, 1885. 
JULY 17, 1886.-Ordered to be printed. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
Washington, D. O., January 15, 1886. 
To the Congress of the United States: 
In accordance with section 5593 of the Revised Statutes of the United 
States, I have the honor, in behalf of the Board of Regents, to submit 
to Congress the annual report of the operations, expenditures, and con-
dition of the Smithsonian Institution to July, 1885. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary Smithsonian Institution. 
Hon. JOHN SHERMAN,, 
President of the Senate, pro tem. 
Hon. JOHN G. CARLISLE, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives. -
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION TO THE 
END OF JUNE. 1885. 
SUBJECTS. 
1. Proceedings of the Board of Regents for the session of January, 
1885. 
2. Report of the Executive Committee, exhibiting the :financial affairs 
of the Institution, including a statement of the Smithson fund, and re-
ceipts and expenditures for the year 1885 (to July 1). 
3. Annual report of the Secretary, giving an account of the operations 
and condition of the Institution for the year 1885 (to July 1), with the 
statistics of collections, exchanges, &c. 
4. General appendix, comprising a record of recent progress in the 
principal departments of science, and special memoirs, original and 
selected, of interest to collaborators and correspondents of the Insti-
tution, teachers, and others engaged in the promotion of knowledge. 
The report of the Assistant Director and Curators of the National 
Museum for the year 1885 (to July l}, will be published in a separate 
volume. 
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THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
MEMBERS EX OFFICIO OF THE "ESTABLISHMENT." 
(January, 1885.) 
GROVER CLEVELAND, President of the United States. 
JOHN SHERMAN, President of the United States Senate. 
MORRISON R. WA.IT£, Chief Justice of the United States. 
THOMAS F. BA.YA.RD, Secretary of State. 
DA.NIEL MANNING, Secretary of the Treasury. 
WILLIAM C. ENDICOTT, Secretary of War. 
WILLIAM C. WHITNEY, Secretary of the Navy. 
WILLIAM: F. VILAS, Postmaster-General. 
LUCIUS Q. C. LA.MAR, Secretary of the Interior. 
AUGUSTUS H. GA.RLA.ND, Attorney-General. 
MARTIN V. MONTGOMERY, Commissioner of _Patents. 
REGENTS OF THN INSTITUTION. 
(Full list given on the following page.) 
OFFICERS OF THE INSTITUTION. 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, Secretary, 
Director of the Institution, and of the U. S. National Mus4'UM. 
WILLIAM J. RHEES, Chief Clerk. 
DANIEL LEECH, Corresponding Clerk. 
REGENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
By the organizing act approved .August 10, 1846, (Revised Statutes, 
title LXXIII, section 5580,) "The business of the Institution shall be con-
ducted at the city of Washington by a Board of Regents, named the 
Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, to be composed of the Vice-
President, the Chief Justice of the United States [and the Governor of 
the District of Columbia], three members of the Senate, and three mem-. 
bers of the House of Representatives, together with six other persons, 
-0ther than members of Congress, two of whom shall be resident in the 
city of "\Vashington, and the other four shall be inhabitants of some 
State, but no two of the same St~te." 
REGENTS FOR THE YE.AR 1885. 
T he Vice-President of the United Stat es: 
JOHN SHERMAN (elected President of Senate Dec. 7, 1885). 
~rhe Chief Justic~ of the United States : 
MORRISON R. WAITE. 
United States Senators : 
Term expires. 
SAMUjL B. MAXEY ( appointed May 19, 1881) _ ... _. _ . .. ____ .. __ . Mar. 3, 1887 
J USTIN S. MORRILL ( appointed Februar y 21, 1883). __ ••• _ ••• _. . . Mar. 3, 1891 
SHELBY M. CULLOM (appointed March 23, 1885) . ....•.•• • __ __ __ Mar. 3, 1889 
Members of the House of Representatives : 
OTHO R. SINGLETON (appointed January 7, 1884) .. ___ ________ _ Dec. 23, 1885 
WILLIAM L. WILSON (appointed January 7, 1884) .. .. ____ _____ _ Dec. 23, 1885 
WILLIAM W. PHELPS ( appointed January 7, 1884) . .... . .. _. r _. _ Dec. 23, 1885 
CiLiz~ns of Washington; 
JAMES C. WELLING ( appointed May 13, 1884) ... ... · . .... .. _ ... _. May 13, 18!)0 
MONTGOMERY C. MEIGS (app~inted Dec. 26, 188.5) .. . . ____ __ __ __ Dec. 26, 1891 
Citiz ns of a Stat e : 
JOHN MACLEAN, of New Jersey (:first appointed in 1868) . ... ____ Dec. 26, 1801 
A A GRAY, of Mas achus tts (first appointed in 1874) .. . .. . . . . ... Dec. 26, 1891 
HE RY COPP~E, of Pennsylvania (:first appointed in 1874). _ .. .. . Dec. 26, 1891 
T H PORTER, of Connecticut (appointed in 1878) ... _. __ . . .. __ . Mar. 3, 1 90 
MORRI ON R. WAITE, Chancellor of the Institution and Preaident of the B oat·cl of 
Regents. 
Eucu.ti ·e Committee of the Board of Regents 
J A)fE . WELLUiG. HEll."RY C OPPER. 
X 
JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
WASHINGTON, D. c., January 21, 1885. 
The annual meeting of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian _ 
Institution was held this day at half past JO o'clock .A.. M. 
Present: Hon. G. F. EDMUNDS, Hon. J. S. MORRILL, Hon. S. B. 
MAXEY, Hon. 0. R. SINGLETON, Hon. W. L. WILSON, Hon. W. W. 
PHELPS, Rev. Dr. JOHN MACLEAN, Rev. Dr. No.AH PORTER, Dr. 
HENRY CoPPEE, Dr. J .A.MES C. WELLING, and the Secretary, Professor 
BAIRD. 
Excuses for non-attendance were read from Chief-Justice Waite, 
Prof. Asa Gray, and Hon. N. P. Rill. 
In the absence of the Chancellor, on motion of Mr. Phelps, Dr. POR-
TER was called to the chair. 
The journal of the Board was read and approved. 
~he Secretary stated that the Rev. Dr. No.AH PORTER had been 
oc-e-elected a Regent for six years by the joint resolution of Congress, 
approved March 3, 1884. 
The Secretary presented to the Board the following letter: 
Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution : 
DEAR SIR: The state of my health renders it necessary to tender my 
resignation as a member of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution. 
In signifying my resignation it is with no ordinary feelings I recall 
rtllc .Years I have been connected with the Board and the distinguished 
men with whom it has been my privilege and honor to be associated. 
Not only the present members whom I so highly respect and esteem, 
bnt a long list of honored names of former members now deceased, re-
.cur to me, the last of which is that of Professor JosEPH HENRY, and · 
while JAMES SMITHSON will be known to the world and remembered 
as _ the founder of the Institution, JOSEPH HENRY will be regarded as 
having been raised up by a signal Providence, the true interpreter of 
his will, the able organizer of the Institution, and wise controller of its 
nuances. 
XI 
XII JO"ijRNAL 0¥ THE BOARD. 
May the Smithsonian Institution, so auspiciously established and ex-
tensively known, continue, under your wise administration, an estab-
lishment distinct and specific, for the" increase and diffusion of knowl-
edge among men." · 
With great respect, your friend and servant, 
PETER PAR.KER. 
2 LAFAYETTE SQUARE, 
Washington, D. O., April 7, 1884. 
The Secretary informed the Board t,hat Congress had filled the va. 
cancy occasioned by the resignation of Dr. Parker by the election of 
Dr. JAMES C. WELLING, president of Columbian University of Wash-
ington, D. C., for six years from May 13, 1884. 
On motion of Dr. Maclean it was-
Resolved, That the Board of Regents has heard with regret of the 
resignation of Dr. Peter Parker, and hereby expresses the high appre-
ciation of the valuable and efficient services he has rendered the Insti-
tution for the past seventeen years as a Regent and as Chairman of its 
Executive Committee. 
The Secretary stated that in accordance with the rules of the Board 
during its recess, t.he remaining members of the Executive Committee 
had filled the vacancy occasioned by the resignation of Dr. Parker, by 
the appointment of Dr. Welling. 
On motion of Dr. Coppee it was-
Resolved, That Dr. Welling be elected to fill the vacancy in the Ex-
ecutive Committee. 
The Secretary reported that in accordance with the request of the 
Board at its last meeting, Senator Edmunds had prepared a bill rela-
tive to the provision for an Acting Secretary, which had passed Con-
gress and become a law on ,the.13th of May, 1884, as follows: 
An act to provide for the appointment of an.Acting Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 
[Public No. 31, Forty-eighth Congress, first session.] 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Ohancellor of the 
mith onian In titution ma,y, by au in trument in writing filed in the 
office f the Pcr tary hereof, de ignate and appoint a suitable person 
t _a ta ecretary f the In titution when there shall be a vacancy in 
a1d ffi , and wh never he Secretary shall be unnble from il1 ness,-
a n , or th r can e to perform the duties of his ofilce · aud iu 1::1uch 
·a ·e th l r n o appoint d may perform all the duties irr'iposed on the 
Y 1 _w unt1l the vacancy hall be filled or such inability shall 
h . a1 b_ancellor may change uch designation and appoint-
t1 t1me a the In titution may in his judgment require. 
r , l fay 13, 1 4. 
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Under tbe provisions of this act the Chancellor bad ta1rnn the fol-
lowing action: 
LYME, CONN., July 2, 1884. 
By virtue of the authority conferred on me by the act of May 13, 
1884, '' to provide for the appointment of an Acting Secretary. of the 
Smithsoman In!:ititution," I hereby designate and appoint Mr. WILLIAM 
.J. RHEES to acti as Secretary of the Institution when there shall be a · 
vacancy in that office, and whenever the Secretary shall be unable from 
mness, absence, or other cause to perform the duties of his office. 
M. R. w AI'l'E, 
Chancellor of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Dr. Maclean presented the annual report of the Executive Commit-
tee, which was read. 
On motion of Dr. Coppee it was-
Resolved, That the report of the Executive Committee be accepted, 
.and that the income for the year 1885 be appropriated for the service 
-of the Institution upon the basis of the above report, to be expended 
by the .Secretary with full discretion as to the items, subject to the 
approval of the Executive Committee. 
The Secretary presented the following communication he had received 
since the, last meeting of the Board: 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, • 
8e<}1'tJtary Smithsonian Instit'ldion, 
Washington, D. O. : 
JUNE 2, 1884. 
Sm: I intend to make a bequest for the adva.ncement of science-
that is, of physical science. For many reasons I would like to make 
the bequest in favor of the Smithsonian Institution; but there is one 
<.1ifficulty which must be cleared up before I can decide. If money were 
left by will to the Smithsonian Institution wuuhl it defend the will 
against the claims of any and all persons who should contest the will 
and take legal i:;teps to set it aside 1 Has it authority b~· law; has it 
funds tba.t. it would be autlwrized to use for t,be purpose of defending a 
will in its favor 1 As I have no children the will would be less likely 
to be contested, but there are others wbo might attempt to set it aside. 
For thi:s reason what I wish above all to be assured of, is that any leg-acy 
that I leave for the purpose named will not be given up without making 
a tight of it if needful. Please explain this point. 
I wish you to send rne a form of words, the very words themselves, 
iin w liich a bequest should be made so that there could be no pretense 
of set.tiug it aside for vagueness; and that will carry out my inte11tions, 
which I will explain: , 
Th e chiM' part I would desire to bequeath to the Institution would be 
for the "increase and diffusion of knowledge among men," an<l beside 
would wish to have the Institution invest say $300 (is that too insig-
uifica.nt, for the purpose 1) and use the income thereof for conferring a 
gold nwdal either annually or bienuially (which would be the better 1) 
ou the person wbo had made the most. important <ljscovery in physica.l 
cieuce <luring the year, or two years, ending, say a. year before the 
<late of cc nferring the medal. For example, the Regents would have 
to decide, say iu tlrn month of December, 188J, who wade tlie most 
important discovery in physical science during the year, or two years, 
ending December 31, 1882. If you have my meaning put it in language 
t.hat ,will make it perfectly clear without multiplying words. 
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The medal not for any patented invention, like the electric light, for-
example, but especially and only for such discoveries as Pasteur on in-
fection, fermentation, &c., and G. Darwin's on tidal action. Regents-
to be sole judges as to what is meant by physical science and most im-
portant discoveries therein. · 
The reason why I would like to have not- only suggestions and ex~ 
planations but the full "I will and bequest to" is also because I don't 
know whether to say the Regents shall do this or that, or whether to 
say a majority or quorum of them shall do it in order to make it both 
strictly legal and also practica,ble; also, whether or not it is necessary 
to say how the Regents shall invest the money. I suppose a copy oi 
that pa.rt of Hamilton's or Huebus' (HabeH) will would answer for the 
part relating to the "increase and diffusion," &c. As for the medal I 
believe no fund has been left to institutions for that purpose, and I 
should like to have your opinion on it. 
Please return this letter with your answer, which I would like. you to 
let me have as soon as you can; taking, however, all the time you need 
to make it so full and explicit that no further correspondence will be-, 
necessary at this stage. I mean business if your answer is satisfactory. 
For the present I desire this affair to be treated as confidential, or if 
necessary to mention to other parties, withhold the _name. 
There is one thing I had rather do than make a bequest in favor of 
the Institution, namely, pay over a certain sum, say $2,000 or $2,500,. 
in trust to the Regents; provided I could receive the income during 
life, the Institution to have the sole use and possession of the same 
after my death. Would the Institution be authorized to accept a sum 
of money on such terms 1 
Respectfully, 
After full discussion of the subject it was, on motion of Mr. Edmunds-
Resolved, That the communication be referred to the Executive Com-
mittee with full power to act in relation to it. 
The Secretary, Professor Baird, presented his annual report of the-
operations of the Institution for the year 1884, which was read in part. 
On motion of Dr. Maclean, the Secretary was instructed to transmit 
the report to Congress. 
On motion of Mr. Edmunds, it was-
Resolved (1), That the fiscal year of the Iristitution shall hereafter ter-
minate on the 30th day of June in each year. 
(2) Tbat the Secretary shall heiL·eafter prepare and cause to be printed 
and sent to each member of the Board on or before the first day of De-
cember in each year, bis annual report. 
(3) That the annual meeting of the Board of Regents shall hereafter 
be held on the second Wednesday in J annary in each year. 
The Board then adjourned sine die. 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF 
REGENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
The Executive Committee of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution respectfully submits the following report in relation to the 
funds of the Institution, the appropriations by Congress for the Na-
tional Museum and other purposes, and the receipts and expenditures 
for the Institution and the Museum since December 31, 1884. 
At the last meeting of the Board of Regents (January 21, 1885) it 
was ordered that " the fiscal year of the ,Institution shall hereafter ter-
minate on the 30th da,y of June in each year." ' 
In accordance with this action it b.13comes the duty of the Executive 
Committee to 'COnfine its present report to the financial operations and 
condition of the Institution, for the six months ending June 30, °1885: 
Condition of the fund July 1, 1885. 
he amount of the bequest of James Smithson deposited in the-
Treasury of the United States, according to the act of Qongress of 
August 10, 1846, was $515,169. To this was added, by authority of 
Congress, act of February 8, 1867, the residuary legacy of Smithson and 
savings from annual income and other sources, $134,831. To this $1,000 
was added by a bequest of James Hamilton, $500 by a bequest of Simeon 
Habel, and $51,500 as the proceeds of the sale of Virginia bonds owned 
by the Institution, making, in all, as the permanent Smithson fund in 
the United States Treasu~y, $703,000 . 
• 
Statement of the receipts and expenditures of the Smithsonian Institution, 
January 1, ~885, to June 30, 1885. 
Oash on hand January 1, 1885 ...................•........ t25, 380 84 
EXPENDITUR~S. 
Building: 
Repairs and improvements ...••••.... 
Furniture and fixtures ....•.....•.... 
.314 90 
237 26 
tM215 
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Building expenses brought forward ......... . $552 15 $25,380 8' 
General expenses: 
Meetings of the Board.............. $347 25 
Postage and telegraph . . . . . . . .... - . . 202 28 
Stationery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 407 45 
Heneral printing, blanks, &c . . . . . . . . 91 30 
Incidentals, gas, &c.................. 408 79 
Books, periodicals, binding . . . . . . . . . . 779 33 
Salaries, Secretary, clerks, and labor.. 9, 180 67 
----11, 417 07 
Publications and researches: 
Smithsonian Contributions to Knowl-
edge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 367 65 
Smithsonian miscellaneous collections. 2, 631 01 
Smithsonian annual report........... 775 12 
Explorations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,522 18 
Apparatus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 151 25 
---- 7,447 21 
Literary and scientific exchanges (in addition to 
appropriation by Congress) ... · ............ _ .. 3,307 59 
Total expend~tures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22, 724 02 
Balance on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 2, 656 82 
Interest on the Smithson fund for six months ending June 
30, 1885 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . 21, 090 
Total cash on hand July 1, 1885 ................... $23,746 82 
NATIONAL MUSEUM .A.ND OTHER OBJECTS COMMITTED BY CONGRESS 
TO THE C.A.RE OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
The following appr~priations were made at the second session of the 
:i'orty-eighth Congress for the National Museum and other objects com-
mitted to the care of the Smithsonian Institution : 
For the preservation and exhibition and in-
crease of the collections received from the 
surveying and exploring expeditions of the 
Government, and other sources, including 
salarie or compensation of all necessary 
emplo e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $95, 000 00 
:E or exp ·n es of heating, lighting, and tele-
phonic and electrical service for the new 
Mu um building . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 000 00 
---- $104, 000 00 
~ r car f the Armory building and grounds, and expense 
of wa hin pre erv ti n, and torage of the property 
of tb --- ati nal u um and of the United States Fish 
om i io contained th rein, including salarie or com-
pen ation of all necessary employes . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • • 2,500 00 
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For cases, furniture, and fixtures requiredforthe exhibition 
of the collections of the United States N ationa,l Museum, 
and for salaries or compensation of all necessary e~-
ployes ..........•. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • $40, 000 00 
For expenses of the system of international exchanges 
between the United States and foreign countries, under 
the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, including 
salaries or compensation of all necessary employes. . • • • 10, 000 00 
¥or finishing ai::id completing the furnishing of the eastern 
portion of the Smithsonian Institution building.. . . . . . . 5, 600 00 
For the purpose of continuing ethnological researches 
among the American Indians, under the direction of the 
Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, including sal-
aries or compensation of all nf:cessary employes . . . . . . . 40,000 00 
To pay sundry bills for miscellaneous fixtures and for glass 
for exhibition cases for the National Museum, being for 
the service of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1884 . . . . . 2, 891 42 
To meet expenses of receiving, packing, transporting to 
Washington, and installing, or storing, such new speci-
mens and collections as may be presented to the Uuited 
States at the New Orleans Exposition, to be available 
for the fiscal years endlbg June ~0, 1885 and 1886. . . . . . 5, 000 00 
For cost of restoring tlie collections sent to the New Or-
.Jeans Exposition to their proper places in the National 
Museum, including repair of cases and renewal of glass, 
to be available for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1885 
and 1886 . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500 00 
Exhibit of the condition of the appropriations by Congress for the Smithson·ian Institution, 
National Muse·um, ,Jc. 
Balances Expended 
Object. January 1, January 1 to Balances 
1885. June 30, July 1, 1885. 1885. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
Fire-proofing, &c., eastern portion of building .. $1,298 22 $1,298 22 ...... ·----· 
International exchange system ..••••.•••..... 5,794 50 5,794 50 
North American ethnology ..••...•••••••••••. HJ,525 6~ 18,166 70 $1,358 92 
NATIONAL MUSEUM. ,_ 
Preservation of collections .•.•.•.•••••••••••. 5:3, 399 27 48,543 71 4,855 56 
Armory building ..•••..•.••••••••••••••••••• ·1 1,500 50 1,492 ~5 8 25 
Purni tnre and fixtures .....•••••••••••••••••. 12,636 36 10,849 96 1,786 40 
Paving tlidewalkfor Museum ••••••••••••••••• 1,000 00 ...... ---~-. 1,000 00 
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The committee has examined the vouchers for payments made from 
the Smithson income during the six months ending 30th June, 1885, all 
of which bear the approval of the Secretary of the Institution, and a, 
cert1ficate that the materials and serYices charged were applied to the 
purposes of the Institution. 
The committee has also examined the accounts of the National Mu-
seum and find that the lm,lances above given correspond with the cer-
tificates of the disbursing officers of the Interior and Treasury Dcpart-
men~. • 
The quarterly accounts-current, the vouchers, and journals ha,e been 
examined and found correct. 
Respectfully submitted. 
JOHN l\l.A.CLE.A.N, 
J .A.l\IES U. WELLING, 
HENRY COPPEE, 
Executive Comm-ittee. 
REFORT OF PR0}1l~SSOR l3AIRD, 
SECRETARY OF TITE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, FOR 1885. 
:To the Board of Regents: 
GENTLEl\[EN: In accordance with the resolution of the Board at the 
last meeting- directing that the fiscal year, instead of extending from 
J :1n.uary to Dcccm ber, shall correspond with the Government fiscal year, 
an<l extend. from July to the following J u11:e, inclusive, the present re-
port will include tho history of the operations of. the Institution for the 
first half of 18S5 only. The same restrictions in regard to time will 
apply to the reports of the National Museum, the Bureau of Ethnology, 
and tho system of International Exchanges which have been placed by 
Congress nuder the direction of the Institution. _As heretofore, there 
will also be some account of the operations of the United States Fish 
Commission~ and those of the Geological Survey, which, although not 
controlled in any way by the Institution, are so closely affiliated with it 
as to render proper some notice of them. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
INTRODUCTORY. 
The general routine work of the Institution continues to ·be much the 
same as in previous years, and while no specially ne~v features have 
been introduced, considerable extension has been made in some depart-
ments, and increased precision and efficiency in. all. In the way of 
ex.tra <l.uty tho principal occasion has been the International Exposition 
at New Orleans, where the Institution (by requirement of law) made a 
Yery extensive display. 
The new work on the eastern portion of the Smithsonian building has 
been entirely finishe£l, and much progress made in renovating the cen-
tral portion. 
A considerable number of valuable publications have appeared, and 
others are in press. 
The work of the Museum continues to increase in ma,gnitude, much 
material having been received from the New Orleans Exposition. 
THE BOARD OF REGENTS. 
It is with great regret that I announce the termjnation of service on 
the Board, of General William T. Sherman, his term having expired and · 
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his remoYal from Washington to Saint Louis, Mo., rendering him ineli· 
gible for re-election, ,the law of organization. requiring two members 
of the Board to be citizens of the District of Columbia. Dr. Welling, 
president of Columbian University, is the only member from this city at 
present, he having been elected by Congress at its last session a Regent 
for six years, until May 13, 1800. 
The term of service of an unusually large number of Regents will 
expire during the winter of 1885-1886. As "members at large," Rev. 
Dr. John Maclean, of New Jersey, Prof. Asa Gray, of Massachusetts, 
and Dr. Henry Coppee, of Pennsylvania, will cease to be members on 
the 19th of December next; and as the Forty-ninth Congress will com-
mence its session in tho same month, it will becoine the duty of the 
Speaker to appoint three Regents from the House of Representatives. 
The term of Hon. N. P. Hill, of Colorado, as Senatorial Regent, expired 
on the 3d of March, 1885, and on March 25, 1885, the Vice-President, 
Mr. Hendricks, appointed Hon. S.helby M. Cullom, ofillinois, as Regent 
during his term of ser'1'ice as United States Senator. The Vice-Presi-
dent oh the same date also re-appointed Hon. J. S. Morrill, of Vermont, 
for a new term of six years. .• 
Until the next meeting of the Board of Regents, in January, 1886, the 
vacancy existing in the Executive Committee by the e4piration of the 
term of General Sherman was filled by the appointment of Dr. Henry 
Coppee ad interim, by the remaining members of tl'le committee. 
The Board at its last meeting adopted an important resolution, order-
ing that the fiscal year of the Institution shall terminate on the 30th of 
June of each year. This changes the practice of the Institution since 
its organization,.and will occasion some difficulty in arranging tables 
of comparison of receipts and expenditures for annual periods. The 
reason for the change is that the fiscal year of the Government termi-
nates in June,· and as the appropriations made by Congress for the 
Museum, the exchange system, ethnological researches, &c., are for this 
period, it was thought advisable for the accounts of the Institution to 
conform to those of the General Government. The accounts of the In-
stitution have therefore been given in this report only for the six 
months terminating on the 30th of June, 1885. 
Change in the time of printing the Re_port.-It was also ordered by the 
.Board that "the Secretary shall hereafter prepare and cause to b~ 
1>riuted nind sent to each member of the Iloard, on or before the 1st day 
of December in each year, bis annual report." 
Difficulty has always been experienced in the early printing of the 
• nnual Report of the In titution. The organic act, .August 10, 1846, 
pr "ide · that ' ' the Iloard" of Regents '' shall submit to Congress, at 
' ·h e · ·io thereof, a, report of the operations, expenditure , and con-
<li ion of the In titution.«< In accordance with this law the Board has 
all · ubmittetl t Congre a report of the operations of the Insti-
t t iou ~·hich h b n orcl re to be printed and a number of extra 
• Pl.Ovised Statutes, Title LXXIII, Section 5593. 
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copies granted for its use and distributioi,.. The rublic Printer how~ 
~ver has not felt authorized to put any part of the report in type- before 
the adoption by Congress of a special resolution to print the extra 
copies referred to, and as there has frequently been great delay in the 
passage of the concurrent resolution, many months have frequently 
elapsed between the annual meeting of the Board and the printing of 
the report. · 
The best illustration of this delay is furnished by reference to the 
report of the Institution for the year 1883, which, although submitted 
to Congress on the 21st of January, 1884, was actually not ordered to 
be printed till July, 1884, and not delivered to the members and to the 
Institution until August, 1885. · 
To remedy this evil and to secure prompt publication, the Regents 
adopted the resolution referred to above at its last meeting, and by the 
efforts of the members of the Board in the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives secured the passage of the following joint resolution by 
Congress, No. 18, approved by the President of the United States 
March 3, 1885 : 
"Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
Stcites of America in Congress assembled, That the annual reports of 
the Smithsol!ian Institution shall be· hereafter printed at the Govern-
ment Printing Office, in the same manner as the annual reports of the 
heads of Departments are now printed, for submission in print to the 
two Houses of Congress." · 
The intent of this act is to instruct the Public Printer to print the 
Annual Report of the Regents whenever copy shall be furnished, so 
that the whole -·report may be presented to Congress in printed form at 
the commencement of each session. 
The statute under which the reports of Departments are printed is 
as follows: 
''The head of each Department, except the Department of Justice, 
shall furnish to the Congressional Printer copies of the documents 
usually accompanying his annual report, on or before the first day of 
November in each year, and a copy of his annual report on or before 
the third Monday of November in each year.* 
"It is further provided that of the documents accompanying the an-
nual reports of the Executive- Departments one thousand copies shall 
be printed and bound for the use of the members of the Senate, and 
two thousand copies for the use of the members of the House of Repre-
sentatives, in addition to the usual number for Congress, 1,DOO copies."t 
While the printing of the report is now secured without a special 
order a.teach session of Congress, it will still be necessary to have a 
concurrent resolution every year for the :printing of extra copies for the 
use of the Institution. 
FINANCES, 
Tbe financial condition of the Institution continues to be satisfactory. 
The Smithson fund remains the same as at the date of the last report, 
• Revised Statutes, Title IV, section 196. 
t Revised Statutes, Title XLV, section 3798. 
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$703,000, deposited forever in the United States Treasury, from which is 
received an annual interest of G per cent. This interest is paid on the 
1st of January and 1st of July, and the money immediately placed in 
the hands of the Treasurer of the United States, who keeps a special 
account of it. All payments are made by checks on this officer, signed 
by the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. .A monthly statement 
is rendered by the Treasurer of all checks paid and of tll c balances. This 
is compared with the books ke.pt by the accountant of the Institution. 
A quarterly examination is made by the Executive Committee of the 
Regents of all the financial transactions of the Institution. The mem-
bers of the committee sign a certificate, of which the annexed is a copy: 
CERTIFICATE, 
WASHINGTON, D. c., --, -, 18-. 
The undersigned members of the executive committee of the Board of Regents of 
the Smithsonian Institution have examined the account for -- for the - - end-
mg ---, 18-, the 1·eceipts amounting to -- dollars, and the expenditures to 
-- dollars, leaving a balance of -- dollars, as entered in the journal, Jlagcs 
- to -, inclusive; and certify the same to be correct. :E'or each dislmrserucnt 
there is a voucher approved by the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, and cer-
tified !Jy an agent of the Institution that the articles or services charged therein were 
required and furnished on account of the objects specified, and that the same were 
necessary and the charges reasonable. 
The bu.lance above stated coITesponds with tho certificate of the -- Department 
of--18-, 
--, 
--, 
--, 
Executii•e Committee. 
The change of the fiscal year of the Institution, to terminate on the 
30th of June instead of the 31st of December, Tenders it necessary to 
state in this report the receipts and expenditures for six months only, 
viz, from January 1 to July 1, 1885: 
Cash on hand January 1, 1885 ...•...... _ .... _ .... __ ... _ $25, 380 84 
Expenditures : 
Building, furniture, and fixtures . _ ..... ~ ..... . 
General expem;es, salaries, supplies, books, &c. 
Publication and researches ...... __ ..... __ . _. 
Literary and scicntifLc excl..umges .. __ .. __ _ .. __ . 
$552 15 
11,417 07 
7,447 21 
3,307 59 
22,724 02 
Bal an co .• _ • _ . • • • • • • ••••••• _ ••• ~. • • _ ...• ..•••• _ • • 2, 656 82 
lnt r ou he Smitb on fund for tbe six montbs ending 
Jun 30, 1 8.3 ..........•... _ ...........• _ •••. _ ...• . _ . 21, 090 00 
Total on hand July 1, 1885 ................... _ .. _, $23, 746 82 
Th ppropriation m, d by ongr ss for the syst m of Exchanges 
atH1 r th clir ction of the mitbsonian In itution have been disbursed 
Y Iaj. . J. obb , of the Tr asury epartment; those for ethnological 
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researches by Mr. J. D. McChesney, disbursing officer of the United 
States Geological Survey; those for the preservation of Government 
collections, furniture, and :fixtures, and other objects for the National 
Museum, by Mr. George W. Evans, disbursing clerk of the Interior 
Department. 
The vouchers for all these expenditures are critically examined by 
the proper Auditor and the Comptroller of the Treasury, and have been 
formally passed by those officials. ' 
Every payment for the Institution and its dependencies is made by 
bonded officers of the Government. 
BUILDINGS. 
The Smithsonian Building.-As stated in previous reports, two appro-
priations were made by Congress for fire-proofing the eastern portion of 
the Smithsonian building and increasing its accommodations for doing 
the Government work connected with the Museum, the International 
Exchanges, &c. The whole has now been completed in a thoroughly 
:fire-proof manner, with twice the original number of available office 
rooms, ·and with every facility for doing the work mentioned in the best 
possible manner. 
The rest of the Smithsonian building is in an unsightly and dilapi-
dated condition, and will before long require extensive repairs in the 
way of a new ceiling to the second-story room, and the re-arrangement 
of cases in the first floor, &c.; an undertaking which, as being strictly 
in the interest of the National Museum, will warrant the asking Con-
gress for the necessary appropriation. 
The exterior of the central portion of the building was in a very bad 
condition, requiring repainting, reglazing, &c., and this work has been 
undertaken and practically completed at a moderate expense, greatly 
improving its appearance. 
National Museum Building.-This building is apparently in excellent 
condition,, and has required comparatively little in the way of repairs. 
An appropriation was made in 1884 for a concrete walk along the south-
ern and eastern sides of the building, and was expended so as to furnish 
a much-needed improvement in the facilities of access. 
Armory Building.-This building, which has been assigned by law for 
the purposes of the Smithsonian Institution and the United States Fish 
Commission, is occupied partly for the storage of collections and partly 
for the active work of the Commission. It :oow constitutes what is 
known as the central hatching station of the Commission, where the 
work of propagation of food :fishes is conducted on a very extensive 
scale. It is also the depot from which shipments of :fish are made from 
Washington to all parts of the country, and for this purpose has a 
branch track of the Baltimore and Potomac Railroad, by means of which 
the cars are brought alongside of the building and receive and deliver 
their loads. 
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The Briclc Workshop.-This building GOntinues to be used for the same 
purposes as in previous years, a part of it. being occupied as a stable, 
while the greater portion is used for the prepa:ration and mounting of 
birds, modelling in plaster and papier-maclle, in painting the casts of 
specimens, &c. 
Temporary Workslwp.-Reference has been made to a large shed or 
annex, -built at the expense of the appropriation for the New Orleans 
Exposition, and used in the preparation of exhibits for the same, and 
also for storage of the articles received therefrom, and their special 
preparation for exhibition. It was also -intended to receive the collec-
tions as returned until they could be properly assigned to their places 
or otherwise disposed of. An appropriation was however made by Con-
gress at its last session to meet the cost of restoring the collections sent 
to New Orleans to their original condition, very serious damage having 
occnrre<l in consequence of the dampness and other agencies. This 
has made it necessary to retain the building fo'r the present. As soon 
as arrangements can be made to receive what is now stored therein, it 
will be taken down and the ground cleared of what is a serious incum-
brance. 
Army JJ[edical Museum Buildin[J,-_For several_ years the authorities of 
the Army Medical Museum have been endeavoring to secure an appro-
priation for the erection of a fire-proof building for the accommodation 
of the library of the Museum and the offices of the Bureau, so as to ob-
viate any possible danger of loss by :fire of important archives ancl ma-
terial. An appropriation of $200,000 was :finally made by Congress; 
and the Secretary of War, the Architect of the Capitol, and the Secre-
tary of the Smithsonian Institution were authorized to select a site 
in the vicinity of the National Museum for the accommodation of the 
aforesaid building. The committee met and selected the southeast 
corner of the Smithsonian reservation, extending along Seyenth street 
170 feet and South B street 260 feet. As the expenditure was contin-
gent upon the adequacy of the appropriation to construct the building 
in question, the plans were prepared and submitted for estimate to a 
number of bidders, whose offers were as follows: 
Bids for construction of Army Medical ]fuseU?n Build~n[J. 
.._·a.mes of bidders. Where. Building Heating Tota1. proper. apparatus. 
Bright, Ilomphrcy & District of Columbia. __ $1G5, 827 00 
Co. 
i.A.M Gowan _______ .••• _.do_, _____________ 17l,G4017 
1-rank Ilalclwin ______________ do------·-------- 170,3GB 00 
~. A. ,'clrn icLr'a, ons ------do _______________ 172,50'.J 3:3 
,J. 'l'. cDP-rmo t (infor- ______ do_---·-· ____ ---- liG,GOO 00 
m:-tl.) 
Au«. G tz o ________ ·· ---- o _______________ l'i ,GOO 00 
I . ,J. • k arty 1 ;-,, 20~> 00 
D. C. W k 217,:J:37 00 
$14, 160 $179, 9 7 00 
11,000 
15,140 
l:,, 97 
15,000 
1;;,400 
lG, !300 
Hi,700 
182,G40 17 
15,498 00 
188, 40G :3:1 
lDl,GOO 0 
]!)4,000 00 
200, r,o;; oo 
2:33,037 00 
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It thus appearing that the appropriation was adequate to the demand, 
a contract was entered into with Messrs. Bright, Humphrey & Oo., and 
tlic work ordered by the Secretary of War to be prosecuted with the 
utmost possible diligence. 
Necessity of new bitildings for the National Mitseum.-An application 
was made to Congress a · year or two ago for an appropriation with 
which to commence tlie construction of a, second building for museum 
purposes, and also to accommodate the offices of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, an establislrment which in its close affiliation to the 
work of the Smithsonian Institution and the National Museum would 
be appropriately quartered in connection therewith. This application 
however was not granted; but the need is now much greater tban, be-
fore, as there is enough material in the way of valuable specimens of 
economical interest to fill a second building the size of the present one. 
This unexhibited surplus is now stored in several buildings, some in 
Washington and some elsewhere, and consists of jmportant illustra-
tions of the economical geology, metallurgy, and other resources of the 
United States. In addition to what has been on hand for some time, 
very large collections were presented to the Government at the New 
Orleans Exhibition, which embraced a great deal of intrinsic value as 
well as of popular and scientific interest. It is earnestly to be hoped 
that this requirement will be met by Congress by the speedy appropri-
ation of an amount suitable for the purpose. 
For the safety of the general collections of the National Museum, a, 
separate buil<l.ing is also very much needed for ·the accommodation of 
the alcoholic specimens, such as are now provided by most first-cfass 
museums. Although the present buil<l.ing is practically fire-proof, yet 
should a fire be started. in the vicinity of these specimens it is probable 
that much damage would be done by the ignition of the many thou-
sands of gallons of alcohol, and the destruction of the specimens and of 
the jars in which they are contained. 
EXPLORA'.l'IONS. 
As the present report, in view of the change of the fiscal year of 
the Smithsonian Institution, covers only the period from January 1 to 
.June 30, 1885, the account of explorations .will necessarily be much 
.shorter than usual, especially as such work frequently does not begin 
1until midsummer. The completion of the history of 1885 must there-
ifore be deferred until the next report. 
Orecnland, Labrador, and the British Provinces.-Heference has been 
tmade in a previous report to the return of the Greely expedition and to 
rthe general results accomplished. Specimens illustrating the botany of 
, ,he region in the vicinity of Lady Franklin Bay ha·rn been sent to the 
l ~tional Museum by Lieutenant Greely. 
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Mr. Lucien M. Turner has been engaged in preparing his report upon 
the natural history and meteorology of the region about Fort Chimo, 
Ungava Bay, Northern Labrador, where he spent several years, as stated 
in the last report. As he completes his investigations of the various 
collections, they are turned over to the National Museum, and represent 
very important additions to its treasures. The report will be made to 
the U. S. signal officer. 
Important material, especially in geology and palreontology, has been 
received from the Geologi~al Survey of Canada. 
. . 
A.Zaska.-There has been an unusual amount of activity in the inves-
tigation of the geography and natural history of Alaska, especially the 
northern portion. Lieut. George M. Stoney, of the United States 
Navy, with a force of naval officers and men, has been engaged in con-
tinuing the explorations made by him in 1884, and already reported 
upon. The revenue cutter Corwin also again visited the Arctic Ocean, 
and parties were sent up the Kowak and other rivers emptying into 
Kotzebue Sound. Mr. Charles H. Townsend, an accomplished collector, 
accompanied the vessel and made many interesting gatherings in nat-
ural history. Mr. Henry D .. Woolfe, agent of the Pacific Steam Whal-
ing Company, stationed at Cape Lisburne, in the Arctic Ocean, has also 
coll~cted numerous specimens, including shells and marine "invertebrates. 
A few of these have been sent in, but the greater part of the collection 
has yet to come. · 
Mr. John J. McLean, signal observer at Sitka, has continued his 
transmissions of rare and interesting archreological material, while Mr. 
W. J. Fisher, at Kodiak, has forwarded additional series of ethnological 
objects, birds, &c. Mr. Johnson, Signal Service observer at Nushagak, 
has transmitted some d.esirable specimens of birds. 
Washington Territory and the west coast of the United States.-Mr. 
James G. Swan, of Port Townsend, has furnished a number of interest-
ing ethnological specimens, obtained from the Indians of Puget Sound, 
and Ensign A. P. Niblack, U.S. N., attached to the United States Coast 
Survey steamer Carlile P. Patterson, while proceeding in that vessel from 
San Francisco around Cape Horn and thence to Alaska, gathered many 
notes upon the natural history and ethnology of the country, and tram1-
mitted them to the Smithsonian Institution, with quite a number of 
, pecimens. 
East coast of the United States and Gulf of Mexico.-During the first half 
of the year 1885 the steamer Albatross, of the United States Fish Com-
mi i n, continued it important exploration into the fisheries and the 
nat 'r 1 bi t ry and phy ical condition of the waters adjacent to the 
f the United State . The winter and. early spring were spent in 
th ulf of foxico in arch of new fi hing grounds for valuable fish, 
and in Jun wa commenc~d a ·imilar work on the banks of Newfound-
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Jn~u and the other fishing banks still nearer to the coast of New Eng-
land. The result ·of these explorations, when published, will be found 
to be of much practical benefit and will add greatly to our information . 
.. 
New Mexico and Arizona.-Mr. E. 1vV. Nelson has continued his work 
in connection with the archreology and natural history of Arizona, and 
has sent in a large number of boxes of valuable collections. 
Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, at Fort Wingate, N. Mex., has also supplied 
much interesting material. 
Dr. F. W. Taylor has sent some rare minerals and fossils from the 
vicinity of Lake Valley. 
. Mexico and Lower Oalijornia.-Mr. · L. H. Ayme, to whom reference 
has been made in previous reports, has continued his explorations and 
investigations into the natural history and etlmoI.ogy of Western Mexico, 
and has contributed much material to the National Museum. 
Professor Duges, of Guanajato, has also sent in a number of intereRt-
ing specimens for identification. 
Dr. Edward Palmer was sent to make explorations into th~ ethnology 
of the :regions in the vicinity of Chihuahua, and was enabled by tbe 
courtesy of Mr. A. R. Shepherd to acqu,ire many interesting articles iu 
the neighborhood of Batopilas. 
The investigations of Mr. Charles H. Townsend in regard to the oc-
currence of the great seal, known as the sea-elephant, were crowned 
with success, some eight or ten specimens having been obtained and 
forwarded to the National Museum. It is confidently asserted that these 
represent the last of the race and that we may fairly consider the species 
as extinct on our coast. 
Central and South America.-Prof. Miles Rock, who was appointed by 
the Government of Guatemala. as astronomer in the boundary survey 
between Guatemala and Mexico, kindly offered his services to make 
photographs and collections of any interesting objects he might .find, 
and has already fulfilled his promise by the transmission of a large 
amount of material, including photographs, specimens of birds, and ob-
jects of archreology. 
Mr. J. C. Zeledon, of Costa Rica, has also continued the transmissions 
begun by him many years ago, and has supplied the National Museum 
with an almost complete collection of the vertebrate animals of that 
country. 
Dr. W. H. Jones, of the United States Navy, was very successful in 
archreological research on the coast of Peru and Chili, and the specimens 
received from him are among the most highly prized of the articles in 
the National Museum. 
Mr. George Kiefer, of Lima, has also made contributions of the same 
character. 
Europe.-Mr. Thomas Wilson, late consul at Nice, France, has been 
busy d~ng the greater part of his official tnm as consul, first at Nantes 
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and then ait Nice, in France, in explorations into the remains of prehis-
toric man, and bas presented a very large collection, the unpacking of 
which only awaits his return to this country. It is believed that this 
collection, :filling a large number of boxes, will prove to be one of the 
richest and most complete of its kind ever sent to the United States. 
The results of minor researches of more or less productiveness, wil1 
be detailed in the accompanying report of the National Museum. 
PUBLICATIONS. 
In vi~w of the fact that the Annual R0p9rt of the Institution is yearly 
presented to a number of readers. for the :first time, it seems proper to 
repeat frequently the general statement that the publications _prepared 
by it embrace three different classes. These are: 
First, a quarto series of volum·es of irregular issue entitled "Smith-
sonian Contributions to Knowledge," which consist of original memoirs 
furnishing additions to scientific information, corresponding somewhat 
with the Transactions of learned societies, though generally form-
ing more elaborate traatises than such publications. As a rule these 
contributions to positive· knowledge are based on experiments, obser-
vations, or material, carefully underta,ken or gathered by the Institu-
tion, or they are· the results of investigations originated or encouraged 
and assisted by its means. 
The second class of publications is an octavo series of Yolumes en-
titled "Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections," which also include 
the presentation of a large amount of new truths developed by origi-
nal research, but which contain in addition useful summaries, essays on 
improvements in classification-in zoology, botany, and other depart-
ments of science, and new and extended tables of physical, chemical, 
and other natural constants ; all of which possess great value in aiding 
the labors of scientific specialists in many directions, and at the same 
time are calculated to encourage inquiring minds to prosecute particu-
lar lines of investigation, as well as to afford facilities to such students. 
The third class of publications is an octavo series of "Smithsonian 
Reports," presented annually to Congress, which include, in addition to 
the usual record and statement of operations for the year, a consider-
able amount of carefully prepared matter on various scientific topics 
intended for the general reader. · 
Distribution.-These publications are liberally distributed for the dif-
fusion of knowledge, but from the absolute impossibility of producing 
editions large enough to supply all intelligent inquirers who might be 
intere ted in their perusal, the di tribution is now confined: 1st, to those 
1 arn societies of the :fir t cla which give to the Institution in return 
1 e et of their own ublication ; 2d, to colleges of the :first 
furni ing atalogue of th ir librari and students, and pub-
li ati r lativ o th ir orga ization an lli. t ry; 3d, to public libra-
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ries in this country having 25,000 volumes; 4th, they are presented in 
some cases to still smaller libraries, especially if no other copies of the 
Smithsonian publications are given in the sanie place, and a largo dis-
trict would be otherwise unsupplie<l. To institutions devoted exclu-
sively to the promotion of particular branches of knowledge, such of its 
publications are given as relate to their special objects. 
Sniithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.-A work on "Prehistoric 
Fishing in Europe and North America," by Dr. Charles Rau, men-
tioned in my last report (that for 1884) as being in type and nearly 
ready for the press, was printed and published early in the year, and 
has since been distributed in accordance with the general practice 
adopted. This work forms a volume of 342 pages (including the index), 
with 18 pages of introductory matter, in all 360 pages, and is illus-
trateu with 406 figures. Part I, occupying nearly one-third of' the 
memoir, is devoted to the archmological relics of Europe, giving a con-
cise though comprehensive survey of whatever is supposed to relate to 
fishing, under the three epochs of the palmolithic age, the neolithic 
age, and the bronze age. Part II is occupied with the archmological 
:fishing relics of North America, under the general headings of '' ],ish-
ing Implements and U tonsils," "Boats and Appurtenances," "Prehis-
toric Struotures connected with Fishing," "Aboriginal Representations 
of Fishes, .Aquatic Mammals, &c.," and, lastly, "Artificial Shell-Depos-
its." This descriptive summary is supplemented by an interesting col-
lection of extracts compiled from various writings of the sixteenth, sev-
enteenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, in which reference i.s 
made to aboriginal :fishing in North America. 
During the past year two volumes of the Contributions to Knowledge 
have been made up from outstanding memoirs. 
Volume XX.IV comprises: Article 1, "Results of Meteorological Ob-
senrations made at Providence, R. I., extending over a period of forty-
five years, from December, 1831, to December, 1876." By Prof. Alexis 
Oasw1.~n, of Brown University, Providence, H,, I. Published in 1882 
(an account of which was given in the Annual Report for that year).· 
Article n, "Tables and Results of the Precipitation in Rain and Snow 
in the United States, and at some stations in adjacent parts of North 
America and in Central and South .America. Collected by the Smith-
sonian Institution, and discussed under the direction of Joseph Henry 
and Spencer F. Baird, Secretaries." By Charles A. Schott. Second 
edition published in 1881 (an account of which was given in the .An-
nual Report for that year). The whole forms a volume of 311 pages, 
illustrated with 8 diagrams in tlle text, and accompanied by 5 plates 
and 5 large folding maps of tlrn United States, showing the curves of 
C()ual precipitation for each of the four seasons and also for the year. 
Vo1ume XXV comprises: Article 1, "Prehistoric Fishing in Europe 
and North America." By Dr. Charles Rau (just previously described). 
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Article n, "Archmological Researches in Nicaragua." By J. F. Brans-
ford, M. D. Published in 1881 (an account of which was given in the 
Annual Report for that year). Article nr, "On the Contents of a Bone 
Cave in the Island of Anguilla, West Indies." By Edward D. Cope. 
Published in 1883 (an account of which was given in the Annual Re-
port for that year). The whole forms a volume of 509 pages, illustrated 
with 545 cuts or figures and accompanied by 7 engraved plates. 
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Oollections.-The ten following numbers com-
prise pamphlet editions of papers published by the Institution, which 
being extracted from the Annual Report for 1883, should properly have 
appeared during the year 1884; but which, through delay at the Gov-
ernment Printing Office, were not actually issued till the present year. 
577. "An Account of the Progress in Meteorology in the year 1883." 
By Prof. Cleveland Abbe. This, with 4 pages of index, comprises 92 
pages Sm. · 
578. "An Account of the Progress in Physics in the year 1883." By 
Prof. George F. Barker. Svo. 52 pp. 
582. "An Account of the Progress in Zoology in the year 1883.'' By 
Theodore Gill. 8vo. 53 pp. 
583. "An Account of the Progress in Anthropology in the year 1883." 
By Prof. Otis T. Mason. 8vo. 43 pp. 
5S5. "Addresses atthe Unveiling of tbeJosepl.t Henry Statue at Wash-
ington, D. C., April rn, 1883." By Chief .Justice Waite, Chancellor of 
the Smithsonian Institution, and Noah Porter, LL. D., president of Yale 
College. Preceded _by a sketch of the proceedings on that occasion ; 
and illustrated with a page wood-cut of the bronze statue as it appears 
in the Smithsonian grounds. 8vo. 27 pp. 
586. ''Report of Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Secretary of the Smitllsonian 
Institution, to the Board of Regents, for the year 1883.'' Svo. 86 pp. 
587. "Report of the Assistant Director of the United States National 
Museum, together with the Reports of the Curators, fov the year 1883." 
8vo. 200 pp. 
· 588. "Miscellaneous Papers relating to Anthropology." By A. W. 
Howitt, James Wickersham, W. II. Adams, Augustus A. Foerste, ,J. 
P. MacLcan, William J. Taylor, S. T. Walker, L.A. Kengla, John .A. 
Ruth, Henry Booth, Ilenry E. Chase, and Cl.tarles C. Nutting. Svo. 
122 pp. 
596. '' u tralian Group Relation ." By A. W. Ilowitt. 8vo. 28 pp, 
603. ''On th Comparative Phonology of four Siouan languages." By 
R v. J. Owen Dorey. vo. 11 pp. 
rnonrr he i ue properly belonging to the year 1885, tbe first an<l 
m t important is .1. o. 53 of he Smitl.t onian eries-" Tables, Meteor-
logi al n P y ic 1.' By r. rnolcl Guyot, of Princeton College. 
nr l.t iti n, r vi. ancl nl rg . Edited by William Libbey, jr. 
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A quarter of a century has passed since the publicatioll of the third 
edition of this valuable and elaborate work. The first edition of the 
Tables was published by the Institution in 1852, comprising 212 pages. 
Five years later (in 1857) a second edition was published, with careful 
revision by the author, and the various series of tables were so en-
larged as to extend the work to over 600 pages. 'rhe third edition was 
published in 18_59, with still further amendments. 
To this volume Dr. Guyot, with untiring industry, has been making 
constant additions; and the present issue, projected by him in 1879 (from 
various delays occasioned by pressing professional occupations, as well 
as by illness and death in his family), was about four years in passing 
through the press. Just before completing the last few tables, the esti-
mable and distinguished author departed this life, February 8, 1884, in 
the seventy-seventh year of his age. The completion of the work was 
intrasted to his able assistant,Prof. William Libbey, jr., who has jud_i-
ciously executed his duties as the final editor of the work. The tables ' 
are arranged in seven series. The first series ( comprising 15 tables), 
thermometrical comparisons and con versions; the second series ( of 33 
tables), hygrometrical computations; the third series (of 27 tables), 
barometrical; the fourth series ( of 27 tables), hypsometrical; the ·:fifth 
series, geographical tables, including 40 of measures 9f length (for 
heights, &c.), 10 of itinerary measures, and 10 of square measures of 
geographical surface; the sixth series (of 99 tables) for corrections of 
variations of temperature, &c., at different parts of the earth; and the-
_seventh series comprising 9 miscellaneous tables. The whole forms an 
octavo volume (including 25 introductory pages) of 763 pages. 
No. 545. "Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington: Vol. 
II." From July 1, 1882, to July 1, 1884. 8vo. 195 pp. 
592. "Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington: Vol. VII, 
containing the Minutes of the Society and of the Mathematical Section 
for the year 1884." From January 5, 1884, to December 20, 1884. 8vo. 
lix+135 pp., or 194 pp. · · 
594. "Mental over·work and 11remature disease among public and pro-
fessional men." By Charles K. Mills, M. D. Being lecture IX of the 
"Toner Lectures"; delivered in Washington, D. C., March 19, 1884. 
8 vo. 34 pp. 
595. "The Refraction of Sound." By William B. Taylor. A reprint 
from the Smithsonian Report for 1875. 8vo. 12 pp., with 6 figures. 
608. "Report of Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Secretary of the Smithsonian 
Institution, to the Board of Regents, for the year 1884." 8vo. 98 pp. · 
609. '' An Account of the Progress in Astronon1y in the year 1884." 
Dy Prof. Edward S. Holden. Svo. 55 pp. 
610. "A Review of tb.e Progress pf North American Invertebrate 
Paleontology for the year 1884." A bibliography of publications on 
the subject for the year. By John Belknap Marcou. 8-vo. 20 pp. 
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611. "An Account of the Progress in Geography in the year 1884." 
By Commander F. M. Green, U. S. N. Svo. 19 pp. 
612. ".An Account of the Progress in l\.'f cteorology in the year 1884." 
By Prof. Cleveland Abbe. 8vo. 176 pp. 
613. '' An Account of the Progress in Physics in the year 1884." By 
.Prof. George F. Barker. 8vo. 57 pp. 
614. "An Account of the Progress in Chemistry in the year 1884." 
By Prof. H. Carrington Bolton. Svo. 52 pp. 
615. '' An Account of the Progress in Mineralogy in the year 1884." 
B.y Prof. Edward S. Dana. 8vo. rn pp. 
616. "An Account of the Progress in Vulcanology and Seismology, 
in the years 1883 and 1884." By Prof. Charles G. Rockwood, jr. 8vo. 
21 pp. 
617. ".An Account of the Progress in Zoology in the year 1884." By 
Theodore Gill. 8vo. 93 pp. 
618. "An Account of the Progress in Anthropology in the year 
1884." By Prof. Otis T. Mason. 8vo. 41 pp. 
619. ''Antiquities at Pantaleon, Guatemala." By Lieut. Charles E. 
Vreeland and Dr. J. F. Bransford, U. S. N. 8vo. 12 pp. Illustrated 
with 12 figures. 
620. " Miscellaneous Papers relating to Anthropology." By M. L. 
Leach, Charles M. Smith, and E. T. Wilthciss. 8vo. 38 pp. Illus-
trated with 16 figures. 
G21. "The Guesde Collection of Antiquities _ in Pointe a Pitre, Gua-
daloupe, West Indies." By Prof. Otis T. Mason. 8vo. 107 pp. Illus-
trated with 221 figures. 
The Scient·ific Writings of Joseph Henry.-Good progress has been 
made in the collation and printing of the collected scientific writings of 
Professor Henry ; 600 octavo pages, or more than half the entire work, 
having now (July 1) been set up in t.ype, corrected, and stereotyped. It 
is estimated that the entire work will comprise 1050 pages; and it is 
hoped that the whole will be stereotyped and printed off by the close 
of the present year. 
Bulletins of the NationalMuseum.-Tbese form a series (as heretofore 
explained) designed to supply a prompt publication of original descrip-
tion of ·pecimens rcceivetl by the ..... :rational 1\foscum, and of other al-
li matter. While these are primarily printe<l. under the direction of 
th honorable Secretary of the Interior, a supplementary edition is pub-
li hed from the st rC'otype p ate. by the Institution for the benefit of 
it, corre pon<lent , and hey are included in its '' l\Iiscellaneous Collec-
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sioner, and a staff of associates. It contains a preliminary catalogue 
and synopsis of the collections exhibited by the -United States Fish 
Cbmmission and by special exhibitors ; a concordance of the official -
classification for the use of the juries; collection of economic crusta-
ceans, worms, echinoderms, and sponges, by Richard Rathbun; a cata-
logue of tlle aquatic and fish-eating birds, by Robert Ridgway; a cata-
logue of the economic mollusca and the apparatus and appliances used 
iu their capture and pteparation for the market, by Lieut. Francis 
Winslow, U. S. N.; the whale-fishery and its appliances, by James 
~remple Brown; a catalogue of the collection of fishes, by Tarleton 
U. Bean; a descriptive catalogue of the collection illustrating the 
scientific investigation of the sea and fresh waters, by Richard Rath-
bun ; a catalogue of the aquatic mammals, by Frederick W. True; 
a catalogue of the collection illustrating the fishing vessels and boats 
and their equipment, the economic condition Qf fishermen, anglers' 
outfits, &c., by Capt. Joseph W. Collins; a catalogue of the apparatus 
for the capture of fish, by R. Ed ward Earll; a catalogue of :fishery 
products and of the apparatus used in their preparation, by A. How-
ard Clark; and a catalogue of the :fish-cultural exhibit, by R. Edward 
Earll; the whole forming (with introductory matter and general index) 
an octavo volume of 1333 pages, 
Report on the Reptiles and Batrachians of North .Amer-ica.-The Smith-
sonian Institution may claim the credit of having done more than any 
other organization or any individual in furnishing to the students and 
naturalists of the country convenie:r;i.t and effective text-books for the 
determination of the natural history of the United States and North 
America. In proof of this itis sufficient to point to what has been done 
in the way of systematic treatises on mammals, birds, :fishes, certain 
groups of mollusks, &c. 
Although a number of monographs · of reptiles have been published 
ruore or less directly under its auspices, such as that of the serpents 
an<l other groups, there is still lacking a compact manual of both the 
reptilia and batrachia; and arrangements were accordingly made with 
Professor Cope, of Philadelphia, to supply this want. This gentleman is 
well known for his professional acquaintance with these groups as studied 
by him in the collections in the Museum of theAcademyof Natural Sci· 
ences of·Philadelphia, the National Museum of Washington, and else-
where. An agreement was therefore made with him for the preparation 
of a much-needed manual on the reptiles and batrachians of North Amer-
ica; a year's time being allowed, at a suitable compensation, for the final 
and critical examination of the collections of the National Muse um and 
the preparation of the report. In this way the entire field of the ver-
tebrates of North America will have been completely covered. 
Proceed-ings of the Nat·ional Museum.-Thisseries, somewhat allied to 
the series of '' Bulletins,'? comprises pa~ers relative to the collectioils-
/01 ~1 
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generally of a less elaborate character, and aiming at a still greater 
promptness of issue by having printed single " signatures" of the peri-
odical so soon as the matter is furnished. 
Volume Vli of the '' Proceedings of the National Museum" was 
completed during the early part of the year, arnl contains descriptive 
papers by Tarleton H. Bean, Charles E. Bendire, F. W. Clarke, W. H. 
Dall, Frederick P. Dewey, H. G. Dresel, C. H. Fernald, Charles H. 
Gilbert, Theodore Gill, G. Brown Goode, Asa Gray, Romyn Hitchcock, 
David S. Jordan, Seth E. Meek, George P. Merrill, John Murdoch, E. 
W. Nelson, Temple Prime, Richard Rathbun, Robert Ridgway, J. T. 
Rothrock, John A. Ryder, R. W. Shufeldt, Elisha Slade, Sidney I. Smith, 
Rosa Smith, Leonhard Stejneger, Joseph Swain, Cyrus Thomas, and 
Frederick W. True; forming an octavo volume of 670 pages, illustrated 
with 8 figures and 2 plates. 
The following circulars have been published as appendices to the Pro-
ceedings of the National Museum: 
589. Circula~ No. 22. "Brief directions for removing and preserv-
ing the skins of mammals." By William T. Hornaday. Svo. 7 pp. 
500. Circular No. 23. "Instructions for taking paper molds of in-
scriptions in stone, wood, bronze, &c.," prepared by A. P. Niblack. 8vo. 
5 pp. 
597. Circular No. 24 . . "Plan of a Collection to illustrate the textile 
industries of the United States, to be exhibited at the World's Indus-
trial and Cotton Centennial Exposition of 1884.-'85, at New Orleans." 
By Romyn Hitchcock. 8vo. 16 pp. 
·593, Circular No. 25. "Preliminary plan for a collection of the build-
ing and ornamental stones and rocks of the United States, to be exhib-
ited at the World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition of 
1884.-'85, at New Orleans." By George P. Merrill. 8vo. 2 pp. 
599. Circular No. 26. "Plan for a collection of gems and precious 
stones to be exhibited at the Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, and the 
World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition of 1884.-'85, at 
New Orleans. By F. W. Clarke. Svo. 2 pp. 
600. Circular No. 27. "Directions for collecting, preserving, and 
transporting tortricids and other small moths." By C.H. Fernald. Svo. 
3 pp. 
601. Circular No. 28. '' Directions for mound explorations." By Cyrus 
Thoma . Svo. 3 pp. · 
602. Circular :r o. 29. '' Provisional plan for a collection of mammals 
to b exhibited at the World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Expo-
i ion f1884.-'85, at Tew Orleans." ByFrederickW. True. Svo. 27 pp. 
G 3. Circular :ro. 3 . "A list of birds, the eggs of which are wanted 
to co plcte the erics in the :rational Mn eurn, with instructions for 
coll cting gg . By Charles E. n ndire. 8vo. 4 pp. 
G • Circular ... To. 31. " Plan to illustrate the mineral resources of 
the nit t , and h ir utilization, at the W rld'a Industrial ancl 
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Cotton Centennial Exposition of 1884-'85, at New Orleans." By Fred-
erick P. Dewey. 8vo. 8 pp. 
622. Circular No. 32. " Classification of the Materia Medica collec-
tion of the United States National Museum, and catalogue of speci-
mens." By James M. Flint. "Revised and extended" by- Henry G. 
Beyer. 8vo. 39 pp. · · 
626. Circular No. 33. ''Notes on the preparation of rough skeletons." 
By Frederick .A. Lucas. Svo. 8 pp., with 12 figures. 
1'he Smithsonian Annua'l Report.-The third class of publications con-
sists of .Annual Reports of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution, presented to Congress, and printed by al!-thority of that.body. 
The Report of 1883 was not issued till 1885. It contains the report of 
the Secretary of the Institution for the year, supplemented by the cor· 
respondence relative to the transfer of astronomical announcements by 
telegraph to Harvard College Observatory; the report on the operations 
of the Smithsonian system of international and domestlc exchanges ; 
and the report of the .Assistant Director of the National Museum on 
the condition of that department, together with a general Appendix, 
embracing a record of scientific progress for the year,-in astronomy, by 
Edward S. Holden; geology, by T. Sterry Hunt; geography, by F. M. 
Green; meteorology, ~y Clevefand .Abbe; physics, by George F. Barker; 
chemistry, by H. Carrington Bolton; mineralogy, by Edward S. Dana; 
botany, by W. G. Farlow; zoology, by Theodore Gill; and anthro-
pology, by Otis T. Mason; together with miscellaneous papers relative 
to anthropology, by A. W. Howitt, James Wickersham, W. H . .Adams, 
Augustus A. Foerste, J.P. MacLean, William J. Taylor, S. T. Walker, 
L . .A. Kengla, John A. Ruth, Henry Booth, Henry E. Chase, Charles C. 
Nutting, and J. Owen Dorsey. The Report forms an octavo volume of 
997 pages (including introductory matter and index), illustrated with 
33 figures and sketch-maps and 1 plate. 
The "Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian In-
stitution, for the year 1884," forming an 8vo. volume of 943 pages (in-
cluding introductory matter and index), has been most unfortunately 
delayed, and is not yet published. 
Publications of the Bureau of Ethnology.-To the three preceding classes 
of established publications ( one of quarto size, and two of ordinary oc-
tavo size), a fourth class, of imperial octavo size, embracing the publi-
cations of the Bureau of Ethnology, under the direction of the Smith-
sonian Institution, may now properly be added. Of this series two vol-
umes have already appeared. 
The ''First .Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, to the Smith-
sonian Institution," by J. W. Powell, Director, though published two 
years ago, was not noticed in the last report of the Secretary. This 
work contains papers by J, W. Powell (in addition to his report proper), 
II. Mis. 15--2 
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by H. C. Yarrow, E. S. Holtlen, 0. C. Royce, Garrick l\fa1lery, J.C. Pil-
ling, J. 0. Dorsey, A. S. Gatschet;, and S. R. Riggs. It forms an im-
perial octavo volume of 638 pages (including introductory matter and 
index), and is illustrated with 2!}2 figures in the text, 2 map~, and 53 
plates, of which four are colored. 
The'' Second Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, to the Smith-
sonian Institution," by J. W. Powell, Director, contains papers by J.W. 
Powell, Frank H. Cushing, Errnfonie A. Smith, Henry W. Renshaw, 
Washington Matthews, William H. Holmes, and James Stevenson. It 
forms an imperial octavo volume of 514 pages (including introductory 
matter and index), an<l is illustrated with 60 figures in the text, 2 maps, 
and-173 plates, of which 12 are colored. The plates contain about 750 
separate :figures. 
INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES. 
One of the most important factors in the "diffusion of knowledge 
among men" is found in the system of international exchange carried 
on by the Smithsonian Institution. Originally only intended for the dis-
tribution. of its own publications, the Institution by degrees extended 
its usefulness and privileges to learned societies and individuals of both 
hemispheres, and at present this exchange service forms the medium 
of scientific intercourse between about 700 home institutions and 4,000 
establishments distributed over all parts of the inhabited globe. 
The gradual development of this service has resulted in a large in-
crease both in the work to be performed and in the number of employes. 
The management of this branch has, since the year 1880, been in charge 
of 1\fr. George H. Boehmer, and to his detailed report, hereto appended, 
I refer for more minute information. 
Statistics.-The increase in the number of parcels received will best be 
illustrated by the following comparison of the first six months of 1885 
with the full years of 1882, 1883, and 1884: 
1882. 1883. 1884. Six months-1885. 
Receipt . a5 ti ai ai CJ 
a3 Q) ai 
Q) 
a.i 
Q) ii t.J) !:J) bJ) bC 
~ "O ~ re, ~ 'O ~ 'O ,.!.d .:, .,!:d i::I ,.!.d i::I ..!4 s:l CJ ::i c::, ::, c::, ::i c::, i:s 
~ 0 ~ 0 c;l 0 ~ 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
----
For ign x-
change .. 1!),292 83,720 l G,063 
mn<· ·tic ex-
78,647 18,866 78,732 10,688 60,476 
chan" 7,187 30,004 B,262 49,GOS 7,0G7 42,2G5 3,679 14, 3i5 
Govf'rnm ~t 2~, 182 
.·r.ltaug 37,56~ 27,305 38,337 32,827 29,233 -- - ----- --------Total. .. r. ,017 1 t:3, :374 0:1, 1 1:;5,650 65,170 15:3,814 4~1, GOO 97,032 
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The transmissions of exchanges have been in direct ratio to the 
increase in the receipts, being for the first six months of 1885: 
(1) Foreign exchanges: 345 boxes, r_epresenting a bulk of 2,415 cubic 
feet, ~ith a weight of 82,800 pounds, against 276 boxes during the same 
period of 1884. 
(2) Domestic exchanges: 5,138 packages, this being a little above the 
half of the total number sent out during the year 1884. 
(3) Government exchanges: 38 boxes, representing a bulk of 26G cubic 
feet, with a weight of 10,500 pounds. 
Congressional .Aid.-The Smithsonian Institution continues to receive 
the usual Conbressional appropriation of $10,000 to carry out the op-
erations of the exchange service. The Library of Congress is the prin-
cipal beneficiary of the exchanges, l~rge numbers of books and parc~ls 
being annually received for that fastitution. 
Trcinsportation Companies.-A very important contribution towanl the 
expenses of the exchange servic~ consists in the granting of free freight 
on the exchange parcels or boxes by the following transportation com-
panies and firms, for which libetality acknowledgments are hereby grate-
fully rendered : 
Allan Steamship Company (A. Schumacher & Co., agents), Baltimore. 
American Colonization Society, Washington, D. C. 
Anchor Steamship Line (Henderson & Brother, agents), New York. 
Atlas Steamship Company (Pim, Forwood & Co., agents), New York. 
Bailey, H.B., & Co., New York. 
Bixby, Thomas E., & Co., Boston, Mass. 
Borlarnl, B. E,., New York. 
Boulton, Bliss & Dallett, New York. 
Cameron, R. W., & Co., New York. 
Compagnie Generale Transatlantique (L. de Bebian, agent), New York. 
Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Line (Vernon H. Brown & Co., agents), 
New York. 
Dennison, Thomas, New York. 
Hamburg American Packet Company (Kunhardt & Co., agents), New · 
'York. 
Inman Steamship Company, New York. 
:Merchants' Line of Steamers, New York. 
Monarch Line (Patton, Vickers & Co., a.gents), New York. 
Muiioz y Espriella, New York. 
J\Iurray, Ferris & Co., New York. 
Netherlands-American Steam Navigation Company (H. Oazaux, agent), 
New York. 
New York and Brazil Steamship Company, New York. 
New York and Mexico Steamship Company, New York. 
North Ger.man Lloyd (agents, Oelrichs & Co., New York; .A. Schu-
macher & Co., Ba,ltimore). 
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Pacific Mail Steamship Company, New York. 
Panama Railroad Company, New York. 
Red Star Line (Peter Wright & Sons; agents), Philadelphia and New 
York. 
White Cross Line of Antwerp (Funch, Edye & Co., agents), New York. 
Wilson & Asmus, New York. . 
The concessions of reduced freight on the part of the Pennsylvania 
Railroad Company and the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, as 
well as by the line of freight steamers between Washington and New 
York, have been continued. · 
The thanks of the Institution are also due to t1:ie foreign ministers and 
consuls of the various Governments for their assistance in taking charge 
of the transmission of boxes to the countries which they respectively 
represent. 
Govemrnent Exchanges.-By enactment of Congress of March 2, 18G7, 
the Institution was appointed the agent of the United States in an ex-
change of official public documents with foreign Governments. As pro-
vided for by Congress, 50 copies of all official publications, whether ema-
nating from Congress or any Department or Bureau of the Government, 
whether printed at the Congressional Printing Office or elsewhere, must 
lJe delivered to the Library of Congress for distribution by the Smith-
sonian Institution and to such foreign Governments as are willing to 
furnish to the Library of Congress a corresponding return from their 
publications. The conditions of this exchange having been accepted 
by 38 Governments-of which rn are European-one box (the 23d of the 
series since the establishment of this exchange) of United States pub-
lications was sent to each of these Governments in April, 1885. 
The returns having for some years fallen considerably short of ex. 
pectations, Mr. George II. Boehmer, in charge of the exchange office, 
wa detailed, at the request of the Librarian of Congress, and with the 
anction of the chairman of the Joint Committee on the Library, to 
vi it Europe for the purpose of arranging for better and fuller returns 
on the part of those Governments exchanging with the United States. 
For detailed information of the progress of his mission, success gb-
tain d, and sugge tions relative to the service, I would refer to the re-
port on the ubject contained in the section ,~ Government exchange 
divi ion" of his report on the operations of the exchange office, hereto 
appended. · 
Ir. Boehmer 1 ft on his mi sion on the 24th of July, 1884, and re-
turn n the 20th of February, 188;'.;, during which time he visited con-
; utiY ly n nrly all the European states, obtaining satisfactory re-
:ult an<l , uriw, large an -valuable additions for the library, consist-
ing mo. tly f I arliam n ary p. p r an 1 compilation of the laws of the 
ari · G v nme t ·. 
n f th prin ipal ·ta l . pr v nting the establishment of per-
' 
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manently satisfactory measures on the part of the European Govern-
ments, and which can perhaps be obviated by a personal representation 
in Europe, is caused by the entirely different understanding of the ex-
change question in those countries, resulting from the exchange conven-
tions of Paris in 1875 and 1880, and Brussels in 1883, and by the absence 
of sufficient legislation by them for securing copies of official publica-
tions for exchange purposes. 
TlJe governmental bureaus of most of the European states issue their 
publications through the medium of publishing houses, receiving from 
these about 50 per cent. from the sales of the books. Copies for gra-
tu~tons distribution, therefore, are not issued, but the books represent 
a trade value which is accepted by the exchange Commissions ( estab-
lished on tbe basis adopted at the Paris Convention of 1875), who are 
allowed only to exchange value for value. 
Tbe publications of the United States, being issued at the public ex-
pense, and not considered as purchased ( although they are quoted at 
very high prices in the book trade, and especially abroad), it becomes 
under these circumstances difficult to obtain in Europe satisfactory 
returns. It is therefore suggested by Mr. Boehmer that in future 
transactions the market value, as given by the foreign book trade, be 
accepted, which would enable our Government to obtain more satisfac-
tory returns. ' 
Preliminary arrangements have been effected with th~ Imperial Gov-
ernment of Austria for a complete exchange of all the official and sci-
entific publications of the two Governments. 
The Government of U rugnay has also forwarded to the Smithsonian 
Institution, through the United States Department of State, pro'posi-
tions relative to a full and permanent exchange of official public docu-
ments. 
LIBRARY. 
The following is a statement of the books, maps, and charts received 
by the Smithsonian Institution from January 1 to June 30, 1885: 
Volumes: 
Octavo or smaller ....... _ ..................... _ _ 688 
Quarto or larger ................. _ ......... _ . . . . . 222 
Parts of volumes : 
Octavo or smaller __ .. _ .......•.........•.. _. . . . . . 1, 971 
Quarto or larger .. _ .... _ . _ ... __ . . ............ _. . . 2, 238 
Pamphlets: 
Octavo or smaller...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 612 
Quarto or larger . _ . _ .. _ ..................... ___ . . 25G 
Maps .................. - - .. -....... - ... - - - - ... - - - . - - -
910 
4,209 
4,8G8 
354 
Total .... o. • • • • • • • • • • • • • - ••••••••••••••••• _ • • • • . • • • 10, 341 
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CO-OPERATIVE RELATIONS OF THE SM:ITHSONLA.N lNS'.l.'ITUTION. 
Duplicate Collection of Building Stones for the American Museum of Nat-
ural History, New York.-Among the various important subjects of in-
quiry on the part of the census organization of 1880, was one into the 
statistics of the quarries in the United States used to furnish building 
stones for building and ornamental purposes, and an arrangement was 
made by General Walker with Dr. G. W. Hawes, curator of mineralogy 
and lithology of the National Museum, to collect the necessary material, 
and to prepare a complete report on the subject, this to be done at the 
expense of the United States. General Walker also authorized an ar-
rangement by wliich, on payment of all the costs, lVIr. Morris K. Jesup 
was to have a duplicate collection, with a view to its presentation to the 
American Museum of Natural History. Estimating the cost of acquisi-
tion of the specimens and their preparation, including a microscopical 
section of each specimen, at $3.50 each, and the number of specimens 
to be treated at one thousand, the sum of $3,500 was placed at the com-
mand of Dr. Hawes for the purpose in question. The work upon this 
series was prosecuted with much vigor until interrupted by the death 
of Dr. Hawes. During the present year however, the work was re-
newed, and the necessary means being furnished by l\'Ir. Jesup, extra 
. workmen were employed upon his collection, which will probably be 
ready for delivery in the course of the year 1885. By thus duplicat-
ing the collection without expense to the Smithsonian Institution or 
the National Museum, tbe opportunity of study and comparison will be, 
of course, greatly extended. 
Bureau ofEducation.-In accordance with the general policy of the 
Institution to do nothing with its funds which can equally well be done 
by other means, and to co-operate with other bureaus and departments 
of the Government, the Institution turned over to the Conimissioner of 
Education 3,326 catalogues, announcements and reports of colleges and 
educational institutions, together with 401 letters, and 1,978 card-slips, 
containing an alphabetical list of the entire series. 
The Diplomatic Review.-In :March, 1883, the conductors of '' The 
Diplomatic Review" of England sent to the Smithsonian Institution ~n 
offer of the Review to any library that would undertake to bind it. 
By some trange mishap the letter containing this very liberal offer 
went a tray, and no attention was paid to it. In October, 1884, tbc 
offer wa renewed by :Mr. C. D. Coll t, the letter being accompanied by 
li ·t of libraries to which th eview had beens nt direct. This letter 
wa th initiatory t p of a corr pondenc , which will eventually result 
in th di tributi n of s veral hundml, ct. f the Diplomatic Review, as 
foll a the con uctor, th rcof can furni. h. 
b ipl m4 ti · view omm n ·e<l hi 1 55, ancl carried on to the end 
n r h · titl f th Free Pre/.i.~, i. a ontinuation of the first 
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and second series of the Portfolio, in which, nearly half a century ago, 
the late lVIr. William Pollard Urquhart began his series of articles on 
the political history of Europe. In the pages of the Diplomatic Review 
will be found Russian secret dispatches, together with other rare and 
interesting documents on the history of Europe, from the time of the 
Protocol of April 4, 1826, for the "Pacification of Greece," to the' end of 
the Servian war, in 1876. Besides these scarce documents, the Diplo-
matic Review contains many original works of lVIr. Urquhart, and a mass 
of the transactions of the Forejgn .Affairs Committees of Workingmen 
formed by him at the time of the Crimean war. 
Among these papers the following may be mentioned: Will of Peter 
the Great, brought to Paris by the Chevalier d'Eon in 1757; Dangerto 
the Political Balance of Europe, by Gustavus III, King of Sweden, 
1791; Protocol of a Conference at Constantinople between the British 
Ambassador and the Divan on the Connexion of Ru·ssia with the Greek 
Revolt, 1822; Memoir of Count Bernstorff to the King of Prussia on 
the means of annexing the Minor German States, 1831, &c. 
On the 18th of April, 1885, in pursuance of the above-mentioned 
notice, a printed circular was sent to over 400 of the principal libraries, 
educational institutions, and kindred establishments, to the following 
effect: 
This Institution is informed by the Conductors of The Diplomatic Review of England, 
that "a set of the twenty-five volumes of the Review, stitched and wrapped in seven 
books," will be presented to your library "on the condition of your binding them, so 
that they may be safely preserved for reference." 
The Diplomatic Review extends from the 13th of October, 1855, to the 3d of Jan-
uary, 1877, and contains rare and interesting documents relative to the history of 
Europe from 18~6 to 1876. It is proper to notify you that the successive volumes were 
printed in different sizes: 
Book I is in folio, and comprises two volumes. 
Books II, III, and IV; are quarto, comprising sixteen volumes. 
Books V, V.I, and VII, are octavo, comprising seven volumes, and supplement. 
Please notify this Institution whether this offer is accepted by your library; or, if' 
you have already received a set, whether you desire another on the same terms. 
Replies to the above were received as follows: 236 accepted the en-
tfre set; 8 desired portions to complete partial sets previously received, 
and 43 declined, generally on the ground that the character of the in-
formation contained in the Review did not come within the scope of 
the library. Quite a number of libraries have not noticed the circular 
or the offer contained. 
A list was prepared, and sent to lVIr. Q. D. Collet, of those libraries 
which accepted, and inasmuch as the sets were all declared to be more 
or less incomplete, preference was given to the more important libra-
ries, in order that the volumes mjght reach tho greatest number of 
readers. 
Newfoundland Postage on Exchanges.-An arrangement has been made 
with the postmaster-general of Newfonnclland by which all matter re-
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lating to the exchange system shall be p~ssecl through the mails under 
frank of the Smithsonian Institution, the chief clerk of which certifies 
to the contents of each package. 
Zoological Specimens for the Museum, contributed by Menager-ics.-For a 
number of years the Institution has been indebted to the proprietors of 
the menageries of the country for the contribution of animals dying 
from disease or otherwise while in their charge, the principal establish-
ments in this connection being those of Me$srs. Barnum, Bailey, and 
Hutchinson; Mr. Adam Forepaugh; the Central Park Menagerie, in 
charge of Mr. W. A. Conklin; and the Zoological Gardens at Philadel-
phia, under the direction of Mr. A. E. Brown. 
From time to time speoimens have been received in this way, and thus 
a large number of highly-prized additions have been made. The addi-
tional advantage of·having them in the flesh in more or less perfect con-
dition, enables them to be mounted under the best possible auspices. 
In order to make some return to the contributors, the Institution 
offered to have post-mortem examinations instituted of specimens re-
ceived, and the cause of death or disease reported to the senders. For 
this purpose the co.operation of the Army Medical Museum was in-
voked and was cheerfully rendered, and an examination of each subject 
received is usually made under the direction of Dr. John S. Billings. 
The National Museum reserves the skins and skeletons, while the 
.Army Medical Museum makes any preparations of the viscera, &c., 
that may be . desired by it. 
NECROLOGY. 
From among those co1;nected with the Institution, I have but one 
death to record. 
EDWARD FOREMAN, M. D., was born in Baltimore, October 2D, 1808. 
After reaching manhood, he was for 12 years an assistant professor jn 
the University of Pennsylvania. In 1848, he was appointed an assist-
ant in the Smithsonian Institution by Professor Henry. Ile was en-
gaged in organizing the meteorological system established by the In-
' stitution, and rendered efficient service in this department; and also 
in conducting the correspondence and arranging the details of the 
scientific lectures. In 1852 he accepted the position of chief examiner 
in the Patent Office, which he retained for eight years. In 1874 ho re-
turned to the Smithsonian In titution as an a sistant in tho ethnologi-
cal divi ion of the National Museum. His death occurred April J4, 
1 5, at his residence in tbi city. 
1\llSCELLANEOUS. 
The Tyndall Trust Funrl.-It will be remembered that when Prof. 
J hn Tynd 11 f he yal Institution of Gr at Britain, at tho ,solicita-
ti n f ·d ntifi fri nd in thi: c untry, m, d a visit to it in the fatter 
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part of' 1872, for the purpose of delivering in a few of our principal-cities 
courses of lectures on physical science, he very generously presented 
the entire net proceeds of his lectures to trustees for the purpose of pro-
moting science in this country. These popula.r lectures, eloquently pre~ 
sented and admirably illustrated experimentally, were attended by large 
and appreciative audiences in Boston, New Haven, New York, Brook-
lyn, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington. 
Professor Tyndall's trust deed, executed in New York, February 7, 
1873, just before his departure for England, was forwarded with a 
friendly personal letter of the same date, to Professor Henry of this In-
stitution, and was published in full in the Smiths·onian Report of 1872, 
pages 104-106. By this grant it was found that he assigned to our peo-
ple the liberal fund of $13,033, in the following gracious ter~s,--omitting 
here all but the more essential passages : 
"As an evidence of my good-will toward the people of the United 
States, I desire to devote this sum of $13,033 to the advancement of 
theoretic science and the promotion of original research, especially in 
the department of physics, in the United States. 
"To accomplish this object I hereby appoint Prof. Joseph Henry, Sec-
retary of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington City, D. C., Dr. E. 
L. Youmans, of New York, and General Hector Tyndale, of Philadelphia, · 
to act as a board of trustees to take charge of the above sum-to care-
fully invest it in permanent securities; and I further direct that the 
said board shall, for· the present, appropriate the interest of the fund 
in supporting or in assisting to support, at such European universities 
as they may consider most desirable, two American pupils who may 
evince decided talents in physics, and who may express a deter:rpina-
tion to devote their lives to this work. My desire would be that each 
pupil should spend four years at a German university-three of those 
years to be devoted to the acquisition of knowledge, and the fourth to 
original investigation. 
"If however in the progress of science in the United States, it should 
at any time appear to the said board that the end herein proposed 
would be better subserved by granting aid to students, or for some 
special researches in this country, the board is authorized to make the 
appropriations from the income of the fund for such purposes. 
"I further direct that vacancies which may oceur in said board, by 
death or otherwise, shall be :filled by the president of the National 
Academy of Sciences." 
Even with the wise and far-seeing provision for discretion of judg-
ment vested in the trustees by the donor, they experienced much 
greater difficulty in satisfactorily carrying into effect the enlightened 
purpose of the grant than could have been anticipated. One promising 
student, in the uncertainty of devoting his life to the career of scientific 
research contemplated, very honorably returned to the trustees the sum 
advanced to him. Another, after hesitating as to the condition of re-
maining for four years in a German or other European university, 
finally declined to avail himself of the opportunity afforded him. It 
thus resulted, from the conscientious administration of the trust, and 
the earnest desire of the trustees to execute the expressed wishes of 
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Professor Tyndall, that but a small portion of the income of th~ fund 
has been expended~ and the original sum bas been thereby augmented. 
On the death of two of the trustees-Professor Henry, at Washing-
tcm, and General H. Tyndale, at Philadelphia,-Dr. F. A. P. Barnard, of 
New York, and Prof. Joseph Lovering, of Cambridge, Mass., were duly 
appointed as their successors; and how judiciously the trustees have 
continued to husband the resources committed to them is sufficiently 
evinced by the remarkable fact that the Tyndall fund has now ac-
cumulated, by the constant addition to it of the unappropriated income, 
froni the original sum of $13,000, to $32,000. 
Under these circumstances the distinguished donor has been induced 
to modify the original conditions of the gift, so as to divide the in-
creased principal into three separate funds (of nearly $11,000 each), and 
to give the charges thereof, respectively, to Harvard College at Cam-
bridge, Columbia College at New York, and the University of Pennsyl-
vania at Philadelphia, for the perpetual maintenance in each of these 
institutions of learning, of a graduate fellowship in the department of 
physics. There can be little doubt that this change of the direction 
was, under the peculiar circumstances, eminently judicious; and that 
the several endowments will constitute brilliant prizes to aspiring 
American students, and will greatly contribute to the noble purpose of 
their founder-the stimulation of original research, and the advance-
ment of physical science in the United States. 
UNITED STNfES NATIONAL MUSEUM. 
Arrangement of material.-The regular work of the Museum has been 
considerably interrupted during the six months now under consideration 
by the participation of the Museum in the World's Industrial and Cotton 
Centennial Exposition at New Orleans. Several members of the staff 
were in attendance at this exposition, in custody of the collections of the 
Museum there displayed, and in May and June ten curators and me-
chanics were sent to New Orleans to attend to the re-packing and for-
warding of the collections sent by the Smithsqnian Institution, as well 
as to care for the numerous exhibits transferred to the Museum by for-
ign and dome tic exhibitors at the close of the exposition. The extent 
of th e acces ion was very considerable. One hundred and seventy-six 
thou and pounds of exhibits were sent to New Orleans. Of this amount 
13 ,6..A pound were sent direct, rn,814 pounds from Cincinnati, and 
7 G 1 pound from Louisville, at each of which places the Smithsonian 
In · ution had i played large exhibit · during the summer of 1884 
,.. pound w re return d, including 51,267pounds received from the 
P rtm nt, who ·e v luable exhibit, gathered by the United States 
n. n1 11 v r he world. wa tran £ rre in bulk to the National l\Iu-
wi h h • d r tan , ing t t a limit d number of loan exhibits 
i r return to their esides this amount, 74,4.89 
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pounds were acquired by gifts from Mexico and other sources. In ad-
dition to the collections consigned directly to the Museum from New 
Orleans, the important collection illustrating the uses of American woods, 
gathered for the exhibit of the Agricultural Department by Mr. William 
Saunders, has, since its receipt in Washington, been delivered to the 
Museum. At the beginning of July a considerable portion of the collec-
tions had already been received, and many of the exhibition halls of the 
Museum, which before this time had been reduced to an appearance of 
order, were becoming :filled up with the unopened boxes and cases. It is 
however confidently expected that before the end of the calendar year 
tlle new material will be unpacked and brought under control. A 
special appropriation.of $7,500 was made by Congress for the packing 
and forwarding of the new material; and for repairing and reinstalling 
the original collection. The New Orleans Exposition, although its in-
fluence was perhaps less comprehensive than that at Philadelphia in 
1876, has nevertheless accomplished a great work in the South and 
West, both from commercial and educational standpoints, and in my 
judgment the money appropriated for the display of the Smithsonian 
Institution (including the United States National Museum and li'ish 
Commission) has been prodtictive of important results to the country. 
There can be no doubt that the National Museum has been the gainer 
by the undertaking, although the work of :final arrangement has re-
ceived a temporary set-back. 
The general work of the Museum has been for the most part of the 
same character as that dmwribed in my reports for the last three years, 
and in nearly every department the curator states that decided progress 
has been made fa the development both of the study and the exhibition 
series of specimens. The work of case-construction has been steadily 
carried forward, and during the coming year the collections will be more 
thoroughly classified than has hitherto been possible, •by the assignment 
of definite space for each department in the exhibition halls. The gal-
leries of the main exhibition hall in the· Smithsonian building have been 
cleared of the old exhibition cases, which proved to be inadequate to 
present needs, and the s_pace is being used temporarily for the overhaul-
ing and arrangement of certain large collections in the departments of 
birds, mollusks, marine invertebrates, invertebrate paleontology, and 
ethnology. This step has been found absolutely necessary, since the 
space in the crowded laboratory rooms was not sufficient to admit of 
any general rearrangement. 
Museu,m Publications.-The various publications of the Museum have 
been, as hitherto, under the editorial supervision of Dr. Tarleton H. 
Bean. The seventh volume of the "Proceedings" was finished in Feb- · 
rnary, and of the eighth volume, the I)rinting of which was begun in 
March, 221 pages were printed prior to the 1st of July. At the present 
time four Bulletins arc in tho hands of tbe printer, No. 23, "Biblio-
graphy of the Publications of Isaac Lea, LL. D., by Newton Pratt 
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Scudder: No. 28, ''A manual of American Land Shells," by W. G. Bin-
ney: No. 29, -" Results of Ornithological Explorations in the Comman-
der Islands and in Kamtschatka," by Leonhard Stejneger, and No. 30, 
"Bibliography of Publications relating to the collection of fossil inver-
tebrates in the United States National Museum, including complete 
lists of the writings of Fielding B. l\feek, Charles .A. White, and Charles 
D. Walcott," by John Belknap Marcou.* Circular 32, "Classification 
of the Materia Medica Collection of the U. S. National Museum, and 
Oatalogue of Specimens," by Dr. James M. Flint, revised and extended 
by Dr. Henry G. Beyer; aud Circular 33, "Notes on the preparation of 
rough skeletons," by Frederic A. Lucas, have also been published. 
The publication of the special report upon the :fisheries of the United 
States, in quarto, which, in addition to its descriptive, historical, and 
statistical contents, will in reality constitute a monograph of the Amer-
ican portion of the :fisheries collection in the Museum, has been going 
through the press under the supervision of the Assistant -Director and 
Mr. A.H. Clark, who ar:e rendering this service to the Fish Commission 
as volunteers. 
Museum Library.-The accessions to the Museum library, including 
books and pamphlets, have been 454. Early in the year l\lr. II. W. 
Spofford was appointed assistant to Mr. F. W. True, the librarian. 
Visitors.-The total number of visitors to the National Museum dur-
ing the first half of 1885 was 107,365, a daily average of 602¾. 
Meetings in the Lectitre Hall.-The lecture hall, as in previous years, 
has been used for the meetings of several societies, viz, the National 
Academy of Sciences, the American Fisheries Society, the Iliological 
Society of Washington, the Society of Naturalists of North America, 
and the Entomological Society of Washingto.n. 
Saturday Lectures.-Twelve Saturday lectures, under the auspices of 
the Biological and Anthropological Societies of Washington, were de-
livered in the lecture hall on successive Saturday afternoons, and were 
well attended. Many of these lectures had direct reference to the work 
of the Museum, and were illustrated by specimens from the cases. 
Museuin Report.- special report upon the Museum having been or-
dered by Congress, the reports of the Assistant Director and curators 
for the year 1 84, together with the accompanying statistics and tbe 
sci ntific paper. ba ed upon the collections in the National Museum, 
l1av b en in a mea ure separated from the regular Smithsonian report, 
f rming Part II of the same, and being arranged in a separate volume. 
In accordance with my custom in previous years, I shall here present 
rief r vi w of what ha been accomplished in eacll department, r fer-
ring he pe ial Iu um r port for th full discussion of the additions 
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to the Museum during the first half of 1885, and of the general adminis-
trative details of the work of the several executive officers. 
Organization of the Scientific Departments.-The organization of cura-
torships in the several scientific departments is as follows: I, arts and in- · 
dustries, the assistant director, G. Brown Goode, acting as curator, di-
vided into the following sections: (a) materiamedica,H. G.Beyer, U.S. 
N., honorary curator; (b) textile industries, Romyn Hitchcock, acting 
curator; (c) :fisheries, R. Edward Earll, curator; (d) animal products, R. 
Edward Earll, acting curator; (e) naval architecture, J. vV. Collins, 
United States Fish Commission, honorary curator; (f) foods, W. C. At-
water, acting curator; (g) historical relics, at present under the ch~rge 
of A.. H. Clark.· II, .11., ethnology, Otis T. Mason, curator, and II, B, 
American prehistoric pottery, William .H. Holmes, Bureau of Eth-
nology, Smithsonian Institution, honorary curator. III, antiquities, 
Charles Rau, curator. IV, mammals, Frederick W. True, curator. V, 
A, birds, Robert Ridgway, curator; and V, n, birds' eggs., Charles 
Bendire, U. S. A., honorary curator. VI, reptiles and batrachians, 
H. C. Yarrow, U. S. A.., honorary curator. VII, fishes, Tarleton H . 
Bean, curator. VIII, comparative anatomy, :Frederick W. True, hon-
orary curator. IX, mollusks, William H. Dall, honorary curator; X, 
insects, C. V. Riley, honorary curator;· XI, marine invertebrates, Rich-
ard Rathbun, curator. XII, A, invertebrate fossils, (paleozoic,) C. 
D. Walcott, United States Geological Survey, honorary curator; and 
XII, n, invertebrate fossils, (meso-cenozoic,) C. A. White, United States 
Geological Survey, honorary curator. XIII, A, fossil plants, and XIII, 
n, recent plants, Lester F. Ward, United States Geological Survey, 
honorary curator. XIV, minerals, F. W. Clarke, United States Geo-
· logical Survey, honorary curator. XV, lithology and physical geol-
ogy, George P. Merrill, acting curator. XVI, metallurgy and econo-
mic geology, Fred. P. Dewey, curator. The departments of explora-
tion and field-work, chemistry, experimental physiology, and vivaria 
are still unorganized. These twenty-seven departments aud sections 
are administered by twenty-four curators, honorary curators, and act-
ing curators, of which number at present only nine receive salaries 
from the Museum appropriation. Of the remaini~g :fifteen, :five are of-
ficers connected with the Geological Survey; one, an officer of the Bureau 
of Ethnology; two, officers of the Fish Commission ; two, officers in the 
United States Army ; one, an officer in the United States Navy ; one, 
an officer in the Agricultural Department; and one, professor of chemis-
try in Wesleyan University; the .remaining two are Museum officers, 
but receive no salaries for their work in administering upon the special 
collections under their charge. 
Department of Arts and Industries.~ln the department of arts and 
industries several sections have already been organized; that of M ateria 
Medica, under the charge of Dr. H. G. Beyer, U. S. N., who has been de-
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tailed for this ser~ice by the Surgeon-General of the Navy, is in excel-
lent condition, and the collection is the most extensive of its kind in 
America. The work of labelling ·has been :finished, and during the year 
the exhibition series will be extended and :rearranged. Dr. Beyer is 
prosecuting a chemical investigation of the different species of cinchona 
barks in the collection, numbering ov-er one hundred, and has made 
some important determinations of the alkaloids of some cinchona barks 
from new regions in Guatemala and Costa Rica. He has also carried on 
investigations upon the physiological actions of atropia, cocaine, and 
caffeine, on the circulatory apparatus, the results of which have already 
been published in the '' American Journal of the Medical Sciences." 
Other experiments on the action of atropine on the heart and of blood 
at different temperatures on the same, have been discussed in the Pro-
ceedings of the Museum. 
In the section of foods, under the honorary curatorship of Professor 
Atwater, some progress has been made in the work of building up a 
collection illustrating the physiological action of foods and the composi-
tion of the human body, similar to the famous collection in the Bethnal 
Green Museum, in London. Mr. Hitchcock, who is acting curator of this 
collection, has, however, devoted most of his time to tlie development of 
' the section of textiles, which is directly under his charge. This section 
has been largely increased by donations from abroad, but especinlly 
through collections made by himself while preparing for the Exposition 
at New Orleans. The object of these collections is twofold, first, to af-
ford an exhibit of the various textile fibers available for use in this coun-
try and abroad, with specimens of articles made therefrom, such as cloth, 
rope, twine, mats, &c.; second, to provi<l.e a series of specimens of every 
fiber that can be used in the arts, to be used for scientific examination, 
tests of tensile strength, and especially to serve as type specimens 
for the identification of other fibers by microscopical examination. A 
number of collections which have been received are worthy of special 
mention. Among these, a particula;rly fine set of fibers from Brazil, 
collected by Dr. J. Carlos Berrinni, of Quissaman, who bas devoted un-
usual care and labor to the work. All the textile fibers in the Museum 
of the Department of Agriculture were placed in Mr. Hitchcock's charge 
during January, and'from this collection some valuable specimens have 
been 'elected and place<l. on exhibition. Mr. George W. Bond, of Boston, 
ha elected a large collection of native an<l. foreign wools from samples 
b longing to the United States customs department which have been pre-
pared for exhibition ; they are not yet on exhibition as the cases 
f r their di play have not been made. This collection is probably al-
r a<ly he b . t thin(T of the kjnd to be found m any museum, and when all 
th w l el ngin(T to the l\In, um collections are mounted, the di play 
f bi t ·til , ill , if no quite compl t , at least very large and valua-
bl · Owinn- t tlJe tri ·t ·d fl r pace in the l\Iuseum which ha been 
thi. < er artment, it bas n impossible to make tho display 
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of specimens as instructive and attractive as it might be. By far the 
greater part of the collection, and some of the most interesting speci-
mens, have been sent to the Exposition at New Orleans, where this de-
partment was well represented. A detailed account however of the 
display there made would not be of interest in this report, and the sub-
ject may be passed over with the statement that there were sent to 
New Orleans 290 unit boxes to represent the textiles department of 
the Museum. The display is said to have been very attractive. Mr. 
Hitchcock has also been requested to take charge of the physical ap-
paratus belonging to the Smithsonian Institution which has been trans-
ferred to the National Museum and placed in cases. The arrangement 
has been necessarily very unsystematic, owing to the limited space at 
his disposal, but in a general way it is classified under three heads, 
namely, apparatus for experiments on (1) sound, (2) heat and light, 
and (3) electricity. A list of the instruments in this collection (which 
is of interest as having been used by Professor Henry) is in course of 
preparation. In connection with it may be mentioned the relics of 
electrical and chemical apparatus of Dr. Joseph Priestley, which is on 
exhibition· in the same place. 
The collection of historical relics has received but little attention 
during the six months, and no effort is at present being made to increase 
its extent. Perhaps no part of the Museum is more attractive to visitors 
than that in which the relics of General Washington are displayed, and 
lt is believed that the section of historical relics will receive from year to 
year a constant increment of valuable memorials of the past. The heirs 
of General Robert E. Lee have presented a claim for the recovery of 
articles of furniture removed from .Arlington in 1862, and since then on 
exhibition with the Washington relics at the Patent Office and in the 
Museum. Most of these appear never to have been the property of 
General Washington. They will however be held in the Museum until 
official instructions for their delivery have been received. 
There has been little activity in connection with the section of :fish-
eries, the section of naval architecture, and the collection of musical 
instruments, all of which are however in excellent order and have 
been considerably extended, though without direct effort. 
An illustrated catalogue of the Catlin colfoction of Indian paintings 
has been prepared by Mr. Thomas Donaldson, and will soon be offered 
for publication. 
Mr. J. E. Watkins, of Camden, N. J., who is one of the leading au-
thorities in the country upon the history of railroads and steam trans-
portation, and who is indorsed by many of the leading railroad men of 
the country, was appointed in June honorary curator of the section of 
steam transportation. It is intended, as opportunity offers, to gather 
in the Museum a collection of objects illustrating the history of .Amer-
ican railroads and steamboats, with a view to preserving permanently 
the memorials of the growth of this most important interest. which has 
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been so closely connected with the material progress of the United 
States. Several important specimens ha-,e already been received, 
notably the "John Bull" locomotive engine, which was built in 1831 
in England by George and Robert Stephenson for the" Camden ahd Am-
boy Rail and Tramway Company," by which this engine was used· from 
1831 to 1861. This is now stored at the Armory building, but will be 
placed on exhibition as soon as proper space can be provided. 
Department of Ethnology.-The Curator of this department, Prof. Otis 
T. Mason, having gathered the ethnological material belonging to the 
Museum during the last half of 1884, commenced in 1885 its methodical 
arrangement. The basketry, throwing-sticks, sinew-backed bows, and 
the whole series of arrows, have been studied and classified, so as to 
illustrate their distribution, tribal characteristics, and evolution. It is 
designed to continue this system in the remaining portions of the col-
lection, with the view of better unfolding through the arts of savagery 
the origin and development of civilization. 
During the past six months the Curator made two official visits to the 
New Orleans Exposition, for the purpose of securing for the National 
Museum some of the material exhibited by the Departments of the Gen-
eral Government and of foreign countries. By this means the Museum 
has obtained a large number of accessions. Material of especial value 
was also received from Rev. C.H. A. Dall, of Calcutta; Rev. Dr. George 
W. Samson; Mr. James Stevenson, of the Bureau of Ethnology, and 
others, which will be fully described in the Report on the National Mu-
seum. 
Mr. William H. Holmes, of the Bureau of Ethnology, has continued 
the installation of aboriginal pottery, directing his efforts chiefly to la-
belling, cataloguing, and classifying the accessions received in the sum-
mer and fall of 1884. The very extensive collections of Pueblo material 
made for the 1Vorld's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition in 
New Orleans, arrived too late to be made fully available for exhibition, 
but a small representative series of vessels and other objects of clay 
was forwarded to New Orleans. The collection of ancient pottery, re-
cently obtained from Chiriqui, Panama, and partly paid for from the 
xpo ition fund~, was also represented. The most important acces ions 
have be n from the xplorations of Mr. L. H. A.yme, in Mexico. It is 
h p d that a portion, at lea t, of the pottery court will be opened to 
the pu lie by the nd of the present calendar year. 
De;Jartment of Antiquities.-Dr. Charles Rau has continued his work 
in th, partment of antiquities, carrying on toward completion the 
· arrangem nt which he began ten years ago. Ile reports im-
portan a;· . :i n: from be Bureau of Ethnology; from explorations of 
L 1 r, nl alrner in rizon, ; from Oaxaca, foxico, by L. II. Aymc; from 
' o ta i } y J. <J. Z 1c<1 n; n fro the i land of Guadalo 1pe by L. 
n •x · ; i1. ·•Iv Ye l 1, bl collection of ca. ts of the antiquitie 
~u } u ha· n d po it d iL. he Mu eum by Senor 
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Eufemio .Abadiauo, of Mexico, b; whom they were made. This ·collec-
tion includes full-size reproductions of several exceedingly important ob-
jects, such as the Mexican .Aztec Calendar Stone, the Sacrificial Stone, 
the .Aztec Goddess of Death (Teoyoamiqui), and the wonderful reclining 
figure of Chac-Mool. This collection has been forwarded from New Or-
leans and will soon be on exhibition, and it is hoped that by som'3 me~ns 
it may ultimately become the property of the Museum. It will be in-
stalled by the side of the Lorillard collection anq. other Central Amer-
ican a:qtiquities. These two collections of casts, together with the orig-
inals already in possession of the Museum, will entirely fill one of the 
small exhibition galleries and constitute a display of native American 
sculpture and architecture which is equalled nowhere else in the world. 
Department of Mammals.-.At the beginning of the year the work of 
the mammal department, incident upon the preparation of a collection 
to be exhibited in New Orleans, having been entirely completed, the 
regular routine work was resumed. The mammal exhibition hall had 
been rendered less attractive than formerly by the removal of numerous 
large specimens for the New Orleans Exposit.ion, and a temporary re-
arrangement of the collections was attempted in order to make the 
vacancies less conspicuous. During the first quarter of the yea~ thirty-
three mounted specimens were added to the exhibit.ion series, including 
several large forms, such as a Siberian sheep, a baboon, &c. .A list of: 
all the m<;mntcd mammals was made in February, and soon afterward& .. 
temporary labels were written and distributed among the specimens-._ 
1'fanuscript for printed labels for the entire series was also prepared. 
In .April the director of the Museum offered a reward for the capture .. 
of a specimen of a spotted dolphin, said to be abundant in the Gulf o-fi-
Mexico. .A fresh specimen was soon afterwards received tllrongh Messrs .. 
Warren & Stearns, of Pensacola, Fla., and proved to be of remarkable-
scientific interest. On the 9th of April three telegrams were received.I 
from life-saving station keepers announcing the stranding of cetaceam:,, 
two having reference to blackfish stranded near Cape Henry, and the 
third to a fin-back whale ashore near Truro, Mass. The most interesting 
cetacean specimens received during the half-year were a male pygmy 
sperm-whale (Kogia) and the skull of an .Atlantic right-whale (Balmn(4 
cisarctica). · 
Messrs. Barnum, Bailey, and Hutchinson, Mr. Adam Forepaugh, and 
the authorities of the Philadelphia Zoological Gardens (through Mr . .A. 
E. Brown), and the Central Park Menagerie (through Mr. W. A. Conk-
lin), have continued to send many interesting animals in the flc~h. 
In June the chief taxidermist was ordered to New Orleans to super-
intend the packing of the mammals exhibited in that city. During bj,., 
stay he negotiated an exchange in behalf of the Museum ,by which tLrep 
valuable species of quadrnrnana were acquired, including a specimen <if 
the interesting gibbon, Hylobates concolor. The New Orleans exhilJ it 
II. Mis. 15--3 
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was not received at the Museum until after the 1st of July. (For ad~-
taileu account of this collection see Museum Report, 1884, p. 129.) 
.A.t the beginning of the year an office and a commodious laboratory 
in the southwest pavilion of the Museum building were assigned to this 
department . . The collections are thereby made more accessible than· 
formerly. 
Department of Birds.-Mr. Ridgwa,y, curator of birds, reports that by 
direction he prepared for exhibition at the New Orleans World's Cotton 
Exposition a collection of .North American game birds, numberyig 163 
finely mounted specimens, and representing nearly all the species. The 
exhibit was at first intended to be much more comprehensive, the original 
plan being to exhibit all the knoWin species of North American birds, so 
far as they could be secured, together with typical groups to illustrate 
the avian fauna of the several zoo-geographical divisions of the earth's 
surface. To this end more than 700 specimens were mounted on special 
contract, it being impossible to make· up a suitable collection from the 
birds already mounted. The collection had been nearly completed on the 
original plan when it became necessary, on account of the limited space 
available, to make the great reduction which ensued. This collection 
was installed by Dr. Leonhard Stejneger, assistant curator, who for the 
purpose left Washington January 3, and returned on the 16th of the 
month. Dr. Stejneger reports that "in regard to completeness, perfec-
tion of mounting and preservation, scientiffo exactness, and popular in-
structiveness," this collection "was superior to any other ornithological 
exhibit at the exposition." The collection filled two double Museum 
cases, fitted with two rows of terraced shelves, the exhibition surface 
amounting to a little over 600 square feet. Each specimen was mounted 
on a stand of polished black walnut, and provided with a printed label 
on which were printed in large, clear type both the scientific and popular 
names. The curator also calls attention to the" American Ornitholo-
gists' Union," which was formed at the urgent request of the various 
ornithological interests of the country for the main purpose of harmon· 
izing existing differences in the nomenclature of North American birds, 
and tooreby removing the most serious obstacle to the study of ornithol-
ogy. At the meeting of organization in New York City a "committee on 
classification and nomenclature" was formed, of which the curator of the 
department of birds of the United States National Museum was made a 
member; and this committee, in pursuance of a call from the chairman, 
held a meeting in Washington, from the 15th to the 23d of April, inclu-
sive, in the office of this department, the collections of which were ap-
pealed to in all cases where there was a difference of opinion among mem-
l r of the committee, and many perplexing problems were settled to the 
·ati faction of the committee a a whole. The importance to ornithol-
o y of thi meeting, together with one held the previous year in the office 
of thi d partm n : can arc ly be overstated, the whole subject of zo-
o! rri c 1 n en 1atar b '°ioa n ex.ban tively reviewed and a care-
• 
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fl}lly prepared code adopted, in which the satisfactory rules of the exist-
ing codes were adopted and their unwieldy provisions rejected. 'l'his 
new code bas been the guide of tlle committee in the preparation of a 
new list of North American birds, and will, without much doubt, be 
.adopted l>y zoologists generally. Tlle curator having been charged by 
the above mentioned committee with tlle cetermination of n~mes of 
North American birds according to the new code of nomenclature, this 
duty has been carefully _performed, and the copy for the new list put in 
the };lands of the president of the union. At this date the list is being 
printed. The naturalists of the United States Fish Oommission steamer 
Albatross having made an exten~ive collection of birds on the almost 
unknown island of Cozumel, off the coast of Yucatan, it became the 
<luty of the curator, as a part of his official work, to determine the spe-
eies and describe those which proved new to science. The latter were 
no less than nineteen in number, of which the greater part have already 
been published, while the remainder are described in a full report upon 
the collection now being printed as a part of Volume VIII of the H Pro-
ceedings of the National Museum." The offer of the mounted birds-
which had for some years been on exhibition in the museum of the De-
partment of Agriculture, having been accepted by the National Museum, 
the transfer of the specimens to the Smithsonian building was effected 
<luring the month of May. Tllis collection, numbering 712 specimens, con-
sisted largely of common North American birds, the mounting of which 
was _not up to the standard required for exhibition in the Museum col-
lection. Being however suitable for purely educational purposes, this 
·surplu~ stock is at present being made up into sets for distribution to 
s~hools or other public educational establishments .w1=Iich may require 
such material. The remainder of the collection, consisting of a very 
good series · of the different varieties of the domesticated fowl and a 
smaller number of specimens ·of exotic Phasianidre, bas been properly 
arranged for exhibition in the Museum cases. Mr. Ridgway reports the 
· accession of 3,681 specimens of birds and 185 specimens of nests and 
eggs. 
Department of Fishes.-Dr. Tarleton H. Bean, curator of the department 
of fishes, reports 297 entries on the catalogue. The most important collec-
tions were made, as usual, by the vessels of the United States Fish Com-
mission. The Albatross collections which are discussed in the Museum 
report are very large and important. The curator was aboard this 
steamer from the 3d of January to the 20th of February, during her work 
off the southern coast, and in the West Indies, Caribbean Sea, and the Gulf 
of Mexico, up to the time of her arrival at New Orleans. He was sent out 
to make observations upon the living speQimens of the deep-sea fishes 
and upon the southward range of the east coast food-fishes. During the 
week spent at the island of Cozumel he had opportunity, incidentally, 
of aiding 1\1.r. Benedict in securing a large series of the birds of that 
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island, while the seining for fishes along the shore yielde<l 57 specie!J .. 
At New Orleans a short time was spent in attaching descriptirn labels 
to casts of fishes in the Exposition. 
Department of Comparative Anatomy.-This department is under the-
care of Mr. F. W. True, curator of mammals. 'Early in the year a number 
of exhibition cases were set up in the-east south range, and in the latter 
part of February a provisional arrangement of the' exhibition series of 
vertebrate skeletons was effected. A month later the entire collection of 
bird skeletons was brought from the Smithsonian building and stored in 
the range. An arrangement was made with the authorities of the Army 
Medical Museum for the exchange of a collection of human skulls for 
skeletons and skulls of North American vertebrates, and in April the 
first in stallment, consisting of about 500 skulls and 350 skeletons of' 
North American vertebrates, was transferred to the United States Na-
tional Museum. An agreement was also entered into between the Army, 
Medical Museum and the National Museum to undertake post-mortem 
, examination of animals in the flesh received by the Institution, and of 
which the donors desired to know the cause of death. A series of casts, 
of bones of Dinoceras, presented by P_rof. 0. C. Marsh, was also placed' 
on exhibition. The osteological preparator and his assistant were con-
stantly engaged in cleaning skeletons and mounting them for exhibi-
tion. One of the most interesting of the recently exhibited skeletons is-
that of Rhyt-ina gigas, obtained in Bering Island by Dr. L. Stejneger for. 
the Institution. Some progress has been made in the preparation of a 
series of specimens illustrative of the modifications of the limbs and; 
other portious of the skeletons in the different classes of vertebrates .. 
Experiments in special cases for the exhibition of this and other simi-
lar series have proved very successful. But little work has been done-
in connection with the reserve series except for the purpose of deter-
mining whether the specimens were in good order. 
Department of Mollusks.-This department has been making extra-
ordinary pl'ogress under the charge of Mr. William H. Dall, assisted by 
Dr. R. E. C. Stearns. Mr. Dall reports that the department under his- · 
charge has been making steady advance in its administration upon the· 
mas of accumulations of the last ten years, and, except in regard to the· 
New Orleans exhibit, has little more to offer than a record of such un-
eventful work which is indispensable for making the collections usefu1 
for the paleontologi tor the conchologist who may desire to consult it. 
The mo t intere ting accession was a small lot of Japanese shells con-
tribute by Ir. Uchimura, which contains several great rarities. The-
preparation of material for the New Orleans Expo ition, which absorbed. 
v r 1 mo th 'time prior to the beginning of the year, was completed 
un r tb dir ction of Dr. tearn , so that the boxes containing the-
the ca uir for heir di play reached their de ti-
rr ng m nt early in January. About th 
t am r e ded to ew Orlean anu re-
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m1aincd there until the installation of this exhibit was completed. The 
~xhibit in this division of natural history probably surpassed, in extent 
,and general excellence, any previou~ly made at any great Exhibition. 
1t was arranged in 21 table-cases, the specimens being placed in inside 
trays and labelled. The general system followeu. was a geographical 
-0ne, and presented a · characteristic representation of the more con-
.spicnous and interesting forms of the various zoological-geographical' 
, ,provinces. The exhibit included several cases of the fresh-water mus; 
.sels of the Mississippi drainage area, which is remarkable for the great 
number and beauty of the shells ; also the rare and peculiar forms be-
.longing to this group from other parts of the world. The land and pond 
snails of the Mississippi basin were each represented by a separate case. 
The marine shells of the Atlantic coast of America from the Arctic Sea 
to the Ca:i'ibbean, and the sea-shells of the Pacific coast from Bering Sea 
io Panama, were also shown, including the principal species inhabiting 
the tidal areas of Puget Sound to the north and the Gulf of California 
to the south. Other cases contained selected specimens from the· Indo-
Pacific region, such as live in the warm waters of the great coral areas 
-0f the tropical and semi-tropical seas between the sh0res of Western 
America and Eastern Asia. Fonr cases were devoted to the edible 
mollusca of the United States. Two of these contained clams, cockles, 
.&c., of the Atlantic seaboard, and two c'ases were devoted to similar 
· forms peculiar to the coast of Western North America from Alaska to 
San Diego, Cal. The systematig and critical selection of the foregoing 
involved a great deal of work and the overhauling of a large quantity 
-0f material, the accumulation of many years. This labor was however 
incidentally advantageous to the Museum, as a considerable portion of 
the work consisted in the examination anu partial preparation of mol-
luscan material, hereafter to be incorporated in the national collection, 
and of very great importance for reference in connection with the study 
of fossil forms of the Quaternary or even of the Tertiary age. Unlike 
the results to some other departments of the Museum, the _Exposition 
.contributed little or nothing to this section, and indeed the Museum 
was the only contributor of an important molluscan exhibit. 
Department of Insects.-Prof. 0. V. Riley continues to perform the 
duties of curator without assistance; but arrangements have been made 
for the appointment of a paid assistant curator for the next fiscal year. 
Professor Riley reports a number of important accessions, including a 
large collection of Coleoptera and Lepidoptera sent from Sikkim by the 
Rev. C.H. A. Dall, of Calcutta. A varied collection of insects was se-
-cured by the United States Fish Commission steamer Albatross from 
the West Indian region, and an important general collection of alco-
holic material was received from Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, U. S. A., stationed 
.at Fort Wingate, New Mexico. The most valuable addition to the collec~ 
tion during these six months, from a classificatory standpoint, however, 
waR tlir' <lipterolog-ica1 <·ollrct ion of :\Tr. Eclwnnl Burgess, treasurer of the 
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Boston Society of ~atural History, which was obtained by purchase; 
while the most valuable, from a popular and economic view, is the ex-
hibit collection prepared for the New Orleans Exposition. This has 
been returned with little injury, and is only awaiting space for perma-
nent exhibition in the Museum. It is made up of the following material,. 
arrangttid in cases made on the same unit plan as those of the Museum: 
(1) Insects injurious to Agriculture.-Arranged according to the partic-
-ular plant and the particular part of the plant affected, and containing, as 
far as possible, the different states of growth of the insect, its enemies 
and parasites, a statement of the remedies or preventives available, and 
a reference to the chief articles where full information can be found upon 
it. These references are principally to Government and State reportsr 
to which the farmer will most likely have access. 
(2 ) Insecticide Substances.-In the catalogue of this collection the aim 
has been to add, as briefly as possible, a statement of the method of 
using such substances, so that whenever in the first section a particular 
substance is recommended for a particular insect, the reader can tum 
to this second section for further details. 1 
(3) Insecticide Machinery and Contrivances for Destroying Insects.-In 
the catalogue of this section there is also added such information as 
will add to the instructive value of the exhibit, and a large proportion 
of the more useful contrivances are such as have been designed and 
perfected in the work of the entomological division, or of the United 
States Entomological Commission during the past five years. 
(4) Bee-culture.-This coliection is designed to show all the more val-
uable methods and contrivances now in use among the advanced apia-
rians. 
(5) Silk-culture.-In this collection the aim has been to make the exhibit 
instructive rather than full in detail. The collection includes, in addi-
tion to the foregoing, a number of framed plates, both colored and plain, 
which have been prepared in the work of the division; and a number of 
Prof. Riley's enlarged colored diagrams of some of the more important 
injurious insects were also used. A catalogue of this exhibit has been 
publi bed under the direction of the Department of Agriculture, giving 
a full and detailed statement of its contents. 
The routine work of the department has consisted in answering let-
ter and in acknowledging and determining accessions. A good deal 
of work has al o been done in the proper arrangement and classifying-
of material, particularly in the:Micro-Lepidopteraand in the Lepidoptera 
generally. In thi work Profe or Riley was assisted by Mr. Albert 
Koebel , who wa detailed from the Department of Agriculture for the-
porpo e. 
Th 
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Department of J..lJarine Ini·erteurates.-Mr. Richard Rathbun, curator, · 
reports that the most important addition to tµis department was made 
by the United States Fish Commission steamer .Albatross in April, ou 
her return from a three months' cruise in the Gulf of Mexico, mainly 
spent in investigating the grouper and red-snapper fishing grounds off 
our southern coast. The collection turned o,er to the Museum was 
much larger and contained many more no,elties than that made by 
the Albatross in the same region and the Caribbean Sea the previouR 
year, and the unassorted materials filled nearly 1,000 packages of all 
sizes. Of most interest was a series of several hundred specimens of 
sea-lilies, mostly collected off Havana, Cuba, and representing the 
various stages of growth of two species of Pentacrinus and of one of 
Rhizocrinus. Over 30 species of Echini, or sea-urchins, were also con• 
tained in the collection, and other divisions of the Echinodermata, as 
well as the Ccelenterata, Crustacea, and J\Iollusca, were very fully rep-
resented. The batbymetrical range co,ered by these explorations ex-
tended from the shore level to a depth of l,4G7 fathoms. Prof. A. 
E.,Yerrill, of New Haven, has transferred · to the Museum o"rer 1,000 
packages of identified specimens resultillg from the explorations of 
the Fish Commission in former years. )Jr. Henry Hemphill continued 
his collecting on the Florida coast, begun tlie previous winter, until 
March of this year, and has contributed several cases of specimens · 
belonging to many groups. The other principal accessions ha"e been 
a fine series of the sea-urchins and star-fishes of the west coast ·of 
Mexico from l\Ir. A. FoITcr, numerous specimens of Pacific corals and 
echinoderms from Dr. R E. C. Stearns, and the collection of marine 
invertebrates made by Lieut. George 1\1. Stoney, U. S. N., in Alaska, 
in 1884. Much progress has been made in the determination and cat-
aloguing of specimens. Prof. Walter Faxon has completed his studies 
of the collection of cray-fishes, which is now the second in the United 
States in size aud number of species, being exceeded only by that 
at the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge. It contains 46 
North American species. The collection of ~chini, which holds the 
same relative rank, has also been almost completely identified, and other 
groups are being rapidly worked over. In June the west hall of the 
Smithsonian building, devoted to the exhibition 9f marine invertebrates, 
was opened to the public, and although the collections now displayed 
fill only the wall cases surrounding phe room, they present a very credit-
able appearance, and all the groups belonging to this department are 
repr&ented to a greater or less extent. The dried collections not on 
display have been mostly transferred to the northwest gallery of the 
main hall, which will also serve as a general work-room for tbe depart-
ment. Soon after the middle of June the curator and his assistants 
left for Wood's Holl, Mass., to take part in the summer explorations of 
the United States Fish Commission.' 
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Department of Invertebrate Fossils ( Paleozoic).-l\fr. Charles D. Wal-
cott, honorary curator or this _department, reports that his principal 
work has consisted in identifying and labelling a collection of Carbon-
iferous fossils which were in the old Smithsonian collection. This work 
is now well advanced, and Will SOOn be completed as faF as identifying 
the ~pecies from the old records can be done. In the laboratory the 
time of the curator has been chiefly devoted to the preparation and 
.study of the Cambrian faunas of North America. This has been done 
in connection .with his work for the Geological Survey. A large num-
ber of types and a great quantity of specimens of described species 
will be added to the Museum collections as a result of this work. A 
number of minor accessions have been received from various persons 
throughout th@ country. 4 large addition was made to the collection 
in the latter part of 1884, a full discussion of which was presented in 
the report for that year, and another valuable contribution from the 
Geological Survey will probably be made in the latter part of the pres-
ent year. 
Department of Invertebrate Fossils (Jl.[eso-cenozoio).-Dr. Charles A. 
· White, the honorary curator of this department, states that a number 
of important accessions have been received during the first six months 
• of this year, and that some of them constitute new additions to the col-
lection. Descriptions of these have been published in the various bul-
letins of the United States Geological Survey. The work of preparing 
the collections of the Museum has been in progress, and the installation 
of types has been commenced. Since the beginning of the year con-
siderable space has been assigned to this department in the gallery of 
the Smithsonian Institution, and the work of preparing materials for 
exhibition has steadily progressed. The space in the southeast court 
of the Museum building is occupied by specimens belonging to this de-
partment which have been turned over by the Geological Survey to 
tbe Museum, and in this court the coJlections are prepared for instal-
lation. 
Departments of Fossil and Recent Plants.-Prof. Lester F. Ward, cura-
tor reports that the work of his department was exclusively confined 
to fo il plants until near the close of the year 1884, and no collections 
of recent plants were received until February last, when rooms were 
a igned to him for the purpo e, and the large J oad collection from 
K w wa placed in hi charge. With this Professor Ward joined his 
own collection, con i ting of nearly 5,000 species. The two collecJiions 
ombined form a nucleus of not le s than 14,000 species, including 
twice a many herbarium pecimen for a future herbarium. He sub-
mit the following sugge ion: 
11 
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eeived at once the great inconvenience which this arrangement would 
cause to the department of fossil plants. The collections of fossil pl~nts 
were largely undetermined, and required to be studied and identified. 
Most of them were from recent formations, and represented types of veg-
etation still living, requiring constant comparison with the recent forms 
to be seen in herbaria. Even the installation and care of those that were 
named necessitated such comparison, and the difficulties of this nature 
t hat were encountered were very great. It was rarely possible to carry 
·the fossils to the Department of Agriculture, and as it was usually 
necessary to search through large families of plants, the temporary 
t ransportation of the botanical specimens was still more impracticable. 
I therefore early began to urge the establishment at the Museum of a 
permanent collection of the plants still growing in America and other 
countries where the analogues of fossil plantR were likely to occur. 
While I am highly gratified at the progress in this directicm already 
mad~, as reported above, it must however be evident that only a begin-
ning has thus far been made, and that the present collection of living 
plants is still very inadequate. The Joad collection represents chiefly 
t he flora of Southern Europe, which is widely different from all Tertiary 
floras, and especially so from the Cretaceous ~nd Tertiary floras of North 
.America. The collections that I ha,e made are exclusively American, 
a nd, so far as they go, are valuable aids to the study of American fossil 
plants, but they are, of course, too limited in extent to be trusted in 
critical cases. The parts of the world next after those in North Ameri-
ca with which our fossil floras most closely agree, are Eastern Asia, the 
East Indies, Australia, and South Africa, and from all these vast re-
gions scarcely any representatives are to be found in the present her-
barium of the National Mnseum. It is therefore highly desirable, as n, 
necessary adjunct to the department of fossil plants, and aside from 
t he still greater desideratum of establishing a truly national herbarium 
.at the Museum, that all reasonable efforts be made to enlarge and en-
rich the botanical collections." · 
The technical botanical work of the department has been intrusted to 
Mr. Frank H. Knowlton, who in addition to identifying and installing 
t he material, has devoted much time to bibliographical research, and to 
the development of the sectional library. Very large collections have 
been made by Mr. A. L. Schott during the spring and summer months 
from the parks and gardens of the city. These collections are designed 
primarily to aid in the preparation of a catalogue of the ornamental plants 
of Washington, but while serving this purpose, they are at the same time 
valuable accessions to the herbarium and highly useful in connection 
with the study of fossil plants. In collecting and preserving these speci-
mens Mr. Schott has shown great industry and skill. In addition to 
this work Mr. Schott has undertaken t.he preparation of a check-list of 
genera from the ''GeneraPlantarum" of Bentham andHooker,ofwhich 
about half the manuscript was completed at the end of June. The time 
of the curator was almost exclusively spent in the study and determina-
tion of fossil plants collected by himself, and over one hundred species, 
many of which are new, were identified and will be duly incorporat;ed 
·n the Museum collections. 
• 
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Department of .iliinemls.-This department has been under the charge-
of Prof. F. W. Clarke, assisted by l\lr. William S. Yeates. There have 
been made during the first half of the year 534 entries, r~presenting 
2,137 specimens, all of which are new accessions, except 138 specimens-
which were found in the old collections without evidence of having been 
previously catalogued. Eighteen sets of minerals have been sent out 
as exchanges, comprising about 1,200 specimens, and much valuable 
material has been obtained in return. This department was represented 
at New Orleans by collections of the minerals from which are obtained 
gems and ornamental stones, and also by a collection of cut and polished· 
stones. These collections attracted the general attention of connois-
seurs and visitors at the Exposition. The minerals were classified after 
Dana's system, and were arranged in seven flat-top table-cases. The· 
gems were displayed in two cases, the specimens being mounted on 
white and black velvet pads. This department did not secure a large-
amou~t of new material from th~ New Orleans Exposition, most pf the 
mineral collections . on exhibition belonging to private individuals, to 
whom the agents were responsible for the sa,fe return of their specimens• 
One-half of the southwest court has been assigned to this department 
as its exhibition space, and the collections have been removed thither. 
Department of Lithology and Physical Geology.-The curator, Mr. 
George P. Merrill, was on duty at the New Orleans Exposition at the-
beginning of the year, but has nevertheless accomplished very satis· 
factory results in the work of reinstalling the collections upon the ex-
tended floor-space recently assigned to this department. The opening 
of the year found the affairs of this departqient in a quiescent though 
somewhat confused state, owing to the fact that since the preceding 
July the entire energies of the working force had been devoted to the 
preparation of the exhibit designed for the New Orleans Exposition1 
and the regular work of the Museum had consequently fallen behind. 
The special exhibit was ~mpleted late in December and the extra 
hands discharged. This exhibit consisted of (1) a collection o~ 358 
specimens of building and ornamental stones of the United States in 
the form of four-inch cubes; (2) a collection of some 12 specimens of 
foreign and native marbles in the form of polisbe<l. slabs; (3) a collec-
tion of 150 specimens of rock-forming minerals; ( 4) a collection ca)led 
a " tructural serie ," intended to represent all the common forms of 
rock tructure and texture; (5) a collection of 198 specimens of rock 
illn trating the geology and lithology of the Comstock lo<le and Wa-
hoe di trict, evada; and (6) a lithological collection compri ing 500 
cimen f variou r ·k ; this la t together with number 3 and 4 
f rmin a part f th r gular <lucational serie'3 of the l\Iuseum. A 
th oll -ti n w r all folly de crib d in the r port of tbi depart-
m n £ r 1 n forth r r f r e to th in thi place i n arr. 
Th larg q ti f th r material · ·upying 
he pa tored t m pora.ril. 
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in a shed outside the eastern entrance to the Museum, the court being 
thus available for exhibition purposes. By a reassignment of exhibi-
tion space, the exhibition area of this department was made to include· 
the whole of the west-south range, instead of a portion of this range-
and a portion of the court, as heretofore. The new arrangement is 
vastly preferable both on account of the better light thus obtained and 
of greater convenience in arranging and classifying the exhibit. In May 
the force of the department was again increased by the addition of one 
aid, one clerk, and three stone-cutters, and the preparation of a collec-
tion of building-stones commenced for the American Museum of Natural-
.History in New York. This collection will, when complete, comprise not 
less than one thousand specimens, and an equal number pf thin sections 
for microscopical study. This work was still in progress at the ~nd of-
J une. The number of entries in the department catalog1;1.e during the 
six months has been 486, comprising some 700 specimens. These will 
be fully described in the Museum report for ,the first half of 1885. -Con-
siderable time has been devoted to the preparation of the various ex-
hibition series, particularly those included under lithology, and histori-
cal, dynamical, and structural geology. The last thre~ are ~s yet far-
from completionJ and at the present rate of progress, which is neces-
sarily very limited, must so continue for several years. On this point. 
l\Ir. Merrill comments as follows: 
"I may, perhaps, be pardoned for mentioning here the fact that from 
past experience, 1 am convinced that the only satisfactory way in which, 
these last-named branches of my department can be built up, is to-
allow the c9rator, or some experienced .person, a certain sum of money 
to be expended either in the purchase of collections under his direct 
supervision, or of especially desirable material. A very considerable· 
portion of the material now necessary for this purpose is of such a 
nature-principally on account of the bulk and weight of the speci-
mens-as to be beyond the scope of the ordinary collector, and in too, 
little demand to be found in many ·of the natural-history stores. I 
might mention such examples as fault structure, examples of folds, 
contortion, false bedding, &c., which can scarcely be obtained by other 
than the means suggested." -
Department of Metallurgy and Economic Geology.-At the opening or 
the year the curator, Mr. F. P. Dewey, was still detained at New Or-
leans, arranging the collection which had been sent from his d~part-
ment to the Exposition, and he did not return to Washington tiJl the· 
middle of January. The design of the special exhibit of this department 
was to show, as far as the time and means at his disposal would per-
mit, the prominent occurrences of each metal, the methods of extract-
ing the metals from their ores, and the utilization of the metals. To· 
these were added a few illustrations of non-metallic ores and their-
utilization, including a very extensive and valuable illustration of the--
coal industry. Uost of the ore material was selected from the l\Iuseum 
collection, and only a very fe w new collections were made. These lat-
ter we~e taken upon a systematic plan representing the mine ::is a unit 
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rather than to gather a few specimens selected at random, as is usually 
·done. In following the plan, specimens were taken to represent sections 
across and up and down the vein, and to show an average of the product 
·-Of the vein, while to these were added the walls and other interesting 
.material. In representing the extraction and utilization of the metals, 
the plan adopted was to begin with the ore as it leaves the mine, and to 
follow it through the various steps in all the operations to the production 
ofthefinishedarticle, showing,when possible, every materialenteringinto 
,each operation, as well as every product of each operation. In the case of 
coal, the collections were based largely on the ethnological aspects of the 
question, and thus included many specimens aside from those of an eco-
nomic or geological value. Throughout the new collections of the depart-
ment special attention bas been paid to gathering as full and complete a de-
scription of everything shown as possible, 'Y"hile the pictorfal side of the 
-question has been treated very elaborately and includes some views of the 
interior of a coal mine taken by electric light, the first views ofthe kind 
,ever produced. These collections form a basis for a full and completerep-
rnsentation of the mineral resources of the country, and it is hoped that 
.they will increase until they shall have attained their hjgbest educa-
tional value. They have been fully described in Museum Circular No . 
. :n. The regular force of the department having been reduced to a 
scientific assistant and a laborer, the work of preparing the collections 
in the Museum has been at a comparative stand-still during the first 
half of the year. The laboratory of this department has been moved to 
the second floor of the southw,est pavilion, and the work-room on the 
floor of the l\Iuseum has been cleaned out and space prepared for ex-
hibition purposes, so that now the entire work of preparing material for 
-exhibition has been concentrated into one place. The work · of investi-
gating the New Orleans material has been carried on as · far as practi-
~able, and, with the assistance of Mr. Allen, a number of very valuable 
analyses have been made. A large number of accessions have been re-
ceived, among which may be specially mentioned a collection from the 
Argo workR, presented by Hon. N. P. Hill, a series donated by the 
Copper Queen Company, and a series of apatite from many localities, 
pre ented by Pickford & Winkfield, of London, England. In the middle 
of May the curator returned to New Orleans to pack up the collection 
and ~ solicit contribution for increasing the value of the permanent 
collection . No attempt was made to obtain large entire collections 
. ' w1thout r gard to their value to the Museum, requests being made 
for mat rial of only two cla e , i. e., that of intrinsic ,ralue, and such 
a would fill gap in our perman nt collections. This effort was so 
uc · ful that mu h v ry valuable material wa obtained and some 
of b mo im rtan g p w re fill d. mong the former should 
i' 11 ti th imp rtant an int r ting collection received 
fr m ... I xi an amon th l tt r th n1uabl rie. of iron ores from 
th - 1 ret 1m of tbP curator to 
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Washington in June, the collection presented to the l\Iuseum by the· 
American Institute of Mining Engineers, and which has for some years 
been stored in Philadelphia, under the care of Mr. Thomas Donaldson,. 
commenced to arrive and claimed his attention during the remainder of' 
the fiscal year. 
BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY. 
For continuing the prosecution of ethnological researches among the· 
North American Indians during the year 1885, under the general super-
vision of the Smithsonian Institution, an appropriation of $40,000 was 
made by Congress. The charge of this interesting work-so valuable for 
the advancement of anthropological knowledge-still remains under the 
efficient direction of M.aj. J. W. Powell. 
The explorations in this field for the collection of information and 
material, being mainly conducted during the summer months, the re-
sults cannot be collated and discussed till late in the fall. And as the-
present report is brought down only to the 1st of July, a notice of the-
operations of this Bureau for the year 1885 must necessarily be post-
poned until the next annual report. 
UNITED STATES GEOLOGIOAL SURVEY. 
While this important branch of the public service is in its organiza, .. 
tion entirely independent of the Smithsonian Institution, yet its inti-
mate relations to the latter, not only in the advancement of original 
scientific research, but particularly in the valuable contributions made· 
by it to the stores of the National Museum, have seemed to justify an. 
annual summary of its general operations. Maj. J. W. Powell continues-
t-0 administer in a highly satisfactory manner the responsible duties of. 
bis position as Director of the Survey. 
In this department also, as in that last referred to, the field work is 
still in progress at the closing of this report. And hence, 'for the rea-
son assigned, no details of the work and its results can here be given •. 
The character of the geological operations for the year will be concisely. 
presented in the report of 1885-'86. 
THE UNITED STATES FISH COMMISSION. 
The work of the Commission has been prosecuted on about the same-
scale as during the year 1884, the usual attention being paid to the pro-
duction of trout, salmon, whitefish, and other species, and to the gen-
eral investigations into the fisheries of the country. 
The steamer Albatross, whicli was sent to the Gulf of Mexico, partly. 
to represent the United States Fish Commission at the New Orleans. 
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Ex~osition and partly for the prosecution of research, was very success-
ful in he.r mission, attracting much attention at the exhibition, and 
making many important explorations. Included in these was a short 
visit to Cmmmel, an island off the coast of Yucatan, where many new 
species of vertebrate animals were secured. 
The invest~gations made at Wood's Holl will be detailed in the next 
report, as the work was begun after J nne 30, which represents the limit 
-of the present report. 
WASHINGTON, July 1, 1885. 
Respectfully submitted. 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Secretary Smithsonian Institution. 
REPORT ON SMITHSONIAN EXCHANGES, JANUARY 1 TO 
JUNE 30, 1885 . 
. BY GEORGE H. BOEHMER. 
OFFICE WORK. 
On my ret.urn from an official mission to Europe as special agent for 
the international exchange of official public documents of the United 
States Government with foreign powers, to which position I bad been 
.appointed by yourself, and at the request of Mr. Spofford, the Libra-
rian of Congress, on July 22, 1884, I resumed charge of the Exchange 
Office on March 1, 1885. One of my first duties was the preparation of 
reports to (1) the Smithsonian Institution, as the agent of exchange of 
the United States Government, and (2) to the Library of Congress, as 
the beneficiary under the Congressional act establishing this system of 
-exchange. The latter report is a manuscript of 620 pages of (42-line) 
foolscap paper, and will in all probability be presented to Congress by 
the Librarian of Congress through the Joint Committee on the Library. 
The report to the Smithsonian Institution is a manuscript of over 500 
pages foolscap, and comprises: (a) Letter of transmittal; (b) historical 
.sketch of international exchanges; ( c) journal; ( d) correspondence; ( e) . 
bibliographical list of official and scientific publications made by the 
Government departments and scientific and learned societies located in 
Berlin, Germany. This list is as complete as could be collected during 
the comparatively Hhort sojourn in that city. Of this report only the 
letter of transmittal, exhibiting a resume in a condensed form of the 
work perform~d, success attained, and certain observations made abroad, 
will be given in the present statement, under the heading "Government 
Exchange Di vision." 
Special attention had been given in all the countries visited to the 
collecting of reliable information and material to aid in. the correction 
of the "list of foreign correspondents." In this endeavor I met with 
the most generous assistance on the part of all officials to whom I made 
known my wishes, and a full list of the co-operators in this enterprise 
will be presented in the new and revised list prepared from the mate-
rial collected and now ready for publication. This new list comprises 
-over 4,000 titles, while the last one published by the Institution bad 
-0nly 2,901. 
The regular office work has received proper attention, and the first 
ix months of the present year close with a record never attained 
efore. 
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The Record Division.-The duties of this office have become so numer-
ous, that1 an additional a'ssistant was this year allowed. The work of 
this division now embraces all the records and card catalogues under 
the system adopted on the 1st of January, 1885. Under this system 
all exchanges, whether incoming or outgoing, foreign or domestic, after 
verifying the correctness of the sending, are entered on a blotter-this 
work being done by the assistants in the foreign and domestic exchange· 
division, respectively; these blotters are then transcribed by the clerks 
of the record division in the day-book, from which the ledger, repre--
sented by a card catalogue, is posted. In addition to these duties, itr 
devolves on the clerks of this division to prepare the invoices for the-
outgoing exchanges, and to credit on the ledger the acknowledgments. 
sent by recipients of exchanges, and to record and file letters, bills of 
lading, &c. 
The following statement exhibits the work done in this division dur-
ing the :first six months: 
Description. Number. 
Foreign cards in use . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .••....•...•..... 
Domestic cards in use ....•.................•............................ 
Domestic entries made ....... " .....................•.................... 
Foreign entries made ..............•.................................•.. 
Invoices written .............................. ...•• ..................... 
Government packages received ........................................ . 
Miscellaneous packages received ................................•....... 
Letters entered ......................................................... , 
3,.375' 
806 
11,217 
33,651 
13,.57-6-
51,.600 
14,042 
433, 
The Fore,ign E xchange Division.-Since January 1, 1885, 39,921 package 
have been recdved in this division and 383 boxes sent, including the 
Uovernment exchanges. A comparative statement of boxes sent dur-
ing corresponding periods of forme! years present the following results: 
Boxes. 
, 
1880. 1881. 1s82. I t883. 1884. 1885. 
----------
Number ....................... ................... 72 155 168 166 350 3 3 
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Tlte IJomcstfo Exchange Divis-ion.-Tlle work performed in this division 
between January 1, 1885, and J unc 30, 1885, is as follows : 
Description. 
Total packages distributed. ............................ - - . - . - - - . -- - . - - - - . 
Announceincnts written .................................. - - .. - - . - . - - - - - . 
Addresses written ..................................•. - - -... - - - - - - - - - - - -
Entries maclo in blotters ............................................ ---· 
Number. 
G,138 
1,830 
7,320 
G,138 
While now, as compared with 1884, the number of packages distril>-
u tccl docs not, apparently present any marked increase, it must be re-
m cm bcrcd that until the end of August, 1884, all books for the Smith-
s011ia11 Institution, whether received by mail or otherwise, were entered 
on tbo exchange record; but since then the books for the Smithsonian 
J ustitution, coming by mail, were sent direct to the Smit,hsonian Li-
brary without passing through the exchanges. Thus, while the num-
1.Jcr of entries on the exchange records has apr)arently remained the same, 
au increase has in reality taken place, the extent of which is represented 
by the 1mm ber of packages sent direct to the Smithsonian I.dbmrs-. 
VISI'.l' '.110 EUROPE. 
The Go1)Cl'nmcnt Exchange D'ivision.-On the 22d of Juls-, 1884-, ha,T-
ing bcell appointed as specfal European agent of the Library of Oon-
gre1,s for ~xch:wging the official publications of the United States GoY-
errnnont for like publications of foreign Governments, in accordance 
witu tho Congressional acts of M:1rch 2, 1867, and July 2, 186S, I ven-
t urc to licre present, as a concise statement of the business accom-
plished, a rnproduction of the Jetter transmitting the formal report: 
"Obediently to tl1e instructions received, and provided with letters 
of credence (1) from yourself to the correspondents of the Institution 
abroall, (~) from Mr. Spofford, on behalf of the Library of Congress to 
the officerR in charge of Government exchanges in Europe, and (3) 
from tbe Department of State to tlle officers of tbe diplomatic and 
consnlar corps of the United States in· Europe, I left on my mission on 
tbe 24th of July, 1S84-, :10,l successively visited the executive depart-
ments of the following- countrieR: Germany, Prussia, Saxony, Denmark, 
Norway, Swcllc11, Fi11laull, HnRsi::t, Austria, Hungary, Roumania, Ba,. 
varia, Switzerland, Wnrtemberg, Belgium, Holland, England, Italy, anc1 
li'ra11ce (Revera.l of thorn repeatedly), obtaining immediate results far 
above :ill cxpectatiom;, ::tn<l securing the promise of further vnhmble 
retnrns. · In most of the conn tries visite<l even tlrn promise of two com-
11lctc set:-; of ofJJcia.l pnbliea.tions Las heen secured., while the Govern-
ment of the Unite<1 StateR fnrnisl,cs only one single copy to each of Urn 
cxch:mging states. Anstri:1i lrns been rulde<l to the list of excl1a11ging 
GovernrnentR, and Germany n,ll(l l.>rm,:-;i:1, are al so cxpec~ed to be rc1n·e-
s ntcd in a <lecitle<l nwjority of' t,lwir n·8pectivc publicatiorn;;. 
"On of foe parag-r:1.pl1s of' i11Rf n,~tion, 8peci(ying the kind of clocu-
LL Mis. lri--4 
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ments especially desired by the Librarian of Congress, mentions, atnong 
others-
,, (a) Complete sets of the faws of each country. 
"(b) Journals, &c., of parliamentary bodies. 
'iii c) Historical publications. 
"In compliance with this pa,rag;raph I desire to state that on the part 
of all the Governments visited the promise has been cheerfully given 
(including even that of Germany and Prussia), and a number of them 
have already redeemed their promise. Ln,rgc collections have been re-
ceived from the Governments of Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Hungary, 
Saxony, Wurtemberg, Bavaria, Holland, Italy, France, and Switzcr-
ln,nd, while in furnishing collections of laws those of Wurtemberg aud 
Bavaria stand pre-eminent, the collection from the former extendiug 
from the year 1289 to the present day. This is not a Government pub-
1 iJation, but a private enterprise. The complete work had to be pur-
chased by the Government of Wurtemberg, and is now being presented 
to the Government of the United States in appreciation of the many 
arnl valuable documents presented under tlie Congressional act of Gov-
_' ernment documents exchange, while the collection from Bavaria com-
prises several hundred volumes. As regards historical publications the 
Government of Switzerland stands pre-eminent in her promise to SUJJ· 
ply as complete a collection as can be obtained-a library in itself-
of the historical works of that Republic, while the Governments of 
Saxony aml Italy have already furnished some very valuable works. 
Of other official publications a collection of 4,500 volumes of '' Proccs-
vcrbaux des conseils generaux des Departements Fran9ais," received 
from the French Government, m:1y be 1Jamed, while the offer of tho 
Bngli h Government of supplying the parliamentary papers from the 
year 1817 to the end of 1881 also <l.escrvcs mention. 
"At first I met with great difficulties and vexations in carryh1g out the 
d igmtted plan of op rations, mainly owing to the facts that all the 
int rcoursc ha<l. be n in a very indfrect way of correspondence, and 
tha,t au agent of change had never visited tbe respective Govcrn-
11 cnt , among whom om v ry singular ideas prevailed as to tbo true 
p iti n of the Li r ry f ongr s as 1~egard this exchange, as well a. 
to its r 1ativ po. itiou to th rnrn nt of th nit d States and tb 
h li •, repr utino- th v ru 
of whi h , om very, 
m i n a r gards th purr o 
n th r di a v ntag whi h 
i ' rigin in th ntir ly ifl' r n 
,. · b no- f b a. c mp, red with our wn 
.· . t m. 
hil 
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selves 0£ any and all annoyances and cost attending the pi'inting and 
publishing of their various issues by giving the manuscript in com-
mission to some enterprising anu reliable publishing house. Thus the 
work is at once thrown in the book trade and represents a commercial 
value, and copies can only be supplied through the firm holding the 
work on commission. The department may receive probably some 50 
per cent. of the proceeds of the sales, which income greatly lessens the 
cost of pre.paring the manuscript. The respective departments can 
obtain copies only by purchase, and no legislation existing in those 
countries like our Congressional act authorizing the exclrnnge of official 
documents, the one bureau, h::rving undertaken the collecting and pro-
vicling for the exchange with other Governments, has a very difficult 
task in obtaining from tlrn other departments the works required for 
the purpose. It has no right to demand, but it is always the suppli-
cant for a favor, since such only it can be considered. 
"Furthermore, the bureaus of exclrn,nge established (on the basis 
adopted by the Paris convention in 1875) in a uuru hl'r of European 
states are greatly restricted in their 1nod1ts operandi by well-defined 
laws, which prescribe distinctly that the official publications obtained 
in the manner above described, and purchased from funds exclusively 
allowed for the purpose, can be excb:::i,nged only for works of the same 
(commercial) value. This, however, is a difficult matter in the case o1 
the United States publications, which represent no commercial valne, 
although they command very high figures in the book trade. I beg lca,-vc 
here to quote from an English catalogue the prices of some of the more 
important United States 1mblications-the figures reduced to American 
currency: 
T'nblicatfons. 
Contributions to North Amcrjcn,11 Ethnology, voJ. 4 - ·----· ---·-· -----· -·----
Contributions to North American Ethnology, vol. 5. ______ . __ . ____ . ______ -- -
Annual Reports, Bureau of Ethuology. ____________ ... ____ ·- ___ .per volume--
U. S. Fish Commission Reports, 8 volumes. ___________________ --·--- ____ ---· 
Tenth Census ______ ·----··----- ____ ---· ____ ·----- ______ per volume, about._ 
Tenth Census, vol. 8 __________ . ______________ . _____ . ___ . _; __________ . ______ _ 
Commerdal Relations of the United States, 1880-1884- ______ ·-_. __ ._per set __ 
lrou and Steel, 2 volumes ____ ·----· ________ ·--· ____ '. ..... -----· ___________ _ 
Annnu.l Report Secretary of ,var, 1880 _______ -----· ---· _____ _______ per set--
Mineral Resources of the United States ___________________ _____ per volume __ 
I ri~t ~~l~if ~:iiii :_ ~-~-~ ~-~-~-~-~-~- ~-~-~- ~ :_:_ :_~_:_ ~ ~_:_~-~ :_:_:_ :_ :_:_:_ ~ :_:_ :_:_~ :_ :_ ~ :_ :_:_~--:~~~~~~ ~ ~ 
H:iyden Survey, !) volumes, 4Lo. ___ -_____________ . ____ . _____ .....•. ___ - - - - - -
Hayden Survey, Annual Reports, 12 volumes __________________ ..•. ·-. ______ _ 
Hayden Surve;y, Atlas of Colomclo . _______ . _____ . __ . ____________ .. ____ .. __ _ 
King Survey, Fortieth Parallel _____ . __________ . _____ .. _.-· ________ per set __ 
U. . Geological Survey (Powell), Annnn.l Reports. __ .. __ ..• __ .. per volume __ 
U.S. Geological Survey, monograph, vol. 2 _______ . _______________ . _________ . 
U., .Geological Survey, monograpb, vol. 3 ·-----------------···-···------·-
U. '. Geological Survey, mouograpb, vol. 4 ______ ·----- ·-···· ·--· ______ --··-
U. ,'. eological Survey, monograph, vol. 5 ·--- ______________________ -----·-
Wheeler, Snrve~,s West of the 100th Meridian ________ : _ . __ ••. ____ ._.per set._ 
Defenses of \Vashington ____ . _ ... _ . __________ . ______ . ___ ....•• _. _. ___ ..... -
Prices. 
$11 2[1 
10 50 
12 50 
45 00 
5 00 
15 75 
27 50 
10 50 
10 50 
7 50 
7 50 
10 50 
18 75 
75 00 
63 00 
15 75 
157 00 
7 50 
21 00 
21 00 
7 50 
14 25 
130 00 
11 25 
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"Herein, and in the misconceptions alJove stated, we may find an 
explanation of the scant returns the Government of the United States 
has received and of the incompleteness of the series furnished; and 
though, through the kind and hearty co-operation of our diplomatic and 
consular officers, I fmally succeeded in placing, for a time at least, tlle ex-
changes on a sound basis, allow me to suggest that tbe means of securing 
for the _Government of the United States full returns for the liberal pro-
visions made for the exchange, and of reaping the benefit of the prom-
ises obtained from the European Governments in the execution of my 
mission, can only be found in the establishment of a permanent agency 
in Europe, a precedent for which we find in the Congressional act of 
June 2G, 1848, wherein Congre~s charged the Library Committee with 
the nomination of an agent to conduct the operations of the exchange 
between France and the United States, which ought to be intrusted to 
a person entirely farnHiar with the business arnl its requirements, who 
is to keep himself always informed as to the quality and quantity of 
the publications made by the European Governments, and who should 
be capable of judging and selecting from the works thus offered such 
as would compensate the Govermneut of the United States in tbq fullest 
measure in an exchange, value for yalne, the value of the United States 
1mblications being accepted as they a.re qnoteu in the book trade, for 
t.be works seut abroad, in compliance with the Congressional acts es-
tabli shing this exchange." 
EX'.I.'ENSION 01? TUE SYS'l'EJH OF EXCil.A.NGES. 
With two Governments prelimiuary arrangements have been ma<le 
for an excbaugc of official pul)li catious, the extent of which however 
has not yet been fully dee id d 011. 'J'hese Governments are those of the 
R public of Uruguay alH1 of tli Empire of Anstria. The correspondence 
r fating to the ·c arra11g m nts i . h •r giv u: 
J~.· JTA TG E WITIT RUGUAY. 
From JJepm:tm ent of 1 'late, 1lrrtshinr;ton, Decmnber 30, 1884, to Prof. 8. F. 
na irr7 1 1m itll8onian Instit'lttion. 
I am,~,, ., 
11 TIE r JI' . 1 REL1NGIIUY, 'EN. 
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lnclos1.trc from, legation of Uruguay, New York, December 14, 1884, to 
the Secretary of Sta-tc, Washing ton. 
Sm,: I have the honor to address your excellency for the purpose of 
bringing to your notice, by means of the copy herewith inclosed, the 
in Yit.ation which the Government of the Republic that I represent has 
tl.10 high honor to address to you, for the purposes stated in the note. It 
extends this invitation feeling every confidence in the lofty American 
spirit and the good will of the United Statee Government. 
I transcribe to your excellency, in full, the note whereby I am iq-
structed to bring to the notice of your Government this invitation; it 
reads as follows : 
"JJ:fontevideo, October 2D, 1884. 
,, Mr. CHARGE n'AFFAIRES: 
"I send you a printeq. copy of the law recently passed by·the honor-
able general assembly of the Republic providing for the establishment, 
in the nati~nal library, of a bureau which is to be called 'The Central 
Bureau of International Exchanges of Publications.' 
"In pursuance of the provisions of article 8 of the reglementary de-
cree of that law, you will be pleased to invite the Government to which 
you are accredited, in the name of the Republic, to conclude a conven-
tion for the exchange of publications on various subjects. Two objects 
are had in view by the Government in pursuing this course, 'viz, to 
draw still closer the cordial relations which exist between this Re.public 
and that of the United States of America, and to encourage, by facilitat-
ing them. as far as possible, the knowledge and study of literary, scien-
tific, and other questions among the nations of America, whose advances 
in progress arnl civilization must speedily placo them on a footing with 
the most progressive nations of Europe. Your superior enlightenment 
renders it unnecessary for rne to advance m1y arguments in order to show 
the importance of the proposed convention, or tbeadvantages which must 
accrue from it to the nations adopting it. If, as is to be hoped, the 
United States Government agrees to couclude the arrangement in ques-
tion, it way be done on the basis of that which already exists between 
this Republic and Chili, or of that conclnde<l by Belgium with various 
other naLious, which yon will find in the iuclosed printed documents, if 
the United States Goveruruent uoes not consider that certain modifica-
tion, are necessary, wliieh the Government of tliis Republic is prepared 
to cousiuer. You will be.pleased fo request that Government to send 
you a rep1y in regard to tliis ma,tter. 
"MANUEL HERRERA. Y OIlER." 
In bringing the foregoing note to your knowledge, and inclosing the 
print d copy of the couYentious to which H refers, permit me to hope 
that the cabinet of which ;your e.xecllcncy is so distinguished a mem-
ber will not consi<.ler tlle plau wbich I hereby have the honor to submit 
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as imprauticaulo, since it will tend to render better known in our country 
t be practical details of the institutions of this, together with its ad-
Yances, which so greatly stimulate our own, while the constant perusal 
of the publications of our Republic will show the eagerness with which 
American countries of Spanish extraction arc seeking, in spite of well-
lmown obstacles, to secure for themselves a permanent position among 
the nations of the modern world. · · 
CARLOS F .A.RINI. 
Central Office of Internation.,c.il Exchanges of P.ublfoations. 
The Senate and House of Representat'ives of the Rep1.1,blie of Uriigiiay iri 
general assembly, &c., resolve: -
.Article 1. There is estp,blished in the national library an office called 
'' The Centra,l Office of International Excha,nges of Publications." 
Article 3. The director of the library, through the intermediary of 
· the office created by the preceding artide, will proceed to effect the ex-
elrnnge of official publications, and of the literary and scientific works 
,rltich arc printed in the Republic, in conformity with dip1omatic con-
,·entious in force, and those which the Executive nw,y conclude with 
l'oreip;u Governments. 
11rt·iclc 3. The Executive will make the necessary regulations for the 
office created by this law. -
A rti<Jlc 4. This is made ].mown, &c. 
Uou se of Rc1)rescntn,tivcs, :M.ontevi<leo, May 14, 1884. 
X. L~VINA, President. 
JOSE LUIS l\IISSAGLIA, Secretary. 
1Iouso of Beprcsentatives of tho Bepuulic of Urugiuiy, 
Montevideo, Jlla,y 15, 1884. 
To the Execiitive of the Republic: 
·w have th - honor to trausmit to tile Executive of tlie Republic tbc law 
Ran ·lion d by tltc honombl Uongress in yesterday's scssiou, establish-
i 11µ; in th· miti nal librnry an office called '' 'rhe Central Office of Inter-
ualioual 1 •• ·hang · of Pu licaitions." 
XAVIEH, LAVINA. 
JOSE LUIS 1'fISSAGLlA. 
1 l_lJllr l mcnt of A 'late, Jllontc i<1co, 1llay 37: l, 4. 
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Department of State, JIIontevideo, July 24, 188,L. 
DECREE. 
In couformity with the provisions of article 3 of the law of ]\fay 27, 
_ 1884, the Executive of the Republic decrees: 
llrtfole 1. After the office.of International Exchanges of Publicatiou:; 
referred to in the preceding law has been established aml organized, 
Urn director of the national library will, with the view to the better 
service of said office, prepare regulations for the same, which he will 
in due tirµe submit to the Government for its approval. 
Article 2. 1'he above-mentioned functionary will on the 31st Decem-
ber of each year present to this ministry a report showing the progress, 
the needs, and the increase of said office, which document, when pub-
lished, shall be transmitted to all institutions which exchange publica-
tions with the national library. · 
.Article 3. All the departments and their bureaus will transmit to the 
office of International Exchanges of Pnblications 25 copies of all the 
documents publishecl by them. 
Article 4. Tho director of the national library will acquire for the 
office to which this decree relates, all such publications as will, in his 
opinion, tend to contribute to the reputation of the ·Republic in foreign 
parts, with the view that this office may distribute them. The provis-
ions of this art;·c1e, however, shall not interfere with an~· donations 
which may be made to the office of exchanges. 
Article 5. All agents of ·the Republic in foreign countries will aid the 
uirector of the library, whenever he calls ·on them for such aid; an.cl 
if such obligation involves any expenditure, the agents sha,11, before 
takiug- any action, inform the director of tlle amount needed, so that he 
may either allow the expenditure or refuse it, according to the amount 
of fund8 at his dis11osal for tho purpose . 
..Article G. Any conventions which may be concluded in the future 
shn,11 be formulated according to the test of the convention concludeu 
between the charged' affaires of Uruguay in Chili .and the Goveru-
ment of Chili on the Gth June, 1873, and whenever this is impossi-
ble, according- to the project of a convention prepared at Brussels on 
the 26th August, 1880/*' 
..Article 7. In view of the fact that any delay in the conclusion of con-
ventions may prove prejudicial to the Republic and the national li-
brary, the director of that im1titution will propose to tlle Departmcn t 
of State the establishment of an exchange of publications with all those 
nations with whom, in his opinion, such au exchange should be estaiu-
li 'hcd, determining at, the same time what publications should be 
1 exchanged. An<l if the Department of State apprnves of the 1iropo-
~[Tho articles of this ·onvontion ·were publishod in tbe Smithsonian Roport for 
1883j pp. 123, 124.] 
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sitioll, it will transmit it to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, whichim 
mediately, an<.1 without any legislation on the subject, will proceed to 
arrange the necessary convention, reporting its action to the Depart-
ment of State . 
.Article 8. There shall be forwarded to all the Governments of Amer-
ica, through the intermediary of the Min is try of Foreign Affairs, a circular 
giving the provisions of the law in. question a.n<.1 of this decree, inviting 
them at the same time to enjoy the benefits which will result from such 
an exchange for all .nations which accept it . 
.Article !l. The above shall be published an<.1 inserted in the cocle_of 
laws. 
SANTOS. 
CARLOS DE CASTRO, 
Exchange of piibliccitions between Uritgiuriy and GhiU. 
Met a,t the Ministry of Foreign Affairs ou the sixth day of J unc, ono 
tllousand eight hundred and seventy-three, Don Jose C. Arrieta, charge 
u'afl'aires of the Republic of Uruguay, and Don Adolfo Ibanez, minister 
of foreign affairs of Chili, for the purpose of concluding a convention 
for the regular and permanent exchange between the two Republics of 
the literary and scientific productions of their citizens, which will 
i-.;trengthen the bonds of sympathy which unite the t"o countries, and 
a,greed upon the following articles: 
.Article 1. The Government of Uruguay and of Chili will send to each. 
other, as soon as possible, tw.o copies of all the publications which they 
have had printed in accordance ,,ith the provisions of tlle law in their 
respective territories, excepting prouuctions of purely private interest 
or who e contents do not entitle them to be considered as scientific or 
literary publications. 
Article 2. The same obligation will ho in force even if the publica-
Lion in qu stion have not been published in either of the two countri s, 
but have en publi bed at the expense of either of the two Govern-
m nt.', or by their aid or subvention. 
Article 3. As o n a one of the two Governments ha::; received tho 
puhli atious · nt l y the tller, it will acknowledge their receipt in the 
uilicial journ, 1, gi ing th place wh re th y lu1ve b en published ::md 
the pl c whence they were ·ent, ·with the view to briucr them to i.h 
11otic:c! of ho · wh de ·ir t o t~in hem. 
Article . 'Ih pro i ion , of the abov tbr articl swill apply to gco-
'1r:tphi ·al map: a.11(1 o her , ork f tha lrn.racter. 
lrtid · :i. I!.a ·Ii v 'nm n will al ·o pr cure an<l. s •ud to the other 
re copi ·.· f work }) 1 li.'h ·cl l. ·itiz 11 of th ir re 1 ectivc countrie 
1' •:i11i11;,{ : l road · l thi. liN"c i n will • a,• 1 H r rrard • the 
IIJPlJ or T I'U'1 ll:l.\' if : ·itiz ll 
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Article G. Each of the two Governments will form a collection as com-
plete as possible of all the works published within its territory, or out-
siclc of it, if tlte provisions of article 2 apply to them; and will trans-
mit t.lds collection to the other at as early a <late as possible. This col-
lection sl1oukl especiall~, comprise works treating of the Listory, geog-
1 aplt,y, industries, statistics, and legislation of tlie country. 
1-lrticlc 7. Publications shall be transmitted in the month of January 
of every year; in Uruguay t1Jrough the intermediary of the Chilian 
legatio11, and in Chili through the intermeuiary of the Uruguayan le-
gation, or direct between the two Governments whene,~er there are no 
legations . 
.Article 8. 1'1.Je present convention will go into effect this da.y, and 
will continue in force, until either of the two Governments shall desire 
its discontinuance, and shall so au.vise the otber. 
At the close of this confcrcuce the charge cl'affaires of Uruguay and 
the Chiliau minister of foreigu relations ham Bigned tbis document in 
duplicate copy, aml affixed thereto their respecti rn seals. 
LL, s.] J. ARRIE1'.A, 
[L. s.1 ADOLFO InANEZ. 
From the SmWisonialn Institution, Janiuiry 31, 1885, to Hon. F. 11• Fre-
linglmy~cn, Sccretciry of State. ' 
Sm: Iu aclrnowle<lgi.ng tltc receipt of your letter of tlrn :30th ot 
December l:rnt, inclosiug a copy of a Hote from the Ulrn,rge d'atfaires · 
of Urngu:.1y in reference to au excl1c:wgc of pnblicati011s between that 
Government and the Government of the Uuited States, I beg to Hay 
that a,u a11swer was necessarily deferred until a, translation could be 
made of the Spanish document accompm,ying your communication, the 
original of which is llerewith returned. 
It is not my province to offer suggestions to the Government of Um-
guay regarding a, general system of excha11ges with tlm various Gov-
ernments of tlle world; but so far as the United States is concerned, I 
can say that it will givo tho Smithsonian Institution much pleasure to 
make the 1rncessury arrangements for au interchange of official publica-
tions of the two countries, the Institution sending to Uruguay at least 
once a year, and perhaps twice, all the puulications of the Government 
of the Unite<l States, wlietlier printed uy onler of Congress or any of 
Urn Departmcnts-tltcse, of course, in return for an equally exhaustive 
and comprehensive transmi1.;siou on the part of the Government of Uru-
guay, all the returns received to be placed in the Library of Congress. 
The SmiLlisonian Institution cn,unot uudertake to sccnre publications 
~onerally of tbe scienti fie and liternry establishments of the U nite<l 
State ' , lmt it will be happy to do all in its power in tbis respect. It 
i,, liow 'Yer, willillg to scud its owu w~rks-tlle Smitbsouian Contrilm-
tions to K11owlcdge, tlie l\1iscellaueous Collections, and the Annual 
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Reports, which embody a large percentage of .American scientific litera-
ture. 
In return for this speciai and separate sending it ,vould expect for 
it,s own library copies of any works on scientific subjects published by 
the Government of Uruguay. 
In reference to the best, or most c01w·cnieut, methou of co_nducting 
au exchange of publications between the t,vo countries in question, I 
beg to say that where distant communication by sea is involved, as is 
the case in the present instance, we find it most convenient to deliver 
an packages, free of freight, to the consul in New York of the country 
addressed, and to have the returns transmitted free of cost to the 
American consul at the port of shipment. 
This course is pursued for the reason that any question of ocean ex-
penses can be more readily settled on delivery of the packages. Al-
thouglt differing somewhat from that agreed upon at Brussels, this ar-
rangement has been acceded to by all the European correspondents of 
the Smithsonian.Institution. Of course it would not be impossible to 
make deliveries at Montevideo, if that be the proper port of entry, but 
there would necessarily be petty charges that even in that case it would 
be difficult to arrange for. 
I inclose for the information of the charge d'affaires of Uruguay 
some of the publications of the Smitbsonian Institution bearing upon 
the subject of excha,nges1 and which possibly may contain some in-
formation that will interest him. 
A first transmission can be made by our sending as complete a series 
of the documents of the United States Government as can now be sup-
plied. This will consist of publications for a number of years, and will 
include several hundred volumes, occupying 13 cases. And we shall 
be pleased to receive information as to the exact address for the con-
signment, both in this country and Uruguay. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD. 
EXCHANGES WlTil A STlUA. 
From, the .Departm nt of State, 1Yw,hin9ton, D. O., Fcurnary 11, 1885, to 
Prof. /pcnccr P. JJ<tirc7 > 'ecretary 'mitl,sonicin In titiition. 
am,&<·., 
'R • . T. 1nEL N 
UEPOU'l' ON ~XCliANGES. 
[Iucloscd.J 
1'Ir. Francis to Mr. Frelinghuysen J a,nuary 2J, 18S5, No. GO. 
Mr. Fmncis to Mr. li'relinghnysen, October 16, 1884, No. 17. 
Mr. Francis to 1\fr. l"i'relinghuyscn, October 24, 1884, No. 20. 
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llr01n Hon. John JJ1. Francis, ambassador, United States legatfon, Yienna, 
October IG, 188'1, to Hon. Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, Secrettiry of State, 
Washington, D. G. 
Sm: I have tlie honor to report that Mr. George H. Boehmer, chief 
of Excli::tnge Bureau for the Smithsonian Institution and the Congres-
sional Library, lrnving special reference to Government publications, 
recently visited Vienna with a view of securing such exchange between 
Austria-Hungary, and the Bureau above named, of which he is chief. 
In conformity with yo11r general instruction to diplomatic agents of 
the Unitec.l States abroad, of which Mr. Boehmer was the bearer, I as-
sisted him in proctiring interviews with representatives of the Ailstro-
Hungarian Government, who are authorized to treat upon the object of · 
bis mission, for this purpose securing audience on the Dth instant with 
Count Szogyenyi, chief of section of Ministry of Foreign .Affairs, on 
wl1ich occasion the subject-matter was fully discussed, and the methods 
to l>e adopted in the propo·sed exchange freely canvassed. 
Count Szogyenyi expressed much interest in the matter, and appointed 
·" meeting for the next <lay with Mr. Boehmer, to give it further con-
sideration. l\Ir. Boehmer was subsequently placed in communication 
with other departments of the Government to arrange details, and the 
result a1:1 reported to me by him was in every respect satisfactory. The 
publications will now be sent forward regularly from each capital, the 
one to the other, in the exchange of Government publications. 
The details of the agreement entered into will be reported by l\Ir. 
Boehmer to the Congressional Librarian. 
]Prom, Hon. John JJI.Jfrancis, ambassador, United States legatrion, Vienna, 
October 24, 1884, to Ho·n. Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, Secretary of State, 
TVa-shington, D. 0. 
Sm.: Referring to my No. 17, of the <late of October rntl:J, relative to 
the excliange of Government publications between the Government of 
the United States and that of .Austria-Hungary, I have the honor to 
inc1o, e herewW1 copy of note on this subject to Count Szogyenyi, chief 
of section of Ministry of Foreign .A.ffa,irs, of the <late of October D, with 
copy of inclosuro tlrnrein, a letter of same date addressed tb me by Mr. 
(.1corge II. Boehmer, chief of Exchange Bureau of the Smithsonian In-
1-1titution, nnd delegate of the Library 'of Congress of tlic United States. 
1 also incloso transl:1tion of a communication from Count Szogyenyi, 
uatetl October 20, in reply to my note as above, showing the progress 
t s far made in the matter. 
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J?rom, Hon. John 111. Francis, mnbassador, United States ·legcition, Vienna, 
October D, 1884, to his excellency the O0'ltnt Szogyenyi, chief of section 
nf Ministry of Foreign A.tfa.irs. 
Youn, EXCELLENCY: I hasc tbc honor to inelosc herewith a copy of a 
eornrnunication this day rcceiYcd by me from l\'Ir. George II. Boehmer, 
delegate of the Library of Congress of tho United States, treating of 
the subject of a proposed exchange of official documents between tlw 
GO\Ternment of the United States and Austria-Hungary. 
I beg leave to inform yonr excellency that I h:1,ve received instruc-
tions from my Government to aid as far as may be convenient in draw-
ing the attention of His imperial Majesty's Goveniment to the subject 
matter referred to, with the hope that the exchange of Government 
publicatious as proposed ma.y be favorably ·regarcled by His Majesty's 
Government to the end tlmt the desired object be assured. 
I aYail myself of this occasion to renew to your excelleucy tlie as-
surance of my tlistiugnished consideration. 
From George H. Boehmer, Vienna,, .A.'ltstria., October D, 18S4, to his ex-
cellency 1lfr. John JI['. Franc·is, envoy extraordinary ancl minister _pleni-
potentiary of the Unitccl States of .A.merica, Vienna. 
Sm: Ju the year 18u7, the Congress of the United States passed a 
la,w authorizing the exchange, under the direction of the Smitllsonian 
1 m,tiLntion, of a, certain number of all the United States official docn-
ments for the eorresporn1ing publications of other Governments througll-
ont t11e worJd, tho returns to be placed in tho National (Congressioual) 
Library. 
'Tho o~ject of tliis law was to procure for t.hc use of the Cougres1::1 of 
I.lie United State, a complete series of tlrn publications of other Go'V-
•rnmcnts. 
\ c ircular I ·tt ,r was tl1 •t· fore js, ue<.l by the SrnitLsouia.11 Institution, 
a,·kiug tllc a<hi ··of l11 . various GoYernm nts as to the l>c8t method of 
:1cco1npli~lii11g tu' ol>j et. 
I waH import.Lilt to a~ePrta,i11 wh:LL Go\'CJ'lllll<.mt.· ·were willing to 
<·u t •r into h ' prr po.·<1 (1 x ·11a11g-<.' :w!l wl1et.hcr any 0110 per ·ou oi· lmw •It 
qj' th' f..xon·rnm 'It 01· public ]ibmr;y in ach 'Onntry woul<l 1111dcrtako 
tot ,Ike all tli · 11atio11i1l puulicatiom; arnl tra11."mit them to \Va::;bi11g-
to11. I 11fon11at.io1t w:t.' al. o d • ire<1 a::; to tlin till~.· a,11(1 clrnracter of th• 
n;~nlar <>f i<:i:tl p11l,Ii1:alio11 .. or eaclt ·ouu try, and th •ir n,y ·rngc Hmnb r 
:incl <·. ·1 ·11t in <'<l<'h y,·:1r, :t.' \\ !ll :1., 1h, n:un .. or the <liff r •11t ·our·• 
l"rn1 Wlii1·h tJH•,r ('lllilll: 1('. 
011 Ill<':; Hli of'O<'tol c•r 1,· ,,- :~ ·irc·ular wa.- ,·<·nt l>, Profo · ·or Jl •11r ~, 
,·PTPtar: ,r the• ,'milh uia11 111 titn ion, witlt a l·Lt r to th i r,ig·u 
111i11i . t ·r · : \':i . 1i11"l<ll1 a11 l :1111011g tltl'IIJ to th } aml>a . .":.Hlor of lli · 
\(:1j ·:t., tli • 1" 111p •rnr of \ 11:l1i,1. 
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In accordance with instructions received in respect to the letter re-
ferred to, the first two boxes of documents were sent to Vienna, and are 
now deposited in the Imperial Royal Library. Subsequent transmis-
sions, however, were refused by the imperial legation at Washington 
as bei O too bulky. 
It is now desire<l by the Congress of the United States of A.rne1·iea 
to resume relations of exclrnnges with tho Empire of Austria, this 
being the only Government required to complete the exchange serv-
ice with the United States of all the European monarchies, and in tlli.s 
connection I beg to remark that the Smithsonian Institution, as tbe 
authorized agent of the Government, lrns now ready for transmission, 
(in a<lditiori to the boxes of docnments already received into the Impe-
rial Royal Library), eighteen (18) boxes, each of about six cubic feet, 
containing several thousand volumes, and to which about two boxes 
will be added each year. This entire accumulation would, upon ac-
ceptance of the jcrms an<l con<lWons of the exchange on the part of 
His Imperial Majesty's Government, be delivered at ·once and free of 
cost to any agent the Imperial Government J?light be pleased to appoint 
at any sea.port of the United States, while the returns on the part of 
His Imperial Majesty's Government should be placed, free of cost, in 
the L.an<ls of Dr. Felix Fl-Ugel, 40 Sidonien Strasse, Leipsic, tbc agent 
of the Smithsonian Institution for Europe. Tlle boxes or rmrcels thus 
sent should l>e marke<l, "To the Smithsonian Iustitution, for the Library 
of Congress," and both these establishments be informed of tlie sending 
by letter, together with a list of the documents scut. 
In obedieuce to instructions I lrnve the lrnnor to submit this proposal 
of exclrnnge to you, and to request your .excellency to lay the same 
before the proper authorities of His Imperial Mnjesty's Government 
and to kindly advise me of any action takc11 or any results <lerivt'd 
from this applicn,tiou. 
From, his cxc1Jllcncy the Count Szogyeny-i, ch-icf of section of Jllinistrv of 
Foreign .il._tfa,irs, to Hon. John 111. Francis, ambassador, Vienna, Octo-
ber 20, 1884. 
Sm: In couformity witll the desire expressed in the esteemed note 
of the 0th inrt::i,nt, JT. 0. No. 8, the l\'Iiuistry of Foreign Affo,irs has made 
kuown to the respective imperial and royal central stations the mis-
sion of Mr. BoGhmer, chief of Congressio11al Bureau of the United 
States for International Excltange, who proposed making an agreement 
wher by a, regular exchange of officinJ publications may be established 
between the Governments of Au. tria-Hnngary and the United States. 
The Imperial Royal Mini try of the Interior has already expressed it.s 
appr val of such an agreement as far a~ its <lepartmei,t is concerned, 
t111d ob. erv sin this cmmcctiou that it deems it most advisable to con-
fin it elf to the regular communication of the reports or' the sessions of 
th Austrian Parliament and of th offi ·ia l paper Jrnown as the Legal 
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Aittm;ti~et (lteicbs Gcsetzblatt), whicll publishes all the gei1era11aws 
enacted·, believing that reports of the sessions of the scveml provincial 
diets and the different provincial laws and regd1ations would be of but 
a, secondary interest to the United States Government. 
The undersigned will not fail to communicate to the Hon. J.] . Fran-
cis, envoy extraordinary and minister plcnjpotentiary of the United 
States of America, all further information bearing upon this question, 
aud avails himself of this op11ortunity to tender a re!1cwec1 assurance of 
his high esteem. 
From Hon. John Jlf. Francis, ambassador, Un:itccl Sta.tes lcgat-ion, Vienna, 
January 21, 1885, to Hon. Frederick :J.1. Frclinglw,ysen, Secretary of 
State, Washington, D. 0. 
Sm: I have the honor to inclose herewith tmnslation of a note from. 
Baron Pasetti, chief of section Mh1istry of Foreign Affairs, elated Janu-
ary lG, 188G, in regard to the exchange of GoYcrnmcnt publications be-
tween the Government of the United States and that of Austria, as fnlly 
set forth in my No. 20 of October 24, 1884. 
Baron Pasetti's note, with accompanying inclosure of a li st of official 
works from the imperial royal department of public instruction, ex-
plains or suggests the basis of the proposed international exchange, 
which has the approv:i,l of Mr. Boehmer, agm1t for the Congressional 
Libra.ry and Smithsonian Institution, who recently conferred with the 
proper Government officials here on. this subject. 
Mr. Boehmer now requests that a copy of the inclosed communication 
from Baron Pasetti and the accompanyiug list of official works referred 
to be transmitted by tlle cl partment to th directors of the Smithsonian 
Institution. 
lJ'rorn Baron Pa ·etti, minister of foreign a.ff'rl'irs, Vienna, January 10, 
18 5, to Hon. John 111. Franm·s eni·oy extraord'inary and niinister pleni-
potentiary of tlw nited lates. 
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annually in every direction, and the volumes sent in return by institutes 
a broad are promptly and regularly received. This direct mode of ex-
change between the respective corporations, institutes, &c., facilitates 
not only the requirements in the most speedy and simple manner, but 
tends also to reduce the expenses of transmission to the lowest possible 
rate. The Imperial Royal Ministryoflnstruction would nevertheless be 
ready to accept t"4-e iJroposal made by the American Government as far 
as its department is concerned on condition tbat the exchange be not 
extended to all publications made, but be confined to such as would 
npon investigation be found to be the most acceptable and needed by 
both parties, and that the number of copies to be sent would also be 
made dependent upon this rule. With this view the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs begs to inclose herewith to the North A.rnerican envoy a list 
compiled by the Ministry o:finstruction, giving the publications periodi 
cally appearing- under its clirection, and reques'ts that it be transmitted, 
and. that the number and the titles of the copies desired on tbe part of 
America be pointed. out. 
Tllo Ministry of Foreign Affafrs addresses itself at the same time to 
tLe otlier ~1epartments interested in the exchange in question, request-
ing them to make known their views on the subject, and to send in simi-
la t· lists of periodicals published under their direction. 
As far as the publications are concerned which have been offered by 
America, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs will first inform the different 
departments of the receipt of the work published by Mr. Boehmer, en-
titled "History of the Smithsonian Exchanges," of which the author 
Li.au the kindness of placing several copies at the disposal of the Imperial 
Royal Government, in connection with which it must be observed that 
the list of official American publications the work contains onlyrcaches 
as far back as the year 1881, which wm probably make a supplement 
necessary. 
The Ministry of Foreign .Affairs begs to observe here that the Ministry 
of Instruction regards it as a matter of course that this proposed new 
arrangement will in no way affect or alter the exchange of publications 
kept up for a number of years heretofore with the Smithsonian Institu-
tion. 
Finally, the ministry wishes to say that in case an agreement is made 
the publications intended for Austria be forwarded by the A~crjcan 
Go,ernmcnt to Vienna, carriage paid, and that the Austrian consign-
ments be sent, c~rringc paid, to be delivered either at Leipsic or n t 
·washington, according to the desire of the American Government. 
vVhiJe the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has tbe honor of conveying 
this intelligence to the knowledge of the honorable North America11 
n,oy, the undersigned embraces the opportnnH,y to renew the assm-
ance of l1is profound consideration. 
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List of o.tJkia,l ·lcork:s published period,ically under the d-irection of the .llfin-
istry of Worship ctnd Public Instruct-ion. 
(1) Record of laws issued by the Ministry of Instruction. 
(2) Report of the sessions of the Imperial Academy of Science at 
Vienna, viz : 
( a) Philosophic historical class. 
(b) Mathematic natural-science class. 
(3) Memorial of the Imperial Academy of Science at Vienna, viz: 
(a) Philosophic historical class. 
(b) Mathematic natural-science class. 
( 4) Almanac of the Imperial Academy of Science at Vienna. 
( 5) Austrian Statistics, publi&hed by the Statistical Central Commis-
sion. 
(6) ~ear Book of th.c Imperial Royai Institute for Meteorology and 
Magnetism. 
(7) Annals of the Imperial Observatory at Vienna. 
(8) .Astronomical Calendar, published by the Imperial Observatory 
at Vienna. 
(0) Year Book of the Geological Institute. 
(10) Results of investigations made by the Geological Institute. 
(11) Treatises of the Imperial Geological InsUtute at Vienna. 
(12) .Austrian historical sources. 
(13) Archives for .Austrian history, published lJy tlie Imperial Acad-
emy of Science at Vienna. 
(14) Communications made by the Imperial Institute for Historical 
Researches. 
(15) Oommunic:1tions of the Imperial Hoyal Central Commission for 
Preservation of Historical Monuments. 
(16) Oommuufoations ma<l by the Imperial Royal Museum for Art and 
Indu try. 
(17) Central organ for indn trial Rchool in Austria, published under 
th dir ction of the Mini. try of In truction, together with a supplement. 
STAT! 'l'ICS 0.1? EXCHAN 8S POR TUE , IX M NTOS ENDED JUNE 30, 1885, 
T.-RECEIPTS. 
] . For f o?·eign distribution. 
WlH·n O l' C iv <l. 
(a) 
Packages. \\T irrbf,. 
lt11mbei·. 
:J 
i I 
1 
!)'.}'" 
:,0 
2d 
G 
Pounds. 
...,1 
] 
ll> 
(i, 12 
·1 
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1. For foreign distribittion-Continued. 
Whence received. Packages. Weight. 
(a) Frol!-1 Govern.I?e1;1t, Departments-Continued.. 
Fish Comnuss10n . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144 
Geological Survey Office.......................... .. . . .. 3,125 
House of Representatives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . 1 
Library of Congress .......... __ . ____ . _ ..... _... . . . . . . . . 1, 007 
National Museum ............ -----· ...... ...•.. .... .•.. 157 
NauticalAlm:1I1ac Office ............ _____ , .... ______ .... Hi 
Naval Observatory ........ ____ -----· ______________ ---- . G 
Patent Office ____ ... _ ......... __ . __ . _ . ___ ... __ ... . . . . . . . 14 
Senato • _ ..•• ___ .. ____ .... _ ... ____ .. _ .. _ ... ____ ... ____ . . 11 
Signal Office ___ •. ___ .. _ ..... __ . •.. .... ......• _. . . . . • . . . 868 
Surgeon-General's Office.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . ~\ 
Treasury Department..................... . ............ 20 
"\Var Department........................................ 4 
48G 
21,792 
ll 
4,728 
BOG 
69 
38 
3,776 
2li 
4,456 
35 
42 
(i7 
1-----~----
Total _ .••...•..•.•............... _. _ .. _. _ . . . . . . . . 6, 399 
(b) From the Smithsonian Institution ................ ---·.... . 886 
(c) From scientific societies.................................. 3,143 
(tl) From individuals.......... .... .... ...... ...... .... .... .. 260 
4:3, ~uo 
2,980 
12,434 
1,751 
1-----1-----
Total __ •.•••...... : •........•• __ . __ ... __ .. _ ... _ ....... . 10,688 G0,475 
2. For domestic di.stribution. 
From- Boxes. Parcels. Weight. 
Nnmber. Number. 
Argentine Republic ....•..•••.. ·----· ............ ___ ... 1 57 
Belgium .........•...................•........ .... _.. . . 3 233 
Denmark .....................•..... ...... .. _ ...... _... 1 37 
·France . _ .... _ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . ____ . . . 8 592 
Germany ..•••.......... .. •••••............... _ ... _ . __ . 20 1, 703 
Great Britain an(l Ireland .•......•.•...... _ ... _ .. . ... . . 31 792 
Netherlands .......................•... ___ ......... __ . . 1 85 
Norway........................ . ...................... 2 40 
New South Wales........................ .•. ... .. . ... .. 2 2G 
Russia • . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . ................ _ .. _ . _ _ _ _ 2 105 
Total .......................•......... _ ......... . 71 3,679 
3. For Government exchanges. 
Pounds. 
250 
510 
4:1 
2,790 
5 850 
4:003 
~10 
257 
47 
415 
14,375 
For whn.t anu when co received. Boxes. Pnclrng<'s. ·weight. 
(a) For Library of Con~rcss, from- .Nurnber. 
IIi;ingn.ry ...•... .... ..... .... . . .•.... . .... _.. t 
}'ra.nc: . •. . • . . . . . . . . • • •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . • J(i 
Englnn,l.... ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:1 
NetltcrlandH .... ..... . ... .. . .... . ... .... . _. .. l 
(b) For forei;.rn (:,1,·1 ·r111 111· 1it , , fro111 -
Pnl1li1: l 1ri 1olt·r •... . . .•••• • . .. .. . •. _ .. _ . .. .. . . 
Total .... .. . ...... - . ...••..... . . .. • ··· ····· ·! :; 1 J 
N1tmber. 
3 
rn 
13 
l 
2!l , -.: on j 
I 
:..!!t.:;:::: I 
I'o11nds. 
2!')7 
<1,:1:w 
~. !')4:, 
:wu · 
11. i:-.o 
-..::!.. l:i:,! 
-- -·-·· -·----- --- --·------------ - ____ , __ --·-------r-
II. 1\1 i~. J ;,--5 
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RECAPITULATION". 
For what antl whence received. 
1. For foreign dis1;ribntion .........•........................ 
2. For domestic <listrilmtion ...................... . ....... . 
3. ]for Government exchanges . ____ ~ . __ .. _ ..... _ .. ..... _ .. _ .......... .. 
Total ........................ . .. . ...... . ........ . ... . 
II.-'l'RANSl\fISSIONS. 
1. Fore,ign transniissions. 
Packages. 
.Nurnbel'. 
10,688 
:3,679 
29,233 
43,600 
Weight. 
Pounds . 
60,475 
14,375 
22,182 
97,032 
Country. Boxes. Total. 
_____________________ .!....._ ____ ------
Africa: 
Algeria ...................•.......•... : ....•......•... . ...... 
Cape Colony ...........................••....••••.... ........ 
Egypt ...•...............•...•............... . ...... ... .. - - - . 
America: 
Canada ..... ~ ...................... _ ....•• •••.•• _ •..•........ 
New Brunswick .............................•...••..•........ 
Newfoundland ......................... · .............. , ....... . 
Mexico ..•.....••...•.....• ••••.. _ .. _ .....•• _. _ . _ .•••..... ... 
Guatemala ................. _ .. ____ . __ .. _ . __ .•• _ ... _. _ .. .. _ .. . 
San Salvador •.•............................•.....•.•........ 
Cuba .....•.....••••........•..•.... __ ...... _ ......... _ .••... 
}~i!\~~:::::::: ~::::::: ·_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Trinidad ....................... . ...... . . .. ..••.. . .•......... -
Argentine Confederation ....... .. __ ...... _ ...... _ ............ . 
ght~ il - -- • - - ...... - - .. - . - .... - -. -- . -... - - - - . - - .. - - - - . - . - - - -- -
--· --·- -· ·----· ....... ·----- ------- ------ ------ ---- ----- -.. Peru ...••....... . _ ................ _____ .. ___ •.. . ___ ....... _. _ 
Asia: 
Philippine Islands ........•... .. ....•.••.• __ •..•• _ .••••••. . ... 
Australasia: 
:~~;,lt;~r~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.......... ------- ........................... ---- -----·- ·----- - ........... --·--· 
2 
1 
1 
4 
2 
1 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 
1 
3 
10 
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1. Foreign transmissions-Continue<l.. 
Country. Boxes. Total. 
------------- ----- ---------1--------
Europe: 
Spain ................................................... '. . . . . :3 
Sweden ................. .......... ..... ___ . . ... .. ... _ • . . . . . . . 7 
Switzerland .•• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
T11rkey ........ _ .. _ .. _ ..... _ ..... ____ . _. _ .. ____ ......... _ ....... _ ..... ..... _. 3 
"\Vurtemberg* ............•...............••••........................ 
301 
1'otal ..• __ . ............ _ ••. __ ................................. . 34fi 
* Included in Germany. 
P.,ECAPITULATIO:N. 
Countries. Boxe~; 
Africa .••••...........•..•........•.••.. _ .... ___ .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
America ___ ..•. __ . _.. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
Asia .. _ . _ .......•................... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Australasia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Europe .................. ...................................... . . ..... , . . 301 
Total ............•............ ~ ..•.. ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34G 
Transportation Gompanies.-As in former years tbe privilege of free 
freight has been continued on the part of most of the steamship lines 
to Europe. 
2. Domestic transmissions. 
Five thousand one hundred and nineteen packages were received 
during the :first six months of 1885, against 10,23G during the-12 months 
of 1884, and distribnte<l. within the United States as follows: 
State. 
Alabamn. ............. .' ...... . 
Arkansas .......••........... 
California .................. . 
Colorado ................... . 
Connecticut ................ . 
Delaware ................... . 
District of Colombia ........ . 
Florida ..................... . 
?~0~gf:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Indiana• .................... . 
Iowa. .........•.............. · 
Kansas ..................... . 
K n~~cky ................... . 
Lomsrnoa .•................. 
?tiaine ....................•.. 
Maryla.nd ................... . 
M achus tts .............. . 
·Michigan ................... . 
finncso ta ................ _ .. 
No.of 
packages. 
(i 
4 
8i1 
(i 
10:i 
2 
2,097 
1 
2 
85 
21 
106 
10 
7 
89 
13 
128 
762 
28 
lG 
Sfate. 
Missouri .................... . 
Nebraska, ................... . 
New Hampshire ............. . 
New Jersey .................. . 
New York ....... _ ........... . 
North Carolina .............. . 
Ohio ........................ . 
Oregon ................ ...... . 
Pennsylvania ............•... 
Rhode Island ................ . 
South Ca,rolina .............. . 
Tennessee ............ ....... . 
Texas ................ .. ..... . 
Vermont .................... . 
Virginia .................... . 
Washington Territory ....... . 
,visconsin ............. .. .... . 
Wyoming Territory ...... .•••. 
No.of 
packages. 
141 
1 
i; 
31 
611 
1 
82 
1 
420 
3L 
13 
1 
3 
8 
11 
2 
122 
2 
Total .................. · 5,119 
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The additions to the library of the Smithsonian Institution from ex-
changes, are: 
Description. Number. Total. 
Volumes: 
Octavo or smaller ...................... __ •.. _.... . . • . . . . . . . 688 
Quarto or larger ........ ___ ...... ... __ ..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 222 
Parts of volumes: 
Octavo or smaller ..•........... __ ........ __ .... ___ . . . . . . . . . 1, 971 
Quarto or larger ......... _ ............ _ .......•.......... _.. 2, 238 
Pamphlets: 
Octavo or smaller . . ....... .... ..•..•....................... 
Quarto or larger ......• _ ~ ....•.• _ ••.......•................ 
4,612 
256 
Maps and charts ......................... ......... ...................... . 
910 
4,209 
4,868 
354 
Total ................................................ ____ .......... 10,341 
3. Government transmissions. 
The twenty-third box of the series of GoYernrne:ot imblications to be 
exchanged under the Congressional acts of 1\'.Ia.rch 2, 1867, a.nd July 25, 
1868, was transmitted on the 23d of April for deposit in the establish-
ments designated by the respective Governments for the receptioll of 
Uovernment exchanges. 
LIST OF FOREIGN CORRESPONJ?ENTS. 
By GEORGE H. BOEHl\IBR. 
Ono of the instructfons furnished on occasion of an official visit 
to Europe, iu July, 1884, on business connected ,vith tlle exchange 
of official public documents of the United States with foreign Gov-
ernments, provided for the collecting of accurate and sufficient data 
to "be employed in correcting the "List of Foreign UorTespondents of 
tlw Smithsonian Institution" in use by the exchange service of that 
establishment; and, as a result of the attention given by the compiler 
to the instructions received~ a new list, corrected and revised to the 1st 
of .Tuly, 1885, is herewith presentea. · 
The present list bas been made as perfect and correct as has been 
possib1e witli. the assistance of the agents of exchange in the various 
countries visited. .Among the gentlemen who have extended aid arn.l 
facili tics for tlle proper execution of the work, and tow horn the warmest 
thanks of tlle compiler are due, the following names deserve special 
mention: 
l\L Alvin, Secretary of the Belgian Commission of International Ex-
changes, Brussels, Belgium. 
l\I. Angeli, Sous-Chef, Italian Commission of International Exchanges, 
Rome, Italy. 
U . .Ablstrand, Librarian, Kongelige Svenska Yetenskaps Akademien, 
Stockholm, Sweden. 
Professor von Bamnhauer, Harlem, Netherlands. 
1\1. Bruun, Principal Librarian, l),oyal Library, Copenhagen, Denmark. 
M. Boye-St:l'om, Director, Royal Statistical Bureau, Christiania, Nor-
way. 
Dr. Bodio, Director, Royal Statistical Bnreau, Home, Italy. 
Ilerr Axel Charlot Drolsum, Principal Librarian, Kongeligc Norske 
Frederiks Universitet, Uhristiania, Norway. 
Dr. Focrstemann, Principal Librarian, Royal Public Library, Dresden, 
Saxony. ~ 
Dr. vou Gerber, Royal Saxon Minister of State, Dresden, Saxony. 
Professor Dr. Ilartmann, Director, Royal Wurtcmbcrg Statistical To-
pographical Burea.u, Stuttga.rt, Wurtemberg. 
Dr. G. Ilcllmann, Director, Roy[Ll Prussian Meteorological Bureau: 
Berlin, Germany. 
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Dr. Heyd, Principal Librarian, Royal Library, Stuttgart, Wurtem-
berg. 
M. G. E. Klemming, Principal Librarian, Hoyal Library, Stockholm, 
Sweden. 
Dr. Laubmann, Princi1jal Librarian, Royal Library, Munich, Bavaria. 
l\f. Passier, Sous-Chef, French Bureau of International Exchanges, 
Paris, li'rancc. · 
M. de Plason, Councillor, Imperial Royal Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Vienna, A.ustria. 
Dr. Potthast, Principal Librarian, Library of the German Parliament, 
Berlin, Germany. 
l\I. Richter, Librarian, Royal Public Library, Dresden, Saxony. 
1\1. Rigier, Chancellor of the Swiss Republic, Bern, Switzerland. 
M. Si<lenblah, Director, Statistical Central Bureau, Stockholm, Swe-
den. 
M. de Stucrs, Councillor, Interior Department The Hague, Netbcr-
lan:ls. 
Dr. Volgcr, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. 
William Wesley, Esq., Smithsonian Exchange Agent, London, Eng-
land. 
Dr. E. Blenck, Director, Royal Prussian Statistical Bureau, Berlin, 
Germany. 
A liberal use has also been made of the information contained in the 
following publications: 
A1lgemeines deutsches Vereins-Handbuch. Statistisches Repertorium 
<.lcr gelehrten Gesellschaften und wissenschaftlich gemeinniitzigen Ver-
cine <ler Staa,tcn des dermaligen deutschen Reiches, von Hans Adam 
Stoehr, G. I. F. D. II. 
Annuaire publie par le Bureau des Longitudes, Paris, France. 
nnua,ls aml State calendars of all the cantons of Switzerland. 
0 
rskatalog for Svenska Bokhandeln, 1866-1883. 
Cal nc.lario General del Regno d' Italia, pel 1884. 
Bibli graphio c.le Belgiqu , 1875-1884. 
Da.heim a.lender, 1S84. 
a nt 1Ticht we en in Ungarn, 1884. 
tha Almanac, 1884. 
at h T manian Almanac, 1884. 
of- und ta -Hand nch der osrorreichisch-ungarischen Monarchie, 
*· 
[The figure [i] at the end of the title indicates recipients of the Smuh1onian Report; [ii], those who r&-
ceive the Report and the MisceUaneou, OoUection,; rmJ, those who receive. the two preceding and 
the Smitl1,3onian Oontribution, to Kn010ledge.] 
AFRICA. 
ALGERIA. 
Algiers. 
Bone. 
l. "Alger Medical" (Algiers Medical). (i] 
3. Bibliotheque de la Ville ( City Library). (i] 
5. :tr)cole de Medecine et de Pharmacie d' Alger ( School of Medi-
cine and Pharmacy of Algiers). (i] 
7. ~cole Superieure des Sciences :-Laboratoire de Physiologie 
(High School of Sciences-Physiological .Laboratory). 
9. Journal de Medecine et de PJrarmacie de l'.A.lgerie (Medical 
and Pharmaceutical Journal of Algeria). (i] 
11. Observatoire National (National Observatory). [i] 
13. Societe d' Agriculture d' Alger ( Algiers Agricultural Society). [ i] 
15. Societe Algerienne de Climatologie, Sciences Physiques et 
Naturelles (Algerian Society of Climatology, Physical and 
Natural Sciences). [i] 
17. Societe HistoriqueAigerienne(Algerian.Historical Society). [i] 
19. Academie d'Hippone-Societe de Recherche Scientifique et 
d' Acclimatation ( Veterinary Academy-Society for Scien-
tific Research and .Acclimation). [i] 
Constantine. 
Oran. 
21. Societe ArcMologique de la Province de Constantine (Archreo-
logical Society of the Province of Constantine). [i] 
23. Societe de Geographie d'Oran ( Geographical Society of Oran). 
[To be addressed to ~are of M. Julian Poinssot, 15 Rue 
Royer-Coll.and, Paris, France.] 
AZORES. 
Ile Terceira. 
25. Observatoire Meteorologique (Meteorological Observatory). [i] · 
CAPE COLONY, 
Cape Town ( Cape of Good Hope). 
27. Agricultural Society. [i] 
29. Folklore Journal. 
31. Geological Sui·vey of t4e Colony. 
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Cape Town ( Cape of Good Hope),-:-Continued. 
33. Meteorological Commission. 
35. Royal Observatory. [iii] 
37. Sir George Gray's Library. 
3!). South African Museum. [i] 
41. South African Philosophical Society. [i 1 
43. Soutll Africa Public Library. [iii] 
Somerset East. 
45. Gill College. [i] 
EGYPT. 
Alexandria. 
47. Ministero do l'Iuterieur (Interior Department). 
Cairo. 
Lagos. 
49. The Khedive of Egypt. [i] 
51. Bibliotheque Centrale (Central Library). [i] 
[Bureau de Statist~que-ceased to exist, but the former di· 
rector requests continuation of publications.] 
53. Institnt, Egyptien (Institute of Egypt). (iii] 
G5. Mnsee de Boulaq (Boulaq Museum). [i] 
57. 0bservatoire Khedivial (Khedival Observatory). [i] 
59. Societ6 Egyptienne (Egyptian Society). [i] 
61. Societe Khediviale de Geographie (Khedival Geographical 
Soc-iety). [i] 
GUINEA. 
G~. Wesleyan College. 
LIBERIA. 
Monrovia. 
65. Governmeut Library. [ill] 
G7. Liberia College. [iii) 
:MADEIRA. 
Funchal. 
G. . b: •rvai ir 16tcor logique (Meteorological ObservatonJ), [i] 
Malta. 
71. 
Pamplemouses. 
3. I 
:I TA, 
[i J 
rv, t ry. [ii 
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Port Louis. 
75. Library of Port Louis. [i] 
77. l\foteorological Society of Mauritiµs. [i] 
'iH. lloyal Society of Arts and Sciences. [iJ 
SL Societ6 <l'Acclimatation (.Acclimation Society). [i] 
8:J. Societc <.l'Histoirc Naturello (Natwral History Soa1icty)'. 
Mozambique. 
MOZAMBIQUE. 
85. Sociecla<l <le Gcogmfia ( Geouraphical Society). [i] 
S'.l'. IIELENA. 
St. Helena. 
87. Magnetic antl 1\:foteorological Observatory. [i] 
89. St. Helena Library. li] 
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BRITISH AMERIOA. 
CA.NADA. 
Belleville (Ontario). , 
91. Murchison Scientific Society. 
fl3. Ontario Institute for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind. 
Cape Rouge ( Quebec). 
95. Le Naturaliste Canadi_en ( Oanadian Naturalist). [i] 
Charlottetown (Prince Edward Island). 
fl7. Legislative Library. 
Clifton ( Ontario). 
9fl. Victoria University. 
Guelph (Ontario). 
101. Ontario School of Agriculture. - [i] 
Hamilton (Ontario). 
103. Hamilton Association. 
Kingston (Ontario). 
105. Botanical Society of Canada. 
107. Queen's University. 
London (Ontario). 
109. Canadian Entomologist. [i] 
111. Entomological Society [formerly in Toronto]. [i] 
Montreal ( Quebec). 
113. anadi n .Antiquarian and ~umismatic Chronicle. 
115. anadian Naturalist and Geologist. 
117. epartment of Public Instruction. [iJ 
119. E · 1 ormalc Jacque Cartier (Jacques Cartier Normal 
chool). ril 
""' . Journ 1 <le lln truction Publiquo (Journal of Public In-
struction). 
1 . .J rri lativ i rary f the Province of Quebec. [i] 
2,-;:. I• ill nfr r i y. [iii] 
127. ur l oci y. [i] 
utiq ari n ciety. - [i 
1 1. 
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Montreal (Q1wbcc)-Continued. 
133. Sociot6 Historique do Montreal (Historical Society of Mon 
trea,l). Ii] 
135. St. Laurent College. 
Ottawa (Ontario). 
137. Academy of Natural Sciences. 
13V. Department of Agriculture. [i] 
141. Field Naturalists' Club. 
143. Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada. [iii] 
145. Library of Parliament. liii] 
1'.i7. Literary and Scientific Society. [i] 
140. Young Men's Christian A.ssociation. 
Port Hope ( Ontario). 
151. 'rrinity College Scltoo1. [i] 
Quebec ( Quebec). 
153. Department of .Agriculture . 
. 155. Geographical Society of Quebec. [i] 
157. Literary and Historical Society of Quebec. li] 
15V. Parliamentary Library . 
. 161. Univcrsit6 Laval (Laval University). [iiil 
St. Catherine (Ontario). 
103. Fruit Growers' and Forestry .Association [formerly in To-
ronto]. [i] 
Toronto (Ontario). 
165. Canadian Institute. [iiij 
107. Canadian Journal of Science, Literature, and History. 
169. Department of Education. 
171. Government of Canada. [i] 
173. LegislatiYc Library. 
175. Magnetic Observatory. [i] 
177. Meteorological Office of the Dominion of Canada. [i] 
17V. Natural History Society of Toronto. 
181. Public Library. 
183. School of Practical Science. 
185. The Canadian Educational Monthly Publishing Oompany. 
187. Toronto Globe. 
180. Trinity College. 
101. University College. [iii] 
Fort Garry. 
MA.NY.l'OBA, 
103. !1.lsti tute of Prince Rui)ert's Land. 
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Winnipeg. 
195. Department of .Agriculture, Statistics, and Health. 
rn7. Legislative Library. · 
mu. J\fanitolm Historical an<l Scientific Society. [iii] 
201. St. John's College. 
NEW nhu1•rnWICK. 
Fredericton. 
203. Legislative Library. 
205. Mechanics' Institute. 
207. Office of Agriculture of the Province of New Brunswick. 
209. Univ,n-sity of New Brunswick. [iii] 
St. John's. 
211. Natural History Society. [i] 
213. Observatory. 
21u. Public Library. 
St. John's. 
J'\TJnVFOU:N:OLAND. 
217. Geological Survey of Newfoundland. (i] 
2m. LcgislatiYe Library. 
221. "North Star." 
NOV A SCOTIA. 
Halifax. 
223. Botani,cal Society of Canada. 
225. Dalhousie College. [i] 
227. Department of Mines. [i] 
22n. Legislative Library. 
231. Nova Scotia Historical Societ-y. [i] 
233. Nova Scotin. Institute of Natural Sciences. [il 
235. Nova. Scotia Medical Society. [i] 
237. Un~vcrsity of Halifax. 
Pictou. 
23U. Picton Academy. 
Windsor. 
2'11. U ui v r ity of King's Oollege. 
Wolfville. 
243. cadia. Colleg . 
!Ar.:. Acadian Science Club. 
Ban Joae. 
247. 
24. 
E TRAL AMEHIOA. 
TA RICA. 
< nd M t orology. 
[iii] 
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GUATEMALA.. 
Guatemala. 
251. Instituto N acional <le Guatemala ( N atfonal Instit1J,tc of Guata-
mala). [iii] 
253. Meteorological Observatory. 
255. Socretaria de Fomento (Department of Inter-ior). 
NICARAGUA. 
Grenada.. 
257. Grenada College . 
. SAN SAL V ADOJ!. 
San Salvador. 
250. Musco Nacional (National Museum,). 
MEXICO. 
Chapultepec (-Taouba,ya). 
2Gl. Observatorio .Astronomico N acional (.Ncltiona.l Astronomical 
Observatory). [i] 
Guadalajara ( J aUsco ). 
2G3. Socictc des Ingenieurs de ,Jalisco (Engineers' 8ocietyof Jalisco). 
2G5. Socieda<l Medica de GuadalaJara (JJicdica,l Society of Guadala-
}a.ra). [i J 
Guanajuato ( Guanaj-uato). 
267. Colegio del Estatlo (State College). [i] 
2GO. Observatorio 1.fctcorologico <lel Colegio <lcl Estado· (Meteoro-
logical Observatory of the State College). 
Merida ( Yuoatan). 
271. Sociedad Mcclica l i,armaceuticn, (Jledfoo-Plur.rmaceutical So-
ciety). [i] 
273. Yncate Register ( Yuca.tan Regis·tcr). 
Mexico. 
275 . .A.cademi::t de Medicina (Acculemy of Jfedicine). [ij 
277. Asociacion Medico Quirurgica "Larrey" ("Larrey" Medico-
Ghiriurgical Society). p] 
270. Iliblioteca Nacional (.National L ·ibrary). 
281. City Council. 
283. Direction General de la Statistiquc (Bureau ·of Statistics). 
285. El Musco Nacional (National .llfosewm). [ii 
287. Escnela de Agricultura (Agricultural School). f i] 
28D. Escue la <le Mediciua (l',lcd-ica l School). [i] 
!:!OJ. Escuela Nacion al <le Ingenefros (Natfonal Bchool of Engineers). 
l iii] 
203. Escuela Na.cional Preparatori:1 ( National Preparatory School). 
[ i] 
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Mexico-Continued. 
295. Mexican Government. [i] 
297. Ministerio de Fomento, Colonizacion, Industria y Comercio 
(Department of Interim·, Colonization, Industry, and Oom-
merce). [i] · 
299. Ministerio de J usticia y Instruccion Publica (Department of 
Justice and PulJlic Instriwtfon). 
301. l\Iinisterio de Trabajo Publica (Department of Public Works). 
303. Observatorio Meteorologico Central ( Central Meteorological 
Observatory). [i j 
305. Revista Cientifica Mexicana (Mexica,n Scientific Review). 
307. Sociedad "Andres del Rio" (Society "Andres del Rio"). [i] 
309. Sociedad Cientifica ".Antonio Alzate" (Scientific Society "An-
tonio Alzate"). 
311. Sociedad Filoiatrica y de Bencficencia de los .Alumnos de la 
Escuela de Medicina (Alumni Beneficial Society of the Med-
ical College). [i] 
313. Sociedad Humboldt (Humboldt Soc'iety). [i] 
315. Sociedad Medica (Medical Society).- [i] 
317. Sociedad Mexicana de Geografia y Estadistica (Mexican Geo-
graphical and Statistical Society). liiil 
319. Sociedad Mexicana de Historia Natural (Mexican Natm·al 
History Society). [iii] 
321. Sociedad Minera Mexicana (Mexican Mineralogical Society). 
[iJ 
323. University of Mexico. 
'P1ul>la. (Puebla). 
325. Observatorio Meteorologico del Colegio Catolico (Meteorologi-
cal Observatory of the Catholic College). 
San Luis Potosi (San Luis Potosi). 
327. Institnto Cienti.tlca. y Literaria ( Scientific anil Litera·ry Insti-
t1lte). [i J 
329. Socicdad Medi a (.11fedical Society). fi] 
Toluca. 
331. In tituto Liter, rio d 1 Estado d l\I xico (IJi,terary Institute of 
th" tat~ of ltfexico). (i] 
N cw Providcn ce. 
,,_. Ti au nUi · Librar:. fi) 
Bridg town. 
; ' - . r )\' :IUJU 1 11 Tc t,· uoln:.dc·;tl f11 , ,. [iJ 
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BERMUDAS. 
Hamilton. 
337. Bermuda Library. [i] 
CUBA. 
Habana ·(Hava_na). 
339. Academia de Cioncias Medicas, Fisicas, y Naturales de la 
Habana ( Academy of JJf cdical, Physical, and Natural 
Sciences of Havana). [i] 
341. Administracion General <le Correos de la Isla de Cuba ( Post. 
· Office Department of theL~land of Guba). 
343. Inspeccion General de Telegrafos (Inspector-General oj Tele-
graphs). [i] 
345. Instituto de Segenada Enscfianza de la Habana (Institute for 
Preliminar,y Education in Sciences and Letters). 
347. Observatorio Magnetico y Meteorologico del Real Colegio de 
Belen (JJ1agnet-ic and Meteorolo,qical Observatory of the 
Royal College of Belen). [i] 
349. Heal Observatorio Fisico-1\Ieteorologico de la Habana (Royal 
Phy.~ico-Meteorological Observcttory of Ha,va.1_ia). [i] 
351. Real Sociedad Econ6rnica de la Habana (Royal Economic 
Sociqty of Havana). [iii] 
353. Real Universidad de la Habana (Royal University of H<i-
vana). [i] 
355. Re vista General de Comunicaciones ( General Rei,iew of Com,-
munications). 
357. Sociedad Antropologica (Anthropological Society). [i] 
Point-a-Pitre. 
GUADELOUPE. 
359. l\'lusee l' Herrninier (Herminier 11.fuseum). [iJ 
Kingston. 
,TAMAICA. 
3Gl. Public Museum. 
363. Royal Society of Arb~ of' ,Jamaica. [:iii] 
Port of Spain. 
TRINIDAD. 
365. Scientific Society of Trinidad. fi.1 
Grand Turk. 
TtntK'S ISLA"N'DS. 
367. Public Library of 'furk'. i n.1Hl Caicos fol and~ [i J 
A.:MERICA (SOUTH). 
AllGEN'l.'INE REPUBLIC. 
Buenos Aires . 
3GO. Asociacion Medi ca Bonaerenso ( Buenos Afres J1[ed-ical &-
ciety). r i] 
371. Iliblioteca N acional (National Library). [i J 
373. Biblioteca Pfrblica (Publ-ic Library). [i] 
375. Instituto Geografico Argentino (1lrgent-ine Geographical .In-
stitute). [i] 
377. Instituto Historio:Geografico del Rio de la Plata (Historio-
Geogr.aphical Institute of La Plata). 
370. l\linistere de l'Interieur (Department of the Interior). 
381. Ministere des .A.ffaires Eti·angeres (Foreign O.tfice). 
383. Municipal .Authority. . 
385. Museo P(1blico de Buenos Aires (Public ll.fosewm, of Buenos 
Aires). [iii] 
387. Oficina Nacioual tlc Estadistica Comercial de la Republica 
Argentina (National Bitreau of OornrnerGial Statistics of 
the .Argentine Republic). 
389. Sociedad Cicntifica Argentina (Argentine Scientific Soci-
ety). [i] 
301. Sociedad Entomol6gica Argentina (A1·gentine Entomological 
Society). [i] 
393. Sociedad Paleontol6gica de Buenos Aires (Paleontological 
Society of Bunso Aires). [i] 
3!l5. Sociedad Rural Argentina (Agricultural SoC'iety). [i J 
307. Sociedad Zool6gica Argentina (Zoological Society). [i] 
399. Statistical Bureau. fi] 
401. Universidad de Buenos Aires ( University of Buenos Aires) 
Cordoba. 
[Biblioteca Univer itaria]. [i] 
403. Aca emia Nacional de iencias Exactes (National Academy 
of Exact cicnces). [i] 
405. Observat rio act nalArg ntino (A.1·gentine Natfonal Obser-
atory). [i] 
07. £ ina M r 16gi a Argentina (Argentine ]fete01·ological 
ureau). [i] 
40 . ico Z 16gico (Zool gist). 
La Plata. 
l. fi in · ta i i le la rovincia do Buenos 
cneral , ttttiRtical Rurea:u, of tliePro'Dinceof Buenos 
LIST OF FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS • 
Chuquisaca. 
413. University. [i] 
Fortaleza ( Ceard). 
415. Library. 
Rio Janeiro. 
.liOLfVIA. 
IlRAZIL • . 
417. Emperor of Brazil. [iii] 1 
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419. Annals Brazil de Medicine ( Brazilian Annals of Medicine). 
421. "Auxiliador. de Industria Nacional" (Auxiliar1 of National 
Industry). fiJ 
423. Biblioteca National (])"'rational Library). [ii] 
425. British Library. [i] 
427. Commissao Central Brazileiro de Permutacoes Internacio-
n~s (Central Brazilian Commission of Internatjonal Ex-
changes). 
429. Conseil Municipal (Municipal Council). 
431. Escola de Mines de Ouro Preto (Mining Academy of Ouro 
Preto). 
433. Gazeta l\1cdica (.lfedical Gazette). 
435. Government of Brazil. ti] 
437. Imperial Academy of Medicine. 
439. ;rnstituto H_istorico, .Geografico y Ethnografico (Historical, 
Geographical, and Ethnographical Institute). [i) 
441. l\Iinistere des Travaux Pnbliqncs, du Commerce et de l'Agri-
culture (Department of Public lVorks, Commerce, and .Ag-
riculture). . • 
443. l\Iinisterio dos Negacios Estrangeiros (Foreign Office). 
445. Museu Nacional (National Museum). [il 
447. Nautical Observatory. [i] 
449. Palrestra Scientific Society. Ii] · 
451. Royal Geographical Society. [i] 
453. Seccion de la Sociedad Geografia de Lisbon (Section of the 
Lisbon Geographical Society). 
455. Sociedad Geologica de Rio Janeiro ( Geological Society of Rio 
Janeiro). 
457. Statistical Bureau. 
San Paulo. 
459. Morton College. 
IlRITISil GULL~A. 
Georgetown. 
461. Geological Sur,;-ey of British Guiana. 
4G3. Obserrntory. [i] • 
" 465. Queen's College. [i] 
4G7. Royal Agricultural and Commercial Society. fil 
H. ::\Iii,;. 15--u 
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CIIlLE. 
Santiago. 
4G!>. Academia Militar (Jiilitary Academy). !i1 
4 71. Biblioteca Nacional (National Library). [iii] 
473. Bureau de Statistique (Bureau of Statistics). [il 
475. El Plano Topografico (Topographic Bureau). [i] 
477. Government of Chile. [i] 
4 79. Meteorological Office . 
. 481. Ministere de l'Interieur (Department of the Interior). 
483. Ministro de Instruccion Ptiblico (Department of Public I• 
struction). [i] 
485. Museo Nacional (National Museum). 
487. Observatorio Nacional (National Observatory). [i] 
489. Ofi.cina Hidrografi.ca de Chile (Hydrographic Office). [i] 
·491, Sociedad de Historia Natural (Natural History Society). [i] 
493. Sociedad Medica (Medical Society). [Calle de San Diego, 
. No. 47.] [i] 
495. Universidad de Chile ( University of Chile). [iii] 
Valparaiso. 
-497. Direction de la Statistique du Commerce (Bureau of Com-
mercial Stat-istics). 
COLO::\UHA. 
Bogota. 
499. Central Commission of Exchange_:_~ational Library. 
501. Government of Colombia. [il 
503. National Library. [iii] 
505. Observatorio Astronomico Nacional (National Astronomical 
Observatory). · 
507. Observatorio Flammarion (Flammarion Observatory). 
509. Secretaire des Travaux Publiques. et des Postes ( Department 
of Public Works and Post-Office Department). 
511. Sociedad de Estadistica y Geografia de Colombia (Statistical 
and Geographical Society of Colombia). 
513. Sociedad de Medicina y Ciencias Naturales (Society of Medi-
cine and Natural Sciences). 
515. Sociedad de Naturalistas Colombianos (Society of Colombian 
Naturalists). [i] 
Medellin. 
517. Univer ite d'Antioquia ( Unit:ers,i,ty of A.ntiochia). li] 
Panama. 
10. mini -trador de la duana (Customs Office). 
621. Gaz tt Ofi i, l de anama (Official Gazette of Panama.) 
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:Bahia. 
DUTCH GUIA...~A. 
523. Belgian Consulate. [i] 
Paramaribo. 
Quito. 
525. Surinaamsche Koloniaale Bibliotheek (Surinam Colonial 
Library). lil 
ECUADOR. 
527. Ministere des Finances et des Travaux Publiques (Depart-
. mffnt of Finances and Public Works). 
529. Observatorio Astronomico del Oolegio N acional (.Astronom-
ical Observatory of the National College). [il 
. PARAGUAY. 
Asuncion. 
Lima. 
531. Minister of Foreign Relations. 
533. United States Consulate. [i] 
PERU. 
535. AcademiadeCienciasNaturales(.A.cademyof Natural Sciences). 
537. Cuerpo de Ingenieros del Peru (Engineer Corps). [ij 
539. Escuela. de Ingeniero (Engineer School). 
541. Facultad de Medicina (Medical Faculty). 
543. Minister of the Interior. 
545. National Library. [iii] 
54 7. Sociedad Geografica ( Geographical Society). 
549. Statistical Bureau. [i] 
551. Universidad ( University). [i] 
URUGUAY, 
Montevideo. 
553. Bureau de Statistique (Statistical Burea.u), [i] 
555. Government of Uruguay. 
557. Ministere de Finance ( Treasury Department). [i] 
559. Ministere de la Guerre ( War Departmffnt). [i] 
561. Societe de Medicine (Medical Society). [i] 
563. United States Consulate. [i] 
VENEZUELA. 
ara.oas. 
565. Escuela Medica (Medical School). ri] 
567. Gazeta Cientifica (Scientific Gazette). [il 
569. La Union Medica-Organo del Gremio Medico de Venezuela 
(Medical Union;-Organ of the Medical Society of Vffne-
zuela). 
57! SociE>dad de Ciencias Fisicas y N aturales ( Society of Physical 
and Natural Sciences). 
573. Sociedad Economica de Amigos del Pais (Economical Soci-
ety of the Friends of Peace). [iii] 
575. Univer. ida<l de Caracas ( University of Caracas). 
ASIA. 
BRITISH BURMAH. 
Rangoon. 
577. The Chief Engineer of British Burmah. 
CHINA. 
Canton. 
579. Deputy of the Bureau of Foreign Affairs. [i] 
Hong-Kong. 
Pekin. 
581. Meteorological Observatory. 
583. Imperial Tungwen College. [i] 
585. Kung-Pu_ (Board of Works). 
Shanghai. 
[Chinese Educational Mission School-does not exist.] 
587. Chinese Government Department for the Translation of For~ 
eign Scientific Books. 
589. Chinese Polytechnic Institution and Reading Room. 
591. Chinese Scientific and Industrial Magazine. 
593. Imperial Chinese Maritime Customs, Engineer's Office. [i) 
[Kwong-Ki-Chiu. (See Deputy of the Bureau of Foreign 
Affaire in Canton.)] 
595. Literary and Debating Society. 
597. Magnetic and Meteorological Observatory of the Imperial 
Russian Legation. [i] 
599. Royal Asiatic Society (China Branch). [Care of James 
Bairn, 1 Haymarket, London, England.] [iii] 
[Scientific Society-does not exist.] 
601. Statistical Department of Inspector-General of Oust.oms .. 
603. Zi-Ka-Wei Observatory. [i] 
Allahabad. 
INDIA. 
607. Meteorological Reporter to the Government. [i] 
Benares. 
G • n crit C Hege. [i] 
LIST OF FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS. 
Bombay. 
611 . .Agricultural Department of the Bombay Presidency. 
613. Bombay Geographical Society. [iii] , 
615. Rombay Government.. [i] 
617. Geological Society. 
610. Government Central l\Iuseum. (i] 
621. Government College (formerly Bombay University). [i] 
G23. Government Observatory, Colaba. liJ 
625. Literary Society of Bombay. 
627. Meteorological Office. f i] 
629. Royal Asiatic Society (Bombay Branch). [iii] 
631. Sassoon l\Ieclianics' Institute. [i] 
633. Sir Jamsetjee Jeejeebhoy Translation Fun<l. [i] 
635. "The Indian Antiquary." [iJ 
·Calcutta. 
637. Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India. [i] , 
639. Asiatic Society of Bengal. fiii] 
641. Chamber of Commerce. fi] 
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643. Geological Survey of India. . [Packages to be sent to the care 
of Triibner & Co., London, England.] [iii] 
645. Imperial Indian Museum. [i] 
64 7. Indian l\.fe<lical Gazette. (i J 
649. Indian Museum. · 
651. Medical and Physical Society. [i] 
653. Meteorological Office. [i] 
655. Revenue and Agricultural Department. [i] 
657. St. Xavier's College. 
659. Surgeon-General's Office. 
6Gl. Under Secretary to Government of Bengal. [i) 
(folombo ( Oeywn). 
603. Government of Ceylon. [i] 
665. Observatory of Mr. Green. [i] 
667. Office of the Meteorological System. [ij 
669. Royal Asiatic Society (Ceylon Branch). (iii] 
Dehra-Dun. 
Goa. 
671. Great Trigonometrical Survey of India. [i] 
673. Escola Medico-Cirurgica (JJ1ed-ico-Surgical School). [Packages 
tio be sent through the Escola Polytechnica, Lisbon, Por-
tugal.] [i] 
Jaftna (Oeywn). 
675. Jaffna College. [iJ 
Xurrachee. 
Gii. :\l1rnipjp:il Lihrar., and Museum. fi] 
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Madras. 
679. Archreological Survey of Southern India. 
081. · East India Company's Office. (i] 
683. Government Central Museum and Library. [i} 
685. Literary Society. [iiiJ 
687. Madras Journal of Literature and Science. 
689. Madras Observatory. [i] 
691. " .Theosophist." 
N eilgherries. 
693. Public Library. [i] 
Poonah. 
695. Civil Engineering College. 
Roorkee. 
697. Thomason College of Uivil Engineering. [iiiJ 
Saharaupus. 
698. Government Botanical Garden. , 
Simla. 
699. Revenue and .Agricultural Department, Government of India. 
701. Surgeon-General of India. 
703. United Service Institution of India. [i] 
Trevandrum. 
705. Observatory of His Highness the Rajah of Travancore. [i} 
707. Trevandrum Museum. 
JAPAN. 
Tokio. 
709. Emperor of Japan. [i] 
711. Agricultural Bureau of Japan. 
713. Asiatic Society of Japan (formerly in Yokohama). [i] 
715. Chi-ga-ku-kio-kuwai ( Geographical Society). [i] 
717. Chi-shi-tsu-kio-ku (Bureau of Geological Surveying). [Com-
merce and Agricultural Department.] 
719. DP-partment of Law, Science, and Literature in the Tokio 
Daigaku. 
721. Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Natur- und Volkerkunde Ost-
Asiens ( German Society of Natural History and Ethnology 
of Eastern Asia). [il 
723. Kiyoiku Hakubut ukwan (Educational Department). 
725. Mini ter of Foreign Affairs. 
727. ::\fombu ho Mu eum (Educational Museum of the Imperial Uni-
•ersity). [Care of Kiyoiku Hakubu ukwan.] [iii] 
72 . rvatory f he T kio Daigaku. fil 
731. · i- w i ( ociety for the Translation of Japanese i-n Ro-
mnn. L etten;) . 
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Tokio-Continued. 
733. Seismological Society of Japan. 
735. Sci-I-Kwai (Society for the .Advancement of Med-ical Science). 
737. Society of Health. . 
739. Tokio Daigaku (Imperial University). [Formerly Kaisei 
Gakko J. (iii] 
7 41. Tokio Dzushokwan (Tokio Library). 
Yokohama. 
7 43. Deutsche Gesellschaft fur N aturwissenschaft und Heilkunde 
( German Societ,y for Natural and Medical Sciences). 
745. Imperial College. (i] 
7 4 7. Japanese Gazette. 
Eatavia. 
J.AV.A. 
749. Bataviaasche Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen 
(Batavian Academy of Arts and Sciences). [iii] 
751. Geneeskundige Vereeniging iu Nederlandsch-Indie (Medical 
.Association of Netherlands-India). [i] · 
753. Koninklijke Naturkundige Yereeniging in Nederlandsch-
Indie (Royal Natural History Society of Netherlands, 
India). (iii] 
755. Magnetic and Meteorological Observatory. ~] 
757. Nederlandsch-IndiscbeMaatschappij vanNijverheiden Land-
bouw (Industrial and Agricultural Society of Netherlands-
India). [i] · 
759. Tidschrift for Indische Taal- Land- en Volkenkunde (Journal 
of Indian Phiwlogy a.nd Folklore). 
761. Tidschrift for Nederlandsch~Indie ( Gazette of Netlierland.,s- . 
India). [i] 
Euitenzorg. 
763. Botanischer Garten ( Botanical Garden). 
Samarang. 
765. Indisch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap (Indian GeQgraphical 
Society). [i] 
llanila. 
PllILJPPINE ISLANDS. 
767. Horto Botanico Manil~nsis (Botanical Garden of Manila). [il 
769. Observatorio Meteorologico del Ateneo Municipal (Meteoro· 
wgical Observatory of the Municipal University). [i] 
771. Royal Economical Society. [iii] 
Singapore. 
STRAITS SETTLEMENT, 
773. Convict Jail Hospital. [i] 
775. Raffles Library and :Museum. [i] 
777. Royal Asiatic Society. [i I 
A US TR.ALAS IA.. 
AUSTRALIA. 
NEW SOUTH WALES. 
Sydney. 
779. Agricultural Society of New South Wales. . [i] 
781. Australian Museum. [i] 
783. "Australian Practitioner." [i] 
785. Corporation of the City of Sydney. [i] 
787. Council of Education. [i] 
.789. Free Public L~brary. [i] 
791. Geographical Institute. [i] 
793. Geographical Society of Australasia (New South Wales 
Branch). · 
795. Government of New South Wales. [i J 
797. Government Observatory. [i] 
799. ,;Linnean Society of New South Wales. [i] 
801. Mining Department. [i) 
803. Parliamentary Library. 
805. Roya! Society of New South Wales. [iii] 
807. Sydney College Library. [i] 
809. Technical and Working Men's-College. 
811. University of Sydney. [iii] 
Winclaor. 
813. Private Cbservatory of John Tebbutt. [i] 
QUEENSLAND. 
Briabane. 
815. Acclimatization Society. · [i) 
817. Colonial Secretary's Office. [i]. 
(Government of Queensland. (See Colonial Secretary's 
Office.)) . 
819. Government Meteorological Observatory. (i] 
82L Parliamentary Library. [i] 
823. Queensland Museum of Natural History. 
825. Regi trar-Genera.l. 
827. Ro al S ciety of Queen land. 
Townnille. 
2. 
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 
Adelaide. 
831. .Adelaide University. [i] 
835. Astronomical Observatory. [i] 
837. Government Botanic Garden. [i] 
839. Government of South Australia. Pl 
841. Inspector-General of Schools. [i] 
843. Parliamentary Library. (i] 
845. Royal Society of South Australia. [i] 
847. South Australia Institute. [i] 
TASMANIA, 
Hobarton. 
849. Government of Tasmania. [i] 
851. Library of Parliament. 
853. Magnetic and Meteorological Observatory. [i] 
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855. Museum of the Royal Society of Tasmania and Herbarium 
and Botanical Department. 
857. Royal Society of Tasmania. [Packages sent through G. 
W. Wheatley & Co., 165 Leadenhall street, London, 
E. C.] [iii] 
859. Tasmania Public Library. [iJ 
(Mechanics' Institute-closed.J 
Launceston. 
861. Launceston Public Library. [i] 
863. Mechanics' Institute and School of Arts. [i] 
VICTORIA. 
Collingwood. 
865. Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria.. [i) 
Emerald Hill. 
867. Mechanics' Institute. [i] 
Melbourne. 
869. Australian Medical Journal. [i] 
871. Botanical Garden. [i] 
873. Corporation of the City of Melbourne. [i] 
875. Department of Mines and Water Supply. [i] 
877. Eclectic Association of Victoria. [i] 
879. Field Naturalists' Club. 
881. Geographical Society. [i] 
883. Geological Survey of Victoria. [ i J 
885. Government of Victoria. [il 
887. Melbourne Museum. 
889. Melbourne Observatory. [i] 
[Mining Department. (See Department of Mines, &c.)] 
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Melbourne-Continueu. 
891. National Museum of Victoria. [i] 
893. Natural History So~iety. [iJ 
895. Parliamentary Library. 
897. Public Library, Museum, and National Gallery. [iii} 
899. Royal British Branch Mint. [i] 
Perth. 
901. Royal Philosophical Society of Victoria. [i] 
903. Royal Society of Medicine. [i] 
905. Uoya1 Society .of Victoria. [i] 
907. Southern Science Record. 
909. University of Melbourne. [iii] 
011. Zoological and Acclimatization Society. [i] 
WEST AUSTRALIA.. 
913. Meteorological Superintendent. [1] 
NEW ZEALAND. 
Auckland. 
915. Auckland Free Public Library. [i] 
917. Auckland Institute. [i] 
019. Auckland Museum. 
Christchurch. 
92J.. Canterbury Acclimatization Society. [i] 
923. Canterbury :Museum. [i] 
925. Geological Survey of the Province of Canterbury. [i] 
927. Philosophical Institute of Canterbury. [i] 
Dunedin. 
929. Otago Institute. [i] 
931. Otago Museum. [i] 
933. Otago University. 
Hokitika. 
935. Westland Institute. [i] 
lnvercargill. 
937. Scotland Institute. 
Nehon. 
939. N el on A ociation for the Promotion of Science and In 
du try. [i] 
941. Nel on In titute. fi] 
Wellington. 
943. Chief In · ctor of eight and :\lea ures. [i] 
94 . oloni 1 nic Gard n. [i] 
0 7. ol i l L , or r.v. fi l 
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Wellington-Continued. 
949. Colonial Museum and Geological Survey Department. [i} 
951. Colonial Observatory. [i] 
953. Government of New Zealand. [i] 
955. Government Observatory. [i] 
957. Government Printing Office. 
959. Meteorological and Weather Department. [i] 
961. New Zealand Geological Survey. [i] 
963. New Zealand Institute. [ii] 
965. New Zea.land Public Library. (i] 
966. Parliamentary Library. [iii] 
967. Patent Office Library. [i] 
978. Wellington Philosophical Society. [i] 
969. Wellington Public Library. [i] 
970. Westland Naturalists' and Acclimatization Society. [i}. 
POLYNESIA. 
SANDWICH ISL.A.N:i>S• 
Honolulu. 
971. Government Geological Survey. 
972. Hawaiian Gazette. 
973. Hawaiian Govenment Library. 
97 4. Minister of the Interior. 
975. Oahu College. 
[Royal .Agricultural Society has turned over its books to 
the Hawaiian Government Library.J 
976. Scientific Society. 
EUROPE. 
AUSTRIA-HUNG ARY. 
)&gram [Zagrab] (Croatia). 
977. Gesellschaft fiir siidslavLsche Alterthiimer (Society/or South 
Slavic .Antiquities). [i] 
979. llandels- und Gewerbe-Kammer fiir Kroatien ( Chamber of 
Commerce and Board of Trade/or Croatia). [i] 
981. Kroatische Arcbaologische Ge~ellschaft ( Croatian Archm-
ological Society). 
983. Kroatisch-Slavonische Land wirthschafts-Gesellschaft ( Ag-
ricultural Society). [i] 
985. Landwirthschaftliche Zeitung (Agricultural Journal). [i] 
987. National Museum. [i] 
989. Redaktion der "Gospodarski List" (EdUor of the "Gos-
podarski Li,st.") [i] 
991. Siidslaviscbe Akademie der Wissenschaften und Kiinste 
(South Slavic Academy of Science and Art). [i] 
993. Trogovacko Obrtnicka Komora (Statistical Bureau). [iJ 
995. Universitat ( University). [i] . 
Biatritz (Austria). 
997. Gewerbeschule (Industrial School). [i] 
Bregenz (Austria). 
999. Vorarlberger Mnseums-Verein ( Vorarlberg Museum Society). 
[i] 
Brtlnn (Austria). 
1001. K. K. Mahr1sch-Schlesische Gesellschaft ftir Ackerban, 
Natur- und Landeskunde (Imperial Royal Moravian-Si-
lesian Society of Agriculture, Natural History, and Geog-
raphy). (i] 
1003. Mahrisch-Schlesi ches Blinden-Erziehungs-Institut (Mora-
'Oian-Bifosian Institute for Educating tlie Blind). [ij 
1005. atnrforschender Verein (Naturalists Society) [iii] 
Budapest (Hungary). 
1007. Fovaro i tati ztikai Hivatal (Statistical Bureau). [i] 
100 . 1 · cbe e 11 chaft ftir Ungarn ( Geological Society OJ 
Hungary). [iii] 
10 1. an' ~l. · ka,l i ( ommercial Academy) li] 
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Budapest ( Hungary)-Continued. . . 
1013. Handels- und Gewerbe-Kammer ( Chamber of Commerce and' 
Trade). ril 
1015. Industrielle Gesellschaft (Industrial Society). [i] 
1017. K. K.Egyetem Kathol.Fogymnasium (Imperial Royal Cath-
olic Gymnasium). [i] 
1019. K. K. Sternwarte (Imperial Royal Observatory). 
1021. K. Geographisches Institut (Royal Geographical I1tStitute) .. 
1023. K. Magyar Termeszettudomanyi Tarsnlat (Royal Hunga-
rian Society of Natural Sciences). liii] . 
1025. K .. Magyar Tndomanyos Egyetem (R-Oyal Hungarian Uni--
versity). [iii J 
1921. K. Ober-Gymnasium (Royal Higher Gymnasium). [i] 
1029. K. Ober-Realschule (Royal Practical School). [i] 
1031. K. Ungar. Central-Anstalt fur l\foteorologie nnd Erdmag--
netismns (Royal Hungarian Central Institute of Meteor-
ology and Terrestrial Magnetism). [i] 
1033. K. Ungar. Geologische Ansta,lt (Royal Hungarian Geologi-
cal Institute). [i] 
1035. Lebens-Versicherungs-Gesellschaft "Anker" ("Anchor" .. 
Life Insurance Company). 
1037. :Magyar Foldrajzi Tarsasag. 
1039. Magyar Nemzeti Museum (Hungarian National Museum). [iJ: 
1041. Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia (Hungarian Academy). [iii] 
1043. Ministerium ftir Agricultur und Industrie (Ministry of Ag-
riculture and Industry). [i] , 
1045. Musee cl' Anthropologie de l' Universite (A nthropologfoal" 
Museum of the University). 
1047. Naturforschender Verein (Natural History Society). 
1049. Oesterreich· Ungarische Staats -Eiseqbahn - Gesellschaft 
(Austro-Hungarian Railroad Society). [Theresien Ring 
30.J 
1051. Pestvaros .f,tatisztikai Hivatal ( StaUstwal Bureau of the· 
City). [i] 
1053. Polytechnische Schule (Polytechnic School). 
1055.- Prasidium des Koniglich Ungarischen Ministeriums (Presi-
dent of the Royal Hungarian Ministry). 
1057. Societ6 de Geographie de Hongrie (Hungarian Geographical' 
Society). fi] 
1059. Termeszetrajzi Fuzetk. 
Czemowitz (Austria). 
1061. K. K. Universitats-Bibliotbek (Imperial Royal University,, 
Library). f iii] 
1063. V erein fii.r Landeskultur und Landeskunde im Herzog-
thume Bukowina (Society for Agriculture and Geography·, 
of the Duchy of Bukowina). [i] 
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~ium.e ( Illyria). 
1065. ·K. K. · Marine-Akademie (Imperial Royal Naval .Acad-
emy). [i] 
Galacz ( .A. ustria ). 
1067_. Commission Europeenne de Danube (European Danube 
C<>'1!1'mission). [i] 
Gorz ( Illyria ). 
1069. K. K. Ackerbau-Gesellschaft (Imperial Royal .Agricultural 
Society). , [i j 
Gra t2 ( Styria). 
1071. Akademie fiir Handel und Industrie (.Academy of Commerce 
and Industry). [i] 
1073. Historischer Verein fiir Steiermark (Historical Society of 
Styria). [i] 
1075. K. K. Erstes Staats-Gymnasium (Imperial Royal State Gym-
/ nasium). [i) 
1077. K. K. Steiermarkischer Gartenbau-Verein (Imperial Royal 
Styrian Horticultural Society). [i] 
1079. K. K. Steiermarkische Landwirthschafts-Gesellschaft (Im-
perial Royal Styrian .Agricultural Society). [i] 
1081. K. K. Unjversitat (Imperial Royal University). [iiij 
1083. Landes-Bibliothek am Steiermark. Landschaftlichen Joan-
neum (Styrian National Library at the Joanneum). [i] 
1085. Mineralogisches Museum des Steiermilirkischen Land-
schaftlichen Joanneums (Styrian National Mineralogical 
M useurn of the J oanneum) . 
1087. Naturwissenscb.aftlicher Verein fiir Steiermark (Styrian 
Society of Natural Sciences). [i] 
1089. Steiermarkischer Industrie- und Gewerbe-Verein (Styrian 
Industrial and Polytechnical Society). [il 
1091. Steiermarkische Landes-Ober-Realschule 1 (Styrian Higher 
"Real" School). [i] 
1093. Verein der Aerzte in Steiermark ( Styrian Society of Physi-
cians). [i] 
Hermannstadt (Transylvania). 
1095. Siebenblirgi cber Verein tiir N aturwi senschaften ( Transyl-
vanian Society of Natural Sciences). [iii] 
1097. Verein fiir Siebenblirgische Lande kunde ( Transylvanian 
Geographical Society). [i1 
Innsbruck (Tyrol). 
1 99. Ferdinandeum. [iii] 
11 1. K. ..• tor -Tiroli ch Landwirth cbaft. -Ge ... ell chaft (Im-
perial oyal .Agricultural ociety of North Tyrol). li] 
1 .... -atnrwi · en. •h, ftlic -.. 1 clicini ch rV r in ( ocietyof Nat. 
'Ural an .Mer1'cal ience ). [i] 
1 - nh· 1 · :· ·. i Ii tb l· nil'er ity Library). fi] 
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Xalocsa ( JI ungary). 
1107. Sternwarte ( Observatory). 
Xlagenfurth ( Oarinthia). 
1109. Geschichts-Verein ftlr Karnten (Historical Society of Oarin-
thia). [i] 
1111. Handels- und Gewerbe-Kammer ( Chamber of Commerce and 
Board of Trade). [ij 
1113. Karntnerischer Gartenbau -V erein ( Oar·inthian Horticultural 
Society). r 
1115. Karntnerischer Industrie- und Gewerbe-Verein ( Oarinthian 
Industrial and Polytechnical Association). [i] 
1117. K. K. Landwirthscha_fts-Gesellschaft (Imperial Royal Ag-
ricultural Society). [i] 
1119. K. K. Studien-Bibliothek (Imperial Royal Collegiate Li-
brary). [i·] 
1121. Naturhistorisches Landes-Museum in Karnten (Oarinthian 
National Museum of Natural History). fi] 
1123. Section Klagenfurt des Berg- und Hiittenmannischen Ver-
eines fiir Steiermark und Karnten (Klagenfurt Section of 
the JJiining and Smelting Society of Styria and Oarinthia) 
Klausenburg ( Transylvania). 
1125. Edelyi Museum Egylet (National Museum). [i] 
1127. Koniglicher Botanischer Garten (Royal Botanical Garden). 
1129. Koniglich Ungarische Universitat (Royal Hungarian Uni-
versity). 
1131. Magyar Novenytani Lapok. [i] 
Kloster-neuburg (Austria). 
1133. Revue .A.ntiphylloxeique (Anti-phylloxera Review). 
Xrakau (Galicia). 
1135 . .A.kademija Umiejetn6sci (Academy of Sciences). [i] 
113 7. Galizischer Fischerei -Verein ( Galician Piscicultural Soci-
ety). [i] 
1139. K. K. Universitats-Sternwarte (Imperial Royal University 
Observatory). [i] 
1141. Medicinische Gesellschaft (Medical Society). [i] 
1143. Universitet Jagiellonski (Jagiellonski University). [iii] 
Kremsmtinster (Austria). 
1145. Sternwarte ( Observatory). (i] 
Laibach (lllyria). 
1147. Historischer Verein fiir Krain (Historical Society of Oarni-
ola). fi] 
1149. Juristische Gesellschaft (Jurists' Association). [i] 
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Laibach (Tilyria)-~ontinned. 
1151. K. K. Landwirthschafts-Gesellschaft (Imperial Royal Agri-
cultural Society). [i] 
1153. K. K. Studien-Bibliothek (Imperia,lRoyal Collegiate.Library). 
1155. LandeS'-Museum (National Museum). [i] 
1157. Matica Slovenska (Literary Society). [i] 
Lem.berg ( Galicia). 
1159._ Franzens,Unh-ersitat (Francis University). 
· 1161. Universitats-Sternwarte ( University Observatory). [i] 
' 1163. Zaldad narodowy imienia Ossolinskich (National Insti-
tute). [i] 
Leoben ·(Styria). 1 
1165. K.K. Berg-Akademie (Imperial RoyalMining Academy). [if 
1167. Oesterreichische Zeitschrift fiir das Berg- und Hiittenwesen 
(.Austrian }fining and Smelting Journal). 
Linz (.Austria). 
1169. Handels- nnd Gewerbe-Kammer Oberosterreichs ( Upper-
.Austrian Charnber of Commerce and Board of Tr<!,d,e). [il 
1171. K. K. Land wirthschafts-Gesellschaft (Imperial Royal Agri-
cultural Society). [i] 
1173. K. K. offentliche Stndien-Bibliothek (Imperial Royal Colle-
giate Library). 
1175. Museum Francisco Carolinum (Museum Francisco Oaroli-
num). [i] 
Neutitschein (Austria). 
1177. Landwirthschaftlicher Verein (.Agricultural Society). [i] 
O'Gyalla (Bungary). 
1179. Astro-physikalisches Observatorium (.Astro-Physical Obser-
1Jatory). [i] 
Olmtitz (Moravia). 
1181. K. K. Dentsches Gymnasium (Imperial Royal German Gym-
nasium). [i] 
1183. K. K. Ober-Realschule (Imperial Royal High" Real" School). 
[iJ 
1185. K. K. Studien-Bibliothek(ImperiaZRoyal CollegiateLibrary). 
f iiil 
Pola (nlyria). 
1187. Ilydrographi ches Amt (Hydrographic Office). [iJ 
Prag (Bohemia). 
1 , .. hmi che chemi che Ge ell chaft (Bohemian Chemical So-
mety). [i] 
1 . iih i h r wer e-Ver in (Bohemian Polytechnical &-
·ety). [i] 
LIST OF .FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS. 
Prag (Bohemia)-Oontinued. 
1193. Comite fiir naturwissenschaftliche Landesdurcl..forschung. 
(Oomrnitteefor Natural History Explorations). [i] 
1195. Deutscher polytechnischer Verein ( German Polytechnical 
Society). [i] 
1197. K. bohmische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften (Royal Bo-
hemian Society of Sciences). [iii] 
1199. K. bohmisches Museum (R. Bohemian Museum). !iii] 
1201. K. K. bohmische0ar1 Ferdinand Universitat(ImperialRoyal 
Bohemian Carl Ferdinand University). 
1203. K. K. bohmische technische Hochschule (Imperial Royal 
Bohemian Polytechnicum ). 
1205. K. K. deutsche Oarl Ferdinand Universitats-Bibliothek(Im-
perial Royal German Carl Ferdinand University Li-
brary). [iii] 
1207. K. K. deutsche technische Hochschule (Imperial Royal Ger-
man Polytechnicum ). _ 
1209. K. K. Universitats-Sternwart~ (Imperial Royal University 
Observatory.) [i] 
1211. Medicinische Facultat (Medical Faculty). [i] 
1213. N aturwissenschaftlicher Verein "Lotos" ( Society of Natu-
ral Sciences "Lotos"). fi]' 
1215. Pamatky archaeologicke a mistopisme. 
1217. Prresidium des Landes-Kultur-Rathes (President of the 
Council for Agriculture). [iii] 
1219. Redaktion der technischen Blatter ( Technical Journal). [i] 
1221. Schaafzuch ter-V erein fur Bohm en ( Sheep-breeders' Society 
of Bohemia). [iJ 
1223. Verein fiir die Geschichte der Deutschen in Bohmen (So-
ciety for the History of the Germans in Bohemia). [i] 
1225. Verein zur Ermunterung des Gewerbegeistes in Bohmen 
( Society for the Encouragement of Industrial Enterprise 
in Bohemia). [i] 
Presburg (Hungary). 
1227. Handels- und Gewerbe-Kammer (Chamuer of Commerce and 
Board of Trade). [i] 
1229. Verein fiir Naturkunde (Society of Natural Sciences). [ij 
Piibram (Bohemia). 
1231. K. K. Berg-Direction (Imperial Royal JJirection of Mines) 
[K. K. Karoli Boromai Silber- und Blei-Hauptwerk]. [iJ 
Reichenberg (Bohemia). 
1233. Verein der Naturfreunde (Society of Naturalists). 
H. Mis. 15--7 
' 
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'Roveredo ( Tyrol). 
1235. I. R. A.ccademia di Lettere e Scienze degli Agiati (Im-
perial Royal Academy of Letters and Sciences). [i] 
1237. I. R. Scuola Reale Elisabettina (Imperial Royal Elizabetl, 
School). [i] 
St. Polten (Austria). 
1239. Nieder-osterr. Landes-Ober-R~alscbule (National High 
School of Lower Austria). [ii 
Salz burg (Austria). 
1241. K. K. Landwirtbscbafts-Gesellscbaft (Imperial Royal Agri-
cultural Society). [i] 
1243. K. K. Studien- Bibliothek (Imperial Royal Collegiate Li-
brary). [i] 
1245. Stadtisches Museum Carolino-Augusteum (Municipal Oaro-
lino-Augustan Museum). 
Sohn.ssbu.rg (Austria). 
1247. Gymnasium (Gymnasium). [i] 
Trent (Tyrol). 
1249. Oesterreicbischer Alpen-Verein (Austrian Alpine Club). [il 
" '] 1251. Societa degli alpinisti Tridentini (Alpine Club of Trent). [1 
1253. R. Istituto Industriale e Prof'essionale (Royal Industrial 
and Professional Institute). 
Trieste (Hlyria ). 
1255. Ackerbau-Gesellschaft (Agricultural Society). [i J 
1257. Astronomisches und meteorologisches Observatorium der 
nautischen Akademie (Astronomical and Meteorological 
Observatory of the Nautical Academy). 
1259. Civico Museo di Storia Naturale Ferdinando.Massimiliano 
(Ferdinamd Maximilian Museum of Natural History). [i] 
1261. Gartenbau-Gesellschaft (Horticultural Society). 
1263. K. K. Handels- und nautische Akademie (Imperial Royal 
Commercial and Nautical Academy). [i] 
1265. "IJ Ortolano," Giornale Populare d' Orticultura, " The Gar-
dener "-Popular Horticultural journal). [i] 
1267. Societa Adriatica di Scienze Naturali (Adriatic Sociefly of 
Natural Smences). [i] • 
[Societa Agraria. (See Ackerbau-Gesellschaft.)] 
1271. Societa par la Lettura Populare (Society for Popular Lec-
tures). [i] 
1273. Societa cientifica Letteraria della Minerva (Minerva Sci-
entific Literary ociety). [iii] 
Wlan (.A.u.nria). 
1275. Seiner Kai erlich-Koni lichen fajestat Privat-Bibliothek 
(Pri-r,au Library of His Majesty the Emperor). [iii] 
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Wien (Austria)-Continued. 
1277 . .A.frikanische·Gesellschaft (African Society). 
1279 . .A.llgemeiner Oesterr . .A.potheker-Verein (Austrian A.pothe. 
caries' Association). [ i] 
1281. Allgemeine Wiener medicinische Zeitung ( Vienna Medicat 
Journal). lil · 
1283 . .A.lterthums-Verein [1 Universitats-Platz, 2] (Archmological 
Society). 
1285. Anthropologische Gesellschaft (Anthropological Society). [i] 
1287. Chemisch-metallurgisches Laboratorium [Rasumoffskigasse, 
3] ( Ohemico-Metallurgical Laboratory). 
1289. Chemisch-physikalische Gesellschaft ( Chemico-Physical So-
ciety). 
1291. Deutsche Rundschau fiir Geographie und Statistik ( German 
Revie-zc for Geography and Statistics). 
1293. Entomologischer Verein (Entomological Society). [i] 
1295. Geologisches Institut der Universitat (Geological Institute 
of the University). 
1297. Handels- und Gewerbe Kammer (Chamber of Commerce and 
Board of Trade). [i J 
1299. Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften [Universitats-
Platz 2] (Imperial Academy of Sciences). liii] 
1301. K. K. A.ckerbau-Ministerium [Rudolph-Platz, 13A] (Im-
perial Royal Department of Agriculture). fi] 
1303. K. K. Akademie fiir Bildende Kiinste [Schiller-Platz 3] 
(Imperial Royal Academy of Plastic Art). 
[K. K. Artil1erie- und Ingenieur-Schule (Imperial Royal Ar-
tillery and Engineers' School). (See K. K. Technische 
Militair-.A.kademie.)] 
1305. K. K. Botanisches Hof-Cabinet (Imperial Royal Botanical 
Museum). 
1307. K. K. Central-Anstalt fur Meteorologie und Erdmagnetis-
mus [Bobe Warte bei Dobling, No. 38, Wien] Imperial 
Royal Central Institute for Meteorological and Terrestrial 
Magnetism). [i J 
1.309. K. K. Central-Kommission zur Erforschung und Erhaltung 
der Kunst- v.nd bistorischen Denkn;iale [Schiller-Platz, 
4] (Imperial Royal Central Commission for the Explora-
tion and Preservation of A.rt artd Historical Monuments). 
1311. K. K. Gartenbau-Gesellschaft (Imperial Royal Horticultural 
Society). [i] 
1313. K. K. General-Stabs-Schule (Imperial Royal School of Staff). 
1315. K. K. Geographische Gesellschaft (I'IJl,perial Royal Geograpk-
ical Society). [iii] 
1317. K. K. Geologische Reichsanstalt (Imperial Royal Geological 
Es_tablishment). [iii] ' 
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Wien (Austria)-Continue.d. 
1319. K. K. Gesellschaft der Aerzte (Imperial Royal Society of Phy-
sicians). [i] 
1321. K. K. Handels-Ministerium (Imperial Royal Department of 
Commerce). · [i] 
1323. K. K. Hochschule fiir Bodencultur [vii. Landesgasse, 17] 
(Imperial Royal Agricultural High School). 
1325. K. K. HofBibliothek (Imperial Royal Library). [iii] 
1327. K. K. Hof-und Staats-Druckerei (Imperial Royal Staff 
Printing Office). [iii] 
1329. K. K. Kriegs-Ministerium(ImperialRoyal War Department). 
(i] 
1331. K. K. Landes-VertheidigungR-Ministerium (Imperial Royal 
Department of National Defense) . 
. 1333. K. K. Marine-Ober-Kornman do (ImperialRoyalNaval Office). 
[i] 
1335. K. K. MilitarGeographisches Institut (ImperialRoyalMili. 
tary Geographical Institute). 
1337. K. K. Mineralogisches Hof-Cabinet (Imperial Royal Mineral-
ogical Museum). 
1339. K. K. Ministerium des Aeussern (Imperial Royal Forei,gn 
Office). [i] 
1341. K. K. Ministerium fiir Cultus un.d Unterricht (Imperial 
Royal Department of Ohurch and Education). [i] 
1343. K. K. M.inisterium des Innern (Imperial Royal Department 
of the Interior). [i] 
1345. K. K. Naturbistoriscbes Hof-Museum (Imperial Royal Nat-
ural History Museum). [ii] . 
1347. K. K. Ober-Gymnasium zu den Schotten (Imperial Royal 
Schotten Gymnasium). [i] 
1340. K. K. Oe:ffentliche Lehranstalt fiir orientalische Sprachen 
[Universitats-Platz, 1] (Imperial Royal Public Institute 
of Oriental Languages). 
1351. K. K. Oesterr. Museum fiir Kunst und Industrie (Imperial 
Royal Museum of A.rt and Industry). [i] 
1353. K. K. Pbysikalisch-astronornisches Hof-Cabinet (Imperial 
Royal Physical-Astronomical Museum). 
1355. K. K. Reichs · Landwirthschafts - Gesellschaft (Imperial 
Royea Agricultural Society). [i] 
1357. K. K. chott nfelderOber-Realschule (Imperial Royal Schot-
tenfeld High School). [i] 
~ 1359. K. . t ti t' che O ntral-Kommi sion (Imperial Royal Bta-
tistwal Oentral Oommi sion ). [iii] 
. t w rt (Imperial Royal Observatory). [i] 
i h ule(ImperialRoyalPolytechniml,m). 
.. 
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Wien (.Austria)-Continued. . 
1365. K.. K. Technische Militair-Akademie (Imperial Royal Techni-
cal Military Academy) [formerly K. K. Artillerie- und 
Ingenieur-Schule J • 
1367 . . K. K. Topographische Gesellschaft (Imperial Royal Topo-
graphicai Society). 
1369. K. k. Universitats-Bibliotbek (Imperial Royal University 
Librar.v). [iii] 
1371. K. K. Zoologisch-Botanische Gesellschaft (Imperial jloyal 
Zoological Botanical Society). [ii] 
1373. K. K. Zoologisches Hof-Cabinet (Imperial Royal Zoological 
Museum). f i] 
1375. Marine-SectiondesK.K.Reichs-Kriegs-Ministeriums(NavaZ 
SectionoftheimperialRoyal State, War Department). [i] 
1377. N aturwi ssenschaftlicher Vere in ( Society of Natural Sciences). 
1379. Niederosterreichischer Gewerbe-V erein ( Polytechnical So-
ciety of Lower Aicstria). [i] 
1381. Numismatische Gesellschaft ( Niimismatic Society). 
1383. Oesterreicbische Gesellschaft fiir Meteorologie (Austrian 
Society of JJfeteoro'logy) . [i] 
1385. Oesterreichischer Ingenieur- und Architecten-Verein (Au.t· 
trian Society of Engineers and Architects). [i] 
1387. Orientalische A.ka<l.emie ( Oriental Academy). 
1389. OrientaUsches Museum (Oriental Museum,). [i] 
1391. Ornitlwlogischer Verein ( OrnUhological Society). [i] 
1393. Pharmaceutische Gesellsclrnft (Pharmaceutical Society). 
1395. Photographische Gesellschaft (Photographical Society). [i] 
[Polytechnische Gesellschaft (Polytechnical Society). (See 
K. K. Technische Hochschule.)] 
1397. Pri vilegirte osterreich- ungarische Staats-Eisen bahn-Gesell- · 
schaft [Schwarzenberg-Platz, 3] (Austro-Hungarian 
Railroad Society). 
1399. Redaktiou: Neue Freie Presse (New JJ'ree Press). 
[Redakt.ion: Oesterr.-ungar. Fiscberei-Zeitung (Austria.-
Hungary Fishing' Gazette). . Defunct.] 
1401. Redaktion: Oesterr.-ungar. Sparkassen-Zeitung (Austria-
H1.mgary Savings Bank Gazette). 
1403. Redaktion: Der Gartenfreund ( The Garden's Friend). 
1405. Redaktion: Photographische Correspondenz (Photographio 
Correspondence). 
1407. Redaktion: Numismatiscbe Zeitschrift [formerly Monats-
hefte] (Numismatic Gazette). [i] 
1409. Redaktion: Die neuesten Erfindungen im Gebiete der 
Land wirthschaft ( The latest d·iscoveries in agriculture-
journal). 
1411. Redaktion: Ung·arische Revue (Hungarian Review). (iJ 
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Wien (Austria)-Continued. 
1413. Redaktion: Wiener Medizinische Wochenschrift (Medical. 
Weekly). 
[Redaktion: Wiener N umismatische Monatshefte ( Vienna 
Numismatic Jlf onthly-). See N umismatische Zeitschrift.} 
1415. Redaktion: Wiener Obst- und Garten-Zeitung ( Vienna 
. Fruit and Horticultural Journal-published by the Impe-
rial Royal Horticultural Society). [i] 
4 1417. Stadt-Verwaltung (City council). 
1419. Technologisches Gewerbe-Museum (Polytechnical Museum). 
1421. Unterstiitzungs-Verein fur entlassene Strafgefangene, sowie 
fur hiilfs- und schuldlose Familien von Verhafteten (So-
ciety to assist released prisoners and their families). 
1423. Verein der Geographcn an der K. K. Universitat (Society of 
Geographers of the Imperial Royal University). [i] . 
1425. Verein der K. K. autor. und beeideten Civil-Ingenieure und 
Architekten (Society of Civil Engineers and Architects). 
1427. Verein der Literaturfreunde (Society of the Friends of Lit-
erature). 
1429. Verein der Montan und Eisen Industriellen (Society of Iron 
Industry). 
i431. Verein flir Psychiatrie und Forensische Psychologie (So-
ciety of Psychiatry and Forensic Psychology). 
1433. Verein zur Verbreitung naturwissenschaftlicher Kennt-
nisse (Society for the diffusion of the knowledge of Nat-
ural Sciences). [i] 
1435. Verein zur Versorgung und Beschaftigung erwachsener 
Blinden (Society for the Support and Empl-Oyment of the 
adult Blind). [i] 
1437. Wiener Handel's-Akademie ( Vienna Comrnercial Academy). 
1439. Wiener Thierschutz-Verein ( Vienna ffociety for the Prm,en-
tion of Cruelty to Animals). [i] 
1441. Wi enschaftlicher Club (Scientific Club). [i] 
1443. Wi enschaftlicher Verein der Militar-Aerzte der Wiener 
Garni on (Scientific Society of Army Ph!ysicians of tM 
Vienna Garrison). 
Zara (Dalmatia). 
1445. ocieta Economica di Dalmazia (Economical Society of Dal-
niatia). [ij 
BELGIUM. 
Anvera (.Antwerp}. 
1447. a e ie d .Archeologi de Belgique (.Academy of Arohreol-
gy of Belgium). [i] 
14.4 . emi o ale B aux Arts (Royal .Academy of FiM 
.Arts ). fi 1 
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Anvers (Antwerp )-Continued. 
Arlon. 
Ath. 
1451. Administration Communale ( Oity Government). 
1453. Bibliotheque Publique de la ville (Public Oity 'Library). [U 
1455. Cercle Artistique, Litteraire et Scientifique d'Anvers (Ar-
tistic, Literary, and Scientific Society of Anvers). [i] 
1457. Societe Beige de Geographie ( Rclgfom Ge()grrrphical &>-
ciety). [ i] · 
1459. Societe Chorale Dramatique et Litteraire-De Vla~msche 
Vrienden-(Ohoral Dranwtic and Literary Society of 
Flemish friends). 
1461. Societe <le 1\letlecine (lllcdical Soc-iety). [i] 
1463. Societe de Olytak (Society Olytak). 
1465. Societe de Pharmacie (Pharmaceutical Society). fi] 
1467. Societe Royale pour !'Encouragement des Beaux Arts 
(Roya.Z Society for the Encouragement of Fine Arts). [i] 
1469. Societe Royale d'Horticulture et d' Agriculture (Royal So-
ciety of Horticulture and Agriculture). [i] 
1471. Societe Royale de Zoologie (Royal Zoological Society). [i] 
1473. Bibliotheque Publique (Public Library). [i] 
1475. Bibliotheque Publique (Public Library). fi) 
Audenarde. 
1477. Bibliotheque Publique (Public Library). [i] 
Bruges . . 
1479. Administration Communale ( Oity Government). [i] 
1481. Archives de !'Administration Oommunale (Archives of the 
Oity Government). 
1483. Bibliotheque Publique (Public Library). [i] 
1485. Cercle Artistique et Litteraire (Artistic and Literary Society). 
1487. Societe d'Horticulture · et de la Botanique (Horticultural 
and Botanical Society). [i] 
1489. Societe Medico-Chirurgicale de Bruges (Medico-Ohirurgical 
Society of Bruges). [i] 
Bruxelles (Brussels). 
1491. Academie Royale de Medecine (Royal Academy of Medi-
cine). [i] 
1493. Academie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux 
Arts de Belgique (Royal Academy of Sciences, Letters, 
and Fine Arts, of Belgium). [iii] 
1495. Archives Medicales (Medical Archives). [i) 
1497. Association Internationale pour l'exploration et la civilisa-
tion de l' A.frique Central (International Society for the 
expk>ration and civilization of Central Africa). 
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Bruxelles (Brussels)-Oontinued. 
1499. Athenee Belge (Belgian Athenwurn). [i] 
1501. Bibliotheque de la Ohambre des Representants (Library of 
the House of Representatives). [i] 
1503. Bibliotheque Royale de Belgique (Royctl Library of Bel,. 
giitm ). [iii] 
1505. Bibliot.heque de l'Universite ( University Libra,ry). [i] 
1507. Oercle .Artistique et Litteraire (Artistic and Literary So-
c-iety). 
1509. Commission .Administrative du Musee Royal de l'Industrie 
(Administrative Comrnission of the .Royal Museum of 
Industries). [ i] 
1511. Commission Belge des Echanges lnternationaux (Bel-
gian Commission of International Exchanges). [i] 
1513. Commission Centrale de Statistique ( Central Commission 
1 
of Statistics). [i] 
1515. Commission de Contr6le de la Carte Geologique de Bel-
gique ( Commission for the Geological Map of Belgium). 
1517. Commission des Annales des Travaux Publiques (Commis-
sion of Record of Publ·ic Works). [i] 
1519. Commission Royale d'Histoire (Royal Commission of His-
tory). [i] 
1521. Gouvernement de la Belgique ( Government of Belgium). [i] 
1523. Institut de Droit International (Institute of Internationa~ 
Laws). [i] 
1525. Institut Cartographique Militaire (Military Cartographical 
Institute). 
1527. Institut Geographique de Bruxelles [20 Rue de Paroissiens] 
( Geographical Institute of Brussels). [i] 
1529. Mini tere des .Affaires Etrangeres (Foreign Office). 
1531. Mini tere d'.Agriculture (Agricultural Department). 
1533. 1\Iini tere de l'Interieur (Interior Department). [i] 
1535. Mu e Royal d'.Antiquite , <l'.Armures et d'.Artillerie (Royal 
Museum of Antiquities, Armor and Ordnance). [i] 
1537. Mu ee Royal d'Ili toire N aturelle de Belgique (Royal Nat-
-ural History Museum, of Belgium). [ii] 
1539. Ob en atoire oyal (Royal Observatory). [iii] 
1541. ciete Am~tomo-I atllologique (Anatomo-Pathological So-
ciety). 
1543. iete d' nthr p logie d Brux 11 (Anthropological So-
ci ty of Brus el ). 
1645. i te [ . ·ale] lg <le Geograpbie (Royal Belgian Geo-
graph ·cal j o iety). [il 
547. ·i te l d • .. I -in omreopathique (Belgian Society 
of llom<.eopathic Jfedicine). fi] 
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Brux&lles (Brussels)-Continued. 
1549. Societe Belge de Microscopie (Belgian Microscopical Society). 
[i] 
1551. Societe Centrale d' Agriculture de Belgique ( Oentral Agri· 
cultural Society of Belgium). [ i] 
1553. Societe Centrale des Instituteurs Belges ( Oentral Associa-
tion of Belgian Teachers). (i J 
1555. Societe d'Histoire et d' Archeologie ( Society of History and 
Archreology). . 
1557. Societe des Electriciens de Belgique ( Society of Electricians 
of Belg-ium ). 
1559. Sociefe Entomologique de Belgiquf' (Entomological Society 
of Belgium). [ii] 
1561. Societe Malacologique de Belgique (Malacological Society 
of Belgium). [i] 
1563. -Societe Royale de Nnmismatique Belge (Royal Numismatie , 
Society of Belgium). [i] 
1565. Societe Royale de Pharmacie de Bruxelles ( Royal Society of 
Pharmacy of Brussels)'. fi] 
1567. Societe Royale de Botanique de Belgique (Botanical Society 
of Belgium). [i] 
1569. Societe Royale de Flore (Roydl Society of Flora). [i] 
1571. Societe Royale Linneenne de Bruxelles (Royal Linnean So-
ciety of Brussels). [i] 
1573. Societe Royale Protectrice des Animaux (Royal Society for 
the Protection of Animals). [i] 
1575. Societe Royale des Sciences Medicales et Naturelles (Royal 
Society of Medical a'JJ,d Natural Sciences). [i] 
- 1577. Societe Scientifique de Bruxelles (Scientific Society of Brus-
sels). fi] 
1579. Societe V esalienne ( Vesalian Society). 
Charleroi. 
1581. Bibliotheque Publique (Public Library). (i] 
1583. Societe Paleontologique et Archeologique de l'Arrondisse-
ment (Paleontological and Archreological Society of tho 
Courtray. 
District). [i] 
1585. Bibliotheque Publique (Public Library). [i] 
Fumes. 
1587. Bibliotheque Publique (Public Library). [i] 
Gand ( Ghent). 
1589. Administration de la Revue et des Archives de Droit Inter-
national et de Legislation Comparee (Administration 
of the Revisal and Records of International Law and 
Oomparative Legislation). [il 
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Gand ( Ghent)-Continued. 
1591. Maatschappij van N ederlandsche Letterkunde en Ge-
schiedenes ( Society of the Literature and History of Neth-
erlands ). [il 
1593. Societe d'Histoire Naturelle (Natural History Society). [i] 
1595. Societe de Medecine (Medical Society). (i] 
1597. Societe Royale d' Agriculture et de Botanique (Royal Society 
of Agriculture and Botany). (i] 
1599. Societe Royale des Beaux Arts et de Litterature (Royal So-
ciety of Pine Arts and Literature). [i] 
1601. Societe Het Willems-fonds ( Willemsfund [ Philological] So-
ciety). [i] 
1603. Universite ( University). [iii] 
Hasselt. 
Huy. 
Liege. 
1605. Bibliotheque Oommunale ( City Library). [i] 
1607. Bibliotheque Publique (Public Library). (il 
1609. Cercle des Sciences · et Beaux Arts ( Oircle of Sciences -and 
Fine Arts). [i] 
1611. Association des Ingenieurs sortis de !'Ecole de ~iege (Asso-
ciation of Engineers of the School of Liege). (i] 
1613. Comite du Cercle Industriel ( Committee of the Industrial 
Circle). [i] 
1615. Conseil de Salubrite Publique de la Province de Liege 
(Board of Public Health of the Province of Liege). [i] 
1617. Ecole des Mines (Mining Academy). 
1619. Federation des Societes d'Horticulture de Belgique (.Asso-
ciation of the Horticultural Societies of Belgium). (i] 
1621. Institut Archeologique Liegeois (Archmological Institute of 
Liege). [i] 
1623. Revue Universelle des Mines, de la Metallurgie, des Tra-
vaux Public , &c. (Review of Mines, Metallurgy, Pub-
lic Works, &c.). [i] 
1625. Societe Geologique de Belgique ( Geological Society of Belr 
gium ). (i] 
1627. Societe libre d'Emulation pour !'Encouragement des Let-
tr et de Beaux Art (Free Emulative Societ;y for the 
Promotion of Letters, ciences, am,d Arts). (i] 
1629. Societe d cience aturelles (Society of Natural Sci-
ences). (i] 
1631. o iete Li g i l Li tera.ture W allone (Liege Society of 
all-Oon Literature). [i]I 
1633. ·ie e e -16 cin ( ~[edical 'ociety). f i) 
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Liege-Continued. 
1635. Societe Medico-chirurgicale de Liege (Medico-chirurgical 
Society of Liege). fi] 
1637. Societe Royale d'Horticulture (RoyalHorticultwal Society) •. 
[i] 
1639. Societe Royale des Sciences (Royal Soc-ietyof Sciences). [iii] 
1641. Universite de l'Etat (State University). [i] 
Lokeren. 
1643. Bibliotheque Publique (Public Library). [i] 
Louvain. 
[Bibliotheque Publiquc-does not exist.] 
1645. '' Le Museon.'? Revue Internationale, rue du Vent 8 (''The 
Museum;"-International Review). 
164 7. Societe Litteraire de l'U niversite Catholique ( Li,terary Soc-iety 
of the Catholic University). [i] 
1649. Studenten Genootschap der Katholische Hoogeschool 
(Students' .Association of the Catholic University). 
1651. Universite Catholique (Catholic University). [iii] 
Melle (near Ghent). 
Mons. 
1653. Institution Litteraire, Scientifique, Commerciale et Indus-
trielle (Literary, Scientific, Commercial, and Industrial 
Institution). [ i] ; 
1655. Museu~ Commercial et Industriel ( Commercial and Indus· 
trial Museum). [i] 
1657. Bibliotheque Publique (Public Library). [i] 
1659. Cercle Archeologique (Archmological Circle). [i] 
1661. Societe des Anciens Eleves de 1'.Ecole des Mines du Hainaut 
( Society of the Former Pupils of the School of Mines of 
.Hainaut). [i J 
1663. Societe des Bibliophiles Belges ( Society of Belgian Biblio-
philists ). r i] 
1665. SocieM des Sciences, des Arts et des Letters du Hainaut· 
(Society of Sciences, Arts, and Letters of Hainaut). [iii] 
:Namur. 
1667. Bibliotheque Publique (Public Library). [i] 
1669. Cercle .Artistique et Litteraire (.Artistic and Li,terary Oircle.) 
[i] 
l671. Societe .Agricole et Forestiere de la Province de Namur 
( Society of Agriculture and Forestry of the Province of 
Nam1tr). li] 
1673. Societe .Archeologique (Archreological Society.) [i] 
Ostend. 
1675. Bibliotheque Publique (Public IAbrary). ril 
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St. Nicolas. 
1677. Bibliotheque Publique (Piiblio Li~rary). [i: 
1679. Cercle Archeologique du Pays de Waas (Arohmowgical 
Oirole of Waas). [ij 
·Termonde. 
1681. Bibliotheque Speciale Termondoise (L-fJrary). [i] 
1683. Cercle Archeologique de la Ville et de l' Ancien Pays de 
Termonde (Arohmologioal Cirole of the City and th, 
'Tirlemont. 
Ancient Territory of Termonde). [i] 
1685. Bibliotheque Publique (Publio Library). [i] 
Tongres. 
1687. Societe Scienti:fique et Litteraire du Limbourg (Scientiflo 
Tournay. 
and Literary Society of Limburg). [i] 
1689. B1bliotheque Publique (Publio Librm·y). [i] 
1691. Societe Historique et Litteraire de Tournay (Historioal and 
Literary Society of Tournay). [i] 
1693. Societe Royale d'Horticulture et d'Agriculture (Royal So-
Verviers. 
ciety of Hortioulture and Agrioulture). 
Ypres. 
1695. Bibliotheque Communale (City Library). li] 
1697. Chambre de Commerce de Verviers (Chamber of Cc;m-
• merce of Verviers). [i] 
1699. Societe Arcb.eologique de Verviers (Arohmologioal Society 
of Verviers ). 
1701. Societe Industrielle et Commerciale (Industrial and Cc;m-
mercial Society). [i] 
1703. Societe Royale d' Agriculture et de Botanique (Royal Sociefly 
of Agrimtlture and Botany). [i] 
1705. Bibliotbeque Publique (Publio Library). [i] 
1707. Societe Historique, Arcbeologique, et Litteraire de la Ville 
d'Ypres et de l'ancienne West-Flandre (Historical, 
Archceological, and Literary Society of the City of Ypres 
and Old West .Flanders). (i] 
DENMARK. 
· Aalborg. 
1709. ociety for the History of Jut-
ord (Meteorological Bul'le-
y th an ke Ieteorolo-
LIST
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Xjobenhavn ( Copenhagen )-Continued. 
1713. Comite du Laboratoire de Carlsberg ( Committee of the Oarls-
berg Laboratory). 
1715. Danske Meteorologiske Institut (Danish Meteorologicalin-
stitute). [i] 
1717. Den Danske Gradmaaling (Danish Geodetic Commission). 
1719. Det Store Kongelige Bibliotheket ( Grand Royal Library). 
[iii] 
1721. Frengsels Tidende (:Prison Review). 
1723. Fiskeri Tidende (Journal of Fisheries) [formerly Nordisk 
Tidsskrift for Fiskeri]. [i] 
1725. Foreningen til Fiskeries Fremme i Danmark og Bilande 
(Society for the Improvement of the Fisheries of Denmark). 
1727. Geografiske Selskab ( Geographical Society. [i] 
[Greenlanders Home-now called Department of the Com-
merce of Greenland.] 
1729. Department of the Commerce of Greenland [ formerly Green-
landers Home]. 
1731. His Majesty the King of Denmark. 
[Historisk Tids'skrift-published by the Historisk Selskab.J. 
1733. Historisk Selskab (Historical Society). 
1735. Islandiske Litterrere Selskab (IcelandicLiterary Society). [i} 
1737. Kongelige Danske Selskab for Fredrelandets Historie og 
Sprog ( Royal Danish Society of the Natural History and 
Language). (i] 
1739. Kongelige Danske Videnskabernes Selskab-(Royal Danish. 
Society of Sciences). [iii] 
1741. Kongelige Geheime Archivet (Royal Court of Records). (i] 
1743. Kongelige Landhuusholdnings Selskab (Royal Agricultural 
Society). [i] 
1745. Kongelige Mediciniske Selskab (Royal Medical Society). [ij 
1747. Kongelige Museum for Nordiske Oldskrifters (Royal Mu-
seum of Northern Antiquities). [i] 
1749. Kongelige Noru.iske Oldskrift Selskab (Royal Society of 
Northern Antiquaries). (The scientificagentoftheKon-
gelige Museum for NordiskeOldskrifters]. [iii] 
1751. Kongelige StatistiskeBureau(RoyalStatisticalBureau). [iJ 
1753. Kongelige Veterinair og Landbo-Hoiskole (Royal Veterinary 
and Agricultural High School). Ii] 
1755. Mathematiske Tidsskrift (Mathematical Journal). 
l'lo'I. Minister fordet Indre (Minister of Interior). 
1709. Minister for Kirk og Underigs (Minister of Church and 
Public Instruction). 
1761. National Oekonomiske Tidsskrift (Journal of National JJJcon-
omy). 
1763. Naturhistoriske Forening (Natural History Society). Jiff _ 
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Kjobenhavn (Oopenhagen)-Continued. 
1765. Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift (Journal of Natural History). [i] 
[Nordisk Tidsskrift for Fiskerie. (See Fiskerie Tidende).] 
-11767. Polytechniske Lrnre-Anstalt (Polytechnic School). [il 
[Samfundet til den Danske Literaturs Fremme ( Society for 
the Advancement of Danish Literature). Extinct.] 
1769. Sokaart Archivet (Hydrographic Office). li] 
1771. Tidsskrift for Philologi og Prndagogik (Philological and 
Pmdag~gical Journal). (i] 
[Tidsskrift for populrnre Frernstillinger af N atur Videns-
kaberne (Journal of Popular Natural Sciences). Dis-
continued. J 
1773. Tidsskrift for Veterinrnrer ( Veterinary Journal). [i] 
1775. Universitets Astronomiske Observatoriet ( University-Astro-
nomical Observatory)-[does not publish anything]. [i] 
1777. Universitets Bibliotheket (University Library). [i] 
1779. Oniversitets Botaniske Have (Botanical Garden of the Uni-
versity). [i] 
1781. Universitets Mineralogiske Museum (Mineralogical Museum 
of the University). fi] 
l782. Universi.tets Zoologiske Museum (Zoological Mu,seum of the 
University)-[does not publish anything]. 
[Veterinrnr Selskab (Veterinary Society). Dissolved.] 
Odense. 
l 783. Danmarks Apotheker Forening (Danish Apothecaries' .Asso-
ciation). [i] 
1785. Samlinger til Fyens Historie (Society for the History of Fu-
nen). 
FRANCE. 
[ Association Franyaise pour l' A vancement des Sciences 
(French Association for the Advancement of Sciences). 
(See Paris).] 
[ Association Scientifique de France ( Scientific Association 
of France). In La Sorbonne.] [iJ 
[Congres .A.rcbeologique de France (Arclueological Congress 
of France). In Tours.] [i] 
Abbeville. 
[Institut des Provinces de France (Institute of the Provinces 
of France). Dissolved.] 
Agen. 
1787. ociete 'Emulation (Emulative Society). [i J 
17 9. ociete Linne one du Nord de la France (Linnean Sooi~ 
of the orth, of Fra,n~e). 
o munale (Public Library). 
gri ltur , Sciences, et Arts d' Ageo (A.gen So-
ciety of Agriculture ciences, and A.rt,). li] 
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A.ix (Bouches-du-Rhone). 
Alais. 
Albi. 
1795. Acadei;nie des Sciences, Agriculture, Arts, et Belles-Lettres 
(Academy of Sciences, .Agriculture, Arts, and Belles-Let-
tres ). [i] 
1797. Revue Sextienne [Societe des Gens de Lettrcs] ("Review 
Sextienne" ;-of the Society of Literary Gentlemen). 
1799. Societe Historique de Provence (Historical Society of Pro-
vence). [i] 
1801. Societe Scientifique et Litteraire (Scientific and Literary 
Society). [i] 
1803. Societe des Sciences, Belles-Lettres et Art~ du Tarn (Soci-
ety of Sciences, Letters, and Arts, of Tarn). 
Alencon. , 
Allier. 
1805. Societe Historique et Atcheologique (Historical and .Archre-
ological Society). 
1807. Societe des Sciences Medicales de Gannat (Society of Medi-
cal Sciences of Gannat). 
Amiens. 
1809. Aca<lemie des Sciences, Lettres, et Arts d' Amiens (Academy 
of Sciences, Letters, and Arts). [i] 
1811. Bibliotheque Oommunale de la Ville d' Amiens ( Public Oity 
Library). [i] 
[Conference Litteraire et Scientifique de Picardie (Literary 
and Scientific Conference of Picardy). Ceased to 
exist.] 
1813. Societe des .Antiquaires de Picardie (Society of .Antiqua-
rians of Picardy). [i] 
1815. Societe d' Horticulture de Picardie (Horticultural Soci-
ety of Picardy). [i] 
1817. Societe Industrielled'Amiens (Industrial Society of .Amiens). 
w ' 
1819. Societe Linneenne du Nord de la France (Linnean Society 
of the North of France). [i] 
Angers. 
1821. Academie des Sciences et Belles-Lettres (Academy of Sci-
ences and Belles-Lettres) [formerly Societe Academique 
de Maine-et-Loire]. [iii] 
1823. Comite Historique et Artistique de l'Ouest (Historical and 
.Artisfic Committee of the West). [i] 
1825. Socie!i Industrielle et Agricole (Industrial and Agricultural 
Society). [iJ 
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Angers-Continued. 
1827. Societe d' Etudes Scientifiques ( Society of Scientific Stud-
ies). l i] 
1829. Societe Linneenne ·de Maine-et-Loire (Linnean Society of 
Maine and Loire). li] 
1831. Societe d'Agriculture, Sciences et Arts (Society of Agricui. 
ture, Sciences, and Arts). [i] 
Angouleme. 
1833. Societe d' Agriculture, Sciences, Arts et Commerce de la 
Charente ( Oharente Society of Agriculture, Sciences, Arts, 
and Oornmerce). [i] 
1835. Societe Archeologique et Historique de la Oharente (Archre-
ological and Historical Society of Oharente). [i] 
Annecy. 
Apt. 
1837. Societe Florimontane (Florimontane Society). fi] 
1839. Revue Savoisienne (Savoy Review). 
1841. Societe Litteraire, Scientifique et Artistique d' Apt (Liter-
ary, Scientific, and Artistic Society of A.rt). [i] 
Argenton-sur-Oreuse (Indre). 
184:3. Societe Pharmaceutique du Departement de l'Indre (Phar-
maceutical Society of the Departmen_t of Indre). [i] f 
Arles (Bouches-du-RMne). 
Arras. 
1845. Commission Archeologique (A.rchreological Oommission ). [i] 
1847 . ..A.cademie ldes Sciences, Lettres et Arts] d'Arrras (Arras 
.Academy of Sciences, Letters, and .Arts). [i] 
· 1849. Station d'Agriculture (.Agricultural Station). 
Auch. 
1851. Commission des Monuments Historiques et des Antiquit:es 
du Departement de Pas-de-Calais ( Oommission of His-
torical Monuments and .Antiquities of the Department of 
Pas-de-Oalais). [i] 
1853. ~cole des Ingenieurs (Engineer School). 
1855. Societe Fran9ai e de Botanique (French Botanical Society). 
1857. ociete Hi torique de Ga cogne (Historical Society of Gas-
cony). (i] 
Aurillac. 
859. o iete Academique ( Academic Society). [i] 
Autun ( aon~-et-Lo ·re). 
1 1. iete Edu n [ L ttr , cience et ArmJ (lffduenM 
ociet,y ;-of Letters, ciences, and .Arts). [i] 
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Auxerre. 
1863. Societe des Sciences Ilistoriques et Naturelles <le l'Yonne 
(Soc-iety of Ilistor-ical and Natural Sciences, of Yonne). fi] 
1865. Societe Medicale de l'Yonne (Medical Society of Yonne). [iJ 
1867. Societe pour la Propagation de !'Instruction Populaire 
(Society for the Promotion of Public Instruction). 
allon. 1 
1-869. Societe d'Etudes d' A vallon ( A-va llon Society of Studies). [ i] 
Avesnes. . , 
1871. Societe .Archeologique de l' .Arrondissement d' .A vesnes (Ar-
chreolouical Society of the District of Avefnes). [i j · 
Avignon. 
1873. Musee Culvet de la Ville (Oulvet City Museum). [i] 
1875. Societe .A,cheologique (Archreological Society). [iJ 
Avranches (Manche). 
1877. Societe d'.Archeologie, Litterature, Sciences et .Arts d'.A-
vranches (Society of Archmolouy, Literature, Sciences, 
and Arts, of Avranches). [i] 
Bagneres-de-Bigorre (Hautes Pyrenees). 
1879. Observatoire du Pie du Midi ( Observatory of Pie du Midi). 
[i] 
18Rl. Societe Ramond (Ramond Society). · [i] 
Bar-le-Due. 
Bastia.. 
1883. Societe des Lettres, Sciences et .Arts [ de Bar-le-Due] 
(Society of Letters, Sciences, and Arts, of Bar-le-Due). fi j 
1885. Societe du l\fusee (Society of the Museum). [i] 
1887. Societe des Sciences Historiques et Naturelles de la Corse 
(Society of Historical and Natural Sciences, of the Corse). 
Bayeux (Oalvados). 
1889. Societe d'.Agriculture, Sciences, .Arts et Belles-Lettres 
( Society of Agriculture, Sciences, Arts, and Belles-Lettrm; ). 
Bayonne (Basses-Pyrenees). 
1801. Societe des Sciences et .Arts ( Society of Sciences and Arts).· [ i] 
Beaune ( Oote-d'Or). 
1803. Societe d'.A.rcheologie, d'Histoire et <1,e Litterature <lt , 1 
1' Arrondissement de Beaune ( Society of A rchreology, .l I i.-s-
tory, and Literature of the District of Bcaune). [ i j 
Beauvais. 
1805. V .Athenee du Beanrnisi!il (Athenmum of n eaui,a,is). 
IT. Mii-. 15--8 
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Beauvais-Continue.d. _ 
1897. Comi.te Archeologique, ou Commission Archeologique du 
Diocese de Beauvais (Archreological Committee of the 
Diocese· of Bcaiivais). 
1899. Societe Academique d' .t\rcheologie, Sciences et Arts, du 
Departement de l'Oise (Academ-ic Society of Archreology, 
Sciences, and A_,rts of the Department of Oise). [i] 
l 901. Societe d'Horticulture et de Botanique de Beauvais (Hor-
ticultural a.nd Bota.nical Society of .Beauvais). 
1903. Societe Medicale et Pharmaceutique des Arrondissements 
de Beauvais et de Clermont (Medical and Pharmaceutical 
Society of the Districts of Beauva·is and Clermont). 
Belfort. 
1905. Societe Belfortained'tmulation (Belfort Competitii1e Society). 
[i] 
:Bergues (Nord). 
1907. Societe de l'Histoire et des Beaux Arts de la Flandre 
maritime (Society of the History and Fine Arts of mari-
t-ime Flanders). • Ii] 
Besancon . 
.. rnon . .A.cademie des Sciences, Belles-Lettres et Arts (Academy 
of Sciences, Belles-Lettres, and Arts). [i] 
1911. Societe d'Emulation du Doubs ( Competitive Society of Doubs). 
[i] 
HH3. Societe des Amis des Beaux Arts (Society of Friends of 
F·ine Arts). 
Beziers (IIerault). 
Blois. 
1915. Societ.e Arcbcologique, Scienti:fique et Litteraire de Beziers 
(Archceological, Scientific, and Literary Society of Beziers). 
Ii] 
1917. Societe d'E ndes ucs Sciences Naturelles de Beziers (Beziers 
Society for the Stuily of Natural Sciences). [i] 
191!). Societe des Scienres et Lettres de Loir-et-Cher (Society of 
1!L3. 
1 
1 
Sciences and Letters, of Loir-et-Oher). [i] 
( Ethnographic 
. ) ] 
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rBordeaux-Continue<l. 
1931. Conseil d'Hygiene Publique et de Salubrite du Departe-
ment de la Giron de ( "J?ublic Health Council of the De-
partment of Gironde). [i] 
1933. Faculte des Sciences (Faculty of Sc-iences). 
flnstitut Confucius de France. Discontinued.] 
1935. Journal de Medecine de Bordeaux (Medical Journal of Bor-
deaux). [i] 
1937. Museum d'HistoireNaturelle (Natural History Museum). [i] 
1939. Museum Prehistorique de Bordeaux (Prehistoric Museum of 
Bordea11x). [i] 
l 941. Observatoire ( Observatory). [i] 
1943. Societed'AgriculturedelaGironde(AgriculturalSociety). [i] 
1045. Societe Archeologique de la Gironde (Archccowgical So-
ciety of the Gironde). [i] 
194 7. Societe des Archives Historiques du Departement de la 
Gironde (Society of Historical Archives of the Depart-
ment of the Gironde). [iJ 
1949. Societe Bibliographique; Comite de Bordeaux (Bibliographi-
cal Society j Bordeaux Committee). 
1951. Societe des Bibliophiles de Guyenne (Society of BibUophil-
ists of Gnyenne). [i] 
1D53. Societc d'Economie Politique (Society of Polit-ical Econnrny) 
[ Association Bastiat ]. 
1955. Societe de Geographie Commerciale (Soc'iety of Cornrncrcial 
Geography). [i] 
1957. Societe <l'Horticuiture de la Giron<1e tIIorticultural So-
ciety of the Gironde). • [i] 
U).30. Societe Hurnauitaire et Scientifique <lu Su<l-Ouest de la 
:Fra,nce (Hitmanitarfon and Scientific Society of the 
Southu:est of France) . [i] 
1961. Societe Linneenue de Dor<leaux (Linnean Society of Bor-
deaux). [iii] 
1963. Socicte de Medecine de Bor<leaux (Med'ical Society of Bor-
cleaux). [i] 
19G5. Societe <le l\1edecine et de Obirurgie de Bor<leaux (lYied-ical 
and Surgical Society of Bordea1tx). [i] 
1967. Societe Medico-Chirurgicale des Hopitaux et Ilospices de 
Bordeaux ( Med·ico-Surgfoal Society of Hospitals and 
Almshouses of Bordeaux). [il 
19G9. Societ6 de Pllarrnacie (Pharmaceutical Sol'iety). [i] 
1971. Societe Pbilornathique de llorueaux (Philomathic Society of 
Bordeaitx). 
1073. Societo des Sciences Physiques ct Naturclles (Socfety of 
Physical and l\'atural Sciences). fi) 
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Boulogne-sur-Mer (Pas-de-Calais). 
1975. Societe Academiqne (,lcademfo Society). [i j 
Bourg. 
1977. Societe d' Agriculture, Sciences et Arts de Doulogne-sur-
:Mer (Soc-iety of Agriculture, Science.~, and A,·ts, of 
B01.dognc-sur-.Mer). (il 
1979. Socicte <l'Emnlatiou, ..Agriculture, Sciences, Lettres et .Arts 
de l'Ain ( Competitive Society of .Agriculture, Sciencesr 
Letters, and Arts, of A.in). [il 
1981. Societe de Geographie de l' Ain ( Geographical Society of Ain). 
1983. SocieM Litteraire, Historique et Archeologique du De-
partement de l' Ain (Literary, Historical, ~nd Archmo-
logical Society of the Department of .A.in). [i] 
Bourges. 
1985. Societe Historique, Litteraire, Artistique et Scientifi.quo 
du Departement du Cher (Historical, Literary, .Artistic,. 
and Scientific Society oftheDepartmcnt of Ain) [formerly 
Commission Ilistorique du Cher]. [i] 
1987. Societe d'Agriculture du Depa,rtement de Cher (Agricult'U,rai 
Society of the Department of Cker). [ij 
1989. Societe des .A.ntiquaires du Centre ( Central Society of Anti-
quarians). 
Brest (Finistere). 
Briey. 
Caen. 
1991. Bibliotheque de la Marine Nationale (Library of the Ka-
tfonal Navy). [i] 
1993. Observatoire ( Observatory). 
1995. Societe Academique de Brest (Academic Society of Brest). [i] 
1997. Societe d'Agricultnre de Brest (Agricultural Society of 
Brest). (ij 
[Societe .A.rcheologique et Historique (Archreological a.nd 
Historical Society). Has been transferred to :Metz, 
Alsace-Lorraine, Germany.] 
1999 . .A.cadcmie Nationale des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres 
(National Academy of Sciences, .Arts, and Belles-Let~ 
tres). [iii) 
2001. ciation d'Agriculture et d' Horticulture des Institut 
de la Zone Campandri-Valcongrain (Agricultural and 
Hortic1tltural .Association of the Institutes of the Cam. 
panilri- alcongrain). [iJ 
2 · ·i ti u ... rm e p ur 1 Pr gr de 1 gricultur , 
1 Iu l tri t l rt (Normandy As ·ociationfor the-
Ar1 ·o;ic nent nf Agr·cult11re Inrlw1try and Arts). [i] 
- . In clJli . oir ... Tatnr 11 ( .'ntlfrnl Jfi.14tnryJfuseum ). [i} 
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Caen-Coutinued. 
2007. Societe Centrale d'Horticulture ( Central Horticultural So-
ciety). 
2009. Societe d'Agricu1ture et de Commerce de Caen (Society of 
Agriculture and Commerce of Oaen). [iJ 
2011. Societe des Antiquaires de N ormandie ( Society of Antiqua-
ries of Normandy). liii] 
2013. Societe des Beaux Arts (Society of Fine Arts). [iJ 
[Societe Fran9aise d' Arcbeologie pour la, Conservation et 
la Description des Monuments Historiques (French So-
ciety of Archmology for the Preservation a,nd Description 
of Historical lJlonuments). (See Tours).] 
2015. Societe Linneenne de Normandie (Linnean Society of Nor-
mandy). [iii] 
2017. Societe de Medecine de Caen et du Calvados (Medical So-
ciety of Caen and Calvados). [i] 
201D. Societe Philomatbique du Calvados (Pkilomathic Society of 
Calvados). 
Cahors. 
2021. Societe des Etudes Litteraires, Scientifiques et Artistiques 
\ 
du Lot ( Society of Literary, Scientific, and .Artistic 
Studies of Lot). [i J 
Cambrai (Nord). 
2023. Societe d'Emulation ( Competiti1.:e Society). [i] 
Cannes. 
[Societe des Sciences N aturelles, des Lett res et des Beaux 
Arts de Cannes et de l'Arrondissement de Grasse (So-
ciety of Natural Sciences, Letters, ancl Fine Arts of 
Cannes and the District of Grasse). Dissolved.] 
Carcassonne. 
2025. Sociote <les Arts et Sciences ( Society of Arts and Sc,iences). fi J 
Castres. 
2027. Commission des Antiquites <le la Ville ue Ca.stres et du De-
partement du Tarn (Antiquar,ian Commission of Castre1J 
and of the Department of Tarn). [ i] 
[Societe scientifique et litteraire de Castres reunie a la 
Commission des .A.ntiquites de la Ville de Castres (Sci-
entific and Literary Society of Castres, united with the 
Antiquarian Com'mission nf the city of Castres).] 
Chalons-sur-Marne. 
2029. Societe <l' Agriculture, Commerce, Sciences et Arts du De-
partemen t f1e la Marne (Society nf .Agriculture, Com-
merce, Sciences, mul Arts of Jforne). fiiil 
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Chalon-sur-Saone. 
[" Egyptiologie." Discontinued.) 
2031. Societe d'Histoire et d' .. A.rcheologie de Uhalon ( Archmo-
logical and Historical Society of Ohalon). [i] 
2033. Societe des Sciences Naturelles de Sa6ne-et-Loire ( Society 
of Natural Sciences of Saone-et-Loire). [iJ 
Chambery. 
2035. Academie des Sciences, Lettres et Arts de SaYoie (Acaclerny 
of Sciences, Letters, and Arts of Savoy). [i] 
2037. Societe d'Ristoire Naturelle de Savoie (Natitral History So-
ciety of Savoy). 
2039. Societe Medicale (Meclical Society). [i] 
2041 . Societe Savoisienne d'Histoire et d'Archeologie (Society of 
History and Archmology of Sa,voy). l i] 
Chartres. 
2043. Societe Archeologique <l'Eure-et-Loir (Archmological Society 
of Eure-a.nd-Lo·ire). [ij 
2045. Societe d'Horticulture et de Viticulture d'Eure-et-Loir-
( Society of Horticulture and Vine-culture, of Eure-et-
Loir). Li] 
Cha.teaudun. 
204 7. Societe Dunoise [ Archeologie, Histoire, Sciences et Arts) 
(Dunoise Society). [i] 
Chateauroux. 
2049. Societe d' Agriculture de l'Indre (Agricultural Society of 
lndre). [i] 
Chateau-Thierry (Aisne). 
2051. Societc Historique e~ Archeologique <le Chateau-Thieny 
(Historical and Archmological Society of Ohateau-Thier--
ry). [i ]. 
Chauny (Aisne) . 
2053. Societe de Pomologie et d'Arboriculture de Cllauny (Pom<>--
logical and .A.rboricultural Society of Ohauny). [i) 
205 . ociete Regionale d'Horticulture dont Chauny est le Uentre 
(Horticultural Society of the Ohauny Region). liJ 
Cherbourg ( fanchc ). 
5"'. ciete A ·ademique de Cherbourg (Academic Society of 
Oherbourg). liii ] 
1 d 
Clamecy. 
aturelles <le b rbour<Y 
ciences of Cherbotirg). [i ii j 
rti tiqu (i cientific and Arti ·tic 
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Clermont-Ferrand. 
:?063. Academie des Sciences, Belles-Lettres et Arts (Academy 
of Sc-iences, Belles-Lettres, and Arts). [il 
2065. Societe des Amis des Arts de l'Auvergne (Auvergne So-
ciety of the Friends of Arts). [i] 
2067. Universite de France-Faculte des Lettres ( Uni·versity of 
France-Facitlty of Letters). 
Clermont ( Oise). 
2069. Societe cl' .Agriculture de Clermont-Oise (Agricultural So-
ciety of Clermont). [i] 
2071. Societe d'Horticulture de Clermont-Oise (Horticultiiral 
Society of Clermont). [i] 
[Societe des Amis des Arts de l'Auvergne (Auvergne &-
ciety of the Frifids of A1·ts). (See Clermont-Ferrand.)} 
Compiegne ( Oise). 
[n-1usee Kohmer (Kohmer Jlusenm ). T_r~nsferred to the Mu-
seum Trocadero, Paris.] 
2073. Societe Historique de Oornpieguc (Histor-ical Society of 
Oompiegne). [i] 
Coulommiers (Seine-et-Jlfarne). 
2075. Societe d'Ilorticultnre de l' .A.rrondissement de Coulommiers 
(Horticultural Society of the District of Ooulommiers). [i] 
• 
Coutances (Manche). 
2077. Societe A.cademique du Ootentin (Academ-ic Society of Oo-
tentin). [i] · 
Dax. (Landes). 
Dijon. 
2079. Societe de Borda (Borda Society). [ij 
2081. Academie des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres de Dijon 
(Academy of Sciences, Arts, and Belles-Letters of D ·ijon). 
[iii] 
2083. Bibliotheque de l'Universite ( Unii'ersity Library). 
2085. Commission des Anti quites [ Archeologiq tw j <le la C6te-d'Or 
(Archmological Commission of Oote-d'Or). [i] 
2087. Journal d'Agriculture de la Cote-d'Or (Agricultura.l Juur-
nal of Cote d'Or). [i] 
2080. Societe cl' Agriculture et d'Industrie Agricole d n Departe-
ment de la Oote-cl'Or (Society of Agriculture and Farm-
ingindustry of Oote-d'Or). (i] 
2001. Societe d'Horticulture de la Oote-d'Or (Horticult-ural Society 
of Oote-d'Or). [i] 
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Douai. (Nord). 
2093. Association Veterinaire des Departements du Nord et du 
Pas-de-Ualais ( Veterinary Association ~f the Departments 
of the North and Pets-de-Calais). [i] 
2095. Bibliotheqqe Municipale (JJfunicipal Library). 
2097. Musee d'Histoire Naturelle (Natural History 1Jfuseum). [i] 
2099. Societe d'Agriculture, des Sciences et Arts, Central dti De-
partement du Nord ( Central Soci
1
ety of Agriculture, 
Sciences, and Arts of the Department of the North). [iii] 
2101. Union Geographique du Nord de la France ( Geographical 
Union of the North of France). [i] 
Draguignan. , 
2103. Societe d' Agriculture, de Commerce et <le l'Industrie du De-
partement du Var ( Soc-iety of Agriculture, Commerce and 
Industry of the Department of Var). [i] 
2105. Societe des Etudes Scientifi.ques et Archeologiques (Societ.1/ 
of Scientific and Archreological Studies). [i] 
Dunkerque. (Nord). 
2107. Comite Flammand de France (Flemish Committee of France). 
~109. Societe Dunkerquoise pour l'Encouragement des Sciences, 
des Lettres et des Arts (Dunkirk Society for the Promo-
Ecully. 
tion af Sciences, Letters~ and Arts). [i] 
2111. Institut d'Agriculture du Rhone (Agricultural I nstitide of 
the Rh6ne). 
Elbeuf (S.eine-lnferieure). 
2113. Societe d'Enseignement Mutuel des Sciences Naturelles 
(Society for Mutual Instruction in Natural Sciences). 
2115. Societe Ind ustrielle d'Elbeuf ( I ndustrial Society of Elbeuf). [i] 
Epinal. 
2117. Societe d'Emulation <lu Departement des Vosgcs (Oompeti-
ti'Ve ociety of the Department of Vosges). ti] 
2119. Societe de Geographie de l'Est ( Geographical Society of the 
Evreux. 
2121. 
E ast ). 
ciete Libre d' griculture, Science , Arts et Belles-
L ttre du Departement de l'Eure (Free Society of Agri-
citlture cience , Arts, and Belles-Lettres of Eure). fi] 
Flers. 
212 . iet 
Fontenay-le-Comte ( 
.. 1r. iet 
Gannat ( ll 'er) . 
.JL7. ·i, , 1 
1 Orne (I nd1t, trial o<Yicty of Orne). 
(Hortic·ultural ociety) . [ij 
mrn at ( 'ociety of ~[edi-
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Orenoble. 
212D. Aca<lemie Delphinale (Delphinal Academy). . [i] 
2131. Societe d'Agriculture et d'Horticulture de Grenoble (Agri-
cultiwal and Horticultural Societ.11 of Grenoble). [il 
2133. Societe de l\'.Iedecine et de Pharrnacie de l'Isere (JJfedii,cal 
and Pharmaceittical Socfoty of Isere). fi] 
2135. Societe de Statistiq ne de l'Isere ( Society of Sta.tistics of 
Isere). [i] 
Gueret. 
2137. Societe des Sciences Naturelles et Arcbeologiqnes de la 
Creuse ( Society of N ati1,ral and Archr..eologfoal Sciences 
of Creuse). [i] 
La Fleche. 
2139. Societe des Sciences et Arts de la Fleche (Society of 8c·iences 
and Arts of La F leche). 
Lr...ngres (Haute-JJiarne). 
Laon. 
2141. Societe Ristorique et Archeologique (11.istorical and Archm-
ological Society). l i] 
2143_. Societe Academique de Laon (Academic Soc-iety of Laon). f i] 
the Vendee). [i] 
La Rochelle. 
2145. Academie des Belles-Lettres, Sciences et Arts de La Ro-
che1le (Academy of Belles-Letters, Sciences, and Arts 
of La Rochelle). 
2147. Societe <les Amis <les Arts (Society of the Friends of Arts). 
La Roche-sur-Y on. 
Laval. 
2HD. Societe tl'Emulation de la Vendee (Competitive Society of 
2150. Commission Historique et Arcbeologique de la 1\Iayerrne 
(Historical and Archreological Cornmission of j)fayenne). 
[ i] 
2151. JUusee d'Histoire Naturelle (Natural History JJiuseum). 
21G3. Societe de l'Industrie, Manufacture, Agriculture, Sciences 
et Arts de la l\fayenne (31.a.1;enne Society of Industries, 
Manufactures, Agriculture, Sciences, and Arts). [i] 
Le Havre (Seine-Inferieure). 
2155. Societe de Geographie Commereiale du Havre (Havre So-
ciety of Commercial Geography). 
2157. Societe Geologique de Normam1ic ( Geolog-ical Society of 
Normandy). [i] 
2vm. Societe Nationale Havraise des Etudes Diverses (Ha1.,re 
National Society of Various Studies). [i] 
21Gl. Societe de Pharmacie du Ilavre (Pha.rnrnceutical Society of 
Tfor;-e) . fi l 
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Le Havre (Seine-Inf6rie11re)-Continne<l. 
2163. Societe des Sciences, Arts, Agriculture, et Horticulture, 
du Havre (E[avre Society of Sciences, Arts, Agrfoulture, 
and Horticulture). [i] 
Le Mans. · 
2165. Societe d' Agriculture, Sciences et Arts de la Sarthe 
( Societ.g of Agriculture, Sciences, and Arts of Barthe). 
[ iii] 
2167. Societe Historique et Archeologiquc du Maine (Historical 
and Archmolo[Jical Society of llfaine). [i] 
2169. Societe c1'Horticulture de la Sa.rtbe (Horticultural Society 
of Barthe). 
2171. Societe de Medecinc du Departement de la, Sarthe (.111.ecHcal 
Society of the Department of Barthe). [il 
2173. Societe uu· :Materiel Agricole de la Sarthe (Agrici1ltiiral 
Society of Sarthe). 
Le Puy. 
2175. Societe d' Agriculture, Sciences Arts, et Commerce (Society 
of Agriciilture, Sciences, Arts, and Commerce). [i] 
Les Vans (Ardeche) . 
Lille. 
2177. Societe Historique et Archeologique du Canton des Vans 
(Historica,l ancl Archceological Society of the Canton of 
Vans). [i] 
2179. Commission Historique du Departement du Nord (Histori-
cal Commission of the Department of the North). [i] 
2181. Comite Agricole du Nord (Agricultural Committee of the 
North). 
2183. Con eil Central d'Hygiene et de Salubrite (Central Council 
of Hygiene and Public Health). 
2185. Faculte de l\1edecine et de Pharmacie (Faculty of 111edioine 
wnd Pharmacy). 
2187. In titut Zoologique (Zoological Institute). 
2180. Mn ee d Hi toire Naturelle (Museum of Natural History). 
[i] 
2101. Societe de Architectes du Departement du Nord (Society 
of .Architects of the Department of the North). 
2103. Societe Centrale de Medecine du Nord de la France ( Cen-
tral Medical ociety of the North of France). [i] 
2195. Societe eographi ( Geographical Society). 
2197. iete e locri u n ~ ord ( Geological ociety of the North). 
[i) 
ciet 
Limoge. 
t 1 e Art ( oci ty 
[iU] 
1. 
I 
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Limoges-Continuetl. 
2203. Societe Archeologiqne et Historiqne du Limousiu (Archcco-
logical and Historical Society of Limo·usin). f i] 
2265. Societe de Medecine et de Pharmacie de la Han te-Vi<>nne 
(lJfed;cal and Pharmaceutical Society of ]Jautc- Viennc). 
[ i] 
2:!07. Societe d'Agriculture des Sciences et Arts de la Ilaute-
Vienne (Society of A.gricidture, Sciences, and Arts of 
Ha,itte- Vienne). [i] 
Lisieux ( Calvados). 
2209. Societe d'.hgriculture du Centre de la Norm:rndie (Agri-
cultural Society ·of Central Normandy). [i] 
2211. Societe d'Horticulture et de Botanique du Centre de la 
Norrnandie (Jlorticulturcil and Botcmical Soc·iety of Cen-
tral Normand]/). l i] 
Lons-le-Saulnier. 
2213. Societe d'Emulation du Jura ( Competitive Society of the Jura). 
2215. Societe Pomologique de France (Pomological Society of 
France). [i] 
Lorient (JJlorbihan). 
Lyon. 
2217. Observatoire ( Observatory). 
2219. Societe de Geographie Bretonne (Bretonne . Geographical 
Society). 
2221. Academie des Sciences, Belles-Lettres et Arts de Lyon} 
(Lyons Academy of Sciences,Belles-Letters, and.Arts). [iii] 
2223. Association Lyonnaise des Amis des Sciences Natnrelles 
(Lyons.Association oftheFr1'.ends of Natural Sciences). [i] 
2225. Association pour la Propagation de la Foi (Associcitfon for 
the Propagation of the Faith). 
2227. Commission Bydrometrique de Lyon (Hydrornetrfo Com-
mission of Lyons). [i] 
2229. Commission 1"1eteorologique du Rhone (llfeteorologioil Com-
mission of the Rhone). [i] 
2231. l\fusce Gui met ( Guimet llfaseum} . [i j 
2233. Mu ee d'Histoirc Naturelle <le Lyon (Natural History 
Museum, of Lyons). [i] 
2235. Obserrntoire ( Observatory). [i] 
2237. Societe Aca<lemique <l'Arcbitecture de Lyon (Lyons Acad-
emic Society of .ArcltitectU,re). [i] 
223!), Societe d'Agriculturr, Histoire Naturelle et Arts Utiles de 
Lyou (Lyons Society of .Agriculture, Xatural History, 
and Useful Art·). [iii_! 
2241. Socicte d'..A.utllropologie de Lyo11 ({1-ntlo-opological A.\ociety 
of Lyons.) 
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Lyon-Continued. 
2243. Societe Botanique de Lyon (Botanical Soc.fetJJ of Lyons). [ij 
2245. Societe d'Economie Politique (Society of Political Economy). 
224:7. Societe d'Education de Lyon (Educational Society of Lyons). 
2249. Societe cl'Enseignement Professionel du Rhone (Society of 
Mechanical Draw,ing of the Rhone). [i] 
2251. Societe des Amis des Arts (Society of the Friends of Arts). 
2253. Societe d' Etudes Scientifiques ( Society of Scfo-ntific 
Studies). [i j 
2255. Societe de Geographie ( Geographical Society). [il 
2257. Societe d'Horticulture Pratique du Rhone (Society of Prac-
tical Horticiilture of the Rhoney. 
2259. Societe Linneenne de Lyon (Linnean Society of Lyons). [iii] 
2261. Societe Litteraire, Historique et Archeologique (Literary, 
Historical, and Archreological Society). [i] 
2263. Societe Nationale de Medecine de L;ron (Na,tional lJfedical 
Society of Lyons). [i] 
2265. Societe Pomologique <le Fra.uce (Pornological Society of 
France). [i] 
2267. Societe des Sciences Industrielles (Society of Industrial 
Sciences). [i] 
2260. Societe des Sciences Medicales de L;yon (L,yons Society of 
.Medical Sciences). [i] 
2271. Universite ( Dniversity). 
Macon. 
2273. Aca<lemie des Sciences, .Arts, Belles-Lettres et Geographie 
(Academy of Sciences, Arts, Bclles-Lettres, and Geo-
graphy) [formerly Aca<lemie de Macon-Societe des 
Art , Belles-Lettre ~ et Agriculture]. [i) 
Magny-en-Vexin (Seine-et-Oise). 
2275. Societe d'Agriculture et d Horticulture (Agricultural and 
IIorticiiltitral Society) . 
Maleux. ( e ~ Jforlaix.) 
Marseilles. 
ille ( School of 
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Marseilles-Con ti nue<l. 
2287. Societe d'Agricultuie du Departement <les Bouchcs-du-
Rhone (Agricultural Society of the Department of Bouche-
du-.Rhone). [i] 
2289. Societe des Amis des .Arts (Society of the Friends of Arts). 
[Societe d'Emulation de la Provence ( Competitive Society of 
Pro·vence). Discontinued.] 
[Societe d'Etude des Sciences Naturelles (Society for the 
Study of Natural Sciences)-now called Societe cl'Horti-
culture et de Botanique,1 
2291. Societe de Geogra,phie ( Geographi<:Jal Society). [i j 
2293. Societe d'Rorticult.ure et de Botanique (Society of Horti-
culture and Botany) [formerly Societe cl'Etude <les. 
Sciences Naturelles]. [i] 
2295. Societe de l\fedecine (llfedical Society). [i] 
2297. Societe Meclico-Ch:rurgicale des Hopitaux (Med-ico-Okirw·-
gical Society of the Hospitals). [i] 
2299. Societe Scientifique In<lustrielle (Society of Industrial Sci-
ences). [i] 
2301. Societe de Statistique de Marseille (Statistical Soc-iety oj 
lliarseilles). [i] 
·2303. Societe pour la Vulgarisation des Plantes Exotiqnes (Society 
for the Domestication of Exotic Plants). 
2305. Union des Arts (Art Union). [i] 
Mayenne. 
2307. Societe d' Agriculture de l' Arrondissement <le l\faj,enne· 
(Agr jcultural Soc-iety of the District of JJfa,yenne). (iii1 
2309. Societe d' Archeologie, Sciences, Arts et Eelles-Lettrcs de-
la Mayenne (11.fayenne Society of A.rchccology,. Sciences,. 
.Arts, and Belles-Lettres). [iJ 
Meaux (Seine-et-Marne). 
Mehm. 
2311. Societe d'ArcMologie, Sciences, Lettl!eS et .Arts du De--. 
partement <le Seine-et-Marne (Society of A.1~chm0log:y,. 
Sciences, .Le'tters, a,nd Art8 of the Jj)ep(J;rtmenfl of Sdne-et-
Marne). [i] 
2313. Societe <l'Horticulture de l'.Arrondissement de llt:eaux (llor 0• 
ticulturcil Society of the District of Meau:c). [i] 
2315. Societe d'.Arcbeologie, Sciences, Lettres et .Arts. de Seine-
et-l\1arne (Society of A.rchmology, Sciences, Letter.s, andJ 
Mende. 
Arts, of Seine-et-JJ,fcwne). (i] 
2317. Societe d' Agriculture, lndustrie, Sciences et Arts du De,. 1 
partement de la Lozere (Soc-iety of A.gric'llllture,. Indus-
try, cierwe.~, nnrl A rtR of the Department of Lozere). [i) 
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Mettray (Indre-et-Lo·ire) . 
'.2~119. Direction de la Colonie Penitentiaire (D irection of the Penal 
Colony). [i] 
Meudon (Seine et-bi~e ). 
·2321. Observatoire d' .Astronomie Pbysiq ue de Paris ( Paris Ob-
servatory of Physical Astronorny). [i] 
Mirecourt ( Vosges). 
2323. Societe .Agricole, Horticole et Viticole de l' Arroudissement 
de Mirecourt (Society of Agriculture, Horticulture, and 
Vine-Cultiire of the District of Mirecourt). [i] 
Montauban. 
2325. Societe Archeologique de Tarn-et-Garonne (Archmological 
Socidy of Tarn-et-Garonne). [i] 
2327. Societe des Sciences,' Belles-Lettres et .Arts du Departe-
ment de Tarn-et-Garonne (Society of Sciences, Belles-
Lettres, and Arts, of Tarn-et-Garonne) . [i] 
Montbeliard (Doubs) . 
2329. Societe cl'Emulation ( Compet'itive Society) . [i] 
Montbrison (Loire) . 
~331. La Diana; Societe Historique et .Archeologique du F orez 
( The Diana j Archmologica,l and Historical Society of 
Forez) . [il 
Montpellier. 
2333. Academie de l\[ontpellier- Faculte de Medecine (Medical 
I/acuity of the Academy of JJ[ontpelUer). [iii] 
2333. Academie ucs Sciences et Lettres de l\Iontpcllier (Academy 
· nf Sciences and Letters of llfontpellier) . [iii] 
2337. Bibliotli .que Universitaire- Section de l\Iedecine ( Un·i1:er-
{·ity Library-}J[edical Section) . 
2330. Ecole Supericurc de Pharmacie ( College of Pharniacy). 
2341. .Me . ag r .1. gricole (.Agricultural Herald) . [ij 
234:3. Montpellicr 1'1cuica1 (JJiedicol Journal) . [i] 
2345. Re ue de Sciences Naturelles (Review of Natural Sciences) . 
234 7. Societe Arche logique de Montpellicr (.Lirchmological Society 
of l'tlontpellier) . l iii] 
2340. Societe ' ntrale d' O'ricultnre <lu Departement <le l'Ilc-
rault ( Central Agricultural Society of the Department of 
Hera1tlt) . 
23:-1, o ietc ~ eo aphie (Geographical Society) . [i] 
~3-·. i 'te 1 rti u1 ure t 1 i ·toir ..:Taturel1e u l'Ilerault 
(IIortic11lt11ral rind atural History, 'ociety of JTera1.ilt '. 
[' 
~-33,_ • citSt ~ .. "ll':!n '1 J<'i m1 <1 Gr Nrnr,l i ( T,anguerloc Gco-
!l1'' phi ·ol . n ·ic 1/.) f:l 
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2357. Societe pour l'Etude des Laugues Tiomancs (Society for the 
St-udy of Romance Languages). li1 
2359. Societe Sei-icicole de Montpellier ( Silk-Culture Society of 
Montpellier). [i] 
2361. UniYersite ( University). 
Morlaix. 
2363. Societe des Etudes Scientifiqnes du Fiuistere (Pinistere 
Society of Scientific Study). 
Moulins. 
2365. Societe d'Emulation du Departement de l' Allier ( Competi-
tive Society of the Department of Allier). [i] 
2367. Societe d'Horticulture de l' Allier (Horticultural Society of 
Allier). l i[ 
Moutiers (Savoie). 
236D. Academie de la Val de l'Isere (Academy of the Valley of tlie 
. lsere). [i] 
Nancy. 
2371. Academie de Stanislas (Academy of Stanislas). f iii] 
2373. Bibliotheque Universitaire-Section de_Medecine (JJfedical 
Section, Uni-versity Library). 
· 2375. Ecole Forestiere (School of Forestry). 
2377. Ecole de Medecine et de Pharmacie (JJfedical ancl Pharma-
ceutical School). [i J 
2379. Faculte de Medecine ( Faculty of JJl£edicine). 
2381. Societe d'Arclieologie Lorraine et Musee _Historiqu~ Lor-
rain (Society of Lorraine Archreology and Lorraine His-
torical JJI useum). 
2383. Societe Centrale d' Agriculture ( Central Society of Agricul-
ture). [i] 
2385. Societe de Geographie de l'Est ( Geographical Sodety of the 
East). 
2387. Societe de Medecine (Medical Society). fi] 
2389. Societe des Sciences de Nancy ( Society of Sciences, of 
Nancy). [i] 
Nantes. 
2391. lkole de Plein Exercice de Medecine et Pba.rmacie ( School 
of the Whole Practice of ~Medicine and Pharmacy.) 
~393. Observatoire ( Observatory). 
2395. Societe Academique dela Loire Inferienre (Academic Society 
of Lower Lo·ire). [il 
2397. Societe Arcbeologique de Nantes et de la Loire I11fcrieure 
(Archwolo[;ical Bociety of Nantes anrl of Lou:er Loire). [i.] 
2onn. Socicte deR HPnnx A rt:-- (1 'ocicty nf Fi11c Arts). [i] 
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2401. Societe des Bibliophiles Bretons (Society of Breton Biblio-
philes). [i] 
2403. Societe d'Histoire Naturelle (Society of Natural Jiistary). 
[i] 
Narbonne (Aude). ,, 
2405. Commission.ArclieologiqueetLitteraire del'Arrondissemeut 
de la N arboune (Archmological and Literary Commission 
of the District of Narbonne). [ij 
Nevers. 
Nice. 
2407. Societe Nivernaise des Lettre~, Sciences et Arts (Nevert;. 
Society of Letters, Scriences, and Arts). [i] 
2409. Societe Centrale d' Agriculture, d' Horticulture et d' A.ccli-
matation ( Central Society of Agricitlture, Jiorticuz.tim:.,. 
and Acclimation). fi] 
2411. Societe des Architects des .Alpes Mari times (Society of Arch-
itects, of ilze JJforitime Alps). [i] 
2413. Societe Ni~oise des Sciences Naturelles et Historiquc.· 
(Nicene Society of Natural and Historical Sciences). 
2415. Societe des Lettres, Sciences et Arts des Alpes .Maritim<'P. 
(Society of Letters, Sc'iences, and Arts of the JJfaritime 
Alps). [i] 
Nunes. 
Niort. 
2417 . .Acadcmie de Nirncs (Academy of Kinies). [iii J 
2419. Societe d'Etudes <lr Sciences Naturelles- (Society for tlie 
Stiuly of Natural Sciences). [i] 
2421. Societe <l'Horticulture et de Botanique du Gard (Horiicul-
t1ffal and Botanical Society of Gard). [i] 
ociete des Art', Sciences et Belles-Lettres (Society of 
Arts ( ciences, and Belles-Lett·res). Discontinued.] 
2423. ociete d'Horticulture, <l'Arboriculture et de Viticultum 
de Deux- evre (Society of Horticulture, A.rboricitltitre 
and, Vine-C1"lture, of Deux-Sevres). [i] 
2425. ociete de Stati tique, Science [Belle -Let-tresl et Art,' 
[<luDepartement] de Deux-ScHe (Society of Statistic.·r 
cience , and Arts, of Deux- evrcs .) [i] 
Noyon ( Oi e) . 
..A..,7. C mite i t riqu et Arclleologique de Noyon (Ili ·torical 
Orleans. 
24 .. 
-4 1. 
.anrZ Ar ·lt ol r(cal ommittee of Noyon). [i] 
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Orleans-Continued. 
Paris. 
2433. Societe Archeologique et Historique de l'Orlenns ( Orleans 
Archreological and Historical Society). [i] 
2435. Societe d' Horticulture d'Orleans ( Orleans Horticultural So-
ciety). [i J 
[" Abeille," Journal d'Entomologie ( The Bee, Entomological 
Journal). (See "L' Abeille.")] 
2439. Acatlemie d'Aerostation Meteorologique (Acadeniy of ltle-
teorologic Aerostation). 
2441. Academie N ationale Agricole, Manufacturiere et Commer-
ciale (National Academy of Agriculture, Manufactures, 
and Commerce). 
2443. Academie Nationale de Medecine (National Acaden:iy of 
Medicine). [i] 
[Acadernie des Sciences (Academy of Sciences). (See Insti-
tut de France.)] 
2445. '' L'Aeronaute" ( Aeronaute, 95 rue Lafayette). 
2447. "Americana" (E. Dufosse, 27 rue Guenegand). 
2449. Administration des Messageries Nationales-rue Notre 
Dame des Victoires 28 (National Express Company). 
2451. American Exchange in Europe. 
2453. Annales des Mines (Annals of Mines). [i] 
2455. Annales de Physique et Chimie (Annals o/ Physics and 
Chemis.y), [i] 
2457. Annales des Ponts et Chaussees (Annals of Civil Engineer-
ing). !iJ 
[ Administration des Lignes Telegraphiques. (SeeMinistere 
des Postes et Telegraphes.)] 
2459. Annales des Sciences Geologiques (Annals of Geological Sci-
ences). li] 
2461. Annales des Sciences lfaturelles (Annals of Natural Sci-
ences). [i] 
2463. Archives Generales de Medecine ( General Records of Medi-
cine). [i] 
2465. Archives de Medecine Na vale (Naval Medical Records). [i] 
2467. "Art Dentaire" (Dental Journal). -
2469. Association pour l' A vancement des Sciences (Association for 
the Advancement of Sciences). [i] • 
2471. Association pour !'Encouragement des :mtudes Grecques en 
France (Association for the Promotion of Greeic Studies in 
France). fi] 
[Athenee Oriental (OrientalAthenreum). (See L'Athenee).] 
2473. Bibliotbeque de la Ville ( City Library). [UndBr the direc-
tiou of the Prefecture de la Seine (No. 2637).] [iii] 
H. Mis. 15--D . 
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Paris- -Continued. 
·i475. Bibliotheque du Depot de l'-gtat Major General(Libraryo/ 
the General Staff Depot [ formerly Depot des Cartes et 
Pla.ns]. [iii] 
2477. Bibliotbeque Nationale (National Library). [iii] 
2479. Bibliotheque Municipale du Seizieme Arrondissement (Pub-
lic Library of the Sixteenth District). [i] 
2481. Bibliotbeque Polonaise Historique Litteraire (Library of 
Polish Historical .Literature). [i] 
2483. '' L. Bossange" (6 rue de Ohabanais). [i] 
2485.· Bulletin du Canal Interoceanique (lnteroceanic Canal Jour-
nal). 
2487. Bulletin Hebdomadaire ( Weekly Journal). 
2489. Bulletin des Sciences Matbematiques et Astronomiques 
(Bulletin of Mathematical and Astronomical Sciences). 
2491. Bulletin de la So~iete Chimique (Bulletin of the Chemical So-
ciety). 
2493. Bureau Central Meteorologique ( Central Meteorological Bu-
reau). fi] 
2-194. Bureau Fran9ais des Echanges Internationaux-au Minis-
tere de !'Instruction Publique et des Beaux Arts 
(French Bureau of Internat-ional Exchanges, in the De-
partment of Public Instruction and Fine Arts). [i] 
2495. Bureau d'Hydrographie (Hydrographic Office). 
2497. Bureau de Statistique (Statistjcal.Bureau). 
2499. Bureau des Longitudes (Bureau of I:ongitudes). fi] 
2501,. Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (International 
Bureau of Weights and Jilleasures). 
2503. Club Alpin Frangais (French Alpine Club). (i] 
2505. College de France ( College of France). [i] 
2507. "Connais ance des Temps" [Bureau des Longitudes]. [i] 
2509. "Comptes Rendus" (Quai des Augustins 25). 
2511. Commi ion de la Carte Geologique de France (Commission 
_for the Geological Map of France). 
2513. Con er't'atoir de Art et l\'.Ietiers ( Conservatory of Arts and 
the Trade.fl). [i] 
2514. Corp de· Pon et Chau ees ( Corps of Bridge and Road 
Engineers) [ fril E gin ers]. 
25]J5. '' m .' fin ·orp rat din' Le Monde'"J. 
2516. i I t d ~.- rt . lan de la Marine (Depot of Charts 
anr1 Designs of the Navy). 
25 7. ep cl 1 u .rr (Arsenal) [au l\:Iini tere de Guerre]. [i] 
[:8 1 I> 1i ·a i n £tat-.. 1ajor ( taff School) in the 
Ecol lilit ir .] 
2619. ];}col ntr 1 r et anufa tures ( Oentral School of 
an.uf actures). [i] 
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Paris-Continued. 
2521. fcole de Medecine (Medical School). 
2523. Ecole N ationale de Dessins et de Mathematiques pour l'ap-
plication des beaux arts a l'industrie (National School 
of Design and JJiathematics). 
2-525. Ecole des HauteR Etudes (School of advanced studies). 
2527. ~cole Nationale des Mines (National School of Mines). [iii]. 
2529. Ecole Nationale et Speciale des Langues. Orientales Vi-
vantes (National Special School of I/4v,ing Oriental Lan-
guages). fij 
2531. Ecole Polytechnique (Polytechnic School). [i] · 
2533. Ecole des Pon ts et Chaussees ( School of Civil Engineering). [i] 
2535. Ecole Speciale d' Architecture ( Special Architectural School). 
[ i] 
2537. Ecole Superieure de Guerre (Military School). [i] 
2539. ''Feuilles des Jeunes Naturalistes" (Journal of Young Nat-
uralists). [ i] 
2541. Gazette des Hopitaux (Hospital Gazette). [i] 
254:3. Gazette Hebdomadaire (Semi-weekly Gazette). [i] 
2545. Gazette Medicale de Paris (Medical Gazette of Paris). [i] 
["Gervais Journal de Zoologie." Ceased to exist.] 
2547. Institut Agronomique (Agricultural Institute). [i] 
2549. Institut de France (Institute of France). !iii] 
· 2549a. Acaderuie Fran~aise. 
2549b. Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres. 
2549c. Academie des ScienceR. [i] 
2549d,, Academie des Beaux Arts. 
2549e. Academie des Sciences Morales et Politiques. 
2551. Institution Etbnographique (Ethnographical Institute). [i] 
2553. Jardin de.:; Plantes, Bibliotheque (I/4brary of the Botanical 
Garden). [iii] 
2555. '' Investigateur." 
2557. "Journal Asiatique" (28 rue de Bonaparte). 
2559. ''Journal d'Agriculture Pratique" (Journal of Practical 
Agriculture). [i] 
2561. "Journal de Conchyliologie" (Journal of Conchology). [i] 
2563. "Journal des Connaissances Medicales Pratiques -et de 
Pharmacologie" (Journal of Practical Medicine and 
Pharmacology). [i] 
2565. " Journal des Uhemins de Fer et des Travaux Publics" 
(Railroad and Public Works Journal). 
[''Journal d'Hygiene" (Journal of Hygiene). (See Soci«;te 
Fran9aise d'Hygiene et Journal d'Hygiene.)] 
2567. "Journal General de !'Instruction Publique" (Journal of 
Public Instruction). 
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Paris-Continued. 
2569. '' Journal de Medecine et de Chirurgie Pratique" (Journal 
of Practical Medicine and Surgery). [i] 
2571. "Journal de Mathematiques (Journal of Mathematics) . 
["Journal de Microscopie." Extinct.] 
2573. "Journal de Physique" (Jou,rnal of Physics). 
2575. "Journal des Sa,vants" (Journal of Scientists). · [i] 
2577. "L'Abeille," Journal d'Entomology (The Bee, Entomologi-
cal Journal). [i] 
2579. ''L'Athenee Oriental" (Oriental .Athenwum). [i] 
2581. "L' An nee Scienti:fique et Litteraire" ( Scientific and Literary 
Annual). 
2583. ''L'Exploration" (M. Jardin, 6 rue de Cassette). 
[" L'Institut, Journal Universelle." · Ceased to exist.] 
2585. ''La Chasse Illustree" (56 rue Jacob). [i] 
2587. "La Lumiere Electrique." 
2589. "La Nature" (120 Boulevard St.-Germain). [i] 
2591. " Le Batiment." 
2593. " Le Museon," Revue Internationale. 
2595. '' Le Moniteur Scientifique." 
2597. "Le Temps" (10 rue du Faubourg Montmartre). 
2599. '' Les Mondes." r" Cosmos" has been .united with it.] [i} 
2601. "L'Union Medicale" (Medical Union). 
2603. "Magasin Pittoresque," 29 Quai des Grands Augustins 
(Picturesque Magazine). 
2605. Ministere de l' Agriculture (Department of .Agriculture). [iJ 
2607. Ministere des Finances (Finance Department). 
2609. Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres (Foreign Office). [i] 
2611. Miuistere de la Guerre ( War Department). [iii] 
2613. Mini tere de l'Interieur (Interior Department). 
2615. :Ministere de !'Instruction Publique et des Beaux Arts 
(Department of Public Instruction and the Fine Arts). 
[iii] 
2617. Ministere de la Marine et des Colonies (Department of Ma-
rine and the Colonies). [iii] 
2619. Mini tere des Poste et Telegraphes (Department of Posts 
and Telegraphs). r i] 
2621. Mini tere des Travaux Publics (Department of Public 
Work ). [i] 
2623. Hui t~re du Commerce (Department of Commerce). 
2625. u e d'Ethnogr phie [Trocad8ro] (Trocadero Museum of 
Ethnography). 
2627. u e d i toire atur Ile (Nat1tral History Musmtm). [i] 
... 6J . Mu ·e du L u ro (Lou re Museum). 
- "1. .. u e npuytr n r 1 Ee le <l .\IM cineJ (Dupuytren .Mu-
um). 
Y t 1m ~ · onal ( ~ational Observatory). [iii] 
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2635. Observatoire Meteorologique de Montsouris ( Central Me-
teorological JJfuseum of .llfontsouris). [i] 
[Petites N ouvelles Entomologiques. Ceased to exist.] 
2637. Prefecture <le la Seine, Second Bureau du Cabinet (Second 
Bureau of the Cabinet of the Prefecture of the Seine). 
2639~ "Progres Medical" (Medical Progress). 
2641. Repertoire de Pba.rmacie (Pharmaceutical Repertory)~ [il 
2643. Revue d' ,Anthropologie, [120 Boulevard St.-Germain] (.An-
thropological Review). [i] 
2645. "Revue .Americainc" (American Rev-iew). 
2647. Revue .Archeologique (Archmological Review). 
2649. Uevue Botaniquc, [8 place de l'Odeon] (Botanical Review). 
2651. Revue d'Ethnographie, [2G rue de Lubeck] (Ethnographic 
Review). 
2653. Revue de Geographie, [55 rue des Feuillantines] (Geograph-
ical Review). 
2655. Revue Geographique Internationale, [76 rue de la Pompe] 
(International Geographical Review). [i] 
2657. Revue Horticole, [56 rue Jacob] (Horticultural Review). 
2659. Revue Industrielle (Industrial Review). [i] 
lRevue des ·cours Littcraires. Discontinued.] 
[Revue des Cours Scientifiques. Discontinued.] 
2660. Revue des Deux Mandes. [Discontinued.] 
[Revue de Geologic. Discontinued.] 
2661. Revue de Linguistique et de Pbilologie Comparee (Review 
of Linguistics and Comparative Philology). 
2663. Revue de Linguistiquc ( Review of Lingu,istics). 
266/5. Revue Maritime et Coloniale (Shipping andColonialReview). 
[il 
[Revue et M agasin de Zoologie. Discontinued.] 
2667. Revue rle Philologie (Philological Review). 
2669. Revue Politiquc ct Littera.ire, [111 Boulevard St.-Germain] 
(PoUtical and Literary Review). · 
2671. Revue Scientifique, [111 Boulevard St.-Germain] (Scientific 
Review). [ i] 
(Revue tle Scriciculture comparee. Discontinued.] 
2673. Service Geograpli.ique au l\finistere de la Guerre (Geo-
graphical Bureau-War Department). 
2675. '' Science et Nature," (19 rue IIautefeuilleJ (Science and 
Nature). 
2677. Societe .d' .Acclim a tation, 11 rue de Lille (Acclimatization 
Society). [i] 
[Societc .Acadernique Indo-Chinoise, etc. (See Neuilly.)] 
2679. Societe des Agriculteurs de France, [l rue Lepelletierj 
(Association of Agriculturists of France). [i] 
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[Societe d'Agriculture. (See Societe Oentrale d'Api-
culture).J 
2681. Societe Americaine de France, [12 rue Eble] (American 
So~iety of France). f ij 
2683. Societe Anatomique, (15 rue de l'Ecole de Medecine] (Ana-
tomical Society). f i] -
2685. Societe d'Anthropolqgi.e, [15 rue de !'Ecole de Medecine] 
(Anthropological Society). , [i j 
2687. Societe Asiatique, [28 rue Bonaparte] (As·iatic Society). [i] 
2689. Societe de Biologie, (15 rue de !'Ecole de Medecine] (Bio-
logical Society). Ii] 
2691. Societe Botanique de France, (84 rue de Grenelle] (Botani-
cal Society of France). [i] 
2693. Societe . Oentrnle d' Apiculture et d'lnsectologie ( Central So-
ciety of Bce-01,1,lture and Entomology). [iJ 
2695. Societe Oentrale des Architects, [168 Boulevard St.-Ger-
mai.n] (Central Society of Architects). li] 
2697. Societe Oentrale d'Ed ucation et d' Assistance pour les Sourds-
Muets en France., [rue St.-Jacques254] (CentraZ-Society 
for the Education and Assistance of the Deaf and Dumb 
of France). [i'] 
2699. Societe Oentrale N ationalc d'H orticulture de·Paris ( Central 
National Society of Horticulture of Paris). [Hi] 
2701. Societe Oentrale de M:edecine Veterinaire, (19 rue de Lille] 
( Central Veterinary Society). [ i] 
2703. Societe Ohimique de Paris, [7 rue des Grands Augustins] 
( Chemical Society of Paris). [i] 
2705. Societe de Ohirurgie de France (S-urgical Society of France). 
[ i] 
[Societe Ouvierienne. Dissolve<l.] 
2707. Societe do l':.0cole des Obartes (Society of the School of 
Charts). [i] 
2709. Societe d'Encouragement pour l'Industrie Nationale (So-
ciety for the Promotion of National Inrlustry). [iii] 
2711. Soci6te Entomologique de France, [ala l\fairje du VI0 Arron-
di · em nt] (Entomological Society of France). [i] 
2713. Societe <lEtbnoO'raphie, [47 Av nue Duquesne] (Ethno-
·graphical )ociety). [i J 
2715. ociete d'Ethn logie (Ethnological ociety). [i] 
2717. iet6 d Etude Jli toriqu • ( ociety of Historical Stud-
ies). [iii] 
2719. ociet 1 E nd aponai . Ohinois , Tartares et Indo-
hin i. (" oc·ety for Japanese, Ohinese, Tartar, and 
Indo- hinese t1tdie11 ). fi] 
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2721. Societe Frangaise d'Arcbeologie et de Numismatigue, [14 
rue de Verneuil] (French Society of Archmology and Nu-
mismatics). [iJ 
2723. Societ.e Fran~aise d'Hygiene, [30 rue du Dragon] (French 
Society of Hygiene). [i I 
2725. Societe Frangaise de Navigation Aerienue, [ 7 rne <le~ Grands 
Augustins] (French Society of A.erialNavigat-ion). li] 
2727. Societe Frangaise de Statistique Universelle (French Society 
of Universal Statistics). fiJ 
2729. Societe Franklin, [9 rue Christine] (Franklin Society). [i] 
2731. Societe de Geographie, [184 Boulevard St.-Germain] ( Geo-
graphical Society). [iii] 
2733. Societe de Geographie Commerciale, [7 rue des Grands 
Augustins] (Society of Commercial Geography). 
fSociete de Geographie d'Oran. (See Oran, Africa.)] 
2735. Societe Geologique de France, [7 rue des Grands Augustins] 
( Geological Society of France). [iii] 
2737. Societe de l'Histoire de France (Society of French His-
tory). fi] 
2739. Societe de l'Histoire du Protestantisme Frangais, [17 place 
Vendome] ( Society of the History of French Protestant-
ism). li] 
2741. Societe des Ingenieurs Civils (Society of Civil Engineers). [i] 
27 43. Societe de Legislation Comparee, [ 44 rue de Hennes] ( Society 
of Comparative Legislation). fi] 
2745. Societe de Linguistic de Paris, [63 Boulevard St.-Germain] 
( Paris Society of Linguistics). [ i] 
2747. Societe Medica.1e Homreop::1thique, [31 rue Coquilliere] (Ho-
mreopathic Medical Society). [i] 
2749. Societe Medicale des Hopitaux de Paris (Medical Society of 
the Hospital.ll of Paris). f i] 
2751. Societe Medico-Legale de Paris, [7 rue Monsigny] (Medico-
Legal Society of Paris). [i] 
2753. Societe de Medecine Pratique ( Society of Practical Medicine). 
2755. Societe Meteorologique de France, [7 rue<les Grands Augus-
tins] (Meteorological Society of France). f i] 
2757. Societe Mineralogique de France-a la Sarbonne (Mineral-
ogical Society of France). [i] 
2259. Societe Na ti on ale des Antiquaires de France-au Palais du 
Louvre (National Society of Antiquaries of France). fiii] 
2761. Societe Nationale cl'Agriculfore de France, (19 rue de Belle-
chasse] (National Agricultural Society of France). (iii] 
2763. Societe Nationale de Topograpbie Pratique (National So-
ciety of Practical Topography). 
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Pa.u, 
[S,ociete Nouvelle des Forges et Chantiers de la Medi-
terranee. ( See Toulon.)] 
2765. Societe de Pharmacie (Pharmaceutical Society). [i] 
2767. Societe Pbilologique de Paris (Philological Society of Paris). 
[i] 
2769. Societe Pbiloma thique, [7 rue des Grands .A ugustins] (Philo-
rnathic Society). [ i] _ 
2771. Societe Polytechnique (Polytechtiic Society). [i] 
2773. Societe Protectrice des Animanx, [19 rue de Lille] ( Society 
for the Protection of Animals). [iJ 
2775. Societe de Statistique de Paris (Statistical Society of Pari8), 
[i J 
2777. Societe de Therapeutique ( Therapeutical Society). [i] 
2779. Societe de Topographie (Topographical Society). 
2781. Societe de Typographie (Typographical Society). [i] 
2783. Societe Zoologique de France (Zoological Society of France). 
f iJ 
2785. Societe des Sciences, Lettres, et Arts [de Pau] (Society of 
Sciences, Letters, and Arts). [i] 
Perigueux. 
2787. Societe d'Agriculture, Sciences, et .Arts de la Dordogne 
(Society of Agriculture, Sciences, and Arts, of Dor-
dogne). [i] 
2789. Societe Historique et A.rcheologique du Perigord (Histori-
cal and Archmological Society of Perigord). [i] 
Perpignan. 
2791. Observatoire ( Observatory). 
2793. Societe Agricole, Scientifique, et Litteraire des Pyrenees 
Orientale (Agricultural, Scientific, and Literary Soci-
ety of the Eastern Pyrenees). [i] 
Pio-du-Midi 
2795. Ob rvatoir ( Observatory). 
Poitiers. 
2797. ociete d'Agricultur , Belle -Lettres, Sciences, et Arts 
( ociety of Agriculture, Belles-Lettres, Sciences, ood, 
Art ). Li) 
2799. ociete ntiquaire de l'Oue t (Society of Antiquarie& 
of the West) . [i] 
2 1. iete r ·hiv ' Hi torique (Society of Historical 
cords). i) 
2 3. Iecl in 1 P iti r (Medical Society of Poitier&). 
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-Poligny (Jura). 
2805. Societe d'Agriculture, Sciences, et Arts de Poligny (Society 
Pontoise. 
of Agt·iculture, Sciences, and Arts, of Poligny). (i] 
Privas. 
2807. Societe Historique et Archeologique de Pontoise et du 
Vexin (Hitdorioal and Archmological Society of Pontoise 
· and Vexin). 
2809. Societe des Sciences Historiques et Naturelles de l'Ar-
deche ( Society of Historical and Natural Sciences of 
Ardeche). [i] 
Puy-de-D6me. 
2811. Observatoire ( Observatory). 
,Quimper. 
2813. Societe Archeologique du Finistere (Archmological Society 
of Finistere). 
Ram bouillet ( Sei1ie-et- Oise). 
2815. Societ~ Archeologique (Archmological Society). [i] 
Reims (Marne). 
2817. Academie Natiouale de Reims (National.Academy of Reims). 
[iii] 
2819. Musee d'Histoire Naturelle de Reims (Natural History Mu-
seum of Reims). [i] 
2821. Societe Industrielle de Reims (Industrial Society of Reims). 
[i] 
2823. Societe Medicale (Medical Society). [i] 
2825. Societe des Sciences Naturelles (Society of Natural Sci-
Rennes. 
• enccs). [i] 
2827. Bibliotheque de Rennes (Library of Rennes). 
2820. Societe ArcMologique du Departement d'Ille-et-Vilaine 
(Archmological Society of the Department of llle-et-
Vilaine). [i] 
[Societe des Sciences Physiques et N aturelles, etc. Dis-
solved.] 
Riom (Puy-de-JJome). 
2831. Societe du Musee [de Riom] (Society of the Museum). [i] 
Rochefort ( Oharente-I nf erieure). 
2833. Observatoire ( Observatory). 
2835. Societe d'Agriculture, des Bel~es-Lettres, Sciences, et Arts 
de Rochefort (Rochefort Society of Agriculture, Belles-
Lettres, Sciences, and Arts). [i] 
2837. Societe de Geographie ( Geographical Society). [i] 
' I 
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2839. Societe des Lettres, Sciences, et Arts de l' Aveyron (A1'eyron 
Society of Letters, Sciences, and Art~). [i] 
Romans (Drome). 
2841. Bulletin d' Histoire Ecclesiastique et d' Archeologie Reli-
gieuse (Bulletin of Ecclesiastical History and Biblical 
.Archwology). [i] 
Roubaix (Nord). 
Rouen. 
2843. Societe d' Emulation de Roubaix ( Competitive Society of 
Roubaix). [i] 
2845. Academie des Sciences, Belles-Lettres et Arts de Rouen 
(Rouen Academy of Sciences, Belles-Lettres, and Arts). 
[iii] 
2847. Bibliotbeque de la Ville ( City Library). [i] 
2849. Commission des Antiquites de la Seine-Inferieure ( Com-
mission of .Antiquities of Lower Seine). [i] 
2851. Societe des Amis des Sciences Naturelles (de Rouen] (Soci-
ety of the Friends of Natural Sciences). [i] 
2853. Societe des Bibliophiles Normandes (Society of the Biblio-
philes of Normandy). [il 
2855. Societe Centrale d' Horticulture de la Seine-Inferieure 
( Central Horticultural Society of Lower Seine). [i] 
2857. Societe d'Histoire de Normandie (Historical Society of Nor-
mandy). [i] 
2859. Societe Industrielle de Rouen (Industrial Society of Rouen). 
[i] 
2861. Societe Libre d'Emulation du Commerce et de l'Industrie 
de la Seine-Infericure (Free Competitive Society of Com-
merce and Manufactures of Lower Seine).. [i] 
2863. Societe de Medecine (Medical Society). [i] 
2865. Societe Normande de Geographie (Normandy Geographical 
Society). [i] 
Royan-les-Bains. 
2867. Academie de Mu es Saintonges ( Saintonge Academy of tke 
Muses). (i] 
2869. ociete Linne nne de la Charente-Inferieure (Linnean So-
ciety of Loicer Charente). [i] 
~aint-Brienne. ( e aiDt-Bri uc.)J 
Saint-Brieuc. 
2871. ociete r be logiqu t Hi torique des 06tes-du-Nord 
· (Archreological and Historical Society of Ootes-du-
ord). [j] 
2873. i te Em l tion de 6t -du-Nord (Competitive Society 
of ~tes-du- "orcl). [i) 
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Sa.int-Cyr ( SeiM-et-Oise). 
2875. Ecole des Affaires Militaires Speciales (School of Special 
Military Affairs). [i] 
Saint-Die ( Vosges). 
2877. Societe Philomatique Vosgienne (Philomathic Society of 
Vosges). [i] 
Saint-Etienne. 
2879. Societe d' Agriculture, Industrie, Sciences, Arts et Belles~ 
Lettres du Departement de la Loire (Society of Agricul-
ture, Industry, Sciences, Arts, and Belles-Lettres of thtJ , 
Department of the Loire). (i] 
2881. Societe de l'Industrio l\linerale (Society of Mineral Indus-
try). [i] 
2883. Societe de Medecine (Medical Society). [i] 
Sain t•Germain-en-Laye (Seine-et-Oise). 
2885. Societe d'Horticulture de Saint-Germain-en-Laye (Horti-
cultural Society of Saint-Germain-en-Laye). · (i] 
Saint-Jean-d'Angely ( Oharente-Inferieure). 
[Academie des Muses Santones. (See Royan-les-Bains.)] 
2887. Societe d'Agriculture de l'Arrondissement de Saint-Jean-
d' Angel y . .( Agricultural Society of the District of Saint-
J ean-d' A ngely). 
2889. Societe Historique et Scientiflque (Historical and Scientific. 
Society). [i] 
[Societe Linneenne de la Charente-Inferieure. (See Royan-
les-Bains.)] 
Saint--Jean-de-Maurienne (Savoie). 
2891. Societe d'Historique et d'Archeologie de Maurienne (Histor-
ical and Archmological Society of Maurienne). [iJ 
Saint-Lo. 
2893. Societe d'Agriculture, d'Archeologie et d'Histoire Natu-
relle de la Manche (La Manche Society of Agriculture, 
Archreology, and Natural History). [i] 
Saint-Maixent (Deux-Sevres). 
2895. Societe de Statistique, Sciences et Arts des Deux-Sevres 
(Society of Statistics, Sciences, and .Arts of Deu:c-Sevres). 
[i] 
Saint-Martin-de-Hinx. 
2897. Observatoire ( Observatory). 
Saint-Maur. 
2899. Observatoire ( Observatory). 
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Saint-Omer (Pas-de-CalaUJ). 
2901. Societe des Antiquaires de la Morinie (Antiquarian Society 
of Morin·ie). (i] 
Sa.int-Quentin (Aisne). 
2903. Societe Academique des Sciences, Arts, Belles-Lettres, 
Agriculture et Industrie (Academic Society of Sciences, 
Arts, Belles-Lettres, Agriculture, and Industr_11). fi] 
2905. Societe d'Horticulture de Saint-Quentin (Horticultural So-
ciety of Sa.int-Quentin). [i] 
2907. Societe Industrielle de Saint-Quentin et de l' Aisne (Indus-
trial Society of Saint-Quentin and of Aisne. [i] 
Sa.intes ( Charentt-Inferieure). 
2909. Commission des Arts et des Monuments Historiques de la 
Cbarente-Inferieure ( Commission of Arts and Historical 
Monuments of the Lower Charente). [i J 
2911. Societe des Archives Historiques de la Saintonge et de 
l' A unis ( Society of Historical Records of Saintonge and 
of Aunis). [i] 
[Societe des Arts, Sciences et Belles-Lettres. Dissolved.] 
Semur en Auxois ( Cote d'Or). 
2913. Societe des Sciences Historiques et N aturelles de Semur 
(Semur Society of Historical and Natural Sciences). [i] 
Senlis (Oise). , 
2915. Comite Archeologique de Senlis (A.rchreological Committet 
of Senlis). [i] 
2917. Societe d'Horticulture de l'Arrondissement de Senlis (Hor-
ticultural Society of the District of Senlis). [i] 
Sens ( Yonne). 
2919. Societe Archeologique (Arclueological Society). [i] 
Soissons (Aisne). 
2921. Societe Archeologique, Historique et Scientifique <le Sois-
ons (.Archceological, Historical, and Scientific Society of 
Soissons). [i] 
[Societe de Sciences, Belles-Lettres, et Arts. Dissolved.] 
Tarbes. 
Toulon ( ar). 
292. 
2925. 
ociet6 cademique de Hant '-Pyren6e8 (.Academic o-
ciet.y of the Upper Pyrenees). Di solved.] 
u du Var (Academic ociety of Var). (ij 
Forge et Chantj r de la Medit r-
ociety of Forges and Dockyards of the Med-
[ i] 
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Toulouse. 
Tours. 
2927 • .Academic des Jeux Flvraux (Academy of Floral Game~). [i] 
2929. Academie de Legislation (Acaderny of Legislation). (i] 
2931. Academie des Sciences, Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres de 
Tou1ouse ( Toulouse Academy of Sciences, Inscription.fl, · 
and Bellm1-Lettres). [iii] 
2932. ''Materiaux pour l'Histoire Primitive et Naturelle de 
l'Homme," (Materials for the Primitive and Natural 
History of Man). [ij · 
2933. Obsel'vatoire ( Observatory). [i) 
2935. Revue Medicale de Toulon (Me<lical Review of Toulon). 
2937. Societe Academiq ue Hispano-Portuguaise ( Spmiish-Portu 0 
guese Academic Society). [i] 
2939. Societe d' Agriculture de la Haute-Garonne et de l' Ariege • 
(Agricultural Society of the Upper Garonne arnd the 
Ariege). [il 
2941. Societe Archeologique du Midi de la France (Archmological· 
Society of the Soitth of France). [i] 
2943. Societe de Geographie ( Geographical Society). 
2945. Societe d'Histoire Naturelle de Toulouse (Natural History 
Society of Toulouse). [i] 
2947. Societe Nationale de Meclecine, Chirurgie et Pharmacie de 
Toulouse (National Society of Medicine, Surgery, and 
Pharmacy of Toulouse). [i] 
2949. Societe des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles (Society of 
Physical and Natural Sciences). [i] 
2951. Congres Archeologique de France ( Arclueological Congress 
of France). 
2953. Societe d' Agriculture, Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres 
( Society of. Agriculture, Sciences, Arts, and Belles-
Lettres ). [iii] 
2955. Societe .i.rcheologique de Touraine (Archmowgical Society of 
Touraine). [i) 
2957. Societe Frangaise d'Archeologie pour la Oonservation et la 
Description des Monuments Historiques (French Arch-
mological Society for the Preservation and Description of 
Historical Monuments). [i] 
2959. Socicte de Geographie ( Geographical Society). 
Troyes. 
2961. Societe Academique d'Agriculture, Sciences, Arts et Belles-
Lettres de l'Aube (Academic Society of Agriculture, Sci-
ences, Arts, arnd Belles-Lettres). [i] 
2963. Societe Horticole, Vigneronne et Forestiere de Troye (Hor-
ticultural, Vine-Culture, and Forestry Society of Troyes) .. 
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2965. Societe des Lett.res, Sciences et Arts de la Correze (Oo·rre,ze 
Society of Letters, Sciences, and Arts). 
Valence. 
2967. Socit3te Departementale d' Agriculture de la Drome (Depart-
mental Society of .Agriculture of the Dr01ne). [i] 
2969. Societe Departementale d'Archeologie et de Statistique de 
la Drome (Departmental Society of .Archwology and Sta-
tistics of the Drome). (i] 
Valenciennes (Nord). 
2971. Societe d' Agriculture, Sciences et Arts de 1' Arrondissement 
de Valencicnnes ( Society of Agriculture, Sciences, and 
Arts of the District of Valenciennes). [i] 
2973. Revue Agricole, Inclustrielle, Litteraire, et Artistique (Ag-
ricultural, Industrial, Literary, and Artistic Review). 
Vannes. 
2975. Societe Polymathique du Morbihan (Polymathic Society of 
Morbihan). [i] 
Ven dome (Loire-et- Cher). 
2977. Societe Archeologique, Scientifique, et Litteraire du Ven-
domois (A.rchreological, Scientific, and Literary Society 
of Vendome). [i] 
Verdun (Meuse). 
2979. Societe Philomatique (Philomathic Society). [i] 
Versailles. 
2981. Commission des Antiquites de Seine-et-Oise (A.rchwological 
Commission of Seine-et-Oise). 
2983. Societe d'Agriculture et des Arts lde Seine-et-Oise] (Society 
of Agriculture and Arts). [il 
2985. Societe de~ Ami des Arts (Society of the Friends of Arts). 
2987. Societe d'Horticulture du Departement de Seine-et-Oise 
(Horticultural Society of Seine-et-Oise). [i] 
· 2989. Societe de Sciences Morales, des Lottres et des Arts de 
in - .t-Oi e (Societyof Moral Sciences, Letters,and.Arts 
of eine-et- Oi ·e) . [i] 
2991. Societe tle cienc N aturelle et Medicales de Seine-et-
Vesoul. 
2993. 
29 -. 
Oi ( ociety of Natural and Medical Sciences of SeiM-
et-Oise). (i] 
omm1 10n cheologique de la Haute-Sa.One (Archreolog-
ical Oomm.i sion of the Upper Saone). (i] 
o ie e d gri ultur , cience et Arte de la Haute S~ne 
( 'ociety of gr·culture 'ciences, a•d Arts of tk~ Upper 
a.61 e) . [i~ 
Vire. 
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[Societe Viroise d'~mulation pour le Developpement des 
Belles-Lettres, Sciences, Arts et de l'Industrie. Dis-
solved.] 
Vitry-le.Fran9ois (Marne). 
2997. Societe des Sciences et Arts de Vitry-le-Fran9ois (Society 
of Sciences, and Arts of Vitry le Fran9ois). [i] 
GERMANY. 
(Allgemeiner Deutscher Apotheker-Verein (General Ger-
man .Apothecaries' .Association). ( See Halle.) 
2999. Blinden Lehrer-Congress (Congress of Teachers of the Blind). 
3001. Vere.in I der Stid-Deutschen Forstwirthe (.Association of 
South German Forest Culturists). [i] 
3003. Versammlung Deutscher Land- und Forstwirthe (.Assembly 
of German .Agriculturists and Forest Oulturists). [i] 
3005. VersamwlungDeutscher Naturforscher mid Aerzte(.Assem-
bly of German Naturalists and Pkysicians). [i] 
Aachen (Prussia). 
3007. Koniglicbes Polytechnikum (Royal Polytechnicum). [For-
merly Royal -westphalian PolytecLnic:.1,1 High 
School.] [il 
3009. Stadt-Bibliotbek ( City Library). fi] 
Altenburg (Prussia). 
3011. Gesammt-Verein der Deutschen Geschichts- und Alter-
thums-Vereine ( Central Un-ion of the German .Associa-
tions of History and .Archmology). [i] 
Altena. 
3013. Verein ftir Orts- und Heimath-Kunde im Stiderlande (Geo-
graphical Society of Suderland). 
Altenberg (Saxe- Weimar). 
3015. Geschichts und Alterthumsforschende Gesellschaft des 
Osterlandes ( Society for Historical and .Archmological 
Research of Osterland). [ i] · 
3017. Bienenwirthschaftlicher Verein (Society for Bee-Culture). 
3019. Naturforschende Gesellschaft des Osterlandes (Natural 
History Society of Osterland). fiii] 
3i21. Pomologische Gesellscbaft (Pomological Society). [i] 
Altona ( Prussia). 
3023. Statistisches Bureau dcr Stadt.Altona (Statistical Bureau 
nf the City of Altona). li] 
3025. Tbierschutz-Verein (Society for the Protection of .Ani-
mals). [ i J 
• 
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Annaberg (Saxony). 
3027. Annaberg-Buchholzer-Verein fiir Naturkunde (Annaberg-
, Buchholz Association of Natural History). [i] 
Ansbach (Bavaria). 
3029. Historischer Verein in Mittelfranken (Historical Society of 
Central Franconia). fi] 
Arnsberg (Prussia). 
3031. Historischer Verein fiir das Herzogthum Westfalen (His-
• torical Societp of the Duchy of Wesifalen). 
3033. Landes-Kultur-Gesellschaft fiir den Regierungsbezirk 
Arnsberg (Agricultural Society of the District of Arns-
berg). [i] 
Arnstadt ( Schwarzburg-Sondershausen ). 
3035. Fiirstliches Gymnasium (Gymnasium). [i] 
Arolsen ( Waldeck). 
3037. Landes-Director der Fiirstenthiimer Waldeck und Pyrmont 
( Government of the Principalities of Waldeck and Pyr-
mont). . 
3039. Landwirthschaftlicher Verein im Fiirstenthum Waldeck 
(Agricultural Society of the Principality of Waldeck). [i] 
Ascha:ffen burg (Bavaria). 
3041. Konigliche Forst-Akademie (Royal Forestry Academy). 
Augsburg (Bavaria). 
3043. Deutscher Apotheker-Verein (Society of German Apotheca-
ries). [i] 
3045. Historiscber Vercin von Schwaben und Neuburg (Historical 
Society of Suabia and Neuburg). [i] 
3047. Landwirthscbaftlicber Verein fiir Scbwaben und Neuburg 
(Agricultural Society of Suabia and Neuburg). [i] 
3049. N aturhi tori cher Verein (Natural History Society). [i] 
3051. W ochen ch rift fiir Thierheilkunde und Viehzucht ( Weekly 
Journal of Veterinary Medicine and Live-Stock Breed-
ing). [i] 
Bamberg (Bavaria). 
~053. ewerbe-Verein (1raders' Union). (i] 
3055. onigliche Bibliothek (Royal Library). [i] 
3057. i t ri cher Verein zu Bamberg (Historical Society of Bam-
berg). 
3 ,. . .l:~aturf r ·chende Ge ellschaft (Natwral History Society). [iii] 
• 
l3autzen ( a.tony). 
~ 1. ... faci a rb ·k ·' 
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. Bayreuth (Bavaria1. 
3063. Historischer Verein flfr Oberftanken (Historical Society of 
Upper Franconia). [i] 
3065. Polytechnische Gesellschaft (Polytechnical Society). [i] 
Bendorf [bei Koblenz] (Prussia). 
3067. Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Psychiatrie und Gerichtliche 
Psychologie ( German Society of Psychiatry and Crimi-
nal Psychology). [ i] 
.Berlin (Prussia). 
3069. Seine l\fajestat der Kaiser von Deutschland, Konig von 
Preussen (His Majesty the Emperor of Germany, King 
of Prussia). [iii] 
3071. Afrikanische Gesellschaft (African Society). [i] 
· 3073. Akklimatisations-Verein (Acclimatization Society). 
3075. Allgrneine Deutsche Ornithologische Gesellschaft ( General 
German Ornithological Society). 
3077. Anatomisch-Zootomische Sammlung der Universitat (Ana-
tomical-Zootomical JJfuseum of the University). 
3070. Archaologische Gesellschaft (Archmological Society). 
3081. Architekten-Verein (Architects' Association). [i] 
3083. Berliner Apotbeker-Verein (Berlin Druggists' Association). 
3085. Berliner Aquarium (Berlin Aquarium). [i] 
3087. Berliner Entomologischer Verein (Berlin Entomological So-
ciety). (See also Deutscher Entomologischer Verein.) 
3089. Berliner Frobel-Verein (Berlin Froebel Association). 
3091. Berliner Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, Ethnologie und 
Urgeschichte (Berlin Society of Anthropology, Ethnol-
ogy, and Primitive History). [i] 
3003. Berliner Gesellschaft fiir das Studium der Neueren Spra-
cben (Berlin Society for the Study of Modern Lan-
guages). [i] 
3095. Berliner Mediziniscbe Gesellschaft (Berlin Medical So-
ciety). [i J 
3097. Berliner Gesellschaft fiir Deutsche Sprache (Berlin Society 
of the German Language). 
3099. Berliner Militararztliche Gesellschaft(Berlin Society of Mili-
tary Surgeons). 
3101. Berliner Verein HomoopaLischer Aerzte (Berlin Society of 
Hommopathic Physicians). . 
3103. Berlinei; Zabnarztlicher Verein (Berlin Dental Association). 
3105. Berliner Gesellschaft fi.ir Deutsche Sprache und Alter-
thumskunde (Berlin Society of German Language and 
Antiquity). 
3107. Berlinischer Klinstler-Verein (Berl-in Artists' Association). 
3100. Beuth-Schinckel Museum (Beuth-Schinckel JJfuseum). 
H. Mis. 15-10 
I 
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:Berlin (Prussia)-Continued. 
3111. Botanischer Verein der Provinz Brandenburg ( Botanical 
Society of the Province of Brandenburg). [i] 
3113. Botanisches Institut der UniversiUit (Botanical Institute of 
the University). 
3115. Botanisches Museum der Universitat (Botanical Museum of 
the U rviversity). 
3117. Central-Auschuss der Berliner .AerztlichenBe.zirks-Vereine 
( Central Direction of the District Medical Societies of 
Berlin). 
3119. Central-Bureau flir den Weltverkehr. 
[Central-Bureau fiir die Europaische Gradmessung. (See 
Koniglich-Preussisches Geodatisches Institut.)] 
3121. Central-Institut flir Akklimatisation in Deutschland ( Cen-
tral Institute of Acclimatization in Gerrnany). 
3123. Central-Komite des Deutschen Vereins vom Rothen Krenz 
( Central Committee of the German Society of the Red 
Gross). [i] 
3125. Central-Direction der Monumenta Germaniru (Central Di-
rection of the "Monuments of Gerniany "). 
3127. Central-Verein flir Handels-Geograpbie und Forderung der 
Interessen Deutscblands im Auslande ( Central Associ-
ation of Commercial Geography, &c.). 
3129. Central-Verein flir das Wohl der arbeitenden Klassen 
( Central Association for the Welfare of the Working 
Glasses). [i] 
3131. Central-Ver band der KaufleuteDeutschlands ( CentraWnion 
of the Merchants of Germany). 
3133. Charite Krankenhaus (Charity Hospital). [i] 
3135. Chemisches Laboratorium der UniversiW,t (Chemical Lar 
boratory of the University). 
3137. Chirurgische Klinik der Universitat ( Ohirurgical Clinic of 
the University). 
3139. Christlich-Archaologische Kunst-Sammlung <ler Universi-
tat ( Christian Archreological Museiim of the University). 
3141. ' Cypria," Verein der Gefliigelfreunde in Berlin ("Cypria," 
Society of Poultry-Friends in Berlin). 
3143. Dent cher und Oesterreichischer Alpen -Verein-Section 
Berlin (Betlin ection of the German anclAicstrianAlpine 
Club ). 
J14 .... D nt che Dotani cbe Ge el1 chaft ( German Botanical So-
ciety). 
14 7. D u t cbe Chemi cbe Ge ell cb aft ( German OhemicalHociety). 
[i] 
314 . nt che ntomologi che Ge ell chaft ( German Entomolo-
gical Society). ( ee al o, Berliner Entomologische Ges-
11. haft. ) fi] 
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:Berlin (Pr·ussia)-Continued. 
3151. Deutsche Geologische Gesellschaft ( German Geological So-
ciety). [ iii] 
3153. Deutsche Gcsellschaft fiir Chirurgie ( German Chirurgical 
· Society). 
3155. Deutsche Gesellschaft filr l\Iechanik und Optik ( German 
Socie~y of Mechanics and Optics). 
3157, Deutsche Gescllschaft fiir Oeflentliche Gesundheitspflege 
( German Society of Public Hygiene). 
3159. Deutsche Gesellschaft zur Erforscb ung .A.equatorial .A.frika's 
( German Society for the Exploration of Equatorial Africa). 
3161. Deutsche· Gesellschaft zur He bung des Flacbsbaues ( Ger-
man Society for the Culture of Flax). 
3163. Deutsche Ornithologiscbe Gesellschaft ( German Ornitho-
logical Society). [i] 
3165. Deutsche Reichstags-Bibliothek (Library of the German 
Parliament). [i] 
3167. Deutsche Shakespeare Gesellschaft ( German Shakespeare 
Society). (i] 
3169. Deutsche Schiller-Gesellschaft ( Gerruan Schiller Society). 
[Deutsche Viehzucht und Herdbuch-Gesellschaft ( German 
Society of Fancy Stock Breeders). Dissolved January 
1, 1885.] 
3171. Deutsche Zoologische Gesellschaft ( German Zoological So-
ciety). [i] 
3173. Deutscher .A.kademischer Verein ftir harmonische Lebens-
weise ( German Vegetarian Society). 
3175. Deutscher Entomologischer Verein (Ger1nan Entomologists' 
.Association). (See, also, Deutsche Entomologische 
Gese.llschaft; and Berliner Entomologischer Verein.) 
[i] 
3177. Deutscher Fiscberei- Verein ( GermanlPishery .Association). (i] 
3179. Deutscher Handels-Verein ( German Commercial.Association). 
3181. Deutscher J uristentag ( German Jurists' .Associa,tion ). 
3183. Deutscher Kolonial-Verein (German Colonial .Association). 
3185. Deutscher Landwirthscbaftsrath ( Ger1nan .Agricultural 
Council). 
3187. Deutscher Verein fiir l\Iedizinische Statistik (German So-
ciety of Medical ·Statistics). 
3189. Deutscher Patent-Schutz-Verein ( German .Association for 
the Protection of Patents). 
3191. Deutscher Verein flir Vogelzucht uncl .Akklimatisation 
[" Aegintha "] (Society for the C,ulture a.nd Acclimatiza-
tion of Birds). 
fDeutsches-Gewerbe Muse.um. (See Kunst-Gewerbe Mu-
seum.)] 
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J;lerlin (Pruss·ia)-Continued. 
3195. Deutscher Verein zur Forderung von Luftschiffa,hrt ( Ger-
rnan Society for the Promotion of Aeria,l Navigat-ion). 
3196. Deutsches Schul-Museum (German School Museum). 
3197. Elektrotechn,ischer Verein (Electrotechnical Association). 
3199. Entomologischer Verein (Entomologists' Association). (See, 
also, Berliner Entomologischer Verein, Deutsche En-
tomologische Gesellschaft, and Deutscher Entomolo-
gischer Verein.) 
[Europaische Gradmessung. (See Koniglich-Preussische. 
Geodatisch s Institut.)] 
3201. Frauen-Klinik der Universitat (Female Clinic of the Uni-
versity). 
3203. Freihandels-Verein (Free Trade Association). 
3205. Geburtshfilfliche und Gynakologische Klinik der Universi-
tilt ( Obstetrical and Gynrecological Clinic of the Univer-
sity). 
[General Direction der Koniglichen Museum. (See Konig-
liche Preussische Museen.)J 
3207. Gesellschaft der Charite Aerzte ( Society of the Physicians of 
the Charity Hospital). 
3209. Gesellschaft der Gartenfreunde Berlins (Berlin Society of 
Friends of Horticulture). 
[Gesellschaft fur das Studium der Neueren Sprachen. (See 
Berliner Gesellschaft, &c.)] 
3211. Gesellschaft flir Deutsche Philologie (Society of Gerrnan 
Philology). 
3213. Gesellschaft fiir Erdkunde ( Geographical Society). [iii] 
3215. Gesellscbaft fur Geburtsh-Ulfe und Gynakologie ( Obstetri. 
cal and Gynrecological Society). 
3217. Gesellschaft fiir Heilkunde (Surgical Society). 
3219. Gesellschaft flir Mikroskopie (Microscopical Society). 
3221. Gesellschaft fur Verbreitung von Volksbbildung (Society 
for the Pr<!motion of Education among the People). [ij 
3223. Gesell chaft N aturforschender Freunde ( Society of Friends 
of Natural History). [i] 
3225. Gymnasiallehrer-und Realschullehrer-Verein (Society of 
Teachers of Gymnasium and'' Real" Schools). 
3227. " Herold," Ver in filr Siegel und Wappenkunde (" Herold, ' 
Society of Heraldry). 
322!). eographi ch-Stati ti che Abtheilung de General-Stabs 
( Geo9raphic Statistical Divison of the General Staff of the 
.Army). 
3231. i tori ell e ell chaft (Historical Society). 
3233. i tori 'Ches 1 [Ilohenzollern 1\1n eum J for die Ge· 
ohenzollern (Hohenzollern Mu-
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3235. ·Hufelandische Medizinische Gesellschaft (Hu/eland Medi-
cal Society). ,. · 
3237. Horticultur-Gesellschaft [Dr. Koch] (Horticultural Society). 
[i] 
3239. Juristen-Gesellschaft (Jurists' Society). 
3241. Institut fiir Pathologische Anatomie [Universitat] (Institute 1 
of Pathological Anatomy). 
3243. Kaiserliche [Deutsche] Admiralitats-Haupt-Bibliothek (Li-
bra1·y of the Imperial Navy). [i] 
3245. Kaiserliches [Deutsches] Admiralitats-Hydrographisches 
Amt (Hydrographic Office of the Imperial Navy). [i] 
3247. Kaiserliches [Deutsches] Auswartigcs Amt (Imperial For-
·.i eign Office). 
3249. Kaiserliches [Deutsches] Bundcs-Amt filr das Heimath-
w.esen (Imperial Home O.tfice). 
3251. Kaiserliches [Deutsch es] Gesundheits-Amt (Imperial Health 
i, O.tfice). 
3253. Kaiscrliche [Deutsche] N ormal-Aichungs-Kommission (Im-
perial Central Gauging Comniission). 
3255. Kaiserlichcs [Deutsches] Ober-See-Amt (Imperial Marine 
Court). 
3257. Kaiserliches [Deutsches] Patent-Amt (Imperial Patent Of-
fice). [i] 
3259. Kaiserliches [Deutsches] Reichs-Amt des Innern (Imperial 
Department of Interior). 
3261. Kaiserliche [Deutsche] Reichs-Druckerei (Imperial Print-
ing Office). 
3263. Kaiscrliches [Deutschcs] Reichs-Eisenbahn-Amt (Imperial 
Railroad Department ). 
3265. Kaiserliches [Deutsches J Reichs-J ustiz-Amt (Imperial De-
partment of Justice). · 
3267. Kaiserliches (Deutsc.hes] Reichs-Post-Amt (Imperial Post-
Office Department). 
[Kaiserliche lDeutsche] Reichstags-Bibliothek. (See Deut-
sche Reichstags-Bibliothck).] 
3269. Kaiserliches [Deutsches] Reichs -Schatz-Amt (Imperial 
Treasury Department). 
3271. Kaiserliche [Deutsche] Reichs-Schul-Kommission (Impe-
rial School Commission). 
3273. Kaiserliches [Deutsches] Statistisches Amt (Imperial Sta-
tistical Bureau). (1] 
3275. Kaiserliche [Deutsche] Technische Kommission fiir See-
schifffahrt (Imperial Technical Commission of the Na1Vy). 
3277. Klinik fiir 0hirurgie [Uni versi tat] ( Chirurgical Clinic). 
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327!>. Klinik fiir Kinderkrankheiten (Universitilt] (Olinicfor Dis-
eases of Children). 
3:!81. Klinik fur Nerven und Psychischc Krankheiten [Univer-
sitat l ( Clinic for Nervous and Psychical Diseases). 
3283. Klinik fiir Syphilis uncl Hautkrankheiten (Universitat] 
(Clinic for Syphilis and Skin Diseases). 
3285. Klinik uncl Poliklinik fiir Augenkrankheiten [Universitatj 
( Clinic for Diseases of the Eye). 
3287. Klinik und Poliklinik fiir Ohrenkrankbeiten (Universitat] 
( Clinic for D-iseases of the Ear). 
3289. Konigliches (Preussisches] Abgeorclneten-Haus (Royal 
House of Representatives). 
3291. Konigliche f Preussische J Akademie des Ilauwesens (Royal 
Architectiiral Acaderny). [i] 
3293. Konigliche [Preussische] Akademie d r Ktinste (Royal 
Academy of Arts). 
3295. Konigliche [Preussische J .Akademie der Wissenschaften 
(Royal Academy of Sciences). [iiij 
3297. Konigliche [Preussische] Artillerie-Prtifungs-Kommission 
(Royal Commission for Testing of Ordnance). 
3299. Konigliche [Preussische Oeffentliche] Ilibliotbek (Royal Li-
brary). liii] 
3301. Konigliche [Preussische] Blinden-Anstalt (Royal Institution 
for the Blind). [i] 
3303. Koniglicher [Preussischer] Botanischer Garten (Royal Bo-
tanical Garden). 
3305. Konigliches [Preussisches] Finanz-1\Iinisterium (Royal 
Treasury Department). 
3307. Konigliche [Preussische] Friedrichs Wilhelms Universitat 
(Royal Frederic WilUani University). [i] 
330U. Koniglicher [Preussischer] General-Stab der Armee (Royal 
General Staff of the Army). [i] 
3311. Konigliches [Preussiscbes] Geodatisches Institut [Central 
Bureau fi.ir die Europaische Gradmessung] (Royal Geo-
detic Institut) [ Central Bureau of the Eitropean Geo-
detic Commission). [i] 
3313. Konigliche [Preus ischc] Geologische Landes-Anstalt und 
Ilerg-Akademie (Royal Geological Institution and Min-
ing .Academy). [iii[ 
3315. onigliclle [Preu si che ] Gcsctz-Sammlungs-Amt (Royal 
Office of Records). 
[ ··niglich [ rcn i che] Gcwerbc-.A.kademic. See Ko-
nig1ich [Preus ischc] Techni che Ilochschule.)] 
331~. ..niglichc [Preu i che ] Herrenhau ( Upper House of tho 
oyal [ rus ian] Diet). 
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3319. Koniglicl3:es [Preussisches] Justiz-Ministerium (Royal De-
partment of Justice). 
3321. Konigliche [Preussische] Landes-Aufnahme im General-
Stab der Armee (Royal Topographical Suri1ey-Royal 
Staff' of the Army). , 
3323. Konigliches [Preussisches] Kriegs-Mioisterium (Royal War 
Department). [i] 
3325. Konigliche [Preussische] Kriegs-A kademie ( Royal Military 
.Academy). [i] 
3327. Ko_nigliches [Preussisches] Kunst-Gewerbe-Museum ( Royal 
JJ[useurn of Art Indiistry). [ i] 
3329. Koniglicbes l Preussisches] Landes-Oekonomie-Kollegium 
(Roy<il National Agricultural College). 
3331. Konigliche [Preussische] Landes-V ertheidigungs-Kommis-
sion (Royal Commission for the Nat-ional Defence). 
3333. Konigliche [Preussische] Landwirthschaftliche Hochschule 
(Royal .Agricultural College). [i] 
-3335. Konigliche [Preussische] Mechanisch-Technische Versuchs-
Anstalten (Royal Institution for llfechanical and Tech-
nfoal Tests). 
3337. Konigliches [Preussiscbes J 1\feteorologisches Institut (Royal 
Meteorological Institute). [i] 
3339. Konigliches [Preussisches] Ministerinm der Auswartigen 
Angelegenheiten (Royal Foreign Office). 
3341. Konigliches [Preussisches] Ministerium der Geistlichen-
U nterrichts- und Medicinal-Angelegenheiten (Royal 
Department of Worship, Education, and Medicinal 
Affairs). 
3343. Koni-gliches [Preussisches] Ministerium des Innern (Royal 
Interior Department). [i] 
3345. Konigliches [Preussisches] Ministerium ftir Handel und 
Gewerbe (Royal Department of Commerce and Trade). [i] 
3347. Konigliches [Preussischcs] 1\finisterium fiir Landwirth-
scbaft, Domiinen und Forsten (Royal Department of 
.Agricultiire, Domains, and Forests). fi] 
3349. Koniglicbes [Preussisches] Ministerium ftir Oeffentliche 
Arbeiten (Royal Department of Public Works). 
3351. Koniglicbe [Prerissische] Miinze (Royal llfint). 
3353. Konigliche [Preussiscbe] Museen, General-Direction (Di-
rector General of the Royal JJfusewms). [iii] 
3355. Koniglicbes [Preussisches] Ober-Berg-Amt (Royal JJfining 
Bureau). 
3357. Konigliche [Preussiscllc] Staats-Arcllive (Royal National .. 
Archives) [in the Presidency of tlJe Ministry of State]. 
3359. Koniglicbes [Preussisches] Stants-1\Iinisteriurn (Royal De-
partment of State). 
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3361. Konigliches [Preussisches] Statistisches Bureau (Royal Sta. 
tistical Bureau). [i] 
3363. Konigliche l Preussische] Statistische Central-Kommission 
(Royal Statistical Central Commission). 
3365. Koniglicbe [Preussiscbe] Sternwarte (Roya.l Observatory). 
[i] , ' 
3367. Konigliches [Preussisches] Strafgefi1ngniss am Plotzensee 
(Royal Prison). [i] 
3369. Konigliches [Preussiscbes] Topographisches Bureau im 
Grossen General-Stab (Royal Topographical Bureau, 
General Staff of the Army). 
3371. Konigliche [Preussische] Technische Hochscb ule (Royal 
Polytechnical College). [i] 
3373. Konigliche [Preussische] Vereinigte .A.rtillerie- und Inge• 
nieur-Scbnle (Royal Artillery and Engineering School). 
[i] 
3375. Kongress Deutscher Land wirthe ( Congress of German Agri-
culturists). 
3377. Kriegsgescbichtliche .A.btheilung im Grossen General-Stab 
(Division of War Records, General Staff of the Army). 
3379. Landwirthschaftlicher Verein tler Provinz Brandenburg 
(Agricultural Society of the Prov-ince of Brandenburg). 
3381. Literarischer Club (Literary Club). 
3383. Magistmt der Hauptstadt' ( City Government). [i] 
3385. Miirkisches Pro-dnzial l\1useum (Provincial llftu,seum of 
Brandenbur_r,). 
3387. }fatbematjscber Verein tler Koniglichen Universitat 
(llfatliematical .Association of the Royal University). 
3389. ~1edizinisch-Chirurgische .A.kademie fiir das l\1ilitair (JJfili-
tary :Medical Chirurgical Academy). 
3391. l\Iedizinisch-Uhirurgisches Friedrich-Wilhelms-In titut 
[Pepjniere] (Frederick William JJiedico-Chirurgical In-
stitute). 
3393. l\'.Iedizini cll-Chirurrri che Ge ell chaft (iJledico-Chirurgical 
ociety). 
[l\1edizini che G sell chaft. (See Berliner Medizinische 
e. ell chaft.)] 
3395 . ...1 dizini ch Klinik der UniversiUit (Medical Clinic of the 
University). 
339"". M dizini ch- iidogogi cherVcrein (JJfeclico-Pedagogical As-
ociation). 
3399. ilitiiri h 
34 . 
CMilitary Society). 
niv r. itti (Mineralogical Musemn 
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3403. Nachrichten-Bureau des Grossen General-Stabs (Bureau of 
• Information of the General Staff of the Army). 
3405. National-Gallerie (National Gallery)._ 
3407. Numismatischc Gesellschaft (Numismatic Society). 
3409. 4 ' Ornis" Gesellschaft fiir Vogel-Kunde und Liebhaberei 
(" Ornis" Ornithological Society). 
3411. Pflanzen Physiologisches Institut der Universitat (Institute 
of Vegetable Physiology of the Univers-ity).) 
3413. Pharmakologisches Institut <ler Universitat (Pharmacolog-
ical Institute of the University). 
3415. Philologischer Verein (Philological Associa,tion). 
3417. Philosophische Gesellschaft (Philosophical Society). 
3410. Photographischer Verein. zn Berlin (Photographical .Asso-
ciation of Berlin). 
3421. Pbysikalische Gesellschaft (Physical Society). [i] 
3423. Physiologische Gesellschaft (Physiological Society). [i] 
3425. Physikalisches Institut der Universitat (Physical Institute 
of the University). 
3427. Physiologisches Institut <ler Universitat (Physiol9gical In-
stitute of the University). 
3429. Pl)liklinik der Universitat (Policlinic of the University). 
3431. Polytechnische Gesellschaft (Polytechnic Society). [i] 
3433. Preussische Haupt-Bibel-Gesellschaft (Prussian Bible So-
ciety). [i] 
3435. Rauch Museum (Rauch Museum). 
3437. Redaktion: "Annalen fiir die Hydrographie" (Annals of 
Hydrography). 
3439. Redaktion: "Arbeiterfreund" (Friend of the Worlcing JJfan). 
3441. Redaktion: "Archiv fiir Eisenbahnwesen" (Railroad Arch-
ives). 
Redaktion: "Archiv fiir Post- und Telegraphie '' (.Archives 
for Post and Telegraphic A:ffairs). 
3443. Redaktion: "Allgemeine Medizinische Central-Zeitung n 
( General Medical Oentral Gazette). 
3445. Redaktion: "Allgemeine Zeitschrift fiir Psychiatrie und 
Psychiatrisch-Gerichtliche Medizin" ( Gazette for Psy-
chiatry and Criminal Psychiatric Medicine). 
3447. Redaktion: "AF.chaologische Zeitung" (.Arclueological Ga-
zette). 
3449. Redaktion: "Archiv fiir die Artillerie- und Ingenienr Offi-
ciere des Deutschen Reichsheeres" (Archives of the 
Artillery and Engineer Officers of the German Army). 
3451. Redaktion: "Archiv fiir Gynakologie" (Archives of Gynm-
cology). 
3453. Redaktion: "Archiv fiir Kirchliche Kunst" (Archi1-1es of 
Ecclesiastical Art). 
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3455. Redaktion: ".Archiv fiir Klinische Chirurgie" (Archives 
- of Clinical Ohirurgy ). 
3457. Redaktion: "Arcbiv fiir Naturgeschichtc" [15 Brlider 
St.rasse] (Archives of Natural History), [formerly 
Troschel .A.rchiv, Bonn J., [i] 
345U. Redaktion: " [Virchow] .Archiv fiir Patbologische .Anato-
mie" ( Virchow Archives of Pathological Anatomy). fi] 
3461. Redaktion: ".Archiv fiir Psychiatrie und N ervenkrank-
beiten" (Archfres of Psychiatry and Nervous Diseases). 
3463. Redaktion: "Archiv fiir Slavische Philologie" (Archives of 
Sclavonic Philology). 
3465. Redaktion: ''Archiv fiir wissenschaftliche und praktische 
Thierheilkunde" (Archives of the Science and Practice of 
Veterinary Pathology). 
3467. Redaktion: "Archiv des Deutschen Landwirthschafts-
raths" (Archives of the German Agricultural Council). 
3469. Redaktion: ''Archiv fiir Syphilis und Hautkrankheiten" 
(Archives of Syphilis and Skin Diseases). 
34 71. Redaktion: "Aus Allen Zeiten und Landen" ( From all 
Times and Countries). 
3473. Redaktion: "Berliner Jahrbuch" (Berlin .Annual). 
34 75. Redaktion: "Berliner Blatter fiir N aturgemasse Lebens-
weise" ( Vegetarian Journal). 
3477. Redaktion: ''Berliner Entomologische ~eitschrift" (Berlin 
Entornological Gazette). · 
34W. Redaktion: "Berliner Klinische "\Vochenschrift" (Berlin 
Clinical Weekly). 
3481. Redaktion: "Berliner J\flinzblatter" (Berlin Numismatio 
,Journal). 
3483. Redaktion: "13otani cher Jahresbericht" (Botanical An-
nual). 
3485. Redaktion: '' Central-matt flir die Medizinische Wissen-
chaft" (Central Journal of Medical Sciences). 
3487. Redaktion: "Central-Blatt filr W. Stoltze's Stenographie" 
(Cent'ral Journal of Stenography). 
3480. Redaktion: 'Cllcmische Industrie" ( Chemical Industry). 
3491. ed~ktion: "Cbemi ch-Techni cbe Wochenblatt (Ohemico-
Technical Weekly). 
34 3. edaktion: "Communal-Blatt flir die Haupt- und Residenz-
Stadt rlin ( Official Journal of the City of Berlin). 
cut clte .Herald" ( The German Herald). 
d k ion: r ut che chulmann n [Pil.<lagogik J our-
n, l] . (The German Pedagogue). · 
34 . d ktion: , .- .. th Kr uz (The Red Oro s). 
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3501. Redaktion: "Deutsche BHitter flir Stenographie" ( German 
Stenographic Journal). 
3503. Redaktion: "Deutsche Entomologische Zeitschrift ( German 
Entomological Gazette). 
3505. Reu.aktion: Deutsche, Heeres-Zeitung ( German Army Ga-
zette). 
3507. Redaktion: "Deutsche Juristen-Zeitung" (German Jurists' 
Gazette). 
3509. Redaktion: "Deutsche Allgemeine Polytechnische Zeit-
ung" ( German General Polytechnic Gazette). 
3511. Redaktion: "Deutsche Konsulats-Zeitung" (German Con-
sular Gazette). 
3513. Redaktion: "Deutsche LandwirthschaftlichePresse" (Ger-
- man Agricultural Joitrnal). 
3515. Redaktion: "Deutsche Literaten-Zeitung" ( German Liter-
ati Gazette). 
3517. Redaktion: "Deutsche Medizinische Wochenschrift" ( Ger-
man Medical Weekly). 
3519. Redaktion: Deutsche Militararztlichc Zeitung " ( German 
JJiilitary Surgeons' Gazette). 
3521. Redaktion: "Deutsche Rechtsanwalts-Zeitung" (German 
Advocates' Gazette). 
3523. Redaktion: "Deutsche Rundschau" ( German Review). [i] 
3525. Redaktion: "Deutsche Schulzeitung" (German School 
Gazette). 
3527. Redaktion: "Deutsche Thierschutz-Zeitung" (German Ga-
zette for Protection of Animals). 
3529. Redaktion: "Deutsche Fischerei-Zeitung" ( German Fish-
eries Gazette). 
3531. Redaktion: ''Deutsches Handeis-Archiv" (German Oom-
mercial .Archives). 
3533. Redaktion: ''Deutsches Reich und Koniglich-Preussischer 
S taats-Anzeiger" (Imperial German and Royal Prussian 
Official Gazette). 
3535. Redaktion: "Elektrotechnische Zeitschrift" (Electrotech-
nical Gazette). 
3537. Redaktion: "Forstwissenschaftliches Central-Blatt" (Cen-
tral Forestry Gazette). 
3530. Redaktion: '' Fortschritte der Physik" ( Progress of Physics). 
3541. Redaktion: "Gefiederte Welt" (Poultry World). ' 
3543. Redaktion: "Gegenwart (Die]" ( The Times). . 
3545. Redaktion: "Gesetz-Sammlung flir die Koniglich-Preus-
sischen Staaten" (Royal Prussian Law Journal). 
354 7. Rcdaktion: "Globus '' ( Globus Geog1·aphical Journal). 
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3549. Redaktion: " [ von] Graefe's Archiv flir Ophthalmologie» 
(Graefe .Archives of Ophthalmology). 
3551. , Redaktion: "GrunertArchivfilrdieMathematik" (Grunert 
Archives of lJfathematics). 
3553. Redaktion: "Hebraische Bibliographie" (Hebrew B ibliog-
raphy). . . 
3555. Redaktion: "Hermes Zeitschrift fiir Klassische Philologie" 
(Hermes Journal of Classical Phi lology). 
3557. Redaktion: "Illustrirtes Patent-Blatt" ( Illustrated Patent 
Gazette). 
3559. Redaktion : "Isis, Zeitschrift ftir alle N aturwissenschaft-
lichen Liebhabereien" (Isis, Journal of Natural Scien-
tific Subjects). 
3561. Redaktion: '' Illustrirte Roman-Zeitung" (Illustrated Novel 
Journal). 
3563. Redaktion: "J ahrbuch des Koniglichen Botanischen Gar.-
tens" (Annals of the Royal Botanical Garden). 
3565. Redaktion: "Jahrbuch der Koniglichen Kunstsammlun-
gen" (Annals of the Royal .JJfuseum). 
3567. Redaktion: " J ahrbuch fiir die Deutsche Armee und Ma-
rine" (Annals of the German Army and Navy). [i] 
3569. Redaktion : " J ahrbuch f iir praktiscbe Aerzte" (Annals of 
Practical Physicians) . 
3571. Redaktion : "J ahrburch filr Wissenschaftliche Botanik" 
(Annals of Scientific Botany). [i] 
3573. Redaktion : "Jahrbuch tiber den Fortscbritt der Klassi-
schen Alterthumswissenschaft" (Annals of the Progress 
of Classical Archreology) . 
3575. Redaktion: "Jahrbuch tiber die'Fortscbritte der Mathe-
matik" (Annals of the Progress of JJlathematics). 
3577. Redaktion: "Jahrbuch tiber die Germanische Philologie'' 
(Annals of German Philology) . 
3579. Redaktion : ''Jahresbericht iiber den Fortschritt auf dem 
Gebiete der Gesammten Agriculturchemie" (Annals 
of the Progress of Agricultural Chemistry). 
3581. Redaktion: '' Jahresberichte der Geschichts-Wissenschaft" 
(Annals of Historical Science). 
3583. Redaktion : "Jahre berichte derPhy iologie" (Annals of 
Physiology). [iJ 
358-. Redaktion: '' J brc b richte i.iber die Leistungen der Ge-
ammt n 7\I dizin ;, (Annals of the Results of Medicine) . 
[ i ]. 
3587. R aktion : J urnal fi.ir di r in und angewandte Ma-
th ma ik ,Journal of Pure ancl Applied Mathematics). 
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3589. Redaktion: ''Journal ftir Ornithologie" (Journal of Orni-
thology). [i] 
3591. Redaktion: '' Juristische Wochenschrift" (Jitrists' Weekly). 
3593. Redaktion : "Landwirthschaftliche J ahrbticher" [Central-
Blatt ftir Deutschland] (Agricultural Annals). [i] 
3595. Redaktion: " l\fagazin fi.i.r die Jtidische Geschichte und 
Literatur" (JJiagazine of Jewish History and Literature). 
3597. Redaktion: "l\fagazin ftir die Literatur des In- und .A..us-
landes" (JJfagazine of Domestic and Foreign Literature). 
3599. Redaktion: '' M.agazin ftir Stenographie" ( Magazine of Ste-
nography). · 
3601. Redaktion: "Militar-Wochenblatt" (JJiilitary Weekly). 
3603. Redaktion: "Monatsschrift fi.ir Ohrenheilkunde" (Auricu-
lists' Monthly). 
3605. Redaktion: "N achrichten fi.i.r Seefahrer" ( Inform,ation for 
Mariners). 
3607. Redaktion: "Naturrn Novitates" (News of Nature). 
3609. Redaktion: "Der Naturforscher" (The Natitralist). [i] 
3611. Redaktion: ''NautischesJahrbuch"(NauticaZA.Zmanac). [i) 
3613. Redaktion: "Neue .A.era" (New Era). 
3615. Redaktion: '' Padagogische Zeitung" (Predagogical Gazette). 
3617. Redaktion: "Padagogischer .A nzeiger" ( Pmda,gogical Jour-
nal). 
3610. Redaktion: '' Padagogisches Intelligenz-Blatt" (Pmdagogi· 
cal News). 
3621. Redaktion: "Patent-Blatt" (Patent Gazette). 
3623. Redaktion: "Physiologische Wochenschrift" (Physiological 
Weekly). 
3625. Redaktion: "Provinzial-Correspondenz" (Provincial Cor-
respondence). 
3627. Redaktion: "Repertorium der Wissenschaften" (Repertory 
of Sciences). 
3G29. Redaktion: "Statistische Correspondenz" (Statistical Cor-
respondence). 
3631. Redaktion: "Vierte1jahrsschrift fi.ir Gerichtliche Medizin 
und offentliches Sanitatswesen" ( Quarterly Joitrnal of 
Criminal JJiedicine and Public Hygiene). [i] 
3G33. Redaktion: '' Vierteljahrsschrift fi.ir Heraldik, Sphragistik 
und G~ncalogie" (Quarterly Joitrnal of Genealogy, &c.). 
[Redaktion: "Virchow .A.rchiv." (SceArchiv fi.ir Patholo-
gische Anatomie.)] 
3635. Redaktion: "Wiedemann'sAunalenclerPhysikundChemie" 
( Wiedemann's Annals of Physics and Chemistry). 
3637. Redaktion: '' Zeitschrift ftir das Berg- und Hitttenwesen" 
(Mining and Smelting Gazette). 
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3630. Redaktion: "Zeitschrift filr <lie Gesammten N aturwissen-
schaften" ( Gazette of Natural Sciences). [i] 
3641. Redaktion: "Zeitschrift fiir <las Bauwesen" (Architectural 
Gazette). 
3643. Redaktion: "Zeitschrift fiir Deutsclles Alterthum und 
Deutsche Literatur ( Gazette of Gerrnan Archceology and 
Literature). 
3645. Reclaktion: "Zeitschrift fi.ir Ethnologie" (Ethnological Ga-
zette). [i J 
364 7. Redaktion: " Zeits~hrift fiir Klinische l\f edizin" ( Journal of 
Clinical Medicine). 
3649. Redaktion: "Zeitschrift fiir l\fikroskopie" (Journal of 
Microscopy). 
3651. Redaktion : "Zeitschriftflir Mikroskopie und Fleischschau" 
(Journal of ]ficroscopy and Inspection of Meat). 
3653. Redaktion: "Zeitscbrift fi.ir Numismatik" (Gazette of Nu-
mismatics). 
3655. Redaktion: "Zeitschrift fiir Preussische Geschichte und 
Landeskunde" ( Gazette ~f Prussian History and Geog-
raphy). 
3657. Redaktion: '' Zeitschrift fiir Preussisches Recht" ( Gazette 
of Prussian Law). 
3659. Redaktion : " Zeitschrift fiir V crgleichende Sprachfor-
schung auf <lem Gebiete der Indo-Germanischen 
Sprachen" ( Gazette of Comparative Linguistics). 
3661. Schule<lesGeneral-StabsderKoniglich-PreussischenArmee 
(School of the General Staff of the Royal Prussian Army). 
3663. Societat fiir Wissenscbaftliche Kritik (Society of Scientific 
Criticism). 
3665. Stlidtisches Statistisches Bureau (Statistical Bureau of the 
City). [i] 
3667. Stenographi chcr Verein ( Stenographers' .Association). [i] 
3669. Technische Deputation flir Gewerbe [Ministry of Com-
merce] (Technical Commission for :Trade). 
3671. Technologisches Institut (Technological Institute). 
3673. Tbierarztlicher Verein der 1\lark Brandenburg ( Veterinary 
..Association of the Province of Brandenburg). 
3675. Thierschutz-Verein (Society for the Protection of .Animcils). [i] 
[Universitat -Bibliothek. (See Konjglich-PreussischeFrie· 
drich -Wilhelms-Univer iti.it.)) 
36"'7. Verein erliner B chhitndler (Berlin Booksellers' .Associa-
tion). 
3670. Verein der A rzt nd undiirzte (Society of Physicians and 
1,rgeons). 
[ er in r potheker. ( e Berlin r Apothcker-Verein.)] 
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Berlin (Prussia)-Oontinued. 
3681. Verein der PreussischenRechts-.A.nwalte (Prussian Lawyer's 
Association). 
3683. Vere.in Deutscher Eisenbahn-Verwaltungen (Association of 
German Railroad Managers). [i] 
3685. Verein Deutscher Ingenieure ( German Engineers' Associa-
tion). [il 
3687. Verein fiir die Geschichte Berlins (Association for the His-
tory of Berlin). 
3689. Verein fiir die Deutsche Literatur (Association for German 
Literature). 
3691. Verein fiir die Deutsche Statistik (Association for the Statis-
tics of Germany). 
3693. Verein fiir Eisenbahnkunde (Association for Railroad Engi-
neering). [i J · 
3696. Vercin fii.r Feuerbestattung ( Cremation Society). 
3697: Verein fiir die Geschichte der Mark-Brandenburg (Society 
for the History of the Province of Brandenburg). [i] 
3699. Verein fur Deutsche Volkswirtbschaft (Association for Ger-
man Popular Economy). 
3701. Verein fiir Innere l\fedizin (Association for Interna,l JJ.{ed-i-
cine). 
3703. Verein fi.ir Praktische Thierarzte (Association of Pra-ctical 
Veterinary Surgeons). 
3705. Verein zur Beforderung des Gartenbauesin denKoniglich-
Preussischen Staaten (Society for the Promotion of Hor-
ticulture in the Royal Prussian States). [iii] 
3707. Verein zur Beforderung des Gewerbefleisses (Association 
· for the Prornotion of Industry). [i] 
3709. Verein zur Forderung der Handelsfreiheit (Society for the 
Promotion of Free Trade). 
3711. Verein zur Forderung der Photograpbie (Society for the 
Promotion of Photography). ·[i] 
3713. Volkswirthschaftliche Gesellschaft ( Society of Popular 
Economy). 
3715. Volkswirthschafts-Rath ( Council for Popular Economy). 
3717. Wissenschaftlicher Oentral-Verein (Scientific Central .Asso-
ciation). 
3719. Ziegler- und Kalkbrenner-Verein (Society of Brick and Lime 
Kiln Proprietors). [i] 
3721. Zoologischer Garton (Zoological Garden). [i] 
3723. Zoologisches Museum der Universitat (Zoological JJfoseum, 
of the Dni'cersity), P] 
Bielefeld (Prussia). 
3725. Historiscber Verein fii.r die Grafschaft Ravensberg (His-
torical Society of the Earldom of Ravensberg). 
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:Blankenburg (Prussia). 
[Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein des Harzes. Defunct. 
Superseded by Grafliche Oe:ffentliche Bibliothek, Wer-
nigeroda.] 
Blasewitz [bei Dresden] (Saxony). 
3727. Museum Ludwig_ Salvator (Ludwig Salvator 11fuseum). [i] 
Bonn (Prussia~. 
3729. Gorres Gesellschaft zur Pflege der Wissenschaft im Katho-
lischen Deutschland ( Gorres Society for the Promotion 
of Science in Catholic Germany). 
3731. K.-Preussisches Ober-Berg-Amt (Royal Prussian Minin9 
Department). 
3733. Landwirthschaftlieher Central-Verein fiir Rhein-Preussen 
( Centrctl Agricultural Society of Rhenish Prussia). [i] 
3735. Mineralogisches Museum und Institut der Universitat 
(Mineralogical Museum an!t, Institute of the University). 
3737. Naturhistorischer Verein der Preussischen Rheinlande und 
Westfalens (Natural History Society of the Rhenish 
Provinces and Westphalia). [iii] 
373D. i.faturwisscnscbaftlicher Verein (Society of Natural Sci-
ences). [i) 
37 41. Niederrheinische Gesellschaft fLir N atur- und Heilkunde 
(Nether-Rhenish Society of Natural and Medical Sci-
ences) . [i] 
37 43. :N ie<lerrheinischer Verein fiir reffentliche Gesundheitspflege 
(Nether-Rhenish .Association for Public Hygiene). 
37 45. Redaktion des Archivs ftir die gesammte Physiologie des 
M:enschen und der Thiere (Archives of the Physiology of 
iJ.Ian and Beast). [i] 
[Redaktion des Troschel'schen Archiv-now in Berlin.] 
3747. Societa Philologa ( Philological Society). 
3749. Universitats-Bibliothek (Library of the University). [iii] 
3751. Verband der Aerztlichen Vereine im Rheinland, Nassau, 
e tfalen und Lotbringen (Association of Medical So-
cieties in the Rhenish Provinces, Nassa'I.(,, Westphalia, and 
Lorraine) . 
3'"53. Unh'ersitats-Sternwarte ( University Observatory). [i] 
3753. Vcrein T"on Alterthumsfreunclen im Rheinlande (Society of 
. Arclucolooi ts of the Rhenish Provinces). [i] 
Boothcamp [near Kiel] (Ptussia). 
3----;-. termvart (Observatory). [i] 
Brandenburg a. Havel (Prussia) . 
3'"59: · tori ch r , er in (Historical Society). [i] 
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Braunsberg (Prussia). 
3761. Historischer Verein fiir Ermland (Historical Society of Erm-
land). 
3763. Redaktion: "Vereinigte Franendorfer Blatter" (United 
Frauendorf Journal [formerly in Frauendorf]. 
Braunschweig ( Brunswick). 
3764. Archiv fiir Anthropologie (Archives of Anthropology). 
3765. Archiv fiir das Stadium der Neueren Sprachen -und Litera-
turen (Archives for the Study of the Modern Languages and 
Literature) . 
.3767. Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Anth1·opologie, Ethnologie und 
Urgeschichte ( German Society of Anthropology, Eth-
nology, and Primitive History). 
-3769. Deutsche Ornithologische Gesellschaft ( German Ornitholog-
ical Society). [ i] 
3771.. Gartenbau-Gesellschaft (Horticultural Society). [iJ 
3773. '' Globus." 
3775. Herzogliches Naturhistorisches Museum (Ducal Natural 
History Museum). [i] 
-3777. Stadt-Bibliothek ( City.Library). [i] 
.3779. Verein fur Naturwissenschaften(Societyof Natural Sciences). 
[i] 
3781. Vei:ein fiir o:ffentliche Gesundheitspflege im Herzogthum 
(Society for Public Hygiene). 
3783. F. Vieweg u. Sohn (F. Vieweg & Son). liii] 
Bremen ( Germany). 
3785. Bibliothek des 1,\1:m;eums (Library of the Museum). [i] 
3787. Bremer Regierung (Bremen Government). [i] 
3789. Bureau fiir Bremische Statistik (Bureau of Bremen Statis-
tics). [ij 
.3791. Gartenbau-Verein fiir Bremen (Bremen Horticultural 'Soci-
ety). [i] 
3793. Geographische Gesellschaft ( Geographical Society). [iJ 
3795. Handels-Kammer (Chamber of Commerce). [i] 
3797. Historische Gesellschaft des Kiinstler-Vereins (Historical 
Society of the Artists' Union). [ i] 
3799. Landwirthscbafts-Verein (Agricultural Society). · [i] 
3801. Naturwis enschaftlicber Verein (Soc-iety of Natural Sci-
ences). [i] 
3803. Nord-Deutcher Lloyu Dampfschi:ff-Gesellschaft (North Ger-
man Lloyd Steamship Company) . . [i] 
3805. Ob ervatorium der N avigations-Schule ( Observatory of the 
School of Navigation). [i] 
3807. Stadt-Bibliothek (City Library). [iii] 
H. Mi·. 15--11 
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Eresla u (Prussia) . 
3809. Blinden-Anstalt (Asylum for the Blind). [i] 
3811. Botanischer Garten (Botanical Garden). 
3813. Breslauer Dichterschule (Breslau School of Poetry). 
3815. Deutscher und Oesterreichischer Alpen-Verein, Section 
Breslau ( German and Austrian Alpine Association, Bres-
lau Section). 
3817. Koniglich-Preussisches Ober-Berg-Amt (Royal Prussian 
Mining Bureau). [i] 
3819. Land wirthscbaftlicher Central-Ve rein fiir Schlesien ( Central 
Agricultural Society for Silesia). [i]. 
3821. Physikalischer Verein (Physical Society). 
3823. Physiologisches Institut (Physiological Institute). [i] 
3825. Schlesiscber Central-Gewerbe-Verein (Silesian Central 
Polytechnical Society). [i] 
3827. Schlesische Gese1lschaft fiir Vaterlandische Kultur (Sile-
sian Society for National Improvement). [il 
3829. Universitats-Bibliothek ( University Library). [iii] 
3831. Universitats-Sternwarte ( University Observatory). [i] 
3833. Verein fiir Gesehicbte der Bildenden Kunst (Society of the 
History of Plastic Art). · 
3835. Verein fiir Geschichte und Alterthiimer Schlesiens (Society 
of Silesian History and Antiquities). 
3831. Verein fiir das Museum Schlesischer Alterthiimer (Society 
of the Museum of Silesian Antiquities). [i] 
3839. Verein fti.r Schlesiscbe Insektenkunde (Society of Silesian 
Entomology). [i] 
Bromberg (Prussia). 
3841. Land wirthschaftlicher Oen tral. Vere in fiir den N etze Dis-
trict (Agricultural Central Union for the District of 
Netze). [i] 
Cassel. (See Ka el.) 
Celle (Prussia). 
3843. Journal fiir die Landwirthschaft (Agricultural Journal). 
3 . Konigliche Landwirthschaft -Gesellscbaft (Royal .A.grwui-
tural ociety). [ij 
3 3. · L hr . An talt (Public Oornrneroial 
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Chemnitz (Saxony)-Oontinued. 
3855. Redaktion der Deutschen Industrie-Zeitung ( German In-
dustrial Gazette). [i] 
3857. Statistisches Bureau (Statistical Bureau). [i] 
3859. Tecbnische Staats-Lebr-Anstalt (School of Technology). (i] 
3861. Verein ftir Cbemnitzer Gescbichte (Society for the History of 
Chemnitz). [i] 
Coblenz. (See Koblenz.) 
Colmar (Alsace). 
3863. Societe d'Histoire N aturelle de Colmar ( Colmar Natural 
History Society). [i] 
Danzig (Prussia). 
3865. Oen tral-V erein W est-Preussischer Land wirthe ( Central .As-
socia,tion of West Prussian .Agriculturists). [i] 
3867. Naturforscbende Gesellscbaft (Society of Nat1iral Sciences). 
[iii] 
3869. Sternwarte [ der N aturforschenden Gesellschaft] ( Observa-
tory). [i] 
3871. West-Preussischer Gescbicbts-Verein ( West Prussian His-
torical Society). 
Darmstadt (Hesse). 
3873. Gartenbau-Verein (Horticultural Society). [i] 
3875. Grossherzogliche Central-Stelle fiir Gewerbe und Handel 
( Grand Ducal Burea11, of Industry and Commerce). [i] 
3877. Grossherzoglicbe Central-Stelle fiir die Landes-Statistik 
(Grand Ducal Bureau of Statistics). [i] 
3879. Grossherzoglicbe Geologische Anstalt ( Grand Ducal Geolog-
ical Bureau). ' 
3881. Grossberzoglicbe Hof- Bibliotbek ( Grand Ducal Libmry). 
[iii] 
3883. Grossberzoglicbe Technische Hocbschule ( Grand Ducal 
Polytechnicum). [i] 
3885. Grossherzoglicb-Hessischer Gewerbe-Verein ( Grand Ducal 
Polytechnical Society). [i] 
3887. Grossherzoglich-Hessisches Kataster-Amt (-Grand Ducal 
Bi1,reau of Land Records). [i] 
3889. Grossherzogliches lVIinisterium des Aeussern ( Grand Ducal 
Foreign Office). 
3891. Grossberzogliches Museum ( Grand Ducal Museum). [i] 
3893. Historischer Verein fiir das Grossherzogthum Heissen (His-
torical Society of the Grand Duchy of Besse). (i] 
3895. Jahresberichte fiir reine Uhemie (Chemical Annals). 
3897. Mittelrheinischer Geologischer Verein ( Geological Society of 
the llfid clle Rhine). 
3899. Verein m.r Et'dkunde un<l Verwandte Wissenschaften (So-
ciety of Geographical and Kindred Sciences). [i] 
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Dessau (Anhalt). 
3901. N a.turhistorischer Verein (Natural History Society). [i] 
3903. Verein fiir Anhaltische Geschichte und Alterthumskunde 
(Society of the Histor:IJ and .Antiquities of Anhalt). 
Donaueschingen (Baden). 
3905. Verein fiir Geschichte und Naturgeschichte der Baar (So. 
ciety of History and Natural History of the Baar). [il 
Dortmund (Prussia). 
3907. Historischer Verein fiir Dortmund und die Grafschaft 
Mark (Historical Society of Dortmund and the Earldom 
of Mark).· 
, Dresden (Saxony). 
3909. Seine Majestat der Konig von Sachsen (His Majesty the 
Kirig of Saxony). [iH] 
3911. Afrikanische Gesellschaft (African Society). [i] 
3913. Bezirks-Yerein zur Fiirsorge fiir die aus Straf- und Be-
strafungs- Anstalten Entlassenen (District Society for 
the Care of Discharged Prisoners). 
3915. Blatter fiir Gefliigelzucht (Journal of Poultry Culture) . 
3917. Dre dner Verein zum Schutz der Thiere (Dresden Sooiety 
for the Protection of Animals). 
3919. Deutscher und Oesterreichischer Alpen-Verein, Section 
Dresden (Dresden Section of the German-Austrian,, Al-
pine Society) . 
3921. Flora: Gesellschaft fiir Botanik und Gartenbau (Botanical 
and Hort·icultural Society, "Flora"). [i I 
3923. Gebirgs-Verein fiir die Sachsisch-Bohmische Schweiz (Mon-
tanistic Society of Saxon-Bohemian Switzerland). 
3925. General Direktion der Koniglichen Sammlungen fiir Kunst 
und Wi en chaft (Director-General of the Royal Collec-
tions of Art and Science). [iii] 
3927. Ge ell chaft fti.r Botanik und Zoologie (Botanical and Zo-
ological Society) . [i] 
3929. G ·ell cbaft fi.i.r a ur-und Heilkunde (Society of Natural 
and .1Jfedical cience ·) . [i] 
3931. e 11 chaft fti.r Sa.ch i che Kirchengeschichte (Society for 
Eccle iastical Hi8tory in axony). 
3933. w rb · r in (Polytechnical ociety). [i] 
3935. o igU h i tori ·ch Mu eum (Royal Historical Mu-
seum). [i] 
3937. ..njg1i b Lau -Blin u-An talt (Royal Asylum, for the 
Blind). [i] 
303 . ..nigli h i r logi ch und :raturhi torische Museum 
(RoyaLWnetalogic landNaturalHi toricalMu eum). (i] 
-
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Dresden (Saxony)-Oontinued. 
3941. Konigliches Ministeriurn des Aeussern (Royal Foreign 
Office). 
3943. Koniglicbes Ministerium fiir Cultus und Unterricht (Royal 
Department of Worship and Education). 
3945. Konigliel,e Oeffentlicbe Bihliotliek (Roya,l Public Li-
brary)- [iii] 
3947. Kiiniglir~e Oekonomie-Gesellschaft im Konigreich Sachsen 
(Royal Saxon Agricultiiral Society). [il 
3949. Koniglicbe/3 Polyteebnikum (Royal Polytechnicum). [i] 
[Koui glicl1es Sanitats-Ofilciers-Uorp::,. (See Konigliche 
Sanitats-Direction.)] 
3951. Konigliche Sanitats-Direction ( Royal Board of Health). [i] 
3953. Konigliehes Statistisches Bureau (Royal Statistjcal Bu-
reau). [ij . 
3955. Konigliches Stenographisches Institut (Royal Stenographic 
Instit1ite). [i] 
3957. Konigliches Topographisches Bureau [Kriegs-Ministerium] 
(Royal Topographical Bureau). 
3959. Koniglicbes Zoologisches und Anthropologisch-Ethno-
graphisches Museum (Royal Zoological and Anthropo-
logic-Ethnographical lliuseum). [i] 
3961. Landes-Medicinal-Collegium (National JJiedical Commis-
sion). [i] 
3963. Ministerium des Koniglichen B auses (Ministry of the Roya,l 
Household). [i] · 
3965. Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft "Isis" ('' Isis" Society 
of Natural Sciences). li] 
3967. Numismatiscbe Gesellsclrnft (Nurnismatic Society) . 
3969. Oe:ffentliche Handels-Lebr-Anstalt der Drcsdener Kauf-
mannschaft (Public ·Oornmercial School of ihe Dresden 
]J,ferchants). :i] 
3971. Pbotographisclte Gesellschaft (Photographical Society ). [i] . 
3973. Redaktion des Archiv f'iir Sachsische Geschichte (Archives 
of the History of Saxony). 
3975. Sachsischer Ingenieur und Arcbitecten-Verein (Saxon .En-
gineers' and Architects' Association). li] 
3977. Verein fiir Erdkunde (Geographical Society). [i] 
3979. Verein filr Geschichte und Topographie Dres<lens und sei-
ner CT mgebung ( Society for the History and Topography 
·of Dresden and its Surroundings). 
3981. Koniglich-Sachsischer Verein fiir Alterthiimer .(Royal Saxon 
Antiquarian Society) . [i] 
Durkheim (Bavaria). 
3983. "Pollichia" Naturwi . enschaftlicher Verein der Rheinpfa}z 
(" Pollichia," Society of Natural Science of the Rheni&h 
Palatinate). [i] 
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D\isseldorf (Prussia). 
3985. Diisseldorfer Gescbichts-Verein (Diisseldorf Historical So, 
ciety ). 
3987. Niederrheinischer Verein fiir offentliche Gesundheits-
pflege (Nether-Rhenish Society of Public Hygiene). 
3989. Rbeinisch-Westfaliscbe Gefangniss Gesellschaft (Rhenish-
Westphalian Prison Associo,tion ). 
3991. Sternwarte ( ObsenJatory). [i] 
3993. Verein zur Wahrung der gemeinsamen wirthschaftlichen 
Interessen irn Rheinlande und in Westfalen (Society 
of Economica,l Intere:sts in Rhenish Prussia and West-
falia). 
3995. Zweig-Verein des Deutschen Colonial-Vereins in Frank-
furt a. M. ( Branch of the German Colonial Society of 
Frankfort-on-the-Main). 
Eisenach (Saxe- Weimar). 
3997. Grossherzogliches Carl - Friedrichs - Gymnasium ( Gra;nd-
Ducal Charles Frederick Gymnasium). 
3999. Real-Gymnasium (''Real" Gyrnnasium). [i] 
4001. Thuringer Wald-Verein ('' Thuringer Wald" Society). 
Eisle ben (Prussia). 
4003. Verei.n ftir Geschichte uml Altertlllimer der Grafschaft 
Mansfeld (Society of the History and AntiquUies of the 
Earldom of Mansfeld). 
Elberfeld (Prussm). 
4005. Bergischer Ge chichts-Verein (Berg Historical Society). (i] 
4007. Naturwi en chaftlicher Verein von Elberfeld und Barmen 
(Elberfeld and Barmen Society of Natural Sciences). [i] 
Eldena [bei Greifswald] (Prussia) . 
40 9. Gartenbau-V rein ftir Neuvorpommern und Hiigen (Horti-
cultural Society of New Pornerania and Rugen). (i] 
[La11dwirtll1:, haft -Akademie ( Agricultural Academy). 
ea ed to ~xi t .] 
Emden (Pru 
4 11. 
ia) . 
Ems (Pr,· ·a). 
11. cha.ft ftir il 1 nd Klin t nnd Vaterlandiscbe Alter-
thlim r ( ociety of Pla~tic Art and National Antiqui-
tie ). (i) 
nrfor: ·1 
c ln l gi ·chen Zeitung (Balneological 
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Erbach (Hesse) . 
.t!021. Odenwald Club ( Odenwald Olub ). 
Erfurt (Prussia). 
4023. Allgemeiner Aerztlicher Verein von Thiiringen ( General 
Society of Physicians of Thuringia ). 
4025. Akademie gemeinniitziger Wissenschaften (Academy of 
Useful Sciences). [i] 
4027. Gartenbau-Verein (Horticultural Society). [i] 
4029. Gewerbe:..Verein (Polytechnical Society). [i] 
4031. Verein ftir Geschichte -und Alterthums-Kunde (Historical 
and .Archreological Society). [i] · 
Erlangen (Bavar~a). 
[Biologisches Central-Blatt. (See Physiologisches Insti-
tut.)J 
4033. Physikalisch-Medicinische Societat (Physico-Medical So-
ciety). [i] 
4035. Pbysiologiscbes Institut (Physiological Institute). 
4037. Universitats-Bibliothek ( University Library). fiii] 
Essen a. d. Ruhr (Prussia). 
4039. Feldmesser-V erein ( Surveyors' Society). 
4041. Historischer Verein ftir Stadt und Stift Essen (Historical 
Society of Essen). 
4043. Verein fiir Thierschutz und Gefliigelzucht (Society for the 
Protection of .Anima7s a,nd for the Culture of Poultry). 
Frankfurt-am-Main. 
4045. Allgerneine Deutsche Patent- und Musterschutz-Ausstel-
lung ( Universal Patent and Pattern Ea;hibition ). (i] -
4047. American Public Library [formerly in Stuttgart]. li]. 
4049. Deutsche Malakozoologische Gesellschaft ( German Malaco-
zoological Society). [i] 
4051. D~utscber Kolonial-Verein (German Colonial Society). · 
4053. Freies Deutsches Hocbstift (Free German "Hochstift''.) [i] 
4055. GartP.nbau Gesellscbaft "Flora" (Horticultural Society, 
"Flora"). [i] 
[Gesellscbaft fiir Deutscblands altere Geschichtskunde. 
(See Central-Direction der Monumenta Germanioo,in 
Berlin.)] 
4057. Konig-liche Eisenbahn-Direction [Sachsenhausen] (Royal 
Railroad Direction). 
4059. Juristi cbe Gesellschaft (Jurists' Society). 
4061. Neue Zoologiscbe Gesellschaft (New Zoological Society). [i] 
4063. PlJysikaliscber und Aerztlicher Verein (Physical and Medical 
Society) [deposit its books with the Senckenbergische 
Bibliotbek ]. [i] 
4065. Rbeini cbes Museum fur Philologie (Rhenish Philological 
M1l!seum). 
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Frankfurt-am-Main-Continued. 
4067. Senckenbergische Bibliothek ( Senckenberg Library). 
4069. Senckenbergjscbe Naturforschende Gesdlschaft (Sencktn-
berg Naturalists' Society) [ deposits its books with the 
Seckenbergische Bibliothek ]. [iii] 
[Statistischer Verein ( Statistical Association )-same as4075]. 
4071. Verein fii.r Gescbichte und Alterthumskunde (Historical 
and Archreological Association). [i] 
4073. Statistisches Amt der Stadt Frankfurt (Statistical Bureau 
of the City of Frank/ ort.) 
4075. Verein fiir Geograpbie und Statistiks ( Society of Geography 
and Statistics) [care of Stadt-Bibliothek]. [i] 
4077. Taunus Cl~b (Taunus Club). 
4079. Verband Deutscher Touristen-Vereine (Association of Ger-
man Tourists' Societies). 
4081. '' Zoologischer Garten" [Redaktion] (" Zoological Gar-
den''). [i J 
Frankfurt-an-der-Oder (Prussia). 
4083. Historh;ch-Statistischer Verein (Historical Statistical Asso-
ciation). [i] 
4085. Hantlels-Kammer ( Chamber of Commerce). [i] 
Frauenberg (Prits8ia). r 
[Historiscber Verein fiir Ermeland. (See Braunsberg.)J 
Frauendorf (Bavaria). 
fRedaktion der Vereinigten Frauendorfer Blatter ( United 
Frauendorf Journal). (See Braunsberg.)] 
Freiberg (Saxony). 
4087. A rztlicher Vereio (Physicians' Society). 
40 D. ''Anglo-American Club." 
4091. Bergmanni 'Cher Verein (Miners' Association). 
4093. Frei erg r Alterthum -Verein (P.reiberg Archreological So-
ciety). 
409-. Konigli ·h- iich i ·che Berg-Akauemie (Royal Saxon Mining 
Academy). [iii] 
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Freiburg-im-Breisgau ( Bade1J )-Con tinuecl. 
4103. GesellscL.aft zur Beforderung der Naturwissenschaften (So-
ciety for the Promot-ion of Natural Sciences). 
4105. Kirchlich-Historisclier Verein der Erzdiocese Freiburg 
(Society for Ecclesiastical History of Freiburg). 
4107. Naturforschende Gesellschaft (Naturalists' Society). [i] 
4109. Reda.ktion des "Archiv filr Anthropologie" (Archives of 
Anthropology). [i] 
4111. Universitats-Bibliothek ( University Library). [iii] 
4113. Verein der Freiburger Aerzte (Society of Freiburg Physi-
cians). 
Freising (Bavaria). 
4115. Koniglich-Bayerische Landwirthschaftliche 0entral-Schule 
"W eihenstepban" ( Royal Bavarian Agricultural School 
"Weihenstephan"). (i] 
Friedberg (Hesse). 
4117. Blinden-Anstalt (Asylum for the Blind). (i] 
4119. Gro~sherzogliche Taubstummen-Anstalt ( Grand Ducal In-
stitution for the Deaf and Dumb). [i] 
Friedrichshafen ( Wurtemberg). 
4121. Verein fiir die Geschichte des Bodensee's und seiner U mge-
bung ( Society for the History of Lake Constance and its 
Environs). 
Fulda (Prussia). 
4123. Rhon Club (Rhon Club). 
· 4:125. Verein fiir Naturkunde (Natural History Society). (i) 
Flirth (Bavaria). 
4127. Gewerbe-Verein (Polytechnical Association). [i) 
Gera (Reuss). 
4129. Filrstlich-Reussische Landes-Regierung ( Government of 
Reuss Principality). 
4131. Gesellschaft der Freun<le <ler Naturwissenschaften (Society, 
of the Friends of Natural Sciences). [i] 
Oiessen (Besse). 
4133. Aerztlicher Verein der Provinz Oberhessen (Physicians' So-
ciety of the Province of Upper Hesse). 
4135. Jahresbericlite liber die Fortschritte der reinen 0hemie-
(.A.nnual Records of the Progress of pure Chemistry). 
4137. Oberbessische Gesell sch aft fiir N atur- und Heilkunde ( Up-
per Hesse Society of Natural and Medical Sciences). [iii) 
4139. Oberhessischer Verein ftir Localgeschicbte ( Upper Hesse 
Local Historical Society). [i] 
4141. Universitats-Bibliothek ( Univers'ity Library). (iiij 
4143. Zoologisches Museum (Zoological Museum). [i] 
4145. Zoologi ch-Zootomi ches Im~titut der Oniversitat (Zoologic--
Zootomical .Institute of the University). 
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Gorlitz (Prussia). • 
4147. Gartenbau-Verein fiir die Ober-Lausitz (Horticultural Som. 
ety of Upper Lusatia). [i] 
4149. Gewerbe-Verein (Polytechnical Association). [i] 
4151. Naturforscbende Gesellschaft (Naturalists' Society). !iii] 
4153. Oberlausitzer Gesellschaft -der Wissenspbaften (Soientifi-0 
Society of Upper Lusatia). l iii] 
4155. Verein fiir Gefliigelzucht (Society for Poultry Culture). [i] 
-Gtittingen (Prussia). 
4157. Antbropologischer Verein (Anthropological Society). [Has 
no library.] [i] 
4159. '' Beitrage zur Kunde der Indo-Germanischen Sprachen" 
( Oontribu,tions to the Knowledge of the Indo- Germooic 
Languages). 
4161. Botanischer Garten (Botanical Garden). 
4163. Chemisches Laboratorium der U niversitat ( Chemical Labo-
ratory of the University). 
4165. Biblioteca Mechanico-Tecbnologico (Mechanic-Technological 
Library). 
4167. Geognostisches Institut ( Geognostical Institute). 
4169. Gesellschaft filr Kircbenrecbtswissenschaft (Society for Jj}o-
clesiastical Lau:). 
4171. Journal flir Landwirtbschaft (.Agricultural Journal). [i] 
4173 . Koniglicbe Societat der Wh;senscbaftrn (Royal Society of 
Sciences). [Transfer all books to University Library.] [i] 
4175. Konigliche Sternwarte (Royal Observatory). [i] 
4177. Landwirtb chaftliche Akademie (Agricultural Academy). 
4179. Land wirthsclrnftlich-Chemisches Laboratorium (Laboratory 
of .Agricultural Chemistry). 
4181. Medicini ch-cbirurgi ch-ophthalmologiscb-geburtshiilfliche 
Klinik (Jl!Iedical Surgical, Ophthalmological, Obstetrical 
Clinic). 
4183. Mineralogi. ch . ' Institut (Jfineralogical Institute). 
41 5. Pal ontol gi ·h, In ti tut (Palmontological Institute). 
4187. Pl.tarmac uti. ch Iu -titut (Pharmaceutical Institute). 
41 9. "Philologi ·cher Anz •io- r:' (Ph-ilological Gazette). 
41 1. Philologn , . ' 
193. hy ikali che In titut (Physical Institute). 
hy ·i 1 gi ·h, lu titnt (l'hy8iological In ·titute) . 
niv •1--itat -13iblioth k ( Uni ersity Library). [iii] 
41!) . Z •it. ·hrif ftir \ i.: n. ·haftlicb Z ologi (Journal of 
· ·ientijk Zoology) . 
. Z 1 gi ·h · ... u urn (Zoological ilfu.Yewn). [i] 
4.2 3. Z 1 i. ·h-Z t mi •b In titut (Zoologic-Zootornical l11r 
st 'tute). r il 
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·Gotha (Saxe-Coburg). 
4205. Almanach de Gotha (Almanach of Gotha). [i] 
4207. Geographische Aust.alt [Justus PerthesJ (Geographical 
Establishment). [iii] 
4'.209. Herzoglicbe Bibliothek der Friedenstein'scben Sammlun-
gen (Ducal Libra,ry of the Friedenstein Collection~). [iii] 
r Peterrnann's GeogTapbiscbe Mittheilungen. (See Geo-
graphische Anstalt.)] 
4211. Sternwarte ( Observatory). [i] 
4213. Thuringer Gartenbau-Verein (Horticultural Society). [i] 
Greif en berg-in-Pommern (Prussia). 
4215. Pommerscbe Oekonomische Gesellschaft (Agricultural So-
ciety of Pomerania). [i] 
Greifswald (Prussia). 
4217. Baltischer Central-Verein zur Beforderung tler Landwirth-
schaft (Baltic Central Association for the Advancement 
of Agriculture). [i.] 
4219. Geographische Gesellschaft ( Geographical Society). 
4221. Gesellschaft fiir Pommersche-Geschichte und Alterthums-
kunde [Rtigisch-Pommersche Abtheilung] (Society of 
Porneranian History and Archmology). [i] 
4223. Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein von Neuvorpommern und 
Riigen ( Society of Natural Sciences of New Pomerania 
and Rugen). 
4225. Universitats-Bibliothek ( University Library). [iii] 
Oreiz (Reuss). 
4227. Fiirstlich-Reuss'sche Landes-Regierung (Government). 
Gu ben (Prussia). 
[Lausitzer Gewerbe-Verein (Polytechnical Society).] 
Gumbinnen (Prussia). 
[Landwirthschaftlicher Central-Verein ftir Lithauen und 
Masuren ( Central Agricultural Association of L-ithuania 
and Masuren). (See Insterburg.)] 
Gtistrow (Mecklenburg). 
4231. Verein der Freunde der Naturgeschichte in Mecklenburg 
[care of Opitz & Co., Gtistrowl (Society of Friends of 
Natural Histor.lJ in JJfecklenburg). (iii] 
Halberstadt (Pruss-ill) . 
[Deutsche Ornithologische Gesellscbaft. (See Braunsch-
weig.)] 
Hall-am-Kocher [ Schwabisch Hall] ( Wurternberg). 
4233. Hi torischer Verein fiir das Wiirtembergiscbe Franken 
(Historical Society of Wurtemberg Franconia). [il 
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HPlle-an-der-Saale (Prussia). 
4235. Deutscher Apotheker-Verein (German Apothecaries' Ass,-
cia.tion ). [i] _ 
4237. Deutsche Morgenlandische Gesellschaft ( German Oriental 
Society). [i] 
4239. ·Deutscher Verein zum Schutz der Vogel welt (German So-
ciety for the Protection of Birds). 
4241. Geschichtlicher Verein der Provinz Sachsen (Historical 
Society of the Province of Saxony). · 
4243. Kaiserliche Leopoldina Carolina Akademie der Deutschen 
N aturforscher (Imperial Leopold-Carolus Academy of 
German Naturalists). fiiil 
4245. Konigliches Ober Berg Amt (Royal Mining Bureau). • [iJ 
4247. Konigliche Vereinigte Friedrichs Universitat Halle -Wit-
temberg [Bibliothekl ( University Library). [iiil 
4249. Landwirthschaftlicher Central-Verein fiir die Provinz-Sach-
sen ( Central Agricultural Association for the Province 
of Saxony). [i J 
4251. Naturforschende Gesellschaft (Naturalists' S<;ciety). [iiil 
4253. N aturwissenschaftlicher Verein fiir Sachsen und Thiiringen 
(Scientific Association of Saxony and Thuringia). [iiil 
4255. Ornitbo:ogischer Central-Verein fiir Sachsen und Thiirin-
g11n ( Central Ornithological Association of Saxony and 
Thuringia). fi J 
4257. Politisch-Oekonomiscbes Seminar (Pol-itic EcoMmical Sem-
inary) . · 
4259. Re<laktion: "Archiv der Pharmacie" (" Pharmaceutical Ar-
chives"}. 
4261. Redaktion: "Botaniscbe Zeitung" (Botanical Gazette). [i] 
4263. Redaktion: "Die Natur" [Dr. Karl lVIiiller] ("Nature"). li] 
4265. Rectaktion: '' Zeitscbriftfiir DeutschePhilologie" ("Journal 
of German Philology"). 
4267. Redaktion: "Zeit cbrift fii.r die gesammten Naturwissen-
' chaft n" (Journal of Natural Sciences). [Formerly in 
Berlin.] 
4269. Thtiringi ch-~ ach , j ch r [Ge chichts- und Alterthums-J 
r in ftir Erfor cl.mug cl Vaterlandi chen Alter-
thum UJH.l Erha1tung , iu r Denkrnale (Thuringo-Sax-
onia1 r Historical and Archceological] ociety for the 
Explorntion of ational Antiquity and the Preservation 
of Antiquarian .Monuments). f i] 
4271. V r in r rzt 1m I <Ti rung. lwzirk M r eburg unu in 
427 • 
4275. 
1 •m rz gthum nb< 1 ( ociety of Physicians in the 
District of ersebur-u and the Duchy of Anhalt). 
r in fi.ir Er<lknn e ( Geographical ociety). [i] 
r in fiir ·form ab n:- e chichte ( ociery for the Hist,ory 
of the Reformation). 
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Hamburg ( Germany). 
4277. Anthropologische Gesellschaft (Anthropological Society). [i] 
4279. Bibliothek des Medicinal-Collegiums (Library of the Medical 
College). 
4281 Blinden-Anstalt (Institution for the BUnd). [i] 
4~83. Commerz-Bibliothek ( Commercial Library). [iii] 
4285. Deutsche Meteorologische Gesellschaft ( German Meteoro-
logical Society). 
4287. Geburtshtilfliche Gesellschaft ( Gynmcological Society). 
4289. Geographiscbe Gesellschaft ( Geographical Society ). [i] 
4291. Gesellschaft fiir Botanik (Botanical Society). 
4293. Gesellschaft von Freunden der Geographie (Society of 
Friends of Geography). [i] 
4295. Handels-Kammer ( Chamber of Commerce). [i] 
4297. Johanneum. fi] 
4299. Museum Godeffroy. [i] 
4301. Naturhistorisches Museum [Dr. Pagenstocher] (Natural 
History Museum) . 
• 4303. Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein Hamburg-Altona (Ham-
burg-Altona Society of Natural Sciences). [iii] 
4305. Nord-Deutsche Seewarte (N()rth German Naval 0bser'l.,a-
tory). r i] 
4307. Stadt-Bibliothek (Oity Library). [iiij 
4309. Sternwarte ( Observatory). [i] 
4311. Thierschutz - Verein (Society for the Protection of Ani-
mals). [i] 
4313. Verein fiir Ham burgische Gescbichte ( Society for Ham-
burg's History). [i] 
4315. Verein ftir Handelsfreiheit (Free Trade Association). [i] 
4317. Verein ftir Naturwissenschaftliche Unterhaltung (Saciety 
for Scientific Discourse). [i] 
4319. Verein fiir Oeffentliche Gesundheitspflege (Society for Pub-
lic Hygiene). 
4321. Verei.n fiir Niederdeutscbe Sprachforschung (Society of Loio 
German Linguistics). 
He.mm (Prussia). 
4325. Konigliches Gymnasium (Royal Gymnasium). 
Hanau (Hesse). 
4327. Hanauer Bezirks-Verein fiir Hessische Geschichte und 
Landeskuude (Hanau Society for Hessian History and 
Geography). [i] 
4329. Wetterauer Gesellschaft fur die gesammte Naturkunde 
( H · etterau Association for Natural Sciences in Gen-
eral). fil · 
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Hannover (Prussia). 
4331. Architckten- und Ingenieur-Verein (Architects' and Engi-
neers' Association). [il 
4333. Central M tinzforscher-V ere in ( Central N um ism a tic .Associa-
tion). 
4335. Geographische Gesellschaft ( Geographical Society). [i) 
[Gesammt-Verein der Deutschen Geschichts- und Alter-
thums-Vereine ( Central Union of the German Histori-
cal and .Archmological Societies).] 
4337. Gesellschaft fiir altere Deutsche Geschichtskunde (Society 
of .Anc,ient German History). 
· 4339. Gesellschaft fiir Mikroskopie (Microscopical Society). [i] 
4341. Gewerbe-Verein flir die Provinz-Hannover (Polytechnic So-
ciety of the Province of Hannover). [i] 
4343. Hahn'sche Buchhancllung (Hahn's Bookstore). [i] 
4345. Historischer Verein flir Niedersachsen (Historical Society 
of Lower Saxony). [i] 
4347. Konigliche Oe:ffentliche Bibliothek (Royal Public Library). 
[iii] 
4349. Konigliche Landwirthschafts Gesellschaft (Royal .Agricul-
tural Society). 
4351. Konigliche Techniscbe Hochschule (Royal Polytechni-
cum ). [i] 
4353. "Kunst im Gewerbe" (A.rt in Trade). 
4355. Naturhistorische Gesellschaft (Natural History Society). [i] 
4357. Naturwissen chaftliche Gesellsch:1,ft (Society of Natural 
Sciences). 
4359. Niedersachsischer Aerzte-Vereins-Bund (.Association of the 
Physicians' Societies of Lower Saxony). 
4361. Verein analyti cher Chemiker in Deutschland ( Society of 
.Analytical Chemists in Germany). 
4363. Verein fiir o:ffentliche Gesundbeitsp:flege (Society of Public 
Hygiene). 
Heidelberg (Baden). 
4365. Landwfrth chaftlicher Bezirks-Verein (Agricultural Soci-
ety). [i] 
4367. atorbi tori ch-Medicini cher Verein (Society of Natural 
and Medical ciences). [i] 
43 . ~ .. u · Jabr u ·h fiir l\Iio ral gi , Geologie und Paleonto-
1 rri f r. R n bu ch] (New Year-book of Mineralogy, 
ology nd alrrontology). f i] 
7 . phtualmol, g i.· ·hP . 11.· •haft (Ophthrtlmolo,qical ociety). 
13. b · i ,1 i. ·h . In i Llt d r niv r itat (Physiological In-
t't uff' of th r · · rs ·ty). 
r-~ ~11i,· Ar ·itiit I~i lJlitJth 11 k ( 1',ii, ,.,,ity Library). [iii] 
" . Z 1 •i ·11-... \na rni ·d1 Iu ti utd 1· uiy ·r Wit(Zoologico-
JMfom ·cal In titute of the Uni?Jersity). 
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Heilbronn ( Wilrtemberg). 
4379. Historischer Verein (Historical Society). 
4381. '' Irrenfreund" (Friend of the Insane). 
4383. '' Memorabilien." 
Herrnhut (Saxony). 
175-
4385. Herrnhuter Briider-Gemeinschaft (Moravian SociBty). [i] 
Hndesheim (Prussia). 
4387. Verein fiir Kunde der Natur und der Kunst im Fiirsten-
thum Hildesheim und in der Stadt Goslar (Society of 
Natural Sciences and Arts in the Principality of Hildes-
heim and in the City of Goslar). 
Hohenheim ( Wilrtemberg). 
4389. Koniglich- Wiirtembergische Land- und Forstwirthschaft-
liche Akademie (Royal Academy of Agriculture and 
Forest Culture). [i] 
Hohenleuben (Saxony). 
4391. Voigtlandischer Alterthumsforschender Verein ( Yoigtland-
ish Archmological Society). li] 
Homburg-vor-der-Hohe (Prussia). 
4393. Vereiu f'iir Geschichte und Alterthumskunde (Society of 
History a,nd Archmology). 
Immenstadt (Bavaria). 
[Alpen Landwirthschaftliche Versuchs -.Station (Ex-peri-
mental Agricultural Station).] 
Ingolstadt (Bavaria). 
4395. Historischer Verein (Historical Society). 
Inster burg (Prussia). 
4397. Alterthums-Gesellschaft (Historical Society). 
4399. Landwirthschaftlicher 0-entral- Verein fur Lithauen und· 
Masuren ( Central Agricultural Society of IA,thuania and' 
Masuren ). [i J 
Jauer (Prussia). 
4401. Oekonomisch-Patriotische Gesellschaft fiir das Fiirsten-
thum Scbweidnitz und Jauer (Economic-Patriotic .Asso-
ciation of the Principality of Schweidnitz and J auer). [i] 
Jena (Saxe -Weimar). 
44-03. Allgemeiner Deutscher Apotheker-Verein ( Vni1,ersal Ger-
man Apothecaries' Association). [i] 
4405. Anatomisches Institut der Universitat (Anatomical Insti-
tute of the University). 
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. _Jena (Saxe- Weima-r)-Continued. 
4407. Geographische Gesellschaft fiir Thiiringen ( Geographical 
Society of Thuringia). 
4409. Grossherzoglich - Sachsisches Mineralogiscbes Mmieum 
( Grand Ducal Mineralogical JY[ useuni ). 
4411. J enaische Zeitscbrift fiir Medicin und N aturwissenscbaften 
(Jena Gazette of Medical and Natural Sciences) . 
4413. Landwirthschaftlicbe Institut (Agricultural Institute). [i) 
44i5. Medicinisch-Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft (Society of 
Medical and Natiiral Sciences). [Transfers all books to 
the University Library.) [i] 
4417. Pharmaceutiscb. N aturwissenschaftlicher Verein ( Society of 
Pharmacy and Natural Sciences). [i] 
4419. Redaktion: "Arcbiv der Pharmacie" (.Archives of Phar-
macy). [iJ 
4421. Redaktion: "Zeitschrift fiir Deutsche Landwirthe" (Jour-
nal of Gerrnan .Agriculturists). [i] 
4423. Statistisches Bureau der Vereinigten Thiiriugischen 
Staaten (Statistical Bureau of the United Thuringian 
States). [i] 
4425. Thuringer Fischerei-Verein (Thuringian Fishery .Associa-
tion). [i] 
4427. Universitats-Bibliothek (University Library). [i] 
4429. Verein fii.r Thiiringische Geschichte und Alterthums-
kunde ( Society of Thuringian History and .Archreol-
ogy). fi] 
Kahla (Saxe-Altenburg). 
4431. Geschichts- und A1terthumsforschender- Verein zu Kahla 
und Roda (Kahla and Roda Society of History and .Ar-
chreology). 
Kaiserslautern (Bavaria). 
4433. Verein pflalzi cher Aerzte (Association of Physicians of the 
Palatinate). 
Karlsruhe (Baden). 
4435. Allgem in r Landes-Verein der Badischen Aerzte ( General 
Association of the Physicians of Baden). 
4437. Bacli, b G raphi che G ell chaft (Baden Geographical 
443. 
4441. 
3. 
1 -
richt (Botanical Annual). · 
entr~ 1- ur au fiir,.. te r 1 gie un Ilyflrographie ( Cen-
tral Bureau of ~Meteorology anrl Hydrography). Ii] 
w rb - r in (Polytechnical ociety). li] 
r , . lwrzo,,}j ·h- a i ·ch n r atorium der Alt rthti-
m ·r (Baden r nd Ducal Con ·ervatory of .Antiqui-
ties). . r i] 
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Karlsruhe (Baden)-0ontinued. 
4447. Grossherzoglich-Badiscbes l\finisterium des Aeusseren 
(Baden Grand Ducal Foreign Office). 
4449. Grossherzoglich-Badisches Ministe'rium fiir Justiz, Kultus, 
und Unterricht (Baden Grand Ducal Departrnent of 
Justice, Worship, and Education). 
4451. Grossherzoglich-Badische Polytechnische Schule (Baden 
Grand Ducal Polytechnic Schoolj. [i] 
4453. Grossherzoglich-Badische Regiernng (Badtn Grand Ducal 
Government). [i] 
4455. Grossherzoglich-Badisclles Statistiscbes Bureau des Han-
dels-Ministeriums (Baden Grand Ducal Statistical Bu-
reau of the Department of Commerce). [i] 
4457. Grossberzoglich - Badisches Topographisches Bureau 
(Grand Ducal Topographic Burea/u). 
4459. Grossherzoglicbe Cent:ral-Stelle fur die Landwirthschaft 
( Grand Ducal Bureau of Agriculture). [i] 
4461. Grossherzogliclles Gymnasium ( Grand Ducal Gymnasi-
um). [i] 
4463. Grossberzogliche Hof- und Landes- Bibliothek ( Grand 
Ducal and National Library). [iii] 
4465. Handels-Kammer ( Chamber of Comm,erce). [i] 
[Meteorologische Office. (See Central-Bureau fiir Meteor-
ology, etc.)] 
4467. N atnrwissenschaftlicher Verein ( Society of Natural Sci-
ences). [i] 
4469. Ober Direction der Wasser- und Strassen-Bauten.(Depart-
ment of Public Works). 
4471. Sternwarte ( Observatory). (i] 
44 73. Verein Badiscber Thierarzte (Baden Society of Veterinary 
Surgeons). 
4475. Wissenschaftlicller Prediger-Verein der Evangelischen 
Geistlichkeit Eadens ( Scientific Society of EvangeUc 
JIil in ister s). 
4477. "Zeitschrift fii.r Wissenschaftliche Geographie" (Journal 
of Scientific Geography). 
Kassel (Prussia). 
4479. '' Botanisches Central-Blatt" (Botanical Journal). 
4481. Kasseler Geometer-V erein ( Surveyors' Society ). 
4483. Landwirthschaftlicher Central-Verein ( Central Agricultural 
Association). [Transfers all books to the Standische 
Landes-Bibliothek. J 
4485. '' J\falacozoologische Blatter" (Malacological Journal). (i] 
4487. "Paleontographica" (Paleontographical Journal). 
44 9. Standische Lancles-Biuliothek (National LibrarY,)· [iHl 
H. Mis, 15--1~ 
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Kassel (Prussia)-Continued. 
·4491. Verein fi.ir Hessische Geschichte und Landeskuude (Society 
of Hessian History and Geography). fi] 
4493. Verein fii.r Na,turkunde (Natural History Society ). [i] 
Kiel (Prussia). 
4495. "Astronomische Nachrichten" (.Astronomicat News). 
4497. Deutscher Samariter-Verein ( German Samaritan Associa-
tion ). 
4501. Gesellschaft fiir Schleswig -Holstein -Lanen burgiscbe Ge-
schichte (Society for the History of Sleswick-Holstein-
Lauenburg). [i] 
4503. Gesellschaft fur Kieler Sta<ltgeschicbte (Local Historical 
Society). 
4505. Konigliche Sternwarte (Royal Observatory). [i] 
4507. Ministerial-Kornmission zur wissenschaftlichen Unter u-
chung der Deutschen Meere (Ministeria,l 001mnission 
for the Scientific Exploration of the Ger·man Seas ). [i] 
4509. Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein fiir Schleswig-Holstein 
(Sleswick-Holstein Society of Natural Sciences ). [ij 
4511. Provinzjal Blinden-Anstalt fiir ScbleRwig-Holstein (Sles-
wiclc-Holstein Institution for the Blind-). [i] 
4513. Redaktion: 4 ' Schu1zeitung" (School Gazette). [i] 
4515. Scbleswig-Holsteiuscher Lan<lwirthschaftlicher General-
Verein (Sleswiclc-Holstein Agricultural .Association). [i] 
4517. Scb1eswig-Ho1steinsches Museum vaterlandiscber Alter-
thiimer (Sleswick-Holstein Mii,seum of National Antiqui-
ties). [i] 
45m. Unh-er itats-Bib1iot11ek ( University Library). [iii] 
4521. Zool cri ches Iustitut <ler Universitat (Zoological Institute 
of the University). [i] 
452.::,. V r in cble wio--Holstcin cher A.crztc (Phy~ic-ians' Asso-
ciation of Sleswick-Holstein). 
45 ... 5. V r in fiir ographie un<l Naturwissem;chaften (.Associa-
tion of Geography and_ Natural Sciences). 
Klausthal (Pru sia ). 
45..,7. B rg-Aka<l mi (.Minin[J Academy). [i] 
[ .r aturwi. · ' -'1l ·haftli<;ller erein. ( ee Berg- uud Iliitt n-
ruauui · ·h r V r in.)] 
4~ J n<l ii t •nman11i ·h r V r in ' lfaja" [form rly 
•n ·haftlicher VereinJ (Mining Society 4 Ma-
Koblenz ( rv i ). 
, t rbi t ri ·h r r in ( atural lli ·tory ociety). [i] 
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Koburg (Saxe-Coburg-Gotha). 
4533. Deutscher Geometer-Verein (German Surveyor:;' Society). 
4535. Anthropologischer Verein (Anthropolog-ical Society). 
4537. Kunst- und Gewerbe-Verein (Society for Art and Trade). [i] 
[Verein fiir Naturkunde im Herzogthum Sachsen (Society, 
of Natural Sc'iences in the Diwhy of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha ). 
(Defunct.)] 
4539. Verein fiir Wetterkunde (Meteorological Society). 
Koln (Prussia). 
4541. Gesellschaft fiir Rheinische Geschichtskunde (Society for 
Rhenish History). 
[Historischer V erein fiir den Niederrhein ( Historical Society 
of the Lower Rhine). (Defunct.)] 
4545. Redakt.ion: "Correspondenz-Blatt des Niederrheinischen 
Ver:eins fiir Oeffentlicbe Gesundheitsp:flege" (Organ of 
the Nether-Rhenish Society of Pitblic H,i;giene). [i J 
454 7. Redaktion: ~, W ochenschrift fiir Astronomie und Meteoro" 
logie" ( Weekly Journal of Astronomy and Meteorology).· 
Konigs berg-in-Preussen ( Pritssia). 
4G4U. Alterthums-Gesellschaft "Prussia" (Archmological Society 
"Prussia;,). 
4551. Fisherei-Verein fiir die Provinz Preussen (Fishery Associ-
ation of the Province of Prussia). [i] 
4553. Konigliche [Ostpreussische J Pliysikalisch- Oekonomische 
Gesellschaft (Royal Physico-Econornical Society). [iii] 
4555. Ostpreussischer Land wirthschaftlicher Central -Verein 
( Central Agricultura.l Society of East Prussia). [i J 
4557. Prcussischer Provinzial-Verein fiir den Blinden-Unterricht 
(Prnssian Provincial Society for the Instruction of the 
Bli-nd). [i] 
4559. Redaktion: "Land- und Forstwirthschaftliche Zeitung" 
(Agricultural and Forestry Gazette). 
4561. Universitats-Bibliothek ( University Librar.v). [iii] 
4563. Uuiversitats-Stcrnwarte (University Observatory). fi] 
4565. Verein fUr die Gescbichte von Ost und West Prcussen (As-
sociation for the History of East and West Prussia). 
Konstanz (Baden). , 
4567. Mtin terbau-Vcrein (Cathedral Building Society.) 
4569. Wessenbergische Stadt-Bibliothek ( Wessenberg City L-i-
brary). [iJ 
K6rnik (near Posen, Prussia). 
4.571. Biblioteca K6rnigka (K6rniclc Library). [iii] 
µilir (Baden). 
4573. "Zeitschrift fiir Geographie" ( Geographical GazeUe). 
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Landshut (Bavaria). 
4575. Botanischer Verein (Botanical Society). [i] 
4577. Historischer Verein fiir NicderlJaicrn (Historical Soc-iety of 
Lower Bavaria). [i] 
Lauingen (Bavaria). 
4579. Verein fiir Naturwissenschaftliche Zwecke (Soc-iety of Nat-
ural Sciences). [i] 
Leipzig (Saxony). 
4581. Dr. Felix :B'liigel 139 Sidonien Strasse] (Agent of the Smith-
sonian Institution). [iii] 
·4583. Astronomische Gesellschaft (Astronomical Soc-iety). [i] 
4585. Borsen-Verein der Deutscben Buchhandler (Exchange Soci-
ety of the German Booksellers). 
4587. F. A. Brockhaus Verlags-Buchhandlung (1!'. A. Brockhaus' 
Publishing House). [iiiJ 
4589. Central-Museum fiir Volkerkunde ( Central JJfuseum, of Eth-
nology). [i] 
4591. Central-Verein Deutscher Zahnarzte (Central AssociaUon 
of German Dentists). 1i] 
4593. Central-Verein fiir Homoopathische Aerzte Deutschlaml 
(Central Society of Hornmopathic Physicians). 
4505. Deutsche Gesellschaft zur Erforschung vaterliindisclier 
Spracbe und Alterthtimer (Society for the Ea,ploration 
of the German Language and Archreology). 
[Deutsche MorgenUindische Gesellschaft. (To be addressed 
in Halle a. d. S. J° 
4597. Deutscher und Oesterreichischer Alpen-Verein, Sect.ion 
Leipzig (Leipsic Section, German and Austrian Alpine 
Association). 
4509. Deut cher Verein zur Erforscbung l)alestina's ( German 
Society for the Exploration of Palestine). 
4601. Wilhelm Engelmann Verlags-Buchhandlung ( William En-
gelmann's Publishing House). f iii] 
4603. Fiir tlich J ablonow ki'sche Gesellschaft der Wissen-
' chaften (Prince of J ablonowski's Society of Sci-
ence ). r i] 
46 . 1 gi che Lande - ter ucbung de Konigreicbs Sach-
s n ( Geological Exploration of the Kingdom of Saxony). 
(i] 
11 ch ft fur 
1 OC~· 
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Leipzig (Saxony)-Continucd. 
4615. Landwirthschaftliche Institut der UniversiUit (Agrkull-
ural Institiite of the University). (i] 
[Leipzjger Zweigverein der Gesellschaft fiir Verbreitnng 
von Volksbildung (Leipsic Branch of the Society for 
the DijJ'usion of the Knowledge among PeO'ple). (See 
Verein fiir Volkswohl.)] 
4619. Medicinische Gesellschaft (Medical Society). [i] 
[Meteorologisches Institut. (Transferred to Chemnitz.)] 
4G21. Mineralogisches :Museum (Mineralogical Museum). (i] 
46~3. Naturforschende Gesellschaft (Naturalists' Society). [i] 
4625. Oeffentliche Handels. Lehr ~.Anstalt (Public Commercial 
School). fi] 
4627. Physiologische Anstalt (Physiological Institute). [i] 
4629. Polytecbnische Gesellscbaft (Polytechnical Society). [i] 
4631. Redaktion: "Aerztliches Vereins-Blatt fiir Deutschland" 
(Journal of l'vfedical Societies in Germany). [i] 
4633. Redaktion: "Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie" (Annals 
of Chemistry and Pharmacy). 
4G35. Redaktion: "Archiv der Mathematik und Physik" (Ar-
chives of JJfothema,tics and Physics). [i] 
4 G37. Redaktion : "Arch iv fiir Anatomie, Physiologie und wis-
senscbaftliche Medicin ,: [Veit u. Co.] (Archives of Anat-
omy, Physiology, and Medical Sciences). fi] 
4639. Redaktion: "Arcbiv fiir Sachsische Geschichte" (Archives 
· of Saxon History). 
4G41. Redaktion: "Aus Allen Welttheilen" ("From all Parts of 
the Globe"). 
4643. Redaktion: "Berg- und HiittenmannischeZeitung" (Mining 
and Smelting Journal). 
4645. Redaktion: " Deutsche Vierteljahrsscbrift fiir Zahnheil-
kunde" ( German Quarterly Journal of Dentistry). 
4G47. Redaktion: '' Deutsches Archiv fiir Klinische Medicin" 
( German Archi-vcs of Clinical Medicine). [i] 
46.U:). Redaction: "Gaea, Natur und Leben" (Grea, Nature and 
Life). 
4G51. Redaktion: "Internationale Zeitschrift fiir Allgemeine 
Sprachwissenscbaft" (International Gazette of · Lin-
gitistics). 
4GG3. Re<1aktion: "Jahrbi.icher fiir Wissenscbaftlicbe Botanik" 
(Annals of Scientific Botany). li] 
4G55. Redaktiou: " Kosrnos," Zeitschrift fur N aturwissenschaft 
(Kosrnos, Journal of Natural Sciences). 
4GG7. Redaktion: "Magazin fiir die Literatur des Auslands" 
(Jfagazine for the Literature of Foreign Countries). [i] 
4.65fJ. Redaktion: ":Morpbologiscltes Jahrbuch" (Morphological 
Anmuil). 
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Leipzig ( Saxony )-Continued. 
4661. Redaktiou: " N eue Deutsche Gewerbe -Zeitung " (New 
German Industrial Ga,zette). 
4.663. Redaktion: "Neue Jahrbi.icher fiir Philologie und Pecla-
gogik" (New Annual of Philology and Pedagogy). 
4.665. Redaktion : " Poggeridorff's Beiblatter zu den Anualen 
der Physik urnl Chemic_" (Poggendorff's Supplements to 
the .Annals of Physics and Chemistry). [i] 
[Redaktion: "Polytechniscbes Central-Blatt" (Polytechnw 
Central Gazette). (Discontinued.)] 
4667. Redaktion: "Repertorium der Technisclten, Matbemati-
schen, und N aturwissenschaftlichen Literntur" (Re-
pertory of the Technical, Mathematical, and Natural 
Science Literature). 
46G9. Redaktion: "Zeitschrift fur .J3Jgyptische Sprach- urnl Al-
tertbumskunde'' (Journal of Egyptian Linguistics a.nd 
Archceology). 
4671. Redaktion: " Zeitschrift fiir . Krystallographie und Mine-
ralogie" (Journal of Crystallography and Jlfineralogy). 
4673. Redaktion: '' Zeitschrift fii.r wissenschaftlicbe Zoologie" 
(Journal of Scient-ijic Zoology). [i] 
4675. Stadt-Bibliotbek ( City Library). [iii] 
4G77. Sacb isc11er Iugenieur- und Architekten-Vercin (Society of 
Saxon Engineers and Architects). 
4679. St.:lidti cbe Real-Scbule ( City "Real" School). [i] 
4681. Stadti ches Gymnasium ( City Gymnasium). [i) 
4G83. Stati ti ches Bureau (Statistical Burea?f,). [i] 
46 5. 'raub turnmen-Anstalt (Institute for the Deaf and Dumb). [i] 
46 7. niver Wit -Bibliothek ( University Library). [Doe not 
want such publications as are sent to the Royal Saxon 
oci ty of Science . ] 
4-6 9. niv r Wit - ternwarte ( University Observatory). [Tran -
tr book to the Royal Saxon Meteorologicalln titute.] 
4G01. rein d r Bucbbandl r (Booksellers' Association). 
4 ·o . V r in fiir Anthropolo ie (Anthropological Society). [i] 
4 n~. r in fi.ir Erdkunde ( Geographical Society). li] 
6 7. Ver in fiir li chicht Leipzig's (Society for the History 
of Leip ic). [i] 
9 . r in fiir lk kiud rgarten (Society of Kindergarten) . [i) 
r in fiir lk w bl ( ociety for the Welfare of the .People). 
rm r1y: L ipzig r Zw igv r ind r ell cbaftfiir 
r r i m1g n lk l ildung.] [i] 
nz ig r (Zoological Journal). (i] 
LeiBnig. 
- nn 1 1t rtlmrn , - r in (Historical and Arc7UB-
l ·iety). fi J 
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Liegnitz (Prussia). 
4705. Lanclwirthschaftlicher Verein (Agricultural Society). [i] 
Lindau (Bavaria). 
[Verein fi.ir die Geschicbte des Bo<.lensees und seiner Um-
Lubeck. 
gebung. (See Priedrichshafen.)] 
4 707. Geogra.phische Gesellschaft ( Geographical Soo-iety). 
4709. Gesellscbaft zur Beforderung gemeinniitziger Thatigkeit 
(Society for the Advancement of Useful Industry). li] 
4711. Hansiscllcr Geschichts-Verein (Banse Historical Soc-iety). 
4713. Naturbistorisches Museum (Museum of Nat,ziralHistory). [i] 
4 715. Sta<lt-Bibliotbek ( City Library). [i] 
4 717. Verein fii.r Lii.beckische Geschichte UIJ.d Alterthumskunde 
(Society of Liibeclc History and Archmology). [i] 
Ltineburg (Prussia). 
[ Alterthums-Verein. (Dissolve<l.)J 
4719. Museum-Verein (Muse'll,m Society). [i] 
4721. Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein (Society of Natural Sci-
Luxembourg. 
ences). [i] 
4723. Institut Luxembourgeois, Section Historique (Institute of 
Luxemburg, Historical Division). [iJ 
4725. Institut Luxembourgeois, Section des Sciences Naturelles 
et Mathematiques (Duxemburg Institute, Division of 
Natural Science.~ and Mathematics ). [i] 
· 4727. Societe de Botanique du Grand-Duche de Luxembourg 
(Botanical Society of the Grand Duchy of Luxem-
burg). [i] 
Magdeburg (Prussia). 
4729. Naturwissenscbaftlicher Verein (Society of Natural , Sci-
ences). r i] 
4 731. Yerein fiir die Geschichte und Alterthumskunde des Her-
zogthums und Erzstifts Mag<leburg (Magdeburg Society 
of History and Archmology). 
4733. Verein fur Lan<lwirthschaftliche Wetterkunde in der Pro-
vinz Sacbsen, den Sacbsischen Grossherzog-, Herzog-
und Fiirstenthiimern, den Herzogthiimern .Anhalt 
und Rraunsch weig, und der U ckermark (Association 
of Agricultural Meteorology, &c.). 
4735. Verein fiir Oeffentliche Gesundheitsp:flege (Association of 
Public Hygiene). 
Mainz (Hesse). 
4737. Gros berzogliche Handels-Kammer (Grand Duc,a'l Ohamber 
of Commerce). [i] 
4739. Verein zur Erforschung der Rbeinischen Geschichte und 
Alterthiimer (Society for Research in Rhenish History 
and Arohmology). [i] 
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Mannheim (Baden). 
4741. Grossherzoglicues Gymnasium ( Grand Ducal Gymnasi-
um). [i] 
[Sternwarte ( Observatory). (In Karlsruhe.)] 
4743. Verein fii.r Naturkunde (Society of Natural Sciences). [i] 
Marburg tPrussia). 
4745. Gesellschaft zur Beforderung der gesammten Natnrwis-
senschaften (Society for the Advancement of Natural 
Sc-iences). [iii] 
47 4G. Stern mute (Observatory). 
4747. Universitats-Bibliotbek ( Unii,ersity Il'ibrarJJ). [iii] 
4749. Verein Kurhessischer Thierli.rzte (Society of Ycterinary Sur-
geons). 
Marienburg (Prussia). 
4751. Historischer Verein fiir den Regierungs-Bezil'k Maricn-
werdcr (H'istorical Association for the District of 
Jlfarienv:erd er). 
4753. Taubstummen-Anstalt (Institution for the Deaf a.nrl Dumb). 
Meersburg (Baden). 
4755. GrossherzogHch - Badische Allgemcine Taubstnmmen-
Anstalt ( Grand Diwal Institute for the Deaf and 
Dumb). [i] 
Meiningen (Saxe-Jlfeiningen). 
4757. Ilenneb rgischer Alterthumsforscbender Vercin (Henne-
berg Archreological Societ11). [i] 
4759. erzoglicb Schlo s-Bibliothek (Ducrtl Library). 
4761. erzoo-licbc · Statisti ' c11es Bureau (Ducal Statistica l Bu-
reau) . 
4763. Landwirth chaftlicher Verein (.Agrfoultuml Soc-iety). 
4765. aturfor h n<l r- ercin (Natitralist~' Society). 
47 7. tadt-Bil>liotb 1 k ( Oity IJibrary). 
47 0. r •in fiir Pom logi I t1ll(l Gart n l>au (.Pomologicnl and 
4771. 
477,. 
IIorticultural ':-:ocicty). [i] 
n ( Society for 
Bri y, 
(i] 
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Metz (Lorraine)-Oontinued. 
4781. Socicte d'Histoire Naturelle de Metz (Natural History 80-
ciety of llfetz). [i] 
4 783. Societe des Sciences Medicales· du Departement de la Mo-
selle ( Society of Medical Sciences of the Department of 
the JJ,foselle). [i] 
4785. Vcrein fiir Erdkunde (Geographical Society ). [i] 
Molln in Lauenburg (Prussia). 
4787. Verein fiir die Geschichte des Herwgtbums Lanenlmrg 
(Society for the History of the Duchy of Lauenbu.rg). 
Mtilhausen (Alsace). 
4789. Societe Industrielle (Industrial Society) . [i] 
Mtincheberg (Pritssia). 
47Ul. Vcrein fiir Heimathskum1e (Historical Society). 
Mtinchen (Bavaria). 
·17!);3. Alterthums-Verein (Archreological Society ). 
4705. Baierische Gartenbau-Gcsellscbaft (Bavarian Horticultural 
Society). li] 
lDentscl.te Gesellschaft fiir .Anthropologie, &c. (See .l\liin-
cllener Gesellschaft, &c.)] 
4797. Baierische Numismatische Gesellschaft (Bavarfom, Nurnis-
rnatic Society). 
47!J9. Geograpbische Gesellsclrnft (Geographical Society). [il 
4801. Haupt-Conservatorium der Armee: Central-Bibliotuek des 
Heeres ( Central Library of the Army). [i] 
4803. Historischer Verein fiir Oherbaiern (Historical Society of 
Upper Bavaria). [i] 
4805. Koniglich-Baieriscbe Akademie der Wissenschaften (Royal 
Bavarian Academy of Sciences). [iii] 
4807. Koniglicb-Baierisches Statistisches Bureau (Royal Ba,va-
rian Statistical Biireau ). f i] 
4811. Koniglich · Ba,ierische Meteorologiscbe Central - Ansta,l t 
(Royal Bavaria,n Central Meteorological Bureau). [i] 
4813. JG,njglich-Baierische Tecbniscbe Hochschule (Royal Bava-
rian Technical High School). [i] 
4815. Koniglicher Botanischer Garten (Royal Botanical Gar-
den). [ij · 
4817. Koniglicher General-Quartier-Meister-Stab (Royal Quarter-
master-General's Department). [i] 
4819. Konigliche Hof- und Staats-Bibliotbek (Royal and State 
Library). [iii] 
4821. Konigliches Staats-Herbarium (Royal Herbarium). [i J 
4823. Konigliches Staats . Ministerium (Royal Department of 
State). [Deposits books with Royal Library.] 
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:Mtinchen (Bavarfo)-Continued. 
4825. Konigliche Sternwarte (Royal Observatory). [i] 
4827. Konigliche Taubstummen-Anstalt (Royal Institution for the 
Deaf and Dumb). [iJ 
4829. Konigliches Topographisches Bureau (Royal Topographical 
Bureau). · 
4831. Landwfrthschaftlicher Verein (Agricultural Society). [i] 
[Meteorologisches System. (See KUniglich-Baierische Me-
teorologische Ceutral-Anstalt.)] 
4833. Ministerium des Oeffentlicben Unterrichts (Department of 
Pub Uc Instriwtion ). lDeposits all donations with the 
Royal Library.J [ij 
4835. M:iinchener Gesellscbaft fii.r Antbropologie, Etbnologie, 
und Urgescbichte (]funich Society of Anthropology, 
Ethnology, and Pr-imiti·ve History). [i] 
4837. Polytechniscber Verein (Polyteohn-ic Society). li] 
4841. Redaktion: "Das .Ausland"· [Formerly in Stuttgart.] 
[i] 
4843. Redaktion: "Baierisches Industric- und Gcwcrbe-Blatt" 
(Bavarian Industria,l Gazette). 
4845. Redaktion: '' Zeitschrift for Biologic" (Biologiccil Jour-
nal). [i] 
4847. Universitats-Bibliothek ( University L-ibrary). [iii] 
l'tttinden (Prussia). 
4840. Koniglich-Pr n . i che Forst-Aka<lemie (Royal Prussian 
Forest Academy). fij 
llflinster (Prus ia). 
4851. L, ndwirtliHchaftlicher Provinzial-Verejn fi.ir We tfal n 
und Lippe (Provincial A,qricultiiral Society for West-
phalia (1,n~'Lippe). [i] 
41 53. lyt chni cb r V r in (Polytechnic Society). 
4 "'5. Ir inzial-V •rein fiir Wi.: en cha.ft und Kun. t (Proi,facial 
ociety of 'crience and Art). [i] 
4 o"'. t~ruwart (Obser atory). [i] 
4 qO. 'r in fii.r li e chi ·ht uml 1t rthiimor "'\Vestpl1ak11,· 
( 'ociety if Westphalian History anrl Antiq'u,ities). f iJ 
Neisse (Pru sia). 
4 ,1. J atb 
bi] 
4 
4 'f. hil mati :> '("Phil-01natie' 
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Neu Brandenburg (Meclclenbitrg). 
[Verein der Freunde der Naturgeschichte in Mecklenburg. 
(See G1istrow.)] 
Neustadt (Prussia). 
["Pollichia." (See Diirkheim.)] 
N eustadt-Eberswalde (Prussia). 
4867. Konigliche Forst-Akademie (Royal Forest Acadmny). 
N ordha usen (Prussia). 
4869. Wissenschaftlicher Verein (Scientific Society). [i] 
Ntirnberg (Bavaria). 
4871. Baicrisches Gewerbe-Museum (Bavarian Polytechnic Mu-
seum). [i] 
4873. Germanisches Museum (Germanian Museu,m). [il 
4875. Gewerbe-Verein (Polytechnic Society). [i] · 
4877. Historischer Verein (Histo.rical Society). [i] 
4879. NaturhistorischeGesellschaft (Na,tural History Society). [iii] 
Offenbach (Baden). 
4881. Grossherzogliche Handels-Kamrner (Grand Ducal Chamber 
of Commerce). [i] 
4883. Verein fiir Naturkunde (Society of Natural Sciences.) [i] 
Oldenburg ( Oldenburg). 
4885. Gewerbe-und Handels-Verein (Soc-iety of 11rade and Com-
merce). [i] 
4887. Grossherzogliche Bibliothek ( Grand Diwal Library). [iii] 
Osnabrtick (Prussia). 
4889. Historischer Verein (Histor-ical Society). [i] 
4891. N atnrwissenscb aftlicher V erein ( Society of Natural Sci-
ences). [i] 
Passau ( Bavaria). 
4893. Naturhistorischer Verein (Natura,l History Society). [i] 
4895. Praktische Gartenbau-Gesellschaft in Baiern (Practica.l 
Hort-icultural Society of Bavar-ia). [i] 
Plauen (Saxony). 
4 97. Gymnasium und Realschule ( Gymnasium and "Real'' 
. School). [i] 
4899. Verein fiir Natur-und Hcilkunde (Society of Natural and 
Medical Sciences). [i] 
Posen (Prussia). 
4901. Gesel1scbaft der Freunde der Wissenscbaften (Society of 
the Friends of Science). 
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Posen (Prussia.)-C011tinued. 
4903. Historische Gesellschaft fiir die Provinz PosC'11 (llistoricC1l 
Society of the Province of Posen). 
4905. Landwirtbscbaftlicher Provinzial-Verei11 (A,qric1tltural I>is-
tricts' Society). [i] 
4907. Naturwissenschaftlichcr Verein (Society of Nat ural Sci-
ences). [i] 
4909. StMtisclte Realschule (Oity ''Real" School). [i.J 
Potsdam (Prussta) . . 
4911. Astro-Physikalisehes Obscrva,torium (Jlstro-I'hysicnl U/,. 
servatory). [j] 
4913. Landwirthschaftlicher Provincial -Vereiri fiir die l\J nrk 
Brandenburg und die Nieder Lausitz (Agr-icnltural So -
c-iety for the Prov-ince of Brandenburg aml Nether T111s<i-
tia). [May also be addressed at Prenz]an.] [i] 
4915. Verein zur Beforderung des Seidenbaues in <ler 1\lark Br:rn-
<lenburg und der Nieder Lansitz (Society Jo·r the Pro-
motion of the Silk- Worm Oultu.re in the Prov·ince of Br(ln-
denburg and in Nether Lusat-ia). ['l'rausfcr thei r book 
to the Landwirthschaftliche Proviucial-Verc i11.j 
Proskau (Prussia). 
4V17. Landwirthschaftlicbe .A.ka<lemie (Agrimdtural Academy). [i] 
Quedlinburg (P-ntS.'Jia). 
4919. A11gemeine Berg- uncl HUttenmii,nniRch e Zeitnng (Mi11i11(J 
and Smelting Journal). 
Rastadt (Baden). _ 
4921. 'Gro sherzoglicbe Gymnasium (Grand Ducal Gy11111n -
siU?n). [i] 
Ravens burg ( Wiirtemberg). 
492 . D ut cb r J> molog n-V rC'in ( Ocrma.n I'omolngicnl So-
ciety). [i] 
4 .,- . 
11, llaf (Royal Ba n-
4 1. 
4, , .. 
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Reichenbach (Saxony). 
4035. VoigtHiu<lischer Veroin. filr Naturkuudc ( Voigtland Soc,iety 
of Natural Science). [i] 
· Reutlingen ( Wiirtembcrg). 
4037. rowologisehcs Institut (Ponwlogical Institute). [i] 
Roda (Saxe-Altenburg). 
4030. TllUringcr Fisclicrci-Vcrciu (ThuringianFishery Soc-iety). [i] 
Rostock ( ll1ecklcnbitrg). 
[M cekleulrnrgischer Patriotisclrnr Vere in (JJleclclenbitrg Pa-
triotfo Society).] 
4fJ-13. Univcrsittits-Biuliothok ( Un-i'Vcrsity Library). [iii] 
Sch wabisch Hall. ( See Ilall.) 
Schwerin (Mecklenburg). 
[Grol:,sllerzoglicllo Laudc8-Vermessuugs-Kommi~,1,ion. Dh,-
solvcd. Books transferred to Gros:::;llerzogliche Rcgie-
nrngs-Bibliothek.] 
·H)-113. Grosshcrzog1icho Rcgieruugs-BilJliotltek ( Grand Ducal Gov-
ernment Library). (i] 
4!>47. Grossherzoglichcs Statistisches Bureau ( Grand Du,cal Sta-
tistical Bureait). [i] 
4040. Vorcin filr Meckleulmrgische Geschichte und A.ltertlmrns-
kumle (Society for the History and Arckmology of Meck-
lenbitr[J]. ( i J 
Siegmariilgen (Prussia). 
4\J51. Centra,1-Stellc des Vercins znr Beforderung der Laud-
wirthscbaft un<l <lcr Gewerbe in Hohenzollern ( So-
ciety for the Promotion of Agriculture and the Trades in 
Hohenzollern). [i] 
Sondershausen (Schwarzburg). 
4053. Botanischer V crcin fiir <las N<>nllicl.to TLtiringen ( Botanica,l 
Society in Northern Thurfr1g-ia). 
4055. Flirstlicbe Realschule (" Real" School). (i] 
4057. Flirstliclrns Gsmnasinm (Gymnasium). (i] 
4950. Fiirstlicb Schwarzburgischc Miuisterial-Canzlei ( Chancelry 
of the llfinistry). 
4VG1. Verciu zlir Befordernng der Laudwirthsehaft (Societ.11 for 
the Promotion of Agricultu,rc). (i] 
Speier (Bavaria). 
4!>63. Ristorischor Verein fiir Rltcinuaiern (Historical Society of 
Rhenish Ba·vari<i). (i] 
Stade (Prussia). 
4:UG'"', Verein filr Gescbicbte nnc.1 Altertl.tiimer (Historical and 
Archcvolooical Society). Li] 
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Stettin (Prussia). 
4967. Entomologiseher Verein (Entomological Society). [iii] 
4969. Gesellschaft fiir Pommersche Geschichte uud Alterthums-
kunde ( Society of Pommeranian . History and Arcluc-
ology ). [i] 
4971. Redaktion: "Deutsche Fischerei-Zeitung" (Ge_rman Fish-
eries Ga.zette). 
Strassburg (Alsace). 
4073. Bibliothcque Municipale (Municipal Library). liii] 
4975. Kaiserliche Universitats- und Landes-Biqliotllek (Imperial 
University and National Library). [iii] 
4977. Kommission fiir die Geologische Landes-Un tersuchung 
von Elsass-Lothringen ( Geological Commission of Al-
sace-Lorraine). 
4979. Musee d'B1stoire Naturelle (Natural History Museum ). [iJ 
4081. Societe pour la, Conservation des Monuments historique 
d'Alsace (Society for the Preservation of Historical 
Monuments of Alsace). fi] 
4083. SociAte des. Sciences, Agriculture et Arts de la Basse 
Alsace ( Society .. of Sciences, Agriculture, and Arts, of 
Lower Alsace). [iii] 
[Societe des Sciences N aturelles de Strasbourg. Dissolved.] 
4085. Sternwarte der Kaiserlichen U niversitat ( Observatory of the 
Imperial University). [i] 
4087. Zoologisch-Zootomisches Institut der Universillit (Zootom-
ical Institute of the University). •. 
Strelitz (Mecklenburg). 
[Verein der Freunde <ler Naturgeschichte (Society of the 
Friends of Natural History). (See Giistrow.)] 
Stuttgart ( Wiirtemberg). 
40 U. Seine Maje tat der Konig von Wiirtemberg (His lJfajesty 
the King of Wiirtemberg). [ij 
[ merican Pu lie Library. Transferred to Frankfurt 
a. M.] 
4 01. Authropologi cbe Ge IL cbaft (Anthropological Society). [i] 
0 3. Oentral-Leitung de W bltbatigkeit -Verein fiir Wiirtem-
t'rg ( Oentral Board of the Charitable Society of Wiir-
temberg). [i] 
40 . art 11 cbaft " 11 ra" (" Flora" Horticult'ural 
[i] 
7. fiir li 
lytechnic ociety). r il 
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Stuttgart ( ·Wurtemberg)-Continued. 
5001. Heilgymnastisches Institut (Movement-cure I_nstitute). [i] 
5003. Konigliche Central-Stelle fiir Gewerbe und Handel (Royal 
Central Bureau flf Trade and Commerce). [i] 
5005. Konigliche Central-Stelle fiir die Landwirthscbaft (Royal 
Central Bureau of Agriculture). [i] 
5007. Konigliches Finanz-Ministerium (Royal F-inance Depart-
ment). 
5000. Konigliche Forst-Direction (Royal Burea,u of llorests). 
5011. Konigliches Haus- und Staats-Archiv (.Royal and National 
Archives). [i J 
5013. Konigliches Justiz-Ministerium (Royal Department of Jus-
tice). 
5015. Koniglfohes l\1inisterhun der Auswart1geu Angelegenhcitcu 
( Royal Foreign Office). 
5017. Koniglicbes Ministeriurn des Innern (Interior Department)._ 
5019. Konigliches Minh,teririm des Kirchen- uml Schulwesens 
(Royal Departnient of Chitrch and Education). 
5021. Konigliche Oeffentliche Biuliotlrnk (Royal Public Library). 
[iii] 
5023. Koniglicbes PolJ technikum (Royal Pol;ytechnic Institute). 
~] . 
[Konigliches Staats-Archiv. (See Konigliches Haus- und 
Staats-Archiv.)] 
5025. Konigliches Statistiscbes Landes Amt (Royal Statistical 
Burecm). [i] 
[Redaktion : "Das .Ausla1~d "-in l\ftinchen.] 
5027. Redaktion: "Kosmos" (Kosmos). 
5029. Redaktion =·"Polytechuiscbes Journal" (Polytechnical Jour-
nal). 
5031. Redaktion: "Ueber Land und Meer." 
5033. Stuttgarter .A.crztlicher Vereiu (Physicians' Society). fi] 
5035. Vcrein fiir vatcrlandische Naturkunde iu Wiirtemberg (So-
ciety of Natural History of Wiirte-mberg). [iii] 
[Verein zur Fordernng der Deutschen Cultur-Mission im 
Ausland (Society for the Promotion of German Culture 
Abroad). Dissolved.] 
5037. Vercin zur Fiirsorge ent]assener Strafgefangener (Society 
for Providi-ng for Discharged Prisoners). [ij 
5039. Wtirtcrnbcrgiscber Aerztlicher Verein (Physicians' Society 
of Wurtemberg). 
5041. Wi.irtembergischer .A.lterthums-Verein (Archceologioal So-
ciety of Wurtemberg). [iJ 
5043. vVi.i.rtem bergischer Garten bau-V crein ( Horticultural Society 
of Wurtemberg). [i] 
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Stuttgart ( Wiirtemberg)-Oontinued. 
5045. WU.rtembergischer Thierarztlicher Verein (Society of Vet-
erinary Surgeons of Wiirtemberg). 
5047. Wilrtembergischer Thierschutz-Verein ( Wurtemberg Society 
for the Protection of Animals). 
Tharand (Saxony). 
[Koniglich-Sachsische Akademie fiir Land und Fon;twfrthe 
(Royal Agricultwral and Forest Academ,y of Saxony.)] 
Thorn (Prussia). 
5049. Copernicus Verein fiir Wissenschaft und Kunst ( Copernicus 
- Society of Sciences and Arts). f i] 
Trier (Prussia,). 
5051. Gese11sclrn,ft fur nUtzliche :Forschungen (Society of Useful 
Research). [i] 
Ttibingen ( Wiirtemberg). 
5053. Chemisches Haupt-Laboratoriuni <ler Universitat ( Chemical 
Laboratory of the University). 
5055. Konigliche Universitiits. Bibiiothek (Royal University Li-
brary). [iii] 
5057. Land wirthschaftlicher Verein (Agricultural Society). [i] 
505n. Redaktion: "Jahresbericht fiir Ophthalmologie" (Annals 
of Ophthalmology). 
50Gl. Redaktion: "Zeitschrift ftir <lie gesammten Staats-Wissen-
schaften" (Journal of Politfoal Sc-icnce). 
Ulm ( lViirtemberg). 
5063. Naturwi!3sen chaftliche Gesellschaft (Society of Natu,ral 
Sciences). [ i l 
G0G5. Verein fur Kuu 't und Altcrthum iu Oberschwaben (Society 
of Art and Archccology in Upper Swabia). [i] 
Waren (Jlf ecklenburg). 
5067. Von faltzan~ ch · Naturhistol'i ·che · Mu ·eum ( Von Malt-
zan Nat'ltral IIistory 1Jiuscu1n). [i] 
Weilburg (Prus ia). 
uOG . er in ·aui ·ch r Aerzte (Nassai1, Physicians' Socie-
ty). (i] 
iirtrmberg). 
i. t ri: ·h r ·r in fiir le,' "\ tit· m rgi ch 1r nk n 
([/i .·torical J 'ocicty of lVurtemlJ ·ru J/ranconia). (i j 
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Wernigerode (Prussia). 
5077. Grafiicbe Ocffentlicbe Bibliotbek (Public Library). [iii] 
507n. Harz Vereiu fi.ir Gescllichte und AJtertlmmskuude (Hartz 
Society of History and .Archwology). li] 
Wiesbaden (Prussia). 
5081. Gewerbe-Verein fiir Nassau (Polytechnic Society of Nas-
sau). [ i] 
5083. Verein fiir Na1:;sauische Geschichtc and .Altcrthumskuncle 
(Society for the History and Archwology of NasJSau). [i] 
5085. Verein fiir Naturkunde (Society of Natural Science1S). [iii] 
5087. Verein Nassanischer Laud- und Forstwfrthe (Society of 
Agriculturists and Foresters of Na:ssau). [ij 
5089. Zeitscllrift filr Analytische Chemie (Journal vf Analytical 
Chem-istry). [i] 
Wilhelmshafen (Prussia). 
5091. Marine Sternwarte (Naval Observatory). [i] 
Worms (Hesse). 
5093. Grossherzogliches Gymnasimn ( Grand Diwal Gymna-
s-ium). ri] 
5095. Grossherzoglich Ilessische Handels-Kammer ( Ormul Ducal 
Chamber of Commerce). [i] 
Wtirzburg (Bavaria). 
5097. Historischer Verei:ri von Unterfrankcn und Ascl1affo11lrnrg 
(Historical Society of Lower Franconia and Asclwff'en-
burg). [i] . 
5090. Physikalisch-Medizinische Gesellschaft (Physico- llfe<lical 
Society). [iii I 
5101. Polytechnischer Central-Verein ( Central Polytechnic So-
ciety). [i] 
5103. Uuterfrankischer Kreis-Fischerei-Verein (Fishery Associa-
tfon of Lower Franconia). 
5105. Universitats-Bibliothek (Library of the University ). [iii] 
5107. Zoologisch-Zootomisches Institut der Universitat (Zootom-
ical Institute of the University). · 
Zittau ( Saxony). 
510D. Gewerbe-Vcrein (Polytechnic Society). [j] 
Zweibrtiken (Bavaria). 
5111. Naturhistorischer Vcrcia (Natitral °IIi:stor.11 Society). [i] 
Zwickau (Saxony). 
511:t Vcreiu i'ilr Naturkundc (Soc-iety of Natural Sciences). [il 
11. :\lis. 1-j--JJ 
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GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. 
ENGLAND. 
Alnwick. 
511G. Berwi<::kslrire Natma1ists' Club (care of .. Trimes Hanly, Old-
cam bus, Oockbumspath, N. B.) [i j 
Ashton-under-Lyne. 
G Ll7. Free Library. [i] 
Aston ( Warwickshire). 
5119. Public Lil>rary Department. [i] 
Aylesbury. 
51'.Jl. Buckinghamshire Architectural all(l Archroological So-
ciety. [i.J 
Barnsley. 
Bath. 
51~3. Miu.land Institute of J\liuiog, Civil, and Mechanical E11gi-
neers. [i] 
51.2;i. Bath and West of l~ngla,nd Society, and Southern Coun-
ties Association. [i] 
fi137. Bath Natuml History aud Antiquarian FielJ. Club. [il 
fil~H. Bath Royal Literary aud Philosophical Society. riJ 
f>131. Geological Record (care of Taylor & li'rancis, Publisher , 
Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, Lon<lon, E. 0.). fi] 
Bedford. 
5133. Be<lfor<l hire Arcbitcctural a11d .arcLmological Society. [i) 
5135. Journal of l\1icrmwopy a.ml Natural Sciences. 
Bidston. 
5137. Liverpool Ob ·ervn.tory (care of John llartuup, Bidiston, 
n ·ar Jfoke11hcad). [i] 
6141. 
c:14,. 
rq4r,, 
1 ,.._ 
Blackburn. 
r-1 J. • ul lie .1ihrary a1ul I 1. mun. fi~ 
Soci ty 
[i] 
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Brighton. 
5153. Brighton Aquarium. 
5155. Brighton aud Sussex Natural IIistory Society. [i] 
5157. Free Public Library. [i] 
Bristol. 
5150. B:-istol City Library. [i] 
5161. Bristol Microscopical Society. fi] 
51G3. Bristol Museum and Library. [ i] 
1 ')5 
5165. Bristol Naturalists' Society ( care of A. Leipner, 4 7 Hampton 
Park, Clifton, near Bristol. [i] 
5167. United States Consulate. [i] 
llnstitute for the Advancement of Scim1ccs, Literature and 
Arts, identical with British Asi:;ociation for the Ad-
vancement of Science, London.] 
Bury St. Edmunds. 
5169. Suffolk Institute of Archreology and Natural Ilistory. · ~i] 
Cam borne ( Cornwall). 
[Miners' Association of Cornwall and Devon (formerly in 
Cambridge. 
Truro). (See Redruth.)] 
5171. Balfour Library, New Museum. 
5173. Cambridge Antiquarian Society (care of S.S. Lewis, Libra-
rian of Corpus Christi College). [i] 
5175. Cambridge Free Library. [i] 
5177. ·Cambridge Journal of Philology (care of Macmillan & Co., 
Bedford Street, Strand, Lon<lou, W. 0.). [iJ 
5179. Cambridge Observatory. [iii] 
5181. Cambridge Philological Society. [i] 
5183. Cambridge Philosophical Society. fiiil 
5185. Corpus Ollristi College. [i] 
5187. Fitzwilliam Museum. [i] 
5189. Journal of Anatomy and Physiology (care of Macmillan & 
Co., Bedford Street, Strand, London). 
5191. Museum of Zoology and Comparative Auatomy (Downing 
Street, Cambridge). 
5193. New· .A.rcbreological Museum of the Uuiversity. [i] 
5195. Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin Messenger of Mathe-
matics. [i J 
5197. St. John College. [i] 
5199. Trinity College. [i] 
5201. Uuiversity Library. [iii] 
5203. Woodwardian Museum. [i] 
Canterbury. 
5205. Ea t Kent Natural Ilistory Society (care of W. H. Housley, 
St. Stephen's Lodge, Canterbury, formerly in Dover). 
r., l I 
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Cardiff. 
5207. Naturalists' Society. 
5~09. University College. 
Carlisle. 
D211. Cumberland Association for the Advancement of Literature 
and Science. 
Chatham. 
5213. Royal E11gineer:s' Institute. [i] 
Chester. 
5215. Chester and Cheshire Architectural and Archreological So-
ciety. [i] 
5217. Chester Natural Science Society. [i] 
Chesterfield. 
5219. Chesterfield and Derbyshire Institute of l\1ining Engi-
neers. [i] 
Cirencester. 
52:H. Royal Agricultural College. [i] 
Coteswold. 
5223. Cote:swol<l Naturalists' Field Club (care of Mr. Lucy, Glou-
cester). [i] 
Coventry. 
5~25. Coventry and Warwickshire Pharmaceutical Association. 
[i] 
Crow borough. 
u~27. Astronomical and Meteorological Observatory. [i] 
Croyden. 
5220. CroJuen l\Iicroscopical Club. [i] 
Darlington. 
5-31. Darlington Free Town Library. 
Derby. 
5..,33. Derbyshire County Lunatic A ylum. [i] 
Devizes. 
5235. Wi lt Lire .Arcllreol gical and Natural Ilistory Society. [i] 
Devonshire. 
Doncaster . 
.;;37. 
Dover. 
Dudley. 
\' u ·hire A o iatiou, &c., now in Exeter]. 
Deaf and Dumb.) [i] 
i ty, n w in Canterbury]. 
1 gi al and ci ntific 'ociety and 
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Dumbarton. 
W4 l. Fiee Public Library. [i J 
Dulwich. 
5243. Dulwich College Science Society. 
Durham. 
5245. Observatory. [iJ 
Eastbourne. 
5247. Natural History Society (care of G. F. Chambers, P.R.A.S., 
Royal Astronomical Society, Burlington House, Lon-
don, W.). [i] 
Epping. 
5240. The Ei)ping Forest and County of Sussex . Naturalists' 
Eton. 
Field Club. li] 
5251. Eton College. [il 
Exeter. 
5253. Devon and Exeter Albert Memorial Museum, School of 
Science and Art, and Free Library. [iii J 
5255. Devon and Exeter Institution. fi] 
5257. Devousliire Association for the Advancement of Science, . 
Literature, and Art (care of Albert· Memorial Mu-
8emn). 
5250. Tcign Naturalists' Field Club (care of G. W. Ormerod, 
~reignmouth, Devon). [i] 
Falmouth. 
5261. The Observatory. [i] 
5263. no,yal Cornwall Polytechnic Society. [iii] 
Farnborough Station (Hants). 
5265. Royal Staff [Military] College. [i] 
Greenwich. 
ey2G7. Astronomer Royal. 
5~GO. Royal Na,al College. [i] 
5~71. Royal Observatory. l iii] 
Halifax. 
5273. Bermerside Observatory, Skircoat. f i] . 
5275. Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnical Society (formerly 
in Leeds). [i] 
Hereford. 
5277. Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club (care of Arthur Thomp-
son, 12 St. Nichol's Street, Hereford). [i] 
Huddersfield. 
u279. Yorkshire Archreological and Topographical .Associa-
tion. fi I 
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5281. HuU Literary and Philosophical Society [Royal In titn 
tion]. [i] 
5283. Subscription Library [Royal Institution]. [il 
Ipswich, 
G~85. Orwell Park Observatory. [i] 
Isle of Man. 
5287. Natural History and Antiquarian Society. 
Keighley. 
Kew. 
Leeds. 
5289. Keighley .Agricultural Society. 
5291. Royal Botanic Gµ,rdens. [i] 
5293. Kew Observatory, (Richmond, Surrey). [iii] 
5295. Meteorological Office. 
52!l7. Conchological Society of Gren,t Brita.in mid Ireland. [i] 
[Geological and Polytccbnical Society, now in Halifax.] 
5299. [Quarterly] Journal of Oo11c11ology. [i] 
5301. Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society. [iii] 
5303. Leeds Public Library. [i] 
5305. Yorkshire Co11ege of Science. [i] 
5307. -Yorkshire Naturalists' Union. [i] 
(Norn.-.All the Leeds packages might be pnt into ono package 
ancl sent caro of Taylor Bros., Journal of Conchology 
Office, St. Ann Street, top of Albion Street, Leeds.) 
Leicester. 
Lewes. 
5309. L" ice tcr Free Library (Wellington Street). [i] 
5311. L icest r Literary and Philosophical Society. [i] 
5313. L ice ter Town Mu eum. li j 
5315. us x Arcbreological Society. [i] 
Leyton (E.r; ex). 
5 17. riv t Ob ervatory of Jo. cph G. Barclay. [i] 
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Liverpool-Continued. 
532!). Historic Society offomcasbirc and Cheshire (care of Rnpert 
Lane, Everton, Liverpool). [i] 
5331. Literary and Philosophical Society (care of Royal Institu-
tion, Liverpool). [iii] 
5333. Liverpool Art Club. [i] 
5335. Liverpool Astronomical Society (care of ReY. T. E. Espin, 
Church Road, West Kirby, 13irkenhead). 
5337. Liverpool Chemists' Association. [il 
5339. Liverpool Engineers' Society. [i] 
5341. Liverpool Geological Association-Free Public Library 
(William Brown Street). [i] 
53-13. LiYerpool Naturalists' Field Club. [i] 
5345. Liverpool Polytechnic Society. [i J 
[Observatory. (See Bidston.)] 
5347. •Royal Institution. [i] · 
London. 
5349. Her Majesty tbc Qneen of Great Britain and Ireland. [iiiJ 
5351. William Wesley (Agent of the Smithsonia11 Institution, ~8 
Essex Street, Strand). [i] 
5353. Aborigines Protection Society (5 Tile Street, Chelsea, S. 
W.). [i] 
5355. "Academy" (27 Chancery Lane). [i] 
5357. Aeronautical Society of Great Britain (1\fa,i<lenstonc Hill, 
Blackheatb, S. R). [i] 
5359 . .Agent General for Cape Colony (7 .A.llwrt Mansion, Victoria 
Street, S. W.). [iJ 
53(31. Agent General for New Son th Wales (5 vVestminster (Jliam-
bers, Victoria Street, S. W.). fiJ · 
5363. Agent General for N cw Zealand (7 Westminster Cham hers, 
Victoria Street, S. W.). [i] " 
53G5 . .Agent General for Queensland (Westminister Chamlicrs, 
Victoria street, S. W.). [i] 
5367. Agent General for Victoria (8 Victoria Cham hers, -n~<,st-
minster, S. W. ). [i] 
5360. American Exchange iu Europe (4.49 Str:rnd, W. 0.). [i] 
5371. Annals and l\fagazine of Nntural Ilistory ( care of Tn.ylor & 
Francis, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E. 0.). [i] . 
u373 . .Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireln,11,l (3 
Hanover Square, W.). (iii] 
u375. ''.Antiquary" (cam of B. Stock, 62 Pa,ternoster Row, E. 
C.). [i] 
G377 . .Arcbmological ,Jonrnril [organ of the Royal A.rchreological 
Institute] (Deford J\foni:;ions, Oxford Str ct, '\V.). [i] 
G37D. Arcbitectnra,l l"luhlicatio11 Society (7 Whitehall Yard, S. 
W.). [il 
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London-Continued. 
5381. Art Union of London (Strand, W. C.). [i] 
5383. Arundel Society (24 Old Bond Street, W.). p I 
5385. Astronomical Register (care of Rev.J. O.Jackson, llAngel 
Court, Throgmorton Street, E. 0.). fi] 
5387. ''Athenreum" (20 Wellington Street, Strand, W . 0.). [i] 
5389. Atbemeum Club (Pall Mall, S. W.). [iii] 
5391. Birkbeck Literary and Scientific Institution (Bren m's Builcl-
ing, Chancery Lane). [i] 
5393. Board of .Admira1ty (Whitehall, S. W.). [iii] 
5395. Board of Trade (Whitehall, S. W.). [i] 
5397. '' Bookseller" ( care of Whittaker & Co., Ave l\fatfa. Lane, 
E. 0.). [i] 
5399. British Arch reological Association (32 Sackvi11c Street, 
, Piccadilly, W.). liii] 
5401. British Association for the Aclvanccment of ~cicnce (22 Al-
bemarle Street). [iii] 
5403. British Homreopathic Society (care of London Ilospital, 
Great Ormond Street, Queen's Square, W. C.). fi] 
5405. British Horological Institute (Northampton Squar , 
E. 0.). li] 
5407. British Journal of Photography. [i] 
5409. British Medical Journal. 
[BrWsh Meteorological Society. (Sec.Royal Meteorological 
Society.)] 
5411. Briti. h Museum (Great Russell Street, Bloom bury, 
W . C .). [iii] 
5413. Briti h fo eurn, Natural History Division (Cromw 11 
Road, South Kensington, S. W.). 
54 5. Briti h Museum, Zoological Departm nt. 
[British Pharmaceutical Conference. (Ha. no library.)] 
5 17. amd n Society (25 Parliament Street, S.W.). [i] 
5 10. b mi al N w , Boy Court, Lud<rate Ilill, E. C.) . [i] 
uLl. Cb mical ociety of London (Burlington IIou ,, W .). [iii] 
542 . h mi t and Drnggi t (44 aunon Str ct, E. C.). [i] 
5425. C ntral ham r f Agriculture (21 Arundel Street, 
tran ). 
5127. bin · u tom Offi ( Stor y' . Gate, S. W.). [i] 
f 11r n 1 gical In. titut . ( or 1 gical Institut .)] 
r.:420. ivil ncl i h ni 1 • ngin er ' o iety (7 W min ·t r 
i ·tori, tr ~t S. .). [i] 
·1 1. f L 11 lon Tn:ti nt for th A<l :rnc<'ment 
f' · ·lmi<·,ll l'...<lnc·n ic,11 (i\frr · r'' IT: 11, E.C.) fiJ 
,i. ,), ( iYil • n ·i(·n .,on1111i.· .· io11 (\\' '.'tmin.·t r, . W.). fi] 
r,-. li11i ml .~o<·i ·t,- (li:i n ·JiH·r. 1 'tn· t, l, ,fol'd, tn·< t, \ .. [ij 
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London-Continued. 
D437. Cobden Club (care of Mr. Gowing, Cuppcr Park Road, 
Haverstock nm, N. W.). [i] 
5439. Committee on Solar Physics of the Lords of the Commit-
tee of Council on Education. 
5441. Commissioners in Lunacy. 
5443. "Contemporary Review" (care of Kcgan, Paul & Co., P:1,. 
ternoster Row). 
fCorps of Royal Engineers. (See_ Chatham.)] 
5445. Crown Agents for the Colonies (Colonial Olt.ice Building, 
Downing Street). [i] 
544'1. "Daily News"- Shipping and Mercantile Gazette (Bouveri.e 
Street, Fleet Street, E. C. ). 
5449. "Diplomatic Review" (7 Colbridge Road, Finsbury 
Park). (i] 
5451. Duke of Northumberland (2 Grosvenor Place, S. W.). (iii] 
5453. Early English Text Society (care of F. J. Furniwall, M.A.,. 
3 St. G~orge's Hill, Primrose llill). fi] 
5455. East India Association (20 Great George Street, West-
minster, S. W.). (i] 
5457. "Electrical Review" (22 Paternoster Row). fi] 
5459. English and Foreign Electrotype Agency. 
5461. English Mechanic and World of Science (31 1'avistock 
S~reet, Covent Garden). [il 
5463. Entomological Society (11 Clrnn<los Street, Cavendish 
Square, W. ). [iii] 
5465. •'Entomologist" (·care of West & Newman, 58 Hatton Gar-
den, E. C.). (iJ 
5467. "Entomologists' Monthly Magazine" (care of J. Van Voorst, 
1 Paternoster Row, E. C.). [iJ 
5469. Epidemiological Society (11 Ohandos Street, Cavendish 
Square, W.). [i] 
[Ethnological Journal. Journal of the Anthropological 
. Institute.] 
[Ethnological Society. Identical with Anthropological 
Inst1 tute.] 
u471. "European Mail" (care of Allen & Co., Waterloo Place, 
S. W.). 
5473. "Fish Trades Gazette" (E. E. Hyde, 191 Fleet Street, E. C.). 
5475. Eisbery Department, Home Office (Whitehall, S. W.). liJ 
M77. "Fishing Gazette" (Fetter Lane, E. 0.). [i] 
5479. l 1'olk Lore Society (care of G. L. Gomme, 2 Park Villas, 
Londsdale Road, Barnes). [i J 
54.81. "Fortnightly Review" (care of Chapman & Ha11, li Hen-
rietta Street, Covent Garden, W. C.). [iJ 
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5483. l'i'ree Public Library (23 Great Smith SLr<·et 1 \Vest min:h'r, 
S. W.). [i] 
5485. Free Public Library in the office of the CornmissiOilCTR of 
Patents for Inventions (Southampton Building, Chan-
cery Lane, W. 0.). [iii] 
5487. Prof. W. H. Flower (Natural History Division, l3ritisl1 Mu-
seum, _South Kensington): [iJ 
5489. "Gardeners' Chronicle." P] 
[Geographical Magazine, now Jourual of Royal Geograph-
ical Society.] 
[Geological Association. Identical with Geologists' Asso-
ciation.] 
5'191. Geological Department, Home Office. [i] 
5493. Geological Magazine (care of Trtibner & Co., Ludgate IIill, 
E. 0.). fil 
f Geological Record. (See Bath.)] 
5495. Geological Society of Londou (Burlin gton House, W.) . [iii] 
5497. Geological Survey of Great Britain (Jermyn Street, 
S. W.). [i] 
5499. Geologists' Association (University Ooll_ege, Gower StrC'ct, 
W.O.). fil 
[Great Seal l)atent Office. (See Free Public Liurary il1 
tlle office of the Commissioners of Patents of 111,·(·ll· 
tions.)] 
5501. Gresham College (01 Gre ham Street, E. 0.). [i] 
5503. "Grevillea" (care of "\.Yilliams '-~ Norgate, 14 Henri tta 
Stre t, Covent Garden, W. C.). fi] 
[Gu~' Ho pital Phy 'ical Society (0 St. TbomaA Str t, 
Bor ugh, . E.). (S e Mu eum of Guy's Ilo pital.)] 
5505. < kluyt oci ty (care or Mr. Clark, 30 San.li11ia, Strc t, Lin-
coln', lm1, W. C.). [i] 
5r:: 7. rcb ick s ci 'DC Go. Rip ( are of hatto & Windn., 
Piccadilly, -:V.). [i] 
5 0 . ar •ian 1\1 <lie, l 
5r:: • 
551 . 
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u523. II,vdrogra.phic Otllcc of the.A.<lmiralty (Whitehall, S.W.). [i] 
[Imperial Museum for [Jl(lia aud the Colonies. (Sec Library 
of the Secretary of State for lndia.)l 
5525. Inspector General of Fortifiea,tions (Ilorse Guards, White-
hall, S. W.). [i] 
5527. Institute of .Actuaries of Great Britain and Ireland (address 
to the care of Statistical Society, 0 Adelphi Terrace, 
Strand, W. C.). [iii] 
5529. Institute of l\1echauical Engineers [from Birmingham] (10 
Victoria Chambers, Victoria Str<'et, S. W .). [i] 
5531. Institution of · c"ivil Engineers (25 Great George Street, 
Westminster; S. W.). [iii] 
5533. Institution of Ilydronomical and Nautical Engineers (care 
of l\ir. Potter, 31 Poultry, E. 0.). [i] 
5535. Institution of Naval Architects (5 Adelphi Terrace, Strand, 
W. C.) 
5537. Intel1igence Branch, War Ofllce (18 Queen .Anne's Gate, 
S. W.). fi] 
5539. Iron and St(•e-1 Institute (care of E. & F . N. Spon, Savoy 
Street, Strand). [i] 
5541. "Irou" (lul Fleet Street). [i] 
5543. Journal of the Royal Geogr~phical Society (formerly Geo-
graphical Magazine). 
[Journal of Oo11cltology. (See Leeds).] 
[Journal of l")hilology. _(Sec Cambridge).] 
[ J·ournal of the Royal Agricultural Society. (Identical with 
tlie Royal Agricnltural Societ.,.) 
[Journal of the Uoyal .Anthropological Society. (Identical 
with Royal Anthropological Institutc.) j 
5545. Joum al of Science (3 Doy Court, Ludgate Hill). [i] 
[ Journal Society of Arts. (The organ of the Society for the 
Encouragement of Arts, Manufa,ctures, n,11(1 Com-
merce.)] 
554-7. "Knowle<lge" (care of ·wyman & Sons, Green Queen Street, 
w. 0.). [il . 
5549. "Land and Water" (Salisbury Court, F leetstreet,E. C.). [i] 
5551. Library Association of tlie United Kingdom (13 South 
S<]uare, Grny's Inn, W. C.). fij 
5553. LibraryoftheOommitteeof PrivyCouncilf'orTrade (Wllite-
ball, S. W.). [iii] 
5555. Lil>rary of Uorporn,tiou of City of London (Guilcllrnll, E. C.). 
[iii] 
5557. Library of the Foreigu Offlcc1 (Whitcha.11, S. W.). [i] 
5559. Library of Urn Jfomm of' Commous (Westu1iul::!tcr, S. v\T.). 
r iii 1 
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55Gl. Library of t.lie Honse of Lorch; (WcRtmi1rnter, S. W.). fil 
5563. Library of the Secretary of State for India (India Office). [ij 
[" Life Boat." (This is the organ of tl1e Royal National Life 
Boat Institution.)] 
55G5. Lindley Library, Royal Horticultural Society, South Ken-
siugton (care of Dr. 1\1. 'f. Master~, 41 Wellington 
Street, Strand, W. C.). [i] 
5567. Linnrnn Society (Ilurliu gton Rouse, W.). pii] 
5569. Live Stock Journal (La. Delle SauYage Yard, Ludgate Ilill, 
E. 0.). [i] 
5571. Local Government Board (Whitehall, S. W.) fil 
5573. London an<l Middlesex A.rclJreologieal Society ( 4 St.1\'fartin's 
Place, Trafalgar Square, 1V. 0.). fiJ 
5575. Loudon, Edinl>urgh, and Dublin l)bilrn,ophical Magazine 
(care of Taylor & Francis, Red Lion Con rt, Fleet Street, 
E. 0.). fi) 
5577. London Hospital. [i] 
55W. Loudon Illustrate<l News (10S Strand, W. C.). fi I 
5!581. Loudon Institution (Finsbury Circm;, RU.). [iii] 
5583. London Library (12 St. James Square, S. W.). [iii] 
5585. Loudon Mathematical Sodety (22 Albemnrle Street, W.) (i] 
5587. London Mechauics' Institution. liJ 
5589. London Society for Promoting Ohri~tianity among 1 be J w 
(lo Liucoln' Inn Fields, W. C.). [i] 
5591. Lord of Iler MHjcsty's Treasury. [i] 
5593. Mark Lane· Express (Clement'::.; Inn PaRRagc). 
5505. Medical Press and Circular. 
5507. 1\Icdical Society of London (ll Oliandos Strf'et, Oavcndi, h 
Square, W.). [ i] 
5500. M dicaJ Tim (care of ,J. & A. Churchill, New BnrliuJton, 
. W.). [i] 
r:r, 1. 1\'f teorol ical Oflkc ( 11 G Victoria StreC't). fi l 
f 1 ·t orol gical ·i ·t. . (Sl'C J oyal Afp.teorologiral ?oci-
et ·.)] 
G) 3. "Min '(v illiam & :r rgatc, 14 Ilenrictta Strert, Connt 
G, rtl n , "\ . . ) . fi J 
5 > f. 1in r l gi ·al lag~ zin • (care of J>. II. eott, 11G Vici oria 
tr t, . .). [il 
5 7. · al of of R rr. 
5 ,on. 
!" Hl. 
'1.. In. 
· t 1 
,ro, d r · t, 
. pit:1 (!) 1 • 'Ih m~v I tr .t, I 
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5G15. Museum of Practieal Geology (Jermyn Street, S. W.). [iii] · 
tiGl 7. National Association for tlic Promotion of Social Science (1 
Adam8 Street, Auelphi, W. U.). [iJ 
5G ID. "Nature" (care of l\facrnillau & Uo., Bedfonl Street, Strand, 
w. 0.). (i] 
5u21. Nautical Almanac Office (Vendom Buildings, Gray's Inn, 
w. 0.). [i] 
5G~3. Niueteenth Century (care of Kegan, Paul & Oo., Pater-
noster Square, E. 0. ). (i J 
!Numismatic Ullronicle. (Organ of Numismatic Society.)] 
5G25. Numismatic Society (22 Albemarle Street, W.). [i] 
fiG:37. "Observatory" (care of Taylor & Francis, Red Lion Court, 
Fleet Street, E. C.). fij 
5G2!J. Obstetrical Society of London (53 Bcrners Street, W.). fi] 
5G,31. Odontological Society of Great Britain (Leicester Square, 
w. 0.). [if 
GG33. Palmontographical Society (Burlington Ilousc, W.). [i] 
[Palmontological Society. (hlentical with '.Palmontograph-
ical Society.)] 
5G35. Palestine Exploration Fund (1 Adam Street, Adelphi, W. 
0.). [i] 
f>G37. Patl1ological Society (53 Berners Street, W.). fi] 
[Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions. (Organ of the 
.Pharmaceutical Society.)] 
f>G3D. Pharmaceutical Society (17 Illoomslrnry Square, W. 0. ). 
[i] 
5U-11. Philological. Society (care of University College, Gower 
Street, W. 0. ). [iii] 
5(H3. Pllotographic Society (5a Pall l\fall East, S. W.). fi J 
5G45 . .Physical Society of London ( Scieuce Schools, South Kcu-
singtou). · [i] 
[Popular Science Review. (Discontinued.)] 
5u47. Post-Office Library and Literary Associatiou (St. l\larti11'8 
Le Grand, E. C.). liJ 
[Public Free Library. (Identical with Free Public Li-
brary.)] 
[Quarterly Journal of Science. (Same as Journal of Sci- . 
e11ce.)] 
[Queensla11d Government Agency (1 Westminster Cham-
. ber , S. W.).] (Same as 5305.) 
5040. Quekett Microscopical Olul> (University College, Gower 
Street, W. U.). (i] 
5051. Ray Societ,v (Bnrlington House, W.).· fi] 
[Tir<'onl OfficP, Iuuia, Office. (Sec Lil>rnry of the Secretary 
ol' Htate for lnclia.)! 
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5G53. Reform Club (Pall Mall, S. W. ). [ i l 
_ oG55. "Reliquary" Quarterly Arcllmologica,l Journal and Review 
(Bemrose & Sons, Paternoster Square). fi] 
5G57. Royal Agricultural Society of Englaml (Hanover Square, 
W.). fiii] 
5659. l~yal Archmological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland 
(Oxford Mansions, Oxford Street, W.). [iii] 
5661. Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Irelall(l (Albe-
marle Street, W.). [iiil 
uGfi3. Royal Astronomical Society (Burlington House, Picca-
dilly, W.). (iii] 
5665. Royal Botanic Society (Inner Circle, Regent's Park, 
N. W.). [i] 
5667. Royal College of Physicians of London (Pall Mall East). Pl 
5669. Royal College of Surgeons of England (Lincoln's Iun 
Fields, W. C.). [iii] 
5671. Royal Colonial Institute (15 Strand, W. C.). (i] 
[Royal Engineers' Headquarters Library. (See Chatham.)] 
-[Royal Engineers' Institute. (See Chatham.)] 
5673. Royal Geographical Society of London (1 Savile Row, 
W.) . . [iii] 
lRoyal Geological Society. (Identical with Geological So-
ciety.)] 
5675. Royal Historical Society (11 Chandos Street, Cavendish 
Square). (i] 
5677. Royal Horticultural Society of London (South Kensington, 
S. W.). [iii] 
5679. Royal Humane Society (4 Trafalgar Square). f i] 
5681. R yal In titute of British Arcllitects (9 Conduit Street, 
W.). (i] . 
56 3. Royal In titution of Great Britain (Albemarle Street, 
5G 5. 
G6 7. 
.). fiii] 
~al Iedical and Chirurgical Society (53 Berners Street, 
W.). [i] 
yal Meteor logical Society [formerly Meteorological So-
cie y, ancl lat r Briti h Met orological Society]. [i] 
6 . Royal 1icro copical Soci ty (King's College, Strand, 
. .). [iiij 
[I al J.ilitary C 11 g . ( ee Farnboro'.)] 
y l .1. tional Li£ - oat In titut!ton (14 John Street, 
<1 lphi). fi] 
·al ~ ·h 1 f din . ( ame as Mus um of Practical 
f • 1 )T ·.)j 
T 'l.'·:il • oc·i !t · of Lit ,r; t nr ( .... 2 D ·laliay tr, ti "\Ve t-
min tc•r). fil 
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56!)5. Royal Society of London (Burlington House, W.). [iii 
5607. Royal United Service Institution (Whitehall, S. W.). [i] 
5(390. Saint Bartholomew's Hospital (Smithfield, E. 0.). [i] 
5701. Saint George's Hospital (Hyde Park, W.). [i] 
5703. Saint Thomas's Hospital· (Albert Embankment, S. E.). [i] _ 
5705. Salmon Fishery Office (Whitehall, S. W.). [i] . 
5707. Science and .Art Department (South Kensingtou). [iiiJ 
[SciPintific Club. (Dissolved.)] 
l Science Gossip. (See Hardwicke's Science Gossip.)] 
[Scientific Opinion. (Same as English Mechanic and World 
of Science.] 
fScientific Roll. (Irregular.]) 
5709. Selenographical Society (care of Royal .Astronomical So-
ciety, Burliugton House, W.). [i] 
5711. Symons' Monthly Meteorological Magazine (62 Camden 
Square, N. W.). 
[Silk Supply Association. (Discontinued.)] 
l Social Science Association. (Same as N ationa,l Association 
for the Promotion of Social Science.)] · 
5713. Society of Antiquaries of London (Burlington Hou~e, W.) 
[iii] 
5715. Society of Apothecaries of London (Water Lane, Black-
friars, E. 0.). [i J 
5717. Society of Biblical Archreology (11 Hart Street, Blooms-
bury). [j] 
5719. Society of Oymmarodrin (Lonsdale Chambers, Chancery 
Lane). 
5721. Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and 
Commerce (John Street, Adelphi, W. C.). [iii] 
5723. Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge (North-
umberland Avenue, S. W.). [i] 
5725. Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies ( care of 
MacmHlan & Co., Bedford Street, Strand). [i] 
5727. Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts 
(19 Delahay Street, Westminster, S. W.). [i] 
5729. Society of Engineers (6 Westminster Chambers, Victoria 
Street, S. W). [i] 
5731. Society of Public Analysts (37 Lombard Street, E. C.). [i] 
5733. Society of Telegraph Engineers ( 4 Broad Sanctuary, West-
minster, S. W.). [i] 
5735. South Kensington Educational Library. 
5737. outh Kensington Museum. [i] 
fStatistical Society, King's College. (Identical with Statis-
tical Society of London.)] 
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573U. Statistical Society of London (9 Adelphi 'f<'rracc, Strnml, 
w. 0.). [iii] 
5741. Surrey Archrelogical Soeiety (8 Dane's Inn, Stram], W. 
U.). [ij 
5743. Syrio-Egyptian Society (D Oornlnit Street, W.). [ij 
f.>745. "The Aquarium" (1 Westmim,tcr, S. W.). [i] 
5747. 1 'Tbe Economist" (34D Strand, W. 0.). [i] 
5749. "The Colliery Guardian and Journal of the Coal and Iron 
· Trades." [i] 
5751. "The Eleetrical Re,-iew ancl Telegraphic ,Journal" [form-
, erly the Telegraphic Journal] (22 Paternoster Row, 
E. 0.). (i] 
575:3. "The Electrician." 
5755. "The Engineer" (lu3 Strand, W. 0.). [i] 
5757. H The Engineering" (35 and 36 Beu.ford Street, Straud). [ij 
575D. "Tbe Field" (346 Strand, W. C.). [iJ 
57Gl. "'fhe Garden" (37 Southampton Street, CoYeut Garden, W. 
C. ). [i] 
5763. "Tue Ibis" (1 Paternoster Row, E. 0.). 
5]65. '' Tlle Lancet." 
[" Tbe Oriental" (Ceased to appear.)] 
57n7. "Tlie Statesman' Yearbook." [i] 
5769. "'flle Spectator" (Wellington Street, Strand, W . C.). [ii 
[" The Telegraphic Journal." (See "The Electrical Review 
au<l Telegraphic Journal.")] 
u771. "TheTirne "(PrintingHouseSquare,Blackfriars,E.C.). [i] 
5773. Trawli11g Commission. 
5775. Triibuer & Co. (57 and 59 Lu<lgate Hill, E. C.). [i j 
5777. Univer ity College (Gow~r Street, W. U.). fi] 
577'J. U. S. Di patch Agency (4 Trafalgar quare, W. C.). 
57 1. ic;t rialn titnte [orPhilosopliicalSocict;yofGreatBritaiu] 
( delphi Terrace, W. .). [i] 
57 '3. Willugllb oci ty for the Repriuti.ug of Scarce Ornitho-
logical Work (G T ntcnlcn Street, Hanover quare, 
W.). {i] 
,J7, 5. '\ r. hi ful ornpany of Ulockmaker (Town Clerk't:; Office, 
~- ,_ ., '. 
.,-, .. 
;j'j!] . 
nil<lball, E. .). [i] 
i • l p rtmcutof th Briti ·h Mn ·eum. (SeeBriti h 
. ) ] 
· o ia. i0n (care of au Vo r t, 1 Pater· 
\\': I• . ) , [i] 
C'i ·t · f Lo11<1 n (1 Ilanonr .,<Juar , W.). [iiil 
( ·a ' of an oor t, 1 Paterno ·t r R w, 1.!1. 0.). 
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Lowestoft. 
5793. Norfolk and Suffolk Fish Acclimatization Society. liJ 
Macclesfield, 
5795. Macclesfield Society for Acquiring Useful Knowledge. [i] 
Maidstone. 
5797. Kent Archreological Society. li] 
Manchester. 
5799. Chetham's Library. [i] 
5801. Geological Society (36 George Street). fi] 
5803. Lancashire Independent College. [i] 
5805. Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester (36 George 
Street). [iiil 
5807. Manchester Field Naturalists' and Archreologists' Society. [i] 
5809. Manchester Literary Club. [ i] 
5811. Manchester Public Free Library (formerly "and Muse-
um "l- [iii] 
5813. Manchester Scientific Students' Association (97 Bridge 
Street). [i] 
5815. Numismatic Society. [i] 
5817. Jwen's College. jiii] 
[" Universal Engineer." (Discontinued.)] 
5819. Vegetarian Society (56 Peter Str~et). 
Marlborough. 
5821. Marlborough College Natural History Society. [i) 
Newbury. 
5823. Newbury District Field Club. [i] 
Newcastle (Staffordshire). 
5825. North Staffordshire Naturalists' Field Club. [i] 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
5827. Antiquarian Society. [i] 
5829. Durham College of Science [formerly College of Physical 
Sciencel. [iJ 
5831. Central Exchange, News Room, Art Gallery, and Industrial 
Exh~bition. [i] · 
5833. Literary and Philosophical Society. [i] 
5835. Natural History Society of Northumberland, Durham, and 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne (Museum, Newcastle). [iii] 
5837. North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical En 
gineers. f.i] 
[North Staffordshire Naturalists' Field Club. (See New-
castle, Staffordshire.)] 
[Public Libraries. (See Central Exchange, &c.)] 
fReading-Room. (See Central Exchange, &c.)] 
5839. Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club (Museum, Newcastle). [i] 
H. Mis. 15-14 
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ll'orwich. 
5841. Norfolk and ~orwich Archreological Society. [il 
5843. Norfolk and Norwich Museum. [i] 
5845. Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society. [i] 
5847. Norwich Geological Society. [i] 
?i ottingham. 
5849. Free Library and Museum of the Borough of Notting-
ham. [i] 
5851. Nottingham Literary and Philosophical Socieiy. 
5853. Nottingham Mechanics' Association (Mechanics' Hall Li-
brary). [i] 
5855. Nottingham School of Art. [i] 
5857. United Lunatic Asylum. [iJ 
Oldham. 
Oscolt. 
5859. Oldham Free Reference Library,, Museum, and Art Gal-
lery. 
5861. Oscolt Co1lege, Erdington, Birm_ingham. 
5863. St. Mary's College. 
Oxford. 
5865. Ashmolean Society. [i] 
5867. Bodleian Library. [iii] 
5869. Library of the Sumerville Hall for Ladies. 
5871. Magdalen College. [i 1 
5873. Museum of Natural History. [i] 
5875. Oxford Architectural and Historical Society (17 New Inn 
Hall Street). 
5877. Oxford, &c., Messenger of Mathematics. 
5879. Oxford Free Library. [i] 
[Oxford University Library. (Same as Bodleian Library.)] 
5881. Oxford University Entomological Socie~. [i] 
5883. Oxford University Indian Institute. 
5885. Oxford University Observatory. [ij 
5887. Radcliffe Library (Museum). [i] 
5889. Radcliffe Ob ervatory. [iii] 
[Savilian Observatory.] 
Penzance. 
58 3. atnral i t-Ory and Antiquarian Society. [i] 
95. Penzance Public Library. [i] 
5 7. Royal Geological ociety of Cornwall. [i] 
Plymouth. 
l Devon hire A.a ociation for the Advancement of Science, 
Literature, and Arts. (See Exeter.)] 
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5899. Plymouth Institution and Devon and Cornwall Natural 
History Society. [i] ' 
5901. Plymouth Free Library [formerly Museum]. [i] 
Portsmouth. 
5903. Royal Naval College. li] 
Reading. 
5905. Public Library and Museum . . 
Redruth. 
5907. The Mining Association and Institute of Cornwall. [i] 
Richmond (Surrey). 
5909. Free Public Library. 
Ri«?hmond ( Yorkshire). 
5911. Richmond and North Riding N atnralists' Field Club. [i] 
Rugby. 
5913. Natural History Society of Rugby School. f i] 
5915. Temple Observatory. [i] 
B.yde (Isle of Wight). 
5917. Philosophical and Scientific Society. [i] 
St. Albans. 
' 
5919. St. Albans' Architectural and Archreological Socie~. (i] 
Salford. 
5921. Salford Royal Museum and Library. [i] 
5923. Town Council of Salford. [i] 
5925. Working Men's College. [il 
Salisbury. 
5927. Blackmore Museum. 
Sandhu.rat. 
[Royal Military College. (See Farnsboro'.)] 
[Royal Staff College. (See Farnsboro'.)] 
Sheffield. 
5929. Firth College. [i] 
5931. Literary and Philosophical Society. [i] 
Southampton. 
5933. Hartley Institution. [iii] 
5935. Ordnance Trigonometrical Survey of Great Britain and 
Ireland (1 St. Martin's Place, London, W. C.). [i] 
5937. South of England Literary and Philosophical Society. [i] 
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Southport. 
5939. Aquarium. [il 
5941. Free·Public Library. [i] 
f 
. South Shields. 
5943. Public Free Library. [i] 
Shrewsbury. 
5_945. Shropshire Arcbroological and Natural History Society. [i] 
Staines. 
5947. Royal India Engineering College. [i] 
Stoke-on-Trent. 
5949. Free Library and Museum (formerly Atbenroum]. 
5951. North 1Staffordshire Institute of Mining and Mechanical 
Engineers. [i] 
'Taunton. 
. 5953. Somersetsbire Arcbreological and Natural History So-
ciety. [iJ 
'Teignmouth. 
[Teign Naturalists' Field Club. (See Exeter.)] 
Torquay. 
Truro. 
5955. Natural History Society. [i] 
[Miners' Association, &c. (See Camborne.)] 
[Mineralogical Magazine. (See London.)] 
[Mineralogical Society. (See London.)] 
5957. Royal Institution of Cornwall. [i] . 
Twickenham. 
5959. Twickenham Economic Museum. [i] 
Warrington. 
J>961. Warrington Museum. [i] 
Warwick. 
5963. Warwickshire Natural History ~nd Archreological Som-
ety. [il 
Watford. 
5965. Hertford hire Natural History Society and Field. Club 
(care of Mr. Hopkinson, 95 New Bond Street, Lon-
don, W.) [i] 
Wellington. 
llington College. (See Wokingham.)J 
Whalley (Lalfl,ca,shire) . 
59 7. tonyhur t ollege. [i] 
969. Stonyhur t College Ob ervatory. [i] 
• I 
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Whitby. 
5971. Literary and Philosophical Society Museum. [i] 
Wigan. \; 
5973. Mining School. 
Winchester. 
[Winchester ~nd Hampshire Scientific and Literary Soci-
ety. (Dissolved.)] 
Windsor. 
[Eton College. ( See Eton.)] 
5975. Royal Library. [i] 
Wokingham. 
5977. Wellington College Natural History Society [formerly in 
Wellington ( address parcels " Wellington Colleg~ 
Berkshire, South Eastern Railway). [i] 
Wolverha_mpton. 
5979. Association of Chemists and Druggists. 
Woolwich. 
5981. Royal Artillery Institution. [iiiJ 
5983. Royal Military Academy. [iii] 
Wycombe (Buckinghamshire). 
5985. High Wycombe Natural History Society. [i] 
York. 
[Yorkshire Agricultural Society.] 
5987. Yorkshire Philosophical Society. [i] 
IRELAND. 
Armagh. 
5989. Observatory. [iii] 
5991. Public Library. [iii] 
Belfast. 
5993. Belfast Institution. [i] 
5995. Belfast Naturalists' Field Club. [i] 
5997. Ohemico-Agricultural Society of ffister. [i] 
5999. Flax Supply Extension Association. [i] 
6001. Natural History and Philosophical Society. [iiij 
6003. Northeast Agricultural Association. [i] 
6005. Queen's College. [iiil 
Collooney. 
6007. Markree Observatory. [i] 
Cork. 
6009. Chamber of' Commerce. 
6011. Christian Schools. 
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Cork-Continued. 
6013. Cuvierian and Arcbreological Society. fi] 
6015. Library of Queen's College. [iii] 
6017. Royal Cork Institution. [i] 
Dublin. 
6019. Catholic College of Ireland. [iii] 
6021. Chemical Society of Dublin. [i] 
["Copernicus" International Journal of Astronomy. (Dis-
continued.)] 
[Deaf and Dumb Im:ititution of Cabra. (Identical with 
St. Joseph's Ca bra Institution, the former the female, 
the latter the male, institution.)] 
[Dublin Geological Society. (See Royal Geological Society 
of Ireland, No. 6065.)] 
6023. Dublin Library (D'Oliver street). 
[Dublin Quarterly Journal of Science. (Discontinued)] 
6025. Dublin Society of Natural History. [i] 
6027. Dublin University. [ij 
6029. Dublin University Biological Association. 
6031. Dublin University Philosophical Association. 
[Dublin University Zoological Botanical Association. (Dis-
solved.)] 
6033. Freeman's Journal. 
6035. Geological Survey of Ireland. [i] 
6037. Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland (35 Dawson 
street). [i] 
6039. Institution for Deaf and Dumb, Olaremont Glasnevin. [i] 
6041. Irish Archreological and Celtic Association. 
6043. Irish Fisheries Commission. 
6045. Irish Medical Association. [i] 
604 7. Journal of :Medical Science. 
6049. Library of Trinity College. [iii] 
6051. National Library of Ireland, Science and Art Department 
(Leinster House, Kildare Street). [i] 
6053. Ob ervatory of Trinity College. [i] 
6055. Pharmaceutical Society. [i] 
6057. Royal Agricultural Society. [i] 
6059. Royal College of Surgeon in Ireland. 
6061. oyal ublin S ciety (Kildare Street). [iii] 
6063. yal graphical Society. 
6065. al G 1 gical Society ofireland. fi] 
7. o al Iri h cad my. [iii] 
606 . oy l Z '"logic 1 ociety of Ireland. [ Has no library.] 
6071. t. J ph' Ca.bra In titution for the Deaf and Dumb. 
[ l Deaf and Dumb In titution of Cabra.] [i] 
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Dunsinsk. 
6073. Observatory. [i] 
6075. ~, Urania," International Journal of .Astronomy. [il 
Ennis. 
6M7. Public Library. 
Galway. 
6079. Library of Queen's College. [iii] 
Kilkenny. 
6081. Royal Historical and Archreological Association of Ireland 
(packages to be addressed to Rev. J. Graves, care of 
McGlashan & Gill, 50 Upper Sackville Street, Dub-
lin, per Hayden & Co., Warwick Square, London, 
Londonderry. 
E. C.). [il 
6083. Magee College. [iii] 
l'4aynooth. 
6085. St. Patrick's College. [iii] 
Parsonstown. 
6087. Lord Rosse's Observatory. 
Valencia. 
6089. Observatory of the London Meteorological Office (address 
116 Victoria Street, London). [i] 
SCOTLAND, 
Aberdeen. 
Alloa. 
6091. Dun Echt Observatory. (i] 
6093. Natural History Society. [i] 
6095. Philosophical Society. [i] 
6097. University. [iiil 
NoTE,-.A.11 packages for Aberdeen can be sent care of Wyllie & 
Sons, Union Street, Aberdeen, per Hamilton & Co., Paternoster 
Row, London, E. C. 
6099. Society of Natural Science and Archreology. [i] 
Dumfries. 
6101. Dumfriesshire and Galloway Natural History and Anti-
Dundee. 
quarian Society. fi] 
6103. Association of Watchmakers and Jewellers. [i] 
6105. Free Library and Museum. (i] 
6106. University College. [ii] 
Edinburgh. 
6107. Arizona Copper Company (12 Frederick Street.) 
6109. Ben Nevis Observatory. 
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Edinburgh-Continued. 
6111. Board of Northern Lighthouses. [i] 
6113. Botanical Society. [Has no library ; gives books to Royal 
Botanic Garden of Edinburgh.] 
6115. Caledonian Horticultural Society. fi] 
6117. Clarendon Historical Society. 
6119. Edinburgh Geological Society. [i] 
6121. Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal. 
6123. Edinburgh Museum. 
6125. Edinburgh Watt Institution and School of Arts. [i) 
6127. Faculty of Advocates. [iii] 
6129. Fishery Board for Scotland. 
6131. General Board of Lunacy. [i] 
6133. Geological Survey of Scotland. (i] 
6135. Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland. [i] 
6137. Horological Societ.y of Edinburgh. 
6139. Medico-Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh. [i] 
6141. Meteorological Society of Scotland. [i] 
6143. Museum of Science and Arts. [iii] 
6145. Pharmaceutical Society (North British Branch). [i] 
6147. Royal Botanic Garden of Edinburgh. [i] 
6149. Royal College of Physicians. [i] 
6151. Royal Institution for the Encouragement of Fine Arts in 
Scotland. f i] 
6153. Royal Observatory. [iii] 
6155. Royal Physical Society. [i] 
6157. Royal Scottish Society of Arts. [i] 
6159. ~oyal Society of Edinburgh. [iii] 
6161. Scottish Arboricultural Society. (i] 
6163. Scottish Fisheries Improvement Association. 
6165. Scottish Geographical Society. 
6167. Society of Antiquaries in Scotland. 
6169. Society of Writers to H. M. Signet. (iJ 
6171. Univer ity Library. (iii] 
6173. Univer ity Fleming. 
6175. "The Scottish Naturalist." 
6177. "The Scotchman." 
Glaagow. 
6 79. 
61 1. 
6183. 
[NOTE.-.All packages for Edinburgh to ca.re of Willia.ms & Nor-
gate, 14 Henrietta. Street, Covent Garden, London, W. C.] 
nder n' College (204 George Street). [i] 
rcbre logical ociety (88 West Regent Street). [i] 
Faenlt of hy ician and Surgeons of Gla gow [formerly 
la g w d e t of Scotland Medical Association] 
(c r f am adden, 65 Sanchiball Street, Ola -
a den & Co., Warwick Square, London, E • 
. ). l i J 
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Glasgow-Continued. 
6185. Geological Society (76 Henderson Street). [i] 
6187. Glasgow University (care of Mr. Maclehose, Glasgow, per 
Mr. Billing, Ave Maria Lane, London, E. C.). [iii] 
6189. Glasgow Medical Journal ( care of James Hadden, 65 San-
chihall Street, Glasgow, per Hayden & Co., Warwick 
Square, London, E. C. ). [il 
6191. Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland. [i] 
6193. Mitchell Library (Ingram Street, East). [i] 
6195. Natural History Society of Glasgow (207 Bath Street). [il 
6197. Observatory. [i] 
6199. Philosophical Society (207 Bath Street). [iii] 
[Public Library of the City of Glasgow. (Identical with 
Hamilton. 
Mitchell Library.)] 
6201. The Mining Institution of Scotland. 
Kilmarnock. 
6203. Observatory. [i] 
Montrose. 
6205. Montrose Natural History and .Antiquarian Society. [i] 
Peebles. 
Perth. 
6207. The Chambers Institution (care of Messrs. W. & R. Cham-
bers, Paternoster Row, London, E. C.). [i] , 
6209. Murray Royal Institution. [i] 
6211. Perthshire Society of Natural Science. [i] 
6213. "Scottish Naturalist." 
St. Andrews. 
6215. University Library. fiii] 
WALES. 
Swansea. 
Tenby. 
6217. [Central] Public Library. 
6219. Royal Institution of South Wales. [ij 
6221. South Wales Institute of Engineers. [i] 
[Cambrian Archreo1ogical Association. (Dissolved.)] 
Welshpool 
6223. Powy's Land Club. [i] 
6225. Powy's Land Museum and Library. [iJ 
Athens. 
GREECE. 
6227. Cercle Litteraire ''Byron" ("Byron" Literary Oircl~). [ij 
6229. Government of Greece. [i] 
6~31. Library of His Majesty the King. [iiil 
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Athens-Continued. 
6233. Ministere de l'Interieur. 
6235. Musee Botanique de l'Universite Nationale (Botanical Mu-
seum of the National University). [i] 
[National Libra,ry. See United National and University 
Library.] 
6237. National Numismatic Museum. 
[National University. See United National and University 
Library.] 
6239. Natural History )fuseum of the National Library. [i] 
· 6241. Observatory. [i] 
6243. Societe Archeologique d' Athenes (A.rchreological Socwty of 
A.thens). [i] 
6245. Societe Litteraire "Le Parnasse" (Parnassus Li,terary So-
ciety). li] 
6247. Societe Medicate (Medical Society). [i] 
6249. United National and University Library. [iii] 
ICELAND. 
Akureyri. 
6~53. The Northern Provincial Library. [i] 
ltodruvellir. 
6255. Technical School. [i] 
Reykjavik. 
6257. Divinity School. [i] 
6259. Fornleifarfjelag (Ic~landic A.rchreological Societ,y). [i] 
6261. Hid Islenzka B6kmentafjelag (Literary Society of Ice-
land). [i] 
6263. Binn l~edi sk6li i Reykjavik ( Oollege of Reykjaiiik). 
6265. Island's Stiptisb6kasafn (Library of the Icelandio Dio-
cese). [iii] 
6267. Medical School. [i] 
6269. National Library of Iceland. [i] 
6271. Natural History Museum of the College. 
6273. Pj6dvinafjelag (Society of Friends of the Peop~). 
6275. Students' Library. [i] 
6277. Scientific Association of Iceland. l i] 
Stykkisholmur. 
6279. The Wes.tern Provincial Library. [i] 
Arezzo. 
ITALY. 
6281. Accademia Petrarca (Petrarca Academy), (formerly Aooad-
emia Valda.rnese del Poggio]. [i] 
Bergamo. 
6283. Accad mia Carrara. di Belle Arti ( 0Mrara Academy of Fine 
Aru). [i) 
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Bergamo-Continued. · 
6285. Ateneo di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti di Bergamo (Bergamo 
A.theneum of Science, Letters, and Arts). [iJ 
6287. Municipio di Bergamo (Oity Government). [i] 
6289. Societa Indust.riale Bergamasca (Bergamo Industrial Soci-
llologna. 
ety). [i] · 
6291. Accademia delle Scienze dell' Istituto di Bologna (Academy 
of Sciences of the Institute of Bologna). [iii] 
6293. Archivos per la Zoologia, l' Anatomia, e la Fisiologia, 
(Archives of Zoology, Anatomy, and Physiology). .[i] 
6295. Gabinetto di Anatomia dell' Universita (Anatomical Cab-
inet of the University). [i] 
6297. M~seo Civico (Public Museum). 
6299. Museo di Geologia dell' Universita (Geological Museum of 
the University). [Wants all packages addressed to G. 
Capellini.J [i] 
6301. Osservatorio Astronomico (Astronomical Observatory). [i] 
6302. Reale Deputazione ·di Storia Patria per le Romagna (Royal 
Commission for the National History of the Romagna). 
[il 
6303. Repertorio Italiano per la Storia Naturale (Index of Natural 
History). 
6305. Repertorium Italianum di Bianconi (Italian Index of Bi-
ancon). 
6307. Scuola Anatomica di Bologna (Anatomical School of Bo-
logna). [i] 
6309. Societa Agraria della Provincia di Bologna (Agrarian So-
ciety of the Province of Bologna). [i] · 
6311. Societa Medico-Chirurgica (Medico-Ohirurgical Society). (i} 
6313. Universita di Bologna ( University of Bologna). [i] 
Brescia. 
63] 5. Ateneo di Brescia (Athenewm, of Brescia). [iii] 
6316. Reale Istituto Tecnico (Royal Technical Institu-.e). [i] 
Cagniola. 
[Fondazione Scientifi.ca. (See Milan.)] 
Carrara. 
6317. Accademia Reale di Belle Arti (Royal Academy of li'iM 
Arts). 
Catania. 
6319. Accademia Gioenia di Scienze N aturali ( Gioenia Academy 
of Natural Sciences). [iii] 
Cesena. 
6321. Comizio Agrario del Circondario (Agricultural Oommit-
tee). [i] 
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Firenze ( Jflorence). 
6323. Archivio per l' Antropologia e la Etnologia (.Archive, of 
,.Anthropology and Ethnology). 
6325. Biblioteca Marucelliana (Marucelliana Library). [i] 
6327. Biblioteca Nazionale (National Library). [iii] 
6329. Biblioteca Ricardiana (Ricard·iana Library). [i] 
6331. Biblioteca di Sua Maesta il Re d' Italia (Library of His 
Majesty the King of Italy). [i] 
6333. II Circolo Filologico de Firenze (Philological Circle of ll1,or-
ence). 
6335. Istituto di Studi Superiori in Firenze (Florence Institute of 
Higher Studies). fil 
Porll. 
6337. Istituto Geografico Militare (Military Geographical Insti-
tute). 
6339. Istituto Topografico Militare (Military Topographical In-
stitute). [i] 
6341. Museo Nazionale d' Antropologia e di Etnologia (National 
Museum of .Anthropology and Ethnology). fi] 
6343. Nuovo Giornale Botanico Italiano (New Italian Botanioal 
Journal). [i] 
6345. "Opinione" ( Opinion). 
6347. Osservatorio Astronomico di Arcetri (.Astronomical Observ-
atory). [i] 
6349. Osservatorio del Reale Museo ( Observatory of the Royal 
.Museum). [i] 
6351. Reale Accademia Della Crusca (Royal .Academy of Della 
Orusca). [i] 
6353. Reale Accademia Economico-Agraria dei Georgofili (Royal 
Economico-.Agrarian Academy of .Agriculturists). [i] 
6355. Reale Deputazione degli Studi di Storia Patria per le pro-
vincie della Toscana, Umbria, e della Marche (Royal 
Commission for the Study of the History of the Provinces 
of Tuscany, Umbria, and Marche). fi] 
6357. Reale Museo di Fisico e Storia Naturale (Royal Museum of 
Physics and Natural History). (iiiJ 
6359. Real Societa To caua di Orticoltura (Royal Tuscan Society 
of Horticulture). 
6361. Royal Italian Geological ommi ion. 
6363. oci t Entomologica Italiana (Italian Entomological Soci-
ety). [i] 
6365. oci ta taliana di Antropologia, Etnologia, e Psicologia 
m ar. t (Italian ociety of .Anthropology, Ethnology, 
and Oomparati e Psychology). [i] 
6367. ir zi n 11 ' ndu trial Italiano' [Febo GberardiJ (TM 
Ojfice of Italian Industry). [iJ 
6369. Giornale grario Italiano (Italian .Agrarian Journal). 
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Genova ( Genoa). 
Jesi. 
6371. Accademia delle Scienze, Lettere ed .Arti (Academy of Sci-
ences, Letters, and Arts). [iii] 
6373. Accademia l\{edico-Chirurgica (M~dico-Ohirurgical Acad-
emy). [i] 
6375. Museo Civico di Storia ~aturale ( Oivio Museum of Natural 
History). [il 
6377. Osservatorio della Reale Universita ( Observatory of the 
Royal University). [i] 
6379. Reale Accademia delle Scienze · Medicale Genova (Royal 
Academy of Medical Sciences, of Genoa). [i] 
63~1. Reale Istituto di Sordo-Muti (Royal Institute for the Deaf 
and Dumb). [i] 
6383. Reale Istituto Tecnico e di Marina (Royal Technical and 
Naval Institute). [i] 
6385. Reale Scuola Superiore Navale (Royal Naval Oollege). [i] 
[Reale Scuola di Marina (Royal Nava.l School). See Regia 
Accademia Navale di Livorno.] 
6387. Reale Universita (Royal University). (iii] 
6389. Societa di Lettura e Conversazione Scientifiche (Society of 
Lectures and Scientific Oonpersations). [iJ 
6391. Societa Ligure di Storia Patria (Ligurian Society of National 
History). [i] 
6393. Ufficio Idrografico della Regia Marina (Hydrographic Officd 
of the Royal Navy). [i] 
6395. Comizio Agrario (Agricultural Oommittee). [i] 
Livorno (Leghorn). 
6396. Regia .A.ccademia Navale (Royal Naval Academy). [Sue 
ceeds the Naval Schools of Genoa and Naples.] [i] 
Lucca. 
6397. Reale .A.ccademia Lucchese di Scienze, Lettere ed .A.rti 
(Royal Lucca Academy of Science;Letters, and Arts). [iii] 
Mantova (Mantua). 
6399. Reale .Accademia Virgiliana (Royal Virgilian Academy). f i] 
Messina. 
6401. '' La Scienza Contemporanea" ( Go-temporary Science). [i] 
6403. Reale .Accademia Carolina (Royal Carolina Academy). [i] 
Milano. 
6405 . .Accademia Fisico-Medico-Statistica di Milano (Physico-
Medico-Statistical Academy of Milan). fi] 
6407. Accademia Scientifi.co-Litteraria (Scientific Literary Acad-
emy). [i] 
6409. Accademia Storico-Archeologica (Archceological Academy). 
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ltilano-Continued. 
6411. Annali Universali de Medicina e Chirurgia ( Uniioer,ai A• 
nals of Medicine and Surgery). 
6413. Biblioteca Ambrosiana (Ambrose Library). [i] 
6415. Biblioteca Nazionale di Brera (National Library of 
Brera). [iii] 
[" Bolletino Scientiftco" (Scientific Bulletin).] 
[Collegio degli Avvocati. (See Consiglio dell' Ordine degli 
Avvocati.] 
6417. Collegio degli Ingegneri edArchitetti ( College of Engineeri-ng 
and Architecture). fi] 
6419. Consiglio dell' Ordine degli A vvocati in Milano [ via Silvio 
Pellico No. 8] (Law College). 
6421. Dirczione dell' "Bollettino Scientiftco" l Corso Venezia 5]. 
(Scientific Bulletin). [i] 
6423. Direzione dell' "Italia Agricole" ( The Italian Farmer). ri] 
6425. Fondazione Scientiftca Oagnola (Scientific Institution). 
[Branch of the R. Istituto Lombardo.] 
6427. Ulrico Hoepli, bookseller. [i] 
6429. Municipio di Milano (City Government of Milan). [i] 
6431. Museo Civico di Storia Naturale (Civic Museum of Naturtd 
History). [i] 
6433. Museo di Storia Naturale dei Fratelli Villa (Natural His· 
tory Museum of the Fratelli Villa). [i] 
6435. Museo Patrio di Archeologia (Museum of National Arckm-
ology). 
~ 6437. Ospitale Maggiore di Milano (Grand Hospital of Milan). [ij 
6439. R.Accademia di BelleArti (Royal Aca.demy of Fine Arts). [i] 
6441. R. Istituto Lombardo di Scienze e Lettere (Royal Institute 
of Sciences and Letters of Lombardy). [iii] . 
6443. R. Istituto dei Sordo-Muti (Royal Institute for the Deaf and 
Dumb). [i] 
6445. R. Istituto Tecnico-Superiore (Royal Technical College). [i] 
6447. R. 0 servatorio Astronomico di Brera (Royal Astronomical 
Observatory of Brera). f i] 
6440. R. Scuola Superiore di Agricoltura (Royal Agricultural Col-
lege). [i] 
6451. R. Scuola Superi re di Medicina Veterinaria (Royal College 
of Veterinary Medicine). [i] 
~453. Soci ta Agraria di Lombardia (Agrarian Society of Lom-
bardy). [i] 
6455. oci ta Critt ga oloe-ica Italiana (Italian Cryptogamical 
ociety). 
6457. Soci ta r Je gli Agricolturi Italiani (Italian Society 
of Agriculture). 
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Kil.a.no-Continued. 
6459. Societa Geologica ( Geol-Ogical Society). 
6461. Societa d'lncoraggiamento di Arti e Mestieri ( Society for 
the Encouragement of Arts and the Trades). [i] 
6463. Societa. Italiana d' Igiena [ via Santi Andrea 18] (Italian 
Society of Hygiene). [i] 
6465. Societa Italians di Scienze Naturali (Italian Society of Nat. 
ural Sciences). [i] 
6467. Societa Patriotica (Patriotic Society). [i] 
6469. Societa Storica Lombardia (Lombardian Historical Society). 
[i] 
Kodena. 
6470. Comizio Agrario (Agricultural Commission). [i] . " 
6471. Osservatorio (Observatory). [i] 
6473. R. Accademia di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti (Royal Academy 
of Sciences, Letters, and Arts). [il 
6475. R. Stazione Agraria Sperimentale. (Royal Agricultural 
E:cperimental Station). [iJ 
6477. R. Universita (Royal University). [i] 
6479. Societa Medico-Chirurgica (Medico-Ohirurgical Society). . [il 
6481. Societa Meteorologica Italiana (Italian Meteorol-Ogical So-
. ciety). [i] 
6'83. Societa di N aturalisti in Modena ( Society of Naturalists in 
Jlodica. 
Modena). [i] . 
6485. Osservatorio Meteorologico (Meteorological Observatory). [i] 
6487. R. Istituto Tecnico di Modica (Royal Technical Institute of 
Modica). [i] 
KonoalierL 
6489. R. Osservatorio del R. Collegio C. Alberto ( Observatory of 
the Royal College 0. Alberto). [i) 
lllontevarchi. 
6491, R. Accad.emia Valdarnese del Poggio (Valdarnese Acad. 
emy of Poggio). [i] 
JJavoli (Napks). 
6493. Accademia degli Aspiranti Naturaliisti (Academy of Ama-
teur Naturalists). [iJ 
6495. Accademia Pontaniana (Pontaniana Academy). [i] 
6497. Accademia delle Scienze (Academy of Sciences). 
6499. Associazione Italiana della Croce Rossa (Italian Society ·of · 
the Red Cross). 
6501. Biblioteca Nazionale (National Library). [iii] 
6503. Biblioteca Provinziale (Provincial Library). liii] 
6505. Club Africana [via NuovaMonteo Civeto 25] (African Olub). 
6507. Direzione degli "Annali Clinici" f via Incurabili, o nell' Ospe-
dale l (Olinical Annals). fi] 
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Napoli (Naples)-Continued. 
6509. Direzione ''L' Espforazione"-Rassegna Geograftca (The 
Exploration, Geographical Review) [via Roma, gli To-
ledo, 416]. 
6511. Istituto di Belle Arti di Napoli (Neapolitan Institute of Fine 
Arts). [iJ 
6513. "II Morg_agni". 
6515. Museo NazionalediNapoli(NationalMuseumo/ Naples). [i] 
6517. R. Accademia di Archeologia, Lettere e Belle Arti (Royal 
Academy of Archreology, Letters, and Fine Arts). [i] 
6519. R. Accademia Ercolanese di ..A.rcheologia (Royal Herculanean 
Academy of Archmology). [iii] 
6521. R. Accademia Medico-Chirurgica (Royal Medico-Ohirurgical 
Academy). [i] 
6523. R. Accademia delle Scienze e Belle Lettere ( Royal Acad-
emy of Sciences and Belles Lettres). f iii] 
6525. R. Accademia di Scienze Fisiche e Matematici (Royal 
Academi of Physical and Mathematical Sciences). fi] 
6527. R. Istituto d' Incoraggiameuto delle Scienze Naturali, Econ-
omiche e Tecnologiche (Royal Institute for the Promotion 
of Natural, Economical, and Technical Sciences). [i] 
6529. R. Orto Botanico (Royal Botanical Garden). [i] 
6531. R. Osservatorio Capo di Monte (Royal Observatory). [i] 
6533. R. Osservatorio Meteorologico Vesuviano (Royal Vesuvia-n 
Meteorological Observatory). [iJ 
6535. R. Scuola Superiore di Medicina Veterinaria (Royal Veteri-
nary Oollege). [i] 
6537. R. Universita (Royal University). [i] 
6539. Societa Reale di Napoli (Royal Society of Naples). [i] 
6541. Stazione Zoologica di Napoli (Zoological Station), [i] 
Novara. 
6543. Biblioteca Oivica ( Oity IAbrary). [il 
Padova (Padua). 
6545. "Gazzetta Medica Italiana" (Italian Medical Gazette). [iJ 
6547. Os ervat.orio Astronomico dell' Universita (Astronomical 
Observatory of the University). fi] 
6540. R. Accademia di Scienze, Lett re, ed Arti di Padova (Royal 
Academy of Sciences, Letters, and Arts, of Parlua). [iii] 
6551. R. Unh- r ita di Padova (Royal University of Padua). [i] 
6553. ci t ncoraggi m nto per l'agricoltura e l'indu tri~ 
n 11 prm·inic di adova, e Gabinetto di lettura ( So-
ciety for the Encouragement of Agriculture and Industry 
in Padua). [i] 
65 5. i neto-Tr ntin di Scienze Naturali (Veneto-Tren. 
t"na ociety of atural ciences). [i] 
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Palermo. 
6557 . .Accademia Palermitana di Scienze e Lettere (Palermian 
Academy of 8ciences and Letters). fiii] 
6559. Biblioteca Nazionale (jJational Library). [iJ 
6561. "Gazzetta Cbimica Italiana" (Italia,n Chemical Gazette). 
6563. "Il Naturaliste Sicili:mo" (The SiciUan Naturalist). 
6565. Or~ Botanico (Botanical Garden). [i) 
6567. R. Istituto Tecnico (Royal Technical Institute). [i] 
6569. R. Osservatorio (Royal Obseri'cttory). 
6571. Societa d' .Acclimazione e di .Agricoltura in Sicilia (Society 
of AccUmation and Agriculture in Sicily). [i] 
6573. Societa di Scienze Naturali ed Economicbe (Society of Na.t-
ura,l and Economical Sciences). [i] 
6575. Stazione Chimico-.Agraria Sperimentale di Palermo ( Chem-
Paroma. 
ico-Agricultitral Experimental Sta.tion of Palermo). [i] 
Pavia. 
6577. Bolletino di Paleontologia Italian a (Italian Paleontologica,l 
Bulletin). 
6579. R. Biblioteca (Royal Library). [i] 
6581. R. Orto Botanico (Royal Botanical Garden). [i] 
6583. R. Osservatorio .Astronomico (Royal Astronomical Observa. 
tory). [i] 
6585. Universita di Parma ( University of Pa,rma). [i] 
6587. Mnseo di Storia Naturale (Natural History Museum). 
6589 . .Accademia Malaspina (Malaspina Academy). [i] 
6591. Central Physical Observatory. 
6593. R. Universita (Royal University). [i] 
Pesaro. 
Pisa. 
6595 .• Accademia .Agraria di Pesaro (A,grarian Academy of Pe-
saro). (i] 
6597. Osservatorio Meteorologico e Magnetico Valerio ( Valerio 
Meteorological and lJlagnetical Observatory). [i] 
6599. Direzione del Nuovo Giornale Botanico Italiano (The Nmr 
Ita:Uan Botanical Journal). [i] 
6601. "Il Nuovo Cimeuto." 
6603. R. ScuolaNormale Superiore (Royal Norma-l High School). [i] 
6605. Societa Malacologica Italiana (Italian Malacological So-
ciety). [i] 
6607. Socicta To cana di Scienze Natcrali (Tuscan Society of Nat-
1tral Sciences). [i] 
GG09. Uuiversita (UnfrersHy). [iii] 
Pistoja. 
6611. R. .Accademia di Scienze, Lettere ed .Arti (Royal Academy 
of Sciences, .Letters, and Arts).. [iJ 
u. :m. 15--1.5 
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Portici. 
6613. R. Scuola Superiore d' Agricoltura (Royal Agricultural 
College). 
Ravenna. 
Roma. 
6615. Accademia di Belle Arti (Academy of Fine Arts). [i] 
6617. Societ:\ Ravennata (Rai,enna Society). [i] 
6621. Accadeinia dell' Arcadia d' Arcbcologia et dei Nuovi Lincei 
(.Arca,dian Academy of Archcuology)~ [i] 
6623. Accademia Poutificia dei Nuovi Lincei (Pontifician Acad-
emy). [iii] 
6625. Accademia Romana di Archeologia (Roman Academy of 
Archreology). [i] 
6627. Biblioteca Vaticana ( Vatican Library). [iii] 
6629. Biblioteca N azionale Vittorio Emanuele ( Victor Emanuel 
National Library). [iii] 
6631. British Academy of Fine Arts. [i l 
6633. British and American .A.rchreological Society. [i] 
6635. "Bolletino Ampelografico" (Ampelographic Bulletin). [i] 
6637. Commissione Archeologica Comrnunale (Archreological Oom-
mission ). [i] 
6639. Comitato d' Artiglieria ed Ingegneri ( Committee of .Artillery 
o,nd Engineering). [i] 
6641. Corrispondenza Scientifica in .Roma (Scientific Correspond-
ence in Rome). [i] 
6643. Direzzione della "Nuova Antologia di Scienze, Lettere ed 
Arti" ( The New Anthology of Science, Letters, and 
Arts). [i] 
6645. Direzzione del "Giornale del Genio Civile" (Journal of Civil 
Engineering). [i] 
6647. Direzzione del "Periodico di Numismatica e Sfragistica per 
la Storia d' Italia" (Periodical of Italian Numismatics 
and Engravings). [i] 
6649. Direzzione della Statistica Generale del Regno [formerly 
Ufficio di Stati tica Generale] (Statistical Bureau). li] 
6651. Imperiale I ·tituto Archeologico Germanico (Imperial Ger-
man .A.rchreological In titute). [i] 
[1 titoto de Corri pondenza Archeologica. (Now call d 
Imperiale I tituto Archeologico Germanico.)] 
6653. I tituto Sci ntifi della R. Univ r ita (Scientific Institute 
of the Royal Uni ersity). [i] 
6655. Iini t r di icoltur , Indu tria e Commercia (Depart-
ment of Agriculture Industry, and Commerce). [iii] 
6657 ... ini t r 11 in nz (Department of Finance). f i] 
. n i t r u n (Department of War). [il 
6661. fi i, r n r o (Department of the Interior). Ii] 
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Roma-Continued. 
6663. l\iinistero dell' Istruzione Pubblica (Department of Publio 
Instruction). [i] 
6665. Ministero dei Lavoi::i Pubblici (IJ.epartment of Public Works). 
[i] 
6667. Ministero della Marina (Department uf .i.lfar-ine). [i] 
6669. Ministero per gli Affari Esteri (Department of Foreign 
.Affairs). 
6671. Museo Nazionale Prehistorico ed Etnographico (National 
Prehistoric and Ethnographic Museum). ~] 
6673. Ospedali (Hospital). [i] 
6675. Osservatorio Astronomico del Colegio Romano (.Astronomi-
cal Observatory of the Roman College). [i] 
6677. R. Accademia, dei Lincei Cfioyal .Academy of Lincei). [iii] 
6679. R. Istituto Fisico-Patologico di Roma (Roman Institute of 
Physico-Pathology). [i] 
6681. R. Comitato G~ologico d' Itali~ ( Royal Geological Committee 
of Italy). [i] 
6683. R. l\Iuseo Industriale Italiano (Royal Italian Industrial 
Museum). fi] 
6685. R. Orto Botanico (Royal Botanical Garden). [il 
6687. R. Scuola di Applicazione per gl' Ingegneri (Royal School 
of Practical Engineering). [i] 
6688. R. Societa Didascalica Italiana. (Royal Didactic Society.) 
[i] 
6689. Revista di Filologia Romana (Review of Roman Philology). 
6691. Societa degli Spettroscopisti Italiani ( Society of Italian 
Spcctroscopists). [i] 
6693. Societa Geographica Italiana (Italian Geographical Sooi,ety). 
[ i] 
6695. Societa Italiana della Scienze (Italian Society of Sciences). 
[iii J 
6697. Ufficio Centrale di Meteorologia Italfana ( Central Office of 
Italian Meteorology). [i] 
6698. Ufficio degli Scambi Internazionali (Italian Bureau of In-
ternational Exchanges. [3 via del Colegio Romano. 
Biblioteca Nazionale, Vittorio Emanuele.] [i] 
l Ufficio di Statistica Generale. (See Direzzione, &c.)] 
Sienna. 
6699. R. Acca1emia dei Fisiocritici (Royal Academy pf Critical 
Physiology). [i] 
6701. Osservatorio dell' Universita ( University Observatory). fil 
6703. Universita ( University). [i] 
6705. Direzzione d' Artiglieria e Torpedini (Director of .Artillery 
and Torpedoes.). [i) 
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Torino ( Tiirin ). 
6707. Accademia Reale di Agricoltura (Royal Academy of .Agricul-
ture). [i] 
6709. Accademia Reale l\'ledico-Chirurgica (Royal Medico-Ohirur-
gical Academy). [iJ 
6711. Accademia Reale delle Scienze (Royal Academy of Sciences). 
[iii J 
6713. Biblioteca Nazionale (National Library). [il 
6715. Circolo Geografico Italiano (Italian Geographical Circle). [i] 
6717. Club Alpino (Apine Club). 
6719. Direzzione di "Cosmos" [Guido Cora]. [i] 
6721. Direzzione de " Revista Filosofia Scientifica" [ via della 
Scuola 5] (Review of Philosophical Science). [i] 
6723. Museo Mineralogico di Torino (Mineralog-ical Museum of 
Turin). 
6725. R. Accademia Albertina di Belle Arti (Royal Albertina 
Academy of Fine Arts). [i] 
6727. R. Accademia di Medicina (Royal Academy of Medicine). [i] 
6729. R. Deputazione sovra gli Studi di Storia Patria (Royal 
Commission on the Study of Natural History). [i] 
6731. R. Museo lndustriale Italiano di Torino (Royal Industrial 
Museum of :l.'urin). [i] 
6733. R. Museo di Storia Naturale (Royal Museum of Natural His-
tory). l i] 
6735. R. Museo Zoologico di Torino (Royal Zoological Museum of 
Turin). [i] 
6737. R. Osservatorio Astronomico dell'Universita (Royal Astro-, 
nomical Observatory of the University) [formerly Osserv-
atorio dell' UniversitaJ. [iJ 
6739. R. Scuola d' Applicazione per gli Ingegneri (Royal School of 
Practical Engineering). [i] 
6741. R. Scuola Superiore di Medicina Veterinaria (Royal Colleg~ 
of Veterinary Medicine). [i] 
6743. Scuola di Guerra (School of War). [i] 
6745. Scuola del Stato Maggiore (Staff School). [i] 
6747. Societa degli Ingegneri e degli Industriale (Society of Engi-
neers and Manufacturers). [i] 
6749. Univer ita ( University). [i] 
TTeviso. 
U dine. 
6751. Bibliot ca Communale ( City Library}. 
·--3, . I tituto T cnic (Royal Technical institute). [i] 
6~--. cca mi di ci nz , Lettere ed Arti (.Academy of Sci-
ences Letters and Arts). 
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U dine-Con tinned. 
6757. .lssociazione Agraria Friulana (Friulan Agraria,n Asso, 
ciation ). r i] 
6759. R. Istituto Tecnico (Royal Technical Institute). ,. fiJ 
6761. Stazione Sperimentale Agraria (Agrarian Experimental Sta-
tion). lil 
Urbino. 
6763. Osservatorio Meteorologico (Meteorological Observatory). [i] 
Venezia ( Venice). 
6765. Associazione Veneta di Utilita Pubblica ( Venetian Associa-
tion of Public Utility). 
0767. Ateneo Veneto ( Venetian Athenmitlm). [i] 
6769. Biblioteca Marciana (Marciana Library). [iii] 
6771. Biblioteca Nazionale de San Marco (National Library of 
·Saint Marc). fil 
6773. Istituto Armeno dei Mechitaristi (Mechitaristen College). 
[ iii J 
6775. R. Accademia <li Belle Arti (Royal Academy of Fine Arts). 
[i] 
6777. R. Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti ( Venetian 
Institute of Sciences, Letters, and' Arts). [iii] 
6779. Societa Veneto-Trentina di Scienze N aturali ( Trentine Vene-
Verona. 
tian Association of Natural Sciences). [i] 
6781. Accademia d' Agricoltura, Commercio ed Arti di Verona 
(Academy of Agriculture, Commerce, and Arts of Verona). 
[iii] 
6783. Biblioteca 0ommunale ( City Library). [i] 
G785. Soqieta Italiana delle Scienze (Italian Society of &iences). 
Vicenza. 
6787. Accademia Olimpica di Agricoltura, Scienze, Lettere ed 
Arti ( Olym71-io Academy of Agriculture, Sciences~ Let-
ters, and .Arts). [i] 
6789. Bi.blioteca Pubblica (Public Library). [i] 
NETilERLANDS. 
Amsterdam. 
6791. Aar<lrijkskundig Genootschap ( Geographical Society). fi] 
6798. Commission voor de Geologische Kaart van Nederland 
( Corn mission for the Geological Map of Nether lands). 
0795. Genootscbap ter Bevordering cJer Natuur-, Genees- en Reel-
kuncle (Society for Promoting Natural, Medical, and 
Ohirurgical Sciences). [i] 
6797. Koninklijke .akademie van Weten chappeu (Royal Acad-
emy of Sc-iences). [iii] 
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Amsterdam-Continued. 
[Koninklijke Genootschap van Natauurkundige Weten-
schappen. (See Genootscbap ter Bevord.ering <l.er 
Natuur-, Genees- en Heelkunde.)] 
[Koninklijke lnstituut. (See Koninklijke Akademie van 
Wetenscbappen.)] 
6799. Koninklijke Zoologisch Genootschap "Natura Artis l\la-
gistra" (Royal Zoological Society). [iii] 
6801. "Handels-Blad" (Journal of Commerce). 
[Landkundige Genootscbap. (See Aardrijskundig Genoot-
schap.)] · 
6803. Maatscbappij: "Tot Bevordering der Bouwkunst" (Society 
for the Encouragement of .Architecture). [iii] 
6805. Maatschappij: ''Tot Nut van't .A.lgemeen" (Society for the 
Benefit of all Glasses). [i] 
6807. Nederlandscbe l\faatschappij ter Bevordering der Phar-
macie (Netherlands Association for the Promotion of 
Pharmacy). fiJ 
6808. Revue Coloniale Internationale (lnternational Ool01ial Re-
view). [i] 
6809. Rijks Akttdemie van Beeldende Kunsten (National Acad-
emy of Fine Arts). [i] 
[Stads Bibliotheek ( City Library). (See Universiteits Bib-
liotbeek.)] 
6811. Statistisch Instituut in Nederland (Statistical Bureau). [il 
6813. Universiteits Bibliotbeek [formerly Stads Bibliotheek] 
( University Library). [iii] 
[Vereeniging voor Statistiek. (See Statistische Instituut.)1 
6815. Vereeniging voor de Flora van Nederland (Botanical So· 
ciety). 
6817. Vereeniging voor Volksvlijt (Association for Popular In-
dustry). r i] 
6819. "Volksvlijt:" Tijd cbrift voor Nijverheid, Landbow, Han-
del en Sclleepvaart (Journal of Indu,slry, Agriculture, 
Oommerce, and Navigation). 
6821. Wi kunclig Genoot chap : " On vermoeide Arbeid komt 
alle te boven" ( oientijic Society: '' Untiring Industry 
Overcomes All"). [iii] 
Arnhem ( Gelderland). 
6 23. tuurkundig Genoot chap: '' Tot Nut en Vergenoegen" 
("t{atural History ociety: "Utility and Amusement"). 
[i] 
6 25. Open ar iblioth ek (Public Library ). [i] 
Boie-le.Due. 
[S ciete 1 rt t ciences. (S ' Hertogenbosch.)] 
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Breda. ( N oord Braband). 
6827. Koninklijke Militaire Akademie (Royal Military Academy). 
f i] I , 
Delft. 
6829. Polytechnische School (Polytechnic School). (i] 
Deventer ( Overyssel). 
6831. Openbare Bibliotheek (Public L-ibrary). [i] 
'S Gra.venhage [The Hague] (Zuid Holland). 
6833. Board of Fisheries. 
6835. Bureau voor Statistiek (Statistical Bureau). [i] 
6837. Commission Geodesique Neerlarnlaise ( Geodetic Commis-
sion). 
6839. Haagsche Genootschap tot Verdediging van den Christlij-
ken Godsdienst (Haagsch Society for the Vindication of 
the Ohristian Religion). [i] 
6841. Institut Topographique ( Topographical Institute). 
· 6843. Koninklijk Bibliotheek (Royal Library). [iii] 
6845. Koninklijk Instituut van Ingenieurs (Royal Institute of En-
gineers). [iii] 
6847. Koninklijk Instituut voor de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde 
van N ederlandsch Indie (Royal Institute for Philology, 
Geography, and Ethnography of Dutch India). liiiJ 
6849. Koninklijk Zoologisch-Botanische Genootschap te 'S Gra-
venhage (Royal Zoological Botanical Society of the 
Hague). [i] 
6851. Library of the States General. 
6853. Ministere de l'Interieur (Department of the Interior). 
[N ederlandsche Entomologische Vereeniging. ( See Leiden.)] 
6855. Nederlandsche Regeering ( Government of the Netherlands). 
[i] 
Groningen. 
[.Academia Groningana. (See Rijks Universiteit.)] 
6857. Genootschap pro excolendo Jure Patrio (Society for the Oul-
. tivation of National Jurisprudence). [i] 
6859. Instituut voor Doofstommen (Institution for the JJeaf and 
Dumb). [i] · 
6861. Natuurkundig Genootschap (Natural History Society). [i] 
6863. Rijks Universiteit (National University) [formerly .Academia 
Groningana]. [iii] 
Haarlem (Noord Holland). 
6865 . .Archives Neerlandl:l,is (Netherla,nds . .Archives). [i] 
[Bataviaasch Genootschap (Batavian Society).] [i] 
6867. Fondation de P. Teyler van der Hulst (Teyler Institu-
tion). [i J 
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Haarlem (Noord Holla,nd)-Oontinued. 
6869. Hollaudsche 1\faatschappij van Wetenschappen (Holland 
Society of Sciences). [iii] 
[Ministere de l'lnterieur-in 'S Gravenhage ]. 
6871. N ederlandsche Maatschappij ter Bev ordering van Nijver-
heid (Society for the Promotion of Industry). [i) 
[Openbare Bibliotheek. (See Stads Bibliotheek.)] 
6873. Stads Bibliotheek ( City I:ibrary) . [iii] 
'S Hertogenbosch (Noord Brabant). 
6875. Provinciaal Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen 
in Noord Braband (Provincial Society of A rts and Sci-
ences in North Brabant). [i] 
Hoorn (Noord Holland). 
6877. Societas Medico-Physica Romana (Medfoo Physical Society 
of Hoorn). [i] 
[Oercle Agricole et Horticole (Agricultural and Horticult-
ural Society.)j 
[Luxembourg. (See under Germany.)] 
Leeuwarden (Friesland). 
6879. Friessch Genootschap voor Geschied-, Oudheid en- Taalk-
unde ( Fr-iesland Society of Hfstory, Antiquity, and Phil-
ology). [i) 
Leiden (Zuid Holland). 
6881. Bureau Scientifique Central N eerlantlais ( Central Scientijio 
Bureau) rnaarlemmer Straat 12). riJ 
[Academia Lugtluno-Batava. (See Rijks Universiteit.)] 
6883. Maatschappij van Nederlandsclrn Letterkunde (Society of 
the Literature of the Netherlands) . [i] 
6885. "Mnerno yne." 
6887. Nederlanc.l che Botanische Vereeniging (Netherlands Botan-
ical Sol'i,ety). [iJ · 
6880. :r-ederlandsche Dierkumlige Vereeniging (NethePlwnds Zoo-
logical Society). [i J 
(3 91. Tec.lerland ·che Entomologi che Vereeniging (Netherlands 
Entomological Society) . fi) 
6803. ijk Etltnographi ·c:h Mu,·eum (Royal Ethnographical Mu-
eu1n). [iJ 
· o--. ijk .1..Iu eum van .lTatuurljjke Hi ·torie (Royal JJ,[useurn of 
... rritural Hi tory) . (iJ 
6 O"'. ijJ· In. uc rnn Ouclheden (Royal iJfuseum of A.ntiqui-
ti 8). liJ 
ijk l. rva orium (Boyfll Ob8ervatory) . [i] 
1. •rbr riurn (Royal Jleruarium ). [iJ 
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Leiden (Zitid Holland)-Continued. 
6903. Rijks Univ·ersiteit (Royal University). [iii] 
6905. Stolpiaansch Legaat (Stolp's Legacy). [i] 
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[Universita.s Lagduno-Batava. (See Rijks Universiteit.)] 
6907. Tijdschrift voor Entomologie (Entomological Journal). 
6909. Zoologisch Station der Nederlandsche Dierkundige Ver-
eeniging (N etherlands Zoolog·ical Ga.rden) . 
Maastricht. 
6911. Provinciaal Bureau van Statistiek ( Provincial B ureau of 
StaUstics). 
6913. Ve:reeniging ter Bevordering van Tuin en Landbouw (.As-
sociation for the Prornotion of Horticulture and .Agricul-
ture). [i] 
Middelburg (Zealand). • 
6915. Zeeuwsch Genootschap Yan Wetenschappen (Zealand Soci-
ety of Sciences). [iii] 
6917. Provinciaale Bibliotheek van Zeeland (Prov·incial Library 
of Zealand ). [ i] 
Rotterdam (Zuid Holland). 
6919. Bataafsch Genootschap van Proefonder vindelijke Wijsbe-
geerte (Batavian Society of Exper·irnental Philosophy). 
[iii] 
6921. Inrigting voor Doofstommen On<lerwijs (lnst-itute for the 
Deaf and Dumb). [ i J 
6923. Lees Kabinet (Reading Room) . 
[Ne<lerlamlsche Yacht Club (Netherlands Yacht _ Olub).] 
6925. Societe Neerlan<laise de Zoologie (Netherlands Zoological 
Society ). 
Schiedam (Zuid Holland). 
6926. Natuurk undige Vereeniging " :Martinet" (' ' Martinet" So-
ciety of Natural Sciences). [i] 
Utrecht. 
[Academia Rhcno-Trajectina. (See Rijks Universiteit.)J 
6927. Arcbiv fi.ir HolHtndische Beitrage zur Natur- und Heil-
kunde (Archives of Holland Contributions to Natural 
and Medical Sc-iences). [i] 
6929. Hi toriscb Genootschap (Historical Society). [iii] 
693J. KoninklijkNe<lerlandsche Meteorologisch Instituut (R oyal 
Dutch Meteorological Institute). [i] 
6933. Observatorimn ( Observatory). [i J 
6935. Pbysiologii-:cb Laboratorium (Physiological .Laboratory ). [i] 
6937. Provinciaal Utrechtsch Gcnootschap van Kunsten en We-
tenschappen ( Provincial Society of Arts and Sciences). 
[iii] 
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Utrecht-Continued. 
0939. Rijks Yeeartt:,e1iijscbool (Royal Veterinary School). [i] 
6941. Rijks ITniversiteit (Royal University). fiii] 
[Utrechtsche Hoogesc::i.ool. · (See Rijks Universiteit.)] 
Zwolle ( Overijssel). 
6943. Overijsselsche Vereeniging tot Ontwikkeling van Provin-
ciaale W elvaart ( Overyssel Society for the Promotion of 
Provincial Welfare). [iii] 
6945. Vereening tot Beoefening van Overijsselsch Regt en Ge-
schiedenis (Society for the Cultivation of Overyssel 
Jurisprudence and History). [ i] 
6947. '' Vriend van den Landman" (" li'riend of the Agricultur-
ist"). [ij 
Wageningen. 
6949. Landbouw School (Agricultural School). 
NORWAY. 
Arendal 
6951. Arendals Skoles offentlige Bibliothek og Museum (Fr~ 
Public Library and Museum). [i] 
[Arendals Museum. (See Arendals Skoles offentlige Bibli-
othek og Museum.)] 
Bergen. 
[ Archiv for Mathematik og Naturvidenskab. (In Christi-
ania.)] 
6953. Bergen Museum (Bergen Museum). [iii] 
6955. Bergen ' Offentlige Bibliothek (Bergen Free Library). 
6957. l\fodicinske Revue ([Monthly] Medical Review). 
6959. Observatoriet ([Astronomical and Nautical] Observatory). 
[i] 
6961. Selskabet for de N orske Fiskeries Fremme (Associatwn 
for the Promotion of the Norwegian Fisheries). [i] 
Christiania. 
(Afdeling for Geologiske Un<lersogelse. (See Den Geolog-
i ke Under ogelse.)] 
(Archreological Mu eum. (See Det Kongelige Norske 
Frederika Universitet.)] 
6963. Archiv for fathematik og Naturviden.·kab (Archives of 
.Mathematics and raturu l ciences). [i] 
6065. Arcbiv for ordi k 1 ilologi (.Archii•es of Northern Phi-
lology). [i] 
[A ociation eode iqu I t rnatio ale. ( ee Den Nor ke 
maalin m i iou.) J 
6967. Den phi ke Opmaaling (Royal Coast and Geograph-
urvey). [i J 
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Christi~nia-Continued. 
6969. Den Geolog·iske Undersogelse (Royal Geological Sur-
vey). PJ • 
6971. Den Norske Forstforening (The Noru:egian Association of 
Forestry). [i] 
6973. Den Norske Gradmaaling Kommission ( The Norwegian Geo-
detic Commission). [i] 
0975. Den .Norske Ristoriske Forening (The Norwegian Histor-
ical Association). [i.] 
6977. Den Norske Ingenior og Architekt Forening (Society of 
Norwegian Engineers and Architects). [i] 
6979. Den Norske Turist Forening (Alpine Olu,b of Norway). fi] 
[Departementet for det Indre. (See In<lre Departementet.)J 
6981. Det Kongelige Norske Kirke og UnderYisnings Departe-
mentet (Royal Noricegian Department of Worship and 
Education). fi] 
6983. Det Kongelige Norske Frederiks Universitet (Royal, Nor-
wegian Frederick University). [ iii J 
6985. -- Astronomical Observatory. [i] 
6987. -- Collection of Coins and Meda.ls. 
6989. --· - · Laboratory of Chemistry. 
6991. -- Library of the University. 
6993. -- Museum of Anatomy. 
6995. --Museum of Botany. 
6997. -- Museum of Ethnological Objects and National Eth-
nography. 
6999. -- Museum of Old Northern Antiquities. 
7001. --Museum of Zoology. 
7003. Det N orske Medicinske Selskab ( The Norwegian Medical 
Society). [i] 
7005. Det Meteorologiske Institut (Meteorological Office). [i] 
7007. Det Norske Samlag (The Norske Society). 
7009. Det Statistiske Centralbureau (Statistica,l Bureau). [i] 
7011. Foreign Office. [i] 
7013. Forening for Dialekter og Folketraditioner (Association for 
Norwegia-n Dialect and Folklore). 
7015. Ferening til Norske Fortidsmindersmerkers Bevaring (As-
sociation for the Preservation of Old Norske Antiquities 
and Monuments). li] 
7017. Generalfel ttoj mes tern ( Great Master of the Ordnance). 
7019. Indre Departementet ( Department of the Interior). [il 
[Institution geographique de Norvege et la section topo-
graphique de l'etat major general ( Geographical In-
stitute &ic.). (See Den Geogra:fiske Opmaaling.)] 
7021. Kongelige Bibliothek (Roya.l Library). [i] 
fKongelige Selskabet for N orges Vel. (See Selskab for 
Norges Vel.)] 
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Pll:ristiania-Continued. 
7023. Kristiania Blinde Institut ( Christiania I nstitution for the 
Blind). [i] 
[Mediciniske Selskab. (See Det N orske Medicinske Selskab. )1 
7025. Militaere Samfund (Military Society). [i] 
7027. "Naturen" (Nature). [i] 
7029. Nordhavse Expeditionens Redactions 0 omite (Public Oom-
mittee of the Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition). [i] 
[Norges Geogra:fiske O:pmaaling. (See Den Geographiske 
Opmaaling.)] 
[N orske Historiske Forening (Norwegian Historical Society). 
(See Den Norske Historiske Forening.)] 
[N orske lVIeteorologiske Institut. (See Det Meteorologi ke 
Institut .)] 
7031. Norske Oldskrift Selskab (Norwegian Antiquarian So-
ciety). [i] 
7033. Norsk Retstidende (Review of Laws a.nd Sentences of the 
Supreme Oourt). 
7035. N orske Sagforer Forening (Norwegian Lawyers' Society). [i] 
[Norske Tourist Forening. (See Den Norske Turist 
Forening.)] 
7037. Nyt Magaziu for Naturvi<lenskabernes (-Quarterly Magazine 
of Natural Sciences). [i] 
f Physiographiske Forening. ,Dissolved.)] 
7039. Polytekniske Forenin g· ( Polytechnic Society). li] 
[Parliamentary Library. (See Stortbingets Bibliothek.)J 
7041. Rigsarkivet (The Royal Archives of Norwwy). [i] 
7043. Rigsbospitalet (Royal Infirmary). 
7045. Sel kabet for Folkeoplysningens Fremme (Society for the 
Promotion of K no1 ledge) . 
704 7. Sel kab for N orges Vel ( R oyal Society f or the P romot-ion of 
the Wealth of Pi orway). fi] 
7049. Sel kabet for Norges .Fiskeries (Norwegian Fishery So-
ciety) . [i] 
[ ati ti ·k Central Bureau. (See Det Statistiske 0entral-
burean.)l 
7051. Stortbin~ ·t. Bii>liothck (Parliamentary Library). [i] 
70-3. Theoloo-i k Forening (Theolugical Society) . liJ 
7 -5. Th ol ri. k Thl.-:krift ( (Juarterly J01anal of Theology). li] 
;0-1. Tid ·rif t r Pr, kti k ;il dicin (Fortnightly Review of Prac-
tical Medicine) . [i] 
[Toporrrafi ·ke og y<lr grafi • fd ling. ( e Den Geog-
raphi ke pm· aling.)] 
iY r i Ob. rv ori t. ( K ..... Fr d. Univer itet.) I 
i l n k, (Academy of> 'cience ). [i] 
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Christiansand.-
7061. Kathedralskolens Offentlige Bib1iothek (Free Public Library 
of the Cathedral School). [i J 
Frederikshald. 
7063. Freuerikshald Stadsbibliothek (Free Town Library). [i} 
Horten. 
7065. Somilitaere Samfund (Society of Naval Officers). [i] 
Stavanger. 
7067. Det Norske Missions Selskab (Noru·egian Missionary Society 
[for the Promotion of Christianity among the Pagan 
Tribes of South Africa and Madagascar]). [i] 
7069. Free Public Library. [i] 
7071. Stavanger Museum (}j;fuseum of Zoology and Antiquities). 
Trondhjem. 
7073. Det Kongelige Norske Videnskabernes Selskab (Royal Nor-
wegian Society of Sciences). [iii] 
Tromso. 
7075. Tromso Kommunale Bibliothek ( Tromso Free Town Li-
brary). 
7077. Tromso Museum ( Tromso Museum). fil 
PORTUGAL. 
Cowbra. 
Evora. 
7079. Effemerides .A.stronomicas (Astronomica,l Ephmneris). [i] 
7081. Instituto de Co'imbra (Institute of Coimbra). [i] 
7083. Observatorio Ma!lnetico-Meteorologico da Universidade de 
Co'imbra (Magnetic and ]jfeteorological Observatory of 
the University of Coimbra). [i] 
7085. Universidade ( University). [i] 
7087. Biblioteca Publica (Public Library). [iJ 
Lisboa (Lisbon). 
7089. Academia Real des Sciencias (Royal Academy of Sci-
ences). fiii] 
7091. Academia des Bellas .A.rtes (Academy of Fine Arts). [i] 
7093 . .A.ssocia9ao dos Engenheiros Civis Portuguezes (Association 
of Portuguese Civil Engineers). [i] 
7095. Biblioteca Nacional (National Library). [iii] 
7097. Colonial Department of the Navy Department. 
7099. Commissao Central Permanente de Geographia ( Central 
Permanent Commission of Geography). [i] 
[Oommissao Geologica de Portugal. (See Direc~ao Gene-
ral dos Trabalhos Geologicos.) l 
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Lisboa (Lisbon )-Contiuued. 
7101. Direcgao General dos Trabalbos Geodesicos (Geodetic 
Office). l i J 
7103. Diree<;ao General dos TrabaJlrns Gcologicos (Geological 
Bureau). [i] 
7105. Escola da Exercito (JJ,lilitary School). [i] 
7107. Escola Medico-Cirurgica (Medico-Chiritrgical School). [i] 
7109. EscolaNaval (Naval School). [i] 
7111. Escola Polytechnica (Polytechnical School). [i] 
7113. Instituto Industrial de Lisboa (Industrial Institute). [i] 
7115. Instituto Real de Agricultura (Royal Institute of Agrwul-
ture). [i] 
7117. Ministro de Negocios Estrangeiros (1l1inister of Foreign 
Affairs). [i] 
7119. Museo de Lisboa (Lisbon Museum). [i] 
7121. Museo Nacional das Colonias (National Museum of the Colo-
nies). [i] · 
7123. Observatorio Astronomico da Tapada de Alcantara (Astro-
nornical Observatory of Tapada of Alcantara). [i] 
7125. Observatorio Astronomico na Escola Polytechnica (Astro-
nomical Observatory of the Polytechnical School). [il 
7127. 0 bservatorio de Marina (Na val Observatory). r i] 
7129. Observatorio Meteorologico do Infante Dom Luiz na Escola 
Polytechnica (Infant Dorn Luiz 111.eteorological Observa-
tory of the Polytechnic School). [i] . 
7131. Real A sociagao Central de Agricultura Portugueza (Royal 
Central Association of Portuguese Agriculture). [iJ 
7133. Real Con ervatorio de Musica (Royal Conservatory of 
Music). 
7135. Sociedade de Geografia ( Geographical Society). [i] 
7137. Sociedade dos Architectos e Archeologos (Society of Archi-
tects and Archreologists). fi] 
7139. Sociedade Archeologica de Li boa (Archmological Society of 
Li.sbon). 
7141. Sociedade Promotora da Industria Falevil ( 8ociety for the 
. Promotion of Manufacturing Industry). liJ 
7143. Sociedade Pharmaceutica Lusitania (Lisbon Pharmaceutical 
ociety). [i] 
Oporto. 
7145. Sociedade de ciencia Medica de Lisboa (Lisbon Society 
of Medical cierwes). [i) 
7147. Academia lytechnica (Polytechnic Academy). (i] 
7140. ' ntr bannac utico Portugueze" (" Pharmaceutical 
entte ). (i] 
7151. E la 1 ico- irur ·ca (Medico-Chirurgical chool) (i] 
153. In titn o Indu trial (Industrial Institute). [i] 
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Oporto-Continued. 
7155. Museo de Historia Natural da Camara Municipal do Porto 
(Oporto Museum of Natural History). (i] 
7157. Sociedade de Instruc9ao do Porto (Educational Society). 
[Packages sent through Ramsay Crooks, Esq., 25 South 
William Street, New York.J [i] 
7159. Sociedade Portugueza de Geografia (Portuguese Geographi-
cal Society). 
Bukarest. 
ROUMANIA, 
7161. Societe Roumaine d'Agriculture (Roumanian Agricultural 
Society). [i] 
7163. Societe Roumaine de Geographie (Rouma,nian Geographical 
Society). 
RUSSIA. 
Arkhangel. 
7165. Flotskaia Biblioteka (Naval Libra.ry). 
Barnttul. 
7167. Meteorologicheskaia Observatoria (Meteorological Observa-
tory). [i] 
Derpt (Dorpat). 
7169. Derptskoie Obshchestvo Iestesto-Ispytalelei (Dorpat Society 
of Naturalists). [iJ 
7171. Farmatsevticheskoie Obshchestvo (Pharmaceutical Society). 
(i] 
7173. Imper. Astronomiclieskaia Observatoria [Kaiserlicbe Uni-
versitats-Sternwarte] (Imperia.l Astronomical Observa-
tory). [i] 
7175. Imper. Universitet (Imperial University). [iii] 
7177. Kaiserliche Livlandiscbe Oekonomische Gesellschaft (Ini: 
perial Livonian Economical Society). [i] 
7179. Meteorologicheskaia Observatoria (Meteorological Observa 
tory). [i] 
7181. Statistisches Bureau der Universitat (Statistical Bureau of 
the University). [i] 
7183. U chonoie Estonskoie Obshchestvo [Gelebrte Estniscbe 
Gesellscbaft] ( Esthonian Scfontific Society). [iii] 
7185. Veterinarnyi Institut ( Veterinary Institute). [i] 
Ekaterinburg. 
7187. Meteorologicheskaia Observatoria (Meteorological Observa-
tory). [i] 
7189. Societe Ouralienne d'Amateurs des Sciences Naturelles 
( Ural-ian Society of Friends of Natural ,Science). 
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Helsingfors. 
7191. Bureau Central de Statistique de la Finlande ( Central Statis-
tical Bureau of Finland). 
71D3. Finnische .Akademie der Wissenscliaften (Finnish Academy 
of Sciences.) 
7195. Fin~ka Geologiska Undersokningen (Geological Survey of 
Finland). [i] 
7197. Finska Litteratur-Sallskapet ( Society of Finnish Literature). 
[i] 
7199. Finskoie Uchonoie Obshchestvo [Societas Scientiarum Fen-
nica, Finska V etenskaps-Societet] ( Finnish Scientific 
Society). [iii] 
7201. Kejserlig!1 Alexanders-Universitet i Finland (Imperial 
Alexander University of Finland). [Packages sent 
througb F. A. Brockhaus, Leipzig.] [i] 
7203. '.Magnitnaia i Meteorologicbeskaia Observatoria (Magnetic 
and Meteorological Observatory). [i] 
7205. Obsbcbest,o Finlandskih Vrachei [Finska Lakare Salls 
kapetl (Society of Physicians of Finland). [i] 
7207. Sallskapct pro Fauna et mora Fennica ( Society for the Fmtna 
and Flora of Finland). [il 
Iaroslavl ( Yaroslav). 
7209. DemidofskiiiuridicheskiiLitsei(Dernidof JuridicalLyceum) . 
[i J 
7211. Obsbchestvo dla izsledovania Iaroslafskoi gubernii v iest-
estvenno-istoricheskom otnoshenii (Society for Invest-
igating the Natitral History of the District of Iaroslavl) . 
(iJ 
Irkutsk. 
Kazan. 
7213. Vostoclrno-Sibirskii Otdiel Imper. Russkavo Geograficbes-
kavo Ob, hcbestva ( East-Siberian Section of the Imperial 
Ru sian Geographical Society). li] 
i215. Imper. Kazan kii Universitet(Imperial University of Kazan ). 
[iii] 
7217. Imp r. Kazan. k i Ekonomicheskoie Obshchestvo (Im-
perial Economical Society of Kazan). [i] 
7219. Kazan. koi Ob-heh t o Vracbei (Society of Physicians of 
Kazcm). 
7221. Ob r"Vat ria ( Observatory). [i] 
7223. h b , tY t .-tYo-I. pytatel i pri Imper. Kazan kom 
niY 'r. i · ·ti ( oe;iety of Naturalists at the Imperial 
U1 i •enily of Kaztm). [i J 
Kharkof. 
L 5. Imp r. Kb, rk f·kii ni\"' r it t (Imperial Uniiersity of 
Kharkof). [iJ 
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K.harkof-Continued. 
Kief. 
7227. Mathern~tische Gese11schaft der U ufrersitilt (JJfathematical 
Society of the University). 
7229, Obsbchestvo Ispytatelei Prirody pri Imper. Kha.rkofskom · 
Universitetie ( Society of Naturalists at the Imperial 
Unii,e, sity of Kharkof). [i] 
7231. Veterinarnoie Uchilishche ( Veterinary School). [i] 
7233. Imper. Unirnrsitet Sviatovo Vladirnira (Imper·ial St. Vla-
d-i'lnir Unii1ersity). [i] 
72J5. Kiefskoie Obshchestvo Iestestrn-lspytatelei (Kief Society of 
Na,turalists). [iJ 
7~37. ObserYatoria ( Obsen:atory). [i] 
Kronshtat ( Cronstadt). 
72:1!>. Kompasuafa Obscrvatoria ( Cmnpass Obsen:atory). [i] 
7~41. Kronshtatskaia l\Iorskaia Biblioteka (Nai·al Library of 
Cronstadt). [i] 
'i!:!43. :Morskain. Astronomicheskai a, Ol>serrntoria (Naval Astro-
nomical Observatory). [i] 
7245. Obsl.J.cbest,o .M:orskih Vrachei (Society of Naval Physicians). 
[ i] 
Lebedian (Distr-ict of Tarn..bof). 
[Lebedianskoie Obshcbestvo Sel~kovo IIoziaistva (Lebedian 
Society of Rural Economy). (Closed.)] · 
Lugan (D-istrict of Ekaterinoslav'). 
724:7. l\1eteorologicbeskaia Ol>servatoria ( Meteorological Obseri·a. · 
tory) .. 
Mitava (Jfitau). 
7249. Kurland£koie Obshchestvo Literatury i Iskusstv ( Courland 
Society of Literature and .Art). [iii] 
Moskva (Mqscow). 
7251. Chertkofskaia Publichnaia Bibliotek'Q ( Chertkof Publi<J 
Library). · [i] 
7253. Etnograficheskii Muzei (Ethnographical Museum). [i] 
7255. Fiziko-MeditsiuskoieObshchest,vo (Physico-Medical Society). 
[i] 
7257. Imper. l\foskofskii Universitet (Imperial University of Mos-
cow). [i] 
7259. Imper. Moskofskoie Obshchestvo Iestestvo-Ispytatelei (Im-
perial Moscow Society of Natura.lists). [iii J ' 
7361. Imper. 1\foskofskoie Ob.J.1chestvo Selskovo Hoziaistrn ( Im-
perial :llloscow Society of Rural Economy). [i] 
7263. Imper. ObshcbestYo Istorii i Drevnostei Rossiiskib pri M, ,-. 
kof kom Unh--ersitetie (Imperial Society of Russiari I,, ,'!· 
tory and Antiquities at the University of .Moscow). [ i l 
H. :Mi ' . 15--lU 
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Moskva (Moscow)-Continued. 
7265. Imper. Obsbchestvo Lubitelei I estestvozuania, Autropolo-
gii i Etnografii (Imperial Society of Friends of Xatural 
Science, Anthropology, and Ethnography). [i] 
7:?G7. Imper. Zemledielcheskoie Obsbchestvo v Moskvie (Imperial 
Agricultural Society of Mosco u·). [i] 
7~GD. luridicheskoie Obshcbestvo (Juridical Society). [i ] 
7271. Kommercheskaia Akademia ( Commercial Aca,demy). fi] 
727:J. Lazarefskii Institut Vostochnyh Iazykof (Lazare/ Institute 
of Oriental Langu,ages). [i] 
7275. Meteorological Observatory of the Agricultural Aca<lemy. 
7277. l\foskofskaia Synodalnaia Biblioteka (.Mosc:ow Synodal Li-
brary). 
727D. Moskofskii Publichnyi i Rumiantsefskii l\Iuzei (Moscow 
Public a,nd Rumiantsef Museums). [i] 
7~81. l\Ioskofskoie Arcbeologicheskoie Obshchcstvo (Jloscow 
Archreological Society). [i] 
7:?83. l\1oskofskoie l\Iatematicheskoie Obshchestvo (Moscow Mathe-
matica l Society). [i] 
7283. l\luzei Kniazia Sergeia l\fihailovicha Galitsyna (Prince Ser-
gius GaUtsyn's JJl useum) . [i] 
7287. Observatoria (Observatory) . [ij 
728!). Obshchestvo Akklimatizatsii Rastenii i Zhivotnyh (Society 
of Accliniation of Plants and Animals). [i I 
72Dl. Ohsltcbestvo Drevne-Russkavo lskusstva pri MoskofHrnm 
Publiclrnom i Rumiantsefskom l\ft;iseiab (Society of Old 
Russian Art at the llfoscow Public and Ru,miantsef .Mu-
seums). l iJ 
a ,· a. 
7203. Obshcbe trn Lubitelei Iludozbest v (Society of Friends of the 
Fine Arts) . [iJ 
,2 5. ObshcbcstYo Labitelei Ro ii ·koi S1ove nosti (Society of 
JI'riends of Russian Literature). [iJ 
7 .. D7 . Petrofskaia Zemledlekheskaia i Le -uaia Akaclemia (Peter 
Academy of Agrfoulture and Forestry) . [i] • 
[Rumiau•, fskaia Biblioteka i l\1uzei (Rumiantsef Lillrary 
and Mu eum,). ( ee Mo kofskii Publichnyi i Rumiant-
sefrkii Iu ei.)] 
7 .. 00. u koie Ob"hcbe tvo Lubitel i Saclovo<l tva (Rtt.Ssifln So· 
ciety of Friends of Horticulture) . [i] 
. [Slavian kii Koruit t ( lade Committee) . (Clo e<l.)J 
, 3 l. 
er clri.nsk. 
~., ., . kaia Ob •rY t ia ( [eteoro logioo l Obsena-
tory). fil 
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Nezhin. 
7305. Istoriko-Filologicheskii Insti tut (H istorfoo-Philological In-
stitute) [formerly Litsei Grafa Bezborodko]. [i] 
Nikolaief. 
7307. Observatoria (Observatory). [i] 
Odessa. 
Omsk. 
7309: GorodskaiaPublichnaiaBiblioteka (Public OityLibrary). [i] 
7311. Imper. Novo-Rossiiskii Universitet (Imperial New-Russian 
Unii,ersity). 
7313. Imper. Obshchestvo Selskova Hoziaistva Iuzhnoi Rossii 
( [mperial Society of Rural Economy of Southern Rus-
sia). [i] 
7315. Novo-Ros8iiskoie C bsbcllestvo Iestestvo-Ispytatelei (New-
Russian Society of Naturalists). (The library of' this 
society is inseparably connected with the university.] 
7317. O<lesskoie Obshchestvo Istorii i Drevnostei (Historical ·and 
Antiquarian Society of Odessa). [ij 
[Publichnaia Biblioteka (Public IAbtary). (See Gorodskaia 
Publichnaia Biblioteka.)] 
7319. Societe ·de Medecine d'Odessa ( Medical Society of Odessa). l i] 
. 7321. Uchilishche Gluho-Niemyh (Deaf and Dumb Institution). [i] 
7323. Obshcbestv_o Izsledovatelei Zapa(lnoi Sibiri (Society of Ex-
Oren burg. 
pfo-rers o/ Western Siberia). [i J 
7325. Orenburgskii Otdiel Imper. Russkarn Geograficheskavo 
Obshchestva ( Orenbur9 Section of the Imperial Russian 
'Pavlofsk. 
Geographfoal Society). [i J 
7327. Library of the Meteorological and :Magnetic Station. 
Pulkovo (Poulkova). 
7329. Nikolaiefskaia Glavnaia Observatoria (Nicholas Chief Ob-
serva.tory). [i] 
Revel (Reval). 
7331. Estlandskoie Literaturnoie Obshchestvo (Bstlwnian .Liter~ 
Riazan. 
ary Society). [i] 
:Riga. 
7333. Publichnaia Bil>lioteka (PubUc Library). [i] 
7335. Lettisch-Litertirische Geeellscbaft (Society of Lettie Litera-
ture). [i] 
7337. 1\1uzei (Museum). [i] 
7339. Obshchestvo Iestestvo-Ispytatclci [Naturforscherverein] 
(Society of Xaturalists). [iii] 
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Riga-Continued. 
7341. Obshcbcstvo Tstorii i DrenwstC'i Husskih PribaltiiskihPro_ 
vintsii f Gesellscltaft fUr Gesclliclite und Altertbum . 
kunde der Ustsee-Pro,·i11ze11 Russlan<ls] (Historical 
and .Llntirp<arian Society of the Russian Baltic Prov-
inces). p] 
7343. · Obshchestrn Prakticlieskih Vrachei (Society vf Practicat 
Physfoian~). [i] 
7345. Technicheskoie Ohshchestrn ( Technical Society). [i] 
Sankt-Peterburg (St. PetendJUry). 
7347. Ievo Velicbestvo lmperator Yserossiiskii (His ~lJiajesty the 
Emperor of Russfo). fiiij 
7349 . .Arbeograficheskaia Kommissia pri Ministerstvfo Narod-
narn Prosvieshchenia (Arclu.eographical Commission o.f 
the 11Iinistry of Public Education). (i J 
7351. Bibliothek der Evangelischen Gemeinden in St. Petersburg 
( Librnry of the Protestant Congregations of St. Peters-
&·urg). 
7353. Cabinet der Physikalischcn Geographie uer Kaiserlicheu 
U niversitlit ( Cabinet of Physical Ge~graphy of the lmpe-
rinl University). [i] 
7355. Commission pour fixer les mesures et les poids de !'Empire 
de Russie ( Commission for establishing mmsures and 
weights int.he Rullsian Empire). 
7357. Cammi· ion rnsse des ec'Ltanges internationaux de 1a 
Bil>liothcque Imperiale Publique (Russian Comrnission 
of International Exchanges at the Imperial Public 
Library). (ij 
735D. Filologiche koie Ob hebe tvo pri Sankt-Peterlrnrg'kom 
Uuiver itetie (I'hilologiccil Society of the UniversUy of 
't. I'eterslntrg). (i] 
7301. Geologiche kii Komitet ( Geological Committee). (i] 
7363. Gidrografi.che kii Departament Morskovo Minister t\'a 
(Hydrographical Department of the Ministry of Ma-
rine). (iii] 
13G5. orn, ia Akademia (Mining Academy). [i] 
i 3 i7. Gornyi D partamentMini ter tvaGo udar tnnnyh Inrn h-
·be tv (.Jlining Department of the Ministry of State 
Domain ). (i] 
73G • Go u ar tvennaia Kommi ia Poga hcnia Dolgof (Imperial 
Commission of A.mortizement). 
73"'1. Im1 r. Aka emia - auk (Imperial Academy of cience ·) . (iii 
-3,3, Im r. l k an lr frkii Lit i (Imperial Ale:i:and r Ly-
ceum). [iJ · 
3~5. Im r. rb 1 "i mi; i, (Imperial .ilrchreo-
logi<:al ommi · ion) . [iii ] 
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Sankt-Peterburg ( St. Petersburg)-Continued. 
7377. Imper. Farmatsefticheskoie ObshchestYo (Irnperial I'har- ' 
niaceutical Society). [i] 
73W. Imper. Istoriko-Filologicheskii Iustitut (Imperial Historico-
Philological Institute). [ i] 
7381. Imper. Mediko-Hirurgicbeskaia Akademia (Imperial Med-
ico-Surg-ical Aca,derny). P] 
7383. Imper. Mihailofskaia Artilleriiskaia Akademia, (Imperial 
Jlfichael Artillery Academy). [I] 
7385. Imper. Nikola.iefskaia lnzheuernaia Akademia (Imperial 
Nicholas Engineering Academy). [i] 
7387. Imper. Nikolaiefskaia Voiennaia Akademia (Imperial Nich-
olas lYlilitary Academy). 
7389 Imper. Publichnaia Biblioteka (Imperial Public Library). 
[iii] 
73!H. Imper. Rossiiskoie Obshchestvo Sadovodstva v Sankt-Pe-
terburgie (Imperial Russfan Horticultitral Society of St. 
Petersbitrg). [i] 
73D3. Imper. Russkoie Arheologicheskoie Obshchestvo (Imperial 
Russian Archreological Society). [i] 
7305. Imper. Rnsskoie Geogra.ficheskoie Obshchestvo (Imperial 
Ri1ssian Geographical Society). l iii] 
7397. Imper. Russkoie Istoricheskoie Obshchestvo (Imperial Rwr 
sian Histor-ical Society). fi J 
739D. Imper. Russkoie Tehnicheskoie Obshchestvo (Imperial Rus-
sian Technical Soc-iety). [i] . 
7401. Imper. Sankt-Peterburgskaia Akademia Hudozhestv (Im-
perial St. Petersbitrg A'Cademy of Fine Arts). 
7403. Imper. Sankt-Peterburgskii Botanicheskii Sad (Imperial 
Botanical Garden of St. Petersburg). [Packages sent 
through Wm. Mintor, Wandrahm Briicke 6, Ham-
burg, Germany. j [i] 
7405. Imper. Sankt-Peterburgskii Universitet (Imperial Univer-
sity of St. Petersburg). [i] 
7407. Imper. Sankt-Peterburgskoie Mineralogicheskoie Obsh-
chestvo (Imperial JJfineralo_qical Society of St. Peters-
burg). [iii] 
7409. Imper. Tebnologicheskii Institut (Imperial Technological 
Institute). [i] 
7411. Imper. Uchilishche Gluho-Niemyh (Imperial Deaf and Dumb 
Institute). [i] 
7413. Imper. Uchilishche Pravo-dedenia (Imperial Law School). 
7415. Imper. Vo1noie Ekonomicheskoie Obshchestvo (Imperial 
Free E conomical Society). [iii] 
741 i. In titut Korpusa Putei Soob hchenia (InstUution of the 
('m·p8 of Enr1incers). f il 
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Sa.nkt-Peterburg (St. Petersburo)-Continued. 
7 41!). l nstitut Slepyh (Institution for the Blind). [il 
[Lesna,ia Aka<lemfo,. (See Sankt-Peterburgskii Lesnoi In-
stitut.)] 
U.21. Medicinische Wochenschrift (Medfoal Weekly). [Dr. E . 
.Moritz.] r iJ 
7 423. Meditsinskii Departament l\forskovo :Ministerstvo (Medicat 
Department of the Ministry of Mar-ine). [i J 
7 425. Ministerstvo Finansof (Ministry of l?inance). [i] 
74.27. Ministersivo Gosudarstvennyh Imushchestv (Ministry of 
State Doraains). 
7 4~9. Ministerstvo N arodnarn Prosvieshchenia (Ministry of Pub-
lic Bducation). [i] 
7431. l\Iinister tvo . Putei Soobshchenia, (Ministry of Ways of 
Oomrnun·ication). [i] 
7433. 1\Iinisterstvo Vnutrennih Diel (JJfinistry of the Interior). 
7435. J\Iorskaia Akademia (Naval Academy). [i] . 
7437. l\Iorskoie Mi-histerstvo (Ministry of Marine). [i] 
7439. l\:Iorskoi Muzei (Naval .Museum). [i] 
74:41. l\lor koi. Ucbonyi Komitet (Scientific Committee of the 
Navy) . [i] 
74:43. l\Iuzei Urechcskill i Rimskih Drevnostei (JJ.fuseum of Greek 
ancl Roman Antiquities). [i] 
[1'Iusee Imperial Agronomiqne. (See Zemlediclcheskii 
Institut.] 
7445. Mazei Imper. Akademii Nauk (Museum of the Imperial 
Academy of Sciences). [i] 
7447. :Muzei Imper. Ermitazha (Museum of the Imperial Hermit-
age). [i] 
7440. l\Iuzei In tituta Korpu a Gornyh Inzhenerof (Museum of 
· the Corps of Mining Engineers). [i] 
7451. ~:rikolaief kaia Akademia Generalnavo Shtaba (Nicholas 
Academy of the General Staff). [i] 
7453. Ob rrntoirn <le l'Univer ite Imperiale (Observatory of the 
Im,perial University). [i] 
7455. Ob rv toria A tronomicbe ·kaia pri Imper. Akaclem1i 
auk (Astronomical Observatory of the Imperial Acad-
emy of ciences). [i] 
[Ob heh trn E t tvo I }')ytateley pro Sankt-Peterburg-
k m ni r itete. ( ee au kt-Peter burg koie Ob-
·hcll . tvo I te fr -I ytatel i.)] 
7 57. b, h ·b tY I r kill ra 11 i ( ociety of Naval Phy i-
cian ). [i] 
[Pe l,l'~ gi ·b , k i ( Pedagogical oci ty). 
( 1 ·d.)] 
"":15. n i h .. P ,u (J: u .<dan Rel'icz.c). 
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Sa.nkt-Peterburg (St. Petersburg)-Continne<l. 
7461. Russk~ie Entornologicheskoie Obshchest,To (Russian Ento-
mological Society). (i] 
7463. Russkoie Himicheskoie Ohshchest.vo pri Sankt-Peterburgs-
kom Unirnrsitetie (Russian Chemical Society of the St. 
Petersburg Unii,ersity). fil 
7465. Sankt.-Peterbnrgskaia Gorotlskaia Duma ( City Council of 
St. Petersburg). 
7467. Sankt-Peterburgskii Lesnoi Institut (St. Petm·sburg Insti-
tute of Forestry). 
[Sankt-Peterburgskii Otdiel Slavianskavo Komiteta (St. 
Petersburg Section of the Sla-i,,fo Committee). (Closed.)] 
7469. Sankt-Peterburgskoie Obshcllestvo Iestestvo-Ispytatelei 
(St. Petersburg Society of Na,tural-ists). [j] 
7471. Sankt-Peterburgskoie Slaviauskoie Dlagotvoritelnoie Ob-
shchestvo (Slavic Benevolent Society of St. Peters-
burg). [i] 
7473. Selsko -b.oziuistrnnnyi l\luzt.'i (Jlusewn of Rural Econ-
omy). [i] 
7475. Shtab Korptisa Gornyh fozhe11crof (Staff of the Corps of 
. Mining Engfricers). [iii J 
7477. Topograficheskoie Buro Voiennavo Ministerstva (Topo-
grnphica,l Bureau of the .Ministry of TVar). [i] 
7479. Tsentralnaia Fizicheskaia Ol>servatoria (Central Physical 
Observatory). [ii~l 
7481. Tsentralnyi Statisticheski.i Komitet Ministerstva Vnutren-
nih Diel ( Centra.l Statistical Committee of the Mi!iistry 
of the Interfor). [i] 
7483. Uchebnoie Otdielenie Vostochnyh Iasykof Aziatskavo De-
partamenta Ministerstva Inostrannyh Diel (Institute 
of Oriental .Languages in the Asiatic Department of the 
Foreign Office). [i] 
7485. Uchonyi Komitet Ministerstva Gosudarstvennyh Imu-
shchestv (Scientific Committee of the Minis(ry of State 
· Domains). [i] 
7487. Voienno - meditsinskii Zburnal (Military Medical Jour-
nal). (i] 
7489. Voiennoie I\linisterstvo (111.inistry of War). 
7491. Zemledielclleskii Institut (.Agronomical Institute). [i] 
7 493. Zemleclielcheskii l\Iusei Ministerstva Gosmlar~ t venny Ii 
Imushchestv (Agricultural .Museum of' the.Ministry of 
State Domains). [i] 
Tashkent (in Tw·kesta,n). 
7495. Magnitnaia, i :\Ieteorologichcskai~ Obserrntori:i, ( ,lfaf;netic , 1 
anrl Meteorological Obseri•atory). f i J 
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Tiflis. 
Tula. 
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7407. Imper. Kavkazskoie l\Ieditsinskoie Obshchestvo (Imperial 
Caucasian Medical Society). [i] 
7490. Kavkazskii Muzei (Caucasian Museum). [i] 
7501. Kavkazskii Otdiel Imper. Russkavo Geografichesk~vo Ob-
shchestva ( Caucasian Section of the Imperial Russian 
Geographical Society). [i] 
7503. Kavkazskoie Obshchestvo Selskovo Iloziaistva ( Caucasian 
Society of Rural Economy). li] 
7505. Magnitnaia i Meteorologicheskaia Observatoria (Magnetic 
and ]}feteorological Observatory) [Physikalischcs Ob-
servatorium ]. li] 
·7501. Publichnaia Biblioteka (Public Library). [i] 
[Tifliser Physikalisches Observatorium (Physical Observa-
tory of Tiflis). (See Magnitnaia i Meteorologicheskaia 
Observatoria.)] 
7509. Upi:avlenie Gornoiu Chastiu na Kavkazie i za Kavkazom 
( Admin-istration of Caucasian and Trans-caucasian 
Mines). 
7511. Publichnaia Biblioteka (Public Library). [i] 
7513. Statisticheskii Kornitet (Statistical Committee). [i] 
Uman (District of Kief). 
7515. Umanskoie Uchilishche Zemledielia i Sadovodstva (Agri-
cultural and Horticultural School of Uman). [i] 
Varshava (Warsaw). 
Vilna. 
7517. Astronomicheskaia Observatoria (Astronomical Observa-
tory). [i] 
7519. Gazeta Lekarska (Medical Journal). [i] 
7521. Imper. Varshafskii Univer itet (Imperial University of 
Warsaw). [i] 
7523. Mediko-Ilirurgicheskaia Akademia (}Iedico-Surgical .Acad-
emy). [i] 
7525. Ob hche tvo Pooshchrenia Huuozhestv v Tsarstvie Pol-
skom ( Society for the Encouragement of Fine Arts in 
the Kingdom of Poland). [i] 
7527. Towarzy two Rolnicze Ki6le twa Pol kiego (Agricultural 
ociety of the Kinoik>m of Poland). 
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Vilna-Coutinued. 
7 533. Yilenskaia .Arkeograficlleskaia Kommissia, ( A. rchreograph-
ical Commission of Vilna ). [i J 
7535. Vilenskaia .Astronomicheskaia Observatoria (As.tr~nondcal 
Observatory of Vilna). [i] 
7537. Vilenskaia Publicbnaia Biblioteka i l\lusei Drevnostei 
( Vilna Public Library and J.llwwmn of Antiquities). [i] 
Vladimir. t 
7539. Imperial School of Marine Jurisprudence. [i] 
SEllVIA, 
Belgrade. 
7 541. Drusbtvo srbske Slovessnosti ( Society of Sert'ian Litera-
ture). [i] 
- 754:3. Pravite]jstvena Biblioteka (State Library). fi] 
SP.A.I~. 
Barcelona. 
Bilbao. 
7544 . .Academia de Ciencias, Artes, y Oficios para la Mujer (Acad-
emy of Sciences, Arts, and Fema.le Industries). 
7545. "Cr6nica Cicntifica" ("Scientific Chronicle"). [i] 
7547. Instituto .Agricola Catalan de San Isidro (Critalanian Agri-
cultitra.l Institute of San Isidro). fi] 
7,540. Observatorio Meteorol6g·ico (Jfeteorological Observatory). 
7551. Heal Academia de Buenas Letras de Barcelona (Royal 
Academy of Belles-Lettres, of Barcelona). [i] 
7553. Boar<l of Charity-Library of Charitable Instruction. 
7555. Ol>servatorio Meteorol6gico (Meteorological Ob:,;ervatory). 
Burgos. 
Cadiz. 
7557. Observatorio l\1eteorol6gico (Meteorological Observatory). 
755D. S ~ciedad Econ6mica Gaditana de Amigos del Pafs ( Oadi-
tana Economical Society). [i] 
7 5Gl. Sociedad Protectora de los Animales y las Plantas ( Society 
for thf, Protection of Animals and Plants). [i] 
Cordova. 
7 5G3 .. Academia N acional de Uiencias Exactas (National Academy 
of Exact Sciences). [i] 
Granada. 
7565. Universi<lad de Granada ( Univers ity nf Granada). [i] 
Madrid. 
7567. Academia <le las tres Koble - Artes <le San Fernando (San 
Fernando Academy of the Three X ~ble Arts). (i] 
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Madrid-Continued. 
7569. Academia Especial de Ingenieros (Special Academy for En-
gineers). [ i] 
7571. Ateneo Cieutifico, Literario y .Artfstico (ScientiJic literary 
ancl Artistic Atheneum ). 
7573. Biblioteca Nacional (Naf'ional Library). [iii] 
[ Colonial Department. (See l\linisterio de las Colonio,s).] 
7575. Comision del l\Iapa. Gcol6gico de Espana ( Conanission for 
the Geolog-ical 11lap of Spain). 
7577. "Correspondencia de Espana'' (Spanish Correspondence). 
7579. Direccion del '• Memorial de Artillerfa" (Artillery Notes). 
7581. Escuela, de Ing-enieros de CarninoH, Canales, y Puertas 
(School of Civil Engineering). 
7 583. I rn:;tituto Geografico y Estadistico ( Geographical and Sta-
tistical Institute). fi] 
7585. Junta Estadistica (Statistical Society). [i] 
7587. '' La Espana Agricola": Asociacion General de Labradore 
(The SpanfahFarmer, General Association of lVorkmen). 
[ i J 
7580. Ministerio de Fomento-Direccion Geueral de Instruccion 
Publica (Department of the Interfor-General Office of 
Pub lie I ni:;truction). 
7591. l\1inisterio de las Colonias ( Colonial Department). [i] 
7503. l\1useo Arqueol6gico Nacional (National Archmological .Mu-
seum). [i] 
7595. Ob ervatorio de Madrid (Ma.dr-irl Observatory). [i] 
7507. Real Academia de Ciencias de Madrid (Royal Academy of 
Science8, nf Madriil). [iii] . . 
7599. Real Academia de Ciencias Morales y Politicas (Royal 
Academy of Moral and Political Sciences). [iii] 
7G01. Real .Acadentia Espanola Arqueol6gica y Geograftca (Royal 
panish Academy of Archreology and Geogra.phy). [i] 
7G03. Real Academia de la Hi toria (Royal Academy of History). 
[iii] 
7605. Revi ta de la Arquitectura (Review of Archiucture). [i) 
1607. Revi ta Minera y Metallurgica (Mineral and Metall1trgicnl 
Review). 
7609. Sociedad de Antropol6gia de Madrid (Anthropological So-
ciety). [i] 
7611. oci dad Central de .Arquitcctos (Oentra.l Socuty of Archi-
tect~). [i] 
7613. d E ·paiiola de 11i toria .... ~atural ( panish Society of 
·aturalHistory). [i] 
,Gl"'. al rrraft a de Madrid (Geographical Society). fi} 
1 l rot d i ncias (Association of Pro-
7 Jli. fi l 
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Murcia. 
7619. Observatorio Meteorol6gico (.Meteorological Obserra.tory). 
Oviedo. 
7621. lnstituto Prodncinl de Oviedo (Proi,incial Institute). 
Sa.n Fernando. 
7623. Instituto y Observatorio de Marina (Xawl Institute and 
Observatory). [ i] 
7625. Real Academia <le Bellas Artes de San Fernando (Royal 
.Acrrdcmy of Fine Arts). [i] 
Santiago. 
7627. Observatorio J\1cteorol6gico (Meteorological Observatory). 
Valencia,. 
7629. Real Sociedad Econ6mica (Royal Economic Society). [i] 
Viscaya (Biscay). 
7631. Instituto Provincial de Viscaya (Provincial Institute of 
Biscay). 
SWEDEN. 
Fahlen. 
[Bergschule. (Dissolved. Now Mining School, Stock-
holm.)] 
Gotheborg. 
7633. Kongliga Vetenskaps och Vitterhets Samhallet (Royal S<>-
c-iety of Sciences and Bellet,-Lettres). [iii] 
f Salleska-pet Smfifoglarnas Vri,nner (Society for thf!I Protec-
tion of Small Birds). (Disco!1tinued.)] 
Linkoping. 
Lund. 
7635. 08tgota Forumi11ucs Forening (East Gothland Antiquarian 
Society), 
7637. Ethnologiska :Museum (Ethnol-0gical Museum). 
7639. Kongliga Fysiografiska Sallskapet (Royal Physiographic So-
C'iety). [i] 
7641. Kongliga Universitetet (Royal Dniversity). [iii] 
[Nordisk Tidsskrift for Politik Ekonomie, och Litterature 
(Discontinued.)] 
7643. Universitets Ohservatoriet ( University Observatory). [il 
Stockholm. 
7644. Departemcntet for Fiskeri. [Is a department of the Kon-
gliga Landtbrucks Akademien. (Packages addressed 
to care of Fisclterei-intendant, Dr. R. Lundberg.) J [iJ 
7645. Entomologiske Forening (Entomological Society). [i] 
7647. Entomologiske Ti<.ls krift (Entomological Journal). 
• 
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Stockholm-Continued. 
7G49. '' Eira" (Medical Journal). 
[Geographical Society. (See Svenska Siillskapet for An· 
tropologie och Geografie.)] 
7651. Geologiska Byran (Geological Burea1t). [i] 
7653. Geologiska Foreningen ( Geological Society). 
[Geological Survey. (See Geologiska Byrdn.)] 
'7655. Jernkontoret (Offices of Forges). (i] 
7G57. Kongliga Bibliotheket ( Royal Library). (iii] 
7659. Kongliga Landtbrucks Akauemien (Royal Academy of Ag-
riculture). [i] 
7661. Kongliga Sven,ska Vetenskaps Akadcmien (Royal Swedish 
Academy of Sciences). [iii] 
7663. Kongliga Vittcrhets Historie och Antiquitets Akademien 
(Royal Academy of Belles-Lettres, History, and Antiqui-
ties). [iill 
[" Land ocb Folk." (Discontinued.)] 
7665. Meteorologiska Central Anstalten ( Central JJleteorological 
Institute). [ij 
7667. Mining School [address at Technic High School]. [i] 
7669. Miuister of Foreign Affairs. 
7671. Nordisk 1\'Iediciniske Arkiv (Northern Medical Archives). 
7673. Ol>servatorict ( Observatory). [i] 
7675. Statistiska Central Byr~n (Bureau of Statistics). [i] 
7677. Svenska. Akademien (Swedish Academy). [i] 
7G79. Svenska Lakare Sallskapet (Swedish Society of Physicians). 
[ i j 
768J. Sven ka Bokforlaggare Forening (Society of Editors). [Oare 
of Samson & Wallin, Stockholm.] 
7083. Sven ka Sallskapet for Antropologi och Geografie (Society 
of Anthropology and Geography). 
U1>sala. 
76 .... Kongliga Univer itetet (Royal University). [i] 
76 7. ongliga Veten kap Societliten (Royal Society of Sciences). 
[iii J 
76 9. r f. P. J. Lindell (Royal University). [i] 
7 01. v ka F rnmiun Forening ( wedish Antiquarian So· 
ciety). (i] 
r. 03. niver itet tr nomi ka Ob ervatoriet ( University Astro-
nomical Obsen;atory). 
7 0 . niY r it t :M t r logi kc O em1tori t (University Me-
Veater!s. 
teorol gical Ob, erratory). [i] 
[El ·n r iir , rk t. Bi li teket (Library of the Normal 
, chool ). [Di · oh~ . ) ] 
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Vesteras-Continued. 
Aarau. 
Basel 
Bern. 
7695. Lakare Sinlskapet (Physicians' Society). 
7697. Riksbibliotbeket (State Library). 
SWITZEULAND. 
76139. Scltweizerischer Forst-Verein (Swiss Foresters' Union). [iJ 
7701. Schweizerische Palaontologische Gesellschaft (Swiss Palm-
ontological Society). [i] 
7703. Scbweizerischer Verein flir Straf- und Gcfangnisswesen 
(Si~iss Association for the Mana1ement of Prisons). [il 
7705. Aargauische N aturforschende Gesellchaft ( Society of N atu-
ralists ). [i] 
[Blinden und Taubstummen Institut. (See Laudenhof.)J 
7707. Gesellschaft zur Beforderung des Guten und Gemeinntitzi-
gen (Society for the Promotion of Jlforality anrl Publie 
Welfare). [i] 
7709. Gewerbe-Sclmle (Polytechnical School). [i] 
7711. IIistorische und Antiquarische Gesellschaft (Historical anc1 
Antiq?tarian Society). [iii] 
7713. Kinder-Spital (Hospital for Children). 
7715. Naturforschende Gesellschaft (Naturalists' Society). [iii] 
7717. Universitats-Bibliothek ( University Library). [i] 
7719. Verein Schweizerischer Gymnasi.allehrer (Society of Swiss, 
Teachers). 
7721. Allgemeine Schweizerische Gesellschaft ftir die Gcsammteu 
Naturwissenschaften (Swiss Society of Natu,rnl Sciences 
in General). [i] 
7723. BibJiotheque Federale (Federal JAbrary). [iJ 
7725. Bureau Topographique 11.,e<leral [Etat l\IajorJ (Topographi-
cal Bureau). 
7727. Commission de la Carte Geologique de la Suisse ( Commis-
sion for the Geological Chart of SwUzerland). [Care of 
Bibliotbeque du rolytechnique a Zurich.] 
7729. EidgenossenscLe Bundcs-Kanzlei (Helvetic Federal Oha~-
celry). [i] 
7731. EidgenossenschesDepartement deslnnern (IlelveticinterioP-
Department). [i] 
[Ei<lgenossenscher Inspector der Gotthard Eisenbahn (In-
spector of the Gotthard Railroad). (See N9. 7737.)] 
7733. Eidgenossensches Statistisches Bureau ( Sta.tistical Bureau) •. 
[ i] 
773,5. Geographische Gesellschaft ( Geographical Society). [i] 
7737. Inspectorat technique des Chem ins de Fer Suis es ( O(!ice-
of Inspcrtor of the Swiss Railrnads). [i] 
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Bern-Continued. 
Chur. 
773U. Institut Geographique International (International Geo-
graphical Institute). [ i] 
77-1 l. Illnstrirte Vierteljahrschrift flir firztlicbe Polytechnik (fl. 
lustmted Quarterly Journa.l of Mtidical Polytechnic). Ii] 
7743. Kantons Schule (Cantonal School). fi] 
77-!5. Naturforschende Gesellschaft (Naturalists' Society). [iii] 
7747. Oekonomische Gesellschuft des Kanton Bern (Economical 
Society of the Canton {)j Bern). [ i] 
7749. Schweizeriscber Alpen Club (Swiss A.lp·ine Club). [i] 
7751. Sch weizeriscbe Entomologische Gei;;ellschaft ( Swiss Ento-
mological Society). f i] 
7753. Schweizerische Gemeinniitzige Geselischaft (Swiss Society 
for Public Welfare). [i] 
77 55. Sch weizerische Historische Gesellschaft ( Swiss Historical 
Society). [i] 
7757. Schweizerischer Lehrer-Verein (Swiss Peda.gogic Society). 
[i] 
7759. Societe des Sciences (Society of Sciences). li] 
77 Gl. Societe des Sciences N aturelles ( Society of Natural Sci-
ences). [iii] 
7703. Sternwarte ( Observatory). [i] 
77G5. Tellurisches Observatorium ( Tellurian Observatory). 
77G7. Universitats-Bibliothek ( University Library). [iii] 
7760. Naturforschencle Gcsellsclrn,ft Graublindcns (Society of 
N atu,ral Sciences of Graubiinden). [i] 
Frauenfeld. 
7771. Thurgaui che Naturforschcnde Gesellschaft (Thurgau Nat-
uralists' Society). [i] 
Fribourg. 
7773. Societ6 Fribourgeoi. e des Naturalistes (Fribourg Society of 
Naturalist ). [i] 
77io. Societe d' IIi toire du Canton de Fribourg (Historical Soci-
ety of the Canton of Fribourg). [i J 
Geneve. 
'i7i7. Archi e de Sci nces Physiques et Naturellcs (Archives 
of Physical and Natural Sciences). fi] 
iTi . ociation Zoolocique du Leman (Zoological Society of 
Lal:e Leman). [i] 
i li hcq de la Ville ( City Library). [iii J 
J>ibli th n nfr r 11 .' [i] 
~ n mi (1-tational Ins titute of Gene-
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Geneve-Continned. 
7787. "Le Globe" [Organe.<le ln. Socicte de Geographie de Ge-
nern] ( The World). 
7780. l\Iusee de la ville de Geneve (Oity JJiuscum). fi] 
7701. Musee Zoologique (Zoolog-ical Muse·um): [i] 
7793. Observatoire (Observatory). [i] 
7795. Societe des Arts de Gen eve ( Geneva Societ11 of A.rts). [i] 
7797. 'Societe Genevoise d'Utilite Publique (Geneva Society for 
the P1tblic Welfare). [i] 
779!>. Societe d' Ilistoire et d' Archeologie de Gen eve ( Geneva So-
ciety of History and .A.rchmology). [i] 
7801. Societe de Geographie ( Geographical Society). [i] 
7803. Societe de Lecture (Lecture Society). (i] 
7805 Societe de Physique et d' Histoire N aturelle ( Soc-iety of 
Physics and Natural History). [iii] 
7807. Societe Medicale (Medical Society). [i] 
780!), Societe Ornithologique Suisse (Swiss OrnUhological Soci-
ety). [i] 
7811. Societe Suisse de Topographic (Swiss Topographical Soci-
ety). [i) 
Laudenhof (bei Aarau). 
7813. Taubstummen - Anstalt (Institution for the Deaf and 
Lausanne. 
Dumbf. [fl 
7815. Asile des Aveugles <le Lausanne (Asylum/or the Blind). [i] 
7817. Bibliotheque Oantonale Vaudoise (I.Abrary of the Canton of 
·vaud). li] 
7819. Societe d' Agriculture de la. Suisse Romande (Agricultural 
Society). [i] 
7821. Societe d' Ilistoire <le la Suisse Roman de (llistorical Soci-
ety). Ii] 
[Societe Industrielle d'Ilorlogerie. (Dissolved.)] 
7823. Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles (Society of Nat-
Luzern. 
ural Sciences). [ i] 
7824. Direction der Gothard Eisenbahn ( Office of tke Directors of 
the Gotharcl Railroad). 
7825. Historischer Vereiu der Fiinf - Oerter (Historical Soci-
ety). [i] 
7827. Kantons-Sclmle ( Cantonal School). [i] 
NeufchateL 
7820. Le Conseil Munidpal ( City Council). 
7 31. Observatoire Canto11al ( Cantonal Obse1·vatory). [i] 
7833. Societe des Sciences Xaturelles (Society of Nat'llral Sci-
ences). fii! I 
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7835. Naturforschende Gesellschaft Graubiinclens (Yatnralists' 
Society). 
Porentruy. 
7837. Societe ,Jurassiennc d'Emulation (Jura,ssian Society of 
Enwlation) . [i] 
Ra ppersch wyl. 
7839. :Mnsee National Polonais (Historical .Jfuseum nf Poland). [i} 
Rheinfelden. 
7841. N aturhistorische Gesellsclrnft ( Naturnl History Society). Ii l 
Saint Gall. 
[Concordia Institnt Interna,tional et Ecole Superieure <le 
Commerce ( Concordia International Inst'itute and Com-
rnercia,l College). (See Zurich.)] 
7843. Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft (Society of Naturo. t 
Sciences). [i J 
Schaffhausen. 
Sion. 
7845. M:ittheilungen der Schweizer Entomologischen Ge cll-
schaft (Journal of the Swiss Entomological Society). 
7847. Societe des Sciences ~atnrelles (Society of Natural 'd-
ences) . [i J 
7840. Societe Mnrithienne tlu Valai (Murithian Society of tlie fo-
la,is ). [i j 
7851. Societe Valai mmc <le Sciences Nature.lie (Society of 
l\ at1mil, 'ciences of the ,ala-is). [ij 
Solothurn. 
7853. Naturfor cbende Ge ell.., chaft (Soc-iety of Naturalists). [i) 
Yverdon. 
7 55. Iu titut d Sour<ls-1\foet a Y,erdon (Institute for the 
Deaf and Dumb). [i] 
Zurich. 
7 57. liii] 
• 
1. ntral-.An talt (, '1ci a 
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Zu.rich-.:.Continued. 
Beirut. 
7875. Societe des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles (Society of 
Physical and Natural Sciences). [i] 
7877. Stcrnwarte ( Observatory). [Transfer book's to the Federal 
Polytechnical School.] 
787!). Universitats- uncl Kantons-Bibliothek ( University and Oan-
tonal Library). [iii J 
7881. Verein ftir Landwirthschaft und Gartenban (Agricultural 
and Horticultural Sodety). [ i] 
7883. Vierteljahrsschrift fiir Wissenschaftliche Philosophie 
( Quarterly Journal of Scientific Philosophy). 
7885. Zoologisches Museum (Zoological Museitm). [ij 
SYIUA. 
7887. Syrian Protestant College. 
7880. Lee Observatory. 
TURKEY. 
Constantinople. 
7891. His Imperial Majesty the Sultan. rm] 
7893. Administration Sanitaire de l' Empire Ottoman (Board of 
Health). [i] 
f American Missionary Society. (See No. 7911.)] 
[American College. (See Robert College.)] 
7897. Anjuman i Danish (Society for the Advancement of Tnrkish 
Literature). [i] 
7899. Bureau de Statistique (Statist-ical Bureau). [i] 
7901. Gazette Medicale de l'Orient (Medical Ga.zette of the Ori-
ent). [i] 
7003. Hellenic Literary Syllogog (Library). [i] 
7905. Hellenic Philological Society of Oonstantinople. [i] 
7907. Imperial Meteorological Observatory. [i] 
7909. Jemiyet Ilamiyct Osmoniyet (Ottoman Scientific Soci-
ety). [.i] 
7911. Library of the American Missionary Society. [i] 
7913. Robert College. [iii] 
7915. Societe Imperiale de Medecine (Imperial Society of JJ,fedi-
. cine). [i] 
7917. Societe Orienta1c de Constantinople (Oriental Society of 
Oonstantinople). [i] 
7Drn. Soci~te de Pharmacie de Constantinople (Pharrnaceutical 
Society of Constantinople). [i] 
Sophia. (Bulgaria). 
7021. National Library. [i] 
IL Mis. 15-17 
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1\IISCELL.ANEOUS. 
7923. AssociatioI?- Internationale du Congo [Berlin, 1884] (In. 
, ternational Congo Conference). 
7923. Congress International des Americanistes [Tours, France, 
1883] (International Congress of A.mericanists). 
J927. Congres International des Botanistes, d'Horticulteurs, de 
Negociaults et des Fabricants de Produits du Regne 
Vegetale [Leiden, 1879] (International Congress of 
Botanists, Horticulturists, Dealers and Manufacturers 
of Vegetable P.roducts). 
7929. Congres International des Sciences Geograpbiques (Inter-
nationai Congress of Geographical Sciences). 
7931. Congres International des Sciences Geologiques [Berlin, 
1884-'85, London, 1888] (International Congress of Geo-
logical Sciences). 
7933. Congres International de la Propriete Artistique [Paris, 
1878] (International Artistic Congress). 
7935. Congreso Internacional de Americanistas [Madrid, 1881] 
(International Congress of A.mericanists). 
7937. International Agricultural and Forestry Congress. 
7930. International Benevolent Congress. 
7941. International Botanical and Horticultural Congress. 
7943. International Committee of Weights and Measures. 
7945. International Congress of Commercial Geography. 
794 7. International Congress of Orientalists. 
7949. International Congress of Prehistoric Anthropology and 
.Arcbreology. 
7051. International Geodesic .Association. 
7953. International Meteorological Committee [London]. 
7055. International Meteorological Congress. 
7957. International Meter Commission. 
7050. International Polar Conference. 
70Gl. International Pomological Congress. 
79G3. International Sanitary Conference. 
7065. International Silk-Cu.lturists' Congress. 
70G7. International Statistical Congress. 
7060. International Telegraphic Convention. 
LIST OF INSTITUTIONS IN THE UNITED STATES 
TO WHICH SMITHSONIAN PUBLICATIONS ARE 
SENT. (1885). 
[The figure [i] indicates 8-mithlonian Bepcwu; {ii] indicates Report. and HilctllaneOtU Oollection,; 
[iii] indicate.a Btporta, Jlilledla,neou. OoUections, and Smithsonian Oontribution6 to Knowudg,.] 
DISTRIDUTION OF PUDLICATIONS. 
The distribution of the publications of the Institution requires care 
and judicious selection, the object being to make known to the world 
the truths which may result from the expenditure of the Smithson fund. 
For this purpose the" CONTRIBUTIONS" are so distributed as to be acces-
sible to the greatest number of readers; that is, to large central 
libraries. 
They are presented on the express condition that they shall be care-
fully preserved, shall bo accessible at all times to students and others 
who may desire to consult them, and be returned to the Institution in 
case the establishments to which they arc presented at any time cease 
to exist. 
The following are the rules for the distribution of the Smithsonian 
publications. To enable institutions as well as individuals, not coming 
within their provisions, to procure copies of such as may be desired, they 
are sold at a price which is intended merely to cover tbe actual cost of 
their pn blica tion. 
Full sets can no longer be furnished, as some of the volumes are out 
of print. · 
RULES FOR DISTRIIlUTION Oli' THE PUBLICATIONS OF TIIE SMITII· 
SONIAN INSTITUTION. 
To Librar-ies. 
The publicatiorn, of the Smithsonian Institution are furnished: 
1. To learned societies of the first class, which present complete series 
of their publications to the nstitution. 
2. To colleges of tho first class, which furnish catalogues of their 
libraries and of their students, and all publications relative to their 
organization and 'history. 
3. To public libraries containing 25,000 volumes. 
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4. To smaller public libraries, of permanent character, properly recom-
. mended, where a large district would be otherwise unsupplied. 
5. Institutions devoted exclusively to the promotion of particular 
branches of knowledge may receive such Smithsonian publications as 
relate to their respective objects. 
FORM OF APPLICATION FOR PUBLICATIONS. 
I 
To the Smithsonian Inst-itution, nrashington, D. 0.: 
Date, -- -, 188-. 
Application is made for the library of --, for the publications of 
the Smithsonian Institution. All volumes received shall be duly ac-
knowledged, be carefully preserved, be accessible to any person who 
may wish to consult them, and be returned to the Smithsonian Institu-
tion in case the establishment at any time ceases to exist. And in case 
of any transfer of these volumes, or any change of address by the 
library, the Institution is to be duly notified thereof. 
1. Name of establishment,-· --. 
2. Location : Town, ---. 
State,--. 
3. When established, --. 
4. Nature of library, --. 
5. Value of buildings and property, --. 
G. Permanent fund, --. 
7. Annual income,--. 
8. Number of volumes in library,--. 
9. Number of persons having ·use of books, ---. 
10. Names of officers: President,--. 
Respectfully, 
Secretary, --. 
Librarian, --. 
I recommend the above application. 
--- ---, Mmnber of Congress, 
--Di trict; -- Stato. 
--· 
N. B. A neglect to return receipts for publications sent by the Insti-
ta.tion, or to reply to inquiries made by it, will forfeit all claims for 
continuance qn the list of distribution. 
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ALABAMA. 
Auburn. 
Agricultural and Mechanical College. [ii] 
Greens borough. 
Southern University. [iii] 
Huntsville. 
State Normal School (Colored). [i] 
James. 
High School. [i] 
Marion. 
Howard College. [iii] 
Lincoln Normal University. fi] 
Mobile. 
Library Association. [i] 
Montgomery. 
State Board of Health. [i] 
Spring Hill. 
Spring Hill College. f ii J 
Talladega. 
Alabama Institution for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind. [i) 
Tuscaloosa. 
Alabama Insane Hospital. [i] 
· Geological Survey of Alabama. [i] 
University of Alabama. [iii] 
Tuskegee. 
Alabama Conference Female College. [i] 
Alabama High School. [i] 
Normal School. [i] 
ARKANSAS. 
Boons borough. 
Cane Hill College. [i J 
Fayetteville. 
Arkansas Industrial University .. [ii] 
Little Rock. 
Arkansas School for the Blind. [i] 
Arkansas State Library. [iii] 
Little Rock Public Library (formerly Mercantile Library). [IJ 
Little Rock University. [i] ' 
CALIFORNIA. 
Alameda . 
.A.bmeda Free Library. [i] 
Berkeley. 
Institution for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind. [i] 
Univer ity of California. liiil 
Carpentcria. 
Carpcmtc1fa Science Club. [i] 
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· College City. 
fierce Christian College. li] 
Marysville. 
Marysville City Library. [iii] 
Middletown. 
Industrial Training School. [i] 
Mills Seminary, Mills College. [iJ 
]\'Ionterey. · 
Monterey Library Association. [iii] 
Oakland. 
Ebell Society Library. [i] 
Free Public Library. [i] 
Pasadena. 
· Pasadena Free Library. [il 
Sacramento. 
Agassiz Institute. [i] 
California State .Agricultural Society. [i] 
California State Library. [iii] 
Sacramento Free Library. [iii.J 
Sacramento Institute. l i] 
State Engineer's Office. [i] 
San Diego. 
San Diego Lyceum of Sciences. [i] 
San Diego Public Library. fi] 
San Diego Society of Natural History. [i] 
San Francisco. 
Bancroft Library (Pacific Library). [iii] 
Bibliotheque de la Ligue Nationale Frangai ·e. fiii] 
Bohemian Club. [i] 
California .Academy of Sciences. [iii] 
California State Geological Society (see California State Mining 
Bureau). 
California State Ilorticnltura] Society. [i] 
California State Mining Bureau. [i] 
Central acific Railroad Law Library. [i] 
eographical Society of the Pacific. fij 
Lick Ob-,ervatory. [i] 
.. echanic ' In titnto. [iii] 
Mercantile Library .Association. [iii] 
Odd Fellows' Li rary .A ociation. [iii] 
Pacific Library ( e aucroft Library). 
aint Ignatiu 1Jerr • (ii) 
an Franci co Fre ublic Library. (iii] 
2.n ran i c I a~ Libr, ry. [i] 
ta B ar orticultnre. (i I 
t ( Ii ) School for ir. . f Al 
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Sa.n Jose. 
California State Normal School. (i] 
San Jose Free Public Library. [i] 
University of the Pacific. [ii] 
San Mateo. 
Laurel Ilall Seminary. [i] 
Santa Barbara. 
Morris House Li.brar_y. [i] 
Santa Barbara Free Public Library. [ii] 
Santa Barbara Society of Natural History. [i] 
Union Club of Salltai Barbara. [i] 
Santa Clara. 
Santa Clara College. [iii] 
Stockton. 
County Iloanl of Horticultural Commissioners. [i] 
San Joaquin Society of California Pioneers. fi] 
COLORADO. 
Boulder. 
Unh·crsity of Colorado. fi] 
Canon City. 
Grand Army Collegin,te ::rn<l. MiUtary Institute. [i] 
Colorado Springs. 
Colorado College. [i] 
Denver. 
Bishop's Library. [iJ 
Colorado Scientific Society. [i] 
Colorado Seminary (see University of Denver). 
Jarvis Hall School for Boys, aml Divinity School. [iJ 
State Library. (iii] 
United States Geological Survey, Division of the Rocky Mount-
ains. Ii] 
University of Denver. [ii] 
Wolf Hall School for Girls. [i] 
Fort Collins. 
Colorado .Agricultural College. [i] 
Golden. 
State School of Mines. [iJ 
Red Cliff. 
Eagle County :Mining Club. [iJ 
CONNECTICUT. 
Birmingham. 
Allis Circulating Library. [i] 
Bridgeport. 
Bridgeport Public Library and Reading Room. [iii] 
Bridgeport Scientific Society. lij 
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Columbia. 
Columbia Free Library. [i] 
Goshen. 
Goshen Academy. [i] 
Greenwich. 
Greenwich Free Reading Room and _Library Association. [iJ 
Hartford. 
Connecticut Historical Society. [iii] 
. Connecticut Retreat for the Insane. [i] 
Connecticut State Boartl of Agriculture. [i] 
Hartfor<.l Library (formerly Young Men's Institute). [i] 
Hartford Theological Seminary. [iii] · 
State Board of Education. [i] 
State Library of Connecticut. [iii] 
Trinity Oollcge. [iii] 
Watkinson Library of Reference. [i] 
Young Men's Institute (see Hartford Library). 
Mansfield. 
Storr's Agricultural School. [i] 
Meriden. 
Meriden Scientific Association. [i] 
Middletown. 
Central School. [i] 
Wesleyan University. [iii] 
New Britain. 
New Britain Scientific Association. (iJ 
P ublic High School. [i] 
State Normal School. [iii] 
New Haven. 
American Oriental Society. [iii) 
Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences (sco Yale Oollcgo). 
Hillhouse High School. [i] 
New Ilaven Colony Hi torical Society. [i] 
New Hay n Young Men' In t itntc. [iii] 
Peabody Museum ( ee Yale College). 
Sheffield cientific chool (s e Yale College). 
tate Board of Ilealth . [i] 
Yale College. [iii] 
Connecticut ca<lcmy of Arts and Sciences. [i] 
Pea cly fu eum. [i] 
heffi~ld ci ntific choo1. [ii] 
New London. 
-- w n lon ou ty IIi orical Society. [i] 
Norwich. 
ti Li ran·. [ii] 
Shaker Station. 
hn. ·l'!r mmunity £ r Jl ·li<1 iom, and hnritab e Ohj ct·. [i) 
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Simsbury. 
Simsbury Free Library. [i] 
Suffield. 
Connecticut Literary Institution. [iJ 
Waterbury. 
Silas Bronson Library. [iii] 
Woodstock. 
Woodstock Academy. [i] 
DAKO'l,A. 
Brookings. 
Dakota Agricultural College. [i] 
Ellendale. 
Ellendale Library Association. [i] 
Lisbon. 
Lisbon Library Association. [i] 
Pierre. 
Presbyterian University of Southern Dakota. [i) 
Roscoe. · 
Roscoe Reading Room. [i] 
Vermillion. 
University of Dakota. [i] 
Webster. 
Day County .Agricultural Society. [i] 
Yankton. 
Yankton College. [i] 
DELA.WARE. 
Dover. 
Delaware State Library. [iii] 
Newark. 
Delaware State College. [iii] 
New Castle. 
New Castle Library Company (Public Library). [iii] 
Wilmington. 
West End Library (Lincoln street, above Delaware avenue). (i] 
Western Free Library ('Women's Christian Temperance Union), 
'rhird and Washingto11 streets. [i] 
Wilmington Institute. [iii] 
DISTRICT OF COL U1'-IDIA. 
Washington. 
Agricultural Department, Library of. [iii] 
Entomological Division. [i] 
Botanic Garden, Library of. [i] 
Bureau of Ethnology (see Smithsonin,n Institution). 
Civil ScrYicc Comm.issiou, Library of. fi: 
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Washington-Continued. 
Congress, Library of. (iii] 
Department of Justice, Library of. [i] 
Executive :Mansion, Library of. [i] 
Fish Commission, Library of. [i] 
House of Representatives, Library of. [il 
Interior Department: 
.Assistant .Attorney-General. (i] 
Bureau of Education. [ii] 
Library of the Interior Department. [iii] 
Scientific Library of Patent Office. fiii] 
United States Geological Survey. [iii] 
National Museum (see Smithsonian Institution). 
Navy Department: 
Bureau of Navigation. [i] 
Hydrographic Office. [i] 
Museum of Hygiene (Bureau of Medicine and Surgery). [i] 
Nautical .Almanac Office. [i J 
Naval Observatory. [iii] 
Navy Department Library. (iii] 
Surgeon-General, U. S. Navy. fi] 
Patent Office (see Interior Department). 
Post-Office Department Library. Ii] 
Smithsonian Institution: [iii] 
Bureau of Ethnology. [iii] 
United States National Museum. [iii] 
State Department Library. [iii] 
Consular Bureau. [i] 
Treasury Department: 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing. [ij 
Bureau of Statistic . [i] 
Director of tho l\fint. [i] 
Life-Saving Service. [i] 
Light-House Board. [i] 
::\farino Ilo pital Service, Surgeon-General. [iJ 
Solicitor of the Trea ury, Office of. [i] 
Tr a ury D partment Library. [ii] 
nite State oa t and Geodetic Survey. [i] 
United States Supr ~m ourt, Library of. [i] 
ar Department: 
Army 11 dical ...Iu eum ( ee Surg on-General's Office). 
Bureau of Iilitary Ju tice. [i] 
hi f f Engi r , Offic of ( eeEogine r Department U.S. A.). 
hicf ignal file r, Office of ( e ignal Office.) 
Engin r p, rtm nt, . . A. ( fli e bief of Engineer ). [iiil 
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Washington-Continued.. 
Headquarters of the Army of the United States. [ij 
Ordnance Department, Office of Chief of Ordnance. [i] 
Quartermaster-General's Office; [ii] 
Signal Office Library. lii] 
Subsistence Department, Commissary-General. [i] 
Surgeon-General's Office, Library of. [iii] 
W_ar Department Library. [iii] 
Miscellaneous : 
.Academy of the Visitation. [i] 
Agassiz Association. Chap. 109. (No. 1600, 13th st). [ij 
Carroll Literary Institute. [i] 
Columbia Hospital for Women. [i] 
Columbia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb (National Deaf 
Mute College). [iii] 
Columbian Club. [i] 
Columbian University. [iii] 
Corcoran Gallery of .Art. [il 
Cosmos Club. [i] 
·District of Columbia Library (Office of the Commissioners of 
the District of Columbia). [i J 
Georgetown University. [iii] 
Government Hospital for the Insane. [i] 
Health Department (Office of Healt.h Officer). [i] 
Howard University. lii] 
Kit Carson Post, G. A. R [iJ 
Louise Home. [i] 
Masonic Library. [ij 
Medical Society of District of Columbia. [i] 
National Board of Health. [i] 
National College of Pharmacy. fi] 
National Deaf .Mute College (see Columbia Institution for the 
Deaf and Dumb). 
Norwood Institute. [i] 
Odd ]fellows' Library. fi] 
Sailor's Library, Navy Yartl. [iJ 
Saint Joh n's Collegiate Institute (formerly Saint :Matthews' In-
stitute). [i] 
Soldiers' Home Library. (i] 
Spencerian Business College. [i] 
Washington High School. [iii] 
Washington Light Infantry Corps. [i] 
Washington Microscopical Society. [i] 
Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
Young People's Union of the Memorial Lutheran Church. (i] 
t 
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FLORIDA. 
De Funiak Sprin~s (Lake de Funiak). 
Florida Chautauqua Library. [i] 
J" acksonville. 
Public Library. [i] 
Milton. 
Santa Rosa .Academy Public Library. · [iiJ 
.Pensacola. 
Young Men's Christian .Association. [i] 
Saint Augustine. 
Free Public Library. [i] 
Military Post, U. S. A, Library of. [i] 
Saint Augustine Institute of Natural Science. [i] 
Sanford. 
Sanford Library and Reading Room. [i] 
Ta.1laha.1aee. 
Florida University. [i] 
GEORGI4l. 
Athens. 
Home School for Young Ladies. [i] 
University of Georgia. [iii] 
Atla.nta. 
.Abyssinian Library Society. [i] 
Atlanta Medical College. [i] 
Department of Agriculture. [ii] 
Department of Education. [i] 
Georgia Eclectic Medical College. [i] 
State Library. fiii] 
Young Men ' Library Association. [ii] 
Augusta.. 
Medical Department of University of Georgia. ti I 
Young Men' Library Association. [i] 
BameS'Vi.lle. 
Gordon In titute Library. [i] 
Blackshear. 
Black hear Library Association. [i] 
Bowdon. 
Bowdon College. [i] 
Brunswick. 
wick Library 
Butler. 
ociation. [i] 
B lcr • m le College and !ale In titnte. fl] 
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Carrollton. 
Reese's High School. [il 
Cave Spring. 
Georgia Institution for the Deaf and Dumb. [ii] 
·Columbus . 
• 
Columbus Female College. [i] 
Columbus Public Library. [i] 
Dahlonega. 
North Georgia Agricultural College. [i] 
Forsyth. 
Monroe Female College. [i] 
Hinesville. 
Macon. 
Bradwell Institute (see Walthoursville). 
Georgia State Agricultural Society. [i] 
Mercer University. [iiiJ 
Public Library and Historical Society._ [iii] 
Wesleyan Female College. [i] 
Milledgeville. 
Georgia State Lunatic Asylum. (i] 
Monroe. 
Young Men's Library. [i] 
Oxford. 
Emory College. [iii J 
Perry. 
Perry Library Association. [i] 
:Roscoe. 
Alexander H. Stephens Seminary. fil 
Savannah. 
Catholic Library Association. [i] 
Georgia Historical Society. [iii] 
Georgia Military Academy. (i] 
Talbotton. 
Collingsworth Institute. [i] 
Walthourville. 
Bradwell Institute. [i] 
West Point. 
Young Mon's Library Association. (i] 
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ILLINOIS. 
Abingdon. 
Hedding College. [i] 
Albion. 
Albion Library Association. [i] 
Aledo. 
Mercer County Scientific Association. [i] 
Aurora. 
Young Men's Christian .Association. [i] 
:Barry. 
Library and Reading Room. [i] 
Belvidere. 
·1da Public Library. [i] 
Bethany. 
Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
Bloomington. 
Bloomington Library Association. [ii] 
Illinois Wesleyan University. (iii] 
Young Men's Christian .Associ~tion. [i] 
Bourbonnais Grove. 
Saint Viateur's College. [i] · 
Bushnell 
Western Normal College. [i] 
Byron. 
Byron Library. [i] 
Canton. 
Canton Union Graded School. fi) 
Carbondale. 
Southern Illinoi Normal University. [ii] 
Carrollton. 
Carrollton Library A sociation. [i] 
Carthage. 
arthall'e oll gc. [i] 
Champaign. 
niver i y f Illinoi (formerly Illinois Industrial Univer ityJ. 
r iiiJ 
Charleston. 
roung [ n · Chri tian As ociatiou. [i] 
Chicago. 
[i ~ 
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Chicago-Continued. 
Cuba. 
Chicago Athenreum. [i] 
Chicago College of Pharmacy. [i] 
Chicago Historical Society. [iii] 
Chicago Law Institute. [il 
Chicago Manual Training School. [i] 
Chicago Public Library. [iii] 
Chicago Theological Seminary. [iii] 
Dearborn Observatory. [i] 
North Division High School. [i] 
Ridgway Ornithological Club, 2340 Wabash avenue. [i) 
Saint Ignatius College. [i] 
University of Chicago. [iii] 
West Division High School. [i] 
Western Society of Engineers. [i] 
Young Men's Christian Association. [iii] 
Young Men's Christian Association (Railroad Branch, Kinzie 
street). [i] 
Cuba Library Association. [i] 
Danville. . 
Danville High School. [ii] 
Danville Public Library. [i] 
East Illinois Oollegc. [i] 
Decatur. 
Decatur High School. [i] 
Free Public Library. fi] 
Delavan. 
Delavan High School. [i) 
Dixon. 
Northern Illinois Normal School (succeeds Rock River Univer-
sity). [i] · 
Dover. 
Dover Academy. [i] 
Dunning. _ 
Elgin. 
Cook County Hospital for the Insane. [i] 
Elgin Academy. [i] 
Elgin Public Library. [i] 
Elgin Scientific Society. [i] 
Illinois Northern Hospital for the Insane. [i] 
Elmhurst. 
Evangelical (Protestant) Seminary (Mensch Vercin). fi) 
Englewood. 
Cook County Normal School (see Normalville). 
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Eureka. 
Eureka College. [ii] 
Evanston. 
Evanston Free Public Library. [i] 
Garrett Biblical Institute. (i] 
Northwestern University. [iii] 
Ewing. 
Ewing College. [i] 
Farmer City. 
Farmer City Circulating Library. [i] 
Fayetteville. 
Fayetteville Library Association. [i J 
Galesburg. 
Knox College. [iiij 
Lombard University. (ii] 
Godfrey. 
Monticello Female Seminary. [i] 
Harvard. 
Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
Havana.. 
Ilavana Library. (i] 
Jacksonville. 
Illinois Central Ilospital for tho Insane. l i] 
Illinois College. [iii] 
Illinois Institution for the Education of tho Deaf and Dumb. (ii] 
Young :uen' Christian Association. (i] 
Jerseyville. 
Young :Men's Christian Association. [i] 
Joliet. 
Young Men's Christian Association. {i J 
Knoxville. 
Knoxville Public Library. (i] 
Saint Mary's School. [i] 
Lebanon. 
:McKendree CollQge. (iii] 
Lincoln. 
Lincoln Library Association. [i] 
Lincoln University. (i] 
Lombard. 
Vi11.1g Library. li] 
Macomb. 
acomb Free Public Library. [i] 
Macomb ... ormn.1, sc·ontifio, and Commercial Oollego. [i] 
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Marengo. 
Farmers' Club. [i] 
Mattoon. 
Mattoon Public School Library. [i] 
Y ouug Men's Ohristian Association. [i] 
Mendota.. 
Mendota Library .Association. [il 
Monmouth. 
Monmouth College. [i] 
Warren County Library and Reading Room Association. [Uij 
Morris. 
Illinois State Horticultural Society. [i] 
Morrison. 
Morrison Literary and Scientific Association. (1] 
Mount Morris. 
Mount Morris College (Cassel Library). [iii] 
Normal. 
Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History. [ill] 
Illinois State Normal University. [i] 
N ormalville. 
Cook County Normal School. [i] 
Olney. 
Olney Public l.Jibrary. [i] 
Richland Society of Natural History. [i] 
Onarga.. 
Grand Prairie Seminary. [i] 
Onarga Library. [il 
Ottawa. 
Ottawa Township High School. (ii] 
Paris. 
Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
Paxton. 
Augustana College and Theological Seminary. (Bee Book laJan~ 
Pekin. 
Peoria.. 
Public Library Association. [i] 
Peoria Public Library. [iii] 
Peoria Scientific Association. [i] 
Young Men's Christian Association. [il 
Young Men's Christian Association (Railroad Branch). [ll 
Petersburg. 
Petersburg Public Library. [i] 
Pittsfield. 
Pittsfield Public Library. [il 
ll. d i', 1~- 18 
I 
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Pontiac. 
Pontiac Library Association. [i] 
Princeton. 
Princeton Academy of Sciences. [i] 
Princeton High School. [ii] 
Quincy. 
Quincy High School. [i] 
Quincy Library. [i] 
Rantoul. 
Rantoul Literary Society. [i] 
Rochelle. 
Rochelle Public School Library. [i] 
Rockford. 
Public Library of Rockford. [iii] 
Rockford Seminary. [i] 
Rock Island. 
Augustana College and Theological Seminary. [1] 
Rock Island Public Library. [ii] 
Roodhouse. 
Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
Sandwich. 
Sandwich Library. [i] 
Sandwich Naturalists Association. [i] 
Saybrook. 
Ladies' Library Association. [i] 
Springfield. 
Geological Survey of Illinois. [i] 
Illinois State Board of Agriculture. [i] 
Il1inoj State Board of Health. [i] 
Illinoi tate Hi torical Society and Natural Hisrory Museum. [11 
lllinoi tate Library. [iii] 
pringfield Library Association. [iii] 
Young Men' Christian Association. [i) 
Sterling. 
ublic High School. [i] 
t rling ublic Library. [i] 
Upper Alton. 
hurtl ff College. (i) 
Urbana.. 
... ni r ·i y of Jllino· . (See Champaign.) 
Vermillion Grove. 
rmillio Gr ve ca my. fil 
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Vermont. 
Union School. [i] 
Virginia. 
Central illinois Science Association. [i] 
Walshville. 
Farmers' Library. [ij 
· Westfield. 
W est:field College. [ii] 
Wheaton. 
Wheaton College. [iii] 
White Hall. 
White Hall Library Association. [i] 
Winchester. 
Winchester Public School Library. [i] 
INDIAN.A.. 
Anderson. 
Madison County Historical Society. [iJ 
Bloomington. 
Indiana State University. [iii] 
Bourbon. 
Bourbon High School. [i] 
:Brazil. 
Brazil Public Library Association. [ij 
Brookville. 
Brookville Society of Natural History. [I] 
Clayton. 
Indiana Horticultural Society. [i] 
Crawfordsville. 
Wabash College Library. [iii] 
Crown Point. 
Ball's Circulating Library. [i] 
Crown Point Public School Library. (I] 
Danville. 
Central Normal College. [i] 
Delphi. 
Public School Library. [i] 
Evansville. 
Evansville Public Library. [iii] 
Fort Wayne. 
Catholic Library. [i] 
Concordia College, Evangelical Lutheran. [ii] 
Fort Wayne Public School Library. [i] 
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Frankfort. 
Frankfort Schoo] Reference Library. (i] 
Franklin. 
Franklin College. [i] 
Garrett. 
Library Association of Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Employ6s. Li] 
Gosp.en. 
Goshen School City Library. [i] 
Normal School. [i] 
Greencastle. 
De Pauw University (formerly Asbury University} !ill] 
Mississippi Valley Horticultural Society. [i] 
Public School Library. [i] 
Greenfield. 
Greenfield Society for the Advancement of Science. [i] 
Greenwood. 
Greenwood High School Library. [ij 
Hanover. 
Hanover College. [iii] 
Hartsville. 
Hartsville College. [i] 
Huntington. 
Public School Library. (i] 
Indianapolis. 
Bureau of Statistics of Indiana. [iJ 
Department of Geology and Natural History. [i] 
Indiana Hospital for the Insane. [i] 
Indiana Institution for the Education of the Blind. [i] 
Indiana In titution for the Education of the Deaf and Dnmb. [l) 
Indiana tate Board of Agriculture. (i] 
Indiana State Board of Health. (i] 
Indiana State Library. [iiil 
Indiana Stat Medical ociety. (i] 
Indianapoli Lyceum of Natural History. [i] 
ndianapoli Public Library. [iii] 
echanical Engineer ' Library and Reading Room. (1] 
1: dical College of ndiana. (ii] 
Irvington . 
.Butler Univcr ity. [iii] 
Lafayette. 
urdue niversity. [iii] 
La Porte. 
Public Library and atural Hisoory Society. [llj 
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Laurel. 
High School of Laurel. [i] 
Lawrenceburg. . 
Lawrenceburg Public School Library. [i] 
Logansport. 
High School Library. [i] 
Trinity Church Working Men's Club. [i] 
Madison. 
Library .Association. [i] 
Merom. 
Union Christian College. [ii] 
Milltown. 
Whisky Run Township Library. [IJ 
Mishawaka. 
-Mishawaka High School. [i] 
Monticello. . 
Monticello High School. (i] 
Moore's Hill. 
Moore's Hill Oollege. [ii] 
New Albany. 
De Panw College for Young Women. [i] 
New Albany Society of Natural History. liii] 
New Albany Township Library. [i] 
Bew Harmony. 
New Harmony Working Men's Institute. {I] 
New Providence. 
Borden Institute Historical Society. [i] 
Notre Dame. 
University of Notre Dame du Lac. [iii] 
Paoli. 
Working Men's Institute. [i] 
Princeton. 
Princeton Library Association. [i] 
Rensselaer. 
Iroquois Library. [i] 
Richmond. 
Earlham College. [i] 
Morrison Library. [i] 
Ridgeville. 
Ridgeville College. [i] 
Rising Sun. 
Natural History Club. [ij 
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Saint Meinn.d. 
Saint, Meinrad College. [ii] 
South Bend. 
City Library. (i] 
Young Men's Christian Association. [ij 
Spiceland. 
Spiceland Academy (Crescent Library). (ij 
Terre Haute. • 
Indiana State Normal School. [ii] 
Rose Polytechnic Institute. [iii] 
Valparaiso. 
Northern Indiana Normal School (private). [i] 
Valparaiso High School. [i] 
Vincennes. 
Public School Library. [i] 
Vincennes University. [i] 
Warsaw. 
Warsaw Public School Library. [i] 
Winchester. 
Winchester High School Lecture and Library Association. [i] 
INDIAN TERRITORY. 
Tahlequah. 
Cherokee National Female Seminary. [i] 
Cherokee National Male Seminary. [i] 
Oherokee National Orphan Asylum. [i] 
Albion. 
Albion Seminary. [i] 
Ames. 
IOWA. 
State Agricultural College. liiJ 
Bloomfield. 
Academy of Science. [i] 
outhern Iowa Normal School and Commercial Institute. [i] 
Boone. 
nblic chool Library. [i] 
Burlington. 
B rlin to niv r ity. [iii] 
ubli Li rary. [i] 
Cedar Falls. 
ubli Library. (i] 
Cedar Rapids. 
Grand Lo g of asons of Iowa. lii] 
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College Springs . 
.Amity College. .[i I 
Council Bluffs. 
Free Public Library. [i] 
Iowa Institution for the Deaf and Dumb. [i] 
Davenport. 
Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences. [iii] 
Griswold C91lege. [iii] 
Decorah. 
Norwegian Lutheran College. [i] 
Des Moines. 
Des Moines Academy of Sciences. [i] 
Des Moines Library. [i] 
Drake University. fi] 
Iowa State Library. [iii] 
Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
Dexter. 
Dexter Normal School. [i] 
Dubuque. 
Iowa Institute of Science and Art. [ii] 
Earlham. 
Earlham Public School Library. [i] 
Fairfield. 
J e:fferson County Library Association. [ii] 
Parsons College. [i] 
Fayette. 
Upper Iowa University. [i] 
Fort Dodge. 
Fort Dodge Library Association. [i] 
Grinnell. 
Iowa College. [iii] 
Humboldt. 
Humboldt College. [iii] 
Independence. 
Independence Free Public Library. li] 
Indianola. 
Indianola Public Library. [i] 
Simpson Centenary College. fii] 
Iowa City. 
Grand Lodge of Masons (see Cedar Rapids). 
Iowa Weather Service. [i] 
State Historical Society of Iowa. [iii] 
State University of Iowa. [iii] 
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Xeokuk. 
Keokuk Library Association. (iii] 
Manchester. 
Manchester High School (Independent School District). [i} 
Manchester Reading Room (Ladies). (i] 
Monticello. 
Ladies' Library Society. (i] 
Monticello High School. [ij 
Mount Pleasant. 
Iowa Hospital for the Insane. [i] 
Iowa Wesleyan University. [iii] 
Philomathean Society. [i] 
Ladies' Library Association. [i] 
Mount Vernon. 
Cornell College. [iii] 
Muscatine. 
Muscatine .Academy of Science. [i] 
Muscatine High School. [i] 
Osage. 
Cedar Valley Seminary. [ii] 
Oskaloosa.. 
Oskaloosa College. [iii] 
Penn College. [ij 
Ottumwa. 
Wapello County Natural Science .Association. [i] 
River View. 
Grant Township Farmers' Club Library. fi] 
Shenandoah. 
Western Normal College and Shenandoah Commercial Institute. 
[i] 
Sutherland. 
General (N. B.) Baker Library. [i] 
Tabor. 
Tabor Coll ge. [i] 
West Union. 
t nion cientific .A ociation. (i] 
Wilton Junction. 
ilton Sci ntific lu . [i] 
Atchison. 
K NS.AS. 
[i] 
llaldwin City. 
ak r iv r i . [ i l 
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Black J'a.ck. 
Young Men's Library .Association. [i] 
Burlington. 
Otter Creek Library .Association. [i] 
Emporia. 
State Normal School. [i] 
Fort Leavenworth. 
Medical Director's Office of the Department of Missouri. ·(i] 
Girard. 
Girard Literary and Library Society. [i] 
Holton. 
Campbell Normal University. [i] 
Lawrence. 
Kansas State University. [iii] 
Lawrence City Library. [ii] 
Leavenworth. 
Public Reading Room. [i] 
Manhattan. 
Kansas State .Agricultural College. [iii] 
Norton. 
North Public School Library. [i] 
Olathe. 
Kansas Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb. [1] 
Ottawa. 
Ottawa University. [i] 
Paola. 
Paola Library. [i] 
Salina. 
Salina Normal University. [iii] 
Topeka. 
Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad Company. [IJ 
Kansas State Board of .Agriculture. [i] 
Kansas State Historical Society. [ii j 
Kansas State Library. [iii] 
Washburn College. [ii] 
Wellington. 
Wellington Library .Association. [i) 
Wichita. 
Wichita High School. f i] 
Winfield. 
Winfield Public School Library. [iJ 
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KENTUCKY. 
Bowling Green. 
Ogden College. (i] 
State Board of Health. [i] 
Cynthiana. 
Cynthiana Graded School. [i] 
Danville. 
Centre College of Kentucky. (iii] 
· Eminence. 
Eminence College. f i] 
Farmdale. 
Kentucky Military Institute. (ii] 
Frankfort. 
Bureau of Agriculture, Horticulture, and Statistics. li] 
Department of Public Instruction. [i] 
Kentucky Geological Survey. [iii] 
Stat~ Library. [i] 
Garnettsville. 
Salem College. [i] 
Georgetown. 
Georgetown College. [iii] 
Glasgow. 
Glasgow Normal School. [i] 
Liberty Female 0ollege. [i] 
Harrodsburg. 
Harrodshurg Library Association. [i] 
Hopkinsville. 
Western Kentucky Lunatic Asylum. [i] 
Lexington. 
Agricultural and Mechanical 0ollege (see State 0ollege of Ken-
tucky). 
Ea tern Lunatic A ylum. [i] 
Kentucky Univer ity ( ucce sor to Transylvania University). 
[iii] 
tate Colleg of Kentucky (formerly Agricultural and Mechan-
ical 11 g ). [i] 
Lo i vill 
L ui vill 
L ui vill 
L ui ill 
L ui ill 
entucky (Ma onic). [i] 
f [i] 
[i] 
[ii] 
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Louisville-Continued. 
., 
Male High School. [i] 
Ohio Falls Geological Society. li] 
Polytechnic Society of Kentucky (formerly Public Library of 
Kentucky). [iii] 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary (formerly at Greenville, 
S. C.): [ii] 
Maysville . 
. Maysville and Mason County Library, Historical and Scientifto 
Association. (i] 
.Morgantown. 
Seminary and Normal School. [i] 
-Owens borough. 
Owensborough Public School Library. [i] 
-Princeton. 
Princeton Collegiate Institute. [i] 
.Richmond. 
Central University. [ii] 
11 ussell ville. 
Bethel Col1ege. [iii] 
LOITTSIAN A. 
Baton Rouge. 
Louisiana Historical Society. [i] 
Louisiana Institution for the Deaf and Dumb. [i] 
Louisiana State University and Agricultural and 
College. [iii] 
Convent. 
Jefferson College. [i] 
Grand Coteau. 
Saint Charles Co1lege. [iii] 
Jackson. I 
Centenary College of Louisiana. [i] 
Insane Asylum of the State of Louisiana. {i] 
New Orleans. 
Board of Health. [i] 
City Library. (iii] 
Louisiana Historical Society (see Baton Rouge). 
New Orleans Produce Exchange. [iJ 
Mechanical 
Soule Commercial College and Literary Institute. [i] 
State Library of Louisiana. [iii] 
Tulane University (includes Fisk Free Library, New Orleans 
Academy of Sciences, and University of Louisiana). [iii] 
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MAINE. 
Augusta. 
Maine Board of Agriculture. [i] 
Maine Insane Hospital. fi] 
Maine State Library. liiiJ 
Bangor. 
Bangor Public Library. [iii] 
Bangor Theological Seminary. [iii] 
Penobscot Bar Library Association. [iJ 
Brunswick. 
Bowdoin College. [iii] 
Bucksport. 
East Maine Conference Seminary. [iJ 
Cumberland Centi:e. 
Greely Institute. [i] 
Deering. 
West brook Seminary (Frost Library). [i] 
Eastport. 
Eastport Public Library Association. [i] 
Fort Preble. 
Post Library of Fort Preble (see Portland). 
Hebron. 
Hebron Academy (Hamlin Library). [ii] 
Ki~ry. 
Rice Public Library. [i] 
Lewiston. 
Bate College. [i] 
Manufacturers and Mechanics' Library. [ii] 
Teachers' Library (Public School). [i] 
Livermore. 
Liv rmore High School. fi] 
li orth Parsonsfield. 
ar onsfi.eld Seminary. [i] 
Oldtown. 
Oldtown ·gh chool. fiJ 
Orono. 
Jaine tate College of gricultll.l'e and Mechanic Arts. [liq 
Portland. 
[iii] 
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Saco. 
York Insutute. [ii] 
Togus. 
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers. {t] 
Wnrren. 
Warren Branch of Agassiz Association. [i] 
Waterville. 
Agassiz Association. (Chap. 465.) [iJ 
Colby University. [iii] 
Wiscasset. 
Wiscasset Social Library. [i] 
MARYLAND. 
Agricultural College. 1 
· Maryland Agricultural College. [iii] 
Annapolis. 
Maryland State Library. [iii] 
Saint John's College. [iiiJ 
United States Naval Academy. [iii] 
Baltimore. 
City Library. [iJ 
Brioeh Pratt Free Library of Baltimore City. [ill] 
Health Department of the city of Baltimore. [i] 
House of Refuge. [i] 
Johns Hopkins University. fiii] 
Loyola College. [ii] 
Maryland Academy of Sciences. [ii] 
Maryland Historical Society. [iii] 
Maryland Institute for Promotion of Mechanic Arts. [iii] 
Maryland State Normal School. [ii] 
Medical and Cbirurgical Faculty of Maryland. fiJ 
Mercantile Library Association of Baltimore. [iii] 
Peabody Institute. [iii] 
Saint Mary's University and Theological Seminary of Saint Stil-
pice. [iii] 
State Board of Health. [i] 
Centreville. 
Centreville Academy. [i] 
Chestertown. 
Washington College. [iii] 
College of Saint James. 
College of Saint James (High School). [iii] 
College Station. 
:\1arylan<l .Agricultural CoUsge (see Agricultural College). 
Ellicott City. 
Patapsco Female Institute. fi] 
Rock Hill College. f i] 
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Emmittsburg. 
Mount Saint Mary's College. [iii] 
Frederick. 
Adam Lodge, I. 0. O .. F. [i] 
Frederick College. (i l 
Maryland School for the Deaf and Dumb. [i] 
Hagerstown. 
Thursday Club Library and Reading Room. [i] 
McDonogh. 
McDonogh School. [i] 
Westminster. · 
Western Maryland College. [ii] 
Webster Literary Society. [i] 
Williamsport. 
Madeiry Lodge (Masonic). [i] 
Woodstock. 
Woodstock College. [iii] 
MASSACHUSETTS. 
Amherst. 
Amherst College. [iii] 
Lawrence Observatory. [il 
Massachusetts Agricultural College. [ii] 
Andover. 
Andover Theological Seminary. [iii] 
Memorial Hall Library. [ij 
Phillips Academy. [i] 
Ashburnham. 
On hing Academy. [i] 
:Beverly. 
Public Library. [i] 
Billerica. 
Bennett Public Library Association. [1] 
Boston. 
American Academy of ArtiS and Sciences. [iii] 
Am rican Board of ommis ioners for Foreig:n Missions. llli) 
[i] 
[iii] 
[i] 
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Boston-Continued. 
Boston Library Society. [iii] 
Boston Medical Library Association. [ii] 
Boston Public Library. [iii] 
Boston Society of Civil Engineers. [i] 
Boston Society of Natural History. [iii] 
Boston University. [ii] 
Boston Zoological Society. [i) 
Bureau of Statistics. [i] 
City Engineers' Office. [ i] 
Girls' High School. [i] 
Health Department (see State Board of Health). 
Horace Mann Day School for the Deaf and Dumb. [i) 
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy. [i] 
Massachusetts Historical Society. [iii] 
;M:assachusetts Horticultural Society. [i] 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. [iii] 
Massachusetts Medical Society. [i] 
Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture. [i] 
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Ani-
mals. [i] 
Naval Library and Institute. -[iii] • 
New England Historic-Genealogical Society. [iii] 
New England Methodist Historical Society. [i] 
Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind. [i} 
State Board of Health, Lunacy, and Charity. [i] 
State Library of Massachusetts. [iii] 
Bra.dford. 
Bradford .Academy. [i] 
Bridgewater. 
Bridgewater Public Library. [i] 
State Normal School. 
0
[ii] 
l3rookline. 
Brookline Public Library. [ii] 
Cambridge. 
Astronomical Observatory. [i] 
Botanic Garden and Herbarium. [i] 
Cambridge Entomological Club. [i] 
Episcopal Theological School of Massachusetts. [i] 
Harvard Natural History Society. [i) 
Harvard University. [iii] 
Lawrence Scientific School. [i) 
Museum of Comparative Zoology. [iii] 
Peabody Museum of Am. Archreology and Ethnology. [iii:} 
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Cam bridgeport. 
Cambridge Public Library. [ii] 
Centreville. 
Centreville Library Association. [i] 
Chelsea. 
High School. [i] 
Cohasset. 
Cohasset Free Public Library. [i] 
Colleg~ Hill. 
Tufts College. [iii] 
Concord. 
Concord Free Public Library. [iii] 
Danvers. 
Peabody Institute and Library. (ill 
Easthampton. 
Public Library Association. (i] 
Fall River. 
Fall River Public Library. [iiij 
Florence. 
High School. [i] • 
Gloucester. 
Cape Ann Scientific and Literar_y Association. (1] 
Sawyer Free Library. [iii] 
Greenfield. 
Greenfield Natural History Society. [i] 
Groton. 
Lawrence Academy. [i] 
Hardwick. 
Ladies' Free Library Atisociation . . Li] 
Harvard. 
Bromfield School. [i] 
Harwich. 
Broadbrook Free Library. li] 
Hli.verhill. 
H,"' rhill Public Library. [iii] 
Ringham Centre. 
Hingham Pu lie Library. [iii] 
Holbrook. 
Holbr ok u lie Library. [i] 
Ip wich . 
. wicl 
Jamaica. Plains. 
B · y In titntion ( gricultnral and Hortioultnral). [ttJ 
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Lancaster. 
Lancaster Town Library. [iii] 
'tawrence. 
Lawrence Public Library. [iii] 
Leicester. 
Leicester Public Li})rary. [i] 
Lenox. , 
Lenox Academy and Agassiz Association. [i] 
Leominster. 
Public Library. li] 
Lexington . . 
Carey Memorial Library. [ii] 
Lowell. 
Green School. [iJ 
Lowell City Library. [iii] 
Middlesex Mechanics' Association. [iii] 
Lynn. 
Lynn Free Public Library. [ii) 
Malden. 
Malden Public Library. [i] 
. Manchester. 
Manchester Public Library. [i] 
Milford. 
Milford Town Library. [iJ 
Monson. 
Monson Academy (Flynt & Packard Library). [i] 
Nahant. 
Nahant Public Library. [i] 
Nantucket. 
Nantucket Athenmum. rm] 
New Bedford. 
Free Public Library of New Bedford. [iii] 
New Bedford High School. r i] 
Newburyport. 
Newburyport Public Library. [iii] 
Newton . 
.rTewton Free Library. [ii] 
Newton Centre. 
Newton Theological Institution. [iii] 
Northampton. 
Clarke Institution for Deaf-Mutes. [i] 
Northampton Free Public Library. ~] 
Northampton Lunatic Hospital. [i] 
Smith College for Women. f ii I 
TT. Mi~. 1n--19 
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North borough. 
Northborough Free Library. fi] 
North Brookfield. 
N ortb Brookfield Free Public Library. [i] 
North Chelmsford. 
North Ohelmsford Library Association. [il 
Peabody. 
Peabody Institute Library. [iii] 
Pembroke. 
Pembroke Free Library Association. [i] 
Pittsfield. 
Berkshire Athemeum. [i] 
Quincy. 
Thomas Crane Public Library. [ii] 
Roxbury. 
Dudley Association. [i] 
Fellows' Athenreum (formerly Roxbury Atheniieum). [iii] 
Salem . 
.American Association for the Advancement of Science (offloe of 
Secretary). [i] 
Essex Institute. l iii] 
Peabody Academy of Science. [iii] 
Salem Athenreum. [iii] 
Somerville. 
McLean Asylum for the Insane. [i] 
South Braintree. 
Thayer Public Library. [iJ 
Southbridge. 
Southbridge Public Library. [i] 
South Hadley. 
Mount Holyoke Female Seminary. [ii] 
Observatory. [i] 
South Natick. 
i torical and Natural History and Library Society. [11) 
South Scituate. 
J ame Library. [i] 
Springfield. 
ity Library. sociation. [iii] 
Stockbridge. 
J k on Li rary of Stockbridge. [i) 
Taunton. 
01 [i] 
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Tyngsborough. 
Tyngsborough Public Library. [i] 
V~eyard Haven. 
Sailors' Free Library. fi] 
Wakefield. 
Bee be Town Library of W akefleld. [i) 
Waltham. 
Holmes Club. [i] 
Waltham Public Library. [ii] 
Wareham. 
Wareham High School. ri] 
Warren. 
Warren Public Library. [i] 
Watertown. 
Free Public Library. [iii] 
Wayland. 
Wayland Free Public Library. [i] 
Wellesley. 
Wellesley College. [iii] 
West Bridgewater. 
West Bridgewater Public Library. (i) 
West Roxbury. 
West Roxbury Free Library. [i] 
Weymouth. 
Tufts Library. [i] 
Wilbraham. 
W!3sleyan Academy. [i] 
Williamstown. 
Williams 9ollege. [iii] 
Winchester. 
Winchester Public Library. [ii] 
Woburn. 
Woburn Public Library. [iii] 
Worcester . 
.American Antiquarian Society. [iii] 
F'ree Public Library of the City of Worcester. [iii] 
Holy Cross College. [iiij 
State Normal School. [i] 
Winslow Street Public School. [i] 
Worcester County Free Institute of Industrial Science. (ii] 
Worcester Lunatic Hospital. [i] 
Worcester Lyceum and Natural History Association. [i] 
Worcester Society of Antiquity. [i] 
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MICHIGAN. 
Adrian . 
. Adrian College. [iii] 
Lambda Phi Society. [i] 
Adrian Scientific Society. [i] 
Agricultural College. 
State Agricultural College (see Lansing). 
Albio~. 
Albion College. [iii] 
Ann Arbor. 
Ann Arbor High School. [i] 
Observatory. [i] 
University of Michigan. [iii] 
Battle Creek. 
Battle Creek College. [i] 
Battle Creek Public School Library. [i) 
Medical and Surgical Sanitarium. li] 
Coldwater. 
Free Public Library. f i] 
Detroit. 
Detroit Medical and Library Association. [i] 
Detroit Public High School. [i] 
Detroit Scientific Association. [i] 
Michigan State Agricultural Society. [i] 
Public Library of the City of Detroit. [iii] 
Eaton Rapids. 
Public Library of the City. (i] 
Elm Hall. 
Elm Hall Graded School. [i] 
Grand Haven. 
Union School Library. [i] 
Grand Rapids. 
Kent ci ntific In titute (of Grand Rapids High School). [i] 
Public chool Library. [iil 
We t Michigan Farmer ' Club. (i] 
Hillsdale. 
ill d le College. [iii] 
Kalamazoo. 
(i] 
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Lansing . . 
Michigan State Library. [iii] 
Michigan State Medical Society. [i] 
State Agricultural College. [iii] 
State Board of Education. [i] 
State Board of Health. [i] 
Monroe. 
Monroe Young Latlie.s' Seminary. [i] 
Niles. 
Niles Public School Library. (i) 
Olivet. 
Olivet College. I ii] 
Orchard Lake. 
Michigan Military Academy. li] 
Port Huron. 
Ladies' Library Association of Port Huron. [ii] 
Saint Clair. 
Somerville School for Young Ladies. · [i] 
South Haven. 
South Haven Antiquarian Society. [i] 
Spring Arbor. 
Spring Arbor Seminary. [i] 
Sumner. . 
Public School Library. fi] 
Wayland. 
Wayland Horticultural .society. [i] 
West Bay City. 
Sage Public Library. [i] 
White Pigeon. 
White Pigeon Grange (No. 304). [i] 
Ypsilanti 
State Norm~l School. f i] 
Ypsilanti Public School Library. [i] 
MINNESOTA. 
Albert Lea. 
Albert Lea College for Young Ladies. [i] 
Alexandria. 
Alexandria Public Library. f i] 
Austin. 
Austin Natural History Society. [i] 
Cannon River Falls. 
Cannon River Falls Society of Natural Sciences. [i] 
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Claremont. 
Ularemont Public School Library. [i] 
Duluth. 
Kitchi Gammi Club. [i] 
Ladies' Library Association of Duluth. [ij 
Young Men's Christian Association Irree Reading Room. [iij 
Faribault. 
Minnesota Institution for the Bducation of the Deaf, Dumb, and 
Blind. [i) 
Saint Mary's Hall School. [ i] 
Fort Snelling. 
Medical Directors' Library of Ilea<lqnarters Department of Da-
kota. [i) 
Ham.line. 
Hamline University (formerly at Saint Paul). [i] 
Mankato. 
Second Stat:e Normal School. [i) 
:Minn ea polis. 
Geological and Natural History Survey of Minnesota. [i) 
Minneapolis Athenamm. [i] 
Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences. [i] 
University of Minnesota. fiii] 
N orthfteld. 
Carleton College. [ii) 
Observatory. [i] 
Red Wing. 
Red Wing Norwegian Evangelical Lutheran Seminary. (J] 
Red Wing Ornithological Society. [iJ 
State Board of Health of Minnesota. [i] 
Saint Cloud. 
tate ormal School. [ii] 
Saint Paul. 
Saint Peter. 
inn 
[i) 
ci nee . [i] 
fil 
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Stillwater. 
Stillwater Library Association. [iii] 
Winona. 
State Normal School. [i] 
MISSISSIPPI. 
Agricultural College. 
Agricultural and Mechanical College. [ill] 
Blue Mountain. 
Blue Mountain Female College. [i] 
Byhalia. 
Waverly Institute. [i] 
Clinton. 
Mississippi College. [i] 
Hermenfan Society. [i] 
Philomathean Society. [i] 
Columbus. 
Columbus Public Library. [i] 
Female Industrial College. [ii] 
Corinth. 
Graded High School. [i] 
Daleville. 
Cooper Institute. f ii] 
Holly Spring1. 
Mississippi State Normal School. [i] 
Jackson. 
Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb. [i] 
Mississippi State Lunatic Asylum. [i] 
State Library (S. I. publications transferred to Agricultural and 
Mechanical College). 
Natchez. 
Natchez Library Association. [i] 
Oxford. 
tf nion .Itemale College. (i] 
University of Mississippi. [iii] 
Port Gibson. 
Chamberlain-Ilunt Academy. [i] 
Rodney. 
Alcorn Agricult.ura.l and Mechanical College. [1] 
Summit. 
Lea Female College. [i] 
Washington. 
Jefferson College .(Academy). [ii] 
West Point. 
West Point Literary and Library Association. [i] 
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MISSOUBI. 
Ashley. 
Watson Seminary. [i) 
Avalon. 
Avalon College of the· United Brethren. in Ohrilt. (lJ 
..- Carthage. 
Carthage Public School Library. [ij 
Chillicothe. 
Hazleton Public School Library. [i] 
Clarksburg. 
Hooper Institute. [i] 
College Mound. 
McGee College ( see Pauline Holiness Oollege). 
Pauline Holiness College. [i] 
Columbia. 
Agricultural and Mechanical Oollege. [i] 
University of the State of Missouri. [iii] 
Edinburgh. 
Grand River College. [i] 
Fayette. 
Central College. [iil 
Fulton. 
Missouri Institution for the Ed 11 c:1 tion of the DAaf and Dumb. [I] 
State Lunatic Asylum. [i] 
Glasgow. 
Pritchett School Institute. [i] 
Morri on Observatory. [i) 
Grant City. 
Grant City Reform Club. [i] 
Jefferson City. 
Mi ouri Hi torical Society ( ee Saint Louis). 
Ii ouri State Library. [iii] 
Kansas City. 
Kan a City Academy of Sciences. [i] 
an a City Public Library. [ii] 
Query Club. [i] 
Y onn ien Ohri tian A sociation. [i] 
Xir ksville. 
T orth fi ouri State Normal School [iii] 
La Grange. 
a Grange ollege. fll 
• 
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Lebanon. 
Le Clede Library Association. [i] 
Liberty. 
William Jewell College. [ii] 
l'tlonroe City. 
Monroe Instituoo. [i] 
Palmyra. 
Saint Paul's College. [i] 
Parkville. 
Park College. [i] 
Rolla. 
Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy (Department of Uni-
versity of Missouri at Columbia). [i] 
Phelps County Agricultural, Mechanical, and Horticultural So-
ciety. [i] 
Saint Joseph. 
College of Physicians and Surgeons. [i] 
Saint Joseph's Commercial College. [i] 
Saint Louis. 
College for Medical Practitioners. [i] 
Law Library Association of Saint Louis. [i) 
Missouri '.Botanical Gardens. [ii] 
Missouri Historical Society. fi] 
Missouri Medical College. [i] 
Observatory of Washington University (see "\Vashington Uni-
versity). 
Odd Fellows' Library. [i] 
Oldbcrg-Wa.11 Laboratory. [i] 
Polytechnic School (see Washington University). 
Saint Loujs .Aca<lerny of Sciences. [iii] 
Saint Louis Engineer Club. [i] 
Saint Louis Mercantile Library. [iii] 
Saint Louis Public School Library. [iii] 
Sa.int Louis University. [iii] 
Saint Louis Young Men's Christian Association. (i) 
Union Literary Association. [il 
Washington Uhiversity. [iiil 
Observatory. [ i] 
Polytechnic School. [i] 
Sedalia. 
Sedalia Natural History Society. [I] 
Springfield. 
Drury College. f iii] 
Stanberry . 
.. nrtbwe tern Normal School. fil 
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W n.rrenBburg. 
Public School Library. [i] 
State Normal School. [ii] 
Warrenton. 
Central Wesleyan College. [i] 
MONTANA. 
Helena. 
Crete. 
Hi.Btorical Society of Montana. [ii] 
Montana Library. [i] 
NEBRASKA. 
Crete Public Library. [il 
Doane College. [ii] 
Exeter. 
Unitarian Public Library Association. [1] 
Lincoln 
Lincoln Public Library. [i] 
School Library. [i] 
State Library of Nebraska. [iii] 
University of Nebraska (Stare). [i] 
Nebraska City. 
Otoe County Horticultural Society. [i] 
Neligh. 
Gates College. [i] 
Omaha.. 
Oreight;on Oollege. (i] 
Nebraska Institution for the Deaf and Domb. [l] 
Peru. 
State Normal School. [ii] 
Wahoo. 
Luther cademy. [il 
Canon City. 
NEVADA.. 
8 ate l1ihr ry. Ii] 
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 
Claremont. 
Libr . !i1 
Concord. 
bir .Asylum for th In ane. [i] 
hir ar of gri ulture. [i] 
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Concord-Continued. 
New Hampshire llistorieal Socie1f. rm] 
New Hampshire State Library. [iii] 
Saint Paul's School. [i] 
State Board of Health. [i] 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction. (I) 
East Rindge. 
East Rindge Library. [i] 
Exeter. 
Exeter Natural History Society. [i] 
Great Falla. 
Great Falls Manufacturers' and Village Library. (1) 
Hanover. 
Dartmouth College. [iii] 
Shattuck Observatory. [i] 
New Hampshire College of .Agriculture. [ii] 
Hopkinton. 
Hopkinton Public Library Association. [i] 
Keene. 
Keene Public Library. [i] 
Littleton. 
Littleton Graded School. [i] 
Manchester. 
Manchester City Library. [iii) 
Marlborough. 
Frost Free Public Library. [i] 
Meriden. 
Kimball Union Academy. [i] 
Nashua. 
Nashua Historical Society. [i] 
New Hampton. 
New Hampton Lite!'ary Institution. (IJ 
Peterborough. 
Public Library. [ii 
Portsmouth. 
Portsmouth Athenamm. [ iii] 
Portsmouth Free Public Library. [il] 
Shaker Village. 
Society of Shakers. f i] 
Somersworth. 
Great Falls Manufacturers' and Village Library (see Great Falls). 
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NEW JERSEY. 
Atco. 
Library and ll ato.ral Science Association. [i] 
Beverly. 
Trinity Hall School for Young Ladies. [i] 
Bloomfield. 
North Jersey Botanical Olub. [i] 
Burlington. 
Burlington Library. [iii] 
Hoboken. 
Stevens Institute of Technology. [iii) 
Hopewell. 
Hopewell Seminary .. [i] 
Madison. 
Drew Theological Seminary. [i] 1 
Matawan. • 
Matawan Literary Society. [i] 
Mont Clair. 
Mont Clair Public High School. [i] 
North Jersey Botanical Club (see Bloomfield). 
Morristown. 
Morristown Library and Lyceum. [ii] 
Mount Holly. 
Burlington Oounty Lyceum of History and Natural Science. [i] 
llewark. 
Newark Library Association. [iii] 
ew Jersey Historical Society. [iii] 
New Brunswick. 
Gardner A. Sage Library of Theological Seminary. [ii] 
Geological Survey of New Jereey. [i] 
Rutgers College. [iii] 
lltwton. 
Rutgers Grammar School. [i] 
Rutgers Scientific School. [i] 
N wton Library Association (Dennis Library). [ii] 
Ocean Grove. 
Oooan Grove Lyceum Library. [i] 
Patenon. 
Passaic County Historical Society. [i] 
Pater on Board of Trade. [i] 
P~n. 
P nnington Seminary and Female Oollegiat.e Institnt.e. (1) 
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Fla.infield. 
Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
Princeton. 
College of New Jersey. [iii] 
B.ahway. 
E. M. Museum of Geology and Archreology of the College of 
New Jersey. [ii] 
Halsted Observatory. [i] 
John 0. Green School of Science. [i] 
Observatory of Instruction. [i] 
Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church. [iii] 
R&hway Library Association. [ii] 
Trenton. 
New Jersey State Lunatic Asylum. [i] 
New Jersey State Normal and Model Schools. [ii] 
State Library of New Jersey. [iii] 
Trenton Natural History Society. [i] 
Vineland. 
Vineland Historical and Antiquarian Society. [i] 
Woodbridge. 
Barron Library. [i] 
NEW MEXICO. 
Santa Fe. 
Bureau of Immigration. [i] 
Historical Society of New Mexico. [i) 
Territorial Library. [i] 
University of New Mexico. [ii] 
NEW YORK. 
&lbany. 
Albany College of Pharmacy. · [i] 
Albany County Penitentiary. [i] 
Albany Institute. [i] 
Albany Law School. [il 
Albany Medical College. [i] 
Dudley Observatory. [i] 
New York State Agricultural Society. [iii} 
New York State Library. [iii] 
New York State Museum of Natural History. [iii] 
New York State Normal School. [iii] • 
Public School Library (formerly High School Library). [iJ 
Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
Albion. 
Albion Union School. [i] 
Ha.rth:1 Library aud Readinl! Room. [il 
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Alfred Centre. 
Alfred University. [ii] 
Observatory. [i] 
Allegany. 
Saint Bonaventure's College and Seminary. [I) 
Annandale. 
Saint Stephen's College. [ii] 
Auburn. 
Oaynga County Historical Society. [i] 
Seymour Library Association. (ii] 
State Asylum for Insane Criminals. [ij 
Theological Seminary of Auburn. [ii] 
Aurora.. 
Wells' College for Yonng Ladies. [i] 
Ba.th. 
Bath Library Aseociation. [ii] 
Bla.ckwell's Island (near New York City). 
New York City Lunatic Asylum. [i] 
Boonville. 
Boonville Union School and Academy. [I] 
Brockport. 
Brockport Natural History CJ.ub. [i] 
State Normal School. (i] 
Brooklyn. 
Adelphi Academy. (i] 
Brooklyn Entomological Society. [i] 
Brooklyn Institute (Youths' Free LibrarJ). [ill] 
Brooklyn Library. f iii] 
Club of Christian Endeavor. [i] 
Department of Health. [i] 
Long Island Historical Society. [iii] 
Packer Collegiate Institute. [ii] 
Buffalo . 
.Buffalo Historical Society. [i] 
.Buffalo Practical School. [D 
Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences. [iii] 
Buffalo Tnrn Verein. [i] 
Oanisius College. [ ii J 
Grosvenor Library. [iii] 
Le Contenlx Saint Mary's Institution for Deaf Mutiel. (1) 
Young Men's Association and Library. [iii] 
Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
Canandaigua. 
Brigham Hall Hoapita.l. ri] 
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Canton. 
Sa.int Lawrence University (Herring Library). [ii) 
Clifton Springs. 
Foster School. [i] 
Clinton. 
Hamilton College. [iii] 
Litchfield Observatory. [i] 
Community. 
Oneida Uommunity (Limiiied). (I] 
Coming. 
Coming Library. [ii] 
Cortland. 
State Normal School. [ii] 
Elmira. 
Elmira Female College. [i] 
Young Men's Christian Association. [II] 
Fairfield. 
Fairfield Seminary. [i] 
Fayetteville. 
Educational Council of Onondaga County. [i] 
Flushin,:. 
Sanford Hall Asylum for Insane and Nervous PatieniL [I) 
Fordham. -
Saint John's College (see Tremont). 
Fort Edward. 
Fort Edward Collegiate Institute. [i] 
Fort Hamilton. · 
Post Library, U.S. A. [i] 
Fredonia. 
State Normal and Training School. [i] 
GenevL 
·Hobart College. [iii] 
New York Agricultural Experiment Station. [i) 
Gloversville. 
Levi Parsons Library. [i] 
Goshen. 
Goshen Scientific Association. [i] 
Govemor'1 Island (New York Harbor). , 
Free Military Service Institution (eee New York City). 
Hamilton. 
Madison University. [iii] 
Hutinga-on-Hud1on. 
Henry Draper Observatory (see New York Oity). 
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Hom ells ville. 
Ilion. 
Hornell Free Academy. [i] 
Hornell Library Association. [ii] 
Ilion Public Library. [i] 
Ithaca. 
Cornell University. [iii] 
Jamestown. 
Jamestown Union School and Oollegiate Institute. [i] 
Le Roy. 
Ingham University. [i] 
Lima. 
Genesee Wesleyan Seminary (formerly Genesee Oollege). [tii) 
Lisle. 
Lisle Union School and Academy. [i] 
Little Valley. 
Little Valle;v Union Free School. [i] 
Marathon. 
Marathon Academy. [i] 
Mexico. 
Mexico Academy. [i] 
Moriah. ' 
Sherman Academy. [i] 
Mountain ville. 
Houghton Farm Agricultural Library. [i] 
Mount Lebanon. 
Society of Shakers. [i] 
New Brighton. 
Natural Science Association of Staten Island. [l] 
Newburgh. 
Newburgh Free Library. [iii] 
New York City. 
Agassiz Association (Manhattan Ohapter). [i] 
American Bible Society. [i] 
American Ohemical Society. (i] 
American Geographical Society. [iii] 
.American Institute of the City of New York. [iii] 
American Institute of Mining Engineers. [i] 
American Museum of Natural History. [iii] 
American Numismatic and Archreological Society. [i] 
American Society of Civil Engineers. [i] 
Astor Library. [iii] 
Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian Ohnrch. [iii] 
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New York City-Continu~<l. 
Board of Home Missions of the Presbyterian Church. [i] 
Bureau of Vital Statistics. [i] 
Central Park Menagerie. [ii] 
Century Club. [i] 
Chamber of Commerce. [i J 
College ·of the City of New York. [iii] 
College of Pharmacy of the City of New York. fii] 
College of St. lrrancis Xavier. [iii] 
Columbia College. [iii] 
School of Mines of Columbia College. [ii J 
Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art. [iii J 
Department of Public Charities and Correction. [iJ 
Free Circulating Library of the Socialistic Labor Party. [i] 
Fulton Market Fishmongers ..Association. f i] 
General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen (see New York 
.Apprentices Library). 
General Tlleological Seminary of the Pl'otestantBpiscopal Church. 
[iii] 
Harlem Library. [i] 
Health Department of the City of New York. [i] 
Henry Draper Observatory (Mrs. Henry Draper, 271 Madison 
.A.venue, Station L). [i] 
_House of Refuge (Randall's Island). [i] 
Inventor's Institute (Cooper Union). [i] 
Lenox Library. [iii] 
Maimonides Library I. 0. Il. B. [iii] 
Maritime Association of tlrn ]~ort, of New York (Maritime Ex-
change). [i] 
Medico-Legal Society of New YOI'k. [i] 
Mercantile Lil>rary .Association. [iii] 
Metropolitan l\fuseum of Art (Central Park). [iii] 
Military Service Institution of the United States (New York 
Harbor). [i] 
National Board of Fire Underwriters. [i] 
New York Academy of Medicine. [ii] 
New York Academy ot Sciences. · [iii] 
New York Apprentices Library. [iii] 
New York Board of Education. [i] 
New York City Lunatic .Asylum (Blackwell's Island). (i) 
New York Free Circulating Library. [i] 
New York Genealogical and Biogra11hical Society. [il 
New York Historical Society. [iii] · 
New York Hospital. [i] 
New York Hungarian Soc.iety. [i J · 
New York Juvenile Asylum. [ij 
H. Mis. 15---20 
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New York City-Continued. 
New York Law Institute. [i] 
New York Meteorological Observatory (Central Park). (1) 
New York Microscopical Society. [i] 
New York Produce Exchange. [il 
New York Society Library. [iii] 
N-ew York Trade Schools. (i] 
Public School Teachers .Association. [i] 
Rutger's Female College. (i] 
School of Mines (see Columbia College). 
Union Theological Seminary. (iii] 
United States Naval Lyceum. [i] 
University of the City of New York. [iii] 
Xavier Union of the City of New York. [i] 
Young Men's Christian .Association. [iii] 
North Brookfield. 
North Brookfield Union Free School. [i] 
North Chili. 
Chili Seminary. [i] 
Nunda. 
Nunda Union School. [i] 
Onondaga. 
Onondaga Academy. [i] 
Oswego. 
Oswego City Library. [ii] 
Oswego State Normal and Training SchooL (l] 
Oxford. 
Oxford Academy. [i] 
Penn Yan. · 
Penn Yan Academy. [i] 
Phelps. 
Red House Observatory. [i] 
Union and Classical School. [i) 
Pike. 
Pike Seminary. [i] 
Pine Plains. 
Seymour Smith Academy. [i] 
Port Chester. 
Library ancl Reading Room. [il 
P oug hkecp sie. 
Ilucl 011 iv r State Ilo pital. (i] 
I> ughkc J> ic City Libmry. [ii] 
Va sar Brother In8titutc. [i] 
Vassar College. f ii i I 
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Rochester. 
Rome. 
Athenmum and Mechanics Association (soo Reynolds Library). 
Coud of Appeals. [i] 
Public School Central Library. [i] 
Reynolds Library. [iii] 
Rochester Society of Natural Sciences. [l] 
Rochester Theolob1ical Seminary. [iiiJ · 
University of Roelwater. [iill 
Warner Observatory. [iJ 
Wester11 New York Institution for Ueaf-Mntea. [i) 
Romo .Academy. (ij 
Round Lake. 
Chatauqua Library (Alrunni Hall). [l] 
Schenectady. 
Union College. [iii) 
Schoharie. 
Schoharie Acaclemy a.ml Unio:n Bohoot (I] 
Sing Sing. 
Dr. Parson's Private Home for Nerroue Invalids. (l] 
Sing Sing Prieon Librnry. [i] 
Skaneate1ea. 
Skaneatelea Libr11r1 .A.11.1ooiatio11. [i] 
Springville. 
Springville Puhlio Lihrary. [i] 
Springville Scientifto Aesocfation. [iJ 
Suspension llridge. 
ne Vea me Oollege. [ i.ii] 
Niagara Uninrnit;y (.formerly Bt~mina.ry of Our Lady.of Angele). 
(i] 
Syracuae, 
Catholic Mutual :nmrnfit .A.111sooig.tio11. (i] 
Oentral Library. [iil] 
Onondaga Hin toricml .Ao8oc,i n tion. [ J J 
Syracuse Unh•ersity. [iii] 
Zeta Psi 8ocfoty (Gamma Ohaptcr). Li] 
Tremont (formerly Iforclham). 
Troy. 
Saint John's College. [iii] 
Rensselaer J•otytcchnie I1rntit:nte. [ii] 
Rensselaor Bocioty ol' Civil Bngiuoera (formerly Pi Eta Scientific 
Society). Pl 
Troy :Female Seminary. [ii.i I 
Troy Young Men's .Ass~ciation. [iHJ 
William Proud.fit Observatory. fil 
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Utica. 
Oneida Historical Society. [i] 
State Lmrntic Asylum. [iii] 
Young 1\Icn's Christian .Association, [i] 
West Chester. 
Sacred Ileart Acallemy. [i] 
West Point. 
Uuitetl States Military Acatlemy. [iii] 
.Observatory. [il 
White Plains. 
West Chester County Ilistorical Society. [i] 
Whitestone. 
Engineei· Sehool of Applicatfon of United States Army, [iiil 
Willard. 
Willard .Asylum for tlle Insane. (i] 
Yonkers. 
Yonkers lrree Reading Room. [i] 
Yonkers Public Library. fi] 
NORTH CAROLIN.A. 
Chapel Hill. · 
University of North Carolina. [iii] 
Davidson College. 
Davidson College. [iii.] 
Jonesborough. 
High School. (i] 
Lenoir. 
Davenport I1'emale College. [ii] 
Pioneer Library of North Carolina. [i] 
Mocksville. 
Mocksville Male Academy. [i] 
Moravian Falls. 
Moravian Falls Academy. [i] 
Olin. 
Olin Male Academy. [i] 
Raleigh. 
North Carolina .Agricultural Experiment Station. [i] 
North Carolina Insane .Asylum. [i] 
North Carolina Institution for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind. [i] 
North Carolina State Library. [iii] 
Salisbury. 
Salisbury Graded School. (il 
Sparta. 
Sparta Institut;e (Alleghanian Literary Society). [i] 
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Taylorsville. 
Taylorsville Academy. [i] 
· Trap Hill. 
Trap Hill Institute and Library. [i] 
Trinity College. 
Trinity College. [iii] 
Wake Forest. 
Walrn Forest College. [ii] 
Warrenton. 
Warrenton }.,emalo Collegiate Institute. [ii] 
Weaverville. 
Weayerville College. [i] 
Wilmington. 
Historical and Scientific Society. [i] 
State Board of Health. [ij 
omo. 
Akron. 
Akron Scientific Club. [i] 
Buchtel College. [i] 
Albany, 
Wells Library (see Lee). 
Ashland. 
Ashland College Library. [i] 
Ashtabula. 
· Ashtabula Social Library Association. [i] 
Athens. 
Ohio University. [iii] 
Austinburg. 
Grand River Institute. [i] 
Barnesville. 
Barnesville Public and School Library. [i.) 
Bellaire. 
Public School Library. [i] 
Bellefontaine. 
Bellefontaine Public School. [i] 
Cadiz. 
Public Library. [i] 
Caldwell. 
Caldwell High School Library. [i] 
Canal Dover. 
Dover Public School Library and Museum. [i] 
Carthage. 
Longview Asylum for the Insane. [i] 
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CelinL 
Celina Librru-y .Aauocintion. [i] 
Cincinnati. 
Cincinnati Hospital. 
Cincinnati Museum Association. [i] 
Cincinnati Society of lfatural History. (ill] 
Cincinnati University. f:lii] 
Observatory. [i] 
Cincinnati Wesleyan College. [ii] 
Cuvier Club of Cincinnati. (i] 
Hebrew Union College, [i] 
Historical and Philoso1lhical Society of Ohio. [iii] 
Hughes High School. (i] 
Lane Theological Seminary. [iii] 
Medical College of Ohio. [i] 
Mussey Medical ancl Scienti.fic Library ( see Public Library of Cin-
cinnati). 
Public Library of G.inciunati. (ill] 
Woodward High School. (i] 
Young Men's Mercantile Library Association. [ii.i] 
Zoological Societiy of Cincinnati. (i] 
Cleveland. 
Board of Health. [i] 
Case Library (formerly Olevelancl Library Association). [iii] 
Case School of .A.pplied Sciences. [ii] 
Charity Hospital. (i] 
Oleveland Library Association (see Case Library). 
Oleveland Medical College (Medical Department Western Reserve 
University). [i] 
Oleveland Public library. [iii] 
Western Reserve and Northern Obio Historical Society. [i] 
Western Reserve University. [iii] 
College Hill. 
Belmont College (formerly F,aymer'e College). [iii] 
Columbus. 
Bureau of Statistics of Labor. fi] 
Columbu~ A.rt School and Association. [i] 
Columbus Asylum for the Insane. [i] 
Ohio Meteorological Bureau. [i] 
Ohio State Board of Agriculture. [iii] 
Ohio State Library. [iii] 
Ohio State University. [ii] 
Public Library and !reading Room of tho city of Oolumbus. (,ii] 
Public School Library. (i: 
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Dayton. 
Public Library. [iii] 
Delaware. 
Ohio \VeBleyau University (Sturges Library). [iii] 
Elyria. 
Elyria Library. [i] 
Fayette. 
Fayette Normal, l\Insic, and Business College. [i] 
Flushing. 
l:!.,lushing Public Library. (i] 
Fremont. 
Birchard Library. [ii] 
Gambier. 
Kenyon College. [ iii J 
Garrettsville. 
GaITettsvillo Union Schools. [iJ 
Glenda.le. 
H lendale Female Collegt,. l i] 
Granville. 
Denison University. [iii] 
Hamilton. 
High School Library. [i] 
Hills borough. 
Hillsborough li'ema.lo College. [I] 
. Public Library. fil 
Hiram. 
Hiram College. [ii] 
Hopedale. 
Hopedale N orma,l OollBge. [i] 
Lebanon. 
Lee. 
Mechanics' Institute. [ii] 
National Normal University. [i] 
Wells Library. [i] 
Mansfield. 
Mansfield Lyceum Library. [i] 
Marietta.. 
Marietta College. [iii] 
Martin's Ferry. 
Martin's Ferry Library Association. [i) 
Medina. 
Medina Public School Library.· fi) 
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Morristown. 
Public School Library. [i] 
Mount Lookout. 
Observatory (seo Cincinnati). 
Mount Union. 
Mount Union College. [i J 
National Military Home. 
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers. [i] 
Newark. 
Licking County Pioneer, Historical, and Antiquarian Society. [ii 
Public Library of Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
New Athens. 
Franklin College. [i] 
New Concord. 
Muskingum College. [i] 
Norwalk. 
Library and Reading Room Association. [ij 
Oberlin. 
Oberlin College. [iii] 
Oxford. 
Min,mi University. [iii] 
Painesville. 
Lake Erie :Fomale Seminary. [ii] 
Pataskala. 
Pataskala Public School Library. [i] 
Pleasant Ridge. 
--Pleasn,nt Ridgo Library. [i] 
Poland. 
Bvcrctt Literary Society of Poland Union Seminary~ (IJ 
Portsmouth. 
l?ortsmouth Public Library. [i] 
Richmond. 
H.ichmon<l College. [iJ 
Ripley. 
·women'::; Ch.ristiau Temperance Union. [i] 
Saint Clairsville. 
J>nl>lic School Library. fi] 
Savannah. 
Savammll .Academy and Scientific Association. [i] 
Scio. 
Scio College. [i] 
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Shrove. 
Shreve High School Literary Society. [i) 
Sidney. 
·cunton Club Library. [i] 
Springfield. 
Public Library. [iii] 
Springfield Seminary. [iJ 
Wittenberg College. [iii] 
Philosophian Societ~.,.. [i] 
Steubenville. 
Female SeminarJ·. fi] 
Odd Fellows' Library. [i] 
Steubenville Public School Library. [i] 
Stockton. 
Stockton Library. [i] 
Tiffin. 
Heidelberg College. [iii] 
Heidelberg Theological Semina1·y. [i] 
Toledo. 
Public Library of Toledo. [iii.] 
Urbana. 
Central Ohio Scientific Association. [i] 
Urbana University. [ii] 
Wells ville. 
Cleveland and Pittsburgh Railroad Reading Association. [i J 
Westerville. 
Otterbein University. [iii] 
Wilberforce. · 
Wilberforce University. fi] 
Wooster. 
University of Wooster. [iii] 
Y cllow Springs. 
Antioch College. l iii] 
OREGON. 
East Portland. 
Oregon Hospital for the fosanc. [ij 
Eugene City. 
University of Oregon. [ill] 
Forest Grove. 
Tualatin A~ademy and Pacific University. [iii] 
Philomath. 
Philomath College. [iJ 
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Portland. 
Salem. 
Bishop Scott Grammar ancl Divinity School. [ii] 
Library Association of Portland. [iii] 
Oregon State Lil>rary. [iii] 
PENNSYLY A.NIA. 
Allegheny. 
Allegheny Observatory. [i] 
lfayard Taylor Literary Am30ciation. [i] 
Public School Library. [il 
Western Pennsylvania Theological Seminary. [ill] 
Western State Penitentiary. [i] 
W cstern Univcrr1it;y of Pennsylvania.. [ii] 
Annville. 
Lebauon Valley 0ollege. [i] 
Bea.tty's Station. 
Saint Vincent's A.bbr~y and Oollege. [i] 
Beaver. 
Beav(}r 0olloge ancl Musical Ineti.tute. [i] 
Beaver Falla1 
Geneva College. [i] 
. Bethlehem. 
Lehigh University (see South Bethlehem). 
Moravian College and Theological Seminary. [i] 
llforavfan Seminary for Young Ladies. [i] 
Blairovil1c. 
Blairsville Ladie1:1' f3eminary. [i] 
Blossburg. 
Graded l">ublic High School. [i] 
Brumfield ville . 
.Amity Library Association. [i] 
Bryn-Mawr. 
Bryn-Mawr Uolloge. I li J 
Butler. 
Witherspoon Institute. [i J 
California. 
Southwestern Stato Normal School. [i) 
Carlisle. 
Dickinson College. (iii] 
Clarion. 
0n.rrier Seminary of Western Pennsylvania. (I] 
Clearfield. 
J,eonar<l Literary Association and Library. [i] 
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Collegeville. 
U rsinus College. [i] 
Concord ville. 
Concord Select School (see Ward). 
Danville. 
State Hospital for tho Inrmnc. [i] 
Dixmont. 
W cstern 'Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane. [i] 
Easton. 
American Institute of .Mining l~ugineers. (Removed to New 
York City.) 
Easton Library. [ti] 
Lafayette College. [iii] 
Edin borough. 
State Normal School. [iJ 
Youug l\Ieu's Christian Association. [i] 
Eliza beth ville. 
Washington Literary Society. [i] 
Erie. 
Erie Natural History Society. [i] 
Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
Frankford. 
Agassiz Association, Frankford Chapter. [i] 
Asylum for the Relief of Persons Deprived of their Reason (Phil-
adelphia). [i] 
Franklin. 
Franklin High School. [i] 
Germantown. 
Friend's 1;,reo Library and Heading Room. [ii] 
Germantown Library Association. [ii] 
Workingrnen's Club of Germantown. (i] 
Gettysburg. 
Pennsylvania College. [iii] 
Theological Seminary of tho General Synod of the Evangelical 
Lutheran Church. [iii] 
Greensburg. 
Urn.lerwood Library. li J 
Greenville. 
Theil Collego of the Bvangelical Lutheran Church_. [i] 
Harrisburg. 
Dauphin County Historical Society. (i] 
Geological Survey (see Philadelphia.) 
Harrisburg Puhlic School Library Association. fi] 
Pennsylvania Stp,te Library. [iiij 
State Lunatic Hospital. Pl 
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Hot borough. 
Union Library. [i] 
Haverford. 
Haverford College. [ill] 
Observatory. [i] 
Hereford. 
Hereford Literary Society. [i] 
Honesdale. 
Honesdale School Library. [ii] 
Huntingdon. 
Huntingdon Public School Library. [i] 
Norma;l College. [i] 
Jefferson. 
Monongahela College. [i] 
Kirk's Mills. 
Fulton Farmers' Club. (i] 
Kutztown. 
Keystone State Normal School. [i] 
Lancaster. 
Franklin and Marshall College. [iii 
Goethean Literary Society. [i) 
Linnean Scientific and Historical Society. [i] 
Lewisburg. 
University at Lewisburg. (iii] 
Lincoln University. 
Lincoln University (formerly at Oxford). (ill] · 
Litiz. 
Linden Hall Seminary. [i] 
Lock Haven. 
Central Normal School. [i] 
Mansfield. 
State Normal School. [ii] 
Marietta. 
Marietta Lyceum of Natural History. [i] 
Meadville. 
Allegheny College. [iii] 
Library, Art and Historical Association (formerly City or Public 
Library). [ii] 
1\1 adville Theological School. [iii] 
Public High School of the City of Meadville. [i] 
Mechanicsburg. 
Mechanic urg Library and Literary Society. [i] 
Kedia. 
Delaware County n tituLo of Science. [iii] 
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:Mercers burg. 
Washington Irving Literary Society of Mercersburg College. Ii] 
Millersville. · 
State Normal School of Second District. [i] 
:Monongahela City. 
Hazzard Institute Library. [i] 
Muncy. 
Muncy Normal School. [i] 
Natrona. 
Natrona Library. [i] 
New Brighton. 
Young Men's Library Association. [i] 
New Lebanon. 
McElwain Institute. [i] 
N cw Wilmington. 
• Westminster College. [iii] 
Norristown. 
N or~istown High School. [i] 
Hospital for the insane. [i] 
Orwell. · 
Orwell Libraty Association. [i] 
Overbrook. 
Theological Seminary of Saint Charles Borromeo. [iii] 
Oxford. 
Lincoln University (see Lincoln University). 
, Oxford Library. [i] 
Philadelphia . 
.Academy of Natural Sciences. [iii] 
American Baptist Publication Society. [iii] 
Amertcan Entomological Society. [i] 
American Philosophical Society. [iii] 
Anglers' Association of Eastern Pennsylvania. [i] 
Apprentices' Library Company. [iii] 
Athenreum of. Philadelphia. [iii] 
Board of Education of the Presbyterian Church. [i] 
Board of Health of tbe City and Port of Philadelphia. [i] 
Board of Public Education. [i] · 
Central High School. [ii] 
College of Physicians of Philadelphia. [i] 
Eastern State Penitentiary. [i] 
Engineers' ClulJ of Philadelphia. [i] 
Franklin Institute. [iii] 
Frien<ls' Central School. [i] 
Friends' Libmry of Philadelphia. 
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Philadelphia-Continued. 
German Society. [iii] 
Girard College for Orphans. [iii] 
Girls' Grammar School for the Second School Section. [l) 
Historical Soci~ty of Pennsylvania. [iii] 
Home for F. and A. Masons (Masonic Temple). [ii] 
La Salle College. [i] 
Library .Association of Friends of Philudc]phia. [iii] 
Library Company of Philadelphia. [iii] 
Mercantile Library Compauy of Philadelphia. [iii] 
Naval Hospital. [i] 
Nebinger Boys' Grammar School. [i] 
Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia. [i] 
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. [i] 
Pennsylvania Board of Public Charities. [i] 
Pennsylvania Hospital. [iii] 
Pennsylvania Hospital for the Insane . . [i] 
Pennsylvania Institution for the Deaf and Dumb. [i] 
Pennsylvania Institution for the Instruction of the Blind. [i] 
Philadelphia Association of Manufacturers of Textile Fabrics. [i] 
Philadelphia Board of Trade. [i] 
Philadelphia Club. [i] · 
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy. [iii] 
Philadelphia Drug Exchange. [i] 
Philadelphia Maritime Exchange. [i] 
Philadelphia School of Design for Women. [i] 
Philadelphia Social Science .Association. [ i] 
Presbyterian Board of Publication. [iii] 
Presbyterian Historical Society. [i] 
Preston Retreat. [i] 
St. Clement's Workingmen's Club and Institute. [i] 
Second Geological Survey of P ennsylvania (removed from Har-
risburg). [i] 
Southwark Library. [iiiJ 
Teachers' Institute of tho City and County of PJ1iladelphia. fi] 
Union League Club. [i] 
University of Pennsylvania. [iii] 
Wagner Free Institute of Science. [i] 
West Philadelphia Medical Book Club. [iJ 
Young Men's Christian .Association. (ii] 
Zoological Society of Phi1adclphia. [i] 
Pittsburgh. 
German Lilmtry .Association (Deutscher Lesevcrein). [l) 
l\f rcanti]c Library (sco Pitt burg Library Association). 
nnsylvn,ni, F male Col1egc. [ii] 
Pituibnrgh Coll g of Pharmacy. fi] 
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Pittsburgh-Continued. 
Pittsburgh Female College. [iiJ 
Pittsburgh ~ibrary Association. [iii] 
Reading. 
Reading Library. [iii] 
Reading Society of Natural Sciences. "[i] 
Saint Paul's Church Library. [i] 
Spencer F. Baird Naturalists' Association. fl] 
Rimersburg. 
Clarion Collegiate Institute. [i] 
Scranton .. 
Scranton High School. [i] 
Young Men's Christian Association. (i) 
Sewickley. 
Sewickley Academy. [i] 
Sewickley Public Library. [i] 
Sheakleyville. 
Sheakleyville Academy. [i] 
South Bethlehem. 
Lehigh University. [iii] 
Sayre Observatory. [i] 
South Hermitage. 
Pequea Presbyterian Olmrch Public Library. [i] 
State College. 
' Pennsylvania State Oollege. :[ii] 
Swarthmore. 
Swarthmore College Library. [iii] 
Tarentum. 
Odd Fellows' Libl'ary. [i] 
Titusville. 
'fitusville Libr·ncy Association. [i] 
Towanda.. 
Scientific Society of Susquehanna lnstituoo. [i] 
Troy. 
~~roy Graded nncl High School Library. [i] 
Turtle Creek. 
Western PeµnBylvania InstiLution for the Dm1f ancl Dnmb. fi] 
Wallingford. 
Wallingforcl lfatm·nl Hfoto:ry Societ;y. [i] 
Wo.rd. 
Ward Academy (formerly Ooncorcl Select School). [i] 
Warren. 
Warren Public Library. fi] 
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Washington. 
Washington and Jefferson College. [iii] 
Waynesburg. 
Waynesburg Col1ege. [il 
Wells borough. 
Academic Literary Society. [i] 
West Chester . . 
State Normal Scl10ol. [iii] 
Wilkes-Barre. 
Wyoming Historical and Geological Society. [iii] 
York. 
United Library Association of York. [i] 
RHODE ISL.A.ND. 
Ashaway. 
Ashaway Free Library and Reading Room Association. [i] 
Newport. . 
Naval Institute. [ii] 
Newport Natural History Society. [i] 
Redwood Library aml .Athenreurn. [iii] 
Pascoag. 
Pascoag Public Library. [i] 
Providence. 
Brown University. [iii] 
Butler Hospital for the Insane. [i] 
Friends' Boarding School. (ii] 
l)rovidence Athemeum. [iii] 
l)roviuence Public Library. (ii] 
Rhode Island Historical Society. [iii] 
Rhode Island Society for the Encouragement of Domestic In-
dustry. [i] 
Seagrove Observatory. fiJ 
. State Board of Education. [i] 
· State Board of Health. [i] 
State Normal School. [ii] 
Westerly. 
P::i.wcatuck Lil>rary. [i] 
Woonsocket. 
HaITis Im,titnte Library. (ii] 
SOUTH CA.ROLIN A. 
&ken. 
filken Library ancl Palmetto Club. [iJ 
Cedar Spring. 
South Carolina Institution for tho Deaf, Dumb, and Blind. [i] 
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Charleston. 
Charleston Library Society. [iii] 
College of Charleston. [iii] 
Elliot Society of Science and Art (formerly Elliot Society of Nat-
ural History). [i] 
Medical College of the State of South Carolina. [iii] 
South Carolina Historical Society. [i] 
Chester. 
Brainerd Institute. [i] 
Columbia. 
State Board of Education. [i] 
State Library. [iii] 
Theological Seminary (Presbyterian). [i] 
Due West. 
Erskine College. [ii] 
Greenville. 
J?urman University. [iii] 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary (removed to Louisville, 
Ky.). 
Newberry. 
Newberry College. [i] 
Orangeburg. 
Claflin University and College of Agriculture. (i] 
TENNESSEE. 
Bell's Depot. 
Bell's Public Library. . [iJ 
Bloomington. 
Bloomington College. [i] 
Blountville. 
· New Bethel Institute. [i] 
Boring. 
Sunrise Institute. [i] 
Bristol. 
Female College. [iJ 
Chattanoog~. 
Chattanooga Young Men's Christian Association. (i] 
Clarksville. 
Southwestern Presbyterian University (successor to Stuart Col-
lege). [i] 
Cog Hill. 
Cane Creek Collegiate Institute. [i] 
H. Mis. lG--21 
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Columbia. 
Columbia .Athenmum. [ii] 
Female Institute. [i] 
Gallatin. 
Howard Female College. [i] 
Greeneville. 
Greeneville ~tml Tusculum College (see Tusculum). 
Hi wassee College. 
:aiwassee College. [ii] 
Jackson. 
Southwestern Baptist University. [ii] 
Knoxville. 
East Tennessee University and Agricultural College (see Uni-
versity of Tennessee). 
Public Library of Knoxville. [i] 
Tennessee School for the Deaf and Dumb.. [i] 
Universit~ of Tennessee (formerly East Tennessee University), 
[iii] 
Lawson. 
Camp-ground Institute. [i] 
Lebanon. 
Cumberland University. [iii] 
Lewisburg. 
Lewisburg Institute. [i] 
Maryville. 
Maryville College and Theological Seminary. [iii] 
McKenzie. 
McTyeire Institute (formerly McKenzie College). [i] 
McMinnville. 
McMinnv'ille Library Association. [i] 
Memphis. 
Christian Brothers' College. [ii] 
Odd Fellows' Public Library. (i] 
Nashville. 
Central Tennessee College [i] 
Meharry Medical College. [i] 
Montgomery .Bell .Academy. [i] 
Nashville Medical College (medical department of University of 
Temie · ee). [i] 
Tonnes ee Hi torical Society. [i] 
Tennessee School for the Blind. (ii] 
Tcnnes ee S tate Library. [iii] 
Unh·er ity or Na u.Yillc. (iii] 
Va.u<lerbilt Uni\· r ity. fiiil 
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Piney Flats. -
Wayside Academy. [i] 
Pulaski. 
Young Men's Ohrisfian .Association. fi] 
Rugby. 
· Hughes' Freo Public Library. [ii] 
Rutledge. 
Madison .. Academy. [i] 
Sewanee. 
University of tho South. [iiil 
Tusculum. 
Greeneville and Tnsculuru College. [ii] 
Winchester. 
1\Iary Sharpe Oollegc. [iJ 
TEXAS. 
Austin. 
State Lunatic .ARylun1. [i] 
Texas Deaf nml Dumb Asylum. [i] 
Texas State Library. [iii] 
University of Texas. [iii] 
Bonham. 
Bonham Library. [i] 
Brackettville. 
Post Library, Fort Clark. [i] 
Brazoria. 
Brazoria. A.caclemy. [-i] 
Campbell. 
Campbell High School. [i] 
Carthage. 
Carthage_ High School. [i] · 
Center. 
Center Iligh School. [il 
College Station. 
State .Agricultural anu 1\fcchanical College of Texas. [ii] 
Comfort. 
Comfort A.grienlturnl Association. [i] 
Commerce. 
Commerce College. [il 
Dallas. 
Dallas Literary anu Library Association. [i] 
Fort Clark. 
Military Post Library (sec Brackettville). 
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Galveston. 
Free Library. [il 
Galveston Cotton Exchange. [i] 
Protestant Orphan Asylum. [i] 
Georgetown. 
Southwestern University. [i] 
Gilmer. 
Lone Star Academy. [iJ 
Greenville. 
Greenville Academy. [i] 
Henderson. 
Henderson Male and If'emale College. [i] 
Honey Grove. 
McKenzie Library of the Honey Grove High School. [i) 
Houston. 
Texas State Geological and. Scientific Association. [i] 
Independence. 
Baylor University. li] 
Kilgore . 
.Alexander Institute. [i] 
Kingston. 
Kingston Academy. [i] 
Longview. 
Longview High School. [i] 
Marshall. 
Bishop Baptist College. [i] 
Masonic Institute. [i] 
Wiley University. [i] 
Mineola. 
Mineola High School. (i] 
Mount Calm. 
Mount Calm Lyceum. [i] 
Omen. 
Sammer Hill College. [i] 
Palestine. 
Academy of Science of Texas. [i] 
Rhea's Mill. 
Rh a's Mill Academy. [i] 
Sherman. 
Au in College. [i] 
Tehuacana. 
Trinity University (Tehuacana College). [i] 
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Tyler. 
East Texas College. [i] 
Waco. 
Literary and Scientific Association. [i] 
Waco University. [i] 
Salt Lake City. 
Deseret Museum. [i] 
Masonic Library. [i] 
UTAH. 
Salt Lake Collegiate Institute. [i] 
Salt Lake Mining Institute. [il 
Utah Territorial Library. [iii] 
University of Deseret. fiiil 
Barnet. 
Ladies' Library. [l] 
Brattleborough. 
VERMONT. 
Vermont Asylum for the Insane. [i] 
Burlington. 
Fletcher Free Library. f iii] 
Public School Department. [i] 
University of Vermont. [iii] 
V crmont Episcopal Institute. [i] 
Castleton. 
Castleton State Normal School. fiii] 
Lunenburgh. 
Cutting's Public Library and Museum. [i] 
Middlebury. 
Middlebury College. (iii] 
Sheldon's Art Museum Archooological and Historical Society. _ [i] 
Montpelier. · 
State Cabinet of Natural History. [i] 
Vermont Historical Society. [iiiJ 
Y ermont l\Iethodist Seminary an<l Female College. (i] 
Vermont State Library. [iii] 
Newbury. 
Newbury Seminary and Ladies' Institute. ri] 
Northfield. 
Lewis College (formerly Norwich University). fi] 
Randolph. 
State Normal School. [iJ 
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Saint Johnsbury. 
Saint Johnsbury Athenreum. [iii I 
Young Men's Christian Asso?iation. (i] 
Strafford. 
Harris Library (Public Library). [ii] 
Thetford. 
Latham Memorial Library. [i] 
Thetford Academy. [i] 
West Pawlet. 
. Literary Circle Library. [i] 
Windsor. 
Windsor Library Association. · [i] 
VIRGINIA. 
Alexandria. 
Episcopal High School of Virginia. [i] 
Ashland. 
Randolph Macon College. [iii] 
Blacksburg. 
Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical College. [ii] 
Christians burg. 
l\fontgomery Female College. [i] 
Crozet. 
Miller Manual School. [i] 
Culpeper. 
Piedmont Agricultural Society, -[i1 
Emory. 
Emory and Henry College. [iii] 
Fortress Monroe. 
United States Artillery School. [i] 
Hampden Sidney. 
Hampden Sidney College. (iii] 
Hampton. 
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute. [i] 
Leesburg. 
Young l\Ien's Christian Association. [i] 
Lexington. 
Virginia l\Iilit:1ry Institute. [iii] 
Wa. liiogton and Lee Univ~rsity. [iii) 
cuool of CiYil and Mining Engineering. [i] 
National Soldiers' Home. 
ol<liers' Ilome (Southern Branch). [i] 
Newmarket. 
Polytechnic Institute. [ii] 
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Norfolk. 
Unitecl States Naval Hospital. [i] 
Norfolk Mission College. (i] 
Webster Literary and Scientific Institute. [i] _ 
Norwood. 
Norwood High School and College. [i] 
Petersburg. 
Petersburg Benevolent Mechanics' Association. [i] 
Virginia Normal and Collegiate Institute. [i] 
Richmond. 
Richmond Academy of Medicine. [i] 
Richmond College. [iii] 
Richmond High School. [i] 
Virginia Department of Agriculture. [i] 
Virginia Historical Society. [iii] 
Virginia, State Library. liii] 
Young Men's Christian .Association. [i] 
Salem. 
Roanoke College. [iii] 
Snowville. 
Snowville Library Association. [i] 
Theological Seminary. 
Protestant Episcopal Theological Seminary. , [iii] 
Unison. 
Unison Public Library. [i] 
University of Virginia. 
University of Virginia. [iii] 
Leander McCormick Observatory. [i} 
Williams burgh. 
Eastern Lunatic Asylum. [i] 
W A.SHINGTON TERRITORY. 
Anacortes. 
Alden Academy. [i] 
Cheney. 
Cheney (Benjamin P~) Academy. [il -
Dayton. 
Dayton Library Association. [i] 
Fort Steilacoom. 
Hospital for the Insane. [i] 
Olympia. 
Terri to rial Library. l i] 
Seattle. 
Public School Library (Denning School). rt] 
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Seattle-Continued. 
University of Washington Territory. [ii] 
Yesler College. [i] 
Spokane Falls. 
Spokane Library Association. [i] 
Tacoma. 
Annie Wright Seminary._ [i] 
Tacoma Chamber of Commerce. [i] 
Vancouver. 
Vancouver College. [i] 
Walla Walla. 
Association for the Advancement of Science. [i] 
Whitman College and Seminary. [ii] 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
Bethany College. 
Bethany College. [iii] 
Charleston. 
State Library. [iii] 
Flemington. 
West Virginia College. [ii] 
Huntington. 
Huntington Public School Library. [il 
Marshall College (State Normal School). [i] 
Huttonsville. 
Agricultural and Pomological Society. f i] 
Morgantown. . 
Morgantown Female Seminary. [i] 
West Virginia Unirnrsity and Agricultural College. rill] 
Romney. 
West Virginia Institute for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind. [i] 
Shepherdstown. 
Shepherd College. l i] 
Weston. 
West Virginia Hospital for the Insane. f i] 
Wheeling. 
State Library (see Charleston). 
Wheeling Public Library. [il 
WISCONSIN. 
Antigo. 
, \Tisconsin Geographical Society. (i] 
Appleton. 
Lawrence Univcr ity (Appl ton Library). [ill) 
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Beaver Dam. 
Beloit. 
Beaver Dam Public Library. ]i] 
Wayland University. [i] 
Beloit C_ollegc. [iii] 
Burlington. 
Burlington School Library. [i] 
Delavan. 
Institution for the Education of the Deaf and Dumb. [i] 
De Pere. 
Agassiz Association. Chapter B. No. 148. [i] 
Evansville. 
Evansville Seminary. [i] 
Franklin. 
College of the Mission of the Northwestern Synod of the Re-
formed Church. [i] 
Galesville. 
Galesville University. [i] 
Jan es ville. 
Wisconsin Institution for the Education of the Blind. [i) 
Lake Geneva. 
Lake Geneva Seminary. [i] 
Madison. 
Madison High School. [iJ 
State Agricultural Society. [i] 
State Historical Society of Wisconsin. [iii] 
University of Wisconsin. [iii] 
Washburn Observatory. [ij 
Mendota. 
Wisconsin State Hospital for the Insane. [i] 
Milwaukee. 
Milwaukee College (female). [i] 
Mortimer Memorial Library. [i] 
Milwaukee Public Library (formerly Young Men's .Association 
Library). [iii] 
Milwaukee Public School Teachers' Library. [i] 
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers (Northwestern 
Branch). [i] 
Naturhistorischen Verein. [i] 
Public Museum of the City of Milwaukee. [i] 
Wisconsin Natural History Society. [i] 
Young Men's .Association Library (see Milwaukee Public Li-
brary). 
Young Men's Christian Association. [i] 
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Osceola Mills. 
Osceola Graded School (successor to High School). (i] 
Platteville. 
Wisconsin State Normal School. [iii] 
· Racine. 
Racine College. rm] 
Ripon. 
Ripon College. [i] 
River Falls. 
State Normal School. ri] 
Shawano. 
Shawano Oity High School. [i] 
Sinsinawa. 
Saint Clam Academy (female). [il 
Watertown. 
Watertown High School. [i] 
Waupun. 
Waupun Library Association. [i] 
Whitewater. 
State Normal School. [i] 
WYOMING TERRITORY. 
Cheyenne. 
Territorial Library. [ii] 
Wyoming .Academy of Art, Science, and Letters. [i] 
Laramie City.. 
Public School Library. [i] 
Wyomi~g Library and Literary Association. [i) 
CIRCULAR RELATIVE TO A MATHEMATICAL PRIZE. 
Prof. SPENCER F. BAIRD, 
Sm: I beg to transmit to you the following communication, that will 
shortly appear in the journal Acta Mathematica, of which I am chief 
editor: 
"His Majesty Oscar II wishing · to give a fresh proof of his interest 
in the advancement of mathematical science, an interest already mani-
fested by his graciously encouraging the publication of the journal 
Acta :Mathematica, which is })laced under his august protection, has 
resolved to award a prize, on the 21st of January, 1889, the sixtieth 
anniversary of his birthday, to an important discovery in the field of 
higher mathematical analysis. This prize will consist in a gold medal 
of the eighteenth size bearing His Majesty's image and having a value 
of a thousand francs, together with a sum of two thousand five hun-
dred crowns (1 crown equal to about 1 franc 40 centimes). 
"His Majesty has been pleased· to in trust the task of carrying out 
His intentions to a commission of three members, Mr. Carl Weierstrass 
iu Berlin, l\ir. Charles Hermite in Paris, and the chief editor of this 
journal, l\Ir. Gosta Mittag Leffler in Stockholm. The commissioners 
having presented a report of their work to His Majeety, he has gra-
ciously signified his approval of the following final propositions of theirs: 
'' Having taken into consideration the questions which from different 
points of view equally engage the attention of analysts, and the solu-
tion of which would be of the greatest interest for the progress of 
science, the commission respectfully proposes to His Majesty to award 
the prize to the best memoir on one of the following subjects: 
'' 1. A system being given of a number whatever of particles attract-
ing one another mutually _according to Newton's law, it is proposed, on 
the assumption that there never takes place an impact of two particles, 
to expand the co-ordinates of each particle in a series proceeding accord 
ing to some known functions of time and converging uniformly for any 
space of time. 
"It seems that this problem, the solution of which will considerably 
enlarge our knowledge with regard to the system of the universe, might 
lJc solved by means of the analytical resources at our present disposi-
tion; tllis may ~t least be fairly supposed, because shortly ·before his 
<leatu L<'jeune-Dirichlet communicated to a friend of his, a mathema-
tician, that ho had discovered a method of iutegrating the differential 
equations of mechanics, and that ·be had succeeded, by applying this 
method, to demonstrate the stability of our planetary system in an ab-
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solutely strict manner. Unfortunately we know nothing about tbi 
method, except that the starting point for its discovery seems to h, ve 
been the theory of infinitely small oscillations.* It may howev r be 
supposed almost with certainty that this method was not based on Ion" 
and complicated calculations, but on the development of a simple fond. 
amental idea,, which one may reasonably hope to find a.gain by mean 
of earnest and persevering study. 
"However, in case no one should succeed to solve the proposed prob-
lem within the period of the competition; the prize might be awarded 
to a work in which some other problem of mechanics is treated in the 
indicated manner and completely solved. 
"2. Mr. Fuchs has demonstrated in several of his memoirst that 
there exist uniform functions of two variables which, by their mode of 
generation, are connected with the ultra elliptical functions, but are 
more general than these, and which would probably acquire great im. 
portance for analysis, if their theory were further developed. 
"It is proposed to obtain, in an explicit form, those functions whose 
existence has been proved by Mr. Fuchs, in a sufficiently general ca e, 
so as to allow of _an insight into and study of their most essential 
properties. 
"3. A study of the functions defined by a sufficiently general differ-
ential equation of t.l.10 first order, the first member of which is a rational 
iutegral function with respect to the variable, the function, and its first 
differential coefficient. 
''Mr. Briot and Mr. Bouquet have opened the way for such a study 
by their memoir on this subject (Journal de l'ecole polytechnique, cahier 
3G, pp. 133-198). But the mathematicians acquainted with the results 
attained by these authors know also that their work has not by far ex-
hausted the difficult and important subject which they have first treated. 
It seems probable that, if fresh inquiries were to be undertaken in the 
same direction, they might lead to theorems of high interest for analysis. 
"4. It is w·en known how much light has been thrown on the general 
theory of algebraic equations by the study of the special fnnctions to 
which the division of the circle into equal parts and .the division of the 
* Seo p. 3G of the Panegyric on Lcjeune-Dir~cblot by Kumme1·, Abhandlungen der 
IC Akud mie der Wiss nschaften zu Borlin, 1860. 
t Thea memoirs are to be found in-(1) Nachrichten von dcr K. Gesellscbaft der 
Wi n cbaft n zu Gutting n, February, 1880, p. 170. (2) Borcbardt's Journal, Bd. 
O, p. 251. (A translation of tbis memoir is to 1.Jo found ln the Bulletin of Mr. Dar-
houx, 2:m i:;6ri<', i,. 1v.) (:3) Nacbrichtcu von dcr K. Gcsollscbaft der Wissonscbaften 
,m 'uUingrn, .Juu , 1 0, p. 445 (transla.tcd into French in tbo Bul1etin of Mr. Dar-
bonx, 2m s6ri , t . IV). (4) Borchardt's Jourua.J, Bd. 90, p. 71 (also in tho BuJletin of 
Ir. arh ux, 2mo s6ri , t. rv). (G) A l>Lancllungen dcr K. Gesellschaft ucr Wissenscba.f-
frn zn otting u, 1 1 (Ilnllotm of Mr. Darl.Jonx, t. v). (6) Sitzungsborichte der K. 
Ak. dcrui d r Wissc·us ·haft n zu Berlin, 188~3, I, p. 507. (7) The memoir of Mr. Fuchs 
_ puhli h din D rcbrtr<.lt's journal, Bel. 7G, p. 177, has also some bearings on tho memoirs 
11uotcd. 
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argument of the elliptic functions by a whole number lead up. That 
remarkable transcendant which is obtained by expressing the module 
of an elliptic function by the quotient of the periods leads likewise 
to the modulary equations that have been the origin of entirely new 
notions and highly important results, as the solution of equations of 
the fifth degree. But this transcendant is but the first term, a par-
ticular case and that the simplest one of an infinite series of new 
functions introduced into science by Mr. Poincare under the name of 
'fonctions fuchsiennes' and successfully applied by him to the integra-
tion of lineary differential equations of any order. These functions, 
which accordingly have a role ,ofmanifest importance in analysis, have 
not as yet been considered from an algebraical point of view as the 
transcendant of the theory of elliptic functions of which they are the 
generalization. 
'' It is proposed to fill up this gap and to arrive at new equations 
analogous to the modulary equations by studying, though it were only 
in a particular case, the formation and properties of the algebraic rela-
tions that connect two 'fonctions fuchsiennes' when they have a group 
in common. 
" In case none of the memoirs tendered for competition on any of the 
subjects proposed above should be deemed worthy of the prize, this 
may be adjudged to a memoir sent in for competition that contains a 
complete solution of an important question of the theory of functions 
other than those proposed by the commission. 
'' The memoirs offered for competition should be furnished with an 
epigraph, and, besides, with the author's name and place of residence 
in a sealed cover, and directed to the chief editor of tbe Acta Mathe-
matica before the first of June, 1888. 
"The memoir to which His Majesty shall be pleased to award the 
prize as well as that or those memoirs which may be considered by the 
commission worthy of an honorary mention, wm be inserted in the 
Acta Mathematica, nor can any of them be previously published. 
"The memoirs may be written in any language that the author 
chooses, but as the members of the commission belong to three differ-
ent nations the author ought to subjoin a French translation to his 
original memoir, in case it is not written in French. If such a trans-
lation is not subjoined, the author must allow the com.mission to have 
one made for their own use. 
"THE EDITORS OF THE ACT.A. MATHEMATIC.A." 
I hope you will take an interest in this communication, and am, sir, 
yours, v~ry respectfully, 
G. MITTAG LEFFLER, 
Member of the Acaderny of Science, Professor of the Stockhol1n 
University, Chief Editor of the Acta Mathematica. 

AC~S AND RESOLUTIONS OF CONGRESS RELATIVE TO THE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, NATIONAL MUSEUM, ETC. 
IN CONTINUATION FRO~I PREVIOUS REPORTS. 
N.A.TIQN.A.L MUSEUM. 
Furniture and fixtures, National Museum: To pay sundry bills for 
miscellaneous fixtures and for glass for exhibition cases for the National 
1\luseum, being for the service of the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, 
eighteen hundred and eighty-four, two thousand eight hundred and 
ninety-one dollars and forty-two cents. 
Preservation of collections, National Museum : To meet expenses of 
receiving, packing, transporting to Washington, and installing or stor-
ing such new specimens and collections as may be presented to the 
United States at the New Orleans Exposition, to be available _for the _ 
fiscal years ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-five and 
eighteen hundred and eighty-six, five thousand dollars. 
For cost of restoring the collections sent to the New Orleans Expo-
sition to their proper places in the National Museum, including repair 
of cases and rehewal of glass, to be available for the fiscal years end-
ing June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eighty-five and eighteen hun-
dred and eighty-six, two thousand five hundred dollars. 
( Act to supply deficiencies, &c. Approved March 3, 1885, chapter 359, 
page 4G3.) · , 
For heating and lighting the National Museum: For expense of heat-
ing, lighting, and telephonic and electrical service for the new Museum 
building, nine thousand dollars. 
For the preservation of collections of the National Museum: For the 
preservation and exhibition and increase of the collections received from 
the surveying and exploring expeditions of the Government, and other 
sources, including salaries or compensation of all necessary employcs, 
nin~ty-fivo thousand dollars. 
For the preservation of collections of the National Museum in the 
Armory building: For care of the Armory building and grounds, aud 
expense of watching, preservation, and storage of the property of tllc 
National Museum and of the United States Fish Commission contained 
therein, including salaries or compensation of all necessary cmployes, 
two thousand .five hundred dollars. 
For furniture and fixtures of the National Museum: For cases, furni-
ture, and fixtures required for the exhibition of the collections of the 
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United States National Museum, and for salaries or compensationofall 
necessary employes, forty thoL1sand dollars. 
(Sundry civil appropriation act. Approved March 3, 1885, chapter 
360, page 501.) 
SMITHSONIAN INS'l'I'.l'UTION. 
International exchanges, Smithsonian Institution: For expenses of 
the system of international exchanges between the United States and 
foreign countries, under the direction of the Smithsonian Institution, 
including salaries or compensation of all necessary employes, ten thou-
sand dollars. 
· North American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution: For the pur-
pose of continuing ethnological researches among the American Indian , 
under the direction of the secretary of- the Smithsonian Institution, 
including salaries or compensation of all necessary employcs, forty 
thousand dollars. 
Smithsonian Institution Building: For finishing and completing the 
furnishing of the eastern portion of the Smithsonian Institution build-
ing, five thousand six hundred dollars. 
(Sundry civil appropriation act. Approved March 3, 1885, chapter 3GO, 
page 494.) 
NA.VAL ODSERV.A.TORY. 
For payment to Smithsonian Institution for freight on Observatory 
publications sent to foreign countries, three hundred and thirty-six 
dollars. 
(Legislative, executive, and judicial appropriation act. Approved 
March 3, 1885, chapter 343, page 415.) 
WAR DEP .A.RTMENT. 
For the transportation of reports and maps to foreign countries: For 
the transportation of reports and maps to foreign countries, through the 
Smithsonian Institute, two hundred dollars. 
(Sundry civil appropriation act. Approved March 3, 1885, chapter 
360, page 507.) 
ARMY 1iffiDIC.A.L MUSEUM. 
An act providing for the erection of a buildiug to contain tho records, library and 
museum of the Medical Department, United States Army. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
tates of America in Congress assembled, That a brick and metal fire. 
pr of building, to be used for the safe-keeping of the records, library, and 
mu nm of tho Surgeon-General's Office of the Unhec.l States Army, is 
h r by authorized to be con tructed upon the Government reservation 
in the ity of Wa hington, in the vicinity of the National Museum and 
the Smith onian Institution, on a site to be selected by a commission 
compo ed f the Secretary of War, the Arcliitect of the Capitol, and 
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the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, and in accordance with 
plans and specifications submitted by the Surgeon-General of the .Army 
and approved by said commission, the cost of the building when com-
pleted not to exceed the sum of two hundred thousand dollars, the build-
ing to be erected and t.)le money expended under the direction and 
superintendence of the Secretary of War. 
SEC. 2. That the sum of two hundred thousand dollars is hereby ap-
propriated, out of any moneys in the Treasury not otherwise appropri-
ated, for the commencement and completion of ~aid building. 
(.Approved March 2, 1885, Statutes Forty-eighth Congress, second 
session, chapter 315, page 339.} 
PRINTING. 
Joint resolution providing for the printing and distribution of the Descriptive Cata-
logue of Government Publications. 
[Public, No. 7, Forty-eighth Congress, second session.J 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States 
of America i-n Congress assembled, That there be printed and half.bound 
in leather, with the exception of the reserve sets, which shall be full-
bound in leather, six thousand six hundred copies· of the Descriptive 
Catalogue of Government P~blications, of which * * • two copies 
shall be for the use of the Smithsonian Institution. 
(Approved February 9, 1885. Statutes Forty-eighth Congress, sec-
ond session, pages 516, 517.) 
Joint resolution providing for printing the sixth and seventh annual reports of the 
Director of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
[Public, No. 16, Forty-eighth Congress, second session.) 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States 
of_America in Congress assembled, That there be printed at the Gov,ern-
ment Printing Office fifteen thousand ft ve hundred copies each of the 
sixth and seventh annual reports of the Director of the Bureau of Eth-
nology, with accompanying papers and illustrations, a.nd uniform with 
the preceding volumes of the series; of which three thousand five hun-
dred shall be for the use of the Senate, seven thousand for the use of 
the House of Representatives, and five thousand for distribution by the 
Bureau of Ethnology. 
(Approved March_ 2, 1885. Statutes Forty-eighth Congress, second 
session, page 519.) 
Joint resolution to provide for printing the annual reports of the Smithsonian Insti-
ktion. 
fPublic, No. 19, Forty-eighth Congress, second session.) 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States 
of .America in Congress assembled, That the annual reports of the Smith-
sonian Institution shall be hereafter printed at the Government Print-
H. l\1is. 15--22 
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ing Office, in the same manner as the annual reports of the heads of 
Departments are now printed, for submission in print to the two hou 
of Congress. 
(Approved March 3, 1885. Statutes Forty-eighth Congress, second 
session, page 520.) 
Concurrent resolution to print extra copies of the Smithsonian Report for 1884. 
Resowed by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That 
the Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum 
for the year 1884 be printed, and that there be printed 16,060 extra 
copies; of which 3,000 copies shall be for the use of the Senate, 6,060 
for the use of the House of Representatives, and 7,000 for the use of the 
Smithsonian Institution. 
(Concurrent resolution passed by the Senate [S. R. No. 114], January 
26, 1885; passed by the House of Representatives February 4, 1885.) 
GENERAL APPENDIX 
OF THE 
SMITHSONIAN REPORT FOR 1885. 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 
The object of the GENERAL APPENDIX is to furnish summaries of 
scientific discovery in particular directions; occasional reports of the 
investigations made by collaborators of the Institution; memoirs of a, 
gen~ral character or on special topics, whether original and prepared 
expressly for the purpose, or selected from foreign journals and pro-
cee_dings; and briefly to present (as fully as space will permit) such 
papers not published in the "Smithsonian Contributions" or in the 
"Miscellaneous Collections" as may be supposed to be of interest or 
value to the numerous correspondents of the Institution. 
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INTRODUCTION. 
While it has been a prominent object of the Board of Regents of the 
Smithsonian Institution, from a very early date in its history, to enrich 
the annual report, required of them by law, with scientific memoirs 
illustrating the more remarkable and important developments in phys-
ical and biological discovery, as well as showing the general character 
of the operations of the Institution, this purpose was not carried out 
on any very systematic plan until the year 1880. Believing however 
that an annual report or summary of the recent advances made in the 
leading departments of scientific inquiry would supply a want° very 
generally felt, and would be favorably received by all those interested 
in the diffusion of knowledge, the Secretary had prepared for the re-
port of 1880, by competent collaborators, a series of abstracts showivg 
concisely the prominent features of recent scientific progress in astron-
omy, geology, physics, chemistry, mineralogy, botany, zoology, and 
anthropology. 
The same general programme has been followed in the subsequent 
reports, with the inclusion of geography and meteorology in the list of 
subjects. The contributors to this record for the present. year, and 
their several departments or topics, remain substantially the same as 
in previous reports, though with some omissions, much to be regretted. 
Prof. Ed ward S. Holden had prepared as usual the summary of astro-
nomical progress for 1885, but having accepted the presidency of the 
University of California, with the directorship of the Lick Observatery 
on Mount Hamilton, in the confusion of moving from bis late position 
at Madison, Wis., unfortunately mislaid his manuscript. · At his re-
quest Mr. William C. Winlock, of the Naval Observatory at Washing-
ton, undertook, on short notice, to supply the deficiency. This he has 
satisfactorily accomplished. . 
Dr. T. Sterry Hmit, owing to the pressure of his important duties, 
bas again been prevented from supplying the expected summary of 
progress in geology. 
Commander Francis M. Green (U.S. N.), having been ordered to sea-
duty on a three-years' cruise, has also been prevented from furnishing 
his accustomed resume of advances in geographical knowledge. This 
chapter has for the present been supplied by Mr. J. King Goodrich. 
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Prof. Cleveland Abbe bas, unfortunately, been unable to furnish hie 
usual survey of the advances made in the department of meteorology 
and the time did not permit an attempt to obtain a substitute in th·~ 
important field. 
Prof. William G. Farlow's record of progress in botany, omitted from 
the last report, is, from unforeseen circumstances, again omitted from 
this. 
With every effort to secure pfompt attention to all the more impor-
tant details of such a work, various unexpected delays frequently ren-
der it impracticable to obtain all the desired reports in each department 
within the time prescribed. In such cases it is designed, if possible, to 
bring up deficiencies ~nd supply them in subsequeut reports. 
The value of this annual record of progress ·would be much enhanced 
by an enlargement of its scope, and the inclusion, not only of such 
branches as mllthematics, physiology, pathology, and medicine, micros-
copy, &c., but also of the more practical topics of agriculture and hor-
ticultural economy, engineering, mechanics, and technology in general; 
but the space required for such larger digest seems scarcely available in 
the present channel. 
It is hardly necessary to remark that in a summary of the annual 
progress of scientific discovery so condensed as the present, the wants 
of the specialist in any branch can be but imperfectly supplied; and 
very many items and details of great value to him · must be entirely 
omitted. While the student in a special field of knowledge may occa-
sionally receive hints that will be found of interest, he will naturally 
be led to consult for fuller information the original journals and special 
periodicals from which these brief notices or abstracts have been com-
piled. 
The plan of devoting some 350 pages of the annual report to such ~ 
compilation is not designed to preclude the introduction into the '' Gen-
eral Appendix," as heretofore, of special monographs or discussions 
that may prove interesting to the scientific student. 
SPENCER F. BAIRD. 
ASTRONOMY. 
By WILLIAM C. WINLOCK, 
.Assistant Astronomer, United States Na.1,a.l Observatory. 
The following record of the progress of Astronomy during the year_ 
1885 is in continuation of the records of past years, and it is given in 
essentially the same form. The annual review of astronomy bas pre-
viously been prepared by Prof. Edward S. Holden, formerly director of 
the Washburn Observatory, Madison, Wis.; and the manuscript of the 
review for 1885 was entirely prepared by him in October and November 
of that year. Very unfortunately all but a small portion of this manu-
script was lost in transferring Professor Holden's library from Madison 
to California, and Professor Holden, unable, on account of pressing of-
ficial duties, to repair the loss, has asked me to make up the deficiency. 
This I have attempted to do, but wish to record the circumstances here, 
in order that I may plead the brief time available as an excuse for any 
shortcomings that may be found. 
This record is primarily intended for the large and increasing class of 
those who have a general rather than a special interest in the progress 
of Astronomy, but it may be of use to professional astronomers also, as a 
convenient collection of reviews and notes. Abstracts of some of the 
most important papers are g.iven, while other papers can appear by title 
only. As in previous years free use has been made of reviews, &c., in 
all accessible periodicals, particularly of those in The Observatory, Bul-
letin A.stronomique, Nature, The Athenceum, and 
1
Science, and it is hoped 
that where specific reference to the source of information has been im-
practicable, this general acknowledgment will be accepted. 
W. C. W. 
COSMOGONY. 
Faye: Sur l'Origine du Monde. Theories cosmogoniques de8 Anciens et 
des Modernes. Paris: .. Gauthier- Villars, 1884. 8vo.-" Cosmic hypoth-
eses vary from time to time; they have their history, in which they re-
flect the progress of human intelligence. At first closely connected with 
religious idea,s, they have little by little lost their sacred character; aml 
have become simple questions of celestial mechanics and general physicR. 
:w~ 
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It cannot he denied, moreover, that they offer a broad field for the di .. 
coveries and theories that from time to time transfoFm and, as it were 
renew science. The mechanical theory of heat and spectrum analr / 
have inaugurated a new era for speculations concerning the origi~ of 
the world and tbe constitution of the universe, by furnishing to theo-
retical reasoning a basis incomparably more sure than that po ses ed 
at the time of Laplace. It is quite natural, therefore, that scholar 
should again turn their attentfon to the chaos from which tbe star 
were born, and that, witll the aid of the knowledge gained during the 
last century, they should undertake to submit the current cosmical 
theories to searching examination. 
"M. Faye's book upon this subject will be welcomed, as jt comes at a 
moment when attention is everywhere beginning to turn to these ob-
scure and sublime questions. A large part of the book is devoted to 
the history of cosmogonies, beginning with that of Moses; a~d every 
reader will be pleased tllat M. Faye has taken pains to give always the 
original text, accompanying it by comments and remarks. The book 
contains extracts from Genesis, Plato'1; Timmus, Aristotle's Heavens, 
Cicero's De Republica, the poem of Lucrece, Descartes' World, Newton's 
Principia, Kant's Allgemeine Natur-Geschichte und Theorie des Himmels 
and Beweisgrund zu einer Demonstration des Daseins Gottes, Laplace's 
Exposition du Systeme du Monde, and from M. Hirn's Analyse elemen-
taire de l' Univers. After this historical exposition of ancient and mod-
ern cosmical ideas M. Faye proceeds to consider in his turn the prob-
lem of the formation of the universe and of the solar system. 
" M. Faye regards Laplace's celebrated cosmic hypothesis, which is 
still accepted in treatises on astronomy, as quite opposed to science in 
its present state; he says that it cannot be reconciled with the retro-
grade motions of the satellites of Uranus and Neptune, nor with the 
rapid revolutions of Mars' satellites, nor with our notions of the rings 
of Saturn. M. Faye proposes to replace this hypothesis by another one 
more conformable to existing ideas, taking its point of departure in 
Descartes' vortices." (Bull. Astron., February, 1885.) 
"Prof. G. H. Darwin has contributed to Nature (Vol. 31, p. 506) an 
interesting and valuable criticism of M. Faye's theory of the evolution 
of the solar system as explained in his paper in the ''A.nnuaire du Bu-
reau des Longitudes for 1885, and also in his work entitled "Sur l'Origine 
du JJfonde." The best general idea of the line of speculation adopted by 
M. Faye may be given by saying that it is a theory of evolution from 
meteorites, instead of from the nebulous matter which gives its name 
to La.place's theory. In the primitive condition, the universe consisted 
of matter scattered in chaotic confusion. Currents were generated in 
the mid t of this chao under the influence of mutual gravitation; and 
jn con equence of these movements, shreds of matter became detached 
H,nd moved wi h rapitl linear and low gyratory motion. The solar sys-
tem i taken to have originated from a bred which aggregated into 
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a spheroidal shape and consisted, at the epoch when we began to watch 
it, largely of separate meteorftes. It is at first supposed that the sphe-
roidal aggregate consists of matter pretty nearly equally_ distributed, 
and later a nucleus is formed. If r be the distance of any point from the 
' b . 
center, the force is central and follows the law ar +r2 where, m the 
beginning of the evolutionary process, b is very small, and later a be-
comes small. Initially, then, when the force is simply as the distance, 
each meteorite moves in an ellipse about the center, and the periodic 
time of all is the same, whatever their eccentricity of orbit. In con-' 
sequence of collisions, a central nucleus is soon formed; as this in-
creases, the a in our formula for the force diminishes and the b increases, 
but orbits which are circular still retain that form, notwithstanding 
the progressive change in the law of force. At the same time that the 
nucleus is being formed, a series of flat and nearly circular rings arise 
around it, those near to the nucleus attaining a definite shape sooner 
than the remote ones. It is not adequately explained why the mat-
ter should be sifted, and should arrange itself in rings at definite in-
tervals around the nucleus, still less is any light thrown on the law 
of Titius concerning the distances of the planets from the sun. Con-
sidering now the case of the first ring, M. Faye supposes ·that slight 
differences of angular velocity, mutual attraction, and collisions grad-
ually cause the aggregation of all the matter in the ring around some 
-0enter in its line. When the nucleus is small, the rings moved as a 
rigid whole, and the linear velocity of the outer meteorites was greater 
than that of the inner ones; therefore when the planetary aggregate is 
formed, it will be found rotating with direct motion about an axis nearly 
perpendicular to the plane of its orbit. As we proceed from the first 
ring outwards, in each successive case the tendency to direct motion is 
weaker, because the increase of the solar nucleus by absorption of me-
teorites bas prevented so large an excess of linear velocity of the outer - / 
meteorites over those of the inner ones as in the first case. By degrees, 
therefore, we come to planets in which the meteorites move nearly ac-
cording to Kepler's laws, and here the resulting planet has a retrograde 
rotation. Each planetary agglomeration in its turn forms a miniature 
solar system, and generates satellites by the same process as that in 
which the planets were formed. After having thus sketched M. Faye's 
theory in its main outlines, Professor Darwin points o.ut that no refer-
ence is made to the possible effect of tides in the evolution of the solar 
system, a part of the subject which bas been so ably worked out by 
Professor Darwin himself. He has shown that the hypothesis that tidal 
friction has had free play in the past leads to a remarkable quantitative 
co-ordination of tbe several elements of the earth's rotation and of the 
moon's orbital motion, and points to the genesis of the moon close to 
the present surface of the earth. The rapid orbital motion of the inner 
satellite of Mars confirms in a remarkable war the truth of the hy-
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pothesis. It also throws 1igb t on the cause of the observed distribu-
tion of satellites in the solar system. It is, in Professor Darwin's opin. 
ion, a factor-which cannot be left out of account, and has a bearing 
on theories of c\-olution which cannot be neglected. Professor Darwin's 
paper concludes with a summary of the advantages and disadvantage 
of 1\1. Faye's scheme. The ~onception of the growth of planetary bodies 
by the aggregation of meteorites is a good one, and perhaps more prob-
able than the hypothesis that the whole solar system was gaseous. The 
internal annulation of the meteorites is left unexplained, and this com-
pares very unfavorably with Laplace's system, where the annulation is 
the Yery thing explained. The difference of orbital motion of the inner 
and outer meteorites of a ring, the development of that difference as time 
progresses, and the ·consequence of direct a1nd retrograde rotatioll at dif. 
feren t, distances from the sun, is an excellent idea. But it is necessary 
to this idea that the inner planets should have been for~ed first,* and 
we are met directly by the fact that the single surviving ring, that of 
Saturn, is nearer to the pla.net than are the satellites, and we should be 
drjyen to the startling conclusion that Saturn's ring is the oldest feature 
of his system. The actual distribution of satellites in the solar system 
is at varia~ce with M. Faye's theory, for as, according to him, the i11ternal 
planets were generated from rings whm;e motion was such as wou1d give 
greater moment of momentum to the planetary agglomeration than i;rould 
the external ones, the number of satellites should be greater the greater 
the amount of rotation in the primitive agglomeration. of meteorite-:, and 
thus the nearer planets should be richer in satellites than the remote 
ones. On the whole, then, there are great difficuhies in the acceptance 
of l\f. Faye's scheme, notwithstanding .its excellences; but science js un-
doubtedly the gainer by such suggestiYe theories." ( Observatory. ) 
For further discussion. of these interesting questions we must refer 
the reader to the valuable articles of MM. Radau and Wolf in Volumes 
I and II of the Bulletin A.stronomique, and to a paper b,y Prof. Daniel 
Kirkwood, read before the American Philosophical Society (November 
21, 1884) and published in the April number of the Sidereal Jl'lessenger. 
We are glad to learn that M. Wolf intends to elaborate his discussion 
still further, and that it will be brought out in book form by the pub-
lishing house of Hauthier-Villars. 
NEBULJE. 
New nebul<e.-M. Stephan has published in the Astronornische Nach-
richten, X o. 2661, positions and descriptions of 100 nebulre discovered 
at Mar eiHe iu the years 1883-'85, in addition to the large number pre-
Yiou ··l, detected at that ob .. erntory. Not the least notable character-
" In fact, according to 1. Faye, tlte earth is older than the sun. "If it were othor-
wi , the whole appearance of tbe sky vroulcl be changed; the stars would rise in the 
w t and et in lhe ea t · 1 he moon would have a retrograde motion like the satellites 
ofUrann and.._' ptune." (Sur l'Origine au Monde, p.192.) 
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istic of M. Stephan's catalogues is the precision of the nlaces given in 
them. -He mentions that on October 1 and 2, 1882, neither the nebula 
Dreyer--Schultz 5085 nor h 12 was visible in the position assigned by 
the discoverers. 
Professor Swift gives in the Astronomische Nachrichten two catalogues 
of nebulre discovered in 1883-'85 with the 16-inch refractor of the War-
ner Observatory. Each catalogue contains 100 nebulre and gives approx-
imate positions for 1885·0, with descriptive notes. All of these nebulre 
belong to the fainter classes, and the increased difficulties in dealing 
with such objects since the appearance of our" re_d sunsets" have been 
remarked by Professor Swift, as well as by other observers. Professor 
Swift has a list of some 150 more nebulre, which will require further 
study before publication. 
Several shorter lists of nebulre, found by Tempel, Barnard, and others, 
generally in the search for comets, will be found in the various astro-
nomical journals. 
General catalogue of nebulm.-Apropos of Dr. H~letschek's lefter 
(A.stron. N achr., No. 2664) concerning the regular publication of sup-
plementary catalogues of new nebulre, double stars, red .stars, &c., Dr. 
Dreyer announces that he is preparing a second supplement to Sir John 
Herschel's Catalogue of N ebulre. 
D-iscovery of a new nebula in the Ple-iades by photography.-Probably 
the most notable achievement in celestial pl10tography during the year 
has been the discovery by MM. Paul and Prosper Henry, at the Paris 
Observatory, of a new nebula in the group of the Pleiades. It was first · 
photographed on N:overnber 16, 1885, and, tlwugh it was again photo-
graphed on December 8 and 9, MM. Henry have as yet been unable to 
detect H by direct telescopic observation. The nebula is about 3' in ex-
tent, and "tres-intense." It presents a well marked spiral form, and 
seems partially to surround the star Maia. 
Professor Pickering writes; under date of January 21, 1886, to the 
editor of the Nachrichten in regard to this interesting discovery,, as fol-
lows: · · 
'· The announcement of this nebula in the A.. N., vof. 113, p. 239, re-
called the circumstance that certain irregularities had been noticed in a 
photograph of the Pleiades, taken on November 3, 1885, at the observa-
tory of Harvard College, with an exposure of nixty-five minutes. This 
photograph was exhibited at the Albany meeting of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences, November 10, where 'the irregularities above mentioned 
received so:ne attention. They were supposed to be clue merely to defects 
in the photographic process; but upon re-examination it appears that one 
of them corresponds so closely to what is described by MM .. Paul and 
Prosper Henry that there can be no doubt in regard to its origin. It 
must represent light photographically perceptible in the viciuity of 
the star Maia, as stated by its discoverers. - - - The explanation 
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thus afforded of one of the markings on the Cambridge photograph 
makes the others of more interest than seemed at first to belong to them. 
There are indications of nebulous light about Merope; four short parallel 
streaks directly to the south following side are particularly noticeable, 
and a faint prolongation of diffuse light may be suspected towards the 
south, in agreement with tbe descriptions usually given of the visible 
nebula in that region. There i8 also a faint narrow streak of light pro-
jecting from · Electra on the following side. All the bright stars are 
surrounded by concentric bands, obviously clue to effects of reflection 
from the back of tbe plate and from the inner surfaces of the lenses. 
These bands interfere to some extent with the appearances of nebulous 
light above described, and are most conspicuous around Alcyone, as 
would be expected from ,the brightness of that star. No nebulous light 
is noticeable about Alcyone, Atlas, Pleione, or Taygeta." 
Professor Struve announces that he has seen the nebula about Maia 
very distinctly with the great 30-inch refractor of the Pulkowa Ob-
ser~atory. We learn also from later reports that the nebula has been 
seen and sketched at the Nice Observatory. 
Photographic study of the nebula of Orion.-Prof. E. C. Pickering bas 
made a comparison of the results of photographic and eye observations 
of this region, comparing the star magnitudes as given by the photo-
graphs of Dr. Draper and Mr. Common, with the catalogue of Profes-
sor Bond. His results will be found carefully tabulated in the twen-
tieth volume of the Proceedings of the American Academy. One of the 
most important applications of the determination of photographic mag-
nitudes is to the measurement of the colors of the stars. The rays af-
fecting the photographic plate have in general a le~s wave-length than 
those to which the eye is most sensitive. It therefore follows that a 
reddish star, that is, one in which the rays of great wave-length pre . 
dominate, will appear relatively too fa.int in the photograph. A bluish 
star is similarly indicated by a large negative residual (on comparison 
with eye estimates). These residuals form a convenient measure of the 
colors of the stars; and Professor Pickering gives a list, of ten r:ed stars, 
thus indicated on the plate, varying from 10·7 to l3·9 magnitude, ac-
cording to Bond, and ten blue stars, varying from 12·3 to 15·6 magni-
tude. "The faintest stars visible in the photograph have a, photo-
graphic magnitude of about 15·0." 
Variability of ci nebula.-'' The nebula near the star ( Tauri seems to 
present an interestmg instance of variability of light. This nebula 
wa ob erved by Chacornac at Paris on the 19th of October, 1885, sur-
rounding a tar of the 11th magnitude, which had repeatedly been ob-
er ed in 1854, and also at Markree in January, 1850, without any nebu-
lo ity being noticed. In January, 1856, Chacornac found this very 
bright and con picuou , resembling in its_ appearance a transparent 
cloud, reflecting the light of r; Tauri. But in November, 1862, he could 
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discern no trace of the nebulosity; and D' Arrest also failed to see it 
when observing the star with the Uopenhagen refractor on the 25th of 
January, 1865. Nor has it since been seen until quite recently, when 
it was noticed by Mr. K. Tarrant, using a 10-inch 'With' reflector, at 
Pinner, Middlesex. D' Arrest had noticed a small star of less than the 
12th magnitude, a little preceding the 11th magnitude star previously 
mentioned, and nearly on the same parallel with it. When the nebula 
was first seen by Mr. Tarrant (On the 14th of March, 1885), it was 
lengthened in the direction of a circle of declination, and this faint star 
was at its following edge. The :first known instance of this kind was 
that of the nebula near c Tauri, discovered by Mr. Hind in 1852, sus-
pected to be variable from not having been seen before, an~ afterwards. 
proved to be so, becoming invisible even with very powerful telescopes, 
and subsequently reappearing." (A.thenreum.) 
ASTRONOMICAL CONSTANTS, ETC, 
A new determination of the nutation constant.-" Dr. L. de Ball has 
employed -for this determination the right ascensions of three polar 
stars (a and o Ursre Minoris and 51 Cephei), observed at Pulkowa by 
Herr Wagner, part of which have already been employed by Herr Ny-_ 
ren in bis researches concerning the constant of aberration." (Bulletin 
.A.stron., r, p. 202.) Although these observations, which were made be-
tween 1861 and 1872, embrace only a little more than half a complete 
period o·f nutation, their precision is such as to justify Dr. de Ball's 
attempt. He has had at his disposal 934 eye-and-ear observations and 
933 chronograph observations. The mean error of an observation is 
nearly the same for the two methods. By introducing as unknown 
quantities the corrections to the mean right ascensions of the three 
stars to the nutation constant (Peters) and to the aberration constant 
(Struve), and also the parallaxes of the stars under consideration, Dr .. 
de Ball has attained the following results: 
Correction to the nutation constant ,dn •••••••.•• • , .•••••••• _ ••••••• 7 0·006 :!: 0·012 
Correction to the aberration constant ,da ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• +o·043 ::I:: 0·011 
Parallax of a Ursre Minoris ....•........• _ .........•••.............. +o·015 ::I:: 0·015-
Parallax of 51 Cephei.. ...............................••........ _ .. +0·027 ::I:: 0·019 
Parallax of o Ursre Minoris ........................................ +0·034 ± 0·017 
8 8 
R. A. (1865·0) of a Ursre Minoris (eye and ear) .........•......... lh gm 38·706 ::I:: 0·043 
R. A. (1865·0) of a Ursa Minoris (chronograph) .........•............ 39·057 ± 0·051 
R. A. of 51 Cephei ( eye and ear) ................••.............. 6b 35m 11 ·723 ± 0 ·02& 
R. A. of 51 Cephei (chronograph) ..................................... 12·012 ::I:: 0·027 
R. A. of o Ursre Minoris (eye and ear) .......••................ 1sf 15m 5:3·084 ± 0·020 
R. A. of o Ursre Minoris (chronograph) ............................... 53·363 ::I:: 0·020· 
'' The six values of the correction Lln furnished by the three stars do 
not show a very remarkable agreement: 
Eye and ear. 
a Ursoo Minoris .............•............................ -011 ·062 
51 Cephei.......... . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . •• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +o"·028 
o Uram Minoris .•••••.•••••.•••••.••••.••.••••........... -0·'·016 
Chronograph. 
-0''·011 
+011 ·003 
+o"·039' 
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'' The individual values of LJa, computed by Dr. de Ball, differ quite 
widely in some cases from the values obtained by Herr Nyren from the 
same observations, and it seems impossible to discover the cause of 
these differences. It is without doubt necessary to take into considera-
tion the influence which the motion of the solp,r system might exert upon 
the aberration in the case of stars near the pole, as has been shown by 
Dr. Seeliger." (Bull . .Astron., July, 1885.) 
The secular nutation of the earth's axis.-'' M. Folie, having deduced a 
periodic formula for the secular variations in obliquity and in longitude, 
applies the designation 'secular nutation of the earth's axis' to the e 
variations. Defining the normal equator as a plane, the inclination of 
which to the ecliptic of a certain epoch is equal to the mean obliquity 
of that epoch, and the intersection of which with this latter plane passes 
at each instant through the mean equinox of that instant, be concludes 
that, in virtue of the secular nutation of the earth's axis, the mean pole 
describes around the normal pole, considered as :fixed, an ellipse the 
major axis of which, directed towards the pole of the fixed ecliptic (i. e, 
the mean ecliptic of the epoch), is sensible during several centuries. 
The period of the secular nutation is about 30,000 years, differing little 
from that of the precession on account of the slow motion of the node 
of the ecliptic, which is only 8"·7 per annum. Assuming a uniform 
value of 50" for the secular diminution of the obliquity, M. Folie com-
pares the results obtained from his formula with ancient observations 
of the obliquity, and is thus led to announce that the empirical expre -
~ion c1=0"·476+0"·000018t for .the annual diminution (where t is the 
number of years from 1850) satisfies very closely the observations from 
-250 to +1487. This expression, however, gives a considerably greater 
variation to the secular diminution of the obliquity than that which re-
sults from Leverrier's researches." (Nature.) 
Precession tables.-In the Monthly Notices for December there will be 
found tables by Mr. Ram baut for the reduction of Bessel's precessions 
to those of Struve. 
Astronomical refraction.-M. Lcewy has recently communicated to 
the A.ca.demie des Sciences an account of a method which he considers 
to be especially adapted for determining the constant and other ele-
ments of refraction. The principle of the method is this : A glass 
prism with silvered faces, forming a double mirror, is placed in front 
of the object glass of an equatorial. By means of this arrangement 
the images of ~wo stars which are widely separated in the sky can be 
brought close together in the focal plane of the telescope; thus one 
star may be at the zenith and the other on the horizon, in which case 
the measured distance between the images will be largely affected by 
refraction. After an interval of three or font hours, when the stars are 
at an equal height above the horizon, and when, therefore, the effect of 
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refraction is a minimum, the distanee between ·the images is again 
measured. The comparison of these two observations gives the means 
of determining the amount of the refraction with great accuracy. It is 
of course necessary for the success of the method that the measures 
should· be absolutely independent of every possible displacement of the 
apparatus in the interval between the observations. This result is ob-
tained by placing the double mirror in such a position that the planes 
of reflection for the two stars coincide, as l\L Lrewy finds that under 
these circumstances, whatever small displacements the mirror may un-
dergo, the distance between the images in the field of the telescope, 
measured in the plane of reflection, or the projection of this distance on 
the trace of the plane of retlection in the field, remains invariable. lVI. 
Lrewy claims for this method that, on account of its simplicity and the 
ease with which it can be put in practice, it completely solves the prob-
lem to which he applies it. A few experiments ought to show whether 
it is capable of affording results sufficiently accurate to make the method 
of practical value. (Observatory.) ' 
STAR CATALOGUES, ETC. 
Glasgow catalogue.-~'The Glasgow Catalogue,* recently published 
by Mr. Robert Grant, is the subject of a very detailed review by Dr. 
Auwers in the Vierteljahrsschrift for 1884. The catalogue depends 
upon observations made since 1860 by the Ertel meridian circle, and 
comprehends, besides some hundreds of bright stars selected from the 
B. A. C., more than 6,000 telescopic stars from Weisse's first cata-
logue. The stability of the instrument has been satisfactory, although 
not comparable with that of the Greenwich circle. The process of re-
duction employed by Mr. Grant is not entirely beyond criticism. Dr. 
Auwers has undertaken a minute comparison of this catalogue with 
that of the Astronomische Gesellschaft in order to determine the relative 
precision of Mr. Grant's positions. He finds the meari error of these 
positions to be± 08 ·06 and ± 0"·9 for the unit of weight (which depends 
upon the number of observations). This mean error being 08·04 and 
0"·6 for the best catalogues, Dr. Auwers thinks the relative weight, one-
half, may be attributed to the Glasgow positions." (Bull. Astron., 
March, 1885.) 
Cordoba Zone catalogue.-" In a notice in the Observatory for January, 
1885, devoted to Dr. Gould's zones, Mr. Downing shows the high value 
of this great work, which it has required no less than thirteen years to 
bring to completion. We already owe to Dr. Gould the Uranometria 
Argentina, which the Royal Astronomical Society honored in 1883 with 
its gold medal. The publication of a general catalogue is looked for 
soon, and this, with the catalogues of the Cape and Melbourne, will 
measure the extent of our knowledge of the southern heavens. 
* Catalogue of 6,415 stars for the epoch 18i0, &c., by Robert Grant. Glasgow, 
1883. 4to. 
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"The zone observations were commenced in 1872. The total number 
of observations is more than 105,000 for 73,160 stars, between -230 and 
-80° of declinatiou, the lowest magnitude being the 10th. The Rep ol<l 
meridian circle is reversible; the objective has an aperture of 122=, 
and a focal length of lm·463; the divided circle has a diameter of'001·71G, 
and the readings were made by means of four microscopes. In the 
zone observations it was the rule to observe the transits over three 
threads, and to read but one microscope. The right ascensions depend 
upon the po~itious of Dr. Gould's fundamental stars, published by the 
Coast Survey, and nadir observations have been made concurrently with 
observations of polar distance. The mean error in right ascension is 
08·062, and in declination 0"·97. The observations were made under the 
best conditions, and no pains have been spared in determining accurately 
the instrumental errors and in verifyiug the reductions." (Bull. Astron. 1 
February, 1885.) 
The stereotype plates of this catalogue have been placed in the cus-
tody of the Astronomische Gesellschaft. We make the following ex-
tract from a letter of Dr. Gould's in regard to the matter: "The recently 
published catalogue, formed from the Cordoba Zones, was printed from 
stereotype plates, in order that any errors discovered up to the last 
moment might_ be corrected before the work should be actually printed. 
The plan has proved successful, and I believe the catalogue to be more 
than usually correct; nevertheless, a considerable number of errors 
have been detected since it was printed, and a list of these will soon be 
sent to the Astronomische N achrichten. I have now been charged by 
the Argentine Government with the agreeable duty of causiug the re-
cently detected errors to be corrected. upon the stereotype plates, and 
offering these to the Astronomische Gesellschaft, for its acceptance, in 
case the gift should not be considered too burdensome. - - - It is 
of course unuerstood that the gift of the plates carries with it the fullest 
authority for the ..Astronomische Gesellschaft to use them for printing a 
new edition whenever it may see fit." 
Catalogue of 1,001 southern sta,rs.-Volume 3 of the Publications of 
the Washburn Observatory contains a catalogue of 1,001 stars between 
18° and 29° 39' of south declination, formed by Rev. Father Hagen 
and Professor Holden from a series of 2,161 observations made by Pro-
fessor Tacchini with the Pistor and Martins meridian circle at Palermo 
in the years 1867, 1868, 1869. The observations were originally pub-
lished in the Bullettino Jlfeteorologico del R. Osservatorio di Palerrno 
from April, 1867, to July, 1869, where the apparent place and epoch are 
given, and Professor Holden says that the existence of this valuable 
material became known to him through the admirable Vade-Mecum of 
1\1. Houzean. The stars observed are from the 6th to the 9th magnitude, 
and the magnitude appear to have been very carefully noted, while it 
i remarked that the positions are excellent. They are reduced to the 
year J 50·0, but t he mean epoch of observation of each star is appended. 
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Professor .B;olden and Father Hagen have also derived the· places of 
437 southernstarsfor1850.0from Washington transit-circle observations, 
and these places have been compared with positions given in the Cape 
Catalogue for 1880, the Cordoba Zones, and Yarnall's Catalogue. The 
comparisons are printed in the volume referred to above, and wilJ be of 
value in deducing the relations of the various systems adopted. 
The "anonymous" s·tars of Yarnall's Catalogue.*....::.....''Prof. E. Millosevich 
bas published a useful contribution to exact astronomy in his paper, 
Si,lle Stelle bore<ili fino a-1° inclusivo dette 'Anonymous' dcl Catalogo di 
Yarnall (Washington, 1878). It appears that between the limits +90° 
and-1° declination, Yarnall's ·catalogue contains 732 stars which are 
designated as anonymous. Professor Millosevich has carefully gone 
through these, comparing them with the DM., or with the catalogues 
of Weisse, Riimker, Struve, L~lande, or Oeltzen's .Argelander, and has 
succeeded in almost every case (sometimes by making conjectural cor-
rections to Yarnall's places) in identifying the star in the Washington 
Catalogue. The paper also contains a comparison of the estimates of 
magnitude made by the Washington observers and by Argelander in 
the case of these anonymous stars. After applying a systematic cor-
rection of +0·3 of a magnitude to Yarnall, Professor Millosevich finds , 
that there are 33 stars which differ by 0·9 of a magnitude or more in 
the two catalogues, and gives a list of these with their places for 1860·0, 
as there is a strong presumption that they will prove to be variables. 
Taken in conjunction with Holden's List of Errata in Yarnall (Astron. 
Nachr., No. 2561), Professor Millosevich's paper is a useful addendum 
to the Washington Catalogue for 1860." (Observatory.) 
Professor Frisby, of the Naval Observatory, is now at work upon a 
third edition of Yarnall's Catalogue, in which it is intended to correct all · 
the errors thus far detected. 
Harvard College catalogue of 1,213 stars for 1875.-" This catalogue 
contains the results of observations made during the years 1870 to 1879 
with the meridian circle of the Harvard College Observatory, the stars· 
observed being chiefly those required for the revision of the Durclt-
musterung for the zone between the parallels of declination +50° and 
+55°. 'l'he star places employed as points of reference were taken 
from the list given in Publication XIV of the Astron. Gesellschaft. The 
right ascensions and declinations published in the catalogue are de~ 
rived from a discussion of the results obtained during the whole period 
covered by the observations. They arc given in their present form for 
the purpose of making them immediately available in advance of the 
publication of the volume which is to furnish the details of the investi-
gation, viz, volume xv of the Annals. The observations were nearly 
all made by Professor Rogers, who has also had charge of their reduc-
tion and publication,-a statement which is a sufficient guarantee for 
.. Annali della Mcteorologia Italiana, Part iii (1884). 
II. Mis. 15-23 
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the accuracy of the observations, and for the thoroughness of the r . 
tluctions." (Observatory.) 
Cape observat-ions.-Dr. Gill has publ:shed. in oue volume, the Cap 
l\1eri<lian Observations 187!>-'81. During these years the Cape tran it 
circle was employed in observing, in conjunction with Leyden, a li t of 
fundamental stars required in the meridian observation of the tar 
between declination -1° and -20°, contained in Schonfeld's exten ion 
of the Durch1nusterung. In addition to these, two further lists of star ' 
were observed, one of which had large Z. D. at the Cape and small Z. D. 
at Leyden, the stars of the other list culminating near the zenith of the 
Cape and at small altitudes at Leyden. There were also observed dur-
ing these years stars which were employed in the longitude operation 
connecting Aden and the Cape. ( Observatory.) 
Oape catalogue for 1850.-Dr. Gill has also recently published (no date 
of publication) a catalogue of 4,810 stars, the results of observations made 
at the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, from 1840 to 1852, under 
the direction of Sir Thomas Maclear. The rjgbt ascensions were oh-
served with Dollond's transit, which was mounted in 1828, immedi-
ately after the erection of the observatory buildings. ~rhc north polar 
distance observations were made with the mural circle, which wa 
mounted in 182D. "No proper motions are giYen in tlrn catalogue, and 
none have been applied to the star places. The catalogue therefore 
represents the places of the stars at the epoch of observation, but re-
duced to the equinox 1850·0." For the purpose of determining sy · 
tematic errors a comparison is given with the Cape catalogue for 1880, 
the separate results being given in.a column marked "Cape 1880, minus 
Cape 1850." 
Fundamental stars.-At the meeting of the Royal Astronomical So-
ciety on March 13, 1885, "Mr. Downing read a paper on the star places 
given in the Nautical Almanac. The star places in the Naut-ical Alma. 
nae for 1884 were derived from the Nine-Year Catalogue, while iu 1883 
an<.l preceding year the Seven-Year Catalogue was employed. Mr. 
Downing has deduced tlte systematic discordances resulting from the 
change of catalogues. In considering the R. A.'s he found for 24 tar 
di cordances greater than 08·05, their mean discordance being 08·064 
which seems to indicate inaccuracies iu the proper · motions employed, 
If Dr. Auwers's results for these stars' proper motions are substituted 
for tho e of Main and Stone, the mean djscordance is reduced to 08·042 .. 
It eem , then, desirable to adopt the proper motions that are the re, 
snlt of Dr. Auwer 's re earche . In one of the last volumes of th Ber-
liner Jalwbuch, Dr. Auwers has made a comparatirn study of the po-
, i i n f fundamental tars contained in the principal ephemeride , iu 
particul r the Na1.1,tical Almanac. He shows in tLi article that a uffi-
ci ndtly accurntQ allown:qc~ f qr tho proper motio~_ ~a.s_ l};.O~ }}~w;a,;ys. been 
ma , 
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"Mr. Downing read a second paper upon the R . .A.'s of the Cape cata-
logues of 1850 and 1880. Ile has compared the R. A.'s of the catalogue 
of 1850 with those of the catalogue of 1840, those of the catalogue of 
1880 with the Melbourne catalogue for 1870, and with the Cape cata-
logue for 18GO. The results of tho Capo for 1850 and 1880 haYe thus 
been referred to tho mean of three other catalogues (Melbourne, 1870; 
Cape, 1840 an<l 1860). Mr. Downing's conclusion is tllat the discord-
ances between the two Cape catalogues for 1850 and 1880 shoul<l. not be 
· 1aid to the account of tho latter catalogue. There is an error of 08 ·1 
at 140° polar distance." (Bull. Astron:, May, 1885.) 
New methods of determining the co-ordinates of polars without the 
necessity of know-ing the instrumental constants.-According to tlle usual 
method the instrumental c~nstants are determined by supposing the 
co-ordinates of one or two polars to be known; these co-ordinates a.re 
corrected from time to time by the combination .of all the available 
pairs of observations separated from each other by twelve hours; these 
pairs of observations are, how<wer, rather rare. If the star observed is 
situated very near the polo, the circle that it describes jn its diurual 
motion will be entirely comprised within the field of the telescope, and 
evidently observations of the star's position, separated by four hours, 
for example, may take the place of those separated by twelve ho11rs. 
l\f. Lrewy gives formulre, by whoso aid two observations separated 
by an interval of four hours may be taken, and certain geometrical cou-
ditions indicated by his theory being complied with the whole effect of 
the instrumental errors may be eliminated. The co-ordinates of polars 
may be thus determined with a high degree of precision and quite in-
dependAntly of the level, azimuth, and collimation errors, as well as of 
the flexure and division errors.. (Bidl. Astron., August, 1885.) 
Inaccuracies due to the itse of the usual forrnitlcv fri the 't'eduction of 
polar stars. A method of observing polars at an'!} distance from, the m.,eri ·. 
dian.-"It is sometimes convenient to observe circumpolar stars wlicn 
off the meridian; tho ordinary reduction may then lead to erroneous ~ 
results. 1\1. Lrewy introduces a simple corrective term, by cmployillg 
which the desired accuracy may be attained; the computation is facili-
tated by a numerical table annexed to the memoir." (Bull.Astron.,April, 
1885.) ' 
Star-charts.-In the Vietteljahrsschrift for 1884 Herr Palisa, in speak-
ing of the publication of Dr. C.H. F. Petors's celestial charts, enters into 
some interesting details concerning the different processes employed i11 
lLe construction of charts to be used in searching for minor pla11ett-. 
Ile speaks bric.fly of the very appreciable <lifl'erenceH between Dr. 
Pctcrs's estimates of magnitude an<l tl10se of other obse1Tcrs wl.te11 tlte 
stars under consideration are below tlle tenth magnitude. Thns Dr. 
Peters's eleventh magnitude stars are called twelfth and thirteenth mag-
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nitude by Herr Palisa. Herr Palisa made his estimates with a 12 iuch 
telescope, Dr. Peters with a 1.3.5-inch. Herr Palisa adds that, aft r 
having used a 6 inch telescope at Pola for a long time, be founu him, •If 
quite unable to estimate magnitudes with llis 12-inch for as much a a 
year after beginning to use it, the differeuces of intensity between the 
tenth and thirteenth magnit,udes seeming much less sensible than with 
the 6-inch. Dr. Peters's twenty charts that are already published are 
remarkably accurate, accor<li11g to the careful reYision of tlicm made by 
Herr Palisa. (Bull. Astron., March, 1885.) 
Scintilla,tion of stars.-Tlle i,nstrumeut employed daily by M. Mon-
tigny consists of a, telescope of om-077 aperture, which contains, in front 
of the focu~, a circular piece of glass, capable of being turned more or 
less rapidly about an axis parallel to the optical axis of the tele cope; 
the glass plate, when sJjglitly inclined toward the optical axis, cau e 
the lu~inous rays to deviate laterally, an<l. w lien it is very rapidly re-
volved a luminous circumference appears interrupted by colored. arc , 
which correspond to the changes of color. The number of these arc , 
which is determine<l by means of a micrometer especially adapted for 
the purpose, in wbicll are two cross-tl.ireads comprising an aliquot part 
of the circumference, divided by the number of revolutions made by the 
plate in one secon<l, gives the number of changes per second of the 
star's color. 
Dufour seems to have been the first to make a, regular series of ob er-
vations of the changes of color iu stars. Without any especial instru-
ment, simply comparing the stars among themselves (as is often done 
for variable stars) Dufour came to the following conclusions: 
(1) Red stars scintillate less than white stars. 
, (2) Excepting near the horizon the scintillation is proportional to 
the product obtained by multiplying the thickness of the air traver ed 
by the luminous ray by the astronomical refraction of the altitude under 
consideration. 
(3) Aside from the influence of color there arc essential differences in 
· the scintillation of different stars, which seem to depend upon the stars 
themselves. 
The second law is important, as it permits of reducing all observa-
tions to the same zenith distance (the angle of 60° has been adopted). 
M. Montigny has confirmed the results of the Swiss investigator by 
m ans of bi scintillometcr, an<l. nas further shown on what the scintil-
l tion of tar may depend. .According to the work of Seccbj, Huggin , 
and Miller, the tars are arranged in two great classes: White or blue 
tar , like Siriu , who e spectra show, in particular, bydrogeu band ; 
y llow star , like the sun, with spectra containing numerous fine lin~ 
(magne ium, odium, &c.). In grouping bjs observations M. Montigny 
affirms that both for Dufour and him elf: 
' The stars who e spectra are characterized by dark bands and black 
line scintillate less than stars whose spectra are composed of numer-
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ous fine lines and much less than those whose spectra present some 
principal rays." 
Collecting his observations, M. Montigny has formed a Catalogue de 
Scintillation des principales .Etoiles of the northern heavens. 
The most original part of M. Montigny's researches concerns the in-
fluence of .the state of the atmosphere, of terrestrial magnetism, and 
of aurorm upon scintillation. Without entering into details, we would 
speak of the fact that the author has taken note of some of the charac-
teristics of the luminous curve of the scintillometer; besides the in-
tensity already defined, he now observes the aspect of the circular area, 
which appears sometimes regular (in clear weather), sometimes diffuse, 
curved or broken (during a rain) ; he also observes the different colors 
seen in the scintillometer, which are quite bright with a clear sky. M. 
Montigny's article closes as follows : 
"That which exercises the most marked influence upon scintillation 
and most modifies its characteristics is the presence in the atmosphere 
of a greater or less quantity of water, whether disseminated in the 
form of vapor or falling in the form of rain or snow." 
M. Montigny is of the opinion that the continued study of scintilla-
tion will furnish useful data for weather predictions. (Bull. Astron., , 
August, 1885.) 
STELLAR PARALLAX. 
Heliometer determinations of stellar parallax in the southern hemisphere, 
by David Gill and W. L. Elkin (Mem. R. A. S., Vol. 48, Part r, 194 
pages).-The heliometer has an aperture of 4 inches, and is fully de-
scribed in the Dun Echt Publications, vol. rr. The only modification 
made by Dr. Gill to this instrument,-which he bad already employed 
in 1874 at Mauritius, at the time of the opposition of Juno, and in 1877 
on ·his expedition to Ascension Island at the time of the opposition of 
Mars,-was in the rotation of the tube in its cradle. 
The plan adopted may be explained in a few words. To refer the star 
that is being investigated to neigh boring stars situated symmetrically 
with reference to the :first star, near the major axis of the paraUactic . 
ellipse and differing little in magnitude; to reduce the brightness of the 
star to be investigated _sufficiently for its image to be comparable with 
those of the comparison stars, by means of wire screens; :finally, to sub-
stitute differential measures for absolute ones, grouping the successive 
observations in such a way as to obtain the distances of the principal 
star from the two other stars at the same instant, and consequently -so 
as to obtain the relation of the difference of the distances to their sum 
without bringing in the absolute value of the scale. 
It seems probable that systematic errors will be thus almost entirely 
avoided, especially if several observers combine their results. Let U8 
consider the operations in detail, taking a Centauri as an example. 
'.rhere was an unusual difficulty in this case, a Centauri being a doubl~ 
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star. The screen employed reduced a2 to the magnitude 8¼, and rendered 
it impossible to distinguish a 1, but at the same time the measure f 
distances from stars. fainter than 7 ·5 magnitude could not be so well 
made with a 4-inch heliometer. However, the 16 measures forming a 
complete observcition are always made as follows: Each distance i., 
measured twice for the sake of eliminating the constant error _of the in-
dex, commencing with one of the stars, say a, then passing to /3, turn. 
ing the tube 180° in its cradle, taking fl again and then a to complete 
the series. The sum and difference of the dista.nces of a 2 Oentauri from 
the first pair of stars chosen by Mr. Gill have the following parallactic 
factors: 
a+ (3, 0·011 R cos ( 8- 96°·0), 
a - (3, 1·881 R cos (B-347°·3); 
R and f) indieating the radius vector and the sun's longitude; the max-
ima and minima of the parallax for a-fl occur upon March 7 and Sep-
tember 10. 
We may pass over all that refers to the varim~s corrections, the errors 
of the_ screw, refraction, the proper motion of a Oentauri and aberra-
tion; it will suffice to say that in adopting for the sum of the distances a 
mean value derived from all the observations, the distances and their 
differences were reduced to a normal scale, and the only question now is 
whether these differences are not affected by systematic errors inherent 
in the observer. It might be, for · example, that the observer would in-
sensibly change bis method of proceeding, thus introducing a term pro-
portional to the time, but the personal error might also depend upon the 
hour angle if one observed to the east or to the west of the meridian, 
and at a greater or less distance from it, and in passing from one posi-
tion to another a discontinuity might occur.* Mr. Gill used a reversing 
prism for Mars in 1877 for the sake of eliminating this last cause of 
error,t and he regrets not having continued its use, and avoiding thus, 
as be says, so much labor. The observations commenced July 5, 1881, 
. and were continued regularly until .April, 1882, when the existence of a 
systematic error depending upon the hour angle became evident. .After 
• this the conditions under which the observations were made were care-
fully noted, and it was possible to recall the conditions of the greater 
part of the preceding observations. · 
There are four series of observations for a Oentauri-two by Mr. Gill, 
and two by Mr. Elkin-with four pairs of comparison stars. One of the 
first facts to be proved is the impossibility of treating the observations 
of each series as a whole. Mr Gill's diagrams prove this, as do also 
~Ir. Elkin's numbers (giving his observations equal weights, Mr. Elkin 
* It is known that observations of the nadir and measures of the declination of a. 
star when between two threads are influenced by the position of the observer. 
t Dr. Seeliger has also recently recommended the use of such a prism (Bull. Astron., 1, 
p. 450). We believo tb::i.t one has been employed at the observatory of Leyden for a 
long time. • 
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found from his two series the values 0"·65 and on.55 instead of 0"·75). 
It seems best, then, to represent the influence of the systematic error 
by a, trigonometric series depeuding upon the angle formed by the di-
rection of the measures with the vertical, or more simply to admit for. 
each position of the eye a constant error, varying slightly with the hour 
angle. Mr. Elkin proceeds thus, and his· idea seems very rational. It 
is possible that Mr. Gill's second series of observations might be repre-
sen teu in the same way without intro<lucing any hypothesis concerning 
the orbital motion of a Centauri. 
After having given an idea of the delicate questions ,vhich Mr. Gi11 
and Mr. Elkin have had to solve, it remains to present the results ob-
tained: 
Star. Observer. 
a Centauri ............... · Gill and Elkin .. . 
Sirius . ....................... do .......... . 
f. Indi . __ ... . ....... ___ . _. ___ .do . _. _ ...... . 
Lacaille 9352 ..... ....... . Gill ...•......... 
0 2 Eridani .... _ .. ___ ..... _ .... do . ___ ...... . 
fJ Centauri ................... do .......... . 
( Toucan:.o ........... ~ .. . . Elkin .......... . 
c£ridani .. ,. .................. do .......... . 
Canopus .. ....... . _ .......... do .. . ....... . 
Parallax. 
II 
+0·75 
+o·3s 
+0-22 
+0·28 + 0·166 
....,.. 0·018 
+0·06 
+0·14 
+o·o~ 
Probable Mag. of 
error. comp. Atars. 
II 
d::0·01 
0·01 
0·03 
0·02 
0·018 
0·019 
0·019 
0·020 
0·030 
It is known that the observatory at the Cape will possess in two years 
from now a 7-inch beliometer, while l\lr. Elkin bas at his disposal, 
at Yale College, the most beautiful heliometer known to-day (6 inclles 
aperture). It is quite possible that within ten years stellar astronomy 
may be enriche<l by discoveries of the greatest value. (0. Callandrean, 
in Bull. Astron., January, 1885.) 
Parallax of 40 o2 Erida;,,i.-Profossor Hall publishes in No. 2GS3 of 
the .Astron01nische Nachrichten the results of observations made in 188:~ 
and 1884 to determine the annual parallax of the star 40 o2 Eridani. 
The principal star of this system has a proper motion of 4" a year; and, . 
at a distance of 82", there is a double companion, which has ~be same 
proper motion, while nearly between them is a small star which <.loes . 
not move. Professor Ilall finds for the parallax of 40 Eridani, n == 
0"·223::l::0"·0208, a result rather smaller than might have been ex-
pected, but one which he consi<lers worthy of considerable confidence. 
Paralla.v of :2 23!)8 (P. M. 3164).-Dr. Lamp, of Kiel, lrns inves-
tigated* the annual parallax of this double star, the components of 
which arc 8·3 an<l 8·7 magnitude, according to \V. Struve, and for the 
epoch 1832·17, distance 12"·420, and position-angle 134°·37. Later meas-
ures by l\Hi,dler,Dembowski, and Engelmann show a change of relative 
*.A.stron. Nach-r., 2676. 
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positiou, but of such small amount as to defeat any attempt at the d . 
termination of an orbit. The stars have a common proper motion of 
about -08 ·1726 inrigp.t ascension and +1"·8955 in decliuation, and thi 
peculiarity led to the suspicion of a measurable parallax. The com-
parison stars used by Dr. Lamp were DM. +59°, 1913, and 1919, of 9-4 
and 7·8 magnitude, respectively, and the mean result obtained is 
1t = 0"·34 :-1: 0''·034 
The position for 1885 is R. A. = 18h41m.5; Deel. = + 590 27'. 
DOUBLE STARS. 
The orbit of 61 Oygni.-Prof. C. F. W. Peters, of Kiel, has published in 
Nos. 2708-9 oftheA.stronomische Nachrichten an elaborate determination 
of the orbit of the double star 61 Cygni. ThiR, as he remarks, bad not 
hitherto been satisfactorly accomplished, although very numerous ob er. 
vations have been made, extending over an interval of more than one 
hundred and thirty years, principally on account of the peculiarity that 
· the apparent path of the companion star is very nearly rectilinear in 
direction and uniform in amount, seeming to indicate that the apparent 
motion of the double star is common to both components, and that 
there is no perceptible motion of one with reference to the other. · - -
The most recent investigation is that of Prof. 0. Struve, published in 
the twenty-seventh volume of the Memoirs of the Imperial Academy of 
St. Petersburg, in -1880, which, founded on the observations (carefully 
cleared from systematic errors) made at Dorpat and Pulkowa in the fifty 
years from 1828 to 1878, represented them by a circular orbit. This, 
however, proceeded, as Professor Peters points out, on the inadmissible 
assumption that the angular velocity of the star, with regard to the 
center of the circle, was uniform. Before commencing the present in-
ve tigation, he reduced all the available observations to a common 
epoch (the beginning of 1850). It soon appeared that it was not pos-
sible, on account of the very small curvature of the path, to obtain an 
elliptic orbit by the application of the ordinary methods. Professor 
Peters therefore determined in the first place the circular orbit which 
should best represent the observations, and proceeded afterwards to 
deduce an elliptical one. The eccentricity of this ellipse is 0·17, corre-
sponding to an eccentric angle of 10°, and the semi-major axis 29"·48. 
The period of the companion star in the elliptic orbit thus calculated 
amount to 782·6 years. If the path be accepted as thus calculated by 
r fe or eter , it becomes possible to determine an approximate 
valu of the sum of the ma ses of the components. This he finds to be 
0· 26 or 0·266, in terms of the un's mass according as 0"·37 or 0"·54 be 
t· ken a the parallax of the star. As a mean, therefore, the sum of the 
m e would be equal to about half the mass of the sun, whilst the 
m n di tance of the two star from each other would be about se-venty 
tim that of the earth, or two and one-third times that of Neptune, 
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from the sun. It is not possible as yet to draw any conclusion with re-
gard to the distribution of the whole mass between tbe components, 
or of the position of the center of gravity of the .system. Peters has 
computed from his elements the following ephemeris: 
/ 
Epoch _______________ · 1885·0 1886·0 1887 ·0 1888·0 
Position _______ , _____ 1190 44' 1200 7' 120° 31' 120° 55' 
Distance. ____________ · 20" ·G0 20" ·71 20" ·81 20" ·92 
Double-star measures.-Nos. 2662-63 and 2677-78 of the A.stronomische 
Nachrichten contain a series of measures of double stars made by Herr 
R. Engelmann during the years 1882-'84, preceded by a comparison of 
the differences between the observer's positions and distances of a num-
ber of stars, with those measured by Dem bow ski and Asapb Hall, and 
by o~her particulars bearing upon his own results. For several of the 
more interesting binaries the following epochs are given: 
Castor_ ..•. ______ . _. _ •.. _ ........••.••... - - - - - - - . - - - - -
, Cancri. __ ••. __ ~ ___ . _. _ ... _. _ ... ____ .. _. __ . _. _____ . _ .. -
ro Leonis· . __ ......• _ .. ____ . _ ............. - -. - - - - . -- - - - · -
; ¥r::in11sa~~~~-: :::: :: : : : : : : : : : : ::: ·_:::::::: ·.: :: :: :·_:: ·_: 
42 Comm Berenices ____ . _ ..•• _. _ ............•••...... - . - -
~ Bootis ____ . _ •.•.....•........... - - - - -• -.. -- . - -- - - - - -- · 
1882·88 
1884·28 
1884·23 
1884·41 
1883·07 
1882·93 
1884·45 
0 
234·3 
67·0 
91·4 
249·6 
155·6 
192·1 
266·6 
II 
5·56 
0·94 
0·66 
1·92 
5·22 
0·56 
3·65 
Another important series of double-star measures will be found in 
A.stronomische Nachrichten, 2684-85. They are communicated by M. 
Perrotin, of the Nice Obs~rvatory, and are in continuation of the obser 
vations published in Nos. 2529 and 2559-60. 
The series of mi~rometrical measures of double stars made at the 
Temple Observatory, Rugby, is continued in a "J?ourth catalogue," 
published in volume 48 of the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical So-
ciety. . 
A. cause of systematic errors in measures of double stars.-M. Bigourdan 
( Bull. A.stron., r, 439) has recently pointed out a possible cause of system-
atic error in observing position angles. In the case of the Secretan 
equatorial of om ·305 aperture of the Paris Observatory, he finds that 
the diffraction-rings surrounding the images of the brighter stars are 
discontinuous; so that when the objective is turned through 180° round 
its optical axis, as in observing east and west of the meridian, ·there is 
sufficient difference in the relative appearance of the components of a 
double star to cause systematic errors in the observed position-angleR. 
And, in fact, from a series of experiments which M. Bigour_dan bas car-
ried out with this instrument, he finds that there are considerable dif-
ferences in the position-angles measured under the same conditions by 
the same observer, and within a few minutes of each other; so that the 
line joining the stars makes much the same angle ·with the line joining 
the eyes (always horizontal) in the two cases, one being east of the pier 
and the other west. M. Bigourdan points out that the errors cannot be 
eliminated by determination of personal errors from observations of arti-
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fi.cia.l stars, since in these latter measures tho stars alone are moY d, 
and not tho objective. It would be desirable, then, for observers who 
po ses telescopes mounted in what is generally known as the" German, 
manner, and Laving such a defect as is described l>y M:. Iligourdan, to 
have the tube of the telescope made movable round its optical axi , 
and to form each measure of position-angle from the mean of six made 
in six positions of the objective differing by G.0°. .As this would bo 
practically impossible in the cas.e of largo instruments, l\f. Bigourdan 
suggests that observers, commencing a series of observations of double 
stars with telescopes of any considerable size, should turn the objective 
through G0° at the commencement of each year and re-measure the same 
pairs as in Ule preceding year, and to continue this process until each 
pair has been measured in tho six positions of the objective. ( Observa-
tory, l\farch, 1885.) 
Procyon.-In the Vierteljahrsschrift for 1884, Hetr Seeliger reviews a 
work on Procyon by L. Struve. The work is a discussion of two serie 
of observations of Procyon made a't Pulkowa since 1851, and llas ap-
appearecl in the Memoirs of the .Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg. 
It is hard to tell whether these observations confirm Dr . .A.uwers' result 
(a circular oruit with a radius of 1"·00); they appear, on the whole, to 
indicate motions of a smaller amplitude. 
/3 Cygni, Albireo.-The December number of L'Astronom:ie contains 
an article on this star in which a singular mistake occurs. f3 Cygni i 
Flam teed's G Cygni, and M. Flammarion has been misled by this cir-
cumstance into identifying it with Bode's 6 Cygni, which latter star 
Profes or Ball obserrnd for annual pamllax a year or two back, and 
found for it a value of about llalf a second. The star observed by Pro-
fessor Ball is called 6 (B) Cygni, as being tho second of the pair, 6 
Cygni being a double star. (Observatory.) 
VARIABLl!~, NEW, OR TEMPORARY STARS. 
Gords catalogue of suspected variables. =l<'-This catalogue may be re-
garded as complemental to the Catalogue of Known Variable Stars, by 
the arne author, which was read before the Royallrish .Academy, Jan-
uary 28, 1884. It contains a, list, including lettered numbers, of 745 
, tars in which some change of magnitude is suspected. The stars are 
tabulat din order of Riglit Ascension for the epoch 1880·0, and in sep-
arate column are to be found particulars of the supposed change of 
magnitud and the authority ou which tho supposed change rest . In 
th note and ob rvations, by which the catalogue is followed, are 
given particular of the lli ,tory of each tar, together with observations 
by the author of uch tar a,s have received attention from him. The 
"A Catalogue of nspccted V~Lria.l>lo Stars, with Notes ancl Observations. By J.E. 
Gore, 1. R. I. A., F. R. A. . A pap r read bcfoto tho Royal Irish Academy, May 12, 
1 
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work .is accomp:mied by a map showing the distribution of known and 
suspected ,ariable stars. 
A catalogue of this character forms a valuable working catalogue for 
the observer's use. By further observation suspecled variation will in 
some cases be proved to be real, and the stars claim a place in ·a cata-
logue of known variables. A claim of this kind might indeed. already 
be made in the case of Nos. 234,455, and G35 of l\fr. Gore's list. It may 
just be mentioned in passing that the place of No. 234~ U Canis Minoris 
is incompletely given in the catalogue. Its more exact place for 1880 
is R. A. 7h 34m 498 ; Deel.,+ so 3!)'·5. There are other cases in which, 
though the period is as yet indeterminate, the fact of vartation and its 
amount may be stated with some confidence. On the other hand, fur-
ther observation may tend to throw a doubt on the suspicion of change 
in the case of other stars, and, as our author observes, "these must of 
course be removed from future catalogues." In the notes to No. 287, of 
his catalogue, a Hydr::e, Mr. Gore quotes remarks by Sir John Herschel, 
Dr. Schmidt, and Dr. Gould. to the effect that the supposed rnriability 
of this star may possibly be due to the influence of its ruddy color on the 
estimates of its brightness. Is it not possible that the effect of color on 
estimates of magnitude as respects different observers, or the same ob-
server at different times, has hardly received so mucb attention as it de-
serves, 
Large as is the number of stars included in Mr. Gore's catalogue, 
further additions might be made to it. Comparing it, for instance, 
with the tables of suspected variables, extracted from l\1r. Uhandler's 
unpublished catalogue, l>y Professor Picketing, and printed iu 11is 
"Recent o1Jsernttions of rnriable stars" in the Proceedings of the 
American Academy, we find some thirty stars which arc not included 
in Mr. Gore's list, and it is probable tbat others might, be found in 
other quarters also. Indeed, the experience of most variable-star ob-
ser,ers would probably suggest the ,iew that cases of slight but dis-
tinctly recognizable light ,ariation are relatively numerous. 
A woru in reganl to No. 4'15 in the catalogue may possibly help to 
avert the chance of a little confusion in the future. 'l'hi~ star was en-
tered as U Bootis in Professor Scbonfielcl's first catalogue of variable 
stars, but was rqjccte<l by him in his ZiceUer Catalog. There is 
another star called P- Bootis by l\Ir. Baixen<lell, in a paper iu the llfan-
chester Lit. anrl Phil. Soc. Proceedings, vol. 21, No: 1 J, tho place of w hicL, 
brought up to 18S0, is R. A. 14h 43m 47 8 ; Dccl.+18° 10'·!). This star 
has a period of 175·5 days, with a, r::mge of magnitude from about 1:1·,> 
at minimum to about D·2 at maximum. 
In conclusion w·e commend to the attentiou of all who are interested 
in the subject Of Y::Lriablo sfars a work tue preparation Of which must 
have entailed on the autbor a considerable amount of labor both as 
compiler and observer. (Nature.) 
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New variable in Vupecula.-1\fr. Edwiu Ji'. Sawyer bas found• that 
the star D M. + 27°, 3890 is au interesting variable of the 'Y/ Aquil·, 
type. From a prelilJl.inary reduction of the few observations tbus far 
obtained a light curve bas been formed, indicating strongly that th 
period will not vary much from 4½ days. The approximate limits of 
:fluctuation arc from 5·5 to G·7 mag. The star is not in Argelandcr'. 
Uranometria Nova; in Heis it is 6·0; in Harvard Photometry and the 
Durchmusterung 6·1. It is close to the star 32 Vulpeculro, which ha 
been suspected of variability. The position of the new variable for 
1885·0 is: R. A. 20h 45m 19s.4; Deel. + 27° 42'·3. 
New variable in Oetus.-Mr. Sawyer also reports t a new variable in the 
constellation Cetus. The star was first observed on December rn, 1884:, 
and noted as 7th magnitude. On January 101 1885, it had decreased 
about a magnitude in brightness, and by February 10 it was barely 
visible in a .field-glass, or it was of about D·O magnitude. An observa· 
tion on March 5, by Mr. Sawyer and Mr. Chandler, with a G-inch equa-
torial, made the star of 10½ magnitude. The position for 1855·0 i : 
R. A. 211 26m 458 ; Decl.-13° 47', and the star appears to be identical 
with S. D l\i.-13°, 479. (Astron Nachr., 2691.) 
Variability of D M.-1°,3553.-Dr. Valentiner, director of the Karls-
ruhe Observatory, has detected a slight variation, of about 0·5 magni-
tude, in the brightness of this star. 
Variable in Ursa Minor.-Dr. Safarik has carefully observed a star 
given in Professor Pickering's second list of stars with remarkable spec-
tra and there noted as variable; and he has found a mean period of 337 
days with the epoch of max.1883 August 1, epoch of min.1883 Novem-
ber 26. The star is red, and gives a, banded spectrum. Professor Sa-
farik bas desjgnated it "R Ursrn Minoris,'' as the :first variable known 
to him in the constellation Ursa Minor. 
Observations of variable stars in 1884.-In the Proc. A.mer. A.cad., vol. 
xx, p. 3!)3, Professor Pickering gives a concise but clear view of the 
progress of observations, in Europe as well as in America, of this inter-
e ting class of objects <luring the year 1884. The following observers 
have co-operated with Harvard College in this important branch of a -
tronomical research, viz, Backhouse and Knott in England; Duner, 
Hartwig, Safarik, and Wilsing on the continent of Europe; Eadie, Ha-
gen, Parkhurst, and Sawyer in the United States. Professor Pickering 
give a list of about 150 variables which have been observed during the 
ar, witll the number of nights on which each star was observed by tbe 
a tronorner whose designation is attached to the number. It is hoped 
that ob -erver of variable stars will continue to furnish accounts of their 
work during each year as soon as possible after its close. It is d~sira-
ble that tbe e accounts should be received at the Harvard College Ob-
rvatory as early as February 1 of the following year. (Observatory.) 
• Astron. Naclvr., 2704. t Astron. Na ,;hr., 2660. 
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The new star in the great nebula of A.ndromeda.-The astronomical 
event that attracted the most widespread attention in the year 1885, or 
perhaps in several years, was the telegraphic announcement, on August 
31, by Dr. Hartwig, of the Dorpat Obserrntory, of his discovery, on the 
pr~vious evening, of a new.star in the great nelmla of Andromeda. 
The followiug account' of this "Nova Andromedre" is taken from a 
paper *read by Prof. Asaph Hall, at the meeting of the Philosophical 
Society of Washington, on February 13, 1886. Further details of the 
observations must be deferred to another report. 
Dr. Hartwig" had suspected some change in the nebula as early as the 
20th of August, but bad weather and a lack of instrumental means for 
making the matter certain deferred the announcement until the 31st. 
From the various estimates at that time the star was probably a little 
brighter than the 7th magnitude, or just below the limit of visibility 
to the naked eye. The announcement, of course, turned a · host of ob-
servers to the new star, and many erroneous estimates and statements 
were made. Some observers estimated the brightness far too great, 
and several, on account of errors in the observations, announced. that 
the new star was moving with an enormous velocity. It required the 
lapse of a few weeks to clear away and correct all this error. 
"After Dr. Hartwig's announcement it appeared that several others 
had seen t,he new star, but for some reason, perhaps want of familiarity 
with this nebula and lack of confidence that a new star had really appeared, 
they did not make a public announcement. Thus the Baroness Pod-
maniczky, of Eastern Hungary, saw the new star on August 22 or 23 
with a 3½-inch comet-seeker, and called the attention of a visitor to it, 
but they do not seem to have been certain that the object was new. This 
lady looked at the nebula on August 13, and did not see the new sta·r. 
Mr. H. S. Moore, of McKinney, Tex., saw the new star on August 30. 
The circumstances indicate that this is a bona fide observation. A really 
independent discovery was made by Freiherr von Spiessen, of Winkel, 
in Rheingau, who found the new star on August 30. - - - Mr. Isaac 
W. Ward, of Belfast, Ireland, claims that he saw the new star on August 
19, when it was of the 9½ magnitude. Finally, Prof. Ludoric Grelly, of 
Rouen, says that he saw the new star on the 17th of August, and showed 
it to several friends and visitors. On the other hand, Mr. Tempel, of 
Florence, Italy, who has done much work on nebulre, and who is well 
acquainted with the great nebula of Andromeda, says that he is con-
fident that there was no star in the place of the new one which was 
easily visible in his telescope on the 15th and 16th of August. This 
testimony is important and serves to fix the time of the appearance of the 
nova, or at least the time it became an easy object in telescopes, within 
very narrow limits. This time must have been between the 16th and 
20th of August, 1885. It is probable that the star increased rapidly in 
brightness, since on August 31 it was of the 7th magnitude. It never, 
* See, also, Amer, J. Sci., 3 ser., vol. 31, p. 299-303. 
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l think, became much brig!Jter, though statements were made early in 
September that it was of the 2d or 3d magnitude anu easily vi ible to 
the naked eye. Its diminutiou of brightness began about Augu t 31 
an<l. bas gone on pretty steadily until the present time [February, 
1886]. - - -
'' At :first the position of the new star was confounded with that of the 
bright point of the nebula, and as this mistake added interest to the di . 
covery it was some time before it could be generally corrected. - . . 
The assumption of any intimate physical connection of the new star with 
the nebula has been given up by Vogel, of Potsdam, and Hasselberg, of 
Pulkowa, who have examined its spectrum. Within' t4e limits of thi 
nebula there can be counted from fifteen hundred to two thousand tele-
scopic stars, antl one of these has proved to belong to the class of tempo-
rary stars, so called, of which we have records of from 20to 30. What 
causes theses tars suddenly to flame out and then to fade gradually a.way 
we do not know, and, so far as I know, there is hardly a plausible theory. 
"I :firstsaw the new star on September 6, when its magnitude seerne<.l 
to me 7~-, and the star llad a decidedly ruddy tinge. This color lasted 
but a few weeks, and as the star grew fainter it became of a w!Jite 
color. My observations hase been continued until February 7 of the 
present year, and probably the star will be visible in the 26-inch refract-
or after the present moon has passed. It is now very near the limit of 
visibility in our telescope, or of nearly the 16th magnitude. The passage 
from the 7th magnitude to the 16th corresponds to a very great chauge 
of brightness, since it is the passage from the limit of visibility to the 
naked eye to that in a 26-incll telescope. Several hypotheses were pro-
po cu to account for th1s wonderfnl star, and one that seemed to me quite 
ingenious is that of Mr. 1\1.onck, of Ireland, who assumed that this star is 
one of the swiftly-moving ones that in rushing through the nebula had 
been set on :fire, like a meteor in our atmosphere. Led by some such 
sugge ·tion, and also by that of Professor Peters that it would be inter-
esting to test tbe parallax of such a star, on September 29 I began some 
m a arcs of the new star by referring it by means of polar co-ordinates 
to a known tar of the 11th magnitude, distant from it a little less than 
2'. - I do not think my measures show any proof of a parallax, 
though they indicate, perhaps, a diminution of the distance, and even 
tbi may be sufficiently accounted for by variations in the light and 
color of the new star, since such variations would be likely to affect the 
mea ures. - - -
'' The great nebula of .Andromeda is easily visible to the naked eye, 
and <l.oubtles it was known to the astronomers of very ancient times. 
Th , astronomers watched the heavens with unaided vision much 
mor ar fully than do modern astronomer", and they were far better 
a ·quainted with the con tellations. The old astronomers bad a theory 
tha hi nebula wa variable both in form and brightness. They had 
poor means of judging of its i rw1 but it is possible that their esti-
' 
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wate of brightness may be more trustworthy, and that our new star may 
be an old variable which has appeared before, causing the nebula ap-
parently to vary in brightness." - - -
The new star near x' Orionis.-Mr. J. E. Gore, of Beltra, Ballysadare, 
Ireland, discovered on December 13 a reddish star of about the 6th 
magnitude, following x' (54) Orionis by about a minute and a half of 
time, nearly in the same parallel. Drs. Copeland and Becker obser-ved 
it at Dun Echt on the 16th, and found it to be of the 6½ magnitude and 
of an orange-red color. They remark: "It has a very beautiful banded 
spectrum of the third type, seven dark bands being readily distin-
guished with the prism; the bright intervals seem full of bright lines, 
especially in the green and blue." M. 0. Wolf bas also examined the 
spectrum of this remarkable star at the Paris Observatory; he finds it 
to be of a totally different character from those of the stars which un. 
derwent such great outbursts of brilliancy in the constellations Corona 
and ()ygnus in the years1866 and 1876, respectively, and presenting, in 
fact, a great similarity to the spectrum of that extraordinarily variable 
star known as Mira or o Ccti. · 
SPECTRA OF STARS. 
Stars with spectra of the third type.-" Professor Duner has published 
an important catalogue of stars having banded spectra. Following 
Professor Vogel's classification, he prefers to regard the spectra with 
bands fading away towards the violet as a subdivision of the same type 
as those in which the bands fade away towards the red, rather than, 
with Secchi, to make tllem into a separate class. Duner's type III a, 
therefore, corresponds to Secchi's third type, and bis III b to Secchi's 
fourth type. Professor Duner's purpose in forming this catalogue is to 
supply the meansfor future observers to detect changes in these spectra, 
should any such occur, for, as he points out, these stars are probal,ly in 
a very ad vance<l state of developrnen t, and we may therefore, perhaps, 
hope to discover some day changes in their spectra., which, carefully 
studied, may lead to important results as to tlie nature of suns. They 
are the more interesting, also, because variable stars of long period 
usually belong to this class. 
"With this view Professor Duner bas carefully examined all the known 
objects of this type which arc visible in his latitude, and for which the 
optical means at his command were sufficient, and he bas catalogued 
297 ·stars of type III a-that is, with bands shading off towards the red--
and 55 of type III b, with bands shading off in the opposite direction. 
An important section follows, giving a list of stars which different as-
tronomers have regarded as belonging to the third class, but which . 
Duner cannot so clas~ify. Only in a very few instances, bowever, is 
there any good reason to suspect a change in the spectrum. In the 
great majority Secchi, whose observations supply most of these cases of 
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discrepancy, had himself at one time or another registered the star a 
being of the second type, i.e., without bands, or else had especially re-
marked on the extreme feebleness of the bands which he thought he 
saw. There are, however, three stars observed by D' Arrest for which 
the evidence of change seems stronger, viz, Lal. 24034, D M. + 600, 
1461, and D M. + 36°, 2772. Professor Duner has also failed to find 
Schjellerup 249, which is, perhaps, a long period variable, and he draw 
special attention to R Andromedm, a star the spectrum of which, 
though of type III a, presents some very marked peculiarities. Great 
care has been taken in the determination of the position of the bands in 
the different spectra. It is clear, as many spectroscopists have already 
observed, that the bands of type III a occupy the same positions in all 
the spectra of the type, and the same is true for the bands of type III 
b. With regard to the former class, the sharp dark edges on the more 
refrangible sides of the bands generally coincide with strong metallic 
lines. Thus one of the most prominent bands is terminated by the b 
lines of magnesium. The nature of the connection between the bands 
and these metallic lines is not at all clear at present, the symmetrical ar-
rangement of the bands seeming to suggest that they are due to some 
one substance rather than to several. The three principal bands of the 
spectra of the other type Professor Duner considers to be unmistakably 
those of a carbon compound, and to correspond to the bright bands so 
familiar in the spectra of comets. The determinations of tlrn wave-
lengths of the bands in spectra of this type are necessarily not quite so 
accurate as those of the bands in spectra of type III a, but if Pr~fessor 
Duner's measures are accepted, this most important correspondence 
may be considered fully established. But apart from the value of these 
measures, Professor Dnner's catalogue, with the full and. clear descrip-
tions he has appended to every star, will be of the utmost service to 
future observers of these interesting and beautiful objects." ( Observa-
tory, November, 1885.) 
Bright lines in stellar spectra.-" Mr. 0. T. Sherman has continued his 
researches on the spectra of y Cassiopeim and f:3 Lyrrn: and announces in 
the .A:merican Journal of Science for December the discovery of no fewer 
than fifteen bright lines in the spectrum of the former star and seventeen 
in that of the latter. The lines seen in y Cassiopeim are as follows: Ha, 
Ji. 6356, 6160, D 3, A 5840, 5557·5, 5422, 5309·8, 5167·5, 4990, Hfi, A 4623, 
' Hy, Ji. 4180, and Ho, bright lines; and it 6280, 5760, 5020, 4920, 4G73·5, 
and 3993, dark lines. The bright lines agree closely in position with 
the principal line observed by Professor Young in the spectrum of the 
chromosphere. Mr. Sherman has also examined. a large number of 
oth r tars, and 'in each case many or few bright lines have been seen, 
line , so far as I know, formerly unsuspected,' It is clear, if Mr. Sher-
man' observations ca.n be satisfactorily confirmed, that we have here 
a mo t important discovery; but, looking to the fact that these stars 
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have probably been frequently observed by experienced spectroscopists 
without :my bright lines being detected in them, whilst a false appear-
::mce of bright lines is readily produced in stellar spectra under certain 
circumstances. it would appear hazardous to accept Mr. Sherman's re-
sult without further evidence." (Nature, December 17, 1885.) 
Periodic variations in the spectrum, of fJ Lyrm.-Herr von Gothard re-
ported last year (Bitll . .Astron., 1, p. 211) the appearance of the brilliant 
lines. which had not been seen for some time, in the spectra of y Cassi-
opeire and /J Lyrm. During the year he has been able to prove the 
periodic variability of the line D3 in the spectrum of-/J Lyrm. The period 
seems to be very short, and is probably about 7 days. The hydrogen 
lines vary also, but their variation is less pronounce~. The spectrum of 
y Cassiopeim also offers some indications of analogous variations. 
PROPER MO'l'ION OF ST.A.RS. 
Stars in rapid motion.-The small value of the parallax of 40 o2 Eridani 
(Science, vi, 358), combined with its large proper motion (4"·10), brings 
it into prominence as the thiTd or fourth of the stars moving rapidly 
across our line of sight. Since a list of these stars seldom appears in 
works on popular astronomy, we give below the proper motionsµ, the 
parallaxes 1t, and the resulting velocities v, in miles per second across our 
line of sight, of the eight stars which head the list in the order of veloci-
ties. The method of deriving the velocities is of course very simple. 
If a star's annual proper motion equals its parallax, it moves across our 
iine of sight each year a distance equal to the semi-major axis of the 
earth's orbit. (How much it moves to or from us can only be told by 
the spectroscope.) Therefore, since this motion increases directly asµ, 
and inversely as 1t, we have for the annual motion across the lil!-e of 
sight-
vt= a!!. 
7t 
or, calling a 92.5 million miles, and t the number of seconds in a year, 
we have for the volocity in miles per second-
v = 2·93.E 
7t 
Of course, the proper motions below are much more accurately known 
than the parallaxes, and where the latter are small the values of v are 
correspondingly uncertain. The authorities for the adopted values of 7t 
are given in the colnmn following them. In the case of 40 o2 Eridani, 
\\ e li::tvc weighted Gill and Hall 2 and 1 respectively, as the former de-
tentiuation was made under much the more favorable conditions, and 
rest:., upon two comparison stars. The latest values of Hall and Ball 
for 01 Cygni are practically identical. The probable errors of all the 
values of 7t are generally less than 0" ·02. 
Il. Mis. 15-24 
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Star's name. 
Groombridge 1830 ........... . 
Lacaille 0352 ................ . 
40cf?Eridani. ................. . 
eEridani .......... .... ...... . 
e Iodi ....................... . 
Lalande 21258 ............... . 
61 Cygoi .................... . 
Lalande 2118G ............••.. 
µ 
7"·05 
G ·9G 
4 ·10 
3 ·10 
4 ·68 
4 ·40 
G ·23 
4 ·75 
0"·09 
0 ·285 
0 ·185 
0 ·14 
0 ·22 
0 ·27 
0 ·48 
0 ·CiO 
Parn,llax. 
Authority. 
Briinnow...... . . . . . . .. .. . .. . 230 
Gill . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 71 
Gill and Hall . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. 65 
Elkin... .................... 65 
Gill and Elkin....... .. . . . .. . 62 
Auwers ...............•..... 4 
Hall and Ball .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. 32 
Winnecke ...... ....... ...... 28 
'.rhe fir, twill be recognized as Newcomb's '' runaway star," so graph-
ically described in his Popular Astronomy; but it will be seen that the 
others have velocities which are at least comparable with that of Groom-
bridge 1830, and indicate momenta that represent yast amounts of 
eucrgy. The discoYery of huge suns like our own rushing through 
space )Vith tbese great velocities is a matter of more than usual intere t 
ju t now, from the fact that Mr. Denning's claimed discovery of fix.eel 
meteor-radiants has raised the question as to the possible existence of 
uroad swiftly flying streams of meteorites in interstellar space, rnovio ()' 
with velocities entirely beyond. the control of our sun, nnd so uroatl 
that it takes the solar system some years to pass tbrongh them. (An 
annual parallax of 1° in a meteor-radiant corresponds to a, velocity of 
over 1,000 miles per second for the meteor stream.) · Tlle i<lea of such 
streams moving with such velocities is a startling one, an<l, if shown to 
l>e true, gives a very vivid idea of the forces acting, or which have 
acted, in stellar space. It seems at first highly improbable that such 
cau l>c tlle case, but with the hard facts of Grooml>ri<lge 1830 and the e 
other swiftly flying suns staring us in the face, the idea js worth con-
ideriug, at any rate. If these suns nrc the products of condensation 
due to central attraction, so that the luminous energy by which they 
reYeal tllem elve to us was once energy of translation, it is no violent 
a,. umption to suppose tbat some of their constituent parts were once 
10oviog with mucll greater velocities than that of the present whole. 
In fact, the man who should-claim as a possibility that space contain 
1 road belt of small particle moving with velocities which are the result-
an of all the forces acting on them since primeval chaos, and which have 
u . ·ct be n gathered into the control of any of tbe stellar system among 
, 1t :ch they ar sweeping, would find much to confirm llis ideas in the e 
giau swiftly flying uns. The questiou is certainly of sufficient intere t 
and import:rnc to call for a thoro·1gli overhauling of the present method 
of d t rmiuing- metcor-radi:rnt , for probably most astronomers would 
-clay be di po eel to deny in toto the existence of the greater part of 
th ·, o-called radiant-point~." (H. M. Paul, Science, November 27, 18 5.) 
1 tar with large proper 1notion in Sculptor.-Dr. Gould has noticed a 
r. f larg pro_p r motion in a tar in Sculptor, barel of .the 8th mag-
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nitude (R A.=23h 53m, Deel.= _370 58'). It appears to have a proper 
motion of + 08 ·482 and - 2"·45, or 6"·21 in the arc of a great circle. 
This motion is only less than that of Groombridge 1830 (7"·03), and that 
of Lacaille 0352 (6"·96), which precedes the star in question by 111 and is · 
upon nearly the same parallel. The star is numbered 1584 in Hour XXIII 
of the Cordoba Zone-Catalogue. 
Proper motion of Lalande 16616.-Professor Frisby has found* a proper 
motion of-08·00920 ~ 08·0013, in right ascension and -0"·3619 d:: 0"·0048 
in declination for this star, from observations of Lalande, ,Argelander, 
Robinson, and Washington transit-circle observations in the years 1881 
and 1882. 
A large proper motion has been detected by Herr Berberich in the . 
star Weisse X 1021; and Professor Porter bas called attention to proper 
motions in the stars Lalande 20959 and 24423. 
Proper 1notions in the Pleiades.-Professor Pritchard has published in 
the forty-eighth volume of the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical So-
ciety a paper of some 50 pages, ~' On the relative proper motions of 
forty stars in the Pleiades, determined from micrometric and merid-
ional observations." 
JJiotions of stars in the Une of sight.- " For the past ten years the Royal 
Ob~ervatory of Greenwich has been assiduously observing the spectra 
of more than 50 of the brightest stars, for the purpose of determin-
ing tue velocity of their motions toward or from the earth in the 'line 
of siglJ t'-the Jine joining the earth and star. The reports of the 
astronomer royal have given the annual results, but no general exhibi-
tion of the present state of the question has been made until lately, 
when Mr. Maunder, the observer, has collected them in an interesting 
paper in tbe Observatory. Mr. Maunder points out, in the :first place, 
that the conclusions which are drawn are worthy of confidence in spite 
of tlrn extremely small displacements of the spectral lines upon whiph 
they depend. The entirely independent researches at Greenwich and 
those of Dr. Huggins and Dr. Vogel mutually confirm each other; and, 
moreover, if the method is applied to the measurement of the difference 
between the velocity of approach of the two limbs (edges) of the sun or 
Ju.piter, the results are consistent with what we know of the rotation-
times of these two bodies. We can compute exactly how fast one limb 
of the sun is approaching us, and how fast the oppositB limb is moving 
a way; and these same quantities can be determined by the spectro· 
scopic methods with substantially the same results. Hence the spec-
troscopic determinations of the velocity of a body in the line of sight 
may be fairly said to belong to exact astronomy. The directions and 
the velocities for some :fifty stars have been thus determined at Green-
wich by measures extending over several years. Velocities of thirty 
to forts miles per 8ecouu. arc not uncommon. A. velocity of less than 
ten miles corresponds to such a small displacement that its determina-
* Astron Nachr., 2683. 
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tion becomes difficult. The case of Sirius is an interesting one, from 
the fact that its motion has change1l from a recession of 21 mile per 
second in 1875-'7G to an approach of 21 miles per second in 1884. The 
proof is very clear, the separate years giving: 
1870 ... · ...... ................ 21 miles per second; recession 
1877 ................... ~ ..... 23 miles per second; recession 
1879 ........................ 15 miles per second ; recession 
1880. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11 miles per second; recession 
1881 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 miles per second ; recession 
1882 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 miles per second; approach 
1883. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . 19 miles per second ; approach 
1884 ........................ 21 miles per second·; approach 
"But the interest of this research is not in accumulating data as to the 
motion of individual stars, however important this may be. The real 
point is, what light does tllis method throw upon the theory that the 
sun, with the whole solar system, is moving toward tlrn constellation 
Hercules at a rate of some 590,000,000 miles per annum 1 .Attempts 
have been previously made to show that the spectroscopic data confirm 
the theory, which, indeed, has a fairJy firm basis on other grounds. 
Mr. Maunder declares that these attempts are premature, and that the 
spectroscopic data are as yet insufficient. · So far as they go, they rather 
indicate a motion toward a .Aquarii. 'Still, if the sun's speed be 
small compared with the average speed of the stars observed, there is 
nothing in the observations incompatible with the generally accepted 
direction.' Mr. Maunder points out the fact that Greenwich Observa-
tory is the only observatory prosecuting these researches, which demand 
a re:fine<l. spect.roscope, a large telescope, and a very clear and quiet 
atmosphere-conditions all lacking at the Royal Observatory. He ex-
presses the hope that the observatories of Nice and Melbourne may de-
vote their large telescopes to this work. In America we have several 
large refractors admirably suited for the work, and it is to be hoped 
that some of them may be exclusively devoted to it." (Nation, June 
11, 1885.) 
PHOTOMETRY. 
Standards of stellar magnititdes.-The third report of the American 
committee on standards of stellar magnitudes states that the zones fol-
lowing the twenty-four selected equatorial stars have received a second 
careful revi ion with the Princeton 23-inch, which should make them 
include all stars down to about 16·0 magnitude, and tll.at a revision will 
pro bab1 y be made with the Washington 26 -inch. Four of t,he charts b ave 
been di tributed to all observatories having large telescopes, with re-
que ts for all, i ible additions which will furnish comparisons of the pen-
etrating power of different kinds of telescopes. Certain selected stand-
ard in each zone, about 0·5 magnitude apart, ha·rn been measured at the 
rvard College Observatory with photometer~, and the two brightest, 
if not too faint, with the meridian-photometer. A catalogue of these 
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selected standards in the t~enty-four zones, giving the positions and 
provisional magnitudes, is published, and also a table of twenty-one 
clo~e circumpolars ranging in magnitude from 2·2 to 15·7. (Science, 
'' A.stron. Notes.") 
HarvardPhotometry.-M. Th.Wolff, of the Bonn Observatory, reviews at 
considerable length (40pages)thelast volumeoftheAnnaZs of the Harvard 
College Observatory, which contains the photometric investigations of Pro-
fessor Pickering and his assistants. M. Wolff has submitted the work 
of the American astronomers to a minute examination and lias estab-
lished very interesting relations between the results of the Harvard Col-
lege meridian photometer and the results of his own work with a Zoell-
ner photometer. With the latter photometer the observed star is com-
pared with an artificial star, whifo with the meridian photometer the 
observed star is compared with Polaris. The two images, one formed by 
the ordinary and the other by the extraordinary ray of the respective 
sta,rs, meet in a double image prism and are observed across a Nicol 
prism. As a check on the work, Polaris was often compared with itself. 
The magnitudes obtained vary from 1·4 to 2·7, the m~an of 630 deter-
minations being 1·90 instead of 2·0, the magnitude adopted for Polaris. 
This discerpancy is inexplicable. The mean of the differences between 
Professor Pickering's catalogue and M. Wolff's two catalogues is :±: 
0·11 magnitudes, or for the logarithm of the intensity :I:: 0·044. It is a 
matter for regret that Professor Pickering did not publish the rela-
tive intensities that were the direct results of observation, but pre-
ferred to give the magnitudes computed by Pogson's formula, with the 
constant 0·4. M. \Volff very justly remarks that this constant, deter-
mined by the observation of telescopic stars, cannot apply to stars of 
the first six classes; be finds that to establish an agreement with Ar-
gelander this constant must be reduced to 0·37, or even to 0·33. Pro-
fessor Pickering has endeavored to make his work agree with Arge-
lander's by adding + 0·27 to all his results ; but this reduction has 
altered the discrepancies without doing away with them. By reducing 
the numbers published by Professor Pickering back to the logarithms of 
intensity from which they were derived, and comparing these results 
with his own, M. Wolff finds the following mean result: 
W...:.. W 0 =0·84 (P- Po), 
which would indicate the existence of an unexpectedly large personal 
equation. (Bull. Astron., .August, 1885.) 
The Oxford Uranometria.*-" The form of photometer Professor 
Pritchard has adopted is now too generally known to require descrip-
tion. It possesses the high merits of simplicity of construction and use 
-!<Astronomical observations made at the University Observatory, Oxford, under 
the direction of C. Pritchard, D. D., F. R. S., F. G. S., F. R. A. S., Savilian Professor 
of Astronomy in Oxford.-No. II. UranJmetria Nova Oxoniensis. A photometric de-
termination of the magnitudes of all stars visible to the naked eye from the pole to 
ten degrees south of tbe equator. Oxford: At the Cla,rend~n Press. 
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and freedom from liability of derangement. J n addition to these qual. 
ities, Professor Pritchard has been careful, in his use of it, to free it 
from systematic errors a.rising frqm the continual use of the same part 
of the wedge for the same star. Not only has the coefficient of ab orp-
tion been separately determined for every point of the wedge, but the 
~ystem of observation adopted has involved the employment of four <lif. 
ferent apertures of telescope in conjunction with two wedges, and by 
two different observers. Each determination of magnitude, therefore, 
js the mean of twenty observations, a set of five observations being taken 
with each .of what are practically four different instruments. When to 
this is added the circumstaince that the determinations of magnitude are 
differential only, and that therefore three complete sets of extinctions 
were made of the standard star Polaris every evening, and that for the 
better determination of the atmospheric absorption and of the magni· 
tudes of southern stars a considerable portion of the observations were 
made at Cairo, it becomes evident that the work of determining the 
magnitudes of nearly 3,000 stars which Professor Pritchard, with bis 
assistants, Messrs. Plummer and Jenkins, has here accomplished, is one 
of very considerable dimensions indeed. 
"The convenience of Professor Pritchard's photometer, and the magni-
tude of the work he hai undertaken with it, stand beyond dispute; but 
the delicacy of the wedge is another question. And here we are met 
with the circumstance that the observations seem to show little or· no 
evidence of any effect duo to changes in the sensitiveness of the ob-
server's eye, to personality, to moonlight, and only to a small extent to 
color in the star observed; and this unexpected and remarkable result 
has called forth not a little criticism, Mf as the construction of this 
photometer is not such as to lead us to expect that it would be wholly 
free from errors of these kinds, a doubt seems to be thrown upon its 
sensitiveness. Professor Pritchard has replied to these criticisms in 
the frankest manner, showing that they h" d not escaped his notice; 
but whether be has quite refuted them is a point which we may, how-
ever, w·eu think still sub ju,rlicc. Probably the wise arrangement by 
which au ordinary evening's work is confined to three hours or less 
wil1 largely explain the absence of <leviations <lue to the fi.rst-name<l 
cause, and with regar<l to the third it is most likely that observations on 
bright moonlight nights or of stars near the moon have been gener-
ally avoided. Tho observations of Polaris which Professor Pritchard 
ha rought forward iu this connection scarcely touch the real diffi-
culty. Th substantia.l accuracy of tho Oxford star magnitudes is, how-
ev r, shown by the c1o e agreement which they bear to determiuation 
mad a otber ob ervatories and by widely different methods, and it i 
po ·ibl that tho future may show tbat the exceediugly small devia-
tion· f tbe individual observations are a true index of the minuteness 
of th ir rror .' (E.W. l\ifaunder, Observatory.) 
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Photometric observations at Potsdam.~Professor Safarik has made 
quite an extended analysis of Dr. Miiller's Photometric Researches, which 
have appeared fo the I>ublications of the Potsdam Observatory (1.883). 
These researches have been carried on since l 877, their object being the 
study of atmospheric extinction and of the reln,th'e· brightness of the 
planets and of a series of variable stars. The instrument employed, 
by Dr. Miiller is a Zoellaer photometer, ·with an aperture of 0·037 me-
ter. The aperture of tlJC objective may he reduced by diaphragms; 
it seems, however, that the effect of thn diaphragms does not always 
correspond to the expectations based upon 1he diminution of the aper-
ture. Professor Safarik thinks the cause of this disagreement must be 
sought in the employmeut of a magnifying power that is much too low, 
so that the resulting ocular ring is larger than tbe aperture of the pupil 
of the eye. Tbis photometer is 11ot suitable for colorimetric researches. 
Dr. Muller'~ observations relative to atmospheric extinction have 
consisted in comparing the five following stars, which can be observed 
at widely different zenith distances, with Polaris: a Cygni, 17 Ursre 
Majoris, o Persei, a Aurigre, and a Tauri. Curves have been traced rep-
resenting the logarithmic intensities as a function of the zenith dist;wce. 
These curves show no indication of variability for the six stars in ques-
tion, unless it l>e in the case of a Tauri. It is a curious fact that tbe 
white stars do not become quite as much fainter in the neighborhood of 
the horizon as the red stars do. This is probably due to some physiolog·-
ical cause. "\\-r-e give here some of tbe values finally adopted for reduc-
tion to the zenith (the numbers giYen are the logarithms): 
Z.D. Reduction. Z.D . Reduction. 
10° 0·0004 75° 0·2596 
20 0·0037 80 0·3908 
30 0·.0112 82 0·4718 
40 0·0244 8 ,i 0·5959 
50 0·0482 8G 0·8164 
GO 0·0920 87 0·9929 
70 0·1798 88 1·2409 
Four units in the :first <l.ecimal place being equivalent to one magni-
tude, we see that for Z. D.=80°~ 8G0 , 88°, the reduction represents 1, 2, 
and 3 magnitudes respectively. Dr. M:iiller's curves offer as a whole a 
very satisfactory agreement with those of Seidel, in spite of the differ-
ence of climate between Potsdam and Munich, and in spite of the dif-
ferent processes employed in the two observations. Dr. Muller finds the 
mean value 0·8250 for the fraction of a star's light that comes through 
our atmosphere when the star is seen in tbe zenith; the atmosphere 
then absorbs a little more tllan t of the light. The coefficient of extinc-
tion should thus be 0·8250 (0·21 rna.gnitude); Seidel found it to be equal 
to 0·100 (0·25 magnitude). Professor Sa.farik speaks in conclusion of 
the recent work d0110 l>y Wolf, and Langley." (Bull. Astron., Septem-
ber, 1885.) 
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Phot01netry of the Pleiades.-"A valuable memoir (Mernoires de VA.ca . 
demie Imperiale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, VII serie, tome xxxn 
No. G), by Herr Ed. Lindemann, of Pulkowa, 'On the magnitudes of B . 
sel's stars in the Pleiades,' has recently reached us. A special point of 
interest lies in the fact that Professors Pickering and Pritchardhavelike-
wise determined the brightness of many of these stars with theirrespect-
i ve photometers, each assuming the magnitude of :M:erope, to which the 
other stars of the group are referred, as 4·22. Herr Lindemann has al o 
adopted tho same magnitude for :M:erope, which he has used as his stand-
ard star. He also employed, as reference stars, Celreno and Anon. 32, the 
magnitudes of which he had determined to be 5·27 and 6·51, respectively. 
The stars, fifty-two in number, were each observed on two separate 
nights, only one star of the fifty-three observed by Bessel proving too 
faint for Herr Lindemann's telescope of five inches aperture. Compar-
ing his own results with those of Professors Pickering and Pritchard, 
Herr Lindemann finds, on the whole, a very gratifying agreement; 
twenty-five stars observed by Professor Pickering showing a mean ex-
cess over the Pulkowa observations of 0·04 of a magnitude, and thirty-
three stars observed by Professor Pritchard giving a mean excess of 
0·05. Professor Pritchard's later observations give a yet smaller differ-
ence, viz, 0·01 of a magnitude. Wh~n it is remembered that the tb.ree 
photometers employed-Herr Lindemann using a Zoellner photometer-
differed entirely in principle, construction, and method of employment, 
this close agreement would seem to indicate that each may be relied 
upon with very considerable confidence when the differences of stellar 
magnitude determined ·by their means are not very great. The stars 
Nos. 1, 4, 21, 31, and 33 would appear to be variable, and possibly two 
others likewise. Pogson's scale has been employed for the conversion 
of the logarithm of the light of the star into magnitude." (Nature, De-
cember 17, 1885.) 
Professor Pickering in the Proceedings of the American Society for Psy-
chical Research has tried to find out from the discussion of a large num-
ber of observations, whether the knowledge of a catalogue magnitude 
of a star on tho partofarecorder exerts through themediumof '' thought-
transference" any influence upon the independence of the observets 
estimate. His conclusion is in the negative. 
ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOGRAPHY. 
Plwtographic map of the heavens made, 1with the aid of two objectives, 
by Paul and Prosper Henry.-" In their first attempts at stellar photo-
graphy tho Messrs. Henry bad especially in view the discovery of some 
rapid means for the construction of their ecliptic charts. As these first 
attempt gave excellent re ults, J\I. Mouchez had apparatus constructed 
tltat wa especially adapted to stellar photography; the mechanical 
part is due to Gautier, the optical part being the work of the Messrs. 
Hellrj. Thi new instrument consists of two telescopes in juxtaposi-
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tion, each having about the same focal length (3·60 meters), and aper-
tures of 0·24 meter a.nd. 0·34 meter respectively. The latter telescope, 
which serves for the photography, is rendered achromatic for .chemical 
rays ; the other telescope is used as a pointer in keeping the image of 
the star at exactly the same point of the photograi,hic plate for the 
requisite length of time; the field is about 3°. The Messrs. Henry 
have recently succeeded in obtaining, with an exposure ·of one hour, a 
very beautiful proof, which has been presented to the ·Academy by M. 
Mouchez. It represents an expanse of about 5° and shows 2,790 stars 
between the 5th and 14th magnitudes. Such a chart as this one, ob-
tained in one hour, would have certainly required a number of months 
to prepare by ordinary methods." (Bull. Astron., June, 1885.) 
Photographic charts of regions of the Milky Way, by Paul and Prosper 
Henry, of the Paris Observatory.-" About 5,000 stars between the 
6th and 15th magnitudes can be counted on the plate presented to the 
Academy by M. Mouchez. The plate shows an area of 2° 15' of right 
ascension by 3° of declination, and wae obtained by the new photo-
graphic apparatus described in vol. n, p. 289, of the Bulletin Astro-
nomique. In order to avoid confounding flaws in the plate with stars 
three successive exposures of an hour each were made, the telescope 
being moved 5'' each time, so that · each star is represented by three 
points forming an equilateral triangle, the sides being 5'' in length. 
"M. Mouchez estimates that 6,000 similar plates would be required to 
represent the whole sky, and that these would form 1,500 charts of the 
size of the ecliptic charts of the Paris Observatory." (Bull. Astron., 
August, 1885.) 
Photograph of the star cluster of Perseus.-" During Septem her, 1884, 
Dr. Lohse took advantage of exceptionally clear nights to attempt some 
star photographs, using the 11-inch refractor belonging to the Potsdam 
Observatory. An exposure of 45 minutes generally sufficed for obtain-
ing photographs of stars as faint as 10th to 11th magnitude. The finder . 
of the telescope was employed as a pointer in correcting the errors due 
to the driving clock; but it would have been better to point the telescope 
directly by means of an eye-piece inserted in the photographic cham-
ber. Such an arrangement has been invented by Mr. Common . . Two 
successive positions of the most brilliant star of the group have always 
been reproduced for the purpose of fixing upon the plate the position of 
the apparent parallel. The sensitive plates were furnished by Wratten 
and Wainwright of London. The images were developed by a concen-
trated solution of oxalate of iron, to which was added potassium bro-
mide. The development can be hastened by plunging the plates for 
about two minutes into a very weak solution of nitrate of chrysaniline. 
Dr. Lohse has succeeded in this way in photographing a certain num-
ber of star clusters, and in particular the cluster x Persei, which Dr. H. 
C. Vogel studied in 1878. A negative obtained September 24 served 
to identify the stars by micrometer measures, and oue obtained Sep-· 
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tember 2G served to determine the magnitudes. The plate showetl 
57 stars between the Gth and 11th magnitudes. It is certain that th, 
photographic <letermination of the relative positions of so mauy ta 
represents a very considerable economy of time, and also guards again t 
personal errors. As for the errors of the photograph, they can alway 
be detected by the simultaneous reproduction of a squared reticle. Five 
successive exposures of 1 m, 4m, gm, mm, 25m, respectively, were made for 
the purpose of determining the magnitudes, the telescope being each 
time moved in declination. Five series of images, each more numerou 
than the last, were thus obtained. The photo-chemical effect is known 
to }Je proportional to the intensity of the light and to the time of the 
exposure; in cases of equally distinct images, therefore, the brightne 
of the stars must be inversely proportional to the time of exposure. 
Dr. Lohse has proceeded upon this principle in determining the rela-
tive magnitudes of the stars in the cluster of x Persei, employing ·nr. 
Vogel's actiuometric data. (It seems that the photographic intensitie 
of two successive magnitudes are in the ratio of 1: 3, while the ratio of 
intensities as seen with the eye is that of 1: 2·5.) Photographic magni-
tudes generally agree well enough with optical magnitudes; still there 
are some exceptions : thus a red star called 8·5 by Dr. Vogel is marked 
10·5 by Dr. Lohse. It would be interesting to apply the same proce 
to the actinometric study of variable stars. 
We must not neglect to speak here of the fact tb.at MM. Henry have 
obtained :1 Yery beautiful photograph of the star cluster of Perseu 
at the Paris Observatory. They succeeded in locating 509 stars be-
tween the 6th and 13th magnitudes included within 1 ° of right ascen-
sion and 1°-5 of declination." (Bull . .Astron., ·March, 1885.) 
Stellar photogra_phy at Harvard Colleg_e Observatory.-By the aid of the 
Bache fund an importai1t investigation has been undertaken in stellar 
photography. It is found that stars as faint as the 6th magnitude, in 
any part of the sky, can be readily photographed, even without clock-
work; while near the pole, where the diurnal motion is slower, stars 
as faint as the 14th magnitude may be photographed in like manner. 
The e results bave much value as a means of determining the relative 
positions and brightness of <lifferent stars. Charts of regions five de-
grees square can also be photographically prepared and enlarged by 
pbotolithography to the scale of the maps drawn by Ohacornac and 
Peters. The spectra of tars have all been photographed witlt much 
succe . Stars as faint as tlie 8th magnitude give photographic spec-
tra i the paper prints, from which the lines can be distinctly seen. Mr. 
W. H. Pickering bas rendered important aid in this investigation. A 
part of his researches upon the possibility of photographing tlte solar 
orona, except during an clipse, was conducted at the Observatory and 
th r ults pub]i bed in Science. . 
Tb fir ' t tellar photographs ever taken were those of a Lyne, by the 
eld r Bond, at the Harvard Observatory, in 1850. In 1857 his son car-
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ried simil~r investigations much further. .A.t first, however, they were 
unable to obtain clear images of stars of tl10 2d magnitude, while 
now it is possible to print those of the 14th, or, in other words, to 
transfer to paper an image produced by an object oniy a hundred-thou-
sandth part as bright as formerly. Professor Pickering's researches 
have been carried on witl.t an i_nstrnrnelll tlrnt he has devised himself, 
in which a Voigtlander portrait lens of 8 inches aperture and 44 inches 
focus has been reground and mounted cquatorially. It is driven by 
clockwork, having a Bond spring-goYernor, controlled electrically by a 
sidereal clock. 
We have already referred (under Nebnlm) to the fact that Professor 
Pickering has fonnd upon one of his plates a trace of the nebulre around 
J\.Iaia, discoyerecl by the Ilenrys at Paris. 
Stellar photography at the Cape Observatory.-U pwards of one hundred 
successful photographs have been obtained towards the completion of a 
photographic Durchmusterung of the southern beayens. Each photo-
graph covers a square of 6°on the side, and shows all stars similar in mag-
nitude to those of .A.rgelander's Durchmusterung. The lens employed 
is a ''rapid rectilinear lens," composed of two combinations, having an· 
apeTture of 6 inches and a focal length of about 52 inches. · The exposure 
of eacll plate is one hour, and the plates are the most sensitiYe "Paget 
dry plates," specially made for tllat purpose. Mr. Finlay, of .the Cape 
Observatory, stated at a meetingoftbc.LiverpoolAstronomical Society, on 
October 13, 1885, that a 9-inch Jens Lad been ordered and would soon be 
ready. It is proposed to divide the whole southernben~isphere into sixty 
squares,cach one overlapping another adjoining it. Two plates are taken 
of each picture, so as to avoid any mistake. The work will take from 
three to four years, and will comprise 1,000 pictures. Mr. C. Ray Woods 
has been put in charge of this work, and he intends to continue at the 
Cape the work of photographing the corona, which he lately undertook, 
under Dr. Huggins' direction, in Switzerland. 
COMETS. 
Theory of comets' tails: Les syndynames et les synchrones dans lcs cornetes, 
25 pp., 1 plate, 4to. Les syndynames et les synchrones de la comcte Pons-
Brooks: 24 pp., 1 plate, 4to.-" M. Bredichin, while sharing some of Bes-
sel's ideas concerning the existence of a repulsive fore~, has succee<led 
in developing a complete theory concerning the tails of comets; a theory 
which accounts very satisfactorily for most of the observed phenQrnena. 
M. Bredichin applies the name syndyname to the parabolic cun,.e in w llich 
the particles of the tail that have successively left the nucleus nll(lcr Urn 
influence of a given repulsive force µ, are disposed at the moment of 
observation. Tbe synchrone is tLe curve in which occur the particles 
that have left the nucleus at the same time under the influence of sev-
eral forces µ, µ', .... 
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'' Thn syncbro11ic lines arc limited and intersected by the synuynam 
of the edges of the tail. In the case of the Donati comet, Norton found 
these lines to be nearly straight, passing near the nucl~us. According 
to Bredichin, the synchrones are rather circles of great radiu , the ra-
dius for each comet increasing and diminishing with the radius vector. 
When the emission of .matter is intermittent, the synchronic circl . 
signalize the maxima by clear bands converging toward the nuclen . . 
The clear bands are really hollow conoids, more or less fl~ttened in tbe 
direction of the plane of the orbit. 
'' In the two memoirs before us, which are taken from the Annals of the 
Moscow Observatory, M. Bredichin successfully applies his theory to dif-
ferent comets, of which we possess sufficiently accurate drawings, and 
especially to the comet of 17 44 and to the Pons-Brooks comet (18 4). 
They also contain a reproduction of the refutation of the criticisms of 
M. Marcuse." (Radau, Bull. Astron., September, 1885.) 
Oom,putatfon of comet orbits.-In the twentieth volume of the VierteZ. 
jahrsschrift der Astronmnischen Gesellschaft (pp. 287-312) will be found 
in full Professor Weiss's exceedingly interesting report on the present 
state of the computations of the orbits of comets, presented at the meet-
ing- of the Gesellschaft on the 19th of August, 1885. · Nature contains 
the following report of .this communication: 
"Of the twelve periodical comets returned at different times to their 
perihelion, eight had again been regularly determined by the same cal-
cnlators. Of the remaining four, three were removed from our present 
care: Biela's, which, as was known, had been lost to observation, and the 
comets of Halley and Pons-Brooks, whose next perihelion lay too remote 
jn the future. There was consequently but one periodical comet (Bror-
sen's) to be taken accoU):1t of. As to the remaining non-retur:i;iing comets, 
of the 168 which had appeared in this century, forty-one were to be re-
garded as settled; twenty-three had their orbits pretty well determined. 
In the case of fifty-eight comets a new calculation of the orbit was desir-
able for various reasons, an<l in all forty-six had yet to be calculated de-
finitely. There was, therefore, a wide field of labor open. Professor 
Weiss accordingly sought to commend to the society the establishment 
of a common calculation bureau on the settlement of the questions at 
is ae, while the exact <letaile<l treatment of a particular comet should 
in fnture, as hitherto, be left to the initiative of a single calculator. In 
tb di en siou following this address, Staatsrath Struve argued against 
th fonncling of such a bureau on the ground that the cornets were of 
too peculiar a nature to accommodate themselves to the methodic treat-
ment of a cn.lculation bureau." 
Holetschek: Uber clie Bahneines Korncten, iler - - - nicht aus clen Son-
nenstrahlen heraustreten kann Wiener Sitzungsber-ichte, December, 1883, 
( , : 1000-1162.)-It will be remembered that at tbe time of the total 
, lip of May 17, 1882, theFrench,English,and Italian astronomers who 
m t t Sohag, Egypt, observed the presence of a comet near the sun; 
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it was photographed by Tacchini and Schuster, and a drawing made 
of its tail by Trepied; but the comet was not seen again. It was this 
incident that induced Herr Holetschek to determine the conditions 
that must be fulfilled by the orbit of a comet that remainR concealed 
by the sun's rays during the time that its absolute brightnes8 (deter-
mined simply by the formula J = 2) is sufficient to admit of its dis-r2p2 . 
covery. 
Herr Holetschek judges from the examples furnished by the comets 
of the last ten years that the magnitude of a comet remaining invisible 
at its perihelion cannot be greater than from 0·06 to 0·12 for an elon-
gation a.pproaching 150, certainly not for one of 22·5° (the calculation 
was made for these two elongations). In order that it may remain vis-
ible in the two branches of its orbit, its orbit must ofter a certain sym-
metry in reference to the earth's radius vector; the heliocentric latitude 
of the perihelion must then be sufficiently small, and the comet must be 
in conjunction with the sun at the time of its passing its perihelion. 
These results, which are not at all rigorous, suffice to show that the 
unobserved perihelion transits of comets may not be as infrequent as 
. would have been supposed. We know of periodic comets whose re-
turns sometimes elude observation. But there are others which woukl 
have always remained unknown if their transit had occurred at any 
other time of the year; such, for example, is the comet of 1821 (q=0.09, 
i=106°). The Sohag comet belongs very probably in the same cate-
gory as this last; its perihelion distance must have been very small. 
(Radau, Bull . .A.stron., July, 1885.) 
Galle's supplementary list of recent comets.-Dr. J. G. Galle, the emi-
nent director of the Breslau Observatory, has. communicated to the 
Nachrichten* (Nos. 2665 and 2666)t a most valuable summary of the 
orbit elements of comets from 1860 to 1864, with a similar list of newly 
computed orbits of .comets earlier than 1860. Brief notes generally re-
lating to the discovery and period of visibility of the comet, and to the 
elements given, accompany each orbit. · 
Dr. Galle's paper has been reprinted in Sirius, vol. 18, and a transla-
tion of the portion relating to comets since 1860 has appeared in the 
Sidereal ~Messenger (vols. 4 and 5). The present list is supplementary to 
the catalo~ue given in the third edition of "Olbers' Methode zur Be-
rechnung der Cometenbahnen," so that taken in connection with the 
latter it forms the most complete catalogue of comets .that is now 
available. At the end of the year 1884 the number of different comets 
of which orbits have been computed was 302. The number of appari-
* Ueberischt ti.ber die Bahn-Elemente der seit dem J ahre 1860 exschienenen Come ten, 
sowie ii.her neu berechnete oder verbesserte Bahnen von Cometen der frtiheren Zeit. 
t See also .il.atron. Nachr., 2692. 
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tions of comets; including the present recorded returns of periodic 
comets, is considerably greater : 
D' Arrest's comet has been observed 4 times. 
Biela's comet has been observed 6 times. 
Brorsen's comet has been observed 5 times. 
Encke's comet bas been observed 23 times. 
Faye's comet bas been observed 6 times. 
Halley's comet bas been observed 7 times. 
Pons's comet has been observed 2 times. 
Tempel's (1) comet has been observed 3 times. 
Tempel's (2) comet has been observed 2 times. 
Tempel's (3) comet has been observed 2 times. 
Tuttle's comet has been observed 3 times. 
Winnecke's comet has been observed 4 times . 
.1:'1_ccordingly, 67 -12=55 repeated apparitions are to be auded, bring-
ing up to 357 the total of the observed appearances of comets. In this 
summary, of course, no allowance is made for the great uncertainty of 
many of the older orbits, or for the fact that in some cases it is doubt-
ful whether the same periodic comet has been seen. 
The comets are arranged strictly in the order of their perihelion pas-
sage . . rrhis is a Jong-established system and one possessing numerous ad-
vantages; furthermore, it has lately been made the rule of the Astronom-
ische Gesellschaft. The uncertainty sometimes existing in the designa-
tion of particular comets during the year of discovery can always be 
easily removed, for the time being, by the addition of the name of the 
discoverer. Moreover, a strict adherence to this system of numbering 
comets in each year has become necessary of late, partly on account of 
the great number of comets discovered, and partly on account of the con-
siderable increase of the known peri0dic comets during the last forty 
years. The actually observed returns of these comets must of course be 
arranged with the other comets. Since in many cases the periodicity has 
fir t been established at the second apparition, and in a few cases at the 
third, the exclusion of periodic comets from the list of apparitions of 
each year would frequently cause annoying changes in the designa-
tions of earlier years. In the publications of the past ten years the 
periodic comets, particularly, have led to a great many differences in 
the desjgnation of comets, an evil which is not merely of a theoretical 
nature, but, for tho e who often have occasion to refer to the literature · 
of comets, is one which carries with it very real and practical incon-
v nience , frequently necessitating much troublesome comparison of 
o rvation , or of ephemerides, to decide what comet is really referred 
to. E pecially in years in which a great many comets are seen, if the 
nam s of the <li coverers are not given, not only is there great loss of 
tim , ut beside thi mistakes easily occur. 
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Comets of 1883. *-The great comet of 1882 (1882 II), which excited 
so much interest in the latter part of the year 1882, was visible to the 
naked eye till February, 1883, and with the telescope was followed, in 
the southern hemisphere, to the middle of the year, the last accurate 
observation being on May 26, at Cordoba. The comet was seen again 
on June 1 at the same place, but was too faint to admit of a satisfactory 
determination of its position. It was then at a distance of 5·1 from the 
sun and 4·4 from the earth. In addition to this comet, two others were 
visible during the year, 1883 I and 1884 I; and a comet discovered on 
January 7, 1884, was found to have passed perihelion on December 25, 
1883, and is accordingly catalogued with the comets of the latter year. 
A comet was also reported as Comet c, 1883, on September 11, but it 
proved to be a nebula; and a second comet, with a tail 2° or 3° long, 
wa,s reported as seen before sunrise at Tasmania on the mornings of 
December 25 and 27, 1883 . . Nothing more is known of it. Two ?ther 
comets have passed perihelion during the year, but, owing to unfavora-
ble circumstances, have not been seen-D' Arrest's comet on January 13, 
1883, and Tcmpel's comet of 1873, on Noy-ember 20. 
Comet 1883 I: I .Discovered February 23, by W.R. Brooks of 
= Comet a 1863. Phelps, N. Y., and on the same day, a few hours 
= Swift-Brooks Comet. later, by Swift, at Rochester. The comet bad 
already passed perihelion (on li'ebruary 18). Its orbit does not resem-
ble any previously computed, nor does it show any signs o(eccentricity. 
The spectrum was of the ordinary three-band type. 
Comet 1883 II: I :.rhis cornet was discovered by Ross, an amateur 
=Com~t ~ 1884. observer, at Elsternwick, near.Melbourne, Aust~alia, 
= Ross s Comet. on January 7, 1884. The spectrum showed famtly 
the three hydro-carbon lines. A carefnl discussion of the orbit has 
lately been made by l\fr. Bryant. The observations are few and not 
very satisfactory, and Mr~ Bryant finally based bis results on Tebbutt's 
observations alone. Two sets of elements were derived; one gave a 
period of eighty-seven years, and the other ninety-four years, but both 
orbits 'fiatisfy the observations. 
Comets of 1884.-0f the five comets visible during the year, four were 
periodic-two of these of short period, and observed apparently for the 
first time at this return. The first comet discovered during· the year 
has just been described as Comet 1883 II. The second discover·y was 
by Barnard on July rn, and the third by Wolf, on September 17. To 
these we add Encke's Comet, 1885 I, detected by Tempel, at .A..rcetri, on 
December 13, and the Pons-Brooks Comet, which passed perihelion on 
January 25. To complete the list we shonld mention a suspected comet 
t-0 which some interest is attached: A faint nebulous object was found 
* This section is purposely made to include the comfits of 1883, 1884, and 1885, in or-
der to complete former records. 
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by Spitaler with the 27-inch refractor of the Vienna Observatory, whil 
searching for Comet 1858 III, on the morning of l\fay 2G, 1884:. A p riod 
of almost unexampled bad weather followed, and on June 17 arnl 1 th 
of uebula was missing. Schulhof seems to think it improbable tha,t thi · 
was the comet. Brorsen's Comet, which has a, period of about five au<l 
one-half years, was due at perihelion in September, 1884:, but owing to 
its unfavorable situation it seems to have escaped_ observation. 
Comet 1884 I: A faint telescopic comet · was discovereu. by 
= Comet b 1883. Brooks on September 1, 1883, and it soou pro,·ed 
= Pons-Brooks Comet. to be a comet which had been discovered origi-
= Pons Comet 1812. nally by Pons, at Marseilles,on July 20, 1 12-
one ofagroup, ofwhichHalley's Comet is another member, having a period 
of about seventy-five years and an aphelion a little beyond the orbit of 
Neptune. Schulhof and Bossert's careful rediscussion of the ob erva-
tions of 1812 had placed the return to perihelion on September 3, 1884, 
whereas perihelion passage was actually found. to take place on Januar.v 
25. A closer agreement (the error was only r½"1 of the whole amount) 
could hardly have been expected, considering that the older ob erva-
tions extended over barely two months. The corrected elements make 
the period 71·56 Julian yea.rs. As the second member of this group to 
return to perihelion, this comet bad been looked for with considerable 
iuterest, and that interest was subsequently increased, when ob erva-
tion showed the rapid changes suffered by the head in approaching the 
sun, and the curious fluctuations in the brightness of the nucleus. On 
the evening of September 22 the comet was described as a faint, round 
nebula, with a nucleus of the 12th magnitude. On September 23 the 
nucleus had become as bright as the 8th magnitude. This central mass, 
according to Schiaparelli, was not a point of }ight, but had an appre-
ciable diameter, and an irregular outline. It now diminished quite 
rapidly in brightness, and was noted as the 9th magnitude on Sep-
tember 29. Another outburst occurred on January 1, 1884, and a care-
ful series of photometric observations was obtafoed by Dr. Mueller, of 
Pot dam. The nucleus became as bright as a star of the 7th. mag-
nitude, the change in brightness amounting to more than a maguitude 
in about an hour and a half. The comet was visible to the naked eye 
from November 20 to March 3, and at its brightest, with a tail 6° 
long, it wa a fairly con picuous object in our southwestern sky. The 
p ctrum on the 24th and 27th of September showed nothing unusual. 
On January 1 Vogel found a continuous spectrum of considerable inten-
ity, in which two bright lines were suspected in the yellow. The bands 
w re fainter in the nucleus than in the parts immediately surround-
ing it. Vogel conclude from his .observations that in consequence of 
the rapid conden ation of the cometary matter into a bright nucleus of 
veral econd in diameter, a considerable increase in temperature 
mu t have taken place, by which the most refrangible band in the comet' 
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spectrum increased so in intensity that it almost equaled the bright-
ness of the middle band, in the green, and decidedly surpassed the 
band in the yellow. 
Comet 1884 II: A comet first seen by Barnard, at Nashville, 
= Comet b 1884. Tenn., on the night of July 16. During the whole 
= Barnard's Comet. period of its visibility (to about November 20) it 
remained an inconspipuous object. __ .The changes in brightness, as in 
other comets recently observed, was neither uniform nor consistent 
with the law of reflected light. The comet was found to move in an 
elliptic orbit with a, period of about 5·4 years, the elements bearing a 
very close resemblance to those of De Vico's lost comet (1844 I), though 
the two do not appear to be identical. The spectrum showed two of 
the cometary bands, the middle one and that in the red ; the third was 
only suspected. This comet perhaps belongs to the fainter class of 
those revolving in a short period, and this year was probably observed 
under somewhat favorable circumstances. Perihelion was passed on 
August 16. 
Comet 1884 III: I Discovered . by Max Wolf, at Heidelberg, on Sep .. 
= Comet c 1884. tember 17, and independently, with the spectro-
= Wolf's Comet. scope, by Copeland,. at Dun Echt, on September 22. 
The last observation appears to have been by Young, at Princeton, on 
April 6. 1885. This comet, like the preceding, was moving in an ellipse 
of short period (6¾ years), and one of the most interesting facts in con-
nection with it was the near approach (about 8,000,000 miles) that it 
must have made to Jupiter in May, 1875. It seems not at all improb-
..able that from the perturbations experienced at that time, i~ was brought' 
foto its present orbit. Krueger has pointed out that at the returns ( con-
sistent with a period of 6¾ years) in 1871 and 1878 the comet was unfa-
vorably situated for observation. In 1864 and again in 1891 the sitli-
.ation is favorable, if we can suppose that it follows the same path as 
now. During the whole period of its visibility the comet was an insig-
nificant object physically. The spectrum as observed at Nice was con-
tinuous, with the three cometary bands. Perihelion was passed on No-
vember 17. 
Comets of 1885.-During the year 1885 seven comets have been under 
observation; two were discovered by Barnard, two by Brooks, and one 
by Fabry, a student at the Paris Observatory. Two of the known pe-
riodic comets, Encke's and Tuttle's, were expected to return this year 
.and both were found. Two other periodic comets, Tempel's 1867 II, 
and Tempel-Swift 1869 III, were also expected, and were carefully 
looked for; but they were unfavorably situated, and seem to have 
passed unobserved. A suspicious object, thought to have been Tempel's 
eomet 1867 II, was observed at Geneva in March, but its identity was 
not fully established. 
IL ilfo,. 15- ~5 
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Cornet 1885 I: I Encke's comet, at this its twenty-third return, wa 
=Comet d 1884. found by Tempel, at .A.rcetri, on December 13, 1 
=Encke's Comet. close to the place given by Backlund's ephemeris--
faint nebulous mass without any defined nucleus. By the 1st of Febro. 
ary a condensation, situated a little eccentrically, as in 1881, was seen, 
and by the middle of February the faint trace of a tail was visible. 
Perihelion occurred on March 7. The comet 8howed quite a bright 
banded spectrum, while the continuous spectrum of the nucleus was 
made out only with .considerable difficulty. 
Comet 1885 II : I A telegram was received on July 9, at Harvard 
=<Jomet a 1885. College observatory, from Prof. L. Swift, of 
=Barnard's Comet. Rochester, announcing the discovery of a comet by 
Prof. E. E. Barnard on the evening of July 7, at Vanderbilt University, 
Nashville, Tenn. The position given was identical with a nebula, No. 
4301, of Herschel's General Catalogue, and the announcement dispatches 
were delayed until the fact of the non-identity was established. The 
comet was seen at Cambridge on the night of July 9. On the 11th 
of July, as observed by Charlois, at Nice, it eornsisteu of a nucleus 
of the 105 magnitude, surrounded by a faint, irregular nebulosity 
about 1'·5 in diameter. Professor Young, observing with the W-
inch refractor at Princeton, describes the comet during July as about 
three quarters of a minute of arc in diameter, somewhat elongated, 
and much condensed in the center, though without any true stellar 
nucleus; no structure of jets or envelopes could be made out. There 
~ was, however, a faint, slightly fan-shaped tail from 2'·5 to 4' long, di-
rected at a position angle of about 35°. Professor Young found the 
spectrum almost continuous, the usual cometary bands being visible 
only as three slight intensifications of brightness upon the uniform 
background. A similar spectru.m was observed at Nice. The comet 
appears to have been seen as late as September 2. Several sets of ele-
ments have been computed; the peculiarity of the orbit, its great peri-
helion distance, being brought out by all. The perihelion distauce, (2·5) 
is greater than in the case of any other comet hitherto computed, except-
ing the extraordinary one of 1729, which did not approach the sun within 
four times the earth's mean distance. A. conjecture having been ex-
pressed by Faye and Krueger that the orbit might be elliptic, Dr. Lamp 
computed elliptic element, and found a period of eighty-seven hundred 
years, He remarks, however, that owing to the uncertainty in the single 
observations employed, his results can hardly be considered as decisive, 
and the orbit may yet turn out parabolic. The comet passed perihelion 
in the early part of August, the several orbits thus far computed ranging 
in this element from August 1 to 9. 
Comet 1885 III : 
= Comet c 1885. 
= Brooks' Comet. 
fe or Pickering, 
I 
Discovered by W.R. Brooks, of Phelps, N. Y., 
on August 31, 1885, and also, independently, by 
A. A. Common, at Ealing, on .September 4. Pro-
who obtained the first accurate position, Septem-
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ber 2, describes the comet as of about the 9th magnitude, with circular 
nebulosity 2' in diameter, some central condensation, and no tail. It 
changed very little from this during the few weeks it was visible. 
According to Dr. H. Oppenheim's orbit, perihelion was passed on 
August 10, and the comet steadily decreased in brightness from the 
. time of discovery. The nearest approach to the earth seems to have 
been about September 25. 
Comet 1885 IV: This comet, originally discovered by Mechain in 
= Comet b 18t:!5. 1790, and rediscovered by Tuttle in 1858, was found 
= Tuttle's Comet. at this return by Perrotin and Charlois at the Nice = Comet 1790 II. = Comet 1858 I. Observatory on August 8, and was observed on each 
= Comet 1871 III. of the following days to August 131 by Oharlois. 
----------! Owing to the faintness of the comet and its slight 
elevation above the eastern horizon at sunrise, observation was possi-
ble for only ten or fifteen minutes. l\L Charlois describes the comet 
as a white spot, about 2' in diameter, without any central con-
densation. On .August 10, with exceptionally good atmospheric condi-
tions, he thought the nebulosity was elongated in the direction of the 
meridian. 
Herr Rahts, of Koenigsberg, has taken up the work of Tischler, and 
has deduced an orbit from the observations of 1853 and 1871-'72, with 
perturbations by Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 
and Uranus, to July 11, 1885. He obtains a period of revolution of 
13·76 years, with perihelion passage on September 11, 1885. 
Comet 1885 V: I Discovered by Brooks <m December 26, 1885, or 
=Coruetf 1885. more than three weeks after the two following 
=Brooks'sComet. comets. It was aJso, in<lependently, discovered by 
Barnard on the evening of December 27, making tllc third com~t 
found by Barnard in 1885, and the second by Brooks. It is described 
as circular, about 3' in diameter, equivalent to a star of the 9th mag-
nitude, and with a strong, eccentrically .. placed condensation. The 
provisional elementR computed by Chandler and Wen dell show that the 
comet is growing fainter, having passed perihelion on November 29. 
Cornet 1886 ... (Fabry): I Discovered · on December 1, 1885, by M. 
= Comet d 1885. Fabry, a stu<lent at the Paris Observatory, 
= F aury's Comet. where he had l>een engaged for about three 
months in a search for new comets, with the equatorial coude. At the 
time of discovery the comet presented the appearance of a faint round 
nebulosity (12th magnitude) about 1' in diameter, with a small, central, 
stellar nucleus. On December 9 it was observed to be elongated in the · 
position angle of 87°. According to a calculation of its orbit made by 
M. Lebeuf, perihelion passage occurs on April 5, 1886. The distance 
from the Earth decreases tiil the end of April, when the theoretical 
brightness will be nearly 500 times as great as on the date of dis-
covery. 
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Oomet 1886 ... (BARNARD) : This comet, the second discovered by 
= Comet e 1885. Barnard during the year, was foundin the 
= Banard's Comet. constellation Taurus on December 3, 1885. 
It is described by Tempel, on December 10, as somewhat brighter than 
Fabry's comet, small, about equal to a nebula of class II, with a star. 
like center. Elements and ephemeris thus far phb1ishccl sho11 th:1t the 
comet is increasing in brightness, and that it does not reach perihelion 
till May, 1886. Dr. Oppenheim's ephemeris places the maximum bril-
J iancy about May 25, nearly 400 times as bright as at discovery; but 
jts proximity to the sun at this time will detract considerably from it 
spleu'1or. 
Periodic comets due in 1886.-Of the now so mew lia,t numerous list of 
comets of short period, two will be due at perihelion in the ensuing 
year: (1) The comet Tempel-Swift, or 1869 III, and 1880 IV, which is 
likely to return under circumstances that will render observations im-
practicable, so far at least as a judgment can be formed without actual 
calculation of the perturbations; (2) Winnccke's comet, last observed 
in 1875, its track in the heavens near the perihelion passage in Decem-
ber, 1880, not allowing of the comet being seen at that return; the per-
turbations may be very sensible during the present revolution; neglect-
ing their effect, the mean motion determined by Profes8or Oppolzer for 
1880 would bring the comet to perihelion again about August 24-5 
. . . The actual orbit of Winnecke's comet approaches very near 
to that of the planet .Jupiter in heliocentric longitude 110°, at which 
point the comet arrives seven hundred and twenty days, or 1 ·97 years, 
before perihelion .passage; the distance between the two orbits i · then 
less than 0·06 of the earth's mean distance from tbe sun. 
It is very pos::dble, however, that the comet which may most interest 
astronomers in 188~ will be that observed in 1815, and known as O1-
bers' comet, which, according to the elaborate ca1cnlations of Dr. Gin-
zel; will again arrive at per:ihelion in December, 1886. The most prob-
able <late that can be inferred from the observations of 1815, and the 
computation of pl~netary perturbations in the interval, is December 
16, but unfortunately the observations did not suffice to determine the 
mean motion in 1815 with precision, and consequently Ginzel found for 
the limits of the period of revolution 72·33 and 75·68 years; hence the 
comet may reach its perihelion many months earlier or later than the 
date gi,en bJ calculation. 
Ext ·n;i ve sweeping ephemerides have been published, and it may 
not be too oon to direct attention to a search for the comet at the be-
ginning of the next year, or as soon a the region in which its orbit is 
projected at tbe time can be advantageously examined. (Nature, Octo-
r 29 18 5.) 
METEORS, AND THE ZODIACAL LIGHT. 
Meteor shower of November 27, 1885.-On the e;ening of November 27 
there was a remarkable shower of meteors radiating from Andromeda, 
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n.u<l presumably connected with Biela's comet, very nearly two revo-
lutions of which bad elapsed since the previous great appea_!'ance of 
these bodies in 1872. 
In Europe and .Asia the star shower was very remarkable wherever 
the clouds did not prevent its being seen; in this country it was nearly 
over before sunset, yet in the early evening the meteor~ wcr(' nnmerom1 
enough to attract very general attention. It would also appear that 
showers of yieteors were observed from this stream not only on the night 
of November 27, but also at some places on nights preceding and fol-
lowing. 
An adequate discussion of the observations can only be made4tfter 
all the reports are in. Tolerably complete summaries of the accounts 
tb us far published may be found in Oiel et Terre, vol. 6, pp. 451, 491, and 
Sirius, vol. 19, p. 33. 
'' It will be very interesting to notice in 1898 how far the brilliancy 
of the display to which we may then look forward will be affected by 
the comparatively slightly altered position in its orbit of the principal 
aggregation of meteors, which would seem to be a little behind what 
would have been the place of the comet." 
The zodiacal light.-In October, 1883, Prof. Arth9-r Searle presented 
to the American Academy of .Arts and Sciences a very valuable paper 
on the zodiacal light, in which he had collected and reduced on a uni-
form system the evening observations of all the principal observers~ 
The principal points then brought out were that in all probability the 
apparent changes in the latitude of the zodiacal light were due mainly, 
if not entirely, to the effect of atmospheric absorption, and that the 
method of observation by drawing outlines must be replaced by care-
ful photometric observations if definite knowledge was to be substi-
tuted for the vague information we now possess as to the '' Gegenschein,'' 
the '' zodiacal bands," &c. ; and ProfesRor Searle concluded with tp.e 
suggestion that the ordinary meteoric theory would gain greatly in 
simplicity by the substitution of meteoric dust scattered- generally 
throughout the solar system for the meteoric rings that have been 
usu~lly imagined. Professor Searle has continued his investigations 
in a recent memoir, in which he corrects, for the effect of atmos-
pheric absorption, Jones's observations of what the latter called the 
'' stronger light," at the elongation 600, whether made in the morning 
or evening. The result of the inquiry is to confirm the view arrived at 
previously, that atmospheric absorption largely affects the apparent 
position of the zodiacal light,. and Professor Searle again lays stress on 
the need for photometric observations. Professor Searle concludes 
that, after correcting for atmospheric absorption, there seems reason to 
think that the zodiacal light has had, during the present half-century, 
a n10re northern latitude near the longitude 180° than near the longi-
tude 0°. He also shows, from a, careful study of the distrihution of the 
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stars in the Durchmusterung, that upon the meteoric theory of lhe tic 
diacal light it is to be expected that a continuous zodiacal band should 
be present; but the question of its actual visibility is complicated by 
the slight maxima of stellar density which are situated along tho e 
parts of the ecliptic most readily accessible to ob::;ervation from statious 
in the northern hemisphere. .An interesting result is obtained from 
an examination of the elerneuts of the 237 asteroids first discov-ered, 
from which it would seem that the belt of sky occupied by the projec-
tions of the orbits- of these asteroids "presents certain peculiarities 
,vhich correspond to those of the zodiacal light, and suggest the hy-
poth~sis that the light may be partly due to minute objects circulating 
in orbits like those of the smaller pla,nets." (Nature.) 
THE SUN. 
Langwy's researches on solar heat.-" The results of the work upon 
which Professor Langley has been engaged for the last several years 
!lave recently been published in a complete form as Volume xv of the 
Professional Papers of the United States Signal Service. No work 
more thoroughly aggressive, more calculated to further the progress of 
science and to render it secure, bas been undertaken <luring late years 
than that which Professor Langley has carried out, chiefly by means 
of his ingenious and useful instrument, the bolometer. - - - The 
first chapter contains the preliminary observations made at Allegheny, 
from which Professor Langley deduced the value of the solar constant 
as 2·84 calories, a much larger quantity than that generally :tccepted 
hltherto. The observations also showed him that, contrary to the gener-
ally received opinion, absorption occurred in the visible· portion of the 
r9ectrum, particularly in the green and blue, and that it diminished as 
the extreme infra-red was approached, and convinced him that the labor 
and expen e involved in repeating the observations a.t the base and at 
th~ summit of a lofty mountain would be well repaid by the gain in 
our knowledge. 
"In July, 1881, therefore, Professor Langley started for Mount Whit-
ney, a lofty eminence in the Sierra Nevada of Southern California, 
ovP-r 14,000 feet in height, wllich seemed to combine all tli P- needed re-
quir rn nt. . The second chapter gives an interesting account of the 
journey to Mount Whitney. Then follow several chapters of re ults of 
rb rration and descriptions of the instruments used. .Amongst these 
re a water pyrheliometer after Pouillet's model, a mercury pyrhe-
liometer, two globe actinometers, a 'solar comparator,' and the pectro-
bolom tPr. In Chapter xiv the amount of the atmo pheric ab orption 
ij howu to he about 40 per cent., or double that usually supposed. 
Tb ·n fo11ow chapter on' Sky Radiation,' 'Nocturnal Radia.tion' &c. 
Ghuptcr xxi giv s a. general ummary of the result~; and the mot 
"'ll'oba l value of tL ·olar cou wnt iti givcu a 3 calories. Tl.Jree a µpen-
iice follow, on the r2duction of psychrometcr ob er.rations, the deter 
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,mination of wave-lengths in the invisible prismatic spectrum, and also 
of the influence of convection currents on thermometer bulbs. The 
work is illustrated by twenty-one plates, mostly the observation curves 
of the different instruments, besides a map of the district of Mount 
Whitnes, showing tlrn proposed reservation and a view of the mountain 
-camp. 
" The principal results of Professor Langley's work may perhaps be 
briefly summarized as follows: He has shown that the invisible spec. 
trum beyond the red extends much further than was imagined or be-
lieved possible ; he has detected cold spaces in this spectrum analogoqs 
to the dark absorption bands and lines of the visible spectrum, and 
ha.s <letermined their wave-lengths. He has shown that all the old 
formula for the determination of wave-lengths int.he prismatic spectrum 
failed utterly when carried into the infra-red region. The amount of 
.absorption exercised by the atmosphere has been proved to have been 
-greatly under-estimated; it is at least double what has been usually 
-supposed, and the value of the' solar constant' has been increased in 
-(jonscquence. Contrary to the theory hitherto universally held, Pro-
fessor Langley has shown that the infra-red rays do not suffer the most 
absorption, but the visible rays, and especially those in the green and 
blue, the transmissibility steadily increasi.ng towards the extreme infra-
red. From this it follows that what we call white light is not 'the 
sum of all radiations,' but that remainder of rays which has been filtered 
down to us, and tbe_ sun, could we see it as it is, wouid appear of a de-
cided bluish .tint. Professor Langley's observations seem also to indi-
cate that at a certain point far in the infra-red, transmissibility through 
the atmosphere suddenly ceases, and it would seem to follow that . the 
earth heat which fails to be radiated away through the atmosphere 
must be lower than we have yet examined in any spectrum. The old 
idea of a 'temperature of space' is rf>jected, and reasons are given for 
,concluding that the heat we receive from celestial bodies, other than 
the sun, is practically nil. Finally, Professor Langley concludes that 
the tern perature of the earth under direct sunshine, even though our 
atmosphere were present as now, would probably fall to 200° C. if that 
atmosphere did not possess the quality of selective absorption. To this 
catalogue of results may be added that the volume before us gives 
abundant evidence of the attention and care which Professor Langley 
has given to free his work from every source of error." ( Observatory, 
.September, 1885, p. 309.) 
We can only refer by title bere to a lecture on "Sunlight and the 
-earth's atmosphere," delivered by Professor Langley at the Royal In-
stitute, April 17, 1885, a full report of which has appeared in Nature 
(vol. 32, p. 17, 40), and to his interesting and admirably illustrated 
astronomical articles on "The New Astronomy," in the Century for 
September, October, and December, 1884, and March, 1885. 
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D-iarneters of the sun and moon a,s observed with the Greenwich tramit 
circle (W. f · Thackery).-The author considers the ·rnlues of the diam-
eters of the sun and moon furnished each year by the result of all the 
observations, and also the values resulting each year from _the work of 
the individuaf observers. The following results were found for the sun 
with which are given the results obtained by Sir G. B . .Airy, in a pape:r 
entitled ''On the Circularity of the Sun" (Monthly Notices, vol. XXII): 
Period. No. of Hor. Diam. No. of Vert.Diam. Authority. obsns. obsns. 
I II I II 
1853 to 1860 .•••• 795 82 2·65 851 32 2·61 Airy. 
1861 to 1883 ............. 2,185 32 2·28 2,317 32 2·62 Thackeray. 
The difference in the values of the horizontal diameter is rather sur-
prising when compared to the identity of the values of the vertical di-
ameter; but the personal equation must be taken into account in con-
sidering_ the observations, the following table showing its importance: 
Tabular errors of the sun's vertical diameter, according to different observerB. 
Observer. 
Dun kin ..........••.•••.••••••••••• _ • _ •••.•••.•••...•...•.•.. 
Ellis .......•....••••.•.....••••••.•.••••.•.••..• - ••• - - - · - - - - · 
J. Carpenter ..............•.•...•....................•....... 
Criswick .....•••••••.•••••.•.......•••••••..••••.•..••••..... 
Lynn ...•......•.......•.•....•..•.•....•••...••....•......•.. 
Downing ..... ....•.....•..... .........•••••.............•... 
Thackeray ...............•••..•••••.•••....•......•.•.•.••••. 
Lewis .......••.....•...••••...••.••••...•.......•.......•... 
Hollis . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . .........•................ 
Tabular 
error. 
II 
+2·28 
-b·l9 
+3-13 
+1·65 
-1-59 
+1·70 
+1·01 
+o·48 
+0·15 
No. of 
obsns. 
138 
269 
191 
347 
149 
203 
141 
72 
44 
The ob ervations extend from 1861 to 1883. The error as found by 
one ob erver often varies with the time. .As to the horizontal diameter 
found by the transits of the two limbs, the following results have been 
given by Mr. Dunkin in Vol. xxxv of the Monthly Notices, p. 91, for 
the period 1864 to 1873: 
Tabular errors of the horizontal diameter. 
Observer. 
Dunkin .........•...•••••..••....•••...•••.••.•...••.•.••••..•••....•.. 
Elli ... _ ... ___ ... _____ ............. _ ....• _ ....•••.... __ .....•... _ •..... 
Cri wick .........................•..•.....•••...•••..••••. ·•·······••·· 
Lynn ...... ----···· ......•....• .•••.•..•..•....•••..••••..•.••. ... ...•. 
.T. (' a rpen ter ....•....••...•••...•••••••••.. .••••..• - - - . - • - - - - - - - · - • • • - - · 
Tabular 
error. 
II 
+o.R? 
+1.48 
+0.31 
+1.05 
+2.45 
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Mr. Thackeray has · also consi<lered the observations of the moon's 
diameter. In this case the personal equation is almost insensible, and 
the correction to the Nautical Almanac is unimportant. ' 
One result of the preceding discussion is to show that it would be· 
proper in reducing incomplete observations of the sun (observations of 
one limb only) not to adopt a uniform value for the diameter, but to, 
employ the observer's own value. (Bull. Astron., August, 1885.) 
List of eclipses.-Dr. Theodore von 0ppolzer, of Vienna, announces, 
tbe early publication of a very extended list of the dates of solar· and _ 
lunar eclipses which has been prepared under his direction. There wm 
be eight thousand of the former and more than five thousand of the latter . 
class of phenomeua, and all inclmled between the years 1207 B. c. and: 
2161 A. D. In puhlishing the hours of the day at which the eclipses 
will occur, Dr. 0ppolzer will adopt the new reckoning of astronomical 
time recommended by the International Prime Meridian Conference at 
Washington in 1884, thus making this publi~ation the first astronomical 
work of importance in which this method of counting the hours of the 
day is adopted. 
Eclipse of the sun, 1869, August 7.-The report of observations of the· 
total eclipse of the sun of August 7, 1869, made by parties under the 
direction of Prof. J. H. 0. Coffin, superintendent of the American Ephe- · 
meris and Nautical Almanac, bas been published during the year, the 
delay in the appearance of the volume being due to the illness of Pro-
fessor Coffin. The results of the work of Professors Young, Gould, Pick-
ering, Morton, and others have already been known tftrough other chan-
nels, but many valuable details are now given for the first .time. Ten 
plates accompany the work, among them some excellent engravings 
from the photographs at totality. 
Eclipse of the sun, 1885, Ma,rch 16.-This was visible as a partial eclipse 
throughout the United States, and as an "annular" eclipse in the north-
western part; the annulus describing a path about 75 miles wide, across 
Montana, Idaho, and the northwestern part of California. 
A circular was sent out by the Superintendent of the Na val 0bserva. 
tory stating that time signals would be sent to observers along this line,, 
and requesting that observations of the beginning and en<ling of tbe 
eclipse and of the annular phase should be transmitted to the observa-
tory. Reports were received from sixteen observers, and many of these 
reports, together with an account of observations made at the Naval 
Observatory, embracing observations of contact, observations made with 
the transit instrument and transit circle, and results from photographs 
made with the transit of Venus photo-heliograph, are published as Ap-
enrlix u to the Washington observations for 1882. 
Observations of contact were made by Professor Peters at Clinton, 
and photographs were taken at the Chicago and Lick Observatories. 
Mr. Charles H. Rockwell observed the annular phase from Delta, Cal. 
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Eclipse of the sun, 1885, September 9.-The track of the line of total 
-eclipse lay almost wholly in the South Pacific Ocean, the only land on 
which the total phase was observable being the shores of Cook's Strai t., 
• New Zealand. The duration of totality was about two minutes at the 
polut most _favorably located. "It would appear that no central eclipse 
·has traversed these islands during the present century; an examina-
tion of the various ephemerides points to the annular eclipse of Decem-
ber 29, 1796, as the last which was there central. An annular, though 
;nearly total, eclipse will take place near the north extremity of the North 
lslaml on January 3,' 1927, while on May 30, 1965, when the sun is 
barely risen to an altitude of 5°, he will be totally eclipsed on the east 
"Coast of the North Island, near its north extremity, for about 2m 208." 
l!.,rom the reports we have seen it would appear that many of the 
.parties which were organized for the purpose of observing the expected 
,phenomena were seriously interfered with by ba<l weather. At Taho-
·raite, a point well within the belt of totality but some 40 miles north 
-of the central line, Mr. Graydon · succeeded in obtaining five sketches 
during totality; these sketches show five or six long rays (besides a large 
·number of shorter ones) projecting from the sun's limb, the longest ray 
,ucjng some two or three diameters of that body in length. A dark rift 
was observed in the corona, and near this rift a red flame was noticed 
by some of the bystanders to shoot out just before the end of totality. 
Photographs were obtained at Blenheim, at Masterton and at Nelson; 
.and other observations were made at Wellington, Dryertown, and Pal-
merston. 
Eclipse of the su;, 1886, August 28-29*.-Tlie eclipse of August 2&-29, 
188u, will be total only in tbe torrid zone, and the path of the total 
phase will fall mainly in the open Atlantic Ocean, but at Benguela, on 
the western coast of South Africa, it will be observable at about 3 
(}'c:Jock oflocal time in the afternoon. It will be remembered that this 
<'Clipse is of rather more than ordinary interest on account of the long 
duration of totality, 4m 41 s, near Benguela. Another interesting cirr.um-
stance has been noticed by Dr. Herz, of Vienna, in the fact that at 
totality two stars, 4 7 p Leonis and 49 Leonis, are close to the sun, the 
latter within the corona, It is suggested that by means of measure-
ments upon these two stars, something may be learned iu regard to the 
refracting power of this peculiar atmosphere of the sun. A bi11 is now 
ve11Ji1J 0 • before Congress~ appropriating $10,000 to enable the Secretary 
of the avy to fit out an expedition to observe this eclipse. 
Transit of Ven1,t,s.-From Professor Harkness'~ t report to the president 
-0f the American Transit of Venus Commh,sion, we make the following 
extract: 
"At tbe date of my last annual report experiments were in progress 
to dete1·mine whether or not the heliostat mirrors undergo any change 
" e, also, Account of Progress of Astronomy, 18831 Smithsonian report, p. 391. 
tSee Report of Superintendent U.S. Naval Observatory, 1885, p. 12. 
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.of curvature when exposed to the sun's rays. As that question is of 
vital importance in the theory of the horizontal photo-heliograph, it 
was thought desirable to make the experiments both iu the beat of 
-summer and in the cold of winter. The work was completed on Feb-, 
ruary 23, 1885. 
'' Mr. Rogers is now engaged in writing an account both of the proc-
esses employed in preparing and developing the dry collodion emulsion 
plates use<l with the photo-heliographs in observing the transi~ of Venus 
in December, 1882, and of the experiments which were executed to de-
termine the best method of making pyroxyline for that purpose. When-
-ever photographs are required which must sustain the test of accurate 
measurement, the collodion emulsion process offers advantages so great 
that every effort should be put forth to increase its general availability. 
Some of our recent experiments inciuentally tend in that direction, and 
a I though primarily made to clear up obscure points relating to the tran-
sit of Venus work, it is hoped they will facilitate the application of collo-
-dion emulsion in future operations requiring the use of photo-helio-
graphs. In these experiments pyroxylinc has been made from flax,jute, 
-etc., as well as from cotton, which is the form of cellulose commonly 
preferred.. 
'' It will be remembered that wet bromo-iodide plates, made by the 
bath process, were used with the photo-beliographs in observing the 
transit of Venus in December, 1874, and the question naturally arises 
whether or not the negatives then obtained are strictly comparable with 
those made upon dry collo<lion emulsion during the transit of December, 
1882. For the definite settlement of that poiut recomse was had to 
photographs of the solar spectrum. In June, 1S81, a set of sncll pho to -
graphs was made upon wet bromo-iodide bath plates of the kind used 
in December, 1874, and similar sets are now being made with emulsions 
as nearly as possible in the same condition with respect to age, etc., as 
those actually employed in observing the transit of December, 1882. In 
orcler to show clearly the progressive action of the solar rays upon the 
silver salts, each set begins with the shortest exposure capable of pro-
ducing an easily legible impression, and extends to exposures two or 
three hundred times as great. The negatives have not yet been sub-
j ected to critical examination, but the general r~sult seems to be that, 
while marked differences exist in the action of tlie spectrum upon the 
two classes of plates with the exposures given in the pboto-heliographs, 
the effective rays are of substantially the same wave-length in uoth. 
The transit plates of 187 4 and 1882 are therefore quite comparable in 
this respect, and there is no reason to apprehend systematic differences 
between them depending upon atmospheric dispersion. The spectrum 
photographs have also established the fact that the emulsion plates have 
.a degree of sensitiYeness not very different from that of bath wet plate:::;." 
The reduction of observations for time and latitude made at the vari-
ous United States stations in December, 1882, are now nearly completed 
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and to a considerable extent prepared for printing. It is expected that 
they will form Part III of the Transit of Venus Reports. No progre .. 
has been made in the reduction of the photographs during the current 
year, and it is not proposed to take them up again until after all the 
manuscript relating to time, latitude, and longitude has been prepared 
for the printer. 
The work of printing Part II of the Transit of Venus Reports ha re-
cently been resumed, and will probably be completed at an early date. 
This part will form a volume of about firn hundred quarto pages, and 
will coutain the records of all observations made at the United States 
i;:tations for observing the transit of 1874, together with the corre. pond-
ing reductions and discussions, excepting only those relatiitg to the 
photographs. 
The French photographs of the transit of Venus.-The measurement 
of the seven hundred photographs obtained at the various French sta-
tions dnring the transit of Venus, 1882, is about to be commenced. An 
office has been organized for the purpose, the necessary credit has been 
granted, and a measuring instrument belonging to the Meudon Obser-
vatory and lent by M. Janssen, has been supplied. This will be replaced 
in January, 1886, by a smaller one by the same makers, MM. Brunner 
Freres. The measurements, it is expected, will be completed in fifteen 
months. 
Photographic evidence as to the constitution of sun spots.-"M. Janssen, 
remarking on some exquisite photographs of sun spots which he has ob-
tained during the past year, calls attention to the evidence they supply 
as to the continuation of the granulation of the general solar surface, 
into the spots. A photograph of the great spot of 1885, June 22, for 
example, to which he particularly alludes, shows that the bright region 
which surrounds the penumbrrn of large spots has not a different con-
stitution from that of the photosphere in geueral, since it is made up in 
like manner of granular elements, usually of a spherical form. The 
marked increase in brightness of such regions the photographs show to 
be due to the granulations being more thickly clustered, brighter in 
th m elves, and arranged on a brighter background. In the penumbra 
the granulations are still distinguishable, but they are less luminous 
and more scattered, leaving dark gaps between the rows of grains, the 
familiar striated appearance of the penumbra being due to tbe arrange-
ment of the granulations in ranks and lines, like beads on a thread. 
The grains become in general smaller and duller near the nucleus, where 
they seem to dissolve. The same spot presen te<l twu rnr:y rernarka,ble 
bri<.lge ', and a very bright isolated mass of luminous matter which 
united them. 'l'hi luminous matter and the bridges were also formed 
of granular elements resembling the others. Many other photographs 
have revealed a imilar tructure in penumbrrn and their surroundings, 
o that it is highly probable that 'the luminou matter which forms the 
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.svla r surface has everywhere the same constitution."' (Nature, Feb-
ruary 4, 1886.) 
Sun-spot maximum.-The exact epoch of the Jast sun-spot maximum, 
which .for some time remained in uncertainty, has been pla.ced by Wolf 
at 1883·9, and his result has been confirmed* by the observations of 
the past year. The previous maximum was well marked at 1870·6 and 
with t.be 11-year period (more exactly 11·1 years) the next was expected 
a,t 1881·7 or the beginning of 1882; and in fact in April, 1882, a" false" , 
m aximurn. did occur, but with the finally established maximum at 1883·9 · 
we have a retardation of about two years. The interval from the pre-
-ceding maximum is therefore 13.3 years, and from the preceding mini-
mum of 1879·0, 4·9 years. It is quite remarkable also that the varia-
tions of the magnetic needle have shown a similar anomalous fluctua-
t ion. 
The Solar Ooronat (a lecture delivered at the Royal Institution, by Dr. 
Huggins, February 20, 1884).-''After mentioning the various hypotheses 
-concerning the nature of the corona (a gaseous atruosphere, fine par-
1:icles ejected by the sun and in motion around the sun caused by several 
forces, one of them being perhaps the repulsive force observed in the 
-case of comets, a center of meteoric streams, etc.), Dr. Huggins speaks 
-0f D 1·. H:1stings's new theory, according to wLicb the eor011a is not a 
reality but simply a phenomenon caused by diffractiou. Without llwell-
ing upon the proof of its reality furnished by photographs made when 
there was no eclipse, and consequently no intervention of the moon, Mr. 
Huggins finds that the analysis of the spectra of different parts of the 
eorona :rnd the peculiar structure seen in the photographs taken during 
eclipses contradict Dr. Hastings's theory. If Dr. Hastings's theory were 
correct the corona would of necessity change during the course of the 
eclipse and the photographs reveal ri.o change. M. Janssen says: 'Les 
formes de la couronne ont ete absolument. fixes pendant toute la duree 
de" la totalite.' 
"The sun is doubtless surrounded by a gaseous atmosphere of acer-
t ain extent, but there are a number of reasons wby the corolln s11onld 
not be regarded as a prolongation of ·this atmosphere. A gas even a · 
h undred or a thousand times lighter than hydrogen at the height of the 
corona would, at the sun's surface, be heavier than metals,-a state of 
t hings which spectroscopic and other observations show cannot be the 
t rue one. The corona does not show either that rapid condensation 
towards the sun which an atmosphere would show, especially if we take 
into account the effect of perspective in increasing the brightness of 
the lower parts of the corona. Moreover, comets have been known to 
pass through the upper part of the corona without losing either matter 
or velocity. 
,. Sur le statistique solaire de l'annee 1885. Compt. Rend. 102: 161. 
t See The Obf:lervatory, vol. 8, p. 153. 
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"There can be no doubt that the corona shows us matter exi tino 
about the sun in the form of a fog, of which we may form some idea b, 
imagining the air we breathe very much rarefied but still full of pa;. 
ticles rendered visible by a sun's ray. The matter of the corona end 
us three kinds of light: Solar light dispersed by particles of matter, 
either solid or liquid; light giving a continuous spectrum, showing that 
the solid or liquid particles are incandeRcent, and light giving spectra 
of brilliant lines, fainter and varying greatly at different parts of the 
corona and at different eclipses, which must be due to the presence of a. 
luminous gas. This gas existing betwe~n the particles does not form a 
solar atmosphere in the true sense of the word (such an atmosphere lia 
already been shown to be impossible), but this gas may be regarded as 
carried along by the particles ; it is due perhaps to the heat of the sun. 
"Comets show characteristics which are not without analogy to tho e 
of the corona; in the case of comets we see reproduced on a small scale 
the luminous streams_, the rifts and curved rays.• We do not know 
the conditions under which these cometary appearances occur, but the-
generally accepted hypothesis attrjbutes them to electrical action, and 
especially to a repulsive force acting from the sun, and doubtless an 
electrical force, which varies with the surface, and not, like gravity, 
with the mass. A force of this nature could easily overcome the force-
of gravity, and, as we see in the tails of comets, drive very much rare-
fied matter to immense distances. Such a repulsive force, if electrical in 
its origin, must act between bodies charged with the same kind of elec-
tricity, and according to this theory the material of which the corona is 
composed and tbe surface of the sun must be in the same electrical 
state; a certain permanence of the same electrical state would seem to 
be required by the phenomena of the tails of comets; but we are quite-
in ignorance on this subject. 
"However this may be, it is quite in conformity with the ideas ex-
pressed above, that the positions of greatest coronal extension should 
usually correspond with the spot zones where the solar activity is great-
est. A careful investigation of the structure of the corona leads us to 
think also that the forces to which this complicated and variable struct-
ure is due have their seat in the sun. Matter repelled by the sun 
would participate in t,he rotary velocity of the photosphere, and lagging 
hPhind give rise to curved forms. Moreover, the forcr. of the projection 
and the ubsequent electrical repulsion might very well rnrr in <.lirec-
tion and not be al ways strictly radial, and this would help to explain 
the character of the corona. The relative permanency of some of the 
coronal forms during several weeks does not imply that the matter is 
immovable; flames over the mouths of volcanoes often offer a similar 
appearance. If the forces to which the corona is due reside in the 
un the corona ought, of course, to revolve with it; but if the corona is 
produced by cau e xtraneous to the sun, it may b~ otherwise . 
.. See "Comets," Royal Institution Proceeding!!, Vol. x, p.1. 
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"We have seen that tbe corona probably consists of an incandescent 
fog, whicJ:>:, at the same time, sends us by reflection the light of the-
photosphere. Now we must remember that there is a-great difference-
in the behavior of a gas and of liquid and solid part,icles jn the imme-
diate vicinity of the sun. A. gas need not be greatly heated even when 
near the sun by the radiated energy; when once heated it would rap-
idly lose its heat when above the photosphere; but solid an<l liquid 
particles, whether carried up as such or having become such by con-
densation, would absorb the sun's heat and at the distance of the corona 
would reach a temperature but little inferior to that of the photosphere. 
The gas shown by the spectroscope to exi~t among the incandescent 
matter of the corona may therefore have been carried there as gas or 
may have been in part distilled from the coronal particles under the 
influence of the enormous solar radiations. There would be no discord-
ance between this theory and the fact of the very different heights 
at which the brilliant lines in the corona have been observed. Gases 
of unequa1 densities, unequally repelled by a repulsive force varying as 
the surface, would be to a certain degree separated, the b.ighest gas 
being most influenced by the repulsive force, the heaviest bQing most 
influenced by gravity. The relative proportions at different heights of 
the corona of the gases, whose presence is shown by the spectroscope, 
vary from time to time and depend in part upon the state of a.ctivity of 
the photosphere in such a way as to establish a probable connection with 
the spectrum of the protuberances. (Captain .Abney and Professor 
Schuster have recently shown that beside the bright lines n lready 
known, the spectrum of the corona of 1882 gave the group of the ultra-
violet lines of hydrogen, which are characteristic of the photographic 
spectra of white stars, and other lines also.) In this view of the corona, 
therefore, we find a new example of such relations as those existing be-
tween the phenomena of sun spots and magnetic perturbations or au-
rorre. 
"Many questions are left unconsidered, this among others, whether the 
light emitted by the gaseous part of the corona is due directly to the 
sun's heat or to electrical discharges of the nature of the aurora. Fur- 1 ' 
ther, what becomes of the coronal matter on the theory which has been, 
suggested¥ Is it permanently carried away from the sun as the matter-
of the tails of comets is lost to them 1 Electric r-epulsion can continue 
only so long as the repelled particles remain in the same electrical state. 
If the electrical state changes, the repulsion mast cease, and, gravity no 
longer counteracted, the particle must fall back to the sun. In Mr. 
Wesley's drawings of the corona, especially in those of the eclipse of 
1871, the longer rays or streamers seem not to end but to be lost in the 
fainter parts of the drawing; but some of the shorter ones seem to turn 
and descend to the sun.* 
;.. Concern_ing the nat ure of the corona consult the p~pers of Norton, Young, and 
L angley in the Arnericwn Journal of Science, The Sun, by Professo1 Young, and various, 
essays by Mr. R. A. Proctor: 
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"It is difficult for us living in dense air to conceive of the state of at~ 
tenuation probabl_ypresentin the outer parts of the corona, Mr.Crookp 
has shown by experiment that matter reduced to one-millionth part of 
the density of ordinary air is still possessed of a sufficient number of 
molecules to display a perfect corona when under the influence of an 
electric current. In any case we may hope that our present knowledge 
on the suuject will be much increased by the daily photographs of the 
eorona, which ·are about to be commenced at the Cape by Mr. Ray 
Woods under the direction of Dr. Gill." (Bull . .Astron., June, 1885.) 
Professor Young on the solar corona.-In an article on '' Theorie re-
gardiug the sun's corona," in the North .American Rei,iew, Profes or 
Young expresses "his complete conviction that the corona is mainly 
solar." He points out that the corona sends us three kinds of light, the 
spectroscopic evidence showing that reflected or diffused sunlight is 
present, though not the main constituent of the corona] luminosity, the 
continuous spectrum indicating the presence of incandescent particle , 
· solid or liquid, whilst the bright lines show the presence of luminous 
gaRes. These mingled gases form what has been called the '' coronal 
.atmol,phere," but iu it "there are :filaments and streamers and other 
forms that are probably not gaseous, but composed of mist and dust; 
some of them may be of meteoric origin, and some composed of matter 
ejected from the sun, while others perhaps are due to condensation of 
vapors." The analogy of the channels in the tails of comets to the 
<.:oronal rifts, and the evidence comets a.fforcl to a repnlsive force ex-
ercised by the sun, strike Professor Young as they do Dr. Huggim~: 
"'All the luminous phenomena of the corona could be accounted for by 
an atmosphere of a density mHlions of times below that in any vacuum-
tube ever constructed." 
Photographing the corona in full sunshine.-Mr. W. H. Pfokering, of 
the Institute of Technology, Boston, made a series of attempts during 
the partial eclipse of March 16, 18851 to obtain a photograph of the 
corona. In this he was quite unsuccessful, for though his plates showed 
several corona-like markings, they were clearly not -due to the true 
corona, a they were found in front of the moon as well as on the sun' 
Hm b. From this Mr. Pickering was evidently led to conclude that the 
re ult which Dr. Huggins had obtained were probably of a similar 
cllaracter, and he expressed as much in a letter to Science. Dr. Huggins 
in r ply pointed out that Mr. Pickering's method was faulty and was 
<>al ulat d to produce uch false images. The latter, therefore, some-
wb t m dified hi apparatu without, however, altering the two points 
hi ·h Dr. Haggin con idered most erroneous, viz, the use of an object-
gla,. in tead of a reflector, and the placing his drop-slit close in front 
of th bj ct-gla in tead of in its primary focus. The result has been 
that he Jia obtain d photograph free from false coronre, but showing 
n r a] on s. At th ame time he bas made experiments which con-
vin him produc a perceptible jmage of a coronal rift it it, 
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necessary to be able to discriminate between degrees of illumination 
wllich do not differ from each other by more than one-1:enth the intrinsic 
brilliancy of the full moon. He considers that the eye is more able to 
detect small differences of light than a photograph is, and states that 
the moon cannot be photographed in full daylight, even though it may 
be easily seen. His investigations also lead him to think that even in 
the clearest weather the atmospheric illumination is three hundred times 
as bright as it should be for it to be possible to obtain anN" image of tlie 
corona. To these points Dr. Huggins has replied in the Observatory 
for November. Dr'. Huggins states that he has had no difficulty at all 
in photographing the moon in full sunshine, and that the observations 
of" Professor Langley and others, of Mercury and Venus, which have 
been seen as black disks before they reach the sun, proves that the 
corona must have a sensible brightness as compared with the atmos-
pheric illumination. 
He also points out that Mr. Pickering fails to obtain any trace on his 
photographs even of the detects of his own instrument. Dr. Huggins 
declines further discussion, preferring to wait the result of the work uow 
beingcarriedon byMr.RayWoodsatt.heOape Observatory. Mr. Pick-
ering replies in Science for October 23, admitting the possibility of pho-
tographing the moon in full sunshine, but contending that these very 
photographs of the moon supply an additional proof of his opinion that 
the light of the atmosphere near the sun is more than three hundred 
times too intense for it to be possible to obtain a photograph of the 
corona, since the skylight near the sun was fifty times as bright as 
that near the·moon, and eoronal photographs to be of any use should 
be able to record differences of illumination of only one-tenth the bright-
ness of the full moon. 
He explains the visibility of Venus and Mercury as being caused by 
the refraction of the sun's light through their atmospheres, the black 
disk being thm, surrounded by a narrow luminous ring. (Nature.) 
Remarkable solar prominences. *-On the 26th of June, 1885, a remark-
able prominence was noticed upon the eastern limb of the sun by :M. 
Trouvelot, of theMeudon Observatory. Its measured height was about 
10'·5, or about a third of the sun's diameter, but it probably extended 
somewhat further. At a point on tbe sun's limb diametrically oppo-
site, another immense prominence was seen nearly equal in height 
to the first. A somewhat similar phenomenon-two opposite promi-
nences-had been observed on November 22, 18~4. 
On August 16, 1885, at 9h 25m, M. Trouvelot observed a brilliant 
prominence 4' in height, which by.11h 20m had increased to 9' 27". With 
the increase in height, it diminished rapidly in brightness, and at 11 h 22m 
lla<l eompletely disappeared. 
Pecnliar prominences were also remarked by M. Ricco, of the Palermo 
O1>.·ervatory~ September 16-rn, and by M. Trouvelot on Septernber 27. 
*L'.A.stron011ifo, 4: 441-7. 
H. l\lis. lu--2G 
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Rowland's photograph of the nor'lnal solar spectrum.-This map ha b n 
made by Professor' Rowland of the Johns Hopkins University, with on 
of his concave gratings of 21½ feet radius of curvature and 6 inche di-
ameter, and is now complete from wave-length 3680 to 5790; the portion 
above 3680 to the extremity of the ultra-violet, wave-length about 310 , 
is nearly ready. Negatives have also been prepared down to andinclud-
ign B, and it is possible they may be prepared for publication ; a scale of 
wave-lengths has been added. "The error in the wave-length at no 
part exceeds 60 ~ 00 of the whole, and is generally caused by a slight 
displacement of the scale, which is easily corrected. The wave-length 
of more than 200 lines in the s11ectrum have b~eiJ accurately determined 
to about 50-iooo part, and these can serve as standards to correct any 
small error of the scale. - - - The 1474 line is widely double, a 
also b3 and b4, while Eis given so nearly double as to be recognized a 
such by all persons familiar with spectrum observation. Above th 
green the superiority increases very quickly, so that at It we have 1~0 
lines between H and K, while the original negatives show 150 line,. 
The photographs show more at this point than the excellent map of 
Lockyer of this region." 
THE PL.A.NETS. 
IN'.l.'R.A.-MERCURI.A.L PL.A.NET.-The report,. of a committee of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences, to which was referred the question of the 
expediency of :fitting out an expedition to the west coast of .Africa for 
the purpose of observing tlle total eclipse of the sun on August 28-20, 
1886, contains the fol1owing remarks in regard to the hypothetical planet 
revolving within the orbit of Mercury: " In addition to the observation 
of the sun itself, and the luminous phenomena attending it, it is desir-
able to obtain photographic ma,ps of all the surrounding region to the 
distance of at least ten or :fifteen degrees from the sun, for the purpo e 
of finally setting at rest the still mooted question of an intra-mercurial 
planet. It is true that the astronomical world is at present disposed 
generally to discredit the existence of such a body, yet the evidence on 
the subject up to this time is mainly negative, as it must always con-
tinue to be so long as it depends upon direct vision. In a photographic 
map, taken during total eclipse of the sun, of the whole· region within 
which such a planet must necessarily be confined, the object, if present, 
mu t present it elf, anrl could not fail to be recognized. But for photo-
graphic operations of this class, lenses of wi<le angle must be specially 
pr pared, differing es ·entially in character from those which are em-
pl yed to take impres ions of the eclipse." 
A ear h for the " uppo ititious Vulcan'' was again made by M:r. T. 
r . Backhou e, of Snnderland, Engla,11d, in March and April, 1885-the 
p riod duri11g which a transit is po sible, according to Leverrier-but 
* Seuat Ex. Doc. No. 67, Forty-ninth Congress, first session. 
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with no positive result. Mr. Backhouse says: "I consider tbe question 
of the existence of Vulcan can only be settled by continued and system-
a tic watching for its appearance in transit, as at the time of an eclipse 
of the sun it may be too near that luminary to be visible." 
The EARTH: Variability of terrestrial latitudes.-Tbe question of the 
,-ariabilitv of terrestrial latitudes was brought anew to the attention of 
astro1.1om~rs by the International Geodetic Conference at Rome in Oc-
tober, 1883. A plan for settling the question by observation was pro-
posed by M. ·Fergola, an Italian astronomer, which was, essentially, 
that ·a careful series of observations should be made with prime vertical 
instrument, by two co:operating observatories differing but little in 
1 atitude though, perhaps, considerably in longitude. The same list of 
stars was to b~ used at each pair of such stations. By repeating these 
ol>servations after an interval of fifty years or more, the question of the 
variability of latitudes would be subjected to a severe test. Theoret-
ically, periodical changes of latitude may occur, and an examination of 
ol>servations made at a number of Northern observatories during the 
past seventy-five years-Konigsberg, Milan, Naples, Paris, Pulkowa, 
and Washington-appears to confirm the existence of such changes. 
At Pulkowa, which furnishes the most careful series of . observations, a 
diminution of the latitude of 0"·23, equ~valent to about 23 feet, is indi-
cated between the years 1843 and 1872; but in all these cases the var-
iations are small, and we must be extremely cautious in ascribing them 
to actual changes of latitude. A recent and very complete discussion 
of the latitude of the Greenwich Observatory by Mr. Christie gives no 
evidence of a secular change of latitude, and a later determination of 
-the latitude of the Washington Observatory (in 1883) also furnishes no 
proof of a change. 
Prof. Asaph Rall, in a paper• read before _the Philosophical Society 
of Washington, February 28, 1884, bas given a discussion of the obser-
vations tabulated by M. Fergola. His conclusion is that" observations 
do not prove that latitudes are variable, and the evidence points rather 
to other sources of small changes that may depend on the seasons. 
Perhaps some of' these may arise from the tables of refraction which 
are in common use, and which are assumed to fit the whole earth." 
Some preliminary steps have been t~ken towards putting Fergola's 
plan in operation at the observatories of Lisbon and Washington 
(the difference of latitude being 11' 7"), but we believe no observations 
have actually been made yet. 
Effect on the earth's motion produced by small bodies 11assing near it.-
Professor Newton points outt that the space through which the earth 
travels is traversed also by small bodies, or meteoroids. The impact of 
these bodies upon the earth, a)l(l tLe consequent increase of the ea,rth's 
mas , have their effect upon tlle earth's motions, both of rotation and 
*Amer. J. Sci., :~ 8. vol. 29, p. 223-27; also Observatory 8, p. 113-17. 
t.Amer. J, Soi., December, 1885, 3 s., vol. 30, p. 410-17. 
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revolution, and hence upon the lengths of the day and year. Prot, or 
Oppolzer ( Astron., N achr ., 2573) has discussed the amount of the~e action. 
and has computed the density which the meteoroid matter must lu v in 
or<l er to produce the observed and unexplained acceleration of the moon'. 
mean motion. But -a body that passes near to the earth has also an 
action of like character due to the attraction of gravitation alone, au<l 
Professor Newton proceeds to calculate its amount. The conclusion at 
which he arrives is that the effect upon the earth's motion of the met •or· 
that come into the earth's atmosphere exceeds at least one hundred fold 
that of the meteors ~hat pass by without impact. (Observatory.) 
Determination of longitudes in South America.-Acconling to Science 
(vol. v, p. 151), Commander Davis has just completed hh:, important 
telegraphic determinations of longitude on the western coast of t,outh 
America. The great chain connecting Washington with different point 
in South America, and then extending through Saint Vincent, Madeira, 
Lisboµ and Greenwich, is now closed with but an insignificant discrep-
ancy. 
The proposed change in the beginning of 'the astronornical day.-No gen-
eral agreement has been reached by astronomers upon the sixth resolu-
tion of the Washington Meridian Conference, which recommends that 
the astronomical and nautical days be arranged everywhere to begin at 
mean midnight. The matter was brought up at the Geneva meeting of 
the Astronornische GetJellschaft in 1885. (See Vrl~jhrschr., 20, p. 227-
31.) Struve, Folie, and Pechii.le seemed to be the only members pre ellt 
in favor of the change, while Newcomb, Weiss, Krueger, Duuer, Auwer ', 
Tietjen, and Safarik spoke in opposition to it. Mr. Downing, of the 
Greenwich Observatory, says (Nature, 32: 353), '' - - - and judging 
from the individual expre·ssions of opinion that have been published, 
I should imagine that here, as at Geneva, the majority of real worker ' 
in our science (with the probable exception of those engaged in solar 
work) would be opposed to the proposed change." 
In the United States, official action has been taken by the Secretary of 
the Navy, referring the question to the National Academy. The r port 
(S uate Ex. Doc. No. 67, Forty-ninth Congress, :first ses ion) of a com-
mittee of that bo<ly con isting of Pres. F. A. P. Barnard, Prof·. A. Gra-
ham Bell, J. D. Dana, S. P. Langley, Col. Theodore Lyman, Profs. E. 0. 
ickering, and 0. A. Young says: "The committee regard favorably th 
proposition of the meridian conference on this subject, and recommend 
that the change ·hould be ma<l.e a soon as sufficient concert of action 
can be ecured among the leading astronomers and astronomical e tab-
Ii ·lim nt of the civilized world-in 1890, if practicable; if not, in 1900.' 
1t would seem to be incumbent on tho' e astronomer who have ex-
pre . cl tlic,m:t'lvcs i11 fa,,·or of the propos<'<l change, and of the con e-
CJU<'11t. int nnptiu11 of a. tro11omical •hrono1og-,v, to jnstify strongly their 
p .·ition. It i,· not (]Uite clea,r that tlliH h:u, been doue, for while many 
r a· 11.· ar' gi • '11 aga ·n.·t th• ch:. uge, almost tile only a,rgnment in its 
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favor (besides that of convenience in solar work) is, that there will be 
established a certain uniformity of time-reckoning between astronomers 
and the world at large. 
In addition to the references given above, we should ca11 attention to 
the following papers upon this important question: 
BALL (R. S.). Proposed change in the astronomical day. Observatory, 9: 100. 
FLEMING (S.). Universal or cosmic time. Toronto [1885]. 
FOERSTER (W.). Ueber die von der conferenz zu Washington proponirte Vedi,nderung 
des astronomischen Tagesanfanges. Astron. Naohr. 111 : 33-8. 
LETTER from the Secretarry of the Navy transmit.ting communications concerning the 
proposed change in the time for beginning the astronomical day [from the super-
intendent of the Naval Observatory, the superintendent of the Na.utical Almanac, 
and various American astronomers]. Senate Ex. Doc. No. 78, Forty-eighth Con-
gress, second session. 
NEWCOMB (S.). On the proposed change of the astronomical day. Month. Not. Roy. 
Asi?'on. Soc., 45 : 12~. · 
VON 0PPOLZER (Th.) On the proposed change of the astronomical day. Month. Not. 
Roy. Astron. Soc., 45: 295-8. 
STRUVE (0.). Die Beschliisse der Washingtoner Meridianconferenz. ·St. Petersburg, 
1885. 27 p. 8vo. 
" Sky-glows: Certain phenomena in meteorological optics that . have oc-
curred since the close of the year 1883. Hypothesis concerning the camse 
and origin of these phenomena.-Tbe immediate cause of the ''red sun-
sets" seems to be the existence at a very great height in the atmosph~re 
of a cloud, or rather a light mist, composed of very fine particles. This 
hypothesis would explain the twilight phenomena when the sun was 18° 
or 20° below the horizon. We need not suppose these particles to have 
had a greater altitude than 60 or 70 kilometers during the first of these 
apparition~. 
"The red color of these lights corresponds very well with the absorp-
tive power of the atmosphere which physicists observe in the sun's 
radiations at different altitudes and astronomers in the ruddy tint pre-
sented by the moon's disk in total eclipses;* the distance traversed 
through the atmosphere by the sun's rays before reaching this cloud 
explains sufficiently the intensity of the coloring. 
"The solar coroua and the anti-solar aureole could be easily explained 
with this hypothesis if the particles .held in suspension in the atmos-
phere are supposed to offer a sensibly constant mean diameter, as the 
theoretical conditions for diffraction coronas would then be present. 
"The next question is, What is the origin of these particles suspended 
in the atmosphere f The reply to this question is quite independent of 
the explanation of the phenomena of meteorological optics presented 
above. There have been a number of hypotheses on this subject. The 
first, seeking an explanation in the ordinary domain of meteorological 
,. The total eclipse of the moon October 4, 1884, did not show this red color in the 
usual degree. This is regarded by some as a proof of the existence of tliese clouds of 
particles, the higher regions of the atmosphere being rendered less transparent by 
their presence. 
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iu fluenr,es, gives as the origin of these particles the formation of Yflry 
minute icecrysfals like those which appear to constitute the cirrm1 clon,l ·. 
'l'ue trouble with this very simple hypotheses is that so many adtlition l 
hypotheses are required to sustain it. For some hypothesis mn, t b 
made as to tbe cause of the production of frozen clouds at an unmmal 
altitude. Some reason must be assigned for their permanence durinrr 
.months and eveu years. And the question why optical phenom •ua 
halos, mock suns, &c., which accompany the ordinary_ existence of ic 
crystals in the atmosphere do not appear permanently must be answer <l. 
"Although it might be possible to find explanations for all the.c 
points of difficulty, it is evident that the proposed hypothesis is simpl 
in appearance only, and that it meets with difficulties rather than with 
confirmations in the observed facts. · 
" The second hypothesis attributes to these particles a cosmic origin, 
that is to say, the same origin a,s is assigned to meteors; the earth i 
supposed to have passed in its orbital motion through a cloud of small 
particles, revolving, like herself, about the sun, and to have drawn after 
her all the particles within her sphere of attraction. This hypothe i. 
seems at first thought a very satisfactory one; the twilight lights, at 
first so brilliant, have betn growing fainter. This accords with the i<l a 
that the particles have come from some external source, and have by 
degrees fallen, in the order of their size, to the earth's surface. The 
explanation appears all the more plausible since true rains of dust bav 
b en observed in different countries. N ordenskjold made a chemical 
examination of a sample of this dust, collected in Sweden, and found 
it to contain iron and nickel, elements that are present in meteorite ... 
Still, this argument is not decisive, for rains of dust, whose origin i ' 
certainly terrestrial, have often been observed; as, for example, the dry 
fogR, well known in southern Europe, composed of mineral dust brought 
by the wind across the Mediterranean from the desert of Sahara. Thi· 
dust has been collected at sea by sailors, and also on the coasts, and 
has been found to contain silica, feldspar, and mica, elements of the 
sands of the African desert. 
"Volcanic ashes have been sometimes found in Norway, coming from 
the eruptions of Iceland volcanoes; the microscope shows these to con-
tain fragments of pumice and even crysta.ls of pyroxene. The · co mic 
origin of these particles must therefore be sustained by more dir ct 
proofi , if it i to be accepted. 
"Tbe third hypothe is connects the diffusion of these clouds of par-
ticl s with the frightful cataclysm at Java, when 50,000 person lo t 
th ir Ii through the explosion of Krakatoa. Nearly all the argument 
mpl d by the partisans of the cosmic origin apply with equal force.: 
t his volcanic origin. It explains why the first twilight manifestation · 
ared directly after the eruption at Java, nothing of the kind having 
n 1 erved before; it explains, moreover, the progressive march of 
pparition of the e lights about the center of explosion. This pro-
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gressive march renders the cosmic origin of these particles quite im-
probable, for in case of a cosmic origin there seems to be no reason why 
th.e phenomenon should not appear nearly simultaneously at all points 
on. the earth's surface. Those regions on the Indian Ocean forming the 
trajectory of a cyclone show in a convincing manner that the ashes of 
the Jav-a volcano, caught up by the ordinary winds of that quarter, are 
the cause of the extraordinary sunsets in question. 
" The objection may be raised that the height of these particles is 
very great in comparison to the height to which the smoke of our Euro-
pean volc~noes rises; but, after reading M. Verbeck's report, these 
objections di.sappear before the greatness of .this volcanic convulsion. 
A quantity of matter, whose volume was estim3:ted at 150 cubic kilo-
meters, was seen projected -18 or 20 kilometers above . the crater. When 
we think that the gaseous matter that escaped at the same time must 
represent a volume some hundreds of times as great, we cease to be 
astonished at the thought of the diffuse dust reaching an altitude of 'iO 
or 80 kilometers. As to the suspension of these particles in the air, it 
at least does not contradict what we know of the laws of the air's vis-
cosity, nor of the action of winds, heat, and atmospheric electricity. 
"A more detailed discussion of the documents published on the sub-
ject of this frightful explosion would carry us beyond the scope of this 
simple article; enough has been said to show that these optical phe-
nomena, of which our atmosphere has been for some eighteen months 
and is still the scene, may be referred with great probability if not cer-
tainty to a volcanic origin." (Cornn, in Bull. Astron., April, 1885.) 
THE MOON : Luna.r keat.-At the Albany meeting of the National 
Academy of Sciences in October, 1885, Professor Langley read a pap~r 
"On the temperature of the surface of the moon." 
Attempts were made in the last century by several physicists to ob- _ 
ta.in indications of heat from the .moon, but without success. Professor 
Forbes, in 1885, employed a lens by which the lunar beat was concen-
trated about 6,000 time~, but obtained no certain evidence of heat, be-
ing led only to the negative conclusion, that the warming effect of the 
full moon on the surface of the earth would, at any ra.te, not exceed 
3- 0-loTo· of a degree, Centigrade. The first satisfactory evidence of actual 
beat was obtained by Melloni in 1846, who, with a polyzonal burning 
lens, one meter in aperture, and by the aid of the newly invented tber-
mopyle, in the clear air of Vesuvius, after due precaution . against in-
strumental error, succeeded in obtaining decisive indications of heat, 
although the amount was all but immeasurably small. Later observers 
were also able to <lo little more than detect evidence of the existence of 
lunar heat, and the first attainments of anything like quantitati\,e 
measurement thereof, was reserved for Lord Rosse, whose experiments 
are recorded in the proceedings of the Royal Society, commencing in 
1869. The paper now before us details the experiments by Professor 
Langley, at the Allegheny Observatory, with ·the instrument i:nventecl 
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about five years ago, and denomi11ated the bolorueler. The fir. ·t of th " 
were made on the evening of November 12, 1880, chiefly with theYiPw of 
testing its sensitiveness, concentrating the lum1r rays upon its face hv 
means of the 1°3-inch equatorial of the observatory, an<l a sma1ler coin- > 
lens near its focus, when an average deflection of forty-two divisions oftb 
galvanometer scale was obtained. In June, 1883, the bolometer and it. 
adjuncts, having been much improved in the interval, measurements of th 
lunar h~at _were resumed with apparatus better adapted to the purpo. , 
The heat radiated from the lunar surface may consist of three kiuu in 
different propo_rtions: (1) Heat coming from the interior of the moon, 
which will not vary with the phase; (2) heat which falls from the sun ou 
the moon's surface, and is at once reflected regularly and irregularly; 
(3) heat which, falling from the sun on the moon's surface, is absorbed, 
raises the temperature of the surface, and is afterwards radiated as heat 
of low refrangibility. The general conclusion of Professor Langley's ob-
servations is thus expressed by himself. ''While we have found abun-
dant evidence of heat from the moon, every method we have tried, or 
that has been tried by others, for determining t,he character of tbi 
heat appears to us inconclusive; and without questioning that the 
moon radiates heat earthward from its soil, we have not yet found any 
experimental means of discriminating with such certainty between this 
and reflected heat that it is not open to misinterpretation. Whether 
we do so or not in the future will probably depend on our ability to 
measure by some process which will inform us directly of the wave-
lengths of the heat observed." Combined with his experiments on solar 
radiation, Professor Langley's investigations seem to point to the prob-
ability of a gaseous envelope to the moon, too small to make its presence 
known in ordinary astronomical observations; and it is well known that 
Mr. Neison has advocated this view from other considerations in his 
great work on the moon. (A.thenmum.) 
Eclipse of the moon, 1884, October 4.-In spite of the very unfavorable 
atmospheric conditions in Central Europe, n~arly forty observatories 
participated in the observation of this eclipse and were able to furni h 
valuable material, which will be made the subject of a special publica-
tion when the positions of all the occulted stars shall have been deter-
mined with the necessary precision. While awaiting- the termination 
of this great piece of work, Professor Struve gives a succinct resume of 
the result_s due to the co-operation of so many workers in the .A.stro-
rwmische N achrichten, Nos. 2640-46. 
MARS : The rotation period of Mars.-The seventh volume of the An-
nals of the Leyden Observatory contajns a very thorough and painstak-
ing in estigation by Profes ·or Bakhuyzen of the rotation periocl of tlie 
pl::met Mars. In previous 11eterrninations one of two courses has usaaIJy 
h n adopted, either to com1rnre drawings of Iluygens or flooke wi tl1 
th mo. t rece·nt observation~ attaiuable, or to diRcu s orne moder11 
eri , hiclJ ~emcd to promi:-;e to co1npensate for itR rc~trictrrl Tnng<· 
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by it~ greater accuracy. Professor Bakhuyzen lrns, bo"eHr, endeav-
ored to utilize the entire mass of observations at his disposal, so as to 
avoid the sources of error to which the other methods a,re liable, and 
be possesses a great advantage over earlier investigators, in having ac-
cess, not only to the numerous observations made in 1877 and 1879, but 
also to the great series of more than 200 drawings which Schroeter bad 
prepared for his pr..ojected ,, .Areographischen Beitrage," and which be-
coming the property of the University of Leyden in 1876, was edited 
and published by Professor Bakhuyzen in 1881. Professor Bakhuyzen, 
in the reduction of these drawings, has adopted provisi.o,nally Schfupa-
relli's position for the pole of Mars-R. A. 317° 46'·0, Deel. 53° 25'·4, 
mean equinox of 1833·0-and Proctor's rotation period-24h 37m 22s,74_ 
and deduces corrections to these elements from a comparison-of the re-
sults obtained by reducing the various observations at his command 
-with them. His first step is, from a discussion of the drawings of Kai-
ser, Lockyer, Lord Rosse, and Dawes, made during the oppositions of 
of 1862 and 1864, to obtain the time of transit on January 1, 1863, of 
bis adopted prime meridian over the Martial meridian, which passes 
through the earth's north pole, choosing as his prime meridian the one 
which lies 2° to the east of the center of Madler's point a., correspond-
ing almost exactly to Schiaparelli's Fastigiurn .Aryn, or to Proctor's , 
Dawes Forked Bay, he finds the time of transit over the meridian pass-
ing through the north pole of the earth on January 1, .1863, to be 20h 
27m ± 4-0m, Berlin M. T. The areograpbic longitude of the center of 
the Oculus, the conspicuous circular spot, called by Green the Terby Sea, 
and by Scbiaparelli Lacu,s Solis, will be, with this prime meridian, 90°·87. · 
The second section contains the determination of areographic longitudes 
of ten of the most conspicuous and easily identified mar kings on the 
surface of Mars as inferred by means of the above elements from the 
drawings of various observers from the time of Hooke and Huygens 
up to 1879. For the last-named year only Schiaparelli's observations 
are used, but for 1877 there is an abundant supply, there being availa-
ble, besides the observations of Schiaparelli, the drawings of Lohse, 
Green, Dreyer, and Niesten. Beer and Madler's drawings afford mate-
rial for 1830, Herschel and Schroeter give a very full series from 1777 to 
1803, and Huygens and Hooke supply a few drawings from 1659 to 
1683, from which the longitude of Madler's f, the Kaiser or Hourglass 
Sea, Schiaparelli's Syrtis Major, can be inferred. These logitudes are 
discussed in the third section, and a corrected rotation period is ob-
tained of 24h 37m 2~8·66 ± 08·0132, a value exceedingly close to the mean 
of the best previous determinations, which are as follows: 
h. 
Kaiser, 1864 .• ___ •.. _. _. __ •• _ .••••••••.•••••..••••.• _.... 24 
Kaiser, 1873- .•• _ •••....•. _ ...••••.• _. __ •••••• ___ •••••••• 
Schmidt, 1873 . _ .................................... - - - ••• 
Proctor, 1868 _ .•••...•...••.•... ·-·· ..•••..••••.•••••••• 
m. e. 
37 22·ry2 
·591 
·57 
·735 
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"Proctor's value is clearly too large, a comparison of the mean \on~-
tu<les obtained for the Kaiser Sea with his pcrio,1 showing a. steady ii<·· 
crease for successive opposit'ions; the ouly observations which .'tam\ 
conspicuously out from the rest being those of Hooke, upon which ht· 
had based his determination. There can be no doubt that Proksor 
Ba,khuyzen's value is a distinct improvement upon the earlier ones, an,l 
that its uncertainty lies only in the second place of the decimals. A 
table for computing the time of transit of the prime meridian over that 
meridian of Mars which passes through the earth's north pole, com-
pletes the memoir. 
Professor Bakhuyzen supplies also a short note as to changes on tho 
surface of Mars. The most con~picuous of all the markings on th 
planet's surface has always been the Kaiser Sea; but the drawings of 
Schroeter and Herschel, as Dr. Terby has already pointed out, exhibi t 
a second marking near it, nearly as conspicuous, and very similar in 
shape and size. There can be no doubt that the only modern represen t-
ative of this spot is Huggins Inlet, Schiaparelli's G_yclop1im, a narrm, 
~treak, by no means easily observed, and now entirely unlike the Kaiser 
Sea in shape. Professor Bakhuyzen also considers that there is suffi-
cient evidence for thinking that Schroeter on several occasions ob-
. served Scbiaparelli's Lmstrygonum-one of the most difficult objects on 
the planet-which could scarcely have been the case had it not been 
much more conspicuous than it has been of late years. These change., 
Professor Bakhuyzen thinks, lend a high degree of probability to th ' 
theory that certain districts of Mars are covered by liquid." (Nat1.we, 
November 12, 1885.) 
JUPITER: Mr. W. F. Denning bas given in Nature (32: 31-34, May 
14, 1885) a summary of recent observations of the markings on Jupiter, 
with resulting rotation periods, &c. The gn~at red spot has surpri cl 
us by its extended duration. As early as 1882 it lost such a consider-
able depth of tone that obliteration seenied imminent, but it has lingered 
on, until now its existence appears likely to be indefinitely prolonged, 
though un<ler visible conditions far less imposing than at an earlier 
stage. All that at present remains of this remarkable formation i a 
dm,ky elliptic ring, darkest at the following end, and only well seen 
under good definition. Whether this ellipse is identical with similar 
appearances delineated by Dawes in 1857, Huggins in 1858, and Gled-
hill in 1869, 1870, and 1871, is involved in doubt, because of the lack of 
intermediate observations. We have no definite information as to what 
b came of the various objects alluded to. It is very possible that th y 
everally represent an object of considerable permanency. The change 
such a ob erved may have been induced by atmospheric interference. 
Ther i every indication that the dense vaporous envelopes of this 
plane.t are rapidly variable, especially in the zone included by tbe two 
equatorial belts, and .that the chief features undergo singular fluctua-
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tion s, some of which may possibly be of periodical character. The re<l. 
spot has now been followed since 1878. During the last three years it 
has given a rotation period of 91t 55m 39·81, which ha,s been steadil,v 
maintained throughout each opposition, subject to some minor disturb-
ances partly due to errors of observation. The first few years of its ex-
istence it showed an increasing retardation of motion, which lengthenc~l 
the period from 9h 55m 348 to that already quoted, but, contemporarily 
with the decay of the spot in 1882, the velocity ceased to slacken, a11<1 
the results accumulated d·uring the . past few oppositions, prove it to 
have been equ~ble in a marked degree. 
With reference to the equatorial white spot some striking phenomena 
have been presented during the past winter. Between October 4, 1884, 
and January 13, 1885, its motion appears to have increased in an alarm-
ing ratio. The spot continued to rush on far in advance of its computed 
places, and all the while exhibited a more brilliant appearance than at 
any preceding epoch since the autumn of 1880, when it first came under 
systematic observation. The form and appearance of the spot have been 
so special as to p·revent any confusion in mistaking it for other white 
spots in nearly the same latitude. Between October 4 and January 13, 
1885, the rotation period was 911 49m 5l8·95, but the great increase in 
velocity evidently occurred towards the end of November. Between • 
November 21, 1884, and January 13, 1885, the period was only 911 49m 
38°·45, or 34 seconds less ·than the mean period of 911 50m 128·25 shown 
by the same spot during the two preceding years. 
" Of the new features presented during the last few months the most 
striking are:" (1) The appearance of large, bright spots indenting 
the north edge of the great northern equatorial belt. (2) The outbreak 
of dark, reddish spots, elongated in longitude, upon the narrow belt 
which became visible in 1882, immediately outlying the great belt. One 
of the-most conspicuous of these new spots is about 10,000 miles long. 
(3) The fading away of the west shoulder of the depression north of the 
red spot. 
Professor Young remarked"" a peculiar white cloud of oval form par-
tially covering the "red spot," in March, 1885. This veil was almost 
concentric with the spot, leaving visible only a narrow ring of the red 
substance not more . than 1¼'' to 2" in width. The outline of the 
cloud was for the most part sensibly smooth and regular, but at the 
preceding end there was a little projection nearly cutting across the re<l 
ring. The white cloud was not brilliant, but was very nearly of the 
same tint as the white belt on which the red spot lies. 
At the Dearborn Observatory, Chicago, the systematic observation 
of the markings on Jupiter has been continued by Professor Hough: 
his results are given in full in his annual report for 1885, which contains 
s-ketcbes of the planet on November 7, 1884, and February 27, April 2G, 
and May 15, 1885. 
* Observatory, VIII: 172. 
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SA.TURN: The densitJJ of Saturn'.~ ririg.-" l\f. Poi11carc snppli<'R n,, hor 
note ou tlie stability of Sa,turn's ring i11 the November uumber of th 
Bulletin Astronomique. Laplace had showu that the riug could. 011l_y h . 
stable if it were divided into several concentric rings revolving at cli . 
ferent speeds. M. Tisserand had confirmed this ,csult, and had recog-
nized that a single ring must, in order to exist, possess a much high r 
density than the planet, and had calculated the maximum breadth of 
each elementary ring in terms of its density and mean radius. l\I. 
Poincare bas carried this investigation a step further, and shown that 
if the density of a ring be less than a certain amount, it will, under the 
influence of the slightest perturbation, no longer break up into a num-
ber of narrower rings, but into a great number of satellites, and that 
if the rings be fluid ancl turn eacll as a single piece, the density of the 
inner ring must be at least t, and of the outer ring 1\ that of the planet. 
For a ring of very small satellites (not for a fluid ring, as M. Poincare 
erroneously states), Maxwell has shown the condition to be that the 
density should not exceed ah part of that of Saturn. 
"We do not at present know the actual density of the ring from ob-
servation sufficiently accurately to make therefrom any certain infer-
ence as to its physical condition. Bessel's determinatio11 from the 
movement of the peri-saturnium of the orbit of Titan gave the reciprocal 
of the mass of the ring as compared with that of Saturn as 118, which 
since the volume of the ring-adopting Bond's value of 40 miles for it, 
thickness-is about 4 i O that of the planet, would make its density about 
3·4 times greater than the planet's. Bessel's value is, however, clearly 
too great, as be neglected the influence of the equatorial protuberance 
of Saturn on the movement of the apsides. Meyer's determination of 
the secular variation of the line of apsides of Titan, viz dn=l 726"·5, 
gives the reciprocal of the mass of the ring as 26,700, but from all the 
six brighter satellites as 1,960; the latter value closely agreeing with 
Tis erand's. It does not, however, seem to have been noticed that even 
the sma11est value for the mass considerably exceeds the highest per-
missible in accordance with Maxwell's result, since that would make 
the ma s of the rings only ~ part of the planet's, an amount we 
cannot hope to detect with our present resources." (Nature, January 
28, 188G, vol. 33: p. 303.) 
SU?· la Variabilite des Anneaux de Sat1trne.-" Observers have as yet 
discovered no fact that could lead them to suppose the rings of Saturn to 
have a a whole a rotary motion about the planet. Now if such a motion 
exi ts, it is inconceivable that it should have thus far escaped obser,a-
tion. But if the e rings do not revoke about the planet, we cannot 
a lmit that they are solid, liquid, or even gaseous, for it is evident that 
su ·h frail structure could not resist the force exerci ed upon them by. 
th con, tantly variable attraction in the direction of the satellite . If 
it i true that without rotation the rings could be neither olid, liquid, 
nor gaseou , we mu t seek ome explanation that shall satisfy the neces-
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sary conditions. The rings must move about the planet without there 
uein g revolution properly so called of the rings; they must be solid 
without being rigid. There seems to be no way of satisfying these con-
ditions and at the same time easily explaining all the observed phenom-
ena. other than the hypothesis conceived by Cassini II and recently de-
veloped by Proctor and Clerk-Maxwell, which supposes the rings t_o be 
formed of disconnected material of thousands of little independent bod-
ies, asteroids, circling around the planet in independent and concentric 
orbits not exactly in the same plane, and completing their revolutions 
ill different times. Itis evident that all the combinations necessary for 
explaining the observed phenomena would be possible in such a system; 
these bodies would explain certain phenomena in proportion as they are 
more or less numerous, more or less separated by space, more or less 
rare, &c. If we suppose (what is a very probable thing) that these 
bodies possess different reflective powers, we can conceive of all sorts 
of combinations of light, from the brilliant rings to the dark-gray band8, 
In short tbis hypothesis appears to be entirely sufficient to explain the 
riugs of Saturn and their variability." (Trouvelot in Bull . .A.stron., 
January, l8j5,) 
The orbit of Tethys.-" Herr Karl Bohlin bas recently communicated 
to the Swedish Academy of Sciences an interesting discussion of the 
elements of the orbit of Tethys. The observations discussed are those 
of Sir William Herschel, 1789, reduced by Lamont; Lamont, 183G; Sir 
J -. Herschel, 1835-'37; the Bonds, 1848-'52; Secchi, 1856; Captain J aeolJ, 
1857-'58; Newcomb and Holden, 1874-'75, and Meyer, 1880-'81. The 
elements are calculated for each period of observation, without taking 
account of perturbations. Herr Bohlin, then specially treating tlie 
mean longitude of the epoch, and adopting 190°·69812 as the value of 
the mean motion, draws up tables of the differences between observa-
tion and calculation; and attemps to represent them by an empirical 
formula. The corrected value of the mean motion is 190°.698169, almost 
identical with that found previously by M. Baillaud. Herr Bohlin finds 
tllat the annual motion of the peri-saturnium amounts to 33o·. :M. Bail-
laud'i:, results and M. Tisserand's investigations had given the value as 
70°. The eccentricity is found as 0·00803::1= 0·00077." (Nature, January 
28, 1886.) 
The orbit of Iapetus.-An elaborate paper on the orbit of Iapetus, the 
outermost satellite of Saturn, by Prof. Asaph Hall, forms Appendix I, a 
quarto pamphlet of 82 pages, recently published, to the Washiugton. 
Observations for 1882. Iapetus was discovered on the 25th of October, 
1671, by Oassini with a telescope of 17 feet focal length. Titan, tho 
brightest of tho satellites of Saturn, was discovered by Huyghens on the 
~->th of March, 1.(355, and H uyghens was deterred, apparently, from fur-
tlier searnh 1Jy his belief that the solar system was now complete, this 
<li.-coY~ry maki11g the 11 nm l>er of satellites equal to Uie uurnl.Jer of planet:::; 
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and making six* of each, which was universally admitted to be a 
"perfect" number. Curious variations in the brightn~ss of then 
satellite were noticed by Cassini, and his observations have been c 0• 
firmed by subsequent observers. The explanation seems to be that op-
posite sides of the satellite have different reflecting powers, and that 
the satellite, in revolving around Saturn, keeps the same face alwa 
turned towards the planet. In this latter respect we have an analogou, 
case in our moon. Professor Pickering giYes the magnitude of Iapetu , 
from photometric measures, 11·82, and the mean diameter 486 mile. 
The observations now published were, for the most part, made by Pro-
fessor llall himself with the 26-inch equatorial of the Naval Ob erva-
tory, in the years 1875-'84; a few were made by Professor Newcomb in 
187 4. In regard to the examination of the observations for large re-
siduals, Professor H;all remarks: '' In this work no observation has been 
rejected. When observations have been honestly made, I di like to 
enter on the process of culling them. By rejecting the large re idual 
the work is made to appear more accurate than it really is, and thu 
we fail to get the right estimate of its quality." 
The adopted mean distance of Iapetus from Saturn, determined by two 
different methods of observing, ( one by differences of right ascension and 
declination and the other by angles of position and distances,) which 
give very accordant results, is 515·"5195 ± 0·"02645; and the time for 
one revolution around the planet seventy-nine days, seven hours, fifty-
six minutes, forty secontls. From this periodic time of the satellite 
and its mean distance, the mass of Saturn expressed as a fraction of 
1 be sun's ma s is 3 l 81, or about 93·2 times the mass of the earth. Pro-
fo sor Hall's paper concludes with some useful tables of the satellite's 
motion. 
URANUS: The satellites of Uranu.s.-In Appendix I to the Wa hington 
Ob ervations for 1881 Prof. Asaph Hall has published the results of 
his investigations of the orbits of Uranus, " Oberon" and '' Titania." 
"The satellites of Uranus were amongst the first objects observed with 
the 26-inch refractor of the Naval Observatory, after it was mounted in 
November~ 1873. The first series during the oppositions of 1874 and 
875 were discu sed by Professor Newcomb, with the view to the de-
termination of the mass of the planet, and the formation of tables of 
the mo ions of the satellites, which were published in the Washington 
Ob ervations for 1873. Remarking that as the earth would be nearly 
in the plane of the orbit in the year 1882, and observations made about 
"Profe or Hall ha called my attention to a slighli error in Grant's rendering of 
II nygh<'n ' r mark (History of Physical Astronomy, p. 268). The discovery of Titan 
mad he numb r of plan •t and satellites, each equal to six, and Bix (not twelve, as 
rant puts it) was r garde<l as a '' perfect" number: " - - - utrique illo, quern 
pc-r~ ctum clicimus, munero continentur - - - " Jluygcnii Opera Varia, vol. 2, p. 
r,:3 ), a, p ·rfcct number being o o th.at is equal to tho sum of till its divisors including 
unity. 
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that year would probably afford a good determination of the position 
of this plane, Professor· Hall commenced a new series in March, 1881, 
which was continued through the four oppositions to the end of May, 
1884; these observations were made with magnifiers of 606 and 888; in 
fair conditions of the atmosphere the outer satellites are stated to be 
easily observable with the Washington instrument. A comparison of 
the measures with Professor Newcomb's tables showed that these tables 
reg uired but small corrections, which were found by equations of con-
ditions in the usual manner. It should be mentioned . that the tables 
were founded mainly upon Profe&Sor N ewcomb's own mea·sures; these 
by Professor Hall in the year 1875 and 1876 are included in his recent 
discussion. · 
'' For the position of the nodes and inclination of the orbits of the satel · 
Ii tes, Professor Hall finds-
N =1650·81+00,0142t 
I= 75°·30-0°·0014t 
t being the number of years from 1883.0. 
'' The mean value of the mass of Uran us by the observations of Oberon 
is 2 2 h 3 , and by those of Titania "2!rh3 , or, combining the values with 
their respective weights, the final result is '2"2ifs'2' This value, though 
somewhat smaller than those previouslyobtained,Professor Hall thinks, 
is as good as he could obtain with the filar micrometer of the large re_. 
fractor, and he does not consider that there would be much gained by a 
continuat.ion of the measures. He mentions that during the oppositions 
of the planet from 1881 to 1884, which were especially favorable for the 
search after new satellites, be made careful examination on several good 
nights along the orbit plane of the known satellites without finding any 
new ones. The orbits of Oberon and Titania appear to be sensibly cir-
cular." (Nature. ) 
NEPTUNE: The satellite of Neptune.-Appendix II to the Washington 
Observations for 1881 contains Professor Hall's discussion of the obser-
vations of this satellite, which were made by Professor Holden and him-
self with the 26-incb Washington refra.ctor : the discussion includes also 
u bservations made by Lassen and Marth at Malta in 1863 and 1864. Cor-
rections (which come out quite small) are given for Newcomb's elements 
of the orbit, published in Appendix r to Washington Observations for 
1873. Comparing the observations of 1881 to 1884 with those of Lassell 
and Marth, the periodic time is found to be 5·876839 mean solar days. 
Lassel1's period of the satellire, which has been adopted by Newcomb, 
appears to be sljghtly erroneous. The question of the eccentricity of 
the orbit may be more advantageously attacked some ten or twenty 
years hence, when tl:.e apparent ellipse has become more nearly circular, 
an<l when there will be a better opportunity to determine this element. 
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The values of the mass of Neptune from Hall's measures at different 
oppo::;j tions, and from those of Lassell and Marth and of Holden, differ 
sensibly. The mean result from Hall's own observations is rr¼n; he 
remarks thnit his distances are generally smaller tha,n those of other 
observers, and believes that in order to eliminate the effect of such per-
sonal equation from the determination of the mass of a planet, the only 
way will be to increase the number of observers and to take a mean of 
the results. On favorable nights examinations of the region about 
Neptune were made, but no other ~atellite was detected. 
Photometric observations of N eptune.-A series of observations of the 
planet's magniti1de was carried on with the meridian photometer at 
Harvard College Observatory from December 16, 1884, to January 21, 
1885; the resulting magnitude for mean opposition is 7·63. Professor 
Pickering regards it as improbable that there is any variation in the 
light of Neptune of a strictly periodic character. 
THE TR.ANS-NEPTUNI.A.N PL..A.NET.-In the twentieth volume of the 
American Joitrnal of Science, page 225 et seq., Prof. D. P. Todd, now of 
Amherst College, gave _an account of his search, theoretical and prac-
tiQal, for the tra,ns-Neptunian planer, made from November, 1877, to 
March, 1878, with the 26-inch refractor of the Washington Observatory. 
Professor -Todd has now published* the full details of his telescopic 
work, giving a list of all" suspected objects," and transcribing his note-
book entire. 
It was expected that the planet would readily be recognized by tbe 
contrast of its disc and light with the appearance of an average star 
of about the thirteenth magnitude, and only approximate positions of 
"suspected objects" are g-iven,-generally by means of diagrams repre-
sentiup; the con.figurapion of stars seen in the large telescope and in the 
field of the 5-iuch finder. It would lighten considerably the labors of 
auy one who may go over this ground iu the future, if Professor Todd 
bad snmmarizr.d his observations in some wa,y, by establishing the 
identity or non-identity of nebulous objects which he bas noted, as 
probably to be found in Herschel's General Catalogue, and by giving a 
list of uch objects as be was still, at the end of his work, inclined to 
look upon with some suspicion. 
Although this search was unsuccessful, Professor Todd regards the 
evh1ence of the existence of "the trans-Neptune planet" as well founded, 
a11d h • expre e the hope that the search may be continued with tlrn 
improved metbo<l · of astronomical photography. 
TrrE MINOR PLANETS.-Duting the year 1885 the number of minor 
pla11Pt~ ha, h en i11cr ased by nine, bringing the whole number uow 
k 111>, ·11 11p to 3,'>:3. 'Ill, <li , cov 'ri s of 1885 w re as follows: 
- Proc. Am. Llca<l., 1H85, ~l: p. 2:!8-43. .Astron. Kachr., 113: 153-66. 
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-
No. Name. Date of discov:ery. Discoverer. Observatory. 
245 Vera ....... _ ... __ ..... February 6 ...•••. Pogson ......... Madras. 
246 Asporina. .....•....••.. March 6 ..•..•.••• Borrelly ........ Marseilles. 
247 Eukrate. __ .. _ ....••••. March 14 ..... __ .. R. Luther ...... Dtisseldorf. 
248 Lameia ..•••• June5 ........... J. Palisa ...•... Vienna .. 
249 Ilse ____ • _ .. ____ ..• ____ August 16 .. ---· .. Peters ..•....... Clinton. 
250 
I 
Bettina ---·. ----·· .... September 3 ...... J. Palisa ....... Vienna. 251 Sophia ...••........... October4 ....•.... Do .....••••. l Do. 252 Clementina .......••... October 11 ....... . 
1 
Perrotin .•••••. Nice. 
253 -~· ... ·--- ------ ·----- November 12 ..... J. Palisa ....... Vienna. 
The increasing difficulties in this branch of astronomical discovery 
a.re forcibly suggested by the fact that four of these bodies were first 
taken for planets already known and their non-identity was only estab-
lished by later observations. 
Number 253 was discovered while searching for Erigone, and raises 
the whole number of those found by Palisa to fifty. Ilse is the forty-
third discovered by Professor Peters. 
Of the minor planets discovered in 1884, number·237 has received the 
name of Cmlestina ( erroneously given as Hypatia in last year's report), 
Number 238 that of Hypatia, 239 Adrastea, 243 Ida, and 244 Sita. Up 
to February, 1885, there were still 18 which had been observed at only 
one opposition, excepting, of course, those discovered during the year 
preceding. · 
Ephemerides of the small planets for 1886 will be found in the Ber-
liner Astronornisches J ahrbuch for 1888. There are approximate places 
for every twentieth day, of 247 out of the 253 now known, with accu-
rately calculated opposition ephemerides for 19 of these. The elements 
of these first 247 are also given. 
1\1:M. Callandreau and Fabry give in the Bulletin .Astronornique a set 
,,, of tables which will be found very useful in computing approximate 
ephemerides for these small bodies, when the eccentricity of the orbit 
does not exceed 0·407 ( =sin 240), 
A series of photometric observations of Ceres and Pallas made in 
April and l\1ay, 1885, at Harvard College Observatory gave Ceres =7·71 
magnitude with a probable error from nine observations of 0·05; Pallas 
=8·55 magnitude with a probable error of 0·02 from ten observations. 
Twenty-two observations of Vesta were made i,n 1880-'82, giving the 
result 6·47 as the magnitude of the plant for mean opposition, and the 
probable error 0·04. Corresponding magnitudes for a distance of unity 
from the sun and from the observer for these three bodies would be 4·27, 
5·10, and 3·93, respectively. 
Mr. A. N. Skinner, of the United States Naval Observatory, has 
kindly furnished the following complete list of the minor planets. The 
:first list gives the number, name, date of discovery, and the :i...ame of 
the discoverer: the subscript figure to the name of the discoverer is the 
discoverer's number. The second list is an alphabetical inde4 of the 
:first 252 minor planets. 
H. Mis. 15--27 
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The minor planets in the order of disoovery. 
No. Na.me. Date. Discoverer. No. Name. Date. Discoverer. 
1801. 1861. 
1 Ceres .••....... J an. 1 Piazzi. 63 Ansonia ....... Feb. 10 De Gasparisa. 
1802. 64 .A.ngolina ...... Mar . 4 Tempel 1. 
2 Pallas .•. . ..... Mar. 28 Olbers 1. 65 ~~ele .. ....... Mar. 8 ~~rir::.2• 1804. 66 3jJa ·••······ · .A.pr. 9 
3 Juno ....••.... Sept. 1 Harding. 67 Asia .... ....... .A.pr. 17 Pogson4. 
1807. 68 Leto . .......... Apr. 29 Luther 10. 
4 Vesta ..•••... .. Mar. 29 Olbers2. 69 Resperia ...... Apr. 29 Schiapal'(•lli. 
1845. 70 Panoproa ....... May 5 Goldschrnitlt 1~. 
5 Astrrea .. . .... . Dec. 8 Hencke1. 71 ,~i~!1;:::::: :: Aug. 13 Luthrr 11. 1847. 72 May 29 C.H. F. Pet re1 
6 Hebe ......... . July 1 Hencke2. 1862. 
7 Iris ... . • . .•••.. Aug. 13 Hind 1. 73 Clyti.a ......... .Apr. 7 Tuttle 2. 
8 l!'lora .....•.... Oct. 18 Hind 2. 74 Galatea ........ Aug. 29 Tempel a. 
1848. 75 Eurydice ...... Sept. 22 Pett1r~2. 
9 Metia .......... .A.pr. 25 Graham . 76 Freia .......... Oct. 21 D'.A.ucst. 
1849. 77 Frigga ......•.. Nov. 12 Pete1sa. 
10 Hygeia ........ Apr. 12 De Gasparis 1. 1863. 
1850. 78 Dia.na .......... Mar. 15 Luther 12, 
11 Parthenope .... May 11 De Gasparis 2. 79 Eurynome; ..... Sept. 14 Watson 1. 
12 Victoria . .•.... Sep't. 13 Hinda. 1804. 
13 Ege1ia ...•..•. . Nov. 2 De Gasparisa. 80 Sappho ........ .May 2 Pogson 5. 
1851. 81 Terpsichore ... Sept. 30 Tempel 4. 
14 Irene ......... . May 19 Hind4. 82 Alcmena .. ..... Nov. 27 Luther 13, 
15 Eunomia ...... July 29 De Gasparis ,. 1865. 
1852. 83 Beatrix ........ Apr. 26 De Gasparis ,. 
16 Psyche ..•..... Mar. 17 De Gasparis 6, 84 Clio ...•... .. ... Aug. 25 Luther 14. 
17 Thetis .... . .... A.pr. 17 Luther 1. 85 Io ........ •.... Sept. 19 Peters 4. 
18 :Melpomene .... June 24 Hind5. 1866. 
19 Fortuna . .•.... Aug. 22 Hind6. 86 Seruele ... ...... Jan. 4 Tietjen. 
20 Maasalia ..... . . Sept. 19 De Gasparis6. 87 R,vlvia ......... May 16 Pogaonc. 
21 Lutetia ... . .... Nov. 15 Goldschmidt 1. 88 Thisbe ........ June 15 Peters 6• 
22 Calliope ...... . Nov. 16 Hind 1. 89 Jnlia .......... Aug. 6 Stephan. 
23 Thalia ..... .... Dec. 15 Hinds. 90 Antiope ... .... Oct. 1 Luther 15. 
1853. 91 lEgina ......... Nov. 4 Borrelly 1. 
24 Theruis ........ .A.pr. 5 De Gasparis 1. 1867. 
25 Phocroa .. ...... .Apr. 6 Chacornac 1. 92 Undina ........ July 7 Peters 6. 
26 Prosorpina .. .. May 5 Luther 2. 93 Minerva ....... Aug. 24 Watson 2. 
27 Euterpe ....... Nov. 8 Hind9e 94 Aurora ........ Sept. 6 W atso113. 
1854. 95 Arethusa ...... Nov. 23 LuU10r is-
28 l3ellona ....... . Mar. J. Luther a. 1868. 
29 Am phi trite .... Mar. 1 Marth. 96 1Egle .... ...... Fob. 17 Coggia 1. 
30 Urania . .. ... .. July 22 Hintl10. 97 Clotho ......... Feb. 17 Tempel 5. 
31 Euphrosyne ... Sept .. 1 i~~~~i~~i~lt 2, 98 Ianthe ........ Apr. 18 Peters 7. 32 Pomona ...... . . Oct. 26 99 Dike ........... May 28 Borr 1ly2. 
33 Polyhymnia ... Oct. 28 Chacornac 2. 100 Hecate ........ July 11 Watson 4. 
1855. 101 Helena ........ Aug. 15 Watson 6. 
34 Circe ......... . .A.pr. 6 Chacornac a. 102 Miriam ........ Aug. 22 Peterss. 
35 Leucothea . ... . .A.pr. 19 Luther 4. 103 Hora .......... Sept. 7 Watson a • 
36 .A.talante . ..... . Oct. 5 Goldschmidt s. 104 Clymene .. ..... Sept. 13 Watson 7. 
37 Fides .. .. ...... Oct. 5 Luthor5. 105 Artemis ....... Sept. 16 Watsons. 
1856. 106 Dione .......... Oct. 10 Watso119. 
38 Leda ... . ... .. .. Jan. 12 Chacornac4. 107 Camilla ........ Nov. 17 Pogson 1. 
39 Lretitia ........ Feb. 8 C hacornac 5. 1869. 
40 Harmonia .... . Mar. 31 Goldschmidt,. 108 Hecuba ....... . .A.pr. 2 Luther 11. 
41 Daphne ........ May 22 Goldschmidt s. )09 Felicitas . ...•.. Oct. 9 Peters 9. 
42 Isis ... .. ... .... May 23 Pogson1. 1870. 
1857. 110 Lydia .......... .A.pr. 19 Borrelly3-
43 Ariadne ....... Apr. 15 Pogson 2. 111 Ate .... ........ Aug. 14 Peters 10. 
44 Nysa .......... May 27 Goldschmidt G. 112 Iphigenia ...... Sept. 19 Peters 11. 
45 Eugenia .. ... .. June 27 Goldschmidt 1. 1871. 
46 Ilestia . ........ Aug. 16 Pogsona. 113 Amaltbea ...... Mar. 12 Luthor1s. 
47 Aglaja. ... ... ... Sept. 15 Luther 6. 114 Cassandra ..... July 23 Peters 12. 
48 Doria ..•....... Sept. 19 Goldschmidt s. 115 Thyra ......... A.ug. 6 Watson 10. 
49 Pales . ..... .... Sept. 19 Goldschmidt 9. 116 Sirona ......... Sept. 8 Peters 13. 
50 Virginia . ...... Oct. 4 Ferguson 2. 117 Lomia ......•.. Sept. 12 Borrelly4. 
1858. 1872. 
51 Nemaasa .•.... Jan. 22 Laurent. 118 Peitho .. .. .••.. Mar. 15 Luther 19. 
52 Europa ...•.... Feb. 4 Goldschmidt 10. 119 Altha::a .....•. .A.pr. 3 ·watsonu. 
53 Calypso ........ .A.pr. 4 Lntber 7 • 120 Lachesis ....... .A.pr. 10 Borr lly5 . 
54 Alexandra .... . S pt. 10 GoldsuLmidt 11 121 Hermione ...•.. May 12 Watson 12. 
55 Pandora ....... Sept. 10 Searle. 122 Gerda ......... July 31 Peters 14. 
1857. 123 Brunbild ...... July 31 Peters 16• 
56 :.\foloto ......... Sept. !) Goldschmidt 12 l'.!4 .Alceste ........ Aug. 23 Peters 16· 
]859. 125 LilJeratrix ..... Se:pt. ll Pro1,per Ilcn 
57 Mnemosyne ... , ept. 22 Lnthers. 126 Vellccla ........ Nov. 5 Paul Henry 1. 
ry,. 
, J 60. J27 .Job:mn:1 ....... Nov . f, Prosper H n. 
58 onoo,dia.. . . . · 1 >fa,·. 24 Luther 9. 
1 128 
Nemesis .... .. . Nov. 25 Wat on;-. 
59 Elpis ...... .•.. ' pt. 12 Cbacoroac s. 1873. 
60 }:<·ho........... 'ept. 14 Ferj!nSOll a. 120 An ;il!Oile ..•.•• Frli. 5 Peters 11. 
l Unnaii......... 8rpt. 0 GoldAclmtidt 1a. 130 Ell'Clm ...•.... :Feb. 17 P eters 1s. 
tl'l Li nto. .•. • . . . . , cpt. 14 .Focrstor. , 131 Vala ......... .. May 24 P etcis 19, 
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The ·minor planetB in the m·der of discovery-Continued; 
-
No. Name. Date. Discoverer. No. Name. Date. Discoverer. 
1873. 1879. 
132 .2Ethra ..••...•. June 13 W atson 14, 193 Ambrosia ...... Feb. 28 Coggia 3, 
133 Cyrene .•...... Aug. 16 Watson is. 194 Prokne . ... .... Mar. 21 Petersss. 
134 Sophrosyne .•.. Sept. 27 Luther 20. 195 Eurykleia ..... ~r. 19 Palisa1 •. 
1874. 196 Philomela ..... ay 14 Peters 34. 
135 Hertha •.•••... Feb. 18 Peters 20. 197 Arete ..•.•.... . May 21 Palisa1s. 
136 Austria .••. • ... Mar. 18 Palisa1. 198 Ampella . •. •.. . June 13 Borrelly 12. 
137 M elibcea ........ ~r. 21 Palisa2. 199 Byblis .... .. . .. 
July 9 Peters as-
138 Tolosa ......... ay 19 Perrotin1. 200 Dynamene . .... July 27 Peters3G. 
139 Juewa ....... • . Oct. 10 Watson1s. 201 Penelope ...•.. Aug. 7 Palisa 11. 
140 Siwa ........... Oct. 13 Palisa s. 202 Chrysets ....•.. Sept. 11 Peters 31. 
1875. 203 Pompeia ....... Sept. 25 Peters afi. 
141 Lu.men •.••••.. Jan. 13 Paul Henry 2. 204 Callisto ........ Oct. 8 Palisa1s. 
142 Polana ......... Jan. 28 Palisa,. · 205 Ma,rtha •••..... Oct. 13 Palisa19. 
143 Adria ...... . ... Feb. 23 Palisa •. 206 Hersilia ..••••. Oct. 13 Peters 39. 
144 Vibilia ........ June 3 Peters 21. 207 Hedda .....•... Oct. 17 Palisa20. 
145 Adeona ........ June 3 Peters 22. 208 Lacrimosa .•... Oct. 21 Palisa 21. 
146 Lucina .....•.. June 8 Borrellys. 209 Dido .......••.. Oct. 22 Peters 40. 
147 Protogeneia .. .. July 10 Schulhof. 210 Isabella . .. ..• •. Nov. 12 Palisa22. 
148 Gallia ......... Aug. 7 Prosper Henry a. 211 Isolda ......... Dec. 10 Palisa23. 
149 Medusa .•.•.... Sept. 21 Perrotin 2. 1880. 
150 Nuwa ..• . .. . ... Oct. 18 Watson 17• 212 Medea ......... Feb. 6 P alisa24. 
151 Abundantia Nov. 1 PalisaG, 213 Lilroa .......... Feb. 16 Peters 41. 
152 Atala .....••• :: Nov. 2 Paul Henry& 214 Aschera .•..... Feb. 29 P alisa2 •. 
153 Hilda .••....... Nov. 2 Palisa1. 215 Oen~me ...•.... Apr. 7 Knorre2. 
154 Bertha ..•...•.. Nov. 4 Prosper Henry,. 216 Cleopatra .••... Apr. JO ' Palisa 2G. 
155 Scylla ..•..•... Nov. 8 Palisa9. 217 Eudora ..•..... Aug. 30 Cog:gia 4. 
156 Xanthippe ..•.. Nov. 22 Palisag. 218 Bianca .....•... Sept. 4 Palisa21. 
157 Dejanira .. .... Dec. 1 Borrelly1. 219 Thusnelda ..•• . Sept. 30 Palisa 29. 
1876. 1881. 
158 Coronis .. ...... Jan. ~ Knorre1. 220 Stephania ...... Feb. 23 Palisa:19. 
159 lEmilia ••••••• . Jan. 26 Paul Henry 4. 1882. 
160 Una ....... • ... Feb. 20 Peters2a. 221 Eos ... ....•• •.. Jan. 18 Palisa30. 
161 Athor .•.•••... Apr. 19 Watson 19. 222 Lucia . .. ..... .. Feb. 9 Palisa 31. 
162 Laurentia ...... Apr. 21 Prosper Henry o, 223 Rosa ..•........ Mar. 9 Palisaa2. 
163 Erigone ••..... Apr. 26 Perrotin 3• 224 Oceana .... .... . Mar. 30 Palisaa3. 
164 Eva .•........ . July 12 Paul Henry •. 225 Henrietta ...•.. Apr. 19 Palisa34. 
165 Loreley ..•..... Aug. 9 Peters 24. 226 W eringia ...... July 19 Palisas •. 
166 Rbodope .••.... Aug. 15 Peters2 •. 227 Philosophia .... Aug. 12 Paul Henry 1. 
167 Urda ..•..... • . Aug. 28 Peters 25. 228 Agathe ........ Aug.19 Palisa 36-
168 Sibylla ........ Sept. 28 Watson 19. 22.:J .A.delinda .. .... 4,.ug. 22 Palisa31. 
169 Zelia ..•..•.... Sept. 28 Prosper Henry 6, 230 .A.thamantie .... Sept. 3 De Ball.1 
1877. 231 Vindobona ..... Sept. 10 Palisaa8, 
170 Maria . ....•.... Jan. 10 Perrotin4. 1883. 
"171 Ophelia •••..... Jan. rn Borrellye. 232 Russia ........ . Jan. 31 Palisa39. 
172 Baucis ...... . .. Feb. 5 Borrellyg. 233 .A.sterope .....• May 11 Borrelly 12. 
173 Ino .......•.... Aug. 1 Borrelly 10. 234 Barbara ....••.. Aug. 12 Peters 42. 
174 Phreclra . .. ..... Sept. 2 Watson 20. 235 Carolina ....... Nov. 28 Palisa 40. 
175 .Andromache ... Oct. 1 Watson 21. 1884. 
176 Idunna ........ Oct. 14 Peters 21. 236 Honoria ....•.. .A.pr. 26 Palisa 41 . 
177 Irma ....... . .. Nov. 5 Paul Henry&. 237 Cceles'tina ... •.. June 27 Palisa4·l· 
178 Belisana .... ... Nov. 6 Palisa 10. 238 Hypatia . .... .. July 1 Knorre 3• 
179 Clytemnestra .. Nov. 11 Watson 22. 239 .A.clra:stea . ..... Aug. 18 Palisa 43. 
1878. 240 Vanadis ....... Aug. 27 Bol'relly 1a. 
180 Garumna . . ... . Jan. 2fl Perrotin &, 241 Germania . ... . . Sept. 12 Luther 21. 
181 Eucharis ....•. Feb. 2 Cottenot. 242 Kriemhild . .... Sept. 22 Palisa44. 
182 Elsa .••......•. ]fob. 7 Palisau. 243 Ida ............ Sept. 29 Palisa4&, 
183 Istria .. ........ Feb. 8 Palisa12. 244 Sita ............ Oct. 14 Palisa4G. 
184 D ejopeja .••.... :Feb. 28 Palisa13. 1885. 
185 Eunike ..•..... Mar. 1 . Peters 29. 245 Vera ........... Feb. 6 Pogsons. 
186 Celuta ......... Apr. 6 Prosper Henry 1. 246 Asporina .•••.. Mar. 6 Borrelly 14. 
187 Lam berta ...... Apr. 11 Coggia2. 247 Eukrate ...•... Mar. 14 Luther 22. 
188 Menippe ....... June 18 Peters 29. 248 L ameia ........ June 5 Palisa 47 • 
189 Phthia ........ Sept. 9 Peters 30. 249 Ilse .. . . ..•.... . .A.ug.16 Peters 43. 
190 Ismene .....•.. Sept. 22 Peters 31. 250 Bettina •••••... Sept. 3 Palisa 48, 
191 Kolga .••...... Sept. 30 Peters 32. 251 Sophia ... .... .. Oct. 4 Pali11a49. 
1879. 252 Clementina .... Oct. 11 Perrotin&. 
192 Nausicaa ...... Feb. 17 Palisa14. 253 ---------· Nov. 12 Palisa&0, 
.; .. ,l .. -~-- j,. • J..>.-" 
420 
Na.me. 
Abundantla ...... . 
.Adelinda .......... . 
Adeona .... .. ..... . 
Adrastea ......... . 
Adria ............ . 
lEgina ............ . 
lEgle ....... .. ... . . 
lEmilia ........... . 
lEthra ............ . 
!Jti~:: ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.::::: 
L\lceste ........... . 
Alcmene .......... . 
.Alexandra ........ . 
.Alth::ea ........... . 
Amaltltea ......... . 
Ambrosia ........ . 
.Ampella .......... . 
Aruphitrite ....... . 
.Andromache ...... . 
Angelina ......... . 
.Antigone ......... . 
Antiope ...... . ... . 
Arnte ............. . 
Aretlrnsa ......... . 
.Ariadne .......... . 
.Artemis .•.... .. . .. 
Aschera ........•. . 
Asporina ... ... ... . 
Asia .............. . 
.Aste1·optl ... . ..... . 
A1:,trma .......... . 
.Atala ............. . 
Atalante_ .......... . 
.A.to ..... . ....... . . 
.A.thamantis .... . . 
Atl1or ............ . 
Aurora ... ........ . 
Ausonia .......... . 
Auskfa ... .... ... . . 
Barbara .......... . 
Baocis ....... ..... . 
Beatrix .. .. .. .. ... . 
Bolisana .......... . 
Bellona. ....... . ... . 
Bertha ...... ...... . 
Bettiot\ ........... . 
Biauca ... ......... . 
Bruubild .......... . 
Byblis .... .... .... . 
Calliope .......... . 
Callisto ... ........ . 
CalypRo ........... . 
Camilla ........... . 
Caroli11a ......... . 
Cassamira ... ... , .. 
Ct!luta ...... ....•.. 
~~~%~I~::::::::::: 
('irco ....... ..... . 
'le1neotiua . ...... . 
UI«• patra. ......... . 
Clio .. .... . ........ . 
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Alphabetical i11dex of the first 252 11tino1· JJlanets. 
No. 
151 
229 
145 
230 
143 
01 
06 
]59 
132 
228 
47 
124 
82 
54 
119 
113 
l93 
198 
29 
1':"5 
64 
120 
00 
197 
95 
43 
105 
214 
246 
67 
233 
5 
152 
36 
11] 
230 
161 
94 
ti3 
136 
234 
172 
83 
178 
28 
154 
250 
218' 
123 
109 
22 
204 
53 
10",' 
235 
114 
1P6 
20~ I 
31 
252 1 
216 
84 1 
Name. 
Clotho .•..•..••••. 
Clymene ......... . 
Clytemnestra. .... . 
Clytia .......•.... 
Coelestina ....... . 
Concordia ....... . 
Coronis ......... . 
Cybele .. .. ....... . 
~r~e.::::::::::: 
Daphne .......... . 
De,ianira ..••.•... . 
Dejopeja ..•••..•.. 
Diana ........•.. .. 
Dido ...........••. 
Dike ..•••......... 
Dione .........•... 
Doris ............ . 
Dynamene ....... . 
Echo ............. . 
~~6f:a: : : : : : : : : : : ·. 
Elpis ............ . 
Elsa ........•..... 
Eos .............. . 
Erato ............ . 
Erig-one .......... . 
Eucbaris ........ . 
Eudora ...•....... 
Eugenia ......... . 
Eukrate ......... . 
Eunike .......... . 
Eunomia ......... . 
Euphrosyne ..... . 
Europa .......... . 
Eurydice ........ . 
Eury kleia ....... . 
Eurynome .....•.. 
Euterpe ...... ... . 
Eva ... .......... . 
Felicitas . ..... ... . 
Feronia .. .. . ..... . 
Fides ............ . 
Flora ............ . 
Fortuna ......... . 
Freia ............ . 
Frigga ........... . 
Galatea ...... .... . 
Gallia .. .......... . 
Garumna ........ . 
Gerda .. .. ....... . 
Germania . •. ...... 
Ilarmonla ....... . 
Ilobe ............ . 
Hocate .......... . 
Hecuba .......... . 
Ileclda ......... .. . 
llelena .......... . 
Hcmietta .... . ... . 
Hera . . .... ..... . 
Ilennione ....... . 
Ilersilia ......... . 
Ilei·tba ........•.. 
No. 
97 
104 
179 
73 
237 
58 
158 
65 
133 
61 
41 
157 
184 
78 
209 
99 
106 
48 
200 
60 
13 
130 
59 
182 
221 
62 
163 
181 
2L7 
45 
247 
185 
15 
31 
52 
75 
195 
70 
27 
164 
109 
72 
37 
8 
10 
76 
77 
74 
148 
180 
122 
241 
40 
6 
100 
108 
207 
101 
225 
103 
121 
206 
135 
Name. 
Hesperia. •.....•... 
Hestia ........... . 
Hilda ...•..... ... . 
Honol·ia ....... .. . 
Hygeia .......... . 
Hypatia ...... ... . 
Ianthe ......... .. . 
Io ............... . 
Ida. ... ........... . 
Idunna .......... . 
Ilse .. ............ . 
Ino ............. . 
Iphigenia ...... .. . 
Irene ....... ..... . 
Iris .............. . 
Irma ............. . 
Isabella. . ......... . 
Isis .............. . 
Ismene .......... . 
Isolda ........ ... . 
Istria . ......... .. . 
Johanna 
Juewa ........... . 
Julia ............. . 
Jnno ............. . 
Kolga ..... . ..... . 
Kriemhild ....... . 
Lachesis .. ....... . 
Lacrimosa ....... . 
Lretitia .......... . 
Lamberta ........ . 
Lameia ... ....... . 
Laurentia ....... . 
Leda . ............ . 
Leto ............. . 
L eucothea ....... . 
Liberatrix .... ... . 
Lilrea- .......... .. . 
Lomia .......... . 
f~~!~~~::::::::::: 
Lucina ........... . 
Lumen .•..•...... 
Lutetia .......... . 
t.~!~::::::: :~:::: 
Maria ............ . 
Martha .......... . 
Massalia ......... . 
Medea ........... . 
Mcdnsa .......... . 
Melet,e .......... . 
Meliboea ..... ... . 
Melpomene ...... . 
Mentppe ....... . 
Metis ... . ..... . 
Minerva ......... . 
Miriam .. ..... . 
Wa~slc~~J~~.:::::: 
Nomansa ....... . . 
Nemesis ..... .... . 
Niobe .. .......... . 
No. 
00 
46 
153 
236 
10 
238 
98 
85 
243 
176 
249 
173 
1]2 
14 
7 
177 
210 
42 
190 
211 
183 
127 
139 
89 
3 
101 
242 
120 
208 
39 
187 
248 
162 
38 
68 
35 
125 
213 
117 
165 
222 
146 
141 
21 
110 
66 
170 
205 
20 
2]2 
140 
56 
137 
18 
188 
9 
9:J 
102 
57 
102 
51 
128 
71 
REPORTS OF OBSERV .A.TORJ;ES. 
Name. 1.·o. 
Nuwa .......... ... \ l~ 
Nysa ............. 41 Oceana ........... 2'.!I 
Oenone .... ... .. .. i15 
Ophelia . ......... . m 
Pales........ ..... •~ 
I'allas ...... ······ \ 2 1'a11dora ......... . 55 
Panoprea . . . . . . . . . ;u 
I'artbenope .:.... IL 
Peitho ... ........ . 11 
Penelope . . . . . . . . . 201 
Ph!l'dra . ... ....... 174 
Philomela . . . . . . . . 196 
Philosophia.. .. . .. W 
PhoClBa . ......... . 25 
Phthia. .. ........ .. 1 9 
Polana .. ....... ... 142 
Polyhymnia . . . . . . 33 
Pomona ........... 32 
Pompeia . . . . . . . . . . 203 
Prokne . ......... . l!J4 
Pro1:1erpina... ... . . . 20 
Protogeneia. . . . . . . 147 
Psyche.......... .. 16 
Ithodope .......... 166 
Rosa .............. 2t:1 
Russia . . . . . . . . . . . . 2:12 
Saptbo ......... .. o 
~~~Se:::::::::::: 
1 ~~ 
~}~J~~a:::::: :::::: {~~ 
Sita. .••...•.••.•.. 244 
Siwa .•..•..•...••. 140 
Sophia ............ 251 
Sopbros.vne.. .. • . . 134 
Stephania........ . 220 
Sylvia............. 1!7 
Terpsichore . . . . . . BL 
Thalia......... .. 23 
Thcmis ........... 24 
'l'hotis . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Thisbe . ... ....... . 88 
Thusnelda . . . . . . . . 219 
Thyra ........ .... Jl5 
Tolosa ............ 138 
Una ............. . . 160 
Undina. ......... . 0~ 
Urania............ 30 
Urda .. ... ........ 167 
Vall\. ............ . 131 
Vanad11:1 .......... 240 
Velleda ........... 120 
Vera . ....... ...... 245 
Vesta............. 4 
Viuilia. . ...••...• .. 144 
Vi<;Loria. ..... .. ... 12 
Vindobona. ....... 231 
Virginia ......... 
1
50 
Weringla ........ . 220 
l:u1tblppc ... . . .. . 150 
Zella ...... . ...... 169 
The following account of the recent activity of astronomical ob· 
rvatori s ha b en derived from the "Jahresberichte der Sternw::irte 
fur 18 4," in the Vierteljahrs.schr~ft der Astronomischen Gesellschaft, vol· 
um J (a •ondensed tmn lation of this appeared iu the Sidereal Mes· 
seng r, ' pt •rnb r, 1 ·. 5), and from the reports of observatories for 18 'J 
tha bav b n pnbli,0 hecl up to the pre.·eut date (Apri1, 1885): the re· 
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ports of English observa,tories are largely obtained from tlic Monthly 
Not;ices. S-irfos xix: 14-18, 64-66) contains brief <lescriptions, &c., of 
Austro-Hungarian observatories. 
Armagh.-The building for the new 10-inch Grubb equatorial (10 feet 
focal length) was erected in July last. The dome moves on 6 "canted" 
wheels and is covered with papier-mache riveted to the iron frame-
work and stitched together with copper wire. Tlie declination circle 
can be read from the eye end, and both it and the right ascension circle 
can be illumin~ted by small incandescent lamps worked by a two-cell 
bichromate battery. 
Bamberg Observatory.-Dr. Hartwig, recently of the Strassburg and 
Dorpat observatories, has been appointed director (January, 1886), and 
is busy with the preliminary arrangements ~or erecting the buildings. 
Berlin (1884).-The large meridian circle has been dismounted and 
has received important mechanical improvements. The observations 
on the southern half of the Berlin Zone were temporarily stopped dur-
ing the year. Dr. Kuestner has begun a series of observations with 
tbe object of determining the constant of aberration by measures of tbe 
difference of zenith distances of pairs of stars in the same R. A. and · 
equal and opposite Z. D. The work is to be :finished in 1885. Dr. 
Knorre has made a large number of observations with the 9·6-inch 
equatorial for the positions of asteroids, comets, and faint stars. The 
planet Hypatia was found by him July 1, 1884. Dr. Battermann ia 
regularly observing occultations, both immersions and emersions. Dr. 
Marcuse has charge of the heliometer, and has made tbirty-tliree de-
terminations of the solar diameter, &c. Vol. v of the Berlin observa-
tions has been published during the year. 
German Transit of Venus Commission (1884). The report of Dr. 
Auwers on the work of the computing bureau relates -first to the obser-. 
vations. These are of three kinds: (1) Observations before the expe-
ditions, for practice, and for the investigation of specia,1 points; (2) 
observations at the stations; and .(3) observations made after the re-
turn of the parties. A list of the heliometer measures of each observer 
comprised in· these classes is given separately, and a summary, from 
which it appears that the total number of complete measures with the 
four heliometers was : 
Before and after the expeditions ...... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 769 
At the stations themselves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 074 
In all, for thirteen observers ..................... 2, 843 
Bermerside, Halifax (Mr. Edward Crossley's observatory). Phenom-
ena of the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn observed. 
Bonn.-2881 zone stars (four hundred fundamental stars) were de-
termined fa the A.G. zone. The southern Ditrchmusterung bas required 
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the examination of some seven hundred and fifty places in U1 ,ky to 
solve doubts. In December, 1883, the charting of the stars ou tli map 
was again begun and finally completed in March, 1885. The catalo11u 
will contain 133,658 stars between - 2° and - 23°; 692 more ar giten 
north of these limits and 479 south. 
Bordeaux.-This observatory, founded in 1871, bas just now ( Oompt& 
Rendus, 101 : 690, i885), published its first volume of Annales, con-
taining a minute description of the instruments (a meridian circle of 
0,19m aperture, two equatorials of 0·22 and 0·39m, and three clock ), and, 
also, a determination of the longitude of the observatory. An impor-
tant piece of work has been undertaken by the director, M. Rayet, in 
the re-observation of the 23,000 stars in A.rgelander's southern zone, 
between - 15° and - 31 ° of declination. The latitude is given a 
+44° 50' 7"·23. (Science.) 
Boswell Observatory, of Doane ·college, Crete, Nebr., is due to the 
liberality of the late Charles Boswell, of West Hartford, Oonn. The 
observatory possesses a full set of meteorological instruments in addi-
tion to its astronomical equipment, and is a signal-service station, co-
operating with the United States Signal Service at Washington. A 
time-ball is dropped daily at noon. 
Brussels.-The transit and mural are used to observe moon culminat-
ing stars. A. general catalogue of the stars observed at Brussels in the 
years 1857-'78, reduced to 1865, will be printed during 1885. M. F. 
Folie, administrating inspector of the University of Liege, has been ap-
pointed director. Since the resignation of M. Houzeau, the direction 
has been in the hands of a committee of three, MM. Stas, Liagre, and 
~failly. 
Buchtel Oollege ·observatory, Akron, 0/iio.-Approximate latitude, +41° 
3'; approximate longitude, 5h 26m west of Greenwich. The observatory 
was erected in the summer of 1885, and the instruments set up about 
March 1, 1886. The following instruments are in use: 
Tran it circle of 3 inches aperture, by Fauth & Co., of Washington. 
The circles are 16 inches in diameter, one being coarselydivi<led on the 
dge and serving as a finder, the other being divided on silver to five-
minute paces and reading by two micrometer-microscopes to single sec-
nd . The telescope is provided with right ascension and declination 
micrometers. A. fine level is attached, so that the instrument can be 
u ·ed a a zenith telescope; reversing apparatus, plain and diagonal 
ye-pieces accompany the in~trument. 
Sider al clock, by E. Howard & Co., of Bo8ton. This clock is provided 
with electrical attachments for operating the chronograph. Chrono-
graph, by Fauth & Co. Mean time clock, by :Fauth & Co. This clock 
i pr vided with Gardn r's electrical attachments for operating chrono-
graph, dropping timeball, antl corr cting a, ystcm of controll d clocks. 
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nqnatorial tele.scope of 4½ inches aperture, by Pike & Sons. 
"t~xtaut, by Fauth & Co. 
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The observatory was built as a working observatory for the college 
students in astronomy, and it will be chiefly devoted to this purpose. 
Besides this, the work for the following year will be, (1) to furnish the 
city and surrounding towns with correct time signals; (2) to determine 
the latitude and longitude; (3) to observe all occultations of stars . that 
are visible here. 
Cambridge (England) Observatory.-The total number of observations 
made with the transit circle during the year was 3,253, including 2,442 
observations of zone stars made on one hundred nights. 1rhe observa-
tions of clock stars and those of Polaris are completely reduced, and 
the mean places for January 1 obtained up to the end of 1884. The true 
apparent places of all other stars observed in 1884 are also obtained, 
both in R. A.. and N. P. D. 
Ohristiania.-A.n equatorial of 360mm aperture and 6-Sm focal length 
has been erected by Herr H. G. Olsen. (Sirius.) 
Cincinnati Observatory.-No. 8 of the publications of this observatory, 
,~ontaining the observations of comets in 1883, has appeared during the 
.r•aRt j,ear (1885). "It is noteworthy as presenting a pretty complete 
report on the phenomena of Pons' periodical comet of 1812 at its reap-
pearance. The features of the tail were particularly studied, and the 
discussion of the observations, based upon the theory of Dr. Bredichin, 
has been found to add confirmation to that theory." These observations -
were made by Mr. H. C. Wilson while in temporary charge. The ob-
servatory is now under the d~rection of Prof. J. G. Porter. 
Constantinople.-It is reported that the Sultan has ordered the erec-
tion of an astronomical and meteorological observatory at Con~tantinople. 
Cordoba Observatory.-Dr. B. A.. Gould returned to the United States 
in April, 1885. He has been succeeded as director of the Cordoba Ob-
servatory by his first assistant, Dr. John M. Thome. Dr. Gould has 
published as the final definitive position of the Cordoba meridian cir-
cle: Latitude,-31 ° 25' 15"·46; longitude, 4h mm 485·2 west of G1,·eenwich. 
Dearborn Observatory.-Professor Hough's report for the year ending 
May 20, 1885, states that the meridian circle has been used for deter-
mination of time, which is furnished daily to the city of Chicago. A 
full description is given of a printing chronograph. The work with 
the great equatorial bas been confined mainly to difficult double stars 
and the planet Jupiter. Four sketches of Jupiter accompany the re-
_port. The partial eclipse of the sun of March 16 was observed for last 
,contact, and a number of dry-plate negatives were obtained. 
Denmore Observatory (1885).-Mr. W. H. N umsen has erected a small 
l)rivate observatory near the city of Baltimore, and his 4-inch Cooke 
~quatorial has been devoted to the study of the physical features of 
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comets, &c. The approximate position of the ob. ervatory is, latituil 
+390 21'; longitude 5h Gm 528 west of Greenwich. 
Dresden (1884) (private observatory of Baron Engelhardt).-two bun. 
dred and forty-two observations of the positions of comets. planeti;;, a.nil 
nebulre (198) have been made with the 12-inch equatorial, besides minor 
0 bservations. 
Dun-Echt Observatory (1885).-Lord Crawford has published Vol. m, 
containing Division n, of the account of the Mauritius expedition to 
observe the transit of Venus, 1884. The Dun-Echt circulars ha,ve 
proved themselves invaluable during the year. 
Dunsinlc.-Tbe South equatorial has been employed as usual in ob~er-
vations on stellar parallax. The list of southern stars mentioned in former 
reports, observed with the meridian circle, has been supplemented by a 
list of proper motion stars. 
Dusseldorf (1884).-Professor Luther discovered planet 241, Ger-
mania, during the year on his Berlin chart for O hours. Since 184:7, 
150 planets have been observed 1,233 times at Dusseldor:ff with th 
G-inch telescope. · 
Ealing (Mr. Common's observatory).-Experiments in astronomical 
photography. Comet 1885 III, independently discovered on Septem-
ber 4. 
Edinburgh.-Tbe printing oftbeEdinburgh Star Catalogue and Ephem-
eris for 1830 to 1890 has been resumed, and it is now completed to 
17h right ascension. 
Franlcfort-on-the-Main (1884) (private observatory of Herr Eppstein).-
The star gauges were continued on sixty-two nights, in 682 places, 
2,714 fields: containing 25,875 stars. 
Sun-spots are also regularly observed here. 
Geneva (1884).-The large equatorial has been provided with a spec-
troscope. Besides the regular observations relating to meteorology 
and to chronometers, observatfons of comets and of the satellites of 
Saturn have been made. 
GZasgow.-Astronomical observa.tions during 1885 have been nece -
sarily confined to observations of a select list of stars with the tran it 
circle. The mf\.teorological department has finally been put upon a at-
isfactory footing. 
Gotha (1884).-The computations of the zone 20° to 25° of the A. G. 
have been prosecuted. The meridian circle is used to observe moon 
culminating star and other of Mayer' Catalogue, tlrn equatorial f, r 
planet and comet ob ervations. 
Greenwich Observatory.-The last report of the astronomer royal is 
for the year ending May 20, 1885, and is one of the most interesting tb at 
ha appeared for several year . Transit circle: A rever ion pri rn has 
be nu edinallob ervation ;acomparisonoftberesultsfromther vers d 
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and ordinary observations of clock stars shows sensible differences in 
the case of some observers, who, perhaps·, have not settled down to a 
fixed habit of observing "reversed" stars. For determining absolute 
perso~al equations in observations of stars and of limbs of the sun, moon, 
or planets, a personal equation apparatus consist1ng of a vertical plate, 
with a circular aperture 6 inches in diameter to represent the sun or 
moon and several small pinholes to represent stars, is placed in the 
focus of an object-gl_ass of_about 7 inches aperture and 50 feet focal length 
("which is attached to tb.e dew_-cap of the transit circle when horizontal 
and pointing north), and is carried smoothly by clock-work. The timEJs 
of transit of the artificial objects are observed oveI' the wires of the 
transit circle, and are also automatically recorded on the chronograph. 
The sun, moon, planets, and fundamental stars have been observed 
regularly. The annual catalogue for 1884 contains about 1,370 stars. 
The altazimuth has been used in observing the moon from last quarter 
to first quarter in each lunation. 
For the determination of motions of stars in the line of sight 569 mea~-
ures have been made of the displacement of the F line in the spectra of 
4 7 stars, and 72 measures of the b lines in 14 stars. The observatio!ls 
of the last twelve months confirm the change in the motion of Sirius, 
which now appears to be approaching the sun at the rate of about . 20 
miles a second. 
Photographs of the sun were taken on one hundred and seventy-three 
days. On only two days was the sun's disk observed to be free from 
spots. 
_ In conclusion, Mr. · Christie strongly urges au appropriation for an 
object-glass of 28 inches aperture and 28feet focal length, to be placed 
upon the southeast equatorial mounting, in place of the present object-
ive of less than half that aperture. This increased optical power is 
especially desired for prosecuting the spectroscopic work. 
We understand that the necessary sum has been granted, and that 
Mr. Grubb is already at work upon the glass. 
Grignon (1884) has made various observations on solar spots, com-
ets, meteors, lunar eclipses, spots on Venus and Mars, &c., for which 
observations, and the conclusions drawn from them, reference mus·t l>c 
made to the original report. 
Harrow (Lieutenant-Colonel Tupman's observatory).-The meridia,n 
circle has been employed in determining the latitude aud longitude of 
the observatory, and in observing right ascensions of the moon. The 
approximate latitude found is +51° 34' 47", and.the approximate Joug1-
tude, from transporting chronometers, 1 m 198 ·9 west of Greenwich. The 
equatorial reflector has been chiefly used for observations of comets. 
Harva.rd College Observatory.-Professor Pickering's report was pre-
sented to the visiting committee December 3, 1885. The death of Mr. 
Robert Treat Paine has deprived the ohservatory of the immediate aid 
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and advice of one of its most cordial fri<1n<lR, who had bceu a mr.ml,n 
of the visitiug committee from the time of its original organization, forty 
years ago. Mr. Paine has perpetuated his services to his farnritc~cie)}(;, 
by the bequest to the observatory of his eutire fortune, amountiu(I' to 
more than a quarter of a million of dollars. Upon the settlement f 
the estate, one-half of this sum will become immediately available. 
The devotion of the observatory mainly to photometry continues, antl 
the large equatorial has been occupied in observations of the eclipse of 
Jupiter's satellites, faint stars selected as standards of magnitude, com-
parison stars for variables, and of the temporary star in the nebula of 
Andromeda. ~fr. Chandler has continued his observations with th· 
new instrument of his invention called the almucantar, which in hi 
hands exhibits, Professor Pickering says, a surprising efficiency and 
accuracy. The meridian photometer shows a large increase of work 
over previous years, the number of separate settings somewhat exceed-
ing 50,000. The list of objects observed has been somewhat extended, 
and the· accordance of the results continues satisfactory. The height 
and velocity of clouds have been the subject of study with Mr. W. M. 
Davis, about three hundred series of measurP-s being obtained at a pair 
of stations connected by telephone. The 1neasured altitudes varied 
from 2,000 to 25,000 feet. The observatory remains the American cent.er 
of telegraphic distribution of important astronomical annonncements, 
tbe discovery of nine small planets, five comets, and one new star being 
promulgated during the year. By the aid of the Bache fund of the 
National Academy of Sciences, an important investigation in stellar 
photography has been undertaken. Many photographs of the trail · 1ert 
by stars have been taken with the camera stationary; and an equatorial 
star no brighter than the sixth magnitude ]eaves its mark in this way, 
while stars much fainter near the pole will leave an impression, since 
their motion is slow. Stars as faiut as the fourteenth magnitude have 
thus been photographed without clock-work to move the instrument. 
The trails of the faint polar stars are very well defined and minute, and 
afford an excellent measure of stellar brightness, besides furnishing tbe 
means of determining ihe stars' positions with great accuracy. Also, 
the attempt has been ma<l.e to prepare star-charts by photography; but 
the most striking results have been obtained with stellar spectra. By 
means of a large prism mounted in front of the lens, photographs of 
pectra have been obtained of stars as faint as the eighth magnitude, 
in which lines are shown with sufficient distinctness to be clearly seen 
in a paper po itive. As all the stars in a large region are thus obtained 
with one expo ure, more than a hundred spectra have been secured on 
a single plat . 
The work done with the meridian circle by Professor Rogers ha 
larg ly con i tecl in the determination of the graduation of the instru-
m nt. Tbe work performed for this purpose is equivalent to the read-
ing f ::1, micro copefortythou and times. A second revision of the zone 
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observations between the declinations +50° and +55° is nearly com-
pleted, and the observation of a catalogue of circumpolar stars has made 
good progress. Many shorter series of observations have also been 
made. The reductions are far advanced, and material for several vol-
umes is nearly ready for the press. 
An abstract of Mr. Chandler's investigation of, the latitude of the 
Havard Observatory in given below: 
During the pastwinter anumherofstarssituated between +5°an<l-5° 
of declination were observed with the almucantar (see Bnlletin Astrono-
mique 1, p. 37), for the purpose of a new determination of the latitude of 
the observatory. The observations of this winter, confirmed by a new 
discussion of former determinations, indicate that the latitude of the 
dome of the Havard College Observatory, as given in the American 
Ephemeris (420 22' 48"·3), or in the Oonnai·ssance des Tmnps (48"·1), is 
much too large. The more correct value, acctlrding to Mr. Chandler, 
is 42° 22' 47"·6. 
For the latitude in question, there are on hand Professor Peirce's 
determination, based upon a long series of observations by the Messrs. 
Bond (1844-'45, prime vertical transits); Dr. Gould's determination 
(1855, zenith telescope); a series of observations by Professor Rogers 
(1864, prime vertical transits) not yet published; and, finally, two serie·s 
obtained by Mr. Chandler in 1883, with a small almucantar and with 
a portable transit instrument. We give here the collected results of 
these different determinations, which are quite sensibly modified by 
reduction to the system of Dr. Auwer's fundamental catalogue. The 
results of 1844, which depend upon five stars only, are much more ac-
cordant with the other results if the observations of (3 Persei be omitted 
in the reduction, (3 Persei giving a latitude 1"·5 less than the general 
mean. Mr. Chandler thinks that this star's proper motion in declina-
tion as adopted by Dr. Auwers ( +0"·01) should be corrected by 
(- 0"·03). 
Bond-Peirce .........•....• ••....•........... 
Bond.Peirce (excluding /3 Persei) ...•..... ..... 
Gould ....................................... . 
Chandler, 1883 .........•......••...... , ..... . 
Do .........•........ __ ..• _ • _ . • . . . . . .•••. 
Do ........•••••••••...•••..•• _ •••••..... 
No. of 
observa· Latitude. 
tions. 
168 
128 
308 
18 
~8 
85 
0 I II 
42 22 48.13 
48.17 
48.15 
47.63 
47.59 
47.57 
Reducen to 
.A.uwer's 
system. 
II 
47.06 
47.53 
47.61 
47.63 
47.45 
47.57 
Bnll . .Astron., August, 1885. 
Helsingfors.-Dr. Anders Donner was appointed director to succeed 
Professor Krueger in 1883. The meridian instrument has been used to 
reobserve some 500 stars of the Helsingfors zone, +55° to +65°, Vic· 
toria and Sappho, the Moon an<l moon-culmiE.ating stars, &c. 
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Hereny.-Vol. II will be published in 1~85. Spectrum obsnvation. 
of (3 Lyrre have confirmed the variability of the spectrum of tlli,· Htar. 
Many other spectroscopic observations of stars, planets, and com t 
have been made. 
Hong-Kong.-Largely devoted to meteorologic~l observations, weath<•r 
reports, &c. The new time-ball was dropped daily at 1 P. M., Sunday. 
and holidays excepted. Observations of tbe moon and of Jupiter'· 'at-
ellites have been obtained. 
Karlsruhe (1884).-The principal work of the observatory is the de-
termination of the positions of southern stars to 8th magnitude, jnc1u i,e. 
In the zone 0° to -4°, 5,000 observations have been made, and the zone 
-4° to -7° bas been commenced. The single positions have probable 
errors of d:08·028 and ::l::0"·39. The 6-inch refractor has been re-
mounted. 
Kew.-Sketches of sun-spots have been made on one hundred and 
seventy-six days, in order to continue Schwabe's enumeration. 1'he 
rating of time-pieces and the examination of sextants, meteorological 
instruments, &c., is ~ontinued. 
Kiel (1884).-The equatorial has been used to observe 2 2164 for par-
allax, by Dr. Lamp. New comets were regularly observed. Tlte me-
ridian circle is used to determine the positions of stars between 79° and 
82° north. The zone catalogue (550 to 65°) is in preparation. 
Leipzig (1884).-A 6-inch heliometer by Repsold is in process of con-
struction and will be delivered at the end of 1886. A universa.1 im;trn-
ment has been ordered, with which a long series for latitude will be 
commenced. Ten thousand five hundred and forty-one observation. 
(123 zones) of zone stars have been made in the new zone ( +5° to+ 10°) 
and the reductions for the old zone ( +100 to +15°) are in progress. 
Leipzig (1884) (priva1e observatory of Dr. Engelmann).-Two thou-
sand six hundred observations of 430 double stars have been made, 
mostly of Struve's doubles. An investigation of the constant errorR i 
in progres . It appears that the difference in the magnitude of the com-
ponents influenced the constant errors in a mal'ked degree. Otto Struve' 
list of double stars for comparison has been observed; about 500 mea -
u.re have been obtained. 
Leyton (Mr. Barclay's observatory).-Double-star observations and 
ob ervations of the phenomena of the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn 
are continued. 
Lick Observatory.-AlI the buildings for the observatory prcper are 
now c rnpleted except the dome for the large equatorial. A suitable 
cl welling hou e has been erected; others will be required. All the princi-
pal in trument of the ob ervatory but one have been designed, ordered, 
n trncted, in p cted, and are now uitably mounted, so tha,t ob erva-
ti n.· ould b at one bcgnn. Thi. in -trumcntal equjpment consi t 
f a L-inch Clark quatorial; a Repsol<l meridian circle of essentially 
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th.e same design as the Strasburg instrument, having au object glass 
of 6 inches aperture, with cqllimators of the same size (these three ob-
jectives by Alvan Clark & Sons); a 4-inch transit instrument by Fauth; 
a, 6 -i nch equatorial; a 4-inch comet-seeker by Clark; a 2-inch Repsold 
vertical circle; a photo-heliograpb; a measuring engine by Stackpole, 
readin g either rectangular or polar co-ordinates. There are :five clocks, 
by D e nt, Frodsham, Hohwii, and Howard, and four chronometers by . 
Negus. A system of electrical connections unites all the clocks and 
observing rooms. A most wise provision is a worksbop'with a com-
plete ou~fit of tools and lathes. .A.n extensi:ve library is in process of 
formation and has already necessitated an outlay_of about $5,000. 
T h e contract for the object glass of the great refractor, which is to 
have an aperture of 36 inches and a focal length of 60 feet, was placed 
'With t lle Mess.rs. Clark nearly five years ago. Two years later they re.: 
cei ved from the glass-maker, M. Feil, of Paris, a disk of flint-glass of the 
required perfection, and 38 inches in diameter. After repeated unsuc-
cessful attempts a satisfactory piece of crown-glass was cast in 1885, 
and sent to tbe Clarks, and about October the work of figuring- was 
begu n, and is now being pushed rapidly forward. The Clarks hope to 
have the objective finished in the autumn of 1886. It has not yet been 
decided, we believe, who is to make the elaborate mounting for the tel-
escope, or the dome of about 70 feet diameter, which is to cover it. 
"With regard to the prospective capabilities of the great telescope 
when placed in so favorable an atmosphere, it is stated that it is not 
unreasonable to suppose that on the best nights the maximum magnify-
ing power (about 3,500) may be advantageously employed. Making 
due allowance for the unfavorable effects of the earth's atmosphere, 
the observer might, under these circumstances, expect to see the moon 
much the same as he would without the telescope, if it were only 100 
miles away. It might be possible then to make out details of objects, 
even although they were no larger than some of the larger edifices on 
the earth." 
Prof. E d ward s . Holden, director ofthe Washburn Observatory, Madi-
sou, was appointed January 1, 1886~ to the double position of director 
of t lle Lick Observatory and president of the University of California, 
to which latter institution the observatory when completed wil1 be at-
tached. Professor Holden, as consulting astronomer, has virtually had 
the direction of the work for some time past, visiting Mount ,Hamilton 
in 1881 and again in 1883 and 1884. 
The first volume of the publications of the Lick Observatory is now 
in course of preparat ion, under the direction of the Lick trustees, by Capt. 
Richard S. F loyd and Professor Holden. 
Liverpool Observatory.-Time-service and chronometer tests are con-
tinued as in prevjous years. The late Mr. John Hartnup was succeeded 
as director by his sou, who bears the same name. 
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Lund (1884).-Dr. Duner continues his observations of the spectra 
of stars, measures of double stars, and positions of the comets. Tb 
longitude observations of Dr. Duner and Professor Thiele in 1879, lately 
reduced, make the Lund Observatory 2m 268·38 :±: 08·04 east of the ob-
servatory of Copenhagen. 
McCormick Observatory.-The Leander McCormick Observatory, of the 
University of Virginia, was formally opened by public ceremony on the 
13th of April, 1885. An address on "The instruments and work of As-
tronomy," was made by Professor Hall, of the United States Naval Ob-
servatory. 
The 66cm (25·98 inches) equatorial of the observatory is chiefly em-
ployed at present in observations of nebulrn. During the progress of 
this work something over two hundred new nebulrn have thus far been de-
tected by P:r;ofessor Stone and bis assistant, Mr. Leavenworth. Draw-
ings of about the same number of nebulrn (some old and some new) 
have also been made. Professor Stone designs making a special study 
of the nebula of Orion. 
McKim Observatory.-The McKim Observatory was opened in Sep-
tember, 1885, as a department of De Pauw Univen;ity. It is located 
in the suburbs of the university town, Greencastle, Ind., in west longi-
tude f'roin Greenwich 86° 37½', north latitude 39° 37'. The building 
and the full instrumental experiment ·which it is designed to have are 
the gift of Mr. Robert McKim, of Madison, Ind. This gentleman has 
for a number of years had a 6-inch glass mounted near his residence, 
so that the observatory he has just presented to De Pauw University 
might almost be called the second McKim Observatory. 
The equatorial has a clear aperture of 9·53 inches; the dome is of 
iron, and is 17 feet in diameter. Both telescope and dome are by 
Warner and Swasey, of Cleveland. For clock errors an almucantar is 
to be used. The building and instruments have cost $8,000, and about 
$2,000 more will be expended. Dr. T. P. John is the director. 
Madras.-From the report for 1883 we learn that 2,453 observations 
wer made with the meridian circle during the year, making a total of 
50,878 Only a few hundred more are required to finish the catalogue 
of over 5,000 stars. The publications are badly behindhand. 
Melbourne.-Mr. Ellery's nineteenth annual report states that the 
new tran it circle of 8 inches aperture was received in May, 1884, and 
mounted early in July. It is proposed to send the two specula of the 
great reflector, one after the other, to England to be repolished. A 
numb r of stars selected by Auwers was observed with the old transit 
circle to a i t in the formation of a fundamental catalogue of southern 
star. 
Mexico Observatory.-Prof'. H. S. Pritchett, director of the observa-
tory f 11 Wa hington Univer ity a.t Saint Louis, kindly communicates 
there ult of a longitude campaign between his observatory and the Ob-
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servatorio Nacional de Mexico, Sr. A. Anguiano, director. A prelimi-
nary discussion gives 35m 575.25 as the difference of longitude, or 6h 36m 
4:68 .41 west of Greenwich as the resulting longitude of the transit-circle 
piers of the Mexican observatory. This differs 55.0 from the old value 
determined by moon-culminations. The circuit was 2,583 miles long, 
with five repeaters, and the armature time was quite constant, averag-
ing 0 8 .38. The outfit of the Mexican National Observatory includes a 
15-inch equatorial by Grubb, and an 8-inch meridian circle and a 6-inch 
transit, both by Troughton and Simms. The personnel consists of the 
director (Sr. Anguiano)· and five assistants. (Science, November 6, 
1885.) . 
Milan (1884).-The 8-inch refractor has been used for measurements of 
255 double stars and for observations of comets. The measures of the 
ellipticity of u ran us cannot yet be considered free from all objections. 
The observations on Mars seem to confirm pr.evious results as to the 
duplication of canals, &c. 
The large dome for the 18-incb refactor is nearly completed. 
Munich (1884).-Tbe IO-inch equatorial is now remounted and theRep-
sold micrometer has been studied. It will be principally used to de-
termine the parallaxes of LI. 28298, 26 Draconis, Gr. 2875, Br. 3077. 
The Munich zones contain 34,000 stars, of which 9,800 require reob-
servation. This will be accomplished in zones 6° broad. · The old Mun-
ich zones are recomputed and a catalogue (for 1880) is in preparation. 
Natal Observatory (1884).-Fifty-nine transits of the moon's limb and 
50 transits of the nearly central crater Murchison A have been obtained 
with the transit circle. These observations furnish data for calculating 
the variation in the irradiation at the edge of the moon and of the ef-
fect of the known irregularities on the limb. Arkley Observatory, 
England, co-operates in this work. An appendix to the report con-
tains observations of comets Pons and Barnard. 
Nice.-The observatory and its extensive grounds occupy the sum-
mit of a hill known as Mont Gras, some 1,200 feet above sea level and 
distant from the Mediterranean about 3 or 4 miles. We notice that it 
is arranged on the plan of detached buildings, a plan that has been fol-
lowed in the construction of most large observatori~s of recent date. 
On the southern slope of the hill are the dwelling houses for the ob-
servers, library, computing rooms, &c., and higher up are the various 
buildings that contain the instrul!lents. A 15-inch equatorial, 6-inch 
meridian circle, and 3,inch transit are already in use. The great steel 
dome, 72 feet in diameter, is finished and has been found to work sat-
isfactorily. The peculiarity in the construction of this dome-the work 
of the celebrated engineer Eiftel, of Paris-is that the greater part 
of its weight is taken by a circular fl.oat which revolves in an aunular ' 
tank filled with a solution of chloride of magnesium in water. This so-
lution has a density of 1·25, and is able to resist a temperature of 400 
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centigrade below zero. Running-wheels are used as guide1:1 ancl to tak 
such a share of the superimposed weight only as may be neces ary to 
secure perfect steadiness in rotation. It is evident that by adding to 
the water in the tank the weight on the wheels can be either entir ly 
or partially relieved, and by abstracting from it, any desired pre ·ure 
can be placed upon these wheels. The shutter is made in two leave , 
and opens right and left with a rain-tight joint in the center; the open-
iug is about 10 feet. For a complete description of the <l.ome, with illus-
trations, we m~st refer to L'Astronomie, 4: 206-12; Observatory, 8: 290; 
and Nature, 32: 62, 297. 
M. Faye announces that the obiecti ve of 30 inches clear aperture ha 
been finished by the Henry brothers, and has been sent to Gautier, who 
has charge of the construction of the great equatorial; it is hoped the 
instrument will be mounted in April, 1886. 
0' Gyalla.-Sixteen hundred and ten observations for the spectroscopic 
Durchmusterung of the southern sky have been made. Color observa-
tions with the Zoellner photometer are also continued, as well as various 
otlier photometric and spectroscopic series. 
Oxford Tlniversity Observatory.-The director's annual report was read 
on June 3, 1885. A subsidiary observatory, for instruction, has been 
built. Professor Pritchard has published a memoir on the evidences 
of mutual gravitation among the components of the Plciadcs. The com-
pletion is announced of the phometric survey of all stars visible to the 
naked eye from the pole to -10°. 
Paris.-Rear-Admiral Mouchez bas issued his report on the work of 
this establishment during the year 1884. The completion of the reob-
servation of Lalande's stars has led to a new disposition of the meridian 
instruments, one of which, on the proposal of M. Lrewy, is now occupied 
with the determination of a number of circumpolar stars on his new 
method; the great meridian circle and the circle of Gambey are still 
employed for observations of the minor planets and of comparison stars 
for planet , comets, and nebulre observed with the equatorials. The 
great telescope of om.74 is still unmounted, no suitable position being 
available in the present state of the grounds of the observatory. M. 
l\fouchez mentions having received communications from the authorities 
in Algeria, referring to the possibility of obtaining from the local budget 
the greater part of the sum that would be required to mount the instru-
meu tat the ob ervatory of Algiers on the summit of the Boudjareah, 
an exceptionally farnrable situation, which might be vi ited by the a -
tronomer of the Paris Observatory for special observations, but the 
c u cil of the latter in titution have not availed themselves of the prop-
·ition, in the hope that the equatorial may yet be erected at Pari . 
m n ·st th ob rvation · made with the instruments in the west tower 
and th nry 'quatorial are many of the satellites of Uranus and 
ptun , the ompanion of irius, the belt of Uranus, nebu.1~7 ~ d 
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double stars. MM. Henry have been occupied with astronomical pho-
tography during the year, and, as is well known, with great success; 
various clusters of stars have been photographed, and l\L Mouchez ap-
pends to bis report a reproduction by heliogravure of a plate of the 
great clusters in Perseus. A trace of the motion of the minor planet 
Pallas was shown after an .exposure of thirty-firn minutes. Theim-
portant results obtainecl by l\11\1. Henry in photographing very small 
stars in those crowdecl parts of the heavens where tlrn gn,laxy crosses 
the ecliptic hrwe been already rcferrecl to. - - - Steady progress 
has been mac.le, uoth with the calculations and printing of the Paris 
Catal,ogne of Stars, and it is expected that the first volume of both series 
(star positions as observed, arnl catalogue) will be completed by the 
end of tt.Je year. Vol. 18 of the Memoires is :finished. The report further 
details the personal work of tlie members of the observatory staff. 
Amongst the additions to tlrn museum is a portrait of Pons, presented 
by M. Tempel. 
The report for tlie year 188! is preceded by one which enters spe-
cially i1ito tbe' present condition of a scheme for removing the principal 
instruments in tlie ob~ervatory to a site where not only greater steadi-
ness can be securecl in tlleir monntiug, but where the objections of be-
ing surrounded by a great city will not exist. It appears that the 
Academy of Sciences have not, so far, favored this scheme.. M. Mouchez 
states very clearly his view of the question. (Nature.) 
Potsdam.-Researches are in progress on a new determination of the 
wave-lengths of a la.rge number (300) of the Fraunhofer lines; on the 
influence of temperature on the refraction and dispersion indices of 
fixed substances; on the reflective power of various substances; _on 
the absorption-spectra of such substances as are used in photography, 
&c. 
Jupiter and Mars were regularly observed and the nebulre observa-
tions are concluded. 
The photometric measures embraced long series of determinations of 
the brightness of the major planets and of seven of the asteroids. 
Many variable and red stars were also measured. Determinations of 
the brightness of stars by photography have also been made, and a 
number of photographs of clusters have been taken. 
"The first part of the fourth volume of the publications of this obser-
vatory, which was published in the latter part of last year [1885] con-
tains three papers. The first of these is by Professor Vogel, and con-
tains the observations which he made with the great Vienna reflector 
in 1883 for the purpose of testing the performance of the great object-
glass. Professor Vogel's final verdict is altogether favorable. 'The 
Vienna objective,' he says, 'leaves nothing to be desired as regards the 
precision of the images,' and he speaks of using with ad vantage a power 
even of 1,500 upon planetary markings, a statement which is illustrated 
by a sketch of part of Saturn's ring as seen with that magnifying power. 
Il. Mii:,;. 15--~o 
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His principal observations were, however, spectroscopic, Professor 
Vogel utilizing the great light-gathering power of the Vienna equatorial 
for a detailed examination of the remarkable spectra shown by several 
faint stars, classified by him under Types II b and III b. - - - The 
paper also contains a number of observations of nebulre, principally 
planetary, and is illustrated by four lithographic plates. The second 
paper contains meteorological observations made in the years 1881 to 
1883, and the third is a very careful investigation by Dr. G. Miillerofthe 
influence of temperature on the refraction of light through prisms of 
various kinds of glass, of Iceland spar and rock crystal." (Natwre.) 
Prague (private observatory of Professor Safarik).-Fourteen hun-
dred and eighty-two observations of 92 stars were made in 121 observ, 
ing nights. · 
Pulkowa Observatory.-" We have received M. Struve's annual re-
port, presented May 25; 1885, on the work of 'the observatory during 
the year. The great 30-inch refractor had not yet been brought regu-
larly into use; but at the time of writing the report observations with 
it were to be commenced immediately. The observations with the 15-
inch equatorial, which for the last forty-five years have been M. 0. 
Struve's own special' work, are now undertaken by his son, Hermann 
Sturve, as he himself has been too much occupied with other work, as 
well as having been incapacitated by a long illness. Micrometrical 
measures (98 in all) of the relative positions of Iapetus and Titan, 
Titan and Rhea, and Rhea and Dione have been made during the year. 
It is hoped that these measures, in combination with those made in 
former years, will furnish very accurate elements of the orbits of these 
satellites. Dr. Hermann Struve has also made observations for determi-
nation of the parallaxes of 10 stars, as well as determinations of the 
positions of Encke's and Wolf's comets. The relative positions of 116 
faint stars, which were occulted by the moon during the total eclipse of 
October 4, 1884, have also been determined with this instrument. Ob-
servations with the great transit instrument have been continued by 
Wagner, with Wittram as his assistant. The observations (2,348 in 
number) have chiefly been of the Pulkowa Hauptsterne. With the ver-
tical circle Nyren has zealously pursued bis work of determining the 
declinations of the Hauptsterne. Of the 895 observations made 
during the year, no fewer than 832 were made in both positions of the 
instrument. In addition to these, 103 observations of the sun were ob-
tained. Romberg, observing with the meridian circle, has obtained 
1,236 observations in both elements of different stars taken from, (1), the 
Abo Catalogue; (2), the Pulkowa Catalogue of Double Stars; (3), stars 
used for comet observations; ( 4), stars used for determining the scale of 
the heliometer. With the 4-inch Repsold heliometer Backlund has ob-
tained thirty-two measures of distances and thirty measures of position-
angles of Jupiter's satellites. Lindemann has investigated the varia-
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tion of light of V Cygni with the Zollner photometer ( Observa,tory, No. 
104~ p. 435), and also has observed some other stars, the va,riabihty 
of which has been suspected. Hasselberg's spectr:oscopic researches 
4-a ve been limited t~ :he ~hemical elements, nitrogen and hydrogen, 
which, however, are not yet finished. Photographs of the sun have 
Deen regularly taken throughout the year,- for which work gelatine 
plates have been found specially conveneint. During the year 220 
photographs have been obtained on 173 days. Referring to the work 
carried on at the Marine Observatory at Nicolajew, 1\1. Struve remarks 
that the director has found at Batum an extraordinary deviation of the 
plumb-line, amounting to 49"·6 in longitude=37"·1 of a great circle in 
the direction of the prime vertical. In latitude the ueviation is 16". 
That no volume of Pulkowa observations has been published during 
the year is owing chiefly to the long illness and multitudinous occupa-
. tions of the director. The following volumes, howenr, are in active 
preparation: Volume vrn, which contains the star catalogue compiled 
from the meridian observations, 1839 to 1869; volume x, containing 
the continuation of 0. Struve's measures of double stars; volume xn, 
containing the fundamental determinations of R. A. for 1865.0; and 
volumes XIII and xiv, containing the fundament3:l determinations of 
declination f-,r the same epoch. The work of the geographical and 
geodetical bureau, under Dollen's superintendence, bas also been carried 
on as usual during the year." ( Observatory.) 
Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford.-With the transit circle 3,500 observa-
tions of transits have been made, and 3,440 circle observations. The 
volume for 1882 has been printed ; that for 1883 is nearly ready for 
press; the observations for 1884 are completely reduced; those for 1885 
are nearly reduced to the end of the yeaP. 
Rome.-A new observatory is being built under the direction of Father 
Ferrari, S. J., formerly assistant, and successor of Father Secchi, in the 
observatory of the Roman College. The observatory is now in posses-
sion of a 4-inch equatorial by Merz, and is to have a 10-inch by the 
same maker. (Sid . .1.lfess., 4: 313.) · 
Rosse (Earl of), Birr Castle, Parsonstown.-Attention has been given 
to photometry and the measurement of lunar heat. The driving-clock 
of the 6-foot reflector is now run by water power. 
San Jose, Gal.-Tbe recently completed observatory for the Univer-
sity of the Pacific, at San Jose, bas a 6-inch Clark equatorial, and a 
Fauth transit instrument. The dome is 12 feet in diameter inside, 
covered with galvanized iron, and requires 15 pounds to turn it. The 
building and instruments are the gift of Capt. Charles Goodall, of San 
Francisco, and Daniel Jacks, of Monterey. The observatory is under 
the charge of Prof. J. 0. George. 
Smith Observatory.-W e are very glad to learn that the reported clos-
ing of the Smith Observatory of Beloit College on account of lack of 
• 
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funds is incorrect. Mr. Tatlock has been succeeded as director by Mr, 
Charles A. Bacon. New arrangements have been made for both me. 
teorological and astronomical observations, and special attention will 
be given to solar and spectroscopic work. 
Stonyhurst College Observatory.-Magnetic and meteorological obser. 
vations have been made in 1884, as during the past :fifteen years. On 
257 days drawings of the sun were made; the entire chromosphere was 
measured on 88 days, and spectra of spots were obtained on 36 <lay . 
"The glow encircling the sun during the day has never been entirely 
absent, though it varied in intensity from time to time." 
Strassburg.*-Dr. W. Schur has published his report of the work 
done at the observatory during the last year. The instruments in u e 
at Strassburg are, (1) the meridian circle; (2) the altazimuth; (3) the 
great 18-inch refractor; (4) heliometer, and (5) the 6·inch refractor. 
It would appear, however, that to work these numerous and excellent 
instruments Dr. Schur haR only two assistants. 'l'he meridian circle 
has been chiefly employed in observing stars for the southern zones of 
the Astronomische Gesellschaft, as well as in determining positions of 
the sun, moon, and large planets and miscellaneous stars, comet- tars, 
&c. Determinations have also been made of the errors Qf division of 
the circle and of the form of the pivots. With the altazimuth, to which 
Herr Schur appears to have devoted a considerable amount of time and 
attention, observations of the moon have been commenced. The great 
refractor bas been used for observing comets, and a re.examinath1n of 
the micrometer.screw shows the necessity of a correction to the results 
which have been already published. With the heliometer a number of 
measures of the sun's diameter have been maue; whilst the 6-iuch re· 
fractor has been employed in making a series 9f measure~ for the deter• 
mination of the parallax of¢ 5 Aurigoo. The amount of work performed 
by Dr. Schur and his assistants is very creditable to them ; but at the 
same time we are constrained to remark that it is a misfortmie that an 
observatory which is so well provided with instruments should not have 
a larger observing staff, in order that the various instruments might 
be worked adequately and to the best advantage. ( Observatory, October, 
1885.) 
Taschkent.-The main object of the observatory is to co.operate in the 
surveys and explorations of Turkestan. Four latitudes and longitudes 
were determined. in 1884. Oomets, asteroids, and solar.spots have been 
observed al o. 
Temple Observatory, Rugby.-Tbe spectroscopic measurement of the 
motion of stars in the line of sight has been continued, and a new in-
strument with prisms of bisulphid.e of carbon-intended for this work-
is nearly completed. Double stars measures have been made as in 
• A.stron. Nachr., No. 2675. 
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former years, and a catalogue of 900 sets of measures has been published 
in the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society. 
United States Naval Observatory.-The report of the Superintendent 
bears the date of October 5, 1885. Rear-Admiral S. R. Franklin, U. S. , 
Navy, was detached March 31 and ordered to the command of the · 
European squadron. From that date to the 1st of June Commander 
A. D. Brown acted as Superintendent, when he was relieved by Commo-
dore George E. Belknap. 
The 26-inch equatorial, in charge of Professor Hall, has been em-
ployed on satellites and double stars. The dome, 43 feet in diameter, 
is now revolved with great ease by means of a 4 horse-power gas engine. 
The observations of the satellite of Neptune and those of the two outer 
satellites of Uranus have been discussed and the results published. 
The observations of Iapetus have been published since the report • closed. 
The transit circle has been employed in the same class of work as in 
the prec~ding years. Since the last report 5,520 observations have been 
made. Of these, 90 were of the sun, 70 of the moon, 156 of the major 
planets, and 64 of the minor planets. 
The 9·6-inch equatorial: Professor Frisby was placed in cbargP- April 
2, 1885. The work of the instrument bas been confined to: (1) Obser-
vations ofcomets, six of which have been systematically observed during 
the year. These observations have all been reduced to date, and pub-
lished in various astronomical journals in this country and Europe. (2) 
Observations of asteroids, principally of such as could not be observed 
with the transit circle on account of their faintness or their position; 
thirty-five regular ohservations of asteroids were made, and twenty-one 
approximate positions of other. asteroids obtained, so that they could 
readily be observed with the transit circle. (3) Occultations of stars by 
the moon, whenever practicable. ( 4) Doubtful observations of stars and 
asteroids made with other instruments were looked up and decided, 
this being probably one of the most important uses of the equatorial. 
A few observations have been made of the variable star in the nebula 
of Andromeda, ~hich show that the star is decre~sing in brightness. 
Assistant Astronomer Winlock has made several observations of 
-0omets, with drawings of their physical peculiarities and changes of 
appearance. 
The prime vertical instrument: The work of reducing the observa-
tions made in 1883-'84 by Lieut. C. G. Bowman .and Ensign H. Taylor, 
U. S. Navy, for the determination of the constant of aberration, has 
been pursued. In July of last year a communication was received from 
the president of the Internatioual Geodetic Conference, asking the co-
operation of this Observatory with the Royal Observatory at Lisbon in 
the determination of the problem of the change of latitudes, the obser-
vations to be taken with the prime vertical instruments of the two 
observatories. Communication was opened and correspondence is still 
I 
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in progress with the director of the observatory at Lisbon, and prepara-
tions have been made to undertake the work here very soon after it i 
known that it will be begun at Lisbon. 
Meridian transit instrument : T.he work has consisted principally of 
daily observations and reductions for clock corrections in connection 
with the time service. 
Time service : During the past year the demands upon the time serv-
ice have greatly increased. In Washington, the number of clocks of 
the Gardner system in the various public offices bas increased from 20 
to 84. The total number of time-balls now dropped by the Observatory 
signal is eight, at the following points: Philadelphia, Baltimore, New 
Orleans, at branch hydrographic offices; New York, Western Union 
building; Navy Department, Washington; navy-yard Washington; 
Hampton Roads; Savannah. A ninth will soon be added at the tor-
pedo station in Newport. 
The branch observatory at Mare Island, which is fitted with a dupli-
cate of the transmitting apparatus of this Observatory, has been con-
nected with the mainland by a cable, and time signals are transmitted 
daily along the Paci.tic coast. A time-ball has been erected on the 
island for the benefit of the Vallejo shipping, and is dropped daily at 
noon of the one hundred and twentieth meridian. The Hydrographic 
Office time-ball at San Francisco is also dropped at the same instant by 
signal from the Mare Island Observatory. 
Photography: In the programme of work proposed for the current 
year it was stated that the work of taking sun photographs daily would 
be inaugurated as soon as practicable. The work of the Transit of Ve-
nus Commission has up to this time prevented any regular system being 
adopted. 
During the year the names of 1,408 visitors have been recorded, and 
1,137 permits were fasued for night visitors, for whose accommodation 
the small equatorial is set apart. 
The records kept by the several observers and watchmen show that 
only about one night in eight is good for observing, while an exception-
ally good night for astronomical work cannot be reckoned upon much 
oftener than once a month. 
The Commodore renews the recommendations of his predecessors that 
the Observatory be removed* to the new site purchased in 1880, and that 
a board of visitors be appointed to visit the institution annually. 
A special report of Professor Harkness is added, giving the progress 
of the work of the Transit ot Venus Commission. 
Upsala.-The unpublished observations of nebulffi and clusters up to 
18 0 are now prepared for the press. With the Zoellner photometer it 
· propo ed to determine the magnitudes of the comparison stars used 
by Argelander, Schoenfeld, and Ondemanns for variables. 
• A committee of the National Academy of Science has, at the request of the Secre-
tary of the Navy, given careful consideration to this question. Their report may be 
found in .Senate Executive Document No. 67, 49tk Congress, lat session. 
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Warner Observatory.-The 16-inch refractor has been used for the 
past three years mainly .in the search for new nebulre. A catalogue of 
some 200 faint nebulre has been published. 
Washburn Observatory.-" The third volume of the' Publications of 
the Washburn Observatory,' lately issued, gives the results of the work 
of 1884. About 1,800 observations were made with the Repsold meri-
dian-circle upon the Gesellscbaft southern fundamental stars and the 
Leyden Cape of Good Hope refraction-stars. The instrumental con-
stants are given for each observing day, and an investigation of the 
zenith-distance micrometer-screw and of the horizontal flexure of the 
instrument. In the cold winter weather of Wisconsin tbe micrometer-
springs turned out too weak to pull the slides, and had to bereplace<l with 
stiffer ones. The probable error of a single declination is now reduced 
to 0"·4, a great improvement over that noted in vol. rr.; and a correc-
tion of +0"·30 :l::0"·026 to the constant of the' Pulkowa refractions, 
seems to be called for by the observ_ations of 1884 to suit the atmosphere 
over Madison. Professor Holden expresses his continued satisfaction 
with the Repsold meridian-circle, and -appears to be making a very 
thorough study of it; and in this his example might well be follow:ed 
with profit by some of our older established observatories. Two deter-
minations of the latitude by Mr. G. 0. Comstock are given-one from 
Professor Holden's and his own observations with the zenith-telescope, 
the other from his own with the prime-vertical transit, using both re-
flected and direct observations; the declinations in both cases being 
those of Auwers' system. They come out respectively +43° 4' 3G"·97 :!:: 
0"·07 and +43° 4' 36"·99:!::0"·06, remarkably accordant results. The 
fifth part of the volume is a 'Catalogue of 1,001 southern stars for 1850·0 
from observations by Signor P. Tacchini, at Palermo, in the years 1867, 
1868, 1869,' by Rev. Father Hagen, S. J., and Edward S. Holden. The 
original observations had never been reduced to mean place, but being 
good ones and in a part of the sky where needed, we have here the 
anomaly of European work reduced and published in this country; and 
Father Hagen and Profeesor Holden are to be highly commended for 
making it a-yailable, while its comparison with Oeltzen's Arge1ander 
(south) and the vVashington zones served to detect many errors in these 
catalogues. The sixth part gives the observations of 437 southern 
stars made with the Washington transit-circle, and also the position of 
the same stars (whenever occurriug) from the catalogues of Yarnall, 
Gould's zones, and Stone, all the positions being reduced to 1850.0 l;>y 
Father Hagen. This is the first opportunity for easy comparison on a 
large scale between these four systems of southern declinations, and ,, 
the comparison develops the foUowing important differences of north 
polar-distance :- ' 
Washington-Yarnall = +1"·12 (from 220 stars). 
Washington-Gould (Z. C.)=+1"·96 (from 215 stars). 
Washington-Stone =+1"·00 (from 238 stars). 
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- "The volume closes with a count of the Durchmusterung 
stars between -2° and + 13°, a determination of the constants of ome 
of the other instruments, meteorological observations for 1884, a sum-
mary of the same as taken at Madioon continuously from 1853 to 1884, 
and is throughout a highly creditable publication." - - - (Science, 
November 20, 1885.) 
Willets Poirit Observatory.-The astronomical observations made dur-
ing 1885 were of the same nature as those described at some length for 
the preceding year in the "Account of the Progress in Astronomy in 
1884." The observatory is established for training engineer officers in 
the applications of practical astronomy to geodesy. The course of in-
struction, as well as the arrangement of the observatory building and 
its equipment (described and illustrated with a plan of the observatory 
in General order No. 3, series of 1881, and Printed order No. 3, series of 
1882), may well be taken as a model in this branch of astronomy. A 
large number,of latitude observations made by different observers from 
1880 to 1884, and apparently showing a steady decrease in the latitude 
of the post, bas been submitted to a critical discussion by Miss Alice 
Lamb, of the Washburn Observatory. By selecting the best determined 
stars, and by rejecting the observations with one of the instruments, 
and the work ·of some observers, whose probable errors are about twice 
as large as the probable errors of those whose work is retained, she 
concludes that there is Atrong reason to attribute tlie systematic change 
to errors of observation rather than to a. real tlirninutiou of tlw latitude. 
Yale College Observatory.-Tbe following i1-, a brief' Htate11w11t of tlie 
work accomplished or in progress uudt'r the directio11 of Dr. W. L. 
Elkins, who bas charge of the Leliometer, the oul_y iustrurnent of tllat 
class, we believe, in operation in this country. 
The principal object of research Las been the triangulation o{ the 
Pleiades, to which work the instrument was devoted from September, 
1884, to March, 1885. It was originally intended to confine the investi-
gation to the stars measured at Konigsberg; the scheme has been ex-
tended, however, to include all the stars in the Bonn Durchmusterung, 
within certain limits, down to the magnitude 9·2, making sixty-nine stars 
in all. The reductions are in a forward state. 
Other observations are reported: 
Measures of the Moon from neighboring stars, diameters of the Moon, 
diameter of Venus, and the outer ring of Saturn, and a series of ob-
sen·ations of Titan referred to its primary, which is being continued by 
Mr. A. Hall,jr. 
There have been various additions made to the working appliances 
of the in t rument. The oil-lamps illuminating the scales and circles 
have been replaced by half-candle incandescent lamps. The most im-
p rtant addition i , however, the registering micrometer, which :Messr . 
Rep old lJave made for reading the scales. The principle con ists in 
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iropressing on a Morse fillet the figures and divisions of the micrometer 
head along with those of a fixed index. 
Tb e instrument is now being devoted to systematic investigations in 
stellar parallax, and work is progressing, which will furnish, it is hoped, 
reliable values of the parallaxes of the ten stars of the 1st magnitude 
in the Northern Hemisphere referred to neighboring stars of about the 
8th magnitude. 
Zurich.- The sun-spots are assiduously observed here. The maximum 
occurred in December, 1883, to January, 1884. 
ASTRONOMIC.AL INSTRUMENTS. 
Wire-gauze screens as photometers.-" Of late years the use of wire· 
ga.uze screens, one or more in number, over objectives bas come into 
use for several purposes. Over one of the halves of a heliometer-objec-
ti ve they are used to reduce the image of a bright star to approximate 
equality witli that of a fainter star from the other half, an essential con-
dition for the most accurate superposition of the two images. With a 
meridian circle they are· used to reduce the brighter stars to an approx-
imate equality with the faintest that can be observed with satisfactory 
precision, or to investigate the difference of personal equation for dif-
ferent magnitudes by taking different tallies of transit-wires, with screen 
off and on, at the same transit. lll the latter case Professor Holden 
points out the necessity (Astron. Nachr. 2690) of changing the illumina-
tion of the field with tlie ch,rnge of screen, so that each magnitude may 
show against its customary degree of color or brilliancy of background. 
Such screens may also l>e used for photometric purposes when once 
their coefficients of tra11smission have been determined. Those having 
occasion to use them in this way will do well to consult a paper by J?ro-
fessor Langley (Amer. ,Journ. Sc., xxx, 210) on this subject. ln this it 
is shown that the effectiYe transmission coefficients are decidedly dif-
ferent according as the luminous image is an extended surface or prac-
tically a point like a star. .In the latter case there is a central image 
surrounded by a system of diffraction images, into which a large part 
of the light goes; so much so, that Professor Langley found that a screen 
(of which one and two tllicknesses transmitted ·47 and ·21 respectively 
of the full liglit upon a surface) gave only ·18 and ·02 for one and two 
thicknesses, respectively, when measured by the brilliancy of the cen-
tral image of a small pin-bole as a source of light." (Science.) 
The defining pou·er of telesoopes.-Quite a warm discussion has been 
going on in tbe columns of tbe Observatory and Sidereal Messenger on 
the relative merits of small aud large telescopes for the study of plan-
etary detail. The controversy seems to have arisen from a statement 
by l\Ir. Denning to the effect that "apertures of from 6 to 8 inches seem 
able to compete with the most powerful instruments ever constructed." 
The true state of the case appears to be given in a note by Professor 
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Young (Observatory, VIII: 173, May, 1885): '' On th<:' whole, I find al . 
true what Mr. Clark told me would be the ca~e on first mounting Olll' 
23-inch instrument, that I can almost always see with the 23-inch everything 
I can see with the 9f-inch, under the same atmospheric conditions, and see. 
it better ;-if the seeing js bad, only a little better,-if good, irumen ely 
better. The only exceptions are in the case of objects which require a 
very low power~ lower than any that can be obtained with the eye-piece 
of the large telescope." 
The great Pulkowa refr11,ctor.-" M. Struve was chiefly occupied during 
the year with work incidental to the ,installation of the great 30-inch 
refractor. It was anticipated that by September, 1884, things would 
be in such a state that it would be possible to begin to observe with 
this gigantic instrument; but, owing to various delays, chiefly connected 
with the construction of the dome, it was not until the end of Septem-
ber that the Repsolds could be invited to come to Pulkowa to superin-
tend the work of erecting the telescope; t.his was accomplished very 
successfully by them in about three weeks. And M. Struve expresses 
himself as greatly pleased with the ease with which the telescope can 
be set, with the equality of the illumination on all its parts from a sin-
gle lamp, with the accuracy with which the driving-clock performs, and 
with the facilities for altering the telescope into a powerful spectroscope; 
so that this great instrument may be regarded as the successful out-
come of the highest skill of modern art in this department. Further 
work on the dome was interrupted by the approach of winter. · · · 
At present the dome is moved by band; it is hoped, however, that this 
may eventually be done by electricity, and that a motive power will 
thus be obtained sufficient to overcome the hindrances to the rotation 
of the dome arising from snow and frost. From investigations made 
by H. Struve it appears that the position of the polar axis is correct to 
a fraction of a minute, that the change in focal length of the instrument 
during the winter is but trifling, and that, notwithstanding the great 
weight of the object-glass and of the eye-end, the flexure of the tele-
_scope is so small as to be practically insensible. M. Struve proposes to 
use the great refractor for observing such double-stars as are beyond 
the reach of the 15-inch equatorial, and to undertake observations of 
certain interesting nebulre, as well as spectroscopic researches on stars 
in ca es where the great optical power of the instrument will make the 
ob ervations of special value." (Observatory.) 
"Science" (VI: 306) publishes a letter from Dr. Otto Struve to Alvan 
Clark & Sons, from which we make the following extract: '' I am a ked 
by the Government to inform you that, in acknowledgment of the ex-
cellent p rformance of the great object-glass furnished for Pulkowa 
by your firm, His Majesty the Emperor has been graciously pleased to 
confer upon you the golden honorary medal of the empire. The value 
of this gift is enhanced by the circumstance that this medal is given 
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very rarely and only for quite extraordinary merits. You a.nd Repsold 
are the first who will receive it from the present Emperor, Alexander 
III." 
"You will be pleased to hear that with the 30-inch refractor in good 
nights all the most difficult double-stars discovered by Burnham with 
the Washington refractor can be easily measured." 
Illumination by means of the electric light.-ln regard to the applica-
tion of electricity to illuminating the microscopes and field of view of 
a. large fixed instrument, Dr. Gill, of the Cape Observatory, . says: 
"Electric illumination by small incandescent lamps has been applied 
with complete success to the microscopes and field of the great theodo-
lite with which the azimuth observations are made. The electricity is 
supplied to the lamps from a storage battery, which is charged dur-
ing daytime two or three times a week by a small Grove battery. The 
success of the experiment has been complete. The 'Yhole arrangement 
is so simple, clean, and convenient, and the advantages to accuracy of 
observation by perfect uniformity of light, freedom from flicker, glare, 
and heat can only be fully appreciated after trial." 
Method of supporting a mercury troitgh for reflection observations.•-
" The observation of the nadir has hitherto been almost impossible at 
the Paris Observatory, owing to the disturbance of the mercury cam~ed 
by the traffic in the neighboring streets. Lately, however, M. Gautier 
has devised a very simple arrangement by which this is obviated. The 
new apparatus consists of two cylindrical basins placed one above the 
other, the lower one, which contains the supply of mercury, having a 
slightly larger diameter than the upper. The bottom of the lower basin 
is pierced at its center to admit a screw which projects in a vertical di-
rection into the inside and is fixed in that position. A cylinder, fixed 
as an axis to the bottom of the smaller basin, is tapped to fit the pro-
jecting screw, and thus, by turning this basin round its axis, it can be 
raised or lowered in the larger vessel so as to obtain a supply of mer-
cury in it (by means of an opening provided for the purpose) sufficient 
for observation, whilst the oscillations of the ground, AdmiralMouchez 
states in the paper before us, are completely counteracted by the 'demi-
flottage' of the second basin." ( Observatory.) 
Hough'sprintingchronog.raph.-AttheAnnArbormeetingoftheAmeri-
can .Association, Professor Hough read a paper on the printing chrono-
graph that he has invented. He has given a description of the instru. 
ment in his report as director of the Dearborn Observatory for 1885. The 
instrument is designed to print on a fillet of paper, minutes, seconds, and 
hundredths of seconds, indicated by the clock which controls it, at any 
instant that an observing key is closed by the obsArver's finger. The 
impression is made from the surface of three continuously running type 
wheels, the swiftest of which revolves once per second. The recent im-
*Bull . .&stron., 2: 549; also (abstr.), Eng. Meehan., 42: 488. 
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provements consist in engraved type on the face of the wheels in place 
of the rubber ones used at first, and of the substitution of a direct blow 
by an electro-magnet upon the type-wheel fillet, thus making the appa-
ratus much more light and compact than the old form. The mean of 
the seconds and hundredths may be taken directly on the fillet without 
transference to books. Professor Hough states that the instrument has 
proved perfectly reliable. 
Flexure of transit instruments.-At the same meeting of the American 
Assoc_iation a paper was presented by Professor Harkness on the gen-
-eral subject of the flexure of transit instruments. Professor Harkness's 
thorough investigation of this subject has just been published as .Ap-
pendix nr to the "Washington Observations" for 1882. 
Optical works of Feil & . Mantois.-W e learn from L' .Astronomie that 
M. Charles Feil has, after some years' absence, returned to the active 
management of his celebrated manufactory of optical glass in Paris, the 
new firm being "Feil pere et Mantois." M. Feil is grandson of M. Gui-
naud, the founder of the house in 1827. The new :firm succeeded in ob-
taining a crown disk of the requisite size for the Lick 36-inch glass, 
having already furnished to MM. Henry the disk for the 30-inch objec-
tive for the Nice Observatory. 
Micrometer.-Mr. Chandler contributes to· volume 11 of the Memoirs 
of the American Academy a valuable paper on the "Square-bar mi-
crometer." 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Astronomical prizes.-Tbe Lalande prize of the Paris Academie des 
Sciences has been decreed to M. 'Thollon for his great map of the solar 
spectrum. This map, which has so far demanded four years of uninter-
rupted work, extends from .A to b, and contains 3,200 lines, 900 of which 
M. Thollon has been able to identify as of telluric origin. The Damoi-
seau prize is reserved, no memoir having been offered for it. The sub-
ject proposed is the same as in former yea.rs-a revision of the theory 
of the satellites of Jupiter, a discussion of observations with special 
reference to the direct determination of the velocity of light, and 
lastly, the construction of particular tables for each satellite. The 
Valz prize bas been awarded to Dr. Sporer for his researches on sun 
spot , his discovery of the striking relationship between the distribu-
tion of the spots in latitude and the epochs of their 111axirna and minima 
receiving special notice. (Nature.) 
The award of the Draper medal, made for the first time, was most 
appropriately bestowed on Prof. S. P. Langley, of Allegheny, for his re-
sear h and di coveries in solar radiation. 
The "\Varner prizes awarded in 1885 were two, of $200 each, to Mr. 
E. E. Barnard, for the discovery of Comet 1885 II, and Comet e 1885, 
and wo, of $200 each, to Mr. W. R. Brooks, for the discovery of Comets 
18 5 III and 1885 V. Mr. Warner has just given four prizes, aggre-
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gating $450, for essays on the r~markable "red sunsets" which have been 
prevalent during the past few years, and medals have been awarded 
to a number of other competitors. The total a.mount that has been 
awarded by Mr. Warner for astronomical prizes since 1880, including a 
srna.11 amount for the expenses of judges, is $3,750. The Warner comet 
prize is continued from Martll 1, 1886, to March 1, 1887. It is reduced to-
$100, but is open to the wodd. 
On the apparent increase of size of the sun, 1noon, ancl constellaUons 
when seen at the horizon. (From the B1tlletin de l'Academie royale 
ile Belgique.)-"The apparent increase of the diameter of the sun 
or moon is or<linarily attributed to the elliptical form of the celes~ 
tial sphere. According to the author this explanation was given as 
early as the eleventh century in the Opticsof Albazen. But by experi-
ments, comparing in a dark room the distances of two electric sparks 
at the height of the eye and near the ceiling, M. Snroobant was led to 
the conclusion that any object seen in the zenith appears only eight-
tenths as large as when seen at the horizon. But there is another fac-
tor which should be taken into account, that is, the variable brightness 
of the star. The author thinks that a special study should be made of" 
these very interesting physiological phenomena." (Bull. Astron., April, 
1885.) 
Sammlung populaerer Astronomische Mittheilungen.-The eminent di-
rector of the Berlin Observatory Herr :Foerster, has collected in this vol-
ume a series of scientific notices of a popular character, which have ap-
peared since 1880 in successive volumes of the official calendar (Normal-
Kalender). It contains a clear exposition of the state of our knowledge-
of the fixed stars, their distances, and their distribution in space; an 
article upon the limits of our perceptions of celestial objects; some in-
teresting remarks upon the auroras, the zodiacal light, and the recent 
comets. In reviewing these notices, we are struck with the multiplicity 
and the importance of the problems offered us by modern astronomy, 
and are tempted to ask, with Herr Foerster, if the number of those at 
work at these problems is not becoming· too small for the task. 
An index to astronomical literature.-The need of some systematic 
index to the current literature of astronomy (to say nothing of the 
desired extension of the Royal Society's catalogue, or the completion 
of Houzeau's work) is more strongly felt year by year; and the difficulty 
is aggravated by the poor and insufficient indexes furnished with most 
astronomical publications. General periodical literature is provided for 
by Poole's Index,_ which is kept up to date by the Co-operative Index 
to Periodicals; and a committee of the American Association on index-
ing chemical literature reports each year favorable progress. It seems 
highly desirable that some similar co-operation should be organized 
among astronomers. 
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ASTRONOMICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1885. 
Following is a list of the principal books of the year, compiled largely from the 
excellent Naturre Novitates of R. Friedlander & Sohn, Berlin. Reprints from trans-
actions and periodicals are frequently included. The prices quoted are in German 
marks ( 4 marks equal to $1, very nearly), and are those given by Friedliinder. 
ACTA MATHF.MATICA.-Zeitschrift, hersg. v. G. Mittag-Leffler. Bd. 5. Stockholm, 
1885. 4to. 12 
-- Same. Bd. 6. 12 
ADDRESSES 11,t the complimentary dinner to Dr. Benjamin Apthorp Gould. May 6, 
1885. I ,ynn, 1885. 40 p. 8vo. 
AIRY (G. B. ).-Gravitation; an elementary explanation of the principal perturba-
tions in the solar system. 2 ed. London, 1885. 186 p. 8vo. 7.80 
ALBRECHT (TH.).-Bestimmungen der Lange des Secundenpendels in Leipzig, Dres-
den u. dem Abrahamschacht bei Freiberg, in den Jahren 1869-71 ausgefubrt. 
Berlin, 1885. 4 to. 5 
ALMANACH de l'Observatoire royal de Bruxelles. Ann6e 52, 1885. Bruxelles, 1&:!5. 
374 p. 16mo. 1.50 
AMERICA..~ ACADEMY.-Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. Cen-
tennial volume. (Vol. x1, part 2, No, 1.) Cambridge, 1885. 4to. 
-- Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. New series, 
vol. 12. ( Whole series, vol. 20, from May, 1884, to May, 1885.) Boston, 1885. 8vo. 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.-Proceedings of the American A.ssociation for the Ad.ance-
ment of Science. Philad elphia, 1884. Vol. 33. Salem, 1885. 95+ 736 p. 8vo. 
AMERICAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.-Papers. No. 1. Brooklyn, ,1885. 32 p. 8vo. 
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS and Nautical Almanac for the year 1688. 1st ed. Washing-
ton, 1885. 519 p.+ 1to. 
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS.-Astronomical papers, prepared for the use of the American 
Ephemeris and Nautical Alman:w. Vol. II, parts 3, 4. Washington, 1885. p.107-
258, with 8 plates. 4to. 7. 50 
Cont.: Newcomb and Michelson, Measures of the velocity oflight, made1880-'82. 
--Astronomical papers, prepared for the u1:1e of the American Ephemeris and Nau-
t ical Almauaa,. Vol. m, parts 2, 3, 4. Washington, 1884. p. 201-371. 4to. 10 
Con t.: H~ll, Lunar inequalities due to the ellipticity of the earth. Newcomb, 
On the motion of Hyperion. Hill, Lunar inequalities due to the action of 
Jupiter. 
Al\rnRIC N JOURNAL of Mathematics. Vol.1-v1. (Vol. I very rare.) 
AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY.-Early proceedings, from 1744 to 1838. Com-
piled hy one of the secretaries, with full indexes and phototypic illustration . 
Philadelphia, 1· 85. 875 p. 8vo. 25 
ANALYST (The), inclucling tho proceedings of the "Socfoty of Public Analysts." Ed. 
lJy G. ,v. Vlo'ii:rner and J. Mater. Vol.10 (12 nos.) . London, 1885. Roy. Bvo. 6.50 
krnALE~ (11athornatischo). In Verbiudung m. C. Neumann begrtind. d. R. F. A. 
Cl bscll. Hersg. v. :E'. Klein n. A. Mayer. Band 2G (4 Hefte). Leipzig, 1 5 . 
. v~ W 
-- Sarni>. Band 2fi (4 Hette). Leipzig, 1886. 8vo. 20 
A.?-."NALR du Bureau des Longitudes. Travaux fait a l'Ob ervatoiro astronomique 
cl l\1ontsouris (, ection navale) et M6moires divers. Tome III. Paris, 1885. 6 
• +506 p. 4to. 21 
~L·. -ALE "'ouvelles de Mathernatiqnes. Red. p. Gerono et Brisse. Anneo 1 -
( erie v, tome 4) en 12 nr . Pari , 1885. 8vo. 15 
Ai-."NALS of mathematics, pure and applied. Edited by O. Stone and W. M. Thornton. 
Univer ity of Virginia. Year2 (6 nrs.), 1885. 4to. lC 
Continuation of the "Analyst," formerly published by J.C. Hendricks. 
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.A.N?fOAIRE du Bureau des Longitudes pour l'annee 1886. Paris [1886!]. 924 P· 
4to. Illustr. 1. 70 
Cont.: Faye, Les 13 Tornados des 29 et 30 Mai, 1879, aux ~tats-Unis . 
.A.NIT -ARIO del Observatorio Astronomico nacional de Tacubaya para el afio de 1885. 
Mexico, 1884. 12mo. 12 
.A.sTRONOMICA.L REGISTER.-Vol. 23. Year 1885 (12 nrs.). London, 1885, 7+300 p. 
8vo. 12.50 
1' A.._sTRONOMIE. Revue mensu.elle d' Astronomie populaire, de Meteorologie et de Phy-
sique du Globe, publ. p. C. Flammarion. Annee 4, 1885 (12 nrs.). Paris, 1885. 
488 p. Imp. 8vo. Illustr. 1~ 
Am della R. Accademia dei Lincei, 1883-'84. Memorie della Classe di Soienze fi.siche, 
matematiche e naturali. Vol. 17. Roma, 1884. 60+619 p. 4to. 34 
Cont.: Dembowski, Misure micrometriche di Stelle Doppie e Multiple, fatte 
negli anni 1852-'78. Vol. ii. 
BA..CXLUND (O.).-Ueber d. Anwendung einervon P. Tschebyschewvorgeschlagenen 
Interpolationsmethode. (St. Petersb. Acad.) 1885. 30 p. · Roy. Svo. 1 
BAKHUYZEN (H. G. van de Sande).-Untersuchungen iiber die Rotationszeit des 
Planeten Mars, und iiber .A.nderungen seiner Flecks. Ann. d. Stern wart. in Lei-
den 7. [1885.] 
3.A..LL (R. S.).-The story of the heavens. London, 1885. 544 p., 16pl., 90 woodcuts. 
8vo. 3.70 
BERLIN. Astronomisch-geodatische Arbeiten in den Jahren 1883-'84, hersg. v. kgl. 
geodat-Institut zu Berlin. :Berlin, 1885. 4to. 13.50 
Cont.: Bestimmungen der Langendifferenzen Berlin-Swinemiinde, Kiel-Swine-
-.. miinde, Swinemiinde-Konigsberg, Konigsb.-Warschau u. Berlin-Warschau. 
BoEDDICKER (O.).-On the changes of the radiation of heat from the moon, during 
the total eclipse of 1884, October 4, as measured at the observatory, Birr Castle. 
Sc. Trans. -Roy. Dub. Soc. vol. 3 (2s), p. 321-32. 2 pl. (1885,) 
BOLETIN de la. Academia Nacion.al de Ciencias en C6rdoba (Republica Argentina). 
Torno VI, entrega 4. Buenos Ayres, 1884. p. 351-516, 49-64. p. Roy. 8vo. 4 
Cont.: Doering, 0., Observat. meteorol. faites a Cordoba pend. l'a. 1883. 
Knopf, O., Determinaci6n de la latitud de alg. lugares de la Republ. Argen-
tina. Peter, B., Informe s. las Observac. del paso de Venus, pract. p. la Co-
misi6n Astron. Alemanl:l, en Bahia Blanca. 
BOLTON (H. C.).-Catalogue of scientific and technical periodicals 1665-1882, in all 
languages. Washington, 1885. 783 p. Roy. 8vo. · 
5,100 titles of scientific periodicals. 
BORDEAUX OBSERVATORY.-Annales de l'Observatoire de Bordeaux, publ. p. Ra.yet. 
Tome I. Bordeaux, 1885. · 4to. • 25 
BROWN (A.D.) and WINTERHALTER (A. G.).-Annular eclipse of the sun, March 15-
16, 1885. (Wash. Obsns., 1882, App. 11.) · Washington, 1855. 34 p., 1 pl. 4to. 
BULLETIN · ASTRONOMIQUE, dirige p. Tisserand, G. Bigourdan, 0. Callandreau et R. 
Radau. Annee 2, 1885 ( en 12 Ii vrais ). Paris, 1885. 611 p. 8vo. 16 
BULLETIN des Sciences Mathematiques et Astronomiques, redig. p. Darboux, Houel et 
Tannery. Annee 1885 (Serie II, tome 9). Paris, 1885. Roy. 8vo. 18 
BULLETIN HEBDOMADAIRE de !'Association Scientifique de France, fonde p. Le Ver-
rier, publ. s. la dir. du president de la Societe: Annee 1885. · (Serie II, tomes 10 
et 11.) Paris, 1885. 8vo. 17 
BREDICHIN (TH.).-Revision des valeurs numeriques de la force repulsive. Moscou, 
1885. 36 p. 8vo. l.ijO 
--- Quelques formules de la theorie des Cometes. Moscou, 1884. 14 p. 8vo. 1 
--- Surles Mtes des Cometes. Moscou, 1885. 8 p., 2 :fig. 8vo. 0.60 
-- Sur la grande Comete de 1811. Moscou, 1885. 12 p., 1 pl. 8vo. 1 
--- Sur les oscillations des jets d'emission dans Jes Cometes. (Moscou, Bull. d. 
Nat., 1885.) 25 p., 1 pl. 8vo. 1.50 
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CAPE catalogue of 4,810 stars for 1850. [Lon<l.on, 1884.] 17+215 p. Roy. vo. 
CARRINGTON (R. C.).-Charts of circumpolar stars. Ten charts, published by the 
Meteorological Office. London, 1885. Fol. 
CELLERIER (G.). -Concours national <l.e Compensation des Chronometres pourle Tem-
peratures. Methode de Classement, Calcul des Bulletins et Etude numerique de 
l'erreursecondaireJeCompensation. Geneve, 1885. Avec 12pl. Roy.4to. 16 
CH.Al\IIlERS (G. F.).-Hints on the construction and equipment of observatories for 
amateurs (ill.). Nature, 33: 56-60 (1885). 
CHANDLER (S. C.), jr.-On the square bar micrometer. Mem. Am. A.cad., 11: 158-77 
(1885). 
CHAUVENET (W.).-Spherical ~nd practical astronomy (University edition). With 
an appendix on the method of least squares. 5th ed., revised and corrected. 2 vol . 
Philadelphia, 1885. 8vo. 34 
CHICAGO ASTRONOl\UCAL SOCIETY.-Annual report of the board of directors, to-
gether with the report of the director of the Dearborn Observatory, 1885. Chicago, 
1885. 16 p., 2 pl. 8vo. · 
CIEL ET TERRE.-Revue populaire d'Astronomie et de Meteorologie. Annee 1 •. 
Bruxelles, 1885. 8vo. 8 
CLARKE (H. W.).-The Sextant, London, 1885. 44 p. 16mo. 2.20 
CLERKR (Agnes M.).-Popular history of astronomy during the nineteenth century. 
L,mdon, 1885. 480 p. 8vo. 13 
COFFIN (J. H. C.).-Reports of observations of the total eclipse of the sun, August 71 
1869, made by parties under the general direct.ion of Prof. J. H. C. Coffin, U. . N., 
· Superintendent of the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. [Washington, 
1885.J 2+158 p., 10 pl. 4to. 
CoMPTES RENDUS hebdoma<l.aires des Seances de l'Academie des Sciences. Annee 
1885. (Tomes 100 et 101 en 52 nrs.) Paris, 1885. 4to. 29.50 
CONFERENCE (International) held at Washington [1884] for the purpose of fixing a. 
prime meridian and a uniform <l.ay. Protocols of the proceedings. Washing-
ton, 1884. 212 p. 8vo. 
CONFERENCE internationale tenue :\ Washington pour !'adoption d'un premier meri-
dien unique et ,l'une heure universelle. Octobre, 1884. Proc6s-verbaux des 
Seances. Washington, 1884. 216 p. Svo. 
CONNAISSANCE DES TEMPS pour l'an lf387. Paris, 1885. 5+808+]27 p. 8vo. 
CRAWFOHD (Lord).-Determinations of longitude and latitude during the Mauritius 
.Expedition, 1874. Dun Echt, 1885. 12+519 p., 2 pl. Roy. 4to. 25 
DEMBOWSKI (E. ).-Misure micrometriche di Stelle Doppie e Multiple fatte negli Anni 
1 52-'78. Vol. II. Roma, 1885. 4to. 34 
--. Same. Vol. I. 1883. 22 
DoDERCK (W. ).-Markree Observatory. (From "The Observatory" 1884.) 8 p. 
Kvo. 1 
--. Observations and researches made at the Hong-Kong Observatory in the 
year 1884. Hong-Kong, 1885, 218 p. fol. 10 
DOOLITTLE (C. L.).-A treatise on practical astronomy, as applied to geodesy and 
navigation. New York, 1885. 10+642 p. 8vo. 
DUBLIN SOCIETY (Royal).-Scientific transactions. Vol. m, p. 1-6. Dublin, 1884-
'85. 300 p., 5 pl. 4to. 16 
DUN ECIIT OBSERVATORY, publications. Vol. III. Mauritius Expedition, 1874. 
Division II. Determinations of longitude and latitude. Dun Echt, 1885. 12+ 
519 p., 2 pl. 4to. 25 
DONER (N. C.).-Sur les 6toiles a spectres de la troisiome classe. Stockholm, 1885. 
137 p., 1 pl. 4to. 
Du~·sL.--ra OBSERV.A.TORY.-Astronomicalobservations and researches made at Dunsink, 
the observatory of Trinity College, Dublin. Published by R. S. Ball. Part 5. 
Dublin, 1884. 244 p., 2 pl. 4to. 12 
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Dtrru1s (II.).-Tnblos do Logarithmes a cinq Dceimales, d'apres J. do L::1.lando. 
Paris, 1885. 4+230 p. 12mo. 2 
DOPUis (J.).-Tables do Logarithmes a sept deoimales d'apres Ilremiker, Calle.t, Yega, 
&c. Edit. st6rootype. 10. tirago. Paris, 1885. 12+580 p. Svo. 7.50 
ECKll.A.IUYr (C. L. P.).-Noue Stornkarto. Neu bearb. v. W. Soldan. G. Aufi: Gics-
sen, 1885. Fol. lithogr. in Carton. 4 
EsrIN (T. II. E.).-Elomontnry star atlas;. a series of 12 simple star maps with de-
scriptive letter-press. Preface by J. A. \Vestwood Oliver. London, 1?85. Roy. 
8vo. · 1.70 
E U"ROPXISc1m GnADl'tIESSUXG.-Astronomisch-geodatischo Arboiten flir <lie euFo-
pilische Gmdr.nessung im Konigr. Saohsen. Abthcilg. iii. Die astronomischen 
Ai-beiton. .Ausgcfiibrt untor Leitung v. C. Ilruhns, bearboit. v. Th. Albrecht. 
Iloft 2. Berlin, 1885. 4to. 12 
---. Samo. Heft 1. 1883. 10 
FA YE (H. ).-Sur l'Origine du Monde. Theories cosmogeniqucs des Anciens et des 
Modernes. Pal'is, 1884. 260 p., 22 Fig. 8vo. 4.50 
FELLOWES (F.).-Astronomy for beginners. New York, 1885. 135 p. 12mo. illus-
trated. 3 
FISCHER (A. L.).-Dio Sonnonfiecken und das Wetter. Heft 4. Boobachtungen seit 
1 Juli 1883. Erfurt, 1885. 8vo. 1.60 
---. Same. Heftl-3. 5 
FLAMMARION (C.).-Contemplations soientifiques. (Serie i.) 4 edit. Paris, 1885. 
12+456 p. 16mo. 3.50 
--- Les Merveilles celestes. Lectures du Soir. 8 edit. Paris, 1885. 6+359 p. 
avec 87 vign. et 2 cartes. 12mo. , 2.20 
- FORSTER (A..).-Studien zur Entwicklungsgeschichte des Sonnensystems. Stuttgart, 1 
1885. 8+60 p., 5 Fig. Svo. 2.60 
FoRSTER (W. ).-Populil,re Mittheilungen znm astronomisohen Theile des konigl. preus-
sischen Normalkalenders fiir 1886. Berlin, 1885. Svo. 1 
FORSTER and LEHMANN (P.).-Die veranderlichen Tafeln des astronomischen und 
chronologischen Theiles des konigl. preussisohen Normalkalenders fli.r 1886. Ber-
lin, 1885. 8vo. 5 
FoRTSCIIRITTE (Die) der Astronomie 1885. (Nr.11.) Red. II. J. Klein. Koln, 1885. 
8vo. 1.80 
FRITZ (Il.).-Die Sonne. Zurich, 1885. 32 p., 1 Tfl. 4to. 
-G.ALLE (J. G.).-Uebersicht iiber die Bahn-Elernente der seit dem Jahre 1860 ersohie-
nenen Cometen, sowie Uber neu berechnete oder verbesserte Bahnen von Cometen 
der friiheren Zeit. Astron. Nachr., 112: 1-26; 113: 55 (1885). 
GA us~ (F. G.). -Fiinfstellige vollstilndige logari thmische und trigonometrische Tafoln. 
23. Au:fl. Halle, 1885. 8vo. 2 
GEELMUYDEN (H.).-Undersogelso af Parallaxen af en Stjerne i den store Bjorn og 
nogle Bemrorkninger om dot dertil anvendte Mikrornoter. Christiania, 1885. 19 
p., 1 Fig. 8vo. 0. 70 
OIORNALE di Scienze naturali ed economiche, pubbl. d. Societa. di Soienzo naturali 
ed economiche di Palermo. Vol. lG, 1883-'84. 'Palermo, 1884. 245 + 203 p 
4to. 1G 
Cont. : Di Stefano, 8. altri fossili d. Titanio inferiore di Sicilia. Cardani, S. 
alcune figure ottenute p. elettrolisi. Ricco, Riassunto d. osservazioni astro-
:fisiche solari eseguite nell' Osservatorio di Palermo nel 1882. Zon[!,, Coordi-
nate geogra:fiche e costruzione di una grande meridian.a a tempo vero e medio 
in Castig1ione Etneo. . 
GonE (J. E.).-A catalogue of known variable stars, with notes and observations. 
Dublin, 1884. 8vo. 2 
--- A catalogue of suspected variable stars, with notes and observations. Dublin 
(Proc. R. Ir. Ac.), 1885. 8vo. 8 
II. 1\fo1. 15--20 
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GOULD (B. A. ).-Resultados del Observatorio Nacional Argentino on C6rdoba. Vol 3. 
ObservaQiones de Zonas d'ano 1873. Buenos Aires, 1884. 510 p. 4to. 25 
-- Resultados del Observatorio Nacional Argentino en C6rdoba. Vol. 7,8; Cata-
logo de las Zonas Estela.res. Cordoba, 1884. 4to. 
GRUBB (H.).-On a new form of equatorial telescope. 
4to. illustr. 
Dublin (Roy. Soc.), 1 
2.50 
Volume lithographi6 de 368 p, GRUEY.-Le9ons d' Astronomie. 
4to. 
Besan9on, 1885. 
16 
GYLDEN (H.).-Grunddragen af en enkel method att losa atskilliga problem i den 
analytiska mekaniken. (Stockholm) 1884. 24 p. 8vo. 1.50 
HALL (A.).-The orbits of Oberon and Titania. (Wash. Obsns., 1881, App. r.) Wa h-
ington, 1885. 33 p. 4to. 
-- Orbit of the satellite of Neptune. (Wash. Obsns., 1881, App. II.) Washington, 
1885. 27 p. 4to. 
-- The orbit of Iapetus. (Wash. Obsns., 1882, App.I.) Washington, 1885. 82 p. 
4to. 
HARV ARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY.-Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Har-
vard College. Vol. xrv, in 2 parts. Cambridge, 1885. 512 p. Roy. 4to. 
-- Catalogue of 1,213 stars. Cambridge, 1884. 7 + 93 p. 4to. 
-- Report (40th annual) of the director, by Edward C. Pickering. December 3, 
1885. Cambridge, 1886. 13 p. Svo. 
HENRICI (J.).-Die Erforsclmng dor Schwere durch Galilei, Huygens, Newton als 
Grundlage der ru.tionellen Kinematik u. Dynamik historisch-didaktisch darge-
stellt. Leipzig, 1885. 40 p., 6 Fig. 4to. 1. 0 
VON HEPPER GER ( J.). -U e ber die Verschie bung des Vereinigungspunktes der S trahlen 
beim Durchgange eines Strahlenbiischels monochromatischen Lichtes clurch ein 
Prisma mit gerader Durchsicht. Wien, 1885. 27 p., 2 Holzschn. 8vo. 0.50 
-- Ueber Kriimmungsversnche und Dispersion von Prismen. Wien, 1885. 40 p,, 
8 Holzsc,hn. 8vo. 0.80 
HERZ (N.).-Entwicklung der storenden Krlifte nach Vielfachen dermittleren .A.noma-
lien in indepen<lcnter Form. Wien, 1885. 46 p. 8vo. 0. 0 
-- Siebenstcllige Logarithmen der trigonometrischen Funktionen fiir jede Zeit-
secun<le des Quadranten. Zurn astronomischen Gebrauch. Leipzig, 1885. 8vo. 4 
lIILDEollEIMER (L.).-.A.lphabetischos Verzeichniss der sich in J. Schmidt's .Mond-
cbarte be:findlichen Objecte. O<les8a, 1885. 10 p. 8vo. 
HILL (G. W.).-Determination of the inequalities of the moon's motion, which are 
produced by tho figure of the oarth; a supplement to Delaunay's Lunar Theory . 
.Ll.stron. Papers .Am. Ephem., 3: 205-344 (part 2, 1884). 8 
-- On certain lunar inequalities duo to tho action of Jupiter and discovered uy 
Mr. E. Ncison. .Ll.stron. Papers Am. Epheni., 3: 377-3!)3 (part 4, 1B85). 
HOLDEN (E. S. ).-An account of the progress of astronomy in the year 1884. (From 
the Smithsonian Report for 188,1.) Washington, 1885. 55 p. 8vo. 
--Publications of the Washburn Observatory. Vol. III. Madison,1885. 139 p. vo. 
--Report of Eclipse expedition to Caroline Island, May, 1883. .Mem. Nat. A.cad. 
2: 16-14G (1884). 
HouzE.A.U (J. C.).-Passago de V6nus du 6 Dec. 1882. Partie I: Expos6 des re-
sultats des observations faites aux Stations Belges, a l'aide d'Heliometres a fo. 
yers in6gaux. llruxelles, 1884. :m p. 4to. 4 
lluaar:·s (W.).-On the corona of tho sun. (Dakerian lecture.) Proceedings Iloyal 
Society, 39: 10 135. (1885.) 
IltJYGilE. 'S (Cbr.).-Tra.it6 de la lumi~re avec un discours de la cause de la pesan-
teur. (Now edition of this extremely rare anc.l. still very valuable book by W. 
Burckbardt.) 1885. 
I~DEX to periodicals (The Co-operative) for 1885. Edited by W. I. Fletcher. Vol. 
I. ...Tew York, 1896. G + 111 p. Svo. 
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IRISH .A.CADEl\IY (Royal). Proceedings. Vol. IV, ·Nr. 1, 2. Dublin, 1884. 2i8+22 
p. Svo. 
---. Transactions. Vol. 28 (science), part 14-17. Dublin, 1884. Roy. 4to. 6.50 
ISRAEL-HOLTZWART (K.).-Elemente der theoretischon .A.stronomie. Abtheilung 1: 
Theorie der elliptischen~Bewegungund der Bahnbestimmung. Wiesbaden, 1885. 
8 + 184 p. Svo. 6.40 
--- Same . .A.bthoilg. 2: Berechnung der Fiusternisse. Meteorbahnen. Stellastro-
nomie. Wiesbaden, 1885. 8 + 168 p. 8vo. 5.60 
JAHRnucrr (Berliner Astronomisches) fiir 1887, mit Ephomeridon dcr Planeten 1-237 
flir 1885. Hersg. v. dor Sternwarte, unter Leit. v. F. Tietjen. Berlin, 1885. 8 + 
480 + 51 p. 8vo. 12 
l 
JAnRnucrr (Nautisches), odor Ephemeriden uud Tafcln filr das Jahr 1888 zur Be-
stimmung dor Zeit, Lange u. Breite zur See nach astronomischon Bcobach-
tungon. IIersg. vom Roichsamt des Innern. Berlin, 1885. 8vo. 1.50 
J ORD.AN (W. ).-GrundzUge der astronomischen Zcit- uud Ortsbcstimmung. Berlin, 
~885. 7 + 390 p. Svo. zahlr. Ilolzschn. 10 
JORN.AL de Sciencias Mathematicas o .A.stronomicas, publ. p. F. Gomes Teixeira. 
Vol. IV. Coimbra, 1883-'84. 192 p. 8vo. 14 
Cont. : Da. ~ilva, Formules nouvolles s. lcs racinos des equations algebraiques; 
Rodrigues, La. formula de Lagrange; Pereira, Sobre algunas intergraes in-
de:finitas. Monteiro, M6moires de gcfom6trie, etc. 
J.OURN.A.L de Mathematiques e~mcntaires et sp6ciales. Dil':ig. p. J. Bourget et Koeh-
ler. Annee 1885 (12 nrs. ). Paris, 1885. 8vo. 15 
JOURNAL de MatMmatiques pares et appliqu6es foncl.6 p. Liou ville et rcdig. p. Rcsal. 
.A.unee 1885. (Serie III, 'l'ome xr, en 12 nrs.) Paris, lb85. 4to. 27 
JOURNAL fiir die reine und angewandte :Mathematik. Hersg. v. L. Kronecker u. K. 
Weierstrass. Berlin, 4. Jahrg.1885. Band 98u. 99. (8 Hefte.) Jeder Band 12. 
JOURNAL of the Liverpool Astronomical Society. Vol. III, (October, 188·1, to Sep-
tember, 1885.) Liverpool, 1885. 8vo. 
KEMPl!' (P.).-1\feteorologische Beobaclitungen in <l.cn Jahreu 1681 bis 1883 auf dem 
.A.strophysikaJischen Observatorium bei Potsuam. Leipzig, 1885. 147p. 4to. 7 
KLEE (F.).-Unser Sonnensystem. 2, mit eincm Nachtrag versehene .A.u:fl . 
1885. 8vo. ' 
Mainz, 
1.75 
KNOWLEpm:, an illnstmtecl magazine of science, art, and literature. Edit. by R. 
A. Proctor. Vol. Y, 1885. (52 nrs.) London, 1885. 4to. 11 
Koen (K. R,. ).-Ucber cine :Met11oue, die IIIikrometorschraul)e zu prlifcn. (Le:ipz., . 
Ann. <l.. Pl1ys.) 1883. 2 p. Svo. 0.30 
KOWALSKI (l\L ).-Observations des etoiles de la zone ontro 7:,o et 80° de declinaison 
bonfale, executees a l'Observatoire de l 'Universit6 Imperi::tle de Kasan. Tomer. 
Kasan, 1885. 10 + ·739 p. 4to. 
KRUEGER (.A. ).-Zonenbeobachtungen der Sterne zwischen 55 u. C5 Grad nordlicher 
Declination a,ngestellt an den Sternwarten zu IIelsingfors u. Gotha. Band II: 
Enthalt die Zonen 3:,g bis 722 nebst den mittloron Oertern dcr Sterne flir 1875. 
Helsingfors, 1885. 32 + 400 p. 4to. cart. 20 
--- Same. Band I: Entbii.lt tlio Zonen 1-338 nobst den mittlercn Oertern der 
Sterne fiir 1875. · 20 
LAMONT (J.).-Astronomisch-geoclatische Bestimmungen, ausgefilhrt an einigen 
Hauptpunkten des bayerischen Dreiecksnetzes. Miinchcn, 1885. 8vo. :3 
LANGLEY (S. P.).-Researches on solar heat and its absorption by the earth's atmos-
phere. Report of the l\Ionnt Whitney expedition, prepared under the cUrection 
of W. n. IIazen. Wnahington, 188G. 242 p. 4to. (Mapa, plates, and wood .. 
f.1 11 1,11 . ) 
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LANGLEY (S. P.). Experimental determination of wave-lengths in tho invl.sible 
prismatic spectrum. Mem. Nat. A.cad., 2: 14D-1G2. (1884.) 
-- Observations on invisible heat-spectra and the recognition of hitherto un-
measured wave-lengths, made at the Allegheny Observatory. 4 pl. Am. J. Sc., 
31: 1-12. (1886.) ~ 
LERSCH (B. M.).-Ueberdie symmetrisehen Vorhli.ltnissodes Planoton-Systems. Neue 
vollstandig umgearb. Auil. zwoior 187D-'80 erschienenon Abhancllungen. Koln, 
1885. 59 p. 8vo. 1.60 
VON LITTROW (C. L . .).-Wundor dos Ilimmels. 7. Au.fl., bearb. v. E. Weiss. Berlin, 
1885. 8vo. Liofg. 34-42. J ede Liofg. 0.50 
LO RENZONI ( G.) .-L'Insegnamento di Astronomia e Meteore del prof. L. Riva, e i Docn-
menti relativi alla Fondazione dell'Osservatorio astronomico di Padova. Padova, 
188fi. 44 p. 8vo. 
LYNN (W. T. ).-Celestial motions; a handy book of astronomy. 3 ed. London, 1885. 
80 p. 16mo. 1.70 
VON MXDLER (J. II.).-Der Wunderbau des Welt3:lls oder populllre Astronomie, 8. 
Aufl. Strassburg, 1885. Liofg. 5-12. 8vo. Jede Liefg. 1 
MAIILER (E).-Astronomische Untersuchung fiber die in der Bibel erwa.hnte agyp-
tische Finsterniss. Wion, 1885. 15 p. Svo. 0.50 
--Die centralcn Sonnenfinsternissc des 20. Jahrhundorts. Wion, 1885. 40p. 
4to. 2 
MARIE (M.).-Ilistoire des Sciences math~matiques ct physiques. Tome vn: De 
Newton n, Euler (Suite). Paris, 1885. 272 p. Roy. 8vo. 5.50 
-- Same. Tornes I a VI : De Thales a Euler. 35.50 
MAXWELL.-The life of J.C. Maxwell, with selections from his correspondence and 
occasional writings, by L. Campbell and W. Garnett. New edition, abridged and 
revised. London, 1885. 8vo. (Portrait and illus tr.) Cloth. · 7.80 
MAYER (J.).-Sternkarte mit beweglichem llorizont. Apparat zum Studium des Ge-
stirnten Himmels mit zugehoriger Astrognosie oder Anloitung zur Kenntniss der 
Gestirne. Schaffhausen, 1885. Fol. m. 3 Tfln. In Mappe. 4 
MELANGES }.fATIIEMATIQUES et Astronomiques tir6s du Dulletin de l'Aca<l6mie Im-
periale des Sciences de St.-Petersbourg. Tome VI. Livr._ 3. St.-P6tcrsbourg, 
1885. Roy. 8vo. 1 
-- Same. Tome VI. Livr. 1 et 2. 1884. 4 
1\fEMorns of the National Academy of Sciences. Vol. II. Washington, 1884, 262 p. 
(with plates.) 4to. 
Cont.: Report of the eclipse expedition to Caroline Island. Langley, Experi-
mental determination of wave-lengths in the invisible prismatic spectrum. 
Brewer, On tho subsidence of particles in liquid. Bell, On the formation of 
a deaf variety of the human race. 
MEnruMAN (M.).-Toxt-book of the method of least squares. London, 1885. Bvo. 
C~fu. 9 
MITCHELL (0. M.).-Tho orbs.of heaven; ·or planetary and stellar worlds. Now edit. 
London, 1885. 300 p. 8vo. Cloth. 2.30 
MIT1IIEILUNGEN (Mathomatische u. naturwissenschaftliche) ::ms don Sitzungsberich-
ten der konigl. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin. J ahrga.ng 1885. 
Berlin. 8vo. Tfln. 8 
MOnrns (A. F.).-Gesammelte Werke. Auf Veranlassnng der kgl. Slichsischcn Gesell-
schaft der Wissonschaften hersg. v. R: Baltzer, F. Klein u. ,v. Scheibner. (In 4 
Banden.) Band I: Barycentrischer Calcul, hersg. v. R. Baltzer. Leipzig, 1885, 
Lex. 8, m. Bildniss (v. Mobius) u. 132 Holzschn. 16 
Band II wird enthalten: Analytische Spharik u. sonstige geometrische Unter-
auchu.ngen. 
Band mu. IV: Ui;,tersuchungen nuf d. Gebiete d. Statik u. d. himmlischen 
Mechanik. 
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Moscow OllSIJ:RYATO:RY,-Annalos de l'Observatoire de Moscon. Publi6es par Tb. 
Ilredichin. Vol. ,x, livraison 2. Moscou, 1884. 164 p., 7 pl. 4to. 8 
Cont. : Delopolsky, Observat. au Cercle meridien. Essai d'une determinat. du 
rayon appar. du soleil au moyen de la photographie. Observat. photohelio-
graph. en 1883. Joukovsky, Sur la 9onstruct. des courbes syndynam. et syn-
chron. Drodichin, Les syndynames ct lcs synchroncs de la Comete Pons. 
Brooks. Avec note supplom. Sur la queue du I. type de la Comete de 1744. 
Socoloff, Naherungsformeln der Theorie der Cometenschweife. Ceraski, Ueber 
die Berechnung des Lichtverhliltnisses f. Stcrnf, von auf einander folgenden 
Grossenklassen. 
--- La 1 serie des" Annales" complete en 10 volumes. 120 
MUNICH 0DSERY .ATORY.-Annalen der Miinchener Sternwartc. Supplement band 10. 
Miinchen, 1885. Svo. 3 
Cont.: Astronomisch-geocliitisclrn Bestimmungen ausgeflihrt an einigen Ifoupt-
punkten des bayerischen Droiecksnetzes u. hersg. v. J . . v. Lamont. 
NACIIRICHTEN (Astronomische) lwgrilndet v. H. C. Schumacher. Unter Mitwirkung 
der Astronomischen Gesellschaft hcrsg. v. A. Kruger. Kiel, 188G. 4to. Dand 112. 
(24 Nrn.) 15 
-- Band 113. (24 Nos.) 15 
NASMYTII (J.) and CARPENTER (J.).-The moon; considered as a planet, a world, 
and a satellite. New York, Scribner & Welford, 1885. 16+213 p., 26 pl., illustr. 
8vo. 
NATIONAL ACADEl\IY OF ScmxcEs.-Memoirs of tlle National Academy of Sciences. 
Vol. II. 1883. Washington, 188-1. 2G2 p., 7 pl. 4to. 
Cont. : Report of the eclipse oxpedi tion to Caroline Islands, May 1883. Lang-
ley, Experimental determination of wave-lengths in the invisible prismatic 
spectrum. 
NATUTIE.-A weekly illustrateu journal of science. Year 188G. (G2 nrs.) Londo.µ, 
1880: 3I+G40 p. 4to. 30 
NATURE (La).-Rovuo illustr6c ucs Sciences ct de lour Application aux Arts et a l'In-
dustrie. Red. p. G. Tissandicr. Ann6e 1885. (2 vols. en 52 nrs.) Paris, 1885. 
4to. 20 
NEWCOMB (S.).-Development of the perturbative function and its derivatives, ju 
sines and cosines of multiples of the eccentric anomaly, and in powers of the 
eccentricities and inclinations. Astron. Papers A.ni. Ephcm., 3: 1-200 ('ml. 3, part 
1, 1884). 10 
-- Measures of the velocity of light made 1880-'82. M.ichelson (A.), Supple-
mentary measures of the velocities of white and colored light in air, water, and 
carbon disulphide. Asfron. Papers Am. Epheni., 2: 113-258 (vol. 2, parts 2 and 3, 
1885). 7.50 
-- On the motion of Hyperion. A now case in celestial mechanics. Astron. Papers 
Am. Ephem., 3: 3'17-371 (vol. 3, part 3, 1884). 
-- Catalogue of 1098 standard clock and zodiacal stars. A.stron. Papers Arn. 
Ephem., 1: 147-314 (vol. 1, part 4, 1884.) 15 
--The essentials of trigonometry, plane and spherical, with 3 and 4 place loga-
ritllmic ancl trigonometric tables. New York, 1885. 12mo. Cloth. 0.30 
Ons1mvATORY(The).-Monthly journal of practical astr011omy. Year 188G. (12nrs.) 
London, 1885. 9+4,M p. 8vo. · 14 
0EnTEL (K.).-Astronom ische Bestimmung der Polhohen anf den Punkton Irschen-
berg, Hohensteig u. Kernpemrnnd. Miinchen, 1885. 4to. 2 
O'GYALLA OnSERYATORY.-llcobachtungen angestellt am astrophysikaliscben Ob-
servatorium in O'Gyalla. hersg. v. N. v. Konkoly. Baml 8. IIallo, 18~. 4to. 
5 Ilolzsclln. u. 2 lithogr. 'l'fln. 10 
Orr11:xmn~r (S.).-Ucbcr <lio Rotation ull(l Prilcossion cincs flilssigen S11l1aroids. 
Wien, 188G. 47 p. 8vn. 0.80 
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--Balmbestimmung des Kometen VIII, 1881. Wien, 1885. 8vo. 0.50 
OPPERT (J. ).--Die astronomischen Angaben der Assyrischen Keilinschriften. Wien, 
1885. 13 p. 8vo. 0.30 
VON OrrOLZER (Trr. ).-Ucbcr clio Auflosung des Kepler'schen Pro bl~ms. Wien, 1 •. 
59 p. 4to. 3.20 
-- Ueber die Lange des Siriusjahres und dor Sothisperiode. Wien, 18E5. 2 
p. 8vo. 0.50 
PACIFIC SCIENCE MONTIILY. Vol. I., No.1. San Buenaventura (Cal.), 1885. 12 p. 
8vo. · 
PARIS OBSERVA.T0RY.-Annales de l'Observatoire de Paris, pub]. sous la direct. de 
Mouchez. Observations (1881). Paris, 1881. 8+758 p. Roy. 4to. 33.M 
--Memoires. Tome 18. Paris, 1885. 311 p. Roy. 4to. 23 
PETERS (C. F. W.).-Die gegenseWge Lage der Sternwarten zu Altona u. Kie1. Ber-
lin, 1884. 4to. 1.50 
PHILOSOPHICAL MAGAZINE and Journal of Science, cond. by R. Kane, W. Thomson, 
W. Francis. Year, 1885 (12 nrs.). London. Roy. 8vo. 32 
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY of Washington. Bulletin, vol. VIII. Washington, 1885. 47+ 
68 p. Svo. 
PHILOSOPIIICA.L TRA.KSACTIONS of the Royal Society for 1884. Part ii. London, 1885. 
4to, with 28 plates. 37.50 
Cont. : Heath, On the <lynamics of a rigid body in elliptic space. Hartley, Re-
searches on spectrnm photography. II. Poynting, On the transfer of energy 
in the electro-magnetic field. Hill, On the motion of :fluid, part of which 
is moving rotationally and part irrotationally. Rayleigh, On the electro-
chemical equivalent of silver and on the abFJolute electro-motive force of Clark 
cells. Ramsay and Young, Influence of change of condition from the liquid 
to the solid state on vapor pres~ure. Ferrier and Yeo, Record of experiments 
on the effects of lesion of different regions of the cerebral hemispheres. 
Bower, On the comparat. morphology of the leaf in the vascular cryptogams 
and gymnosperms. Dixon, Condition of chemical change in gases. 
Prc1nmING (E. C.).-Observations of variable stars in 1884. Proo. Arn. Aoad., 20: 
393-406. (1885.) 8vo. 
-- Annals of the Astronomical O1.>servatory of Harvard College. Vol. xrv. Cam-
l>ritlge, 1885. 512 p. Roy. 4to. 
-- Report (40th annual) of tho director of the Astronomical Observatory of Har-
vard College. Cambridge, 1886. 13 p. Svo. 
-- A photographic study of Lhe Nebula of Orion. Proc . .Ani. A.cad., 20: 407. (1885.) 
PROCTOR (R. A.).-Tbe universe of suns, and other science gleanings. New York, 
1885. 401 p. 12mo. Cloth. 11.20 
-- Lo Spettroscopio e le sue Applicazioui. 1. traduz. italiana c. note ed aggiunte 
c.liF. Porro. Milano, 1885. 5+178 p. C. 71 incis. e carta (di spettri). 16mo. 1.50 
PoTSDAllI OnSERVATORY.-Publicationen des Astrophysikalischen Observatoriums zu 
Potsdam. Nr. 15 (Band IV, Stilck 2): Meteorologische Beobachtungen in den 
Jabren 1881 bis 1883. Bearbeit. v. P. Kempf. Leipzig, 1885. 447 p. 4to. 7 
--- l'nl>licationen des Astrophysikalischen Observatoriums zu Potsdam. Nr. 16 
(Band IV, Stilck 3): Ueber den Einfl.uss der 'femperatur auf die Brechung des 
Lichtos in einigon Ola.ssorton, im Kalkspath u. Bergkrystall, v. G. M:iiller. Pots-
dam, 1885. 65 p. 4to. 4 
--. ame. Nr. 1-15, 1878-'83, m. 63 Tfln. 84 
QUARTERLY JOURNAL of pure aud applied mathematics. Edited by N. M. Ferrer, 
A. Cayley, J. W. L. Glaisber, A.. R. Forsyth. No. 80. (Vol. xx, pt. 4.) London, 
1..,: ;i, P. 2~-3 31 title p., index, 1 plate. 8vo. 5.20 
-- ~-o. 1. (Vol. 21, pt. i.) London, June, 1883. p.1-96, with 1 plate. 5.20 
. 82. (Vol. 21, pt. H.) Cn.mbriuge, 1885. p. 97-192. 5.20 
R CLIFFE On ERVATORY1 Oxford, results qf astronomical and m teorological obser-
vations in he year 1, 1. Vol. '.:W. Oxforrl, 1884. Roy. 8vo. 
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--- Results of astronomical and meteorological observations in the year 1882. 
Vol. 40. Oxford, 1884. 20+130+4 p. Roy. 8vo. 
RESPIGHI (L. ).-Catalogo delle Declinazjoni medie pel 1880, o di 1004 Stelle. Roma, 
1885. 4to. 3.80 " 
--- Sulle Osservazioni del Bordo e delle Protuberanze Solari fatte al R. Osserva-
torio del Campidoglio. Nota viii. Roma, 1885. 44 p. 4to. 6.80. 
ROBERTS (F. C.).-The figure of the earth. New York, 1885. 9'5 p. 12mo. 2.50 
ROGERS (W . .A..).-Catalogue of 1,213 stars observed at the Astronomical Observatory 
of Harvard College with the meridian circle 1870-'79. Cambridge, Mass., 1884. 
7+93 p. 4to. 
RoscoE (H. E. ).-Spectrum analysis. 4th ed., revised and considerably enlarged by 
the author and A. Schuster. London, 1885. Roy. 8vo. Cloth. 21 
SCHELLEN (H. ).-Spectrum analysis in its application to terrestrial substances, and 
the physical constitution of the heavenly bodies. Translated from the 3d enlarged 
and revised German edition by J. and C. Lassen. Edited with notes, by W. de 
vV. Abney. London, 1885. With 291 wood cuts and 14 plates (5 colored). 8vo. 
Cloth. 32.50 
8CIENCE.-.A.n illustrated journal, published weekly. Cambridge, Mass. Year 1885 
(Vols. v, VI) in 52 nrs. 4to. Illustr. 26 
SEARLE (A.).-The apparent position of the zodiacal light. Mem. Arn. A.cad., 19: 135-
157 (1885). 
SECCHI (A.).-L'Unita delle Forze Fisiche. Saggio di Filosofia Naturale. 4. ediz. (3 
italiana), preceduta dalla biografia del .A.. Secchi, per F. Denza. 2 vol. Milano, 
1885. 408+387 p. 16mo. 5.50 
--- 11 Sole; esposizione delle principali Scoperte moderne sopra la sua Struttura, · 
la sua Influenza nell' Universo e le sue Relazioni cogli altri Corpi celesti. Fi-
renze, 1885. 8+439 p. 8vo. , 9 
SEELIGER (H.).-Die Vertheilung der Sterne auf der nordlichen Halbkugel nach d. 
Bonner Durcbmusterung. (Mlinchen), 1885. 29 p. 8vo. 1.20 
SEnvus (A. ).-Untersuchungen liber die Bahn und die Storungen der Himmelskorper 
mit Zugrundelegung des Weber'scben elektrodynamischen Gesetzes. Halle, 1885. 
47 p. 4to. 2 
SIDEREAL MESSENGER (The).-Conducted by W. W. Payne. Vol. 4. Northfield, 
1885. 320 p. 8vo. 
Srnrns.-Zeitschriftfiir popurnre Astronomie. Red. H.J. Klein. Bd. 18 (Neue Folge, 
Bd.13). Jahrg. 1885. (12 Hefte.) Leipzig, 1885. 4+288 p. 8vo. 10 
SITZUNGSBERICIITE der kaiser 1. Akademie dor Wisenschaften. Mathematisch-natur-
wissenscbaftliche Classe. Band 90, Heft 3 u. 4. .A.btheilg. 2. Wien, 1885: p. 
387-779. 8vo. 6 
.A.btheilg. 2: Abbandlungeu am'I dem Gebiete der Mathematik, Physik, Chemie, 
Mechanik, Meteorologie u. Astronomie. 
-- Mathematisch-naturwissenschaftliche, Classe. .A.btheilg. 2: Abhandlungen , 
ans dem Gebiete der Mathematik, Physik, Chemie, Mechanik, Meteorologie 
u . .A.stronomie. Band 91, J ahrgang 1885. Heft i u. ii: J anuar u. Februar. Wien, 
1885. P.1-393. 8vo. 5.50 
SITZUNGSDERICHTE der mathematisch-physikalischen 
der Wissenschaften zu Mlinchen, 1884. Heft iv. 
654, m. 3 Tfln. 8vo. J edes Heft. 
-- Band 14, 1884, jetzt complet. 
Classe d. k. bayr. Akademio 
Mlinchen, 1885. p. 1-6, 521-
1.20 
4.80 
STERN-EPHEMERIDEN flir das Jahr 1887. Herausg. v. cl. Berl. Sternwarte. Berlin, 
6 1885. 8vo. 
STRUVE (O.).-Tabulm quantitatum Besselianarum pro annis 1885 ad 1889 computa-
tre. Petropoli, 1885. 6vo. 1.20 
THo:\ISO:X (W.).-Tafoln zur Erleichterung der Anwendung der Sumner'schen Me-
thode. Neu berechnet v. M. Bozek u . .A.. Portner v. Hoflein. 'rriest, 1885. fol. 2r 
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TYEI~"\IA.N (T. F.).-The moon's rota.tion examined by tho Kewtonian theory of grav. 
itation. Oxford, 1885. 32 p. 8vo. Cloth. 2.20 
UNIFICATION des Longitudes par l'adoption d'un M6ridicn initial unique et introduc-
tion <l'une Heure universelle. Extrait des Comptes rendus de la 7, Conference 
g6n6rale de l' Association Gcodcsique intornationale, rcunie a Romo en Octobre 
1883. Berlin, 1884. 4to. 3 
U:~nTED STATES NA VAL OBSERV AT0RY.-Astronomical and meteorological observation 
made during the year 1881. Washington, 1885. 7 4 + ~02 + 21 + 33 + 27 p. 4to. 
VIERTELJAHRsscumFT der Astronomischcn Gcsollschaft. Ilersg. v. E. Schonfeld u. 
II. Seeliger. Jahrg. 19. Heft IV, Leipzig, 1884. p. 237-300, 'Titol n. Inhnlte-
vcrz. 8vo. 2 
-- Jahrg. 20. Heft 1 to 4. Leipzig, 18SG. 4 + :J.12 p. Sm. Je<l.es Heft. 2 
VIERTELJAIIRSSCIIBII!'T <l.cr Naturforschcndcn Oescllschaft in .ZUrich. Redig. v.R. 
Wolf. Jahrgang 30. Zlirieh, 188G. 8vo. 3.60 
Cont.: Nr. 1 (p. 1-128): Wolf, Astronom. l\1ittheilungen. Gral>erg, Uobor 
Massz~ichen. Haller, Beitr. z. Kenntniss d. SchweizerischonMilbonfauna, &c. 
VOGEL (H. W.).-Dio Photographic nach farbigen Gegenstanden in den richtigen 
Tonverhaltnissen. Berlin, 1885. 8 + 157 p. 1 Farbendruckbeilagc, 2 danaeh 
gefertigten Photogmphien u. 15 Holzst. 8vo. 4 
WASIIBURN OnsERVAT0RY.-Publicn.tions of the Washburn Observatory of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. (E. S. Holden, Director.) Vol. III. Madison, 1885. 139 p. 
8vo. · 
Wmm (T. W. ).-The sun; a familiar description of his 1>henomenn.. Lonuon, 188.:i. 
Plates and 17 diagrams. 8vo. 1.20 
"WEISS (E. ).-Entwickelungen zum Lagrnnge'schen Revorsionstheorem u. Anwendung 
dersell,en_ auf die Losung der Kepler'schen Gleichung. Wien, le85. 8vo. Q.60 
-- Entwickelungen zum Lagrange'schen Reversionstheorem u. Anwenclung der-
selben auf die Losung der Keppler'schen Gleichung. Wien, 1885. 38 p. 4to. 2 
WILLIA.MS (W. M.).-The fuel of the sun. London, 1885. 244 p. Svo. cloth. 7.80 
\VocnENSCilRIFT flir Astronomie, Meteorologic u. Geographic. Redig. v. II. J . Klein. 
Jahrg. 1 85 (52 Nrn.). Ifollo, 1885. Svo. 9 
YOUNG (C. A.).-Theories regarding the sun's corona. N . .Ani. Rev. (1885). 
ZEITSCIIRIFT flir Im!trumentenkun<l.e. Organ fiir Mittheilungen aus dem gesamml,en 
Gebiete der wissenschaftlichen Toehnik. Red. v. G. Schwirkus. Zahlr. Origi-
nalabbildgn. Jn.hrg. 5, 1885 (12 Hofto). Borlin, 1885. 4to. 18 
ZEITSCilRIFT flir mathematischen unJ naturwissenschaftlichen Unterricht, hersg. v. 
J. C. Y. llo!rmann. Jahrg. 16, 1885 (6 Ilefto). Leipzig, 1885. 8vo. 12 
ZEITSCIIRIFT ftir Mathematik und Physik, hersg. v. 0. Schlomileh, E. Kahl u. M. 
Cantor. Jahrg. 30, 1885 (H Hefte). Leipzig, 1883. 8vo. 18 
:NECROLOGY OF ASTRONO::\IERS: 1835. 
BA.EYER (Gen. J. J.), President of the Central Bureau for European Triangulation 
nnd of tho Royal Pl'Ussin.n Geodetic Institute; b. November G, 1794; d. September 
10, 18 5. 
vo.T B0GUSLAWSKI (GE0HG); b. December 7, 1827; d. May 4, 188,1. 
CLAUSEN (Tn. ), Director emeritus of the Dorpn.t Observatory; d. May 25, 1883. 
FOLA.IN (--), Assistant astronomer at the Paris Observatory; h. 1828; d. at 
Paris, May 26, 1885. 
ILillTNUP (JOHN), Superintendent of tho Liverpool Observatory; b. January 7, 
1806; cl. October 20, 1885. 
Ilorrwo (AXDREA.S), Chronometer-maker, Amsteruam; cl. 8eptomber 26, . 1885, 
ret. 2. 
SIDEDOTII.A.l\! (JOSEPil); b. January 17, 1824; d. May 24, 1883. 
Worn (Rev. TII0l\IAS WILLIAM); b. December 14, 1807; cl. May 19, 1885. 
WR.A Y (WILLIAM), Optician ; b. De.comber 6, 1829, cl. --, 18~ . . 
LIST O:b, ASTRONOMICAL OBSERV .A.TORIES. 
Dy GEORGE H. BoEIIl\IER, 
I. AMERICAN OBSERVATORIES. 
AKRON, Ohio. 
Buchtel College Observatory. 
ALBANY, New Yorlc. 
Dudley Observatory. 
ALFRED CENTRE, New York. 
Observatory of Alfred University. 
ALLEGHENY CITY, Pennsylvania. 
Allegheny Observatory. 
AMHERST, JJiassachusetts. 
The Lawrence Observatory of .Amherst College. 
ANNAPOLIS, Maryland. 
United States Naval Academy Observatory. 
ANN ARBOR, JJiichigan. 
Detroit Observatory. 
BALTIMORE (near), Maryland. 
Denmore Observatory. 
BARNESVILLE, Ohio. 
Olney Observatory. 
BATTLE CREEK, Michigan. 
High School Observatory. 
BELOIT, Wisconsin. 
Smith Observatory of Beloit College. 
BROOKLYN, New York. 
Private Observatory of Mr. W. T. Gregg. 
Private Observatory of l\fr. James ,V. Ward. 
BUFF.ALO, New York. 
Pri~ate Observatory of l\fr. Henry Mills. 
C.AMilRIDGE, JJiassachusetts. 
Private Observatory of :Thfr. E. L. Trouvelot. 
The Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College. 
CAl\ffiRIDGEP0RT, Massachusetts. 
Private Observatory of ~fr. E. :F. Sawyer. 
CHICAGO, Illinois. 
Dearborn Observatory. 
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OINCINNATI, Ohio. 
Cincinnati Observatory (at Mount Lookout). 
CLINTON, New York. 
Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College. 
CoL UMBIA, Missouri. 
The Laws Observatory, University of the State of Missouri. 
COJ., UMBus, Ohio. 
Private Observatory of R. W. McFarlane. 
CRE'.l'E, Nebraska. 
Boswell Observatory of Doane College. 
DUBUQUE, Iowa. 
Dubuque Observatory. 
EASTON, Pennsylvania. 
La Fayette College Observatory. 
ELIZ.A.BETII, New Jersey. 
Observatory of .Mr. Charles W. Plyer. 
DUE WEST, South Carolina . 
.Astronomical Observatory of Erskine College. 
FORDHAM, New York. 
Private Observatory of Mr. :M:eikleham (removed to RIVERDALE, 
New York). 
FORT DODGE, Iowa. 
Private Observatory of Mr. F. Hess. 
GEORGETOWN, District of Columbia. 
Observatory of Georgetown College. 
GLASGOW, Missouri. 
Morrison Observatory. 
GREENCASTLE, Indiana. 
McKim Observatory. 
HANOVER, New Hampshire. 
Shattuck Observatory. 
HASTINGS, New York. 
Private Observatory of Mr. Henry Draper. 
HAVERFORD COLLEGE, Pennsylvania. 
Haverford College Observatory. 
HUDSON, Ohio. 
Hudson Ooservatory. 
Iow A CITY, Iowa. 
Private Observatory of Mr. C. W. Irish. 
, LANSING, Michigan. 
State .Agricultural College Observatory. 
LINWOOD, Ohio. 
rivate Ob ervatory of R. H. McClure. 
L.A. WRENCE, Kansas. 
Ob ervatory of the Kan,;a State University. 
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MADISON, Wisconsin. 
The Washburn Observatory. 
MOUNT HAMILTON, California. 
Lick Observatory (Lick Astronomical Department of the Unive~-
sity of California). 
MOUNT LOOKOUT, Ohio. 
Cincinnati Observatory. 
MIDDLE'.I.'OWN, Connecticut. 
/ 
Observatory of Wesleyan College. 
NASHVILLE, Tennessee. 
Private Observatory of Mr. E. E. Barnard. 
NEW BRUNSWICK, New Jersey. 
Observatory of Rutgers College. 
NE)V HAVEN, Connecticut. 
Winchester Observatory of Yale College. 
NEW ORLEANS, Louisiana. 
Observatory. 
NEW WINDSOR, Illinois. 
Private "Observatory of Mr. Edgar L. Larkin. 
NEWINGTON' Connecticut. 
Private Observatory of Mr. D. W. Edgecomb. 
NEW YORK, New York. 
Columbia College Observatory. 
Private Observatory of Mr. L. M. Rutherfurd. 
NORTHFIELD, Minnesota. 
Carleton College .Astronomical Observatory. 
OM.A.HA, NtJbraska. 
Creighton College Observatory. 
OXFORD, Mississippi. 
Observatory of the University of Mississippi. 
PHELPS, New York. 
Red House Observatory. 
PHILADELPHIA, Pennsylvania. 
Central High School Observatory. 
PouG~KEEPSIE, New York. 
Vassar College Observatory. 
PRINCETON, New Jersey. 
Halstead Observatory. 
Observatory of the John C. Green School of· Science. 
PROVIDENCE, Rhode Island. 
Seagrave Observatory. 
RIVERDALE, New York. 
Private Observatory of Mr. William Meikleham. 
ROCHESTER, New York. 
Warner Observatory. 
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SA.INT Lours, 1Jfisso1.tr·i. 
Observatory of Washington University. 
SAN JosE, California. (See Mount Hamilton.) 
SOUTH BETHLEHETir, Pennsylvania. 
Sayre Observatory of Lehigh University. 
SOUTH HADLEY, Massachusetts. 
Observatory of Mount Holyoke Seminary. 
SPICELAND, Indiana. 
Private Observatory of Mr. William Dawson. 
TARRYTOWN, New York. 
Private Observatory of J\Ir. Charles Rockwell. 
TROY, New York. 
Williams Proudfit Observatory. 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. POST-OFFICE, Virginia. 
Leander McCormick Observatory. 
VEV A.Y, Indiana. 
Private Observatory of Mr. Charles G. Boerner, 
w A.SHINGTON, D·istrict of Columbia. 
United States Naval Observatory. 
WEST POINT, New York. 
West Point Observatory. 
WILLETS POINT, New York. 
Field Observatory, Engineer School of Application. 
vVILLIA.MSTOWN, Massaclmsetts. 
Williamstown Observatory. 
YPSILANTI, Mich-igan. 
State Normal School Observatory. 
IL-FOREIGN OBSERVATORIES. 
AnERDEEN, Scotland. (See Dun Echt.) 
ADELAIDE, South .A. ustralia. 
Observatory Branch of Post and Telegraph Department • 
..ALGIERS, Algeria. 
Observatoire National. 
.ALTONA, Prussia. 
Sternwarte (transferred to Kiel, Prussia). 
ANTWERP, Belgium. 
0 bservatoire. 
AR::uA.on, Ireland. 
Ob ervatory. 
ASHURST, England. 
Observatory. 
ATHENS, Greece. 
Observatoire. 
Il.A.MnEil o, Bavaria. 
Sternwarte. 
LIST OF ASTRONOMICAL OilSERV .A.TORIES~ 
BASEL, Switzerland. 
Physikalisches Institut "Bernoullianum." 
BASSES PYRENEES, France. 
l\I. d'4-bbadie's Observatoire. 
BEDFORD, England. 
Observatory. 
BENARES, India. 
Observatory. 
BERGEN, Norway. 
Naval Observatory. 
BERLIN, Prussia. 
Konigliche Universititts Sternwarte. 
BERN, Switzerla,nd. 
Stern warte. 
BILK, Prussia. (See Diisseldorf.) 
Telluriscbes Observatorium. 
BIRR CASTLE, Ireland. 
Parsonstown Observatory. 
BLENIIEIMS p ARK (Oxford County), England. 
Observatory. 
BoGO'.l'A, United States of Colombia. 
Observatorio Astron6mico N acional. 
Observatoire Flammarion. 
BOLOGNA, Italy. 
Osservatorio Astronomico. 
IloMBAY, India. 
Government Observatory at Colaba. 
BONN, Prussia. 
Universitats Sternwarte. 
BooTHKAMP (near Kiel), Prussia. 
Sternwarte des Herrn Kammerherr von Biilow. 
BORDEAUX, France. 
Observatoire. 
BREMEN, Germany. 
Obscrvatorium der Navigations Schule. 
Sternwarte des Herrn Olbers. 
BRESLAU, Prussia. 
Koniglicbe Universitats Sternwarte. 
BRUSSELS, Belgiwm,. 
Observatoire Royal. 
BREST, France. 
0 bservatoire. 
BUDAPEST, Hungary. 
Polytechniknm. 
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BUJURES1', Roumania. 
Universitats Sternwarte. 
BUSHY HEATH, England. 
Observatory. 
CADIZ, Spain. (See San Fernando.) 
CAmo, Egypt. 
Observatoirc Khedivial. 
CAMDRIDGE, En,qland. 
Cambridge Observatory. 
CAPE TOWN' Africa. 
Royal Observatory, Cape of Good H ope. 
CAT.ANIA., Italy. 
Observatory on Mount Etna. 
OARLSilURG, Hungary. 
Sternwarte. 
CHAPULTEPEC, Mex-ico. (See Tacubaya.) 
CHRISTIA.NIA, N01·1.oay. 
U niversitats Stern warte. 
CHUR1'S, England. 
· Private Observatory. (Oeased t o exist.) 
COil\1IlRA, Portugal. 
• 
Observatorio Magnetico-Meteorologico da Universidade de Co'im-
bra. 
CoLLOONEY, Ireland. (See l\farkree.) 
COLOGNE, P russia. (See K oln.) 
C OLOMBO (CEYLON), A s-ia. 
Private Observatory of l\fr. Green. 
CONSTANTINOPLE, 1.'urkey. 
Observatoire (ordered to be erected, by the Sultan). 
COPENII.AGEN, Denmark. 
Universitets .A.stronomiske Observatorium. 
CORDOBA, Argentine Republic. 
Obserrntorio Nacional Argentino. 
CORK, Ireland. 
Observatory of Queen's College. 
CRAcow, .Aitstria. (See Krakau, Austria.) 
0RONST.AD1', Russia. ( See Kronshtad, Russia.) 
CROWilOROUGH, England. 
PriYate Observatory of ].\fr. Charles Leeson Prince. 
CZERNOWITZ, .Austria. 
Pbysikalische Institut der K. K. Franz Josephs Universitat. 
DANZIG, Prussia. 
Ob ervatorium <ler Naturforschenden Gesellschaft. 
DERPT (Dorpat), Russia. 
Imperatorskaia Astronomicheskaia Observatoria. 
LIST OF ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORIES. 
DRESDEN, Saxony. 
Konigliches 1\fathematisch-Physikalisches Institut. 
Sternwarte-des Herrn K. von Engelhardt. 
Sternwarte des Herrn Dr. Hugo Guericke. 
DRONTHEIM, Norway. ' 
Observatorium. 
DUBLIN, Ireland. 
Dunsink Observatory. 
DUN EcnT (Aberdeen), Scotland. 
Dun Echt Observatory. 
DURHAM, England. 
University Observatory. 
DussELDORF ,· Prussia. 
Sternwarte (formerly at Bilk, near Diisseldorf). 
EDINBURGH, Scotland. 
Royal Observatory. 
Ben Neirs Observatory. 
ERLAU, Hungary. 
Sternwa11te. 
ELSFLETH, Gerniany. 
Observatorium der Navigations Schule. 
EK.A.THERINEBOURG,-"Russia. 
Magnetnaia e Meteorologicheskaia Observatoria. 
FLORENCE, Italy. 
Real Osservatorio Astronomico di Firenze ad Arcetri. 
Osservatorio del R. Museo. 
Osservatorio Meteorologico del R. Museo. 
Osservatorio di San Giovannino (Ximeniano ). 
FRANKFORT, a. M., Prussia. 
Stern"'arte des Herrn Dr. Epstein_ 
FUNCH.AL, Madeira .. 
Observatory. 
G .A.LATZ, Rournania. 
Private Sternwarte. 
GENEVA, Switzerland. 
Observatoire de Geneve. 
GENO.A., Italy. 
Osservatorio della R. Uni versita. 
GEORGETOWN, Br-itish Guiana. 
· Observatory. 
GLASGOW, Scotlantl. 
Observatory. 
GoHLIS (near Leipzig), Saxony. 
Sternwarte des Herrn August Auerbach. 
GOTH.A., Germany. 
Sternwarte. 
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GoTTINGEN, Prussia. 
Konigliche Sternwarte. 
G RAZ, Austria. 
Physikalisches Institut der k. k. Carl Franzens Universitilt. 
Uni versitats Stermv arte. 
GREENWICH, England. 
Royal Observatory. 
H.A.n.A.N.A, Guba. 
Observatorio <lel R. Co1legio de Belen. 
Il.ALIF AX, England. 
Bermerside Observatory, Skircoat. 
HAMBURG, Germany. 
N orddeu tsche Seewarte. 
Sternwarte. 
HELSINGFORS, Finland. 
Astronomiske Observatoriet. 
IlERENY, Bitngary. 
Observatorium. 
IlONG-KONG-, China. 
Observatory. 
INNSBRUCK, Austria. 
Pbysikaliscbes Institut der k. k. Leopold Franzens Universitat. 
IPSWICII, England. 
Orwell Park Observatory. 
JENA, Germany. 
Sternwarte. 
KALocs.A, Hungary. 
Sternwarte. 
KARLSRUHE, Baden. 
Grossherzogliche Sternwarte, 
KAS.AN, Russia. 
Observatoria. 
KENSINGTON, England. 
Observatory. 
KEw, England. 
Observatory. 
Kn.ARKOFF, Russia. 
Observatoria. 
KmL, Prussia. 
Konigliche Sternwarte. 
KIEFF, Russia. 
Ob ervatoria. 
Kn.MAR.NOOK,. Scotland. 
Observatory. 
KL.A.USENBURG, Hungary. 
Sternwarte. 
LIST - OF ASTRONmflCAL ODSERV ATORIES. 
KJOBEN1L\ vN, Denmark. (See Copenhagen, Denmark.) 
KOLN, Prussia. 
Sternwarte. 
KONIGSBERG, Prussia. 
Universitats-Sternwarte. 
KRAKAU, Austria. 
K. k. Universitats-Sternwarte. 
KREMSMUNSTER, Aust1'ia. 
Sternwarte der Benediktiner Abtei. 
KRONST.A.DT, Russia. 
l\forskaia Astronomischeskaia Observatoria. 
Oompassnaia Observatoria. 
LEIDEN. (See Leyden.) 
LEIPZIG, Saxony. 
Uni versi tats-Stern warte. 
Sternwarte des Herrn Dr. Rudolf Engelmann. 
LEMBRRG, Austria. 
Sternwarte der Technischen Hocbschule. 
LEYDEN, Holland. 
Rijks-Observatoriam. 
LEYTON, England. 
Barclay Observatory (private). 
LIEGE, Belgium. 
National Observatory. (?) 
LISBON' J?ortugal. 
Real Observatorio Astronomico de Lisboa (Tapada da Ajuda). 
Observatorio <la l\farinha. 
Observatorio Astronomico na Escola Polytecbnica. 
LIVERPOOL, England. 
Obsernitory, Birkenhead. 
LONDON, England. 
Tul1'e Hill Obserrntory. 
LOUVAIN, Belg-ium. 
Obscrrntofre <le l\L le Docteur Terby. 
LUBE CK, Germ any. 
Sternwarte. 
Luc1rnow, India. 
Observatory. 
LUND, Sweden. 
Lund Obl:lCITatoriet. 
LYON, France. . . 
Observatoire Astronomique et l\f6teorologique. 
1\1ADRAS, India. 
l\Iadras Observatory. 
MADRID, Spain. 
Ob errntorio de l\Iadri<l. 
1 J. )IiR. 15--3li 
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MANILA, Philippine Islands. 
Observatorio del Ateneo Municipal. 
MANNHEIM, Badtn. 
Grossherzoglicbe Sternwarte (transferred to Karlsruhe). 
MARBURG, Germany. 
Sternwarte. 
MARKREE, Ireland. 
Markree Observatory. 
MARSEILLE, France. 
Observatoire. 
MELBOURNE, Victoria, Australia. 
Melbourne Observatory. 
MEUDON, France. 
Observatoire d'Astronomie Physique. 
MEXICO, Mexico. 
Observatorio. 
MILAN, Italy. 
R. Osservatorio Astronomico di Brera. 
MODENA, Italy. 
Osservatorio. 
M0NCALIERI, Italy. 
Osservatorio del R. Collegio Carlo Albertc 
MONTREAL, Canad a. 
McGill. College Observatory. 
M0NTS0URIS (Paris), France. 
Observatoire de Montsouris. 
Moscow, Russia. 
0 bservatoria. 
MuNCHEN (Munich), Bavaria. 
Konigliche Stern warte, Bogen ha usen. 
M UNS'rER, Prussia. 
Sternwarte. 
NAPLES (Napoli), Italy. 
R. Osservatorio, Capo di l\fonte. 
N AT.A.L, S. Africa. 
Natal Observatory. 
NEUCHATEL, Switzerland. 
Observatoire Cantonale. 
NICE, France. 
Ob ervatoire. 
NIC0L.A.EF, Russia. 
Nicolaev kaia Ob ervatoria. 
XOTTINGHAl\1, England. 
rivate Ob ervatory of Mr. Thomn,s W. Bush. 
ODE SA Russia. 
t rnwarte. 
LIST OF ASTRONOMIQAL OBSERVATORIES. 
OFEN, Hungary. (See Budapest, Hungary.) 
O'GY ALLA., H1tngary. 
Astro-Physikalisches Observatorium. 
OLMUTZ, Austria. 
Sternwarte (discontinued). 
OXFORD, England. 
Radcliffe Observatory. 
Savilian Observatory. 
P .A.DOV .A. (Padua), Italy. 
Osservatorio Astronomico dell' U niversita. 
P .A.LERMO, Italy. 
R. Osservatorio. 
PAR.A.MATTA., New South Wales, .Australia. 
Observatory (transferred to Sydney, New South Wales). 
PARIS, France. 
Observatoire National. 
PA.RM.A., Italy. 
R. Osservatorio Astronomico. 
PARSONSTOWN, Ireland. (See Birr Castle, Ireland.) 
PEKIN, Okina. 
Observatory of the Imperial Russian Embassy. 
PISA, Italy. 
Osservatorio. 
PLONSK, Russia. 
Observatory of Dr. Jederzejewitz. 
POLA., Austria. · 
Nautisches Observatorium. 
PORT Loms, Mauritius. 
Royal Alfred Observatory. 
PORTSMOUTH, England. 
Observatory. 
POTSDAM, Prussia. 
Astro-Physikalisches Observatorium. 
PRAG (Prague), Austria. 
K. k. Universitats Sternwarte. 
PULKOVO, Russia. 
Nicolaevskaia Glavnaia Observatoria. 
PuY-LE-D6ME, France. 
Observatoire. 
QUEBEC, Canada. 
ObserYatory. 
QUITO, Ecuador. 
Observatorio del Colegio Nacional. 
RICHMOND (Surrey), England. 
Kew Observatory of the Royal Society. 
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RIO DE J .A.NEIRO, Brazil. 
Imperial Nautical Observatory. 
RoME, Italy. 
Osservatorio A.stronomico del Collegio Romano. 
Osservatorio Capitolino. 
RUGBY, England. 
Temple Observ-atory. 
RuNGSDORF (near Bonn), Prussia. 
Sternwarte. 
SAINT CROIX, Antilles. 
0 bservatoire. 
ST. JOHN'S, New Brunswick. 
Observatory. 
SAIGON, French Cochin-China. 
Observatoire. 
SAN FERNANDO, Spain. 
Instituto y Observatorio de Marina de San Fernando. 
SANTI.A.Go, Chile. 
Observatorio N acional. 
SCHWERIN, Mecklenburg. 
Geodetisches Observatorium. 
SENFTENBERG, Bohemia. 
Sternwarte des Baron Perish (ceased to exist). 
SLOUGH, England. 
Observatory. 
SOUTH KILW0RTH, England. 
Observatory. 
SPEYER, Bavaria. 
Sternwarte des-Koniglicben Lyceums (ceased to exist). 
ST. HELEN.A., St. Helena. 
Ob ervatory. 
ST. PETERSBURG, Russia,, 
Ob ervatoria A.kademii Nauk. 
Zentra]naia Fisitcheskaia Obsern1toria. 
STARFIELD, England. 
Observatory. 
STOCKHOLM, Sweden. 
Ob ervatorium. 
ST0NYHURST COLLEGE (near Whalley), England. 
Stonyhurst College Observatory. 
STRASSBURG, Germany. 
t rnwarte. 
SYDNEY, New South Wales, .Australia. 
Go,ernment Ob ·ervatory. 
TA.CUTIA.YA, "iJ,[exico. 
Ob ervatorio A tron6mico ~acioual Mexicano. 
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T.A.CHKENT, Russia. 
Observatoire .Astronomique et Physique de Tachkent. 
TIFLis, Russia. 
0 bserva toria. 
TOKIO, Japan. 
Observatory of. the Daigaku. 
TORINO (Turin), Italy. 
Regio Osservatorio dell' Universita. 
TOULON, France. 
Observatoire do la Marine. 
TOULOUSE, France. 
Observatoire de Toulouse. 
TREV ANDRU:ar, India. 
His Higlmess the Maha Rajah's Observatory. 
TRIESTE, Austria. 
Astronomisches und Meteorologisches Observatorium der k. k. 
N antiscllen uncl Handels Aka<lemie. 
TuNnRIDGE ,vELLS, England. (See Crow borough, England.) 
'I\VrnKENII.A.M, England. 
Observatory of Mr. Ilin<l. 
UPSALA, Sweden. 
U niYersitets Obscrvatoriet~ 
UTRECIIT, Holland. 
Obser-vatorium. 
y A.LENCI.A., Ireland. 
Observatory of the London Meteorological Office. 
Y .i.HSII.A. VA (Warsaw), Ru11sia. 
Astronomicheskaia Observatoria. 
VENICE, Italy. 
Obserrntory of the Naval Institute. 
VERONA, Italy. 
0::;sernttorio. 
VIENNA, Austria.. (See Wien, .Austria.) 
VrLNA, Russia.. 
Astronom icher:,kaia Observatoria. 
VIVIERS, France. 
0 uservatoire. 
WARSAW, lwssia. (Sec Varshava, Russia.) 
WELLINGTON, New Zealand. 
Government Observatory. 
WHALLEY, England. (See Stonyhurst College, England.) 
WIEN, Austria. 
K. K. Universjtats Sternwarte in Wahring. 
Sternwa,rte der Techniscben Hochschule. 
Sternwarte des Herrn Prof. Dr. Th. von Oppolzer. 
Observatorium, Rohe Warte. 
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WILLIAMSTOWN, Victoria. 
Observatory (transferred to Melbourne),. 
WILHELMSH.A. VEN, Prussia. 
Kaiserliche Marine Sternwarte. 
WINDSOR, New South Wales. 
Observatory of Mr. John Tebbut. 
ZIK.A. WEI, China. 
Observatory. 
ZURICH, Switzerland. 
Sternwarte des Schweizerischen Polytechnikuma. 
• 
' 
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VULOANOLOGY AND SEISMOLOGY. 
By 0. G. ROCKWOOD, JR., 
Professor of llfa,thematics in the College of New Jr.rscy, Princeton., N. J. 
In consequence of the early publication of this summary it has been 
impossible to make it as full as the author had intendfd, especially with 
respect to foreign publications. In its preparation the following have 
been carefully examined, viz: Science, vols. v, VI; Nature, vols. xxxr, 
XXXII; American Journal of Science, (III,) vols. xxrx, xxx; Comptes 
Rendus, vols. c, CI; La Na,ture, 13th year, vols. 1, II; fl Astronomie, 4th 
1 
year; Neu Jahrbuch fur JJfineralcgie, etc., 1885; Transactions Seismo-
log-ical Society of Japan, vol. VIII; Proceedings· American Association 
for A.dvancement of Science, vol. XXXIII. In respect to these the bibli-
ography may be regarded as complete, ·and all important articles are 
noticed in the summary. Other periodicals and books have been con-
sulted as opportunity offered, but without a full examination. The 
bibliography attached to the present summary also contains some titles 
which properly should have been included in that of last year, but which 
had not then come to the author's notice; and in like manner omissions 
in the present list will be supplied, so far as possible, in a future issue. 
The subject-matter will be arranged untler the following heads: 
Vulca1wlogy. 
Volcanic phenomena of 1885. 
Volcanic phenomena of previous years. 
Causes of volcanic action. · 
Earthquakes of 1885. 
Earthquake lists of 1884. 
Seismology. 
Earthquake catalogues of previous years. 
Stutly of earthquakes. 
Seismmnetry. 
Instruments and their records. 
I 
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VULCANOLOGY. 
The ,olcanic activity during 1885 continued to be of a very mod rate 
character, as had been the case in 1884, and a.gain the East In<1ie ap-
pears to have been the scene of its most violent development. 
In April, 1885, the state of Krakatoa caused some anxiety, as subter-
ranean sounds were heard in the neighborhood day after day, but no 
outbreak occurred. (Nature, xxxn : 101.) 
On April 17 and 18 a violent eruption of Srneru, the largest and mo t 
active volcano in Java, occurred, by which the side of the mountain for 
one-third of the way down was described as burst open and emitting 
lava and mud. (Kature, xxxn: 101.) 
Several other Javanese volcanoes also manifested signs of activity, 
which was again further reported as recurring in June and July, e . 
pecially by another eruption of Smeru on July 8 and 9. Accounts of 
these eruptions are meager and vague, but they apparently involved 
the destruction of many coffee plantations, arnl some loss of life. (Na-
ture, xxxn: 401; La Nature, n: 102.) 
On May 2, 1885, lava began to flow from a rent in the side of tbe cone 
of eruption of Vesuvius, and continued for some days. According to 
Johnston Lavis, who visited the spot, this outburst of Java ,<lid not in-
dicate any great increase of volcanic activity, but was simply the break-
ing through the cone of a dike which had been in process of slow forma-
tion during seYeral years, being thus a repetition of what happened in 
December, 1881. (Nature, xxxn: 55, 108.) The lava came near the 
station of the mountain railway, but did not damage the road, although 
its use was interrupted for a time. (La Na,ture, r: 398.) 
On the morning of July 23, 1885, an eruption of Cotopaxi occurred, 
with considerable emission of lava, which caused some damage· and lo s 
of life, but it is not yet known how great. (Nature, xxxn: 375, 428.) 
Grewingk, the volcano at Bogosloff Island, was seen by Lieutenant 
Stoney's exploring party in the summer of 1885. It was emitting le s 
moke than in the previous year, but no other important cl.tange was 
noticed. ( Science, VI : 279.) 
Advices from Alaska in the summer also report the volcano of Cher-
nalmra, or St. Augustin, in Cook's Inlet, as still pouring out smoke 
and steam from innumerable :fissures. (Science, VI: 95.) 
The New Zealand Herald, of November 3, 1885, contained an account 
of a new volcano which has appeared in the Pacific Ocean. It burst 
forth on October 12 or 13, 1885, about fourteen or :fifteen miles north-
northwe t of the island of Honga Tonga in the Friendly Group. It was 
vi ited on October 14 by a party from Tonga, and was found to have 
form d an i land two or three miles long and some eixty feet high. As 
it wa. in continuou eruption, of course a close examination was im-
po si le. The po ition of thi new volcano is in latitude 200 211· south, 
longitude 175° 28' west. ( cience, vu: 69.) 
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The fir8t part of Verbeck's Report on the ,Krakatoa eruption, issued _. 
by the Dutch East Indian Government· (Batavia, 1884), dealt with the 
prior history of the island and the events of the catastrophe itself, leaving 
to the second part the scientific results of the investigation. The edi-
tor examined 1,300 reports of eye-witnesses, and has endeavored from 
them to construct a chronological statement of the events preceding and 
accompanying the eruption. (Nature, xxxr: 27D.) The second part 
• lia.s now been completed, and has fully realized the expectations raised, 
by the publication of the first part. It contains twenty-five colored draw-
ings and forty-three maps, and reflects the greatest credit not only on the 
author, but on the Dutch Indian Government which sent him to study 
tlJe causes and effects of this catastrophe, and which so efficiently aided 
him in the work. A few of his conclusions may be mentioned here. 
Krakntoa lies at the intersection of three fissures in the earth's crust, 
~ncl the earthquake of September l, 1880, which damaged the light-house 
-0n Java's First Point, probably affected the Sunda fissure and facilitated 
the entrance of greater quantities of water to the Yolcanic furnace be-
11eath. Herc may be found tlie remote cause of the outburst of 1883. 
The geology of Krakatoa is preseute<l by two maps and four sections 
~lJowiug different stages of its development., the formation of the peak 
Rakata by a lateral eruption, the addition of foe two parasitic cones of 
Danan and Perb,ewatan, and finally tlJ.eir destruction by the explosion 
of 1883. The first tbree stages antedate any authentic records. In the 
last stage Perbvewatan became active in May, 1883, D:man joined it in -
June, and in August both these with half of Rak a ta were destroyed and 
a re now covered by tbe sea. Portions of the pumice from the eruption 
were carried westward to the coast of Africa. Another portion, after 
floating for months in the straits, was, in 1884, driven eastwanl, and in . 
1885 was· encountered in the Pacific Ocean near the Caroline Islands. 
(Nature, xxxr: 288.) The author expected that this might reach the 
west coast of America early in 1886. Tllo distance to which the explo-
sions were beard is illustrated by a map, ancl the curious fact that certain 
detonations were heard at distant places·and not noticed at nearer ones 
is attributed to the presence of a dense ash cloud surrounding the peak 
and checking the transmission of sound through tllc lower atmosphere. 
Al)out seventy pages arc devoted to a discussion of the atmospheric wave 
wllich made the circuit of tlJ.e globe. Witll tlle aid of accurate barograrus 
from Sydney, N. S. W., and from B:1ta,ia, he wa,;; able to calculate tbe 
hour of the greatest explosion and origin of tlle wave as 10 hours 2 min-
utes a. m., Krakatoa time. Forty places are named where the passage 
-0f the air-wave was recorded by lJarometers. Treating of changes in 
the sea bottom, he says the northern part of Krakatoa is now covered 
by the sea to a depth of 200 to 300 meters, and witbin the ring of islands 
which are fragments of the old crater-ring an area of 41 square kilom-
et ers has subsided. Outside these islands also tlle sea is deeper than 
formerly over an area of 34 square kilometers, so tba1 in all there has 
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• been a subsidence of about 75 square kilometers. There has been no 
elevation of the sea bottom other tlian that caused by the fallen mate-
rials ejected from the ·rnlcano. After a discussion of the great ea-
. waves which caused so much devastation, and the greatest of which 
started at 10 hours 2 minutes a. m., the time of the greatest explo ion, 
a chapter is devoted to other volcanic phenomena taking place during 
the Krakatoa eruption, within or beyond the Indian Archipelago, even 
to the antipodes, especially other volcanoes in Sumatra and Jam and 
earthquakes in Australia. In conclusion the author maintains the doc-
trine that part of our globe is still in a molten state, and disputes the 
theory that the heat of the volcano is entirely due to chemical action. 
·(Nature, xxxrr: 601.) A re-dew of Verbeek's work hy E. Metzger, i ' 
published in retermann's MWlteilungen, 1886, Ilft. r. 
In a series of articles in La Nature M. Breon gives a very interesting 
account of the visit made by 1\1. Cortbals and himself to the Strait of 
Sanda and Krakatoa in May, 1884, being sent out by the French min-
ister of pul>lic instruction. The appareut division of the small island 
Dwars-iil-den-Weg inw four fragments was found to consist simply in 
the denudation of the low parts of the island of their Yerdure l>y 
tl1e great ._ea-wa,e, while the higher portions escaped. At the head of 
Lampong Bay they found Telok Betong entirely destroyed, and the 
place where it stood now occupied by a marsh. Passing up the cour e 
of the small river which empties into this bay, they found the steamer 
Barrow stranded across the stream and surrounrled by a luxuriant 
growth of tropical vegetation. The island of Sebesie was covered with 
ashes to a depth of ten meters, and enry one of its 2,000 inhabitants 
perished. In one place the visitors came upon the remains of a village 
where were found the skeletons of fifty ·dctims of the catastrop .. he. The 
ephemeral islands of Steers and Calmeyer had already disappeared be-
neatll the w::ti"rns, ha,ing endured less than a year. Coming to Kra-
katoa its condition is described. The frequent fall of stones down its 
sides, simulating renewed volcanic activity, was attributed to the in-
fluence of solar heat causing unequal expansion. The phenomenon 
was at its m3,ximum when the mountain was exposed to the direct rays 
of the sun, and almost ceased during the night. They landed upon 
Krakatoa, and also upon Verlaten and Lang islands, and although nine 
month~ had elapsed, the recent deposits still exhibited an elevated 
temperature in plaees. The account oft.heir visit closes with a resume 
of the geological characteristics of Krakatoa. It is illustrated by a 
number of views reproduced from photographs. A condensed account 
of tLe above i reproduced in Science (VI: 291). 
Profe or Fore] admits a not impossible that the Krakatoa explo 'ion 
wa the origin of certain ul>terranean noi es heard on August 28, 1883, 
a the i land of Caiman Brae, in the Le er Antilles, situated near the 
antipo<l of Krakatoa. Ob crv r compared the noi e to that of a dis-
ta t ~annonad . It agr, d tol rably well in time with the Krakatoa 
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exp1osion, and thero was no other Yolcanic eruption to which it could 
be attributed, its connection with the known eruptions of Ometepec or 
of Cotopaxi or with some otherwise unnoticed submarine eruption being 
considered and rejected. (Nat11re, XX.XI: 483; La Nature, I: 362.) 
Mr. Henry Cecil suggests that if the synchronism of these noises at 
Caiman Brae and Krakatoa. is admitted it does not follow that the noise 
was propagated from Krakatoa through the globe. Both may have 
originated from a disturbance taking place deep within the earth. 
(Nature xxx1: 506.) Similar subterranean detonations were reported 
as heard on August 27 and 28 in San Dorriingo, in San ::,alvador, and at 
Antioquia, in Colombia. (Oompt. Rend., c: 1314, 1315.) 
Dr. Fr. Schneider, of Soerabaya, has discussed (Jakrb. K. K. Geol. 
Reichsanst. W-ien, 1885) the volcanic condition of the Sunda Islands and 
the Moluccas, and thinks that tlle importance of the Krakatoa eruption 
has been greatly overestimated. Whether in the extent of its earth-
quake circle, the amount of ashes thrown out, or t.he distance to which 
the ashes were thrown, it has been much surpassed by other volcanoes 
of Java, notably by the eruption of Temboro in 1815. After discussing 
the probable mode of formation of Java by the junction of three islands 
once separate, he describes in some detail the position and relations of 
the principal Javan volcanoes, especially in relation to the earthquakes 
recorded in their several districts. 
Prof. J. Kiessling, of Hamburg, and F. A. Forel have both published 
rn.Iuable papers on the reddish corona about the sun. Both writers 
conclude that there is no question of the connection of the ring with tho 
famous sunset glows and of the origin of both of these phenomena in 
the dust cloud thrown out from Krakatoa. (Science, VI: 159.) 
J. Denza and also A. Boillot, commenting before the Paris Academy on 
the reappearance of the sunglows in the summer of 1885, think they are· 
not due to Krakatoa dust but to vapor of water. (Oompt. Rend., er: 
1032.) 
In Nature there is figured and described some of the apparatus by 
means of which Professor Kiessling produced artificially effects similar 
to t.he cloud glows. It consists essentially of a glass globe through 
which a beam of light from a heliostat may be passed and within which 
the desired condition of suspended dust or vapor may be produced. 
(Nat1tre, XXXI: 439.) 
C. E. Dutton describes, from personal observation, the appearance 
presented in the summer of 1885, by Feather Lake, Plumas County,. 
California. This was thought to have been the scene of the most recent,. 
volcanic eruption within the limits of the United States, stated by J .. 
B. Trask to liave occurred in 1850. The lava emitted forms a field about. 
three and a quarter miles long by one mile wide, with an average thick-
ness of over 100 feet. The cone of scorim and lapilli covering the vent-
is 600 feet high and of extremely perfect form, showing as yet no rain 
channels even. For a space of four or five hundred yards from it the 
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trees were ull kille<l. and tlleir fallen and partly decayed trunks arc till 
lying on tlle ground. All appearances confirm the date assigned by 
Trask, although at that time it was not probably seen by any per.on 
bnt the Indians. (Science, vr: 4G.) 
George Davidson adds to this accounts of smoke seen from a <li ·fance 
to issue from Mount 13:ikcr in 1854, 1858, and 1870, and sccmiug to in-
dicate eruptions of tllat mountain, but the locality has not been visited 
:ind no details of them arc known. It is not impossible that still other 
<',idcnces of recent ,olcanic activity may be found in those sections of 
-0ur conn try as they come to l>c more fully explored. (Science, n: 262) 
In tho narrative (vol. i) of the Challenger Expedition the "°olc:u10 of 
Camiguin Island, which burst forth in 1871, is described and a plate 
ginn, which is reproduced in Nature, XX.XII: 250. 
An English Parliamentary blne book (Coren., No. 3, ]885) contains 
.a c1oscription l>y l\fr. Carles, the vice-consul at Seoul, of a ,ast lava field 
in Corea, which is said to exceed even those in Ice]antl. (Nat1tre, xxxn: 
'103.) 
In a memoir of 137 pages printed in the Fourth .Annual Report of the 
U11itecl States Geological Survey, Captain Dutton gives a detailed ac-
-conut of his visit to and examination of the volcanoes of the Sandwich 
Isbncl. in 1882, and applies the results to a discussion of the volcanic 
problem. IJ eexarnines the various theories suggested by different writers 
to account for the production of volcanoes, and considers what new light 
is thrmm upon each by his observationH, but does not pronounce dc-
ddedly in favor of any one of the theories stated . 
.At a meetiug of the British Royal Society (.April JG, 1885), Prof. 
Jo eph I'restwich prescntecl an interesting paper "On the agency of 
water in Volcanic Eruptions" and other related topics. .Admitting as 
an e tn.b1ishe<l fact tb2t the vapor of water p1ays an important part in 
many ,olcanic eruptions, it still remains an open question whether its 
.agency is to be regarded as primary or secondary, and how it may have 
reached that part of the earth's crust where its force must be exerted to 
produce an eruption. The autbor reviews the opinions of Daubeny l\fal-
let an<l. Poulett Scrape, especially of the latter as the explanation most 
generallv acccptecl by geologists. Tllis hol<ls that the outflow oflava 
i. cau e<l by the exp::rn ion of volumes of steam generated in tho molten 
ma n ath the eruptive orifice. The author questions the pos ibility 
of water penetrating the soli<l crust of the earth to a. sufficient depth to 
I' a ·h a molt n magma within, finding a main difficulty in thermo-dy-
namic con ideration connected with the exces 'ive pressure which must 
re nlt at comparati,ely moderate depths and temperatures. But the 
m t" io-hty obj ction to the theory is found in the absence of any di . 
tin tr lation b tween the discharge of lava and that of vapor. There 
ar numerou in tances in the hi tory of Etna, of Santorin, and e peci-
ally of fauna Loa w1rnre ·rn t <lischarge of lava have occurred, not 
only without. team explosion , but with almost the quietofa water pring. 
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On the other band, paroxysmal eruptions often begin with a violent 
burst, followed by a series of explosions, with but little extrusion of lava, 
and sometimes with absolutely none at all, only scorim being emitted, 
as at Cosaguina and Krakatoa. The author would account for the pres-
ence of great quantities of water in some cnrptions by the admission of 
the surface waters, or sometimes of sea water, to tho volcanic duct dur-
ing the emption itself, and gives diagrams of the altered water le,7els 
about a volcano during an eruption to show tho possibility of such ad-
missions. Concluding, then, that water plays only a secondary part in 
originating volcanic phenomen~., he is inclined to recur to tbe old hy-
pothesis of a comparatively thin, flexible earth-crust resting upon a 
molten substratum; but instead of adopting anew the theory of a fluid 
interior to the earth, which physical reasoning has shown to be untenable,, 
be thinks the phenomena are best accounted for by the supposition of 11t 
thin crust, resting on a viscid layer also of no great thickness, and wrap-
ping round a solid nucleus. Ile concludes that the viscid magma thus. 
compressed between two Rolid layers by the secular contraction of the-
globe is extrnded where it may find or make an opening. A.nd while-
the extra,·asation of lava is due to these causes, the presence of Yapor 
is due only to the surfhce and underground waters with which the lava. 
comes in contact as it rises through tbe volcaui_c duct. (Nature, XXXI: 
592.) 
Siruilar opinions as to tlie part played by water in·volcanic outbursts~ 
and the source from wliich the water is derived, were expressed qefore 
the Geological Soeiety by II. J. Johnston-LaYis. (Nature, xxxn: GD.) 
The discussion of tho theoretical form of Yolcanic coues, begun by Pro-
fessor Milne in 1878 and 1870 ( Geol . .Jfag.), is renewetl and carried on uy 
George T:1. Becker. (Am. Jour. Sci., :x:xx: 283.) l\'.lilno had regarded tlle· 
problem as b<?i.ng that of the form assumed by loose matcria.18, cinders, 
ashes, etc., nnd concludes that it would be that generated by the revolu-
tion of a logarithmic curve round its asymptote. But Becker regards the 
mountain as essentially a continuous mass, aud deduces the equation of' 
the mum, which by its revolution will generate the finite unloaded column 
X K 
of" least Yariable resistauce," for which he finds '!!.. = c~ - c'e. This 
. C 2 
is a special case of the equation w = A cf+ B c~ which he has elsewhere· 
shown to clrnracterize the arrangement of sheets of rock in a com )lex 
fault, and which beJongs also to several other physical phenomena.. Ou· 
comparing graphically this theoretical curve with actual outlines drawn 
from photographs of volcanic cones, as with I1'usiyama and Kumagatake· 
in Japan, and Ilood and Popocatapetl in America, the similarity of the . 
several outlines is at once evident. 
, Velain's book" Les Volcans" is briefly reviewed by Captain Dutton, 
stating tlie conteuts of tlw several chapters, with comments thereon .. 
(Sc-ience, Yi: 25/3.) 
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On February 16, 1885,. the French Academy of Sciences appoint d 
committee to consider communications regarding volcanic and ei mic 
phenomena. The members of this committee arel\1M. Daubree, Jamin 
Hebert, Fouque, and A. Gaudry. ( Oompt. Rend., c: 438.) 
SEISMOLOGY. 
The earthquake of January 2, 1885, in Maryland and West Virginia 
was studied by Professor Rockwood, and the results were publi,sbed in 
Science (v: 129), with a map of the ar~a affected. It was mo t severe in 
the southern part of Frederick County, Maryland, and affected an area 
of about 2,500 square miles, whose center was somewhat south of Lee. 
burg, Va. 
On l\fay 13, 1885, and following dc:1ys, a destructive earthquake oc-
curred in Cashmere, and the series of shocks was renewed at interval 
for at least a month thereafter. Many villages were destroyed, with 
the formation of crevasses and landslides, and the loss of life reached 
3,031 persons, besides-25,000 sheep and goats and 8,000 cattle. The 
number of dwellings destroyed was estimated at 75,000. The Indian 
Government sent a geological surveyor to report on the scientific 
aspects of this catastrophe. (Nature, xxxn: 207.) 
The earthquake whic.h has attracted the most attention during the 
past year occurred in the provinces of Granada and Mahlga in Southern 
Spain. It was made the subject of special investigation by commi . 
sions appointed by the Spanish Government and by the French Acad-
emy of Sciences. The first and most violent shock occurred on the 
evening of December 25, 1884, but the shocks were repeated at frequent 
intervals through the remaining days of December, and through Janu-
ary, 1885, and even in l\farch and April they were still felt occasionally. 
'The connection of this earthquake with the disturbed geological charac-
ter of the Peninsula was discussed in various places by J. Macpherson, 
A. F. Nogues, and others, and most interesting results were rea-ched, 
but they cannot be stated with sufficient brevity for insertion here. 
( See Comptes Rend us, La Nature, Nature, &c.) 
. The commission appointed by the Spanish Government, as above 
mentioned, made a preliminary report of their labors and conclusions op 
to March 7, 1885. (Bibliography, No. 21.) It forms a pamphlet of 107 
pages octavo, accompanied by two reproductions of photographs of the 
destruction caused by the shock. It deals quile fully with the matter 
in hand, and states conclusions which, though often only negative, are 
yet of interest. Beginning with a statement of the theories proposed 
by various writers to account for earthquakes, it proceeds to give a do-
cription of the orography and hydrography of the two provinces of 
Granada an<l. Malaga, and then devotes twenty-one pages to the geology 
of th ame district, describing in detail the rock formation, with tbe 
location aud direction of it - principal fault-lines. The area .affected by 
the •arthquak i. clescribed ns boumkl1 toward the north by !\ia<lri<l. 
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and Segovia toward the west by Caceres and Iluclva, towar<l. the east ' ' by Valencia and Murcia, and on the south by the l\Iediterranean; but 
the tremor of the earth was also indicated by instru'ments even so far 
distant as Rome and Brussels and Wilhelmshaven. (Nature, XXXI: 401.) 
Examination of the direction of the cracks in the ground and in build-
ings, as well as of the curves of intensity estimated according to the 
Rossi-Forel scale, leads to the conclusion that the focus is to be found 
· in the valley of Zaffaraya, where the greatest damage was caused. The 
latter half of the report is occupied with the physical, magnetic, barom-
etric, and other phP.nomena attending the earthquake. The number of 
buildings injured in the two provinces is stated at 17,178, of which 4,399 
are classed as totalJy destroyed. The injured persons numbered 7 45 
dead, and 1,485 wounded. In discussing the cause of this earthquake 
the commission accepts the Italian theories, attributing earthquakes to 
the tension of the vapor of water in the subjacent strata. The valley 
of Zaffaraya, indicated above as the probable focus, is a locality where 
much water gathers and easily penetrates beneath the surface, and to 
the vapor of high tension produc~d from the water here collected in 
deep lying strata are attributed the forces which gave rise to the present 
earthquake. The commission consisted ofM. F. de Castro, J.P. Lasala., 
Daniel de Cortazar, and J. Gonzalo y Tarin. 
On March 2, M. Fouque gave to the French Academy a preliminary 
report on the exploration which the committee under his charge had 
made of the phenomena of the Spanish earthquakes. The committee 
consisted of MM. Fouque, Levy, Bertrand, Barrois, Offret, Kilian, 
and Bergeron, and was accompanied by 1\:1. Breon. This first commu._ 
nication speaks only of their journey, the facilities afforded by the Span-
ish authorities, and certain phenomena obserwd, reserving the discus-
sion of theoretical questions to another time. ( Compt. Rend., c: 598 . .) 
The full reports of the French committee may be found in Comptes 
Rend-us Tome c, and besides a general consideration of the phenomena 
and their cause, they include two special reports on the geology of the 
district by members detailed for that purpose. In 'the general con-
clusions reached they agree with the Spanish commission, and fix the 
centrum in an elliptical area surrounding Za:tfaraya; but in regard to 
the cause of the disturbance M. Fouque rejects the theory which at-
tributes it to the local tension of water vapor, and would refer it rather 
to the general volcanic forces within the globe. " 
The Meteorologische Zeitschrift for February, 1885, contained a notice 
by Dr. Escbenhagen on the effect which was apparently produced by 
the Andalusian earthquakes on the magnetic apparatus at Wilhelms-
haven. The effect seems to have been not at all of a magnetic chara.c-
ter, but purely mechanical, the delicately suspended magnets acting as 
the pendulum of a seismoscope. Attempts to draw from the observed 
times some inference as to the rate of propagation of the disturbance 
;I 
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were deprfrecl of v-aluo by the uncertainty of time at tho origin in A . 
dalusb. (.1.Yaf'ure, xxxr: MH.) 
O. W. C. Fnchs, in his twentieth annual report (]J[in. u. Petrog. Jlitthcil. 
18S5) notes the dearth of volcanic phenomena in 1884, there being noth'. 
in~ ,rnrthy of mention except the slight activity of Vesuvins and Etna 
and of St. Augustin in Alaska, which are all disposed of in a in lo 
p~.ge, anu then describes the earthquakes of the year. His report men-
tions 123 shocks, <listributed in time as follows: winter, 57 (Dec mb r 
lJ; January, 28; February, 10); spring, 24 (March 13; April, 7; 1\fay,4); 
s11mmrr, 21 (June, 5; July, D; August, 7); autumn, 21 (September, ; 
October, 1; Nov-ember, 12). · On fourteen days two or more places w ro 
affected, arnl tw·el·rn localities were shaken on two or more dates. Thi 
report menti011s Ollly fonr American earthquakes (March 25, .Augu tlO, 
September 18, 20), Professor Ilockwoo<l's report for the year not ha~in 
been received by Dr. Fuchs before this was printed. Those carthqnakc 
deserving individual mention arc: March 24, 1884-, in Upper and Cen-
tral Slarnnia, where, in Diako,ar am] other places, nnrncruus buil<ling 
snff'crC'd injury; April 22, in England; l\lay 13, in Crevassa, where a 
church and othrr buildings ·wrrc deHtroyed; May 19, on the Peniian 
Gulf, in which 200 persons fell Yictims by the ov-crtbrow of their house ; 
August 10, in the Eastern United States; and the Spanish earthquak 
in Dccem ber. In regard to the earthquakes in Spain, Dr. Fuchs di ·. 
cusses at some length their relation to the geological structure of tlrn 
Pmdnsula., concluding that the ccntrnrn was not a point, but a line par-
al1d to tbc Sierras Tc0eda and .A.lmijara. He differs from those writer. 
who call tllrse earthquakes the most important in Emop~, thinking tha t 
of the eartl1quakes which hav-e occurred during the last ten years, tho 
t, of lkllnno, 1 73, of Agram, 1880> and of Chios, 1881, arc of equal im-
portance. An appendix mentions Verbeek's book on Krakatoa, an<l 
a<lds to his o,vn pre'"'ions reports 170 earthquake dates, 80 for 1882, 90 
for 18S3. These, ho,ve,er, do not indicate so many hitherto unreported 
earthquakes, as many of them refer to continuous series of light shak-
ings, and others girn additional details regarding earthquakes already 
rncntionecl in llis rer>orts for those ;years. 
Iu his Fourteenth Notes on American Earthquakes. (A.m. Jour. Sci., 
xxrx: 4.25), Professor Rockwood has collected the records of earthquakes 
for 1884. The list contains 54: items, classified geographically as follows: 
Canadian Provinces, 5; New England, D; Atlantic States, 5; Missis-
' ippi Valley, 7; Paci.fie Coast., 21; Weot Indies, 2; Central America and 
Colombia, 3; Peru, 2; Uruguay, 1. ny seasons they were: winter, 13 
(December, 2; January, 8; Fe.brnary, 2); spring, 15 (March, 8; April, 7; 
:\Iay,0); summer,8(June,4; July,O; August,4); autumn,19(Septem-
ber, 4; Oct0ber, 5; NoYcmber, 10); spring and summer together, 23; 
au tumn and winter together,31. Most of the shocks were light. The only 
n of de tructiYe importance were: Nornmbcr 5 and 6, on the Isthmus 
of Panama and in Colombia, when the damages were estimated from 
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$250,000 to $400,000, and the church of San Pedro at Cali was wrecked; 
November 22, at Lima, Peru, where many houses were injured, and August 
10, in the Eastern andJ\fidclle States, when walls were cracked and chim-
neys overthrown. Two earthquakes of the year were made the subject 
-of special'study, and maps of the regions affected are given, showing the 
isoseismals, so far as material for drawing them was at hand. In the 
earthquake of August 10 the area of grcaiter intensity js nearly ellip-
tical, extending from 1Iartfor<1, Conu., to ·west Chester, Pa., and tlte 
conclusion reached is that this cartllqnake was dne to some rupture of 
the strata nnderlying tlle immediate vicinity of New York City. On 
September rn an earthquake occurred in Ohio and Indiana, affecting 
an approximately circular area with a diameter of about 400 miles. 
The isoseismals are much more regular in this earthquake than in that 
{)f August 10, and its cause is referred to the geological anticlinal 
known as the Cincinnati arch, which crosses the western part of Ohio 
from south to north. 
~r. C. Detaille has also published (L' A.stronom,ie, 18S5, p. 183) a list of 
earthquakes felt ju 1884. It gives 165 dates, and is especially rich for 
South .American regions, including very careful reports from Valparaiso. 
It gives reports of 32 shocks at Valparaiso, none of which are contained 
in Rockwood's nor in Fuchs' lists. In regard to the earthquakes of 
:North America, it is much less complete and often inaccurate. 
The catalogue of earthquakes recorded by the Palmieri seismograph 
at the Imperial Meteorological Observato.ry in Tokio is contained -in 
Yol. VIII of the Transactions of the Seismological Society of Japan . 
It includes 100 shocks (Nos. 498-60G) on dn,tes between JuJy 2S, 1883, 
and April 25, 1885. For most of them the force and direction is given 
in PaJmieri's scale, with the duration, but without other information. 
The following was compiled from the recor<ls of t1Je l\feteorological 
Observatory in Tokio. It gives the total number of earthquakes re-
corded in the several months during the ten years ending December 
10, 1884, as follows: January, 53; February, GO; l\Iarcb, 73; April, 43; 
;iray, 51; June, 40; July, 36; August, 27 ;' September, 15; October, 47; 
~ ovember, 51; December, GO. The average per month for'the ten years 
is 45; that for the six winter months (October to March) is 56, and that 
for the six summer months js 35, or about 40 per cent. less, which gives 
some support to the notion that earthquakes are more frequent in winter 
tban in summer. (Na.ture, xxxr: 322.) 
The system of seismic observation established in Italy under the di-
rection of 1\1. E. de Rossi rnclndes twenty-eight stations already in op-
eration and reporting to tlJe Central Geodynamic Observatory at Rome. 
All are provided with delicate instruments, and study not ()nly the sen-
sible earthquakes, but a.1so, nnd more particularly, those minute move-
ments of tbe grournl wbich arc only recorded by the seismograph. 
These movements are already distinguished into two classes: (1) those 
-characterized by :1 °\'err rapid vibration; (2) those exhibiting a very 
H. l\1is. 15-;:H 
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slow wave-like motion. ( Gornpt. Rerod., c: 758.) The work of tlli ob .. 
vatory is also described in La Nat?.t,re (r: 363), and illustrated by p cl-
mens of the daily maps issueu. by the observatory. The maps gfren a 
those illustrating the phenomena of the earthquake which occurred near 
Modena on February 26, 1885. 
• The work of the Swiss Seismological Commission, from its appoin . 
ment in 1870, is summarized by W. M. Davis in Science (v: 19G). Amon" 
other things there will be found here the statement of the scale 01 
intensity ad.opted by the Italian and Swiss observers, and commonh-
known as the Rossi-Forel scale. In forming a number to repre e; .. 
the "value" of an earthquake, it is necessary to combine with tb 
intensity-scale number others to represent the area affected and th 
number of accessory shocks. For Switzerland the areas are grouped 
by diameters of 5, 50, 100, and 150 kilometers, and the weak, medium. 
and strong shocks are reckoned separately (n, n', n"); tllen the adopted 
value is V = (intensity scale x area scale)+ n + 2n' + 3n". Profe or 
Davis iliinks this formula would be improved by squaring the inten ity 
number to offset the much greater intervals between the upper numbe1 : 
of that scale. (Science, v: 197.) 
The third report of the Swiss Seismological Commission, l>y Fore], 
covers the years 188!l and 1883. It gives a detailed list of the earth-
quakes observed during the two years, with the accessory shock . Th 
intensity of each earthquake is marked ac;cording to the Ros i-Forel 
scale, and its "value" computed by the formula mentioned above. Tlle. e 
numbers are tabulated and compared with the mean of the two year. 
1880 and 1881, and with the separate numbers 'for those year . From 
the results the author infers that there was a maximum of sei mi· 
activity in Switzerland in 1881, which a comparison of the rnonthl\ 
values shows to have been in November of that year, and that in 18~:! 
and 1883 the tctivity was notably diminished. This was especially .·o 
in the latter year, in which no earthquake "value'' reached even Ute 
average value for 1881, and the mean "value" for 18S3 scarcely exceeded 
one-third of the mean value for 1881. (Arch. cles Sci., Phys., et Nat., XIII· 
377.) 
M. Montessus, in tr~nsmitting to the French Academy his work ou 
Central .American Earthquakes, published in· San Salvador, states that 
he entered upon the work and collected a large amount of material 
with the purpose of formulating, if possible, the rules by which tlJe in-
habitants, apparently from meteorological considerations, announce in 
advance the occurrence of an earthquake. He was, however, soon con-
vinced that the connection between earthquakes and meteorological 
phenomena, if any, is not yet sufficiently understood to ba e predictions 
upon it, although a hope is expressed that the further study of material 
collected may give some results. ( Gompt. Rend., c: 1312.) 
Commenting upon the not infrequent observation that earthquake 
shocks are felt more severely at the surface of the earth than in mines, 
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J. Le Coute suggeSt8 that a reason for it may be Journl in a, principle 
of wa-ve motion published by .Airy in 1849. A normal sea. wave strik-
ing against a· wall will be reflected, but if a, "broken-headed" w·ave or 
breaker strike such a wall the normal part only will be reflected, while 
the broken part, if it strikes perpendicularly, will be destroyed, or if it 
strike at, a small angle, will then run along as a, strong wave clinging 
to the i:;urface of the wall. He regards the surface of the earth as a 
reflector for earthquake waves, and notes t.hat the waves themselves 
a,re pre-eminently broken waves, ancl hence ought to follow the above 
law. (Science, vr: 54.0.) 
A fourteen-page note Oll the Ea~t .Anglian earthquake of April 22, 
1884, with two maps, occupied nearly the whole of Symon's Meteorologi- . 
cal Magazine for l\fay, 1884. .A. full report on the same earthquake by 
R. Meldola and William White, illustrated by numerous photographs, 
was read before the Essex J?icld Club in March 1885 (Nature, XXXI: 
395). It forms a book of 225 pages ancl deals very fully with the cir-
cumstances of the earthquake. It is <livitled into eight sections, of 
. which the first is historical, giving a catalogue of sixty previous British 
earthquakes from .A.. D. 103 to 1881; the second describes the method 
of securing information, and the third and fourth are devoted to the 
phenomena of the shock. In summarizing this portion it is stated that 
"the main axis of disturbance extends on ~ach side of a line about five 
miles in length, having a direction northeast and southwest fr
1
om 
Wivenhoe to Pelton." In other portions of the report the geological 
relations are considered, the effect of the shock on the underground 
waters, and the correspondence in direction of the seismic axis with fault· 
lines and with the coast-line of Essex. In speculating on the cause of 
the earthquake the authors only venture to suggest "a sudden rupture 
of deep-seated rocks under a state of strain"; and add-" the precise for. 
mation in which this rupture occurred cannot even be conjectured." 
( N atiire, XXXIII: 265.) 
Dr. H. J. Johnston-Lavis announced the approaching publication, by 
subscription, of a '' Monograph of the Earthquakes of Ischia," a memoir 
dealing with the seismic disturbances in that island within historic 
times, with special observations on those of 1881 and 1884:. (Nature, 
XXXI: 563.) 
Before the Seismological Society of Japan, Professor Koto read a, 
paper on '' Movements of the Earth's Crust," observed in Japau, con-
cluding that the south and east coasts are gradually rising, ·while foe 
north and west coasts are subsiding. This phenomenon is rio doubt 
connectccl with tlle greater seismic activity along the eastern sea-
board, shown by the fact that almost all of the earthquakes felt at 
Tokio come from the cast and southeast. At the same meeting, IC 
Sekiyu, who is in charge of the Seismological Observatory of the Uni-
YCrsity of Tokio, described in detail the earthquake of October 15, 1854, 
which affected an area of 24,728 square miles, ancl noted its similarity 
to r!Jat of February 22, 1880, both originating on the ea.st side of the 
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Bay of Yedo, and both affecting tlrn samo area. (Xat11rc, .·x..·r: ,j}J.) 
Commenting upon tllis same earthquake, Prof. J. A. Ewiug-, of Duu<l 
· :notes that the instrumental recorfl sho-ws an actual motion of the ,rro 11 1 
·of 4.3 centimeters, an amount which is in most striking contra ·t "' itb 
· t:J.ie 5 to 7 millimeters tbat prevfous experience in Japan hall lccl him to 
regard as the extreme amount of displacement in ordinary Yetloeartli-
.. ,quakes. ( N at'ltre, XXXI : 581.) 
Early iu 188,5 Professor Ewing received a gr:1nt of £100 from tho 
Government grant committee with which to iustitutc obsen-ratious f 
-earth movements at Ben Nevis. Ilo proposes to set up apparatus witlJ 
which to look for earth tremors, nnd also for slow changes of le,el of 
:,;:;he ground. (Nature, xxxr: 2DS.) 
The ],rench Academy of Sciences has proposed as the subject for the 
Vaillant prize the following: "To study tho influence wlJ.ich may be 
exerted on earthquakes by the geological state of a country, lJy the ac-
1tion of water or of other physical cniuses." The memoirs competing 
Jfor this priie are to be deliverecl before June 1, 188G. ( Oompl. Rend., er: 
, 1413.) 
.A. second conference of persons interested in seismology was callecl by 
· <the Director of the United States Geological Survey, and met in Wasl1-
,h!1gton on N ovemucr 25, 1885, The conference was presidetl ornr by 
•'Captain Dutton, of the Geological Survey, and included l\Ir. Hayden, of 
the Survey, Professors Paul, of the Naval Observnitory, l\1endenhall and 
Marvin, of the Signal Service, Davis, of Cambridge, and Rockwood, of 
Princeton. It was agreed that the most important advance in the stud;) 
-of seismic phenomena wus to be reached through a distribution of seis-
moscopes, with sufficiently accurate clocks, over certain areas in the 
United States which have been shown to be most subject to such dis-
turbances. At the same time the organization of a large corps of non-
instrumental observers was tl10ught desirable. The work of bibliogra-
phy was reported to be in a, good state of progress, and several scismo-
i::;copic instruments were exhibited. (Science, VT: 4!:H.) 
SEIS:i\I0~1ETRY. 
In a long paper printed iIJ the ofghth volume of the Tr:111sactions 
of foe Seismological Society of Japan, Professor Milne has gathered a 
detailed description of. ten series of experiments carried on at different 
times from 1881 to 1884:, for the purpose of investigating phenomena con-
necte<l. witb earth vibmtions. The experiments were all performed iu 
or near the city of Tokio, and consisted in originating artificial earth 
,·ibrations, usually l>y dropping a heavy weight or exploding dynamite, 
.and then studying the circumstances of their propagation by mean 
of the various seismographs devised by himself or Professor Ewing 
or Profes or Gray. Some of tllese experiments have been already de-
cribed elsewllerc by the author (Lond. Phil. Mag.). Tb.e paper is clo etl 
Ya statement in six page of fifty-seven general results, among which 
are t e r,: The fir t effect upon a sei mograph with a single index is an 
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impulse in a, normal direction, and similarly a bracket seismograph ar-
ranged to indicate normal motion begins its indications before a similar-
instrument indicating transverse motion, implying that the normal 
wave travels more rapidly than the transverse: Near to the origin the-
normal motion is first outwai·ds, then inwards, and the motion inward& 
is greater and more rapid than the motion outwards; while at a dis-
tance from the origin the first motion may be inwards, and the two-. 
phases are practically of equal amplitude. Roughly speaking, the am-
plitude of normal motion is im'ersely as the distance from tlle origin. 
The laws of transverse motion nro practically the same as .those of nor-
mal motion, lmt less pronounced. Near to the origin the amplitude of' 
the transverse mot.ion is less, but tl.ie period greater tllan tllat of the 
normal motiou. The -velocity of transmission varies from 200 to GOO feet, 
which i8 m~ h less than the "Velocities obtained by l\Iallet and Abbot. 
On October IO, 1885, Flood Rock in Ilell Gate was blown up by dyna-
mite. The preparations for this event tad been going on for ten years 7. 
and involved the excavation of galleries 'beneath tho rock and tlrn storing: 
therein of nearly 300,000 pounds of explosives. J twas expected that 
such an explosion would cause vibrations of the earth similar to an earth-
quake, and as the day for its occurrence approaclle<l preparntious for· 
strnlying tho propagation of t1ns vibration were made hotlt by the offi-
cers of the Engineers, under whose tlircction the work was <lone, and by 
-voluntee1'.s from the Seismological Conference in \Va,s1ington, who went 
to New York for the purpose, andestablislled their instruments 'at such 
points in the 11eighborl10od as werefournl available. Directors of astro-
nomical observatories near New York were also requested by them to 
co-operate by watching for the ar;rival of tlle earth wave. (Scrionce, vr: 
315.) Unfortunately the firing of the mi11e was slightly <lelayed, and. 
did not take place until about fourteen minutes after the hour announced .. 
This delay interfered seriously with the observations of the volunteer · 
observers, a consiclerab1e number of whom gave up the watch before the-, 
explosion occurred, either supposing that the Yihration had failed to -
reach them or being deceived by some local tremor. It was, however, . 
canght at ·PI'inceton, N. J., and at Harvard College. 'l'he observations .. · 
obtained by the ,olunteers were quite discordant, out indicate a much i 
big her velocity than was obtained by 1\-fallet, or by G~neral Abbot from, 
the Hallett's Point explosion in 187G. General Abbot had arranged a 
series of observers to Patchogue, L. I., in one direction, and to ·west 
Point in another, who wero in telegraphic communication with the firing 
point at Astoria. ( Science, vr: 431.) His results, although also discord-
ant, give "\"'elocities much higher than those deduced from natural eartb,-
qnakes. (Science, vn: 25.) 
An instrument for tlle automatic registratiou of earth-tremors a.nd 
earth-tips is described by John !11ilne (Nature, xxxn: 25.!J). Its essen-
tial parts are a pendulum one meter long, suspended from a tripod about 
5 feet high, arnl acting upon the Rhort upper arm of a, light balanced, 
If 
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lever, whose long arm tcuches a strip of paper covered with a film 
iodized starcl.t. This paper is carried by clock-work beneath the poiu 
and every five minutes the clock sends a galvanic current thrm.tgl.J. h 
pointer and leaves a dot upon the starch :film. On examining the r .. 
ords thus made he finds (1) sometimes for days the pointers are tatio1 . 
ary; (2) sometimes they are in a state of tremor, which may continu 
for ten or twelve hours, and the sparks mark the paper at many poin• 
in a band several millimeters wide; (3) sometimes the pointer will slowl · 
wander from the straight line and then return, but the author is not r 't 
certain whether this last is due to a slow earth-tip or to local cau e .. 
The delicate instrumental obsen·ations proposed to be made in th 
Takashima mine were found impracticable, and it was then 11ropo eel to 
remove the instruments elsewhere. 
K. Sekiya has described a form of Ewing's duplex pe <lulum sei:'-
mometer, which it is stated can be made at a cost of only about $G, aml 
which gives indications agreeing very well with those obtaine<l from the 
more elaborate instrument. ( Trans. Seis. Soc. of Japan, v_nr: 83.) 
Dr. F. Du Bois has translated froJD a paper receiv~d from Ii". Faura, 
of Manila, a description of the Cecchi seismograph constructe<l for the 
observatory there. The apparatus is attached to the perpen<licular face 
of a marble slab, and consists of a clock, a vertical pendulum, several 
weights suspended by springs, and a moving sheet of smoked paper. 
The whole is so arranged by a combination of levers and strings that 
any motion, either horizontal or vertical, will start the clock and will 
put in motion tho smoked paper, on which the vertical pendulum re-
cords its vibrations, as does also a spring-suspended weight. The 
arrangement is complicated, needs a number of delicate adjustment , 
must necessarily be expensive, and finally must be entirely reset through-
out after every shock. (Tr0:ns. Seis. Soc. of Japan, VIII: 90.) 
A novel seismograph is described by M. Cordenons in La Nature I: 
237. It is intended to record the vertical and horizontal shocks, 
their duratiqn, and the ttme of the initial shock. It consists of two 
horizontal pendulums to mark vertical motions, and four inverted pen-
dulums, each of which last is free to fall only in one direction, the four 
motions being directed along the four sides of a square, so that only 
that one will fall which is in the direction of the earth's motion. The 
fall of any one of the pendulums suffices by a system of cords to release 
a clock pendulum previously fastened out of the perpendicular, and so 
to start the clock. When once the arrival of an earthquake shock has 
been signaled by the motion of some pendulum, no further record i 
po ibl until the instrument is reset. It is therefore a seismoscope 
rather than a seismograph. 
"· Werner has given to German readers a good account of the re-
c nt appliances for the instrumental observation of earthquakes, the 
material for which is mostly drawn from Ewing's memo.iron Earthquake 
11 a·. urcment. (Zeitschr. fiir Instntmentenkunde, v: 217, 308.) 
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-VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS AND EARTHQUAKES IN ICELAND 
WITHIN HISTORIC TIMES.* 
'l'ranslated by G1t0RGE II. DOEIDIER. 
Very little account is taken in the Icelandic sagas of nature and its 
phenomena, yet already at an early day the ,olcanoes of Iceland have 
been mentioned. The "speculum regale," written in Norway in 1230-
1250, dwells on volcanoes and hot springs in Iceland, and advances some 
superstitious ideas as to their origin. '' The Icelandic Annals" quote 
volcanic eruptions and violent earthquakes, but without entering into 
details; and a large amount of information on this subject exists only 
in man m;cri pt. 
The first mention by foreign authors of the Yolcanoes of Iceland are 
found in the" Topographia Hibernim," by Giral<lus Cambrensis (~187), 
and in "Chronicon de Lanercost" (1275), while the earliest descriptions 
of the island were given in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. In 
these the most absurd ideas regarding Iceland and other northern coun-
tries are advanced, and unlimited fancies an<l supersti~ions are displayed 
as regards the Ilecla. At about the middle of the sixteenth century 
the brothers Johannes Magnus aml Claus :Magnus wrote about Iceland, 
and at about the year lGOO Georg Peerson and Blejkenius published some 
volumes on the same island, in which they distinguish themselves by 
their ridiculous accounts and illusions. They were reported by' the 
Icelandic scientist, Arngrimr J 6nsson (1568-1648), who, in several works, 
endeavored to give tb.e foreigners a correct idea of the country. But 
it is only since the middle of the eighteenth century, and only by thl' 
efforts of Thormodhr Torfason ( +1710) and .Arni Magnusson ( +1730) 
that the north has commenced to take an interest in the language anc.l 
the history of Iceland. Ole Worm was the first, in Denmark, to write 
something on the remarkable nature of that country. Nevertheless the 
knowledge of it was but very imperfect until the middle of the eighteenth 
century. In 17 46, Johan .Anderson, burgomaster of Ham burg, publislled 
a volume on Iceland, in which he corrected many inaccurate ideas, and 
which was followed by the publication, in 1752, of Niels Horrebow's ex-
cellent work "Tilforladelige Efterretninger om Island." But no work 
has ever served a better purpose than the "Rejse jgjennem Island,'' 
Soro, 1772, by Eggert Olafsson and Bijarni Palsson; it b.as been trans-
.,. Translation of the r6sum6 of "Ovcrsig·t over de islandske Vulkaners Historie af 
Th. Thoroddsen, Lacrcr vcd Rcalskofon paa 1loc11.Hnvellir, Island." 
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lated into Freucll and German, and notwithstanding it.' anti'}nit. ·. i i 
still the best source of knowledge of this country. .At tlie clo: of th 
last century the island wns visited. by several naturalist·, amonrr wh 
we mention N. l\Iohr and S"rninn P{tlsson, of whom the latter ha. I 
some still unpublished works 011 the volcanoes arnl glacier of Icel. 11 • 
The geology of Iceland was uot thoroughly studied until the com-
mencement of the nineteentll century. Among those who <lcYot cl 
themselves to this subject we must mention G. S. :Mackenzie (J 10), . 
KrugvonNillda (1833),arnl Eugene Robert, who,in 1835-'3G,wa am~m-
ber of de Gaimard's expedition. Steenstrup, Hallgrfms on, and Scbyth 
visited Icebnd in 18:39-'40, during wllich period Steenstrup inve tigat tl 
the fossil plauts of tlJe miocene period, which later were described. by 
Oswald Heer in llis "Flora fossilis arctica." Bjorn Gunnlaugsson al.-o 
contributed considerably to the knowledge of the country by construct-
ing, during the years 1S31-1843, a map of tile island. In 1840, they ar 
following the last eruption of Hecla, the island was -visited by three 
celebrated scientists, R. Bunsen, Des Cloizeaux, and Sartorius v.'\Valter. -
hausen, anrl during their sojourn they achieved considerable sci ntific 
results. Tll. Kjerulf visited the island in 1850 and G. G. Winkler in 
1858. The geologist, F. Zirkel, who explored the island iu 18GO, fur-
nished very valuable contributions to tile knowledge of the rock of Ice-
land. 'rhe "Reise nach Island," by Preyer and Zirkel, is one of the be t 
tlescriptions know\i. Paijkull (18G7) constructed the first geological 
map of Iceland, and F. Jonstrup, during his two visits in 1871 and 187G, 
studied several volcanoes and sulphur and coal beds. 
Halld6r Jakobsson (1734.-1810) was the first to occupy himself with 
the history of the Icelandic volcanoes, but his work has not been of 
much utility, on account of the frequent iuaccuracies in the location of 
volcanoes and the dates of their eruptions. G. Garlieb was engaged 
in similar studies, but Iris work, too, contains many inaccuracies. Eu-
gene Robert, Sabine Baring-Gould, and Zirkel have partly fallen into the 
same mistakes as the preceding authors. The information having 
mostly been obtained in an indirect way, it is not to be wondered at 
that the results are faulty. The Icelandic poet and naturalist, Jonas 
Hallgrimsson, was the first to give a true account of tlie history .of the 
Icelandic volcanoes, lmt his memoir only exists iu manuscript.. Many 
Icelanders have given accounts of various volcanic eruptions <luring the 
past century, but the greater part of these observations are still unpub-
lished, and are preserved in libraries or otherwise. As regards the 
eruptions of the nineteenth century, J. G. Scbytbe Las given an excel-
lent account of that of Hecla in 1845, and F. Jonstrup I.ms described 
the volcanoes of Dyngjuf]all, Sveinagja, and .l\Iyvatn. 
Notwithstanding the many celebrated scientists who ha.ve vi itell 
Iceland, its geology i at present but little known, hut this finds an 
xplanation in the extent of the country, in the many difficulties which 
pr ·~ent themselve to the traveler, and the limited time at their com-
man<l. 
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LOCATION OF THE ACTIVE VOLCANOES. 
The interior of Iceland forms a plateau of about 630 meters in height, 
which, towards the north, northwest, and east, is cut up into a large 
number of fjords and valleys; it slopes gently towards the north-
northeast (with a mean inclination of o0 23' 52" between Vatnajokull 
and the ptomontory of Tjornes); and toward the southwest (with an 
inclination of o0 13' 1" between the plateau of Sprengisandr and the 
mouth of the Thj6rsa); while the steepest slopes are on the east and 
northwest sides, where they form abrupt cliffs facing ~he sea. The 
most elevated portions are covered with glaciers, which occupy a 
superficial surface of 14,000 square kilometers; the currents of lava 
covering 7,400, of which 3,400 result from the Odadahraun. Two 
chains of volcanic mountains, the Reykjanes · and the Snaefellsnes, ex-
tend on both sides of the Gulf of Faxe easterly across the plateau. 
The formation of the east and northwest portions of the island is 
mostly trap, while that of the central portion is soft gravel, with banks 
of palagonite, a formation in which the volcanic phenomena seem to 
be prevalent. Volcanic eruptions appear to be confined to two locali-
ties, one in the south of the island, running southwest to northeast, 
and the other in the north, running from south to north. Eruptions 
of trachyte have occurred in the eastern portion of the island. Glacial 
and alluvial deposits cover large spaces. There are a large number 
of extinct volcanoes; but we shall confine 'ourselves to those which 
have been active within historic times. 
We may distinguish eight groups of active volcanoes in Iceland : 
(1) Group of Snaefellsnes (Eldborg). 
(2) Group of the Hecla (Hecla, Randhukambar). 
(3) Groitp of Reykjanes (Thurrarhraun, Trolladyngja, Eldeyjar). 
(4) Group of Katla (Katia, Eyjafjallajokull*). 
(5) Group of Varmardalr. 
(6) Gro1q> of the volcanoes south of the Vatnajokull (Oraefajokull, 
Skeidhararjokull, Grfmsvatn, Sidhujokull). 
(7) Group of the volcanoes of Odadahraun (Kverkfjall, Dfngjufjall, 
Sveinagja) . 
. (8) Group of the volcanoes of Myvatn (Krafla, Leirhnukr, Hrossa-
dalr, Bjarnarflag, Dalf]all). 
(1) Group of Snaefellsnes.-The only active volcano in this group is 
the Eldborg" (64° 47' Lat. N., 34° 54' Long. W. of Copenhagen), which 
at about the year 950 threw out from a crater of 200 meters in diameter 
and 53 meters depth a current of la-va 11,300 meters long by 3, 7.70 meters 
wide. , 
(2) Group of the Hecla.-The Hecla (63° 59' N. Lat. and 32° 19' Long. 
* Jokull is the Icela,ndic word for glacier. Eyjafjallajokull, for im,tance, signifies 
the glacier of Eyjafjall, but at the same time serves to designate the volcano or 
mountain of that name. 
H. :Mis. 15--32 
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W. of Copenllagen) is tlrn most celebrated of the Icelandic volc;iu 
It has been studied b~T Schythe and Kjerulf. It is located on a ·u, i 
of 23,000 meters in length, rises in three or four terrace to ab icrht 0 
1,556 meters, and is surrounded by large lava bed of 080 quar kil 
meters in extent. .A little below the summit are craters which, iu 1 
were formed in a crevice running southwest to northeast. Parall l 
with the Hecla emerge from the lava five ridges of soft gr::wcl ton 
all running, partly disconnected, from southwest to northeast; in th 
midst the Hecla rises on a base of 630 meters. The largest str am. 0 
lava are found on the east slope of the Hecla, ~n which side the ba. 
also is more elevated than on the west .side. Several series of crat rs 
appear around the Hecla, and at the foot of the chains of soft grar J 
stone. At T·orfajokull, to the east of the Hecla, the remarkable trachtt 
laYa cii.rrent of :irrafntinnuhraun* is met with. The Hecla has l;::i.d 
eighteen emptions within historic times. 
The Randhulcambar (64° 12' N. foit., 32° 25' Long. W. of Copeulrngeo 
is a volcano extending, like tbe Hecla, in a direction southwest to north-
east. Only one eruption (in 1343) is known to have occurred; whereby 
a formerly very fertile valley became covered "Tith ashes and pumice 
stone. ·· 
(3) Group of Reykjanes.-Tbe peninsula of Re;ylcjaues should be COil· 
sidered a continuation of the Hecla. lt is composed of tratifircl 
masses; gravel, alternating with trap-rock, forming wa,teaus of nbout 
125 meters in height, completely covered. with lava,, from which rise, in 
a direction from southwest to northeast, a, series of Tolcanoes and cone 
of scuda, reaching to a height of 080 meters, containing several liot 
spriugs and solfatares. Here, in N. Lat. 64° and W. Long. &3° 55', one 
meets with the lava stream of Thurrarhraun, dating from the year 1000. 
It started from two craters situated in the northwest portion of the 
Hellisllei<l.hi and extended to a distance of 15 kilometers. In its south-
east portion, 4 kilometers long, it l.tas an inclination of only 1° 50', but 
it then descends with an inclination of · 24° to 30°, and from a height 
of 140 meters into the plain of Olfus. Nearly in the middle of the 
peninsula, in 63° 56' :N. Lat. and 34° If Long .. W. of Copenhagen . 
there rises to the northwest of the solfataro of Krisnvik the volcano 
of Trolladyngja. The Icelandic annals mention six eruptions of the 
Trolladyngja., which have been crecUted to the volcano of Odadha-
hraun of the same group, but which, according to the investigation of 
Jonas Hallgr:imsson, appear to be those of 'the Reykjanes. . On the 
southweE!t point of Reykjanes are several hot springs, and in the same 
direction, about 11½ kilometers from the coast, a series 0f -volcanic 
islands, known under the name of Fugles Kjaer or Eldegar, in the 
neighborhood of which several submarine eruptions have occurred. 
(4) Group of Katla.-Upon the grand glaciers of Myrdalsjokull (1,320 
square kilometers), separating the district of Skaptafell (Skaptafells-
* Hraun designates in Icelandic a current oflava. 
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' sysse1) from that of Rangarvalla, are located two centers of eruption, 
the Eyjafjallajokull and the Katla. The neighborhood of this group 
consists of sandy deserts and °Qowlders, which have their origi!l in the 
glacial movement· and in volcanic eruptions. The configuration of 
several districts have in this manner been entirely changed within his-
toric times. Tlle combined power ·of the glacial movement and of the 
Yolcanoes is plainly seen in many instances. At one place wher·e for-
merly quite a considerable f]ord existed, there is at present J1 desert, and 
several snia.11 mountains which formerly rose from the coast are at 
present quite a distance away from the sea. The Eyjalfjallajokull 
(63° 37' N. Lat. and W. Long·. 320 16' 18"), to the west, is a truncated 
eone of 1,706 meters · in height. The principal crater has tum bled in 
and is filled up with ice. The eruption of 1821 took place from a crevice 
of about 50 meters, on the north west slope of the mountain. Tile Katla 
(63° 371 N. Lat., 310 -35' \V. Long. is a deep c~ter, situated in the east-
ern portion of the MS'r!Jalsjokull,' and ordinarily filled with ice. It has 
several times been attempted to closely examine this volcano, but always 
in vain. 
From the _Katla, descen~ug to tbe base of the glacier, extend two 
valleys, the one in a southeasterly direction, towards the l\lfr<lalssandr, 
beyond the isol~tecl mountain Hafrsey, the other one in a southwesterly 
direction, towards the S6lheimasandr. Tbe greater part of the .water-
courses issuini from the gla.ciers at the time of the eruptions descend 
through the valley to the 1outheast; still · some few find their way 
through th:e southwesterly ,alley. The eruptions which in the annals 
have been ascribed to the l\rlyrdalsjokull, Midhdalsjokull, Hefdlrn,jokull, 
S~llieimajokull, and Katla, should all be credited to the Ratla, sinee 
all these names have been given to the same volcano. SevJ;:ra,l districts 
and a, large number of farms have been destroyed by the eruptions of 
the Katla. Neither the Katla nor the other ice-covered volcanoes m the 
south of Iceland have ever emitted any lava. This, next to the Hecla, 
is the most active volcano, twelve or thirteen eruptions having been 
recorded within historic times. 
(5) Group of Va.r1narclalr.-The most. violent eruptions ever recorded 
in Iceland within historic times occurred in 1783, to the northeast of 
the glacier of Myr<lalr, in the neighborhood of the so1i.rces of the 
Skapta. These eruptions issued from a large number of craters, situ-
ated to the southwest, north, and east of Mont Laki (64° 2' N. Lat.), and 
throughout a valley name<l Varmardalr, and not from the Skaptarjo-
kull, as mentioned in most geological manuals, although it is not implied 
that ·on other occasions eruptions have not taken place from craters in 
tbat regjon of glaciers. The craters which occupy our attention in the 
present case are lmtimperfectJykuown . Magnus Stephensen (1784) and 
Sveiun Pallsou ( 1794) examined se,;;era] of them superficially. Those of 
tbe valley of Varma.rd.all' ext.end throughout a length of about 15 kilom-
eters. 'l'lte curtents of lava which were formed .are tlrn most extensive 
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ever produced in the world in any single eruption within hi toric tim 
They cover a track of 397½ square kilometers, and in several 1 la 
from 157 to 188 meters thick. The lava spread towards the ontb in 
two branches, the westerly one, 83 kilometers long, into the id of 
the Skapta, and the easterly one, 38 kilemeters long, into that of th 
Hoerfesflj6t. According to Lyell its volume is con iderably lar" r 
than that of Mont Blanc; its mean inclination, according to Elie d 
Bea,umont, is 0° 30' ; but in the absence of exact measurement the ., 
figures can be relied on only approximately. 
(6) Grou_p of volcanoes soitth of the Vatnajokull.-On the south id o 
the Vatnajokull, in an unknown desert, are several volcanoe , butnone 
of them have as yet been examined, and even their exact location i no 
known, with the exception of the highest mountain in Iceland, the 
Orrefajokull, or Hnappafellsjokull (64° 0' 48" N. Lat. and 290 201 lG" 
Long. west of Copenhagen), which rises like a promontory on the outh 
brink of the Vatnajokull to a height of 1,960 meters. Formerly human 
habitations extended to the foot of the glacier, but these region hav 
been completely devastated by the eruption of 1349. Palsson ascend d 
the drrefajokull in 1793. From all sides extend large glaciers do""n to 
the low lands. To the west of the drrefajokull is the glacier of, Skei-
dhararjokull, and still farther to the west that of S-idhujokull; between 
these is the lake of Gr{msvatn. The annals mention several eruption: 
in this region, but exact data are wanting. 
(7) Group of volcanoes of Odadhahraun.-To the north of the Vatna-
jokull is the grand lava current of Odadhahraun, covering a surface of 
3,400 square kilometers, and on which a considerable number of crater 
and volcanoes are located, the greater part of which are still unexplored. 
The height of the O(ladahraun, above the sea, at the foot of the Vatnajo-
kull, is 942 meters, but on the inner side only 471 meters. To the north 
of the Vatnajokull, in W. Long. 29° 30', is the volcano ·xverk.fJall, from 
which eruptiolls took place in 1717 and 1873, and likely quite frequently 
within historic times. To the northwest of the Kverkfjall rises, at an 
elevation of 1,400 meters above the sea level, the volcanic group of 
Dyngjufjall, explored by F. Jonstrup in 1876. These mountains encircle 
the valley of Askja, which has a surface of about 57 squa.re kilometer 
and an altitude of 1,100 to 1,200 meters. The ground is covered with 
lava beds having, in the east, towards the opening of the valley, an in-
clination of 1° 26'. In the southeast angle of Askja an abyss of 230 
meters depth has formed, in the middle of which is found a circular 
lake of 1,200 meters in diameter, with a water temperature, in 1876, of 
22° 0. On the sides of this pit are craters which erupted in 1875. 
To the north of the Dyngjufjall mountains, to the west of Jokul a i 
Axar:firdhi, in a flat and sterile plain, named Myvatnsorae.fi, in which 
there are some ancient craters, an eruption took place in 1875 in the 
crevice of Sveinagja, in the midst of a grassy plain, whereby a current of 
lava was created, 23,000 meters long and 1,900 meters wide, the volume 
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of which, according to F. Jonstrup, represents 310,000,000 of cnbic-
meters. Thn craters are divided into three groups, of which the south-
erly is 475 meters, aud thA northerly 422 meters above sea level. The 
highelllt crater extended in 1876 to 34 meters above the plain. 
(8) Group of the volcanoes of Myvatn.-The surroundings of the lake 
Mfvatn constitute a very remarkable volcanic region; it is nearly entirely 
covered with lava beds strewn over with craters, which give it the ap-
pearance of a lunar landscape. To the east of the farm of Reykjakz.idh 
stretches out a long chain which terminates in the volcano of Leirhn{dcr, 
in the neighborhood of which the grand eruptions of 1724-1730 took 
place. Into the same period fall other eruptions, issuing froni the 
Krafla, to the east of the Leirhnukr, from the Hrossadalr, the Bjarnar-
flag, and from another crater in the vicinity of the Reykjahlidhanel, on 
the east slope of the chain of Dalfjall, craters all with1n a short dis-
tance from each other and in a right line south of the Leirhnukr. 
Several extensive solfatares occur in the vicinity, especially at Nama-
fjall. The annals mention besides, still :without indicating the locality, 
several eruptions, the greater part of which undoubtedly have taken 
place in the unknown regiop.s which surround the Vatnajokull. 
The various lists indicate quite a number of volcanic eruptions in 
sections, in whith, according to the annals, such phenomena have not 
occurred within historic times. Likewise one might discard the fol-
lowing localities as places of emption: .Asmundarnupr, Th6reyjarnupr, 
Hofsjokull, Balvjokull, Theistareykir, Fremri-Namar, Hvertjall, Sand-
fellsjokull, Mosfell, Herdhubreidh, Skaptarjokull, Breidhamerkrjokull, 
Th6rsmork, and Torfajokull. It is true, there are craters in some of 
these localities, but there is not one historical proof of their eruptions. 
The foreign publications repeat many errors relative to the situations 
of the volcanoes of Iceland, caused by the imperfect knowledge which 
their authors possessed of the topography of this country. 
CHRONOLOGIO.AL LIST OF VO.LOANIC ERUPTIONS AND EARTHQUAKES 
IN IOELAND. 
900 (approximately). Emption of the Katla_. The entire region from 
the Eyjara and the H6lmsa to the river Kalm, north of the Alptaver, 
and tlie district {)f Dynsk6gahverfi were completely devastated. At 
about the same time the sandy plain of S6lheima appears to have been 
subjected to the action of water and ice, whereby the course now called 
Joknlsa a S6lh.eimasamli seems to have been formed. Several lists 
muldply this eruption, dating them in 894 and 934, but there is no cer-
tainty as to the correctness of these dates. 
950 (approximately). Eruption of the JJJldborg arni' formation of the 
lava .current of llorgarhraun. The farm of Hripr formerly stood on 
the site of the present crnh:w. 
1000. Eruption on the Hellisheidhi and formation of Java stream of 
Thunarhraun. 
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1013. Emthqnak<', <musing the losR of eleven lh"<'R. 
1104. First crnption of the Hecla. 
1151. First ernption of the 'l'rollad'[;ngja. Se-veral lmilclin": 
destroyed by shocks of earthquake. 
1157. Second emption of the Hecla, on the 19th of January, and ar . 
quake shocks, causing the death of several persons. 
1167. Earthquake at Grimsnes, with a loss of nineteen live . 
1182. Earthquake. Eleven people killed. 
1188. Second eruption of the TrolladfJngja .. 
1206. Third eruption of the Hecla, December 4, lasting until the fol. 
lowing spring. 
1211. Submarine eruption near Eldeyjar, southwest of Reykjan . 
Several new islands formed and others disappeared. In the south 0 
Iceland an earthquake, whereby eighteen people lost their live . 
1222. Fourth eruption of Hecla. 
1225. Eruption in some unknown locality. The winter of thi year 
is called "the winter of sand." 
1226. Second submarine eruption to the southwest of Reyltjanes. 
1231. 'fhird submarine eruption to the southwest of Reykjanes. 
1238. ],ourth submarine eruption to the ~outhwest of Reykjanes. 
1240. Fifth submarine eruption to the southwest of Reylcjanes. Ac-
cording to Gisli Oddsson half of' the peninsula was destroyed. 
1245. Second eruption of the Ka.tla. Torrents of water were thrown 
upon the plains of S6lheima and the fields were covered with cinder 
to a thickness of 16 centimeters. 
1260. Violent earthquake shocks in the north of Iceland. 
1202. Third eruption of the ICatla. The volcano hurled out a ma 
of water, ice, and stones,~ which, it is said, raised the S6lheima andr 
38 meters. (1) 
1294. Fifth eruption· o-f the Heala, accompanied by violent earth-
quakes and formation of ere-vices. The water in the wells assumed a 
milky whi.te color and the R:lng:i, cbanged its course. The rivers were 
covered with dross, which the currents carried as far as the Faroe 
Islands. Several hot springs disappeared on this occasion, while others 
were formed. 
1300. Sixth eruption of the Becla, on the 10th of July. This wa one 
of the most violent actions of this volcano. The cinders thrown out 
were carried by the prevailing southwest winds to the north of the 
island, where they caused grea,t destruction, which was fo1lowed by a 
famine. For two days complete darkness prevailed, and the Hecla 
underwent considerable changes. On the 30th December an earth-
quake dest.royeu the form of Skardh. Five hundred people, mostly in 
the north of the island, died of the consequences of this eruption. 
fl These torrents of water, ice, stones, gravel, and sand, procluced by the volcanic 
eruptions in Icel:mc1, are ca.:Jed "Jokellob." 
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1308. Earthquakes in the soutli of Iceland, destroying eighteen farms 
and killing six people. 
1311. Fourth eruption of the Katla, on the 25th of January, com-
pletely ravaging the district of Lageyjarhverfi. Earthquake shocks on 
the 10th and 11th of January destroyed fifty-one farms. · ~ 
1332. Eruption in the vicinity of the district of Sidha on the 2d of 
December. The exact spot has uot been located. · 
-1339. Earthquake on the 22d of May, in t.he south of the island, de-
stroying a number of farms above Skeidh, Fl6i, Holtamannaboeppr, 
and between the Thj6rsa and the Eystri Hanga. In the mountains of 
Hengil a hot spring appears, with a circumference of 75 meters. 
1340. Third eruption of the Trollad[Jngja. 
1341. Seventh eruption of the Recla, on the 10th of l\la-y, accompanied 
by an enormous fall of cinders, which devastated several districts in the 
surrounding country, while at the same time an earthquake destroyed 
several farms. In the same year an eruption of the Omefajokull is 
mentioned. 
1343 ( approximately). Eruption of the Randhukambar. In the adjoin-
ing valley of Tllj6rsardalr eleven farms were completely destroyed. 
Of some of them the ruins are still in existence. 
1349. Second erupt.ion of the 6 -raefajokull, which devastated five 
fertile districts (Herreder). After the ice covering the mountains 
began to melt, the torrents thus formed swept away fort:V farms and 
two churches, anu those which bent their course towards the sea carried 
such a quantity of sand and gravel that a beach had formed after the 
eruption at a place where before the water had a depth of 56 meters. 
Some lists give the dates of this eruption in the years 1350 and 1362, 
respectively. 
1360. Fourth eruption of the Trolladyngja. Pumice stone was car-
ried westward, towards .the sea, as far as Myrar, and the eruption was 
plainly visible at Snaefellsnes. 
1370. Earthquake, causing the tumbling down of twelve farm-houses 
in Olfus. 
1389-'90. Eighth eruption of the Hecla. The principal eruption took -
place from two new craters which opened below the farm of Skardh. 
It lasted to the middle of the year 1390 and destroyed two farms. The 
same year saw the fifth eruption of the Trolladyngja and one of the 
Sidhjokull. 
1391. Earthquakes at Grimsnes, Fl6i, and Olfus which were felt to the 
northwest as far as Holtavordhuheidhi. Fourteen farms were seriously 
damaged and three houses caved in. 
1416. Fifth eruption of the Katla, with a considerable fail of ashes. 
1422. Sixth submarine explosion southward of Reykjanes. A new 
island was formed, which later on disappeared again. 
14:~6. )Tin th eruptiou of the Hecla, resulting in the destruction of 
eighteen farms during one morning. 
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1477. Eruption in an uninhabited region; in the north of the i la 
a heavy fall of ashes followed by a famine. 
1510. Tenth eruption of the Hecla, on the 25th of July. Large ma 
of lava w.ere thrown to a distance of several miles, killing seY ral 1 
ple. In the same year the sixth eruption of Trolladyngja is recorded. 
These eruptions were followed by dangerous epidemics, to which many 
people fell victims. 
1546. Earthquake at Olfus, in the commencement of June. Several 
farms were more or less injured. 
1552. Earthquake on the 2d of February. 
1554. Towards the end of May the eleventh eruption of Hecla, or 
rather of the mountain chain forming its northeastern continuance. Th 
eruption lasted six hours, and .the shocks of earthquake were so fre-
quent that the people quitted their houses and took up their abode in 
tents. 
1578. On the 1st of November the twelfth eruption of Hecla, which, 
although feeble, was accompanied by violent shocks of earthquake 
which destroyed several farms at (>Ifus. 
1580. Sixth eruption of the E.atla, on the 11th of August. Destruction 
of several farm-houses, but ,no loss of life. The current of water, ice, 
sand, and rocks ( Jokellob) thrown out by the ,olcano took a southea t-
erly course. 
1581. On the 30th of May, earthquake at Rangarvellir, demanding 
several victims. 
1583. Seventh subi:narine explosion southwest of Reykjanes. 
1584. Violent earthquake. 
1597. Thirteenth eruption of Hecla, commencing on the 3d of Janu-
uary and lasting until March, while vapor was emitted until July. 
Eighteen columns of fire rose above the mountain, the cinders scat-
tered over more than half the country, in the west as far as Borgarf-
jordhr, to the east as far as L6n, and to the north as far as Bardharvalr, 
and during twelve hours the detonations were audible at the extreme 
north of Iceland. The eruption was accompanied by earthquake , 
which destroyed several farm-houses at (>lfus. A large hot spring (the 
Little Geysdr) south of the farm of Reykir disappeared, but another one 
opened on the north side. 
1598. On the 10th of November, the third eruption of Oraefajokull 
and eruption at Grimsvatn (?). A northeast wind carried the ashes as 
far a the Eyjafjordhr. 
1612. Eruption of the Eyjafjallajokull on October 12. 
1613. Violent earthquakes in the south of Iceland; destruction of 
many farm-buildings. 
1618. Earthquake at Thingeyjarsysla, continuing from autumn until 
hri tma . One shock broke down four buildings and produced a num-
er of large crevices. 
1619. Fourteenth eruption of Hecla towards the end of July. The 
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asbes carried northward by a southwesterly wind produced an intense 
darkness. 
·1624. Earthquake at Fl6i in November; two farm buildings were 
destroyed and a large number damaged. 
1625. Seventh eruption of Katla, from the 2d to the 14th of Septem-
ber. The "Jokellob" inundated the plain of Alptaver and surrounded 
the Thykkvabaejarklaitstr and neighboring farms. The ashes were car-
ried as far as Bergen, Norway. At Skapta,rhunga they collected knee-
deep. Two districts were ruined. 
1630. Earthquake to the east of Thj6rsa, in winter; six lives lost. 
1632. Earthquake in the fall. 
1633. Earthquake in the south, above Olfus. 
1636. Fifteenth erupti_on of Hecla, lasting from the 8th of May until 
the following winter. Thirteen craters w:ere formed. The ashes were 
carried to the southeast. 
1638. Eruption in an unknown locality in the east of Iceland. The 
water-courses in that section carried to the sea large pieces of pumice-
stone. 
1643. Earthquake near Christmas. 
1657. Earthquake, overthrowing severalfarm buildings atFlj6pehlidh. 
1658. Earthquake on Easter day. 
1660. Eighth eruption of Katla, lasting from the 3d to the 12th 
November. The powerful •' Jokellob" carried to the sea enormous 
masses of ice, rocks, and gravel to such an extent that the large sand 
plains at the foot of the Katla were completely inundated and resembled 
a stormy sea. The presbyt_ery and the church of Hofdhabrekka were 
torn away by the waters, the farm of Hofdhi completely demolished, 
and four other farm buildings damaged to a considerable degree. Fish-
ing grounds of 38 meters depth were filled up by the eruption and 
formed a dry beach. 
1661. Earthquake in summer. 
1668. Violent earthquakes in winter. 
1671. Earthquakes at Grimsnes and Olfus; several buildings f~ll in. 
1081. Eruption of the Skeidhararjokull. 
1685. Eruption in the vicinity of lake Grirnsvtan. 
1693. Sixteenth eruption of Hecla from four craters; very violent, 
and lasting from the 13th of Ij1ebruary until August. It was accom-
panied by shaking of the earth, which was even .noticeable on the sea. 
The Yolcano emitted blocks of lava of the size of houses; the ashes 
spread all over the island and were transported as far as Norway and 
Scotland, while the pumice-stone was carried by the streams and clrr"-
rents as far as the Faroe Islands. · 
1706. Very violent earthquakes in the south, on the 1st and 20th of 
April, above Olfus and at Fl6i, where twenty-four large farms and a 
number of smaller buildings were overthrown. The trembling, with 
diminishing force, was felt beyond the Hecla, at Snaefellsnes. 
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17J6. Eruption in tlw viri11ity of lake Gr{msvatn. 
1717. Eruption of the Kverkjjall on the 17th of September. Alar 
portion of the country, to the north and east, was covered with a ·b 
and the Joknlsa i Axar.firdhi carried to the sea large quantitie o. 
pumice-stone. 
1721. Ninth eruption of Katla, commencing on the 11th of Mar with 
a, great "Jokellob." The blocks of ice carried down to the sea, and fill-
ing it to a depth of from 130 to 150 meters, formed a barrier to a di. 
tance of three nautical miles from the shore. A turf-covered ridg of 
rock of about 24,000 square meters was cut away on being struck with 
this giant force. A rocky pinnacle of 38 meters in height wa al o 
carried away, and the la.rge cavern of Skfpa.hellir completely filled up 
with gravel. The wind carried the ashes to the west; and at Saurbaer, 
upon the Hvalfjardharstrond, 150 kilometers distant, the darknes wa 
so intense as to prevent, at broad noon, the distinguishing of letters in 
a book. The sailors of Reykjanes, 188 kilometers from the Katla, were 
b,arely able to find the entrance of the. harbor at the beginning of the 
eruption. It lasted during the summer and fall. 
1724-'30. During this period several eruptions took place in the 
vicinity of lake Myvatn. 
1724. Eruption of the Kra.fla, 17th of May. The crater of Viti, on the 
west slope of the mountains, emitted an enormous quantity of ashe , 
and to the east of lake l\fyvatn it formed a bank 1 meter deep. The 
shocks were felt throughout the entire country; hou es were over-
thrown, and the contour of the country changed by the formation of 
elevations and depressions. 
· 1725. January 11, eruption of Leirhnukr, with much shaking of the 
ea,rth, and on April 19 eruption of Bjarnarfiag. The earth'}uake , 
increasing in force, attained their maximum intensity on the Jth of 
September. In the same year an eruption of Slceidhar'arjokull took 
place. 
1727. Eruption of Oraefajokull, lasting from the 3d of August, 1727, 
until the 25th of May, 1728. Powerful "Jokellob" devastated the 
entire country below the mountains, and carried out into the sea a large 
number of horses and other animals. The Skeidhararjokull was, at the 
ame time, much agitated. On the 21st of August another eruption 
took place from the Leirhn1.tkr, throwing out a current of lava, which 
took a northerly direction. 
1718. Eruption of the Leirhnukr, at 2 a. m. of the 18th of April, with 
a flow of lava, which almost reached lake Myvatn. Four hours later 
a new crater ,opened to the south of Leirhnukr, in tlle Hrossadalr, and 
at about the same moment the Bjcirnw:-fla,g erupted. Two days later a 
cratrr, ituated on the east slope of the Dalfjall, near the Reykjahli-
dharsel, emitted a large currcut of lava. On the 18th December another 
eruption of the Leirhn'l'tkr. In the same year sev~ral volcanic phe-
nomena were observed. in tlle lava beds of Hecla. 
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1729. ~I.1he Leirhw1'tkr again became active on the 30th of January, 
a,nd eruptions took place during the entire year. The lava advanced 
to the lake l\1yvatn and demolished the pre~bytery of Reykjalfdh, 
together with three other buildings. One current emptied itself into 
the lake and a terrible combat took place between the elements. 
1732. Earthquakes at Rang,.irvellir and at Eystrihreppr, on the 7th of 
September, by which forty farm buildings were more or less damaged 
and eleven or' twelve nearly overthrown. These shocks continued dur-
ing two weeks. 
1734. Earthquake shocks at Fl6i and other localities in Arnessyssel, 
by which tbjrty ~arm buildings were overthrown, sixty to seventy 
damaged, and seven or eight people killed. · 
17 49. Earthquakes at Oljus and Borgarfjordhr; the flow of the hot 
spring of Skrifla diminished and the farm-house of Hjalli, at Olfus, to-
gether with the church, sank 1.25 meters below the surface. 
1752. Earthquake in .Arnessyssel; 12 farms in Olfus damaged, and 
one church overthrown. 
1J53. Eruption in the vicinity of Sedhujokfll. A "Jokellob" pro-
duced in the river Djupa, which flows in a gorge towards the presby-
tery of Kalfafell, a rise of 60 meters; an' inundation followed which 
devastat~d the entire surrounding country. The waters of the Skapta 
and of the Hverfisflj6t rose proportionately. The ashes were carried 
beyond Skaptartunga. 
1754. Y olcanic phenomena of three hours' duration in the lava beds 
west of the Hecla,. · 
1755. Sixteenth eruption of Katla, preceded in the north by· violent 
shocks of earthquake, overthrowing 13 farm-houses situated m·ostly 
in the neighborhood of H6.savik, and lasting from the J0th to the 16th 
September. · The eruption commenced on the 17th October and lasted 
until August, 1756. The ''Jokellob" and the ashes, which were carried 
as far as Leira, in the Borgarfjordhr, to the west, and to Djupivogr to 
the east, occasioned great damages. A large part of Skaptafellssyssel 
was covered with a layer of ashes 15 to 20 centimeters in thickness, 
and fifty farms had to be abandoned. In consequence of this eruption 
two ridges were formetl on the Myralssandr, 23,000 meters long, 40 
meters high, and composed of ice, pumice stone, mud, and ashes. 
1766. Seventeenth· eruption of Hecla, commen~ing on the 5th of 
April, as ordinarily with heavy earthquake shocks, perceptible south-
westward as far as Reykjanes. The ashes drifted northwest and 
caused darkness in the north of Iceland; the layer of ashes formed was 
60 centimeters thick in the vicinity of the volcano, and 30 centimeters 
at 225 kilometers distant, but fortunately it fell mostly in uninhabited 
districts. Pieces of pumice stone of 2 meters circumference were 
t hrown a distance of 15 kilometers, a piece of lava of 1,750 grains a 
distance of 23 kilometers, and another piece of 3,750 grains weight, 
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struck the frozen ground at Naefrholt with such force that it could onl 
be removed with the aid of a lever. Masses of pumiee ston cau · 
the Ytri-Ranga to overflow its banks, and the Thj6r a and other ri,e 
carried enormous quantities of it out into the sea. A current of lav 
7,500 meters long, spread out towards south-southwest. On the 21 t 
of April the ashes measured 5,000 meters in height and still ri in . 
This eruption did not end until the next autumn. 
1774. Eruption in an unknown section in the vicinity of the ke'. 
dhararjokull. 
1783. Eighth submarine explosi<fn southwest of Reylcjanes in May. 
An island formed with a crater which emitted such quantities of pum-
ice stone that the sea was covered with it to a distance of 150 to 225 
kilometers. This island, which received the name Nyo (new), soon 
again disappeared. 
In th~ same year grand eruptions took place in the vicinity of the 
source of the r-iver Skapta. On the first of June a trembling of the earth 
was noticed throughout Skaptafellssyssel which lasted until 8 a. m. 
At 9 .A.. M. a violent eruption was noticed at Sidha in a direction north. 
At the same time the Skapta, then 130 meters wide, commenced to 
diminish rapidly, and on the 11th June it had dried up entirely. On 
the 12th a current of lava precipitated itself like a roaring se\ into the 
bed of the riyer, 160 to 190 meters deep, and after filling it up com· 
pletely, overran its banks, spread in various placBs and encircled 
several farms, but was suddenly arrested by a deep pit existing in the 
bed of the Skapta between the farms of Skaptardalr and the A, and 
which it would have to fill and bridge over before being able to pur ue 
its course. The emissions of lava continued without interruption, and 
in the direction of Ulfarsdalr and Varmardalr twenty-two column of 
fire and ashes could be counted. From the 14-th to the 22d June the 
lava current~ overflowed each other in the plains south of the Skapta 
destroying several farms and fusing the old lava, at the same time 
obstructing or dislocating several water courses. Pumice stones and 
dross were thrown a distance of 113 kilometers westerly to Rangar-
vallasyssel. On the 30th of June a current of lava turned west, toward 
the Kudhajlj6t, one of' the largest rivers of Iceland, which arre ted it 
in its course, the current of lava being unable to surmount thi power-
ful barrier. The east branch of this current emptied itself into the 
Skapta, bridged over on the 17th of July a deep pit below the cascade 
of Stapafoss, and stopped on the 20th of July at 1,900 meters from 
Kirkjubaejarklau tr, where it fil1ed a channel of 130 meters in width 
and 40 meters in depth. The volcanoes continued their eruptions with 
diminishing force <luring the months of July, August, and September, 
and even in the middle of January of the next year one could till 
ob erve from Skaptartunga feeble eruptions behind the mountains. On 
the 29th of July, 1783, new eruptions were again observed farther to 
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the east, in the district of Flj6tshverfi; this region became covered 
with ashes, and the waters of the Hverfisflj6t, after reaching the boil-
ing point, evaporated completely under the action of a current of lava 
which filled the bed of the river and expanded towards the south, thereby 
destroying several farms. These eruptions continued until the month of 
January, 1784. At the same time the volcano in the vicinity of Skeidh-
arajokull evinced signs of activity, and an eruption took place on the 
8th of April, 1784, giving birth to a terrible "Jokellob." 
These violent . eruptions tended to largely change the configuration 
of the surrounding country. Seve:ral water-courses disappeared, others 
had their course obstructed, and now forn;ied in the lava bed innumera-
ble small lakes, which in the mean time also disappeared, the Skapta 
and the H verfisflj6t digging out new beds. And on the other hand no 
eruptions had ever had such disastrous consequences for Iceland. The 
lava consumed entirely 9 farms, ruined about 29 others, and rendered 
two parishes uninhabitable for two years. The ashes extended in large 
masses over the greater portion of Iceland and were carried to the 
Faroe Islands and beyond. The prairies were devastated, and a large 
number of animals died of hunger and disease. The year following was 
still more sorrowful, the inhabitants dying by the hundreds of hunger. 
It has been estimated that of the 48,884 individuals composing the 
inhabitants of Iceland, 9,238 died in consequence of these eruptions. 
Of animals, the loss by death during the years 1783-'84 was: 11,461 
head of cattle, 190,448 sheep, and 28,013 horses. Iceland was unable 
to recover from these terrible misfortunes until the middle of the pres-
ent oontury. 
1784. From the 4th to the 16th of August violent earthquake shocks 
in .Arnessyssel and Rangarvallasyssel. In the former 69 farms were com-
pletely destroyed, and 372 more and 11 churches badly damaged. In 
the latter 94 farm-buildings were shaken down. In some localities hot 
springs disappeared and reappeared, and near the gey~er 35 new springs 
formed. 
1789. Violent earthquake at .Arnessyssel. The lava beds of Thfng-
vellir underwent some changes, and the entire section of land between 
the crevice of Almannagja and Rrafnagja settled 60 ce~timet~rs. Hot 
springs sprouted up on the Hellisheidhi and in other localities (for in-
stance at Reykir). Several farms in the southeast of Iceland tumbled 
down. 
1808. Earthquakes in various places of Iceland, accompanied by a 
change of the hot springs. 
1810. Earthquake to the west of Hecla October 24. 
1815. Earthquake shocks in the north part of the island during the 
month of June. 
1818. Feeble earthquake shocks in the southern part of the island. 
1821. Second eruption of the EyfafjallaJokull, commencing on the 19th 
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December and continuing, though feebly, until the 1st of January, 1 23. 
It produced a "Jokellob," which, taking a westerly course, occa ione 
considerable damage&1. 
1823. The eleventh eruption of Katla lasted from the 26th of June to 
the 23d of July, but was not as violent as the previous ones of the am 
volcano. A "Jokellob" carried to the east a large quantity of and 
and gravel. In the beginning of February of the same year some vol-
canic phenomena were observed in the vicinity of the sources of the 
Ska pta, possibly within the volcano of 1783. 
1826. Earthquake shocks in the north of Iceland during the mouth 
of June. 
1820. Earthquake shocks in the south of Iceland on the 21st and 22d 
of February; nine farms were .destroyed. 
1830. Ninth submarine explosion southwest of Reykjanes, at 4 kilom-
eters southwest of Eldeyjarbodi and at 60 kilome~ers southwest of the 
point, of Reykjanes. The explosions continued from the 13th of March 
until the month of l\fay. 
1838. Earthquake in the north and south of Iceland, in the north be-
tween Skjalfandi and Hunafl.6i, with change of location of hot spring . 
1839. Earthquake at Reykjavik, on the 28th of July. 
1845. Eighteenth eruption of Hecla, which, commencing on the 2d of 
September, laRted for seven months. A large quantity of ashes spread 
over the surrounding country, and a portion was _carried by the wind 
as far as the Shetland islands. The column of ashes, on the 5th of 
February, 1846, rose, according to Gunnlaiigsson, 4,370 meters above 
the summit of Hecla. The current of lava emitted had a length of 
11,300 meters, a width of 2,800 meters, aud was from 15 to 35 meter 
thick. J. G. Schythe estimates its bulk as 446,000,000 of cubic meter . 
1855. Feeble earthquake shocks in the north of Iceland. 
1860. Twelfth eruption of Katla. On the 8th of May, between 6 and 
8 A. M., an earthquake occurred, followed by a "Jokellob," descending 
from the Katla towards the southeast. On the 11th another "Jokellob" 
from the S6lheimasandr towards the southwest. The eruption ceased 
on the 27th of May. The "1okellob" carried such large masses of sand 
and gravel that a former :fishing ground of 30 meters' -depth was com-
pletely filled up after the eruption. The ashes were transported towards 
the north into uninhabited regions and did but little damage. On Sep-
tern ber 20, at 7 P. M., an earthquake in the south, moving southwest to 
northeast. In the night from the 30th to the 31st December one noticed 
at Reykjavik a movement in the same direction. 
1862. Eruptions in the uninhabited regions north of the Vatnajokull, 
but it exact location not known. 
1 63. Earthquake at Reykjavik, in the night of the 20th to the 21st 
of April. 
1864. Earthquake at Reykjav·lk, on the 16th of February. 
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1867. .Emptions in the inhabited regions north of' the Vatnajokull, 
from the 29th of August to the 5th September. Fall of ashes south of 
tbf• Vatnajokull, at Oraefi, and at Sudhrsveit. At the same time 
" J okellob" at Skeidhararjokull. 
1868. Towards New Year some volcanic phenomena at Manareyjar, 
in the north of Iceland, were observed at sea in the neighborhood of 
Tjornes; and at the same time an earthquake took place at Husavik. 
Iu January, feeble shocks in the north; ~n the 1st to the 3d November 
eartlJquake shocks in the south. 
1872. Severe earthquake in the north, at Husavik, on the 17th of 
April. Several buildings were overthrown and others damaged. The 
· shocks were not discontinued until the end of l\1ay. In December of 
the same year some feeble shocks were observed in the north. 
1873. Eruption of the KverkjJall (?) January 8 to 13. Considerable 
fall of ashes in the south and east of the island. 
1875. Alternate eruptions of the DyngjuJJall and the Bveinagja. To-
wards the end of 187 4 some earthquakes were noticed in the northeast 
of the island, and on the 3d of January a column of. smoke was observed 
to rise above the DyngjujJall, but this eruption did · not cause any 
damage. According to the researches of F. Jonstrup it issued from 
craters situated in the southwest corner of the Askja, 94 meters below 
the lava field of Askja, and 138 meters abov~ the lake. These craters 
emitted an enorinous quantity of vapor even during the summer of 
1876. During the first eruption large blocks of tuft and basalt, some 
of a bulk of 31 cuuic meters, were thrown to a height of 30 meters, 
and one of them emitted blocks of gravel, cemented with ice, of a bulk 
of 6 cubic meters. 
On the 18th of February occurred an eruption of the Sveina,gja, in 
the Myvatnsoraefi (desert of Myvatn), and the formation of several 
craters; on March 10, an eruption of 14 to 16 new craters, emitting 
torreuts of lava; and on the 29th of the same month a violent eruption 
t>f the Dyngjiifja,ll. The entire eastern portion of Iceland became 
covered with ashes and pumice stone, the bulk of the latter having 
heen estimated at 400 millions of cubic meters. Portions of the ashes 
were transported to Norway, and even at Stockholm and its vicinity 
a shower of the ashes fell on the evening of the 29th of March. This 
eruption issued from the most southerly crater of the valley of Askja, 
to the northeast of the pit mentioned before. The ground all around 
was, in 1876, covered with pumice stones, the larger portion of them 
having a diameter of 15 to 20 centimeters, and many of 50 to 100 cubic 
(1ecimeters in bulk. At one place where they were of a thickness of 
~jO to 100 centimeters they had entirely hidden a bed of snow of 8 
iueters' thickness, formed during the winter of 187 4-'75. On the 4th 
of April several eruptions were obsenTed on the Myvatnsoraefi, and on 
the 15th of August the last one occurred, none of them causing much 
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damage. The lava produced was basaltic and very uneven. m 
craters emitted bombs with a close surface and a cellular mold. In 
July, 1876, a temperature of from 130° to 200°, and even 3000 C. wa 
observed in the cracks of the lava. In the grass-covered spot which 
the lava overflowed, crystals of chlorhydrate of ammonia have epar-
ated. The eruption of Dyngjufjall, of the 29th of March, had ·om 
very se,ere consequences for the fertile regions of the east of Iceland. 
Hundreds of farms had to be abandoned, but one also rapidly re-
covered from the evil effects by removing the light layers of a he and 
pumice stone, and the damage will not be as serious as was feared. 
This eruption, from the fact that its products were purely tracbytic 
stands isolated and unique in Iceland in modern times. 
1879. On the 27th of February an eruption in one of the chains run-
ning northeast from the Hecla. It lasted to the month of May, with-
out doing much harm, the lava not reaching the inhabited regions. 
· 1879. Tenth submarine explosion southwest of Reykja;nes, on the 30th 
and 31st of May. 
The following eruptions mentioned in several old lists are charged to 
the wrong volcanoes: Hecla, 1004, 1029, 1113, 1374, 1583, 1625, 1727. 
Katla, 1717, 1 727. Trolladyngja, 14 7 5. Herdhubreidh, 1341, 1510. 
Sidhujokull, 1728. Oraefajokilll, 1332, 1336, 1720. Breidhamerkrjokull 
1362. Hofsjokull et Baldjokull, 1716. Hverj]all (or Sand/ell), 1748, 1752. 
Raudhukambar, 1311. Th6r_smork, 1310, 1350. Mos/ell, 1340. Breidh{-
fjordr (near Snaefellsnes), 1219, 1345. Thingvallahraun, 1587. As to 
Helgafell, on the island of Westmauna, no positive data exist regard-
ing eruptions within historic times. 
Within historic tim~s eruptions have taken place at about 20 differ-
ent places in Iceland. Generally speaking the volcanoes are small and 
only one eruption is on record. Among the large volcanoes, Hecla oc-
cupies the first place with 21 eruptions; next comes the Katla with 
12 or 13, then the Eldeyjar, near Reykjanes, with 10, the Trolladyngja 
with 6 eruptions. The largest current of lava was produced in 1783. 
The ice-covered volcanoes in the south of Iceland never emit current 
of lava, but only ashes; they are above all to be dreaded on account of 
the "Jokellob" which they produce when the eruption breaks up the 
covering of ice. The largest number of eruptions have taken place in 
the fourteenth century (13), and in the eighteenth century (14). 1n 
studying the list of emptions it will be observed that in each period 
they are concentrated in one certain section and that, in their succe . 
sion, they rarely made large jumps. The earthquakes are in direct 
connection with the eruptions, they occurring nearly all in Olfu 
Grimsnes, Fl6i, and at Fj6lshlidh, in the vicinity of the Hecla, or at 
Thingeyjarsysla, the hearth of the volcanoes of the north. 
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.All the eruptions mentioned in the annals, and regarding which reli-
able dates· exist, are given in the following list:. 
Volcanio eruptions -in Iceland within historic times. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE VOLCANOES, EARTHQUAKES, AND GEYSERS OF 
' ICELAND. 
Compiled lJy GEOHGE II. Bo1rn:'IIEJt. 
Mr. Tborotl<lsen, ju his paper on "de islandslrn Vulkaners Histor~e," furnislrns quite 
an extensive· bibliographical list of volc::moes and earthquakes of Iceland; a similar 
list, on the geysers of Iceland, is given by Dr. A. C. Peale in his report on the Yellow-
stone National Pa.1·k (in Pa.rt I. of Dr. Hayden's XII Annual Report - for rnrs - of 
t he U.S. Geological and Geographical Surveys of the Territories.) To these lists have 
been added such titles of works on these subjects, as well as on geographical and 
physical descriptions of Iceland, and such accounts of tr.1vcJs, as couhl 'Le procurecl 
fi-om the following-named publications: 
Skyrslur og Reikningar bins Islenzlrn D6kmentafelags, 1854-1884. 
Literatur iiber die Polar-Rogioncn der Ertle, von Dr. Josef Chavanne, Dr. Alvis 
Karpf, und Franz, Ritter von Le Monnier, published by the I. R. Geographical Society 
of Vienna, Austria. · 
Catalogue of the United Stat.es Library of Congress. 
Catalogue of the Pablic Library, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Catalogue of tho Peabody Institute, Tialtimorett:Md. 
Catalogue of the Library of the College of New Jersey. 
Catalogue of the Frco Pnblic Libra.ry, ·worcester, Mass. 
Catalogue of the Fall River Public Library. 
Catalogue of t,he Saint Louis 111crca11tilo Library. 
Catalogue of the Unitecl States In terior Department Library. 
"Atlantic Monthly." 
"Popufar Science Mon thl y," 1872-18:32. 
' ' Princeton Review," 1852-18G8. 
"Nature," London, England. 
"' North Amoricnn Review," 1878-1380. 
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"Scribner's Monthly," vol. 1-20, 
"Harper's Monthly Magazine," vols. 1-60. 
Valuable information has been received from Dr. Stejnoger of the U.S. Nat:,. 
Museum, from Dr. Hans H. Reusch, of Christiania, Norway, and from Mr. A. Thon . . 
son, of Reykjavik, Iceland. · Thanks are due Mr. Solberg of the U. S. Library of Co • 
gress for valuable advice and corrections. 
The material thus collected has been alphabetically arrn.nged under the four fo. 
lowing heads: 
1. Manuscripts. 3. Articles from journals, transactions,&c. 
2. Printed books. 4. Maps and charts. 
1. MANUSCRIPTS. 
Alpium Myrdalinarum Vesuvius; qme ab incolis vocatur Kotlugj!t; i det store t:g1. 
Bibl. Thotts Samling, No. 957. fol. Ogsaa i Collect. Finn. Magn. in Mus. Britann. 
No. 159, med. Tilfoielser af J6n Jakobsson og J6n Esp6lin. 
AUSTMANN (J6N). Kotluhlaup 1823. Indberetning til Biskop Steingrimur J6nsso;.,; 
i J6n Sigurdhssons Samling. 4to. 
Brejarstadbakver, i J6n Sigurdhssons Samling. 8vo. Heri findes, J6n Steingrlru~-
sons Skrifter om Katlas Udbrud og om Udbruddet 1783. Isl. 
Beskrivelse over Hekkenfjeld paa Island, som er samlet mestendels efter Ditmer Blcf-
kenius, tilligemed Relation om Eruptioner af Bjergene Krafl.a og Kotlugja, id ·t 
store Kgl. Bibl. Ny Kgl. Samling, No.1673. 4to. 
Brynjol:fi Suenonii historica de rebus islandicis relatio ab Ottonem Kragium 1G45; i 
det store Kgl. Bibl. Gammel Kgl. Saml. No. 2856. 4to. Omtaler Katlas, Udurml 
1625. s. 22-23. 
EINARUS (OLA.US). Epistola ad Theodorum Bjornonis; i <let store Kgl. Bihl. Ny Kg!. 
Saml. No. 271. 8vo. 
ERLE~"DSSON (ODDR) a tbufu. Dagskra um Heklugosidh 1845-'46, og afteidhin"ur 
thess ; i J6n Sigurdhssons Samling. 8vo. Hora£ finQes oversatte U<ldrag id t 
• store Kgl. Bihl. Ny Kgl. Saml. 1671. b . 4to . 
Extract udaf Sysselmand J6n Bendixens Relation, <lat. I<.odeskride, cl. 1G April 175:i; 
i det stote Kgl. Bibl. 'l'botts Saml., No. 1740. 4to. (Om Jordskjrolmue ved Hu-
aavik 1755.) 
De physicis Islaudhe revolutionibus. Collect. Finn. Magn. i Bibl. Bodlei. Oxford. 
No: 129. 4to. 
EGGERS (C. U . D.). Fortsrettelse af "Pbysikalische und statistische Bescbreibung,o 
Island, aus authentischen Quellen und nach den neueten Nachrichten.'' Kopeu-
hagen, 1786. 8vo. (Kun. 1. Theil., 1. Abth. er udkommen.) I Reykjavik lresJP 
Skolens Bibliothek. 
EYJ6LFSSON (ODDR) . Descriptio con:flagrationis montis Ifeclm anno 1G93; i det stmc 
Kgl. Dibl. Ny Kgl. Saml No. 1674. 4to. 
FINNSSON (lIA....'fflES). Fortsrettelse af hans E.fferretninger om Tildragelserne vedBjcr-
get Hekla 1766; i dot store Kgl. Bibl. Gammel Kgl. Saml. No. 2861, og i Ny Kgl. 
Saml. 1671. 4to. 
Gumn.1mmssoN (J6N) . Sannferdhug uudhirretling um Kotlugjarhlo,up og thess H,· 
kanir 1755. Dat 19. Febr. 1756; i J6n Sigurdhssons Samling. 4to. 
IIAKONARSONAP. (MAGNUS.AR) b6k, i J6n Sigmdhssons Samling. 76 Sider. 4to. Hcri: 
J6n Steingrlmssons Skrift om Katla, J6n Sigurdhssons Beretning om Katlas "Gcl-
brnd 175;';; Sveinn Palsson : Om Katla Udbrud 1823, og Magnus H~konarson om 
Katlas Udbrud 1860. Isl. 
IlALFDAl"SSON (EI ... "A.ll) . Af joclinom, er drrefin liopo 1727. En Afskrift og Omarbei-
lelse af Ilalfdanssons Ori gin al vecl J 6n dlafsson fra Grunna vfk; i J 6n Sigurdhssons 
• 'amling. 4to. I dansk Oversrottelse ved J6n l\farteinsson i det store Kgl. Bihl. 
Thotts Samliug, No . 1790. 4to . 
liALLDURSSON (DADm) i STEI."SIIOLTf. Um Heklugos 1693, i J6n Sigurdhssons Manu-
skript aml. 4to. 
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H.ALLD6nssox (SYEIXX). Um bmi, sem skadhast bafa af jardhskj:ilfturu 14 og 16 
August 1784; i Islands Stiftsbibliotheks Haandskriftsamliug, No. 20. fol. 
HALLGRf:M:ssox (J6NAS). Eldgos tt:"IslancU; i dot islandsko liten:cro Selskah Arkiv i 
Khhavn., No. 11. fol. Dette Manuskript et Udkastet til sammo Forfatters ''De 
islundske Vulkaner," dor findes i Prof. Japetus Stecnstrups Eic, o:; lrvor af der 
igjen fi.ndes Afskrift i J 6n Sigurdhssons Samling. 
HHc1harb6k, i J6n Sigurdhssous Samling. 4to. Heri: (1) J6n SteingrimssonsSkrift om 
Katla; (2) den Sammes Afhanclling om Udbruddet 1783; (3) De storsto Udbrud 
paa Island; ( 4) Svein Palsson om Heklas Udbrud; (5) Liste over islandske Vulkan-
udbrud af Halld6r Jakobsson. Isl. 
HOLl\I (SAEMUNDR). Tegning og Beskrivelse over nogle ildsprudende Bjerge paa 
Island; i det store Kgl. Bihl. Ny Kgl. Saml., No. 1094. fol. 
Horgsdalskver, i J 6n Sigurdhssons Samling. 8vo. 292 pp. Heri: J 6n Steingrfmssons 
Afhandling om Udbruddet 1783, Liste over islan<lske Udbrud af Halld6r Jakobs-
son, Heklas Udhrnd af Sveinn Palsson, og J 6n Steingrfmssons Skrift om Katlas 
Udbrud. Isl. • 
Islands maerkvaerdigste Kiluer i .J 611 SJgunlhssons :\lauuskriptsamling. 4to. 
JAKOBSSOX (J6x). Chronologia Heclac. Collet. :Finn. 1',Iagn. in Mus. Britann. No. 
216. 
J6Nssox (ErnAR) fri'i .. \si. Eu kort Relatio historico-physica om <len forfroderlige 
Ild- og Klippe-Spru<len, som Hecle-Bjerget. licgyn<ltc siustl. 5. April, dat .Asi, 16 
Sept. 17p6. Autogr. i J6u Signrdhssons Samling. 4to. 
Kort Efterretning om lldsprutlninger i Island i Aareue 1821-'22-'23; i det store Kgl. 
Bibl. Ny Kgl. Saml., No. 1G71. 4to. 
Lysingar a elclgosum a Islan<li (skrevet circa 18.t4); i <let isl. lit. Selskabs A1kiv i 
Kbhavn., No. 47. • 8v;, 
Magnusar Hakonarsonar b6k, i J 6n Siguruhssons Samling. 7G Sider. 4 to. Ileri: 
J6n Steingdmssons Skrift om Katla, J6n Sigurclhssons Beretning om Katlas 
Udbrud 1755; Svein Palsson; Om Katlas Udbrud 1823, og Magnus Ilakonarson 
om Katlas Udb'rud 1860. Isl. 
MAGNUSSOX (TUORSTEINN). Um Kutluhlaup 1G2G, i J6n Sigurclhssons Manuskript-
samling. Svo. Ogsaa i Dtg::m1ha-Loki sammcsteds. S. 23-35. Udforligere end 
<1en try kte Relation. 
Neue Zeitung von Sens, was sich in Island zugetragen habo Hi80 nnd 1581; i dot store 
Kgl. Bibl. Gammel Kgl. Saml. No. 2432. 4to. 
Nogle Brevo og Beretninger omEruptionerne paa. Islanu i Aarene 176G og 1767; i det 
store Kgl. Bibl. Ny Kgl. Saml. 1671. 4to. 
Onossox (GfsLI). De mirabilibns Islandim s. historire naturalis Islandire tentamen, 
scriptum 1638. Collect. Finn. Magn. in Bibl. Bodlei. Oxford. No. 84. 4to. 
Officielle Indberetninger om U<lbrucldet af Eyjafjallajokull 1821-'22; i 'J6n Sigurdhs-
sons Samling. fol. 
Officielle Inclberetninger til Rcntekammeret om Udbrud vccl Skaptar jokull 1823, af 
Sveinn Palsson, Pall Palsson og v. Moltke, i J 6n Sigurdllssons Samling. fol. 
Om den Skade, Hekkenfjeld paa Island gjorde 1G03, for<lansket af Cbr. Tac bring; i 
clet store Kgl. Bibl. Ny Kgl. Saml., No. 20!>. 8vo. 
P1Lssox (SVEINN). Forsog til en physik, ge'ographisk og historisk Beskrivelse af de 
islandske Isbjmrge. I det store Kgl. Bibliothek i Kjobenhavn, Ny Kgl. Saml., 
No.1094. b-c. fol. Ileraf :findcs en Afskrift i J6n Sigurdhssous Manuskri1)t-
samling. 
--- Zillmg til Beskrivelserno o,er den Vulkan, det brrendto i Skaptafe1lssysscl Aar 
1783. Samlct ved en Reise i Egnen i Anrene l'i93-04. Mccl ct Kort. I dot isl. 
lit. Selsk. Arkiv i Kbhavn., No. 23. fol. 
--- Kotlugjurgos 1823, srorskilt i J6n Sigurdhssons Samling. 4to. Hera£ fincles 
fiero .A.fskrifter f. E:s:. i Utgardha-Loki, S. 60-04, og i Magnusar Hnkonarsonar 
Mk. S. 29-70. , 
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Qu:t>stioncs pbysicm <lo Islandia, nonnulas cfrca cas observation cs insupcr coutin 
In marginc responsa qumdam et annotationcs conti11ontnr. Sunt, ut ,idc 
circa annum 1750 conscriptm, auctormn anonymorum ct jam igr:.otoruru. Col 
Finn. Mngn.inMus. Dritann. No.1G8. 4to. 
RESEN (P.). Descriptio Islancliro. Paa clet store Kgl. l3ibl., fol., fuo.Afskriftcr i 4 'y ·,. 
Saml. No.1087, 1088 og 1080, fol., og Tbotts Sa.ml. No. 032. fol. 
Relatio11 fra Island Anno 175G, skreven af Pastor Gisli Djarn:1rson til Melar 1.i1 IIr .. J6 
Tberkelsen; i dot store Kgl. l3ibl. Kalls Saml. No. 270. fol. 
Relation fra Island 1768; i dP-t storo Kgl. Dibl. Ny Kgl. Sn.ml. No.1Gi2. 4to. 
SAE::IIUNDSSON (J6~). Descriptio edhr rettara appendix yfir Myvatns svcitarjaruh. 
brune; i det store Kgl. Dibl. Gammel Kgl. Saml. No. 28GO. 4to. 
SAL6::IIONSSON (J6~). Hlaup1dh ur Myrdalsjukli lGGO; i dct isl. lit. Selsk. Arki, i 
Kbbvn. 8vo. No. 37. S. 206-303; ligeleLles i Utgardli:1-Loki, S. 35-42, hvori der 
ogsaa findes en Derotning om dct s:muno Udurncl af Sysselmand Sigurdbr .. t • 
phansson, S. 40-43, 4G. 
SELSU1GJSn6rr. UdrH um jartlhel<ln, og jukulhlaup i Vcstr-SkaptaJellss}·s111, skr:c ·t 
af J6n i Stciugrfmssyni, i J6n Sigurdhssous Sa.ruling. 4to. 
SIGITVATSSO~ (Ernf1rn). DagMk um Kutlugos 1823; clcn skal fiudes, men jcg b:ir 
alddg set deu. 
SIGURDIISSON (J6~). Kutluhlaup 1755; dat. <lcn 19 Dec. 175G med Tilfoielser af Prres-
ten J6n Steingrfmsson, <lat. 5 Januar 175G; i'clet isl. lit. Selsk. A.rkiv i Kbhvn. No. 
47. 8vo. S.137-150. Hcraf findes flere Afskrifter. En tlansk Oversrettelsofindc-
i <let store Kgl. nibl. Kalls Samling. No. 270. fol. 
-- Brov om U dbru<ldot 1783; dat. 5 Dec. 1783. I J 6n Sigunlhssons Samling, 4to. 
STEINGRi::IISSON (J6N) og SIGURDHSSON (J6x). Um Sbptai.eldinn 1783 ; i dot isl.lit. 
Selsk. Arkiv i Kbhvn. No.140. 4to (ct Drudstykkc). Af' J6n Steingrfmsson 
Skrift findcs mange fuldstrondige Afskriftcr og Omarbeidelser. · 
--.-Brev ti1 Pr::csten Dj:1rni J 6nsson, dat. 21. Aug, 1783 ; i J 6n Sigurdhssons Samling. 
4to. 
-- Angrvaka, kv::cdhi um cldinn 1783-'8·1; i dct isl. lit. Selsk. Arkiv i Kuhrn. /o. 
136. 8vo. 
-- EinfiHd fdsaga um jardhel<lshlaupidh i Skaptafellssyslt1 aridh li83; dat. 2-l. 
August 1753; i J6n Sigurdhssons Samling. 4to. 
Succinta, relatio de monte in Islandia australi (1727) ignivomo Orrefajokull dicto, :mc-
tore Einare Half<lanis filio, pastore in Prestbakka et districtu Sidha. Island.ice 
et Latine. Secundam auctoris autographum, manu Jome Martini. Collect.mss. 
Finn. Magn. in Mus. Dritann. No. 342. 
Tn6RDIIARSON (TnORLAKR). De incen<lio Heclm 1693; i det isl. lit. Solsk. A.rkiv i Rey• 
kjavik. 4to. n n. No.104. 
THORLEIFSSO:X (Tn6nmm) og GUI-,'NARSSO:N" (ERLENDR). Um hlaupidh urMyrdalsljii-
kli 1721; i det isl. lit. Selsk. Arkiv i Kbhvn. No. 37. 8vo. S. 304-308. ·ogsaa i 
Utgar<lha-Loki, S. 43-46. o. fl.st. 
Tnonsrnrxssox (DE~'EDICT). Brev til Admiml Ra.ben, Stiftsbefalings~mand o,er 
Island, om Udb1u<ldenc veu My-vain 1724 og af Ka.tla 1721; i J6n SigurdhssoI13 
Saml. 4to. 
TnonvAnDnssox (A.1L·1) Prmst til Thingvellir. De montis Heclra incenilio, quod 
prmsenti allJJo IG!)3 cxtortum est, et in hunc usque diem continuatum, brevissima 
aq ne verissima, relatio. Dat. Thingvellir, 2!) Juli 1693. Originalen i det Deich· 
manske nibliotheks Haandskriftsamling i Christiania., No. 103. 4to. En Afskrift 
ved Sigwart Peter en i J6n Sigurdhssons Samling. 4to. 
·m lleklugosidll 3 J anuar 15!)7. Efter eel Drev fra Biskop Oddr Einarsson til Prresten 
Boclhvar J6nsson, i det isl. Selsk. Arkiv i Kbhvn. No. 37. 8vo. pp. 294-296. 
Dtgardlin.-Loki i Islandi edhr safn af islenzkum ja.rdheldaritu.m samantynt af Einari 
Eirikssyni, 1823. 200 Sider. 4to. I J6n Sigurdhssons Samling. Heri bl. a J6n 
, teingrfmssons Skrift om Katla, Svcinn Palsson: Om Hekla [1712] og om Katl:r 
Ttlbrnu L23, og 1s1eifr Einarsson og J6n Helgason [1703]; Om ode Gaaruo i 
Osterskaptafellssyssel. 
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ALLAN (RonERT). On the condition of the Ifaukadalr Geysers of Iceland, July, 1855. 
Report of tho British Association for the Advancement of Sciences, 1855. Lon-
don, 1856. pp. 75--78. 
ANNAL.AR DJORNS :1 Skartlhs,1, sive Aunales Djornonis de Skardsa, 1-n. Ilrap1)sey, 
1775. 4to . 
.ANALYSE DES WASSERS DES GR0SSE:X GEYSERS auf Island. Zeitschrift der Gesell-
schaft fiir Erdkunde, Berlin. Nono Folge, 1, 18GG, pp. 457-45!:l. • . 
M. F. \V. Analyse de la relation d'un voyage fait en Islande, dans l'ete do l'an 1810, 
l)ar M. Mackenzie. Annales des Voyages, Paris. l\falte-Brun. XVIII, 1812, pp. 
273-314. 
ANDERSON (JOHAN). Bescllr;yving van Ysland, Groenlancl en de Straat Davis. Tot 
nut dcr wetensclia.ppcu cti den koophandel. Vertrykt med Platen en een nieuwe 
naauwkeurige Landkaart der Ontclekkingen, waarvan in det werk gesproken 
ward. Uithcthooglluitsch ,crtaalt door J. D. J. 28G pp. Te Amsterdam, Steven 
van Esveldt, 1750. l\fit der kaart van Groenland, Ysland en de Straat Davis; 
Amsterdam, 175G. 2 vols. 4 to. 
--- Efterretninger om Island, Gronland og Straat-Davis, med en telgift som 
.ridere efterretning oru Island. Cum tabb. aeneis; Kjobenhavn, 1748. Svo. 
-- Ilistoire naturelle du Groenland, du · dctroit de Davis et d'autres pays situ6s 
au Nord. Trad. de l'allemand par Goclefroi Sellins, Paris, 1720-'30; 1743; Ham-
burg, 1746; Paris, Seb. Cramoisy, 1750, 2 vols.; Amsterdam, 1751; Paris, Michael 
Lambet, 1753, 2 vols.; Paris, Jorry, 1754~ 2 vols. H!mo. 
-- Naturhistorische Nachrichten von Island, Gronland und der Strasse Davis, zum 
Nutzen der Wissenschaftcn und der Handlung. Mit 4 Kupfern und eiuer Land-
karte. Nebst einem Vorbcricht von den Lebeusumstlinden des Verfossers. Ham-
burg, G. Chr. Grund, 1746, 8vo; Frankfurt a. M. undLeipzig, 1747, 8vo; Ilafnire, 
1748, 8vo. 
-- The natural history of Iceland. Containing a particular and accurate account 
of the different soils, burning mountains, minerals, vegetables, metals, stones, 
beasts, birds, and :fishes, interspersecl with an account of the island. Translated 
from the Danish original of N. Horrebow. With one map in folio. London, 
Linde, 1758. 
1 
[ANON.] Yacht Voyage to Iceland. London, 1854. 12mo. 
D'ANYILLE (JEAN BAPTISTE BOURGUIGNON). Momoire sur In. navigation de Pytheas 
a Thule, et observations goographiques snr l'Islande. Memoires de l'Acad6mie 
des Inscriptions, xxxvn, p. 436. . 
ARDT (JOHA.J.~N). Wtlagdur a Islandsku af Siva Thorlife Arnasyne. 4 bok. Kaup-
mannal1ufn, 1731. 8-v-o. 
AmrnRhrnsox (D.). Um G:.mlyrkjunarnaudsyn og n-ftsemi fyrir Island. Ifoupman-
nahofn, 1820. 
ARNI (TnoRsTErnssox). Hr. Ananiasscns Rcjsoberctninger pa Island. Arthur Fed-
dersen's Fiskerietidende for 1884, No. 52, 53 . 
.A.RPI (ROLF). Ritd6mur um: 1. Kalund. Bidrag til en hlst.-top. beskriv. af Isl. 
2. Gudhrus. Alpingisstadhur. Nord. Ticlskr. for Vctenskap och Konst, 1881, pp. 
360-:371. 
--- Ritd6mur um Schweitzers "Island, Land n.ncl Leute. llerliu und Leipzig, 
1885." Nordisk Revy, II, 1884, No.14, pp. 441-444. 
--- Svar pa Dr. Ph. Schweitzer's Genmille. Nordisk Rcvy, II, No. 15, 1884-'85, pp. 
473-475. 
Ausmmcrr DES IlEKLA. Ausland, XVIII, 184G, p. 127G. 
AVERTISSEi\IENT om Anderson's tractn,t om Island. Kjobenhavn, 1748. 8-v-o. 
BALDA-YOKEL IN ISLA.."D· Pfennig-Magazin, Leipzig, VII, 183(), p. 133. 
BAnL··m GouLD (S.). See GOULD (Sabino Baring). · 
BAnnETT (\V. F. ). Gcysw,. Uro'lrn (R. ), Sci en co for A11. Series I. 
, 
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D.A.nnow (Jom,,jr. ). Ein 13csuch anf der Insolisland Uber Tronycro, im S-,mmcrl· 
Stuttgart und Tlibingeu, 183G. 8v-o. Wiedemann (Leipzig), Reise und L ~ 
beschroibungen. Lief. 8. 
-- A visit to Iceland by the way of Tronyem, in the "Flower of Yarrow, ·:ic 
in the summer of 1834. With mn.:ps. London, Murrny, 1830. • 
BARTIIOLIXI (EnAs::1rus). .Accounts of ex:periments made on a, crystal-lil-o uoclv 
from Iceland. Philosophical Transactions, 1G70. .. · 
-- E:s:perimenta Crystali Islandici disdiaclasti 1GG5. IIafniro, lGGQ-lGiO. 4lo. 
DAU::lrGAR'~'ER (A.). Skizzcn einer Nordlandsfahrt. I timaritinn '' Stirnmcn a 
Maria Laach" byrjar i G hepti 1884 og er ckki lokiclh enn 8. G. 8;;. 
BEDE::IIAn (VARGAS). Om vulcanske Prodnktcr fra Island. Kbhvn., 18li. 8rn. 
DE:VIERKU.KGE:N tiber Island. Annalen <.1cr Erdkun1lo, III, 1831, p. 428. 
IlEl\IBRKUNGE"N liber die Lage und Beschaffenhcit von Thule. Bertuscb, Xcno all". 
mcine geographische Ephemeris, xr, 1822, l)IJ. 40i-42G. ' 
0 
BESONDERE GESCBICTITE von Island. Voyages aud Trasels. Allgcmcine IIistorie, 
XIX . . 
BICKELL (C.). Zusammensotzung ciniger Qnellenprotlncte von Islaml. Liobi::', 
Annalen, 70 Band. Heidelberg, 1840. pp. 200-2011. 
BfJ6Rxus Gul'..~LAUGI Fruus. De rnensum ct delineatione Islamli:o interioris. In 
Monast. Yideyensi, 1834. 
BfORN DE SKARDSA. Annales Biornonis de Skardsa Island cum interpretationo latio:i 
notis et indice. 2 vols. Hrappsey::e in IsJandim. E. IIoff, 1774-1775. 4to. 
BIOIL.'WN (PAUL DE). Account of Icel:wid. From the Latin. Pbilosopbical Tran~-
actions, 1675, pp. 11, 187. 
BIORNONIUS (PAULUS). Account given to some pbilosopbical inquiries conccrnin,., 
Iceland. Philosophical Transactions, 1674, p. 238. 
BJORNSSON (J6IIA..~). Skyrsla um Heklugosidb. 1845-18,W. NyF6lagsrit, YI, 183-202, 
VII, ~34-241; VIII, 185-186. . 
BL.A.CK (JOSEPH). .Analysis of the waters of some hot springs in Icelaml. Philo oph. 
Transact., ur. part, li94, pp. 11, 95. 
BLAKE (C. CARTER). Sulphur in Iceland. London, 1874. (Medh uppdr::ctti :i.f Gey i 
og litlum uppdrretti l81an<ls.) · 
BLEFKENIUS (DITIDIAR). Islandia sive populorum et mirabilium quro in ca insula 
reperiunteor accuratior descriptio, cui de Gronlanclia sub finem quredam acljecta. 
71 p. Lugdunum Batavorum, Henrici ab Hrestens, 1607. Svo. Leyclen, 1609 · 
Frankfurt u. Leipzig, 1727. 302 pp. Svo. 
BLEFKE~'IUS (D.). Scheepstogt na Ysland en Grronland in 15G3. Waar in d'ontdek-
king des landen, godscliensten en zeden der Menschen. Nu erst vertaald. Leyden, 
P. v. d . .A.a, li06. Pieter van der .A.a LVII Bel. der Naaukeurige versameling der 
reysen na Oosten. Leeuwarclen, 171G. 8vo. 
-- Tooneel der noordscbe Landon met een korte en klare beschryvingh van 
Ysland en Greenlandt. .Amsterdam, N. V. Ravesteyn, 1652. 
BONSTETTEN (K. V. v.). Skandinavien und die Alpen. Mit einem .A.nhange tiber 
Island. Aus elem Franzosischen. Kiel, Akademische Buchhandlung, Maak, 18'25. 
8,o. 1827. Franz. Uebers. Geneve et Paris, 1826. 8vo. 1 
BREON (R.). Rapport sur une mission en Islande. Arch. Miss. Scientif. 1882. 3 s6r., 
VIII, pp.101-109. 
BRO~'E (J. Ross). A Californian in Iceland. IIarper's Magazine, vol. ~G, pp.145-162, 
280-311,448-467. 
-- The land of Thor. NewTork, 18G7. 
Bnowx (R.). IIoights and positions of the principal mountains and hills in Iceland. 
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society of London, xn, No.~, 1868, pp. 
13i-138. 
13RYCR (J,Drns). Impressions of Iceland. ,Cornhlll Magazine, vol. xrx, pp. 553-570. 
London, 1874. (Contains a reforcnce to the geysers.) 
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GEOGRAPHY. 
By J. KING GooDRIOH. 
GENERAL NOTES. 
The attention of the geographical world has been drawn away from 
the poles and centered upon the equatorial regions during the short 
period which has elapsed since the last report of the progress in geog-
raphy was written. As a summary of the work done, the address of 
the Marquis of Lorne, president of the Royal Geographical Society of 
Great Britain, at the opening of the session of 1885-'86, may be very 
properly alluded to at this point and commended as a careful and sati~-
factory epitome of what is of most interest. 
While lacking much of the harrowing element that was so distress-
ingly conspicuous in the records of the "Jeannette" and Greely Arctic 
expeditions, and which appealed so strongly to our sympathy, the cur-
rent record is by no means wanting in evidences of danger and disaster. 
The Aberdeen meeting of the Geography Section of the British Asso-
ciation commenced on the 9th of September. The leading feature of 
this year's meeting was the prominence given to Indian subjects. Out 
of a total of thirty-four papers read, as many as eleven referred to the 
geography of India and the regions immediately adjoining it. Geo-
graphical education attracted much attention, and the report of Mr. 
Keltie upon this subject elicited prolonged discussion. The importance 
of this branch of education is becoming more marked every day; com-
munications on the subject have frequently appeared in the leading 
journals, which devote columns specially to geography. In order to 
test the condition of education in Denmark, the Government decided at 
the beginning of the year to have a test examination among the recruits 
of the army and navy, on the Belgian principle. The result of this ex-
amination appears to have been very discreditable to education in Den-
mark, and particularly to that in geography. One of the examiners, 
the Rev. J. L. Barig, of Langaa, has given some particulars of the re-
sults, from which we quote: '' The regiment selected was·the Life Guards, 
the crack regiment of the Danish army, the recmits (282 in number) 
being drawn from every part of the country. Questions such as how 
many ells (the Danish measure) go to a mile, and the size of an acre of 
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land, were answered by a very few only. Il n t as regards geography 
answers were far worse. In answer to the question, 'What i the ca 
ital of Sweden V' Paris, Trondhjem, St. Petersburg, Amsterdam 0• 
don, Madrid, Copenhagen, and even Constantinople were given.' I i 
by no means certain that a similar examination in this country would 
develop re ults very much more satisfactory. . 
Dr. Richard Lehmann, professor of geography in Munster Unfrer i 
has issued the first part of a work, which will extend to about 400 paae 
on apparatus and methods in geographical teaching. Dr. Lehmann h 
given much attention to the subject of geographical education, and ha 
himself, as teacher and Privatdocent in Halle, had great experience in 
teaching the subject, so that bis work when completed i8 sure to prove 
of real service. 
An exhibition .of maps, atlases, reliefs, globes, and other apparatu 
used in geographical education, collected from the principal establish-
ments and institutions in England and on the continent of Europe, w 
opened in London on the 9th of December, 1885, by the president of the 
Royal Geographical Society, the Marquis of Lorne, and will continue 
to the 31st of January, 1886. The programme includes lectures and 
discussions, and the attendance and interest confirm the judgment of the 
promoters of the scheme. 
The geographical subject proposed this year by the Prench Academy 
of Inscriptions for the . Prix Bordin is "A critical examination of the 
geography of Strabo." According to the terms laid down by the Acad-
emy, competitors are (1) to give the history of the text of the work; (2) 
to characterize the language of Strabo with reference to that of con-
temporary Greek writers, such as Diodorus Siculus, and Dionysius of 
B alicarnassus; (3) to distinguish the information collected by direct ob-
servation of places and that drawn by him from his predecessors; (4:) 
to express definite conclusions on his critical method in using various 
documents. The papers should be in the hands of the secretary of 
the institute not later than December 31, 1886. 
It was stated in the early part of the year that the King of ·the Bel-
gians was conferring with M. Martinie, president of the French Geo-
graphical Society, on the subject of the formation of an International 
Geographical Society. Though nothing definite seems to have come of 
this conference, it is to be hoped that such a society will be formed. 
One of the best arguments in its favor is that through its instrumen-
tality combined action could be had on the system of orthography for 
native names of places. Taking into consideration the present want of 
&mch a system, and the conse<J_uent confusion anq. variety that exist in 
the mode of spelling in English maps, the council of the Royal Geo-
graphical Society has adopted the following rules for such geographical 
names as are not (in the countries to which they belong) written in the 
Roman character. The rules are identical with ·those adopted for the 
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Admiralty charts, and will henceforth be used in all publications of the 
society. · 
1. No change will be made in the orthography of foreign names in 
countries which use Roman letters: thus Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, 
&c., names will be spelt as by the respective nations. 
2. Neither will any change be made in the spelling of such names in 
languages which are not written in Roman character as have become 
by long usage familiar to Engli8h readers ; thus Calcutta, Cutch, Cele-
bes, Mecca, &c., will be retained in their present form. 
3. The true sound of the word as locally pronounced will be taken as 
the basis of the spelling. 
4. Au approximation, however, to the sound is alone aimed at. A 
system which would attempt to represent the more delicate inflections 
of sound and accent would be so complicated as only to defeat itself. 
Those who desire a more accurate pronunciation of the written name 
must learn it on the spot by a study of local accent and peculiarities. 
5. The broad features of the system are that vowels are pronounced 
as in Italian, and consonants as in English. • 
6. One accent only is used, the acute, to denote the syllable on which 
stress is laid. This is very important, as the sounds of many names are 
entirely altered by the misplacement of this stress. 
7. Every letter is pronounced. When two vowels come together· each 
one is · sounded, though the result when spoken quickly is sometimes 
scarcely to be distinguished from a · single sound, as -in ai, au, ei. 
8. fEast] Indian names are accepted as spelt in Hunter's Gazetteer. 
On the 11th of September occurred the centenary of the foundation 
ofthewell-knowngeographicalestablishmentofJustusPerthes,ofGotha. 
The committee of the Geography Section of the British Association, 
which was in session at Aberdeen at the time, sent a telegram of hearty 
congratulation and good wishes for the future to the head of the estab-
lishment. All the professors of geography at the German universities 
united in presenting to the firm a beautifully illuminated address, ex-
pressing their sense of the services rendered to geography by the firm 
during its long career. A handsome quarto volume has also been issuea 
from Gotha for private circulation, giving a very interesting sketch of the 
progress of the establishment under its various heads, brief biographies of 
the famous cartographers connected with it, and notes on the various 
great works in geography which it has produced. The work contains nu-
merous portraits both of the partners and cartographers of the past. The 
founder of the firm was Johann Georg Justus Perthes, who was born at 
Rudolstadt, September 11, 1749, his father being physician to the Prince 
of Rudolstadt. Wilen the :firm was first established in Gotha in 1785, 
its publications were of a general character. In 1809 the great Hand-
.Atlas iiber alle bekannte Lander des Erdbodens, by Professor Heusin-
ger, of Dresden, was published, with twenty-four maps in copper plate. 
Under the second chief of the firm, Wilhelm Perthes, 1816-'53, the 
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Gotha establishment rapidly assumed the special geographical and car-
tographical character it has ever since possessed. Under him the fir 
part of the celebrated hand atlas of .A.<lolf Stieler was published in 1817 
which since then bas continued to be issued in an unbroken series of 
editions. To Wilhelm succeeded in 1853 Bernhard Perthes, who, how. 
ever, was cut off in 1857, leaving a posthumous son, the present head 
of the Gotha establishment. The successive chiefs gathered round them 
in successive years all the best geographical talent in Germany, includ-
ing such names as those of Stieler, Berghaus, Sydow, Spruner, Bret. 
schneider, Petermann, Behm, Wagner, Supan, Hassenstein. Through 
the Geogra_phische Mittheilungen establ:shed hy Petermann, the Go-
tha establishment has gradually become the receptacle for geographical 
information from all parts of the earth, information which is being con-
stantly put on record and given to the world in the form of those ac-
curate a11d beautiful maps with which all geographers are familiar. It 
is to be hoped that long continued prosperity is in store for a hou e 
which has done such admjrable service in the past to geographical sci-
ence. 
The recent colonial acquisitions -by the ,various European nations has 
called forth a number of e_xcellent papers on the subject. Among the 
best is that of Colonel Sir Charles H. Nugent, K. C. B., whicl.J was 
puulished in a, recent issue of the Journal of the Royal United Service 
Institution. .According to t.he latest statistics, England has 65 square 
miles of colony to the square mile of her own area; Holland, 54; 
Portugal, 20; Denmark, 6·30; France, 1·90; and Spain, 0·86 square 
miles. The area of the British colonies is nearly 8,000,000 square miles, 
rather less than the area of the Russian Empire, including Siberia and 
Central .Asia; but if the area of the native feudatory states in India 
be added, amounting to 509,284 square miles, over which England exer-
cises as great control as Russia does over much of the territory under 
its sway, together with that of the United Kingdom itself, 120,757 
squarP, miles, then the area of the British Empire exceeds that of the 
Russian Empire; and it covers within a fraction of one-sixth of the 
whole land area of the globe. The recently absorbed territory of the 
ex-King Thebaw is not included in this epitome. 
Two new prizes have been adde<l to those which the Geographical 
Society of Paris is now in a position to award. One is that of M. J.B. 
Morot, who bequeathed a sum of 2,000 francs, the interest of which is to 
be given aunually to the French na,igator or traveller who should in 
the course of the year have approached nearest to the North Pole; and 
the other: that of M. Felix Fournier, who left 50,000 francs to found an 
annual prize" with the object of rewarding the best geographical work, 
either maps or books, published during the year." While the former 
will hardly be considered a special incentive to braving the hardships 
of .A.retie travel, the latter will undoubtedly stimulate to extra effort. 
The war ministers of France, Germany, and Italy have recently been 
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attentively exammmg geographical maps in relief, constructed on a 
system of which M. de Mendouca, a Portuguese councilor of state, presi-
dent of the Banco Lusitano, possesses the patent and is the promulgator. 
These relief maps are stated to combine the advantages generally ad-
mitted to be possessed by relief maps and the convenience and accuracy 
of maps on flat surfaces. This new method rapidly produces by a chem-
ical and mechanical process plane maps with the curves and altitudes 
· in relief, so represented as to correspond absolutely with the elevations 
established by accurate observations. These maps are drawn on com-,. 
paratively thin paper; can be rolled up · and placed in the narrowest 
case, so that they are very light and portable, and are not injured by 
water. 
The editor of Science, under date of December 4, 1885, called attention 
to a curfous instance of persistency of error in map-making. Many 
years ago an army expedition traverseC\ the White River region of Colo-
rado, going from Fort Bridger, Wyoming, to old Fort Massachusetts, 
Colorado. In this neighborhood are "bad lands," eroded into curious 
forms, which naturally suggest a ruined city; the commander of the 
expedition gave the locality the name of Goblin City, which name ap-
peared on his map. The map-makers, in their haste to fill up the blanks 
in this unsettled region, jumped to the conclusion that this was~ veri-
table settlement, and gave it a place on their maps-a place which it 
has ever since retained. Not only have the commercial map-makers, 
almost without exception, fallen into this error, but such authorities as 
the United States Engineer Office and General Land Office have adopted 
it. The name has however been gradually changed from Goblin to 
Gohlin, and thence to Golden City; while more than one enterprising 
map-maker-reasoning probably that a oity cannot exist without means 
of communicating with other settlements, has constructed on paper a 
road down the White River to it., It is scarcely necessary to add that 
t here is not and never was a city in this neighborhood. Continuing his 
very apposite comments on careless map-making, the same editor, in a 
more recent issue, is inclined to think that if. demand begets supply, 
t here must be a very limited demand for good maps in this country. 
And any geographer who has had occasion to use trade maps of com-
paratively new regions must frequently have been sadly embarrassed 
by the apparent carelessness in compiling them. 
Heinrich Entz and August Mer have recently independently studied 
the voyage of Hanno, the Carthaginian. Both agree that its termina-
tion was at the island of Fernando Po, in the Bight of Biafra, called by 
H anno the Isle of Gorillas. The colony of Thymaterion is identified by 
them, as l>y most authors, with the town of Mazaghan, and the promon-
tory of Soloe with Cape Cantin. The river Lixus is regarded by Mer 
as the Senegal, for weighty reasons, though Entz and others have 
favored the Wadi Draa, much farther south Hanno's island of Gerne 
was probably Goree, arnl his Western Horn ( or Bay) was the Bight of 
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Benin. Much weight attaches to the opinion of M. Mer, who is a reti 
naval officer of forty years' experience, including three year of c · . 
ing between the equator and Gibraltar, on the west coast of Africa. 
A catalogue of the printed maps, plans, and charts in the British 
Museum has been prepared by Professor Douglas, and will be is ued 
in two large volumes. 
.AFRIOA, 
F. S. Arnot has sent to the Royal Geographical Society a sketch map 
of his route from Shoshong to Bihe. He followed the Zambesi from 
his point of crossing, a little above Victoria Falls, to Lialui, from which 
he proceeded west-northwest to the great plateau on which Bihe · 
situated. 
The route from Benguela to the mission village of Bihe has been ap. 
proximately surveyed by the Rev. William E. Fay. The sketch map 
cover an area 60 miles wide, extending over four degrees of longitude. 
The :first human habitation~ met with are at the eastern foot of the 
coast range. 
According to J. M. Cook, who has recently returned from Dongola, 
it appears that the cataracts of the Nile are not correctly placed upon 
the map. The so-called third cataract at Hannek is no cataract at all 
only a very small rapid. Between the second and so-called third cataract 
four or :five cataracts occur, and these explain the delay in the concen-
tration of the British troops at Dongola. From Barras to Sakarmatta 
(74 miles) the rise was 450 feet. 
The map of Africa, on a scale of 27 geographical miles to the inch, in 
course of publication by the French Depot de la Guerre, will consi t of 
sixty sheets. Twenty-four of these have been published, 18 of West and 
Central Africa, 6 of South Africa and Cape Colony. Sheet number~ 
shows the Canaries and the sterile country called by Dr. Barth" Tiri& 
el Ferar," or the country of deep wells. SbP-et No.10 gives the western 
half of the Sahara, and shows the routes of travellers, with many notes 
on the inhabitants, nature of the country, and position of the oases and 
wells; and Sheet No. 11 has a portion of the Ahaggar region, of which 
little is really known, and the better-known Terab oasis. 
M. Giraud has finally been •compelled to desist from his attempted 
explorations. His men deserted him, retaining the French flag and 
Chas epf>t rifles, and turned highwaymen on their way back to Zanzi~ 
bar, where they were cast into prison by the French consul. 
The results of Dr. von Wilhelm Joest's circumnavigation of Africa 
are of ethnographic rather than geographic interest, since he scarcely le~ 
the coa t at all, and when he did penetrate into the interior i~ was in 
such well-known places as the Orange Free State and Zululand. Still, 
what he did was well done, and several advantageous map corrections 
can be made from his notes. 
• A work of interest to the philologist, geographer, and anthropologis, 
is that of l'Abbe Pierre Bouche on the Slave Coast and Dahomey. 
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The African travellers Juncken and Casati have arrived at Lado, an 
Egyptian military station on the Bahr-el-Jebel. They were exploring 
t he Nyam-Nyam district, between the tributaries of the Nile and the 
Upper Congo, and as nothing ha<l been heard of them for a long time, 
• it was feared the Mahdi ltad cut off their retreat. 
1\1.r. Henry E. O'Neill ltas taken great pains to ascertain the longitude 
· -of Blantyre, and his results llave been accepted by the Royal Geographi-
cal Society. After careful computation, and making choice of such ·ob-
.servations as from their nature were best calculated to eliminate pos-
sible errors of observation, the longitude of Blantyre has been .fixed at 
-35° 3' 34" east of Greenwich, thus differing 7' 24" from the previously 
accepted position, which was 340 56' 30" east. Blantyre is now reck-
·0ned as a secondary meridian. Mr. O'Neill on his journey from Quilli-
mane to Blantyre availed himself of the opportunity afforded by an en-
forced delay on the banks of the Zambesi to study the action of that river. 
He is led to speculate on the probable change in the physical and po-
litical geography of that part of Afric~ which will result from a continu-
.ation of the wearing away of the banks of the Zambesi; for if a perma-
.nent connection be established between the Zambesi and Quaqua, and a 
large proportion of the volume of water now carried to the sea by the 
Kongone River and other smaller branches to the southward enters the 
·Quillimane River, the effect will undoubtedly be to block the southerly 
-channels by the precipitation nearer shore of the earth particles carried 
,down by the river. And on the other hand the Quillimane River would 
be deepened by the greater " scouring " force of the larger volume of 
water carried down by it. The connection mentioned is now made in-
termittently over the low flat country between the· Zambesi and Qua-
qua at high water. Mr. O'Neill draws attention to the neglected port 
of Nakala, in Fernao Veloso Bay, north of Mozambique. It has numer-
-0us good anchorages, and offers magnificent conditions for the founding 
-0f a colony. Nakala is a deep inlet forming a southern prolongation of 
Fernao Veloso Bay. 
M. Coillard, accompanied by M. Middleton, has accomplished his 
j ourney up the valley of the Zambesi to visit Akufuna, the King of the 
Ba-rotse, and has been .received with great kindness. The authority of 
t he King is not very great; his minister Mataga appears to be master of 
-everything, but be has had several rebellions to put down. 
In the July portion of Petermann's Mittheilungen, Professor Ratzel 
seeks to show how misleading it is to color the map of Africa with def-
inite political boundaries. His paper is accompanied by a double map 
of Africa. In one part the continent is colored according to the pre-
vailing occupation, in the second according to the people who form 
states. 
For the purpose of gaining information for France as to what was 
-occurring in the vicinity of her Algerine possessions, M. Charles de 
Foucauld accomplished a most remarkable journey of exploration in 
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Morocco during 1883 and 1884. Having renounced his future pro p 
in the military career, he disguised himself in the costume of a Jew in 
spite of the antipathy of the natives to persons of that religion. T · 
particular disguise enabled him to conceal bis barometer ancl extan 
and make his observations under the long veil with which tbe Je 
covers himself during prayer. Deprived of all comforts, withou 
servants~ without an animal upon which to ride, without tent or 
bed, and almost without baggage, he travelled and worked dnrin 
eleven months among these people who had more than once before 
unmasked similar attempts and inflicted upou the unfortunate in-
dividual the punishment which the crime appeared to them to de-
serve, viz, death. To the 7,600 miles of road marked out with 
but few determinations of latitude and still fewer points of longi-
tude, which cartographers had at their disposal in 1883, M. de Fou-
cauld added 1,400 miles of new ground besides revising and perfecting 
in the course of his journey the work of his predecessors. Hi.., travel 
occupied from the 20th of June, 1883, to the 23d of May, 1884. He 
traversed the great Atlas range at several new points, of which he had 
determined the altitude, besides having journeyed for 185 miles along 
the base of the range, rectifying and simplifying by fresh information 
the orography of the country. Thanks to Jiim, we now know that from 
31 miles on the north and 103 miles on the south this commanding 
range is flanked by parallel lines of elevation, which, as far as our map 
were concerned, is quite a revelation. We learn from M. de Foucauld 
that there is in the north a chain of mountains about 185 miles in length, 
which bears the names of Djebel-Ait-Seri and Djebel-Beni-Uagha'in. In 
the south there is, first of all, the Little Atlas (the Anti-Atlas on the 
map of Lenz), and still farther south the strange outline of the Djebel-
Bani range, the name of which we know from the Rabbi Mardocbee, 
and which Lenz crossed, but without identifying it. This journey, ex-
tending over five days to the south of Meknas, was accomplished by ~I. 
de Foncauld iu the midst of warlike peoples and marauding tribes. 
In the mouth of December, 1883, the traveller touched the Uadi Dhra'a 
to the south of Tattas. "This river," he says, ,~ the bed of which is 
nearly 2½ miles in breadth, is absolutely dry, except during the melting 
of the snow and the seasons of continuous rain." Later on he again 
saw the river farther to the northeast, in the district of Mezquita, 
"where this same river, broad and with uninterrupted stream, flows 
through plantations; of <l.ate palms." The itinerary of M. <le li'oncauld 
places that part of the course of the Ua.di Dhra'a, as indicated 011 Dr. 
Roblf's map, quite one degree farther west. This important correc-
tion should be utilized to revise the itinerary of the German traveller,, 
Finally, the accurate information obtained literally rernlntionizes our 
previous geographical and political knowledge of Morocco. 
The death of King Mtesa is confirmed, but it is believed that his son 
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will prove more friendly to civilization than the father. :Miramba is also 
dead. 
Dr. A.. Fischer's brochure, Mehr Licht im dunkeln Weltteil, reviewed 
in the November issue of the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical 
Society, contains a large amount of statistical information, through 
the midst of which much valuable geographical knowledge is inter-
woven. 
Lieut. Victor Giraud, of the French navy, has given us (see Proceed-
ings Royal Geographical Society, Septiember) a delineation of Lake Bang-
weolo, which differs widely from that first published by Dr. Livingston, 
as a comparison ·of his sketch with the society's map of Eastern Equa-
torial Africa will show. We are indebted to the same officer for having 
traced the Luapula from where it issues from the lake, as far as l\foero 
Mkata. Equally interesting is the information brought home by Herr 
Reichard from the copper country of Katanga and the Kingdom of Msiri, 
regions hitherto known to us only from the vague re ports of Portuguese 
traders or natives. Lieutenant Giraud left Daro-es- Satam on the 19th 
of December, 1882. Crossing in succession U-zaramo, Khutu, U-sagara, 
U-hehe, U-bena, a,nd the Livingston Mountains, by routes differing in 
many places from those followed by his predecessors, he reached the north-
ern extremity of Lake Nyassa, and thence ascended to Kiwanda on the 
"Stevenson road." Ile then turned off toward the southwest and trav-
elling over a wide plain, entered U-emba, the country of B-emba, whose 
chief is Kitim Kuru, by far the most powerful ruler whom the explorer 
met with. On reaching Zapana, Lieutenant Giraud sent his caravan on to 
Kazembe's town, whilst proceeding himself to the shores of Lake Bang-
weolo. The lake, according to this explorer, consists of a sheet of open 
water iu the north, apparently nowhere more than 20 feet in depth, and 
of a vast swamp. Kisi, the most elevated island, only rises to a height 
of 80 feet. The Luapula leaves the lake at Kawende Point. The river 
there is about 300 feet widP, and 15 feet deep, its course being well de-
finecl between walls of gigantic rushes. After about a fortnight spent 
on the river and in forcing his way through a lagoon at the back of it, 
Lieutenant Giraud's progress was stopped by an "army" sent against 
him by Mere-Mere, chief of Ba-ussi. He was compel1ed to surrender; but 
after remaining a prisoner for some time he succeeded in escaping, made 
his way through the country of the hostile Wa-Kisinga, and following 
the Luapula for some distance, he at length rejoined his caravan in 
Kazembe's town. Eventually he reached Iende on the Taganyika. 
Dr. Bohm and Herr Reichard left the Belgian station 'of Mpala, on 
the Tanganyika, on the 1st of September, 1883, and on September 27 
they reached the Inapula, where that river is 500 feet wide, but not 
navigable, owing to ra:pids. They crossed into the kingdom of a power-
ful chief, named ~\Isiri, who k:lnbjected them to vexatious annoyances, 
and prevented their progress until at last Dr. Bohm died on March 2~, 
1884, after ten days' suffering. Soon afterward Herr Reichard was per-
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milted to start for Katanga, which he r~ached on May 27, and vi-i 
the two copper mines, which he found to be exceedingly rich. Hi a. 
tempt to trace the Luflra to its source was frustrated by the ho til . 
attitude of the Wa-ramba, and he was compelled to turn back ou JUI1 
2, when within a few days only of his goal. Owing to the ho tile atti-
. tude of Msiri, and the annoyance consequent thereon, the valuable col-
lections made by Dr. Bohm had to be abandoned. On November 6 
1884, the Luapula was crossed once more, and after another long march 
through a hostile country the hospitable station of Mpala was reached 
again on November 30, 1884. According to Herr Reichard the Lualaba 
is the real head-stream of the Congo. Where he saw that river, a short 
distance above the Upembe Lake, it is 1,000 to 1,500 feet wide, and the 
natives assert that it can be navigated as far as Manymma. The Lua-
pula, on the other han<l, has a width of only 500 feet, and forms numer-
ous rapids in its course through the Mitumba. Mountains. The Lufira, 
where crossed, was only 150 to 200 feet wide. It forms two waterfalls, 
one in the i-:alt plain of Muacha, and another, Juo, at the head of the 
gorge through the Viano Mountains. The Juo falls are 80 feet high, 
the breadth of the river being 330 feet. 
The two Portuguese explorers, Captain Capello and Commander Ivens, 
who started iast year upon an expedition across Africa, eventually 
reached Cape Town after a most adve~turous journey. They subse-
quently left for l\fossamedes, and returned to Europe via the Congo. 
They reached Lisbon on the 17th of September, wher~ they were re· 
ceived by the King, and welcomed by an enthusiastic demonstration of 
their countrymen. They have traversed a region which no European 
had ever set foot in. Leaving Mossamedes in March, 1884, with an es· 
cort of one hundred and twenty men recruited along the coast between 
that place and St. Paul de Loando, they reached Quillimane, upon the 
eastern coast, to the south of Mozambique, in May, 1885, after having 
discovered the watershed whence the rivers of Central Africa flow north 
and east towards the sea. They travelled over 4,500 miles of territory, 
3,000 miles of which were previously unexplored, and they are said to 
have discovered the sources of the Lualaba, an affluent of the Congo 
(which has been so frequently referred to in recent geographical discus-
sions), as well as those of the Luapula and Chambeze, the upper waters 
of the Congo. They also visited the copper region of the Yaranganga 
district, situated between the Lualaba and the Luapula Rivers. Messrs. 
Oapello and.Ivens found the tse.tse fly very abundant; sixteen of the 
party died from their bites, without counting cattle and hunting dogs. 
They lost, all told, sixty-_two men in fifteen months, and were almost 
exhausted when they reached Fete. (See Proceedings of .Royal Geo· 
grapl.J.ical Society, December, 1885.) 
Mr. J. r. Last left England on the 2d of September, on his way to 
Zanzibar, where he will equip his party for the expedition in which he is 
engaged under the auspices of the Royal Geographic~! Society. He will 
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proceed to the confluence ot the Rovuma and Lujendi Rivers, fix the 
longitude of the junction, and will then establish himself awhile in the 
· Namuli Hills. After a study of that region, Mr. Last will enter the 
valley of the Likuga, follow it to the coast, and then follow the coast · 
to Quillimane or Angoche. 
In a report to the British foreign office, by Mr. Laurence Goodrich, 
Her Britannic Majesty's acting consul for the Nyasse district, dated Ban-
da we, Lake Nyassa, June 1, 1885, he describes a recent visit to- the . 
country on the west of the lake. He refers principally to the territory 
ofMuazi, which was visited by Livingston. During his stay at Kasungo, 
Muazi's town, 130 miles SSW. of Bandawe, the chief died and was 
succeeded by his nephew Katame. Mr. Goodrich was well received there, 
the natives having that respect for the English which is always to be found 
where Livingston has been the onlr previous white visitor. The chief 
object of the visit was to inquire into and endeavor to wean the chiefs 
from encouraging the slave trade. The country he passed through be-
tween Bandawe and Kasungo he found entirely uninhabited, though 
abounding in game of all kinds. Kasungo is situated in the center of a 
large treeless plain, 2,258 feet above the level of Lake Nyassa; the houses 
being built around a curious conical-shaped hill900 feet above the plain. 
The chiefs interviewed ·were anxious to see English traders settled in 
the country. Muazi's country is known as the Marumba country, and 
the people are Wan'yaSse. Here a very large stock of ivory is to be 
bought-according to Mr. Goodrich, Katame offered to sell him a hun-
dred tusks. The soil (he states) is good, and adapted for wheat grow-
ing; cattle thrive admirably, and the tse-tse fly does not exist in the 
district. The plain around the base of Mount Kasungo is 4,000 feet 
above the sea, which altitude should insure a climate suited to Euro-
peans. The natives appear to be simple and peace-lovmg. 
Dr. Hannington, Bishop of Equatorial Africa, started with Mr. Taylor 
early in June to explore a route, different from that followed by Mr. 
Joseph ,Thomson, via C)lagga and the Massai country to the eastern 
shores of Victoria Nyan.za. Be is of the opinion that if this route be 
once opened all the caravans for Mombasa to the interior would adopt 
it, and there would be a great s~~ing of time and distance. The bishop 
has attached himself to;·a Swahaii caravan. He hopes to touch Lake 
N aivasha and emerge at Sendega in Lower Kavirondo. When last hea;rd 
from he was working his way through the unknown region between 
Kilima-njaro and Victoria Nyanza, and hoped to be at Rubaga by the 
end of the year. Since then an unconfirmed rumor has been received 
to the effect that he had been taken a prisoner by the King of the Mo-
banza, (V) who threatened to put him to death. If successful, the bishop 
will accomplish a work of great geographic as well as humanitarian 
value. Sir John Kirk was consulted, and approved of the scheme. 
Dr. Oscar Lenz's work on Timbuktu appeared early in the year. Since 
then the Imperial Geographical Society of Vienna has received good 
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news from the doctor's present African exploring expedition, which b 
passed through Monrovia, the ca.pita! of Liberia, and gone on to b 
Cameroons, the ultimate object being to explore the waten,hed betw 
the Nile and Congo from the west. 
M. Leon Gniral has sent to the Geographical Society at Pari. ad. 
scription of the west coast of Africa, about the mouths of the San Beni 
or Eyo and the Dote, 7½ miles farther south. The Eyo is a mile in whltb 
at its mouth. Banks of rocks bar the entrance, but the left arm · 
navigable for vessels drawing two meters of water. The bank are 
marshy. M. Guiral ascended it about 30 kilometers to Iniger, whe 
there are falls. It has several tributaries, some of them navigable for 
canoes. The Dote is a river of little importance, with marshy bank 
and is about a meter deep and 40 meters wide along the lower pa.rt of i 
course. It can be ascended in a canoe for about 21 miles. The com-
merce of the district concentrates in the village on the right bank from 
which it takes its name. (See Proceedings of Royal Geographical So, 
ciety, December, 1885.) · 
In the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society for February, 
1885, is a long and learned article upon "European Territorial Claim 
on the Coast of the Red Sea and its Southern Approaches," by Sir R. 
W. Rawson, than whom, perhaps, no one is better fitted to discuss thi 
subject, which is of great historical as well as geographical importance. 
Mr. E. H. Richards, an American missionary, has journeyed from fo. 
ham bane to the Limpopo, through a region which is at present a blank 
on our maps. The Bombom River forms the western boundary of the 
Portuguese province, and drains a large area of western Inhambane, a 
well as the eastern slope of the Makwakwa Ridge to the west. The 
country west of this ridge is semi-deserted, in consequence of the raids 
of U mzila's soldiers. From the Makwakwa Ridge to the Limpopo i 
level land. The Ama-gwaza, or people of Umzila, inhabit or control the 
country from the Zambesi to the Limpopo, and with the exception of 
the Portuguese possessions of Chiluan and Inhambane, from the sea in 
the east to the Matabele country on the west. In a second journey Mr. 
Richards, besides visiting a large an¢! hitherto untravelled area, was 
successful in reaching Baleni. He left Delagoa Bay on foot, attended 
only by a Zulu convert and three porters. The Komati River, 200 yards 
wide, 30 feet deep, was crossed in a "dugout" canoe, and its cour e fol-
lowed for several days; the river was then left and a series of thirteen 
lakes passed. Though there was no connecting stream at that sea on, 
the natives call this string of lakes the Liputa River, but there are often 
hills and bushy districts between the lakes. Emerging from the bu h 
close to the Limpopo River, they found themselves at Baleni. Herds 
of cattle were visible in every direction and clusters of small hut were 
very numerous. Manjobo or Manjova, the ruling chief, ha e,eral 
kraal on the we. t and one on the east side of the river, which here runs 
through a low flat plain of indurated alluvium as hard as marble. The 
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river bauks are about two yards high, the stream being about 15 feet 
deep and 200 yards wide. 1\fanjobo's kraal on the east side is called 
Emkontweni, "the place where the spear is stuck in the ground." The 
kraal of the Chobbas, or Machappas, is on the Limpopo, about 12 miles 
north of the Shangan River, which enters the former from the eastward, 
and is otherwise known as the Luize or Mitti River. From a hill just 
eastward of the Shangan, the plain of Baleni could be seen extending 
NW. and SE. as far as the P,ye could reach, and about 25 miles in width. 
In the rainy season the plain is an immense pool or lake, and all the 
kraals are deserted for several months. The Shangan is salt, but good 
water can be had by digging. The people call themselves Arna Sban-
gani, and a.U adults speak more or less Zulu, which is the language of 
the "court." Thence to Inhambane, took nine days through a most 
populous country. Bingwana, a kraal of about 5,000 inhabitants, is 
about four days from Inhambane,on the river of the same name, a deep 
but narrow stream abounding·in sea-cows. The route was considerably 
south of the one taken in 1884. . 
The Dutch exploring expedition into Portuguese West Africa has been 
so unfortunate as to lose its leader, young Mr. D. D. Veth, who died 
from disease on May 19, 1885, in camp on the banks of the Kala-Kanga 
River, between Benguella and Humpata. 
In the October number of Petermann's Mittheilungen, is the first part 
of an account of the journey of the Austrian explorers, Dr$. Paulitschke 
and von Hardegger, to Harar, by the former. It is accompanied by a 
map of the districts traversed. The concluding papers appear in the 
December number, in which will also be found an account and map of 
Menge's second journey in Somali-land. 
A fresh expedition in Somali-land has been undertaken by F. L. and 
W. D. James, who write from Berbera tbat they intend to traverse the 
Hahr Gerhajis' country to Lebiholii, whence five days over the desert 
will bring them to Ogauen. 
The chief geographical societies fo Germany have resolved to erect 
a monument to the late Dr. Nachtigal, who died April 24, on· board the 
German gunboat "Mowe", off the west coast of Africa, on Cape Palmas, 
where he lies buried. It is intended to have it 110 large that it will serve 
as a landmark to seamen. 
The work done by Lieutenant Wissmann, in his exploration of the 
Kassai River, the great southern tributary of the Congo, is second in 
importance only to the discovery of the Congo itself. It will seriously 
modify the conjectural geography of that portion of Africa. He found 
the river to be of immense volume, and navigable from its junction with 
the Lulua. He found the Sankuru and the Lubilash to · be one river 
which instead of flowing northward to the Congo, turns westward and 
joins the Kassai. As it approaches the Congo the Kassai receives the 
great Koango, and enters the main river by the Kwamouth, after re-
ceiving the water of Lake Leopold. Thus the river which on Stanley's 
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last map joins the Congo west of Stanley Falls, cannot be the Lubil b 
and moreover must be of no great length. This discovery of Lieutenan 
Wissmann, along with that of the Mobangi by l\fr. Grenfell, greatly in-
creases the navigable. waterway of the Congo system. 
Besides much good detail work done by the Rev. G. Grenfell on th 
Congo, he with Rev. T. J. Comber, has recently explored the M:obangi 
which enters the right bank of the Congo, forming a great delta, be-
tween 26' and 42' south latitude, nearly opposite Equator Station, and 
is probably its greatest tr~butary. Mr. Grenfell ascended the Mobangi 
on a mean course of north by east from the equator to 4° 30' north lati-
tude, and left it still an open waterway. At 4° 23'_ north, just below 
the second rapids, he found it 673 yards wide; at no point lower wa 
it less in width. Its mean depth is 25 feet, arid its current not more than 
80 to 100 feet per minute. From Mr. Grenfell's notes it would seem that 
this river is navigable the whol~ way from the Congo to 40 30' north, a 
distance of probably 400 to 450 miles, taking account of the bend . 
His opinion and that of his Congo coUeagues seems to be that the Mo-
bangi is probably the lower part of the Welle, a river whose course is 
one of the unsolved problems of African geography; but this opinion 
is scarcely sustained by the knowledge we now have of the region. 
Arguing from analogy, we should conclude that the_ source of the Mo-
bangi does not lie east of 20° east longitude, and applying the mea · 
urements to Stanley's map, the watershed falls just on the line thereon 
suggested. The distance in a direct line from the ultimate point reached 
by Mr. Grenfell to the last-known point on the Welle is 540 mile , 
and to the source of the Welle some 900 miles. It appears then to be 
practically impt>ssible for this river (of less than the third of a mile in 
width), to carry off the water of the Welle Basin; and Mr. Stanley's 
suggestion, that the Bujere (wrongly called the Aruwimi) is the outlet 
of the Welle is rather strengthened than otherwise by this latest, and 
certainly not least important, contribution to our knowledge of the 
mighty Congo. 
The Portuguese possess a tract of land on the northern bank of the 
Congo, extending fron;i. Cape Lembo, south of Kabinda Bay, to Ma saM, 
and extending inland 30 or 40 miles so as to contain Kabinda, Molembo, 
Landana, and Massabe. 
The whole of the valley of the Kwilu, where the International Associa-
tion had eighteen stations, is ceded to France. M. de Brazza, recently 
returned from Africa, reports most satisfactorily from the French Posse · 
sion on the Congo; his reports are so late as October 13, 1885. 
The limits of the new "Kingdom of the Congo," as recognized by the 
B rlin Conference, appear to be as follows: On the Atlantic seaboard 
from Banana point to Gabe (50 45' south latitude), then by one parallel 
of Gabe to the meridian of Ponta da Lenha. by this meridian north to 
th Chiloango, thence to the source of that river, thence to the Mtomba-
:Mataca falls of the Congo, leaving to the French the station of Mboco, · 
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but reserving Mucumbi and Manyanga, thence along the Congo to its 
confluence with the Bamba beyond the equator, where the boundary 
running northwest remains to be determined. The southern frontier 
follows the Congo from Banana to a point a little above N okki, the south 
bank belonging to Portugal, thence on the parallel of N okki to the 
Koango, along this river to about 90 south latitude, and thence in a 
,diagonal line across the continent to Lake Bangweolo. Eastward the 
boundary coincides with the west coasts of Lakes Bangweolo, Tangan-
yika, Muta-Nzighe, and Albert Nyanza. Within these limits the new 
state will have an approximate area of 1,000,000 square miles, and a 
population of probably 40,000,000, mostly of Bantu speech and Negro 
or Negroid stock. 
The council of the Royal Geographical Society, at its meeting of June 
22, unanimously passed a vote of congratulation to the King of the 
Belgians on the success which has attended his work of exploration and 
civilization in tropical Africa. The resolution was as follows : " That 
tb_e thanks of the council be conveyed to King Leopold II, the King of 
the Belgians, for the interest taken by His Majesty in the exploration of 
Africa, and respectful congratulations on the signal success which has 
attended the schemes promoted by His Majesty's wisdom and munifi-
cence." In acknowledging this communication officially, His Majesty 
expressed his great satisfaction at knowing that his efforts to introduce 
civilization into the heart of Africa are appreciated by such high and 
competent authority. 
Bulletin No. 3, 1885, of the Royal Geographical Society of Belgium, 
contains a paper by the secretary on the Congo question, describing 
the explorations made in the basin between 1485 and 1877, the founda-
tion of the International Association, the creation of the Free State, and 
.finally a description of the basin. 
Volume vnr, No. 2, of the Geographische' Blatter, published by the 
Bremen Geographical Society, contains a similar paper by Dr. Oppelt 
dealing with the scientific and economical importance of this district. 
The paper is divided into two main sections: (1) The discovery.and in-
vestigation of the Congo (a) ·between 1484 and 1872, (b) the systematic 
exploration since 1872; (2) the extent and boundaries, geology, &c., of 
the Congo region. While surprisingly alike in general features, these 
two papers are by no means coincident, since both show independent. 
thought and preparation, and indeed t,reat the same subject from quite 
different standpoints. 
Science for August 23, 1885, contains an excellent map of the Congo 
Basin, reproduced by permission of Harper & Brothers. 
Among the recent scientific missions ordered by the French minister 
of public instruction is that under Lieutenant Palat, to explore the 
route from Senegal to Algeria by Medina, Timbuctoo, Mabrouk, and 
the Touat. 
Spain has recently acquired considerable territory in Africa, com-
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prising the west coast of the Sahara between Cape Bogodor (200 9' no h) 
and Cape Blanco (20° 45' north), both included; and in the Gulf of 
Guinea, the coast line from the Muni River, which forms the northern 
boundary of the French possessions on the Gaboon, to the Rio Compo 
(OO 43' to 2° 41' north). Six stations have already been established on 
the Sahara coast, and all points giving access to shipping will be per-
manently occupied. Old treaties with the chiefs on the Rio Benito 
have been renewed, with a view to prevent the threatened advance of 
the French in that direction. 
The conductor of the Cartographic Institute, Hamburg, Herr L. 
Friedrichsen, writes thus concerning the limits of the German posses-
sions in West Africa: "The Mahin district, on the Gulf of Benin, be-
tween Lagos and the mouth of the Niger, settled by the Hamburg firm 
of G. L. Gaiser, has not yet been placed under German protection. The 
coast from J a boo to Old c ·alabar will, in my opinion, be in future re-
garded as under British protection, but has not hitherto been officially 
placed under any European power. The frontier of the German Cam-
eroon begins with the Ethiopian cataract on the Great River, lying from 
there in a south westerly direction to the sources of the Rio del Rey, 
following the right bank of this river to the coast, then the coast line 
in a southeasterly direction to the river Behuwe, excluding the town and 
neighborhood of Victoria as British, as well as the island of Malimba. 
The latter, as well as the whole coast from the river Behuwe to Gumbe-
guml>e, is not described by me in the commissions of foreign officials as 
without a ruler, but as a tract on which the actual raising of the German 
flag is yet the subject of diplomatic treaty. The German protectorate 
in Southwest Africa begins with 18° south latitude, not with Cape Frio." 
Dr. Ballay, in an address on the new possessions of France in Africa, 
sums up by saying that while the Ogowe can never be rendered navi-
gable, it can at least be made useful for bateaux. Its basin is naturally 
fertile and rich in resources. On the other hand, the country extend-
ing from this basin to the Oongo is gener·ally sterile. There is little to 
hope fo:c from this region, but it is the beginning of the practicable 
route for reaching the trade of the upper region, which has inhabitants 
of intelligence and thrift. The protectorate of France now extends 
along the whole north coast of the Gulf of Tadjura as far as Bahr-A.seal, 
and M. Caspari states that the relations of France with the Danakils 
are cordial; Obock is at least a safe and easily accessible harbor, and 
the abundance of water renders possible the cultivation of vegetables. • 
The fifth expedition of the Belgian International African Association, 
which started with a view of connecting by a chain of stations tbe east 
coa t with the interior basin, has returned, the expense proving too 
great to render the project profitable. The efforts of the association at 
pre ent will probably be confined to· the Congo watershed . 
. Some Sweclisb merchants ha\'e purchascJ. in the Massanja country, 
lil the Cameroons, some 20 square miles of land, on which the Swed-
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isil flag was hoisted with proper honors some months ago. They state 
that had tliey been so empowered by the Swedish Government, on land· 
ing two years ago, they could have taken possession of the country from 
Boto, near Victoria, to Rio del Rey, one of the richest tracts of land on 
the west coast of Africa. At present they trade at their own risk. 
The Swedish Society of Anthropology and Geography has comm!s-
sion.ed Baron Schwerin, professor of geography at the University of 
Lund, to proceed to the Congo on a scientific expedition, the chief ob-
jects lJeing to make geographical, meteorological, botanical, and zoolog-
ical studies in the new state, and to collect ethnographical objects. 
Barons Nordenskjold and Dickson have lent the expedition a number of 
n1lual.>le instruments. · 
The Bu.llet·in of the Italian Geographical Society for September con-
tains extracts from· the unpublished journals of Pellegrino Matteucci, 
the African traveller. These have been edited by Della Vedova, and 
are illustrated by a map showing·the itinerary, and also the routes of 
N achtigal and Rohlfs. Matteucci's journey, on~ of the most remarkable 
on record, extending from the Red Sea at Suakim to Lake Chad, and 
thence to the Niger and the Gulf of Guinea, has hardly attracted the 
a ttention it deserves, chiefly perhaps on account of the early death of 
this promising and brilliant explorer. 
The roll of geographical journals is increased by one. The Floren- • 
• tine section of the Italian African Society has been authorized by the 
central council and treasurer to issue a bulletin. It is intended to be 
partly eclectic, presenting geographical and especially African news to 
its readers, and to be particularly the official record of the proceedfngs 
of the section. 
ASIA.. 
At the June meeting of the Geographical Society of Paris, Baron 
Benoist-Mechin described a recentjourney in the Merv oasis. This was 
a continuation of previous communications to the society of the great 
jonrney made by tile baron and some companions from Peking, through 
Kirin to Ninguto, and thence along the Tiumen to Vladivostock. The 
j ourney the whole way was along the Corean frontier. From Vladivo- ' 
stock the travellers procee: ded to Tomsk, thence to Samarkand, through 
Karshi to Bokhara, to the Amou-Darya at Cbarjni, down that river to 
Petro-Alexandrovsk, thence to Khiva, and lastly across the Kara-Kum 
t o Mero, Sarakho, and Meshed. The detailed narrative (with maps) is 
given in the bulletin of the society. At the same meeting M. ·de Saint-
Pol-Lias presented a map of the upper course of the Red River, pre-
pared by the Anamites. Another map of importance is that of the 
navigable water-ways of Southern India-China, prepa.red by )\1:. Rueff, 
"" ho bas established a company for navigating those waters. 
Herr Glaser, the Arabian traveller, bas retnrned to Arabia to resume 
b is explorations. This second journey is to be mainly geographical, 
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but archmology will also receive attention. Besides vi.sits to Marib a 
Nejdran, Herr Glaser colltemplates a long journey through the int rior 
from Hadramant to Omaun, and a second across South Arabia. 
In Science, July 3, 1885, is an excellent epitome of an articl on 
"Routes into the interior of Western Uhina," which originally appear d 
in Science et Nature. The two Chinese rivers (Sikiang, or Canton River 
and Song Ka) must for the present be considered as impracticable for 
commercial purposes, not precisely on account of the natural ob tacl 
to be overcome, but because for a long time the CeleRtial Empire will b 
more or iess impenetrable and dangerous for Europeans: ancl, on the 
other hand, the course of the _Me-Kong is too long and too hilly. The 
routes which traverse the bed of the Brahmapootra and the valley of th 
Irrawaddi present almost insuperable difliculties. The route of the 
Salmen is most attractive, but it should not be forgotten that be ide~ 
its length it must cross two water sheds, one of which ·at least is very 
difficult, and must ascend the Me-Kong for a very long distance. The 
route by the Red River remains: this is not particularly accessible; but 
to establish communication with Yunnan and Szchuen some obstacle 
must l>e surmounted, and this is the course which offers fewest of them. 
Mr. Holt S. Hallett has finished his reconnaissance for railway route 
in India-China, and the narrative of his journey, while not furnishing 
• anything absolutely new, serves to enlarge our knowledge of the geog-
raphy of that interesting region. 
The chief paper in the May issue of the Proceedings of the Royal 
Geographical Society is upon the disputed question of the sources of 
the Irrawaddi. As no one has yet followed the Sanpo from Thibet 
downward, it is still unproved whether it enters the Irrawaddi or the 
Brahmapootra. Mr. Robert Gordon opposes the commonly received idea 
by advocating the Irrawaddi ';iew, and gives six substantial reason for 
his belief. General J. T. Walker, differing from Mr. Gordon, attacked 
the weakest point in his paper, that in which he thinks that the Zayul 
Chu may prove to be an affluent of the Irrawaddi. 
Colonel Woodthorpe has just completed a journey through the Sing-
pho, or Saupo country. He penetrated into the land of the Borkharnp· 
tis, on the Northern Irrawaddi, where no traveller is believed to ha,e 
been since Lieutenant Wilcox's tour in 1828. The Irrawaddi is un-
navigable at Pedan. 
A writer who has just travelled widely through Tonquin and Southern 
China describes in a recent number of the Republique Fran9aise the 
route from Lao-Kai, on the Red River, to Meng-tsze in Yunnan. Pre-
mising that the river from the mouth to Lao-Kai on the Tonquin border 
is tolerably well known, he refers to the various routes for getting into 
uth we tern China, but i far from enthusiastic about any of them, 
al hough he thinks that .l?rance in Tonquin has as much chance of get-
ting the China trade a any of her rivals in the south. The writer then 
d cri e the route along the river from Lao-Kai to Manhao, the head 
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of the Red River navigation. From this poi'nt the road to the plateau 
of Yunnan is said to be mountainous and difficult in the extreme. The 
article is of special value at this time, when the commercial geography 
of Southeastern Asia promises so much of importance. 
The journeys of Dr. Neis in Central Taos (more than 3,000 miles) 
llave resulted in a vast amount of information regarding the commercial 
routes of the western basin of the l\fe-Kong, the anthropology and eth-
nology of the Laos and the Khas, and tlie social, commercial, an<l politi-
cal conditio·u of the regions visited. 
In a recent consular report from Siam, Mr . .A.;rcher gives an acco-µ.nt 
of his journey into the province of Kabin, which lies on the eastern 
side of the Siamese delta,, at the foot of the mountains separating the 
Uimam Valley from tbel\fo-Kong. He gives someveryinterestingnotes 
on t,he little-known Laos. 
The Government of India has conferred the title of Raj Bal.indoor 
and a grant in perpetuity of a rent-free vilbge in Oude on Pundit Ki-
shen Singh l\Iilwal, an employe of the survey department., who is ,Yell 
known to all geographers for his explorations in Tllibet, which have 
been published o-ver tbe initials ".A.. IL" 
Colonels Lockhart and "\Voodthorpe have been sent with a party to 
Gilghit, and it is intended that foll surveys of the region lying to the 
northwest of Kaslmiir shall l,e executed. Several passes of no great 
difficulty lead toward t110 Russian possessions, which here approach 
British India closely. This mission is expected to largely increase our 
knowledge of the country toward the upper waters of the Oxus. Dan-
ileff, in examining this river, has found. what he reports to be the point 
of its ancient bifurcation into the Amu Daria and the Uzboi. 
Sir Henry Rawlinson has added considerable to our knowledge of the 
Badghis district, in Northern .Afghanistan, north 'Of the watershed of 
the Herat Valley. The September issue of tho Proceedings of the 
Royal Geographical Society contains a map of the territory about the 
Hari-Rucl and Murghab Rivers, including the Ba<lghis-tlie district 
the possession of which is now in dispute between Russia on the one 
hand, and Afghanistan and England on the other. The ..American 
Naturalist for December, 1885, contains an interesting account of tl.lis , 
section, and a concise history of the Oarolines. 
Upto July, 1885, theAfghanFrontier Commission had worked through 
districts already explored more or less in recent times, either by the 
Russians or others. Since then comparatively new ground has been 
broken, from whicll much of great geographical interest may be con-
fidently expected. One very important matter has been accomplished, 
i. e., the exact determination by Captain Gore of the longitude of tlrn 
great dome at Mashhad, longitude 50° 3[,' 52". 3, latitude 30° 17' 42". 
The result shows an apparent error of only eleven seconds in longitude 
at the end of a long line of more than 1,000 miles of survey from India. 
Captain Talbst has started to carry on triangulation to the head of 
H. Mis. 15--3G 
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Hari-Rud, with permission to proceed as far as Daulatyar. 1.i. na ·. 
surveyor has started southward across the many apparently pa 
rang~s (quite unlike anything shown at present on our map ) hetw 
the Upper Hari-Rud and Gaur, or Zarni. Another n'ative surveyorb 
started for the Upper Murghab and Ferozkohi country to sur-ver h 
direct routes to Mannana from. Obeh, across the Band-i-Turkcsta;, 
Lieut. Col. H. C. B. Tanner, S. O., deputy-superintendent of the surrey 
of India, in charge of Darjeeling and Nepaul boundary surveys, mak• 
some exceedingly interesting communications on the Himalayan snow 
peaks. ' 
An account of l\L Potanin's journey from Peking to Lang-tcheou, m 
1884, was given in the Russian Izvestia. The country between the Ye\. 
low River and Boro-balgasun is covered with sand, rarely moving sanu 
but barkhans fortified by a growth of shiapylc, a species of Artemesia 
with bushes of cavagana in the cavities between. Water is plentifuL 
The dry grounds between the sands are covered with steppe veget, 
tion, an.d sarrazin, millet, and hemp are grown there. The Orthous in-
habit this region. Boro-balgasun was once a town, but now contains onl~ 
a few huts within its ruined walls~ At Edjin-Khoro, on the Tchamb 
Kak River, are two tents, in which the bones of Zenghis Khan are said 
to be preserved. After leaving Boro-balgasun, the expedition visited 
the salt lake Baga-Shikye and passed over an almost uninhabited re 
gion, with ruins of Mussulman villages, destroyed when tb.e last in ur-
rection was put down. Lin-tcheou, on the Hoang-ho, is surrounded by 
fruit gardens, and for 50 miles south of it numerous villages extend 
along a canal which runs parallel to the Hoang-ho. This richness is ot 
recent origin, for the whole region bears traces oft.he desolation wrought 
by the Chinese after the suppression of the insurrection of which the 
town of Tsin-tsipou was the center. South of this town M. Potanin left 
the Hoang-ho and crossed the series of flat ridges, which rise from 6,00 
to 7,000 feet above the sea, and are covered with loess to a thickness of 
200 to 300 feet. The sandstone of these hills contains some beds of 
salt. The loess covers the whole country from Ping-yang-sia to Lang-
tcheou, which is a great city, picturesquely built on the right bank of 
the Hoang-ho, at the foot of a mountain. The population is of Turkish 
origin, and although i't has assumed Chinese cm,toms, it keeps its l\Iu -
sulman religion. The latest news from this expedition was dated San-
chuan, January ·25, 1885. It had gone up the Hoang-ho and event-
ually reached the confluence of the Tchitai with the Yellow River. M. 
Berezovsky had left the expedition and taken another route, via Iloy-
syan. He proposes to join MM:. Potanin and Skasi on their way to the 
south. 
Colonel Prejevalsky has discovered three peaks, each over 20,000 feet 
high, in the middle range of the Kuen-lun. He bas given them the 
names of Muscovjte, Columbus, and Enigmatical. The most elevated 
point of the :first named is Mount Kremlin; of the second Mount Djinri, 
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and of the third, t1.ie crown of_l\fonomaclms. Tlle platca,u skirting the 
middle Jruen-lun has an average height of 4,000 feet. It appears from 
a telegram from Colonel Prejevalsky, dated Osh, August 31, that this in-
trepid explorer has again failed to penetrate into Thibet over the Keria 
Mountains, in consequence of the strenuous ?PPOSition of the Chinese, 
who barricaded all the available highways with stones and destroyed the 
· bridges. The Invalide Russe publishes the following telegram from Col-
onel Prejevalsky from Pishpet, but dated "Karakol 2d (new style· 14th} 
November: '' Our voyage has ended happily and with most encouraging 
scientific results." (See Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society 
for December, 1885.) . 
Dr. Zelandt has :finishe<l. his work on the Kirgiz, which will soon be 
published by the West Siberian section of the Imperial Geographical 
Society. 
A parliamentary blue book (Corea No. 3, 1885), lately published, con-
, tains the report of a journey made by J\fr. Carles the vice-consul at Soul1 
from that place to Phyong Kang, where some gold mines exist. The 
review of this in Nature, August 27, shows that it contains much of 
geographical interest. 
Mr. Gardner, British consul at Newchwang, China, publishes with hi£ 
annual trade report this year (China, No. 6, 1885) a most interesting ac-
count of his consular district, which embraces the whole of Manchuria .. 
The report corrects some of the errors existing on our maps, which are-
far from accurate. 
It is to be •hoped that the many rumors of prospective activity in 
railway building in China may be found to be well grounded. The 
necessary surveys would be of incalculable service in correcting the 
maps of the various provinces. These maps are mainly the work of the 
early Jesui_ts, and though remarkable, when one considers the material 
with which they worked, are still far from what they ought to be. 
Port Hamilton, of which England took possession at the time when 
hostilities with Russia were imminent, consists of a group of small is-
lands about 45 miles northeast of Qnelpaert an<l. about 30 miles off the 
Corean coast, in the Brougham Channel, separating the peninsula from 
Japan. The position of the ·gronp is 34° 1' 2:.Y 1 north latitude and 127° 
17' 30" east longitude. England has-since given up her claims. 
Sibiriakoff, the' wealthy Russian merchant, well known as the friend 
and patron of N ordenskjold, has himself made an interesting journey 
during the summer of 1884. The details of it have only recently been 
made public, as news travels slowly in those regions. He ascended the 
Petchora to Orancto, then crossed the Ural to the Sigva, or Whitefish 
River, which joins the Sosva, an affluent of the Obi. The traveller 
reaehe<l. Shikurik September 21, and Tobolsk October 18. It fa demon-
strated by this journey that a trade route by which goods can be car· 
ried in summer is practically open in this direction, a matter of great 
comrncrcinl importance to Siberia. 
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An exploration to cover a period of five years is being organized 
Yadrintseff, under the auspices of the Russian Geographical Soci 
Its purpose is the investigation of the ethnology and social economy 
Siberia; particular attention will be given to opportunities for ext d-
ing and correcting geographical know ledge. 
The trans-Siberian railway has already :finished its first section of 135 
kilometers between Ekaterinburg and Kameshoff, and its early comp! . 
tion to Tuimen is confidently expected. A.t each step in its advanc. 
ment the geographical advantages to be derived from this commercial 
enterprise will be more marked. 
Preparations are being made for tlle expedition under Dr. Bunge and 
Baron von Toll, which will start next spring for Ustyansk, for the ex-
ploration of the New Siberian Islands, which since Anjou's journeys in 
1821-'23 have only been visited by the unfortunate Jeannette people 
for a few hours _on their route to the mouth of the Lena. 
The geographical effects of the Krakatoa eruption, while of great im-
l)Ortance, are of too local a nature to be properly considered under 
·" progress in geography." 
Great Britain has annexed the territory of tlle ex-King Tbebaw to her 
.India possessions. 
In tlrn province of Adana, Asia Minor, not far from Tarsus, at a fov; 
hours' travel from the sea, among the mountains, hes recently been di · 
covered a ruined town hitherto entirely unknown. The ruins lie near 
the route from Selef-ke to Karaman, by :Mohara. Sarcophagi, almo t 
intact, and resembling those of Lycia, exist there an would seem 
worthy of study. 
Russian geographical exploration of the Caucasus bas begun. M~I. 
Djin and Dimick have traveled among its glaciers, c}Jmb cd its passe-:. 
and given an account of their travels in Petermann's lliittheilunge11. 
U shpa is estimated at 16,500 feet high, and Tetuuld at 15,500 feet or 
thereabouts. 
It is stated that an accurate survey of the island of Yczo and the 
neighboring islands (especially the Kuriles) is to be made by the Jap-
anese naval department. It is anticipated that the work will occupy 
four years. 
The Zeitsohr-ift of the· Gesellschaft fiir Erdkundc in Berlin (Vol. xx. 
rTo. 3) is almost wholly filled with an account by Herr Schmidt of the 
travels of the friar Rubruk, between 1253 and 1255, into the heart of 
Central Asia and to the borders of China. 
EUROPE, 
The lectures given under the auspices of the Geographical Society of 
Paris, in the spring of 1884, were so successful that they were resumed 
this year. The names of some of the lecturers give us an idea of th 
importance attached to the subject of geography in Europe: Janssen de 
Lapparent, Bouquet de la Grye, Dr. Ramy, Himly, Levasseur Loni.: 
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Simonin, lUiclwl. It would be of the greatest benefit to this country if 
a society co-ordinate with the Geographical Society of Paris, having its, 
headquarters at Washington, could arrange for a course of lectures by'·, 
some of the confreres in this country of the above-named gentlemen. 
Under the title of O'Explorador (the Explorer), a Portuguese journal 
commenced its appearance with the first of the year at Lisbon. It ap-
pears twice a month, and will chronicle the advance of science in all its.-
branches, but especially tllat of geography and travel. 
In March appeared tbe :first number of the Scottish Geographical JJ1ag-
azine, the organ of the new Scottish Geographical Society. It aims at 
being much more than the organ of the society, however. 
At the March meeting of the Geographical Society of Paris, l\fr) 
Charles Rabot described the results of tlle mission with which he was 
charged by the minister of public instruction to explore Northern Fin-
land and Russian Lapland. He explained especially the valleys of the 
Pasvig and Talom, as well as Lake Enara. It has hitherto al ways been 
believed that the highest mountain in Sweden was Sulitjelma, on the 
Norwegian frontier, in latitude (37° 16' north, and belonging, as much to 
Norway as to Sweden, the height of which is a little more than G,000 
feet. In 1884 the topographical surveyor of the province of N orrland 
found that another mountain, viz, Sarjektjakko, G,7GO feet in Swedish 
Lapland, was nigher than SulitJelma; but now it has been discovered 
that neither is this mountain the highest in Sweden. Bucht Svenonius 
and 1\Ir. Rabot state that the honor belongs to Kebnekaisse, latitude 
68°, also in that province, the height of which has been ascertained to 
be 6,940 feet abov-e the level of tlle sea. In the same neighborhood is 
Kaskasatjokko, G,800 feet. The observations of l\'fr. Rabot in the 
mountainous area of Store Baergefjeld, in Nordland, Arctic Norway, 
represented on the best charts as occupied by an immense continuous 
glacier :field, show that it has been wholly misunderstood. There is no 
primary glacier, but merely seven secondary glaciers, isolated in ravines, 
and hardly passing beyond the stage of neve. Rabot afterward made 
explorations in the Kola peninsula of Russian Finland, determining the 
existence of three distinct chains of mountains between the Polar and 
White Seas, which reach a height of more than 3,000 feet. The country 
has hitherto been charted as a sort of plain, broken merely by lakes and 
low bills. The area between tbe ranges is level, and trees of good size 
and form reach latitude 68° 50'; beyond they extend some distance, 
but do not exceed 12 or 15 feet in height. 
In the" Elementar larooarken" (classical schools) of Sweden, geog-
raphy has hitherto been classed as an appendix to history, and at the 
"Lcktor" (candidate) examinations in history and geography, quest,ions 
are only asked about the former. At the congress of teachers held in 
Stockholm last year, a resolution was adopted to the effect that geog-
raphy ought to form a separate study of the school education. 
A 8omewhat amusing qnarrel has arisen between the parishes of 
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Kjelvik Ull(l l\faaso (Norway) about a point of considerable gcorrraphi 1 
interest, viz, tho proprietorshjp of the North Cape. It is caused 
tho establishment on the celebrated promontory of a restaurant. t • 
taxes of which are claimed by both parishes. The cape ha. al~a. 
been considered to forD,1 the boundary between the two, without it be. 
ing stipulated to which it actually belonged. 
The well-known rocky islet l\funken (the :Monk), which lies 3~ mile 
south of Sumbo, and formerly rose to a height of 70 feet abo-ve the e!l 
Jrns completely subsided. .A. considerable portion of it had crumbl 
away last year, but it is now no higher than the low surrounding rock. 
so that even in tolerably fine weather th_e sea break~ over and covers it. 
The shoal water about the islet causes such dangerous currents that 
tlae seamen of olden times believed there was a Malstrom there, and i 
is therefore very unfortunate that this rock, which served as a sea-mark 
will no longer warn navigators of their approach to danger. 
From recent observations it would appear that during the last thirty 
years or so the rising of the shores around the Baltic and Gulf of Both-
11ia has gone on with greater rapidity than during the previous period 
of observation. The increased rate of emergenee in recent times i 
clearly shown on the rock known as Stora Reppen, not far from Pitea 
Sweden. That rock in 1851 had emerged 94 centimeters above its former 
level since the commencement of the observations; while in Augu t, 
l884, it had risen 50 centimeters more. The general results compared 
with previous observations-that is for a period of one hundred and 
thirty-four years-prove that since 1750 the head of the Gulf of Bothni· 
has risen,2.10 meters, or 1.70 meters per century. This rate ofcmergencc 
declines progressively toward the south. It is not more than 30 centime-
ters at Naze, and it is zero at Bornholm. The mean rise of the Swedi h 
~oast is thus 1.60 meters per century. 
A very useful and complete atlas of Russia has been prepared by J, 
Poddulmyi, and published by A. Deubner, St. Petersburg, under the 
ctitle of a "Russian school atlas," at tl,i.e small ·price of one ruble, or 80 
-cents. 
The project of connecting the Volga and the Don, which dates back 
to 1568, when Selim, the son of Solyman the l\fagnificent, besieging A · 
rtrakllan, attempted to join the two rivers in order to transport material 
<Of war, has been revived. M. Leon Dru, a French engineer, having sur-
veyed a line in October, 1885, was convinced that the project is practi-
-cable, and experimental borings have already commenced. 
The attention of geographers and men of science ought to be called 
to several numbers of the A. rchiv fiir die naturwissenschaftliche Landes-
-ii.urchf orschung von Bohmen, which bave recently been issued (Prague: 
l•ranz Rzuonatz). The numbers of most interest to geographers par 
~nd simple are those forming the first division of the third volume, an 
eontaining a list of the beights in Bohemia, trigonometrically determined 
Y the Imperial In.stitntc of Military Geography in the ycnrs 1877-'iO. 
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The :first steamer coming directly from the 01)en sea arrived at Co-
logne on March 18, 1885. It was called the Industry, and was of 513 
tons burden. 
The Austrian Government, with the consent of the Porte, has under-
taken to make a geographical survey of the Albanian coast, with d, view 
to preparing new maps. Two Austrian gunboats have accordingly left 
Corfu with officials of the chart department on board. They were joined 
by the Turkish officers, under whose superintendence the survey will 
be made. We may expect some definite results in the course of the next 
six months. 
The Hungarian Society of Geography is engaged in organizing a Mag-
yar expedition for the exploration of the region around th~ Urals; es-
pecially the Baskir country, where Urals-Alta(i peoples are disappear-
ing. 
The Military Geograplucal Institute of Italy has published a memoir 
on the mensuration of the area of tho Kingdom of Italy, with a new 
approximate estimate of the same. The figures are as follows, in square 
kilometers : 
Tlie peninsula. of Italy .••••. _ ...•.....••....•....••...••••. ____ •••••. 236,402·1720 
The islets legally connected with its shores . . . • • . . • . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . 368· 8649 
Sicily .•.•.....•••..•........ __ .. _ .•.... _ •..•• _ .. _ .. _. • • • • • . . . . • • . . . . . 25, 401 · 2535 
Tho Sicilian islets ..•.... _ •• _ ... ___ . ___ .. __ ••..••••.•.•••. _..... . . • . . . 278· 8147 
Sardinia .........•... ____ .. __ • _ .... __ .... __ •.• __ • _____ • ___ .• ___ . . . . . . 23, 799 · 5607 
The Sarclinfan islets ...... ______ .......••.•...•..•.•......... ________ 277:6027 
Total .................•......•..•..•• __ •• __ •. _... •. • • • • . . . . . . . . . 286, 588· 3000 
This equals 110,652 square miles, and is about 10,000 square kilome-
ters less than previous official figures, and 2,000 less than General Steb-
ni tski's estimate. 
Thoroddson's work in Iceland in 1884 seems to have been much fuller 
and more precise than tlie notes hitherto published would indicate. 
From the narrative published in Globus, it appears that in a journey of 
ten weeks over the Odadahraun desert and the adjacent mountains, 
about one-half was passed in an uninhabited region, much of which 
was completely unknown. He forced his way along the northern base 
of Vatna, Jokull, the journey being frequently hazardous · and always 
laborious. Many corrections of heights were made; and it seems that 
Jokulsa., which has been taken as the longest Icelandic river, is ex-
ceeded by Tbiorsa, which is some 120 miles in length. An a~cent of 
the unvisited Dyngja Volcano was made. It proved to have a double 
crater, the inner one being GOO feet or more in d_epth. 
NORTII .A.:\IRRIC.A... 
The work of the several <lcpartments of Governments having to do 
with geodesy, geography, and hydrography has made eatisfactory prog-
ress. In no one of them however has there been any special develop_-
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ment of more than usual importance, while the routine work th . 
as well as that of the several State surveys, will be publi hed in 
respective reports. The topographic work of the United State 
logical Survey during the past six_ months has been mainly in the offic • 
the geographical map of the United States is rapidly approaching com. 
plction. 
P,rof. Asaph Hall, in Science, July 3, corrects tlie statement co . 
fained in the current edition of the Encyclopmdia Britannica, that th 
is no land in Connecticut " al>ove a thousand feet in elevation," a 
shows that there are certainly half a dozen points which exceed tbi 
limit, ::mu at least two that run over two thousand feet. 
The Arctic steamer" ~~lert" returned to Halifax on October 18, fro 
Hudson's Bay, with the observation party which has spent fifteen month 
there testing the practicability of that route for 1mvjgation from th 
Oanadian Northeast to Europe. They sllow the aYernge tcmperatu. 
to be not so low as the average winter tempemture in the Nortltwe . 
The lowest monthly average was 30° below zero. Tho ice obscrvatio 
show that Hudson Straits and Bay are navigable for properly built 
and equipped vessels for from three to four months, from July to Oc-
tober. 
G. W. Dawson ( Science, April 24) describes tho Sa.,katcu.ewan conn try 
or that portion of the prairies which extends north of the nortllc 
boundary, as containing an approximate area of 300,000 square mile·, 
and as less than 2,000 feet above the sea level, and thus lower than the 
corresponding portion of the continent farther south. Many interes -
ing details will be found in this article. 
So far as heard from, explorations in .Alaska appear to consi t of 
the journeys of Lieut. Il. T. Allen and bis companions; Lieutenant 
Cantwell; .Assistant Engineer Samuel B. l\foLenegan and Seaman Nelson 
of the "Corwin"; Ilenry D. Woolfe; Lieutenant Stoney; and Docto. 
Everette. 
Lieutenant .Allen was sent by General l\files last year. He ascende 
the Copper or .Atna River and explored its northern and western branch 
to its source, a distance of some 200 or 300 miles. He found the ri-rer 
rapid, with many cataracts, and having in some places a fall of 7 feet to 
the mile. Its width is variable, sometimes several miles, including large 
islands, at others but a few hundred feet. There are many glacier..: 
near it, and the active Wrangel volcano rises almost from the rh·er. 
A portage was made across this range to tbe sources of the Tananall, 
where there are a number of extensive lakes. This river was reached 
about 125 miles above the point to which it bad been explored, ancl i 
and the Yukon were followed to the sea. 
Lieutenant Cantwell has succeeded in getting to tlle source of the 
Kowak River, which consists of four large lakes, of which the most im-
portant is in latitude 67°, longitude 1530 west. It is supposed to be 520 
mile from the mouth of the river. 
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Assistant Engineer Samuel B. J\foLenegan, accompanied only by 
Seaman Nelson of the "Corwin," ascended the Noatak, also called the 
~unatah or Inland River, which has been known for thirty years, bu-t 
never explored. Its enters Hotham Inlet westward from the Kowak 
and about 30 miles north of the Arctic circle. The source of the branch 
ascended was found to be a small lake surrounded by snow-banks, and 
supposed to be 400 miles from the mouth. The voyage was extremely 
creditable to those who took part in it, though it is greatly to be re-
gretted that exact observations could not have been made, and is 
noteworthy, as the party reached the highest latitude J·et attained by 
white men in the interior of Alaska. The report and cha.rts, which are 
being prepared by the Department, will doubtless fill a, good part of the 
existing blank on the maps of this area . 
.Mr. Henry D. Woolfe, who has been stationed at Oape Lisburne during 
the past year, has travelled along the coast from that point, to Hotham 
Inlet, and ascended the Noatak about 30 miles. Between the Corwin 
Lagoon and Cape Krusenstern a river falls into the sea, which he was 
informed is connected with the Noatak, running behind the hills which 
lie back of Shesholik village. :\fr. Woolfe is preparing a, map showing 
all the native settlements and even single huts temporarily occupied 
along the coast between Cape Krusenstern and Point Barrow. 
Lieutenant Stoney's work, so far as it has g<;ll}e, seems to be successful. 
He sent down a mail by the "Corwin", which a.rrh-ed in San Francisco 
October 12. At that time he was near the head. of Hotham Inlet and 
prepared to go into winter quarters. Details will not be published for 
a year yet. 
Doctor Everette has collected a large amount of geographical data, 
and made sketches along the Yukon, which will serve to enlarge our 
knowledge of .Alaska and correct our maps. 
M. Violet d'.Aouest's note, read at the August meeting of the Geo-
graphical Society of Paris, on the aerial formation of soil will be found 
of great interest to geographers; a concise resume is given in the Pro-
ceedings of the Royal Geographical Society for September. 
The Danish exploring expedition to the east coast of Greenland under 
Lieutenants Holm and Garde, which returned tq Copenhagen in October 
after a three years' absence, has fulfilled all expectations, having reached 
latitude 66° 08' nortll, the northernmost point (on East Greenland) ever 
attained by Europeans. Lieutenant Holm is stated to have made some 
Yery valuable geographical and ethnological discoveries, having spent 
last" winter among East Grecnla.nders never before visited by Euro-
peans. Ho has named the stretch of coast explored, King Christian 
IX's Land. He considers itis now settled beyond a doubt that no early 
Scandinavian remains occur on the east coast. 
nfr. Gamel, the owner of tho ,essel which has been put, at Lieutenant 
Hovgaard's disposal for explorations in the Kara Sea in the summer of 
1885, jntencls (provided Lis enterprise be seconded by.the Governmei~t) 
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to send his steamer "Dijmphna" next summer on an exp ·uition to 
east coast of Greenland under an officer of the Danish royal uavy 
explore and lay down the coast line between 66° 08' (the farthe t 11~ 
ward point attained by Lieutenant Holm';::; expedition) and 700. 
SOU'.rII AMERICA. 
Professor Seelstrang, of the University of Cordoba, has been up. 
pointed by the Argentine Government to superintend the publicatio 
of an atlas of the Republic, and a considerable sum has be.en approp ·. 
atcd for the work. It is to consist of 27 11arts, and 4 of these are already 
in hand. 
The Dutch scientific expedition in :March and .April last, to examin 
the upper course of the Surinam River, was quite successful. At Ber-
gendal they took the height of the neighboring Blue Mountain, which 
they ascended and from which they had a view of the various mountain 
chains of Surinam. 
l\I. Alcenar ffiraripe read a paper on geographical neology arnl ncocr. 
raphy before the Geographical Society of Rio de tTaneiro, in wllich he 
asks if there shall be a geographic neology for Brazil ; a correction of 
orthography; and if so, how these can be brought about. Tho question 
were referred to a commission, whose report has not yet been recei,cd. 
The Bolletino of the Italian Geographical Society for July prints two 
un-edited letters of early Italian adventurers in South America, recently 
brought to light in the archives of Florence and Modena. The longer 
and more important, dated December 24, 1534, is addressed from Valen-
zuela (Venezuela) by a certain Tomaso Fiaschi to his brother jn Flor-
ence. 
Details of Mr. im Thurm's journey to Mount Roraima, British Guiana, 
are given by Mr. H. I. Perkins, who accompanied Mr. im Thurm, in the 
August number of the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society, 
and an illustrated article in Nature; April 30, 1885; vol. xxxr, pp. 
007-10. 
The Argentine expeditions into Patagonia have raised the agronomic 
eredit of that country, which has long been supposed arid and sterile. 
The report of General Villejas, and that of Colonel Roa, who has tm,-
elled more than 500 leagues in Patagonia, affirm that the region near 
the base of the mountains is rich, not only in metals and minerals, but 
in fertile valleys which nestle betw~en spurs of the range. With steam 
transportation between the mountains and the coast, it is affirmed that 
rapid growth of population might be expected and that prosperous com-
m unities might be established. 
A party comma.nded by Feilberg, and sent out by the Argentine Go-,-
ernment to explore the Pilcomayo, found that a trade route via that 
river to Bolivia is not feasible. Below the rapids, 60 leagues above the 
mouth, the Pilcomayo receives an affluent not marked on any chart 
but with a much water as the Pilcomayo or perhaps more. 
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As a good example of what comprehensive geographical observation 
ought to be, we refer to Dr. W. Sievers's account of his travels in Vene-
zuela, which appeared in the )Jiittheilungen of the Hamburg Geograph-
ical Society for 1884. He gives some interesting- details of the effects 
still to be traced of the great earthquake which shook the north coast 
of South America on l\farch 2G, 1812, and describes a j onrncy he 
mac1e from Caracas to Puerto Cabello in November and December, 1884. 
Dr. Sievers was a pupil of Professors Richtofen and Wagner, and was 
trained as a geographer with a view to geographical explorations. 
Mr. E. II. Glaisher's journey on the Berbice River and vVieroonie 
Creek will add materially to our knowledge of the interior of British 
Guiana, which has been almost a terra incognita. 
M. Coudrean has-as the result of one of his six journeys in Guiana-
brought back materials for two new maps, the one of. the region between 
tlle Oyapock, Yari, Amazons, and Atlantic, the other of Southern Gui-
ana between the Branco and Paru. 
M. J. Chaffaujon's explorations on the Orinoco have already corrected 
many errors in the charts of its course. M. Thouar has gone on a new 
expedition to complete his work on the same river. 
OCEANICA. 
The first annual meeting of the Victoria branch of the Geographical 
Society of Australia, was a most :fla ttering success. , The contributions 
were numerous, and many of them by di;stinguished authors. 
Mr. B. Greenebaum., United States consul at Samoa, reports that a new 
island has been thrown up out of the sea about 40 miles off the Tonga, 
Islands, bearing towards the Fiji Islands, and in the track of California 
vessels. It is 2 miles long and 250 feet high, and is in latitude 20° 28' 
south and longitude 175° 21' west. Mr. Shipley, consul at .Auckland, 
few Zealand, confirms the above in a report to the State Department, 
and gives interesting particulars. He thinks the island is at least 2 or 
3 miles long and 60 feet high, in latitude 20° 21' south, longitude 175° 
28' west. 
The death is announced from Sydney of Thomas Boyd, tho first man 
to cross the Murray River and the last surviving member of Hume and 
~ovell's exploring party . 
.An excellent description and resume of the history of the Caroline 
:incl Pelew Islands was published in Nature, September 10, 1885. 
The .April issue of the Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society 
contains an account of a recent exploring expedition into the King 
country of the North Island, New Zealand. This country, containing 
some 10,000 square miles, is the Maori stronghold, and after the war of 
18G3-'64 white men were forbidden to enter, under pain of death. It 
had thns never been surveyed prior to Mr. Kcrry-Nicholl's expedition, in 
1883. In the course of GOO miles of travel twenty-five ri.vers, not pre-
viously shown upon the maps, and two small lakes were found; the 
• 
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source or tlle four 1,ri11cipal riYers of the t:olony, the Wlmnganui 
1:ato, Wlrnugaehu, :u~d ~Ianganui-a-tc-Ao, were traced ; the by 
raphy of Lake Tan.110 in relation to the four distinct water ·lie flo . 
ing into it was examinccl; the volcano of l\1ount Tongarlro (0,300 ) 
and 1\1onnt Ruapehu (D,000 feet), the highest peaks of the ... -orth Han 
were ascended. 
A Dutch expedition to New Guinea is being organized . Tho Go,e . 
ment has promised a grant not exceeding- 10,000 florins ~L year, and con. 
sequently the expedition is to be confined to geographical inYe tiga-
t· ons. It will probably go to Dorch or to Onin. 
Dr. Otto Fin.sch reports as some of the r~sults of his work in German 
~ew Guinea that he traversed the north coast'for a distance of 1,00 
English miles, from East Cape to 141 ° cast longitude (Greenwich). c,-
eral goou harbors were discovered, and continuous mctc-orological and 
sounding observations made. .A. large rh-er was discoveretl, which the 
doctor named after the Empress Augusta; its course was followed for 
30 English miles into the interior. There is evidence of tho existence 
of many other rivers. The German Em11eror has ordained that tl c 
harbor shall henceforth be known as" Friedrich Wilhelm's Hafen," m cl 
the bay ne·ar it '' Prince Heinrich's Ilnfen"; tho large navigable river 
east of Cape dela Torre as the ''Kaiserin .A.ugustaFluss"; while Beaupre~ 
situated. in the middle of the peninsula, will now be called" Varzin.'' 
"Neu Mecklenburg" will be substituted for New Ireland; ';Neu Laueu-
burg" for the Duke of York group, and'' Neu Pommern" for New Brit-
ain, the largest island of the Bismarck Archipelago. 
Dr. P . L. Sclater suggests "Torresia" as an approprrnte name for 
British Now Guinea. 
The Geographical Society of Australia has completed. arrangement 
for tlle exploration of New Guinea, and a fully-equipped expedition 
has started under the leadership of Capt. Henry Charles Everill. The 
rumored massacre of the entire party is discredited by the British re i-
dent on Thursday Island. 
Mr. H . 0 . Forbes is now engaged in the same field. . He has accepted 
a contribution of £500 from the above-namecl society, with the condi-
tion that he gives it a full report of his journey, and second sets of col-
lections. After various mishaps the expedition arrived safely at Port 
Moresby (see Proceeclings Royal Geographical Society December), in 
company with Sir Peter Scratchley, early in September, and made 
immediate arrangements to start for the interior in company with the 
Rev. :Mr. Chalmers. :Mr. Forbes is going to attempt to reach the summi 
of ·Mount Owen Stanley, 13,205 feet high, and bithc1to nntrodclen y 
the foot of mau. 
The Geographical ~ociety of Ilaml>urg has published a, memorandum 
showing the territorial extent of the recent German annexation int rn 
Pacific Ocean. Reduced to English measurements, the German e ti-
mat . arn as follows: KaiRer Wi1hemslnn<l (Grrrnn.n Xcn· C1uinea 
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34,508 square miles; :Neu l\Iecklcnburg (New Irclarnl), 3,398·8 square 
miles; Neu Pommern (New Britain), D,348·8 square miles; the Bismarck 
Archipelago, 15,261·6 square miles; in all about ·au,512 English geo-
graphical square miles. The sa.me autbority estimates the area of New 
Guinea taken under British protection as 65,517·70 squan~ miles, or 
about the same as the total of German annexations in tile Pacific, :rnd 
in each case the area acquired is rather more than t\"dCP that of Ire-
land. 
.ARCTIC REGIOKS. 
In a communication to the New York Tribirnc last Fcbrm.11·.r, Lieu-
tenant Greely ad·rncates the route by Franz Josef Land to the Pole, and 
gives his reasons for so doing at some length, confirming tho opinion 
previously expressed by Chief Engineer Melville. Captain Sorensen--
who speaks from large experience and after close observation of the ice 
drift in that vicinity, suggests that Spitzberg-en and Franz «Josef Land 
form parts of a vast archipelago, and not two wholly <listinct territories, 
as bas hitherto been believed. 
When the" Corwin" returned from Bering Sea to San :Francisco b 
June for some repairs, she reported the ice unusua.11,Y far south in April 
and May in that sea. The same state of affairs existed in the Atlan-
tic. The captains of several Norwegian steamers dispatched to Green-
land for seal-hunting, report that in consequence of the enormous ice 
masses on the cast and south coasts no seals had been killed by any 
vessel. The state of the ice this summer seems to have been just the 
reverse of that of last year, when the coast was unusually free from 
ice. If the recently promulgated theory that this is ap. evidence of mHd 
weather in the polar regions is at all correct, it is unfortunate that no 
expedition is in the field to take ad vantage of it. 
Four Arctic expeditions are said to be projected for next year: two 
organized in Portugal, one in Holland, and one in Denmark. They all 
propose to visit the islands of the glacial ocean which belong to Russia; 
but the Danish expedition will specially explore the Kara Sea and the 
northern coast of Siberia, to define if possible the unknown region 
which is supposed tQ lie to the northeast of Novaya Zemlya. 
In the latter half of 1883, Dr. F. Boase visited the German polar sta-
tion in Cumberland Sound, and made se,eral excursions in the neigh-
boring region and along the coast. The results are briefly told by him 
in a paper in numbers 5 and 6 of the Verhandlungen of the Berlin Geo-
graphical Society for this year (accompanied by map), in which many 
important corrections are made in the existing admiralty charts of these 
coasts. 
At the meeting of tlie Naval Institute, which was beld _in Annapolis 
October 9, Lieut. J. W. Danenhower, oftbe ''Jeannette" expedition, pre-
sented an essay on the advisability of further Arctic explorations, and 
expressed himself as opposed to further work north of the 85th paral-
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lel. The paper was supplemented by other' recch ... cd fr m l.ii f 
neerMelville, U.S. N., SirGeorgeNare ,amlLieutenantGr els a d 
bally discussed by Dr. Emil Bessels, of the "Polari "expedition, and 
Clements R. l\farkham, of tbe Royal Geographical Society, who pr · 
at the meeting. Letters in favor of further Arctic exploration were 
from Prof. J.E. Nourse, U. S. N., and Dr. IL Rink, formerly gorcrno 
the Danish colonies in Greenland. The general teuor of the di c 
sion, both oral and written, was that scientific exploration of the Arc · 
regions will go on. 
Mr. 0. R. Markham, in his article "Polar Regions," of the curr 
edition of the Encyclopredfa Britannica, permits himself to make 
following remarkable misstatement: "Lieutenant Lockwood made 
journey along the north coast of Greenland, and reached a small i lan 
in 33° 24' [north latitude] and 44° 5' [west of Greenwich]. Dr. Pa · 
and another went a short distance beyond the winter quarters of tb 
"Alert," and a trip was made into the interior of Grinnell Land. ]] t 
all this region had been explorerl and exhausti~1ely examined by the Engli 
expedition in 1875-'7G." The italics are ours. • 
Dr. Leonard Stejneger's illustrated article on tbe Commander I land 
in Heft 3, Band vnr, of the Deutsche geographisclie Bllitter is of sped 
value, in that it settles definitely the doubt thatl.J.as existed as to the death 
of Bering. The writer visited and described the ruins of the hut on 
Bering Island in which Bering and his companions wintered 141 y 
previously, and where the celebrated traveller himself died and wa 
buried. The relics found by Dr. Stejnegcr are of great, if melancholy, in 
terest. 
HYDilOGRAPilY, 
The rr. S.S. "Alert" llas been engaged for some time in surveying tll 
coasts of Oorea. The returns have not yet been charted by the Depar . 
ment. 
Tlle last report from tl.J.e U.S. S. "Ranger's" work on the we5t coasto 
Central America embraces 100 miles of coast between San Juan del Sm 
and the Gulf of Dulce; this connects tl.J.e former surveys with the Eng-
lish detail work from Panama northward. 
The new chart of the harbor of Payta is an excellent specimen of the 
standard which Commander John R. Bartlett has established for the 
future work of theHydrographic Bureauof the Navy Department. The 
reduction of the photographic view of the anchorage will be of the grea~-
est service to mariners. The old Spanish charts of Porto Rico and other 
West India islands have been verified, and as fast as possible this veri-
fication will be extended to all the harbors of the West Indies. A chan 
of the .A.retie Ocean, constructed on the ordinary conical projection, en-
ables one to study those regions with the utmost facility. 
Returns have just been received from the summer's work of the Coa~ 
Survey steamer "Carlile P. Patterson" in Southern Alaska. An im-
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mense extent of territory has been coveretl a11d in a most thorougk man-
ner, the ground being· comparatively virgin, as the rough work by the 
Russians scarcely served as reconnaissance. The surveys off the coast of 
Maine and the general routine work during the six months covered by 
this r eport have not developed anything of special importance. 
The Deutsche Seewarte as issued a chart of the ice in the .Atlantic 
Ocean this spring, which penetrated very far south and east, in conse-
. q uence of continuous northerly and northwesterly winds. Several ice- ' 
bergs appear to have been found in the Gulf Stream. It seems from 
experience tllat toward the end of June the ice recedes northward, while 
between the banks and the east coast of Newfoundland it remains long-
est, even after it liaR clisappeared south and southeast of the banks . 
.Among the most important additions to our hydrographical knowl-
edge are the following: Survey of Little Bahama Bank and southern 
shore of Newfoundland; main Strait of Magellan; additions to ports 
and coasts of Southeast Africa; in the Red Sea the intricate approaches 
to Suakim have been well laid down; Penang harbor has been resur-
veyed and the positions of the islands lying to the northwest, and form-
ing the eastern boundary of the ordinary route of vessels to Malacca. 
Strait, have been accurately determined; the unknown western shores 
of Corea, south of the approach to Soul, for two degrees of latitude, 
have been explored, and the main features of that islanu-studded shore 
laid down, new rivers and harbors have been entered, notably the large 
river Gun-san-gang, at the entrance to which stands the considerable 
town of l\fakfo; the southern approach to Hai tan Strait on the Chinese 
coast has been recharted; in the Solomon Islands the Bougainville 
Strait has been charted; many additions have been made to the charts 
of various groups of Pacific Islands; the survey of the coast of India by 
officers of the British navy and India marine, has been actively pro-
gressing, surveys of Rangoon, Cheduba, and other ports in the Bay of 
Bengal, as well ~s harbors on the west coast of Hindustan have been 
made ; a resurvey of the great Canadian lakes has been commenced in 
Georgian Bay. 
The Italian corvette "Vettor Pisani" commamled by G. Columbo, re-
cently completed a three years' circumnavigation of the globe, with suit-
able outfit and instructions for scientific hydrography,. The regions 
visited jncluded both coasts of South America, from Pernambuco on the 
east, south to Magellan Straits, and north to Panama, the Galapagos 
and Hawaiian Islands, the China, Indian, and Red, Seas, and so home. 
The results of the voyage are very satisfactory, many deep-sea ~ound-
mgs having been taken, numerous charts corrected or resurveyed, and 
general hydrographic information gathered. 
One of the most interesting features of the .Aberdeen meeting of the 
British Association was the lecture given by l\fr. John Murray, director 
of the '' Challenger" publications, on the results of deep-sea research, 
especially as considered from the bydrographer's standpoint. · 
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The Proceedings of the Royal Geographical ~ocicty for Sepe 
contain the following: "We received in tile course of the pa t 0 
two communications relating to tho picking up of bottles with inc 
memomn<la cast overboard by enterprising sbip captains' with a vi. 
to testinzy the direction of what may be called the secondary cnrre 
of tho Atlantic. One of the communications is from the German co . 
sul at Fayal in the Azores, and is to tbe effect tbat one day, about 
beginning of July last, a bottle was picked up 'near the coa t oft 
island of Pico,'northlatitude38° 26', westlongitude2S0 35', the contain 
papers stating that it had been thrown overboard from the Hamb 
steam~hip "Bohemia" on August 23, 1884, in norJ:h latitude 420 4', w 
longitude 52° 12'. The inference to be drawn from this case is that the 
outherly current thrown off by the Gulf Stream in this part of the .A. 
lantic is one of extreme slowness. The other communication i from 
Ilerr II. Wolff, of Grand Popo, West .Africa. Writiug on the 30th day 
of May last, he informs us that a negro in his employ found on the bcac 
near Grand Popo a bottle, the inclosed papers of which state it w, 
thrown overboard from the ship ''Patriarch" (from Newcastle,£. S. \ · .. 
bound for London) on the 11th December, 1884, in north latitude 20 4G'. 
west longitude 22° 3'. This point is near the southern edge of t 
Guinea current, which thus appears to have taken five months to carry 
the bottle some 17200 geographical miles from west to east." 
PHYSICS. 
By GEORGE F. BARKER, M. D., 
Professor of Physics in the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 
GENER.AL. 
The lectures on Molecular Dynamics, given by Prof. Sir William 
Thomson at the Johns Hopkins University, ~altimore, in October, 1884, 
mark an epoch in the higher physical instruction of this country. They 
were devoted to a discussion of the wave theory of light, considering 
(1) the propagation of a disturbance through an elastic medium, (2) the 
character of molecular vibration, and (3) the influence of molecules on 
the propagation of waves. The lectures dealt largely with the diffi-
culties of the wave theory, the first enumerated 'being the difficulty 
of explaining the dependence of velocity of propagation on period of 
vibration, the second the properties of the rether, the third certain 
phenomena of reflection and refraction, and the fourth those of double 
refraction. As to the first difficulty, he devoted a very considerable 
space to Helmholtz's theory, which ascribes dispersion to a compound 
structure of material molecules according to which they have a natural 
period of vibration, suggesting an ingenious mechanical (Helmholtz- . 
Thomson) spring and shell molecule to represent it. As to the rether, 
he has no difficulty in reconciling its almost perfect rigidity with almost 
perfect mobility, since the question is merely one of time. The rether 
may be highly elastic for vibrations executed in the 100 or 1,600 million 
millionth of a second, but highly mobile to bodies going through it at 
the rate of 20 miles a second. As to the manner in which the molecule 
imparts its motion to the ether, he says: "The kind of thing that tbe 
luminous vibrator consists in seems to me to be a sudden initiation of 
a set of vibrations and a sequence of vibrations from that initiation 
which will naturally become of smaller and smaller amplitude. Why 
a sudden startf Because I believe that the light of the natural flame 
or of the arc light, or of any other known source of light, must be the 
result of sudden shocks from a number of vibrators. Take the light 
obtained by striking two quartz pebbles together. You have all seen 
that. There is one of the very simplest sources of light. What sort 
of a thi~g can the light be that proceeds from striking two quartz peb-
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bles to~ether 'f Un<ler what circumstances can we _conceive a group of 
wayes of light to begin gradually and to end gradually! You know 
what takes place in the excitation of a fiddle string or of a tuning fork 
by a bow. The vibrations · graduall~ get up from zero to a maximum, 
and foen, when you take the bow off, gradua11y subside. I cannot ee 
anything like that in the source of light. On the contrary, it seem to 
me to be all shocks-a sudden beginning and gradual subsidence." But 
it is the double refraction difficulty which is most serious. When the 
me<limn is displaced during wave propagation in a doubly refracting 
crystal, the return force must dep_end on the direction of vibration, and 
not on the plane of distortion, as theory indicates. Rankine's suggestion 
of a ca,ity in the luminiferous ether having a massless, rigid lining, and 
containing a massive, heavy molecule with fluid round it, seemed to soh'e 
the difficulty. But the form of wave surface deduced from such a hy-
potliesi~ does not agree with Fresnel's, as Rayleigh has shown. "It ap-
pears, then," says Professor Forbes, in his excellent resumeofthelecture, 
"that after all the labor which has been expended upon the wave theory 
of light it fails absolutelJ', and as it seems hopelessly, in two points of 
primary importance. One is the extinction of the ray polarized by re-
flection; the other is double refraction. In other matters we have 
difficulties, but we can see a possible means of escape. Here there 
seems to be none." (Nature, March, April, 1885, xxx1, 461, 508, 601.) 
At the Aberdeen meeting of the British Association, Stoney showed 
that the mass 9f a molecule of hydrogen must be a quantity of the same 
order as a q.ecigram divided by 10 24, i. e., a twenty-fourth decigrammet, 
which is the same as a twenty-fifth grammet. Hence the mass of the 
chemical atom of hydrogen may be taken to be half of the twenty-fifth 
of the grammet. This value is based on the conclusion reached by 
several physicists that the number of molecules in a cubic millimeter of 
a gas at ordinary temperature and pressure is somewhere about a unit 
eighteen (1018); from which it can be shown that the number of mole-
cules per liter must be about a unit twenty-four (1024). From this, to-
gether with the weight of a liter of hydrogen, the above value for the 
mass of a molecule of hydrogen has been deduced. (Nat'llre, November, 
1885, XXXIII, 21.) 
In a paper on the identity of energy, Lodge has drawn some interest-
ing conclusions from an important memoir by Poynting, presented to 
the Royal Society. In thiR memoir the author introduces "the idea of 
continuity in the existence of energy; so that whenever energy is trans-
ferred from one place to another at a distance it is not to be regarded 
a de troyed at one place and recreated at another, but is to be re-
garded a transferred, ju t as so much matter would have to be trans-
ferred; and accordingly we may seek fof it in the inten·ening space 
and may udy the path by which it travels." LodJ?e regards this new 
1 i rm of t e doctrine of con ·ervation of energy a much simpler anu 
m r ti fa tory than the old one; and lie proves it rigidly and in-
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stantaneously from Newton'R law of motion (usually stated as three), on 
the one hand, and a denial of action at a distance on the other, thus: "If 
A does work on B it exerts force on it through a certain distance; but 
(Newton's law) B exerts an equal opposite force and (being in contact) 
through exactly the same distance; hence B does an equal opposite 
amount of work or gains the energy which A loses. 'I.1he stress between 
A and B is the means of transferring energy from A to B, directly mo-
tion takes place in the sense AB. And the energy cannot jump from 
A to B; it is transferred across their point of contact, and by hypothesis, 
their 'contact' is absolute; there is no intervening gap, microscopic, 
molecular, or otherwise. The energy may be watched at every instant. 
Its existence is continuous; it possesses identity." Obviously A and B 
cannot be" pieces of mattet" in the ordinary sense, since then they 
cannot be in contact. If A and l\I be contiguous material molecules, 
energy may be transferred from A to M, but not directly; A cannot act 
on M, cannot do work on it,, because of the intervening gap. A can 
transfer its energy to B, B to O, 0 to D, and so on, handing on the en-
ergy to L, which is in contact with, and can act on, M, doing work on it 
and giving up to it the energy lost by A. A, B, C, &c., are supposed 
to be successive portions of the perfectly continuous space-filling me-
dium-rether. The distinction between potential and kinetic energy is 
then <liscmssed, and the conclusion stated: (1) Energy cannot be trans-
ferred without being transformed; nor conversely ca.nit be transformed 
without being t.ransferred; and (2) it always transforms itself from 
kinetic to potential or vice versa. "When A does work on B, energy 
is transferred from A to B; if the energy lost by A is -kinetic, that 
gained by Bis potential; if, on the other hand, A loses potential then 
B gains kinetic energy." Hence '' the common mode of treating a fall-
ing weight, saying that its energy gradually transforms itself from 
potential to kinetic, but remains in the stone all the time, is, strictly 1 
speaking, nonsense. The fact is the stone never had any potential en-
ergy; no rigid body can have any; the gravitation medium had it, how-
ever, and kept on transferring it to the stone all the time it was descend-
ing." Change of form is therefore necessary and universal whenever 
energy is transferred, i . e., whenever any kind of activity is exhibited 
by any known kind of material existence. (Phil. JJ1ag., June, 1885, V, 
XIX, 482.) 
Groshans has announced a new law connecting the boiling points and 
<lensities of substances with their atomic composition, which law he calls 
"The law of Density-numbers." Thes~ density numbers form a new 
dass of constants, and are attributes of the elements; they are whole 
numbers, and each element possesses only one, though two or more 
elements may possess the same number. .They increase with the atomic 
weights, but are not proportional to them. From the values thus far · 
obtained, the author suggests the hypothesis that carbon, oxygen, and 
hydrogen are simple bodies, the other elements being compounds of · 
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other simple substances, the number of atoms of which is shown br th 
density number of each element. He enunciates the law in the foilo . 
ing simple form: "The densities of substances are proportional to the 
density numbers." Of course it is necessary that the substance com-
pared should be under similar conditions; and then the ratio of th 
Bum of the density number~ to the density is constant. Thus for a 
series of hydrated crystalline salt8 of the formula RC12 (JI20)6 thi 
ratio varies from 19·85 to 20·00. Various other applications of the law 
are given. (Phil. Mag., July, August, 1885, V, xx, 15, 191.) 
Lodge, in his lecture on Dust, at the Montreal meeting of the Briti h 
Association, defined it to be all foreign matter, of whatever kind, su . 
pended in the air. I ts function in causing the blue color of the sky and 
the diffusion of sunlight was discussed. H the atmosphere were purely 
gaseous, holding no minute foreign bodies in suspension, the sun would 
glare down directly with blinding intensity, and objects not in it direct 
rays w0uld be in almost complete shadow. The sun would be set in a 
black firmament, and it would be easy to see the stars at noonday. 
But so far from this, the sun's rays, oii reaching our atmosphere, are par-
tially h1tercepted, diffused, and scattered by myriads of mo t minute 
particles, so minute as to be even smaller than the light wa,ves them-
selves, which act therefore more powerfully on the smalle t of the e 
waves than on the largest. The light thus scattered bas a preponder-
ance of small waves, owing to the minute size of the scattering parti-
cles, and hence it affects our sight organ with the sensation of blue. 
The function of dust in causing vapor condensation was then con idered, 
and the theory of Aitken illustrated by experiment. Five methods of 
removing dust from the air were mentioned : (1) Filtration through cot-
ton wool, either alone or mixed with glycerin; (2) settling, e pecially 
in hydrogen; (3) condensing vapor in the air several times; (4) calcin-
ing the air, or keeping a hot body in it for some time; and (5) discharg-
ing electricity into it from a point. He points out that the action of a hot 
body in keeping the dust away from itself is due to molecular bombard-
ment; Tait, Dewar, and Reyuolds having shown that a Crookes bom-
bardment is effective at ordinary pressures, provided the bodies bom-
barded are small. Dust particles, being very small, are driven by 
molecular impact away from bot bodies toward cold ones. Hence we-
ob erve that articles in a room warmed by radiation, and therefore 
warmer than the air of the room, are not likely to become as tlu ty a 
tho~e in a room warmed by hot air, where the air is warmer than the 
article . The rapid deposition of dust by electrification was shown by 
di charging the current of a Vos machine from a point into an atmo ·· 
pb re containing magne ium smoke . Thus, possibly, the air is cleared 
by thund r torm , and tho fog might pos ibly be dissipated at ea. 
( ature, January, 1 5, XXXI,265.) 
n chi ha publi h l a hi torical note on the pendulum experiment 
for d t rmining the arth' r tation. Poleni, in 1669, in noticing a me-
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moir of Huygens, says that, in consequence of the earth's rotation, a 
pendulum could not remain in the same plane during two consecutive 
-0seillations. De Si vry, in 178~; in' his translation of Pliny, o bsen·es 
that the pendulum might be used in place of a compass, "the vessel in 
turning about not altering by this motion the direction of vibration 
once given to the pendulum." In 1837 Poisson, while admitting the 
deflecting influence of the earth's rotation upon a projectile, denied the 
possibility of any deviation whatever for the pendulum; and in order 
to sustain his opinion, he attempted to prove mathematically that the 
-component perpendicular to the oscillatory plane was too small to cause 
any sensible deviation of the pendulum from its plane, or to have any 
-appreciable influence on its motion. This opinion was refuted by Biuet 
and Plana in 1851. Poncelet, in 1860, showed that the phenomenon 
was much more complicated than had been generally supposed; and 
finally, W. Dumas and Serret gave the complete theory of the experi-
ment. (J. Phys., March, 1885, II, rv, 147.) 
In constructing the reversible pendulum of Bohnenberger, Weber has 
proposed to place the knife edges in such a way that any given varia-
tion of their distance may have the least possible influence upon the 
-duration of oscillation. WHb a cylindrical rod he finds that this con-
·dition is realized when t=J3·0.:w45 a, and when the knife edges are 
g . 
placed symmetrically at a distance from the center x = 0·37835 a; a rep-
resenting the moment of inertia of the pendulum around its center of 
.gravity. The value of a may be calculated geometrically and the length 
of the simple synchronous pendulum l in the formula Z=3·02045 a be 
deduced from a determination of the time t, without having any meas-
urements of length to make other than those of the geometric dimen-
.sions of the rod. (Wied.Ann., xxn, 439; J. Phys., November, 1885, II, 
IV, 510.) 
Oppolzer has obtained, by means of a Repsold reversion pendulum, 
the provisional value 0·993825 meter for the length of a seconds pendtt~ 
lum in Vienna, lat. 48° 13' 57", altitude 236 meters. (Ber. Ak. Wien., 
1884, p. 2; J. Phys., April, 1885, II, IV, 184:). 
Sakai and Yamaguchi have <letermined the gravitation constant in 
c. G. s. units at Kagoshima and at Naba, in the Loo Choo Islands, using 
the method employed by Mendenhall in Tokio. The value at Kagoshi-
ma was 979·561 ± 0·0057, and at Naha 979·165 ± 0·0055. (Am. J. Sci., 
May, 1885, III, xxrx, 404.) 
Bartoli has speculated on the mean <lensity of a body containing all 
the known elements in a solid state, either uncombined, or, if partly 
combined, each retaining the density helonging to it in the solid state. 
He makes three suppositions: (1) The masses of all the substances 
equal; (2) the masses such that the corresponding ·rnlumes shall be 
-equal, and (3) th(} masses in the ratio of the atomic weights. In this 
_ way he arrives at the mean densities 2·698, 7·027, and 5·776, this last 
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value, as he points out, coming very near that got by Cavendish for th~ 
mean density of the earth, which was 5·67. (Nature, October, 1 j, 
xxxn, 635.) 
Wilsing has revived the use of the pendulum for determining the 
earth's mean density, and has shown that the necessary sensith·enc · 
may be secured by adjusting so that the center of gravity comes clo~e 
under the axis of oscillation. In his experimental apparatus fixed leaden 
balls, each weighing 300 grams, were placed at the ends of a pri matic 
rod of thin sheet iron, the steel knife edge being in the middle of the 
rod and resting on agate planes. After adjustment to equilibrium, the 
attracting masses were brought near the leaden spheres and the deflection 
read by means of a mirror and scale. From the value thus obtained the 
ratio of the deflecting at.traction to the constant of gravitation can be 
deduced. By reversing the direetion of the deflecting force the total 
deviation is doubled. An improved apparatus, in process of construc-
tion, will, it is expected, give accuratA results. (Ber. Ak. Berl., January, 
1885; Phil. Mag., March, 1885, V, xrx, 219; Am. J. Sci., May, 1885, III, 
XXIX, 402.) 
Konig and Richarz have suggested an im!:'rovement of Von Jolly's 
method for determining the earth's mean density. A cubical block of 
lead, about 2 meters in the edge and weighing 100,000 kilograms, is o 
placed that the center of its upper horizontal surface is exactly beneath 
the middle knife edges of an extremely delicate balance. Beneath the 
center of each scale-pan the block is bored vertically through, and two-
other scale-pans are suspended below the block by means of rods pas · 
ing through these openings. A weight in one of the upper pans is bal-
anced by weights in the opposite lower pan. The former is acted on by 
the earth's attraction plus that of the block, the latter by the difference 
of the two. Hence, the weights in the lower pan are greater than tho e 
in the upper by twice the attraction of the block. A second weighing 
is then made, the other two pans being now used. The difference of 
the two weighings gives four times the at traction of tbe block. (Ber . 
.Ak. Berl., December, 1884; Phil. Mag., February, 1885, V, xrx, 148 r 
Nature, January, March, 1885, xxxr, 260, 408, 484.) 
MECHANICS. 
1. Of Solids. 
In a paper read at the .Aberdeen meeting of the British Associationt 
0 borne Reynolds di cu sed a new and very fundamental property of 
granular ma e composed of rigid particles in contact, which property 
h call Dilatancy. It i exhibited in any arrangement of particle where-
<'hang of bulk i dependent upon change of hape. In fluid change 
of hap and Yolume are independent, but j n olid they are sometimes 
not par bl . With ranular ma e change of hape alway produce 
change of volum , and if change of vo1ume i prevented any change of 
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form is im1JOssible. Thus a sack of corn is flexible on end, but becomes 
hard when placed on its side, and its shape will not alter. But if the 
sack be made of rubber, since the boundary of the granular mass is 
now extensible, it; remains perfectly flexible in all positions. However, 
if it be possible with an extensible envelope to impose a maximum vol-
ume upon the contents, effects similar to those obtaine<l with the inex-
tensible boundary may be expected. This can be done, for exampl~, 
by placing No. 6 shot in a rubber bag and adding a certain amount 
of water. If the quantity of water be such that the spaces between 
the granules when in close arrangement are all filled by it, while 
with a wide arrangement the amount is not enough, a point will be 
reached in passing from the first to the second arrangement such that 
any further change of shape and consequently of volume would produce 
a vacuum. When this stage is reached thew hole mass become8 perfectly 
hard. When the foot presses upon wet sand, that portion of it imme-
diately surrounding the foot becomes momentarily dry. The sand being 
completely filled with water, the pressure of the foot causes dilatation, 
and so more water is required. This is drawn in from the surrounding 
sand leaving it dry until a sufficient supply has been drawn up from 
below. On raising the foot the sand contracts again and the excess of 
water escapes again wetting the sand under and around the foot. The 
author conceived that the property of dilatancy placed a hitherto un-
known mechanical contrivance at the command of those who would ex-
plain the fundamental arrangement of the universe; and he proceeded 
to explain how bodies in such a medium would, in virtue of the dilation 
caused in the3 medium, attract each other at a distance with a force de-
pending on the distance which might well correspond with gravitation. 
Further, owing to the existence of a region close to the body in which 
the density varies several times from maximum to minimum, the mutual 
force might undergo a change from attraction to repulsion, and thi~ 
more than once, as the bodies approach a condition which seems to 
account for cohesion and observed molecular force far better than any 
previous hypothesis. (Phil. Mag., December, 1885, V, xx, 469; Nature, 
October, 1885, xxxn, 535.) 
Von Helmholtz has suggested an improved method of measuring the 
modulus of elasticity of solids. Ordinarily the bar is firmly supported at 
its ends and the flexure produced by loading it in the middle is measured 
with the cathetometer. Under these circumstances, however, a consid-
erable error is introduced by the compression at the points of support. 
To eliminate this Von Helmholtz uses two perpendicular mirrors at the 
ends of the bar, their reflecting surfaces being directed inwards. .A. 
scale is placed opposite one end of the bar and a reading telescope op-
posite the other. The image of the scale is seen in the one mirror as 
reflected in the opposite one. As the bar is loaded and becomes flexed 
the image is displaced to an amount proportional to the angular changes 
of the mirrors. The amount of flexure for different loads is a simple 
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matter of observation therefore, and is independent of the effi ct of 
pressure on the supporting edges. Konig proposes the use of th anal-
ogous method of Kirchhoff for determining Poisson's con tant ; onl. 
instead of using two horizontal mirrors anrl two telescopes, two parall 
mirrors inclined at an angle of 45° should be used at the two end 0 
t he bar, with one telescope. In this way the moduli of elasticity and 
of torsion may be measured and the constants in question calculated. 
(Nature, .August, 1885, xxxn, 360.) , ' 
Frederick Siemens has improved greatly the processes for temperina 
glaRs, and consequently the product obtained. The scientific principle 
underlying these consists simply in keeping the whole body of the gla" 
,at a uniform temperature during the operations of heating and cooling. 
The De la Bastie process is wrong in principle, since it leaves the gla 
in a state of tension; while the glass treated by the new process is al. 
most entirely free from internal stress. Three distinct processes are 
made use of; in the first, called press-hardening, the Yery best quality 
of glass is used. It is cut into the proposed shapes, softened in the 
furnace, and cooled between metal plates, the degree of hardening de-
pending upon the temperature to which the glass is heated and the 
rate at which it is cooled. It may be cooled so rapidly that a diamond 
will not scratch it, a result obtained in the case of sheet and plate glas 
for the most part, either plain or decorated ; increasing its strength 
eightfold. For sheets of ordinary thickness, the heating occupies a 
minute and the cooling half ,1, minute, and this without injury to the 
glass. The second process, called semi-hardening, is applied to articles 
not adapted to the press. These are heated up to the verge of softening 
and then placed in an iron casing having projecting ribs to give the 
necessary support, the whole being coo1ed in the open air. The strength 
of the glass is increased about three times. The glass made in the third 
process is called hard-cast glass, and is used for grindstones, sleepers 
car-rails, and floor plates. It is made in a continuous melting furnace 
and run into molds made of imperfectly conducting materials, such as 
mixtures of porcelain, glass pots, heavy spar, magnetic iron, &c., pul-
verized and then molded as in casting iron. After tlie glass is run into 
the mold the whole is heated up and rapidly cooled. To show its homo-
geneity a tuning fork was made of it which gave ~ clear musical note. 
(Nature, March, 1885, xxn, 413.) 
Sherman has called attention to the relation obtained by Weber be-
tween the residual elasticity of glass and its chemical composition, the 
former value being deduced from the observed depression of the column 
after heating. Plotting the results obtained, the ordinates represent-
ing depression in tenths of a degree and the abscissas the ratio of pot-
ash to soda, Sherman notes the fact that while the greater portion of 
the observations may be represented by a smooth curve, yet several of 
t be points lie farther from the curve than can be accounted for by errors 
of obs rvation; the composition of the glass being identically the same 
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for some. of these points and for some lying in the curve. Except in 
one case, the departures are less than the maximum differences afforded 
by the depressions observed on a single thermometer. In this case, the 
only one where the depression is diminished, the lime, soda, and potash 
-exist in the glass in nearly equal amounts. (Am. J. Sci., Mar, 1885, 
III, XXIX, 385.) 
Bartoli has sought to show phe non-permeability of glass to gases by 
means of a polarization test. · A glass trough divided vertically in the 
middle was filled with a solution of sodium sulphate. On opposite 
sides of this partition were fastened thin gold electrodes, a second elec-
trode, also, of gold, being in each cell. The two electrodes of one of these 
-cells were connected with _a delicate galvanometer, those of the other 
with a strong battery. But no effect was produced upon the galvanom-
eter. Since any trace of either oxygen or hydrogen by passing through 
the glass would have polarized one of the galvanometer electrodes and 
produced a current, the author concludes that the glass is not permea-
ble to gases. (ll Nuovo Oimento, III, xvi, 78; J. Phys,., December, 1885, 
II, IV, 556.) 
Trowbridge and McRae have determined by several methods the co-
efficient of elasticity of ice. Bars prepared by freezing water in metallic 
tubes were vibrated transversely and made to record their vibrations 
6imultaneously with those of a tuning fork of known pitch. The values 
of E in two experiments were 66 x 109 and 55 x 109 absolute units. 
Bars of ice were cut from a pond, supported at the ends, weighted, and 
the deflection measured by a cathetometer. The values in the four 
series of observations were 57 x 109, 65 x 109, 71 x lu9, 96 x 109, 
the mean being 72 x 109• By the method of longitudinal vibrations, 
the pitch of the note being 0.3 of a semi-tone of C sharp, the modulus 
for a bar of ice 138 centimeters long was found to be 86 x 109 absolute 
units. The calculated velocity of sound in ice is therefore 2,900 meters 
per second, or about nine times the velocity in air. (Am. J. Sci., May, 
1885, III, XXIX, 349.) 
TrQtter has commu~icated to the Royal Society the results of some 
experiments made at the Grindelwald. glacier to ascertain whetlier di-
rect evidence of shearing could be obtained in ice under the action of 
forces produced by the action of gravity. Bars of ice were passed 
through holes in three parallel blocks of wood nearly in contact, the 
two outer ones being hung to a frame, while a weight was hung to the 
middle one. ln a final experiment a shear of about O.Oi5cm was observed 
after the action during seventeen days of a shearing force of rather more 
t han 200 grams per square centimeter. He therefore thinks that'' there 
is little doubt that, under conditions closely resembling those in the in-
terior of a glacier, and under the influences of forces comparable with 
those which gravity is capable of exerting in a glacier, band specimens 
of ice shear in the same manner as a truly viscous solid would do." 
(Nature, February, 1885, xxn, 328.) 
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Morgan bas made a series of experiments on the ,isco ity of ice wbi 
taken in connection with results obtained by other experimenter , 
of great interest. In -the first a cylinder of ice 3 incbe in diam 
was supported on a board, and over it a wire was bung loaded w· b 
total weight of 5 pounds. The whole was placed in the snowcbambero 
a refrigerating apparatus for six and a half hours at a temperature nrv r 
abo,e-120. No dent was observable on the surface of the cylind r. 
The second experiment was similar, the weight being increa ed to 10 
pounds and the time to eight hours, but the result was the same. In 
the third, the weight was 14 pounds and the time seventoon and a half 
hours, but no indentation was observable. In the fourth experiment a 
bar of ice 2¼ inches wide and 1¼ thick was supported on bearer 13:: 
inches apart, from Monday noon to Saturday noon without perceptibl 
flexure. In the fifth the bar was weighted in the middle for the ame 
time with 7 pounds, but with the same result. In the sixth, 18 pound 
weight acting for the same time gave no perceptible deflection. In the 
seventh a similar , though thinner bar, varying from ·625 to ·8i5 of an 
inch in thickness, was weighted for four days with 7 pounds and for 
two days with 7 pounds additional. No bending coultl be detected by 
measurement. The author cites experiments at other temperatures, and 
concludes that the viscosity of ice is considerable at temperature at 
and above the melting point, is much less below but near tbi point 
is very slight between -3.5° and -12°, and is nil below -12°. (Nature, 
May, 1885, xxxn, 16.) 
Fromme bas observed that the purely mechanical interpretation of 
the ·change of properties which steel undergoes by hardening, in which 
the pressure which the external layer suddenly cooled exerts on the 
internal portions, plays a prominent part, leads to consequence con-
cerning the density of a tempered mass of steel which are not alway 
in accord with experiment. It must be admitted that this mechanical 
action produces so close an approximation of the molecules that a con-
secutive chemical action results, i. e., the combipation of the iron and 
the carbon. In this way it is not difficult to see that slow cooling, 
effected under a considerable pressure, can produce the physical effects 
of hardening, as the experiments of Clemandot and Lan have shown. 
( Wied . .Ann., xxrr, 371; J. Phys., December, 1885, II, rv, 583.) 
2. Of Liquids. 
In conjunction with Vicentini, Pagliani has determined the coefficient 
of compressibility of water at various temperatures. At oo it · 
0·0000503; at 10°, 0·0000470; ·at 20°, 0·0000445; at 300, 0·0000425 · at 
40°, 0·0000409; at 50°, 0·0000397; at 60°, 0·0000389; at 700, 0·000039 · 
at 80°, 0·0000396 · at 90°, 0·0000402; and at 100°, 0·0000410. The ame 
author, working with Palazzo, finds the compressibility of ethyl alcohol 
t-0 be represented by the empirical formula µt=µ 0 (1-1 r 003177t+ 
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0·0000550fl With respect to mixtures, the authors find (1) that the 
addition of small quantities of alcohol lowers the compressibility-coeffi-
cient of water; (2) that this diminution continues to increase until the 
alcohol constitqtes 23 per cent.; (3) that for mixtures containing less 
than l 9 per cent. of alcohol, the coefficient diminishes as the tempera-
ture rises from zero upward~ there biing for each mixture a tempera-
ture where it is a minimum; and' ( 4) that the temperature of minimum 
compressibility is always lower for these mixtures than for water. 
There appears to be no relation between the temperature of maximum 
density and minimum compressibility of these mixtures. (J. Phys., 
August, 1885, II, IV, 371.) 
Terquem has translated from Vitruvius an account of the process by 
which .Archimedes determined the composition of the crown of Hiero, 
whic1! differs from that ordinari~ received. After the discovery in the 
bath, he caused to be made two masses equal in weight to that of the 
crown, the one of gold the other of silver. Then having filled com-
pletely with water a vessel of known capacity he plunged into it the 
mass of silver. A quantity of water equal to the volume of the· silver 
overflowed. Removing the metal, he poured water into the vessel until 
it was again full, measuring the quantity of water thus used. In this 
manner he ascertained the volume of water corresponding to a known 
weight of silver. This experiment was then repeated with the mass of 
gold, the volume of which was found proportiona1ly less. On immers-
ing the crown in the same vessel, he observed that a greater volume of 
water overflowed than was displaced by the mass of gold of the same 
weight; and from the quantity which overflowed in the former case over 
that in the latter he calculated the amount of silver which the crown 
contained. Hence it would appear that Archimedes did not make use 
of the upward pressure of liquids in this experiment, as is generally as-
sumed, but employed a process analogous in principle if not identical 
with that of the specific gravity bottle. (J. Phys., August, 18~5, II, IV, 
384.) 
Schiff has devised a simple form of apparatus for determining the 
specific density of liquids at high temperatures based on the principle 
of the weight thermometer. The bottle used, which has a capacity ·of 
8 or 10°· 0 ·, has a recurved neck over which js a helmet ground air tight. 
It is filled with the liquid and weighed, then submitted to the required 
temperature and the excess ofliquid allowed to overflow into the helmet. 
A second weighing after cooling gives the weight of the liquid remain-
ing and hence of the overflow, from which the density of the liquid at 
the given temperature is calculated. (Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., June, 1885, 
XVIII, 1538; Am. J. Sci., November, 1885,. III, xxx, 380.) 
The phenomena of capillarity have received very considerable atten-
tfon. Wo_rthington has reviewed the method proposed by Quincke for 
determining surface tensions from the dimensions of flat drops and bub-
bles, and has shown that the higher results given by this method over 
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those given l?Y capi.llary tubes are due in the main to two erroneou a._ 
sumptions, which may cause an error of even 10 per cent. He.gi"rn a 
table of the corrected ·rnlues for ten liquids. (Phil. JJ1ag., July, 18 5, 
V, xx, 51.) In a paper on the theory of pendent drops the same author 
shows that the value of the surface tension of a liquid may be deduced 
from the measurement of the value of the inclination of the tangent of 
the C!]-rved surface of a pendent drop to the axis, measured at a single 
1evel, that level being so chosen that the tangent is there vertical. 
(Phil. Mag., January, 1885, V, nx, 46; J. Phys., October, 1885, II, rv, 
466.) 
Worthington has devised a capillary multiplier, which consists simply 
of a rectangular strip of platinum foil of known length rolled into a 
cylindrical coil, the successive convolutions being kept separate ata dis-
tance of about 2mm by means of a stri~ of glass beads in the upp<t' por-
tion of the coil. The lower edges of the convolutions are in the same 
plane, and, as when in use, the coil hangs from one end of a balance 
beam, this plane is horizontal. By immersing the lower edge in any 
liquid and measuring by weights in the opposite scale-pan the pull on 
the coil the surface tension may be calculated. (Pltil. Mag., January, 
1885, v, xrx, 43; J. Phys., October, 1885, II, IV, 46·r.) 
Rother has measured the capillary constant of' several saline solutions, 
and also of various mixtures of these solutions. ( Wied. Ann., xxr, 576; 
J. Phys., November, 1885, II, rv, 520.) The paper of Reinold and Riicker 
on the influence of an electric current in modifying the rate of thinning 
of a liquid film has appeared in full. (Phil. Mag., Febru·ary, 1885, V, 
,., xrx,. 94.) Riicker has delivered a lecture on lig_uid films before the 
Royal Institution, giving a resume of the investigations on this subject 
made by himself in conjunction with Reinold. (Nature, July, 1885, 
:xxxn, 210.) 
Warburg and Sachs have studied the influence of increasing density 
on the viscosity of liquids, and have calculated the coefficient of friction 
from the compressibility. This coefficient increases for carbon dioxide, 
ether, and benzene, and diminishes for water. This latter fact was es-
tablished by Rontgen in 1881. ( Wied. Ann., xxn, 510, 518; J. Phys., 
November, 1885, II, rv, 519.) 
Newall has investigated the phenomena of colliding water-jets and 
has obtained ~ome curious results. If two horizontal jets of water, 
is ning from imilar glass ·nozzles and fed from two gla s bottles, be 
made to collide at a mall angle the jet , if tolerably clean and du t-
fr e water be u 'etl, rebound from one another, but may be made to 
unite by conn cting the terminals of a battery with the water in the 
two bottle . Th urfa e of separation between the colliding jets is ver-
th~ col r of thin plate with remarkable brilliancy, due 
a thin film of air, a Rayleigh ha bown the two to be 
l, t from n another. The author inve tigated the 
ual incr a e of el ctromoti ve force upon these colors, 
I 
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and found that they remained constant until ooalescence was produced, 
and then disappeared suddenly; thus eliminating conclusively the hy · 
pothesis that the action of electricity in promoting union may be ascribed 
to the additional pressure called into play by electrical attraction of the 
opposed water surfaces acting as plates of a condenser. (Phil. Mag., 
J nly, 1885, V, xx, 31.) 
3. Of Gases. 
I 
An interesting discussion on the kinetic theory of gases took place in 
~ the· mathematic::tl and physical section of the British Association at the 
Aberdeen meeting in September. The discussion was opened by Crum 
Brown, who~tat.ed the difficulties of the theory under two heads: ·First 
the difficulties connected with the dootrine that energy communicated 
• from without to a gas is equally shared among the whole of the degrees 
of freedom of the molecules; and, second, the difficulties connected with 
the doctrine that energy of each kind is distributed among the mole-
·. cules according to some form of the law of probability. Under the first 
head he called attention to the fact that the ratio of the specific heat of 
m~rcury vapor at constant pressure to that at constant volume is 5 : 3, 
~ich gives on t~ dynamical theory but three degrees of freedom to the 
molecules, and these must be the three translational freedoms. If to 
' prevent rotation the molecules be regarded as perfectly smooth, rigid, 
and spherical, the radiation producing the spectrum cannot be accounted 
for. In diatomic gases the ratio is 7: 5, giving three translatory and 
tw:o rotational free.doms. But here again the vibration of the atoms 
is not accounted for, either as ~arts of the molecule or individually. 
Boltzmann's theore~ asserts that the energy of a molecule is equally 
distributed among the different degrees of freedom. Hence, if in addi-
tion to the six degrees of freedom. of a rigid body in space the mole-
cules have ·twenty or thirty others, it would seem that the dynamical 
theory must be abandoned, as there would not be sufficient energy for 
translational motion. The second class of difficulties arises when it is 
supposed that the energy is distributed among the molecules according 
to some form of the law of probability . . For then in a mixture of gases 
there would always be some molecules in a condition favorable for com-
bination. Moreover, there 8hould be no such sharp temperature and 
pressure-limits for combination, such as exist between phosphorus and 
oxygen, for example. And further, oxygen and hydrogen may be kept 
for a long time at a temperature near that of combination without any 
union taking place. Li veing- maintained that the difficulties encountered. 
arose from the assumptions of Boltzmann's theorem, which is not a neces-
sary part of the kinetic theory. It is quite possible that mercury vapor 
has no sensible vibrational energy at the temperatures at which its spe-
cific heat has been measured. The more perfect gases havE at ordinary 
temperatures much less vibrational than translational energy; so that 
they may have only one or at most two modes of vibration. Sir William 
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Thomson had never seen any reason at all for believing in Boltzmdllu 
theorem. J. J. Thomson said that he thought the reason that the rnlue 
of the specific heats of a gas, as found by experiment, did not agree 
with the value given by Boltzmann's theorem was because Boltzmann' 
• theorem was not true. Hicks stated that to him one of the greate t 
objections to this theorem was the difficulty in believing that the mean 
energy of any vibration whatever of an atom was susceptible of unlim-
ited increase. Osborne Reynolds remarked that the kinetic theory i 
supposed to be true only in so far as the assumptions on which it is 
based represent the actual conditions.~ In any gas the mean energies of 
translation in which there is most rapid communication and no appre-
ciable resistance will be much greater than the mean energies of vibra-
tion to which there is all the resistance consequent on the radiation and 
in all probability but little communication. (Nature, August, October, 
1885, XXXII, 352, 533.) 
De Romilly has modified the form of vacuum jet which he suggested 
in 1881, and to which he gave the name of pneole. In its·original form a 
jet uf water or of mercury was thrown upward from a circular orifice into 
a second and similar one placed above it, carrying the surrounding air 
with it. Since the interior parts of the solid column contributed ;nothing 
to the effect, the periphery alone being us.eful, the author has placed 
a solid cylinder within the jet so as to make tl!P opening annular. The 
liquid is thrown up by centrifugal action. A mercury apparatus of this 
description, turned by hand, made a barometric vacuum in a globe of 
600°· 0 • capacity in about six minutes. (J. Phys., August, 1885, II, IV, 
00&) . 
Wilde has maue a series of experimebts on the velocity with which 
ai:::- rushes into a vacuum. Theory assumes that air rushes into a vac-
uum with the velocity which a heavy body ~ould acquire by falling 
from the top of I a homogeneous atmosphere, i. e., a velocity of 1,332 
feet a second. The apparatus consisted of two strong cast-iron cylin-
ders, "the smaller having a capacity of 573 cubic inches and the larger 
of 8,459 cubic inches. To the smaller a compression pump and pressure 
gauge were attached, to the larger an exhausting pump and a vacuum 
gauge. The air was discharged.from the smaller cylinder into the 
large one through a disk of tinneu iron 0·75 inch in diameter, and 0·01 
inch thick, pierced in the center with a circular hole 0·02 inch in diam-
eter. The vacuum was 0·6 inch mercury, and the pressure varied from 
10 to 135 pound per square inch. The maximum velocity observed 
wa 1,225 feet per second, and this only at the commencement, the · 
values in general being con ·iderably less than theory indicates, though 
at forty atmo pheres the theoretical velocity would be reached. Experi-
ment made on the di charge of the compressed air into the atmospllere 
howetl that th tim of each di charge from 120 pounds to 15 pounds 
eft ·tiv pres. uro r id ntical with the time of Ii charge from 135 
pound t 3 p Ull ls a olut pre ure into a YU~uum. .Hence the au-
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thor formulates the general proposition that the atmosphere acts as a 
vacuum, and offers no resistance to the discharge of air of all pressures 
aboni ·two absolute atmospheres. (Phil. Mag., December, 1885, V, xx, 
531.) 
· Hoffmann has determined the law of the flow of air through a capil-
lary tube too short for it to obey Poiseuille's law. He concludes (1) 
that the principal cause of the failure of this law under these circum-
stances is to be sought for in the perturbations produced at the two 
orifices, particularly at the entering one; and (2) that if the times of 
flow of any mass of air whatever be taken as ordinates, and the lengths 
of the tubes (of constant diameter) through which the air flows as ab-
scissas, very flat curves are obtained which ascend rapidly and are in-
termediate between a straight line and a hyperbola. (Wied.Ann., xxr, 
470; J. Phys., November, 1885, II, rv, 512.) 
Hausemann has experimented to determine the law of the diffusion 
of gases through a porous partition; the gases used being oxygen and 
hydrogen. The diffusiometer was constructed so as to allow the diffu-
sion to take place under considerably higher pressures, for a single gas, 
than had been hitherto used. From the data obtained the calculation 
of the diffusion-coefficient for the two gases was made without diffi-
culty. Experiment furnished perfectly concordant 'numbers, but the 
calculation of the coefficient of reciprocal 'diffusion by means of these 
coefficients did not succeed. Values were found for this coefficient of 
interdiffusion which decreased with the time and the upper limit of 
which is considerably smaller than the coefficient measured directly by 
Loschmidt. Hence Stefan's theory is not confirmed; it . implies the 
hypothesis that diffusion is effected in the vacuities · of porous bodies 
according to the same la·w as in open space. But it is evident that the 
porous partition exerts a special action which has not been taken into 
consideration by Stefan. ( Wied. Ann., XXI, 545; J. Phys., November, 
1885, II, IV, 518.) · . 
.Amagat lias repeated his experiments on the compressibility of air 
and of nitrogen with r~ference to the use of these gases in manometers, 
extending the range of pressure, which in the earlier series was never 
h.•ss than 20 to 30 atmospheres, down to that of 1 atmosphere. These 
experiments were made in one the towers of the church at Fouvieres, 
where a clear height of 63 meters was available. The method was es- · 
sentially the same as that useu in the Verpilleux shaft, . though with 
some improvements. The results agreed perfectly with previous deter-
minations, the values for nitrogen not varying in general by one-
thousandth of the total pressure. But the discrepancies with Oailletet's 
figures still exist, amounting between 40 and 60 meters to more than 2 
meters of mercury. A table is given of the product pv for nitrogen and 
a ir at the. temperature of 16° and at pressures varying from 0·76 to 65 
meters of mercury. Withiu tlJese limit8 eitllcr of these gases may be 
used for filling manometer:::i . Between 85 and 430 atmo~pheres nitrogen 
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is preferable; while above 430 atmospheres hydrogen is preferable 
the curve of pv being a straight line for this gas. ( O. R., xmx, lOl'i. 
Phil. Mag., February, 1885, V, XIX, 150.) 
Bottomley has communicated to the Royal Society a preliminary not 
on the condensation of gases at the surface of glass. A quantity of 
non-tubular spun glass was placed in a glass tube which was theu ex-
hausted with a Sprengel pump till the exhaustion, as shown by the 1Iac-
Leod gauge, was three ten-millionths of an atmosphere. At the end of 
an hour the vacuum remained sensibly the same, the temperature of the 
room being about 14°. While the mercury was flowing through for the 
third time the tube containing the glass was heated with a Bunsen 
flame. The hammering produced by the falling mercury at once cea ed 
and the MacLeod gauge showed a considerable increase of pressure. The 
action of the pump was continued, and the temperature raised as high 
as the tube would bear in order to remove all the adhering gas. The 
collecting tube was then removed and the ga,s contained in it analyzed. 
The quantity was only 0,450. c. and it consisted of carbon dioxi<le 8·24: 
per cent., oxygen 22·76 per cent., and nitrogen 69 per cent. The fiber 
of the spun glass were measured and found to be fairly uniform and 'i·O ) 
hundredths of a millimeter in average diameter. By comparative 
weighing the number of fibers in the tube was found to be 6,370. Their 
average length was 10,25cm, Hence their total surface was 1,448eq· cm. 
In a second experiment 15,500 glass fibers were used, having a total 
surface of 3,527114· cm. The gas given off measured 0·41 o. o. of which 78·6 
per cent. was carbon dioxide, the remainder being oxygen (10·5 per 
cent.) and nitrogen (89·5 per cent.). This large amount of carbon di-
oxide is difficult to account for unless it was taken up by the glass at 
the time it was spun. (Nature, March, 1885, xxxr, 423.) 
Kayser, in a note to the Physical Society of Berlin, calls attention to 
Bunsen's paper explaining the discrepancies between his own result 
and those of Kayser regarding the absorption of carbon dioxide by gla 
surfaces. Bunsen has now shown that the glass threads, even after dry 
air had been passed over them for a long time, still retained a layer of 
water which was thinner the higher the tern perature, but was not entirely 
di sipated until the temperature reached 5000. Hence the absorption 
ob erved by Bunsen, and which appeared to continue indefinitely, would 
seem to have been an absorption by this layer of water, whereas in 
Kayser's experiments, in which the glass threads had been freed from all 
adhering matters by boiling oil, the carbon dioxide had been ab orb d 
by the smooth gla s itself. (Nature, May, 1885, xxxn, 72.) 
ACOUSTICS. 
eyr o uf ha d termin d tbe v Jocity of Round in steam by a, method 
b upon certain ob ervation of Weber and Savart. A longitudi-
nally vibrating r di attached to the end of a cylindrical draw-tube 
1 !DIil . d' . m 1 m t r through which the air pa e to throw it into vibFa-
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tion. The reed speaks or is silent for certain definite ,ariations in th€ 
length of the draw-tube; the sum of the two consecutive intervals cor-
responding to sound and silence being equal to the wave length of the 
sound given by the reed. Any change in the velocity of the air current 
modifies both the intervals, but their sum remains absolutely the same. 
With a draw-tube which may be extended through 3 meters, a series of 
closely concordant measurements of the lengthening and shortening 
may be rapidly made, whose mean value is closely approximate. Since 
Biot has shown that the proper sound of a reed is independent of the 
nature of the gas acting upon it, it suffices simply to sound this reed 
with different gases in order to compare directly the velocitles of sound 
in theru, which are proportional to their wave lengths. The relative 
values obtained were, for air 27 ·5 to 32; carbon dioxide, 22·5 to 25; illumi-
nating gas, 42, and hydrogen 113. The mean of nine closely concordant 
experiments gave 40·48 for the wave length in steam at 100°, the calcu-
lated value being 41·089. (J. Phys., December, 1885, II, rv, 550.) 
Mercadier has continued his studies on the laws of vibration of circu-
lar, plates. He concludes (1) that it is not possible in practice to con-
struct disks of iron or steel of a thickness less than one millimeter which 
shall give sounds calculated in advance from their dimensions; and 
(2) that the mathematical theory of circular vibrating plates is not af-
fected by this, since the differences between the calculated and the exper-
imental results are explained by circumstances difficult to introduce 
into formulas. In all cases the more the thicknt3SS increases the closer 
is the accord between theory and ·experiment. Hence, in verifying the 
theory anew, it will be necessary to experiment on disks of small radius 
and of sufficient thickness. (J . . Phys., December, 1885, II, IV, 541.) 
Semmola has observed that if the conductors of an influence machine 
are connected by means of two wires 5 meters long with two binding 
screws on opposite sides of a brass plate 1 millimeter in thickness, 
resting on an ebonite funnel, and the path of the current is broken so 
that sparks strike across, the plate begins to sound. A Geissler ' tube 
or a lead wire may be interposed in the break without destroying the 
effect, or a wire containing the break may be led to earth from one of 
the binding screws. The sound is louder if the upper end of this wire 
is held at a short distance from the connecting post, so that sparks pass. 
The wires from the machine may even be connected with a second metal 
plate parallel to and at a distance from the other one, the sound being 
8trengthene(l l>y connecting this plate to earth, and slightly by interpos-
ing a glass plate. If the wires be connected with the insulated wire of a, 
sonometer, instead of the brass plate, no iOtmd is beard unles~ an ebon-
ite ear-trumpet is placed on the ret-1onant box: (Beiblatter Phyll., rx, 
671; Phil. Mag., December, 1885, V, xx, 548.) 
Le Conte Stevens has snggested an improvement in the met.hod of pro-
jecting acoustic curves optically. He uReR t.be well-known met,bod of 
Lissajous, but instead of throwing the beam reflected from the mirror 
H . .Mis. 15-38 
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of the second fork directly on the screen, he receives it on ~n oscillating 
or revolving mirror, which sends it to the screen. If either fork vibrat 
alone, the curve is the simple sinusoid corresponding to its rate; while 
if both are put in vibration the compound curve characteristic of the 
interval is obtained. If the ratios are exact, the form of the curve de-
pends on the difference of phase and is constant. If they are not exact, 
interference takes place and the beats are seen to have their optical ex-
pression. (Am. J. Sci., March, 1885, III, xxrx, 234.) 
Felici has suggested the following arrangement for showing Lissajon 
:figures by means of vibrating strings. .A piano wire, something more 
than a meter long, is strung horizon tally in such a way that the tension 
can be varied at will. Upon it is :fixed vertically by means of a little 
cement a card in which a narrow horizontal slit has been cut. Behind 
this wire a second similar wire is placed vertically exactly opposite the 
center of the slit in the card. The tension of both cords is so regulated 
that their vibration ratios are simple. On vibrating them both simul-
taneously in paralJel vertical planes, so that the two vibrations are per-
pendicular to one another, and on throwing a beam of light through the 
point of intersection, the image on a screen formed by means of a lens 
. Rhows the characteristic Lissajous curve in black within a bright rect-
angle. (ll Nuovo Oimento, XVI, 160; J. Phys., December, 1885, II, rv, 
557.) 
In order to facilitate the determination of the number of beats given 
by a vibrating body with a fork of known pitch, Israileff has constructed 
a pendulum the vibrations of which can be regulated to coincide with 
the beats observed. For this purpose he displaces a weight micromet-
rically along the rod of the pendulum, pro]onged for this purpose above 
the axis of suspension. An empirical graduation permits direct read-
ing of the number of vibrations to be added to or subtract,ed from the 
number of the vibrations made by the fork in order to obtain those 
of the sounding body. In Russia the bells in church towers are :fixed 
and are struck by their tongues acting ai hammers. To produce an 
agreeable effect, the bells must be so tuned that they yield exactly 
the harmonics of the same fundamental tone. It is for this purpo e 
that the above device was constructed. Israli'.eff has himself made the 
tuning forks for comparison. The set begins at 440 vibrations and con-
tinue to 880, increasing regularly by ~ vibrations, tuned with great 
care. To lower the tone the central portions of the bell are turned off 
on a lathe, and .to raise the tone, the peripheral portions, until the 
proper tone i reached. (J. Soc. Phys.-Ohim. R11,sse, XVI, 1; J. Phys., 
December 1885, II, rv, 588.) 
In. 1879 Mayer devised a method of measuring with great accuracy 
the i bration periods of tuning forks, the details of which have only now 
h n pu li h d. It con i ts, first, in making the tuning fork, to which 
an ex· dingly fine light tyle is attached, describe its own vibrations 
on a revolving cylinder covered with smoked paper; and, second, in de-
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termining t'he exact number of vibrations made per second by means of 
a spark produced between the tuning-fork.style and the metal cylinder 
whenever contact is established in an electrical circuit by means of a sec-
onds pendulum. This pendulum is provided with a triangular platinum 
poiut, which as it vibrates cuts a small and rigid mercury globule on an 
adjustable iron cup. The pendulum and mercury globule are in the 
primary circuit of an inductorium, the fork and cylinder in the second-
ary circuit. It is essential that the discharge should not be multiple, 
but should consist of only a single spar){, a result secured by varying the 
strength of the current in the primary circuit and the size of the con-
denser in the secondary. The author used this method not only to deter-
mine the absolute pitch of tuning forks, but also to determine the abso-
lute constancy of the pitch with decreasing amplitude, :md, in conjunc-
tion with the method of beats, to study the effect of temperature on 
pitch. He concludes that a Koenig fork gains or lmws 2 1 ~ 6 i part of 
a vibratory period by a change of temperature of 1° V. The effect of 
the scrape of the style on the vibration of the fork waR also measured 
and found to be -·026 vibration. The results of his determinations of 
the pitch of five European forks of various standards are given in the 
memoir, and also some resu]ts of the use of the above method as a chro-
noscope. ( Mem. Nat. Acad. Sci., 1885, n1, 45.) 
Ellis bas given an account of the method of Mayer, and has compared 
the results obtained by it with those of other methods, especially those 
-0f Scbeibler, of MacLeod, and of Koenig. The five forks sent to Mayer 
bad been measu'red by himself with ·Scheibler's tonometer, and also by 
MacLeod. The results agreed within 0.1 vibration. Although Mayer 
gives his results to three decimal places, Ellis thinks that the number 
of varying circumstances is so great that " at most two places of deci-
mals (perhaps only one) out of the three of Mayer's means can be trusted." 
Hence he doubts whether Mayer's process is superior to Scheibler's, al-
though he concedes that it is fully equal to it. As a· chronoscope, he 
regartls it as extremely valuable, since if the time of vibration be deter-
mined to 1 h O of a vibration, and the fork makes 400 vibrations per sec-
ond, the measurement would be correct to -.-oh-o part of a second. As 
to the effect, of temperature, MacLeod finds the coefficient to be minr, 
Koenig 16fi2 , and himself n ~ 8 0 ; while Mayer, as above stated, ou-
tained the value '2Tt6T. (Nature, November, 1885, XXXIII, 54.) 
Soret bas advocatetl the A of 432 vibrations as the standard of mu-
sical pitch. Objection seems to be raised to this suggestion, long a.go 
made in Belgium and rejected by a commission, who adopted in March, 
1885, the French A of 435 vibrations. The arguments in favor of 432 
are almost entirely arithmetical. But even if practicable to make a 
fork exact in the arit,hmetical series at the start, the charm of the arith-
metic vanishes with a slight change in temperature. Up to 1813 all 
Europe ha<l used a pitch within a comma either way of Handel'lil fork 
A 422·5. Then the Russian Emperor gave a set of new instruments to 
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a Vienna regiment and the pitch began to rise. In 18~6 the Lonuon 
Philharmonic Society adopted A 433. In 1859 France adopted A 435, 
The English concert pitch is now based on A 454·7, the army pitch being 
based on A 452. (J. Phys., November, 1885, II, 1v, 506; Nature, May, 
1885, xxxn, 9.) 
Ellis has presented a paper to the Society of Arts on tbe musical 
scales of various nations, chiefly those of ancient Greece, Arabia, India 
Java, China, and Japan, giving the results of his endeavors to <liseover 
the system by which they tuned. He concludes that there is not any-
thing among them approaching to a single ''natural" musical scale. 
On the contrary, the systems, where systems can be said to exist, are 
very diverse and often very capricious, and are always very imperfectly 
carried out. This arises, probably, from harmony proper beiug un-
known, though ensemble playing is common. In the latter case unison _, 
are the rule, the effect being produced by diversit,y of quality of tone; 
but certain effects are produced by admitting octaves, and rarely fourth s 
and fifths, but no more. Also a kind of polyphony may be remarked, 
some instruments, especially those with tones of very short duration, 
being allowed to discant while the others go on with the air. The in-
vestigation must go on for years, however, before the matter cau be 
fully decided. (Nat·ure, March, 1885, xxxr, 488.) 
~ eesen has reported to the Physical Society of Berlin the results he 
had obtained in his experiments ou sounding air columns, with the ob-
ject of determining the relation of Kundt's dµst figures to the tone-pitch. 
By means of an electric tuning fork, whose tone-pitch could be variously 
modified by varying weights, the air was maintained in permanent vi-
bration in a glass tube closed at the bottom by a membrane. Many 
measurements of the intervals separating the sand ribs were made, but 
no relation between these values and the tone-pitch could be established. 
He found, more~yer, that the long-known wandering of the ribs in a 
permanently souhding tube stood in no demonstrable relation to the 
vibrations of the air, being in the t)ame tube directed in one way in one 
place and another way at another place. The cause of the wandering 
of the ribs could not be ascertained. As to their origin, observation 
had been made at those spots in the tube where the wanderings of th 
ribs issued in contrairy directions, and where, consequently, there wa 
comparative rest. A very interesting phenomenon was observed on 
taking the measurements of pressure in the sounding tube. A narrow 
glas tube, open on both sides, with an oil index, the movement of 
which were ob erved, acted as a manometer. No displacement of the 
index was ever noticed, but out of the interior end of tlle manometrfoal 
tu e there appeared to i sue a current of air im pelliug the cork sancl a 
long way. The strength of the apparent air current might ue measured 
by littl mill , and when mall radiometers with paper wings were in-
~r duced into the sounding tube they fell into very lively rotation. If, 
m t ad of fall paper wings, the radiometers had small conical paper 
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tubes, directed all alike, they rotated just as fast in just the same man-
n~r as the others. When, however, one approached a node, the rota-
tion became slower, ceased, assumed the contrary direction in order 
after further progress, to pause again, · and next pass into the former 
lively rotation. (Nature, November, 1885, XXXIII, 95.) 
Elsass has suggested an improved form of monochord in which the 
vibrations of the string are produced by means of a siren. A small 
disk is fixed somewhat eccentrically upon the axis of an ordinary siren, 
and to the uprights carrying the wheel work is attached, by means· of 
two screws, a support for a little bent lever, thf conically-pointed axis 
of which rests 'in two steel screws passing through the support. This 
lever is capable of motion in a vertical plane, and presses with its 
shorter and vertical arm against the eccentric disk while the longer and 
horizontal arm carries the end of a stretched thread at right angles to 
the ~xis of the lever. When the siren is at rest the tension of the thread 
retains the lever in position, and when it is sounding, and the eccentric 
disk gives it a slight periodic motion, this tension brings it back. At 
its other extremity the thread passes over a friction pulley, adjustable 
in height, and is stretched suitably by weights placed in an attached 
scale pan. When properly regulated and the siren put in motion, the 
vibrations of the thread may easily be followed by the eye; but as the 
velocity increases, the friction of' the disk against the lever produces a 
noise; this suddenly ceases and the thread is seen to be in stationary 
vibration of the fundamental form. The amplitude is · considerable, 
being often of three fingers' breadth for threads of a meter in length. 
Moreover, the thr~ad acts as a regulator for the siren, and it is easy to 
maintain its pitch constant. Since the thread may be made to assume 
different forms of vibration with a constant tension by varying the 
speed of the siren, it differs from Melde's apparatus, where t-he rate of 
vibration is constant and the tension varies. The author shows how it 
may be used to illustrate Mersenne's laws. (Phil. Mag., January, 1885, 
V, XIX, 48.) 
HEAT. 
1. Production of Heat.-Thermometry. 
Mallard and Le Chatelier have given a resume of their later re-
searches undertaken under the auspices of the Fire-damp Commission, 
in order to determine, for a number a gaseous mixtures, the tempera-
ture of inflammation, the speed of propagation of this inflammation, and 
the temperature given by the combustion in close vessels. They find 
that inflammation of gaseous mixtures may be propagated in two dis-
tinct ways: either with a slow and uniform speed corresponding to the 
deflagratien of explosive solids, or with a speed extremely great cor-
responding to the explosion of the same bodies. The only difference 
which exists between solid and gaseous explosives is that in the former 
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the manner in which the inflammation is produced regulates generally 
t.he mode of combustion, flame producing deflagration and shock de-
termining explosion; while for gaseous bodies deflagration changes 
spontaneously into explosion, at least for certain mixtures where the 
propagation is very rapid. There is, moreover, for gases a mode of 
vibratory propagation very variable and very irregular, which is, in a 
certain sense, intermediate between deflagration and explosion. Thee 
phenomena the authors explain by supposing that the slow deflagration 
corresponds to the propagation of the temperature of inflammation by 
conduction; while on the other hand the explosive wave is produced at 
the instant when the pressure produced by the ignited layer upon the 
following one is sufficient to raise this latter to the point of inflamma-
tion. From this moment the inflammation is itself propagated with the 
speed of transmission of this pressure, i.e., with the speed of sound, 
accelerated, of course, by the high temperature produced. The prog-
ress of the slow wave was studied by means of photography. A glass 
tube containing the gaseous mixture-generally a highly photogenic 
mixture of carbon disulphide and oxygen, or nitrogen dioxide-was 
placed near a revolving cylinder and parallel to its axis. As the flame 
progressed along the tube it developed a curve on the sensitive paper 
with which the cylinder was covered, the abscissas of which gave the 
place of the flame and the ordinates the time required for it to reach 
this point. The displacement of the flame along the tube is perfectly 
uniform and constant for the same mixture, being for one volume car-
bon disulphide vapor and three of nitrogen dioxide 1·25 meters per 
second. The temperatures of combustion are given in tabular form. 
(J. Phys .. February, 1885, II, IV, 59.) 
In their researches on the speed of the explosive wave in gases, Ber-
thelot and Vieille have shown that this wave is propagated with a speed 
approximately equal to the mean speed of translation of the molecules 
of the gaseous produ~ts of combustion, upon the hypothesis that all 
the heat involved in the reaction is found for the first instant in the 
compounds formed. Thus, for' electrolytic gas, the mean of several de-
terminations gave a speed of 2,810 meters per second, the mean speed 
of molecular translation for the vapor formed being 2,831 meters. But 
this law did not appea~ t.o hold for mixtures of carbon monoxide with 
oxygen or with nitrogen monoxide. Dixon has now pointed out the 
fact that water-vapor is necessary to the combustion of carbon mon-
oxide, and has shown that as the proportion of vapor augments the 
speed of inflammation increases al o. From experiments made in a 
lead tube 55 meters long and 13 millimeters in diameter, he found the 
peed of the exp lo ive wave to be 2,817 meters at 10a O., confirming 
the above re ults. With carbon monoxide and oxygen nearly dry, the 
explo ive wave wa not established until the flame had traversed a dis-
tance of 700 millimeter from the firing point. The speed observed was 
rather ov r 1,500 met.era per second. After the explosion a fine layer 
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of carbon as found to cover the inside of the tube, showing that the 
enormous temperature reached in the explosion had decomposed the 
carbon monoxide into its constituent elements,. (Proc. Brit. Assoc. 1884, 
68~; J. Phys., October, 1885, II, IV, 472.) 
Sherman has investigated the fact that w·hen a thermometer is heated 
above a certain point the mercury column is permanently displaced 
with regard to the scale. This point of temperature varies with the 
glass of which the bulb is made and also with the. previous use of the 
thermometer. The range, in his experience, is between 110° and :!55°, 
the former for German and American soda-lime gfass, the latter for Eng-, 
lish flint and French crystal. By much use or long beating the dis-
. placement frequently reaches 10° and may a.mount to 26°. The author 
now finds that if the thermometer be exposed to a high temperature for 
some hours tLe displacement of the zero point becomes less and less 
with each successive treatment, so that the curve representing the ele-
vation becomes more nearly parallel with the axis of abscissas, which 
represents the hours of heating. Moreover, the thermomPter after treat- , 
ment no longer shows this rise in zero point on heating and is found to 
repeat its readings accurately when exposed to similar conditions. · 
Hence the author concludes that after such treatment the thermometer 
is as serviceable as a measurer of temperatures ranging from 0° to 300° 
as the accustomed standard is for the range 0° to 100°. These changes 
are accompanied by a change in the expansion-coefficient of the glass, 
due perhaps to a partial separation of the crystalline from the amor-
phous constituents of the bulb glass. (Am. J. Sci., July, 1885. III, xxx, . 
42.) 
Wroblewski has compared the indications of a hydrogen thermometer 
with those of ·a thermo-electric junction. The former indicates below 
-193° temperatures _lower than the latter, thus showing a greater con-
traction at this temperature than the laws of Boyle and Charles require. 
Moreover the departure increases as the tempera~ure diminishes. The 
hydrogen thermometer gives -207° for the temperature of soli<lific.ation . 
of carbon monoxide and - 214° for that of nitrogen, while the thermo-
electric junction gives - 199° and -203°. The thermo-electric curve is 
remarkably regular, and hence it follows that the thermo-electric junc-
tion is a ipore reliable indicator of temperature than the air thermometer 
at these low points. When oxygen, nitrogen,. and carbon monoxide 
are evaporated in a vacuum the temperature falls only a few degrees 
below-200°. (0. R., .April, 1885, o, 979; Am. J. Sci., June, 1885, III, , 
XXIX, 495.) 
Mendenhall has described a differential-resistance thermometer for 
the ready determination of tempera.tore at a distant point. It consists 
essentially of a thermometer of large size the stem. of which has an 
internal diameter of about a millimeter, and the bulb of which is so 
large that a difference ofl o gives a displacement of 5mqi in the column. 
Running down through the stem is a platinum wire, about ·OSmmin diam-
• 
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eter, te1minating in the bulb, which has a somewhat heavier wire seal 
into it. The resistance between the upper and lower ends of the ther-
mometer will depend largely on the length of the exposed platinum wire, 
and this upon the temperature; so that as the temperature rises the re-
sistance in circuit is diminished by an amount equal to the difference be-
tween that of the platinum wire which disappears and that of the mercury 
which takes it~ place less the increase in the resistance of the wire and 
mercury due to increase of temperature. From the equation represent-
ing this change in resistance as a function of the temperature a curve 
is constructed from which the temperature corresponding to any given 
resistance may easily be read. The resistance is mea8ured on a Wheat-
stone's bridge, the telephone being conveniently substituted for the 
galvanometer for ordinary work. (Am. J. Sci., August, 1885, III, xxx, 
114.) 
Angstrom's geothermometer consists of an ordinary instrument whofSe 
bulb is placed in an iron vessel containing mercury sunk to the required 
depth. The stem is open above and in it hangs a metallic wire moved 
at the surface of the ground by means of a rack and pinion. So soon 
as the wire touches the mercury an electric circuit is closed, and this, 
by means of an electro-magnet, arrests the pinion. The stem carries a 
graduated scale previously calibrated, so that a simple inspection gives 
the temperature at once. No correction for temperature is necessary, 
since the parts are compensated. (J. Phys., Jannary, 1885, II, 1v, 46.) 
Whipple has communicated to the Lou<lon Physical Society a de-
scription of the process followed at Kew for testi11g thermometers at or 
near the melting point of mercury. Al>out 20 pounds of mercury are 
poured into a wooden bowl and frozen l>y ca.rbon <lioxide-suow and 
ether. The mercury is stirred with a wooden stirrer aud the suow is 
added till the experimenter feels, by the resistance to stirring, that the 
mercury is freezing. By continuing- the stirring for some time the 
mercury becoms a granular instead of a solid mass. The thermometers 
are then inserted together with a standard and compared. About one 
hundred mercury or forty spirit thermometers can be thus examined in 
half an hour, using about 200 gallons of carbon dioxide gas compressed 
to form the snow. The bowl, ether, and mercury are cooled first to 
-10° by an ordinary freezing mixture. The average correction at the 
melting point of mercury is now less than 1° :F. When the proce,s 
was introduced, in 1872, it amounted to 5°, but has steadily decreased. 
(Nature, November, 1885, XX.XIII, 93.) 
2. Expansion and Change of State. 
Madan, doubting the tatement generally made that stretched irnlia-
ru bber fi nn an exception to the general law of expansion by heat, ha 
C' 11 d attention to Rn ner' investigation on this subject made in 1 2. 
Ile fiuu (1) th t india-rubb r always has a definite and positive coeffi 
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cient of expansion, the value of which at · 10° was found to be 0·000657 
and at 300 0·000670; (2) that india-rubber in a stretched state expands 
to the same extent as when not stretched, no point of minimum den-
sity existing; (3) that the apparently anomalous behavior of stretched 
rubber is a case entirely analogous to that of anisotropic crystals 
which expand differently in different directions; Iceland spar, as Mit-
scherlich showed, contracting by heat in a direction perpendicular to 
the principal axiR, though its volume as a whole increases. Moreover, 
when stretched, ordinary rubb~r becomes anisotropic and gives color 
between two crossed Nicol prisms, the direction of the strain lying at 
450 with the plane of polarization. (Nature, October, 1885, xxxu, 625.) 
In a subsequent note, Tomlinson agrees with Schmulewitsch that 
the effect of heating a stretched piece .of rubber is to lengthen it if the 
tension is small, and to shorten it if the tension is large; RO that for a 
certain tension there will be neither elongation nor contraction. More-
over, Tomlinson concludes from his experiments that the critical tension 
will be lower the higher the temperature. ( Vierteljahrschr. Nat. Ges. 
Zurich, xr, 202; Nature, ~ovember, 1885, XXXIII, 7.) 
Gernez has continued his researches upon the changes in the crystal-
line form of sulphur produced by heat. He finds that while the octo-
hedric form may be preserved at all temperatures below its fusing point, 
yet that at 97 ·6° and above if touched with a fragment of prismatic 
sulphur, it is transformed into the prismatic variety. To this state of 
unstable equilibrium he gives the name crystalline surheating. On the 
other band, the change of prismatic into octohedral sulphur with de-
creasing temperatures, shows a retardation analogous to that above 
mentioned, to which the author, following Mallard, gives the name crys-
talline ~urfusion. The conditions affecting these uncertain states he has 
now investigated, and has concluded: 1st, that the speed of devitrifi-
cation is not greater as the temrrerature is lower, there being always 
an intermediate temperature of maximum rapidity of change; 2d, that 
the crystalline form is not always sufficient of itself to identify the va-
riety, since considerable differences exist in , pieces having the same 
form; 3d, that the action of heat upon liquid sulphur at a constant tem-
perature produces a change which increases with time and continues 
even after solidification; 4th, that liquid sulphur heated from a given 
temperature and then cooled again to the same temperature undergoes 
a moditication manifested by change of properties~ which continue even 
after ~oliditication: 5th, that octobedral sulphur, melted, solidified in the 
prismatic form, a.ud then changed to the octohedral form, bas not re-
cornred its primitive properties, and does not even after many months 
exposure to tlle ordinary temperature. (J. Phyt1., August, 1885, II, rv, 
349) 
Raoult has continued his investigations on the action of dissolved 
substances in lowering the freezing point of solutionH. Ilis results show, 
1 t, that if in the solution of an alkali salt containing one equivalent of 
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the salt in 100°·0 • of water, the monad metal be rt·placed by an equivalen 
quantity of a dyad or polyad me~al, the <lepres~iou of the freezing point 
is diminished by a, quantity sem;ibly constant aud equal to 10·5; and, 
2d, with regard to acids, that if in the solution of a im1t of a strong 
monobasic Mid, containing one equivalent of the acid in 10oc.c. of 
water, the monobasic acid be replaced by an equivalent quantity of a 
strong dibasic acid a diminution of the depression of the freezing point 
is observed which is nearly constant and approaehes H. From the 
partial depression values given in the paper, the molecular depression 
produced by any salt may be calculated from its molecular weight. 
(Ann. Ohim. Phys., VI, IV, 401; Am. J. Sci., May, 1885, III, XXIX, 399.) 
Bouty has suggested the hypothesis that the molecular latent beats 
of all bodies measured at their normal temperatures of ebullition are 
proportional to ~he squares of these temperatures. This assumes (l ) 
that the normal density of saturated vapors corresponds to half their 
molecular weights; and (2) that Dalton's law is rigorously true. To 
test the question be gives a ta,hle of values obtained from seventeen or-
ganic bodies, chiefly alcohols and ethers, in Fhich the quotient of the 
molecular latent heat by the square of the absolute ebullition tempera-
ture is nearly constant. For water the value is 0·0694; for the ailcohols, 
0·0730; for aldehyde, 0·0695; for the haloid ethyl ethers, 0·0691; and 
for compound ethers, 0·0735. (J. Phys., January, 1885, II, IV, 26.) 
On theoretical grounds J. Thomson had reached the conclusion that 
the maximu~ elastic force of a vapor in contact with its liquid is greater 
than the maximum elastic force of a vapor in contact with the corre-
sponding solid, contrary to the opinion of Regnault, who held them to 
he the same. Ramsay and Young have now verified experimentally 
this conclusion of Thomson's. Their experiments were made partly in 
barometer tubes, partly in an apparatus specially constructed for the 
purpose. They plotted the curves representing the v-ariation of the 
elastic force with the temperature for camphor, benzene, glacial acetic 
a.cid, and water, and noticed that the curves where these bodies were 
in the solid state did not coincide with those where they were liquids, 
the deviation being in the direction predicted by Thomson. The an· 
'thors regard the result as general, and applicable in all cases. (Proc. 
Roy. Soc., XXXVI, 499; J. Phys., February, 1885, II, IV, 91.) 
Miiller-Erzbach has suggested a new method for<leterminingtheelasti<1 
force of the vapor of water.in hydrated salts, which consists in determin• 
ing simultaneously the loss of weight which two identical tubes suffer'. 
one of which c :mtains water the other the hydrated salt, in an atmos-
phere dried by means of sulphuric acid. The ratio of loss of weight 
the author regards as rigorously equal to the ratio of the elastic forces 
of the vapor of water in the two tubes. In this way he finds that the 
evaporation from hydrated salts in completely dry air gives constant 
dissociation tensions. · From the variations of these tensions, the exist-
ence of three hydrates of sodium phosphate is inferred, corresponding, 
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respectively, to two, se-ven, and twelve molecules of water; of two hy-
drates of sodium borate, with five and ten molecules of water; of two 
hydrates of sodium carbonate, with one and ten molecules; while in 
sodium sulphate all the combined water constitutes only a single hy-
drate. (Wied.Ann., xxm, 607; J. Phys., November, 1885, II, IV, 521.) 
Klobukow has contrived two new forms of apparatus for measuring 
vapor densities, the one for substances of low the other for substances 
of high boiling- point. The latter, which is the more novel, has the form 
of an areometer of constant volume, containing a cavity for the vapor, 
the volume being deduced from the weight required to restore the 
level. The areometer is floated in mercury, the temperature of which 
is raised so as to volatilize the substance used. ( Wied. Ann., xxu, 493 ; 
J. Pltys., April, 1885, II, IV, 177, 179.) 
In consequence of the very considerable loss in pr~paring solid car-
bon dioxide, Cailletet proposes the use of a hollow cylinder closed at bot-
tom, and having a cover attached by a bayonet catch, through· which 
cover an inclined tube passes to within a few millimeters of the bottom 
of the cylinder. 'fhroug-h the middle of the base a larger tube passes 
which serves for ~ handle and also for the escape of the gas. It rises 
nearly to the top of the box and is perforated with holes. The whole 
apparatus is n'lade of vulcanite. Experiments show that 65 grams of 
snow are obtainable from ~00 grams of the liquid carbon dioxide blown 
in through the inclined tube. (J. Phys., March, 1885, II, 1v, 122.) 
Cailletet has succeeded in obtaining by the use of liquid ethylene a 
temperature sufficiently low to liquefy oxygen completely. The com-
plete apparatus, constructed uy Ducretet, is so well arranged that the 
production of liquid oxygen is an easy lecture-room experiment. The 
steel cylinder containing the liquid ethylene is supported with its axis 
vertical, its mouth being downward. To ·this a copper worm 3mm or 4mm 
in diameter is attached, closed at the lower end by a screw plug. On 
cooling this worm to-700 in a bath of methyl chloride, the ethylene 
within it bas only a feeble tension and flows out without much loss when 
the screw plug is opened. The liquid ethylene is received in a narrow 
tube of thin glass placed within a larger vessel containing dry air. It 
is necessary now only to accelerate its evaporation by passing through 
it a rapid current of air or hydrogen, also cooled in the methyl chloride 
bath, in order to see the oxygen compresseu in a glass tube immersed 
in the ethylene condense into a clear colorless liquid having a sharply-
defined meniscus. A hydrogen thermometer showed the temperature 
of the ethylene to be-1230, ( C. B., c, 1033; . J. Phys., Ju Iy, 1885, II, IV, 
293; Nature, October, 1885, :xxxn, 584; Am. J. Sci., July, 1885, III, 
XXX, 73.) 
Olszewski has measured the density and the expansion coefficient of 
liquid oxygen. A small reservoir of glass 1·4 c. c. in capacity wa.s filled 
with liquid oxygen, cooled to -139° by the evaporation of liquid ethyl-
tme aud maintained at a l)ressure of 40 atmospheres. The oxygen was 
then allowoo oo l'elltume th~ gaseous state and from the volume of this 
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latter its weight was calculated. The density thus obtained was 0·8787 
at - 139·13°. The expansion coefficient was 0·01706. Moreover the 
author finds that liquefied chlorine congeals at -102° and that hydrogen 
chloride is solid at -115·7° and fuses again at -112·30, Hydrogen 
arsenide freezes at -118·9° and melts at -U3·5°. Silicon fluoride 
is solid at -102°. Ethyl ether freezes at -129°. Methyl alcohol has 
the consistence of oil at -102° and of butter at -1150; it then passes 
gradually into the solid state, which is reached at -134°. (Ber. A.k. 
Wien, 1884, 72; J. Phys., April, 1885, II~1v, 184.) 
Wroblewski has described in detail the apparatus which he uses for 
the liquefaction of gases and has given the results of his comparisons of 
the hydrogen thermometer with the thermo-electric couple. The criti-
cal temperatures for nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and oxygen he finds to be 
-145°, -141°, and -118°, respectively; and the critical pressures 
33·6, 35, and 50 atmospheres. The boiling points under a pressure of 
740mm, are -193°, -190°, and -181·5° The lowest temperatures which 
he has observed are - 200,40 for oxygen under a pressure of 2°m, -206° 
for nitrogen at 4·2°m, and for carbon monoxide -201·6° at 4cm. Both 
nitrogen and carbon monoxide solidify at these temperatures. (Ber. 
A.k. Wien, March, 1885; J. Phys., July, 1885, II, IV, 316.) 
In hygrometry several papers have appeared. Hazen has studied the 
psychrometer and has compared its indications with those of the con-
densing hygrometer. (Am. J. Sci., December, 1885, III, xxx, 435.) 
Bourbouze h_as suggested two new modifications of the hygrometer. 
One of these is based on the production of the colored rings seen round 
a source of light when viewed through a gfass plate on which vapor 
begins to condense. A small rectangular tube has holes on opposite 
faces closed by very thin glass plates. A very sensitive thermometer 
is used, dipping only very slightly into the liquid. On causing a cur-
rent of air over the liquid surface, either by aspiration or otherwise, 
the whole is cooled and dew is deposited on the glaE:s. By placing the 
apparatus between the eye and a luminous point these concentric rings 
are readily observed and the temperature noted. The other instrument 
is similar but has a metallic envelope, the temperature of which is de-
termined by the thermometer. (J. Phys., September, 1885, II, IV, 425; 
Phil. Mag., .August, 1885, V, xx, 220) 
Sire ·has also suggested two new types of condensing hygrometers, 
iu both of which the deposit of dew is observed on a cylindrical or 
plane brilliant surface. The reservoir in the first type is a cylindrical 
tube of thin polished metal, the ends of which are insulated in the in-
terior by two pieces of ebonite, so that the Yolatile liquid is in contact 
with the metal only over a middle zone a centimeter broad. In the 
econd the reservoir is entirely of ebonite, traversed laterally by a cir-
enlar aperture closed by a thin metal disk, polished on the inside. The 
urlac are metallic palladium. (Phil. Mag., November, 1885, V, xx, 
468.) 
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3. Oonduotion and Radiation.-Speoifio Heat. 
Stenger has measured the conductibility of tourmaline by the method 
of Weber, employing for this purpose plates whose homogeneity had 
been thoroughly established. He was unable to discover the least 
trace of unilateral conductivity and therefore supposes that the con-
trary results obtained. by Thompson and Lodge arose from the non-
homogeneity of the tourmaline they used. In consequence the author 
does not consider as established their theorJ1 of the pyroelectricity of 
tourmaline, based upon such conductivity. ( Wied. Ann., xxrr, 522; 
J. Phys., November, 1885, II, IV, 522.) 
From the electromagnetic theory of light Maxwell deduced the prop-
osition that a beam of light or heat falling normally on a surface exerts 
upon it a pressure equal to the energy which exists in unit of volume of 
the ether in consequence of its light-motion. Boltzmann, combining 
with this a relation deduced by him from the second law of thermody-
namics, has obtained the law of Stefan, that the radiation from a heated 
body is proportional to the fourth power of the absolute temperature. 
(Wied. Ann., xxn, 291; J. Phys., November, 1885, II, IV, 526). 
Schneebeli has called attention to a paper by Svanberg, published in 
1851, in which is a description of an apparatus based on the same princi-
ple as the bolometer of Langley. With this apparatus he has measured 
the coefficient of absorption of glass, and finds for it a value which varies 
inversely as the temperature, being 2·4 at 1000, 1·47 at 250°, and 0·42 at 
1,000°. He has also verified the law of Stefan between 400° and 1,000°, 
and bas shown that the ratio of the luminous to the total radiation of a 
Swan lamp increases rapidly with the temperature; but that the ratio 
of this radiation to the square of the current-strength remains constant, 
as Joule's law requires. (Wied.Ann., xxn, 430; J. Phys., November, 
1885, II, IV, 527.) . 
Bottomley, on the contrary, has obtained experimental results entir@ly 
disagreeil).g with Stefan's law. A current of known strength is passed 
through a platinum wire, the temperature of which is deduced from its 
increase in resistance. When the temperature bas become constant~ the 
beat generated by the current must be equal to that radiated from the 
surface of the wire plus that lost at the ends of the wire by conduction. 
The wire was placed in a high vacuum, one twenty-millionth of an at-
mosphere, made in a glass tube 6mm in internal diameter. The wire 
itself was 0,4mm diameter and about half a meter long, and was sealed 
into the ends of the tube, the exhaustion being effected through a lateral 
tu be. The temperature of the room at the time of the experiment was 
15°. In four experiments, the absolute temperature of the wire being 
298, 383, 798, antl 823, the ratio of the energy radiated was found to be 
1, 6·1, 71.9, and 90·2; whereas by the law of Stefan the values should 
have been 1, 16, 438·8, and 499·8. (Nature, November, 1885, xxxrn, 
85.) 
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The emissive power of a surface increases markedly when it is d pol-
ished. This fact Christiansen accounted for on the theory that such a 
surface sent ont not only the heat emitted directly but also the heat 
emitted and then reflected. To test this theory he constructed a cube 
one face of which was plane, another corrugated, the corrugation hav. 
ing sharp angles and the sides inclined 90° to each other, a third sim-
ilarly corrugated but with the inclination 45°, aud a fourth containing a 
large number of conical cavities. All these surfaces were equally pol-
jshe<l and their emissive powers normal to the faces of the cube were 
1, 2·05, 2·66, and 8·7, respectively. The apparent emissive power of the 
conical cavities is approximately the same as that of a surface equal to 
the sum of their bases covered with lampblack. (Wied.Ann., xxr, 364; 
J. Phys., November, 1885, II, rv, 528.) 
Rontgen appears to have settled the disputed question of the absorp-
tion of heat by the vapor of water by the following neat experiment: 
A thick tube of brass, gilded, is closed at one end by a 'plate of rock 
salt. If now it be exposed to a source of heat, the heating will depend 
(1) upon the heat transmitted by the walls of the tube and (2) upon the 
heat absorbed by the gas. Place the interior of the tube in commu-
nication with a Marey's manometric capsule, the style of which rests on 
the surface of a recording cylinder. Under the above circumstances it 
will record an increase of pressure which will be permanent if the heat-
ing is due to the first cause and transient if due to the second. The 
seco11d effect is observed when the tube contains air saturated at zero 
and then heated to 26°, the increase of pressure due to the heating of 
the gas being 2·18mm. A much less increase was observed with air con-
taining carbon dioxide in the normal proportion of the atmosphere. 
The source of heat in these cases was a Bunsen burner. (Wied.Ann., 
XXIII, 1, 259; J. Phys., April, 1885, II, rv, 181, 529.) 
Clark has devised a radiant energy recorder depending on the evap-
oration of water in vacuo. The instrument is essentially a Wollaston 
cryopborus iu which the vertical tube and low.er lmll> are replaced by a 
simple glass tube graduated in cubic centimeters. The bulb containing 
the water to be evaporated is Mackened by holding it in the smoke of 
burning camphor and is then exposed to the sun, the rest of the appa-
ratus being Hilverecl or properly protected by i:;heets of lJriglit tin. At 
sum,et the water which has distilled Qver can l>eread off on the graduated 
tuhe and expressed in heat-units. (Nature, July, 1885, xxxn, .233.) 
.According to Lommel's theory of fluorescence there should l>e a11 ab-
~orptiou band in the spectrum of esculiu in the vicinity of the line A. 
\Ve1::,eu<lonck bas examined this part of the spectrum by mea.m; of pbo, · 
pborograpl.ts and bas been unable to recoguize auy suel1 barn! in tbat 
reU'io11. (Wied.Ann., XXIII, 548; J Phys., Noveiuher, 1885, 11, IV, 533. ) 
Velten has measured the specific heat of wat~r at or<li11ary tempera-
tures, using (1) the method of mixtures and (2) an ice calorimeter. 
The results are quite compiex but the formula which ailpcars to the 
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author to represent best the results is of the form kt=l+at+11t2+rt\ in 
which fa= -0·00073127 56, ¼P= + 0·0000079327, and ¼r= -0·00000002679, 
kt being the true specific heat at t0• This indicates that the specific heat of 
water has a minimum value at 43.5° and a maximum at 104.5°. ( Wied. 
Ann., xxr, 31; J. Phys., November, 1885, II, rv, 521.) 
Berthelot and Vieille, in their studies on the heat relations of the ex-
plosion of gaseous mixtures, have been able from the data obtained 
to calculate the specific heat of tb.e elementary gases, of water al!d of 
carbon dioxide at high temperatures. Thus, for the simple gases N2, 
H2, and 0 2, as well as the compound gas CO,' which is closely related to 
them, the specific heat at 2,800° is 6·7; at 3,200°, 7·9; at 4, 000°, 8·4; 
and at 4,4000, 9·3. It will be observed that it increases rapidly with the 
temperature, being double<l, nearly, between 0° and 4,500°. The mean 
specific heat of water between oo and 2,1800 is 15·57, and between 0° and 
3,240°, 18·12. Hence the mean specific heat between 130° an<l 230° is 
more than doubled at 2,0000 and tripled at 4,000°. · For carbon dioxide 
the mean value between oo and 2,9000 is 20·5, and for cyanogen, between 
0° and 4,300°, 22·5. The specific heat of the former ga,s more than 
triples and the elementary specific heat quadruples between o0 and 
4,300°. (Ann. Ohim. Phys., January, 1885, VI, 1v, 66, 74; .Am. J. Sci., 
April, 1885, III, xxrx, 331.) 
Bartoli has described a simple form of apparatus for lecture demon-
stration to show the equivalence of heat and work. Two small globes, 
one containing mercury, the other benzene, are connected by a narrow 
tube, from which rises perpendicularly a thermometer tube, graduated. 
On placing the mercury globe vertically above the other, the mercury 
flows through the tube into the lower globe, the energy of its fall being 
converted into heat, which expands the benzene by an amount easily 
read off on the fine tube. The calibration of this tube may be effected 
by passing a known current through a wire of known resistance sealed 
in one of the balloons, and calculating the heat evolved. (ll Nuovo Oi-
mento, xv, 18; J. Phys., December, 1885, II, 1v, 558.) 
Webster has experimented to determine the mechanical equivalent 
of heat by observing the thermal effect produced by the electric cur-
rent on a thin ribbon of steel, the temperature being measured from the 
change iu resistance. The final value obtained was 4·14 x 107 ergs per 
gram-degree. (Proc. Am • .A.cad., May, 1885; Phil. Mag., August, 1885, 
v, xx, 217.) 
LIGHT. 
1. Production and Velocity. 
The following is the conclusion reached by De Volson Wood after an 
extended discussion of the properties of the luminiferous rether as de-
duced from the best obtainable data: "We conclude then that a medium 
whose density is such that a volume of it equal to about twenty volumes 
of the earth would weigh 1 pound, and whose tension is such that the 
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pressure on a square mile would he about 1 pound, and whose specific 
heat is such that it would require as much heat to raise the temperature 
of 1 pound"of it 1° F. as it would to raise about 2,300,000,000 ton of 
water the same amount, will satisfy the requirements of nature in being 
able to transmit a wav~ of light or heat 186,300 miles per second and 
transmit 133 foot-pounds of heat energy from the sun to the earth each 
second per square foot of surface normally exposed, and also be every-
where practically non-resisting and sensibly uniform in temperature, 
density, and elasticity. This medium we call the luminiferous rether." 
(Phil. Mag., November, 1885, V, xx, 389.) 
Fitzgerald has described some mechanical models to illustrate certain 
properties of the mt.her. The elements consist of pairs of wheels so 
geared together that when one rotates it causes the other to rotate in 
the same direction. For a one-dimensional model a band suffices to con-
nect them. By fixing a number of wheels with their axes parallel and 
at right angles to a plane and connecting each wheel with its neighbors 
by elastic bands we shall have such a model which represents a non-
conducting region of the eth~r. A perfectly conducting region is one 
in which there are no bands, and a partially conducting region would 
be represented by the bands slipping more or less. By means of such 
a model the author discusses electrostatic, electrokinetic, and luminif-
erous phenomena, preliminary to a description of the trtdimensional 
model, which is the object of his paper. (Phil. Mag., June, 1885, V, 
r XIX, 438.) 
Trowbridge has experimented to produce, by mea;ns of an electric cur-
rent, a standard of light which shall be always the same under the same 
conditions. His first experiments were made with platinum, a strip of 
foil 5cm long, 5mm wide, and 0,02mm thick being placed in the shunt cir-
cuit of a small Gramme machine, and inclosed in a Ritchie photometer 
box for comparison with a standard candle, the current being measured 
with a tangent galvanometer, and the difference of potential at the ends 
of the strip with a quadrant electrometer. With a variation of electro-
motive force of 2·6 to 3·8 volts and of resistance from 0·44 to 0·47 ohm, 
the current varied from 6 to 8 amperes, and the light from a very dull 
red up to the color of a candle. Next a thermal junction was inclosed 
in an Edison incandescent lamp to see if the heat radiation was pro-
portional to the incandesc~nce, but the thermo-electric force developed 
was too feeble. A. loop of fine platinum wire was then inserted between 
the terminals of the carbon in an Edison lamp and made one side of a 
Whoot tone bridge, a similar wire forming a second side, thus constitut-
ing a bolometer. With an increase of resistance of the inside loop of 
0·2 ohm, there was an increase of light from 3 to 7·5 candles. Though 
en itive, this arrangement does not enable rays of different refrangi-
bility to be di tingui h d. Experiments were then made to determrne 
the practicability of u ing a thermopile to measure the amount of ra,-
(\iation from an incande cent strip of platinum at a fixed distance, and 
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thus determine the total energy radiated, the light energy being simul· 
-taneously determined by comparison with a standard candle. The heat 
indications were found to be far more sensitive than those of tbe photom· 
-eter. Hence he s~ggests as a standard of light ~n incandescent strip 
which radiates a definite amount of energy, this energy being measured 
at a fixed distance which will best agree numericaHy with the absolute 
,system. (Am. J. Sci., August, 1885, III, xx.x, 128.) 
Frederick Siemens bas deYised an important improvement in gas 
lighting, based on the adoption of the well-known regenerative principle. 
In his opinion rooms should be lighted hy means of indirect rays or 
-diffused light only, the source of light itself not being directly visible. 
His lamp consists of four approximately spherical and concentric hoods 
-of sheet-iron or other suitable material so arranged that the products of 
combustion travel downward between the second and third and upward 
between the third and fourth or outer one, while the air to be heated for 
feeding the flame passes upward between the first and second and 
through the first, filling this hood with yery hot air. The products of 
combustion pass through an opening in the top of the outer hood into a 
-chimney. The concave surface of the first or lower hood acts as a reflec-
tor, and in its focus are placed one or more fish-tail burners of the usual 
type. The gas is therefore burned in a highly heated air, the temper-
.ature of which increases with that of the gas flames, the brilliancy of the 
light increasing in the same ratio. Tests with this lamp showed that 
the same burners burning the sam.e amount of gas in the two cases gave 
.an average of 2·875 candles per cubic foot of gas consumed when re-
moved froni the hoods and 7·74 candles per cubic foot when burned in 
their proper place in the lamp. (Nature, July, 1885, xx.xn, 247.) 
Wolf bas proposed another modification in the well-known Foucault's 
.apparatus for the velocity of light. His apparatus consists of two mir-
rors, one fixed, having a diameter of 0·2 meter, the other movable 5 centi-
meters in diameter. Both are concave and spherical and have the same 
radius of curvature, 5 meters. The source of light is a narrow aperture 
-cut in the silver in the center of the large mirror. The pencil emanating 
from it and entirely covering the rotating mirror is reflected by the 
atter and returns to form on the surface of the fixed mirror a movable 
image of the aperture and of the same size. This is reflected back to 
the revolving mirror, and by this the Foucault image is formed. If 
uow the mirror be rotated with sufficient speed there will be formed on 
the fixed mirror a, series of equal luminous lines separated by equal 
intervals, which will continue to increase their distance from each other 
as the speed rises. 'l'bese are Poucault images formed by multiple re-
flec tions, and the higher the image which can be measured the higher the 
multiple of the Foucault deYiation. The author is in hopes of meas-
uring the twentietl.J. ima.ge, which would give a displacement of 35mm. 
-(0. R., Februarr, 18S5, c, 303; Nature, April, 1885, xxxr, 517.) 
n-1icbclson has published a note objecting to Wolf's assumption that 
II. Uis. 15-30 
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the image in his experiments was ill defined, and criticising in scYcral 
particulars the new method. (Nature, May, 1885, xxxn, G.) 
Some years ago Cornn experimentally established the fact that in 
quartz the mean speed of propagation of the inverse circular waves along 
the optic axis is sensibly equal to the velocity of the ordinary wavo 
perpendicular to this axis. Exner has now shown that a, more general 
law can be deduced from the formulas given by Cauchy anc.1 Von Lang 
to :represent the properties of quartz, as follows: For any direction 
whatever the arithmetical mean of the two velocities of propagation is 
equal to the arithmetical mean of the velocities which would correspond 
to this same direction if the medium did not possess rotatory power. 
Von Lang's recent measures confirm this law completcJ,y. (Wied. Ann., 
xxv, 141; J. Phys., October, 1885, II, IV, 4G8.) 
Langley has determined photometrically the amount of light trans-
mitted by wire gauze screens, such as are sometimes used to diminish 
the apparant brightness of stars in making meridian observations. He-
found that one screen transmitted 0.395, two screens 0·144, and three 
screens 0·052 of the incident light. In fact, however, the three screens 
as used with the telescope allowed a transmission of only 0·0014. On 
investigation this result was found to be due to diffraction. Ilence the 
author concludes, :first, that the transmission as measured by the pho-
tometer box was equal to the ratio of the sum of the areas of the aper-
tures of the screen to its total area and, therefore, could be considered to 
be the true transmission of the screen; second, that the much smaller 
transmission of the screen when used. in front of the object glass of a 
telescope to diminish the app~rent brightness of a star is satisfactorily 
accounted for by the loss of light caused by diffraction nnuer these cir-
cumstances; and, third, that screens used for this purpose should lrnYo 
their constants determined by special experiments of the nature of those 
now describec.l and that their photometric use should then be limited 
to the reduction of the light of bodies possessing a small ang11lar mag-
nitude. (Am. J. Sci., September, 1885, III, xxx, :n0.) 
Fol and Sarasin have investigated the depth to which light pene-
trates the Mediterranean Sea. By means of photographic plates they 
bave proved that in the middle of a sunny day in March the rays of the 
sun do not penetrate below 400 meters from the surface. At 380 meters 
shortly before 11 A. M., the impression on the plate was less than that 
which -would have been left on exposure to the air on a clear night 
without a moon. In the lake of Geneva the extreme winter limit is 200 
meter ; but they find as much light at 380 meters in the lrfeditermnean 
as at 102 meters in the lake. The light penetrates 20 to 30 meters 
deeper in the lake in March than in September. (Phil. "JJiag., January, 
18 5, V, xrx, 70; Nature, June, 1885, :xxxrr, 132.) 
2. Reflection and Refraction. 
Amagat ha de cribed an instrument for mea uring angles which re-
s 1 · th extant, but which ha the axis of the telescope perpendic-
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ular to the fixed mirror a1Hl the movable mirror so arranged that its axis 
of rotation coincides with one of its edges and cuts the optical axis. The 
secondary mirror, instead of being fixed, is movable about an axis par- . 
allel to foe plan~of the graduation and perpendicular to the optic axls. 
Under these conditions tlle imag(3 twice reflected from any- given point 
will be displaced in a plane perpendicular to that of the circle when 
the secondary mirror turns about its axis. If 'the telescope be sup-
pressed and a simple vertical slit be placed between the eye and the axis 
of rotation of tho movable mirror, and if the mirror be silvered all over, 
an object can be seen above or below it, and it can be made· to coincide 
with the imago of another object twice reflected and thus their angular 
distance determined, projected on the horizon. ( O. R., April, 1885, c, 
1120; Phil. JJfa.g., June, 1885, V, XLX, 51G.) 
Kriiss has investigated the influence of temperature on tlic .refraction 
of prisms in order to determine its comparative importance in spectrum 
measurements. His measurements were made by means of a microm-
eter which moved the observing telescope in connection with an eye-
piece micrometer carried by it. Three prisms were measured at dif-
ferent temperatures. From the results it appears that all spectrum 
lines shift by rise of temperature. In glass prisms this shifting is to-
ward the violet; in quartz prisms toward the red. In the triple glass 
prism a change of temperature of about 5° suffices to alter the measure-
ment of wave-length by an amount equal to the distance between the 
D lines. Moreover this shifting increases with the refrangibility of the 
region examined. (Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., December, 1884, xvn, 2732; 
Am. J. Sci., March, 1885, III, XXIX, 251.) 
Christiansen's original experiment consists in immersing glass powder 
in a mixture of carbon disulphide and benzene in such proportions that 
for one part of the spectrum the indices of the solid and of the fluid are 
the same. (Wied.Ann., x.xm, 298.) Rayleigh has improved this experi-
ment by using a flat-sided bottle to contain the preparation, and by hav-
ing the same kind of glass for the bottle and for the powder. The sides 
of the bottle are worked flat, like plate glass. Ordinary flint does not 
seem to work as well as plate glass, though optical flint answers well. It 
is more important that the powder should be homogeneous in itself than 
that it should correspond very accurately with the glass of the bottle. 
Properly: arranged mys lying within a very narrow range of refrangi-
bility traverse the mixture freely, but the neighboring rays are scattered 
laterally much as in passing ground glass. Two complementary colors 
are therefore exhibited, one by direct the other by oblique light. In 
order to see these to ad vantage there should not be too much diffused 
illumination, otherwise the directly transmitted monochromatic light is 
liable to be greatly diluted. (Phil. Mag., October, 1885, V, xx, 358.) 
Some years ago Rayleigh examined the effect upon definition of small 
disturbances in the wave surfaces from their proper forms, and con-
cludccl that the aberration of a plano-convox lens focusing parallel rays 
• 
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of homogeneous light is unimportant so long as the fourth power of tlie 
angular semi-aperture does not exceed the ratio of the wave length to 
the focal distance; a condition satisfied by a lens of 3 feet focus pro-
vided that the aperture be less than 2 inchP-s. He hM now discussed 
the accuracy of focus necessary for sensibly perfect definition, and ha • 
reached the result that a displacement from the trne focus will not 
impair· definition, provided it is less th~n the product of the wave length 
by the square of the ratio of the focal length to the semi-aperture. 
Hence the linear accuracy required is the same whatever the absolute 
aperture of the object glass may be, provided that t.he ratio of aperture 
to focal length be preserved. Experimental results confirmed closely 
this theoretical conclusion. (Phil. 1',1ag., October, 1885, V, xx, 354.) 
D'Ocagne has shown that if the two sides of a square and the diag-
onal be divided into the same number of equal parts, and a straight 
line be drawn from the point on one side corresponding numerically to 
one of the conjugate focal distances tl.trough the number of theclivision 
on the diagonal representing the principal focal length, this line will 
cut the other side at a point representing numerically the other conju-
gate focal distance. Conversely any right line whatever drawn through 
a point on the diagonal corresponding numerically to the principal 
focus of a lens cuts the sides at points representing its conjugate foci 
as it moves about this point as a center. In practice a roll may be 
pivoted at the given center. (J. Phys., December, 1885, II, rv, 555.) · 
Rayleigh has described a monochromatic telescopA which is a modi-
fication of Maxwell's color box. In this well-known instrnment light 
passes through a slit in the focus of a collimating lens and traverses in 
succession this lens, a prism, and another lens, by which it is brought to a 
focus upon a plane surface in which is a movable slit, the eye placed be-
hind tliis slit receiving light approximately monochromatic. If now, in 
addition, a lens be placed just behind the :first slit so as to bring some 
distant object into focus at a convenient distance from the eye this 
object will be seen by the light that would enter the eye in the simple 
color box. The instrument is to be used to compare lights of different 
colors for practical purposes. (Phil. JJlag., June, 1885, V, xrx, 446.) 
Malcolm kas adjusted his binocular gla8s to eyes of different focal 
lengths by arranging one of the eye-pieces so that it can be moved 
through a small range in or out by turning a milled bead. An index 
arrangement i attached by which a given setting may always be repro-
duced. The unaltered tube is brought to the most perfect focus pos-
' ible in the ordinary way, using only one eye. Then the other tube is 
u ed with the other eye and focused accurately with its own adjustment, 
th other remaining unchanged. (Phil. JJ[ag., June, 1885, V, xrx, 461.) 
3. Dispetsion and Color. 
' iilln r, in 1883, bowed that the index of any transparent substance 
. nl<l 1 "' ry exac ly represented in terms of wave length by a formula 
gn-- n b:v him. inc that time he ha compared the experimental re-
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sults obtai~ed by l\Iascart and Esselbach with quartz in the ultra violet, 
and by l\forrton and Langley for flint in the ultra red, and finds the for-
mula very exactly verified in all cases. In the case of quartz the discrep-
ancy reaches the third decimal place of the index only for the extreme 
red (il = 21·4 x 10- 5.) In the case of flint the divergence becomes 
sensible only for the line O and for the extreme red (il = 28 x 10-5). 
For the line O the value observed, H3266, lies between 1·6242 and 1·6277, 
calculated from Mascart's and Esselbach's wave lengths. ( Wied. Ann., 
xxm, 300; J. Phys., July, 1885, II, IV, 324.) 
Clemenshaw exhibited to the London I>hysical Society some experi-
ments in projecting tlle spectra of the metals without the aid of the 
electric light. A small quantity of a solution of the salt to be experi-
mented on is put into a bottle in which hydrogen is being evolved by 
the action of dilute sulphuric acid on zinc. The bottle has three necks, 
through one of which an acid funnel is passed, a second carries the jet, 
and through the third hydrogen or coal gas is fed into the apparatus, the 
flame being thus regulated. The jet, which is from one-eighth to three-
sixteenth inch in diameter, is surrounded by a larger tube, through 
which oxygen passes to the flame; the result being a brilliant light 
giving the spectrum of the substance, which is carried over mechanic-
ally by the evolved hydrogen. The spectra of sodium, lithium, and 
strontium were shown upon the screen and the absorption of the so-
dium light by a Bunsen flame containing sodium was clearly seen. ( Phil. 
Mag., l\fay, 1885, V, XIX, 365; Nature, February, 1885, xxxr, 329.) 
Koenig presented in May to the Physical Society of Berlin the pJau 
of a new spectro-photometer then in course of construction. It consisted 
of a tube containing a lens and a diaphragm turned toward the source 
of light, and having two slits lying the one above the other, a prism for 
decomposing the two incident beams, and a second collimating tube 
with a disk closing the end, on which appeared the two spectra slightly 
separated. Before the lens of the observing telescope was placed a twin 
prism, the two halves, with refracting edges of 10 to 2°, being cemented 
together. By this twin prism each spectrum was decomposed into two 
spectra, and the dimensions of the twin prism were so determined that 
on the disk of the collimator one spectrum was situated above the other 
below, while in the middle the second spectrum from the upper slit 
coincided with the second spectrum of the lower slit. In the disk of the 
observing telescope a small opening is made cutting off a small piece 
of <leterminate wave length from the double spectrum, so tl.tat on look-
ing through it the field of vision is seen divided by a line (the refract-
ing edges of the twin prism) into two b~lves, both of the same coloring. 
Before each of the two slits of the slit collimator a Nicol prism was placed 
iu such a position that light polarized in a vertical plane entered one 
and in a horizontal plane the other. The middle compound spectrum 
consisted therefore of a vertically and a horizontally polarized spectrum, 
and in tbe fie](l of -view the two like-colorecl halves were also polarized 
,, 
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in perpendicular planes. If now the field is viewed. through a Nicol 
prism, then according to the position of its principal section would the 
one half at one time and the other half at another time be ill',i ible. 
So that if the two entering beams of light have different inten itie 
their spectra may be equalized in brightness by rotating the Nicol; and 
from the degree of rotation the relative intensities be inferred. (Na.ture, 
June, 1885, :xxxn, 101.) 
,-- Balmer, in calculating the wave lengths of the hy<lrogen lines as given 
by Angstrom, has found a relation between these lines expressed by the 
2 
formula h= ~ 
4
c, when C has the value 3,645·6 millionths of a 
m-
millimeter. In place of m let there be put in turn the numbers 3, 4, 5, G; 
and the values for Angstrom's wave lengths of the four visible hydrogen 
lines are obtained. If for 'In, the values 7, 8, &c., up to 16 are used, 
values for hydrogen lines are obtained which correspond very well with 
the wave lengths of the lines which Dr. Iluggtns had found. in the ultra-
violet spectrum of the white stars and had recognized as the invisible 
hydrogen lines. This relation between the hydrogen lines had now re-
ceiYe<l an increased sjgni:ficance from an investigation by Cornn, in 
which he had found a perfectly determinate proportionality between the 
lines of the ultra-violet spectrum of aluminum and of thallium, and the 
ultra-violet hydrogen lines. Like the hydrogen lines, the pairs of lines 
of the two metals referred to advanced much nearer to one another and 
became much paler the more one approached the more refrangible 
end of the spectrum; and if any line of the aluminum or the thallium 
spectrum was made to coincide with the corresponding line of the hydro-
gen spectrum then <lid all the remaining lines coincide. Thjs relation 
obtained both for the :first and for the second components of the pairs 
of lines in the metallic spectra. (Nature, July, 1885, xxxn, 312.) 
Crookes has communicated to the Royal Society a paper ,on radiant 
matter spectroscopy, in which he gives the results of further re-
searches on the prismatic analysis of the light emitted by tlle cerium 
group of earths when made to phosphoresce by the impact of radiant 
matter in high vacua. With regard to the double orange band observed 
in 1881, he details at length the extraordinary difficulties overcome in 
localizing it. "After six months' work I obtained the earth didymia in 
a state which most chemists would call absolutely pure, for it contained 
probably not more than 1 part of impurity in 500,000 parts of clidymia. 
But this 1 part in 500,000 profoundly altered the character of didymia 
from a radiant matter spectroscopic point of ,iew, and the presence of 
thi very minute quantity of interfering impurity entailed another six 
month 'extra labor to eliminate these traces and to ascertain the re-
acti n of didymia pure and simple." Gradually the matter was nar-
row ll down and the orange band was finally traced to samarium. Pure 
amarium sulphate alone gives a, very feeble phosphore. cent spectrum. 
11 ·hen the, amaria i mixed with lime the spectrum· is, if anything, 
A 
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more beautiful than that of yttrium. The bands are not so numerous, 
but the contrasts are sharper. Examined with a somewhat broad slit, 
the spectrum is seen to consist of three bright bands, red, orange, and 
green, nearly equidistant, the orange being the brightest. With a nar-
row slit the orange and green bands are seen to be double, and on closer 
-examination faint wings are seen like shadows to the orange and green 
bands. But lime is not the only body whi.ch brings out the phospho-
rescent spectrum. The author divides -the samaria spectra, as modified · 
by other metals, into three groups. The first comprises the spectra 
given when glucinum, magnesium, zinc, cadmium, lanthanum, bisn;mth, 
or antimony is mixed with the samarium. It consists simply of three 
colored bands, red, orange, and green. The second type of spectrum 
gives a single red and orange band and a double green band, and is 
produced when barium, strontium, thorium, or lead is mixed with the 
sama,rium. The thir.d type is given when calcium is mixed with the 
samarium. Here the red and green are single and the orange double. 
Aluminum would also fall into this class were it not that the broad, ill~ 
de.fined, green band is also doubled. On mixing samaria and yttria no 
trJ.ce of tbe yttria spectrum was observable up to 57 per cent. of this 
earth. When it reached G5 per cent. a marked change took place. 
With 44 of samaria and 5G of yttria the pure samarium spectrum is 
· given. With 42 samarfa and 58 yttria some bands characteristic of each 
,earth aro seen; while 30 samaria and 61 yttria gives almost a pure 
yttrium spectrum, the sharp orange line, however, running across them 
all. Experiments made to test the delicacy of this method showed that 
when 1 part of samarium is mixed with 100,000 parts of calcium the 
green and red bands have almost disappeared, but the double orange 
band is still very prominent. With 1 to 500,000 and 1 to 1,000,000 the 
spectrum is the same though fainter. With 1 to 2,500,000 the bands of 
samarium have entirely gone and its presence- is recognized only by the 
darkening in the yellow portion of what otherwise would be a con-
tinuous spectrum. (Nature, July, 1885, xxxrr, 283.) 
Barker has publisbed an account of the experiments made by Henry 
Draper on the use of carbon disulphide in prisms for optical purposes. 
The extraordinary mobility of t.his liquid and its extreme sensitiveness 
to heat cause strim in its mass, which interfere with and practically de-
.stroy its definition. Since Dr. Draper's experiments showed it to be the 
-0nly substance by which the necessary dispersion could be readily ob-
tained for photographing metallic spectra, he was exceedingly desirous 
-0f improving its definition. The desired object he found was readily ob-
tained by simple agitation. A wire was passed through the stopper of 
the bottle (Thollon) prism, upon the lower end of which was a small pro-
peller jus_t <lipping into the liquid. By means of a pulley on the upper end 
-0f the shaft, and a little electric motor, this propeller could be revolved 
rapidly so as to keep the liquid actively agitated. The effect was sur-
prising. The sodium lines, with the propeller at rest, were fluffy and 
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ill-defined, united together and nebulous. But in a few seconds after 
starting it the lines became clear and remarkably sharp, continuing so-
as long as the motion continued. But now the effect of temperature be-
came apparent in the shifting of the lines toward the red if the prism 
was rising and toward the blue if falling in temperature. For a change 
of about 9° the shifting was something over 3·5 inches. To overcome 
this shifting the prism was inclosed in an even-temperature box, and 
by means of a simple but ingenious thermostat the temperature was 
regulated so that in seven hours it varied by an amount sufficient to. 
shift the sodium lines by only the distance between them. (.Ani. J . 
Sci., April, 1885, III, XXIX, 269.) 
Langley has investigated the optical properties of rock salt workecl 
into prisms by Clark and by Brasltear with such exquisite surfaces 
that they give a spectrum showing the Fraunhofer lines with all the 
sharpness of flint glass. Indee<1, a rock-salt prism made by the latter 
shows the nickel line between the Ds. Experiments with a train of such. 
prisms were made to determine not only the indices for different line 
in the visible and invisible spectrum, but also the apparent transmis-
sion of rock-salt plates for different parts of the spectrum. Heat spec-
tra were formed from radiating sources below the temperature of melt-
ing ice, and· it was found that most of the rays, even from these sources,. 
passed freely through the prism. With the smallest deviations, corre-
sponding to wave lengths exceeding probably 100,000 of Angstrom·s. 
scale, a slight absorption began to be noti~ed. .A table is given of the 
refractive indices of a prism of angle 59° 57' 54" for the spectrum lines 
from M in the ultra violet to .a in the ultra red; or from wave length 
0·3727 to 1·32. The values in the visible spectrum are given to six 
places, those in the ultra red to four. For the line M, the refractive 
index is 1·57486; for G, 1·56133; for D, 1·54418; for A, 1·53670; and 
for .n, 1·5268. In al1, seventeen indices were measured. (.Ani. J. Sci. ,. 
December, 1885, III, xxx, 477.) 
Lommel bas suggested the use of phosphorescent substances, such 
as Balmain's luminous paint or a greenish-blue variety of phosphores-
cent calcium sulphide, for the purpose of rendering visible the focus of 
ultra-red rays in the well-known experiment of Tyndall on calore cence. 
If such a powder be made slightly phosphorescent by exposure to or -
dinary daylight the less refrangible rays increase it to a brjght lumi-
nosity. In place of a solution of iodine in carbon di ulphide as the-
absorbing solution, Lommel recommends a solution of nigrosin in alco-
hol or chloroform, preferably the latter. ( Wied. Ann., 1885, x xvr, 157 r 
Phi l. Mag., December, 1885, V, x x, 547.) 
Lommel has shown that if a conical beam of solar light be allowed 
to fall on a cube of Iceland spar, either directly or after passing a co-
balt-blue gla s, the cube emits a beautiful brick-red light. Thi, light 
is not polarized and it composi tion does not depend upon the state of 
P larization of the incident beam. It j comprised between 35 and 6-
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of Bunsen's scale (between O and D- -z E), its· maximum being near 44. 
The exciting rays are 3lmost exclusively visible rays, the most efficient 
being those between E and b. Hence Iceland spar presents a maxi-
mum of absorption at this point. (Wied.Ann., xxr, 422; J. Phys., No-
Yember, 1885, II, rv, 535.) 
Abney bas described some lecture experiments on color mixtures, 
employing for this purpose a modification of Maxwell's color box. The 
spectrum, instead of being formed on a screen, is received upon a convex 
lens, which forms an image of the face of the prism on a screen. If all 
the light from t,he prism falls upon the lens this image iR colorless. But 
by interposing a screen with a slit in the spectrum' close to the lens, so 
as only to allow light of a given color to fall on the lens, the image ap-
pears colored with that light. By using two or more slits mixtures of 
different lights in any required proportio.n may be obtained. (Nature1 
July, J 885, xxxrr, 263.) 
4. Interference and Polarization. 
Lumrner h~s called attention to the fact that if a concave mirror, sil-
vered over its whole surface excepting a small place the size of the 
pupil, be made to reflect the light of a lamp burning alcohol saturated 
with salt, normally upon a.plate of plane glass with parallel faces, the 
eye placed at the opening when adjusted for di.stant objects will see 
the plate covered. with a great number of concentric rings whose centers 
are at the foot -of the normal from the center of 'the pupil on the plate. 
If a telescope adjusted for parallel rays be substituted for the naked 
eye, the incidence corresponding to each of these rings :inay be meas-
ured. This phenomena has been observed by Haidinger and studied 
by Mascart, who has given a formula giving the difference of path of 
the two interfering rays as a function of the incident angle. The author-
suggests this method to detect want of parallelism in glass, the rings 
being then irrcgu1nr. (Wied.Ann., 4 xrrr, 49; J. Phys., February, 1885, 
II, IV, DO.) 
Moreland has described a mechanical model which be uses to illustrate 
the phenomena of interference. Two blocks cut in sine curYes are at-
tached to two points by strings fastened to their ends. At a point ex-
actly perpendicular to the center of a line joining these two points tlie 
waves are in the same phase and reinforce each other. By moving both 
blocks either way a position is reached where they are in opposite 
phases and interfere. (Am. J. Sci., January, 1885, III, xx.rx, 5.) 
Stokes has communicated to the Royal Society the results of an ex-
tended investigation of the brilliantly colored iridescent crystals of po-
tassium chlorate sometimes obtained in the process of manufacture. 
He regards it as conclusively proved that foe seat of the color is in a 
very thin twin stratum, and he entertains little or no doubt that the 
color depends in some way on the different orientation of the planes of 
polarization in the two components of a twin and on the difference of 
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retardation of the two polarized pencils which traverse the thin stratum. 
Anything beyond this is at present only a matter of speculation. Only 
two directions are indicated in which to look for a possible explanation; 
and these will form the subject of further investigation. (Natitre, April, 
.June, July, 1885, xxxr, 565; xxxrr, 102, 224.) 
From the researches of Tollens, Landolt, Schmitz, and others it is 
well known that cane sugar and many other substances have a specific 
rotatory power which varies continuously when the proportion of inactive 
liquid is increased. For sugar, however, the diminution is very feeble 
as the concentration increases, even more feeble than for glucose. With 
dilute solutions containing 1 to 5 per cent. of sugar, Hesse bad found 
[ aln = 680 about, a number rather higher than is obtained with more 
concentrated solutions. Tollens, operating upon dilute solutions with 
a polarimeter of' great sensitiveness, has completely confirmed his earlier 
conclusions, and :finds that whatever be the concentration the formula 
[ a ]n = 66·386 + 0·015035p- 0·000398Gp2, where pis the weight of sugar 
in 100 of solution, always represents the variations of rotatory power. It 
has been confirme<l. on solutions containing from 1 to 67 per cent. of 
sugar. (Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xvn, 1751.) · 
Madan has described a modification of Foucault's and of A.brens's 
polarizing prisms. A.hrens's prism is made of three wedges of Iceland 
spar cemented together by Canada ba1sa~. The optic axis in the two 
outer wedges is parallel to the refracting edge, w]Jile in the middle 
wedge it is perpendicular to the refracting edge and lies in n. plane bi-
secting the refracting angle. By usin.g three prisms the middle one 
may be given a very large angle, and yet the deviation of the rays may 
be so far corrected that on emergence they make equal angles with the 
central line. Nearly in contact with one of the terminal faces of the 
prism a prism of dense glass is place<l. of such an angle that it just cor-
rects the deviation of one of the rays, and also achromatizes it, while 
it increases the deviation of the other ray to such an. extent that it may 
be practically disregarded, an eye even when very close to the prism 
perceiving only the direct beam. (Phil .. ilfag., January, 1885, V, xrx, GO.) 
Madan :finds that the ordinary ray falls on the second surface of the 
middle prism of this combination at an angle greater than the critical 
angle and is therefore totally reflected if an air-film be placed between 
this surface and the following one. Moreover, he finds that the devia-
tion and the dispersion can be almost entirely correcte<l. by making the 
third prism of crown glass combine<l. with a prism of very dense flint 
glass of smaller angle. Its field is 28°. (Nature, February, 1885, xxxr, 
371.) 
ELECTRICITY. 
1. Magnetism,. 
erner Siemens has published a theory of magnetism and has de-
ail the experiments upon which it i based. In the :fir t place, the 
mp rinn th~ory mu. t b xternle<l by suppo ing that not only mag-
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netic substances but all bodies, as well as empty space, are fill~d with cir-
cular currents of very small dimensions and that magnetic substances 
differ from non-magnetic substances only inasmuch as the number of cir-
cular currents present in the unit volume is much greater in the first 
case than in the second. All magnetic phenomena may then be referred 
to the property of the electric current of exerting a directive force upon 
the molecular solenoids which fill all space, but which are present in 
greater numbers in the so-called magnetic bodies, which place their axes 
at right angles to its direction and tend to bring them ,into closer con-
centric attraction circles. The magnitude of this rotation of the axes, 
depends, on the one hand, on the magnitude of the directive or mag-
netizing force, and, on the other hand, on the number of the molecular 
circuits pre-existing in the unit volume, for which condition the term 
"magnetic conductivity" may be employed, or that of" magnetic ·resist-
ance" for its reciprocal value. Since a magnetizing force, acting upon 
the molecular magnets only, exerts a perceptible influence on the rota-
tion apart from ea.ch other of the paired elementary magnets when all 
the neighbors in the magnetic circuit follow the motion and so are able 
to produce a closed system of equilibrium capable of mutual attraction, 
it follows that the rotation directly produced by the magnetizing force 
must. be very small in comparison with the mutual strengthening of the 
rotation in the closed magnetic circuit. The magnetic moment pro-
duced must thus be essentially the product of the mutual strengthening 
of rotation of which the magnetizing force is the cause. ( Wied . .A.nn., 
xxrv, 93; Phil. ~Mag., 4-pril, 1885, V, xrx, 237; J. Phys., September, 1885, 
II, rv, 426.) 
Bosanquet has published a series of magnetic measurements made to 
test his theory of magnetism. His formulas suppose that each molecule 
has one and only one axis of transmission (like a bead with a hole in it), 
The axis is capable of transmitting a certain number of lines of force 
and no•more, and the molecular permeability is prop-ortional to the 
defect of saturation. (If the hole in the bead be packed with thin 
wires the aperture remaining is represented by the number of wires 
that remain to be got in.) Regarding magnetism as a motion or dis-
placement, whether dynamic or static, we may thus speak of the molec-
ular permeability as a coefficient of freedom within the molecule. The 
reciprocal of the coefficient of the forces which tend to prevent the ro. 
tation of the molecule as a whole may be spoken of as a coefficient of 
freedom without the molecule. The product of these two coefficients 
by a constant is a characteristic of a given approximate state of a given 
piece of metal. As between the hard steel and the iron the product of 
the coefficients of freedom is proportional to the maximu.!]l permeability. 
I n soft steel the molecular forces are chiefly extra-molecular, the free-
dom intra-molecular; in hard steel the reverse is true. In soft iron 
the average intra-molecular freedom is much greater than in hard steel, 
the extra-molecular freedom about the 8ai;ne. In soft steel the extra-
' 
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molecular freedom is much diminished, the intra-molecular freeclom is 
moderate or high. His figures show a maximum permeability for cast 
iron of 170 to 250, for malleable cast iron of 700 to 800, of wrought iron 
of 1,800 to 2,500, and of charcoal iron of 2,900 to 3,000. Ilence the infer-
ence that ordinary cast iron is wholly unfit for use in dynamo machines. 
Malleable cast iron is an improvement, but is still Ycry far inferior to 
wrought iron. (Phil. Mag., January, February, May, October, 1885, V, 
XIX, 57, 73, 333, xx, 318.) 
Lippmann bas suggested a simple method by which the magnetic po-
tential of a system of coils may be obtained without calculation. The 
three coils, a, f], and y, are so placed at the summits of au equilateral 
triangle that their axes may form the three sides of an equilateral tri-
angle, ABO. The variatioh of magnetic potential due to tllis system, 
and taken from B to C, is e~actly equal to the product 4nni, i being 
the current strength and n the number of turns in each coil. In order 
to demonstrate this it is sufficient to remark that if the intcgr·a1 of the 
magnetic actioll's exerted by the coil a considered by itself be taken 
along the contour of the triangle ABO, this integral is exactly equal 
to 4nni, because the contour of the triangle is a closed line. On the 
other hand, the action exerted by a on the side CA may be replaced by 
the action of yon the side BC, or the action of a on the side CA may 
be replaced by the action of f3 upon the side BO, so that finally tl1e 
action of the system of the three coils on the side BO is equal to the 
sum of the actions exerted by a on the three sides of ABO, i. e., to 
4nn-i, as above. (J. Phys., October, 1885, II, 1v, 448.) 
Ewing has communicated to the Royal Society tl.J.e results of an ex-
tended investigation into magnetic susceptibility, and the influence 
upon it of various conditions, such as vibration, permanent strain, tem-
perature, and the like; the experiments having been made in the labor-
atory of the University of Tokio. (Nature, January, 1885, xxxr, 304.) 
Bakmetieff bas studied the conditions of the production of heat by 
alternate magnetizations in a straight wire of iron, measuring tlle heat 
by means of a thermo-junction, so that the greater beating in the middle 
portions of the straight magnet and the equality of heating in all parts 
of the annular magnet could be readily observed. The prop9rtionality 
of the l.J.eating to the square of tho temporary magnetism was not con-
firmed; on the contrary, the author advances another law, i.e., tlmt the 
elevation of temperature of the iron by intermittent magn~tization i 
proportional to tlie product of the magnetizing force ancl tlle magnetic 
moment. The greatest elevation of temperature observed corre._ponds 
to a magnetizing force more than sufficielilt to aturate the iron; hence 
tho auU.1or concludes that it is the increase in the motion of tl.J.e molec-
ular magnets during rnagnetizatiou whicb. is most important in tlie 
production of heat. (J. Soc. Phys. Gldrn. R usse, xvr, 81, ~07; J. Phy8., 
Dec mb r, 1 .3, II, rv, 593.) 
, 
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Fossati has shown that the common impression that the strength of 
a horse-shoe steel magnet is increased by hanging it up and gradually 
increasing the weights hung on its keeper is entirely an error, the in-
crease in portative force being the same whether the magnet be weighted 
or not. This increase is in all cases much less than is supposed; and 
its variation is accompanied by a corresponding variation in distribu-
tion. (ll Nuovo Oimento., xv, 158,232; J. Phys., December, 1885, II, IV, 
565.) 
Barus and Strouhal have published, as the fourteenth Bulletin of the 
U. S. Geological Survey, an extended memoir on the physical charac-
teristics of the iron carburets; more particularly on the galvanic, ther-
mo-elect,ric, and magnetic properties of wrought iron, steel, and cast 
iron in different states of hardness, together with a physical diagram for 
the classification of iron carburets. With reference to steel, the authors 
say: "The difference between the logarithms of the respective values of 
thermo-electric hardness for the same carburation passes through a 
pronounced maximum defining a carbide, the mechanical properties of 
which are those of_ a typ~ steel and ·may be fully given thus: Let each 
member of the whole series of iron carburets be subjected successively 
to the following operations: I,.A.process of very slow cooling from a given 
temperature in red heat; II, a process of most rapid cooling possible fropi 
the same temperature. If now the carburets be examined with reference 
to the hardness produced in the two istances there will be found among 
them a certain unique member whose properties are such that while 
process I has more nearly identified it with pure soft iron, process II will 
have moved it farther away from this initial carburet than is simulta-
neuosly the case with any other iron-carbon product; a unique member, 
in other words, which is capable of occurring in the greatest numper of 
states of hardness relative to the soft state possible. To the said prod-
uct the term 'steel' is to be applied." 
Perkins has made an investigation on the variation of the magnetic 
permeability of nickel at different temperatures and has plotted the re-
sults obtained. The curves show that at the first all the magnetism is 
temporary. The permeability rises to a maximum at about the same 
place as that of total magnetization, then falls less rapidly and approaches 
the total, though it is evident that it can never:,reach it, since the perma-
nent magnetism cannot be less for a high magnetizing force than for a 
lower at any gfren temperature. (Am. J. Sci., September, 1885, III, 
xxx, 218.) 
Hurion has examined and confirmed the statement of Righi that the 
electric resistance of bismvth increases when this metal is subjected to 
the action of an electro-magnet. From his experiments he concludes 
that the variation in the resistance of bismuth under these circumstances 
arises in great part from the mechanical action exerted by the magnetic 
field on the metal. However, it seems that the variation of the resist-
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ance is a little more rapid than this mechanical action. (J. Phys., April, 
1885, II, rv, 171.) 
Topler has suggested. the use of the balance in measuring the quan-
tity MH in determining the horizontal component of the earth's mag-
netism. For this purpose a magnetized bar is fixed perpendicularly to 
the brass beam of a balance in place of the ordinary pointer. Weights 
are . placed in the scale pans in order to make the axis of the magnet 
.vertical when the plane of oscillation is in the magnetic meridian. The 
balance is then turned. through 180° and again the axis is adjusted to 
verticality by shifting the weights. l\IH is then equal to ½ (Q1-Q2) l; 
in which l is the length of that arm of the beam to which the weights 
Q1 and Q2 haYe been added. The author details the precautions neces-
sary to insure accuracy, and claims 4 loo as the limit of precision of the 
method. ( TVitd . .Arin., xxr, 158; J. Phys., Deceµiber, 1885, II, rv, 587.) 
Gray bas descriued the methods in use in the laboratory of the Uniwr-
sity, Glasgow, for determining the value of the earth's horizontal com -
ponent. Experiments to deter~ine the effect of length and hardness 
on the induction coefficient of the deflector magnets show that the 
length of the magnets should be at least forty times their diameter and 
that they should be made as har<l as possible. ·The results are given 
in a table. (Phil. jJfag., December, 1885, V, xx, 484.) 
2. Electric Generators. 
The paper on the seat of tile electrO··motirn forces iu the voltaic cell 
with which Lodge opened the discus~ion of this subject at tile Montreal 
meeting of the British Association bas appeared in full, and is a mo t 
valuable and impartial resume of the history of this important subject, 
and an able argument in favor of the views that the apparent difference 
of potential of copper and zinc is in fact the sum of tL copper-air and a 
zinc-air contact difference. (Proc. Bri tish .Assoc. for 1884, 4G4; Proc. 
8oc. :Teleg. Eng. and Elcc., xrv, 18G; Phil. JJiag., March, April, May, 
June, October, 1885, V, XIX, 153,254, 340, 487; xx, 372.) 
Koosen has constructed a form of battery based on tb , depolarizing 
action of bromine. It consists of a glass jar having a narrow prolonga-
tion at its lower portion to contain the bromine, auoYe which is a porous 
J>late supporting a poromi cup containing a rod of amalgamated zinc. 
A platinum wire traversing the porous plate makes communication 
with the bromine. The upper portion of tbe jar is filled with dilute 
sulphuric acid, on which rests a thin layer of petroleum to prevent the 
escape of the bromine vapors into the atmosphere. The e1ectro-mot irn 
force of the combination is 1·9 volts and becomes somewhat higher if 
the platinum is replaced by carbon. The internal resistance is con id-
rable, but the uattery is very con tant. ( Wied . .Ann., xxm, 348; J . 
Phys., Augu ·t, 1885, II, rv, 373.) 
Von elmholtz ha con tructed a modified form of Daniell cell, which 
co1t. L-t of n <l cp gfas goblet , in tile bottom of which i a copper pira1 
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connected with a platinum wire insulated in a glass tube and reaching 
to the surface. The spiral is covered with copper sulphate solution, 
which can be replaced by fresh solution poured in through a funnel 
reaching to the bottom. On this solution lies a solution of zinc s~lphate 
in which the zinc cylinder is placed. A siphon whose outer leg is 
directed from 9elow upwards dips into the liquids as far as the bound-
ing plane, so that.on pouring in fresh copper solution only the colorless 
supernatant zinc solution flows off. The upper solution is by this means . 
kept free of copper, although after awhile some copper was found to be 
precipitated upon the zinc cylinder, not sufficient, however, to impair 
the constancy of the cell. (Nature, January, 1885, xrx, 308 ; .A.ni. J. Sci., 
:March, 1885, III, xx1x, 257.) 
Hayes and Trowbridge have investigated by a, photographic method 
the irregularities which occur in the action of galvanic ba.tteries, and 
have sought to ascertain the cause thereof. Since batteries in which 
there is no porous pal'tition do not show irregularities, while those con-
taining porous cups all gi_ve more or less marked variations, the authors 
believe that these irregularities are due, first, to a clogging of the 
pores of the partition by some product of the action, and, second, to 
electrical osmose; the undulations being due to the former cause, and the 
fluctuations, which are superposed upon the undulations, to the latter. 
A cup of very dense earthenware gives both undulations and :fluctuations, 
while one which was very porous gave :fluctuations without undulations. 
Since, as Wiedemann has shown, a porous cup increases the amount of 
metal transported to the negative pole and diminishes the .quantity of 
acid at the positive pole, a battery containing _a small, thick cup and 
giving a strong current will possess a maximum force tending to drive 
the liquid and base from the positive pole and to cause a corresponding 
decrease in the current strength. Hence the partition sp.ould be made 
of as large surface <1imensions as possible, and should be made of very 
porous material. (Ani. J. Sci., July, 1885, III, xxx, 34.) 
It follows, as a consequence of the law of the conservation of energy, 
as has been shown by Von Helmholtz and Thomson, that the electro-mo-
tive force of non-polarizing batteries is proportional to the energy of 
the reactions developed in them by the passage of the current and may 
be calculated from these reactions. To make this proposition incontest-
able it is necessary that the total chemical energy of the battery should 
be converted necessarily into electric energy. The theoretical discus-
sion of this question has been recently made by Von Helmholtz, and 
Czapski has undertaken to inv.estigate experimentally the following re-
sults drawn from Von Helmholtz's conclusions: The batteries which do 
not transform all the chemical energy into electrical energy are those 
the electro-motive force of which decreases as the temperature rises, 
and tl1ose which produce an electrical energy in excess of their calorific 
energy are those in whic.n. the electro-motive force increases with the 
temperature. Ozapski's results confirm in general this theory of Von 
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Helmholtz. ( Wied. Ann., xxr, 209; J. Phys., December 1885, II, rv, 
578.) 
Bidwell has constructed a voltaic cell having a solid electrolyte. He 
exhibited to the London Physical Society a cell consisting of plates of sil-
ver and copper, between which was contained a mixture of one part of cop-
per sulphide and five of sulphur. The electro-motive force was 0·07 volt 
and the internal resistance 6,537 ohms, and the current readily deflected 
the needle of a reflecting galvanometer so as to throw the light off the 
.scale. A second cell was made with a copper plate on which copper sul-
phide had been pressed and a silver plate resting on silver sulphide on the• 
surface of the copper sulphide. The silver plate was brushed over with a 
<lilute solution of sulphur in carbon disnlphide and then heated till the 
free sulphur was driven off. On putting the cell together it produced a 
-current of 6,800 micro-amperes through au external resistance of 0·2 ohm. 
The copper and silver plates were each 2½ by 2 inches, and the thickness of 
the two layers of sulphide 0.05 inch. The electro-motive force of the cell 
is 0·053 volt, and its internal resistance is therefore about 7 ohms. 
{Nature, August, 1885, xxxn, 34.5; Phil. lJ!ag., October, 1885, V, xx, 
328.) 
The interesting subject of the belrnvior of selenium to Ught as regards 
its electric resistance has been examined by several investigators. vV6r-
ner Siemens has described the electro-motirn action of certain selenium 
cells sent to him by Fritts, who first observed in them tbe fact that, 
when placed in circuit with a galvanometer, an electric current flowing 
from the gold leaf to the base plate was generated by the action· of 
light. Siemens confirms this observation and regards it as of the great-
~st scientific importance. Since obscure thermal rays are without effect, 
the action cannot be a thermo-electric one. Moreover, the electro-motive 
force developed.is proportional to t,he intensity of the light. He con-
cludes, therefore, that "here we meet for the first time with an instance 
of the direct conversion of the energy of light into electrical energy." 
{Ber. A.le. Berl., February, 1885; Phil. llla.g., April, 1885, V, xrx, 315; 
Am. J. Sa-i., June, 1885, III, xxrx, 495.) 
Bidwell has investigated very carefully the phenomena of selenium 
eells and is disposed to regard the change of resistance by the action 
of light as a phenomenon of electrolysis. Since the selenium in the 
cells has al ways undergone a prolonged heating in contact with the me-
tallic terminals, selenides of these metals may exist within the selenium, 
forming a kind of network, thus affording the conducting material 
throughout the mas . A cell constructed of silver wires and sulphur 
~ontaining some silver sulphide was sensitive, its resistance being re-
duced to one-third by burning a piece of magnesium wire near it. In 
the electroly is of silver sulphide, however, sulphur itself would be de-
~o ited on the metarnc plate, and the resistance would be enormously 
1~crea d unlc under the action of light thi sulphur united with the 
ilYer. -:\forco'" r, he find the specific resistance of selenium to be 2,500 
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megohms, a value very much higher than that in the cells, thus sug-
gesting tlle formation of selenides which act as conducting bodies. 
,(Phil. JJfag., August, 1885, V, xx, 178; Nature, June, July, 1885, xxxu, 
167,215; Am. J. Sci., October, 1885, III, xx:x, 313.) 
The Olamond thermo-battery has been improved in the details of its 
-construction and its efficiency increased. A model made up of one hun-
dred and twenty pairs gav e an electro-motive force of 8 volts and had 
an internal resistance of only 3·2 ohms. Another battery, containing 
sixty pairs, ga"\"'"e an electro-motive force of 3·G volts and an internal re-
sistance of only 0·65 ohm. Both batteries consumed about the same 
.amount of gas, about 180 liters per hour. (Arn. J. Sci, June, 1885, III, 
xxrx, 495.) , 
Kayser has given to tlle Berlin Physical Society an account of the 
measurements he has made on an improved form of Noe thermo-elec-
tric generator, differing from the old one in the fact that the bars of the 
bismuth alloy are now connected by strips of an alloy offering greater 
resistance to heat than did the wires formerly used. The resistance at; 
the ordinary temperature was 0·!) Siemens unit and rose as tlle gas con-
·sumption increased to about 1·2 s. u. when this consumption was 6oc, c • 
. per hour. The curve of electro-motiv-e force formed a straight line. 
As to the cost of genera.ting electricity in this way, a current of one 
ampere for au hour cost about one pfennig, whereas with the Bunsen 
cell the cost is about three times as great. (Natiire,Jannary, 1885,xxxr, 
-308.) 
Von Waltenhofen has observed that if an electric current from any 
source whatever be passed through ~Il ordinary thermo-electric ele-
ment, and then the element be put on a closed circuit, a current will be 
obtained contrary iu direction to the exciting current. This inverse 
current results of course from the difference of temperature produced 
by the current at the junctions in virtue of the Peltier effect. If, how-
ever, the ordinary thermo-electric element be replaced by a dissymetric 
thermopile, like the Noe battery, it will be observed that, according to 
the direction of the current sent into it, the intensity of the secondary 
current will vary, but its direction will remain the same. It is therefore 
independent of the direction of the charging current. ( Wied . .Ann., xxr, 
360; J. Phys., December, 1885, II, rv, 572.) 
3. Electrical Un-its and JJfeasurements. 
Jamieson has presented a paper to the Society of Telegraph Engineers 
and Electricians upon electrical definitions, nomenclature, and notation, 
calling attention to the vel'y considerable confusion of the· electrical 
vocabulary in consequence of the rapid progress of electrical science, a 
variety of terms being used to express the same idea on the one hand 
and on the other the same term being used hi many ·different senses. 
He suggests how these names should be restricted, and gives a set of 
-symbols for tliem by which they should always be represented in for-
II. :Mis. 15--40 
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mulas. The society was asked to appoint a committee to take this sub-
ject into consideration and to act with a similar committee already ap-
pointed by the Societe Internationale des Electriciens. (Proo. Soc. Teleg. 
Eng. and Eleo., xrv, 297; Nature~ June, 1885, xxxn, 184.) 
The British Association committee on electrical standards re11ortccl 
at the Aberdeen meeting, through the secretary, that they hat.l had con-
structed a series of coils to serve as standards in terms of the legat 
(Paris) ohm, assuming this ohm to be 1·0112 B. A. unit. These stand-
ards, ten in number, had been carefully compared with each other, by 
the methods already described in reports of the committee, and also 
with mercury tube resistances prepared by Benoit, of Paris. The legal 
ohm standards as constructed by the committee excee~ those constructed 
in Paris by 0·00040 legal ohm. Standards of electro-motive force and of 
capacity should also be issued by the committee, in their opinion. (Na-
ture, October, 1885, xxxn, 528.) 
Klemencic has determined the ratio between the electro-static and 
the electro-magnetic systems of units by the following method: The 
current of a battery of 9 to 15 Daniell cells is made to charge a condenser 
which is then discharged through the wire of a galvanometer. The per-
manent <leviation which results from tbe:,e continuous discharges is 
noted, as well as the arc of impulsion of the galvanometer under the in-
fluence of the direct current from the battery. The capacity of the con-
denser is then calculated in electro-mag'netic measure. The value in 
electro-static measure is deduced from the theory of Kirchhoff. In other 
experiments the battery charges the condenser, and at the same time 
acts upon a differential galvanometer through one of its coils placed in 
shunt circuit. The discharge of the condenser traverses the second 
wire and the resistances are so regulated that there is no deviation. 
The author gives as the value of the constant v of .Maxwell, 3·0188 x 
1010 cm. sec. (Ber. Ak. Wien., 1884, 88; J. Phys., April, 1885, II, rv, 183.) 
Fletcher has determined the value of the B. A.. unit of resistance in 
terms of the mechanical equivalent of beat, and has obtained. the value 
0·9904 earth quadrants per second. The method consisted in simul-
taneous thermal and electrical observations of the energy expended 
by an electrical current in a coil of wire immersed in a, calorimeter. 
(Am. J. Soi., July, 1885, III, xxx, 22.) 
Himstedt has published the results of his determination of the ohm 
made by a method suggested by him in 1884. The constant deviations 
of a magnetic needle in the same galvanometer, produced in the one 
ca e by means of induction currents passing in the same direction 
through the galvanometer n.t ithe rate of n per second, and in the other 
by means of a con, tant current whose strength is a. known fraction ot 
tlie inducing current, are carefully observed, and from the data thus 
btained the re i tance can be calculated. The lowest value obtained 
for tlie re i tanc~ of the Siemens unit was 0·94323 ancl the highe t 
·013 ohm, the mean being 0·04356 ohm. Hence 1 obm is equirn. 
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lent to tho resistance of a mercury column having a section of' 1 square 
mHlimeter ancl a length of 105·98 centimeters at 0° centigrade. ( Phil. 
JJfag., November, 1885, V, xx, 417.) 
Wild gives from his measurements the number 0·94315 ohm for the 
value of 1 Siemens unit, and therefore gives 106·027 centimeters as the 
length of° the mercury column representing the ohm at 0°. (Am.. J. Soi., 
February, 1885, III, XXIX, 168.) · 
Because of the importance of having as little heating as possible in 
all instrumentsforelectric measurement, the question has arisen whether 
the coils of such instruments should be made of German-silver wire or 
of copper wire or partly of both, and how the diameters of the wire should 
vary in different parts of the coil. .Ayrton and Perry have investigated 
the conditions that make this heating error a minimum with cylindrical 
coils of' given internal and external radii, and have reached the conclu-
sion that the wire should be of copper and that the increase of cross-
section proceeding from the center should be x=x0 r0•4• Other points in 
connection with these instruments were discussed. (Nature, July, 1885, 
XXXII, 215.) 
Fleming has constructed a standard Daniell cell, consisting of a U tube, 
in the two limbs of which a.re the two solutions of copper sulphate and 
zinc sulphate of the same specific gravity. Electrodes made of freshly 
electro-deposited copper and pure zinc that has been twice distilled dip 
into the two limbs. The elect:ro-motive force of this cell is 1,..102 volts, 
and the variation with temperature is practically nil. The variouscon-
ditionsa:ffectingtheelectro-motive force of this cell were carefully studied. 
(Phil. Mag., August, 1885, V, xx, 126; Nature, July, 1885, xxxn, 263.) 
Ileselrns has designed an amperemeter founded on the phenomenon 
of Peltier. A thermo-electric battery of 12 iron-German silver elements, 
in tho form of wires 2,3mm in diameter~ is so arranged that the opposite 
junctions arc contained in two vessels which form the reservoirs of a 
differential air thermometer. A current passed through the battery heats 
the even junctions and cools the uneven ones, or vice versa; and this 
causes a change of level in the thermometer proportional to the inten-
sity of the current, eliminating the heating of the conductors. One 
divjsion on tho scale of his apparatus corresponds to 0·66 ampere. (J. 
Soc. Phys. Chim. Russe, xvr, 452; J. Phys., December, l885, II, rv, 587.) 
Rosenthal has devised a galvanometer of great range and great sensi-
tiveness, the needle of which is a hqrseshoo magnet suspended by,a 
long fiber attached to its neutral point. The poles of the magnet are 
provided with horizontal pole pieces which are · quadrantal arcs of a 
circle tho center of which lies in the axis of suspension of the horseshoe. 
These pole pieces can play within the axis of two g~lvanometer bobbins 
placed on opposite sides of' the vertical suspension plane when this 
plane coincides with the magnetic meridian. When an electric current 
passes through the coils these pole pieces are respectively drawn in or 
repelled by the two bobbins. In this way the poles .of the magnet can 
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be brought very near the center of · the coils. Without the exterior 
magnet, O·l mm deflection at a scale distance of 2·7 meters corresponds 
to 54 x 10-10 ampere; with this magnet, to 1:? x 10- 10 ampere. With 
a German-silver and iron couple a difference of 10° between the junc-
tions gave a deflection of 120mm through 1,000 ohms. ( Wied. Ann., 
xxnr, 677; Am. J. Sci., February, 1885, III, xxrx, 167.) 
Anthony has devised a large tangent galvanometer for the laboratory 
of Cornell University as a standard instrument for the measurement of 
heavy currents and for the direct calibration of commercial measuring 
apparatus. It has four circles, two of which are 2 meters in diameter 
and two are 1·6 meters, mounted on the plan of Von Helmholtz at dis-
tanceH apart equal to their radii, and made of rods of copper 0·75 inch 
in diameter. The needle is suspended by a silk fiber and is inclosed in a 
mass of copper, which serves as an effectual damper and enables readings 
to be made very rapidly. A special arrangement of mirrors and tele-
scopes permits the reading of ihe deflections in angular measure on a 
circle 50 inches in diameter to within 0·3 of a minute of arc. The cop-
per conductors are mounted on a brass framework accurately turned 
and adjusted and the dimensions are all known within one five-thou-
sandth part. For the measurement of currents there are two circles, each 
1·5 meters in diameter an<l. each having two conductors, together com-
prising seventy-two turns of No. 12 copper wire. (Electrician and Elec-
trical Engineer, October, 1885, rv, 372; Nature, October, 1885, xxxrr, 634.) 
Mather has suggested the ca,libration of a galvanometer by a constant 
current as follows: A. current is passed through its coils, and the instru-
ment is turned through any angle and the deflection 0 noted. The 
current is brokeu, and the needle swings back into the meridian, pass-
ing through an angle o. This operation is repeated with the same cur-
rent, the galvanometer being in various positions; and a curve is drawn 
showing the relation between sin 0 ..;- sin o and the corresponding values 
of 0. When now the instrument is used in its normal position it is 
obvious that a current producing a deflection 0 of the needle is propor-
tional to the value of sin 0 ..;- sin o corresponding to 0 obtained in the 
calibration experiment; and this value can be read off directly from the 
curve. (Nature, December, 1885, xxxrn, 166.) 
Trowbridge, while in general preferring the electro-dynamometer in 
the form devised by him to his cosine galvanometer (described in 1871) 
for the measurement of strong currents, yet has sugge ted a method of 
using the latter instrument which removes most of the objections. The 
galvanometer is so mounted that its compass is at the center of a larg 
circle of wire the plane of which is vertical and in the plane of the 
needle. ·when the strong current is passed through the large vertical 
coil the arrangement acts a a tangent galvanometer. The movable coil 
of the co ine galvanometer is then connected with a Daniell cell of 
kn wn lectro-motive force, and in the same circuit a resistance i placecl 
larg that the battery resi tance may be neglected, and, having joined 
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the poles in such manner that the deflection produced by the coil of 
the cosine galvanoµ10ter shall be opposite to that produced by the cur-
rent in the farge outer coil, the coil of the cosine galvanometer is in-
clined until tlle compass neeule is brought again to zero. In this way 
the strength of the dynamo current is obtained in terms simply of the cur-
rent from tl.J.e standard Daniell cell, and the method is independent of the 
strength of the earth's magnetism and of the special field in which the 
instrument_is placed. (Ani. J. Sci., March, 18S5, III, xxrx, 236; Phil. 
JJ!ag., May, 1885, V, xrx, 396.) 
Oailletet and Bouty have determined tl.te conductivity of the metals 
at very low temperatures, in baths of methyl chloride, either alone 01· 
mixed with carbon dioxide snow, and ofliqui<l. ethylene, t:!10 temperatures 
being determined by means of the hydrogen thermometer. They con-
clude: (1) That from oo to -1000 the formula rt = r0 (1 +at), in which 
ro and rt represent the resistance at 0° and+ t0 , t the temperature, and 
a the increase-coefficient, represents the variation of resistance for the 
pure metals with sufficient exactness ; (2) that if a be determined by 
the use of a metallic spiral, the temperatures from 0° to - 100° may be 
measured by the variation of resistance of this spiral with an error of 
less than 1 °; (3) that for each metal a has a special value, which is in gen-
eral somewhat above that of the expansion-coefficient of a gas. Hence 
the application of the formula abovo given leads to a zero value for the 
resistance at a temperature somewhat above -273°. It follows, there-
fore, that at exceedingly low temperatures the variation of resistance be-
comes less rapid. The temperatures calculated from the above formula 
consequently are, for these low temperatures, too near zero. (J. Phys., 
July, 1885, II, rv, 297.) 
Bartoli has examined twenty-three varieties of carbon with reference 
to their electric resistance. He concludes that to be a conductor the 
carbon should not contain more than 1·2 per cent. of hydrogen, and should 
have been Rubmitted to a temperature not below a red heat. He finds 
thi:tt an intimate mixture of twenty parts of paraffin and one of graphite, 
by fusion, however, conducts so well that plates of it may be employed 
as electrodes; and yet elementary analyeis would show 14·3 per cent. 
of hydrogen. He believes, therefore, that the conductivity of carbons 
is due exclusively to the presence in them of finely divided graphite 
intimately mixed throughout their mass. (Il Nuot'O Oimento, xv, 203; 
J. Phys., December, 188G, II, rv, :363.) 
4. Electrfo Spark and Electric Light. 
Edlund has contributed further experimental evidence of the position 
maintained by him, that an absolute vacuum is a good conductor and 
that the inerease of resistance experienced in the ordinary tubes as the 
exhaustion proceeds is <l.ue to the <l.evelopment of a progressively in- · 
creasing counter electro-motive force at the electrodes, a, point which he 
has now rendered probable. A glass tube, 30cm lon.g and J6mm in diam-
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eter, provided with two platinum wire electrodes, the ends being 3mm 
apart, and with two bands of tin foil, was connected to the mercury 
pump while the terminals of an induction coil were connected alter-
nately with the electrodes and with the tin-foil bands. When the press-
ure hi the tube was above 3Gmm no discharge could be observed be-
tween the tin-foil coatings, though that between the platinum wires be-
came very brilliant. .At about 1 mm a luminosity between the armatures 
was observable, which increased to 0·004:mm when it was intense, the 
spark between the electrodes being feeble. At 0·00036mm the electrode 
spark appeared only occasionally, while the armaturJ3 discharge was 
constant and very bright. The two discharges give exactly opposite 
results, that between the electrodes diminishing with the exhaustion 
and that between the armatures increasing with it. The author can 
explain this and other similar experiments only by the supposition 
that the resist:1nce of the vacuum itself diminishes as the rarefaction 
increases and that there is developed simultaneously at the electrode a 
condition which hinders the passage of the electricity into the air from 
the metal. (Phil. Mag., February, 1885, V, xrx, 125; J. Phys., June, 
1885, II, IY, 273.) 
Goldstein has made the following remarkable e:xpel'iment on the prop-
agation of electricity through a vacuum. .A Geissler tube has for its 
negative electrode either a platinum loop or a carbon :filament from a 
Swan lamp. By means of n. battery these loops are raised to incan-
descence, ancl tllcn the discharge of an induction coil .is sent into the 
tube. A shunt circuit connected with the two spberical terminals of 
a spark interrupter permits the graduation of the length of spark sent 
through the tube. 1\feasnrc<l in this way the resistance of the Geissler 
tube is at least one hundred times less ~hen the electrodes are heated 
to incandescence than when the cathodes are cold. The incandescence 
of the positive electrode is witl.10ut influence. (Ber. Ale. Wien, 1884, 
58; J. Phys., April, 1885, II, IV, 182.) 
This result appears entirely anaJogous with certain pheuomena ob-
served by Edison in the s11ring of1884 in bis incandescent lamps. Insert-
ing n. platinum electrode in the lamp, between the sides of the carbon 
loop, he noticed that when the lamp was brought up to incandescence 
a gal vanometcr connected. on the one s~de to this platinum plate and on 
the otllcr to the positive conductor, showed a cleficction increasing with 
the degree of incandescence. The carbon iilamcnt was, in this case, an 
incandescent clectro<le as above, and the electro-motive force of the 
machine, about 110 Yolts, was under these conditions sufficient to cause 
a discharge through tltc vacuum. (Science, October, 1884, rv, 374; Na-
ture, April, 1885, XXXI, 54.5.) 
Lehmann concludes that the apparent difference of propertie of 
' P itive and negative electrification in vacuum tubes is due entirely to 
condary actions dependent upon the state of charge which the air 
take in con eque1:1ce of its friction against the electrode . This elec-
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trifi.cation thus produced is always positive, and therefore tho discharge 
.is favored at the cathode and. rendered more difficult at the anode: 
Iudeed, tile latter is, in a certaiu sense, prolonged by ~he layer of gas, 
positively electrified, which surrounds it, and which produces the dark 
space around this electrode. In this space the discharge is convective 
and continuous, becoming luminous and discontinuous only beyond it 
at a -variable distance depending upon the pressure of the gas and 
upon its temperature\. ( lViecl. Ann., xxn, 305; J. Phys., December, 
1885, II, rv, 570.) -
Naccari and Guglielmo have continued their investigations on the 
heating of the electrodes produced by the induction spark in rarefied 
air. They had previously shown that for pressures of air above 10mm 
the negative electrode heated more than the positive in ·the ratio of 1 
to between 2 and 4. 'For lower pressures they now show that this ratio 
increases slowly up to a pressure of 5mm, more rapidly from 5 to 1-2mm, and 
very rapidly up to a pressure of o-27mm, when it reaches a maximum 
value of 28. It then decreases, and for the lowest pressures obtainable 
is reversed and becomes less than 1. (J. Phys., December, 1885, II, 1v, 
-561.) 
Ayrton and Perry bave communicated to Urn Physical Society of 
London a paper on the most economical pote.::itial difference to employ 
with Edison incandescent lamps. They point out the fact that it is not 
.sufficient to know that when a lamp is givjng out a certain number of 
-candles it_ absorbs so much power per candie, and when giving out a 
much larger number of candles it absorbs so much less power per can· 
-dle. What must be known in addition is the life of the lamp at each 
-of these two candle-powers before we can deci<lP, upon the most economi· 
cal temperature for it; since if the efficiency is low at low temperatures, 
the life is great, aml at high temperatures tlle larger efficiency will be 
balanced. somewhat by its short life. From a curve given by calcula-
tion, and assuming the cost of the lamp 5s., the number of hours of burn-
ing per year 560, and the cos~ of one electric horse-power for this time 
as £5, the authors show that tl.Je minimum cost per candle per year is 
llcl., and is obtained with a potential value of 101 ·4 volts, the cost ris-
ing to 1s. per year if the potential falls to D8·7 or rises to 104 volts. 
{Phil. ]fag., April, 1885, V, xrx, .304; Nature, March, 1885, xxxr, 450.) 
11'lemi:ng bas made extended investigations into the phenomena of 
incandescent lamps with special reference to their efficiency. From 
statistics concerning the life, resistance, efficiency, and potential differ-
.ence of such lamps be Las constructed empirical equations showing the 
mutual relations of these 'rnriables. A curve ~howing the 'relation of 
any one of these to any otller is calle<l. a characteristic curve for that 
lamp. His results confirmed the law formulated by Ayrton and Perry, 
that for a certain class of lamps ('i.e. the Edison) the potential difference, 
minus a constant, varies as ~he cube root of the efficiency, the latter 
.quantity being measured in candles per horse.power~ The constant 
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which in the lamps examineu. is about 28·7, is nearly the potential dif. 
ference at which the lamps begin to emit light. Hence the law may be 
stated as follows: The effective potential difference varie,q as the cube 
root of the efficiency. (Phil. JJfag., May, 1885, V, 1rx, 368; Nature, 
April, 1885, xxxr, 522.) 
Fleming has further studied the phenomenon of molecular shadows 
in Edison incandescent lamps. In his earlier experiments he suggested 
the similarity of the phenomenon in question to those observed in high 
vacua by Crookes, the surface of the glass being coated with a deposit 
of carbon, with the exception of a clear line marking the intersection of 
the glass with the plane of the loop, and being in fact a shadow of the 
loop, apparently caused by tlrn emission of matter from the terminals. 
The author has now succeeded in producing this phenomenon at will by 
passing a Yery strong current momentarily through a lamp, and has 
produced similar deposits of ,arious metals used as electrodes. T~iese 
deposits show colors by transmitted light, and, as a general result, he· 
concludes tllat red metals, such a gold and copper, appear green by 
transmitted light, whereas white metals, like silver and platinum, ap-
pear brown. This result is obviously of the same character as that ob-
tained by Wright.-Ani. J. Sci., 1877, III, XIII, 49; XIV, 160. (Phil. 
Mag., August, 1885, V, xx, 141; Nature, July, 1885, xxxn, 263; .Am. 
J. Sci., October, 1885, III, xxx, 314.) 
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8vo. pp. ,i, 33'.3. Mon , 1 :5. (Mancoaux.) 
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Uecherches e:xp6rimentales sur la resistance 6lectrique dc.s sutlsfanccs isolantes. G. 
Foussereau. 4to. pp. 119. Paris, 1885. (Gauthier-Villars.) 
The magnetism of steel and iTon ships. T. A. Lyons. Svo. pp.123. Washington, 
1884. (Navy Department.) 
Traite pratique d'electricito appliquee a l'exploitation des chemins d~ fer. G. Dumont. 
12mo. pp. 372. Paris, 1885. (Besnard.) 
Sur l'origine de l'electricite atmospherique, du tonnerre et de l'aurore boreale. E. 
Edlund. Svo. Stockholm, 1885. (Nilsson.) 
Das Gltihlicht, sein Wesen und seiu Erfordnisse. E. de Fodor. 8vo. pp. 260. Wien, 
1885. 
Les lampes electriques et leurs accessoires. r. Urbanitzky. ~dition frarn;iaise par 
G. Fournier. 12mo. Paris, 1885. 
Magnetic and electrical laws. E. II. Harding. 18mo. pp. 32. London, 1885. (Col-
lins.) 
Domestic electricity for amateurs. E. Hospitalier. Translated from the French by 
. C. J. Wharton. 8vo. pp. 230. London, 1885. (Spon.) 
Easy lessons in Electricity. T. Kirwan. 8vo. pp. 102. Boston, 1885. 
On the seat of the Electromotive forces in the Voltaic cell. 0. J . Lodge. 8vo. PP· 
96. London, 1885. (Taylor.) 
Le<;ons elementaires de telegraphic electrique. L. Michaut et M. Gillet. 18mo. pp. 
vii, 206. Paris, 1885. (Gauthier-Villars.) 
Ursprung der Gewitter-Electrfoitat und der gewohnlichen Electricitat der Atmosphare. 
L. Sohncker. 8vo. pp. v, 74. Jena, 1885. 
Wrinkles in electric lighting. V. Stephen. Svo. pp. 46. Lonuon, 1885. (Spon.) 
Mathematical theory of electricity and magnetism. H. W. Watson and S. H. Bur-
bury. Vol. I. Electrostatics. 8vo. pp. 274. London, 1885. (Froude.) 
The electrical and magnetic properties of the iron carburets. C. Barus and V. Strou-
hal. 8vo. pp. 2:3b. Washington, 1885. (Bulletin No. 14 of .the U. S. Geological 
Survey.) 
Construction des etalons prototypes de rcsistan_ce electrique dn ministere des postes et 
des telegraphes. J. R. Benoit. 4to. pp. 80. Paris, 1885. (Gauthier-Villars. ) 
Instruction a l'etucle de· l'electricite statique. E. Bichat et R. Blondlot. 8vo. pp. 
x, 1.41. Paris, 1885. (Gauthier-Vilhrs.) 
Lchrbuch <ler Electricita.t un<l des Magnetismus. E. Mascart & J. Joubert. Autori-
sirte deutsche Ueberset.zung von Dr. L. Levy. Band i. 8vo. pp. xx, 592. Ber-
lin, 1885. (Springer.) 
Teleph0nie et telegraphie simultanees. F. Van Rysselberghe. Precede de notions 
preliminaires sur l'indtiction electrique, le telephone et le microphone, par E. 
Buels. 12ruo. pp. xii, 226. Bruxelles, 18i35. (Hayez.) 
Handbuch der Electrotechnik. · E. Kittler. Band 1, Hiilfte 1. 8vo. pp. 296. Stutt-
gart, 1885. (Enke.) 
Kleines Handworterbuch enthaltend das wichtigste aus der Lehre der Electricitat. 
W. Biscan. 16mo. pp. 96. Wien, 1884. (Hartleben.) 
Ein cmpfindliches Galvanometer mit mes,~barcm Reductionsfactor. R. ,v. Wilson. 
12mo. pp. 12. Leipzig, 1885. 
NECROLOGY OF PHYSICISTS, 1885. 
SrLLDIAX, liE~Jt,Mrn, Professor of Chemistry in Yale College. Author of a text-
book on Physics .. Dietl. at New Haven, Conn., January 13, 1885, aged 68 years. 
ROSETTI, FRANCISCO, Professor of Physics in the University of Padua. ·well known 
for his researches on electro-statics and the temperature of the electric arc. Died in 
Padua, April 20, 1885, at the age of G2 years. 
JENKIN, FLEEMING, Professor of Engineering in the University of Edinburgh. Dis-
tinguished as an electrician, especially in connection with the Atlantic cable. His 
I' 
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la.st work was tlle system of electrical transport called telepherage. Died in Edin-
burgh, June 12, 1885, at the age of 52. 
TRESCA, HENRI, Professor of Industrial 111:echanics and afterward Director of the 
Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, Paris. Elected a member of the French Academy 
in 1872. Eminent for his researches on the Flow of Metals and other mechanical sub-
jects. Died in Paris, June 21, 1885, aged 71 years. 
EKLUND. A. W., Professor of Physics at the University of Lund, Sweden. Dietl at 
Lund, .July, 1885, at the age of 90 yearn. 
1\fANGIN, Colonel, of the French army. Inventor of the electric light projector 
known by his name. Died in Paris, of apoplexy, in November, 1885, aged 45 years. 
CARPENTER, WILLIAM n., the eminent physiologist. Noted in physics for his work 
on the microscope. Died in London, November 10, 1885, aged 73 years. 
-ANDREWS, THOMAS, Professor of Chemistry in Queen's College, Belfast, until 1S'l9. 
Well known for his researches on the Continuity of the Gaseous and Liquid states. 
Died in Belfast, November 26, 1885, aged 72 years. 
CHEMISTRY. 
By H. CARRINGTON BoL'l'ON, Pn. D., 
' Professor of Chetnist1·y, Trinity College, Hartfo1'd. 
GENERAL AND PHYSICAL. 
Present Aspects of the Theory of Ohernical Action.-In his presidential 
:address to the chemical section of the British Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, at the Aberdeen meeting, Prof. Henry E. Arm-
strong considered, among other things, the present aspects of the theory 
of chemical action. He said: Chemical action may be defined as being 
any action of which the consequence is an alteration in molecular con-
stitution or composition; the action may concern molecules which are 
of only one kind-cases of mere decomposition, of isomeric change, and 
of polymerization; or it may take place between dissimilar molecules 
-cases of combination and of interchange. Hitherto it appears to 
have been commonly assumed and almost universally taught by chemists 
that action takes place directly between A and B, producing AB, or 
between AB and OD, producing .A .. C and BD, for example. This, at al1 
events, is the impression which tho average student gains. Our text 
books do not, in fact, as a rule deign to notice observations of such 
fundamental importance as those of De La Rive on the behavior of 
nearly pure zinc with dilute sulphuric acid, or the later ones of Faraday 
(Exp. Researches, Series vn, 1834:, 863 et seq.) on the insolubility of 
amalgamated zinc in this acid. Belief in the equation Zn+H2S01= 
Hz+ ZnS04, hence, becomes a part of the chemist's creed, and it is 
generally interpreted to mean ·tbat zinc will dissolve in sulphuric acid 
forming zinc sulphate, not, as should be the case, that when zinc dis-
solves in sulphuric acid it produces zinc sulphate, &c. 
In studying the chemistry of carbon compounus we become ac-
quainted with a large number of instances in which a, more or less minute 
quantity of a substance is capable of inducing change in the body or 
bodies with which it is associated without apparently itself being altered. 
The polymerization of a number of cyanogen compounds and of alde-
hydes, the "condensation" of ketonic compounds and the hydrolysis of 
,earbobydrates are cases in point, but so little has been done to ascertain 
6:37 
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the nature of the influence of the contact-substance, or catalyst, a 1 
would term it, the main object in view being the study of tlle product 
of tho reaction, that the importance of the catalyst is not <l.uly appre-
ciated. Recent discoveries, however-more particularl;v Mr. H. B. 
Dixon's invaluable investigation on conditions of chemical chaugo in 
gases, and the experiments of l\1r. Cowper with chlorine and various 
metals, and of Mr. Baker on the combustion of carbon and phosphorus-
must have girnn a rude shock, from which it can never recover, to the 
belief in thA assumed simplicity of chemical change. The inference 
which I think may be fairly drawn from Mr. Baker's observations-
that pure carbon and phosphorus are incombustible in pure oxygen-is 
indeed startling, and his experiments must do much to favor that "more 
minute study of the simpler chemical phenomena" so pertinently ad-
vocated by Lord Rayleigh. (See Presidential Address to the B. A.. A. 
S., at the meeting of 1884.) 
But if it be a logical conclusion from the cases now known to us, that 
chemical action is not possible between any two substances other than 
elementary atoms, and that the presence of a third is necessary, what 
is the function of Hie tllird body, the catalyst, and what must be its 
character with reference to one or both of the two primary agents? In 
the discussion wllich took place at the chemical society after the read-
ing of Mr. Baker's paper, I ventured to define chemical action as re-
versed electrolysis, stating that in any case in which chemical action ',Vas 
to take place, it was essential tliat tbe system operated upon sllould 
contain a material of tho nature of an electrolyte ( Chem. Soc. Proc., 1885, 
p. 40). In short, I believe that the conditions which obtain in any vol-
taic element arc those which must be fulfilled in every case of chemical 
action. There is nothing new in this; in fact it was stated by Faraday 
in 1848 (Exp. Researches, series vu, § 858 and § 859); and had due lieed 
been given to Faraday's teaching, we should scarcely now be so ignorant 
of the conditions of chemical change. ( Chem. N e·ws, ur, 135.) 
Suggestions as to the Ca11,se of the Periodic Law and the N afore of the 
Chemical Elements. (By Prof. Thomas Carnelley.)-The truth of the pe-
riodic law of the chemical elements is now generally allowed by most 
chemists. Nevertheless, but little bas been done towards attaining a 
reasonable explanation of the law. This prompts the author to offer a. 
few suggestions on this subject. Even long before the discovery of tbe 
periodic law many chemists had pointed out certain numerical rela'tion-
shipe exi ting between the atomic weights of bodies belonging to a given 
group, and bad, hence, suppo eel that the elements belonging to the e,-
ral natural group were not primary, but were made up of two or more 
impl r element . These conclusions, however, w-ere more or le frag-
m ntary and referr cl only to particular groups of elements. In the 
lirrht of the periodic law the author bas made a general extension of the 
fragm ntary conclu ion of Duma , and has brought that law into jux-
• 
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taposition with an extended generalization of the analogy of the ele-
ments with the hydrocarbon radicals. A careful consideration of the 
relations between certain physical properties arn.l the atomic weights of 
the elements leads almost irresistibly to the conclusion that the ele-
ments are analogo;s to the hydrocarbon radicals in both form and func-
tion. This is a conclusion which if true would further lead us to infer 
tllat the elements are not elements in the strict sense of the teqn, but 
are built up of (at least) two primary elements, A ( =carbon at. wt. 12} 
and B (mther, at. wt.-2), which by their combination produce a series 
of compounds (viz, our present elements) analogous to the ·hydrocarbon 
radicals. If this theory be true the periodic law follows as a matter of 
course, and we should therefore be able to represent the elementiS by 
some such general formula as An B 2n+ (2-x), analogous to that for the 
hydrocarbon radicals Cn H 2n+c2-<i:l in which n=the series and x the group 
to which the element or hydrocarbon radical belongs. Assuming the 
truth of the theory here advanced, it is interesting to observe that 
whereas the hydrocarbons are compounds of hydrogen and carbon, the 
chemical elements would be composed of carbon with rether, the two 
sets of bodies being generated in an exactly analogous manner from 
their respective elements. There would, hence, be three primitive ele-
ments, viz, carbon, hydrogen, and rether. Finally, this theory would re-
move the chief objections which have been urged against the periodic 
law, whilst tlle existence of elements of identical atomic weights and 
isomeric with one another would be possible. May not Ni and Co, Rw 
and Rh, Os and Ir, and some of the rare earth metals be isomers in this 
~ense, (Report B. A . .A. S. in Nature, xxxn, 530.) 
Relations between the Atomic Weights and the Physiological Functions of 
the Elements (by Fausto Sestini).-.A study of the following table con-
taining the elements entering into the formation of the organic matter 
of plants, shows that no element having an atomic weight higher than 56 
takes a direct part in producing organic bodies: 
Indispensable. I I Useful. 
Electro-negative { 0 = 12 ; N = 14 ; 0 = 16 ; } Si=28; Cl=35·5. 
P=31; 8=32 -
Electro-positive { Ir=l; 1\1g=24; K=3D;} Na=23; l\fn=55. 
Oa=40; Fe=5G 
Among the remaining elements of the first four groups of the periodic 
system which occur in the ashes of certain plants are .A.1=27·3 in 
lycopodium and equisetum, Li=7 in tobacco and vines, Fl=l9 in 
many higher plants, Ou=G3, Zn=u5, and Br (also I) in algm. The 
elements following copper up to uranium act like poison upon plants 
and animals. The soluble compounds of most of the elements having 
higher atomic weights than 5G coagulate albumen, exert a very injurious 
influence on animals, and act, to a certain' extent as antiseptic8. ( Gazz. 
chim. itaUana, xv, 107.) 
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On the Unit used in Calculating the Atomic Weights (by Lothar Meyer 
.and Karl Seubert).-The controv.ersy arising immediately after the pro-
·- posal of Dalton's atomic theory, as to the unit upon which the numerical 
-- values of tho atomic weight should be based has for half a century 
divided chemists into two schools. While Dalton and, later, Leopold 
'Gmelin, from theoretical and philosophical considerations, chose the 
.smallest atomic weight, that of hydrQgen, as the measure of all the rest, 
Wollaston and Berzelius chose that of oxygen,' partly because they did 
not place so high a value on theoretical views, and partly on the purely 
practical ground that many elements can be compared directly with 
-0xygen, whereas they can be only indirectly compared with hydrogen. 
When the Dalton unit, the hydrogen atom, gradually obtained the 
upper hand, the old controversy appeared to have been laid aside, and 
consequently it was to be hoped that the recent more exact investiga-
tions of the laws which govern the numerical values of the atomic 
weights would be directed from the same point of view. This hope, 
however, has unfortunately not been fulfilled, as the olu. Wollaston-
Berzelius unit has lately again come into use in a different-and as we 
believe-more dangerous form. 
As is well known, J. S. Stas has from bis own observation as well as 
those of others deduced as the most highly probable result that the 
atomic weight of oxygen is not quite sixteen times as great as that of 
hydrogen, but on the contrary is about 4 5 0 of its value less than 1G H. 
That i~ when H=l, O=15·9G. Many chemists, however, content them-
selves with numerical values founded on the more simple ratio of 
H: 0=1 : 16, regarding the difference of 4 & 0 as of very little- practical 
,eonsideration. And the hope that the old controve'rsy over the choice 
-of the unit would disappear upon a recalculation of the atomic weights 
llas unfortunately not been fulfilled. The desire to do away with the 
nnit 0=100 is universal; all chemists prefer referring atomic weights 
to hydrogen, but they ·do not agree as to the way in which this is to be 
done. Some refer all atomic weights to 0=16, when H=l·0023, and 
-Others to H=l. In consequence of these different views all the other 
atoi;nic weights fluctuate to the extent of about¼ per cent. of their 
value, a very undesirable state of affairs, leading to confusion and per-
plexity. The authors maintain that the real cause prompting the 
adoption of 0 =lG is a secret fondness for Prout's hypothesis. 
The authors admit that the error introduced by making O=1G is much 
smaller than the unavoidable errors of observation so far as inorganic 
compound. are concerned, but they show that in tbe analysis of organic 
compound it is quite otherwise. From a table showing the percentages 
of hydrogen and carbon in the paraffins containing 30 and 31 carbon 
atom arnl their derived alcohols and acid , jt is evident that the vari-
ation in t1JC alculated percentages of carbon dioxide reach the tenth. 
f a P r ceut., a di:ffi rence often greater than that obtained from two 
a 1j cent by rocarbon in a homologous series. 
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With the aid of a second table, in which calculations are made on 
the two suppositions that 0=16, and 0=15·96, the authors show that 
.according to the former a given analysis would lead to the formula 
C25H52, but according to the latter the formula would be 021H5s, Of 
course in such a case no one would determine the formula by analysis 
.alone. In conclusion, the authors say: ~, We are all convinced that the 
relation under consideration (and thereby every other atomic weight re-
ferred to Il= 1) is not accurate to the thousandth part of its value. 
Let us accept it without artificial interpretations and wait till the future 
for its further proof and confirmation b;y experimenta,l methods." ( Ber. 
d. chem. Ges., XVIII, 1089, and Arn. Chem. J., VII, 96.) 
Prout's Hypothesis and the Atomic Weight of Silver (by Lothar Meyer 
and K. Seubert).-The calculation of the atomic weights of many of the 
-elements depends, as is well known, upon that, of silver, so that the 
.sharpest possible determination of this is desirable in order to obtain 
.accurate results, without which a discussion of Prout's hypothesis, as 
far as this is concerned with facts, is unprofitable. For this reason J. 
S. Stas, in his masterly investigations, use,J'tbe utmost care in determin-
ing the stoichiometrical relations between silver and oxygen. Dumas, 
in 1878, showed that oxygen was contained in pure silver which had 
been fused with borax and saltpeter. The authors have stutlied the in-
fluence which the slight percentage of oxygen may have exerted on 
Stas' silver determinations, and conclude that the latter were not ap-
preciably influenced by the occluded oxygen. The authors maintain 
that the :r_.11ost accurate determination::, of atomic weights of the elements 
.all contradict Prout's hypothesis in its characteristic original concep-
tion; it must therefore be loo_ked upon as having been disproved by 
experiment. (Ber. d. chem. Ges. xv1n, 1098, and.Am. Chem. J., vn, 104.) 
Re-determinations of Atomic Weights. 
Element. Atomic Authority. 
I 
Reference. weight. 
Cerium .............••....... 141-1 Crookes ......... Chem. News, LII, 302. 
Lanthanum ......••.......... 13B·3 .... do ....••..... Do. 
Carbon [0=16] .•.••..•...•.. 12·0 van der Plaats ... Comptes rendus, c, 52. 
Phosphorus [ 0=16] . . ....•••. 31·0 .... do ........... Do. 
Tin [0=16] .•.••.... . •...... 118·07 . . . . do ....•...... Do . 
Zinc [0=16] .•.••...••...... 65·17 . . .. do .......•••. Do. I 
Tjtanium ..................•. 48·01 T. E. Thorpe •••. Chem. News, LI, 46. 
Bisrnuth ..•.•.•.•••.........• 208·16 R. Schneider .... J. prakt. Chem., xxx. 
Glucinum ...•................ 9-1 Humpidge ...... Chem. News, LI, 121. 
Samarium ............. . ..•.. 150·02 Clt~vl} ........... Chem. News, LI, 145. 
Didymium ...•....•••....•.•. 142·3 . . . . do ..•••...•• . Chem. News, LII, 227 • 
Cerium LO=16] ...•...•.•.••. 140·22 Brauner .•••••••. J. Chem. Soc., 1885, 879. 
H. Mis. 15-41 
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Physical Conditions Dependent upon Temperature.-The experiments of 
French and of Russian chemists in liquefaction of gases, and th ex-
traordinary temperatures obtained, excite so much interest that we here 
transcribe a somewhat extended table of temperatures with attendant 
phenomena. The table was compiled by Mr. J. J. Coleman, and pre-
sented by him to the Philosophical Society of Glasgow, March 18, 1885, 
in connection with his paper on the "Liquefaction of Gases, and other 
Effects of Extreme Cold." (See Chem. News, LI, 174.) 
Fahr. Cent. 
I 
Physical conditions dependent on tempel"atnre. Atmospheres. 
---
+698 +370 Critical point of water ....•.....•.•..•.•••..•.•. 195·5 
311 155·4 Critical point of sulphuric anhydride ............ 78·9 
285 141 Critical point of chlorine .....•..•....•..•....... s:3·9 
266 130 Critical point of ammonia .....•....•...••••..... 115 
212 100·2 Critical point of sulphuretted hydrogen ........•. 92 
98 37 Critical point of acetylene ....................... 68 
95 35·4 Critical point of nitrous oxide ................... 75 
89 31·9 Critical point of carbon dioxide ....••.........•. 77 
50 10·1 Critical point of ethylene ........•.•........... . 51 
Fahr. Cent. Physical conditions dependent on temperature. Authority. 
+ 32 0 Nitrous oxide boils at 32 atmospheres pressure ... Faraday. 
+ 32 0 Carbon dioxide boils at 36 atmospheres pressure .. Do. 
+ 14 -10 Sulphur dioxide boils ....•............... . ..•••. Do. 
+ 15 - 10·5 .•.•.. do. . .........•....•...................••••. Bunsen. + 10 -23 Methyl chloride boils ..•......•....••............ Regnault. 
-10 -23 Carbon dioxide boils at 19.38atmospheres pressure. Faraday. 
- 20 -29 Sulphur dioxide boils in current dry air .......••. Pictet. 
-20 -29 Carbon dioxide and oxygen, air and nitrogen Cailletet. 
compressed to 300 atmospheres in tass tubes 
and expanded suddenly show lique action. 
Pictet. - 26 -32 Alcohol containing 52 per cent. water freezes .... 
-29 - 33·6 Chlorine boils .................................. Regnault. 
-29 - 33·7 Ammonia boils ................... . . . ............ Bunsen. 
- 31 -35 Commercial paraffin oil (sp. gr. 0.tH0) freezes .... Coleman. 
- 40 - 40 Nitrous oxide boils at 8. 71 atmospheres pressure .. Faraday. 
- 40 - 40 Carbon dioxide boils at 11 atmospheres prm,sure .. Do. 
- 40 -40 Ethylene boils at 13.5 atmospheres pressure ...•.. Do. 
- 53 -47 Holland gin and French brandy freeze ..•....... Coleman. 
-60 - 51 Nitrous oxide boils at 5 atmospheres pressure .... Faraday. 
-60 - 51 Carbon dioxide boils at 6. 75 atmospheres pressure .. Do. 
- 60 -51 Ethylene boils at 9 atmospheres ressure ..•..•.• Do. 
- 62 - 52 American petroleum (sp. gr .. 790 freezes .....••. Coleman~ 
- 62 - 52 Extra-strong whisky and rum freeze ....••.•.•.. Do. 
- 62 - 52 Alcohol containing 40 per cent. water freezes .... Do. 
-80 - 61·8 Snlpbydric acid boils ........................... Regnanlt. 
-80 - 62 Nitrous oxide boils at 3 atmospheres pressure ..•• Faraday. 
- 80 - 62 Carbon dioxide boilsat3.75 atmospheres preBSnre .. Do. 
-80 - 62 Ethylene boils at 6.5 atmospheres pressure ....•.. Do. 
-99 -73 Critical point of marsh gas, 56 atmospheres pres- Wroblewski. 
sure. 
-103 -76 Liquefied ammonia freezes ..........•..•.•..••.. 
-103 - 75 Alcohol containing 20 per cent. water freezes •... Coleman. 
-108 - 78 Carbon dioxide boils . . . • • . • . . • • . . . . . . . • .••.•.•. Faraday &n 
-112 Solid sulphurous anhydride melts ..•••..•••.••••. 
Regna.ult. 
-80 Mitchell. 
-123 , - 86 Nitrous o;Xide boils .....•••••.•...••.•••••..•.•.. Faraday. 
ct 
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Fahr. Cent. Physical conditions dependent on temperature. Authority. 
---
-123 -86 Marsh gas boils at 40 atmospheres pressure ....... Wroblewski. 
-128 - 8i·9 Liquid nitrous oxide uoils ................•..... Regnault. 
-144 - 98 Marsh gas boils at 25 atmospheres pressure ...... Wroblewski. 
-152 -102 Amyl alcohol, an oily liquid ...••...........•.... Olzewski. 
-Hi~ -102 Silicon fluoride, a white ruass ..........•....... Do. 
-152 -102 Arsenetted hydrogen liquid ................• -... Do. 
-152 -102 Hydrochloric acid boils ......... - ..• - - ... - . - ••. - Do. 
-15~ -102 Chlorine in orange crystals ............. - .......• Do. 
-152 -102 Ethylene boils ...•.......................... - - . - Wroblewski. 
-lG-1 --103 ...... do ................ . ----.... --... -. - ... -- .. - . ---- .. Olzewski. 
-166 -llO Solid carbon dioxide and ether in vacuo .. - - ... - - . Faraday. 
-171 -ll3 Critical point of oxygen, 50 atmospheres pressure .. Wroblewski. 
-171 -113 Marsh ga1:1 boils at 16 atmospheres pressure .. - . - . Do. 
-175 -115 Solid carbon dioxide in vacuo, 25mm pressure ..... Dewar. 
-175 -115 Hydrochloric acid a solid ...•.....••.......... - .. Olzewski. 
-177 .-116 Carbon disulphide a solid ....•............ - . -- .. 
-180 -118 Arsenetted hydrogen in white crystaltL .......... Do. 
-193 -li5 Nitrous oxide boils in vacuo ...•.....•••.•••..... Dewar. 
-200 -129 Ether soli difiei ..........••..•......•••.....• - •. Olzewski. 
-202 -130 Absolute alcohol a solid .......•• ._ ......•..•..... 
-209 -134 Amyl alcohol a solid ...... ·"'···· ...••.••...••••. Do. 
-218 -139 Ethylene boils in vacuo; .............••.......•. Do. 
-219 -139·5 Critical point of carbon monoxide, 35.5 at press- Do. 
nre. 
\ -Z-W -140 Critical point of air, pressure 39.0 atmospheres .•. Do. 
-220 -140 Calculated tewperature of carbon clioxide snow in Pictet. 
vacuo. 
-220 -140 Hydrogen compressed to 650 atmospheres and Do. 
pressure released produces momentary liquefac-
tion and solidification. 
-220 -140 Oxygen compressed to 320 atmospheres and press- Do. 
ure released produces momentary liquefaction. 
Olzewski. -231 -146 Critical point of nitrogen, 35 atmospheres pressure. 
-238 -150 Ethylene boils in vacuo ...................•...... Do. 
-238 -150 Ca,rbon dioxide boils at 20 atmospheres pressure .. Do. 
-242 -152 Atmospheric air boils at 20 atmospheres pressure •. Do. 
-247 -155 Marsh gas boils .................................. Wroblewski. 
-299 -184 Oxygen boils ........•...•.••...•••....•...••••. Do. 
· -312 -191 ·4 Air boils . . . • . . . . . . • • . . .•••...•...••...•••••.•.. Olzewski. 
-312 -191 ·2 . . . .. . . do ...•........... _ , ....••••...••.••••••.••• Wroblewski • 
-315 -193 Carbon monoxide boils .............••.......•••. Do. 
-317 -194 Nitrogen boils ...........•..•..•.••...•••.•••••. Olzewski. 
-336 -205 Air boils in vacuo .........••.•••••••..••.....••. Do. 
-348 -211 Carbon monoxide solidifies .•••••....•...•••..... DQ. 
-351 -213 Nitrogen boils in vacuo ...•••... ~ .....•••..•..• Do. 
(f) (T) Hydrogen at 100 to 200 a,tmospheres liquefies to Wroblewski and 
colorless drops (in glass tubes 0.2mm diameter Olzewski. 
surrounded by oxygen boiling in vacuo) . . 
E. J. M.illil. · -355 -215 Galcu la.ted boiling point of hydrogen ....••..••••. 
-460 -273 Absolute zero ..............................•.•.. 
Compare note on solid nitrog~n under the head "Inorganic." 
..Anomalies in the Boiling Points of the Ohloroaceto-nitril, and their 
Derivatives (by Hermann Bauer).-As a rule the replacement of hydro-
gen by chlorine or by oxygen lowers the volatilit~., of organic compounds 
not inconsiderably, but in certain cases an opposite effect results. Such 
an 1bnormal effect is especially noticed in cyanogen compounds, the vola-
tility of which is usually increased by the introduction into the molecule 
of negative radicals, and this occurs even when the molecular weight is 
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greatly increased. Chlorocyanogen and dicyanogen, for example, are 
more volatile than hydrocyanic acid: 
H-CN boils at +26° 
01-0:N boils at +15° 
NC-ON boils at -21 ° 
nnd cyanethyl boils at 96°, higher than cyanacety], which boils at 930 C. 
The chloronitrils exhibit similar peculiarities. These and similar facts 
prompted the author to examine the influence on the boiling point 
of introducing atomic groups in the place of the chlorine in those bodies 
in which the chlorine itself produces no change or marked change in the 
volatility. To this end the author prepared the four nitrils named 
below; their formula, and boiling points compared with trichloraceto-
nitril~ are given in the table: 
Name. Formula. B.P. Differ-
0 ence. 
Trichloracetonitril . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0013-CN 84 
-64 
Dichlormethoxylacetonitril ........ CH3O-CC12-CN 148 
-13 
Dichlorethoxylacetonitril .....•.... · .CzH5O-CC12-CN 161 
-21 
Dichlorpropoxylacetonitril ......... C3H7O-CC12-CN 182 
-14 
Dichlormonoisobutoxylacetonitril .. 'C,H9O-CCJ2-CN · 196 
Whence it appears that the replacement of chlorine by methoxyl 
raises the boiling point 64°, and beyond this the boiling point increases 
with each addition of the carbon group in about the same ratto as in 
homologous compounds of like character. 
In the compounds cited below, an unusual elevation of the boiling 
point occurs when oxymethyl enters. 
I 
Name. Formula. B. P. Name. Formula. B. P. 
Phosgene .••••..... col c1 l + so Carboniomethyl- col OCHs} 91° Cl ether. OCHa 
Ch loro oar b onic- Cl · 
methyl ether. co I OCH3 67° 
Chloroform ........ CHCh 61 Orthoformi cme- CH (OCHah 1()20 
Cyanohloride ...... 
thyl ether. 
43-45 NCCl 15.51 Cyanomethyl ether. NCOCH3 Trichloracetonitril . NC-CCh 84 Dichlomethnxy lac- NC-CClzOCHs 148 
etonitril. 
In ome ca es the boiling point rises regularly 20° for each CH, in-
troduced into the compound. 
Name. 
ichlorpropoxylac tonitril . ............. . 
nocblordipropoxylacetonitril. _ ....... . . 
Tripropoxylacetonitril ................... . 
Dicblorisobutoxylacetonitril .......••••.• & 
Formula. 
CCI2(OC3H1)CN 
CC1(O03H1)2CN 
C(OC3H7)3CN 
CC12(OC,H9)CN 
B.P. 
0 
183 
200 
218 
195 
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Tn other cases a notable elevation of boiJing point ensues when <!b.lo-
rine is replaced by ethoxy]. 
Name. Formula. 
Phosgene . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . CO- Cl2 
Chlorocarbonicethyl ether .............. . _ .CO-CIO-C2Hs 
.Uarbonic<liethyl ether. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CO- (OC2H5)2 
Chloroform. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CH Ch 
Orthoformicetbyl ether................ . . CH-(OC2Hsh 
Carbon tetrachloride . . ........... ·..... . . . CCl4. 
Orthocarbonicethyl ether ......... ".. . . . . . C-(OC2Hs)4 
Trichloretbane ...... ·...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CH3CCh 
Jrthoaceticetbyl ether ... ................. CH3C-(OC2Hsh 
Cyanogen chloride . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NC-Cl 
Isocyanicethyl ether . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NC-OC2H5 
Tricyanogen chloride . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N3C3Cl3 
Isocyanuricethyl ether.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N303-(002H5h 
Trichloracetonitril ......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . NC - 0013 
Dichloretboxylacetonitril ...... ~ .. -~ ....... NC-CC120C2H5 
In the following, however, we have an exception to the rule: 
Name. Formula. 
B. P. 
0 
+ 8 
94 
l~G 
61 
146 
77 
159 
74·5 
142 
15·5 
GO 
190 
276 
84 
161 
B.P. 
0 
Monochlordiethoxylacetonitril ............ NC-CCI(OC2Hs)z 161 
Triethoxylacetonitril . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N<J-C(OC2Hs)a 161 
It is evident that an exchange of chlorine methoxyl in many cases 
produces no change in the boiling point, and in some instances chlorine 
is equivalent to the ethoxyl group. This is true of the bodies prepared 
by the author; when once the atom of chlorine is replaced by ethoxyl 
the .exchange of a second atom does not further influence the boiling 
point. (.Liebig's Annalen, ccxxrx, 163.) 
Radiant-Matter-Spectroscopy; Samarium.-Mr. William Crookes has 
continued his remarkable researches in the entirely original field of 
radiant-matter-spectroscopy. The results obtained as respects yttrium 
were noticed in our report for 1883. In a paper read before the Royal 
Society June 18, 1885, Mr. Crookes details the results of a study of the 
beautiful spectrum characterized by a strong red and a double orange 
band, and which proves to be peculiar to samarium. 
This double orange band spectrum was first observed by him in 1881, 
and his laborious researches have been uninterruptedly pursued since 
that date; the extreme sensitiveness of the new method of testing ·acted 
as a drawback rather than a help, except that the persistency of the 
phenomena observed increased confidence in its reliability. To the in-
experienced eye one part of the ''orange band" substance in ten thou-
Band gives as good an indication as one part_ in ten, and by far the 
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greater part of the chemical work undertaken in the bunt for the spec-
trum-forming element was performed upon material which later knowl-
edge showed did not contain sufficient to respond to any known cLem-
ical test. Except in few instances, as water analyRis and the detection 
of poisons, chemistry takes little account of traces. and when an anal-
ysis adds up to 99·99 the odd 0·01 per cent. is conveniently put down 
to "impurities," 4 ' losR," or "errors of analysis." When however the 
99·99 per cent. constitutes the impurity and this exiguous error 0·01 is 
the precious material to be extracted, and when, moreover, its chemistry 
is absolutely unknown, the difficulties of the .problem become enor-
mously enhanced. The author was therefore obliged to b_uild up a new 
chemistry, and after six months' work he obtained the earth didymia in 
a state which most chemists would call absolutely pure, for it probably 
contained not more than one part of impurity in 500,000 of didymia. 
But this one part in half a million, profoundly a:ffect6d the character of 
didymia from a radiant-matter-spectroscopic point of view, and the per-
sistence of this very minute quantity of interfering impurity enta,iled 
another six months' extra labor to eliminate these final traces, and to 
ascertain the real reaction of didymia pure and simple. The earth form-
erly called didymia proved to be a mixture of didymia aud samaria. 
During the long process of purification the 1,000 grams d,rimlled awa,y 
bit l>y bit until less than one-half a gram remained of the pure material. 
Didymia thus p.urified shows no trace of the orange double b:md, which 
js characteristic of samarium, an element discovered in 1879 by Lecoq 
de Boisbaudran. · 
The earths ccria, lantliania, didymia, and samaria possess iu tlieir 
purest state the following characters: Ceric oxide is almost p-µre white; 
in strong solution it bas no absorption spectrum. The atomic weight 
of the metal was taken and found to be 141·1. Ceria gives no orange 
band spectrum in the radiant-matter tube. Lanthana is snow white, 
and the metal was found to have an atomic weight of 138·3. It gives 
no orauge band spectrum when absolutely free from samaria. Samaria 
is white, with the faintest possible tinge of yellow; its absorption 8pec-
trum i much more feeble than the spectrum of <lidymium. Pure 
samaric sulphate by itself gives a very feeble phosphorescent speetrum. 
When however the a.maria is mixed with hwe lJefore exa,minatiou in 
the r~ulinnt-rnatter tube, the spectrum is very beautiful, con. isting e -
sentially of three bright bands-red, orang-e, and green-the e being 
11 ar1y eqnidistant, and the orange beiug the brightest. With a nar-
row •r lit the orange and green bands are seen to be double, with 
faint wingi.:. 
Th~ .·p ctrum of amrtria becomes highly modified by mixing with 
the arth other m tallic oxide . Mr. Crookes divide these modified 
P ctrn iuto thre group ; £ r particular of each, with diagram of 
eaeh t. pe we r fer t th ori~inal paper. In a mixture of samaria and 
Ytt:t'ia the former p e e. a remarkable power of obliterating the spec-
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trum of the latter; this holds even in a mixture of 43 parts samaria 
and 57 parts yttria. The delicacy of the spectrum test for samarium 
is extraordinary; a mixture of 1 part of samarium with 1,000,000 parts 
of calcium still exhibits a feeble spectrum of samarium; in a mixture of 
1 to 2,500,000 parts the spectrum of samarium is nearly imperceptible • 
.A striking feature in the spectra of various mixtures of samaria and 
yttria is a brilliant and sharp orange line ~2693. So long as this bright 
"2 
line i~ a component of the spectrum the other bands manifest decidedly 
less intensity, and many of them are suppressed. The profound modi-
fication in the spectra of samaria and yttria developed by their mixture 
1s undoubtedly withQut precedent in spectrum analysis. Mr. Crookes 
remarks in conclusion that the many anomalies unearthed in these re-
searches teach that inferences drawn from spectrum analysis per se are 
liable to grave doubt, unless at every step the spectroscopist goes hand 
in han<l with the chemist. Spectroscopy may give valuable indications, 
but chemistry must after all be the court of final appeal. ( Chem. News, 
LI, 301.) 
A New Kind of Metallic Spectra; Possible New Elements.-At the 
meeting of the Freneh .Academy of Sciences on lune 8, 1885, M. Lecoq 
.de Boisbaudran r~quested thai a sealed packet which he _had deposited 
June 30, 1884, m1ght be opened. The packet was opened by the per-
manent secretary during the meeting and contained a note of which 
the following is a condeH.sation. When the electric spectrum of a solu-
tion with a metallic base is produced, it is customary to make the outside 
platinum wire (whence the induction spark strikes) positive, the liquid 
.consequently forming the negative pole. If the direction of the current 
be reversed, the metallic rays, due to the free metal or to one of its com-
pournfa, are scarcely visible or quite invisible, at all events so long as 
the exterior platinum wire now forming tho negative pole is not coated 
with a deposit. In e.xamining the rare earths belonging to the didymium 
and yttrium family, the writer observed with many of the preparations 
the formation of spectrum bands, nebulous but sometimes tolerably 
brilliant, having their origin in a thin layer of a beautiful green color, 
which was seen to appear at the surface of the liquid (a. solution of a, 
~hloride) when it was rendered positive. The principal bands are six 
in number, situated as follows: il620i, i\5855t-, i\.573, i\543t, A487, A.476½; 
some of these are nebulous and broad. That at 543,t is probably not 
due to any known element, unless it proves to be due to holmium. That 
at 573 is al:-19 probably due to a new element. The latter yet unisolated 
body the author designates provisionally by Za, and the former by Z/-J. 
M. Lecoq de Boisbaudran regards his " reversion spectrum" as phys-
ically analogous to the phosphorescent spectra obtained by Mr. Crookes 
.at the 1 ositive pole in his high vacuum tubes containing certain com-
pounds of yttria. f See our Report for 1883. l 
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To this note in the sealed packet the French chemist added th~ fol-
lowing: "l have not yet finished the very Jong work undertaken in the 
hope of determining the nature of the above-described phosphorescent 
spectrum. This spectrnm is now recognized as identical with that aR-
cribed to pure yttria by Mr. Crookes, and which this savant obtained 
under t·xperimental conditions very different from mine. N evertbeles~, 
my latest observations lead to . the conclusion that yttria is not the 
cause of the spectrum ba,nds observed. In my fractionations the phos-
phorescence spectrum regularly gets weaker as I advance towards the 
yttria <-wd. With almost pure yttria the phosphorescence bands show 
themselves faintly or not at all, while they are brilliant with the earths 
which do not give, by the direct spark, the rays of yttrium to an ap-
preciable extent. The prodigious sensitiveness of Mr. Crookes' reac-
tion, which detects a millionth part of his purified yttria, makes very 
siugular this divergence which I am obliged to point out between the 
conclusions of the eminent English chemist and myself." - - - "I 
Hhould acknowledge here that Mr. Crookes was the first to see the 
pbospbor€'scencc spectrum of sa,marium." (Comptes rendus, c, 1437, 
and Chern. News, LII, 4.) 
Quant,ttative Determination of Lithium by the Spectroscope.-L. Bell hats 
found the following method gives good r~ults: A. standard solution was 
made from lithium carbonate converted to the chloride, containiug 
.0265mgm of Lj 20 per cubic centimeter. Of this 10cc were taken, diluted 
till the spectral line was just on the point of vanishing and the vol-
ume noted. Then the solution to be estimated was diluted to the same 
point and its volume compared with that of the standa,rd, when a siln-
ple proportion gave the amount of LizO present. A very small loop of 
pla.tinum wire should be used and applied to the same pa.rt of the Bun-
sen flame. The method i~ applicable to the analysis of lithium miner-
als, and examples arc given. The metho<l i~ useful afso in ca1:;e of 
thallium and such other elem~nts as give distinct lines in the spectro-
scope. (Am. Chem.. J., vu, 35.) 
Action of Light on Iodoforrn in Solittion.-E. Fabini bas observc<l that 
a solntion of iodoform in be~zi.ne hccomes bright red when c:xpose<l to di-
rect sunlight fort n to twenty minutes, whereas in the dark it remains 
c·olorle~s. If a solution prepared in the dark is suddenly exposed to 
the ray:, of the un it immediately tnrus to a ~plendid red color, an<l 
iodiue is precivitate<l. Further experiments with solutions of iodoform 
in ether a,nd in oils hows it to be very sensitive to light, being tliereby 
r due d. (Pharmaceutische Post.) 
On the Action of hight in Chemical ReactionR (by D. Amato ).-The 
author jn . tuclying the action of lio·ht and of heat in chemical re-
acti n ·. li?. ( btained r ult of great interest; he shows that many of 
th l ompo ition and combinations attributed to the action of light 
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exclusively are in reality due to light and heat, or to the latter agent 
only. The decomposition of liquid phosphine is generally attrilmteu 
to light, but the author shows that it can be exposed to direct sunlight 
at 100 without a trace of decomposition. Heat alone without light is 
inactive. 
A mixture of chlorine and hydrogen can be exposed with impunit,y· 
to sunlight if cooled to -12° C.; a temperature of 29° is not. able to 
effect combination of the gases without sunlight. Chloride of Ailver· 
requires both heat and light for its decomposition, and ]..,ehling's solu-
tion js not changed by light alone; if organic dust be excluded the 
i:;olntion wm keep indefinitely when exposed to full sunlight. ( Gazetta 
cliimica italiana, XIV, 57.) • 
Manufacture of Oxygen and of Ammonia from the .Atmosphere.-The· 
well-known process of extracting oxygen from . the atmosphere by 
means of baryta has never been a commercial success, because after-
a while the baryta becomes inactive, owing probably to its absorption 
of carbonic acid from the air. At the '' Inventions Exhibition," held 
during the summer months in London, the brothers Brin exhibited an-
improvement on the old process which promises to be very valuable. 
The air is freed from carbonic acid and water by caustic soda and then 
passed over barium oxide, heated to a temperature not above 600° C.,. 
in iron retorts. The temperature is regulated by a pyrometer, which 
controls also the supply of gas to the furnace. Under these conditions 
tbe oxygen of the air is absorbed by the baryta, barium peroxide being 
formed. The nitrogen which appears to be very pure is collected 
separately for use in the production of ammonia. On heating the-
peroxide of barium to full redness pure oxygen is given off. At this-
stage of the process powerful pumps are set in operation and make a 
partial Yacuum in the retorts. The operations are continuous, and so 
long as the baryta is kept anhydrous and free from carbonic acid the-
same quantity will apparently last an indefinite time. Tbe mm~t inter-
esting and perhaps the most useful part o( tbe invention of the Brin 
Brothers is the production of ammonia by a very direct process. The-
nitrogen obtained as above and moistened by passing through water,_ 
is passed over a mixture of baryta, with charcoal heated to about 300° 
C. Carbonate of ammonia is thus obtained, the water being decom-
posed under the conditions named, its hydrogen combining with the-
nitrogen aud its oxygen with the carbon. The ammonium compound is 
formed in considerable amount. (Nature, xxxn, 354.)· 
Solid Nitrogen; Lowest Known Temperatures.-K. Olszewski in a 
previous memoir describes apparatus for obtaining very low tempera-
tures by means of oxygen and of air evaporating in a vacuum. In a 
subsequent series of experiments the author has further introduced int<> 
• 
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his apparatus a second tube of very thin glass, and thus isolates the 
liquefied gases by a double gaseous stratum. The pressure and the 
temperature being greatly lowered he has been able to solidify nitro-
gen, carbon monoxide, formene, and nitrogen dioxide, and to determine 
at the same time the temperatures of solidification. Nitrogen solidifies 
at -214° under a pressure of 60 atmospheres; carbon monoxide at-
2070 under 100mm pressure; formene at -185°·8 under b0mm pressure; 
and nitrogen dioxide at -167° under 138mm pressure. The latter forms 
a colorless liquid. By reducing the pressure of solid nitrogen down to 
4mm of mercury he has succeeded in obtaining the lowest temperature 
known, -2250 C. (-373° F.). Comptes rendus, c: 350 and 940. 
Sef/aration of Li,quefied Air into Two Distinct Liquids (by S. Wrob-
lewski).-The laws of the liquefaction of air are not those of the liquefac-
tion of a simple gas. If at first sight air presents itself in such a man-
ner that it is permissible to speak of the critical puiut of air, this de-
pends merely on the slight differe11ce which exists between the curYe~ 
of tension of watery vapor, of oxygen and of nitrogen. The author 
obtaine<l air as two distinct liquids separated by a perfectly visible me-
11iscus, as follows: After having liquefied at -142° a quantity of air in 
tlie tube of his apparatus, he allows such a quantity of gaseous air to 
,enter the tube th~t the pressure of the gas is equal to 40 atmospheres and 
its optical density equal to that of the liquid. The meniscus of tlle liquid 
-disappears entirely. He then slowly diminishes the pressure, and at 
the moment when the gauge shows a pressure of 37·6 atmospl.teres a new 
meniscus appears at a point of the tube much big her than that occupied 
by the meniscus that has disappeared. .A few moments anerwar<l. the 
ol<l. meniscus returns to the point where it disappeared, and at this mo-
ment two liquids are distinctly recognized an<l remain separate for some 
• econ<ls. ·rhe lower liquid contains 21.28 vols. per cent. of oxygen, and 
the upper 17·3 to 18·7 per cent. (Oomptes rendus, er, No. 13.) 
Solutions of Ozone and the Chemical .Action of Liquid Oxygen.-.A.t the 
Aberdeen meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of 
Science, Professor Dewar gave a description of the apparatus and 
method employed by him in the liquefaction of such gases as ox,ygen, 
&c., and after discussing the conditions required for the RuccessfuJ con-
vernion into the liqui<l of the gases formerly called permanent, he gave 
an account of some experiments with liquid oxygen. At -130° liquid 
oxrg n lm:~es the active characters possessed by thi1:1 element iu the 
ga:~ons tate; it i without action on phosphorus, sodium, potassium, 
· uli l ·ulphurettM hydrogen, and solid hydriodic acid. At very low 
temperature other ub tances are similarly without action on each 
other; tlm ' liquid ethylene and solid bromine may be brought in contact 
without any tion taking place, whereas gaseous ethylene and liquid 
r mine unit dir ctly at the ordinary temperatures . 
• 
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llautefeuille and Chapuis, by subjecting a mixture of carbonic anhy-
-dride. and ozone to great pressure, obtained a blue liquid, the color of 
which is due to ozone. If ozonized air be passed into carbon disulphide 
at -1000 the liquid assumes a blue color, which disappears if the tem-
perature be allowed to rise, and at a certain point a decomposition, re-
sulting in the production of sulphur, takes place. The best solvent 
for ozone is a mixture of silicon tetrafluo·ride and Russian petroleum. 
These solutions of ozone are without action on metallic mercury and 
silver. (Nature, xxxn, 540.) 
Combustion in Dried Gases (by H. Brereton Baker).-It will be remem-
bered that, in 1880, Mr. H. B. Dixon demonstrated that carbon mo-
noxide and oxygen, if perfectly pure and absolutely dry, do not unite 
when subjected to the electric spark, but that the introduction of a lit-
tle moisture causes an explosion. Led by these experiments, Mr. Baker 
has investigated the question whether moisture is necessary for the com-
bustion of carbon and of phosphorus in oxygen. The purified mate-, 
cl'ials were sealed up in bent hard-glass tubes with oxygen and phos-
phoric anhydride. At intervals of one, two, four, up to sixteen weeks 
the contents of the tubes were heated and the character of the combus-
tion compared with that of the same elements in moist oxygen. The re-
sults showed that the burning of carbon is much retarded by drying 
the oxygen to the extent poss1ble with the arrangement adopted by the 
author. (Chem. News, Lr, 150.) 
On the Function of Water in the Combustion of Carbon Monoxide (by 
Moritz Traube).-As stated in the preceding section, Mr. Dixon proved 
that a mixture of perfectly dry carbon monoxide and oxygen is Hot ex-
ploded by the passage of' electric sparks, and that the presence of a 
minute quantity of water suffices to, determine the combination of' the 
gases. Dixon supposed that the action of the water could be repre-
.sented thus: 
(1) co+H20=C02+H2 
(2) 2H2+02=2H20. 
Moritz Traube confirms Dixon's experiments and goes further. He 
shows that a flame of carbon monoxide is extinguished when introduced 
'into a perfectly dry atmosphere or into dry oxygen. On -the other 
hand, he finds that carbon monoxide does not decompose water in com-
plete absence of air or oyxgen; and secondly, that when moist carbon 
monoxiue and oxygen are exploded together, hydrogen peroxide is an 
invariable product. Oonsequent.ly, Dixon's equations do not correctly 
represent the action, and Traube suggests the followiug: 
(1) 00+2H20+02=CO(OH)2+H202 
(2) CO+H202=CO(OH)2 
(3) 2CO(OH)z=2002+2H20. 
When hydrogen is burned in moist oxygen, hydrogen peroxide always . 
forms. Whether a perfectly dry mixture of hydrogen and oxygen 
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coul<l or could not be exploded by electric sparks cannot be regarded 
as settled; the author thinks that such a mixture would pro-,e to be 
non-explosible. He regards the mutual action of hydrogen, oxygen, 
and water as in all respects comparable with that of carbon monoxide, 
oxygen, and water, or with that of zinc, oxygen, and water. The changes 
which occur in the explosion of moist hydrogen and oxygen are thus 
formulated: 
(1) H2+2H20+02=2H20+H202 
(2) H202+R2=2H20 
The second reaction has been experimentally demonstrated by the 
author. (Ber. d. chem. Ges., XVIII, 1890.) 
Indications of the Existence of an Allotropic Modification of Nitrogen 
and Synthesis of Ammonia.-Under this title George Stillingfleet John-
son has published a pamphlet of theoretical and practical interest. He 
reviews the experiments of Donkin, Berthelot, Deherain, and Maquenne, 
P. and .A. Thenard, and H. St. Clair Deville, showing the production of 
ammonia and of it~ salts by the action of the sUent discharge, or of 
electric sparks upon mixtures of atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen, of 
watery vapor and nitrogen gas, and of hydrogen, nitrogen, and bydro-
ch loric acid. Mr. Johnson then repeats some of his earlier experiments 
on the synthesis of ammonia, and after carefully eliminatihg sources of 
error obtains results which lead him to infer that the gas evolved from 
bot solutions of' ammonium nitrite contains an allotropic or active form 
of' nitrogen, which differs from ordinary nitrogen in possessing the pro~-
erty of forming ammonia by direct synthesis with hydrogen in presence 
of heated spongy platinum, and which is converted into ordinary in-
active nitrogen by the action of heat, precisely as ozone is converted 
into ordinary oxygen by the same agency. 
In experimenting with atmospheric nitrogen the author failed to ob· 
tain ammonia by passing the nitrogen, receu tly heated and mixed with 
hy<lrogen through red-bot tubes in the presence of platinum sponge. 
But he did obtain ammonia from atmospheric nitrogen which bad not 
been heated. 
One of the most important experiments is thus described: Into an 
ordinars eudiometer tube full of mercury, pure nitrogen gas, obtained 
by auy method, is introduced and measured. Next admit three times 
its volume of pure hydrogen gas and introduce into the gaseous mixt-
ure a fragment of wood charcoal previously ignited in hydrogen ga , 
or better;in a mixture of tbrne volumes of h_y dl'Ogl'll with 0110 ·rnlume 
f nitrogen ga . Now pa s the spark continuously through the wires 
of the endiometer. .About 4 to 6 c. c. of the mixture are combined and 
ab or d by th charcoal per' hour, until finally the whole of the gas 
ma be made to di appear; after which if the charcoal be removed it 
will be f und impr gnated with ammoni~. (Chem. News, LII, 34.) ' 
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Reduction of Oarbon Dioxide to Oarbon JJfonoxide by means of Charcoal 
{hr A.lt>xander Naumann and Carl Pistor).-Water-gas, formed by pass-
mg steam over incandescent charcoal, contains, besides hydrogen and 
<'.arhon monoxide, varying quantities of carbon dioxide, which is a hin-
-<lnrnce to thn economic uses of the water-gas. In the following research 
tl.ie authors examined the chemical reactions which take place under va-
rying temperatures, and with different quantities of charcoa1. The tem-
peratures were determined by inserting in the heated tube (combuRtion 
tu hing 82 centimeters long) substances having well-established melting 
points, i-:;nch as lead chloride (501 o), silver pyrophosphate (585°), silver 
(954°), &c. 
Experiments determine that the lowest temperature at which the re-
<luction of ca,rbon dioxide to monoxide by charcoal begins lies between 
-030° aud 585°, say 550°, provided the gas be passed not too rapidly 
imd the charcoal layer be 66 centimeters long. ' 
With a charcoal layer only 10 centimeters long a much higher temper-
.ature is necessar:,-, between 634° and 703° 0. The amount of carbon 
dioxide reduced increases with the rise of temperature. For the table 
giving results of eleven experiments under varying conditions, we refer 
t o the original article. (Ber. d. chem. Ges., xvnr, 1647.) , 
Prepu.ra,t,ion of Cyanogen 'in the Wet Way (by G. Jacqueniin).-The 
usual lJrocess, by the action of a concentrated solution of cu1)rie sul-
phate on a saturated solution of potassium cyanide is incomplete, only 
half the c;yanogcn being evolved. In the process of the author all the 
,cyanogen of the potassium cyanide is obtained and the gas is pure. 
Two parts of cupric sulphate dissolved in four parts of water are 
placed in a retort or in a flask, on a water-bath, and, by means of a 
stoppered funnel, a concentrated solution of one part of pure potassium 
~yauide is gradnallJ' introduced. The reaction begins violently a'.t ordi-
nary temperatures and when the evolution slackens the temperature of 
the water-bath is elevated to quicken it. Ten gram8 of chemically1n1.re 
KON give 850 c. c. of pure cyanogen. Commercial KCN gives the same 
r esult, but the gas sometimes contains traces of COt. 
There are two processes for withdrawing the cyanogen of the copper 
cyanide. 1. Decant the liquid- remaiuing in the retort or flask, wash 
by tlecantation, and add a slight excess of ferric chloride of 30° B., or 
bigl1er. The action commences in the cold and a slight elevation of the 
t emperature produces an abundant evolution of cyanogen. The ferric 
chloride passes to the state of ferrous chloride in transferring the cop-
p er cyanide to chloride, which sets free the cyanogen and forms cu prom, 
chloride. which turns to cupric chloride at the expeuse of the excess of 
penmlt of iron. 2. Add to the washed copper cyanide some manga-
nese peroxide an<l. acetic acid. Heat slightly. .Acetate8 of copper and 
manganese are formed and cyanogen is evolved. When the operation 
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iR ended the evolution tube is replaced by a receiver, sulphuric aeid is 
added, and the mixture of the two acetates is distilled to collect tbe-
qcetic acid, which is used again. (C. E. M. from Cornptes rend., c, 1005.) 
On Potassium Chromocyanide and Hydrochromocyanic Acid (by H. 
~Ioissan).-Potassium chromocyanide is obtained in several ways: By 
the action of potassium cyanide ou chromous acetate; by calcining a 
mixture of potassium carbonate, dried blood, and finely-pulverized 
chromium ; by the action of potassium cyanide on chromous chloride in 
an apparatus filled with carbon dioxide,"and by the action of potassium 
cyanide on chroruous carbonate. 
Potassium chrorriocyanide forms fine crystals of a light yellow color, 
which occur several centimeters in length; it is very ~oluble in watei.·, 
insoluble in alcohol at 94°, ether and chloroform. Its specific gravity 
equals 1·71. The salt is anhydrous. It is permanent in the air at ordi-
nary temperatures. In solution it does not give as a rule precipitates 
with acid salts of the metals. With ferrous alts it yields a red precip-
itate; with zinc and lead salts, a white precipitate; with silver, bis-
muth, and barium salts, a yellow precipitate. Its physiological action 
is similar to that of ferrocyanide of potassium. It has the composition 
K2CrCya, 
If clilute sulphuric acid be added to a concentrated solution of the 
-salt, a white crystalline precipitate forms. This is the hydrochromo-
cyanic acid, a very unstable body, decomposed in watery solution by 
acids. (Ann. ckim. phys. [6], 1v, 136.) 
Notes on Nitrogen Trioxide and on Nitric Oxide.-Professor Ramsay, in 
a paper read before the chemical section of the British Association for 
the Advancement of Science, argued against the existence of gaseous 
nitrogen trioxide. He pointed out that the only criterion of the exist-
ence of tbis gas is the vapor density; N02 and NO mix without change 
in volume, and, therefore, no combination takes place. The vapor den-
sity of the first portion of the gas obtained by distilling liquid N203r 
corresponds to that which a mixture of N20.,, N02, and NO should have~ 
At 1,be same place Professor Dewar made remarks on the molecular 
weight of nitric oxide. A comparison of the curve of liquefaction of 
nitric oxide with that of methane shows the pressure to increase more 
rapiclly with the temperature in the case of nitric oxide than in other 
ga. es, a fact that appears to indicate that at low temperatures the 
molecule of nit,ric oxide is of greatr.r complexity and probably exists as 
NiOz. (Nature, XXXII, 538 and 540.) 
Reactions between Nitric Oxide. and Oxygen under Varying Oonditions 
(by G. Lrmge).-Tbe experimeuts described lead the author to the fol-
lowing conclu ion : 1. In the dry state, nitric acid with an excess of 
ox:gen combin to form N20 4 exclusively, or nearly so. 2. Dry nitric 
oxide and oxygen, with an excess of the former, yield a great deal of 
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0 3 along with N 20., both in a state of gas. 3. In t.he presence of 
water nitric oxide with an excess of oxygen is altogether converted 
into HN03• 4. If nitric oxide and oxygen meet in the presence of con-
centrated sulphuric acid there is neither N20. nor HN03 formed, even 
with the greatest excess of oxygen, but the reaction is-
2H2S0.+2N0+0=2S02(0H)(ONO)+H20; 
that is, nitrosyl sulphate and water. 
This last reaction has an important bearing on the theory of the 
manufacture of sulphuric acid. The author maintains that it is not: aR 
generally assumed, the nitric oxide, NO, but the nitrogen trioxide, N203,-
which acts as the carrier of oxygen in the vitriol-chamber process. (J. 
Ohem. Soc., London, July, 1885, p. 465.) 
On the React'ion between Mercurous Nitrate and Nitric Oxide, and between 
Mercurous Nitrate and Nitrites (by -Dr. Ed ward Divers and Tamemasa, 
Haga).-It has been known for, perhaps, half a century that mercurous 
nitrate yields metallic mercury when treated with a solution of alkaline · 
nitrite; and this reaction has always been regarded as one of oxidation 
of the uitrate by reduction of the mercury salt. The authors show this 
is incorrect. When, with exclusion of air, pure nitric oxide is passed' 
into a solution of mArcurous nitrate in dilute nitric acid, a precipitation 
of metallic mercury slowly takes place and hydroxyamine is formed in 
quantity, but no ammonia. Prolonged contact of the gas gives rise to, 
beautiful long yellow prisms, while the hydroxyamine disappears from 
the mother liquor. This new yellow salt will be more fully described' 
by the authors at a later date. 'l'he first stage of the reactionis thus 
formulated by these chemists : 
(HgN03)z+2N0=2(NO)N03+2Hg, 
nitric oxide precipitating mercury from its salt. The nitrosyl nitrate, 
here assumed to form, will at once decompose with water and mercurous, 
nitrate into hydroxyammonium nitrate and mercuric nitrate, thus: 
4(HgN03)z+SHN03+2(NO)N03=8Hg(N03)z+2(HONH3)N03: 
An after reaction between mercuric nitrate and the nitric oxide follows,. 
and the hydroxyamine is decomposed. (Chem. News, LIT,.&.) 
The Sulphur Compounds of Oaleiurn (by V. H. Veley).-The main points 
in this paper are thus summarized by the ~uthor: ' 
1. By the action of hydrogen sulphide on solid calcium hydroxide· 
t.bere is formed a calcium monosulphide, in. accordance with the equa- · 
tion: 
Ca(OH)z+H2S=Cas+2H20. 
2. By the action of hydrogen sulphide on calcium hydroxide in aq ue-
ous solution there is formed calcium hydrosulphide, in accordance with. 
the equation : 
Ca(O.H)2+2HllS+xAq=Ca(SH)z+20.Hi+xAq_. 
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3. Cakrum bydroxy-hydrosulphide, CaSH,Oil, absorbs carbon disul-
phide, with formation of unstable basic caldum thiocarbonates, dccom-
posc<l slowly by hydrogen sulphide and readily by carbonic anhydride. 
(J. Chem. Soc. Lond., July, 1885, p. 478.) 
Decomposition of Didym1ium; Praseodymi,um and Neodymiu-m.-Dr. 0. 
A. von Welsbach read a paper before the Vienna Academy of Sciences 
on June 18, in which he describes an alleged decoillpoi:dtiou of the 
elementary substance known as didymiurn. This decomposition wa 
effected by means of the double ammonium or sodium nitrates in pres-
ence of lanthanum. In spite of the different behavior of the constitu-
ent bodies many hundred fractional crystallizations were necessary for 
their separation. The two new elements in solution are distinguished 
by intense absorption bands, and share between them the absorption 
bands of the peculiar spectrum hitherto ascribed to didymium. The 
eolors of the compounds differ; the salts of that element which ap-
proacheR nearest to lanthanum are of a leek green; the salts of the 
other element are ro~e or amethyst red. The latter body forms the 
bulk of didymium. 
Both colors are almost complementary, but the amethyst red is by 
far the more intense, so that a small quantity of the salts of this ele-
ment causes the .green color of the others to disappear. The atomic 
weights of the two new elements are according to preliminary deter-
mjnations very different, and vary considerably from the value hereto-
' fore ascribed to didymium. For the first element the author proposes 
the name praseodymium (Pr), and for the second neodymium (Ne). The 
two elements, so far as has been observed, yield each only one series of 
-Halts derived from the sesquioxide. Praseo<lymium peroxide evolves 
-chlorine on treatment with hydrochloric acid. ( Ohemiker Ztg, and Chem. 
News, LII, 49.) 
Re.'1earches on the Complex Inorganic Acid-'l (by Dr. Wolcott Gibbs).-
Another and weighty instalment of his laborious researches wa~ pre-
sented by Dr. Gibbs to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences 
,early in June. Among other things, he shows that vanadic pentoxide· 
unites with phosphoric or arsenic pentoxides in various proportions to 
form well-defined complex acids. Compounds of vanadic pentoxide, 
vanadic dioxide, and phosphoric or arsenic pentoxide may be formed 
po ei-Hing prnperties analogous to the conesponding compound of 
tung. ·ten and molybdenum. Compounds exi t which contain pyro-
piw phoric and metapbo phorfo acids in tbe place of orthopho ·phoric 
.add. ' mpl ex acid exi t which contain two different modification of 
pbo, puoric acid, a , for in tance, metaphosphoric and or hopho pboric 
add or oxide . The salt ·of a majority of these complex acid crys-
tall1z i II well-defin d form . In a ummary Dr. Gibbs catalogues the 
forrnul of not fewer than 72 new salts di cove.red and analyzed in the 
oour f hi prolonged investigations. (Proceedings Am . .A.cad. Arts 
and Sciences, xrx, 50.) 
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Sodium, Ortlwranadatcs and their Analogues (by Harry Baker).-
Doubts expressed by Mendelejeff and by Rammelsberg as to the strict 
· analogies between phosphorus, arsenic, and vanadium prompted the 
author to prepare and examine closely the sodium salts of tribasic 
orthovanadic acid. TrisodiUJ:? phosphate and trisodiu~ arsenate crys-
tallize in hexagonal prisms with 12 molecules of water, and Roscoe de-
scribes the corresponding vanadate as acicular crystals with 16 mole-
cules of water. The author finds, however, that a vanadate haYing 12 
molecules of water (Na3V0,.12H20), and crystallizing alao in hexa-
gonal prisms, can be obtained without difficulty. 
Besides the latter, there exist two salts containing 10 molecules of 
water, one of which crystallizes in the isomeric and the other in the 
hexagonal systems. A third salt, crystallizing in rhombic tables, was 
obtained by the author, but owing to the great difficulties experienced 
in separating it from its mother liquid the water estimation was not 
satisfactory; it probably has the formula Na3V0,.8H20. Phosphates 
and arsenates analogous to the three salts last named are not yet known. 
Sodium-vanadio-sodium-fluoride, 2Naa VO,.NaFl.19H20, is also described 
by the author and its contents in water accurately determined as givon. 
In conclusio:o, the author finds the analogies between vanadium, ar-
senic, and phosphorus strongly confirmed by the results ·of his investi-
gation. (Liebig's Annalen, CCXXIX, 286.) 
Recovery of Gold and Silver from Metallic Iron (by Dr. J. C. Booth).-
In the course of an interesting article on the " Smelting Furnace of 
the U. S. Mint," the author gives his experience as to the best plan 
for recovering metallic gold and silver from the iron grate-bars, tools, 
&c. Formerly the iron was alternately heated and hammered untii the 
precious metals scaled off. This operation took the labor of one dozen 
men during three or more days· of ten hours each, for the gold 
clings with great tenacity to t.he iron; nor was the method without 
loss. At present all the iron residues from the furnaces, even includ-
ing the grate bars, are melted, and while quietly meltP,d the heavier gold 
and silver settle out of the iron. When the mass is cold the precious 
metal is knocked off the bottom by a hammer as a single ·tough ring, 
with scarcely a trace of iron in it, while the iron above has never 
yielded a trace of gold or silver to the assayer. (Jour . .Am.. Chem. Soc., 
VII, 159.) . 
# An E'lectrical Furnace for Reducing Refractory Ores (by E. A. and A. 
H. Cowles).-These gentlemen, together with Prof. 0. F. l\faber.r: llave 
devised an electrical furnace on the incandescent principle. A column 
of fragments of well-calcined charcoal is embedded horizontally_in fi.uely-
pulverized charcoal and covered by a layer of the same material coarsely 
broken, the whole being arranged in a box of fire-brick covered with 
H. M is. 15--42 
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pcrforatct.l tile, and opened at the ends to admit two carbon eleetroJe 
an inch and a half in diameter. Through these is passed the current 
from a dynamo of 30 horse-power. By this arrangement such a temper-
turc is obtained that not only platinum-iridium may be fused, but the 
most refractory .oxides, such as alumina, silica; &c., are reduced to their 
elements with formation of carbon monoxide. 
The apparatus is especially used in the manufacture of aluminum 
bronze and of silicium bronze for commercial purposes. 
The application of electricity to smelting is not so novel as commonly 
supposed. In 1853-'54, G. A. Pichon used an electric furnace in which 
ores of iron, mixed with one-hundredth of coke or charcoal, is fed be-
tween the poles of a series (two or more tiers) of large electrodes; fusion 
takes place and the metal and slag fall into a heated receiver below. 
·(Practical Mechanics' Journal, vr, 257). In 188~, C. W. Siemens invented 
an electric furnace in which electrodes are arranged vertically one above 
anotl.ler, the negative passing through the lid of the crucible into the 
metal to be melted, the other through the bottom of the crucible. The 
length of the arc is controlled automatically by the electro-motive force 
between the electrodes. This furnace was, however, for melting and 
not for smelting. (Chem. News, 1882, 163.) 
The furnace of Messrs. Cowles and Mabery yields good results on a 
larger scale than those of others. 
ORGANIC. 
A. Plea for the Empitic Na ming of Organic Compounds (by Professor 
Odling).-Verbal translations of the structural formulre assigned.to or-
ganic compounds possess certain advantages as names for the several 
compounds. Thus, they are a,pplicable to all organic compounds of 
which the structural formulre are made out; they ,are the only sort of 
names applicable to complex isomeric compounds; and their use can-
not be dispensed with wholly in the case of even less complex com-
pounds. Notwithstanding these advantages structural names consti-
tute unsuitable names for gener<ll use, more especially as applied to 
fundamental hydrocarbons, alcohols, and acids. They are objectionable 
for this use by reason of their length, complexity, and want of ready 
indicativeness, by the circumstance of their being based on concep-
tions of chemical constitution of a kind pointed out by experience as 
eminently liable to change, and by the further circumstance of their 
representing a one-side<l, and so far an untruthful, notion of tbe bodies 
de ignated. Structural names expressing other than a distorted new 
of the con titution of all but a few of the most simple of organic bodies 
are impracticable by rea on of their length and complexity. Hence, t:o 
avoid the di tortion inseparable from the use of any single structural 
name for an organic body the only expedient is the assignment to each 
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body, in proportion to its complexity, of an indefinite number of struct-
ural names-a proceeding almost tantamount to not assigning it any 
particular name at all. Although from their number and complexity 
-organic bodies can only be designated by names which do in some 
measure describe and characterize them, the primary purpose of a 
name is undoubtedly to designate and not to describe. Accordingly, 
with a view to the prompt mental association of object with name, brief 
empiric names based on the origin and properties of bodies are, where-
ever practicable, to be preferred to structural names. Isomeric bodies 
may, to a large extent, be distinguished by means of significant letters 
-Or syllables prefixed to the name common to the different isomers. But 
the suggested use of the particular letters a, /J, y, each in a- special 
.sense, also a general resort to the particles "hydro," "oxi," and "hy-
droxi," as name components, and more especially the innovation of 
substituting the word ''hydroxide" for the long-established word '' hy-
drate,'' are practices open to grave objection. (Report of British Asso-
-ciation for the Advancement of Science, in Nature, xxxu, :338.) 
Ethyl-urethane, a new Hypnotic.-Oarbamate of ethyl, or ethyl-ure-
thane, CH2,C2H5.N02, has be~n found to have the properties of a hyp -
notic. This compound is prepared by the action of aqueous ammonia 
on ethyl carbonate, or on ethylchloro-carbonate, and forms large trans-
parent colorless crystals, which melt below J ooo C., and distill a-t 180° 
without alteration. It is ~oluble alcohol, ether, and water, to which it 
-communicates a taste suggestive of saltpeter. 
Experiments with ethyl carbamate were first made on animals by 
Schmiedelberg; recently von Jaksch has given the tlrug to man in 
doses of about 15 grains in over 100 cases. He finds it acts chiefly on 
the brain, having no appreciable influence over the peripheral nerves. 
It seems to be, therefore, a pure hypnotic. It causes a quiet and seem-
ingly normal sleep, leaving no unpleasant secondary effects. (Deutsche 
Medicinal-Ztg., September 14, 1885.) 
Ethyl Compounds of Hypoclilorous Acid (by Traugott Sandmeyer).-
Ethyl hypocblorite, 01002H 5, is easily obtained as follows: Chlorine 
gas is passed into a solution of sodium hydroxide (1 part) in water (10 
parts), cooled by ice, until abs9rption no longer takes place. This fur-
nishes free hypochlorous acid and sodium chloride. 
Na0H+2Cl=Na01+010H. 
This is immediately placed in a separating funnel and mixed with one 
part of alcohol; the liquid becomes turbid and an oily layer separates. 
This oil is drawn off, washed, and dried in contact with calcium chloride. 
This ethyl hypochlorite forms a yellow, mobile, very volatile liquid 
of st1'.ong orlor, and attacking the respiratory organs. It burns with a 
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greenish flame; it can be distilled at 36° C. (Bar=752 mm.) without 
decomposition, but if a few drops are overheated in a test-tube it ex-
plodes violently.. The liquid is very sensitive to sunlight, boiling vigor-
ously a few minutes after exposure, and exploding. This action is not 
accomplished by the heat rays. Even in diffuse light, ethyl hypochlo-
rite can be preserved only a few hours, eventually decomposing without 
explosion. 
It acts very energetically on ammonia, phenol, aniline, and other or-
ganic bodies. Mixed with bromhydric acid it sets bromine free, and al-
cohol forms. The body was analyzed indirectly by determining the 
amount of iodine a given weight set free, the iodine being estimated 
volumetrically by sodium hyposulphite. 
The author plans further researches on analogous bodies. (Ber. d. d. 
chem. Ges., xvrn, 1767.) 
On the Decomposition of the Terpene.r.i by Heat (by William A. Tilden).-
The author shows that experiments stated lead to the conclusion that 
·the terpenes do not belong to the aromatic series, and are not formed 
on the benzene type. M. Berthelot, commenting on Tilden's paper, re-
marks he regards it of importance in confirming views which he 
(Berthelot) had announced fifteen years before. (Ann. chim. phys. [6h 
v, 120.) 
On Derivatives of Hexaoxybenzene and their Relatwn to Oroconic a.nd 
Rhodizonic Acid (by R. Nietzki and Th. Benckiser).-Starting with nitran-
ilic acid, the authors have obtained a series of interesting bodies ; a.. 
partial reduction of nitranilic acid yielded nitro-amido-tetraoxybenzenet 
and a more complete reduction gave diamido-tetraoxybenzene ; the lat-
ter decomposes under certain conditions~ forming a hotly having the 
formula 06H160 14, which by reduction with tin and hydrochloric acid 
yielded the long-sought hexaoxybenzene 0 6(0H)6• This body proved 
to be identical with the tribydrocarboxylic acid cbtaine<l by Lerch from 
the action of potassium on carbon monoxide. On boiling the substance 
C6H16014 , with water, it decomposed, with evolution of carbon dioxide~ 
and yielded a solution which, neutralized with potash, gave on concen-
tration orange yellow acicular crystals of potassium croconate C5K 20 5,.. 
first preparefl in 1825 by Gmelin from the black residues of the manu-
facture of potassium according to the method of. Wohler and Brunner~ 
From these facts it appears that Liebig, in his researches on the action 
of vota 'l:linm on carbon monoxide, actually accomplished the direct syn-
th . is of 1-J •nzene Llerivative from purely inorganic substances in the 
t--impl ,, maun •r. 
'llli~ .·ynthei:,i wa ·ucc fully r peated by the authors, who ob-
tain, , ide pota ium croconate, the rhodizonate long before di cov-
·r cl I · B •rzeliu , Wohler and Heller. The latter salt was al o ob-
taiue 1 lir t fr m dioxydichin yl-sodinm tlm establishing the identity 
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-of rhodizonic acid, carboxylic acid, and dioxydichinoyl. When CO com-
bines with Kit forms 8-0K, and six of these groups combi~e to form-
I 
C-OK 
I '\, 
KO-C C-OK 
KO-~ 6-0K 
\ 17 
C-OK 
Hexaoxybenzene-potassinm. 
Partial oxidation of this substance yields-
c-o 
/"' KO-C C-0 
0-6><~-0K 
"'/ C-0 
Rhodizonate of potassium or potassium dioxydichinoyl. 
(Ber. d. chem,. Ges., XVIII, 409 and 1833._) 
Organo-Silfoium Compounds in the Aromatic Series (by A. Polis).- · 
Following the method devised by A. Michaelis in the preparation of the 
.aromatic phosphines, arsines, and stibines, the author has made sev-
-eral silicium compounds in the aromatic series. Siliciumtitraphenyl, 
Si (05Hs)4, is obtained by the action of one molecule of siliciumtetra-
-chloride on four molecules of chlorbenzene in the presence of sodium 
.and of absolute ether. The purified product forms a colorless crysta:ta-
Iine powder, melting at 22so, little soluble in ether and in alcohol, 
tlasily soluble in chloroform and hot benzene. Heated with access of 
air, it burns, giving out flocks of silicic anhydride. 
By similar processes the author obtained para-siliciumtetratolyl, 
Si (C6H4CH3) 4, also melting at 2280; siliciumtetrabenzyl, Si (CH206Hs)4, 
which melts at .127.50. Both of these bodies form coiorless crystals 
having properties similar to siliciumtetraphenyl. (Ber. tl. d. chem. Ges., 
xvm, 1540.) 
Silicates of the Phenols (by J. Hertkor~).-Pure crystalline phenol 
{boiling at 182-1830) was gently melted and treated with chloride of 
silicium, the former being in exce!ss; the temperature of the mixture 
was gradually raised to 2200 to 2250; hydrochloric-acid gas was evolved, 
and ceased after several hours. The simple liquid thus obtain~rl was 
distilled, and the fraction, boiling at 4200, yielded, on cooling, long col-
-0rless prisms. The purified crystals, carefully dried, melt~d at 4.7° to 
48°. Analysis showed the body to have the composition (C6H5)4SiO4, 
tetraphenyl silicate, and was formed as shown in the equation: 
. 406H5OH+SiCli=4HCl+ (0GH5),SiO, 
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Tetraphenyl silicate dissolves easily in absolute alcohol, ether, ben~ 
zene, toluene, 1ylene, chloroform, carbondisulphide, acetic acid, and 
formic acid without decomposition, but water precipitates a white gelat-
inous mass-, and phenol dissolves out in the supernatant watery liquid. 
Since, however, the addition of an excess of alcohol or of ether causes 
the whole to go into solution, it is obvious that the precipitate consists 
of an acid phenyl silicate and not of silicic acid itself. With an excess 
of boiling water tetraphenyl silicate is completely decomposed into phe-
nol and silicic acid. 
When tetraphenylsilicate is heated with absolute alcohol, phenol and 
tetrethyl silicate are tormed for the most part, but the latter ester yields 
in the presence of traces of moisture diethylsilicate, and probably hex-
ethylsilicate. 
In a similar manner, the author prepared silicates of the three iso-
meric kresols; the ortho compound distilled at 435°-438°; the meta at 
443° to 44t,o, and the para at 442° to 445°. The author likewise ob-
tained meta and ortho tetraxylenyle silicate, (08H9)SiO~, as well as the· 
silicates of six similar bodies of the aromatic series. ( Ber d. d. chem. 
Ges., XVIII, 1679.) 
Some Derivatives of Lrevulinic Acid (by Ludwig Wolff).-In distilling· 
lawulinic acid a portion is decomposed and an oily substance obtained .. 
This proves to contain two isomeric neutral bodies having the formula 
C5H 6O2, and behaving like lactones; one is a-angelicalactone, boiling at 
167°, and the other, ,B-angelicalactone, boiling at 208°-209° C. The-
former bas the constitution-
• CHs-C=CH-CHs 
J-60 
and the latter is probably-
CHi=C-CHfl-CHs 
6--· 60 
(Liebig's Annalen, coxxix, 249.) 
Action of Phosphorus Pcntachloride O'li Salicylic Acid (by Richard 
Anscbiitz).-By the action of one equivalent of phosphorus pentacblo-
ride on one equivalent of dry salicylic acid the author obtained a color-
less highly refracting liquid, boiling at 1680 under 11mm mercury, 
which gave on analysis the composition C7H4Cl3PO3• This orthocblo-
rocarbonylphenyl-orthophosphoricdichloride bas the constitution-
5 (1)0001 
C6H~ i (2) OPOCI2 
and prove to be identical with the '' trichlorophosphate de salicyle," 
pre,iously de cribed by Conper. The specific gravity of this body is 
1.554. Mix <l with a F-;mall quantity of water this chloride dissolve 
with a ri e of temperature, and from this solutjon pure salicylic acid 
er · t lliz n cooling. Treated with a large quantity of water salicylic-
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acid is not set free at once, but after several days ferric chloride gives 
a reaction. The author proposes to continue his researches. (Liebig's 
.Annalen, CCXXVIII, 308.) 
The .Anilides of Orthophosphoric Acid (by A. Michaelis and H. von 
Soden).-By the action of oxychlorid~ of phosphorus on aniline, ortho-
phosphoric anilide, PO(NHC6H 5) 3, is obtained in small crystals, solu-
ble in boiling alcohol and melting at 208°0. On treating this with 
bromine it yields orthopbospborichexabromanilide, PO(NHOsH3Br2h, ' 
also a crystallized body melting at 252° to 253°0. 
Dianilidoorthopbosphoric acid, PO. OH(NHC6H 5)z, is obtained by 
treating the corresponding chloride with soda lye; it forms a white 
powder inso_luble in cold water, and decomposed by hot water into ani-
line and phosphoric acid. This decomposition is more quickly effected 
by -acids. The acid melts at 1960 to 1970, becoming brown. Its silvoc 
salt forms a white precipitate, soluble in nitric acid and in ammonia. 
(Liebig's .Annalen, ccxxrx, 334.) 
Chemical Constitution of Isatin (by H. Kolbe).-Isatin oxidized by 
chromic acid yields isatoic acid. This, heated with water, yields car- . 
bon dioxide and orthoamidobenzoic acid. With hydrochloric acid the 
chloride is formed. Sulphuric and nitric acids act similarly. Dis-
solved in alcohol and acted upon by hydrochloric-acid gas, ethyl ortho-
amidobenzoic hydrochloride is formed, which is decomposed by water. 
Isatoic acid with bases in the cold evolved carbon dioxide, so salts could 
not be formed. Ammonia solution gives ammonium carbonate and 
orthoamidobenzamide. Anilin acts similarly. Concentrated nitric acid 
gives nitroisatoic acid, which is more stable than nitric acid. This 
heated with hydrochloric acid or water gives a strong acid resembling 
metanitroorthoamidobenzoic. Reduction of the nitro-acicl with tin and 
hydrochloric acid gives the hydrochloride of a-diamido-benzoic acid. 
Sulphuric acid gives the sulphate. Treatment of isatoic. acid with ni-
trous acid gives a-njtrosalicylic acid. The author concludes that the 
formula O4H4NCO-COH gives tlrn best explanation of the above facts. 
(F. P. V., from Journalf. prakt. Chem., xxx, 467.) 
The Constitution of Thiophene (by L. Gattermann, A. Kaiser, and 
Victor Meyer).-In 1883 Victor Meyer proposed the following constitu-
tional formula for thiophene: · 
H H ·, 
C-C 
~ " HC CH 
s/ 
In the present article the authors refute some objections urged 
against this formula and present new reasons for maintaining it. (Ber. 
d. 6hem. Ges., XVIII, 3005). 
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On the Synthet-ical Jlorrnation of Closed Carbon-chains. Part I-Deri~a,. 
tives of Trirnethylene (by W. H. Perkins, jr.).-Organic chemistry is 
generally divided into two distinct sections, namely, the fatty series and 
the aromatic series. The members of the first series are derivatives of 
methane, the simplest hydrocarbon, and are characterized by their open 
~ or chain form, as, for example, in the case of normal hexane: 
CH:a 
~Ilsa 
JH. 
<lH11 
I 
CH1 
I 
CHa 
Aromatic compounds are, on the contrary, derivatives of a much more 
complicated basis, namely, of benzene, 0 6116, which, as was first shown 
by Kekule in 1865, has the constitution: 
H 
C 
/ \ 
HC CH 
n16 ·drr 
' "7 C 
H 
that i~, contains a ring consisting of 6 carbon-atoms joined in such a 
way as to form a.regular hexagon. 
These two series differ in the most marked way from one another, the 
members of the aromatic series being particularly characterized by their 
extreme stability. 
In considering the differences between these two series, the author 
says it is a matter of surprise that no intermediate series should be 
known, the members of which should possess partly the character of 
fatty and partly that of aromatic compounds. It is quite reasonable to 
suppose that rings should exist having 3, 4, 5, 7 carbon-atoms as well as 
6 carbon-atoms, though the few experiments made to test this supposi-
tion have up io this time failed to throw much light upon the subject. 
Victor Meyer has discussed the improbability of the existence of a 
3-carbon-atom ring: 
H11 
C 
/' H11C-CH11 
which would be isomeric with propylene, CH3.CH.CH2 ; but Reboul, by 
acting on trimethylene bromide with sodium, obtained a gas which he 
uppo ed to be ordinary propylene, and Freund has indicated certain 
~·eacti?n of thi ga which tho author (Perkins) shows are evidences of 
its bemg·trnc trimethylene. 
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No attempts appear to have been made to synthesize the analogous 
4-carbon ring : =C-C= 
=6-6= 
though acenaphthene, a body in the aromatic series, without doubt 
-contains such a ring, Fluorene is a hydrocarbon containing a 5-carbon 
ring, and several known bodies of the fatty series are closely allied to 
the hypothetical 4 and 5 carbon rings. These are furfuran, pyrrholine, 
.succinimide, and parabanic acid. The author adopts the following 
.scheme of n@m~.p.clature for the 3, 4, 5, a:nd 6 carbon rings: 
' 
Di- Tri- Tetra- Penta- Hexa.-Methylene: methylene methylene. methylene. methylene. methylene. (Ethylene). 
. 
Hs ' Hs 
C C 
=0Hs 
H11 A A 
OHs C H11C-CH11 H11C CHs HsC CHs 
~Hs 
A 
HaJ-da, mJ-6n. Hs~ bHs H11C-CH2 
V 
C 
Hs 
He also proposes to distingu~sh the possible isomers by numbering 
the car~on-atoms in the ring as suggested by Baeyer (Ber. d. chem. Ges., 
xvn, 960). The author describes fully the methods of preparation and 
the properties of a number of trimethylene derivatives, and promises 
.at an early date to do the same for some tetramethylene derivatives. 
The following table contains a list of the trimethylene bodies with 
their chief characters: 
Formula. 
H, 
C 
A 
HllC-CHll 
CH.COOR 
A 
H11C-CH11 
COOH.C.COOH 
A 
H1C-C~ 
CH.COOll 
A• 
H.C--CH.COOH 
Name. Melting point. 
Boiling 
point 
(720mm), 
Trimethyleno . . . . • . . . • • • • . . • . • Gas ....•..•••••••• 
Trimethylenecarboxylic acid . . 18-190 182-184° 
Trimethylenedicarboxylic acid 140-141° 
(1 : 1). 
Trimethylenedicarboxylio aoid 
(1: 2). 
137° .••••••••• 
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Melting Boiling Formula. Name. point. point (720mm), 
COOH.C.COOR Trimethylenetricarboxylic acid 184° I\ ·········· 
R11C-CR.COOR (1 : 1 : 2). 
CH.COOR Trimethy lenetri car boxy lie acid 145-150° I\ .......... 
COOR.RC-CH.COOR (1 : 2: 3). 
COOR.C.COOR Trimetbylenetetracarboxylic 95-100° ........... 
I\ acid (1 : 1 : 2 : 3). COOR.HQ-CH.COOR 
/CRll 
Acetyltrimethylene •.•••..•••• Liquid •. 112-1130 CRa,CO.CH I 
"-CHll 
,,,,,,.,-CR2 
Benzoyltrimetbylene ...•••..••. Liquid .. 239-239.5° Csll5.CO.CH'--- I 
CH2 
( CR3.CO.C.COOR Acety ltrimethy lenecarboxy lie Liquid ... I\ . -. --..... 
H2C-CHz • acid . 
005.CO.C.COOH Benzoy ltrimethy lenecarbo~y lie 148-149° ·········· I\ acid (1 : 1). · R11C-CH11 
CH3.CO.C.COOR Acety lmethy 1 trimethy lenecar- Liquid .. .. --...... 
A ' boxylic acid (1 : 2: 1). R2C-CH.CHa 
..----- CR11 
Benzoyltrimethyleneoxime ..•. 86-87° C6H6.CNOH I .. -....... 
CH11 
....------cooR 
y-Bromethylmalonic acid .••••• 116-117° CH51Br.CH11.CR"---. -.... ----. 
COOR 
Csli5.CO.CR11,CR51.CR11,Br. oo-Bromopropyl phenyl ketone. 37-39° . . ---. -- .. 
CeH5.CR11...________ __...----COOR 
Di benzy lmalonic acid •••..••.. 170-172° ----······ C 
CeH5.CH51__...---- "-COOR 
Ethereal salts of many of these bodies were also prepared and studied. 
By heating hydroxylamine and hydrochloric acid with benzoyltrime-
thylene, in a sealed tube, a complicated reaction sets in, yielding a deep-
blue solution with an intense brick-red fluorescence. This solution 
proved to contain two distinct bases; that soluble in ether was found 
to have the constitution C30~ 8N2O2• It is easily soluble in acetone, ani-
line, and nitrobenzene, more sparingly in alcohol, ether, and in benzene. 
If the browni h-red alcoholic solution be treated with zinc dust and 
ammonia, it i reduced and becomes colorless; on agitating with air it 
i reoxidized. The alt of this ba e are easily obtained, anu form deep-
bl!le olution with a mo t magnificent brick-red fluorescence. The hy-
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drochloride in a solid state outwardly resembles indigo in every respect, 
and its soiution shows the same absorption spectrum as indigo. The 
internal constitution of this complicated molecule has not J?een ascer-
tained. 
The salts of trimethylenedicarboxylic acid (1: I) with ammonium, sil-
ver, copper, barium, and lead, form well-defined crystallized bodies. (J. 
Ohem. Soc. London, 1885, 80.) 
Syntheses of Derivatives of Urea (by Robert Behrend).-By the action 
of one molecule of acetic ether on one molecule of urea in alcoholic so-
lution, the author obtained p-uraniidocrotonic ether in accordance witli 
~~~: ' 
C11H100a+ CON2H,=C7H120aN2+H20, 
This body forms silky needles, melting at 165° to 166° o, insoluble in 
water, and crystallizing easily from alcohol. With alcoholic soda 
solution the salt C5H 7N20 3N a forms with separation of alcohol. This 
sodium salt, treated with acids (even carbonic acid is active), yields the 
body 05HsN2O2, for which the author proposes the name methyluracil, a 
name, however, not intended to indicate constitution. Methyluracil 
crystallizes from hot water in colorless needles; it is soluble in alcohol and 
insoluble in ether. It is decomposed on heating to 270°-280°, becom-
ing blackened and not melting. It dissolves easily in soda and potassa 
solutions, forming salts identical with those of uramidocrotonic ether. 
Theoretical considerations, which we cannot here detail, lead the author 
to adopt provisionally the following constitutional formula for methy-
luracil: 
CH3 
NH-6 
/ II 
CO OH 
'N=-~-OH 
Bromine acts on methyluracil in the cold and yields brommethyl-
uracil 05HsBrN2O2, a body crystallizing in microscopic prisms. Bromine 
converts this into a di-brom-compound. Strong nitric acid converts 
methyluracil into a nitro-compound, C5H3N3O6, which, by loss of car-
bonic acid, yields C,H3N3O, nitro-uracil. The Jatter is reduced by tin 
and hydrochloric acid to, C4H5N3O2, amido-uracil; and this in turn by -
oxidation yields oxy-uracil, C,H,N2O3, an isomer of barbituric acid. 
Amido-uracil unites with cyanic acid, forming hydroxyxanthin, on which 
body th.e author continues his researches. (Liebig's Annalen, _ccxnx, 1.) 
Synthesis of Oocaiine, the New A.nrestlietic (by W. Merck).-At tLe chem-
ical manufactory of E. Merck, in Darmstadt, a quantity of a ·lye product 
was obtained in the extraction of cocaYne, which was sent for examina-
tion to W. Merck, in Kiel. It formed a colorless, crystallizable bouy, 
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having a slight acid reaction, melting at 188·5° to 1890, and yielding 
by decomposition benzoic acid and ecgonine. Merck recognized it a 
benzoyl-ecgonin, or ecognine in which one hydrogen atom is replaced 
by benzoyl, C9H14N03-07H:,O. By heating this substance with potas-
sium hydroxide and methyliodide cocaine was obtained: 
Benzoy 1-ecgonine. Cocaine. 
C16H 19NO,+CH3l+KOH = C17Ef21NO~+H20+KI. 
The artificial product was found to have all the properties of the 
natural. 
· Almost simultaneously with this result of Merck, the synthesis was 
accomplished by Scraup, who employed a mixture of benzoyl-ecgonine, 
sodiummethylate, and methyliodide. Scraup's method yielded, how-
ever, only about 4 per cent. of the theoretical amount, while Merck 
obtained 80 per cent. of the theoretical yield. Subsequently Merck 
succeeded in transforming ecgonine itself directly into cocaine by heat-
ing a mixture of methyliodide, benzoic anhydride, and anhydrous ecgo-
nine: 
209H15N03+(07H:10)20+2CH3l=OnH11NO,Hl+CsH1:,N03Hl+ 
01H:10110H3. 
By introducing the radical ethyl a homologue of cocai'.ne was ob-
tained which the author calls cocathyline. Merck is continuing his 
researches. (Berichte d. chem. Ges., XVIII, 1594, 2264, and 2952.) 
The Fat or Wax obtained from Cinchona-Researches on Bark.-O. 
Hesse obtains from the Cuprea barks cupreol, a compound which in 
all points resembles quebrachol. This body crystallizes from alcohol 
in colorless satiny leaflets, which quickly become dull in dry air. It is 
readily soluble in chlor<1form, ether, and hot alcohol; less readily in 
petroleum ether, and cold alcohol, and in water, ammonia, and potash-
lye not at all. It melts at 140°, and at higher temperatures it vola-
tilizes, unchanged in a current of hydrogen or carbonic acid. The solu-
tion in chloroform, when shaken with sulphuric acid of 1·76 spirit 
grains, turns a blood red, as do the the chloroform solutions of quebra-
chol, cholesterin, or phytosterin. Oinchol occurs in all true. cinchona 
barks, but not in cuprea bark. From alcohol it crystallizes partly in 
long, almost acicular leaflets, partly in broad leaves, and always with 1 
molecule of water. It loses a part of its water at 200 to 25°, and the 
re tat 100°, or in the dosiccator. Anhydrous cinchol melts at 139° and 
in other respects bas the properties of cupreol. The author describes 
the acetyl and propionyl derivations of cupreol. The china bark 
c ntain , therefore, three isomeric bodies, having the formula C20H 34U, 
cupreol, cinchol, and quebrachol; all three belong to the cholesterins. 
(Liebig's .Annalen, coxxvm, 288.) 
Relation between .Antiseptic J>o,zcer and Chemical Constitution (by Dr. 
J. R. Dnggan.)-The author bas made somo suggestive experiments on 
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this relation to pave the way for further investigations. The following 
table is a list of the substances whose restraining influence has -been 
determined with approximate accuracy, and of the amounts required in 
parts per 10,000 of the solution: 
Oxybenzoic acids, 06H,(OOOH)(OH). 
Parts in 10,000. 
Salicylic acid (1 : 2) ........................... - - - - - - -- - - - - - • - · 
Oxy benzoic acid ( 1 : 3) .•...•.•.......••....•.• - •••. - . - • - • - - - - -
Paraoxybenzoic acid (1 : 4) ....••••.•• - . - - - .. - . · • • • ·- • - • • • • • • • · · • 
' 
Phenol,s, OsH11(0H}1:· 
4 
6 
8 . 
Phenol, C6H5(0H). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • • • • . • • . . . . . . . 20 
Pyrocatechin C6H4(0H)z (1 : 2) .............................. - - • 20 
Resorcin 0 6H4(0Hh (1 : 3) .......... , .......... H •••••• - • • • • • • • 25 
Hydroquinone C6H4(0H)2 (1: 4) .......................•••... - - . 30 
Pyrogallol 0 6H 3(0Hh .....................•..•....••••..•... - . 15 
.Alcohols, ROH1(0H). 
Methyl alcohol OH3(0H) ...................................... 300 
Ethyl alcohol C2H5(0ll) ........ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 500 _ 
Propyl alcohol C3H 7(0H} normal ............................... 200 . 
The germicide power of formic, acetic, and propionic acids was also 
tested and found to be nearly in an inverse ratio to their acidity. For 
the peculiar order of the alcohols given in the above table the author 
can suggest no explanation. (.Am. Ohem. Journ., VII, 62.) 
Occurrence of Citric Acid in Seeds of Leguminous Plants (by H. Ritt-
hausen).-The existence of citric acid, together with malic and oxalic 
acids, in the seed of the yellow lupine (Lup. luteus) has already been 
shown. The author finds it also in the seed of Vicia sativa (vetch), 
V. faba (hog's bean), various· varieties of peas, and in the white garden 
bean (Phaseolus). The powdered seeds are digested with water acidi-
fied with hydrochloric acid, the solution filtered, neutralized with an 
alkaline hydrate, and precipitated with lead acetate. This is suspended 
in water, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, and the citric acid gotten 
in the usual way from the acid liquid. The white bean contains very 
little citric acid, and peas contain less than the othP,r legumes men-
tioned. (Jour. f. prakt. Chem., xxrx, 357.) 
Percentages of Alcohol in Oiders and of Acetic Acid in Vinegars (by W. 
French Smith).-This investigation was made to determine the maxi-
mum and minimum percentages of alcohol and acetic acid which genuine 
apple juice would produce.. The expressed juice of selected apples 
was allowed to ferment slowly for two months in a cellar at an average 
temperature of 140 C. The determinations of alcohol were then made 
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by the ordinary method of distillation and specific gravity. Selected 
"August Sweets" gave !>-40 per cent. alcohol; the same variety of 
average quality gave 6·05 per cent.; and imperfectly ripe apples of 
same variety gave 4·80 per cent. " Greening" apples picked from the 
trees gave 4 per cent. alcohol. The average of eight experiments gave 
5 per cent. by_ weight. Ten months later the acidity and solid residue in 
the samples was determined; the former varied between 10·1 per cent. 
an<l 4·40 per cent., and the latter between 2·70 per cent. and 3·64. The 
actual amounts of acetic acid found are lower than the alcoholic per-
centages in the original ciders demand, owing to imperfect acetiflcation. 
This investigation shows that a good cider should contain about 5 
per cent. alcohol, and a fair sample ought not to fall below 4 per cent.; 
a good cider vinegar ought to contain from 5·5 of acetic acid to 7 per 
cent. (Journ. Am,. Chem. Soc., vu, No. 4.) 
NOTES. 
During the year 1884, 281,000 pounds of bromine were produced in 
the United States, 7,000,000 pounds of borax, and 1,800 troy ounces of 
. of aluminium. (ALBERT WILLI.A.Ms, Jr. Report on Mineral Resources 
of the United States.) 
During the year 1883 there were manufactured in Germany 148,450 
tons of hydrochloric acid a.rid 115,500 tons of carbonate of soda; half of 
the latter was ma,de by Solv~'s process. During the same year there 
were manufactured in England 940,638 tons of sulphuric acid (calcu-
lated as H 2SO4); 429,040 tons of soda ash (calculated as NazOOa); and 
141,868 tons of bleaching powder. Dr. Lunge thinks the Leblanc pro-
cess and ammonia process for manufacturing soda will flourish side by 
side, and the latter will not displace the former unless hydrochloric 
aci<l can be made at the same time. ( Ohem,isohe Industrie, vu, 78 and 
213.) 
Professor Mart. Websky has continued his researches on the supposed 
new element, idunium, contained in the· lead vanadate of Cordoba 
(Argentine Republic), but has been unable to establish the identity of 
the metal as a new species. (Sitzungsb K . .Akad., Wiss. Berlin, February 
5, 1885, page 95.) 
The rare metal gallium has been prepared by Dr. L. Ehrlich by an in-
dustrial process. From 80 kilos of zinc blende he obtained 0·9 grams 
gallium. The melting point of the metal is 30·5° C. The luster of gal-
lium globule is greater ·than that of mercury. (Ohemiker-Zeitung.) 
Greville Williams finds that zinc dust occludes hydrogen. A giyen 
ample of commercial zinc dust contained 39 times its volume of hydro-
gen. The experimenter thinks the absorbed gas was originally derived 
fro w ter and how the bearing of this on the conclusions arrived at 
iu th a e f the L narto meteorite. (Journal of Gas-Lighting.) 
Th .. decompo ·i ion of pota · ium chlorat b h at has been studied 
an w uy Dr. 1 • L. Teed. He find · that the ·equation commonly em-
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ployed f2KC10~=lt0104+KC1+O2] does not truly represent the facts, 
andproposesthefollowing: 10KC1O3=6KC1O4+4KC1+3O2, Theauthor 
confirms the statement that when MnO2 is heated with the KC1O3 no 
perchlorate is formed. The phenomena noted appear to indicate that the 
molecular weight of the salt is much higher than is required by the for-
mula KC1O3• (J. Chem. Soc. Lond.) 
New reasons for considering liquid or solid sulphur trioxide as S2O6 
rather than SO3 are afforded by the results of experiments reported by 
Dr. E. Divers and T. Shimidzu upon the reactions of pyrosulphuric acid 
with silver, mercury, and copper. When freed carefully from moisture, 
sulphur trioxide is without action on these metals, unless a little sul-
phuric acid be present. The reaction with silver .is as follows: 
(SO2)SO4+2Ag=Ag2SO,+so,. 
( Ohern. News.) 
By heating in sealed tubes glucose with strong ammonia and subse-
quent treatment with solvents C. Tauret obtained two new alkaloids, 
which he calls, rnspectively, a-glucosine and fi-glucosine. These form 
volatile colorless liquids, with a peculiar strong odor, the first . boiling 
at 136° and the second at 160°. In acid solution they are precipitated 
' by the usual reagents for alkaloids ; with hydrochloric acid they form 
hydrochlorates. (Bull. soc. chim., XLIV, 102.) 
Professor Carnelley and James Schlerschmann have investigated the 
influence of strain on chemical action. Working with copper wires free 
and under strain, exposed to the action of ammonium chloride, they 
come to the conclusion that strain exerts no perceptible influence upon 
chemical action under the conditions described. (Chem. News, LII, 6.) 
The causes of the decrepitations in samples of so-called explosive 
pyrites have been studied by B. Blount and formulated as follows : (1) 
The decrepitations are due to the presence of CO2, together with more 
or less H2O, (2) The CO2 is confined at high pres~ures probably suffi-
cient to liguefy it. (3) The usual temperature at which the pyrites be-
gins to decrepitate is 30° to 36° C. (Chem. News, LII, 7.) 
The removal of micro.organisms from water forms the subject of a 
valuable paper by Dr. Percy F. Frankland, in the Chemical News, LII, 
27, et seq. 
0hlorochromic acid is prepared, according to H. Moissan, by bringing 
together gaseous hydrochloric acid and pure chromic anhydride per-
fectly free from sulphuric acid. _ On warming red fumes appear, which 
condense into chlorochromic acid; but a, portion is decomposed by the 
·water formed at the same time. Dry chlorine does not attack chromic 
anhydride. Gaseous hydrobromic and hydriodic acid do not form analo-
gous chromium compounds. (Bitll. de l'Assoc. des Eleves de Af. Fremy, 2.) 
Cocaine, the established anresthetic, according to G. Calmels and E. 
Gos in, is "m~thylicbenzometholethyltetrahydropyridine carbonate." 
(Comptes rendus, c, No. 17.) See Professor Odling-'s I'lea for Empi.ric 
Names, in this report, under the llead "Organic." 
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Researches on the influence of silicon upon the' properties of ca~t 
iron, by Thomas Turner, show that, contrary to the generally accepted 
,iews on this subject, a suitable addition of silicon to cast iron im-
proves the tensile strength of the metal. An addition, however, of more 
· than 2.5 per cent. causes deterioration. (Ohem. News, ur, 5.) 
Eleven months' experience with toughened glass beakers made 
under De La Bastie's patents leads R. J. Friswell to the conclusion that 
"toughened glass is a complete failure in the laboratory." ( Ohem. News, 
!n, 5.) 
The adulteration of beer is discussed in a paper by Prof. H. B. Corn-
wall presented to the American Public Health Association. The aver-
age contents in alcohol of twelve beers was 4.197 per cent., and of ex-
tract, 6·26 per cent. Milwaukee beer contains as high as 5·35 per cent. 
of alcohol. 
The apparatus and process for liquefying oxygen gas, employed by 
Oailletet, are figured and described in the Journal de physique, and in 
Nature (xxxn, 584), to which we refer for details. 
Chlorine monoxide has been studied anew by K. Garzarolli-Thurn-
lackh and G. Schacherl. It forms a dark brown liquid, having a yel-
lowish-brown vapor; its density is 3·0072 at 10·6° C. and 726·4mm, and 
its boiling point is 50 C. at 737.9mm, Exposed to sunlight it does not 
decompose as commonly stated, and if organic material be excluded 
it does not explode in passing from the liquid to the gaseous state. 
(Liebig's Anna,len, ccxxx, 273.) 
By distilling plants in a fresh state with water, M. Maquenne has ob-
tained small quantitie~ of methylic alcohol, but he has not ascertained 
whether this body exists ready formed in the plants or is produced dur-
ing the distillation. ( Oomptes rendus, er, 1067.) 
Vacciniin, 1a bitter principle occurring in the cowberry, discovered 
by Edo Claassen in 1870, bas been found by the same chemist to be 
identical with arbutin, extracted from ArbutitS uva ursi, Lin.-(Ani. J. 
Pharm., 1885.) :. 
Under the title "The Sugar Chemistry of the United States" Prof. 
Harvey W. Wiley, chief chemist to the Department of Agriculture, 
has issued a valuable compend, in four parts, relating respectively to 
cane, beet, sorghum, and maple sugars. The analyses of maple sugar 
are numerous, and we learn that "there is no method of detecting the 
adulteration of maple sugar with other sucroses. The temptation to 
tbi adulteration is great because maple sugar commands nearly double 
the price of other sugars. Neither chemistry nor optics will help to a 
deci ion a to adulteration." A patented extract of hickory bark i 
u' d t giYe the characteristic flavor of maplr , ugar to glucose or cane 
irup ·. 
Th · ·oncl anuu 1 mcetiug of the A ~socbtion of Official Agricultu-
ral Oh mi t wa. beld ept mb r 1 and 2 at Wa hington, D. 0. In 
th ah. nc , f Profi or ,Jo]mson the chair wa, taken b, the vice-
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president, Prof. H. C. White. The "Proceedings," published by the 
Department of Agriculture as Bulletin No. 7, of the Division of Chem-
istry, will be found invaluable to all analytical chemists. 
The chemical section of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science met in August at Ann Arbor. The chairman of the 
section, Prof. William Ripley Nichols, addressed the members on 
"Chemistry in the Service of Public Health.'' , The address will be 
found in the "Proceedings" of the association, vol. XXXIV. 
The Institute of Chemistry (England) has undergone a transforma-
tion. Originally founded in October, 1877, with a membership of 150, 
it grew to embrace over 400 fellows. On the 30th of June, 1885, it 
ceased to have an official existence, bui meanwhile, on the 13th of 
June, 1885, another organization was perfected under the title "Insti-
tute of Chemistry of Great Britain and Ireland," and the officers of the 
original society became officers of the new one. The new institute has 
secured a royal charter and has public duties and privileges accorded 
it, becoming a professional body officially known to Government. Dr. 
Odling, the president, gave his address November 6, 1885. (See Chem-
ical News, LII, 243.) Dr. Odling's address is severely criticised by an 
anonymous writer in Nature (XXXIII, 73), who protests strongly against 
the commercial aspect of the views enunciated. He says: "The spirit 
[ of the address] ·is an alien spirit, repugnant to students of pure science 
in this country." 
A biography of the late Dr. Robert Angus Smith was read at the 
annual general meeting of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical 
Society held April 21, by Dr. E. Schunck. It will be found in Ohern. 
News, LI, 293. · 
Prof. Edward Divers, of the Imperial College of Engineering, Tokio, 
met with a serious accident which threatened the loss of an eye. In at-
tempting to remove the stopper of a bottle containing phosphorus tri-
chloride he gently warmed the neck, when the bottle exploded violently, 
and projected glass into one eye. Dr. Divers supposes moisture bad 
entered the bottle and formed hydrochloric acid, thus producing gas 
under tension. 
On Monday, August 1, 1885, Prof. Michel Eugene Chevreul entered 
upon his one hundredth year .. Apart from the fact that among men 
whose lives have been devoted to active scientific research no one has 
before attained so great an age, Chevreul stands conspicuous for the vast 
amount of work be has done, and for the _great practical effect his work 
has had on the industries of the world. His researches on "les corps 
gras," begun in 1813, continued until 1823, when they appeared in a 
volume dedicated to Vauquelin, bis teacher. His researches on color 
occupy the whole of volume xxxrn of the Memoirs of the Institut. It 
has often been remarked, it is difficult to realize that the Chevreul of 
"corps gras" fame and the Chevreul who wrote on colors :,,re one and 
the same man. (Condensed from Nature, xxxn, 425.) 
11. Mi. 15--43 
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HUMMEL, J. J.-The Dyeing of Textile Fabrics. London, Paris, New York, and Mel-
bourne, 1885. 12mo. 
ISAMBERT.-Precis de chimie. Paris, 1885. 12mo. 
!STRATI, C.-Sur les ethylbenzines chlorees et sur quelques observations rela.tives 
aux points d'ebullition dans la serie grasse aromatique. Paris, 1885. · 
Jahresbericht Uber die Leistungen der chernischen Technologie mit besonderer BerUck-
sichtigung der Gewerbestatistik fiir das Jahr 1884. Jahrgang I-XXV bearbeitet 
von R. v. Wagner. Fortgesetzt von F. Fischer. XXX, oder Neue Folge XV. Jahr-
gang. Leipzig, 1885. 8vo. 
Jahresbericht iiber (tie Fortsobritte der Pharmakotherapie. Herausgegeben von E. 
R. Kobert. Band I, fiir das Jahr 1884. Strassburg, 1885. 8vo. 
Jabresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der Chemie und verwanclter Theile a,nderer 
Wissenschaf'ten. Herausgegeben von P. Fittica. Fiir 1883 Heft IV (Schloss). 
Giessen, 1885. 8vo. 
JOHN, O.-Ueber die blausauren Salze organischer Basen. Freiburg, 1884. Svo. 
JOLY et QURIE.-La chimie du bore, du silicium et des silicates. Paris, 1885. Svo. 
JUNG, OITo.-Beitrag zur Kenntniss des Daphnetins. Berlin, 1885. 
JuNGFLEISCH, E.-Manipulations de ~himie. Guide pour lcs travaux practiqnes de 
chimie. Paris, 18R5. 8vo. 
JtiPTNER VON JoNST0RFF, H.-Praktisches Handbuch fiir Eisenhiitten-Chemiker. 
Wien, 1885. 8vo. 
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KAIIN, MYRTIL.-Ueber die Einwirkung von Normalbutylaldebyd auf Anilin boi 
Gegenwart von rauchender Salzsil.ure. Mlinchcn, 1885. 8vo. 
KAISER, A.DOLF.--Ucber Mononitroderivate der p-und m-A.cetamidol>enzoosauro, sowie 
deren Reductionsproducte (A.nhydrosauren). A.lfeld, 1885. 
KAUDER, E.-Producte der Einwirkung von Fiinffach-Chlorphosphor a.uf Succinyl-
verbindungen und Weinsaure. Leipzig, 1885. 8vo. 
KAYSER, R.-Chemisches Hilfsbuch flir die Metall-Gewerbe. Wiirzbnrg, 1885. vo. 
KEKULE, A.. et O. WALLACR.-Tableaux servant a !'analyse chimiquo. 'l'r:uluit par 
J. Krutwig. 2cme edition. Bonn, 1885. 8vo. 
KELLER, PAUL.-Ueber einige Derivate des Kyanmethins. Leipzig, 1885. 
KENT, W. H.-Untersuchungen iiber Milchzucker und Galactose. Guttingen, 1885. 
8vo. 
Krnscn, E.-Beitrage zur Kenntniss des Bibromcymols (Stellung der Bromatomo) . 
. Freiburg, 1884. 8vo. 
KLEEMAN, S.-Ueber zwei Syntheson der Methylaethylalphaa.midoessigsam·e. Er-
langen, l 884. 8vo. 
KLEIN, J.-Ueber das Tetraphenylathan und iiber 'die Einwirkung des Chloralumi-
niums auf phenylhaltige Derivate chlorlrte und bromirte A.ethane. Froiburg, 
1884. 8vo. 
KLOTZ, CARL.-Ueber Dichlortoluole und Dichlorbenzoe siiuren. Stuttgart, 1885. 
KLUBUKOW, NIKOLAUS VON.-Ueber zwei neue Verfahren zur BestimmungderDampf-
dichtc. Leipzig, 1885. 
KNORR, LUDWIG.-Ueber die Bildung von Kohlensto.ff-Stickstoft-Ringen durch die 
Einwirking von A.min- und Hydrazinbasen auf A.cetessigester und seine Derivate. 
Erlangen, 1885. 
KNYRu,.::, MAX.-Beitrage zur Kenntniss der a-Naphtol-,8-monosulfosil.me. Froilmrg 
i. B., 1885. 
KORSCHELT, O., ancl H. YosHIDA.-The chemistry of Japanese lacquer. [Londouf], 
1885. 
KREYSLER, ED. -Ueber einigo Phenolester der I'hosphorslinro. Reactionsver},Li.ltnisso 
der neutralen Phosphorsaureester einiger P.henole: Zurich, 1885. 
KRUGER, PAUL.-Ein Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Abkommlinge des HydroxylllJllin11. 
Berlin, 1885. 
KRUTWIG, J.-Exercises d'analyse chimique quantitative. Bonn, 1885. 8vo. 
KUBIERSCHKY, KONRAD.-Ueber die ThiophosphorsLi,uron. Rostock, 1884. 
KDrIN, BER.N"IIARD. -Ein :Ucitrag zur Kenntniss der Cyansaureilther. Berlin, 1885. 
KUHNE, W.-A.lbumosen und Peptone. Heidelberg, 1885. 8vo. 
Kuuscn, PAUL.-Ueber die Einwirkung des Phospborwassorstoffs auf Metal1salzlo-
sungen . Berlin, 1885. 
LAMPERT, FRIEDR.-Ueber einige Derivate des Trichlor-p, amidophenols. Rostock, 
1885. 
LANDOLT, H.-Uebor die Zeitdauer der Reaction zwischen Jodsl:i.ure und schwe:fliger 
Same. Berlin, 1885. 8vo. 
LANGER, C., und V. MEYER.-Pyrochemische Untersuchnngen. Braunechweig, 1885. 
8vo. 
LEBLANC, R.-Manipulations de chimie. Le9ons pratiques. 4. edit. Paris, 1885. 12mo. 
LEEDS, ALBERT R.-The Literature of Ozone and Peroxide of Hydrogen. Memoir II, 
including: 1. Historical-critical Resume of the Progress of Di!-covrry Hi1:co 1879. 
2. Index to the Literature of Ozone (1879-'8'.-l). 3. Index to 1bo Lilora1 nr of 
P roxido of Hydro~en (1 79-' ~). [New York], 1884. 8vo. 
LEscrrnoRN, JAC0n.-Ueber PhenylglyceriJIBanre und einige Derivate derselben. 
Wiirzlmrg, 1 . 8vo. 
LKVI. • L.-L hrhuch d r Toxicologi . Berlin, lo8S. 8vo. 
Lu,- cu TZ, ,J.- b r di Einwirkung de· concentrirten Schwefelsii,ure auf NitJ·o-
an bra.chin ne. Freilmrg, 1885. 8vo. 
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LIVEING, G. D.-Chemical Equilibrium tho Result of Dissipation of Energy. :i:,on<l.on 
and Cam bridge, 1885. Svo. 
LOUISE, E.-Synthcso d'hy<lroca.rLures, cl'acetones, d'acides d'alcool, d'ethers, de qui-
nones dans la serie aromatique. Paris, 1884. 4to. 
Low, WILHELM.-Ueber Terephtaldehyd. (Erlangen.) Miinche11, 1885. Svo. · 
LunARSCH, 0.-Die chemische Priifung des komprimierten Pyroxylins. Ein Beitrag 
zur .Ann.Jyso der Sprongkorper. Berlin, 1885. 4to. 
LuCKENnACH, G.-Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Imidoiither und .A.midine. Freiburg, 
1884. 8vo. 
LUDWIG, E.-Medicinische Ch~mie. Wien, 1885. 8vo. 
LUHMANN, E.-Dfo Kohlensaure. Eine ausfiihrliche Darsfollung der Eigenschaften 
des Vorkommens, dcr Herstellung und technischen Verwendung dieser Substanz. 
Wien, 1885. 8vo. [Chemisch-technische Bibliothek, Band 124.] 
LUNGE, G.-'l'rait6 de ]a distillation du goudron de l'bouille et du traitement de l'eau 
ammoniacale. Traduit par L. Gautier. Paris, 1885. 8vo. 
LUSTIG, S.-Zur Kenntniss des Carvacrols (Oxycymols) und seiner Derivate. Ilres-
lau, 1885. 8vo. 
MACGOWAN, G.-Ueber .A.bkommlinge der Methylsnlfonsaure insbeson<lere des Tri-
chlormethylsulfonchlorids. Leipzig, 1885. 8,o. 
MARES, F.-ncobacht·ungon Uher die .A.usscheidung des indigschwefelsam·en Natrons. 
Wien, 1885. 8vo. 
MARQUISAU.-Des goudrons de houille et lours derives des goudrons de petrole 
Paris, 1885. 8vo. 
MARVIN, Crr.-The Pctrolonm Industry of Southern Russia and the Caspian Region. 
London, 1884. roy 4to. 
MASING, E.-Elemente der pharmaceutischen Chemie. St. Petersburg, 188fi. 8vo. 
MEHNER, H.-Die Fabrikation chemischer Diingemittel in Leipzig. Leipzig, 1885. 
8vo. 
METZGER, S.-Pyridin, Chinolin und deren Derivate. Gekronte Preisschrift der philo-
sophischen Pakultiit der Universitat Wiirzburg. Braunschweig, 1885. 8vo. 
MEYER, E. VON.-Zur Frage nach der chemischen Constitution des .A.nthrachinons. 
Leipzig, 1884. Svo. 
MICHAEL, R.-Ueber Carbonsauren synthetisch crhaltener Pyridinbasen. Leipzig, 
1885. 8vo. 
MIERZINSKI, S.-Die Fabrikation des Aluminiums und der .A.lialimetalle. Wien, 
1885. 8vo. 
Mittheilungen aus der amtlichen Lebensmittel-Untersuchungs-.A.nstalt und chemischen 
Versuchsstation zu Wiesbaden, fiber die geschi.i,ft,liche und wissenscbaftli.che Thl:i.-
tigkeit in dem Betriobsjahre 1883-'84. Herausgegeuen von Dr. Schmitt. Berlin, 
1885. 8vo. 
MONSELISE, M.-L' ambm prirnaticcia. o sorgo zuccherino del Minnesota. Seconda 
edizione. Mantova, 1884. 
MORcrr, J. 0.-Handbuch der Chemigraphie und Photochemigrapltie. N:tch eigenen 
Erfahrungen bearbeitet. Diisseldorf, 1886. 
MOUTIER, J.-La thcrmodynamique. Paris, 1885. 8vo. 
MOLLER, ADOLF.-Ueber einige Isonitrososauren. Zurich, 1885. 
MUNOZ DE LUNA, R. T.-Tratado de qufmica general y descriptjva. 5. cdic. correg. y 
aument. Madrid, 1885. 4to. 
MusAio, G.-Nozioni elementari di anal isi chimica ·qualitativa delle sostanze minerali. 
Caserta, 1884. 8vo. 
NILSSON, L. F., och 0. PETT1mssoN.-llcstanrning of chlorberylliun'lgascnsegentlige 
vigt. Stockholm, 1884. Svo. 
NoRD::l!Al\1N, EDUARD.-Ein Boitmg znr Kenntniss dor Sl:i.uro-Nitrito. Ilerlin, 1885. 
OGIER, J.-Ana.lyse chimique des gaz. Paris, 1884. 8vo. 
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OSTWALD, W.--IH Saclien der modernen Ch<'mic. Oifener Brief an Herrn Albrecht 
Rau. Riga, 1844. 
PALM, R.-Grundriss der qualitativen und quantitativen chemischen Analyse neb t 
einer General-Tabelle der wichtigsten Planzen-Alkaloide und einer Spectraltafel. 
Leipzjg, 1885. 8vo. 
PAWL0W, 0 -Uebcr Tetrinsaure unrl deren Homologe. [St. Petersburg], 1884. vo. 
PEuu:, GIWRG.-Uebcr einige Derivate des Zimmtaldehyds. Berlin, 1885. Svo. 
PETER, ARN0LD.-Zur Kenntniss dcr Thiophengruppe. Ziiricb, 1885. 
PFEIFFER, E., und W. VON BEETZ.-Uebei: die electrische Leitungsfahigkeit des abso-
luten Alcohols. Mtinchen, 1885. 8vo. 
PISANI, F.-Traite pratique d'analyse chimique qualitative et quantitative. 2. edit. 
augmentee d'un traite d'ana.lyse au chalumea,u. Paris, 1885. 8vo. 
PROCTER, H. R.-.A. Text-book of Tanning. .A. treatise on the conversion of skins 
into leather, both practical and theoretical. London, 1885. 
PRUNIER, L.-Tableaux d'analyse qualitative. Paris, 1885. 8vo. 
QuRSNEVILLE, M. GEo.-Neue Methoden zur Bestimmung der Bestandtheile der Milch 
und ihrer Verfiilschungen. Deutsch von Viet. Griessmayer. Neuburg, a. D., 
1885. 8vo. 
RAMMELSBERG, C. F.-Leitfaden ftir dio qualitative chemiscbe Analyse. 7. Aufl. 
Berlin, 1885. 8vo. 
Recueil des travaux chimiques des Pays-Bas. Par W . .A.. van Dorp, A. P. N. Pran-
chimont, S. Hoogewerff, E. Mulder et .A.. C. · Oudemans, jr. Tome III. Lei.de, 
1885. 8vo. 
REDDIE, C.-Ueber das Vcrhalten des .A.nbydroacetometaparatoluylendiamins gcgcn 
Brom und gegen Salpetersaure. Gottingen, 1885. 8vo. . 
RICHARZ, F.-Die Bildung von Ozon, Wasserstoffsuperoxyd und Ueberschwefel aure 
bei die Eleptrolyse vcrdtinuter Schwefelsi.i,ure. Berlin, 1884. 8vo. 
RICIITER, M. M.-Tabellen der Kohlenstoffverbindungen nach dercn empirischcr Zn-
sammensetzung geordnet. Berlin, 1885. 8vo. 
RICHTER, M.-Ueber die normalen PropylnaphthaUne und. die bis heute Lekannten 
Naphthalinderiva,te. Frei.burg, 1884. Rvo. 
RICHTER, V. VON.-Chemie der Kohlenstoffverbindungcn, oder organische Chemie. 
4 . .A.ufl. Bonn, 1885. 
RICHTER, V. VON.-Trattato di chimica inorganica. 'I'radotto o corrc<fato di note e cli 
un append.ice clal' .A.. Piccini. Torino, 1885. 8vo. 
Rrnss, K.-Ueber einige .A.bkommlinge des Kyanathins. Leipzig, 188&. 8vo. 
RIPPER, W.-Practical Chemistry. With notes and questions on theoretical chem-
istry. Second edition. London, 1885. 8vo. 
RIVIERE, .A.. et C.-Traite de manipulations de chimie. Paris, 1885. 2 vols. 12mo. 
ROMEN, C.-Bleicherei, Farberei und Appretur der Baumwoll und Leinen-Waaren. 
Berlin, 18%. 8vo. 
ROTIIE, C.-Ueber die Entdeckung von Elementen. Wien, 18d4. Svo. 
RUDOLF, E.-Die·gesammte Indigo-Ktipenb}au Farberei, Reservagc-undAetz-Drn k-
r i (Blaudruck) auf Baumwolle und Leinen. .A.us den Jahrgiingen 1875-1 ,5 
det Farberei-Muster-Zeitung gesammelt. Leipzig, 1885. 8vo. 
RUETZ, O.-Anleitung zur Priifnng von Trinkwasser und Waser zu technischen 
· Zwecken. 2 . .A.uflage. Neuwied. 1885. 8vo. 
ABATIRR, P.-La chimie du zinc, du cadmium, et du thallium. Paris, 1885. 8vo. 
ACII , F., Le DocT.E, et A. RAEYMAECKER .-Revno nnivorselle de progreEJ de 1:\ 
fabrication clu sucre pour l'annoc 1883-'84. Vol. I. Paris, 1885. 8vo. 
EELIG, E.-Zu'r K nntni R cler geclilorten TolnoJo und. ihrer Derivate. Fr ilmrg, 
1 -. 8vo. 
itrn.u, A.- tndi n Uh r di D, rRt llung, Zusammcn ot,zung und Eigenschaft n dos 
noits [Ca.tbartoma.nui ]. Dorpat, 1884. 8vo. 
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Skandinaviens kemisk-tekniske Contmlbla,cl for Danmn,rk, Sverigo, Norge og Fiuln,nd. 
Kj~benhn,vn. Aarg. IV, 1885. 8vo. 
SCHAEDLER, C.-Die Technologie der Fette und Oele dcr lfossilien (Mineralole ), sowie 
der Harzole und Schmiermittel. Leipzig, 1885. 8vo. 
SCHAEDLER, C.-Kurzer Abriss a~r Chomfo <1or Kohlenwasserstoffe. Zugleich ein 
Repetitorium fiir Stndirende und practischo Chemikor, . Tcchniker, Apotheker 
u. s. w. Leipzig, 1885. 8vo. 
SCHAEFER, 'fr-r.-Ueber die Bedeutung der Alchemie. Bremen~ 1885. 4to. 
SCHIFF, F.--Degli eqnivalenti capillari dei corpi semplici. Roma, 1885. 4to. 
SCHILLER-\VJWHSLAR, MAX.-UelJer <lie Synt;hcse eiricr Anilidobrenzwcinsii,nre (a-
Methyl-a-anilidobernsteinsa.ure) und deren Derivate. Berlin, 1885. 
SCHILLING, E.-Ueber Cafte'inmethylhydroxyd, ein Beitrag zur Kenntnissdos Caffeins. 
Freiburg, 1884. 8vo. 
SCHLICHTING, M.-Chemische Versuche einfachster Art. 8 . .A.ufl. bearbeitet von A. 
Wilke. Kiel, 1885. 8vo. 
ScHLOESING, TH.-Contribution a l'etude de la chimie a-gricole. Paris, 1885. 8-vo. 
SCHMIDT, E.-Anleitung zur qualitativen Analyse. 2. Au.fl. Halle, 1885. 8vo. 
SCIIl\HDT, 0.-Zur Kenntniss der Naphthol-,B-clisulfonsiiure und ihrer Dcriv:Lte. l!""'1·ei-
burg, 1884. 8vo. 
SCHORLEMMER, C.-Origine et developpement de la chimi~ organique. Tratluit de 
l'anglais par .A.. Claparede. Paris, 1885. 12mo: 
SCHOTTLANDER, P.-Ueber das Salpetersaure-Goldnitrat und einigo neue Derivate 
derselben. Wiirzburg, 1884. 8vo. 
SCHRADER, L.-Ueber Isopropylderivate des Pyridins und Reductionsproducte des-
selben. Kiel, 1885. 8vo. 
SCHROEDER, G. und J. VON.-Wandtafeln fiir den Unterricht in der allgomeinen 
Chemie und chemiscben Technologie. Lieferung 2. Kassel, 1885. fol. 
SCHUCfu~ER, G.-Ueber die Einwirkung von Chromoxychlorid auf Cymol und Ortho-
nitrotoluol. Breslau, 1885. 8vo. · 
ScHUTZENBERGER, P.-Traite de chimie generale comprenant les principales appli-
cations de la chimie aux sciences biologiques et aux arts industriels. 2. edition. 
Tome II. Paris, 1885. 8vo. 631 pp. 
SCHWEITZER, H.-Chlorkresole und ihre Oxidationsproducte mittelst Chromsaure. 
Freiburg, 1884. 8vo. 
SCHWEITZER, W.-Ueber einige Derivate des .A.lphanaphthylamines. Freiburg, 
1884. 8vo. · 
SrMON, S. E.-Ueber Monoxyantµrachinon und einige seiner Derivate. Freiburg, 
1884. 8vo. 
SIMON, W.-Manual of Chemistry. London, 1885. 8vo. 
SMYTHIES, J. IC-Problems of the Motions of .A.toms. London, 1885. 4to. 
SODEN, HUGO VON.-Ueber Triphenylphosphin und einige Derivate desselben. Leip-
zig: Reudnitz, 1885. 
SPELSBERG, EDUARD.-Weitere Untersuchungen iiber a~.A.ethyliden-Valerolacton. 
Wiirzburg, 1884. 
SPRING et WINSSINGER.-De l'action du chlore sur les combinaisons sulfoniques et 
sur les oxysulfates organiquos. Liege, 1884. 8vo. 
STADLER, 0TTO.-Zur Kenntniss der Mercaptane. Nitrirung des Thiophens. Zfu·ich, 
1885. 
STAMMER, KARL.-Chemical Problems, translated from the second German edition by 
W. S. Hosk;nson. Philadelphia, 1885. 
STEGELITZ, P.-Ueber die Recluctionsprodu.cte des Chinolin-.Aethylbromids. Frei-
burg, 1884. 8vo. 
STEIGER, A. VON. -U eber ~lie Entdcckung und Darstellung des Salvadorin, eine8 neuen 
Glykosids. Bern, 1885. 8vo. 
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STOCKBRIDGE, H. E.-Ueber die analytiscbcn Bcstimmungc'.Jl c11·s Znckers cler Riib 
mittelst alterer und eines neu construirten Appar:1tes. Gottiugea, 1885. 8vo. 
STOHMANN, F.-Ilandbuch der Zuckerfabrikation. 2. umgearbeiteteAuflage. Berlin, 
1885. 8vo. 
STUnn, K.-Ueber clie Hydroparafumarsiinre. Kjel, 1885. 8vo. 
SToncn, V.-Mikroskopiske og komisko Undersogclsor over Smordannolsen ved 
Kjrerningen samt Smorrots fysike og kemisko S:1mmonsretning. Kjt)benhavn, 
1855. 8vo. 
STRECKER, .A:.., .AND J. WISLICENUS.-Organic Chemistry. Translated and edited 
with oxtensivo additions byW. R. Hodgkinson and.A.. J. Greenaway. 2d edition. 
London, 1885. 8vo. 803 pp. 
Supplemento annuale a.Ila enciclopedia di chimica scion tifico od indnatriale dirctto dal 
Icilio Guareschi. Anno primo. Torino (December), 1884. 
TAPPEINER, H.-Anleitung zu chemisch-diagnostischen Untersuchungen am Kranken-
bette. Miinchen, 1885. 16mo. 
Technisches Centralblatt. Bd. III. Halle, 1885. 4to. 
Teoh11isch-clrnm:isches Jahrbuoh, 1883-1884. Ein Bericht iil>er die Fortschr:i.Lte auf 
dem Gebiete der cbemischen Tecbno1ogie von Mitte 1883 bis Mitte 1884. Her-
ausgegeben von K. Biedermann. VI. Jahrgang. Berlin, 1885. 8vo. 
THALES, R.-Sur le spectre du fer, obtenu a l'aide de l'arc electrique. Upsal, 1885. 
4to. 
TrroMS0N, T.-Lrorobog i uorganisk Chemi. 3. Udg. Kjef)benhavn, 1885.. 8vo. 
TILLM . .A.N, SilIUEL E.-Principles of Chemical Philosophy. [West Point, N. Y.] 
[188u.J 12mo. 
TRIMBLE, liENRY.-Praotical and Analytical Chemistry, being a complete course in 
chemical analysis. Philadelphia, 1885. 8vo. 
TROOST, L.-Precis de chimie. 18° edit. Paris, 1885. 12mo. 
URBAIN et ST. MEUNIER.-La chimie du charbon de bois, du noir de fumee et des 
combustibles mineraux. Paris, 1885. 8vo. 
URECTI, F.RIEDRICu.-Itinerarium durch die theoretische Entwicklungsgeschichto der 
Lehre von der chemischen Reactionsgeschwindigkoit. Borlin, 1885. 
VOGEL, A.-Zur Chininpriifung. [MiinchenJ, 1885. 8vo. 
VOIGT, R.-Ueber die durch Oxydation von ,B-Collidin erhaltene symmetrische Pyri-
dintricarbonsaure. Leipzig, 1884. 8vo. 
VOIT, C. VON.-Nekrologe auf J. G. von Jolly, J.B. Dumas, A. Wurtz, II. Kolbo, R. 
A. Smith unu anderer. Mii.nchen, 1885. 8vo. 
VOLZ, O.-Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Naphthol-p-monosulfonsao.re. Freiburg, 188fl. 
8vo. 
WAGNER, A.-Lehrbuch der unorganischen Chemie. M:iinchen, 1885. 8vo. 
WARBURG, E.-Ueber die Elektrolyse des f'eston Glases. Freibarg, 1884. 8vo. 
WATT, A.-The Art of Soap-making; a practical handbook of the mannfacturo of 
hard and soft soaps. 2d edition. London, 1885. 8vo. 
WELLINGTON, Cn.-Uol>or die Einwirkung des l!-,orma,ldebyds auf verschiedone orga,-
nische Amine, sowie die Darstellung einiget sauren aromatischen Sulphate. Got-
tingen, 1885. 8vo. 
WELTZ, E.-Ueber einige Abkommlinge <ler Chlor-nitrobenzole. Freilmrg, 1884. 
VO. 
WR."ZLIK, C.-U ber eini,.,.e Derivate des Naphthochinons. Freiburg, 1885. vo. 
WILLIAMS, W. M.-The Chomistry of Cookery. London, 1885. 8vo. 
WITTWER, W. C.-Grnndztige der Molecular-Physik und der mathematischen Chemie. 
Stuttgart, 1885. Svo. 
W1LnRAND, F.-Grundziigo der Cl1emie nach induktiver Methode: Hildesheim, 1 r:. 
Svo. 
WrNo, J. }'.-U b rBntyryla.nhydrometabromisodiamidotoluol. Gottingen, 1885. vo. 
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WINKLER, C.-Handbook of Technical Gas Analysis. Containing concise instrnctions 
for carrying out gas analytical methods of proved utility. Translated, with ad-
ditions, by G. Lunge. London, 1885. 8vo. 
WISLICENUS, WILHELM.-Uebor die Einwirkung von Cyankalium auf Ph tali do. Wiirz-: 
burg, 188:5. 
WISSER, Lieut. JOHN P.-History of Chemistry. Course of sciences applied to mili-
tary art. U.S. Artillery School, Fort Monroe, Va., 1885. square 8vo. · 
WOLFF, H.-Dio Beizen, ihre Darstellung, Priifung und Anwendung. Wien, 1885. 
8vo. 
W OLFF1 L.-.A pplied Medical Chemistry. A manual for students and practitioners of 
medicine. Philadelphia. 8vo. 
WORMLEY, Tn. G.-Mforo-Chemistry of Poisons, including their physiological, patho-
logical, and legal relations. With an appendix on the detection and microscopic 
discrimination of the blood. New edition, revised and enlarged. Philadelphia, 
1885. 8vo. 
WROBLEWSKI, SIGISMOND DE.-Comment l'air a 6t6 liqu6fi~; r6ponse a l'article de M. 
J. Jamin. Paris, 1885. -
WROBLEWSKI, SIGISMOND VON.-Ueber den Gebmuch des siedenden Sauerstoffs, Koh-
lenoxyJ.s sowie <ler atrnospha.rischen Luft als Kaltemittel. Wien, 1885. Svo. 
WULF, PAUL.-Beitrage zur Kenntniss Jer fractionirten Destillation. Berlin, 188G. 
WURTZ, A.-Introduction a l'etude de la chimie. Paris, 1885. 8vo. 
WURTZ.-Fm:EDEL.-Notice sur la vie et les travaux de Charles Adolphe Wurtz. 
Paris, 1885. 8vo. · 
ZXNGERLE, M.-Kemian alkoot. Porvoosa, 1885. 
NECROLOGY OF CHEMISTS: 1885. 
THOMAS ANDREWS, born December 19, 1813, at Belfast; died November, 1885. He held 
the vice-presidency of Queen's College in Belfast, and was professor of chemistry 
in the same institution. His original researches, chiefly in physical chemistry, 
were numerous and valuable. · 
Eow. H. VON DAUMIIA UER, died January 18, 1885, at Leyden. Ifo was 'born Septem-
ber 18, 1820, and for many years was professor of chemistry and pharmacy at 
Amsterdam. He held also the office of perpetual secretary of the Netherland 
Society of Sciences at Harlem. 
E. 0. BROWN, dietl December 5, 1885. He was one of the chemists in the Royal 
Arsenal, Woolwich, under Sir F. Abel. His knowledge of the cheruist.ry of ex-
plosives is said to have been unsurpassed. 
ARTilUR CALM, died in January, 1885. He was instructor in chemistry at the Uni.-
vorsity of Ziirich. 
JOUN CHRISTOPHER DR.APER, born March 31, 1835; died December 20, 1885. He held 
chairs of chemistry and of natural history in New York colleges, and published 
tl()veral tox.L-l.Jouks on pLysiology and chemistry. His original reseai-ches were 
chiefly in tho domain of medical chemistry. 
HERMANN VON FEHLING, vice-president of the German Chemical Society, died July 
1, 1885. He was born June 9, 1812, in Lubeck. In both research and literary 
work Fehling has left an enviable record. 
FmmERIC l?lELD, ono of the original members of tho London Chemical Society, died 
April 31 1885. Ile was authority on South American mineralogy, mining, and 
metalJurgy, l1aving rcHided in Ch.ili for many years. His memoirs on different 
branches of chemistry are fifty-five in nnmber. 
ALBERT FITZ, of StrMshurg, died Mny 11, 1885. lie was one of the- pioneers in in-
vestigating the chnn~es in onr,anic liodiPS effected l•y microscopic plants. 
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WALTER FLIGHT, born January 21, 1841; died November 4, 1885. Dr. Flight was for 
many years assistant in the mineralogical department of the British Mn um. 
He published many valuable papers on the chemical composition of meteorites, 
and of tho occluded gases contained in them. For a fuller biography, see Nature, 
XXXIII, 85. 
PIIILII'P G1mIFF, member of the German Chemical Society, died September 17, 1885. 
OTTO MENDIUS, of Ziegelhausen, died March 21, 1885. He was the author of the well-
known "Mendius' Reaction," for converting nitrites into primary amines. 
HERMANN ROMER, born October 31, 1848,· at Mahlen, in Silesia; died in Berlin, Jan_ 
uary 27, 18S5. He was instructor in the Technical School at Berlin. 
BENJAMIN SILLIMAN, born December 4, 1816; died January 14, 1885. He was one of 
the founders of the Sheffield Scientific School, and professor of chemistry in the 
Yale Medical School. For a full biography, see American Journal of Science. 
ALFRED TRIBE, died November 26 at the ago of forty-six. His researches in conjunc-
tion with Dr. Gladstone have been numerous and important. 
WALTER WELDON, born October 31, 1832; died September 21, 1885, at his residence 
in Surrey. He was a most successful technical chemist, the author of the well-
known "Weldon process" for regenerating the MnO2 used iu tho preparation of 
chlorine. For fuller notice, see Chern. News, LII, 176. 
GEORGE WITZ, of Rouen, died June 17, 1885, aged 48 years. He made important con-
tributions to the chemistry of cellulose. 
GUSTAV WUNDER, director of the Teohnisolw Staats-Lehranstalten in Chemnitz, died 
September 2~ 1885. He was a member of the German Chemical Society. 
MINERALOGY. 
By Prof. EDWARD s. DANA, 
Yale College, New HavC11, Conn. 
GENERAL WORKS ON MINERkLOGY. 
The list of mineralogical works published in 1885 includes a new 
edition of Naumann's Elemente der Mineralogie. * This is the twelfth 
e<lition of the work, and, like the tenth, issued in 1877, and the eleventh, 
in 1881, has been edjted by Professor Zirkel, of Leipzig. It includes the 
numerous additions of the past four years, arnl since then the whole 
matter has been thoroughly worked over. While not aiming at exllaust-
i re completeness, it yet gives much more than any other treatise in 
the German language, and is a decided advance upon previous editions 
of the work. The Lehrbuch der Mineralogie of Tscherrnak, the first edi-
tion of which was noticed in the report for 1883, has appeared in a sec-
ond edition, with some minor additions and corrections. Increased 
acquaintance with the work brings a higher appreciation of its excel-
lence, more especially as regards its treatment of subjects !n physical 
mineralogy. The veteran Russian mineralogist, N. v. Kokscharow, con-
tinues his labors with unremitting activity. The product of the past 
year is an additional portion of the ninth volume of the Materialien zur 
Mineralogie Russlands, covering pages 81 to 272, and giving a general 
description of the species turquois, and supplementary chapters on 
topa,z, vesuvia_nite, nephelite, orthoclase (sanidine) and linarite. 
A new edition of Groth's Physikalische Krystallographie has been pub-
lished, with a very large amount of new m;:i,tter; increasing the size of 
the volume nearly one-half. The additions are largely in the chapters 
devoted to ·the methods and instruments employed in the -study of the 
physical characters of minerals, which are treated with a fullness that 
leaves nothing to be desired. The work is comprehensive throughout 
and only to be compared with Mallard's Traite de Gristallographie, noticed 
in the report for 1884, which, however, occupies a somewhat different 
field. Rosenbusch has completed a new edition of his invaluable Mikro-
skopische Physiographie der petrograph!isch wichtigen Mineralien, largely 
increased in size and improved in every way. The work is unrivalled 
,. For full titles of works menti_oned,· see the UilJliograpby at the close of the chapter, 
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in its special sphere, and is essential not only to the petrographer but 
also to the general mineralogist, being the productiou of an author who 
is thoroughly informed of tlrn work done by others, and at the same time 
has himself made extensive contributions in the same direction. Under 
tllc title of The Determination of Roclcforming Minerals, has been issued 
a translation, by E. G. Smith, of Bolojt Oollege, of Hussak's work (re-
port for 1884), which is thus placed in convenient form for English-read-
ing stu<lents. llfrschwald's catalogue of the mineral collection of the 
Ticrlin University is an addition to topographical mineralogy. Hatle 
bas prepared a summary of the mineral occurrences of Styda. In the 
department of meteorites the catalogue of the nearly unrivalled collec-
tion in Vienna by Brezina is interesting not only as a catalogue, but for 
the discussion of the classification of meteorites and of various points 
in regard to their structure and origin. 
A second report on the .Mineral Resource.i;; of the United Sta.tr..'l for the 
calendar years l 883, 1884, bas been issued by the U.S. Geo1ogical Sur-
vey, under the same editorship as tbe first volume-Albert Williams, 
jr. ~Eiis volume is much larger than its predecessor and is made up 
almost entirely of new matter. After a general summary by the editor, 
a series of chapters, prepared for the most part by different specialists, 
are devoted to each subject, many of them treated with great fullness. 
Thus, to the subject of coal and coke two hundred pages are given; 
chapters on petroleum and natural gas follow; then extended papers 
on iron, gold and silver, copper, lead, zinc,mercury, and the other metals, 
th~se hst covering pages 246 to 661. The remainder of the volume is 
given to a variety of' subjects, as building materials, abrasive materials, 
precious stones, fertilizers, mineral paints, glass materials; ·also salt, 
graphite, pyrites, and so on. The whole volume contains a vast amount 
of material of value and interest to a great variety of readers in prac-
tical life. 
A fifth Annual Report of the Mineralogy of California bas been issued 
by the State mineralogist, H. G. Hanks. It is largely devoted to an 
account of the exhibit of California and other States at the recent Ex-
position ·in New Orleans. The bulletins of the U.S. Geological Survey 
recently issued are some of them devoted to mineralogical subjects, 
more particularly No. 20, containing contributions to the mineralogy of 
the Rocky Mountains, by W. Cross and W. F. Hillebrand. This is 
largely a reprint of papers (on zeolites, cryolite, &c.) previously pub-
li bed, but contains al o some additions and emendations of the original 
matter. .Another bulletin contains a description of the secondary en-
largement of mineral fragments (amphibole, quartz, &c.) in certain 
rocks, by R. D. Irving and C. R. Vanhise. 
CRY 'I ALLOGRAPHY AND PHYSIOAL MINERALOGY. 
the list of 1,apers on min ral speeies at the close of this chapter. 
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fact exhaustive in its treatment of the subject, though not original in 
matter for the most part. It opens with a catalogue of papers and books 
treating of the species pyrargyr1te and proustite-extending from 1657 
to the present time-and then goes on to give a statement of the result~ 
reached, chemical and crystallographic. The list of planes observed 
on the two species is one hundred and eight, with three doubtful ones. 
To this long list the author considerately makes no new additions. He 
discusses critically, however, the results of earlier observers, as Hatiy, 
Mohs, Levy, and Sella-of whom, for example, Sella added forty-nine new 
forms-and for convenience of refere.nce gives a series oflists arranged ac-
cording to zones, according to the numerical value of the indices, by com-
binations, and so on. · He details also a series of measurements made 
upon four varieties, all of which were analyzed, and which included a pure 
proustite (containing no antimony), a pure pyrargyrite (with no arsenic), 
and also two varieties of the latter mineral, with 2·62 and 3·01 per cent. 
arsenic, respectively. It appears from these that the fundamental rhom-
bohedron becomes a little more acute as the amount of arsenic increases. 
The values of the vertical axis in the different cases are 0·8034 (proustite ), 
~0·7890, 0·7893, 0·7865 (pure pyrargyrite). A long list of calculated an_gles 
completes the memoir. The :first part of a somewhat similar monograph 
has been issued by Sansoni, of Pavia. This is devoted to the .calcite of 
Andreasberg, but when completed the memoir is to cover the whole 
species. T.he author has attacked the subject with great vigor, notwith-
standing its difficulty and the large amount of the literature devoted to 
it. His observations are largely original, based upon a collection of 
twenty-five hundred specimens, loaned from many museums. The 
number of crystals measured is stated to be seven hundred and twenty-
two. Eight types of forms are described and illustrated by a series of 
:figures. The number of planes included is one hundred and thirty-one, 
occurring in three hundred and :fifty-nine combinations. 
An interesting contribution to the morphology of the species rhodonite 
has been made by G. Flink. _The specimens examined were from Pajs-
berg and Lflingban, in Sweden, and included a large number of crystals 
showing considerable variety in habit and occurring planes. The num-
ber of the latter identified is twenty-nine, of which nineteen arc uew. 
The author follows the s1=1-ggestion :first made in Dana's System of Min- · 
eralogy, and later developed by Groth, and adopts the position which 
brings the crystals into correspondence with the related monoclinic 
pyroxene. This relation he discusses at length, and shows that the 
similarity in forms and angles and cleavage between the triclinic 
rhodonite and monoclinic pyroxene is very close, to be compared with 
that between the monoclinic and triclinic feldspars. The axial relatious 
are: 
a :b: C 
Rhodonite •••••••••••••••..•••••• 1·0727: 1: 0·62104 
Pyroxene .••••..•••••••.•..•..•.• 1·0903: 1: 0·589:3 
H. Mis. 15-44 
a (3 
76° 421 71 ° 16' 
90 74 11 
y 
s1° 39' 
90 
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The author also discusses at length the optical constants of the pe-
cies. Two plates of :figures show the various habits of the crystals. 
Somt.~ of the tabular forms are strikingly like the crystals recently ob-
tained in some abundance at Franklin Furnace, New Jersey (variety 
fowlerite). 
Penfield has described crystals of tiemannite from Utah and also 
crystals of metacinnabarite from California. The former mineral, the 
pure selenide of mercury, has hitherto been known only in massive form. 
It is now shown to crystallize in tetrahedral crystals, similar to sphalerite 
in habit and in twinning. Metacinnabarite, the black amorphous sul-
phide of mercury described by G. E. Moore, is also shown to crystallize 
in similar tetrahedral forms, the crystals, however, being less distinct 
and perfect 'than those of tiemannite. These two species thus take 
their proper places in mineralogical classi:ficatfon. It does not appear, 
however, that the dimorphous forms of the sulphides of zinc and mer-
cury, wurtzite and cinnabar, bear any close relation to each other. 
Penfield's determinations give the crystallized tiemannite a specific 
gravity of 8·19, much higher than that before accepted for the species; 
also that of rnetacinnabarite 7·81," while the intermediate compound 
onofrite-the sulpho-selenide of mercury-from Utah lies between them 
with a specific gravity of 8·04. . 
Crystals of azurite from the Clifton mines in .Arizona have been 
measured by 0. W. Huntington. They are shown to be highly modi-
fied, though not adding to the already large list of the species (this 
list includes fifty-one or fifty-two planes). The measured angles also 
correspond closely to those of the Chessy crystals. The work on the 
descloizite crystals of New Mexico by vom Rath, according to whom 
they are to be taken as orthorhombic, is referred to on a later page. 
The apparent cleavage of titanite parallel to the hemipy:ramid 1J (2 P 
of the usually accepted form), conspicuous on the crystals from N ortbern 
New York, has been shown by G. H. Williams to be only a structural 
" parting," due to the interposition of twin lamellre. It thus bas the 
same explanation as the frequently observed "cleavage," parallel to the 
basal plane of pyroxene, and similarly in other cases. The same author 
has described crystals of amphibole from Saint Lawrence County, New 
York, which were interesting in showing several new planes in the 
prismatic zone. Penfield bas figured and examined optically some 
curious compo ite crystals of analcite from the Lake Superior copper 
region, remarkable for their symmetrical arrangement. The quartz 
crystal of North Carolina, hardly second to tho e of the Alps in inter-
·t and complexity of crystalline form, have received the attention they 
d serve at the bands of vom Rath. Ilis memoir upon them is accom-
pani ll y numerou figures showing the various types of forms. 
\<lditional o erva1ion.· on the cyystalline form of the b autifnl u w 
b rat , colemanite ( e the report for 1884), have been publi ' hed by 
Jack o Hi rtdahl an<1 rzruni. Palla ha, tudied cry, tal. of gothite 
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from Cornwall , and attempted to show that the measurements can 
oe explained only by the assumption of the presence of "vicinal" 
planes with very complex indices, or else of a monoclinic form with an 
obliquity of 36'. The correctness of such conclusions may fairly be 
questioned. The phlogopite of Templeton, Canada, which is black to 
brown in color and sho~s the well known asterism, has been studied 
by Lacroix. Bis results go to prove that the inclusions to which the 
asterism has been long recognized as due are in this case minute acicu-
lar crystals of rutile, which cross each other at angles of 90°, 120°, and 
150°. Doelter has added to our knowledge of the relation between the 
optical properties and chemical composition of the various kinds of py-
roxene, a subject the interest of which has already been recognized. 
The optical behavior and micro-structure of corundum forms the sub-
ject of an interesting paper by Lasaulx, which goes far to settle the 
disputed question a~ to its true crystalline form. He concludes that 
corundum is truly optically uniaxial and hence is to be referred to the 
rhombohedral, not the monoclinic, system, and that the anomalous op-
tical characters which have suggested the latter conclusion are con-
nected with disturbances due to the growth and structure of the crystals. 
The optical irregularities are further associated with structure planes 
parallel to the rhombohedron, the base and the second hexagonal prism; 
the lamellar structure in the~e directions conditions the cleavage or 
"parting" often observed parallel to one or more of these forms. This 
parting, he concludes, is not caused by twinning lamellre, as has been 
assumed, but the latter determined by the presence of the structure 
planes, both appearing simultaneously. The optical irregularities are 
caused in part by tension in certain of the crystal, in part as a con-
sequenc~ of the interposed twin-lamellre. 
Rinne bas made a Rtudy of the rare silicate milarite from an optical 
point of view, and reached the conclusion that it is to be taken as belong-
ing in fact. to the hexagonal system, although secondary causes have 
given it the optical structure which has led to its being classed as an 
orthorhombic species with hexagonal pseudo-symmetry. .An analogous 
conclusion is reached by the same author in reg·ard to apophyllite. 
Stadtlander bas contributed the results of an optical study of sections 
ofapophyllitecrystals from Stempel, near Mar burg, extending our knowl-
edge of the optica} anomalies and showing that, as has been proved be-
fore, they must be referred to secondary causes. 
The often-discussed subject of the true form of leucite crystals (see 
report for 1884) has received an interesting contribution from Rosen-
- busch. Afterreviewingtheresults reached by others, especially by Klein, 
he goes on to detail the results of s9me experiments by himself on the 
effect of a high temperature- upon the twin structure of the crystals. A 
section of an j mplanted crystal of leucite from Vesuvius, showing distinct 
twirrning lamellre, was held in the platinum-pointed pincers before a 
microscope in. uch a position that a strong reflected light brought out 
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clearly the twinning lamelhe as contrasted with the rest of the surfa e 
and tlwn strongly heated. Various sections were taken, but in eY ry 
case when the heating commenced the surface under examinatio; 
showed a peculiar movement, leading as the temperature rose to a 
change in the number, position, and dimensions of the twinning lamellre. 
Finally, when the heat was sufficiently increased an these lamellre and 
all breaks in the surface disappeared, and the entire surface reflected the 
light evenly. With a fall of the temperature, however, the irregular-
ities in structure re-appeared, but not so as to reproduce exactly the 
original section; that is, the position and number of the twinning lamellre 
were changed, although the law of twinning remained constant. The 
significance of such experiments, especially in connection with the dis-
appearance of the optical anomalies with a high temperature, is obvious. 
Brauns has followed up a line of "investigation earlier undertaken 
by him (report for 1883) in regard to the double refraction in crystals, 
which are isomorphous mixtures of salts normally isometric and isotropic, 
and has developed some inte~esting facts of this kind. He recognizes 
the double refraction in such mixtures (as of different alums) as second-
ary, but regards the final cause as yet undetermined, only suggesting 
_ that the different volumes of the molecules and different powers of re-
fraction may play an important part in the matter. The minerals of the 
spinel or magnetite group have been made the object of a series of etc bing 
experiments by Becke, the aim of which was to add to our knowletlge 
of the connection between etching figures and crystalline structure. Tbe 
sa,me author had earlier studied the same subject in connection with 
sphalerite and galena. The minerals now experimented upon were 
magnetite, franklinite, spinel, and linnreite. The etching figure, ou 
boracite and cryolite have been anew studied l>y Baumhauer. 
The following are some of the more important papers* on general 
physical mineralogy which cannot be briefly summarized, and lH.mce 
a.re alluded to only: Mugge on ·change of position of crystalline plane,, 
brought about by secondary twinning; Liebiscli on the total reflection 
in doubly-refracting crystals; Voigt on the Yalues obtaine<l. for the 
constants of elasticity of rock salt and fluor spar, and also on the ex-
planation of the pleocbroic phenomena of crystals; Beckenkamp on the 
metl10ds of experiment in the determination of the constant of ela, -
ticity; Wulff on the effect of di:ffen1ut kinds of movement upon cry ' 
tallization, Blasius on the expansion of crystals wit1i beat, and tb • 
ame author on tl.ic <lecompo Won figures or crystal ; Schrauf on th' 
double refraction of calcite; Ourie on the formation of crystal' and tb _. 
capillary con tan ts of their different faces; Dufet on the variation of TC· 
fractive indic ' with heat; Danker on the experimc ta1 verification of 
th law of otal refl ction deduced from Frc ncl's laws of doubler frac-
ti n; I ie ·k on th' pyro-electriciiy of tourmaline. 
• For fnll titles, see the l>ibliogrnphy at the closa of the chapter. 
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CHEMICAL MINERALOGY. 
Some interesting contributions have been made to the important part 
of chemical mineralogy dealing with the artificial formation of minerals. 
An extended paper by Doelter, of Graz, ·describes the formation of a . 
number of sulphides, as galena, cjnnabar, chalcocite, bornite, covellite, 
cbalcopyrite, and pyrite, and also the sulphantimonites, miargyrit.e, 
jamesonitc, and bournonite. The special object of the investigation was 
to accomplish the end aimed at under conditions and by methods as 
similar as possible to those that nature may be supposed to have em-
ployed; in other words, to avoid for the most part very high tempera-
tures and the use of reagents that can hardly have entered into na-
ture's processes. For example, it was shown that pyrite may be pro-
duced without essential elevation of temperature, by the action of water 
containing hydrogen sulphide upon hematite (Fe2O3), as also upon siderite 
(Fe0O3) and magnetite (Fe3O4). Similarly the experiments with galena 
lead to the conclusion that it could be produced in nature by hydrogen 
sulphide acting upon solutions of lead carbonate and lead chloride. 
Cubes of galena were formed in a tube containing lead chloride, hydro-
gen sulphide, and bicarbonate of soda, kept for five months at the ordi-
nary temperature of the laboratory. Cinnabar was obtained in minute 
brilliant red crystals by digesting mercury in a sealed tube contain-
ing hydrogen sulphide for six days at a temperature of 70° to 90° 0. 
0ovellite (0uS) was produced from malachite in a sealed tube contain-
ing a, hydrogen sulphide solution at 80° to 90°. Further, the same re-
Rult was obtained by treating cupric- oxide (CuO) with the gas (H2S) 
in a glass tube at about 200°; at a higher temperature 250° to 400° chal-
cocite (0u2S) was formed. The other experiments were of a similar 
nature. 
Wells and Penfield, in connection with their investigation of the new 
mineral, gerhardtite (see a later page), were led to study the formation 
an<l characters of an artificial basic cupric nitrate, having the same 
composition with it, viz, 4CuO, N2O5, 3H2O. The norm.al nitrate was 
heated with metallic copper in a sealed tube to about 150° C. for ·a day or 
more, the result being the formation of crystals of the compound named. 
These were tabular in habit, monoclinic in crystallization, but in di-
mensions, as, too, in optical properties, remarkably near the ortho-
rhombic gerhardtite. The axial ratios, for example, are: 
Gerhard Ute. ____ . ___ .. __ .. __ . __ .. _ .•••....•••. a : u : c=0·9218 : 1 :· 1·1562, /3=90° 
Artificial compound ___ ·-----·----··---··_ ---- a: b: 6=0·9178: I: 1·4102, /3=85°27 
Moreover, the cleavage corresponds, as also the plane of the opti.c 
axes; the dispersionJ double refraction, and pleochroism also are simi-
lar. The same artificial compound, first correctly established by Ger-
hardt, was also made by Wells by ailding sodium acetate to a hot di-
lute solution of cupric nitrate, boiling, then washing the precipitate in 
cold water; it consisted of minute crystals, having the same composition 
as that given. 
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De Schulten describes the formation of a, hyoronR phosphate of iron 
Fe2P20a+4Aq. iu ro:se-colored crystals, correspondi11g to the mineral 
strengite; strengite, howe\'er, is orthorhombic iu crystallization, while 
these crystals were monoclinic. The same author bas formed a magne-
sium hydrate (the mineral brucite) in six-sided tabular, or short pri -
matic crystals, optically uniaxial; also a similarly crystallized cadmium 
hydrate. Vater describes crystals of hematite, formed in the fire flue 
in the chemical manufactory in Scbonebeck, near Madgeburg. Their 
formation is explained by the presence of pyrite and sodium chloride 
in the coal employed; from these iron chloride forws, which, in the cooled 
parts of the flues, is decomposed by the escaping water vapor with the 
result named. The crystals attain a magnitude of 2 millimeters. 
The natural alteration of minerals is another chapter of chemical 
mineralogy which Jias received some attention. F. W. Clarke and J. S. 
Diller have studied the changes of the topaz of Stoneham, Me. Their 
investigations cover both the chemical and microscopical sides, tbe sec-
tions under the microscope showing the progress of the alteration and 
the analyses what the results are. A series of analyses trace the 
changes from the unaltered topaz to the final product, massive or folia-
ted potash mica ( damourite ). The fluorine lost by the topaz is believed 
by the authors to have led to the formation of the fluorite, herderite, 
triplite, and apatite of the locality. Cathrein has studied the changes 
undergone by the garnets of the amphibole schists of the Tyrolean AlpR. 
The alterations described are very T"arious, leading to the formation of 
scapolite, of epidote, oligoclase, hornblende, saussurite, and chlorite. 
Another interesting case of pseudomorphism is that of turquois after 
apatite. The specimens were from Taylor's ranch on the Chowcilla 
River, in Fresno County, California, and they are described by G. E. 
Moore and V. von Zepharovich. The crystalline form of the original 
mineral is distinct, a hexagonal prism, but the substance consists of a, 
greenish-blue or bluish-green aggregate of minute spherulites with 
radiated and concentric :fibrous structure. An analysis showed it to be 
a hydrous phosphate of alumina, with a little iron, and about 8 per cent. 
cupric oxide, corresponding approximately to an analysis by Church of 
a turquois from Nichabur. Still another case of pseudomorphism im-
portant especially in its geological relations is that of the thinolite, the 
crystalline calcareous tufa of Lake Lahontan, in Northwestern Nevada. 
This occurs, as is well known, ou an immense scale, and the question of 
it· origin i a vital one in the explanation of the geological change of 
tbe region. It wa referred to gay-lussite by Clarence King, but tbe 
writer show from a cry tallographic study of the forms remaining that 
it doe not corre pond to any known mineral, having a form which can 
be approximately referred to an acute tetragonal pyramid. The imi-
larity of thi to the p eudomorpl.is of lead carbouate after pho 'g nit 
(chl r - ·arb nat of lead) ha sugge ·t d th~ bypothe 'L that the ori"i-
m 1 min ra.1 may h, v b nan i,·omorphou,· chloro-carbonat of al ·ium. 
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It is also shown that the well-known but enigmatical "barley corn" 
pseudomorphs after calcite from Sangerhausen very probably had the 
same origin. 
Still another case of pseudomorphism recently studied in detail is 
that of the rare mineral leucite, which is shown by Sauer to occur in 
an altered form extensively in the leucitophyr of the Saxon Erzgebirge. 
It is not found in a fresh state, but changed on the one hand .to anal-
cite and on the other to orthoclase and muscovite. Pseudomorphs of 
orthocfase from Magnet Cove, Arkansas, having the form of the familiar 
tetragonal trisoctahedron of gamet and leucite (2-2), have been referred 
to leucite by G. F. Kunz, but the subject requires further study before 
this suggestion can be accepted. 
Of memoirs on the chemical composition of minerals, that by Ram-
melsberg on the scapolites deserves mention first. It folJows·the JJaper 
of Tschermak on the same s11bject, and while not removing all the diffi.- · 
culties from this most complex subject, it has at least the advantage 
that it does not deal so much with hypotheses as with facts. So far as 
can be explained in brief, his conclusion is that the various members 
of the scapolite group are to be regarded as combinations of the normal 
or meta silicates (bisilicates) N ~Si 0 3, CaSi03, Al2Si30~ ; of the ortho-
silicates (unisilicates) Na4Si04, Ca2Si04, Al2Si30 12, and of the subsili-
cates N a2Si205, CaSi20s, A12Si60 15• Friedl discusses the composition of 
staurolite, giving new analyses of some pure varieties, with special refer-
ence to the oxidation of the iron. The formula adopted is that of a basic 
silicate with an oxygen ratio of 2 : 1, viz, (Mg, Fe)6 Al6(Al0)18 (OH)4 
(Si04)11, The rare Vesuvian mineral nocerine has been analyzed by 
Lederer with the result of proving, as shown by Fischer,that it is an 
oxy-:fluoride of calcium and magnesium, with also aluminum, sodium, 
and potassium, but, perhaps, not as essential constituents. 
Dr. Genth's last paper, entitled Contributions ·to Mineralogy, contains 
analyses of a number of interesting minerals, as joseite, galenobismutite, 
argentobismutite (Silberwismuthglanz), cosalite, schirmerite, beegerite, 
polybasite, vanadinite, annabergite, &c. Koenig has given new: analy-
ses of cosalite, alaskaite, and beegerite from Colorado. H.F. and H. A. 
Kellar have published ail analysis of a variety of kobellite from Colo-
rado, interesting in containing 5 to 6 per cent. of silver,·but no antimony. 
Analyses of several common American minerals are given by E. F. Smith, 
Knerr, and others in recent numbers of the American Chemical Journal. 
Claassen discusse.s in the same journal some vanadium-bearing magne-
tites. Other chemical results are noted in the paragraphs immediately 
following. 
NEW MINERAL LOCALITIES IN THE UNITED ST.A.TES AND ELSEWHERE. 
Perhaps the most interesting discovery of the year is that of the rare 
mineral, descloizite, in New Mexico, with also iodyrite, vanadinite, and 
endlichite. The locality is in Lake Valley, Donna Anna County, and 
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the new occurrences are described chemically by Genth and crystallo-
graphically by vom Rath. The desc:oizite occurs in minute brilliant 
orange-red crystals; also in reddish chestnut-brown crystals up to 2mn1 
in size and associated with psilomelane and pyrolusite; and finally in 
blackish-brown to black crystals, which are sometimes omm in size. The 
specimens analyzed conformed to the accepted formula of the species. 
The crystals are varied in habit, chiefly pyramidal; they are in somb cases 
quite highly modified and orthorhombic in crystalUzation. The results 
of vom Rath thus differ from those of Websky, who made the species 
monoclinic. The question is one of interest, since the form of several of 
the minerals belonging in this libethenite-olivenite group is somewhat 
doubtful. It will probably be found that they are all orthorhombic. 
Descriptions are also given with analyses of the vanadinite and endli-
chite (see in the list of new minerals), and finally of the iodyrite. 
The mineral arsenopyrite or mispickel is · now being mined in large 
quantity at Deloro, Hastings County, Ontario. During the past year 
crystallized specimens have been obtained from there showing the cru-
ciform twins observed from other localities (e.g., the Binnenthal jn Switz-
erland). The "fossil forest" of Arizona has also been developed re-
cently Ris a source of agatized w9od; beautiful polished specimens for 
table tops and other ornaments are now obtained from tbat source. A 
p~ per on the locality is given by G. F. Kunz, in a recent nurn ber of the 
Popular Science Monthly. Of more scientific interest js the discovery 
of zinc spinel, gahnite, at the pyrite :r;nine in Rowe, Mas;s. Fine green 
octahedral crystals have been described and analyzed by A.G. Dana; 
assocfa,ted with it, besides the pyrite, are epidote antl rutile. G. F. Kunz 
has des0rjbed in some detail the occurrence of native antimony in York 
County, New Brunswick, and of various copper minerals in Arizona. 
W. P. Blake mentions the fact that erythrite is found at Lovelock's Sta-
tion, Union Pacific Railroad, in Nevada; also at the Kelsey mine, Comp-
ton, in Los.Angeles County, California. W. E. Hidden descrilies phena-
cite from Florissant, El Paso County, Colorado; xenotime from the 
same locality; also a mineral assumed to be fayalite from Ubeyenne 
MonJJtain, in the same State. The occurrence of minute crystal::; of fay-
alite in tbe obsidian of the Yellowstone Park is described by W. P. Id-
flings, as already-noted. The same author, with Whitman Cross, shows 
that the otherwise rare mineral, allanite, is widely distributed as an ac-
ccs or microscopic constituent of many rocks. The work of Penfield 
on crystal of tiemannite from Utah and metacinnabarite from Cali-
fornia has already been spoken of, as also that of 0. W. Huntington 
on crystals of azurite from Arizona. The bulletin of Cross and Hille-
brand, already alluded to, contains many points in regard to the min-
rals of Colorado. 
Of n w foreign occurrences the following may be briefly alluded to : 
F. i_rfi lclit , at Raben tein, Bavaria, identical with the imperfectly de-
cmb tl 1 uc manganite; n phrite, near the orient al stone in character, at 
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Jordansmtihl, Silesia; monazite in crystals in Cornwall; also the redis-
covery of the very rare mineral connellite, also in Corn wall. The long-
known localities in Dauphiny, of antimony, octahedrite, axinite, epidote, 
turnerite (monazite), &c., have been recently described by Groth, giving 
interesting facts in regard to the relations of the different species. 
NEW MINERALS. 
Avalite.*-This is announced by S. M. Losanitsch as a new chromium 
silicate, but, as will be seen, the investigation is too incomplete to es-
tablish its position as a new species very firmly. It is found at the 
mercury mines of Mount Avala, near Belgrad~, Servia, associated with 
mercury, cinnabar, calomel, and so on. The material obtained for ex-
amination consisted of a green earthy mass, very impure, but from 
which, by repeated decantation and boiling with aqua regia, the clay, 
cinnabar, oxide of iron, &c., were separated, leaving only sand and 
chromite mixed with the mineral. This, partially purified, as descdbed, 
was seen under the microscope to consist of thin crystalline plates of 
an emerald-green color. They were JH?t attacked by acids, but were de-
composed by hydrofluoric acid and also by fusion with an alkali carbo-
nate; upon ignition it turned brown. Three analyses were made, of 
which that made upon the purest material is as follows: 
SiO2 Cr2O~ AhOa Fe2O3 lliO MgO H2O (hygr.) Ign. 
56·13 14·59 14·37 1·10 3·54 0·43 2·39 5·38 chromite 1·68 = 99·61 
Considering the nature of the material the attempt' to calculate a for-
mula is obviously of little use. 
Oappelenite.-A preliminary announce~ent only of this mineral is 
given by W. C. Brogger. It is found in thick prismatic crystals, be-
longing to the hexagonal system, with a vertical axis equal to 0.4301. 
The planes observed, prismatic, and basal with .two pyramids, were well 
polished. The color was brown, without distinct pleochroism, and the 
luster on the fracture surfaces greasy ; the double refraction rather 
strong and the axis negative; specific gravity, 4·407. An analysis by 
P. T. Cleve gave the following results: 
SiO2 B·1Os Y2Oa L8.2(Dh)O3 Ce2O3 ThO2 :BaO CaO Na2O K2O Ign. 
14·16 [17-13) 52·55 2·1n 1·23 0·79 8·15 0·61 0-39 0·21 1.-81=100 
It was found in a small vein in augite-syenite, on Lille Aro, in the 
Langesunds fjord, Norway, a locality which has afforded a large number 
of rare minerals of unusual composition; cappelenite is not less remark-
able in these respects, and a fuller description will be awaited with in-
terest. 
· .Elpasolite.-This name is given by Cross and Hillebrand to a fluoride 
of alumin:a.m and potassium, found sparingly in small cavities in the 
massive pachnolite of Colorado (report for ~884). It was observed in 
~ For references see the list of mineral species following. 
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some rather obscure isometric crystals, but generally in a compact ir-
regular mass, nearly colorless and isotropic. An imperfect analysis 
gave the following results: 
F .Al Ca Mg K Na. 
46·98 11·32 0·72 0·22 28·94 9·90=98·08 
The alkalies were determined approximately only, and hence no at-
tempt is made to calculate a formula, but it is suggested that it may be 
regarded as a cryolite, in which two-thirds of the sodium are replaced 
by potassium. Further investigation is to be desired. The name is 
from the county El Paso, which embraces the greater part of the Pike's 
Peak region. 
Endlichite.-Among the specimens from the newly-described locality 
of descloizite, in Lake Valley, New Mexico, was a vandiferous mimetite 
to which Dr. Genth has given the name Endlichite (after Dr. F. M. End-
lich). Like the related isomorphous species, mimetite, vanadinite, and 
pyromorphite, it occurs in hexagonal prismatic crystals. These are mod-
ified by pyramidal planes, both b~ing strongly striated. The crystals are 
also sometimes hollow. An analysis was :first made (I) of crystals of a 
yellowish-white or pale straw-yellow color, the largest 3mm long and 0·5 
to 1-5mru thick. A second analysis was later made (II) of the same min-
eral, occurring in groups of crystals having a columnar structure. The 
color varied from white to yellowi&h-white, straw yellow, and at the ex-
tremities sometimes changing to deep orange red. The largest groups 
were 10mm in length. The analyses were as follows : The material upon 
which the first was made consisted largely of impurity (76.4 per cent. 
quartz, &c.). 
.A.a205 V205 Pb O Cl 
I. ..... .......... - . ............... ..... ....... . 10·73 7·94 79·15 2·18=100 
II (ap. ~a.v.=6.864) . .......................... 13·52 10·98 73 ·48 2·45 CaO 0·34, P205 tr.=100·77 
The calculated formula is Pb50l (AsO4) 3 + Pb50l (VO4)J, which re-
quires: .As2O5 11·86, V2O5 9·60, PbO 68·99, Pb "7.11, Cl 2·44=100. 
Gerhardtite.-A new copper mineral, unique in that it is the only 
nitrate thus far known in nature, except the soluble nitrates of sodium1 
magnesium, &c.; it is described by H. L. Wells and S. L. Penfield. 
Only a single specimen has as yet been ideuti.tied; this was from the 
United Verde copper mines, Jerome, .Ariz., and consisted of pure mas-
sjve cuprite, inclosing in a crack the crystals of gerhardtite and a few 
adcular crystals of malachite. The crystals belong to the orthorhombic 
yRtem; they are pyramidal in habit, con isting of a zone of nine pyra-
mid in oscillatory combination with the basal plane predominating, and 
the prism and a macrodome subordinate. There i a perfect ba al 
cleavage and al o a econd cleavage parallel the macropinacoid. The 
mineral i very oft (hardness=2) and cleavage plate can be r adily 
h nt, th n parating in the direction of the second cleavage. The 
Rpe<~ific gravity i 3·426. Th color j dark gr n and the treak light 
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green; transparent. The optic axes lie in a plane parallel to the brachy-
pinacoid, and the bisectrix is negath:·e and normal to the basal plane; 
the axial angle is large, 80° for green rays, measured in a solution of 
mercuric iodide in potassium iodide (n = 1·722). The pleochroism is 
distinct. An analysis yielded the following results: 
N2O6 CuO H2O 
22·76 66·38 11 ·26 = 100·40 
'rhe formula calculated, viz, 40uO, N2O5, 3H2O, requires N2O5 22·52, 
0uO 6G·22, H 2O 11 ·56 = 100, agreeing closely with the results of analy-
sis. The mineral is named after the chemist who first determined the 
true composition of the corresponding artificial compound. This arti-
ficjal salt, as noted on a previous page, has also been made by Wells 
and Penfield and shown to crystallize in the monoclinic system; the form, 
however, is rather closely related to that of the orthorhombic gerhard-
tite. 
Graphitoid.-This name has been given by Sauer to a substance which 
he regards as amorphous carbon. It occurs extensivel;y in the mica 
schists and phyllites of the Saxon Erzgebirge. It forms loose incrusta-
tions on the surfaces of the schist, shows no crystalline structure, and 
burns with comparative rapiaity in a Bunsen burner: An analysis of 
the combustible substance gave-carbon, 99·76; hydrogen, 0·24=100; 
showing that it is essentially pure carbon. Besides occurring as an in-
crustation it also impregnates the rock mass, forming :fine bands of mi-
nute particles passing in parallel directions through the irregular quartz 
grains. The author recognizes the fact that true graphite is also a 
common constituent of many ·archrnan rocks, but suggests that with it 
the graphitoid may also be present. A related form of amorphous car-
bon was described a few years ago by von Inostranzeff, also from phyl-
lite. 
Hanlcsite.-A new anhydrous sulphato-carbonate of sodium, described 
by W. E. Hidden, obtained from San Bernardino County, California, 
where it occurs with thenardite, borax, &c. It is named after Mr. 
Henry G. Hanks, State mineralogist of California. Hanksite crystallizes 
in the hexagonal system, the crystals being short hexagonal prisms 
with one or two pyramids and the basal plane; they sometimes form 
confused groups of tabular six-sided crystals. Optically it is unia.xial, 
negative. The hardness is 3-3·5, and the speci:fic ,gravity2·562. The 
color is white, inclining to yellow; the crystals nearly transparent, 
though sometimes inclosing impurities. An analysis by J. B. Mackin-
tosh gave the results under I, below; a:uother analysis by S. L. Penfield, 
made two years since upon a large crystal from California ( exact locality 
unknown), is given under II. 
SOa 
I .•. --·---· .. -·-· ..... __ -· 45·89 
II--- .. - ... -.. ····- ··-· ·- · 43·59 
CO2 
5·42 
5·42 
Cl 
2·36 
2·13 
NaaO 
46·34 = 100·01 
40·86 K 2·33, insoL 4·41, ign. ] ·82 = 100·06 
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The chloride of sodium (or potassium) shown in the analyses is prob-
aul,y present as impurity. Excluding tlns tlte composition become : 
4Na2SO4+Na2CO3, which requirns NazSO4 84·27, Na2CU3 l5·73=100. 
Bydrogiobertite (Idrogiobertite).-As the name indicates (from 'uowp, 
water, and giobertite, a synonym of magnesite), this is a new hydrous 
carbonate of magnesium; it is from Vesuvius, and is described by Eu-
genio Scaccbi. The mineral was found in the interior of a mass of 
augitophyre, in the neighborhood of Pollena. It appears in spherical 
forms from 2 to 15 millimeters in diameter. These have a compact tex-
ture and a light gray color. The specific gravity varies from 2·149-
2·17 4. Small crystals of magnetite are imbedded in the spheres, both in 
the surface and in the mass. Two analyses were made, with the follow-
fog results: 
CO2 MgO lliO 
25·16 44·91 29·93=100 
25·29 44·28 30'43=100 
Both analyses have been calculated to 100, after deducting the small 
amount of impurity present (magnetite, &c.). They correspond closely 
to the formula Mg2CO4 + 3aq, which requires: 002 24·72, MgO 44·94, 
H2O 30·34=100. The nearest related minerals are hydro-magnesite 
(Mg4C3O10+ 4aq) and the doubtful lancasterite. 
Lavenite ( or Lovenite).-This new mineral, also announced by W. C. 
Brogger, is like cappelenite (above), from an island in the Langesunds 
fjord, Norway. It is found in prismatic crystals belonging to the 
monoclinic system. The axial ratio deduced is, a: b: c: = 1·0811: 1: 
0·8133, and the obliquity (3 = 71° 24½'; the form, consequently, is some-
what related to that of pyroxene. The cleavage is perfect parallel to 
the ortbopinacoid. The optic axes lie in the plane of symmetry, the 
acute bisectrix being inclined forward about 20½0 to the vertical axis. 
The color is chestnut-brown to yellowish, with marked pleochroism. 
The specific gravity is 3·51. An analysis by P. T. Cleve gave: 
Si<n Zr02 Fe20a (1) MnO CaO ign. 
33·71 31·65 5·64 5·06 11·00 1·03 = 99·41 
It is somewhat related in composition to the hexagonal catapleiite, 
but contain less silica. 
Pinnoite.-Described by H. Staute as a new magnesium borate. It is 
1,robably to be regarded only as a decomposition product of boracite. 
It occurs at Stassfurt intimately associated with white earthy boracite. 
It has an even fracture with a glistening surface, and sometimes how 
trac of a fibrou tructure; magnified slightly it appears fine-granular 
to compact, with occasional crystalline planes. The color is ulphur-
Y How to traw-yellow, ometimes pi tache-green; also at times it ha a 
b'Tayi h or reddi h tinge. The hardness is 3 to 4; the specific gravity 
~-27. The mean of ever 1 analyses by Staute and Stromeyer gave: 
:&O, MgO Il,O Fo Cl 
(42·50J 24'45 32·8::i 0·15 0·18 
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Other analyses of different samples gave concordant results, all agree-
ing with the formula MgB2O4 + 3H2O; which requires: B2O3 42·69, MgO 
24·39, H 2O 32·92. 
Polyarsenite-Sarkinite.-These are two -minerals described independ-
ently by different authors, from different localities, and yet very closely 
related, if not identical. Polyarsenite, named by Igelstrom in allusion 
to its large amount of arsenic, is from the Sjo mines in the Grythyt-
tan parish, Sweden. It has a; yellowish-red color, is transparent, but 
shows no crystalline form and no cleavage; an optical examination by 
Bertrand shows that it is biaxial, with an angle of 83° and a negative 
bisectrix; specific gravity4·085. It is found in granular form, associated 
. with a little ha.rite, and also hematostibiite in veins in-calcite embedded 
in tephroite. An analysis by Soderbaum is .given below. 
Sarkinite, named by A. Sjogren from <Iapx,vo<; (bloody, fat), with a 
double allusion to its blood-red color and greasy luster, is from the iron-
manganese mines Qf Pajsberg, Sweden. Its hardness . is 4 to 5, and 
specific gravity 4·14. Two cleavages were observed, but no crystals 
were found, and the system is thus in doubt; optically, however, it is 
biaxial. An analysis was made by C. H. Lundstrom, and for the sake 
of comparison it is placed beside that of polyarsenite . 
.A.e20s Sb206 P206 MnO FeO CaO MgO H20 
Polyarsenite (U. 39·05 1·20 . . .. 50·18 tr. 2·88 0·75 3·15 CO2 3 ·51 = 100·72 
Sarkinite ...... .. 41·60 . . .. 0·21 51·60 0·13 1·40 0·98 3·06 insol. 0·38, PbO 0·25, CO2 0·76 = 100·37 
For the former Cleve calculates 4MnO, As2O5 + H2O, which requires: 
As2O5 43·23, MnO 53·38, H2O 3·39 = 100. 
Uintahite--This name bas been given by W. P. Blake to a peculiar 
variety of asphaltum which occurs in considerable quantities in the 
Uintah Mountains. It is obtained in masses several inches in diameter; 
it breaks with a conchoidal .fracture, is brittle and easily reduced to 
powder in a mortar. Tbe hardness is 2 to 2·5, and the specific gravity 
1·065 to 1·070. The color is black and the surface brilliant and lustrous. 
It fuses easily in the flame of a candle and burns with a brilliant flame, 
resembling sealing-wax, and like this it gives a clean, sharp impression 
with a seal. It gives off upon distillation a small quantity of a clear 
white dense oil and a little vapor. It is soluble in heavy lubricating 
petroleum, while the lighter products of the petroleum do not affect it. 
It is soluble also in warm oil of turpentine, but not in ordinary alcohol, 
and iJ?- ether only when powdered. In melted wax it dissolves, forming 
on cooling a hard black mixtuTe resembling" burnt wax." It is sug-
gested that it may prove to be useful in various ways in the arts. A 
more complete chemical examination is needed to establish its true 
character. 
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Brief references to papers upon mineral species: 1885. 
ALABANDITE. Formation artificially, Doelter, Zs. Kr., XI, 32. 
ALASKAITE. Ouray County, Colo., analysis, G. A. Koenig, Am. Phil. Soc. Philad. 
XXII, 211 . 
.A.LBITE. Finland, containing P 2 0 5, G. Lindstrom, Geol. For. Forh., VII, 681. 
ALLAKTITE. Full description, Hj. Sjogren, Zs. Kr., x, 114. 
Optical ex~mination, Krenner, Zs. Kr., x, 83. 
ALLANITE. An accessory constituent of many rocks, J.P. Iddings and W. Cross, Am. 
J. Sc., xxx, 108. 
Nelson County, Va., analysis, Memminger, Am. Ch. J., vu, 177; analysis of de-
composition product (Kaolinite), Valentine, ib., 178. 
Var. orthite, crystals from Thuringia, Luedecke, Zs. Kr., x, 187. 
· AMPHIB0LE. Crystals described from Riveau Grand (Mont Dore), Oebbeke, Bull. 
Soc. Min., VIII, 46. 
Saint Lawrence County, N. Y.}tcrystals with (170) (150), G. H. Williams, Jahrb. 
Min., 1885, 11, 175. 
Twin crystals in rocks, Fr. Becke, Min. petr. Mitth., vu, 98. 
Analysis of a :fibrous bisilicate from Nelson County, Va., Patterson, Am. Ch. J., 
vu, 180. 
Enlargement of fragments in rocks, C.R. Van Hise, Am. J. Sc., xxx, 231. 
Fusion experiments, Becker, Zs. geol. Ges., XXXVII, 10. 
ANATASE. See OCTAHEDRITlp. 
A.NALCITE. Composite crystals from Lake Superior Copper Region, S. L. Penfield, 
Am. J. Sc., xxx, 112. 
From Stempel near Marburg, optical examination, Stadtlander, Jahrb. Min., 1885, 
~n . 
Study of anomalous double refraction, A. Ben-Saude, Comm. Socc. Trab. Geol., 
Portugal, 1, 15. Pseudomorph after leucite, Sauer, Zs. geol. Ges., xxxvn, 
453. 
ANHYDRITE. Crystals from Stassfurt, H. Vater, Zs. Kr., x, 390. 
ANTIMONY. Occurrence native in York County, New Brunswick, G. F. Kunz, Am. J. 
Sc., xxx, 275. 
ANKERITE. Antwerp, N. Y., analysis, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc. Philad., October 2. 
ANNABERGITE. Silver Cliff, Colorado, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc. Philad., Oet. 2. 
APATITE. Altered to kallaite (turquois), G. E. Moore and V. von Zepharovich, Zs. 
Kr., x, 240. 
Zwiesel, Bavaria, variety containing 3 p. c. MnO, Sandberger, Jahrb. Min., 1885, 
1, 171. 
AP0PIIYLLITE. Etching figures, Rinne, Jahrb. Min., 1885, 11, 19. 
Chester County, Pa., analysis, Knerr and Schmnfeld, Am. Ch. J., VI, 413. 
ARFVEDS0NITE. Relation to crocidolite diSCUl:!Sed, Kenngott, Jahrb. Min., 1885, II, 163. 
ARGENT0BISMUTITE. Lake City, Colorado, analysis, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc. Philad., 
Oct.2. 
ARSEN0PYRITE. Alabama, analysis, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc. Phi]ad., Oct. 2. 
Dauphiny, analysil:!, Groth, Ber. Ak. Miinchen, Nov. 7, p. 383. 
AURICIIALCITE. Laurium, Greece, analysis, Jannettaz, Bun. Soc. Min., v111, 43. 
Occurrence in Arizona, G. F. Kunz, N. Y. Acatl. Sc., p. 278, -Oct. 5. 
~VALITE. New silicate of aluminum and chromium, Losanitsch, Jahrb. Min., 1885
1 
u, 
409 ref. (Ber. deutsch. chem. Ges., xvn, 1774.) 
AxlNITE. Occurrence in Dauphiny, Groth, Ber. Ak. Miinchen, Nov. 7
1 
p. 3 9. 
AZURITE. lifton, Arizoua., crystals tlescribe<.1, O. W. Huntington, Proc. Amer. Acad. 
c., June 10, 1885. Occurrence in Arizona, G. J?. Kunz, N. Y. Acatl. Sc., Oct. 
5, p. 276. 
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BARITE. Crystals from Romaneche, Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Min., vrn, 59. 
Mittelagger, cryst. description, C. Busz, Zs. Kr., x, 32. 
BARYT0CALCITE. Relation in form to calcite, &c., Mallard, Bull. Soc. Min., vnr, 44. 
BEEGERITE. Lake City, Colo., analysis, G. A. Kranig, Am. Phil. Soc. Philad., xxn, · 
212. 
Treasury Vault mine, Summit County, Colorado, analysis, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc. 
Philad., Oct. 2. 
BERYL. Amelia Co~ty, Va., analysis, Baker, Am. Ch. J. vu, 17G. 
Urals, crystals with vicinal planes, &c., F. J. Wiik, Finsk. Vet. Soc., xxvn. 
BrSMUTITE. Found at Middletown, Conn., W. N. Rice, Am. J. Sc., xxrx, 263. 
B0RACITE. Crystalline system considered, Baumhauer, Zs. Kr., x, 451. 
B0RNITE. From Chloride, New Mexico, microscopically examined, Baumbauer, Zs. 
Kr., x, 447. 
Fo.l:'mation artificially, Doelter, Zs. Kr., xr, 36. 
Bo~JRN0NITE. Formation artificially, Doelter, Zs. Kr., xr, 38. 
B0WLINGITE. Partial microscopic examination, Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 97. 
BRAUNITE. Jacobsberg, Sweden, analysis, lgelstrom, Bull. Soc. Min., vrn, 421. 
BR0CHANTITE. Artificial, analyzed, Atanasesco, Bull. Soc. Chim., XLIV, 14. 
· BRUCITE. Artificially produced, A. de Schulten, C. R., er, 72. 
From. the Ural, analysis by Rosenblad, Losch, Geol. For. Forh., VII, 733. 
Pennsylvania, analysis, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc., Phila., O?t, 2. 
BUTYRELLITE. Chemical composition examined, Macadam, .Min. Mag., VI, 175. 
CALAMINE. Pulaski Co., Va., analysis, Genth, Am. Phil, Soc. Phila., Oct. 2. 
CALCITE, Description of crystals from Andreasberg, Sansoni, Zs. Kr., x, 545. 
Lilac-colored-twin-crystals, Solly, Min. Mag., vr, 120. 
Crystals from the Arlberg tunnel, H~ v. Foullon, Jahrb. geol. Reichs., xxxv, 
91; from Leoben, &c. Verh. geol. Rieichs., No. 5, p.149. 
Double refraction discussed and measured, A. Schrauf, Zs. Kr., xr, 5. 
Var. manganocalcite, analysis, from Wester Silfberg, Sweden, Weibull, Min. petr. 
Mitth., VII, 110. . 
Fusibility of calcium carbonate, A. Becker, Min. petr. Mitth., vn, 122; A. Wich 
mann, ibid. 256. 
CAPPELENITE. New mineral from Langesundsfjord, Norway, Brogger, Geol. For. 
Forh., VII, 599. 
CASSITERITE. Complex group of crystals, Cesaro, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 107. 
Occurrence in granite, M. von Miklucho-Maclay, Jahrb. Min., 1885, n, 88. 
CERUSSITE, Crystals, Pelsocz-Ard6, Hungary, Schmidt, Zs. Kr., x, 204. 
Occurrence in.Arizona, G. F. Kunz, N. Y. Acad. Sc., p. 278, Oct. 5. 
CHABAZITE. Var. phacolite, loss of water over CaCl2 and H2SO-1, Bodewig, Zs. Kr., 
X, 276. I 
CHALCOCITE, Formation artificially, Doelter, Zs. Kr., xr, 34. 
CHALCOPYRITE. Analysis of a related mineral from Sunnerskog, G. Lindstrom, Geol. 
For. Forh., VII, 678. 
Formation artificially, Doelter, Zs. Kr., xr, 35. 
CHONDROARSE.J..~TE. Optical examination, Bertrand, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 374. 
CHRYSOBERYL. Found at Stoneham and elsewhere in Maine, N. H. Perry, Am. J. 
Sc., xxrx:, 263. 
CHRYSOCOLLA. Occurrence in Arizona, G. F. Kunz, N. Y. Acad. Sc., Oct. 5, p. 276. 
CHRYSOLITE. Twin crystals in rocks, Kalkowsky, Zs. Kr., x, 17. 
Nodules in basalt, Becker, Zs. Geol. Ges., xxxvn, 10. 
CINNABAR. Formation artificially, Doelter, Zs. Kr., XI, 33. 
COBALTITE. Crystallographic and thermoelectric characters, Curie, Bull. Soc. Min., 
VIII, 127. 
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COLEMANITE. Crystallographic description, A. W . .Jackson, Bull. Cal.Acad. Sc., No. 
2; Hiortdahl, Zs. Kr., x, 25; also Arzruni, ib., p. 272. 
Description, crystallographic, vom Rath, and chemical, Bodewig, Zs. Kr., x, 179. 
Essentially identical in composition with priceite and pandermite, Kenngott, 
Jahrb. Min., 1885, 1, 241. 
COLUMBITE. Crystalfrom Craveggia, Italy, Zs. Kr., x, 85; Rend . .Acc. Linc., IV, 1, 8. 
CONNELLITE. Recently found in Cornwall, Semmons, Min. Mag., VI, lG0; Miers, ib., 
167; Trechmann, ib., 171. 
CoRUNDOPHILITE. Analysis of related mineral from Albemarle County, Va., M. 
Bird, Arn. Ch, J., VII, 181. 
CORUNDUM. Optical behavior and micro-structure, A. von Lasaulx, Zs. Kr., x, 346; 
asteriated variety, Baret, Bull. Soc. Min., VII, 438. 
CosALITE. Ouray County, Colo., analysis, G. A. Koenig, .Am. Phil. Soc. Phila., xxrr, 
211; F. A. Genth, ib., Oct. 2. 
COVELLITE. Formation artificially,_Doelter, Zs. Kr., XI, 34. 
CR0CYD0LITE. Composition discussed, relation to arfvedsonite, Kenngott, Jahrb. 
Min., 1885, II, 163. 
CRYOLITE. Etching experiments, Baumhauer, Zs. Kr., XI, 133. 
CUPRITE. Found near Philadelphia, H. C. Lewis, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc. Philad., 120; 
occurrence in Arizona, G. F. Kunz, N. Y. Acad. Sc., p. 279, Oct. 5. 
DAM0URITE. Stoneham, Me., analysis, F. W. Clarke, Am. J. Sc., XXIX, 379. 
DAT0LITE. Casarza, Liguria, crystals described, Ludecke, Zs. gesammt. Nat., LVIII. 
Crystals from the Hirschkopf near Manebach, Ludecke, Zs. Kr., x, 196. 
Analysis, Molinari, Bull. Com. Geol. d'Italia, vi, 180. 
Variety l1otryolite, optical properties, Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Min~, VIII, 433. 
DEL VAUXITE. Pseudomorph after gypsum, Vis6, ~elgium, G. Cesaro, Aun. Soc. 
Geol. Belg., xn, 192. 
DESCL0IZITE. Now Mexico, cryst. and chem. examination, F. A. Genth and G. vow 
Rath, Zs. Kr., x, 464: Am. Phil. Soc. Philad., April 17. 
DESTINEZITE. Analysis, and shown to be homreomorphous with gypsum, G. Cesaro, 
Ann. Soc. Geol. Belg., XII, 173. 
DIAMOND. Brazil, minerals of diamond washings, 0. A. Derby, Am. J. Sc., XXIX, 70. 
Occurrence in South Africa described in detail, A. Moulle, Ann. Min., _VIII, VII, 
193. 
Composite crystals from South Africa, Jannettaz, Bull. Soc. Min., vrn, 42. 
Observations on hardness of" bort," G. :E'. Kunz, .Am. J. Sc., :xxx, 81. 
DIADELPIIITE. Full description, Hj. Sjogren, Zs. Kr., x, 130. 
DIOPSIDE. See PYROXENE. 
DmrnLITE. Relation to barite, Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Min., vm, 435. 
ENARGITE. From Butte, Montana, Semmons, Min. Mag., VI, 49,124. 
ENDLICITITE. An arsenio-vauadato of lead, Now Mexfoo, l!,. A. Genth and G. voru 
Rath, Zs. Kr., x, 4u2; Am. Pbil. Soc., Phil., Ap1·il 17. 
ENSTATITE. Twin crystals (bronzite) in rocks, Fr. Becke, Miu. petr. Mitth., vu, 93. 
EPIDOTE. Rowe, Mass., analysis, A.G. Dana, Arn. J. Sc., xxrx:, 4GG. 
Pargas, Finland, au~lysis, F. J. Wiik, finsk. Vet. Soc., xx n; occurr nee in 
Da.nphiny, Groth, B r . .A.k. Mtinchen, Nov. 7, ll. 3 9. 
ERYTITRITE. li'ound near Philadelphia, II. C. Lowis, Proc. Acac1. Nat. Sc. Philad., 
1885, p. 120; occurrence in .1?evada and California, W. P. Blake, .Am. J. c., xxx, 
16:3. 
FAIRFIELDITE. Foun(l. at Rabem,tein, Bavaria (Leucomanganite), Sandberger, Jahrb. 
fin., 1885, I, 1 5. 
FAYALITE. Crystals d scrilJe<l from the Y llowstone Park, also analysis, J. F. ld-
clings ancl . L. Pcnfi ld, Am. J. Re., xxx, 58. 
Prohabl occurrcnc • in Colorado, '\V. E. Hidd u, .A..m. J. Sc., xxix, 250. 
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FICIITELITU.:. In crystals in a peat bed at Salzencleiclt, M. Schuster, Min. petr. Mitth. 
vu, 88. 
FLUORITE. Variation of refractive indices withL.eat, Dufot, Dull. Soc. Min., VIII, 257. 
Experiments on Elasticity, Voigt, Jahrb. Min., Beil.-Bd., IV, 236. 
On Vesuvian lava, E. Scacchi, Rend. Acc. Sc. Napoli, December. 
FRANKLINITE. Etching figures, F. Becke, Min. petr. Mitth., VII, ;224. 
GAIINITE. From Rowe, Mass., analysis, A.G. Dana, Am. J. Sc., xx1x, 455. 
GALENITE. Formation artificially, Doelter, Zs. Kr., xi, 33, 41. 
GALEN0ilISMUTITE. Containing selenium, from Sweden, WeibnH, Geol. For. J.•'orh., 
vn, 659; F. A. Genth, Am. Phil. Soc., Philad., Oct. 2. 
GARNET. Various results of alteration, Cathrein, Zs. Kr., x, 433. 
GEARKSUTITE. Ivigtnt, Greenland, analysis (Lindstrom), Norclenskiold, Gcol. For. 
Forh., VII, 684. 
GENTHITE. Found near Phihtdelpl1ia,H. C. Lewis, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sc. Philau., p.120. 
GERIIARDTITE. New basic cupric nitrate, from Arizona, H. L. Wells and S. L. Pen-
fieJ.d, Am. J. Sc., xxx, 50. 
GLAUCONITE. Chester County, Ponusylvania, analysis, Knerr anu Schrenfeld, Am. 
Ch. J., VI, 412. 
GoTilITE. Vicinal planes on crystals, from Cornwall, Palla, Zs. Kr., XI, 23. 
From Chizenil and Romancche, Lacroix, Bull. Soc'. Min., VIII, 41. 
GRAPHIT0ID. Amorphous carbon from the schists of the Erzgebirge, Sauer, Zs. geol. 
Ges., xxxvn, 441. 
GYPSUM. Crystallographic note, Cesaro, Bnll. Soc. Min., VIII, 317. 
HALITE. Experi~ents on elasticity, Voigt, Jahrb. Min., Beil.-Bcl., IV, 232. 
HANKSITE. New sulphato-carbonate of sodium from California, Vv. E. Hidden, Am. 
J. sc·., XXX, 133; N. Y. Acacl. Sc., III, 2:38. 
Crystal described and analyzed, E. S. Dana and S. L. Penfield, Am. ,J. Sc., 
XXX, 1:36. 
lIAI!MOTOME. Scotland, twin crystals, Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 94. 
Twin crystals from Andreasberg, Kloos, Jahrb. Min., 1885, n, 212. 
HARRINGTONITE. Not a homogeneous mineral, l>ut consisting of a gelatinous paste 
inclosing crystals and fragments of sevoral species, Lacroix, Bu1l. Soc. Min., 
VIII, 96. 
IlAUERITE. Formation artificially, Doelter, Zs. Kr., xr, 32. 
HEM.AFIBRITE. Full description, Hj. Sjogr~n, Zs. Kr., x, 126. 
HEMAT0STIBIITE. New mineral from Sweden, Igelstrom, Bull. Soc. Min., v1II, 143. 
IlEMATITE. Artificial crystals, H. Vater, Zs. Kr., x, 391. 
Earthy variety artificially produced, Meunier, C. R., er, 88~. 
IlERDERITE. Composition cliscusseu, Des Cloizeaux and Damour, Bull. Soc: Min., 
VIII, 3. 
lIEULANDITE. Lancftster County, Pa., analysis, Knerr and Schoenfeld, Am. Ch. J., 
VI, 413. . 
HISINGERITE (Manganhisingerite). From Wester Silfberg, Sweden, analysis, Wei-
bull, Min., petr. Mitth., vu, 113. 
H0RNBLE:-rl>E. See AMPilIB0LE. 
HULLITE. Examined microscopically, Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 432. 
HYDROCERUSSITE. Occurrence in Scot1and, L~croix, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 35. 
IlYDR0GIOBERTITE. Now hydrated carbonate of magnesium, E. Scacchi, Rend. Ac~. 
Sc. Napoli, December. 
HYPERSTHENE. Crystals of rhombic pyroxene from Malnas, Transylv~rµ~1 ~plgqiq.t, 
Zs. Kr., x, 210. 
ICE. Elasticity measured, K. R. Koch, Wied. Ann., xxv, 438. 
!DR0GIODERTITE. See IlYDR0GIOBERTI'fE. 
U, Mis, 15-45 
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IGELSTR0MlTE (Eiscnkuclwlite). From Wester Silfberg. Sweden, analysi, Weibull, 
Min. petr. Mitth, vn, 112. 
T0DYIUTE. Crystals from New .Mexico, F. A. Ge11th and G. vom Ralh, Zs. Kr., x, 
473; Am. Phil. Soc., l'b.ila<l., April 17. 
Dimorphism of silver iouiue, 1\fallar,1 aml Chatelier, J. Phys., II, rv, 305. 
I0LlTE. Occurrence as a constituent of rocks, II11ssak, Jahrb. Min., 1885, n, 81. 
JAl\:lES0NlTE . . Form:1tion artificially, Doclter, Zs. Kr., XI, 40 . 
.JOSEITE. Bra.zil, analysis, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc., Phi.lad., Oct. 2. 
KIRWA....'UTE. Examined microscopically, Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 428. 
KNEBELITE. Dannemora, Sweden, analysis, etc., ·weibull, Oefv. Ak. Slockh, XLII, 
No. 2, 3. See also IGELSTR0MITE . 
. K0BELLITE. Analysis of variety from Colorado containing no antimony and 5 to 
6 per cent. silver, H.F. and H. A. Kellar, Journ. Am. Chem. Soc., vu, 194. 
LivENITE. New mineral from LangesurnlsfJord, Norway, Brogger, Geol.For. Forb., 
VII, 598. 
LEAD. Artificial crystallized silicate, E. S. Dana ::wd S. L. Penfield, Am. J. Sc., 
xxx, 38. 
LEUCITE. E:ffect of heat upon positiou of twinning lamellre, Rosenbusch, J ahrb. 
Min., 1885, II, 59. See also KLEIN, ibid., p. 234. 
Altered to orthoclase Vesuvius, E . Scacchi, Rend. Acc. Sc. Napoli, December. 
Pseudomorphs in the le~citophyr of the Erzgebirgc, S:1uer, Zs. geol. Ges., xxxvu, 
448. 
Pseudomorphs (n from Magnet Cove, Ark., G. F. Kunz, Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sc. 1885. 
LINARITE. Comparison of measurements by himself and by V . • Jcremejew, von Koks-
charow, Min. Russlaud, rx, 268. 
LINN.2EITE. Etching figures, F. Becke, Miu. petr. Mitth., vu, 225. 
MAGNETITE. Etching :figures, F. Becke, Min. petr. Mitth ., VII, 200. 
Containing traces of vanadium, E. Claassqn_. Arn. J. Sc., xxrx, 3-19; Am. Ch . .T., 
VII, 349. 
From Sweden, containing manganese, M. Weibull, Miu. pctr. Mitth., vu, 109. 
:hfALACIDTE. Occurrence iu Arizona, G. :F'. Kunz, N. Y. Acacl. Sc., Oct. G, p. 275. 
M.ARCASITE. Formation arUficially, Dueltcr, Zs. Kr., XI, :n. 
MARTITE. Occurrence near Rittersgriin, Su.xony, Scbakli, ,Jahru. Miu., Beil.-Btl., 
rv, 189. 
MELLIT.E. Specific heat, BartoH aml Stra.cciati, Bull. Com. '·ol. tl'Ita,lia, v1. 
MENACCANITE. Analysis of tit,auic irou sand from Brazil, J. B. Mackiutos.b, Arn. 
J. Sc., xx.rx, 342. 
Carter's Mine, N. C., :1unlysis, Koller, Am. Phil., 'oc. Pliihul.,Oct. 2. 
Lancaster County, Pa., analysis, Knerr and "!}runner, Am . Ch . .J., vr, 413. 
l\I1mcURY. Found native i11 Louisiana, E. \Vilki11so11, Arn. J. c., xx:ix, 280. 
:;\IETACINNABAIUTE. From California iu tctrabe<lml crystals Jike spbalerite, also anal-
ysis, S. L. Penfield, Am. J. Sc., xx1x, 452. 
MIATWYRITI~. Formation :1rtificially, Dodter, Zs. Kr., XI, :39. 
:\11 'A. Vario i ·a from Bran ·hvillc, Co11n., analyzed, Rarum 1 berg, Jahru. II in., 1 
n, ~~:;. 
Zil1cJtoL1TE. Transpa.r ·ut cryslal frurn Virginia, W. E. ITichlen, Am. J. Sc. x.xx, 2. 
pt.icall. · i. oirope, Ilintze, Zs. Kr., x, 86. 
Mu. \HITE. Opticn.l ·~·arni1rntion, Rinne, Jabru. Miu., 188G, II, 1. 
I< • ,zn-..:. Grysta.11:1 from Cornwall examincu, l\liors, Min. ~:fag., v1, 64. 
l'ouncl ~Lt Mill<ll<:towJJ, '01111 ., \V. N. Ric , Arn . J. Sc., XXIX, 263. 
~~allds from Brazil, Gorccix, Hull. Soc. Mio., VIII, 32. 
'<JVITI, . WqkeD ·1<1, Cana,fa, analysis, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc., Pbilad., Oct. 2, 
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NATTI0LITE. From Stempel, near Marburg, crystallographic examination, Stacltlander, 
Jahrb. Min., 1885, II, 113. 
NEPAULITE. India, shown to be t,etrahedrite, F. R. Mallet, Records G-eol, Snrv. Inclia, 
XVIII, 235. 
NEPilELITE. Results of accurate measurements, v. Kokscharow, Min. Russlands, IX, 
247. 
NEPHRITE. Jordansmtihl, Silesia, occurrence and composition, Traube, Jahrb. Min. 
Beil.-Bd., III, 412; ib., 1885, II, 91; see also Kenngott, ib., r, 239 . 
. Tasmania, analysis, Bodewig, Zs. Kr., x, 86. 
NocERINE. Chemical investigation, E. Fischer, Zs. Kr., x, 270. 
OCTAHEDRI1'E, Binnenthal, Switzerland, crystal examined, Cesaro, Bull. Soc. Mio., 
VIII, 396. 
Crystal from near Oberhof, Thuringia, Luedecke, Zs. Kr., x, 200. 
Occurrence in Dauphiny, Groth, Ber. A.k. Mtinchen, Nov. 7, p. 396. 
OLIGOCLASE. Optical examination, Des Cloizeaux and Pisani, Bull. Soc. Min., 
VIII, 6 . 
. OLIVINE. See CHRYSOLITE. 
ORTHITE. See A.LLANITE. 
ORTHOCLASE. Var. A.dular, crystals with new planes, Cathrein, Zs. Kr., XI, 113. 
Composite crystal, Zs. Kr., x, 489. 
Var. Sanidine, comparison of measurements by himself and by Strliver, v. Koks-
charow, Min. Russlands, IX, 252. 
Crystals :in druses in basalt, Zepharovich, Zs. Kr., x, 601; Ber. A.k. Wien, XCI, 158. 
Tw:in crystals from Four-la-Brouque, Puy de D6me, Gonnard, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 
307. 
Chester County, Pennsylvania, analysis, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc. Phila<l., Oct. 2. 
Pseudomorph after leucite, Vesuvius, Scacchi Rend. Acc. Sc. Napoli, December; 
from the Erzgebirge, Zs. Geol. Ges., xxxvn, 456. 
PARISITE. Note on a large crystal, G. de Grandmaison, Min. Mag., VI, 12~. 
PECTOLITE. Lehigh County, Pennsylvania, analysis, Knerr and E. F. Smith, A.m. 
Ch. J., VI, 411. 
PER0FSKITE. From the Wiesenthal, Erzgebirge, Sauer, Zs. geol. Ges., xxxvn, 445. 
PilENACITE. Crystals from El Paso County, Colorado, W. E. Hidden, Am. J. Sc., 
XXIX, 249. 
PimIL.""UTE. Occurrence in the Erzgebirge, Schalch, Jahrb. Min., Beil.-Bd., IV, 179. 
PIIILLIPSITE. From Stempel, near Mar burg, crystallographic description, StadtHi,nder, 
Jahrb. Min., 1885, n, 122. 
PnL0GOPITE. Templeton, Canada, inclusions stu<lie<l, Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 99. 
PINNOITE. New borate from Stassfurt, Stante, Ber. d. chem. Ges., XVII, 1584, 1884. 
PLUMB0CALCITE. Examination of crystals from Scotland, Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Min., 
VIII, 35. 
"PoLYARSENITE. New arseniate of manganese from Sweden, Igelstrom, Bull. Soc. 
Min., VIII, 369; the same examined optically, Bertrand, ib., p. 374. 
IJ0LYDASITE. Terrible Lode, Clear Creek County, Colorado, analysis, Genth, Am. 
Phil. Soc., Philad., Oct. 2. 
PmcEITE. See C0LEMANITE. 
Pn0USTITE. Cryst. monograph, Rethwisch, Jahrb. Min., Beil.-Bd., IV, 31. 
PYilARG-YRITE. Cryst. monograph, Rethwisch, Jahrb .. Min., Beil.-Bd., IV., 31. 
PYRITE. Crystallographic and thermo-electric characters, Curie, Bull. Soc. M:in., 
VIII, 127. 
Crystals from Dauphlny, Groth, Ber. A.k. Mlinchen Nov. 7, p. 378. 
Formation artificially, Doolter, Zs. Kr., xr, 30. 
. 
' 
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PYlWXJ~NE. Var. diopsiuc, Nordmark, Swec.leu, crystallographic il.ud opiica.l exam-
ination, Flink, Oefv. Ak. Stockh., XLII, No. 2, 29. 
Crystal of diopside from Zermatt, Streng, Jabru. Min., 1885, 1, 238. 
Twin crystals in rocks, l!~r. Becke, Min. petr. Mitth., vu, 98. 
Relation between optical characters and chemical composition, Doclter, Jahrb. 
Min., 1885, I, 43. 
Minute crystals in tachylytc, Kroustcho:ff, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 85. 
Augites from the Kaiserstuhlgebirge, analyses, A. Knop, Zs. Kr., x, GS. 
Var. diallage in gabbro, analyses, etc., Svedmark, Geol. For. Forh., vn, 811. 
Fusion experiments, Becker, Zs. Geol. Gos., XXXVII, 10. 
QUARTZ. Remarkable crystals from North Carolina, G. vom Rath, Zs. Kr., x, 15G, 4i!>, 
Composite crystals from Aluermarle County, Va., vV. G. Brown, Am. J. Sc., xxx, 
191; 0. W. Huntington, Proc. Amer. Acad. Sc., June 10, 1885. 
Effect of pressure on rotatory power, Jannettaz, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 168. 
Variation of refractive indices with heat, Dufet, ib., 171. 
Ru0D0NITE (Eisenrb.odonite) from Wester Silfberg, Sweden, analysis, Weibull. Min. 
petr. Mitth'.,·vII, 117. 
Crystals described from Pajsberg and Langban, Sweden, G. Flink, Oefv. Ak, 
Stockholm, XLII, 6, 159, Ju'ne 10. 
RrPID0LITE. Var clinochlore, Mussa Alp, composition, Jannasch, Jahrb. Min., r, 92. 
HuTILE. Binnenthal, crystallographic examination, Rinne, Jahrb. Min., 1 ,SG, u, 20. 
Occurrence in granite, M. von Miklucho-Maclay, Jahrb. Min., 1885, n, 88. 
SAFFL0RITE. Analysis, and relation to smaltite, L. W. McCay, Am. J. Sc., XXL'<, 
369, 496. 
S,uucr:r:GTE. New manganese arseniate from Pajsberg, A. Sjogren, Geol. For. Forh., 
VII. 724 . 
ScAP0LITE. Composition of group discussed, Rammelsberg, Ber. Ak. Berlin, xxx, 
589. 
SC0LEZITE. Pyroelectricity described, C. Friedel aud A. de Gramont, Bull. Soc. Min., 
VIII, 75. 
Sjj;RPE.NTINE. Var. chrysotile, Shipton, Canada, analysis, E. G. Smith, Am. J. Sc., 
xxu, 32; do. Terreil, Bull. Soc. Chim., xun, 217. 
Penn., Keller, Am. Phil. Soc., Philad., Oct. 2. 
SILFBERGITE. From Wester Silfberg, Sweden, analysis, Weibull, Min. petr. Mitth., 
vu, 115. 
SILVER. Found native in New Jersey, N. II. Darton, Am. J. Sc., xxx, 80. 
SI'INEL. Etching :figures, F. Becke, Min. petr. Mittb., YII, ~24. 
romosITE. Relation to wagneritc, A. Sjogren. Geol. For. Forb ., vn, G66. 
Sr0DU:MENE. Black Ilills, Dttkota, occurronco of large crystals, \V. P. Blake, Am. 
J. Sc., XXIX, 71. 
'TAUIWLITE. Analysis, discussion of composition, W. Friedl, Zs. Kr., x, 36G. 
'TI<.:PIIANITE. Description of a crystal from Mexico, G. vom Rath, Zs. Kr., x, 173. 
8TILBITE. Berks County, Pennsylvania, analysis, Davidson; do,, Hoskinson and 
Brunner, Am. Cb. J., VI, 414. 
-.TrLr~·o:\rn~·E. Antwerp, Now York, analysii:,, Gen th, Am. Phil. Soc. Philad., Oct. 2. 
, Tn 'TIA -rTE. SLrontian, Arg~·lhlbire, ScotlaD(1, analysis, Macadam, Min. Mag., VI, 
173. 
, 'rm:.· aTe. Artificia1ly pr duccd, A. tl Schul ten, C. R., June 15. 
, Tit v1Tg, Crysfalq from Iloml>nrg, Kalkowsky, Z . Kr., xr, 1. 
, VA.'BJrnGITE. Occurrcnc at Ilorrsjol>erg, Sweden, Igclstrom, Bull. Soc. Min., vrn, 
424. 
'y ·.\l>LLPnITE, • ull description, DJ. Sjogren, Zs. Kr., x, l43, 
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TETRADYMITE. Composition discussed, F. A. Geutb, Am. Phil. Soc. Philad., Oct. 2. 
TETRAHEDRITE. Crystals from Colorado, Liweh, Zs. Kr., x, 488. 
Lake City, Colo., analysis, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc. Philad., Oct. 2. 
TIEMAN1UTE. From Utah, in tetrahedral crystals (like sphalerite ), also analysis, S. L. 
Pep.field, Am. J. Sc., XXIX, 449. 
TIN, NATIVE. From New South Wales, with platinum, etc., F. A. Genth, Am. Phil. 
Soc. Philad., Oct. 2. 
TITANI'l'E. From Lewis County, New York, apparent cleavage due to twinning, G. 
H. Williams, Am. J. Sc., xx1x, 486. 
Occurrence (and analysis) with other minerals in the District of Columbia, G. P. ' 
Merrill, Proc. U.S. Nat. Mus., 351, 1885. 
Lehigh County, Pennsylvania, antalysis, Knerr and E. F. Smith, Am. Ch. J., VI, 
412. 
Statesville, N. C., analysis, Ge-nth, Am. Phil. Soc. Phifad., Oct. 2. 
TOPAZ. Crystal from Alabaschka in the Ural, Griinhut, Zs. Kr., x, 26:3. 
Discussion of paper by Griiuhut (Zs. Kr., IX, 113), with additional lists of a~gles, 
v. Kokscharow, ¥in. Russlands, 1x, 97. 
Urals, crystals with vicinal planes, etc., F. J. Wiik, Oefv. Finsk. Vet. Sc>c., XXVII. 
Pyro-electricity, Friedel and Curie, Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 16. 
Stoneham, Me., examination, also of alteration products, F. W. Clarke and J. S. 
Diller, Am. J. Sc., XXIX, 378; analysis, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc. Philad., Oct. 2. 
TOURMALINE. Investigation of Pyro-electricity, Riecke, Nachr. k. Ges. Wiss. Golitin- . 
gen, Dec. 30, p. 405. 
TRIDYMITE. Crystals from Krakatau, G. vom Rath, Zs. Kr., x, 174. 
TURQUOIS. General description, von Kokscharow, Min. Rnsslands, IX, 83. 
Pseudomorph after apatite, G. E. Moore and V. von Zepharovich, Zs. Kr., x, 2-10. 
UINTAHITE. A variety of asphaltum from the Uintah Mountains, Utah, W. P. Blake, 
Eng. & Mining J., Dec. 26. 
URANINITE. Found in Black Hills, Dakota, L. W. Stillwell, Am. J. Sc., xxx, 82. 
VANADINITE. Crystalsfrom New Mexico, analyzed and described, F. A. Genth and G. 
vom Rath, Zs. Kr., x, 4GO; Am. Phil. Soc. Phila., April 17. 
Wanlockhead, Scotland, Analysis, Genth, Am. Phil. Soc., Phila., Oct. 2. 
VESUVIANITE. Discussion of measurements by himself, Zepharovich, and others, with 
lists of calculated angles, N. Kokscharow, Miss Russlands, IX, 150. 
WAD. From Wester Silfberg, Sweden, analysis, Weibull, Min. petr. Mitth., VII. 
XENOTIME. Crystals from El Paso County, Colorado, W. E. Hidden, Am. J. Sc., xxIX, 
249. 
ZEOLITES. Discussion of the optical properties, pyrognostics, &c., of the various 
species of the group with a view to developing tho methods of -distinguishing 
uetween them, Lacroix, Bull. Soc. Minn., VIII, ·321. 
ZIRCON. Crystal with ¼P from Burgess, Canada, W. E. Hidden, Am. J. Sc. xxrx, 250. 
Chemical examination, Linnemann, Ch. Nows, LIII, 220,233,240. 
EXPLANATIONS OF .ABBREVIATIONS EMPLOYED. 
Am. Ch. J.-American Chemical Journal, Baltimore. 
Ann. Ch. Phys.-Annales de Cbimie et de Physique, Paris. 
Arn. J. Sc.-American Journal of Science, New Haven. 
Ann. Min.-Annales des Mines, Paris . 
. Arn. Phil. Soc. Pltilad.-Arnerican Pbilosophicn,l Society of Pl1ila<lclplJia. Proceedings. 
Be,·. Ale. Berlin.-Sitznngsberichto der lrn,is. pren ss. Alrn<lnrnio <lcr Wissenschaften, 
Berlin. 
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Ber . .Ale. Miinchen.-Sitzungsberichte Jer kais. bayerischenAkademie der Wissenschaf-
ten, Muni ch. 
Ber . .Ale. Wien.-Sitzungsberichte der kais. Akademie der Wissenscbaften, Vienna. 
Be1·. cl. chem. Ges.-Berichte der deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft, Berlin. 
Boll. Cont. GeoZ.-Bolletino Comitato Geologico d' Italia, Rome. 
BnU. Cal . .Acad. & .-Bulletin of the California Academy of Science. 
Bull. Soc. Ch.-Bulletin de la Societo cbimiq_ue, Paris. 
Rnll. Soc. Min.-Bulletin de la Societe mineralogique de France, Paris. 
Ch. News.-Cbcmical News, London. 
C. R.-Comptes Reudus de l'Acaderuie des Sciences, Paris. 
Eng. Min. J. -Enginecring antl Mining Journal, New York. 
Geol. Fur. Forh.-Geo]ogiska Forening i Stockholm Forhandlingar. 
,Tahrb. gcol. Eeicll8. -.Jahrlrnch desk. k. geologischen Reichsanstalt, Vienna.. 
Jahrb. Min.-Ncncs Jnhrbnch fi.ir Mineralogie, etc. 
Journ . .Ani. Ch. Soc.-Jonrnal of tlrn American Chemical Society, New York . 
. J. I'hy8. - ,Journal <le Physique, Paris . 
.Min . ..Uag.-Mineralogic::i.l Magazine and Journal of the Mineralogical Society of 
Gr('at Britain. · 
Min. pctr. 1l1Wh.-Mineralogischo und petrographische Mittheilungen g 0 sammelt von 
G. Tschermak, Vienna. 
N . Y. A.cad. Soi.-New York Academy of Sciences. 
Oefv. A.le. Stockh.-Oefversigt af k. Vet. Akad. Forhancllingar, Stockholm. 
TVied. A.nn.-Annalen der Pbysik un<l <ler Chemie, Wiedemann, Leipzig. 
Zs. gcol. Ces.-Zeitscbrift der dcutschcn geologischen .. Gesellscl.Jaft, Berlin. 
Zs. gesanirnt. Tfiss.-Zcitschri ft fi.ir die gesammton Wissemichaften, Halle. 
Zs. K1·.-Zcitscl1rift flir Krystallogmphie, etc. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MINERALOGY-l88fi. 
I. -.lfJ,ineralogical Works. 
BREZINA, A. Die Meteoritensammlung cles k. k. mineralogischcn Hofkabinotes in 
Wien am 1. Mai 1885. pp. 151-276, with 3 !)fates (Jahrb. gcol . Reichsaustalt, vol. 
XXXV). 
Gn.onr, PAUL. Physikalisclrn Krys1allogrnphie uud Einloitnng in die krystallo-
grapbische Kcnntniss dcr wiehtigercu Substanzcn. 2te Anflage. 710 pp. 8vo. 
Leipzig, 1885. 
ITANKS, II. G. Fifth Annual R('port of tl.Je ~tate Mineralogist of California, 235 pp., 
Svo. Sacramento. 
TlATLE. Die M:inorale des Herzogthums Steicrrnark, Grnz. 
J f,, usnOFEn, K. l\Iikroskopische Reactionen . Eine Anleitung zur Erkennung vcr-
i,,chicclener Elcmeote und Verbindungen unter cJem Mikroskop n.ls Supplement zn 
<l n f thod n der qualitativen Analyse. Braunschwoig. 
Tlrn. IIWALD, J. Das mineralogische Museum der kgl. tcchnischen Ilocbschul Ber-
lin. 24.3 pp. 8vo. Berlin. 
Hu SAK-S.IITn. The Determination of Rock-forming Minerals, by E. Hu sak; irnns-
la.t d by E. G. Smith. 233 pp. Svo. New York. 
K KSCllAROW, N. VON. Mineralogie Russlands. Vol. IX, pp. 1-272. 
A .u .. ·-ZmKEL. Elemento der Mineralo"'ie b grlimlet von Carl Friedricb Nau-
!".ann. Zwolft vollstii.nclig n uh ar1,cit .to 1111,1 rglinzte Au:flage von F rdinand 
Z1rkf!l. 7 pp. Svo. L ipzig. 
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ROSENilUSCH, H. Mikroskopische Physiographie der Mineralien und Gesteine. Ein 
Hiilfsbuch bei mikroskopischen Gesteinsstudien. I. Band. Die petrographi~ch 
wichtigen Mineralien. Zweite ganzlich umgcarbeitete Aufl.age. Stuttgart. 
TscHERM.A.K, G. Lehrlrnch cler Mineralogie. 2te An:flage. 597 pp. Svo. Vienna, 
1885. 
IL-Memoirs of a general character, chiefly physical. 
BECKE, F. Aetzversuche an Mineralien cler Magnetitgruppe. · Min. petr. Mitth., vu, 
200. 
BECKENK.AMP, H. Zur Bestimmng der Elasticitiltsconstanten von Krystallen. Zs. 
Kr., x, 41. 
BECKER, A. Ueber die Schmelzbarheit lles koblonsauren Ifalkes. Min. petr. Mitth., 
vu, 122, 256. 
BERTRAND, E. Nouvcllcs dispositions du microscope permettant de mesurer l'ecarte· 
ment des axes optiques et les indices de refraction. Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 377. 
Sur la mesure des indices de refraction des elements microscopiqnes des roches. 
Ibid., p. 426. 
BLASIUS, E. Zersetzungsfiguren an Krystallen. Zs. Kr., x, 221. 
Die Ausdehnung der Krystalle durch die Wilrme. Zs. Kr., XI, 140. 
IlRAUNS, R. Einige Beobachtungen und Beruerkungen zur Beurtbeilnng optisch 
anomaler Krystalle. Jahrb. Min., 1, 96. 
CROSS and HILLEBRAND. Con trilrnt.ions to the Mineralogy of the Rocky Mountains, 
by Whitman Cross and W. F. Hillebr::md, 113 pp., Svo., with 1 plate. (Bulletin 
of the U.S. Geol. Survey, No. 20.) 
CURIE, P. Sur la formation des cristanx et sur les constautes capillaires de leurs faces. 
Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 145. . 
DANA, E. S. A Crystallographic Stu<ly of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan, 28 pp., 
Bvo, wiih 3 plates. (Bulletin of the U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 12.) 
DANKER, J. Experimentello Prtifnng dcr aus den Fresnel'schen Gesetzen der Dop-
pelbreehung abgeleitelen Gcsetzo der Totalre:flcxion. Jabrb. Min., Beil. Bel. 
IV, pp. 241-290. 
DOICLTER, C. Ueber clic AbhiLngigkeit der optischen Eigenschaften von dcr chem· 
ischen Zusammcnsetzung beim Pyroxen. Jallrb. Min., 1, 43. 
DUFET, H. Recherches exp6rimentales sur la variation des indices de refraction sous 
l'intluencc de la chaleur. Bull. Soc. Min., v1n, 176. 
Snr la loi de Gladstone et la" variation de l'indice mol6culaire. Ibid., VIII, 406. 
IRVING AND V .ANHISE. Secondary enlargement of mineral fragments in certain 
rocks, 56 pp., 8vo, with 6 plates. (Bulletin of the U.S. Geol. Survey, No. 8.) 
LACROIX, A. Sur le diagnostic <lcs z6olithes en !'absence de formes cristallines <le-
terminables. Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 321. 
L1m:MANN, 0. Mikrokrystallographischc Untersuclmngen, x, 321. , 
Lrnmscrr, II. Ueber die Totalreflexion an doppeltbrechenden Krystallen. Jahrb. 
Min., n, 181. 
MALLARD, E. Sur la theorio des maclcs. Bull. Soc. Min., VIII, 452. 
MDGGE, 0. Zur Kenntniss derdurch secundare Zwillingsbildung bewirkten Ffachen-
Verschicbungen. Jahrb. Min., n, 44. 
Ri,;rc1rn, E. Ueber die Pyro-elektricitiit des Turmalins. Nachr. k. Ges. Wiss. Gi.it-
t.ingcn, Dec. 30, 1885, p. 405. 
Scnn,\U1~, A. Ueber die Azimuthdiffercnz doppeltbrecllenuer Strablen. Beobach-
tungon am Cal cit. Zs. Kr., XI, 5. 
Vorc:T, W. Erkliirung der Farbencrscheinung pleochroitscher Krystalle. .JaLrl,. 
JI.fin., 1, 119. 
Neuo BesUm.mungcn ucr Elasticitatsconsta.ntcn mr Steinsalz und Flusspath 
Ibid., Beil.-Bcl. IV, 228. 
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WEESKY, M. Ueber die Ein- und Mehnleut.jgkeit dcr Fundamental-Bogen-Com• 
plexe fiir die Elemente monoklinischer Krystall-Gattungcn. Jabrb. Min., 1, 79. 
WULFF, L. Wachsen der Krystalle nur durch Juxtaposition neuer Molekeln. Zs. Kr., 
x,374. 
Krystallisation in Bewegung. Zs. Kr., XI, 120. 
WYR0UB0FF, G. Quelques considerations sur l'isomerie et 11:l polymorphisme. Bull. 
Soc. Min., VIII, 398. 
NECROLOGY OF MINERALOGISTS: 1885. 
E. E. SCHMID.-Born May 22, 1815, at Hildburghausen; died at Jena February, 1885; 
for many years professo-r at Jena. His work was largely in geology, but he made 
many contributions to mineralogy, chiefly of a chemical nature. 
BENJAMIN SILLIMAN.-Born Dec~mber 4, 1816; died January 14, 1885; professor of 
chemistry in Yale College, New Haven, Conn. He was an editor of the American 
Journal of Science for nearly fifty years; author of works on chemistry and physics 
and of many papers upon American minerals, especially the minerals of tbo West-
ern States and Territories · 
RECORD OF NORTH AMERICAN INVERTEBRATE P ALAJJON-
TOLOG Y. 
Il_y JOHN BELKNAP MARCOU. 
INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 
The same general plan has been followed as last year, although the 
scope of the work has been somewhat enlarged so as to include also re-
views and bibliographic notices of palIBontologic works; mere mentions 
of works by title have not been referred to. I have experienced some 
difficulty in getting hold of all the recent publications in time for inser-
tion in this record, and there are doubtless some omissions. I shall be 
much obliged if those who notice them will call my attention to them 
so that they may be inserted next year . . I wish to thank all those who 
have kindly aided me in collecting this material, and especially Mr. H. 
M. Ami, of the Canadian Survey, aml Mr. C. E. Beecher, of the New 
York State Museum at Albany. 
ALDRICH, T. H.-Notes on the Tertiary of Alabama and Mississippi 
with descriptions of new species. Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., 
vol. vrn, pp. 145-153, pls. ii, iii (pars). July, 1885. Cincinnati. 
Describes and illustrates a number of new species from thB Eocene; 
mostly from the Red Bluff formation of the Vicksburg group. Solecur- . 
tus vicksburgensis, Murex ( Pteronotus) angelus, Pleurotoma ( Surcula) longi-
forma, P. Heilprini, P. anita, Turbinella ( Caricella) reticulata, Cassis 
(Semicassis) shubutensis, Strombus ( Canarium) Smithii, Scaphander pr-imus, 
Tr-iton (Simpulum) conradianits, Buccinum vicksburgensis, Conus (Conor-
b-is) alatoideus, Fasciolaria1 jaclcsonensis, T'llrritella bellifera, Gerithium 
Langdoni, Triforis americanus, Fusus pearlensis, Scalaria Wh-itfieldi, 
Cassidaria brevidentata, C. d'ltbia·. 
ALDRICH, T. H.-Notes on Tertiary Jfossils, rare, or little known. Jour. 
Gincinnat-i Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. vnr, pp. 153-155, pl. iii (pars). July, 
1885. Cincinnati. 
These illustrated notes on Eocene shells are given with tne hope ol 
correcting some errors, shedding light upon obscure forms and record-
ing the European species mentjo11ed. Tl10 author intends to continue 
them with notes on synonomy. 
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.ALDRICH, T. II.-Observations upon the Tertiary of Alabama. Amer. 
Jour. Sci., 3d ser., vol. xxx, pp. 300-308. October, 1885. New 
Haven. 
The results of a personal examination of the Tertiary of Alabama 
are given so far as is necessary to reply to Dr. Meyer's papers; his 
quotations and views are also criticised and corrected. (See Meyer, 
Otto.) 
AMI, H. M.-List of Fossils from Ottawa and Vicinity. Ottawa Field 
Naturalists' Club Trans., No. 5, vol. rr, No. i, pp. 54-62. 1884. Ottawa. 
Gives lists of fossils from the following formations: Oambro-Silurian 
system, Chazy formation, Bird's Eye ~nd Black River formation, Tren-
ton formation, Utica formation,-Post-Tertiary, Leda clay, and Saxi-
cava sand, alluvium (shell marl deposit). 
AMI, H. M.-Additional Notes on the Geology awl Paheontology of Ot-
tawa and Vicinity. Ottawa Field Naturalists' Club Trans., No. G, vol. 
rr, No. ii, pp. 251-250. 1885. Ottawa. 
ANON.-The Oldest Air-breathers. Pop. Sci . .Monthly, vol. xxvn, pp. 
395-400, figs. 1-5, and pp. 397, 309, and 400. July, 1885. New York. 
An account of the oldest fossil insects; the facts and illustrations are 
borrowed from the French and English scientific journals. 
ANON.-Proceedings of the section of Geology and Geograp11y. Science, 
vol. VI, No. 136, p. 220. 1885. Cam bri<lge. 
Science's report of the proceedings of the mcot.iug of the A. A. A. S. 
at Ann Arbor. 
Three discoveries of fossils were announced. Prof. N. II. Wincb 11 
brought from the pipe-stone quarry of Minnesota a contorted trilobite of' 
the Paradoxides type and slabs of sandstone covered with round pbo. 
phatic brachiopods referred provisionally to Lingula. Prof. W. B. 
Dwight reported the discovery of a unique Potsdam locality one mil 
northwe t of Vassar College and in tho Wappinger lime tone belt. 
rrof. J. D. Dana exhibited Silurian fossil taken at Canaan, N. Y., from 
the sparry limestone of Emmons, a memuer of his original Ta.conic sy8-
tem as first defined by him in 1842. Prof. James II all said that th 
exi ·tence of Silurian fossils in these rock was claimed and admitt cl 
forty years ago, and Prof. N. H. Winchell argued that Emmons lat r 
u e of the title "Taconic," in which he applied it to certain rocks iu 
New York, now known to be pre-Silurian, entitled the name to a pla 
in tratigraphic nomenclature. 
BAIN, RANCIS, and D.A.wsoN, J. W. (Sir).-Notes on the Geology and 
Fo , il 11 ra of Prince Edward I land. Canadian Rec. Sci., vol. I 
(1 ·1- 5), pp. 154-161, fig . 1 and 2, on pp. IGO and 161. 1 85. 
lontr I. 
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Communicated to the Royal Society of Canada at its meeting in Ot-
tawa, May, 1885. Sir William Dawson describes the new species Wal-
chia imbricatula from the Trias; Sir William concludes that Mr. Bain's 
lower series is distinctly permo-Carboniferous; that its extent is con-
siderably greater than was supposed in 1871; that there is a well char-
acterized overlying Trias, and that the intermediate series, whether 
Permian or Lower Triassic, is of somewhat difficult local definition; but 
·that its fossils, so far as they go, lean to the _,Permian side. 
BEECHER, 0. E.-List of Species of Fossils from au Exposure of the Utica 
slate and associated rocks within the limits of the city of .Albany. 
Thirty-sixth Rep. New York State Mus. Nat. Hist., p. 78. 1884. Al-
bany. 
BILLINGS, W. R.-Two new species of Crinoids. Ottawa FieldNatu,ral-
ists' Club Trans., No. 6, vol. n, No. ii, pp. 248-250, vl. i. ]885. Ot-
tawa. 
Describes and figures Archaeocrinus · dcsidcratus and Euspirocrinus 
obconicus from the Trenton. ' 
BILLINGS, W. R.-Report of the ralroontological Branch. Ottawa Field 
Naturalists' Club Trans., No. 6, vol. u, No. ii, pp. 259-262. 1885. Ot-
tawa . 
.A. large number of additions, hitherto not r~corded, arc mentioned 
from the Cambro-Silurian rocks about Ottawa. 
BRITTON, N. L.-0retaceous Plants from Staten Island. Trans. N. Y. 
A.cad. Sci., vol. v, 1885-'86, pp. 28-29. November, 1885 . . New York. 
Notes the discovery by Messrs. H. Rollick, W. T. Davis, and himself 
of fossil leaves in the Cretaceous clays at Kreiscberville, Staten Island. 
The specimens were obtained from a stratum of lignitic clay about 18 
inches in thickness, and included angiosperms and conifers. 
BRI1'TON, N. L., and ROLLICK, ARTHUR.-Leaf-bearing Sandstones on 
Staten Island, New York. Trans. N. Y . .A cad. Sci\, vol. 1n;1883-'84, 
pp. 30, 31. 1885. New York. 
Dr. Britton considers the sandstones of Cretaceous age, although the 
fossils are insufficient for proper determination . Similar fossiliferous 
sandstones occur on the beaclrns about G1en Cove, Long Island, and 
vicinity. 
BRONGNIART, CH.A.RLES.-Les Insectes Fossiles des~errains Primaires, 
Coup u'ceil rapidc sur la faune entomologique des terrains paleo-
zoiqucs. Bulletin de la Societe des Arnis des Sciences Naturelles clc 
Rouen, 3° scrie, Vingt et uniemc an nee, 1 er semestre, 1885, pp. 50-
G8, pls. i-iii. 1885. Rouen . 
.A.mericau as well as European forms are discussed in this review of 
Pal::cozoic iusccts. Some new forms are named, but they are all from 
Oommen try. 
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Bn,0NGNI.A.R1', CHARLES.-The Fossil Insects of the Primary Rocks: A 
Rapid Survey of the Entomological Fauna of the Palmozoic Period. 
Geol. Mag.,New Series,DecadeIII, vol. n, pp. 481-491, pl. xii. No,em-
ber, 1885. London. 
Translated and read before the Manchester Geological Society, Octo-
ber 6, 1885, by Mark Stirrup, F. G. S., Hon. Sec. Revised and reprinted 
by permission of the author and tram;lator, with a plate from the Bul-
1etin de la Societe des Amis des Sciences Naturelles de Rouen (annee, 
1885, 1cr semestre). The article contains discussions of the American as 
well as of the European forms. 
CALL, R. E.-On the Quaternary and recent Mollusca of the Great 
Basin, with descriptions of new forms. Introduced by a sketch of 
the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, by G. K. Gilbert. Bu,ll. 
!f. S. Geol. Surv., No. 11, pp. 1-66, pls. i-vi. 1885. Washington. 
Gives a systematic catalogue of the recent and Quaternary sbe11R 
of the Great Basin, a discussion of their environment and geographic 
and chronologic distribution, and concludes (1) that the recent and the 
fossil mollusca are predominantly limnaeid, a biologic expression of cli: 
mate; (2) that the fossil fauna is more variable than the recent; in the 
Lahontan area being characteristically limnaeid (.represented by Pom-
pholyx effusa), and in the Bonneville area rissoid (represented by Amni-
cola porata and A. cincinnatiensis); (3) that increase in salinity find a 
biologic expression in depauperation, in lessened abundance, and in 
extinction when the waters become briny; (4) that the oscillations of 
the lakes are coupled with varying abundance, and with varying size of 
shells as a biologic expression of climate. 
Limnophysa bonnevillensis, from the Bonneville +,a.ke beds, is the only 
new fossil species described. 
CARPENTER, P. H.-Further Remarks upon the Morpllology of th 
Blastoidea. Annals and JJfagazine of Natural History, 5th ser., vol. 
xv, pp. 277-300, fig., p. 293. .April, 1885. London . 
.An answer to and a criticism of Mr: G. Jiambacll's article entitled 
"Contribution to the .Anatomy of the Genus Pentremites, with Descrip-
tions of New Species." · Trans. Saint Louis Acad. Sci., vol. 1v, No. i, 
1 81, pp. 145-lGO, pls . .A and B. 
CLARKE, J. M.-A Brief Outline of the Geological Succession iu Ootario 
County, New York, to accompany a map. · Rep. State Geologist for 
18 4, pp. 0-2.;J, 1885. .Albany. 
Giv · Ji.,t f fo ils ·urring in the diff r nt D vonian formations. 
CLARrE, ,T. L-On lrn igh r D vouian Fauna of Ontario ounty . 
.. ew orJ~. Bull. U. >:1. Geol. > urvey o. 1G, pp.1-8G, pls. i-iii. 1 ", 
1 . ' nngton. 
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Twenty-six new species of invertebrates are described in this paper, 
which is divided under the following heads, viz: 
(1) Bibliography of the formations here discussed, viz, the Genesee, 
the Naples, the Portage, and the High Point Chemung rocks of New 
York. 
(2) The Petrographic and Palrnontologic Characters of tlle Genesee 
Beds. 
(3) Review of the Fauna and Flora of the Genesee Shales. Here the 
following new species are described: Goniatites nodifer, Beyrichia Da-
gon, Goniatites astarte, Orthoceras Stebos, O. Mephisto, 0. Asmodeus, 
Platyostoma BeUal, Loxonerna (') Moloch, JJfodiomorpha (1) Ohemos, Spiri-
fera Belphegor, S. Pluto, Leiorynchus (1) Hecate. 
(4} The Petrographic and Paheontologic Characters of the Naples 
Beds. 
( 5) Review of the Fauna and Flora of the Naples Beds. Here the 
following new species are described: Oeratiocaris simplex, 0. Beecheri, 
Echinocaris Wltiffieldi, Goniatites Lutheri, Orthoceras aciculoides, O. On-
tario, 0. filosum, Bellerophon incisits, Trochus (Palmotrochus) prmcursor, 
Platyostoma (') 1ninutissimum, Loxonema Noe, Hyolithes Napolis, Lingula 
triquetra, A.ulopora annectens. 
(6) The Petrographic and Palmontologic Characters of the Portage 
Beds. ' 
(7) .A List of the Fossils occurring in the Genesee, Naples, an<l Portage 
Beds of Ontario County, with the names of species heretofore identified 
f;rom the horizons elsewhere in the State of New York, but not as yet; 
known within this district. From these tables he concludes that the / 
Naples shales have no such palreontologi.c relation to the rocks of the 
Chemung period as to justify the union of them with these rocks; that 
their fauna and flora is more closely allied to those of the Hamilton 
shales, and that therefore these beds are to be regarded either as con-
stituting the uppermost member of the Hamilton period or,atogether 
with the Genesee shaleR, representing a distinct geological epoch. The 
more probable conclusion is that _these two groups of strata represent 
the epoch of the lower Upper-Devonian in Western New York. 
(8) Fauna of Chemung Beds at High 1Point. It is unfortunate that 
six of the new species described are not illustrated in any manner. 
CLAYPOLE, E. W.-On the Vertical Range of certain Fossil Species in 
Pennsylvania and New York. .A.mer. Nat., vol. xrx, pp. 644-654. 
July, 1885. Philadelphia. 
(1) Remarks on certain criticisms by Prof. James Hall, of .Albany, in 
the preface to volume G7 of the Pennsylvania reports, on the palffionto-
logical portion of the work in the volume. Mr. Claypole states that 
there is no doubt that in Perry Uounty spirifers, unbroken and with both 
valves in contact, are found about 1 ,OOO feet above red sandstone beds 
holding the scales of Holoptychius or Bothriolepis or both. (2) The au-
thor states that Spirifera disjuncta, S. mesocostalis, S. mesostrialis, though 
evidently characterizing, probably, in some places, by their ~bun<lance, 
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certain zones, are not by any means limited to thrn,e zoue8, but innul 
each other's territory to an undefined exteut; and that Spirijera lwcis 
occurs in Middle Pennsylvania higher than the Portage group iu the 
Chemung proper, and in company with S. mesocostalis (~) (3) The author 
doubts whether there is any distinct clutracter by which Orthis tidliensis 
can be separated from 0. impressa, and he states on Professor Williams'· 
authority that there is in New York an Orthis which cannot be distin-
guished from 0. tulliensis, occurring not at 200 feet only, but at a yet 
greater height (less than 500 feet) above the Genesee shale. (4) The 
author states that tllere is no doubt that Halysites catenulatus occurs 
in the Lower Helderberg limestone at the place mentioned by Prof. I. 
C. Wllite, and that there is no doubt as to the stratigra,phical position 
of the bed in which it occurs. (5) The author concludes that all at-
tempts to confine the range of species within certain arbitrary limits 
are attempts that are not likely to succeed, and that the artificial sys-
tems of palreontology which have been constructed by t4e faithful, earn-
est, and de,otc<l labors of the students of the science are but tempo-
rary. 
COOPER, J. C.-On Fossil and Subfossil Land Shells of the United 
States, with Notes on Living Species. California Academy of Sciences, 
pp. 235-255. October 13, 1885. [San :U'rancisco.] 
Calls attention to the lack of post-tertiary changes that have occurre(l 
in the species of the Atlantic slope and to the striking changes in those 
of the Pacific slope, even in recent times and.. presumably ever Rince 
the Tertiary epochs. He mentions the occurrence of similar changes 
on the islands and some parts of the main-land of Western Europe and 
Africa, and says: "In searching for a common cause of variations af-
fecting the west slopes of both continents simila.rly, we arrive at the 
conclusion that it is change of climate, prod..uced by Tertiary and.. recent 
geologi~l action, and are obliged to admit that such action is still go-
ing on." The absence of such action to any marked extent on the At-
lantic slope of the United States ho cousidcrs the cause of the lack of 
any changes in the land.. sbells there. 
DALL, W. IL-Miocene Deposits in Florida. Science, vol. vr, No. 130, 
p. SJ. July, 1885. Cambridge. 
Notes the discoYery of' Ecphora quadricostata at Tampa, by Dr. R. 
E. C. Stearns, and says tllat it is probable that there is a large area in 
I1'lorida c rrc pond..ing in age to what has been called 1\il.ocene iu Vir-
ginia aud the Carolinas. 
D LL, '\V. IL- te on some Flori<la.n La.nu and Fresh '\Vater Shell·, 
with a, R vi,·ion of the Amiculacea of the Eastern United States. 
L roe. U. B. rat. Mus., Yol. VIII, pp. 255, 28!>, pl . x H, xviii. July 1, 
1 5. r a Lingtou. 
1n thi · p p r fr. all mentions some forms that are found fo il a 
· ·11 a r c nt. 
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DALL, W. IL-List of Marine Mollusca comprising the Quaternary Fos-
sils a11d recent forms from American localities between Cape Hat-
teras and Ca.pc Roque, including the Bermudas. Bull. U. S. Ge<"ll. Sur-
vey, No. 24~ pp. 1-336. 1885. Washington. · 
.A bibliography of the works consulted in making up this list is also 
given. 
DAMES, W.-E. W. Claypole: On the Occurrence of the Genus Dalma-
nites in the Lower Carboniferous Rocks of Ohio. Geol. JJfag., 1884, 
pp. 303-307 und Holzschnitte. Neu. J ahrb. fur Min. Geol. &; Pal., 1885, 
Band r, p. 102. Stuttgart. (Abstract.) 
DAMES, W.-Ch. D. Walcott: Appendages of _the Trilobite. &ience, 
vol. rn, No. 57, 1884, pp. 279-281. Neu. Jahrb.fur Min. Geol. &; Pal., 
1885, Band r, p. 102. · Stuttgart. (Abstract.) 
DAMES, W.-R. Jones and J. W. Kirby: On some Carboniferous Ento-
mostraca from Nova Scotia. Geol. Mag., 1884, pp. 356-362, t. xrr. 
Neu. Jahrb. fur Min. Geol. &; Pal., 1885, Band r, pp. 106, 107. Stutt-
gart. (Abstract.) 
DAMES, W.-Rupert Jones and H. Woodward: Notes on PhylJopodi-
form Crustaceans, referable to the Genus Echinocaris, from the Pa-
lreozoic Hocks. Geol. Mag., 1884, pp. 393-396, t. xrn. Neu,. Jahrb. 
fur JJ1.in. Geol. & Pal., 1885, Band r, p. 110. Stuttgart. (Abstract.) 
DAMES, ,¥".--0. R. E. Beecher: Ceratiocaridre from the Chemung and 
Waverly Groups at Warren, Pa. Report of Progress PPP, Second 
Geol. Survey of Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, 1884, pp. 1-22, & 1 u. 2. 
Neu. J ahrb. fur JJ!lin. Geol. & Pal., 1885, Band r, pp. 110, 111. Stutt-
gart. (Abstract.) 
DA.3rns, \V.-J. Micklcborough: Locomotary Appendages of Trilobites. 
Geol .. Jlag., 1884, p. 80-84. Neu. Jahrb. fur M'in. Geol. &; Pal., 188."i, 
BalHl 1, p. 477. Stuttgart. (Notice of.) 
f DAN.A, J. D.].-Wliy arc there no Fossils in the Strata preceding the 
Cambrian l .Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., vol.xxx, p. 78. · July, 1885. New 
Haven. 
Criticises Mr. Charles Morris's view that the earliest animals, like the 
youngest stage of animal life generally, had no hard parts to preserve, 
and that the sudden appearance of tribes was simply the appearance 
of species having hard or stony secretions. One difficulty in the way 
of the theory is presented by the existence of limestone formations of 
great extent in the Archean which most geologists suppose to be of or-
ganic origin, and the existence also of phosphate of lime in large quan-
tities which a1 Q i~ µi~tertµ,l gf ';Possible organic origin. (See Morris, 
Charles.) 
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[DA.NA., J. D. 1,-Oarnbl'iau or Primordial Rocks in the Eastcm Part of 
British Columbia. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., vol. xxx, p. 70. Jul~·, 
1885. New Haven. 
Notes Mr. Win wood's description in the Geol. Mag. for May of a 
Primordial fauna from near Stephen, on the Canadian Pacific Railway. 
(See Winwood, H. H.) 
[DANA., J. D,1,-Spiraxis major and Sp. Randalli of Newberry; large 
screw-like fossils from the Chemung group of Northern Penn 'ylvauia, 
and Southern New York. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3<l ser., vol. :xxx, p. 24,1. 
September, 1885. New Haven. 
Notes Dr. Newberry's description of these forms, and the fact tlu1LLe 
gives no decided opinion as to their biological relations. (See New-
berry, J. S.). 
DA.NA., J. D.-Lower Silurian Fossils at Canaan, N. Y. Science, vol. 
vi, No. 13!J, p. 283. October, 1885. Cambridge. 
States that Prof. James Ilall did not mean the beds at Canaan by 
tbe term '' these limestones" used in the Science report of his remarks 
on Professor Dana's paper at the meeting of the A. A. A. S. at Aun 
Arbor, but referred to his knowledge of fossils at Hoosic, 40 miles 
north of Canaan, in a limestone which he regarded as of the same age 
with that of Canaan. 
[DA.N.A.,J. D.J.-New American Limuloid Species from the Carboniferous. 
Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., vol. xxx, p. 401. November, 1885. New 
Ilaven. 
Notice of Prof. A. S. Packard's article in the American Naturalist for 
March, 1885. 
DARTON, N. H.-Preliminary Notice of Fossils in the Iludsou River 
Slates of the Southern Part of Orange County, New York, and el e-
where. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., vol. xxx, pp. 452-454. December, 
1885. New Haven. 
Gives lists of the few fossils found near Sugar Loaf Vil1age, at Rock 
Trwern and near Walden. 
D4wsoN, G. M.-Bowlder Clays. On the microscopic structure of cer-
tain bowlder clay and the organisms contained in the·m. Bull. Chi-
cago Acad. Sci., -vol. 1, ~o. vi, pp. 59-69, figs. 1-3 on p. 62. 1885. Chi-
cago. 
Th author m n ion th occurrence of various organisms in certain 
uo, Id r clay at <liffcr ·nt localitie , and figures certain supposed Anne-
li<l j, WR fr u~ how1clc· ·h:; of Chicago and vicinit;y, 
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DAWSON, J. W. (Sir).-On Rhizocarps in the Palreozoic Period. Cana-
dian Rte. Sci., vol. I (1884-'85}, pp. 19-27, fig. 23. 1884. Montreal. 
This paper was read before the A. A. A. S., :August rn, 1883, at Min-
neapolis. 
The author describes two species of Sporangites from Brazil, discusses 
their occurrence in various parts of North America, and concludes that 
the facts he enumerates do not furnish any positive proof that the abun-
dant Sporangites of the Erian period were the fructification of Rhizo-
carps, but they establish a certain probability of this, and invite to 
further researches. 
DA wsoN, J. W. (Sir).-Notes on Eozoon Canadense. Canadian Rec. Sci., 
vol. I (1884-'85), pp. 58, 59. 1884. Montreal . 
.Abstract of a paper read before the British Association in 1883, at 
Southport. 
The author stated that the Eozoon, in its ordinary condition as min-
eralized by serpentine, presents the simplest kind of mineralization of 
a calcareous fossil; that in which the original calcite walls still exist, 
with no change except a crystallization of the calcite, common in the 
fossils of newer formations, and with the cavities filled with a hydrous 
silicate, which was evidently in process of deposition on the sea-bot-
tom on which Eozoon is supposed to have lived. · 
DA wsoN, J. W. (Sir) . ..:.__The . Mesozoic Floras of tho Rocky Mountain 
Region o_f Canada. Canadian Rec. Sci., vol. I (1884-'85), pp. 141-143. 
1885. Montreal. · 
.Abstract of a paper read before the Royal Society of Canada,' May, 
1885. ( See other abstracts and reviews of the same paper.) 
DAWSON, J. W. (Sir).-Ancient Insects arnl Scorpions. Canadian Rec 
Sci., vol. I (1884-'85), pp. 207, 208. 1885. Montreal. 
.A notice of the discovery of insects in the Silurian, that the Spanish 
Protoblattina suggests the existence of Silurian forests producing some 
kind of succulent and nutritious vegetable food, while it also furnishes 
an explanation of the possible means of sustenance of the carnivorous 
scorpions. 
DA wsoN, J. W. (Sir).-.A. Modern Type of Plant in the Cretaceous. 
Science, vol. v, No. 125, p. 514, fig. on p. 514. June, 1885. Cambridge. 
Describes and figures Brasenice antiqua, from the Upper Cretaceous 
of the South Saskatchewan River. The specimens come from the Belly 
River series of the Canadian survey near Medicine Hat. These beds 
are Upper Cretaceous, and hold fossils some of which resemble those of 
the Laramie group; others those of the Pierre group. The author 
himself assisted a t the disinterment of a Dinosaur of the genus Dic-
lonfos from beds OYcrlying those in which the leaves occur. 
JI. Mis. 15-46 
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DAWSON, J. W. (Sir).-AJurasso-Cret:1.CeousFlorain theRockyMonut-
ains. Science, vol. v, No. 125, pp. 531, 532. June, 188G. Cambridge. 
Notes the discovery of this fauna by Dr. G. M.Dawson, in theRocky 
.Mountains, on the branches of the Old Man River, Martin Creek, Coal 
Creek, and one other locality far to the northwest on the Suskwa River. 
Sir William proposes for the beds containing it the name of Kootanie 
group. They can be traced for a distance of 140 miles north and south 
in the troughs of the palmozoic formations of the mountains. The plantR 
found are conifers, cycads, and ferns, the cycads being especially 
abundant. Some are identical with specie~ described by Heer from 
.the Jurassic of Siberia, while others occur in the Lower Cretaceous of 
Greenland. No dicotyledonous leaves have been found in these bed ' . 
DA wsoN, J. W. (Sir).-The Cretaceous Floras of Canada. Nature, vol. 
xxxrn, pp. 32-34. 1885. London and New York. 
From the advance sheets of a memoir to appear in the Transactions 
of the Royal Society of Canada. The author first discusses the geologi-
cal relations of the floras, and gives, on page 33, a table showing the 
'' successive floras and subfloras of the Cretaceous in Canada (in de-
scending order"). This table ranges from the Upper Laramie or Porcu-
pine Hill series, containing the Platanus beds of Souris River, Calgary, 
dow}l to the Neocomien (1) Kootanie series of the Rocky Mountains, con-
taining cyQ.ads, pines, and ferns. The author then dicusses the physical 
conditions and climate indicated by the Cretaceous floras. 
DAWSON, J. W. (Sir).-Sir William Dawson on the j_\fesozoic Floras uf 
the Rocky Mountain Region of Canada. Amer. Nat., vol. xrx, pp. 
G99, 700. July, 1885. Philadelphia. 
An abstract of a paper rea<l. before the Royal Society of Canada, May, 
1885. The paper refers more particularly to a remarkable Jurasso-Crc-
taceous flora recently discovered by Dr. G. M. Dawson in the Rocky 
Mountains, and to intermediate groups of plants between this and the 
Middle Cretaceous, sen·ing to extend greatly our knowledge of the 
Lower Cretaceous flora, and to render more complete the series of plant 
between this and the Laramie. (See Dawson, Sir William.) 
DAWSON, J. W. (Sir).-On the :Mesozoic Floras of the Rocky Mountain 
Region of Canada. Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada (vol. rrr) 1 section iv, 
1885, pp. 1-22, pls. i-iv. 1885. Montreal. 
Con ·i<ler' the flora of the Laramie group to be that of the newe t 
Uretaceou.. Describes a new flora of Jurasso-Cretaceous age found by 
Dr. G. M. Daw on, which undoubtedly represents the flora of the lowe t 
Cr •tac ou , which has not hitherto been recognized in Western America 
an<l ropo e · to name it the Kootanie series. The following new form 
an• described. : Dicksonia sp., A spleniurn JJfartinianum, Zamites ~Montana 
Z., ,rp., phenozamite · s11., Salisburia ( Ginglco) nana, :J..1aonurus incertu ; 
frotn th intermediate cries, Sterculia vetustula; from the Mill Creek 
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or upper series, Dioksonia Munda, Asplenium albertum, Williamsonia re-
centior, Platanus affinis var. ampla, Ginnamoniiwi Ganaclense, Ara,Ua ro-
tundata, A. Westoni, Paliurus montanus, P. ovalis, Juglandites cretacca j 
from tlle Belly River and Laramie group, Brasenice antiqua, I'opulus 
latidentata, Acer Saslcatchewense, Abiet'ites Tyrrellii, Platanus (AraUopsis) 
BJtrpeana, Viburnum oxycoccoides, V. Galgarianum, Salisburia sp. 
FONTAINE, ~ILLIAM M.-Contributions to the Knowledge of the Older 
Mesozoic Flora of Virginia. Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 
5th series, vol. xvr, pp. 517-519. December, 1885. London. 
Notice and abstract of Professor Fontaine's monograph of the U. S. 
Geol. Surv., vol. vr. 
FON1'AINE, WILLIAM M.-Contributions to the Knowledge of the Older 
Mesozoic Flora of Virginia. Pop. Sci.Monthly, vol.xxvnr,p.129. No-
vember, 1885. New York . 
.A. notice and very brief abstract of Professor Fontaine's monograph 
of tlle U. S. Geol. Surv., vol. vr. 
FORD, S. W.-Note on the Age of the Slaty and Arenaceous Rocks in tl10 
Vicinity of Schenectady, Schenectady County, New York. Amer. 
Jour. Sci., 3d ser., vol. XXIX, pp. 397, 398. May, 1885. New Ha,ycu. 
The author refers these beds to the age of the Utica group on palreon-
tologic grounds. They have formerly been cons1dered as belonging to 
the epoch of the Lorraine shales. He finds Lingula curta a Utica. spe-
cies, and other fossils. 
FORD, S. W .-(Note on the Age of the Slaty and Arenaceous Rocks iu 
the Vicinity of Schenectady, Schenectady County, New York.) Na-
ture, vol. xxxn, p. 116. 1885. London and New York. 
Notice and abstract of Mr. Ford's paper in the A1ner. Jour. Sci., 3d 
ser., vol. xx1x, pp. 397, 398. 
GARDNER, .J. S.-The Cretaceous and Tertiary Floras of the United 
States, by Leo Lesquereux (U. S. Survey of the Territories under 
F. V. Hayden, vol. vn). Nature, vol. xxxrn, pp. 196, 197. 1885. 
London and New York. 
A brief review of Professor Lesquereux's important work. 
GEYLER, II. T.-Lester F. Ward: .On Mesozoic Dicotyledons. Ann. cind 
Magaz. of Nat. History, 1884, vol. xru, No. 77, pp. 383-395. Neu. 
Jahrb. fur Min. Geol. & Pal., 1885, Band n, pp. 219, 220. Stuttgart. 
( .A hstract.) 
GURLEY, W. F. E.-New Carboniferous FossHs. Bulletin No. 2, pp. 
1-12. February 25, 1884. (Danville, Ill.) 
Describes a number of fossils from his own collection, no illustrations 
accompanying the descriptions, The following genera and species are 
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established: T1·oostocrinus Wachsmuthi; the new genus Cucu1nulites, 
with the following types : C. tuberculatus and C. tricarinatus; the new 
genus Gidarospongia, with the type C. Ella; the new genus Ptychostylus, 
with the types P. heterocostalis and P. subtumidus. The above new 
genera are all placed in the Protista. Discina Keokuk, Lepetopsis Par-
rishi, Bellerophon Ourayensis, B. incomptus, B. nodocostatus, B. tenuilin-
eatus, B. rugopleurus. 
HALL, JAMES.-Note on the Intimate Relations of the Chemung Group 
and Waverly Sandstone in Northwestern Pennsylvania and Southwest-
ern New York. Proc. A. A. A. S., vol. xxxrn, part ii, pp. 416-419. 
1885. Salem. 
(Abstract.) Gives a list of the Waverly genera of fossils. Without 
any apparent want of conformity the Waverly follows the Chemung, but 
ait the point in the section marked "Place-of the Catskill" there is a hia-
tus which, in Eastern New York and Pennsylvania, is marked by tllc 
presence of measures having a thickness of from 3,000 to 5,000 feet. 
Therefore we have a right to conclude that there has been a long inter-
val in time between the final <lepogition of the barren Chemung shtLles 
aind the fossiliferous Waverly sandstone, or that the deposition of the 
estuary Catskill sediments has been going on simultaneoqsly with the 
open sea deposits of the Waverly formation. 
HALL, JAMES.-Note on the Eurypteri<lre of the Devonian and Car-
boniferous Formations of Pennsylvania; with a supplementary note 
on the Stylonurus excelsior. Proc. A. A. A. S., vol. xxxur, part ii, 
pp. 420-422. 1885. Salem. 
The geologic range of the genus, so far as at present known, is from 
the Clinton group, where we have an unpublisbe<l species (Eurypterus 
prominens)-to the Coal Measures. Gives a tabular view of the geologi-
cal distribution of the family Eurypterdrn in the United States. Gives 
a, note on the size and occurrence of Stylonurus excelsior, Hall. 
IIA.LL, J AMES.-N ote on the Eurypteri<lro of the Devonian an<l Oarbou-
jferous Formations of Pcnnsylva,nia. 2d Geol. Surv. Pennsylvania, 
Rep. of Progress P. P. P., pp. 23-3!>, pls. iii-viii, figs. 2-4, on pp. 25, 
27, and 34. 1884. Ilarrisburg. 
Discusses the Eurypteridre, gives a tabular view of the geological 
di tribution of the family in the United States, au<l describes Eurypterus 
Beecheri from the Chemung, E. stylus from the Alleghany River serie , 
and nam and figures, but does not mention in the text, E. potens, pl. 
iv, fig . 0 and 10. 
IT.A.LL, JA.MES.-Cla ·ification of the Lamellibranchiata. Rep. State Ge-
ofogist for 1 1, pp. -15, pl . i-xi. 1884. Albany. 
The plat ar int n d tor present the characteri tic generic forms 
?1ul't · nv yin m a ure omc i<lea of the -variety of forms embraced 
1ll a ·b g nu of D vonian Lam llibrancLiata. 
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HALL, JAl\rns.-Discussion upon the Manner of Growth, Variation of 
· Form, and Characters of the Genus Fenestella, and its Relations to He-
rnitrypa, Polypora, Retepora, Cryptopora, &c. Rep. State Geologist 
for 1882, pp. 5-16, fi.gs.1-36 on pp. 9, 10, 12, 13, 15. 4to. 1883. Albany. 
Redefines the genus Fenestella, and includes in it Retepora, Ph'yllop-
ora, Leptopora, Reteporina, Fenestrell-ina, Hemitrypa. For continuation 
of article, see Rep. State Geologist for 1884, pp. 35-45. 1885. Albany. 
HALL, JAMES.-Fossil Corals and Bryozoans of the Lower Helderberg 
Group and Fossil Bryozoans of the Upper Helderberg Group. Rep. 
State Geologis(for 1882, p. 17, pls. i-xxxiii. 4to. 1883. Albany. 
These plates are photolithographed and published with their expla-
nations in advance of vol. VI, Palmontology of New York. 
IlALL, J AMEs.-Brachiopoda: Plates and Explanations. Rep. State Ge-
ologist for 1882, _pls. xxxiv-Lxr. 4to. 1883. Albany. 
These plates are photolithographed and published with their expla-
nations in advance ~f vol. IV, part ii, Palreontology of New York. 
JLu,L, JAMES.-Description of the Bryozoans of the Hamilton Group. 
(Fenestellidre excepted.) Rep. State Geologist for 1883, pp. 5-61. 
1884. Albany. 
The following new species are described : O<illopora bipunctata, Thal-
lostigma multaculeata, Lichenalia culiellata, Stictopora crenulata; then 
Stfotopora is described as a subgenus on p. 48; S. (s. g. j) dichotoma n. 
sp. , is described under it. 
Most of the species and genera in this article were more briefly de-
scribed in the Trans. Albany Institute, vol. x, pp. 179-rn7. 1883. Albany. 
. . 
HALL, JAMES.-Notice of the Machinery and Methods of Cutting Speci-
mens of Rocks and Fossils at t.he New York State Museum of Natural 
Ilistory. 35th Rep. New York State JJfus. Nat. Hist., pp. 121-124, pls. 
i, ii, and xvi. 1884. Albany. 
Plates i and ii contain figures of the machinery used, and plate xvi 
contains figures and translucent ·sections of fossil corals made by the 
m~tllod explained. The illustration of Tetradiwni Ontario is marked as 
a new species. 
IlALL, JAMES.-Preliminary Notice of the Larnollibrancb.bte Sbells of 
the Upper Helderberg, Hamilton, ·and Chemung Groups. Prepara-
tory for tho Palmontology of New York, part i. 35th Rep. New York 
. State JJfus. Nat. IIist., pp. 215-40Gf. 1884. .Albany. 
A. separate issue of this paper was also published with five plates on 
generic illustrations taken from the Report of the . State Geologist for 
1882. 
Published in advance of Palmontology of New York, vol. v, part i. 
Noticed last year. 
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HALL, J AMES.-Description of Fossil Corals from the N iag:1ra and Up pet 
Helderberg Groups. 35th Rep. New Yorlc State JJfus. Na,t. Hist., pp. 
407-464, pls. xxiii-xxx. 1884. Albany. 
The following new species are from the Niagara group : Streptelasma? 
(Zaphrentis ?) exstans, S.? (Z. ?) limitare, Ptychophyllum ftoriforme, P. 
fulcratum, Ohonophyllum vadum, 0. capax, Hallia scitula, H. divisa, B. 
divergens, H. pluma, Anisophyllum unilargum, A. tr:ifurcatum, A.? bila-
mellatitm, Zaphrentis rigida, Z. cristulatwrn, Z. prcssitla, Z. latisinus, Z. 
subvada, Amplexus uniforme, A. junctum, Oyathaxonia columellata, 0. 
Herzeri, Oyathophyllum intertrium, 0. bullulatum, Heliophyllum gcmnii-
ferum, H. pravum, H. dentilineatum, H~ mitellum, H. puteatum, Oysti-
phy llum granilineatum, Caloeola pusilla, Oyathospongia excrescens. Oya-
thospongia is a new genus and is described as one of the Petrospongim. 
The following new species are from the Upper Helderberg group: 
Streptelasma lamellatum, S. tenue, S. dissimile, S. inflatum, S. simplex, S. 
laterarium, S. ampliaturn, S. conspicuum, S. fossula, S. crateriforme, S. 
involutum, S. requidistans, S. mammiferum, S. papillatum, S. coarctatum, 
Ptychophyllum versiforme, P. striatum, Aulachophyllum convergens, A. 
praterijorme, A. pinnatum, A. princeps, A. cruciforme, A. prmciptum, A. 
reflexum, A. tripinnatum, A. trisculactum, A. poculum, A. bilaterale, Za-
phrentis inequalis, Z. complanata, Z. cyathiformis, Z. ponderosa, Z. tabit-
lata, Z. corrugata, Z. subcompressa, Z. Oollett-i, Z. planima, Z. fusiformis, 
Z. ovalis, Z. spissa, Z. torta, Z. fastigata, Z. trisutitra, Z. profunda, Z. 
nitida, Z. freqiientata, Z. duplicata, Z. sentosa, Z. calcarijormis, Z. con-
stricta, Z. annulata, Z. Knappi, Z. foliata, Z. inclinata, Z. irregularis, Z. 
concava, Z. Herzeri, Z. curvata, Z. gravis, Z. transversa, Z. elegans, Z. 
convoluta, Z. contorta, Z. venusta, Elasmophylluni (new genus), type E. at-
tenuatum, Oyathophyllum (Elasrnophyllurn) intervesiculum, 0. exfoliatwm, 
0. canaliciilatum, C. impositum, 0. depress1.mi, C. arctifossa, 0. 1eesicu,la-
tum, C. bullatum, C. cohrerens, C. septatum, 0. perfossulatum, • G. concen-
tricum, C. scalenum, C. perplicatum, 0. robusturn, Blothrophyllum multi-
calicatum, B. papulosum, B. sinuosum, B. promisswm, Heliophyllum alter-
natum, H. incrassatum, H. aouminaturn, II. venatum., H. imbricatum, H. 
verticale, H. invaginatum, H. mquale, H. f a8ciculatum, fl. annul<!,tum, 
JI. compactum, H. dentatU?n, H. f ecundurn, H. gemmatum, H. latericres-
cens, H. pocillatum, H. dista.ns, JI. lineolatum, II. aquum, II. scyphnlu ·, 
II. tenitimurale, H. Nettebrothi, H. sordid'um, II.. denticulatum, JI. cam-
panijorme, H. fissuratum, H. cancellaium, Dyphyphyllum adnatum, D .. ayl-
indraceum, D. apertum, D. breve, D. tum·idulum, Oystipliyllum, bipartiturn, 
C. bifuroatum, O. rnuricatum, 0. quadrangulare, 0. tenitiradius, 0. namum, 
0. latiradius, C. supraplanurn, 0. craterijorme, C. pustulaturn, C. infundi-
bul,wm, 0. obliqitum, 0. scalf1,tum, C. striatura, Coleophyllurn new genus, 
types 0. Romingeri and 0. py1·if orme. 
Only U1)p r I lderbero- 'pecics arc mu trat d, and the mu trati n 
of th , fit pa Zaphrentis Ilcrzeri in th abov 1i t. 
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HALL, JAMES.-Illnstrations of the Microscopic Structure of Brachio-
poda. 35th Rep. New York State JJfus. Nat. Hist., pl. xxii. 1884. 
Albany. 
These illustrations are presented to show the principal varieties of 
structure o{ the strophomenoid Brachiopoda. They represent a portion 
of the work which is being done for the elucidation of shell structure 
preparatory for the volume of Palreontology on the Revision of the Bra-
chiopoda. The specimens are prepared and photographed, and the ac-
companying :figures were drawn on stone from photographic prints. 
HALL, JAMES.-Bryozoa (Fenestellidre; of the Hamilton Group. 36th 
Rep. New York State MtlS. Nat. Hist., pp. 57-72. 1884. Albany. 
The following new species are described : Fenestella multiplex, F. lat-
itruncata, F. fistulata, F. aspectus, F. angustata,, F. rnarcida, F. planira-
mopa, F. cinctuta, F. perundulata, F. assita, F. inflexa, F. perjorata, F. 
scalaris, F. exornata, F. quadrangula, F. emaciata, F. curvata, F. brevi-
linea, F. subtortilis, and F. strata. 
HALL, JAMES.-On the Structure of the Shell in the Genus Orthis. 36th 
Rep. New York State 111.us. Nat. Hist., pp. 73-75, pls. iii, iv. 1884. 
bany. 
With his present knowledge the author makes three groups of Orthis, 
according to their shell structure, the non-punctate, the distinctly punc-
tate, with distinct rows of punctre coming out ttlong the summit of the 
radii, and the highly punctate. · Exce~lent figures of shell sections are 
given. 
HALL, JAMEs.-Description of a New Species of Stylonurus from the 
Catskill Group. 36th Rep. New York State Mus. Nat. Hist., pp. 76, 
77, pl. v. 1884. Albany. (Describes Stylonurus t;xcelsior.) 
lHALL, JAMES].-Description of a New Genus from Greenfield, Saratoga 
County, New York. 36th Rep. New York State Mus. Nat. Hist., pl. 
vi. 1884. Albany. 
Describes the new genus Oryptozoon, with 0. proliferum as its type. 
The generic and specific description are on the page of the explanation 
of the plate. There is no name connected with it, but the author is pre-
sumably James Hall. 
HALL, JAMES.-On the Mode of Growth and Relations of the Fcnestel-
lidre. Rep. State Geologist for 1884, pp. 35-45, pls. i, ii; figs. a-i, p. 
39; 1-2, p. 40; A-E, p. 41; .A, p. 42; 1-10, pp. 43-45. 1885. Al-
bany. 
Continued from page 14 of the Report of the Stcite Geologist for 1882. 
Assembly document No. 178, 1883. 
The author proposes tbe following subgenera: Fenestropora, Ptylo-
porina, Ptyloporella, Unitrypa,, Lr::otrypa. Gives at length his reasons 
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for not recognizing the generic value of Oarinopora and Oryptoporn 
Nicholson. A considerable number of figures have been prepared, but 
not yet lithographed, to illustrate this paper on the Fenestellidm. These 
will appear in a future report. 
[ HALL, JAMES] .-On the Relations of the Genera S tictopora, Ptilodictya, 
.A.crogenia, and Allied Forms in the Palreozoic Rocks of New York. 
Rep. State Geologist for 1884, p. 46; figs. 1-3, p. 46. 1885. Albany. 
To be printed with the next report of the State Geologist. Figures 
1, 2, and 3 are typical forms of Stictopora, Ptilodictya, and .A.crogenia. 
[II.A.LL• JAMES].-Note (on some Palreozoic Pectcnoid Shells). Rep. 
State Geologist for 1884, pp. 47, 48; figs. 1-6, p. 46. 1885. All>any. 
These wood-cuts were prepared for the report of the State Geologist 
for 1882. They were not completed in time for insertion in that report 
and are introduced in this place with their explanations. mgs. 1 a~d 
2, Aviculopecten; figs. 3 and 4, Pterinea flabella; fig. 5, Actinopteria de-
cussata; and fig. 6, .A.viculopecten exac'U,,tus. 
HEILPRIN, ANGELo.---Town Geology. The Lesson of tlle Philadelphia 
Rocks. Studies of Nature along the· Ilighways and among the By-
ways of a Metropolitan Town, pp. 1-142, p]s. i-vii. 1885. Phil-
adelphia. 
Chapter x is on the fossils of the marl, or life in the Cretaceous pe-
riod, containing popular descriptions of the groups; plates iv and v 
contain :figures of the Cretaceous invertebrate fauna. 
HEILPRIN, ANGELo.-The Classification and Palreontology of the U. S. 
Tertiary Deposits. Science, vol. v, No. 124, pp. 475, 476. June, 1885. 
Cambridge. 
A protest against the acceptance of Dr. Otto Meyer's .views in his 
" Genealogy of the Species of the Older Tertiary Formations," and a warn-
ing to palrnontologists not to accept his numerous new species. 
HEILPRIN, ANGEL0.-The Classification and Palroontology of the U. S. 
Tertiary Deposits. Science, vol. vi, No. 130, pp. 83, 84. July, 1885. 
Cambridge. 
Contains further criticisms of Dr. Otto Meyer's paper, and reiterates 
hi warning to geologists and pa]montologist against the acceptation of 
hi view . 
IIILG .. um, E. W.-Thc Cla ification and Pal 011tology of the U. . T r-
tiary D po. it. . cience, ol. vr, No. J21, J>. 44. ,Tnl.v, 1 :3. Oam-
bri<ln-c. 
ot on Dr. ; tto Mey r'. paper in th Amer. Jour. Sci., and 011 l\Ir. 
A. H<•ilpri11 ,· n ti· f it in ciencc. Tlt , antlior enter a c; vc t on 
hoth ·i,le · of h qn . iion,, ympatltiz~. with Dr. ]\fey r'I-! vi w jn r -
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spect to the transition of so-called species from one of the stages to 
another, but emphatically agrees with Heilprin as to the impossibility 
of subverting the accumulative stratigraphic evidence, to the effect that 
the relative superposition of the several principal stages-the Buhr-
stone, Claiborne, Jackson, and Vicksburg groups-cannot be otherwise 
than as heretofore ascertained in hundreds of localities by others as 
well as by himself. 
HILGARD, E. W.-The Qld Tertiary of the Southwest. Amer. Jour. Sci.; 
3d ser., vol. xxx, pp. 266-269. October, 1885. New Haven. 
Criticises Dr. Otto Meyer's views as expressed in the June and J uJy 
numbers of this journal. Does not attach much importance to Plagi-
ostoma dumosum as a significant fossil. Considers Arca Mississippiensis 
as the most characteristic Vicksburg fossil. For the Jackson age the 
most constant fossil is the Zeuglodon and also Vonericardia planicosta, 
which has nowhere been found associated with the characteristic Vicks-
burg fauna. Through this widely diffused and universally recognized 
shell, as well as through the almost equally constant Gastridium vetus-
tum and Galyptrophorus velatus as common fossils, the Jackson fauna 
connects strikingly with the Claiborne and Buhrstone beds, and tbe 
author has found this Venericardia in the latter in almost immediate 
contact with the Upper Cretaceous rocks of North Mississippi. Upon 
Dr. Meyer's assumption, the Vicksburg beds, void of both of the abo-rn 
types, would actually be intercalated between this oldest post-Creta-
ceous fauna and the Claiborne and Jackson beds. However, his as-
sumption i's abundantly and conclusively disproved by the most direct 
stratigraphical evidence. 
HINDE, G. J.-Description of a New Species ofCrinoids with Articulating 
Spines. Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 5th ser., vol. xv, 
pp. 157-173, pl. vi, and fig. p. 163. March, 1885. London. 
Describes the new genus Hystricrinus=Arthroacantha, Williams, in-
valid, and the new species Hystricrinus Garpenteri from the Middle De-
vonian at Arkona, Ontario, Canad.a. The peculiarity of the species 
consists in movable spines. 
HINDE, G. J.-N otice of Hystricrinus Carpenteri, a Crinoid with Artic-
ulating Spines. Amer. Nat., vol. xix, p. 706. July, 1885. Philadel-
phia. 
. This specimen, from calcareous shales of the Middle Devonian at Ar-
kona, Ontario, was described by Mr. G. J. Hinde in the Ann. and ]tag. 
Nat. Ilist., March, 1885. The genus is identical with Arthrocanthus 
(Williams), a name preoccupied among the Rotatoria. 
HYA'.I.'T, ALPHEUS.-Structure of the Siphon in the Encloceratidm. 
Proc. A. A. A. S., vol. xxxnr, part ii, pp. 400,491. 1885. Salem. 
Abstract. Describes the structure of tho siphon of Endoceras and 
i.- ._ ... .._ 
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refers to that of .Actinoceras, and adds a third type of syphon in a, new 
genus which he calls Ohoanitoceras, the syphon of which is not ascer-
tained, the remains being exclusively those of the bard, unyielding en-
dosiphon and sheaths. / 
HY.A.TT, ALPHEUS.-Structure and Affinities of Beatricea. Proc. A.. A. 
A. S., vol. xxxrrr, part ii, p. 492. 1885. Salem. 
Abstract. This remarkable fossil has a cellular structure similar to 
the Foramenifera, and possesses stolons, uniting these cells with each 
other. 
HY.A.~T, ALPHEUS.-[Letter relative to the Pteropods of the Saint Johll 
Group,l Bull. Nat. Hist. Soc. New Brunswick, No. rv, p. 102. 1885. 
Saint John, New Brunswick. 
States t}Jat a certain form is a Hyalothis, allied to H . undulatus Bar-
rande. The aspe.ct of a syphon is due to the compression of the sharper 
against the :flatter side and the form of the sutures, which favors thi 
impression. These fossils with their distinct septa are remarkably similar 
to certain forms of Nautiloidea, but there is no syphon. They, how-
ever, confirm Von Jhernig's and the author's opinion that the Orthocera.-
tites and Pteropods have bad a common, but as yet undiscovered, an-
cestor in ancient times. 
HYATT, ALPHEUS.-[Letter relative to the Pteropods of the Saint John 
Group.] Canadian Rec. Sci., vol. r (1884-'85)J p. 141. 1885. Mon-
treal. 
This letter also appeared in the Bull. Nat. Hist. Soc. New Brunswick, 
No. rv, p. 102. 1885. Saint John, New Brunswick. 
HYA,TT, ALPHEUS.-Larval Theory of the Origin of Cellular Tissues. 
Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. xxrn, March 5, 1884, pp. i-iv and 
45-163. (1885. Boston.) 
The hypothesis of the common but inUependent origin of types i al o 
supported by all collateral evidences. The results of palrnontologic re-
search have carried back the origin of distinct type~ farther and farther 
every year. It is now established that there was an excessively sud-
den appearance of vast numbers of forms in the Cambri::tm or perhaps 
arlier, as claimed by Prof. J. Marcou. The author bas applied thi 
specific statement as a generalization to the history of ma11er group 
of fos ils in everal branches of the animal kingdom, and in many for-
mation , and has found that the sudden appearance of the smaller 
group occurs according to the same law. The early geologic hj tory 
of animal life, like the arly , tages of development in the embryo, wa.R 
m r highly concentrated and accellerated proce, in evolution than 
tlt t which o curr d at any ub equent period of the earth's hi tory. 
Th gr· t mas of Ii£ as hown by the fo il ha been progres ive, 
and th progre . wa similar to that of the individual from a more gen-
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eralized to more and more specialized conditions and structures. The 
primitive stocks, like the primitive Metazoa, the Porifera, were certainly 
much more variable and unstable than the later and more complicated 
forms, which are more stable and less susceptible of change. Thus, 
when radical changes become necessary in order to sustain the life of 
the species of a group, they die out as did the Ammonites, or decay as 
did the Nautiloids, and exhibit most clearly the stability they have ac-
quired as progressive forms in their inability to meet the requirements 
of different modern conditions. 
JAMES, J. F.-Fucoids of the Cincinnati Group. Jour. Cincinnati Soc. 
Nat. Hist., vol. vu, pp. 151-166, pls. vii, viii. tTanuary, 1885. Cin-
cinnati. ' 
Describes the new species Cruziana Carleyi, and finishes reviewing 
the already described fossil algrn of the group. The author -concludes 
that there is not a single one entitled to remain fn the class. They are 
referred to three different sources: first, inorganic causes; second, to 
trails and burrows; third, and last, to the Hydrozoa. 
JAMES, J. F.-Are there any Fossil Algre ~ Amer. Nat., vol. xrx, pp. 
165-167. February, 1885. Philadelphia. · 
The author seems to consider that there are no fossil algre, and that 
it is unreasonable to expect to find any. 
J.d..MEs, J. F.-Remarks on a supposed Fossil Fungus from the Coal 
Measures. Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. vnr, pp. 157-159. 
October, 1885. Cincinnati. 
The author holds that Rhizomorpha sigillarim Lesquereux is not a 
fungus, but the burrow left under the bark by the grub of some one of 
the species of insects flourishing ·at the time of the deposition of the 
coal, and refers to th(j burrows made by species ·of Scolytus under the · 
bark of species of hickory as possessing the same characteristics and 
appearances as the fossil. 
JAMES, J. F.-Remarks on some Markings on the Rocks of the Cincin-
nati Group, described under the names of Ormathicuus and ,valcot-
tia. Jour. Cincinnati Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. vrn, pp. 160-162. Octo-
ber, 1885. Cincinnati. 
The author considers that Ormathicuus Miller is not the track made 
by a Gasteropod, but was really made by a crinoid stem. The author 
thinks this is shown conclusively by a specimen found near Cincinnati 
by Mr. U. P. James containing a part of the crinoid stern which he con-
siders made the mark. The genus Walcottia Miller and Dyer, two of 
whose species are considered as crinoid-stem impressions, and the third 
as probably a burrow, is·" consi$'ned to the limbo of the improbable." 
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J .A.MES, J. l? .-Remarks on the Genera Lepidolites, .Anomaloides, I cha-
dites, and Receptaculites from the Cincinnati Group. Jour. Cincinnati 
Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. vnr, pp. 163-16G. October, 1885. Cincinnati. 
The author considers Lepido lites ·(Ulrich) a synonym of Ischadites 
Murchison, and.Anomaloides Ulrich a synonym of Receptaculites Defrance. 
JULIEN, A. A.-A study of Eozoon Cann.dense, Filed Observations. 
Eroc. A. .A. .A. S., vol. xx~nr, part ii, pp. 415, 416. 1885. Salem. 
Abstract. A description was given of tlrn lithologic clmructeristics of 
the rocks inclosing and associated with Eozoon Oanadensc at various 
localities. The inclosure of pyroxene ( or malachite-) witliin the serpen-
tine was described at a new locality for Eozoon, Seillant's apatite mine 
near Cote Saint Pierre. 
K.A.Rscrr, FR.A.Nz.-Samuel H. Scudder. The Species of Mylacris, a 
Carboniferous Genus of Cockroaches. Mem. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vo1. 
rn, No. ix, 188~l, pp. 299-309, pl. xxvii, fig. 5-11. Iloston. Neu. 
Jahrb. fur Min. Geol. &; Pal., 1885, Band n, pp. 178, 17D. Stuttgart. 
(Abstract.) 
KARscn, FR.A.Nz.-Samuel H. Scud<ler: AN cw and Unusually Perfect 
Carboniferous Cockroach from Mazon Creek, I1linois. Proc. Bost. Soc. 
Nat. lfist., vol. xxr, pt. iv, 1882, pp. 391-39G. (1883. Boston.) Neu. 
Jahrb. fur Min. Geol. &; Pal., 1885, Band rr, p. 1 W. Stuttgart. 
(Abstract.) 
K.A.Rscn, FR.A.NZ.-Sam uel II. Scu<lder: 0 lder Fossil Insects West of Llle 
Mississippi. Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. liist., vol. xxn, pt. i, 1S82, pp. i,8-
G0. (1883. Boston.) Neu. Jahrb. fur Min. Gcol. & Pal., 1885, Band 
u, pp. 177, 178. Stuttgart. (Abstr?'ct.) 
K.A.RSCH, FR.A.Nz.-Samuel II. Scudder : N oies 011 , ·ome of the Tertiary 
Neuroptera of Florrisant and Uolorado, and Green Uiver, Wyoming 
Territory. Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. xxr, pt. i , 1882, pp. 407-400. 
(1883. Boston.) Neu. Jahrb. fur JJ1in. Oeol. & Pal., 1885, Band rr, 
pp. 17G, 177. Stuttgart. (.Abstract.) 
KARSCH, FRANZ.-Sarnuel H. Scudder: Two New and Dh-erse Types of 
Carboniferous Myriopods. JJfem. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. In, No. ix, 
pp. 283-297. 1884. Boston. Ne'u. Jahrb. fur JJfin. Gcol. & Pal., 
18 5, Band rr, pp. 175, 17G. Stnttgart. (Au tract.) 
KARCSH, ] R.A.NZ.-Sarnuel IT. Scudder: Arcllipolypoda, a sub rdinate 
typ f , pin cl Myriop <1 from th arbouifcrous formation. 111em. 
Dost. • oc. Nat. lli ·t., vol. nr, No. v, pp. 143-182, pl. x-xiii. 1~ 82. 
l,o ton. eu. ,Tahrb. fur Min. Genl. (f; I'rrf., 1 85, Ilnncl u, pp. 174, 
17:,. 'tnttrrnrt. (Alvtrn.et.) 
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K.rnscrr, FRANz,_;__Sa,muel H. Scudder: A Contribution to our know 1-
. edge of palreozoic Arachnida. Proceed. of the Amer-ican Academy of 
Arts and Sciences, vol. xx (N. S. xn), 1884, pp. 13-22. Neu. Jahrb. 
fur JJfin. Geol. & Pal., 1885, Band n, pp. 172, 173. Stuttgart. · 
(Abstract.) 
KuNz, G. F.-On the Agatized Woods and the Malachite, Azurite, &c., 
from Arizona. Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., vol. v, 1885-'86, pp. 9-12. 
October, 1885. New York. · 
Describes the silicified fotest in Arizona known as · Chalcedony Park, 
situated 8 miles south of Corriza, Apache County, Arizona. Remarks 
that the wood structure has been perfectly preserved even to the forms 
of the minute cells. 
LESQUEREUX, LEo,-Contributions to the Fossil Flora of the Western 
Territories, part nr. The Cretaceous and Tertiary Floras. Rep. U. 
S. Geol. Surv. Territories, F. V. Hayden, U. S. Geologist in clmrge~ 
vol. vnr, pp. i-vi and 1-283, pls. i-lix. 4to. 1883. Washington. 
This important work was not published till February, 1885, althoug-L 
it bears the imprint 1883. It is divided into four parts, as follows, vi:l: 
I. The flora of the Dakota group; 
(1) General remarks. Concludes that the first appearance and ap-
parent simultaneous multiplication of the dicotyledonous plants remains 
a fact inconceivable to reasijn, 
(2) Description and enumeration of species of the American Dakota 
group formation. The following new species are described: Equisetum 
nodosum, Podozamites oblongus, P. prrelongus, P. emarginatus, P. cauda-
tus, Torreya oblanceolata, Thitites crassus, Myrica Sternbergii, Quercus 
dakotensis, Q. morrisoniana, Ficus Beclcwithii, F. ? angustata, F. rnagno-
licefolia, F. Glasccena, Lomatia Saporteana, var. longifolia, Laurus ? mo-
desta, Sassafras (Araliopsis) dissectum, S. (A) platanoides, Aralia sub-
emarginata, A. tenuinervis, A. radiata, Oissites saUsburirefolius, Hama-
rnelites tenuinervis, H. qu,ercifoliits, II.. (1) cordatus, Magnolia sp. Lirio-
phyllum obcordatum, OarpUes liriophylli ?, Anona cretacea, Menispermites 
acutUobus, M. grandis, Sterculia lugubris, S. aperta, Sapindus Morr-isoni, 
Rhamnus prunifolius, Leguminosites cultriforrnis, Aspidfophyllum denta-
tum, A. platijolium, Oarpolithes species. 1 
(3) Table of distribution of the plants of the Cretaceous Uenomanian 
formation. 
( 4) Relationshjp of the flora of the Dakota group. The author con-
cludes that the marked analogy in the components of the floras author-
izes the conclusion of equivalency of the age of the Dakota group with 
that of the Quader sandstone of Germany, which is a.s positively de-
termined as Cenomanian by its animal fossils as the 'Dakota group is 
recognized as Middle Cretaceous by the invertebrate remains which 
abound iu the strata of the Fort Benton group immediately overlying it. 
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II. Flora of the Laramie group: 
(1) States that the flora has a relation, remarkably well dr.fined, with 
that of Sezanne. Says that the age of tlrn Laramie group of Hay<leu i 
not yet definitely determine<.l. The flora, like the invertebrate fauna, is 
on the whole of a peculiar character, uniformily distributed O\"'er the 
whole extent of the formation, and free from any types o-:.· characters 
relating it to the Cretaceous flora. .As the Laramie group has never 
been subjected to submersion in the deep sea, the few remains of Dino-
saurians found in it are derirnd from low marine lagoons penetratiug 
into the land, and cannot impress the formation with the Cret~weous 
character. 
(2) Table of distribution of the species of the Laramie group. 
(3) D~scription of species added to the flora of the Laramie group. 
The following new species are described: Osmunda major, Oreodoxites 
plicatus, Aralia pungens, Anona ro°Qusta, Zizyphus Bcclcu:ithii, Rhamnus 
def ormatus. 
III. The flora of the Green River group: 
(1) Geological distribution of the measures. 
(2) Enumeration and description of the species of fossil plants known 
from the Green River group. The following new species are described: 
Chara ? glomerata, Fontinalis pristina, Isoetes brevif olius, Sphenopteris 
Guyottii, Adiantites gr.acillimus, Pinus Florissanti, Widdringtonia linguw-
folia, Cyperites Haydcnii, Potamogeton ? 1:erticillatus, N crjadopsis r1tgulosa, 
Lem,na penicillata, Flabcllaria Florissanti, Palrnocarpon ? ,qlobosU?n, 
Myrica obscura, ][. rigida, M. callicomrefolia, M. fallax, M: 8cottii, JJ[. 
diversifolia, M. Alkalina, Betula Florissanti, B. truncata, .A_lnits cordata, 
Ostrya betuloides, Oarpinus attenuata, 0. fraterna,, Querc1ts Osbornii, 
Q. pyrifolia, Q. castaneopsis, Salix amygdalwfolia, S. Libbeyi, Ulnus llil-
liw, U. Brownellii, Celtis McOoshii, Ficus tcnuincrvis, F. allcalina, San-
talum Americanum, Banlcsites linca,t1ts, Lomatia halcerefolia, L. spinosa, 
L. terminalis, L. tripartita, L. acut-iloba, L. abbreviata, L. interrupta, 
Pimelea delicatula, Olea prwmissa, Frax·imts Hcerii, F. mespilifolia, F. 
abureviata, F. ? myricwfol-ia, F. Dngeri, F. Libbeyi, ApOC'IJnophyllum, 
Scuddcr-i, Pora.na Speirii, P. tenuis, Myrsinc latifolia, Bumelia Floris-
santi, llfacreightia crassa, Andromeda delicatula, A. rhomboidalis, A.ralia 
clissecta, Hedera marginata, W cinmannia integrif olia, W. obtusifolia, 
Sterculia rigida, Tilia populifolia, Acer indivisitrn, Sapindus inflexus, . 
lancijolius, Evonymus flexifolius, Oelastrus Lacmi, 0. fraxinifolius, G. 
elegans, Ilex pseudo-stenophylla, I. rnicrophylla, I. mac1tlata, I. querci-
folia, I. grandifolia, I. knightirefolia, Rhamnus olcwfolius, Juglans Floris-
santi, Rhu f raterna, R. coriarioides, R. cassioides, R. Hilliw, R. subrh01n-
boidalis, R. vexans, R. trijolioides, Zanthoxylon spirewfolimn, Ailanth'll. 
lo119e-petiolatl!', Am,elanchier typica, Cratwgus acer-ifolia, Ii osa Ilillia: 
A mygrlalus oracilis, Cyt-isus rnodestus, 0. Flori8santianus, Ocrci parri-
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Jol-ia, Podogonium acuminatum, Lcgum-inosites serrulatus; L. species, An-
tholithes amcenus, A. improbus, Oarpites gcmmaoeus, ,G. Milioidcs. 
(3) General remarks. Table of distribution of the plants of the Green 
River and White River groups. 
(4) Relationship of the local groups indicated by correlation of spc-
eies. The plants which have heretofore been referred by the author to 
the Green River group represent two different horizons: Green River 
Station, Randolph Company, and Alkali Station for one, Florissant, 
White River, and Elko for a second. The materials obtained at the :Q.rst 
are too scant to afford any indication of their reforence to any particular 
stage of the 'rertiary; they may represent a lower group than that of 
the Florissant, but what is said of the relationship of these plants au-
thorizes a contra;ry conclusion. Considers the flora of Florissant prob-
ably synchronous with that of the Oligocene of France. 
IV. Miocene flora: 
(1) Description of Miocene species from specimens obtained in the 
so-called Bad Lands of Dakota. The following are new species : Asple-
nium tenerum, Equisetum gluboswm, Qucrcus Dentoni, Ficus artooarpoides, 
Tetranthera prmcursoria, Ginchonidium ovale, Viburnum dalcotense, V. 
Dentoni, Aralia acerifolia, Acer gracilescens, Rhus Winchellii, Prunus 
dakotensis, Gercis trunoata. 
(2) Description of Miocene species of California and Oregon. The 
following species are new : Betula parce-dentata, Alnus corrallina, A. car-
pinoides, Qiiercus Breweri, Ulnus pseudo-amerfoana, Ficus asim,inmfolia, 
.Laurus grandis, L. salicijolia, L. californica, Grewia au,rfoulata, Ailan-
thus ovata, Myrtus oregonensis, Oolutea boweniana. · 
(3) Contributions to the Miocene flora of Alaska. The following spe-
cies are new: Thuites ( Ohamc.ccyparis) Alaskensis~ Oomptonia cuspidata, 
0. prmmissa, Betula Alaskana~ Alnus corylifolia, Quorcus Dallif. 
(4) Species of plants from the chalk bluffs of California. 
(5) Table of distribution of the North American Miocene fossil plants. 
(6) Remarks on the species of Miocene plants. The author concludes 
tlJat as t,he fossil floras of Carbon and the Bad Lands are related by 
teu identical species, and those of the Bad Lands and Alaska by thir-
teen, these three groups apparently represent the same stage of the 
North American Miocene. TJ10 flora of Carbon has only four species 
identified in that of Alaska, but their lesser degree of affinity may be 
ascribed to difference in latitude. 
LESQUEREux, LEo.-Contributions to the Fossil Flora of the Western 
Territories, part rrr. Pop. Soi. Monthly, vol. xxvrr, p. 560. August, 
1885. New York. 
Notice and brief abstract of Professor Lesquereux's vol. vrrr of Rep. 
Geol. Surv. Terr., under F. V. Hayden. 4po series. -
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MACKAY, A. IL-Organic Siliceous Remains in the Lako Deposits of 
Nova Scotia. Canadian Rec. Soi., vol. I (1884-'S5), pp. 236-244. 
Montreal. 
Divides the deposits as follows: First, earthy muds; second, black 
or brownish slimy muds; third, whitish siliceous muds, consisting 
nearly entirely of the cell-walls of the diatomacere aml the spicules or 
fresh-water sponges, which are found to be present jn classes first and 
second also, although in less comparative abundance. Gives a list of 
one hundred and four species of diatomacem identified from the sili-
ceous material; also gives a list of the species of living sponges whose 
spicules abound in the deposits. 
MARCOU, JULES.-The Taconic System and its Position in Stratigraphic 
Geology. Proc . ..American ..Academy of Arts and Sciences, new series, 
vol. xu, pp. 17 4-256. 1885. Cam bridge. 
Many lists of fossils are given. The "Taconic System" comprehends 
· all the strata in which the Primordial faunm are found. These faunre 
are three in number. The Infra-Primordial, including the most ancient 
fossils of Newfoundland, among which as yet no trilobite has been found 
with cert~inty. The Primordial fauna, properly so-called, that of Bo-
hemia and Scandinavia, and which is represented in America by the 
Paradoxides and Olencllus beds. The Supra-Primordial fauna, found 
at Hof, in Bavaria, at Vestfosen, near Christiania, in Norway, and else-
where in Europe. On Lako Champlain it includes certain colonies of 
the second fauna of Barrande, and is terminated by the "Potsdam sand-
stone," including the "Saratoga limestone," with Primordial fossils dis-
covered by Walcott. 
MARCOU, J. B.- Progress of North .American Invertebrate Palreon-
tology for 1884. ..Amer. Nat., vol. xrx, pp. 353-300. April, 1885. 
Philadelphia. 
A brief sketch of tlle pa,lmontologic work done in 1884. A more ex-
tended review is published in the report of the Smithsonian Institution 
for 1884. 
MAn,cou, J. B.-A Review of the Progress ·of North American Inverte-
brate Palmontology for 1884. Smithsonian Report for 1884, No. 610, 
pp. 1-20. (1885. Washington.) 
An attempt has been made to give a brief idea of the contents of 
each work, the new genera and the species described, and the general 
conclu ionR of the authors. 
Mmcou, J. B.-(Progress of North American Invertebrate Palreon-
t l gy fi r 1 4.) "Nature, vol. xxxn, p. 116. 1885. London an<l 
... Tew York. 
... ."'oti c f Ir. arcou ,• paper in the American Naturalist. 
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jJ ,nwou, J. B.-(Identi.fica,tion of Fossils and Strata of the Great Sioux 
Reservation.) The Lignites of the Great Sioux Reservation, a Report 
ou the Region between the Grand and Moreau Ri , ... ers, D:1kota, l>y 
Bailey Willis. Bull. U. S. Geol. Surv., No. 21, p. 11. 1885. Wash-
iugton. 
A stratigraphic list of the fossils collected by Mr. Willis. 
l\1Aucou, J. B.-A List of the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Types in the Col-
lections of the U.S. National Museum. Proc. U.S. National JJfitseum, 
vol. vm, pp. 290-344. 1885. Washington. 
MATTHEW, G. F.-Recent Discoveries in the Saint John Group. Cana-
dian Rec. Sci., vol. I (1884-'85), pp. 136-141. Montreal. 
1..'his article also appeared in the Bull. Nat. Hist. Soc. New Brunswick, 
No. IV, pp. 97-102. 1885. Saint John, New Brunswick. 
M.A.'I.''.l'HEW, G. F.-A New Genus of Cambrian Pteropods. Oanadfon 
Rec. Sci., vol. I (1884-'85) pp. 149-~52, figs. 1-3 on p. 152. Mon-
treal. 
Describes from the Saint John group, the new genus Camerotheca, 
with the new species C. gracilis as the type. He. refers to this geu ui::; 
Hyolithes danianus (Bull. No. 10 U. S. Geol. Survey). In a note tlrn 
author states that, after seeing the specific description of Eichwal<Fs 
typical species H. acutus, he considers it necessary to place Oamerotheca 
as a subgenus of Hyolithes. · 
MATTHEW, G. F.-An Outliue of Recent Discoveries in the Sajnt John 
Group. With a Letter of Prof. Alpheus Hyatt relative to the Ptero-
pods. B1tll. Nat. Hist. Soc. New Brunswick, No. IV, pp. 97-102. 1885. 
Saint John, New Brunswick. 
Gives a general sketch of the Saint John group and its fauna. Con-
8iders it to more nearly represent the Solva group than the Menevian. 
(&e Hyatt, Alpbeus.) 
M.A.1'THEW, G. F.-0 n the Probable Occurrence of the Great Welsh 
Paradoxides, P. Davidis, in America. A.mer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., vol. 
xxx, pp. 72, 73. July, 1885. New Haven. 
The author states that he has received from Mr. J.P. Howley, direc-
tor of the Geological Survey of N ewfoundla.nd, fragments which appear 
to belong to the species Para.doxides Davidis. Th(jy occur in a hard 
black silico-calcareous shale at Highland's Cove, Trinity Bay, New-
foundland, in company with species of A.gnostus, .A.punctuos1.ts Ang., A .. 
~mvigatus Dalm., A. . .A.cadicus Hartt (var. decliv,is Matthew). These fos-
' ·ils indicate a new horizon in thG Paradoxides beds of America some-
what above that of Braintree, or the known horizous of Newfouudland 
and New Brunswick. [It may also occur in the Cambrian slate of 
Saint John, New Brunswick.] 
H. Mis. 15-47 
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M.A.TTHEW, G. F.-(On the Probable Occurrence of the Great "\V-elsh 
Paradoxides ( P. davidis) in America. Nature, vol. xxxn, p. 358. 
1885. London and New York. 
Notice and abstract of Mr. Matthew's paper in the .Amer. Jour. Sci. 
MATTHEW, G. F.-Note on the Genus Stenotheca. Geol. Mag., new 
series, Decade III, vol. n, pp. 425,426. September, 1885. London. 
Remarks on species from the Saint John group of Nova Scotia. The 
author mentions five species as occurring in the Saint John group, and 
makes some remarks on their affinities and habitat. 
MATTHEW, G. F. -Notice of a New Genus of Pteropods from the Saint 
John Group (Cambrian) . .Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., vol. xxx, pp. 293, 
204, figs. 1-3 on p. 294. October, 1885. New p:aven. 
Describes the new genus Diplotheoa aoadica Hartt, sp. var. orassa, D. 
Hyattiana, and D. Hyattiana var. oaudata. 
MAT'l'HEW, G. F.-Illustrations of the Fauna of tbe Saint John Group 
continued. On the Oonocoryphea, with further remarks on Paratlox-
ides. Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, vol. n, section iv, 1884, pp. 99-124, 
pl. i. (1885. Montreal.) 
The author gives further descriptions of Paradoxides aoadious, fig. i, 
of the young of the species; also describes Paradox-ides lamellatus Hartt, 
figs. 3 and 4. On fig. 5 the author reproduces a pygidium incorrectly 
figured in connection with his former paper. (See fig. 15, pl. x, vol. r, 
Trans. Roy. Soc. of Canada.) The author suggests that the name Para-
doxides 1lficmac be applied to the species fig. 8, pl. x, vol. r, Trans. Roy. 
Soc. of Canada. This is probably the specimen figured in "Acadian 
Geology." The author divides Conoooryphea into two groups: Otenoce-
phalus Corda and Oonoooryphea Corda; gives a detailed description of 
Ctenooephalus Matthewi Hartt sp. (figs. 6--21, pp. 103-111) and its devel-
opment and growth. The same thing is done for Oonoooryphe Baileyi 
llartt sp. (figs. 22-27, pp. 111-114), and Conoooryphe elegans Hartt p. 
(figs. 28-34, pp. 115-110). The author also describes tbe new species 
Conoooryphe Walootti (figs. 36 and 36b, pp. 119,120). Makes general 
comparisons and conclusions on pp. 120-J 23. 
(MILNE, EDWARDS H.].-Structure des Trilobites. Ann. des Soi. Nat., 
Sixieme Ser., vol. xn, Art. 3, p. 33, pls. i-iii. 1881. Paris. 
A review of 0. D. Walcott' Organization of Trilobites. (Not seen.) 
Mo1mrs, OH.A.RLES.-The Primary Conditions of Fo silization. Proc. 
Acad. Nat., oi. Philad., vol.-, pp. 97-101. July, 1885. Philadelphia. 
An int re,'tiu<r paper containing 80mc ' light cli crepancie an l witb 
ome of Urn J remi.·ex f which rna,ny people will disagree. The author 
r_ ach ·s th ·ondu ·ion thaL fo · ·ilizatiou f a.uirual for1m;·wa not po · 
ible until, ~ fl r · l ug J> •riocl of , oluti n, the power of secreting hard 
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external coverings was gained. The author says tlJat there can be no 
question that the trilobite had foes stronger than himself, against whom 
lie found defense only in his chitinous armor," but he says nothing of 
the necessity of weapons of attack in these supposed foes. 
MORRIS, UHARLES.-.A.ttack and Defense as Agents in Animal Ev<;>lu: 
tion. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., vol.-, pp. 385-392. December, 
1885. Philadelphia. 
Early fossilization is due to the preservation of the dermal skeletons 
of animals of considerably advanced organization, and those were proba-
bly preceded during a long era by soft-bodied forms of low organization. 
Yet, after the advent of armored animals, it is probable that the seas 
were still tenanted by numerous soft-bodied forms, mainly swimmers, 
'the progenitors of the many naked ocean swimmers which still exist. 
Later the tendency is no longer to assume armor, but to throw it off 
aud return toward the unprotected condition. Finally, in the human 
species, even the covering of hairs is nearly lost, and in external condition 
the highest form of animal life approaches tbe lowest. The armored 
cepbalopods have gradually disappeared till only the Nautilus remains. 
The unarmored forms have rapidly ·increased until they abundantly 
people the modern seas. The changes described have t,aken place under 
the influence of one of the most active agents in evolution, that of the 
reciprocal influence of attack and defense on animal structure. Thus 
we seefa to perceive four successive ideas emerging into prominence in 
the development of the animal kingdom. In the prii:nawal epoch it is 
probable that 'only soft-bodied animals existed, and the weapons of as-
sault were the tentacle, the thread cell, the ~ucking disk, and the like 
uuin<lurated weapons. At a later . period . armor became generally 
adopted for defense, and the tooth became the most efficient weapon of 
attack, till later armor was discarded, and flight or concealment be-
came the main method. of escape, and swift pursuit the principle of at-
tack, while claws were added to teeth as assailing weapons. Finally, 
mentality came into play, intelligence became the most efficient agent 
both in att,ack and defense, and a special development of the mind ~e-
gan. 
The article is so condensed as_ to render it difficult to give a brief sy-
nopsis of it. • 
MEYER, OTTO.-The Genealogy and theAgeoftlleSpecies in the South-
ern Old-Tertiary. Amtr. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., vol. xxrx, pp. 457-468; 
vol. xxx, pp. 00-72, and 421-435, figs. a-c, on p. 70. June, Ju(r, anu 
December, 1885. New Haven. 
The autllor considers that the succession is just the contrary from 
what has ordinarily been supposed, the Vicksburg being the ol<1est, 
an<l the Claiborne the most recent formation. The articl~ is divided 
into three parts. 
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Part I. The genealogical relations of the species. In the first part 
the author characterizes and partly describes the following new speci ·: 
Disco.fiustrellaria J acksonensis, Limopsis radiatus, Astarte sulcata, var. 
Jacksonensis, .A. (Micromeris) parva Lea, var. Vicksburgensis, Venericar-
dia diversidentata, V. parva Lea, var. Jacksonensis, V. inflatior, V. in-
fiatior var. J acksonensis, Oytherea J acksonensis, Tellina Vicksburgensis 
Conrad, var. robusta, Periploma Olaibornensis Lea, var. parva, Mactra 
inornata, Oorbula Willistoni, Dentalium subcompressum, D. Leai, D. 
Dana,i, Gadulus Jacksonensis, 0. Vicksburgensis, 1.'einostoma subrotunda, 
T. angularis, T. Verrilli, Natica decipiens, Distortrix Jacksonensis, Fusits 
Bmttgeri, Turbinella humilior, Fulgur filius, Marginella incurva Lea, var. 
J acksonensis, Oliva media, Pleurotoma exculpata, Oonus protracta, 0. 
Jacksonensis, .Actmon annectens. Gives a table showing the successional 
relations of the Vicksburg, Jackson, and Claiborne species. 
Part II. Tlte age of the Vicksburg and the _Jackson beds. This part 
is mostly made up of bibliographical extracts and the author's inter-
pretation of former writers' works; he describes the new species Scal-
pellum Eocenense from stratum b of the Claibornian. The author's views 
the relative ages of the formations have already been cited above. 
Pa.rt III. Reply to criticisms. The author defends his views against 
the criticisms of E. W. Hilgard, E. A. Smith, and T. H. Aldrich, in the 
Octo1?er number of tbe .Amer. Jour. Sci. 
MEYER, OTT0.-(The Genealogy and Age oftbe Species in the Southern 
Old Tertiaries.) Nature, vol. xxxn, p. 358. 1885. London and New 
York. 
Notice of Dr. Meyer's paper in the Amer. Jour. Sci., parts i and ii. 
MEYER, OTTO.-'l'he Classification and Palreontology of the U. S. Ter-
tiary Deposits. Science, vol. v, No. 125, p. 516. June, 1885. Cam-
bridge. 
Mr. Meyer refers people interested in bis article to the second part of 
it in the July number of the American Journal. 
MEYER, OTT0.-The Classification and Palreontology of the U. S. Ter-
tiary Deposits. Science, vol. vr, No. 133, pp. 143, 144. August, 1885. 
Cambridge. • 
An answer to Mr. Angelo Heilprin's criticism on his work, publish<'d 
in Science, July 31, 1885. 
NEUMAYR, M.-J. E. Whiteaves: On the Fossils of Uoal-Beaiing De-
pm,it of the Queen Charlotte I land, collected by Dr. G. H. Daw on 
in 18! . Gcologioa,l and Natural llistory 1,rvey of Canada. 1\1 oz ic 
1 o.· ·11. , ,·ol. 1, pa,rt '. l 4. .i\loutreal. On tlie Lower Uretaceou. 
Po ·k. of 'riti ·h UoJumbia, :transactions oftlwRoyal Society of Canada 
~ ct. nr, l ~, . 1. eu. ,Tahrb. fur Min. Geol. & Pal., 1 5 Baud 
p. 11 117. tuttg. rt. (Ab tract.) 
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NEWBERRY, J. S.-Description of some Peculiar Screw-likeFossi1sfrom 
the Chemung Rocks. Ann. N. Y. Accid. Sci., ·ml. ur, June, 1885, No. 
7, pp. 217-2~0, pl. xviii. New York. 
De8cribes the new genus Spiraxis and two species under it, S. major 
and S. Ra,ndalli, from the Chemung group in Northern Pennsylvania· 
and Southern New York. No definite opinion is given as to the affini-
ties of the genus. 
NEWBERRY, J. S.-Some Peculiar Screw-like Casts from the Sand-
stones of the Chemung Group of New York and Pennsylvania. 
Trans. N. Y. Acad. Sci., vol. ur, 1883-'84, pp. 33, 34. 1885. New York. 
The new genus Spiraxis and species S. major and S. Randalli fully 
described and figured in the Annals, vol. ur, No. 7. The present de-
scriptions were read December 3, 1883. 
N'EWBERRY, J. S.-(Some Peculiar Screw-like Fossils from the Chemung 
Rocks of Northern Pennsylvania and Southern New York.) Pop. Sci. 
Monthly, vol. xxvn, p. 719. September, 1885. New York . 
.A. notice and abstract of Professor Newberry's article in ibe Annals 
of the NeU? York Academy of Sciences. 
NICHOLSON, H. A., a,nd ETHERIDGE, ROBERT, Jr.-On the Synonymy, 
Structure, and Geological 'Distribution of Solenoptera coMpacta, Bill-
ings sp. Geol. Mag., new series, Decade III, vol. n, l?P· 529-535, pl. 
xiii. December, 1885. London. 
Describes and discusses the relations, occurrence, and varieties vf the 
fossil mentioned, originally descr:ibed from the Black River limestone 
under the Stromatopora compacta Billings. 
NICHOLSON, H . .A.., and FooRD, .A.. H.-On the Genus Fistulipora Mc-
Coy, with descriptions of several species. Annals and Magazine of 
Natural History, 5th series, vol. xvr, pp. 496-,517, pls. xv-xviii, figs. 
1-6, pp. 497, 501, 507, 513, and 514. December, 1885. London. 
Describes P.istulipora utriculus Rominger, from the Hamilton group 
at .A.rkona, Ontario, Canada, and JJ'. miensis Rominger, from the Ham-
ilton group at Canandaigua, Ontario County, New York. 
PACKARD, .A.. S.-Types of Carboniferous Xiphosura new to North 
America. Amer. Nat., vol. xrx, pp. 291-294. March, 1885. Phila-
delphia. 
From the Carboniferous beds of Pittston, Pa., the author qescribes a 
new species, Eupropis longispina. From Mazon Creek, Morris, Ill., he 
describes a new species of Belinurus and one of Oyclus, two genera new 
to this continent, and a new genus, Dipeltis, which he places among the 
Oyclidce for the preAent; the specific names are Belinurus lacmi, Oyclus 
americanus, Dipeltis diplodisous. Ful1cr descriptfons, with illustrations 
and m asnrements, will be published subsequently. 
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PACKARD, .A. S.-The Syncarida, a Group of 0arbonfferous Crm1tacea. 
Amer. Nat., vol. xrx, pp. 700-703. July 1, 1885. PbiladelplJb. 
Presents the conclusions of a paper read at the last meeting of the 
National Academy of Sciences. The author considers the Syncarida a, 
· a suborder, standing near or at the base of the Thoracostraca, not far 
from tbe Stomapoda and Schizopoda,, and with appendages closely homo-
logous with those of these two groups. In their lack of a carapace nnd 
in the well formed dorsal arch of the seven thoi:acic segments, we are 
obliged to consider them as an annectant group, 'pointing to the ~xi. t-
ence of some extinct group which may have still more closely connected 
the sessile-eyed and stalk-eyed Crustacea. 
[PACKARD, A. S.]-On the Gampsonychidoo, an Undescribed Family of 
Fossil Schizopod Crustacea. Amer. Nat., vol. xrx, pp. 790-793. An-
gust, 1885. Philadelphia. 
Abstract of a paper read at the April meeting of the National .Acad-
emy of Sciences. The study of about a dozen specimens of PalmocariN 
typus Meek and Worthen, has led the author to compare the genus with 
G-ampsonyx, and the result has led to the formation of a family or higher 
group for the two genera, which should properly staud at the base of 
the Schizopoda, while also serving to bridge over the chasm existing 
beween the tboracostracous suborders Syncarida and Schizopoda. Tbi, 
group may be called Gampsonychidre. The principal character which 
separates this group from all other schizopods is the entire absence of a 
carapace. When we compare the Gampsonychidre with the Syncaridm 
(Acanthotelson) we see that both groups have the same number of body 
segments and that both lack a carapace; and thus while the Gampsony-
chidre are the ancestors of living schizopods, the group as a whole proba-
bly <lescended from Acanthotelson, which is thus a truly synthetic form, 
standing in an ancestral relation to all the Thoracostraca, while it also 
suggests that the sessile-eyed and stalk-eyed Crustacea may have had 
a common parentage. 
PACK.A.RD, A. S.-On the Anthracoridro, a Family of Carboniferon 
Macrurous Decapod Crustacea, allied to the Eryo-oidro. .Amer. Nat., 
vol. xu, pp. 880, 881. September, 1885. Philadelphia. 
Abstract of an article read before the National Academy of Scien · . 
in April, 18 5. The author bas had opportunity of studying specimen. 
of Anthrapalwmon gracilis Meek and Wort.hen. The newly ob erv cl 
cbar< cters ar the carapace with its rostrum, showing that the Am ri-
can p i s in th e r pect closely resemble tbe European one fig-
ured by alter, the founder of the genus. Moreover, pecimen how 
• th ntir horacic leg , while the antennro of both pairs were almo t 
entir lv. hown. Tb factthattb fir tpairofthoracicfeet were carcely 
hug r than th nc ding pair hows that ..Anthrapalmrnon cannot b 
plac <1 in th Eryoni<lre, but hould form the typ f a di tin t group 
of family raul , n n of th •xi ting llfacritra haviJ1g ,'U b, me 11 ant ri r 
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legs. .At the same time the C::irboniferous Anthracari<lcc were prouably 
tlrn forerunners or ancestors of the Mesozoic and later Eryonidre. From 
the 1~atnre of th(j differentiation of the telson in the Galatheidm the 
author is inclined to believe, from what he has observed from the speci-
mens before him, that the telson of Anthrapalcemon is subdivided iu 
rn'larly the same manner. If so, the genus cannot be referred to the 
Eryonidre, and should therefore .be regarded as the type of a distinct 
fami]~T, which he calls Anthracaridce, and briefly characterizes. 
PEACH, B. N.-Ancient Air-breathers. Nature, vol. XXXI, pp. 295-2HS, 
figs. 1 and 2 on pp. 296 and 297. 1885. London and New York. -
A general review of Palmozoic scorpions ; cites the genus Eoscorpfos 
Meek and Worthen. State~ that Professor Lindstrom shows that Pa-
lwophoneus nuncius was a land animal and a true air-breather. Coll-
siders that Gyrichnites, of the Lower Devonian of Gaspe, may have been 
animals which supplied food to the ancient scorpions. 
PEACH, B. N.-(Notice of.) (A Compendium to our Knowledge of tho 
Ancient Scorpions, Nature, January 29, 1885.) Am,er. Na,t., vol. XIX, 
p. 706. July, 1885. Philadelphia. 
Cites Meek and Worthen's description of Eoscorpius in 1866. 
PERRY, J. H.-N ote on a Fossil Coal Plant found at the Graphite De-
posit in Mica Schist, at Worcester, Mass. Amer. Jou,r. Sci., 3d ser., 
vol. xxrx, pp. 157, 158. February, 1885. New Haven. 
Reports :finding two specimens of Lepidodendron referred to Lepido-
dend_ron (Sagenaria) acuminatum Goeppert, by Prof. L. tesquerenx, who 
says that they are the first specimens seen by him from America. Prof. 
0. H. Hitchcock considered the mica schist of Huronian age. 
POIILMAN, JULIUS, and WHITFIELD, R. P.-An American Silurian 
Scorpion. Science, vol. VI, No. 135, pp. 183, 184, fig. on p. 183. Sep-
tern ber, 1885. Cam bridge. 
Mr. Pohlman states that the scorpion described by Professor Whit-
field on pages 87 and 88 of Science, vol. VI, is undoubtedly a young spec-
j men of Eusarcit,s scorpionis (Grote and Pitt; Bulletin of the Buffa.Iv 
Society of Natural Sciences, vol. III, pp. 1, 2), so named by an error, 
and which will be redescribed as Eurypterus scorpionis in .the forthcorn · 
ing vol. v of the society's bulletin. He gives a figure of the youngest 
specimen in his possession. 
In a note Professor Whitfield gives his reasons for not believing the 
fos8il described by him to be the young of that or any other Eurypteroj(l. 
ROGERS, W. B.-A Reprint of Geological Reports and other Papers 011 . 
the Geology of the Virgiuias, by the late William B. Rogers, pp. 
c-xv, and 1-832, with six plates of fossils and maps in pockets. 188 I. 
New York. 
Contains, amongst the other papers, a reprint of'' On the Age of fon 
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Coal Rocks of Easteru Virg-iuia.," from TrausacLions of the A.s ocia.tion 
of American Geolog-ists and Naturalists, 1840-'42. Contains descrip-
tions of plants with one plate. Also a reprint of" Uoutribntions· to th 
Geology of the Tertiary Formations of Virginia," by W. B. Roger~ and 
H. D. Rogers, from tLe Transactions of the American Pbilosopbical 
Society, Philadelphia, 1835 and 1837. Contains descriptions of Miocene 
and Eocene fossils, with five plates. 
[ROGERS, W. B.].-Geology of the Virginias. Saience, vol. VI, No. 12G, 
pp. 17, 18. July, 1885. Cambridge. 
A. revfow of" Reprint of Geological Reports and other Papers on tbe 
Geology of the Virginias," by the late William B. Rogers. 1884. ;New 
York. 
SCUDDER, S. H.-The Geological History of Myriopods and Arachnid~. 
Eighth annual address of t.he retiring president of tbe Cambridg ~ 
Entomological Club. Psyche, vol. -, pp. 245-250. January-M:1rc}1 , 
1885. Cam bridge. 
A. summary of our know ledge of the geologic history of the two 
groups. The author also gives two tables of the geological distribution 
of Myriopods and of Arachnids. (See Scudder, S. H., in the Amer. Nat., 
· vol. xrx, p. 1210, December, 1885.) 
SCUDDER, S. H.-Description of an Articulate of Doubtful Relationship 
from the Tertiary Beds of Florissant, Colo., Memoirs of the National 
Academy of Sciences, vol. III, pp. 1-6, figs. 1-3 on p. 3 (read at Wash-
ington, April 20, 1883), published 1885. 
The form js called Planocephalus* aselloides. Three :figures of it are 
given on page 3; its relations are carefully discussed, and the author 
concludes tha,t it.s place is among tho Th'!J·sanura, between the Oinurci 
and the Symphyla; that it is of equivalent value to them, and for this 
new group proposes the name of Ballostoma. 
SCUDDER, S. B.-:N ew Genera and Species of Fossil Uockroacl1e' from 
tho Old.er American Rocks. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., vol.-, pp. 
34-39. .April, 1885. Philadelphia. 
Describes 'the new genu Promylacris,t and the species P. ovale, and 
tl1e new genus Par01nylacris + and the specie P. rotundurn. Th .- ' 
two genera of Jllylacridm are from the Carboniferous depo it of Mazon 
Ureek, Illinoi . Of the BlatUnarire he describes the following n w 
g'<'ll ra and speci 'S from the Tria sic bed of Fairplay, Colo.: Bpilo-
blattina§ S. Garclincri, , '. tr.iassif'a, 8. guttat11,, 8. marginata, Petrnblattiu,, 
"Plunoc ph:i.1110 11. g. fro,,, 1r,1,n,r_im, HFrpCtAJ/. 
t 1'apor,, µvAC(J{pi t;.. 
t n:po, tn AaJCfJ(S. 
~ dn:lilos, nrau i Ill!, 
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mqua, P. Me-ieri, Poroblattina,* P. arcuata, P .. Lakesii, and Oryctobla.f.t'ina 
occidua from the Carboniferous of Mazon Creek, Illinois. 
SCUDDER, S. H.-New Genera and Species of Fossil Cockroaches. A.11-
nals and ]lfagazine of Natural History, 5th scr., vol. xv, pp. 408-L~. 
May, 1885. London. 
Reprinted from the Proc. A.cad. Nat. So-i. Philadelphia, voL -, March 
10, 1885, pp. 34:-39. 
SCUDDER, S. H.-N otes on Mesozoic Cockroaches. Proc. A.cad. Nat. Soi. 
Philad., vol.-, pp. 105-115. July, 1885. Philadelphia. 
These notes are divided into three parts. The first is on Pterinoblat-
tina,t a, remarkable type of Palreoblattina; Blattapluma Giet is tbe 
type of the new genus, and the following new species are described 
under it: P. penna, P. inter1nixta; Blattina chrysea E. Geinitz, Recania 
hospes Germ., and R. gigas Weyenb., are also referred to it. The second. 
part is on '' Triassic Blattarire from Colorado." In it two new genera, 
and several species are described: Neorthroblattina,,t N. albolineata, N. 
Lakesii, N. rotundata, N. attenuata, Soutinoblattina,§ S. Brongniarti, S. 
intermedia, S. recta. The third part is "Un the genera hitherto pro-
posed for Mesozoic Blattarire." This is a brief revisionof these genera. 
SCUDDER, S. H.-Notes on Mesozoic Cockroaches. Annals and JJ1.aga-
zine of Natural History, 5th series, vol. xvr, pp. 54.-64. July, 1885. 
London . 
.A. reprint from the Proc. A.cad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1885, pp. 105-
115. 
SCUDDER, S. H.-The Relations of the Palreozoic Insects. Amer. Nat., 
vol. xrx, pp. 876-878. Septeml>er, 1885. Phila.delphia. 
Abstract of a paper read by Mr. S. H. Scudder at the April, 1885, 
meeting of the National Academy of Sciences. The author states that 
while we may recognize in the Palreozoic rocks insects which were plainly 
precursors of existing Heterometabola, we may yet not call these Orthop-
tera, Neuroptera, &c., since ordinal features were not di:ff'erentia.ted; but 
all Palmozoic insects belonged to a single order which, enlarging its 
scope, as outlined by Goldenberg, we maycalIPalreodictyoptera; in other 
words, tbe Palreozoic insect was a generalized Hexapod, or more par-
ticularly a generalized Heterometabolon. Ordinal differentiation had 
not begun in Palreozoic times. 
We find, then, that the entire change from the generalized hexapod 
to the ordinarily specialized hexapod was made in the intP-rval between 
the close of the Palreozoic period and the middle, we may say, of the 
Mesozoic. Tliese significant changes were ushered in with the ,dawn of 
the Mesozoic period, and the Triassic rocks became naturally (together 
* nopoS, Blattfoa. ~ rrrip,vos. 
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with the Silurian) the most important, tl1e expectant grou1H1 of the .·tn-
dent of palmontology. · 
It would then appear that the geological history of wing-cd insects, !so 
far as we know from present indications, may be summed up in a, Yf'ry 
fewwords. Appearing in the Silurian perio<l, insects continued throng-h-
out Palmozoic times as a generalized form of Heterornetabola, which, for 
convenience, we have called Palmodictyoptera, and which ha<l the fro11t 
wjngs as well a8 the hind winga membranous. 
Un the advent of Mesozoic times a great differentiation took place, 
and before its middle all the orders, both of Heterometabola and Metabolci, 
were fully developed in all their essential features as they exist to-day; 
the more highly organized Metabola at first in feeble numbers, butto-<lay, 
and even in Tertiary times, as the prevailing types. The Metabola havo 
from the first retained the membranous character of the front win°·s, 
while in most of the Heterometabola, which were more closely and di-
rectly connected with Palmozoic types, the front wings were, even in 
Mesozoic times, more or less completely differentiated from the hind 
wings as a sort of protection covering to the latter, and these became 
the principal organs of flight. 
SCUDDER, S. H.-(A Contribution to the Geological History of Myrfo-
pods and Arachnids, in Psyche). Amer. Nat., vol. XIX, pp. 1210, 1211. 
December, 1885. Philadelphia. 
An abstract of Mr. Scudder's article in Psyche. 
The great Archipolypoda resemble the Diplopoda in having two pairs 
of legs on every segment; while in the Protosygnatha only a . single pair 
of legs is borne by each segment, and the group thus resembles th 
Ghilopoda. For a brief period after leaving the egg, modern dipJopod , 
and pauropods have a shorter body than in after life, and the first three 
segments bear but a single pair of legs. In adult life the1:ie fir t thre 
segments stiU bear but a single pair of limbs, while all the other .eg-
ment", both those which exist in the larval state and those which de-
velop afterwards, bear two pairs. The Ohilopoda have th se arne 
anterior pairs of limbs early and permanently developed a. organ of 
manducation, while all otllei: segments have but a single pair. Palreon-
tologic evidence is jn favor of the view that the dorsal scutes of Diplo-
poda are compound. The archjpolypodous type is the oldest, and th re 
i, evidence that some of the Carboniferous form were amphibiou . Th 
group culminated in the Carbonfferous, and doe not appear to occur 
lat r than the yas, while, with one doubtful xception, no true diplo-
pod i. kn wn to be Id r than the Oligocene. According to S. TI. cud-
d r, b tw n tw nty and thirty pecies of pre-Tertiary Arachnida ar • 
now known, and the arli r form , chiefly of Carboniferou. age b Ion~ 
ith r to th Scorpionides or t the Anthracomarti, a group , bich i.-
not known lat r than P~ lreozoic tim s, the only Mesozoic arachnid · y ·t 
known b ing ru picl r,. 
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SEELY, H. M.-A new Gemrn of Chazy Sponges, Strephocbetus. Amer. 
Jour. Sci., 3d se.r., vol. xxx, pp. 355-357, figs. 1-3 on p. 356. Novem-
ber, 1885. New Haven. 
Describes the new genus Strephochetus1* of which S. oscellatus is <le-
scribed as the type. It occurs in connection with well recognized Cbaz.v 
forms, and especially with Maclurea magna. It is found in place in the 
town of Addison, Bridport, ·&c., in Addison County, Vermont . 
• SMITH, E. A.-Remarks on a Paper of Dr. Otto Meyer on" Species in 
the Southern Old Tertiary." Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., vol. xxx, pp. 
270-275. October, 1885. New Haven. 
Criticises Dr. Otto Meyer's views, corrects his C!_uotations of Sir 
Charles· Lyell, and offers two kinds of evidence of the superposition ot' 
the white limestone above the Claiborne sands, (a) evidence from direct 
superposition, (b) from geographical position. 
STEINMANN, GUST.A. v.-A. H. Ford: On Three new Species of Montieu-
liporoid Corals. Ann. and Mag .. Nat. Hist., ser. 5, vol. xrn, pp. 338-34~, 
and xn, 1884. Neu. JaJirb. fur M·in. Geol. & Pal., 1885, Band n, p. 
205. Stuttgart. (Abstract.) 
UHLIG V.-A. Hyatt: Fossil Cephalopoda in the Museum of Compara -
tive Zoology. Proceedings of the · American Assoc-iation for the Ad-
vancement of Science, vol. xxxn, August, 1883. Svo. Neu~ Jahrb. 
fur llfin. Geol. & Pal., 188G, Band r, pp. 324-329. Stuttgart. (Ab-
tract.) 
W .A.CHSMUTH, C., and BARRIS, W. H.-Descriptions of new Crinoid~ 
and Blastoi<ls from the Hamflton Group of Iowa and.Michigan, pp. 
1-20, pls. i, ii, figs. 1-3 on pp. 9 and 13. 
This is a collection of several articles. The first is taken from tli.e 
Proceedings Da·venport Academy of Natural Sciences, vol. rv, p. 7G, :,~ 
are also the two plates, and probably the articles also; but I have 110 
means at present of ascertaining that fact. The various articles are :is _ 
follows: 
(1) On a new Genus and Species of Blastoids, with Observation:-: 
upon the Structure of the Basal Plates in Codaster and PentremiteH. 
By Charles Wacbsmutll. fThis article, which appeared in the Geolo{}· 
ical Report of Illinois, vol. vu, p. 346, bas been revised °;')y the aut110r. J 
(2) Descriptions of some new Blastoicls from the Hamilton Gro11 p. 
By W. H. Barris. [This article also appeared in the Geologica.Z Report 
of Illinois, vol vu, p. 357.] · 
(3) Description of a new Urinoicl from the Hamilton Group of Michi -
gan. By Charles Wachsmutb. Describes Megistocrinus concavus a1-< ;1 
new species. 
(4) Descriptions of some new Orinoicls from the Hamilton Gronp . 
., arperp<.J, I twine; l'l.rr.rbr:, cana.l. 
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By W. H. Barris. (Presented before the DaYc11port.Acadcmy of ci 
cnces, 1883.) Describes the new variety l,.legfatocriniis nodosus, var. 
multide-coratus and Dolatocrinus triadactylus. 
(5) Stereocrinus Barris. (Revised.) By W. H. Barris. 
WA.CHSMUTII, CHARLES, and SPRINGER, FR.A.NK.-Revjsion of the Pa-
lreocrinoidea. Part rn. Discussion of the Classification and Rela-
tions of the Bracbiate Orinoids, and Conclusion of the Generic De-
scriptions. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., vol. -, pp. 225-364, pls. 
iv-ix. December, 1885. Philadelphia. 
An author's edition with a distinct pagination has also been pub-
lished. This contains only the first section or·part iii. The second 
section, containing the Articulata and Inadunata, has been referred by 
the Philadelphia .Academy to their Proceedings of 1886. The authors 
give an elaborate discussion of the structure of the Palccocrinoidea, wliich 
they divide into three groups. The name " Camarata" is proposed for 
;:ill Palmocrinoidea, iu which the lo_wer arm plates are incorporated into 
the calyx by interradial plates, and in which all the component parts 
of the test, dorsally and ventrally, are solidly connected by suture. 
Under the name "Articulata" they include those families in which the 
plates of the test are united by loose ligaments or mnscles, and in whicll 
tbey are somewhat movable. The name "Inadunata" is proposed for 
all Palmocr-inoidea in which the arms are free above the first radials 
aud which have five single interradials located venti·ally. Tlle pre-
liminary-discussion is subdivided under the following beads: 
(J) The plates of the abactinal system. A. Tlrn basals and unc1crba-
Fnls. B. The radial and arm plates. 0. The interra.dial, interaxillary, 
and interbrachial plates. From the observations under this head the 
authors draw the following conclusions, viz: (1) Interradials are rep-
rescntcc1 in all groups of the Palroocrinoidea. They were <lern1oped in 
tl1e larva, attained at, once large proportions, and persisted through life 
or wore resorbed on approaching maturity. (2) They extend invari-
ably to the proximals, or even cover them completely. (3) They aro 
more cxtrava,gantly dm-eloped in the earlier groups, not alway in num-
ber, but by extending over comparatively larger space. (4) In all 
gronp~ in which the arms are free from the first radials they are repre-
sented uy only five single plate , and the e are located· ventrally. 
Groups with two or more radials ha,ve two at least, and the number 
in rea es in proportion to the increa ' C of the radials, by means of which 
th' lower erie attain gradually a dorsal position. D. The anal 
plate.' and :mal tube. 
(~) The plates of the actinal system. A. The summit plat . The 
author. think that the orals, if the eared veloped in Palmocrinoidea, 
whic:h they hink i the ca e, c:i.n onl y h repr utcd by the c ntral 
plat~. r R rption f Lh , ummit pl t . m:ty ]1av tak n plac in th 
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later Inadunata; throughout the Camarata they persisted through life. 
ll. The ventral perisome. 
(3) The relations of the Palmocrinoidea to the Neocrinoidea. Give a 
definition of the two groups. 
(4) Classification. The following classification is adopted, viz: 
PHYLUM ECHINODERMATA. 
Subclass I. Anthodiata. 
Order I. Cystidea, &c. 
Order II. Blastoidea. 
Class Pelmatozoa. 
Subclass II. Cr-inoidea (Brachiata). 
Order III. Palreocrinoidea. 
Order IV. N eocrinoidea. 
Definitions of the class Pelmatozoa and subclass Orinoidea are· given. 
(5) The subdivisions of the Palmocrinoidea. These have already been 
mentioned. 
The suborder Camarata is divided into ten families, which are de-
fined; they are as follows: (A) Reteocrinidm, (B) Rhodocrinidm, (C) 
Glyptasteridm, (D) l'Jfelocrinidm, (E) Actinocrinidcc, (F) Platycrinidm, 
(G) Hexacrinidm, (H) Acrocriniclm, (I) Barrandeocrinidm, (J) E'U,ca,-
lyptocrinidm. Under the first family, Reteocrinidm, the new genus Oan-
i8trocrinus* is described. Under the second family, Rhodocrinidm, the 
new genus Rhaphanocrinus t is described. Under the third family, Glyp-
tasteridm, the new genus Ptychocrinust is described. 
The work contains descriptions of the genera that were not consid-
ered in parts i aud ii, and the results of the authors' further studies in 
their bearing on the genera heretofore discussed. The :figures have 
been very well drawn by M. Orestes St. Jolm. 
WALCOTT, CHARLES D.-Palreontology of the Eureka District. Pop. 
Sci. Monthly, vol. xxvn, p. 134. November, 1885. New York. 
Not.ice and very brief abstract of Mr. Walcott's Monograph, U. S. 
Geol. Survey, vol. vrn. 
W ALO< >TT, CHARLES D.-Description of the [Deer Creek, Arizona] 
Ooal-field. (Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting, 
in compliance with law, letter of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
with report upon the coal on the White Mountain Reservation in Ari-
zona. Senate Ex. Doc., No. 20, Forty-eighth Congress, second session, 
.Appendix r, pp. 5-7. 1885. Washington.) 
Gives a list of tlle fossils collected from the Carbonifor<ms anrl De-
vouian limestones. Refers the coal-beds to the Cretaceous, and gives 
tlH genera of pl:1nts found iu them, as identified by Mr. L. Ii'. Ward. 
"lCar16 rpor, 3, willow un.sket ; u.piro1/, a lily. 
tPacpavos-, a, nu1ish; u.piror, :t lily. 
+ [Irv~, a fol1l j 7<-pivoy, a lily. 
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WALCOTT, CHARLES D.-Palreontologic Notes. Amer. Journ. Sci., 3d 
ser., vol.xx:1x,pp.114-117, pl. onp. llG. 'February, 1885. New Haven. 
In this paper Mr. Walcott publishes a list of the species he found in 
the Hartt collection from the Saint John group of New Brunswick, at Cor-
nell University. He proposes and defines a new genus of the Vbolidw, 
Linnarssonia n. g., Walcott, 1885. Illustrations accompany the de-
scription of this new genus; figs. 1 and 2 are given as those of 0bolella 
chromatfoa, and credited to Mr. Billings. The artist, in preparing the 
figures, copied, by mistake, those of Obolella crassa Ford. 
WALCOTT, CHARLES D.-Palreozoic Notes; new Genus of Cambrian 
Trilobites, Mesonacis. Amer. Journ. Sci., Yol. xx1x, pp. 338-330, figs. 
land 2 on p. 329. April, 1885. New Haven. 
Describes the new genus JJ1.esonacis from the Middle Cambrian, at. 
Parker's quarry, Georgia, Vt., and substitutes the name Bailiella for the 
subgenus Salteria, proposed by him in Bull. No. 10, U. S. Geol. SiirvmJ. 
1884. Washington. 
WALCOTT, CHARLES D.-Description of MesonaC'is, a new Genus of 
Cambrian Trilobite. Arner. Nat., vol. xrx:,_p. 707. July, 1885. Phila-
delphia. 
(Notice. See Walcott, Charles D. Amer. Jour. Sci., April, 1885.) 
WALCOTT, CHARLES D.-Palreozoic Notes; new Genus ofC~uubrian Tri-
lobites, Mesonacis. Nature, vol. xxxn, p. 68·. 1885. London an<l. 
New York. 
Notice of Mr. Walcott's paper in the Amer. J01,rn. Sci. 
WALCOTT, CHARLES D.-Notc on some Palreozoic Pterpods. Amer. 
Journ. Sci., 3d ser., vol. xx:x, pp.17-21, figs. 1-6 on p. 20. July, 1885. 
New Haven. 
Describes the new genus Matthevia, of which M. variabilis is described 
as the type from Cambrian limestone resting on Potsdam sandstone, 
1 mile northwest of Saratoga Springs, N. Y. Records some additional 
characters of Hyolithes ( Oamarotheca) Emmonsi Ford. 
The characters of Matthevia u.iff'er so mucll from all described forms 
of Pteropoda that the author propo es the new family Matthevidm to re 
ceive it. 
\V .A.LCOT'l', CHARLES D.-Note on ome Palreozoic Pteropods. Nlltitre, 
Yol. :xxxn, p. 358. 1885. London and New York. 
otice and b tract of Mr. Walcott's paper in the Amer.. Joitrn. Sci. 
\V .A.In, L. 1 .-Th Fo,· 'il 1 lora of the lob~. The Botanical Gazette 
vol. I ~, pp. 1 0-174. ovember, 18 4. lndianapoli . 
... b:tra ·t pr 'par d b · the autllor of a pa.per r ad before th Amer. 
A. o ·. Adv. ·i. 1 ' 4. Pllilalelpllia. 
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Historical view, pp. 169, 170; Geological view, pp. 170, 171; Botani-
ca,l view, pp. 171-174, and a 'table showing the" Number of Species of 
each of the l)rincipal Types of V ~getation that have been found Fossil 
in each Geological Formation; also, the number existing at the present 
time, as nearly as it is possible to ascertain, together with the percent-
age that each type forms of the total flora of each formation," pp. 172, 
173. . 
WARD, L. F.-A Glance at the History of our Knowledge of Fossil 
Plants. Science, vol. v, pp. 93-95. January, 1885. Cambridge. 
WA.RD, L. F.-Chronology of the Fossil ]flora. Pop. Sci. Monthly, vol. 
xxv1, p. 574. February, 1885.- New York. 
A brief abstract of Mr. Ward's review of what is known of the fossil 
flora of the globe before the Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci. 
W .A.RD, L. Ji\- Historical View of the Fossil Fiora of the Globe. Pro_c. 
Amer. Assoc . .4.dv. Sci., vol. xxxnr, part ii, pp. 493-495. 1885. Salem. 
Abstract. Says that the first attempt to place vegetable palmcmtol-
ogy on tlle footing of a systematic science was made by the Rev. Henry 
Steinhaver, of Bethlehem, Pa., in a paper read before the AmP-r. Phil. 
Soc., and published in its ''Proceedings" for the year 1818 . 
. W .A.RD, L. Ji'\-Geological View of the Fossil Flora of the Globe. Prnc .. 
Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci,, vol. xxxrn, part ii, pp. 495,496. 1885. Salem. 
(Abstract. Gives the number of species occurring in the different 
formations.) 
W .A.RD, L. F.-Botanical View of the Fossil Flora of the Globe. Proc. 
Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., vol. xxxrrr, part ii, pp. 496, 497. 1885. Salem. 
Abstract. Gives an account of the first appearance of types of the age 
of the maximum relative predominance of each type, and of the proba-
ble true period of'origin and ,of maximum absolute development of each 
type. 
W .A.RD, L. F.-Evolution in the Vegetable Kingdom. Amer. Nat., vol. 
xrx, pp. 637-644 and pp. 745-753. July and August, 1885. ~iladel-
phia. 
An inquiry as to what vegetable palmontology has to present in favor 
of evolution in plants. The subject is considered under three somewhat 
clistinct points of view, the historical, the geological, and the botanical. 
Gives a dfagram (p. 749) representing graphically the development of 
plant life through tlle successive geologic ages. Gives a diagram show-
i ug the progress of each of the leading types of plant life in the differ-
ent) geologic ages (p. 752). 
vYARD, L. F.-Evo]ution in the Vegetable Kingdom. Nature, vol. 
xxxn, p.· 5G8. 1885. London and New York. 
Notice of Mr. Ward's paper in the .American Naturalist. 
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WARD, L. ]j., __ Fontaine's Older J\foi::iozoic :Flora of Virginia. Science, 
vol. v, No. 113, pp. 280, 281. April, 1885. Cambridge. 
A review of "Contributions to the Knowledge of the Older Mes-
ozoic Flora of Virginia, by William Morris Fontaine. Washington, 
1883. 12-144 pp., 54 pls. Monogra,phs of the U. S. Geological Survey, 
No. vr." The reviewer, while differing slightly from Mr. Fontaine's 
analysis of the facts, agrees with him in correlating t,he Richmond 
coal-fields with the Rhffitic of. Europe. The reviewer further states 
that the "seven Jurassic species are mostly from the Lias, or Lower 
Oolite, which, while not negativing the Rhretic character of the Vir-
-giuia beds, does seem, when coupled. with the rest of the evidence, 
to negative 1heir Triassic character." From this remark it would St->em 
tllat the reviewer considers the Rhffitic as of Jurassic rather than Tri-
assic age, a conclusion he is hardly justified in a~suming. 
WARD, L. F.-Lesquereux's Cretaceous and Tertiary Flora. Science, 
vol. v, No. llo, pp. 348,349. April, 1885. Cambridge. 
A review of" Contributions to t,he Fossil Flora of tbe Western Terri-
tories. Part iii. The Cretaceous and Tertia,ry Floras, by Leo. Les-
quereux. Rep. U. S. Geol. Survey Terr. F. V. Ha;yd.t•n, U. S. Geolo-
gist, in charge. Vol. vnr, pp. 12, 238, pls. 59. 4to." 1884. Govern-
nient. Washington. 
WHITE, C. A.-The Application of Biology to Geological History; a, 
presidental address delivered at the fifth anniversary meeting of tlie. 
Biological Society of Washington, J auua,ry 24, 1885. Proc. Biol. SfJc. · 
Washington, vol. III, pp. 1-20. 1885. Wa~hington. 
Concludes that the field geologist and pal:J-1ontologist must work in 
co11cert. Indeed, the field geologist who ignores the use of fossil , as 
some have affected to do, is sure to burden science with the resulti::i of 
wortllless work, anrl the palreontologist wbo does not go to the-field. and 
study there the formations from which his fo ·sils ham been obtained i~ 
·are to produce results of work which will be worthy of the condemna-
tion of ltoth geologists aud biologists. 
\ -IllTE, C. A.-Notes on the Juras ic Strata of Nort.h .America. .Arner. 
Journ. Sci., 3d ser., vol. xxrx, pp. 228-232. Marcll, 18 5. New Ila-
ven. 
A criticiHm f Mr. J. F. '\Vhiteaxe ·'s views a· expre,' e<l in ".M , ozoic 
Po:,.il.· vol. r part iii, Geol. Survey, Canada, 1884." The antbor crili-
ci.·•·: tlte i<l •11U fieation of nine sp vie, · offoRxilH from the Cretac u · trata 
11 1' nri1i. ·l1 Oolu111hia with fo:sils eo11, ·ider •d Jurni::isic in the U11ited 
·,:it·.·, :111d c 11.·i<1n~; tl1 • ick11tit.;) of t1i, hc<.1 · ·outai11ilio- th m ai, in 110 
Ill t·a ·m·c· 1 n v , . 
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WHITE, C. A.-Notes on the Jurassic Strata of North America. Na-
ti1,re, vol. xxx1, p. 522. 1885. London and New York. 
(Notice and abstract of Dr. White's article in t4e Amer. Journ. Sci-
ence.) 
WHITE, C. A.-The Genus Pyrgulifera, Meek, and its Associates and 
Congeners. .Amer. Journ. Sci., 3d ser., vol. XXIX, pp. 277-280. April, 
1885. New Haven. 
Calls attention to the probable identity of the genus Pyrgi1,lifera of 
the Bear River group of North America, the fresh-water Upper Creta-
ceous of Hungary, and the living shells in Lake Tanganyika. Dr. Leo-
pold Tausch considers that he has found the type species, P. hurnerora, 
in Hungary. This wide extensive range of fresh or brackish water 
forms, both in time and space, is very difficult to understand and ex-
plain, and has also an extreme interest in relation to the assumed equiv-
alency of formations which bear similar faunas. 
WHITE, C. A.-(The Genus Pyrgulifera, Meek, and its Associates and 
Congeners.) Nature, vol. xxxu, p. 68. 1885. London and New 
York. 
Notice and abstract of Dr. White's paper in the .Amer. Journ: Scfrnce. 
WHITE, C. A.-On the Mesozoic an_d Cenozoic Palmontology of Califor-
nia. Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 15, pp. 1-33. 1885. Washington. 
The author considers that the Chico-Tejon groups are an unbroken 
series of strata, and together represent the closing epoch of the Creta-
ceous and the opening or Eocene epoch of the Tertiary. The unbroken 
continuity of the series is best illustrated near New Idria, Fresno County; 
still, there is there, near the m~ddle, a recognizable change in the aspect 
of the strata, so that in appearance, and to some extent in thA character, 
of the stratification the upper half differs from the lower half. 
In the Shasta group Dr. White considers the Knoxville beds as older 
than the Horsetown beds. The Cretaceous of British Columbia and 
Alaska he considers as probably the equivalent of the Knoxville beds. 
This conclusion is based on the occurrence of Aucella.. The author 
considers .Aucella erringtonii and .A. piochii Gabb as identical, and as 
varieties of .Aucella concentrica Fischer, and on this account considers 
the so-called Jriras:::1ie auriferous slate as of the same age as the Knox-
ville beds of the Shasta group, and considers the existence of the Ju-
rassic in California as very doubtful. The fauna of the Knoxville beds 
of the Shasta group extends from Alaska southward at least as far as 
Central California. Some fossils from Southern Mexico apparently come 
from strata of the same age. No rocks of that age are known to exist to 
tbe eastward of the probable site of that belt; and, finally, the J urassie 
fauna of the strata which lie to the eastward of the assumed. site of the 
belt is entirely different from that of the Jurassic strata to the west-
ward of it. The author throws out the Martinez group and considers 
H. Mis. lfi--48 
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that there is an unbroken stratigraphical arnl faunal continuity from 
the Cretaceous to the Tertiary in the Chico-Tejon series. The Sha ta 
group is divided into two divisions, the Knoxville beds and the Hor e-
town. The latter probably represents the Gault and the former the 
Lower Neocomian, and there is probably a hiatus between these two 
divisions. The Knoxville beds are regarded as having been syncliron-
ously deposited with the Aucella-bearing strata which have been found 
at various points along the northwest coast of North America, and al ·o 
as homotaxially equivalent with those which in Northern Europe and 
Asia bear the same species of Aucella. _ 
No species of fossils yet found in the California Creta0eous rocks 
have been satisfactorily identified with any which occur in strata to the 
eastward of the Sierra Nevada. The reasons for this -view are given in 
detail in the form of remarks on each specific identification. 
This difference in fauna is believed to have been due to the presence 
of a comparatively uarrow but long continental belt which exi::;ted iu 
the region which now comprised that of the Pacific coast, contiuuing 
from a time at least as early as the earliest epoch of the Cretaceous 
period. 
WHITE, C. A.-On Marine Eocene, Fresh-water Eocene, and 9ther 
Fossil Mollusca of Wes tern North America. Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey, 
No. 18, pp. 1-26, pls. i-iii, figs. 1-3 on p. rn. 1885. Washington. 
This article is divided into several parts, as follows: 
(1) The occurrence of Ca,rdita planicosta Lamarck in Western Oregon. 
(2) Fossil mollusca from the John- Day group in Eastern Oregon. 
These fossils not only all belong to the types which are now living in 
or near the same region where the fossil forms are found, but a part of 
tbe latter are so n_early like the species that the author has no1) thought 
it advisable to separate them. The species are all different from any 
that have been hitherto known in a fossil's condition. The new species, 
Unio condoni, is described, and the description of Helix (Monodon) dallii 
is given from Dr. H.. E. C. Stearns's manuscript. 
(3) Supplementary notes 011 the non-marine fossil mollusca, of North 
America. Some additions and corrections for the illustrations 011 page 
19 are made to the above work. 
WHI'l'E, C. A.-On new Cretaceous Fossils from California. Bull. U. . 
Geological Survey, No. 22, pp. 1-25, pl . i-v. 1885. Wa llingtou. 
The author regard the Todo Santo Bay locality, upon palmonto-
gic ground , a equivalent with the Wallala bed , whicll Dr. n cker 
c u i<l r ·imilar to the Chico group. Dr. White tllinks th y probably 
o ·cnpy c po ·iti n b tween the Chico arnl Shasta groups. At Wallnla, 
1 ndo ·ino Count,\, Dr. BccJ·er found th• f4rntu several thou 'and fe 
tlii ·k 1 · tin (T J>Oll am ta.morphic , rie , wllich b b lievc to be •q niYa-
l4~nt, with the Kuo. ·vme ue(l:-; of' t11, Ji a ' ta group, lmt h wa: n11abl, t 
dt c·,,v 'I'• 11y coula · n·i 11 tlie .-lrata aboYc tu ·n1. The clrnra ·Ler of the 
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fossils seems to in<ltcate for them the age of the Middle Cretaceous; • 
and in some respects they remind one of the Gosau formation of Europe. 
The author describes the uew genus Coralliochama; with 0. orcutti as its 
type, he places it among the Chaniidm. The following new species are 
also described: Trochus ( Oxystele) euryostomits, Nerita--?; Cerithiiwn, 
Pillingi, 0. totimn-sanctorum, Solcirium wallalense. 
WHITE.A. YES, J. F.-Report on the Invertebrata of the Laramie and 
Cretaceous Rocks of the Vicinity of the Bow and Belly Rivers and 
Adjacent Localities in the Northwest Territory. Geol. and Nat. Hist. 
Surv. Canada, A. R. C. Selwyn, director. Contributions to Canadian 
Palreontology, vol. r, part i, pp. 1-89, pls. i-xi. 1885. Montreal. 
From the Laramie of the Willow Creek series the author describes 
Unio Albertensis. From the Saint Mary's River series and lower portion 
of the Laramie generally he describes the followirig new species: Ano-
mia perstrigosa, Oorbicula obliqua, Oorbula perangulata, Panopwa simitl-
atrix, P. curta, Acella--?, Physa Oopei, var. Oanadensis, Acroloxus 
rad'iaiulus, Patula angulifera, P. obtusata, Anchistoma parvulum, Valvata 
jilosa, V. bioincta. No new species are described from the Laramie of the 
Souris River district . 
. The following new forms are described from the "Fox Hills" and 
"Fort Pierr~" groups of the Upper Cretaceous: Gervillia recta, var. 
borealis, Modiola (Brachydontes)dichotoma, Oyprina ovata, var. alta, Pro-
toca,rdia borealis, Panopma subovalis, Scaphites subglobosus. 
The Belly River series, which the aµthor thinks it would be imprac-
ticable on purely palreontological evidence to separate from the Lara-
mie and more ~specially from the "Judith River gro·up." From the Pale 
or upper portion of the series, two new species are described, Orenel!a (1) 
parvula, Unio consuetus; from the lower or yellowish and banded por-
tion of the series the following new species are describe<.!: Unfo supra-
gibbosus, Rhytophorus (?) glaber, Planorbis paucivolvis, Hydrobia subcylin-
dracea. A number of fossils are mentioned as occurring in ttie "Lower 
Dark Shales" of Dr. Dawson's report, but no more new species are 
described. A number of fossils are also mentioned from uncertaiI1 
geological horizons. 
WHITEAVES, J. F.-Notcs on the pos,sible Age of some of the Mesozoic 
Rocks o'f the Queen ClJarlotte Islands and British Columbia. Arner. 
Journ. Sci., 3d ser., ml. xxrx, pp. 444-449. June, 188B. New Haveu. 
The author reviews some previously expressed opinions on the age of 
tlJe Mesozoic rocks mcntioued, as well as on the age of the Aucella-
bearing rocks of Europe, and criticises Dr. White's remarks on his 
i<lentification of nine species with Jurassic fossils of the Territories. 
WmTEAVES, J.] .-Notes on the possible Age of some of the Mesozoic 
Rocks of the Queen Charlotte Islau<ls and British Columbia. J\'atu.r-c, 
vol. xx.xn, p. 3::iS. 1885. Lon<lon and New York. 
(Notice of Mr. Whiteayei:;'s paper iu the Amer. Jour. Science.) 
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WHITE.A.YES, J. F.-Description of a new Species of Ammonite from 
the Cretaceous Rocks of Fort Saint John, on the Peace River. Trans. 
Roy. Soc. Canada, vol. n, section iv, 1884, pp. 230, 240. 1885. ~1on-
treal. (Read May 23i 1884.) 
The specimens were collected mostly from large concretionary nodules 
in shales which, from their position, may possibly represent the Fort 
·Benton group of the Upper Missouri Oretaceous. The generic position 
of the species is doubtful, but the author proposes for it the name of 
Buchiceras (i) cornutum, although he says it is quite as likely to be au 
Acanthoceras or an Hoplites. 
WHITEAVES, J. F.-:Note on a Decapod Crustacean from the Upper 
Cretaceous of Highwood River, Alberta, North West Terr. Trans. 
Roy. Soc. Canada, vol. n, section iv, pp. 237, 238. 1885. Montreal. 
(Read May i1, 1884.) 
The specimen described is too imperfect to. admit of the determina-
tion of its exact generic position, but the author proposes for the pres-
ent to designate it as Hoploparia (f) Oanadensis. · 
WrrrrFIELD, R. P.-An American Silurian Scprpion. Science, vol. vr, 
No. 130, pp. 87, 88, fig. on p. 88. July, 1885. Cambridge. 
Describes and names Palmophonits Osborni, from the waterlime beds 
of the Lower Helderberg group, at Waterville, Oneida County, New 
York. The author expresses doubt as to its being a land animal. 
WrrrrFIELD, R. P.-On a Fossil Scorpion from the Silurian Rocks of 
America. Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., October 10, 1885; vol. 1, No. 6, 
pp. J.81-rnO, pls. xix and xx, figs. 1, 2 on pp. 188, 18!.l. New York. 
Proposes the new genus Proscorpius, and describes as its type P. 0s-
borni from the waterlirne beds of the Lower Hel<lerberg at Waterville, 
N. Y. The author places this species in the following manner: 
Oruer Scorpion.idea, Lund. 
Suborder Anthracoscorpii, T. & L. 
Family Eoscorpion1dm, Scudder. 
Subfamily Proscorpionini, Scudder. 
Ueuns Proscorpiu , Whitfield. 
The 'pecies wa preYiously named Palreophonus Osborni by him. 
(See~ cience, vol. VI, No. 130, p. 88.) 
Wm·rFIELD, R. P.-Notic of a new Cephalopod from the Niagara 
Ho ·k· of J udiaHa. Biill. Amer. JJf,us. Nat. Hist., Octob r 1 , 1 5, 
,·ol. 1, ... o. pp. 101, rn2 pl. xxi. New ork. 
DC', ' ·rilw., Ili.tuitcs Bi ·kmoreanus from the Dolomite lim i n f th 
ri:1gam gr onp at ,vaha.·h 1it · Incl . ' . 
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WHITFIELD, R. P.-Notice of a very large Species of Homal6notus 
from the Oriskany Sandstone Formation. Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., 
October 10, 1885, vol. I, No. 6, pp. 193-195, pl. xxii. October. New 
York. · 
Describes Homalonotus major from the Upper Oriskany 1 at Cran berry 
Dam, 5th Binnewater, Ulster County, New Yorlr, collected by Louis 
Bevier. The '' 5th Binnewater" the author supposes to refer to a dam 
of the Delaware and Hudson Canal Company's privilege on the Binne-
water Creek. 
WILLI.A.Ms, H. S.-C. A. White: A Review of the Fossils Ostreidre of 
North America, and a comparison of the Fossil with the Living Forms. 
With appendices by Prof. A. Heilprin and Mr. J. A. Ryder. S. 273-
430, Taf. xxxiv-lxxxii. Neu. Jahr. Min. Geol. and Pal., Jahr. 1885, 
Band n, p. 292. Stuttgart. (Abstract.) 
WILLI.A.Ms, H. S.-Geographical and Physical Conditions as modifying 
Fossil Faunas. Proc. Amer . .Ajsoc . .Adv. Sci., vol. XXXIII, part ii, pp. 
422, 423. 1885. Salem, · 
Abstract. The author says that "many other details might be men-
tioned, all pointing to the one conclusion that, in passing over geo-
graphical areas of sedimentary deposits of even a few hundred miles 
in exteut, especially when the direction is vertical to the probable coast 
line of the period, the effects of those changed conditions recorded in 
the different nature and structure of the deposits, and of other con-
ditions only recorded in the fossils themselves, which were probably 
differences of temperature and ocean currents, must be borne in mind 
in classifying the deposits." 
WILLI.AMS, H. S.-Notice of a new Limuloid Crustacean from the De-
vonian. Amer. Journ. Sci., 3d ser., vol. xxx, pp. 45-49, figs. 1-3a, p. 
48. July, 1885. New Haven. 
The specimen was found in the bluish sandstone (which in places is a 
fine pebbly conglomerate) at LeBoeuf, called the" third oil sand," by Mr. 
I. 0. White in the Report Q of the Second Geol. Survey of Pennsylva-
nia (p. 239), and regarded by him as the equivalent of the third oil san<l 
of the Venango oil district of that State. In the same stratum and 
above it are typical Chemung fossils. The author describes it under 
the name of Prestwichia Eriensis, and gives three :figures of it on page 
48. 
WILLIAMS, H. S.-Notice of a new Limuloi<l Crustacean from the De-
vonian Formations of Erie County, Pennsylvania. Nature, vol. xxxn, 
p. 350. 1885. London and New York. 
Notice and abstract of Mr. Williams's paper in tbe Arnerioan Journal 
of Science. 
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WINCHELL, A.-Notices of N. H. Winchell on Lingula an<l Parauox-
ides from the Red Quartzites of Minnesota. Amer. Journ. Sci., 3d 
ser., vol. xxx, pp. 316, 317. October, 1885. New Haven. 
Noticeoftbeexhibition, byN. H. Winchell, attbernectingoftheArner. 
Assoc. Adv. Sci., at Ann Arbor, of a large slab from the" PiJ)estone quar-
ries," covered with small shells named by him Lingula. From tlle sam 
quarries a form, regarded as an imperfect Paradoxides, was also exhib-
ited. (See Winchell, N. H.) 
WINCHELL, A.-On Ocenostroma and Idiostroma and the compreben· 
sive character of Stromatoporoids. Amer. Journ. Sci., 3d ser., vol. 
xxx, p. 317. October, 1885. New Haven. 
An abstract of a paper read before· the meeting of the Amer. Assoc. 
Adv. Sci., at Ann Arbor, by A. Winchell. The author concludes that 
it is vain to seek to place· Stromatoporoids within the bounds of any rec-
ognized class type. 
WINCHELL, N. H.-Fossils from the -!{ed Quartzite at Pipestone. Geol. 
and Nat. Hist. Surv. Minn., 13th Ann. Rep., for 1884, pp. 65-72, pl. i. 
1885. Saint Paul. 
Describes and illustrates two new doubtful fossils, Lingula calumet 
and Farad-Oxides barberi. Also contains two letters on these dubious 
forms, one by Prof. J. D. Dana and the ot~er by Mr. S. W. :Ford. 
WINwoon, H. H.-Geological Age of the Rocky Mountains. Geol. ~Mag., 
new ser., Decade III, vol. n, p. 240. May, 1885. London. 
Reports finding a Menevian fau_na with. abundant remains of Parad-
oxides, Oonocoryphe, and other allied forms north of the forty-ninth par-
allel, and between the one hundred and sixteenth and one hundred and 
seve11teenth parallels of longitude, near Kicking Horse Pass on the 
Canadian Pacific Railway. 
WooDW.A.RD, HENRY.-Notice of a new Limuloid Crustacean from the 
Devonian. By Henry Shaler Williams, of Cornell University. Geol. 
Mag., new ser., Decade III, vol. n, pp. 427-429. September, 1885. 
London. 
An abstract of H. S. Williams's article in the .11..mer. Journ. Sci., vol. 
xxx, p. 45. July, 1885. New Haven. States that Mr. Williams's peci-
rn n, although of great interest, i too ob cure to permit us to draw an-v 
p , itivc conclu ions from it, ave the fact of the important disco ry of 
a Limuloid Oru tacean in rock of Devonian a.ge in Penn ylvania. A 
Rt.ill , rli r Limuloid form ha , however, been met with in the Upper 
~ 
1
ilurian f L mahagow, Lanark hire, and described by Henry Wood-
ward un<l r th nam f Neolirnulu fcrlcat'lis. (See Geol. Mag., vol. v, 
pp. 1-', pl. i, fig. J, 1 6 .) 
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WmGIIT, B. H.-Notes on the Geology of Yates Count)", New York. 
'l'liirty-fiftll m~p. N. Y. State llf1u;. Nat. Hist., pp. 195-206, pls. xv 
and xva. 1884. Albany. 
Copies the figures and descriptions of Dawson in the Quar-tcrly 
Journal Geol. Soc. of London for May, 1881, of the following fossils: 
Equisetides W rightiana, Cyclostigma affine, Asteropteris noveboracensis, 
and gives short lists of fossils from various localities. 

ZOOLOGY. 
By Prof. THEODORE GILL. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The laborers in the v~rious fields of Zoology have prosecuted investi-
gations in the year 1885 with undiminished ardor, and scarcely any 
department has been neglected. The tendency µianifested for some 
y ars towards a special study of embryology and of animals from an . 
embryological standpoint, has been continued. Systematic zoology, on 
the other hand, has at least maintained its course during the period, 
and some most valuable works have appeared. Among such may be 
especially mentioned the tirst two of the comtemplated three volumes 
of a catalogue of the Lacertilian reptiles in the British Museum, by Dr. 
George Edward Boulenger. A number of works on extinct animals, in 
which groups have been systematically considered, have been also pub-
lished. Doubtless the most important and interesting of these for the 
American zoologist are (1) the enormous volume ·by Prof. E. D. Cope 
on The Vertebrata of the Tertiary Formations of the West (Part 1), and 
(2) Prof. 0. C. Marsh's b~autifully illustrated and printed "Dinocerata, 
a monograph of an extinct order of gigantfo mammals." Both of these 
volumes do indeed purport on their title pages to have been printed in 
previous years, Oope's work bearing the imprint of 1883 and Marsh's 
that of 1884, but they WP,re not really published or accessible to the pub-
lic till early in 1885. 
As in the previous reports, the language of the original from which 
the abstract is compiled is generally followed as closely as the case 
will permit. It has, however, been found necessary to limit the ab-
stract to the illustration of the prominent idea underlying the original 
memoir, and pass by the proofs and collateral arguments. .A.t the 
same time it has been often attempted to bring the new discovery into 
relation with the previous status of information respecting the group 
under consideration. .A'.s to the special discoveries recorded, they have 
been generally selected (1) on account of the modifications the forms 
considered may force on the system; or (2) for the reason that they are 
or have been deemed to be of high taxonomic importance; or (3) because 
the animals per se are of general interest; or, finally (4), because they 
7Gl 
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are of special iuterest to the American uaturalist. Of course zoo1ogi.t 
cultivating limited fields of research will find in omissions cau e for 
censure, and may urge that discoveries of inferior importance have 
been noticed to the ex'clusion of those better entitled to it. It is freely 
admitted that this charge may even be justly made; but the limits 
assigned to the record have been much exceeded, and the recorder ha 
studied the needs of the many rather than of the few. The summary 
is intended, not for the advanced scientific student, but for those who 
entertain a general interest in zoology or some of the better-known 
classes. 
A partial bibliography of noteworthy memoirs and works.relating to 
different classes of animals is supplied in the present article, and will, 
it is hoped, prove to be of use to those to whom the voluminous bibli-
ographies and records of progress in science are inaccessible. It has 
been a difficult matter to select the title_s which might be most advan-
tageously introduced in a limited report like the present. Articles of 
a general interest or of special importanc\3 ~s contributing to throw light 
on the affinities of certain groups have been given the first place. Neces-
sarily many very important papers have not been referred to and very 
few des.criptive of species have been admitted and only when unusua1 
interest attaches to the new species or the groups which theY. enla.rge 
The compiler desires to make special acknowledgment for most mate-
rial assistance to the Zoologischer Anzeiger of Professor Carns, and to 
the Journa,l of the Royal lliicroscopical Society, whose abstracts of in-
vestigations have been freely drawn upon in the preparation of those 
for the present report. 
SYNOPSIS OF ARRANGEMENT. 
GENERAL ZOOLOGY. 
r. PROTOZOANS. Rhizopods; Sporozoans; Infusorians. 
II. PORIFERS. Sponges. 
III. CCELENTERATES. Polyps; Acalephs. 
IV. ECHINODE1!MS. Crinoids; Asterioids; Echinoids; Holothn-
rians. 
v. WORMS. Rotifers; Platyhelminths; Nematelminths; Annelids. 
vr. ARTHROPODS. Merostomes; Crustaceans; Arachnids; Insect . 
VII. MOLLUSCOIDS. Polyzoans; Brachiopods. 
vnr. MOLLUSKS. Acephals; Gastropods; Cepbalopods. 
IX. PROTOCIIORD.A.TES. Tunicate . 
x. VERTEBRATES. Fish-like Vertebrates ; Leptocardian ; Se-
lachian ; Fishes; Amphibian ; Reptile ; Birds; Mammal . 
GENERAL ZOOLOGY. 
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tion of sodic phosphate in distilled water, and th3 objects experimented 
upon were especially the cylindrical spermatozoa of Blyphemus pediculus, 
and the amreboid cells of the intestinal epithelium of Stenostomum leu-
cops. The changes undergone were remarkable, and the amrebiform 
cells of the Stenostomum '' became like flagellate infusorians, each with 
a long, thick, rapidly moving process, beside which two or three cilia, 
were sometimes seen beating at the original much slower rate." . These 
experiments, suppJimenting previous ones, especially those of Schneider, 
Brass, and Kuhner, are '' interesting as illustrations of the readiness 
with which cells may pass from one phase to another in response to en-
vironmental influences, and are thus full of .suggestion in relation to 
normal and pathological cell variation, affording additional experimental 
proof of the theory of a primitive cell-cycle, advanced by Geddes." 
(Biol. Oentralblatt, v. 5, pp. 259-262; J. R. M. S., (4) v. 5, pp.1014, 1015.) 
Oolors of cold-loving animals.-The colors of Arctic and Alpine ani-
mals have been commented upon by Prof. Lorenzo Camerano, of Turin. 
His observations had reference especially to the Lepidoptera, and are 
in brief as follows : 
(1) '' A sensible mutation of color is observed in many mammals, now 
more, now less distinctly, and generally it concurs with the change of 
coat. Also not seldom in mammals strictly belonging to the Alps," as 
in the chamois and the ibex, '' the color changes very late in the summer 
and in the winter, although the length, the thickness, and also the 
coarseness of the hairs were very different." In other cases, as, for ex-
ample, in a Chinese deer (Cervus mandarinus), "the coat is, in summer, 
light reddish-yellow, with many round white spots, while in winter it is 
dark brown, and the round spots are less numerous and are light brown." 
· (2) "As to the insects·, it is observed that in Coleoptera the colors of 
the Alpine species ~re brighter than those of the warmer plains," and 
various species found at the greatest elevations of the Alps have often 
lighter colors. 
(3) '' A darker color" is observed "generally in the insects of the des-
erts," as in that of Sahara, while-" on the contrary, mammals in these 
countries present in general a very light color.'' 
( 4) '' A very remarkable melanism is also observed in several mammals 
as well as the reptiles and beetles that are in little islands." 
(5) '' In the reptiles and in the Alpine amphibia, we sometimes meet 
with .some cases of darkening, but the cases of a remarkable brighten-
ing are not very rare, as for example, in the tadpoles of Rana muta,'' a 
kind of frog. 
(6) "A sensible difference is observed in the coloration between the 
. Arctic birds and tbe Antarctic. In the last, black is much more abun-
dant." 
The causes "that intervene to modify the color of animals are very 
complicated; climate has amongst these a certain importance,'' but 
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Profi3ssor Camerano does not think that a "theory of radiation i , suffi-
cient" to accom:,1t for all the phenomena observed. (Nature, v. 32, p. 77; 
see, also, reply by Mr. Meldola in same vol., pp. 172, 173.) 
Temperature maxima for marine animals.-A series of experiments 
has been undertaken by Dr. J. Frenzel for the determination of the 
maximum heat under which certain animals can live. The first experi-
~ents were commenced by subjecting some to a temperature of 400 C. 
This was supported by a Holothurian for two hours. A Diopatra died 
in about five minutes; a large tectibranchiate gastropod (Pleurobran-
chrea meckelii) exqibited at first lively movements, but after five min-
utes became torpid, although it was not killed; four minutes were 
enough for a lobster-like crustacean (Scyllarus). "As the Holothnrian 
was the largest of the animals experimented on, the author points out 
that, although the chief reason for its power of resistance might be 
sought for in its size, yet the others were conquered too rapidly." Con-
sequently, it was to be inferred that the Holothurian is really capable 
of resisting heat to an unusual degree. · 
Further observations were made at a starting point of 30° C., and of 
the animals thus experimented upon an Ophiuroid (Antedon) began to 
break up in two seconds; the Diopartra survived for eighteen hours; a 
chretopod worm ('rerebella) showed the effect of heat at 25° C.; a tecti-
branchiate gastropod (Sea-bare or Aplysia) lived at 26°; a pectinobran -
Ghiate gastropod (Murex) "bore -30° for a long time;" and a Scallop 
(Pectem) "showed some resistance;" a Scyllarus "could bear 25°, but 
died slowly at 26°, and more quickly at 27°;" and a prawn (Palremon) 
"died at 26°;" a fish (the Sea-horse or Hippocampus) "bore 27° well, 
and lived for an hour at JOO." 
In fine, "many marine animals were found to bear high degree of 
temperature for an astonishingly long time, as Actini::.e, Murex, Tethys, 
and Ap1ysia. But it is not yet certain what heat they can permanently 
bear. It is a1so important to discover how winter animals comport 
themselves towards increase of temperature, and especially animal 
such as the Heteropoda and Phronima, which are quite wanting in the 
summer; from what we know we must suppose that at the beginning 
of summer, whei:i, the temperature of the sea becomes raised, they make 
their way to greater depths, where the heat is less." (Arch. f. gesamrnt. 
Physiol., v. 36, pp. 458-466; J. R. M. S. (2), v. 5, pp. 791, 792.) 
PROTOZOANS. 
Rhizopods. 
Differentiation in .A.mrebas.-Altbough proverbially protean anp. nn-
' tab1 , th Amrebean nevertheles exhibit differences which aptly di -
tin rui. b tbem into forms generally considered to be of pecific value· 
Hu ·h diffi r n bav been ~ p cially in isted upon by Dr. A. Gru~ 
h ,r. F· Grub r contend that "th re are a numb r of parat 
awl xactly d fin, bl Am hre whi ·b do no pa into one anotb r,'1 
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and this decision he gives as the result of observations by himself "for 
months and even years, of forms living in the -same locality." The 
differences ·are manifested in the "average size, the consistency of the 
protoplasm, and the movements thereby conditioned, as well as in the 
characters of its contents, such as vacuoles, granules," and crystals, and 
also, more especivlly, in the number, size, and structure of the nuclei. 
Ten species are described by Dr. Gruber; five of them are multi-nucle3.r, 
and "it is proved how definitely the nuclei are distinguished from one 
another, and with what certainty one can conclude from external char-
acters on the structure of the nucleus," and the reverse. It further 
follows that "two very similar species of Amrebffi may have very dif-
ferently-formed nuclei, and that in forms which are externally very 
different the nuclei may be quite similar; in any case, the number of 
the different forms of nuclei is much more important than has hitherto 
been supposed." 
The '' only differentiation in the body of an Amreba obtains at the 
, outermost periphery, where the protoplasm clearly, from contact with 
water, is converted into an invisible cuticula-like layer, which disap-
pears during the outpushing of the pseudopodia and can be re-made." 
Dr. Gruber denies the existence of "a plexiform structure of the pro-
toplasm" as well as refractive bodies, such as have been described to 
Pelomyxa palustris. 
As to the" pale filaments" which have been found in some Amreboo, 
they " appear to be symbiotic fungi ; " "in one spenies, which was re-
markable for the constant ~ollection of chlorophyll containing food, 
they were always present." 
Among the species of Amceboo recognized by Dr. Gruber is the A. vil-
losa, first described by Dr. Leidy from specimens found about Philadel-
phia, and the discovery in Europe of this species " confirms the doc-
trine that the fresh-water Rhizopods are cosmopolitan organisms." 
(Zeitsohr.f. wissen. Zoolo., v. 41, pp. 186-225, 3 pl.; J. R. M. S. (2) v. 6, 
pp. 260, 261.) 
Sporozoons. 
Development of Gregorinids.-An important contribution to the devel-
opmental history of the monocysted Gregorines ·has been published 
by G. Ruschhaupt. His observations were chiefly made on those in-
festing common earth worms or Lumbricids. Seven species of Grego-
rinids were found in the worms, which have been more fully described, 
at least as to some points, by the author. The process of encystation, 
the formation of sporoblasts, the presence of macrospores and micro-
spores in a single cyst, and the entrance of spores into the sperm-
mother-ceU were especially observed in one or other of the Gregorinids· 
mentioned. Tbe connection between tho Gregorinids and the generative 
products of the earth worms, the infection of earth worms with Grego-
rinids, and the relations between the parasites and coccidia have been 
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also considered. (Jenaische Zeitschr.f. Naturwiss., v. 18, pp. 713-750 (1 
pl.); J. R. M. S. (2), v. 5, p. 665.) 
I nfusorians. 
Artificial multiplication of I1ifusorians.-With a view to determine the 
behavior of Infusorians when vivisected, A. Griiber ex~erimented on 
the Stentor cmruleus. (1) First, an individual was bisected transversely, 
and on the following day each of the parts bad become a perfect indi-
vidual; (2) one of these was likewise bisected, and again on the follow-
ing day the two sections had developed into perfect animalcules; (3) 
one of the second bisection was also cut transversely, and again (4) one 
of the third bisection. In both instances the sectionized parts became 
perfect individuals on the day of their'division. The result of the ex-
periments thus noticed, and others, further served to show also that the 
sections without a nucleus, although they did well, "never grew up into 
complete animals," as did those with a nucleus. The presence of a 
nucleus, in fact, is perhaps a necessary element for complete regenera-
tion. (Biol. Oentralblatt, v. 5, p. 137; J. R. M. S. (2), v. 5, pp. 658, 659.) 
PORIFERS. 
Sponges. 
Reproduction of the fresh-water sponge.-The reproductive process has 
been investigated by Dr. W. Marshall in one of the common European 
fresh-water sponges, Spongilla lacustris. The gemmules or winter em-
bryos are formed in the neuter autumn sponge from wandering nutri-
tive ammboid cells, known as trophophores, which accumulate in the 
inl.talent corals or in the ciliated chambers. The embryo is at first a 
"morula-like mass of round uniform cells." It escapes from the cap-
sule in which it is invested in April or early in May. In about a month 
after the escape of the embryo from the capsule, maturity and complete 
sexuality are attained. "It seems probable that the males are desti-
tute of enteric cavity and mouth," while the females are "usually pro-
vided" with such. After fulfilling their sexual functions the "males 
seem to perish." The females bear '' neuter forms" and then increase 
in size, but the '' enteric cavities and mouth-openings are reduced in 
ize, an<l not unfrequently disappear." In fine, there is "a seasonal 
alternation of generations.; the winter gemmulro form spring sexual 
spongillre which produce se ""ual form in which arise the winter gem-
mulre." (Sitzungsber. Naturf. Gesellsoh. Leipzig, 1884, pp. 22-29; J. B. 
][. s. (2), v. 5, pp. 1011, 1012). 
CCELENTRATES. 
Polyps. 
1 new family of Pennatulid .-Th mtere ting group of Pennatulids, 
winch wa. 11am •d by ··mk r the" unciforme, " ha r ceived an int.er. 
• tillg addition during the past y ar, in the sha;e of a new species, rep-
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resenting even a new family of the group; specimens were obtained in 
Japan and have been described by Prof. A. A. W. Hubrecht under the 
specific name Echinoptilum Macintoshii and the family name Echinop-
tilidre. It belongs to the ''section Spicatre," and. (as just noted) "sub-
section J unciformes" in Kolliker's classification, and is "characterized 
by the total absence of anything like an axis, which is present in all 
Pemiatulids except some of the primitive Veretellem and the divergent 
Ren ill ere." 
The polyps form a dense colony, which is rigid on account of the de-
velopment of calcareous needles, "which, on the rachi.-;, unite to form 
projecting polyp cells." The. needles are in the internal framework, 
as well as in the investment; tpe polpy-cells are arranged in less dis-
tinct rows than in Stachyptilum, and the ventral is not wholly de-
void of polyps. Of all the specimens available for examination the 
polyps had undergone desiccation, · and consequently could not be fully 
described. But it appeared plain that not only does the new type . 
constitute a distinct family, but, according to Professor Hubrecht, it 
must be also recognized as representative of a group of higher rank in-
termediate between the groups already known. ( Proo. Zool. Soc. London, 
1885, pp. 512-518, 2 pl.; J. R. M. S. (2), v. 6, p. 81.) 
A.caliphs. 
Radial dispos-ition of A.calephs and Eohinoderms.-The problem of the 
number of segments in the radiate animals has been taken up by Dr. W. 
Haacke, and he has sought to determine the primitive number of such. 
Professor Haeckel considered that the star :fishes were nearer the ances-
tors of the Echinoderms than any other group, because in them there is 
a variation in the number of arms in some species, although in most the 
number is :five, while. in the sea urchins, or Echinoids, and Holothurians, 
the number is constant and always five. Dr. Haacke, however, main-
tains that in Amblypneustes, one of the sea urchins, he has seen indi-
viduals with four and others with six parameres or radial sections, and 
that t4erefore Haeckel's views are militated against by such facts. .As 
to the Acalephs, according to Haeckel, the primitive number of par-
ameres in the Medusre is four, and with this view Dr; Haacke is inclined 
to agree. He further thinks that it is possible that the typical number 
of parameres in the Echinoderms is four and not :five, but he admitE that 
the question is still an open one. (Zool. Anzeiger, v. 8, pp. 505-507; J. 
R. M. S. (3), v. 6, p. 48.) 
ECHINODERMS. 
Orinoids. 
Several important memoirs on crinoids have appeared during the 
past year, or late in 1884. Oue of these is by Dr. E(erbert Carpenter, 
an<l fumislles a volume of the series of memoirs devoted to the elucida-
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tion of the material collected by the Challenger Expedition. Another 
is a systematic revision of the extinct American crinoids published in 
the "Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia" 
by Messrs. C. Wachsmuth and F. Springer. The concluding portion 
of the latter will be published in 1886, A further notice of these and 
other memoirs is therefore deferred. 
Asterioids. 
Nervoussystemofstar-jishes.-Inamemoir on the histology of Asterioids 
Dr. 0. Hamann has elucidated se-veral interesting, and among them 
is additional information respecting the nervous system. The well-
de-veloped oral nerve-ring has long been known, but besides this there 
is, according to Dr. Hamann~ "a nerve-plexus in the oral disk; this con-
sists of nerve-fibrfls with scattered ganglionic cells, which pass into the 
epithelial cells of the disk." In fact, an arrangement is manifested 
·" comparable" to one previously observed by Dr. Hamann himself in 
the Holothurians. (Nachr. K. Gesellsch. Wiss., Gottingen, 1884, pp. 
385, 386; J. R. M. S., (2), v. 5, pp. 652, 653.) 
Echinoids. 
Compound mJes in Echinoids.-In a Diadematid (probably Diaderna 
Setosum) occurring at Trincomalee, some peculiar characteristics have 
been discovered by Drs. C. F. and P. ·B. Larasin. That sea-egg is cov-
ere<l with blue spots. One of these, when examined under the micro-
scope, shows on the surface 4 ' a mosaic'' of polyhedra (" generally irreg-
ular hexahedra," but also pentahedra) which are so disposed as to call 
to mind the compound eyes of fasects or crustaceans. ,: Each polyhe-
dron corresponds to a pyramid of very highly refractive substance, 
. the blunt edge of which is invested in pigment;" there "may be one 
huudred or as many as one or two thousand pyramids in one spot; over 
all of them the body-epithelium forms a thin ciliated layer, which may 
be regarded as the cornea;" further, ''each pyramid consists of a num-
ber of vesicular cells with quite hyaline contents, and in many of them 
there is a distinct nucleus; this region may be regarded as that of the 
lens an<l crystalline body." These organs are "directly placed on a 
ganglionic plexus," and there is no distinct nerve intervening between 
tile two. When a hand is directed towards a point where these or'gans 
ar developed, the surrounding spines are seen to turn towards the 
·p t. It has been therefore inferred that the pots in question have the 
jun •tion of ey s capable at least of appreciating tbe difference between 
' light and bade." (Zool . .Anzeiger v. 8, pp. 715-720; J. R. M. 8., (2), v. 
G, p . .. Ji3.) 
Holothurians. 
Vrrlun; rf rl({Tf'rtntiating cliaracters.-Th various parts and organ of 
h · lofol/11nifln.'i h, v be 11 -·~1mi11ed uy Dr. K. Lampert, in order to. 
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determine the systematic values thereof and the best means of classify-
ing the groups. '' Tho arrangement of the ambulacral suckers varies 
with age." The calcareous deposits are much less variable, and in but 
few cases are there notable differences, according to age or otherwise. 
The tentacles appear to furnish tlie best differentiating characters. The 
combination of Dendrochirotm in trod need by Prof.Jeffery Bell is adopted. 
Further, tl.Jc distribution of the tentacles into one or two rows affords 
good grounds for a division into groups, to be called respectively," JJio-
nocyclia" and "Heterocyclia." A new and systematic monograph of the 
order is promised by Dr. Lampert. (Biol. Oentralblatt, v. 5, pp. 102-109; 
J. R. M. S., (2), v. 5, pp. 1007....:1008.) 
WORMS. 
Rotifers. 
The relations of the Rotifers.-Much diversity of opinion has prevailed 
as to the relations of the Rotifers to other classes of tlle animal king-
dom. The subject has been taken up recently by Dr. L. Plate in con-
nection with a monograph of the fresh-water rotifers observed by him. 
Re considers that it is clear that '' sexual dimorphism is an acquired 
character." The progenitor of the class (''.Archirotator ") is supposed 
to have had a cylindrical body narrower behind., a ventral mouth and.. 
Jorsal anus, and an aboral tuft of cilia; tlte wheel apparatus consisted 
of two ciliated circlets; the fore-gut had a chitnious masticatory appa-
ratus, and tlle whole tract was lined by ciliated epithelium; into its hinder 
portion opened two unbranched excretory canals and the genital ducts. 
The nervous system consisted of a dorsal central ganglion, which gave 
off several "anterior and. two postero-lateral nerves. As to their system-
atic position, tlie Rotifers appear to be of the same stock as the .An_ne-
lids, but they differ from the Trochophore in wanting a ciliated groove; 
the hinder circlet of cilia opens into the fore-gut, the aboral tuft does 
not correspond to the perianal circlet, and the brains are not homolo-
gous." (Jcnaische Ze'itschr. f. Natiirwiss., v. 10, pp. 1-120, 3 pl.; J. R. JJI. 
S. (2), v. G, pp. 7G-78.) 
Platyhclminths. 
}7ew York Turbellarians.-.A.n important memoir on the fresh-water 
Turbellarlans occurring especially in Monroe County, New York, lias 
been pubUshetl by Dr. W. A. Si1lim::m in the "Zeitschrift fiir wisscn-
schaftliclw Zoologie" (v.·41, pp. 48-78, with 2 pl.). Twenty-one species 
have been recognized, of which a consiuerable number, it is supposed, 
are common to .America and Europe. Dr. Silliman consid~rs the groups 
named Rhabdocmla, Tri.dada, PoJyclo<la, and Nemertinea to he of approx-
imately equal value aud rcpre. enti11g fonr "orders" of Turbellarians. 
II. Mis. 1 G--49 
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Nemafelmintl1s. 
Nervous system, of tape-1.conns.-Altuougl1 the nervous system of the 
tape-worm was discovered half a century ago, the subje-~t has remained 
in considerable obscurity, and recent research by Dr. J. Niemiec i 
therefore timely as throwing light on some of the controverted and 
doubtful points at issue. Dr. Ni~miec's researches were basctl on cc-
tions of the scolices of T. cmn,nrus, T. elliptica, T. serrata, and T. mc-
<lioc:mellatu.. The different parts arc considered under four categories. 
(1) A "nerve ring" situated under the hooks, from which "filament 
nm to the hook musculature, while from ganglionic swellings eight 
branches descend, four going to the principal lateral ganglia, and four 
prolonging their course even within tlle proglottides." 
(2) A" central ganglion" iu tlle ruitldle of the'' principal commissure," 
joining- tbe two lateral ganglia, :wd "from which a 'transverse commis-
i-.ure' p3,sses at rig lit angles to the 'principal.'" 
(3) "Polygonal comniissurc.r;," in· the plane of the two chief comrni. -
snres, formed hy "nerves which unite the two lateral ganglia with the 
branches descending from the nerve-ring and with the transverse corn-
rnissure," and parallel to it, "a little below, there lies an 'inferior polyg-
onal cornmissure' of Lbe same nature. Where the different branches 
join, 'secondary gauglia' are sitnate<l, and from these, as well as from 
the principal lateral g·anglia, the suckers are supplied with nerves, four 
to each." 
( 4) "Spongy cords,'' ten in number, three pairs starting from the prin-
eipal lateral ganglia and the remaining four (ns a.lrea.dy noted) " -de-
scending :from the ucr,c-ring and passing through tl1c 'secondary gan-
glia.'" 
In conclusion Dr. Niemiec insists upon (1) tbe rc~emblan'cc between 
the nervous system of the ta.pc-worms an<l that of the Tetrarliynchi; 
:ind (2) .the homologies of the 11erve-ring of the tape-worms wjth the 
oesophageal ring of the annelids, "from which it differs only jn its le 
pronounced development or reversion to a more rudimentary form,' 
:tnd (3) the diminishe<l ga,p which intervenes between the cestode and 
t rematod nervous systems. (Recueil Zool. Suisse, Y. 2, pp. r;: 9-64 ; J. 
R. Jlf. . (2), v. G~ pp. 7u, 7G.) 
Annelids. 
Deep sea .Annelids.-Thc deep-sea types of a few cla. se , such as th 
fi ·h s ancl Il lothurians, arc, to a large extent, much <li:ff'erontiated from 
Lhc hn.11 w-wa,t r forms, but those of other cla . cs are omparativ 1~ 
littl dirnrg ntfr m littoral IP i .·. AmonrrtJ1e group oftll latter at-
•·g ry ar th Ann lid .· . The ri h m, t rial coll ctcd by the ball ng r 
''-' )} <1il i 11 11 ,· h' 11 1 li ol~i<·ct of 8t.tHl,r to Prof. William 1. l\Icinto. h 
ro_r · <·,·:· 11 y<·:u-.· :111d 11H' n•:1tlti-i tlH•rpof l1n,· , 11 w npp ar <l in th f rm 
of~ hu·uo qnarto nil11111 ! 1·rn1 ~:i111f i11 ,,. 1l1n entire•. tw lftlt f the Chal-
l n~ •r r l ort. . 
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Under Urn l1eaui11g of " cla,ssifi.cation" (p. viii) Professor McIntosh 
states tllat "tbe large number of new forms broug4t within our knowl-
edge by the Challenger would have been supposed to lead to a note-
worthy change iu classificatfou, lmt from the first it was apparent that 
110 new family was ri:quirccl. AU the types fell under the groups already 
constituted, an<l which luwe l>eeu very satisfactorily given by Malmgren 
in bis Annulata Polychreta" (1S67). Much "experience h:J.s not as yet 
shown the necessity for any material cb~nge." It is admitted, however, 
that "there arc some forms, such as the genus Eulepis" (retained in 
Polyuoium) which almost merit the distinction of a separatefa,mily, but 
tlie.v have only recentl.Y been discovered and .may properly be left for 
fnrtLer investigation." 
Two lmmlred and twenty new species are described by Professor Mc-
Intosh. · 
AH.TJIIWPODS. 
. 11.ferostomes. 
Emb1·yology a:nll morphology of Liniul·us.-The horse-shoe crab, or Lim-
ulns, Jws been the subject during the past year (as in previous years) of 
inYcstigatio11 with refere11cc to its embryology, morphology, and sys-
tematic relations. Of American naturalists, Dr. J. S. Kingsley has con-
t rilmtc<l un i1iiport:rnt memoir on the embryology of Limulus to the 
"Bnglisl1 Qnartel'ly ,Journal of .Microscopical Science" (v. 26, pp. 521-57G, 
:~ pJ.), arl(l Prof. Ilcnry L. Osbom, Dr. W. K. Brooks, l\fr. A. T. Bruce, 
:irnl l\lr. \V. II. Howell ha,·o communicated preliminary notices of in-
\·t~8t igato11~ to No. ,,t;:; of the '' ,Johns Hopkius University Circulars." 
011(•, h,r Profes~or Osuom, is on the "Metamorphosis of Lim,itlus poly-
J>htmus" (p. 1), a, secornl, by Dr. Brooks and Mr. Bruce, is an" Abstract 
of.' Hcsc:1rcltes on the Em Uryology of Limitlus polyplwrnus" (pp. 2-4), and 
a tltirtl, l>y l\Ir. Bowell, is "On the Chemical Composition, &c., of .the 
Blood of Li?Jmlus polyphcmus" (pp. 4, G). Dr. A. S. Packard has also 
pnulisltc,l in the American Naturalist (v. lD) a supplementary memoir 
011 certain points of the embryology of 1.he same species. Important 
rnemoirs lmve been .likewise published by Prof. E. Ray Lankester and 
sevc1:al associates or studelits, in the" Quarterly Journ~i of Microscop-
ical Science," and the "Transactions of the Zoological Society of Lon-
tlon." 
.11 raohnids. 
Sense organ iii legs of 8_1ridm·s.-The peculiar structural motli:fications 
of the legs which baYc been observed in certain spiders by Bertkau an~l 
Dahl, and considered to be sensory orgmJs, liave been studied anew by 
Professor Schimkenitsch. The structures in question have been found 
in most of the leg joints in a number of spiders, and in botb males and 
females. They arc super1icia11,v tllin chitinous plates with thickened 
borders, whose opposite sid s ar '\ connected by parallel thickenings, 
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and in cross-sect.ions are to be found '' round these organs a layer of 
remarkably tall pigmented cells," and'' between these are ganglion cells 
with prolongations directed towards the chitinous laiyer." These are 
thought to be analogous to tlle "chordotonal organs" of insects. (Zool. 
Anzeiger, 1885, pp. 2G4-266, u37, &38). 
Dimorphism in spiders.-Several observers have determined that cer-
tain spiders have two broods, and tliat the individuals of the two differ 
more or less, in a few cases the· differentiation having been considered 
as specific. The so-called Meta segmcntata and JJfeta Mengei, for exam-
ple, represent several broods of one and the same species. In other 
cases, however, there is but little difference between the two broods. 
(Zool. Anzeiger, 1885, pp. 459-464, by Bertkau; 532, 533, by Korsch.) 
Crustaceans. 
A nervous system in the Ccntrogonida.-The siugular degraded crusta-
ceans, known a,s Peltogaster and Sacculina, which liave been differen-
tiated into a distinct order called Rhizocephab or Centrogonida, have 
a nervous system so ~udimentary and obscure as to have escaped ob-
servation until the past year. Mr. Y. Delage resolved to supply the 
deficiency, and after two years of observation lie found it in Sacculina, 
while in Peltogaster, on the other hand (although the absolute difficulties 
of the search were exactly the same as in Sacculina) be .found it in the 
first individual dissected after less .than an hour's work. He mentions 
this particular only to show the value of the morphological methou, 
and if he found this nervous system it js by no means due to partic-
ular address in dissection; it is because, n,rmed with the morphological 
<laita derived from the study of Sacculina, lJc sought for it precisely 
where it ought to be found. When one knows where to look for H, be 
remarks, it is easy to find, but this last condition is indispen able, and 
it is from not having this requisite knowledge at their disposal that 
the nnmerous authors who have previously invcstigat d the genera in 
question failed to discover it. 'l'he ganglia are displaced and in ap-
parently different relations on account of the position of the ovaries 
antl other parts. In these displacements, was the nervous ganglion to 
retain the original position at the bottom of the ovary, or was it to fol-
low the cloaca, or the mesentery or the cemeut-o·fands. b ervatfon 
has shown thait it did not remain im~ovable; therefore its r lation. · 
with the d clivou · pole of the ovary are not at all cs ential; it bad fol-
low cl th cloaca. a.ncl tlie me entery, but l)Ccially the cement-gland. 
in th ir rnov m nts; h nee it is with tbes organ, , and •hiefiy witl1 
tb Ja. t n::un fl, that it ha. fundamental r lati n.. On tl1 oth 'r hanu, 
w , that h lo: r lation f the ganglion with th t ste. iu P 1t · 
ga · r ar (]nit a icl ntal, Rine in acculina th ·c rgans ar a far 
aport a. P ._· i l . II n fi rwar<l in eking f r tl1c n rvon ._ , : ,·t m in 
0. her '·ntro~ nj L, in whi h tl1 Yi c ra. may ag:iin , ffi,ct new rela-
tion , we h. t w • h. 11 n t l1a t pay a11, tt ntiou to th te t 
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or to the anti-peduncular pole of the ovary, and that it is between the 
cement-glands, in the sagittal pJanc, and perhaps slightly towards the 
cloaca and the cement-glands, tltat we mnst direct the forceps and the 
scalpel. It is only by the stmly or a tj'pe in which the cemenf glands 
m::i,y be far removed frorn tbe mcsentery and the cloaca that we c::m see 
· whether the nervous ganglion would entirely break off its relations 
with the latter two organs and follow the ccment-gl:md~ i11 their dis-
placement. ( Cmnptes Rendus A.cad. Sci. Paris, 1885, p. 1010; Ann. & 
Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), v. 15, pp. 4!J5-498.) 
Bl-ind sess-ile-eyed crustaceans.-The structure of the brain in sessile-
eyed crustaceans, and es11ecially that of the Asellus communis aud Ce-
cidotrea stygia, has been investigated uy Prof. A. S. Packard. The 
brain of such forms has not g·angliou and cells with a simple nucleus, as 
does that of a; lobster and other stalk-eyed crustaceans, but ten to twenty 
nuclei appear to a cell. The brain is therefore far less complicated than 
that of the stalk-eyed crustaceans and is "a, syncerebrum, the compo-
nents being the brain proper or pro-cerebral lobes, the optic ganglia, and 
the first and second antennal lobes," and these lobes arc quite separate 
frolll each other. 
As to the blind species Professor Packard thinks that "the steps 
taken in the degeneratibn or degradation of the eye, the result of the 
life in darkness seern to be these: (1) the total and nearly or quite simul-
taneous loss by disuse of the optic ganglia and nerYes; (2) the breaking 
down of the retinal cells; (3) the last step being, as seen in the totally 
eyeless form, the loss of the lens and pigment." Professor Packard 
considers this evolution to be explicable upon what may be called 
"Lamarckian" principles. (JJfem. Nat. Acad. Sci., v. 3, part 14, p. 5.) 
Insects. 
Extinct myriopods.-As a, result of a study of the fossil myriopods, 
Ivlr. Samuel H. Scudder has admitted two extinct orders. The Arcbi -
polypodous type is the oldest, and Mr. Scudder considers that there is evi · 
dence that some of the Carboniferous forms were amJ?hibious. The group 
culmiuatc<l in the Carboniferous, ::tn<l does not appear later than the 
Dyas, while with one doubtful exce11tion uo true diplopod is know to be 
older than the Oligocm1c. 1'he .Archipolypoda, wbicb resembled 'the 
Diplopotla in having two pairs of legs to every segment, became extinct 
in the Pal::cozoic epoch. Three families have been recognized, the 
Archidcsmidre, Euphorberiidm, and Archijuli<lro. Another extinct type 
is found in the Protosygnathn,, which are characterized by the develop-
ment of only a single pair of legs to each segment, in which respect a 
resemblance is rnanifcstc<l to the Ol1ilopoda. One genus only, Palm-
ocampa, is known from the Carboniferous. 
For a brief period after leaving the eggs, modern Diplopods and pau-
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ropods have a shorter body than in after life, and tho first three seg-
ments bear but a single pair of legs. 
In ad_ult life, these first three segments still bear but a single 11air of 
limbs, while all the other segments which exist in the larval state, and 
those which develop afterwards, bear two pairs. The Chilopoda have 
the same three anterior pairs of legs, early and permanently devel-
oped as organs of manducation, while all other segments have but a 
single pair. Pa;Ireontological evidence is in favor of the view that the 
dorsal scutes of Diplopoda are compound. 
The sight of insects.-Tbe power of vision of insects has been investi-
gated by Prof. Felix Plateau, whose special aim was to determine 
whether insects can distinguish the form of objects. It has been con-
tended by certain authors that such insects as possess compound eyes 
cannot distinguish form, and that vision operates in a different way 
from that generally admitted, and consists mainly in the perception of 
movements. To some extent this view is sustained by Professor Pla-
te::m as the result of a series of experiments. He concluded from these 
that "insects only utilize their e~"es to choose between a white luminous 
orifice in a dark chamber, or another orifice or group of orifices equally 
white. They are guided neither by odorous emanations, nor by differ-
cuces of color. A fact which will certainly astonish all entomologists, 
n.nd likewise surprise the experimenter himself. is, that bees have as 
l>ad sight and comport themselves almost as flies." 
Professor Plateau directed his observations to many widely different 
insects, belonging to the orders of Diptera, Hymenoptcrn, Lepidotera, 
Odonata., and Coleoptem, arnl the experiments spoken of wcro essen-
tially harmonious. The following conclusion resulted: 
(1) "Diurnal insects havo need of a quick, strong light, and cannot 
direct their movements in partial obscurity. 
(2) "In diurnal insects with compound eyes, the simple eyes offer so 
· little utility that it is right to consider them as rudimentary organs. 
(3) '' Insect with compound eyes <lo uot notice differences of form 
t::xi ' ting between two light orifices, and arc <leceived by an excess of 
lnmiu u · intensity :rs well as uy tbc apparent excess of surfa c. Iu 
·hort, tliey do not <li 'tinguish th form of obj ch;, or, if they do, dis-
ti11gnish tbP-rn nry adly." (.Am. Nat., v. 20, pp. GD, 70.) 
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onl,r, if that surface be vertical and if the body of tl10 fly be iu contact 
with tbe glass. (J. R. 11[. S., Oct., rnSG; Am. Nat., v. 20, p. 1221.) 
Insects of tlw coa,l per-iod.-'I111c additions to our know-ledge of the in-
1-;cct fauna of the early periods of the earth's history bave been rnry 
great during tlle p:u;t few years, an<l a deposit of species from the Car-
boniferous beds at Commentry, in tlie department of Allier, France, bas 
c·outrilmted a number of new types and fi.unisbed data for forming a.11 
enlarged snrYey of the ancient insects. .A. French naturalist, Mr. C. 
Brougniart, Las lJeen :-tble to study the remains of 1,300 specimens, 
among wbich not only tbe wings but sometimes the boclies llave been 
preserved. He corroborates the imp:;:,ession that llas already obtained, 
that the veuatiou of the wings, which is generally so good a guide in the 
appreciation of recent species, Hot only fails to a large extent, but is 
cYen liable to lead into error in the case of the aucient forms; neverthe-
less, fo spite of such discrepancies, the most ancient insects are, in some 
respects at least, :surprisingly like' those of the present time, and only 
differ i11 comparatively unimport:mt respects . 
.Amoug tlie insects of the Commentry deposit occurs the first fossil 
Tliysannran, represented by 45 specimens. It is supposed to be rc-
latrcl to tile. existing l\.1acbilis, lmt differs from all liviJ.Ig representa-
tirns of the order L,y having a single caudal filament. The species has 
l>ern named Dasyleptus lucasi. 
The Ortlwpterous insects are represented by species which re0all the 
Phasmids or leaf insects of our <lay, lmt are segregated by Brongniart 
iu a srccial order under the name Neurortboptera. Of this type two 
major groups or suborders, with numerous distinct generic types, refer-
able to auont five families, have been made known. 
The Ilomoptcrous insects were represented in _the deposit lJy five 
genera. 
The Pseudo-neuroptera had forms that ":ere still ~oro varied; six 
families have been recognized for the carboniferous species. (1) One was 
a g-roup of eight new genera of a family to which the name of Megasc-
copteridn, has becu given: 'l'he abdomen had respiratory appendages 
arnl tlte problematical Breyeria Borinensis is regarc1ed as being a species 
of the family. (2) Another family, called Protodonata, is recognized 
for forms somewllat resembling the dragon flies or Libellulidm of the 
present age. Four other families, tlie Homotbitida, Pl'otcpltemcriu.1, 
Protoperlicla, and Protowyrmeleonida, furnish additional species or tliu 
P.scudoncuroptera. ( 1lm. Nat., v. 20, pp. G8, GD.) 
Gricket~ 'infested l>y Gorcliw:J or thrcad-worms.-Numerous iusccts lrnr-
l1or Gonlins or thread-worms dmfog some portion of their life llistor,y, 
and some receut interesting observations were communicated by a, 1a<1.Y 
of Groton, N. Y., Mrs. 0. \V. Conger, to the Rev. Dr. Henry C. McCook. 
01i one occa,sion slic noticed that a cricket mounted upon the edge of a 
pail, and after some uneasy movements brought the tip of the abdomen 
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just beueath tlrn water, and, with a few violent throes, expelled a black 
mass, wl1icll fell slowly through the water, au<l before it rcacbetl the 
bottom resolved itself into one of the woi·ms. "The cricket seemed ex-. 
lntustctl by the horrid birth, aml did not find strength to draw itself up 
Oil the edge of the pail for about eight minutes, aud wben it finally did 
Ho, it tumbled to the floor and crawled off in a ,cry rheumatic manner. 
After this discovery we used to amuse leisure hours by watching like 
operations until frost killed the crickets. I sometimes would crush 
l:trge crickets, generally with tbe result tbat a tightly-coiled snake 
woulu bu tbrust out of a rupture just, above tl10 tip of tbe abdomen; 
hut whetbcr the snake was not sufficiently tlc"rnloped or because of its 
needing water rather than air to YitaUze it, nouc of tlrn snakes so pro. 
cluced showed any signs of life." 
l\IOLL USCOIDS. 
Polyzoans. 
U.'w of avicularfo in classification of the Polyzoans.-The so-called 
d1iti11ous parts (operculum and avicularia) of the Polyzoans had been 
lllnch neglected. until lately, but Messrs. A. ·vv. Waters and G. Busk 
lia,ve paid special attention to such parts with decided benefit to the 
systematic arrangement of the chilostomata. The modifications of the 
operculum especially were described when practicable by Mr. Busk in 
his elaborate report on the species collected by tbe Challenger expedi-
tion. The avicularian mandibles were also i nvcstigatcd to some extent 
by Mr. Busk; and, according to Mr. Waters, '' to him we must giYe the 
credit of "first applying the form of the mandible iu specific determina-
tion." A fuller discussion "On the use of the avicnlarin,n mandible in 
the <leterruation of the chilostomatous Bryo.wa or Polyzoa" bas beeu 
contributed by Mr. Artllur vV. Waters. Various points are discus ·ed, 
. lJu t only a couple can be llere noticed. '' Tllo process in the chitinous 
mandibles" Mr. Busk caUs a columella, and says that ''it is covered with 
short hairs," but these, upon comparison with other mandible , turn out 
only to be the remains of the attachment of ti.Jo muscular threads. In 
fine, the processes in the mandibles, especially of Cellepora and Adeona, 
"indicate differences in the muscular attachments, and both here and 
ia tllc opercula it is really the muscular system which bas the greate t 
da · ificatory valne; but this is best stuuied by means of the variation 
in the chitinou parts." (J. R. JI[. S. (2), v. o, pp. 774-770, pl. 14.) 
Brachiopods. 
Va cular a,nd nervous systems of Brachiopods.-Some points iu the 
Htructur f L ra hi pod ar v ry difficu 1 t to dctcrmi ne for oue rea-
·on or :moth r, ut 11 w light j • gradually eing tbr wn on ucL. S v-
·ral cloulJ l'ul point· ha.v · l en inv tigal •<l y Dr. F. lllochmaun. Tho 
h · rt au lit: co tractil>ility w re early correctly ou crvcd by Professor 
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Ha,ncock. Occasionally, as in the .A.rgiope neopolitana, there arc two 
hearts. On the other hand, in some forms, as Cra.nia anomala, there is 
·" no heart," but" numerous enlargements on the ',ein."' The so-called 
"afferent brachia! canal" of Hancock is now affirmed to be "really the 
supra;resophogeal nerve," and "further, the plexus which Hancock de-
scribes as circulatory, are really branching and anastomosing connec-
tive tissue-cells." In one of the examined Brachiopods (Crania ano111ala) 
the supra-resophageal ganglion is replaced by a '' narrow fibrillar com-
missure." A "brachia.I vessel, sending off vessels to the cirrlli, runs 
along the whole length of the brachia! sinus behind tho resoplrngus, 
communicating by paired branches with the rosopbageal blood-sinus, 
and so with the heart." ( Zool . .A.nzeiger, v. 8, pp. 164-1G7; J. B. llf. S. 
(2), v. 5, p. 440.) 
MOLLUSKS . 
.A.cephals. 
Action of the foot in bivalve molluslcs.-The movements of the foot in 
Lamellibranchs, or the bivalve mollusks, have been studied by Dr. A. 
Fleischmann. It is maintained that the so-called aquiferous pores in 
the foot are "neither the orifices of glands nor artefacts. This being so, 
they cannot serve ns a means of communication between the lllood vas-
cular system and the surrounding water. Such streams of ,Yater as are 
seen on contraction are not normal vital phenomena, but -arc patlrn-
logical. Even if there were pores, they could not, for mechanical rea-
sons, have the functions that have been ascribed to them. The swelling 
of the foot is due to the entrance of a certain quantity of blood, wbicl1, 
during repose, is stored up in the pallial reservoirs; the blood is aided 
by the closure of a strong valve and by the simultaneous relaxation of 
the musculature of the foot, the lacume of which become fill eel by blood. 
When the foot undergoes erection there is no change of Yolumc .of the 
whole animal, but only a change in the volume of separate parts, (lne 
to the dislocation of the blood. It has not been proved tbat water is 
taken up by the kidneys or intercellular ducts. The Lamellibranchs 
do not need to take in water. What is true of them is also true of otlier 
groups of mollusks." (Zeitsoltr. Wiss. Zool., v. 41, pp. 367-431; J. R. M. 
S., v. G, p. 52.) 
Byssogenoits .<]lands and .A.qii{ferous pores in Lcimellibranchs.-Tbe bys-
sogenous glands and pores of bivalve mollusks, as well as the so-called 
aquifcrous pores of tbe foot~ have been studied by Prof. T. Barrois. 
"In the !)resent state of knowledge," he indicates, i' it is genera]]y 
:ulmitted that the byssus is the secretion of special glands," but the ex-
tent to which such glands are developed had not been known 11ntil tl1e 
professor was able to demonstrate that Lamcllibra11clts generally ex -
hibit more or less well marked traces of this byssogenous apparatus. 
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In such forms as have the glands moderately developed, such as the 
common European cockle (Cardium, cdule), the organ consists of ''a 
groove on the lower surface of the foot, of glands at the side of the 
groo·vc, of a canal which extends from it to the more or less spacious 
crLvit.y of the byssus, and of compact masses of byssogenous glands 
which pa,ss the products of th.efr secretion into the cavity." This cavity 
as well, and also the canal a,ml the groo,ve, are Uned with a cylindrical 
epithelium. In the common cockle the byssus is formed by '' a simple 
!Jyaline :filament." 
In those forms in which the glands arc more developed, such as the 
common mussel (Mytilus), Pinna, and others, ''the glands are much 
denser, and the anterior extremity of the foot is prolonged to form the 
linguiform muscle; the la'u:ielJm of the cavity of the byssus are more 
numerous," and t.hc byssus is formed of a uumber of filaments consti-
tuting a tuft. "In Anomia differentiation is carried much further, for 
the byssus becomes charged with carbonate of lime," and compact, so 
as to form the so-called ossicle. · 
In still other forms, ,; the organ undergoes great retrogression," aml 
there may be "a very short groove, or none, and no glands," as in Donax 
and Tellina; "sometimes the groove -and cavity are present, but no 
glands exist," as in Nucula., while in others "only a delicate blind canal 
can be distinguished, formed by a simple layer of epithelial cells," as in 
Psamniobia,. And in few forms is there a complete absence of groove, 
cavity, or glands. Pholas and Solen are examples of the few. 
Professor Barrois has examined more tlwn 50 species and, accord-
ing to his views, representatives of" every family except the Trigoniiclm 
aucl Triclacni<lm," and, inasmuch as the byssus and its associated struct-
ures are so generally developed, "he is inclined to regard it as a char-
acteristic organ of the Lamellibrach type." 
Tlle so-called aquifcrous pores are thought l>y Professor Barrois to be 
'' notlling more than the orifices of degraded byssogenous gla,nds." It 
is his opinion that, '' if water does really enter tl1e cirulatory system," 
it ~, mu ·t do so by fine intercellular canals, or by endo, mosi , or ~omc 
other way," l>nt not tllrongh tllc aquiferon::; pores. ( Oomptcs Rcndus, 
A call. S ·. Paris, v. -, pp. 188-rno; J. R. M. S. (2), v. G, pp. 327, 228.) 
&,trnclurc of ui1 al·vc shells.-1'Irn bh-alrn shell:; ba,Yc been ·onsidcretl 
l>y '\V. l\fiill r with r fcrencc to tlic attachment exi ,tin,n· lJ tween tul' 
mn11tl • of th animal :1ucl tll 8lt ll 111 
. 'pp. 7 
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Gastropods. 
The wings or cephalic appendges of Pteropods.-1.'he homologies of the 
wing-like anterior appendage~ of the Pteropods are still involved in 
doubt. In the gymnosomatous forms, especially of the genera Clione, 
Clionopsis, or Pneumodermon, there are always two pairs of tentacles, 
and Dr. Pelseneer believes that they are '' homologous with the two 
pairs of the euthyneurous Gastropods." In thecosmatous Pteropods, 
there is a pair of tentacles so reduced as to be rudimentary, aud if' the 
species do not have eyes when adult, they have them in some s·tage of 
developme11t; these tentacles are homologous with the posterior or 
nucbal oculifcrons tentacles of tlie gymnosomatous Pteropods, while the 
absence of the anterior is to be cxplaine{l by the swimming lobes en-
circling the head. ,~ Most of the gymnosomata have a pair ot' buccal 
appendages between the two pairs of tentacles, and these, though 
varied in aspect, are probably similar in origin;. it is explained how, in 
Clionc, they are really inserted on the external wall of the birncal cavity 
just as in Cirri fer and Pncnmodermon; but at the same time it is to be 
rcmemberc<l that this part of tlrn buccal cavity is an introvert and not 
a true part of tltc oral cavity." ( Quart. Journ. JJficr. Soc., v. 25, pp. 
401-500, 1 pl.; J. R. JJf. S. (3), v. O, p. 53.) -
Tlte eyes of Gastropods.-An inv~stigation of the eyes of Gastropods 
Las been undertaken l>y Dr. 0. Hilger. It appears that there are two 
kinds of optic organs developed in ordinary forms. In the first a rudi-
mentary condition is manifested in that the eye '' forms but a slight in-
vagination of the epitltclinm of the body;" this condition is exemplified 
in the Uhipidoglossato and Docoglossate ~ollusks, as in ·the genera 
Margarita, Trochus, Haliotis, Fissurella, and Patella. In the second, 
"the eye forms a complete closed capsule, which is invested -by connec-
tive tissue." This condition is manifested in the Pectinibranchiates, 
such as the genera Murex, Nassa, Ficus, Cyprma, and Conus. 
In the former type "the eye has the form of a cup or bell shaped 
invagination of the epithelium of the body," and "in most cases, the 
cuticle seems to be developed as a very thin lamella over ,the anterior 
part of the vitreous body; the invagination is lined by the retina, which 
anteriorly passes directly into the epithelium of the body and is in-
vested externally by the outspread optic nerve." Iu the ear-shells 
, (Haliotis) and top-shells (Trochus) "tho cavity is filled by a _ delicate 
gelatinous substance, and in Patella and Nacella by a finely granulated 
mass." 
In those forms in which tlJC eyes are moro developed '' the larger and 
bi11dcr part of the corpuscle is formed by the retina and the outspread 
optic nerve, while it i closed anteriorly by tl.10 inner ceU-layer of 
the pcllncida. Within there is either a lens or vitreous body or both," 
aud ''the eye is completely invested by the connective tissue of the ten-
tacle," or, as it has been more definitely named, the ommatophor. 
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For further details, reference must be had to the original memoir of 
Hilger, published in the Morphologische tTahrbuch, and a fuller abstracL 
in -the Journal of the Royal Micros·copical Society. (JJforplwl. Jahrb., 
\T, 10, pp. 351-371, 2 pl.; J. R. JJI. s. (2), v. 5, pp. 222·, 223.) 
The relations of Sequenzia.-The small mollusks to which tho generic 
name Sequenzia has been given, and which, on account of the appear-
ance of the shel1, have been supposed to be related to the Solariids by 
some, and by others to the Trochids, have, it seems, been quite misnn· 
derstood. Prof. A. E. Verrill found in the dredgings of the United 
States Fish Commission living exD,mples of the genus, and, on exami-
nation of the radula and jaws, determined the affinities of the form to 
be quite different. Professor Verrill approximates the genus (which ho 
mises to the rank of a family) to· the Aporrhaidre, and consequently in 
the group or suborder of Trenioglossa instead of the Ptenoglossa or 
Rhipidoglossa. 
The family is definable as Tmnioglossates with ovate jaws having a 
tesselated surface and denticulated edge; teeth of the central row small 
a.nd with a, denticle, of the inner lateral smaller and with curved, unarmed 
tips, and of the two outer· lateral slender, sharp, and strongly curved; 
shell trochiform,its aperture irregular, with a posterior sinus and a short 
or rudimentary canal or sinus, with a pearly laster, and decussating 
.sculpture, and operculum thin, rounded-ovate, with a subcentral nucleus 
and five concentric lines. (Trans. Conn. Acad. Arts & Soi., v. G, pp. 
186-191.) 
The anirnal of A deorbis.-Therc is a small shell, of a discoid form,.found 
along t_he European coasts, as to whose relations there have been con-
siderable doubts; its generally accepted name is Adeorbis subcarinatus. 
The doubts as to its affinities could only be solved by an examination 
of tbe anatomy of the animal. This has been undertaken during the 
past year by Mr. Paul Fischer. He found that the radula hos sixty-
eight transverse :i:ows of teeth, each row consisting of seven teeth; tho 
central is wide and trapezoidal, and has a reflected summit and ba al 
cusps; the lateral teeth are rhomboid and each bas a long, sta,lk-likc 
lateral process; the inner marginal are long, narrow, and denticulated 
n,long its ext rnal margin; the external still narrower and with entire 
margin . It appears, therefore, that Adeorbis has no relations with tho 
Trochi ls or Cyclostrematids to which some conchologist have been di -
po ed to refer it, and that its affinities tlire really with the Skeneid ancl 
Ii oid , as has been 1 ng suspected by other . (Trans. Conn. Acad . 
.1lrts & ci., v. 6.) 
1.he relation of Truncatella.-Along the shores of many countrie be-
tw n ti<l -mark or even abov normal high-wat r mark aro found c r-
t· in Rm. U m llu 1 h ing au lortrrat <l turreted. hell, trnncat d at 
th with a subcircular aperture. These mollusk belong 
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to the family named Truncatelli<lro, and they have been generally asso-
ciated with the Cyclostomids and allied animals and considered to be 
true air-breathing and Jung-bearing . gastropods. The correctness of 
this view however was long ago clrnJlenge<l, n.ml its incorrectness 
has been shown during the past year l>y Dr. A. Vayssiere. · 'fhc 
study of the respiratory apparatus of tlJC animal reveals the fact Uiat. 
it is a true gill or branchia, which is placed transversely to tile Jougitn-
dinal axis of the body; has itself an elongated form an<l is composed of 
twelve to fifteen triangular lamellro, arranged fo r1, row, but each almost 
entirely independent of its follows. On the surface of tlte lamellm, and 
especially toward the free extremity, there arc vibratilc cilim whiclt deter-
mine the movements of the water around the organ. It is, tltcrefore, 
says Dr. Vayssiere, undeniable tliat the respiration of the animal is by 
means of branchi::e. · The mollusk lives in a moist atmosphere, although 
not in the water, and therefore it keeps stored up in its respiratory cavity 
a certain amount of water wllich is renewed every time that tho tides 
cover its station. Dr. Vaysseire adds some cletails on the lu1ibits of 
individuals kept in confinement. They had been found on the sea .bor-
der more or less ensconce<l. in the mutldy ooze and iu the midst of debris 
cast on the shore, consisting largely of decayjng fruit alJ(l animals. The 
Truncatellas did not appear to be at all affected by the odor of the decay-
ing matter. They could remain out of the water and hl an atmosphere 
saturated with the vapor, and coulcl Jive many days withon t snff'cring, 
but moisturP. was necessary and they soon succumbed to dryness. Their 
progress is J1Cculiar, and tho movements of n1c :mimn:l recall those of 
the geometrical catcrpi11ars. Norm::dly and w11e11 in the water it nses 
only its foot in walking, and docs 11ot employ jls proboscis sarn in ex-
ceptional cases, aml when a special dcm::md is made upon its strengtb, 
as when it is creeping upon a vertical and smooth surface, snch ::is the 
sides of a glass globe. Previous observers, who .s tated that H always 
uses its probosci s, were misled by the fact that tlrn mollusk, fa its prog-
ress (which resembles tliat of the geometrical caterpillars), performs 
with the anterior part of its body (the proboscis) a certain looping move-
ment. This movement, which at the same time entails an approach of 
the extremity of the proboscis to the ground, leads oue to suppose tbat 
this plays a role in its progress, and one is the more disposed to 
believe this, as the moutll, which is at the extremity of the proboscis, has 
rnry much the appearance of a sucker. 
The food of the Uttle animal is chiefly composed of' microscopic ani-
malcules (such as Infusorians, Amcebas, Poraminifors, &c.), as well as 
the decomposing remains of algm and other aquatic plants. (Journ. 
de Conchyl. (3) v. 25, pp. 255-288, pl. 12, 13.) · 
North .1lme,·ican Land Sl1t_(Js and Shells.-The terrestrial Gnstropods of 
North America, north of J\1 xico, which have been treated of to sucli 
an extent by Mr. w·. G. Binney, J1ave heeu 1;,ubmittcd to :1 renewed ex-
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n,miuation by Luc ·same gentleman. '111.tc results have appeared in a new 
volume, cntitle<l "A Manual of American Land Shells," which consti-
tutes ''No. 28" of the Bulletin oftbe U.S. National Museum. 
The treatment is essentially the same as that in l\fr. Binney's previ-
ous publications, but instea<l of the species being arrange<l in a regular 
Rystematic or<lcr they are distributed geographically under several cat-
egories: (a) those" universally <listribnted;" (b) those of the" Pacific 
province;" ( c) those of the " central province; " ( c7) species of the 
"eastern province," and the "northern region" thereof; (e) species of 
the H eastern province" and the "interior region;" (f) species of the 
'' eastern province" and tbe "southern region," and (g) those "locally 
introduced." 
After a brief introduction on (1) tLe '' ballits and properties," (2) 
"geographical distribution," (3) the" generative organs," (4) the" jaws 
and lingual dentition," and (5) .the "classification," tlie author enters . 
upon the description of the species under tl1e geographical categories 
enumerated. 
With Dr. Fischer, he divides tbe Gcophilous Pulmonates (to which 
the volume is restrictc<l) into two groups (1) tbc Monotremata, dis-
tinguished by having common or cout,ignous external mn,le and female 
orifices, faclutling almost all of .tbc species, and (2) the Ditremata, em-
bracing those forms in which the external ma.le fl.ml female orifices are 
widely separated. Of tbe latter group ouly t,vo species of the family 
Veronicellid::c aud two of the Onchidii<lm l1avc been observe<l within 
the limits mentioned. 
The Monotremata are clividcd into clcYen families. These families do 
not always appear to be Ycry natural and sometimes discordant forms 
liave been combined in one, and sometimes forms for which no uiffer-
ential characters lmve been noticed have been referred to distinct fami-
lies. 
A resume of those families- to which clistinctive characters can be 
given seems appropriate in this connection. 
I. The Glandinid::c inclu<le tbose forms which arc eutirely destitute of 
a jaw, and whose teeth are of only one kind, all being elongated, narrow 
aud acu]eate, while t.ho mantle is submedian or postmedian and entirely 
includ din the shcU, which itself is elongated or turreted. Of tlli 
family five ar enumerated as species of the genus Gland in a. Tbese, in 
Mr. inney's plan, belong to the family Te tacellidre. 
1 I. Tllo S 1 niti<L con ·titutc n. group, recently r cogniz <l by Dr. 
1 l t h r, of which the jaw is rible s, the teeth are of nearly the ame 
charact r ~ tu e f th Glandinith and arc acul at , the rn diun one 
hein 00 ith r , up r :s d or Ycry small, aHd t.ll mantl i ubme<liun or 
l> .-t ri r a.nclin lu cl within th , b 11, which latter i piral and h li i-
forrn. Th .·p i s f thi. gr np ar \ r Ci rr cl bv fr. Dinn y to tl10 g · 
1111• L ·r · ·Ii. and , ix: ar r c rniz d as inhabitant, of th North 
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III. The Vitrinidre may be considered as embracing the l\Ionotrema-
tous Geophila, with a jaw which is smooth or striated (destitute of ribs) 
and has a median projection to tllc cutting edge; teeth differentiitted 
into a central tricuspid one, "laterals of about tlle same height as cen-
trals, bicuspid or tricuspid, but in latter case furnished with an ob-
solete inner cusp; margin~! teeth differing from the laterals, aculeate 
uni cuspid or bicuspid," and a heliciform shell. This family em braces 
about fifty-two species, which are referred by Mr. Binney to tlte Lima-
cidro. 
IV. Tllo Bulimulidm include forms wliich have the .jaw thin, and pro-
vided with distant transverse ribs, the teeth'' peculiar by the elongation 
and incurvation of the inuer cusp of the lateral" ones, and the mantle 
included in the shell which, itself is more or less elongated and turreted. 
Nine species, referred to the genus Bulimulus, are represented in NortlJ 
America, and arc chiefly found in the southwestern regions. · 
V. The Stenogyridm iuclude forms which have the "jaw ribbed or 
finely wrinkled, thin, arched;" the teeth differentiated into (1) a small 
central tooth, (2) tricusphl lateral tfeth having the '' central cusp long 
and narrow" arnl "side cusps of subequal length," and (3) '' marginal 
teetb, quadrate, very low, wide," and "tricuspid or multifid;" the man-
tle included, an<l. the "shell gencral~y elongated, })olygyral, shin1ng-," 
and with its "apex more or less obtuse." . TlJe six North Americm1 
species are referred to the genera Stcnogym, Fcrmssacia, and Caecilian-
ella. 
VI. The Ilelicidre have a jaw of a single piece (generally arcua.te, . 
often ribbed)~ teeth differentiated into (1) "centrals uni.cuspid or tricus-
pid," (2)'' laterals unicuspid, bicuspid, ortricuspicl, but with the inner cusp 
obsolete," and (3) "margiuals quad.rate, low, ·wide;" the mantle sub-
median arnl included in the shelJ, and the shell spiral and divcrsiform. 
The American represen.tatives are distributed by Mr. Ilinney among 
two families, tl10 Helicidm and Pupidm, but tlJc only differences notice<l 
arc as to degr~es of exsertion of the spire. The gradations from a dis-
coid helix to an elongated turreted or pupiform shell are so gradual 
and numerous (especially when foreign forms arc taken into accouut) 
that no advantage seems to result from the distinction of.the two groups. 
Including both types and eliminating•the genera Arion, Ariolimax, Pro-
ph,ysaon Binneya, Hcmpllillia, and the Pnnctum pygmreum or minutis-
~imum, one hundred and sixty-seven species have been admitted by Mr. 
Binney into the North American famrn and distributed among. twenty-
Rix genera. 
VII. The Limacidm may be restricted to species lm,ing tlle jaws rib. 
Jess, tlrn dentition divWed into (l) a "central tooth. tricuspid," (2) lat-
erals of same lJeigltt as central, bicuspi<l or trfouspid, and (3) "nrnr-
gina1 teeth <1iffcring- from the JnLcm]s, aculeatc, n11icuspid or l>icn spi<l," 
the mantle anterior, 8rnall, 11arro\Y, :rnll 1-;l1ie1d-likc iu appearance, arnl 
t]Je Qbe11 reduced to a nHlimcut flll(l <'.nnc<'::tk<l under the mantl e. 1.\Jl 
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the North American species are referred by Mr. Binney to the genu 
Limax and are seven in number. 
VIII. The Arionidm include forms which have the jaw entire and 
transversely ribbed; the teeth of three types, (1) a wide central ob-
scurely tricuspid; (2) lateral," like the centrals but asymmetrical by the 
suppression of the inner lower lateral expansion of the base of attach-
ment," and (3) marginals quadrate, low and wide; the mantle anterior, 
small and shield-like, and the shell represented by a small fiat plate or 
granules. The North American species are referred to two genera, 
Arion with two species (one introduced from Europe) and Ariolimax 
with five. These species are interposed between genera of the Helicidm 
by Mr. Binney. • 
IX. The Philomycidm have a '' jaw with or without anterior ribs, 
and median projection or cutting edge," teeth distinguishable into cen-
tral, lateral, and marginal; a mantle covering the whole body, and the 
shell entirely suppressed. Four species are found. within our limits, all 
of which are referred to the genera Tebennophorus, although there are 
two quite distinct forms which seem to have been confounded in it. 
The names used by Professor Morse are Tebennophorus and Pallifera. 
X. The Orthalicidm are forms which have - a peculiar jaw in that it, 
is "thick, solid, composed of a median triangular piece, with base cor-
responding to upper margin of jaw, and uea,r the apex of which con-
verge on either side oblique imbricated plates, free below, adherent 
above." The teeth are distinguished into" central and lateral teeth with 
quadrangular base, with central cusp more or less obtuse, generally very 
much expanded, with rudimentary side cusps'' and "marginal teeth 
quadrate, of same type;" the mantle is posterior and included, and 
the shell spiral and turreted. Two species are found in FJorida belong-
ing to the genera Orthalicus and Liguus. 
XI. The Punctidm include forms with the "jaw low, wide, slightly 
arcuate, with blunt, squarely truncated ends, "u.isintegrated into many" 
(about sixteen) "separate pieces, each higher tllan wide, with small 
overlapping edges; " the teeth are quite peculiar (but most like tho e 
of the Auriculidm) and represented only by centrals and laterals hav-
ing bases of attachment longer than wide, expanded below and squarely 
truncated, and free portions narrowed and reflected;" the mantle is 
submedian, and the shell heliciform. Not ·more than one species i cer-
tainly known within our limits. It is the Helix minutissima or unc-
tum minuti imum of mo t American authors, but it is regarded by Mr. 
Binn ya. b ing id ntical, ith a European , pecies and called by him 
fi r phy pygm a. 
XI . Th ucciniid::e have a jaw urmounted by an accc ory quad-
ran"nl r I lat , t th cliffi r ntiatetl into (]) a contra,] tricu pid, (2) lat-
~r< 1 whi ·hare tri u
1
·pid r icu picl, all(l U3) marcrinal of a (]Uadrat form 
"' i~h rn rr , , , mnlti n pi<l r fl tiou, , rrat by th , plitting of 
th~ mner ·11. p int umn<'r u , 1 •uticl ·;" m ntl m r r 1 in lud d 
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in the shell, and the shell more or less developed, spiral, thin, and trans-
parent. The North American specie8 are all referred to the genus Suc-
cinea by Mr. Binney, and twenty-six species are recognized. 
All of the forms now noticed belong to the group Monotremata (or 
Syntremata) as previously noted, and only fdur species belong to the 
remaining two families of Ditremata. 
The Veronicellidm have a" jaw slightly arcuate, with numerous ver-
tical ribs;" teeth differentiated into (1) '' centrals, narrow, unicuspid, 
with expanded sides," (2) "la.terals large, obscurely tricuspid," and with 
"medium cusp sbnrp and long," arid (3) "marginals with quadrato 
base short, triangular, unicnspi<l," and mantle not disti1;1ct from general 
integument;" the shell is entirely suppressed. . Two species have been 
found in the United States, one in Florida and the other in California; 
both are terrestrial. 
Tlte Ouchidiid::e have the '' jaw entirely smooth or lightly wrinkled," 
rcetll differentiated into" central tooth, tricuspidlateral teeth, and margi-
11als with quadrate base, razor-shaped," lrnving the "baselong and with 
cutting point narrow" and "medium cusp truncated and very long;'' the 
mantle is " thick, more or less tuberculous above," and no shell is de-
veloped. Tho two North A.meric:m species belong to the genus Oncl.ri-
della, one (0. borealis) occurring from Prince ·wmiam's Sound to Van-
couver's Islam]~ and the other (0. Carpenteri) from the Straits of Fuca 
to the Gulf of California. 
Differences a:nwng the slitgs.-Som.e of the Eul()pean malacologists ad-
mit numerous species of Slugs as of the families Limacidm and A.rionidro 
on slight <liffereuces of form, proportions, aml coloration, hut the pro-
priety of so doing has been questioned by Mr. S. Jourdain, who thinks 
that. tlte <lifferences that Lave generally been made use of for specific 
distinctions vary with age as well as habitat. He therefore urges tl1at 
investigation should be directed to the internal organs and especially to 
tbe arrangement of the generative apparatus. ''The pedal gH1nd is also 
of service; it contains a cyli.udri.cal excrctor,y canal which extend:;; 
more or less along the median line, and. receives the mucoso-glandular 
secretions of the lobules of a racemosc gland. on either side of it; the 
internal fa.cc of the caual is vibratilc. In the Limacid::e it arises as au 
invagination of the ectoderm, and subsequently becomes branched; the 
extremi Lies of the l>rauchcs arc invested by mesodermic cells which rap-
idly l>ecomc secretory." On <liffcrences discernible in the characters in 
question, J\fr. ,Tourdaiu distinguishes five species occurring in the en-
virons or St. Vaa.st-la-Hougue: these are four of the family Limacid::e 
and one of A.tioni<l::e. ( Omnptcs Rendus, Acad. Sci. v. 101, pp. !)G3-0GG. 
J. R. Jll. s. (3), Y. JG, p. 50.) 
An Buropean I'alwozoic lancl shell.-Uutil lately, no land sh ells h:1:vc 
been found in tllc pal::eozoic rocks out1-;ide of North America, lmt in tho 
H. Mis. rn--GO 
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western conti11cutscvcn spccfos have been found in Carboniferous and.De-
vonian deposits-six. in the former and one in the latter. During the past 
year however, Dr. Paul Fischer has described a, species referable to the 
genus Dendropupa from a, Permian deposit at Saone-ct-Loirc. The new 
species is related, in Dr. Fischer's opinion, to the first-discovered species 
of the genus Dendropupa (D. vetusta), found in the coal-joggins of Nova 
Scotia, but the form is different, and although larger, there are only seven 
(instead of nine) whorls. Only a single cast of the species was found 
in the midst of Yarious vegetable remains. The form has been namc<l 
Dendropnpa Wolchiarum. (Journ. de Conchyl. (3), v. 25, pp. 09-105.) 
Characteristics of Tcctibranchiate Gastropods.-In the first part of a work 
devoted to zoological and anatomical researches on the Opisthobranchi-
ate mollusks of tho Gulf of Marseilles, Dr. A. Vayssiere has treated of 
the Tcctibranchiates. The memoir is valuable on account of tlle use 
made in it of characteristics which have hitherto been neglected. The 
author, with Dr. Fischer, divides the group into three divisions, named 
Cephalaspidea, An asp idea, and N otaspidea. Besides much other infor-
mation, details are given as to the foo<l. of various forms. Some arc 
carnivorous, such as species of Scaphandcr, Philine, an<l. Doridium ; 
others are omnivorous, like Gastropteron and Pleurobranchus, and still 
others are completely herbivorous, as the sea-bares (.Aplysia) and No-
t arch us. ( Recherches zoologiques et anatomiques sur les mollusques OJJis-
tlwbranclws d-u Golfe de JJfarseilles, 181 pp.; Jo1trn. de Oonchyl. (3), ,. 25, 
pp. 20G-200.) 
Ccphalopods. 
Cartilages of Stpia.-Tbo "cartilages occnrriug iu the head of Sepia., 
have been examined by W. D. Ilalibnrton. '' The basis of tho cartilage 
is a, chorclrin-like body, which gives tho re-action of maccn aml gelatim'. 
But the gelatinous element is exceedingly small 'ln<l. no gcla.Liuizatio11 
occurs on the cooling of the hot-water extract. ~rho cartilage. <lilfers 
however from that of vertebrates in containing a small percentage of 
chitin." In Sepia the percentage is 1·22 per cent. (Quart. J01wn. Mier. 
Sc., v. 25, pp. 173-181; ·J. R. JJf. S. (2), v. 5, p. 222.) 
PROTOCIIORDATES. 
Tunicatcs. 
Relations of 11miicates.-.A.n elaborate mopograph of the genus Dolio-
lu,n has b n publi h d by Dr. B. UJjanin as a contribution to the 
"I• auna nn I lora <l lfi , von ap 1 (x, 1884), and in it arc detailed 
lh . ructurnl ·lrn.ract ri. Li . and the cmbryoloo-y. Variou moote 1 
<in :tio1:. a~ t, tlio morJ ho]oo-y arnl relation hip of the group, n. w 11 a 
t lu~ 'runient . iu g ner. l, ar n id r d. The author incline to th vi w 
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that the Tunicates "represent n, side branch of the YertelJrate phylum, 
whose point of origin is near its root." The Appcrcliculariids arc "re-
garded.as the most primitive representatives of the group; they give 
rise to the simple .Ascidians; thence there 1.n·anclic<l off the Solpidm on 
the one Land, and the compound .Ascidians on the other; tbc latter 
gave rise to tho social ..Ascidians, to Botryllus aud to Pyrosoma, while 
the primitirn stock was continued on through Anchonia to Dolioluni." 
Of cour-so these views arc to a large extent hypothetical, and perhaps, 
or even quite likely, wrong in some details, out so far as thcy•are legiti-
mate deductions from a careful and detailed study, arc valuable as well 
as suggestive for further h1vestigatiou; (J. R. M. S. (2), v. 13, pp. 231-
233.) 
VE ItTEilR.A.TES. 
General. 
The North .Ame)'ican. Pish Fawna.-The . "Synopsis of tlie fishes of 
North America" by Profs. David S. Jordan and Charles S. Gilbert; 
published early in 1883, has. been followed during the l)ast year by a 
"Catalogue of the fishes known to inhabit tlle waters of North .America 
north of the tropic of Cancer, with notes on tbe species <liscovered in 
1883 and 1884," by Prof. David Starr t.Tortlau. Since the 1mblication of 
tbe synopsis, in 1883, " an active study of North .American fishes has 
brought to light many species not included in tlle syuopsis, and lms 
shown various errors in the nomenclature of species alrc:-uly kuowu. 
The additions are chiefly in the Bassaliau or <leep-sea fauna of the At-
lantic, in the tropical fauna of the Florida Keys, and in the fresh-water 
fauna of the lower part of the M.ississippi V:1,Uey," regions recently re-
examined. Professor Jordan bas also ex tended tl.J e range adopted in the 
synopsis so that the new catalogue represents " the present state of our 
knowledge of the fishes found north of the tropic of Cancer iu American 
waters." In the new catalogue, 1,683 species are adopted, and in addi-
tion 187 subspecies are recognized, giving a total of 1,870 species and 
subspecies. These speciei;; are segregated under 587 genera and 157 
families. Several of the comprehensive genera and families of the syn-
opsis have ueen now disintegrated, more natural and bett~r definable 
groups being recognized in their place. In a" recapitulation," an as-
signment of the species to the various faunas is made. In regard to 
many of them, such an assignment, in the words of Professor Jordan, . 
is" simply arbitrary, and in tllis fact lies the chief clement of error in the 
following list. Thus mauy .Arctic shore flsJrns belong to the :i3assalian 
fauna of New England, while many West Indian species occur north-
ward, more or le s frequently as far as Cape Co<l." It must be added, 
too, that" no species is counted twice, bntin each case of the 1mmcro111) 
species which range over several faunal areas, cncL. is referred to that 
area which is supposed to be most properly its home, or to that in. wl1ich 
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it H occurrence has been longest known." Tho figures given by Profes. 
~or ,J<mlan arc ns follows: 
Spoctea. 
B::tssn.lia.u or <lccp-sca fa1111:1 of 1.]JO Atlantic................................... 105 
Arctic (Grccn]autl) famrn............ .. . .. . ............ ... . .. . .. . ... . .... .... 65 
Kew Eng1nrn1 (NcwfountlJan<l to Cn.po Il:1tt<:1r:1s). ....•. ... . .. .•••. . ...... .... !)5 
South Atlantic antl Gulf coast (shoro fauna) .... .. .... ..... .. .... ... ... .. .... HO 
West In1li:1n fauna (inc]u<ling Florida. Keys and" Suap_pcr Uanks," of Pcnsn.· 
cola) ..................................................................... 290 
Tropical fauna of tho Pacific (Gulf of California, southward) .••... .. . ... . ...• 240 
California. fauna (Ca.pc FJ:1ttcry to Cerros Island) .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. 220 
Alaska, (Cn.po Flattery to Bering's Stmits) ...... .•••.. .... ..... ....•. .... .... DO 
Pclngicspccics.............................................................. 35 
Fresh waters: East of Rocky Mountains...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 465 
Fresh waters: Between Rocky Mountains ancl Sierra Nevada, (Great Ilasin, &o.) 75 
Frosh waters: ,vest of tho Sierra Ncvn.tln. ::mtl C:1scat10 lb.ugo ..•... ...... .... GO 
Total ......... . ............ . ................. ••...............•....... 1,870 
The Fishes of Tropical Amcrica.-After having elaborated all the spe· 
cies of fishes of temperate and arctic America,, Prof. D::wid S. Jordan 
·addressed. himself to a preparation of a list of tl1c fishes fonnd along the 
Pacific coast of tropical America from tl1e Tropic of Caaccr to Panama. 
Tbe species of this region were almost nnlrnow11 :1 <Juartcr of :1, century 
ngo, and, in tbe words of Professor .Jordan, ''our lrnowlc<lgc of these 
species is dnc chiefly to the studies of Dr. Gill, Dr. Giint,lrnr, Dr. Stcin-
daclmer, a_nd Professors Jord~n a11d Gilbert. Onl.f a few collectors 
have gh·cu especial attention to the fish fauu:1 of U1is region, but the 
work of these bas, in nearly all cases, uecn of exceptional vn,lue. Tim 
earliest extensive collections were made by 1\.fr. ,Jolin Xant11s at Capo 
San Lncas, and later at Coli.ma. TLc spccjmcn:::i obtaiue(l hy Xnntu. 
comprise especially the :fishes of the rock pool . ThcRc w re stl]dicc1 
by Dr. Gill in 18G2 anc.l by Professor Gilbert arnl the writer i11 JSS~. ' 
Since that early time, however, numerous other collectors ha\·c obtain d 
fishes, arnl among the most promhlent of these arc Uapt:.lin John 1\1. 
Dow, l\fr. Osbert Salvio, Dr. I1'ranz Steindacbncr, 1 rof. Ji'ran1 ~ Drn<llcy, 
Dr. Bocourt, ancl, last and gTeate t, 1\lc~srs. Jordan :mu Gilb rt. Alto -
g·etlier 407 species have ueen ohtaill ,1, an<l these rcpr 8~nt 1, 7 ~ nera 
and G families. A comparison of tlrn e with the C:uibbe:lll aud 1 ulf 
f Mexico fanuais interesting an<l instructive. Ac onling o l'rof R, or 
,l ordan'R identifi atious, 71 spc ies, or 17½ p r cent., :1r ~ fomHl :ilHO on th 
Atlantic a. t . If we .aclcl to tlJis som 00 sp ci x now l,11ow11 fr m 
th aribb a11 ea all(l adjacent Hhore., we Jrnsc abont Gp r •cnf. of th<• 
whole :numb r known, n. common to the two 0<>~1st. ·. ThiR 1111111h ~r, 71 
iH not Y r; d finit ly a·· rtaiu d, aH tl1 re 11111. th con. id rnhl , tliffrr-
<'nc·e of pinion a: t 1.h b urnlari s of' , 'J) C'i 'R, :ind n. <~\· r, l f' I.lie ,· 
lipPc:ieH r(•g, rel cl a romm n :ire 01w11 to don t m1<l 11cc•u •rific:1ti 11. 
l'rc,~, . . ·or ,Tord, n h li v< 8 liowev<'l' that "fnllcr inv , ti(l'aLion.' will n t 
in rei th pr p rtiou, r omm n -'P ·i , and, if it d .. u t, th tw 
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fat1nas show no greater resemblances than the similarity of physical con-
ditions on tho two sides would lead us to expect. 
'l'ltese conclusions contrast with those of Dr. Gunther. "Dr. Giintbcr 
nssnmes that nearly one-third of the total number of species of.marine 
fi~bes on the two shores of tropical America will be found to be . iden-
iical. Heuco lie infers that tllerc must have been, at a comparatively 
recent date, .a dcprci:;sion of foe isthmus, producing an intermingling 
oft Ltc tvrn faunas." 
Professor Jordan explains that "this discrepancy arises from the 
eornparativcly limited representatiou of the two faume at the disposal 
or Dr. Giinther. He euumerates 193 marine or brackish-water species, 
:i.s found on the two coasts, 59 of which arc regarded by him as .speci-
fiealJy identical, this being 31 per cent. of the whole. But in 30 of these 
GD cases" Professor Jordan regards "tuc assumptionofcornplete jdentit,y 
as erroneous, so that, taking tbe number 1V3, as given," he woul<l "re-
duce tbe percentage to 15. But these 1!)3 species form but a fragment 
of tbe total fauna, and any conclusions based on such narrow data are 
certain to be misleading." 
Some data respecting- the supposed. con-specific forms are interesting. 
"Of the 7l id.entical species admitted in our list, several ( c. g., JJfola, Or-
cynu~) arc pelagic fishes, common to most warm seas; still otlrnrs (e.g., 
Trachunts, Garanx, Diodon sp.) are almost cosmopolitan i,u the tropical 
waters; most of the others (e.g., Gobius, Gerres, Gcntropomus, Galeioh-
thys sp., &c.) often ascend the rivers of the tropics, and we ma~ account 
for their diffusion, perhaps, as we account for the dispersion of fresh-
water fishes on the isthmus, on the supposition that th0y rnay 1rnve 
crossed from marsh to marsh at some time in tho rainy season." But 
"iu rnry few cases are representatives of any species from opposite 
sides of tl.te isthmus exactly alike in all respects. These differences iu 
some cases seem worthy of specific value, giving' us representative spe-
cie:,' 011 the two sides. In other cases, the distinctions are Ycry trivial, 
lrnt in most cases they are appreciable, especially on fresh specimens.'' 
• li1irrnlly, Professor Jor<lan is "bronght to the conclusion that the fisl1 
fanu::B of the two shores of Oentral America, are substantially distinct, 
so far as species are concerned, and that the resemblance between tbem 
is not so great as to necessitate the hypotlJesjs of the recent existence 
of a eliam1el across the isthmus, pe{mitting the fishes to pass from one 
Ride to the other." · 
'J'llesc results arc especially noteworthy iuasmuch as they confirm 
all(.1 arc themselves corroborated by the results of studies of various 
other classes of tho animal kingdom. (Proc. U. S. Nat. JJ[us., Y. S, pp. 
3Gl-3D4.) 
Selachians. 
Classification of the Sha.rks.-An important contribution to our knowl-
edge of the keletons of sharks, and some excellent hints as to the 
classification of the group, have appeared iu an article by Prof. William 
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A. Ifas well; of Sydney, Australia, entitled " Stu dies on the Elasmobranch 
Skeleton." That naturalist examined the complete skeletons or skulls 
of 17 species of Selachians, and has described the essential peculiarities 
of the skull, visceral arches, shoulder girdle, pectoral :fins, and pelvic 
fins, as well ::,,,s dorsal, anal, and caudal. The results of his examina-
tions are embodied in a summary in which he recapitulates the essential 
characters of the various families and including groups. 
Professor Ilaswell recognizes for the plagiostomes geuerally two 
orders, the Selachoidea and the Batoidei, which arc characterized as 
follows: 
'rhe Sclachoidei are distinguished in that "in the skuU the post-orbi-
tal processes arc usually well developed; the orbit is usually provided 
with a cartilaginons floor formed of the basal plate; tbere is always a 
palato-basal articulation; the rostrum usually consists of three bars 
with large foramina at the base. There are a series of external branch-
ial arches ; the first branchial arch never articulates with the skull; 
the hyo-areh is supported by tlrn hyo-maudibular; tLe copula of the 
hyoid has the form of a broad plate connected with its distal extremity. 
The pectoral fin is not connectecl with the skull by means of an ant-
orbital cartilage; tlrn ventral port.ion of the pectoral arch is cti,"Tided in the 
middle by a, more flexible portion into two lateral halves usually sliglltly 
mo,,able on each other, and the dorsal extremities do not articulate with 
Lhe spinal column. 'rhe pro- and meta-pterygia of the pectoral fin are 
never grcrttly elongated, and usirnlly have the form of relatively broatl 
plates;." 
'f!Jc Batoidei are recognized as au order contrasted with tlle Sel-
rwuoidei in tlle following terms: "The post-orbital processes arc small 
or absent; the orbit is devoid of cartilaginous floor. There is no 1rnlato-
basal articulation. The rostrum, when present, i::; usually imperforate 
at tllc base. There arc no external branchial arches; the :first branchial 
arch i8 sometimes directly connected by the hyo-mandibular with the 
skull. When the hyoid arch i::; supported by the hyo-mandibular the 
nrticulation takes place near the I)roximal extremity of the latter. The 
,, ,utral portion of the pectoral arch forms a continuon rigid bar; the 
<lor ·al ·tremities of the arch are connected ithcr with the spinal 
column or with one another. Tl10 pro- aml meta-pterygfa of the pectoral 
fin· haY • the form of elongated uarrow bar , an<l the me optcrygium 
i.· in ignificaut. The anterior portion of the pectoral fm is conn ctetl 
by a artilag -th ant-orbital cartilagc.--with the et,bmoidal region of 
lh kull." 
Th hark,, are disintegrated into two "suborder ," 
nind Nco lachii. Profcs or Ha well con ider 
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it presents above a mesial ridge continuous with the spinous processeEt 
uncl at the sides ridges continuous with the line of the transverse proc-
esses. The plane of the occjpital region is vertical or inclined from 
below upwards and backwards. There is 110 lateral occipHo-vcrtebral 
articnlation. The principal yagns fommen is placed far fr9m tho fora-
men mngnum; the lower roots of the ucne pass ont l>y from three to 
firn distinct; canals which arc in the line with tho foramina for tho spi-
nal nerves. 'rl10 vcstibulum forms a distinct eminence on the surface 
of the infero-plateral portion of t110 auditory rGgiou. n10 articular sur-
face for the byo-mandibulat is simple, and not sharply marked off from 
sm-romHling parts. Tho post-orl>ital process presents n,n articular sur-
face for the palato-qu::ulratc. The orbit has no cartilaginous floor. 
There is an ethmoidal canal. '11here is uo tri-radiate rostrum. Repre-
senting the ant-orbital cartilage of ra:ys is an ant-oruital process. There 
a.re either six or sm~eu branchial arches; the external arches arc incom-
plete. Thero is only one dorsal fm; its rays are supported by a broad . 
b:1sal cartilage." ' 
In U1e Ncoselachii "tho centm of the vertcbrm are well ossified. The 
occipital region is well marked off from the vertebral column. The plane 
of tlrn fommcn magnum js vertical or slopes forwards. The principal 
\'agus foramen is usually approximated to the foramen magnum, arnl 
t Itcrc is ncrnr a row of accessory foramina, in line with the foramina or 
.spinal nerves. Tlicro is 110 distinct elevation 011 tho surface of the skull 
marking tlic position of tllo vestibule. Tllo articular surfa,ce for the 
liyo-m:rndibular is complex. The post-orbital process never presents 
an articnlar surface for the palato-quadrato. 'Tho orbit has a cartila.-
giuons floor. 'l'hcro is no process representing tlio ant-orbital cartilage 
of tlic rays. 'J'l.tcre are 11c"Ter more than five uranchial arches. Thero 
arc two dorsal fins, which may or may not present lJroad basal carti-
lages." 
The suborder ])ahcosclachii is represented by only one family, tlw 
Notidanium, while the Neosclacb.ii cx:1miucd by Professor Haswell are 
diffcrentia,ted by him iuto tltc families Cestraciontidro, Lamnidm, Scyl-
liolamoidm, Scyllidm, Rlti11i<lm, a.ml Pristiophoricl:c. 
lf1.ishcs or :lelcostomcs. 
Ptcrosp£s and Sca,pbaspis.-In a, Devonian be<l in Galaciau Podolfrt 
(Russian-Poland) were found two shiel<ls, one a Ptcrospis and the otllcr 
a Scapbasp-i'.s united, awl univcrsily opposite each, and giving the im-
pression that tllcy were in natural union; the Pterospis, however, pro-
jected further forwards than the Scapbaspis. It has therefore beeu 
urged by Dr. A. Altb that the Pterotpis was tlle dorsal and tlle Scaphas-
pis tho inferior buckler of the same fish. The mouth is thought to 
have been 111 the inter-space between the two shields and thus to havo 
been somewhat iufe1ior. (A.bluindl. Sitz. Ber. Akad. Krahan, v. 11, pp. 
lG0-187, vl. G, Archives Slaves tlc Biol., \'. l.J ( ' · · 
I 
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The Burraniundi.-One of the most interesting of all fishes is an in-
habitant of certain .Australian rivers, and is known to some of th 
Bnglish settlers of the country as the salmou and flathead; its nativo 
name is Burramundi. It has no resemblance whatever in form to the 
salmon and has been called so only because its flesh is pinkish like the 
salmon's. In shape it perhaps more resem blcs or rather bas less tli ·-
similarity to the fresh-water ophiocephalids of Imlia or to a tllick e l 
tlian to any common or well known fish. This resemblance results from 
its elongated subcylindrical form and the gradual tapering of its tail 
uackward to the confluence of the dorsal, anal, and caudal fins. Tho 
ltcad is depressed, wedge-shaped, and covered with a bony armaturn. 
Tlte scales, which are almost confined to the body (although slightly 
encroaching upon the vertical fins), are large and have a peculiar 
structure. Its chief interest results from the fact that it is the reprc-
seutative of a family of fishes which is represented by numerous species 
in the secondary geological age in the northern hemisphere, and it was 
supposCll, until 1870, to have become extinct at the end of the Trias ic 
epoch. It was therefore a matter of the greatest astonishment to all 
ua.turalists when a species of the type was discovered living in the fresh 
WfLters of Southern .Australia, and the living representative of the 
ancient family was found to be so nearly related to the extinct form s 
that it has been regarded by most naturalists as belonging to the typi 
cul geuus Ceratodus. It exhibits however differences of dentition re-
moving it from any of the extinct forms, and there is no evidence tltat the 
secondary species had a skeleton or scales generically similar to tho. · · 
of the living representatives; it bas therefore by a few uaturalistt-\, 
been regarded as belonging to a peculiar generic typo kuown as Neo-
:(•ratodus. The ceratodonts are remarkable likewise on account of 
their nasal apertures opening into the palate, in which respect J1owevor 
they !"'gree with two other living types of Dipnoous fishes, although 
tlifferiug from all others of the class except them. The a sidnous rc-
~earche8 of various naturalists have at length given us a tolerable iu ·ight 
i11to tl1clifollistory oftheBurramnndi. It i confined to certahiriver of 
8ontlt Au ·'tralia, and its headquarters seem t-0 be in the Burnett River. 
lts mode of progre sion is by wave of the tail or by paddling with the 
pectoral D n, without moving the posterior pair of fins or tlte tail. 
\ llen at 1· t on the l>0ttom of the tank the pectoral are placed nearly 
at right angl to the body while tho hinder fins are brought n arl_ 
parnll l t tlte tail. If not di turbe 1 it ·will r main in this po ition for 
Iiour ·, aud nl.r wli 'll -tirred up does it think it nece ary to u tL 
fi11. · ~ 1Hl tail at all. I tb n lurche out with the great strong tail turn-
ing- ,·i<l ,wi' an 1 ·qu .z ,' iu b twe n s me tuft f gra ·. rof or 
l~a111. ·<·. · ('n<l avor l1 to nrg • i to make ,·ome progr ,.. in only a,£ winch · 
M w,11 ·r, hut, a· far a., he con kl xperim ut, without effi ct. Th fi 11 i 
·.·c: :P<liu~l,v <· ·l-1i1· ill ilx mov 111 nt ' , and wh u g ing lowly along tb 
·audal fi11 entail· as rp ntin course. It is the 
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opinion of Professor Ramsey that tho fish could not get forward in a 
straight line unless swimming very fast or very slowly at tho time, 
and wllen H <loes this it does not use the tail at all, but depends upon 
the pectoralE?. The Neoceratodus has been said to frequently leave the 
water and go upon land, and t]rn possession of fully developed lungs 
~ecrus to ,varrant such a belief, but Professor Ramsey doubts whether 
it ever goes (]Uite out of tl.te water, as has been reported, for the simple 
reason that the fish is too bulky to progress by the :fins, and not long 
enougl1 in the bo<ly to go eel-fashion; at any rate, individuals in con-
finement c.lcchledly objected to being kept any length of time out of 
water; they put up with it a few minutes and then began to plunge 
auout so that he was always glad to get them uack ag~in in the water, 
fearing thrrt they would injure themselves. As tlle cold weather ap-
proaches tlie 13urramundi becomes inactive, arnl even too lazy to get out 
of the way when about to be handled. 
The ovaries and testes are nearly developed, and in .April, or the 
early antipodal fa]], in t110 Burnett River, but not before the beginning 
of ~cptcm ber, or at tl1c commencement of spring in the southern hemi-
sphere, have tbe eggs been found laid in the water. They are deposited 
amoug the wee<1s and are placed each one by itself, "resembling those 
of the common newt" or salamander. They are fertilized in the water 
like those of some species of the newt kind. They are very difficult to 
l>e obtained. l\fr. Calclwcll spent many weeks hunting and, with the 
ai:;sistanec of tl.10 ula,cks, turned np many hundred water-holes before 
he found auy eggs. These were '' covered with an enormous quantity 
of gelatinous matter which required some special means to remove," 
a,H(l it was "eigllt days before he got a singJc egg out whole. When he 
succee<lecl in getting at the early stages, it remained to rear them until 
tl1cy were practically identical witll the adult fish. This was a very 
difficult task, as the enemies of the Ueratodus were very numerous. 
There were two kinds of fungi which attacked the eggs. He put in 
crustacea to devour the fungus, but these in turn attacked the young 
fish when it emerged from the egg. He was tliree months, till near tho 
end of Nornrnber (or the end of the Australian spring), developing the 
eggs." It is also uoteworthy that not until nearly six weeks after hatch-
ing were the llind limbs d~velopccl in tlie young-. The egg of the Cera-
todus undergoes "a complete segme11tation similar to that of the kan-
garoo." (CaJ<lwell in Journ. Royal Soc. N. S. Wales, v. 18, pp. 110, 120.) 
:Pile extent of Salmon Leaps.-Observations have been made by Prof. 
A. Landmark, the chief director of the Norwegian fisheries, on the ex-
tent of the leaps which salmon arc capable of. He thinks that" the jump 
depends as much on the height of the fall as on the currents below it. 
If there be a, <leep pool rjgbt uncler the fall, where the water is compar-
atively quiet, a salmon may jump 1G feet perpendicularly; but such 
jumps arc rare, and he can only state that it has taken place at the Rel-
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lefos, in the Drams River, at Ilaugseud, wliere two great masts have 
been placed across the river for the stu<l.y of tho l1abits of the salmon, so 
that exact measurements may be effectc<l.. Tho heiglit of the water in 
1 he river of course varies, bulj H is, as a rnle, when the salmon is run-
11i11g up stream, 1G feet below tllcsc mastR. Tho distance between the 
two js 3} feet, and tho pr·ofcssor states tl1at ho has seen salmon jump 
from tho river below across both masts." .As another example of high 
jumping, he refers to the Carritunk waterfaJI, in the Kenebec River 
(Maine),'' where jumps of 12 feet Lave been recorded. Professor Land-
mark fnrther states that when a salmon jumps a fall nearly perpen-
tlieular j n shape it is sometimes · able to rema;in in the fall, even if 
the jump is a foot or two short of the actual height. This, he main-
tains, bas been proved by an ovel'whelming quantity of evidence. The 
fish may then be seen to stand for a minute or two a foot or so below 
the edge of the fall in the same spot, in a trembling motion, wlJen, with 
a smart twitch of the tail, the rest of' the fa,11 is cleared. But only fish 
which strike the fall straight with· tµe snout are able to remain in the 
falling mass of water; if it is struck obliquely, the fish is carried back 
into the stream below. This Professor Landmark believes to be the 
explanation of salmon passing falls with a clear descent of 1G feet." 
Ero thinks that this is the extreme jump the salmon is capable of, and 
indicates that of course not all are capable of performing such a feat. 
(Na.t1trc, v. :32, pp. 329, 330.) 
A ]Jeculiar JJ.ftullet. .11 remarkable type of Zo·wcr jaw.-A 11ew generic 
type of mullet, the family Mugilid::c, lrns been clescribed by Mr. W. 
l\1acleay, which is noteworthy on account of tlrn anomalous mode of 
articulation of tho lower jaw, and concomitant modifications of the 
neighboring parts. The new type was found very abundantly in tlic 
Goldie River of New Guinea, "about 100 miles, by it course, from its 
montL," and was found to be ''excellent" as a food-fisll. Tbe a pect 
of the entire fish wa · not unlike that of other members of Hs family, 
but in the inferior surface of tl10 Lead differences from all otlrnrs were 
well marked. As Mr. l\facleay r mark~, ''inmost tcleosteon ft Le·, at 
all event. in this family, the gill openings are large, and what may e 
termed t1J gill coYers extend qnit to the ympl1ysi.' of tbc low r jaw, 
leaving a more or le ·s open 8pa · on tlic chin ·ompo <l of Ui fote n-
m nt surronndiug th cxtT •mity f the Jiyoid arch, and forming the 
floor of the mouth.'' Iu tlt 11 w form a iran Yer, e 11 ur or groove 
a.pp < rn b l1irnl h low r jaw, and when the jni gum nts aro removed 
om r markabl p culiaritie, arc uuveile<1. "TIJ chief aml most ob-
viou,· p culi::tri Y.' i. "nndoubt <lly ih we] 1-rnarkccl <livi ion aero the 
nnd r. urfa f b' b a.<1, from tlJ •xtr mity of tho ra.mus of the man-
'1il l n n , i 1 t tha f tli lt r, n. <livis ion l1owc, r which though 
d · I> and w 11 d ·fin l, i · uly xt rnn.l an<l. has 1 o communication with 
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tbc moutll. A.11 examination of the bones of the head &hows however 
that notllithstauding the Yery a lrnormal external appearance, the actual 
dh·ergcuce from the typfoal fish skull is Jess than mjght ha,c been an-
ticipated, and fo r:ict is not so much a divergence from the typo as a, 
rnriation ofit." 
'' 'I'bc J1yoid l>oncs are the 1c.ist· normal; the uroJ1yal is slight; the 
basib3·al short, and the glossohyal ,ery small nntl slightly longer tlrn11 
broad. The rnoi:;t adnmccd of these bones, the glossohyal, reaches only 
to the traJLs,·ersc division at the· ln1,se of the mandibles, whereas in Mngil 
waigicusis [or auy otJ1cr mullet] the basibyal and glossohyal bones 
are large and promiucnt, supporting the whole ·floor of tlte mouth aml 
extendh1g almost to the s~·rnpbysi.s of the lower jaw." 
n1e ucw form has becu named 11Dschrychtys Goldiei. Good-sized 
specimm1s rim 18 inches in length. (Proc. 1Arin. Soc .. , N. S. lVa.les, v. S, 
pp. 2-G.) 
'1.'lte nest of the Jijtecn-spinccl Bticlclcbaclc.-Lik.e all the other species of 
the family Gastero~•eidm, the fiftcen-spinccl or salt-water stickleback 
builds a uest attachctl to certain plants, which is much lilrn those of its 
congeners, but some additional information has l>ecn communicated by 
Professor K. :Mobins respecting the constitution of the threads by 
which it interweaYcs Urn particles constituting its nest, and the origin 
of those threads. Au cxamhmtion of' male sticklebacks, in May and 
June, 1884, demoustratcd to him that the threads arc generally from 
O·I2mm to 0,13,am iu dfomcter, and consist of seYeral cords stuck to-
gether, and wllich again •arc composed of very fine parallel threads. 
The substance of which they arc composed is nitrogenous, and js n. 
peculiar modification of mncinc as appears by its beba,ior towards 
,Tarious acid,· and alkalies. It is formed ill the kidneys of the maJc, 
and indeed in the epithelial cells of the urinary canals, ·which exert this 
form of activity only at the time of reprodnctiou, and during this period 
it beLavcs towards staining re-agents in the same way as the mucifcr-
ous organs of other vertebrata. (Schriftcn natur- Vcrcins J: Schlcswig-
IIolstcin, v. G; .i1.nn. <.0 Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), v. lG, p. lG:3.) 
A tro11ical- Gmtnel JJ",ish.-Thefamily of Murmuoidids or Xiphidiontids 
uad been supposed to be a characteristic col<l-watcr type. All the pre-
viously known species were coufinecl to the seas of the temperate and 
11orth polar regions until the discovery had been mado of a species of 
tho family representing a peculiar genus occurring at lCey ·w ·est, Fla. 
The species has been named Stathmonotus Hemphilii by Dr. Bean, 
t11c curator of fishes in the U. S. National Museum. Most of the cbar-
a,cteristics of tbc new generic type are shared with the common gun-
nels or species of Murmnoicles, but it lias no scales; moreover, on one 
brtml, tbe pectoral p,ro much sprnllcr, and on the other the veQtra]fi 
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are better developed thau in l\'Inrmnoides, tlteir position js more ante-
rior, and a, spine and tw.:> rays of modern tc si7,e exist. ( Proc. U.S. Nat. 
1lfus. y. 8, pp. rn2, 192.) 
The .American Flying Fishes.-The tisl1es of the sub-fami]y of Exocm-
tines, including the true :fl.ring fishes, have been examined recently by 
;\kssrs. ,Jordon and l\'lcek, aml rt appecirs tllat se~'enteen species refer-
able to four gcucra arc recognizable as inhabitants of the American 
waters on both sides of tlrn continent. Three of these, Fodiator acutus, 
Parexoc(l;tus mesogastcr, aml Halocypsclw, evolan8, belong to special 
genera, while all of the others arc members of one natural genus (Exo-
ccetus). Eight of the Exoccetines have been obtained off the AL-
h.wtic coast of the United States and one (Exoca:tus Californicus) 
along the Pacific coast. The California flying fish is one of tho largest 
of the family. (Proc. U. S. Nat. JJ[its., v, s, pp. G7.) 
Amphibians. 
The Retrograde JJlctamorphosis of Sfrcn.-'_r11e remarkable eel-like am-
pllibian named Siren laccrtiua, arnl abundant iu the southern parts of' 
the United State8, i8 the typo of a group, by some considered as au 
order, distinguished b.Y some rcm::ukable characteristics; some of tlrnso 
have beeu considered to be cvid.,nces of degeneration. Professor Cope 
has now reason to l>elicvc that tucrc arc also inclica,tion to be found or 
"a retrograde metaworpho is" iu the "history of its l>ranchial appara-
t,us." He Juul been at a Josi, to acconnt for the curious condition fre-
quently observed iu the branchiro of the sireus. Tllo fringes arc fre-
quently partially atropllicd and "inclosed in a common dermal invest-
ment of tlte branchial mnrns, or all the rmni arc covered by a common • 
-investment, so as to be completely functionle s and immovable. This 
cha,ractcr, observed in tho Pscudobmnchia; striafos, gave origin to its 
separation from tJ1c gcnn Siren." Tllc character is however al o ob-
scrYabl i11 the typical species, Siren lacert-ina, at a c rtain age, and 
th real difference, so far a generic valuation is conce.rued, <1 pends 
imply on tho cliff rc11t number of the ligit r presented in the two 
specie·. 
Prof •.·:.,or Col) surpl'i · d "011 cli::;cov 1fo 1r thattlie fuuetionlcs · c n-
<litiou of the lmmcldm is nni crsal in yom1g imlividual of Siren lacertina 
of G auu G inch fo 1 ngtb;" and v 'n in a p cimen littl more 3 inche 
I 11g- ih(·, w r fouud '' 11tir Jy rudimentary nnc1 ulJ-epid -'rmal _;" in 
ra ·t according to Prof<>.· r Uop , onl , in larg- adult 1rncim ns arc th 
Imm ·hi.• full · cl v •lop '<1. Tl! infer n · drawn from the fa .,t i ·, that 
'the hrn,n ·hi:' ar in 111 i 'ir u not a lar ( l clmra ter, a. in olh r pcren-
11i hn1d1ia Le B, tra ·hia hnt a chara -t 1· of maturit. . Of onr, c, only di-
l'(•ct oh.· rv:- ti n c·an r-;ltow wh th r ir 11, ha c br, nchi, n x lu ion 
from th , gg; 1 u i - i. 110 pro al>l ~ l11at th y diff r so mn h fr m th 
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other members of their class as to be without them. Nevertheless, it is 
evident that the branchim soon become functionless, so that the animal 
is almost, if not exclusively, an air breather, and that fuuctiopal activity 
is not resumed till a more advanced ~1ge." Indeed, from observations 
of a specimen in an aquarium, which for a time had no branchire at all, 
it appeared that" sirens may be exclusively air breathers." Professor 
Cope urges that in explanation of this fact, it may be remarked that 
this atrophy cannot be accounted for on the supposition that it is sea-
sonal and due to the drying up of the aquatic habitat of the sirens. 11he 
countries they inhabit are humid, receiving the heaviest rainfall of our 
Eastern States, and there is no dry season. The only explanation ap-
pears [to him] to be that the present sirens are descendants of a terres-
trial type of batrachia wldch passed through a metamorphosis like other 
members of their class, but tllat more recently they Jrn,vo adopted a per-
manent riqnatic life, and have resumed their branchim by reversion." 
(Am. Nat., v. 20, pp. 1226, 1227.) -
Peculiarit-ies of Omcilians.-The life history of the singular worm-like 
Amphitrans, representing the order Gymnophi(ma and the family C::e-
cil>ii<.lru, is still imperfectly known. Some characteristics have been de-
scril'le<.l. recently by the brothers P. B. and C. I?. Sarason. In an advanced 
8tnge, shortly before hatching, the embryo is provided with very Jong 
blood red. external gill :fil::unents, and bas also a distinct tail, with a strong 
flu. The gi11 :filaments are shed previous to bnitching, after which the 
youug Cmcilians make their way to a neighboring stream, in which they 
bren,the by means of gill slits. .After they leave the water their gill slits 
close up, and they breathe by lungs. There is a fourth gill arch from 
which t1JC pulmonary artery is .given off. The spermatazoon has n, spiral 
filament. The last two facts tend to show that the C::ecilians were nearer 
to the Modela than to the Anura, as is indeed amply shown to be the-
case by structural clrnr::tcteristics generally. It seems that there is 9, 
difference in reproduction manifested in closely related genera, for some 
species are oviparons wllile others a,re viviparous. 
Reptiles. 
Tlte class{ficatfon of the Lizards.-:A very important and much needed. 
work bas been in progress of publication during tl1e past yr::ir in tl1c 
arrangement and description of the species of living lizards. Two Yol-
nwcs of il10 projected tltree of the "Catalogue of Lizards in the .British 
Museum" Jiave already appeared, in ,Yhich all the species known are <le-
Rcribe<l and a nnmber mustratecl. The SJ)ecies have been thoroughly 
revjse<l from a s:y:;:;tematic standpoint aud grouped into uaturaJ genera 
n.n<l families. ':I1hc cla. sification is moi;;t]y b::isecl upou snch character:-; n:-; 
were rnn.d use or hy ProfcRsor Cope nbont twenty ye:1rs ngo, but wl1icl1 
haxc not received <.l.ne consideration from later writers. .Professor 
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Cope's work upon the group is in<leed the only contribution to the taxon-
omy of the lizards that is esteemed of special value by the author of the 
new catalogue. That author is the well-known herpetologist in cbargo 
of the reptiles of tlle British Museum, Mr. George Alfred Boulenger. 
Mr.Boulenger, however, by no means follows Professor Cope throughout, 
but has his own well considered views as to the ·rnlue of the characters 
first brought prominently forward by Professor Cope. He accepts the 
order of Lacertians with the limit generally accredited to it of late year ·: 
and thus excludes the Sphenontidm or Hattertidro. The order is sub-
divided into two sub-orders: (l) the Lacertilia vera; (2) the Rhipto-
glossa. The several sub-orders into which the former have been disin-
tegrated by Professor Cope are rn~t recognized and even tli.e families 
have in ·some cases been separated, by the fotervention of groups adopted 
by Professor Cope. · Twenty-one families of the order are. adopted by 
Mr. Boulenger, and it is interesting to note that three of these were en-
tirely unknown to Dumeril and Ribron when, in 1836 to 1830, they pub. 
lished those volumes of their great work <levoted ~o the order. 
The following tabular synopsis of the characters most made use of 
by Mr. Boulenger wiI.rgive an idea of the range of variation and system-
atic values of the various characters. Tho external form is found to 
be not only of' very little use, in many cases, in the determinati.on of tho 
relations of the types, but sometimes it is very musi.ve indeed. 
The characters utilized for the <li.agnosis of the varjous familie nro 
a,lmost exclusively derived from the skeleton nnd tcctli, and especially 
from the consideration of the following clements : 
1. The development or non-development of a post-frontal arch(Posifr.). 
2. The development or non-development of a post-orbital arch (Post. 
orb.). 
3. The development or otherwjsc of a supra-temporal roof ( Suprat. 
roof). 
4. The existeuce or absence of a colume1la cr:u1i (Col. er.): 
5. The development or uon-dcv Jopmeut of an foter-orbiLnl eptum 
(I. 0. s.). 
G. The number of 1rnrietal bones, i.e., whetb r pair <l or ingle (Par.). 
7. The number of frontal bone., whet1J r double or coal c cl (JJ'r.). 
8. The number of nasal bones, i. e., whether two or on (Nasals). 
n. Th nnmber r pre-maxilJary bon , i. e., wbeth r one or two pair 
(P. max.). 
10. 'IlJ 11nmh r of cl ments iu each ramn., f th low r jaw or man-
clihle, i. ., wh th r four r five (llland.). 
'l'h te th, , I ·ially wheth r implc: nt d along th ,(]g r tl1 "\ jaw· 
(:wr 1 •n ) or n th inn r, lop (pl ur d n ) ( Teeth). 
1 ..J, 'l he d •lor m nt f int r- 1, vi •l , , i. c., wh tller '' lilnt <l and 
·' 1 op :hap ,l pr ximall y, r wh th r "11ot, dil, t d pr xirnall_y and 
crndf'orm ( ~ .... ). Of~ nr ·inf rm. wb 8 for limu8 a,r • c1 , enf, r Y ry 
muclt r •llu · d, the inter- ,l: j ·l ~ ar • w:rnt in g. 
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.ci 
~ ... 
ai ~ ,,:l ~ 
.... ... ,,; ai Q B ... ~ s i:I ci ~ ~ 
cl, 
~ rn A cl ~ 
ct cl, 
0 p z ~ ~ E:-t 
~ rn 0 H P-4 
----- - - ------ - - ------
Gockonidro .............. o 0 O(X) X .••. 2 2 orl 
21 
· 1 
2 .... 5 Pleur ... 2d 
J~ublepharidre . . . . . . . . . . . 0 O 0 X .••. 
2 ..•..••... do ..•...•.••..... 
Uroplatidro .••.........• : 0 0 (l) 
Pygopodid:o •••..... .. • . . o o 
.A.g:.mil1:o ......•.•. - •. - . . X X 
2 
O .••.•••. 1 (2) (lox.or..) 
0 X .... 1 1 
1 .• . ........... Minute. 
4 Plour ............ . 
1 . __ . Acrotl. X 
1 .... Pleur: X (-) 
Ignanidro . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 
Xenosauridm . . . . . . . . . . . . X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 X ... . 1 1 
0 1 1 2 l . __ ... do..... :l X 
Zonuridm ............. - . . X X 1 1 
2 1 ...... tlo.... 2X 
A.uguicl:o . . • • • • . • • • . . . . • . X 
.A.niellid:o ... _ ... _.... . . . . 0 
Iltilodermaticlro . . . . . . . . . . 0 
Varanillro....... . . . . . . . • . X 
XautusUclro . . • • • . . . • . . • • . X 
Toiidoo .................. . X 
.A.mphlsbrenidro . _ . _.. . ... O 
Lacertidro .... __ . .• .. . • • . X 
Gorrhosauriilm . . . . . . . . . . X 
Scincidro. .... .. .... .. . . .. X 
.A.nelytropldro . . . . . . . • . • . . 0 
Diuamiilro ..... ········•· 0 
0 
X 
0 
·X 
X 
0 
X 
X 
X .1 1 (2) 
O O o 1 (2 ex.oz.) 
0 
0 
X 
0 .••. var. 
0 0 0 
1 (:lox;or..) 
1 2 
2 2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
X .•...••.••••.• ·••·•••••· .... 
X ..•..••..••••. ..•••••.•...• . 
X •.••••.•..•.•..•• •••. •••••••••.••. 
0 •••••• ·-·· •••. ·-···· ····-····· .••. 
0 ·-···· 0 0 ·•••·· ·······-·· .... 
1 ..•. Var ...•. 
1 .c •. Fangs .. 
1 .. . ... clo ••.•. 
1 .. .. ·········· 
Pleur •.. 
1 ... . Var. sol. 
1 .... Var ..... 
2 X (01 
l (?) 
X 
1 X 
2X 
2X 
2 0 (r) 
1 .... ····· ····· .. . · ··-··· 
Throwing these characters into diagnostic forms, economy of word:-. 
and a better idea of the generality of characters may be obtaine(l l1.,· 
recognizing a category called super-family. Under such headings tlio~•· 
Corms which exhibit exceptional characters may·be segregated from t lie 
great mass. 
The various families recognjzecl by Dr. Boulenger may be fo1111<1 
groupecl as follows: 
Geckonoidea.-Eriglossate saurians with the vertebrro bi-concn \'(', :i 
cla.vfon1 dilated, and loop-shaped proximally, and post-frontal an<l vo.st-
orbital osseus arches undeveloped. 
( Geclconidce. )-The only Gcckonoidea known having the parieta,1 l>011es 
<louble. 
Eublepharoidea.-Briglossate saurians with concavo-convex vertelmc, 
clavicle <.lilated and loop-shapefl proximally, and no post-orbit,al or post.-
frontal squamosal arches. 
( Eublepltaridm.)-The on]y known Eublepharoidea simulating in 
external appearance the Geckonidre, butdistinguishecl by the coalescence 
of the parietals into a single bone, as well as by the concavo-convcx vcr-
tcbr::e. 
Uroplcitoidca.-Eriglossate saurians with bi-concave vcrtebrrc, clad· 
elt'R 11ot dilated proximally, and without post-orbital or post-fronto 
squamo_sn.1 uony arches. 
( Ul'oplalidcc.)-Tbe only known Uroplatoidea having- two parjetal 
bones a11d :1 minute inter.claviclf'. 
Pygopodo-idea .. -Eriglossn.te ·amiami with concavo-convex rnrtcbrm1 
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clavicles dilated and loop-shaped proximally, and no post-orbital or 
post-fronto squamosal arclrns. 
(Pygopod·idm.)-The only known Pygopodoidea, especially markc<l by 
the exclusion of the frontal from the orbit, by the retention of the pre 
an<l post-frontal bones towards each other so that they are in con-
tact. 
Agamoidea.-Eriglossate saurians with concavo-convex vcrtcbrm, 
clavicles not dilated proximally, and without post-orbital or post-fr011tal 
squamosal arches. 
(..tlgamidm.)-Agamoidea with the supra-temporal fossa 1lot roofed 
over by bone, tongue thickened, and aerodont dentition. 
(~quanidm.)-Agamoidea with the supra-temporal fossa not roofed 
over by bone, tongue thickened, and a pleurodont dentition. 
(Xcnosaiiridcc.)-Agamoidea with the supra-temporal fossa not roofed 
over by bone, tbe interior portion of the tongue retractile, a pleurodont 
«.lentition, and T-sbaped inter-clavicles. 
( Zonuridm. )-Agamoidea with the supra-temporal fossa rnofetl over, 
the tongue simple, aud cross-shaped inter-clavfoles. 
(Anguidm.)-Agamoidea with the supra-temporal fossa roofecl over; 
tongue with its anterior portion retractile, with clavicles cross -shaped 
or absent, and the exo-skeletou <leveloped as osteo-dermal p!atmi, 
Pach provided with a system of irregularly arranged ahoresccnt or rad-
iating tubules . 
.. Llnielloidea.-Eriglossate saurians, with concavo-convcx vertclmu, 
clavicles not dilated posteriorly, and without post-frontal sqnarnosnl 
or post-orbital arches. 
(Anicllidm.)-The only known anielloidea, distinguished by the ah 
se.nce of ante-orbital septum, and of tbe columella cranH, and witlJont 
squamosals. 
Helodcrma.~oidea.-Eriglossate saurians with concavo-convex vcrtc-
brre; clavicles undilated proximally, and post-orbital uony archc., hut 
without post-fronto squamosal arches. 
(Ifelorlerrnatidcc.)-The only known family of the super-family, distiu-
gnished further by the exclusion of the frontal from the orbit on account 
of the convergence and couta,ct of the pre and post-frontal . 
Varcino·idea.-Edglo. sate saurians, with concavo-convex vcrtebrm; 
da.viclcs not delated proximal1y; post-orbital arches, rudimentary or 
absent, and with po t-fronto squamosal arches developed. 
( Varcinidm.)-Tbe _only known forms oftb type, distinguisli d farther 
hy tlrn union of tlJ ua als into a single bon and the en h atbment of 
the t ngu at it. ba and it deeply bifid emarginati.on anteriorly. 
Laccrloidea.-Eriglos. tc saurians with tho vertebrm concavo-conv .x · 
1·1:t\'ielc'•. nrnlil. t l pr xima]l , a d po t-fr nto quamo. al nt po t-orbi-
1 al al'che,· <1 •v lop •a. 
(Xmitwiiirlre.)-La rloi<l a with tlrn upra-t mp ral fos a roo£ d ov r 
aucl tlu pari t, 1. (lj , tinct. 
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(Teiidre.)-Lacertoidea with the supra-temporal fossa not roofed over 
and the parietals united into one, and without osteo-dermal plates. 
(Lacertidre.)-Lacertoidea with the supra-temporal fossa roofed over; 
the parietal bones united; the premaxillaries simple, single, and without 
osteu-dermal plates. 
( Gerrhosaur·idre. )-Lacertoidea with the supra-temporal fossa roofed 
over; parietal hones united; premaxillaries single, and with osteo-der-
mal plates, each provided with a regular system of tubules ( or trans_-
verse ones a,nastomosing with longitudinal ones). · · 
(Soinoidre.)-Lacertoidea with the supra-temporalfossa roofed over; 
the parietals joined, and with osteo-dermal plates, as in the Gerrhosau-
ridre. 
Anelytropoidea..-Eriglossate saurians with the vertebrre concavo-con-
vex; the clavicles not dilated proximally, and without post-fronto 
sqnamosal or post-orbital arches. 
(Anelytropidre.)-Anelytropoidea with the premaxillaries single, and 
without osteo-dermal plates. -'. 
Doubtful super-family. (Dibamidce.)-Anelytropoidea, with the pre-
maxillaries double and without osteo-dermal plates. 
All the preceding twenty families are combined in the suborder "La-
certilia vera" (which may be better called Eriglossa), and are distin-
guished by the "nasal bones entering the border of the nasal apertures; 
pterygoid in contact with the quadrate; clavicle present whenever the 
limbs are de-rnloped [and the] tongue flattened." 
The only remaining group or family of the order is that of the Oha-
mreleontidre, which represents alone the suborder "Rhiptoglossa," dis-
tinguished by the "nasa,l bones not bounding the nasal apertures, ptery-
goid not reaching q uadrate; clavicle absent; limbs well developed, [ and] 
tongue vermiform [and] projectile." 
The geographical distribution of Lizards.-Much difference is exhibited 
by the associations of diverse animal groups in faunal areas. If, for 
example, we compare the · distribution of fishes and birds, it will be 
found that the major groups into which they are combined are very dif-
ferent. The birds have accommodated themselves (to a large extent) to 
the present lay of the lands, while the fishes are distributed in such a 
manner as to convey the impression that the distribution bas been de-
termined by previous geological conditions and relations of the conti-
nents. Dr. G. A. Boulenger has recently given the outlines of the 
geographical distribution of the Lacertilians, or lizards, and has called 
attention to the very great difference between their distribution and 
that of other groups of reptiles, as well as that of the Batrachians or 
Amphibians. "If," says Dr. Boulenger, "we attempt to divide the globe 
as to its Batrachian fauna, two primary divisions present themselves, 
viz. a northern zone, comprising the Palrearctic and N ea.retie regions, 
and an equatorial southern zone; but for lizards we have to draw a 
II. l\liR. 15-- :31 
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line from pole to pole, forming the Old World a.nd Australia on the one 
hand, and America on the other, into prima.ry divisions." The families 
of lizards recognized by him are thrown into two great groups,-(A) 
'' small families having a narrow range," and (B) '' large and much more 
widely distributed families." Ten belong 1io one of these groups and 
eight ~o the other, distributed as follows: 
A. Uroplatidre, Madagascar. 
Pygopodidre, Australia. 
Xenosauridre, Central America. 
Zonuridre, South Africa and Madagas-
car. 
Aniellidre, California. 
Helerdermatidoo, Mexico. 
Xantusiidoo, California, Central Amer-
ica, and Cuba. 
Gerrhosauridoo, Africa and Madagas-
car. 
Anelytropidre, Africa. 
Dibamidre, New Guinea. 
B. Agamidoo. Most abundantly repre-
sented in the East Indies, less so in 
Australia, still less in Africa and 
Asia north of the Himalayas; ab-
sent from Madagascar and New Zea-
land. 
Iguanidru. America. Two genera in 
Madagascar, and another in the Fiji 
Islands. 
Anguidoo. The bulk of this family 
occupies Central America and the 
West Indies, spreading to North and 
South America. One genus t..!nguia) 
in Europe and the Mediterranean 
district, another (Psettdopua) repre-
sented by one species in the Medi-
terranean district and one in the 
Khasia Hills. 
Varanidre. Africa (excluding Mada-
gascar), Oriential region to Asia 
Minor, ,4.ustralia. 
Teiidre. America. 
Amphisbamidoo. Tropical and sub-
tropical America (excluding Mada-
gascar), and the Mediterranean re-
gion. 
Lacertidre. Africa ( excluding Mada-
gascar), Europe, Asia; few in the 
East Indies. 
Chamooleontidoo. Africa (most abun-
dant in Madagascar); one species, 
identical with a North African, ex-
tending to India and Ceylon. 
As will be thus seen, the families enumerated are dispersed much in 
the same way as the birds, and in accord with the geographical division 
of the continents into the Old World and the New World, or, as they are 
termed by Mr. Boulenger, the "palmogean and neogean realms." Ac-
cording to Mr. Boulenger, "the latter is characterized by the presence 
of the Iguanidm, Teiidm, and abundance of Anguidm; the former by Aga-
midm, Varanidm, Lacertidm, and Chammleontidm. This division is the 
more natural, as we :find in both realms, within their respective fami-
lies, a repetition of the same forms having adapted themselves 1io similar 
conditions. Few more striking examples of parallel series of forms can 
be found than the families Agamidm and Iguanidm, or the Lacertidm 
and Teiidm. Such parallel series occur tn aanost every division of the 
animal kingdom ; among the Batrachia we have the Arcifera and the 
Firmi ternia; among the Ohelonia, the Cryptodira and the Plenrodira; 
and there can be no doubt that the indications furnished by the range 
of such analogous large groups are of the greatest importance in tracing 
th relation hip of the fauna of the various parts of the world." 
It al o appear , on proceeding 1io further subdivision, that "the 
Ethiopian an l Oriental or In<liau regions, which in their Batrachians 
ar o clo ly relat d, have little in common a.a regards lizards; whilst, 
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on the contrary, the Oriental and Australian, ( so widely different in 
their Batrachians,) are. extremely similar. We find also that the Palre-
arctic or Europreo-Asiatic, (the Batrachian fauna of which is so well 
characterized, an'd without any affinity whatever to the Ethiopian,) bears 
the closest resemblance ·to the latter region, differing only in the ab-
sence of various types w liich flourish in the tropical and sub-trgpical 
zones." 
In fine, according to Mr. Boulenger, "we arrive at the conclusion 
that the zoo-geographical regions generally in use, and especially their 
degree of relationship to one another, receive little support from the 
study of the distribution of the lizards; that the distribution in zones, 
which is so satisfactorily shown by the Batrachians arnl the fresh-water 
fishes, is contrary to the plainest evidence as regards lizards, which at 
the present time range more according to longitude; that the two great 
divisions originally proposed by Mr. Sclater, and derived from the study 
of passerine birds,_ hold ·good; and that if a division of the world bad to 
be framed accordipg to the lizard faunas, the primary divisions would 
be the following: 
"I. Palmogean realm.-Two regions: 1. Occidental ( =Palrearctic re-
gion, excluding the Manchurian subregion + Ethiopian region of Wal-
lace); 2. Or-iental (=Oriental+ Australian regions of Wallace). 
"IL Neogean realm.-Nearct-ic + Neotropical regions." 
The fauna which especially interests Americans-that of the Neogean 
realm-ma,y be briefly considered in the words of Mr. Boulenger. That 
fauna is" very uniform as regards groups of higher rank, and the changes 
from the center towards the north and south are very gradual. And 
it is noteworthy that the Central American fauna (of which the North 
.American is but an offshoot) presents a greater variety of types than the 
South American ; thus it possesses representatives of e-very one of the 
eleven families which occur in the realm, viz: Geckonidre, Eublepba,, 
ridre, lguanidre, Xenosauridre, Anguiure, Aniellidre, Helodermatidre, 
Xantusiidre, Teiidrn, Am phis bamidre, and Scincidre ; whereas South 
.America lacks the small groups Eublepharidre, Xenosauridre, Aniel-
lidre, Helodermatidre, and Xantusiidre. As the greater ab.undance and 
variety of forms of the Anguiure occurs in the northern half and the 
West Indies, and the reverse is the case as regards the Teii<lre ( espe-
cially with reference to variety of genera) and the Amphisbrenidre, we 
may safely draw the boundary line between two regions or su_b-regions, 
as it may be thought fit to term them, at the Isthmus of Panama, the 
West Indies being comprised with the northern region. Lizards range 
only as far north as British Columbia ( Gerrhonotus cmruleus), Minnesota 
(Eumeces septentrionalis), and Massachusetts (E-u,meces fasciatus); whilst 
they have penetrated to the straits of Magellan (Liolmmus magallen-
icus)."-(Ann. &; Mag. Nat. Hist. (5), v. 16, pp. 77-85.) 
The co rast offered by the lizards to the fishes is marked, but not in 
the manner indicated by Dr. Boulenger. The fresh-water fishes are not 
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distributed '' in zones," but in quite a peculiar mB,nner, although so com-
plicated as to have given rise to the different interpretations of facts, 
of which Mr. Boulenger's (originating with Dr. Gunther) is one expres-
sion. The regions of Sclater and Wallace, so far as the fishes are con-
cerned, are rather grouped as folll)WS: 
I. Oenogrean hemisphere.-Tbree regions: 1. Nearctic; 2. Palmarctic; 
3. Oriental. 
II. Eogrean hemisphere.-Tbree regions: 1. Ethiopian; 2., Neotropical; 
3. Australian. 
Biped progression in a lizard. 
A singular lizard of the family of the Agamids, having a frill-like de-
velopment of the integument on each side of the head and neck conflu-
ent below, is found in Northern and Western Australia. It has a com-
pressed body and a roundish tail, forming about two-thirds of the entire 
length, which amounts to between two and three feet. Its name is 
Chlamydosaurus Kingii, or the fringed lizard. 
It seems, from observation by Mr. Charles W. De Vis, that this lizard 
is capable, to a limited extent, of a biped method of locomotion. On two 
occasions individuals were observed to adopt this method of progression, 
'' trotting out briskly" on the hind limbs and with the "fore paws hang-
ing down," so as to give the idea of affectation to the observer. The 
" vertebral line to the very snout" was '' stiffened at an angle of 60 
degrees;" the animal at length halterl abruptly, erected its frill, and at 
the same moment turned its head inquiringly from side to side; then 
trotted on again for 20 yards or so, and, repeating its attitude of atten-
tion, coutinued in this course until it reached a tree it was making for; 
when this was reached it darted up the trunk and ·clung there iunnov-
able for a long time, or, in the words of Mr. De Vis, "for more hours" 
than his '' leisure could afford for observation." The listening attitude 
was "so real, or at least so realistic," that it appeared to Mr. De Vis 
that "one function of the hood might be that of conducting sound to 
the tympanum, an office apparently aided hy the channel formed by 
its converging folds, and that if it were so it might be furnished with 
special muscles." Another subject of inquiry suggested by the animal 
was the muscular furniture and other modifications of structure exhib-
ited by the billd limbs. An investigation of the myology was therefore 
instituted. The result of this investigation was, on the whole, " ome-
wbat disappointing" to Mr. De Vis. 
The frill was found to be "served by special, though feeble, mu cle , 
a well a by a large extension of the functions of some ordinary ones." 
The muscles "specialized for the purpose of assi ting in the elevation 
and depre ion of the hood do not of themselves indicate verv cl arly 
that the appendage is in a strict sense an audjtory conch. But ince 
th Y certainly forbid the ideB, generated by the presence of the cartilage 
and by th ob rved actions of the animal, that the hood ma serve to 
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arrest sound and direct it toward the ear, we maiy, if we can overcome 
our disinclination to attribute an auricle to a reptile, recognize this as 
part of its office, without prejudice to its supposed use as an engine of 
terror to assailants." 
The modifications of the hind limbs were not as great as might 'be 
naturally supposed, although Mr. De Vis thought that he might "fairly 
be allowed an expression of surprise on finding that the semi-erect at-
titude and plantigrade gait of the creature are not facilitated by any 
additions or modifications in the hind quarters and limbs.'' No essen-
tial differences from ordinary lizards are apparent. "The possibility of 
raising the body on the legs is rather permitted by circumstances gen-
erally favorable than brought about by direct means. It is in the com-
parative shortness and lightness of the head and anterior part of the 
trunk; the length without undue weakness of the hind limb; above all," 
as it appeared to Mr. De Vis," the imperfect isolation of the several 
muscles, whicp. enables them to act in certain directions with combined 
strength, that we must find an explanation of the power possessed by 
this lizard of simulating the gait of a cursorial bird." (Proc. Linn. Soc. 
N. S. Wales, v. 8, pp. 300-320.) 
Birds. 
Important collections in the British Museum.-Two extremely impor-
tant and rich collections of bird-skins have been given to tlre British 
Museum by their owners; one especially' devoted to American species, 
and the other to Indian forms. 
The American collection was the re~mlt of collections during a number 
of years by Messrs. Osbert Salvin and Frederick Du Cane Godman, of 
London, and contained "upwards of 20,000 specimens." Many types of 
formerly ''new species" are in the collection, and numerous memoirs, as 
well as the ornithological portion of the ''. Biologfa Centrali-Ainericana," 
have been based on its contents, and, indeed, the specimens belonging 
to the families not yet studied for the latter work are reserved by the 
authors till their examinations shall be finished. There is said to be 
, "a stipulation in the terms of gift that any specimen required by the 
donors may be removed on loan from the museum during the lifetime 
of the donors or the survivor of them." (Ibis, (5,) v. 3, p. 2.~~6.) 
The Indian collection is due to the unsparing efforts and expenditures 
of Mr. Allen 0. Hume, an Indian government officer, and contained not 
less than "63,000 birds," besides "18,500 eggs'' and '' 500 nests." The 
sum of £300 was appropriated by the English Government for "pack-
ing and transmitting from Simla to England a part of' Mr. Hume's col-
lection of Indian birds, presented by him to the trustees'' of the museum. 
Mr. R. B. Sharpe, the curator of the ornithological section of the mu-
seum," started for Simla the end of April to superintend the packing of 
the collection," and was absent several months. Mr. Sharpe has good 
reason for thinking that "it is not too much to affirm that such a private 
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collection as Mr. Hume's is not likely to be formed again, fur it is doubt. 
ful if such a combination of genius for organization with energy for the 
completion of so great a scheme, and the scientific knowledge requisite 
for its proper development, will a~in be combined in a single indi-
vidual." 
The ornithological department of the British Museum, previously 
ahead of all competitors, has, by these acquisitions, become incompar-
ably richer. (Ibis (5), v. 3, pp. 236,334,335, 456-400.) 
Nesting of a Woodpecker.-lnteresting observations have been made 
on the nesting of the brown woodpecker, scientifically known as Microp 
ternus phmoceps, by Mr. Charles Bingham, deputy conservator of the 
forests of British Burmab. While passing through the Meplay f\>rest re-
serve, be startled a woodpecker from a small pyingado tree (Xylia dolab-
riformis). Looking up into the branches, he saw" a large ants' nest, in 
the center of which appeared a circular hole so exactly like the bor-
ings made by woodpeckers ordinarily in the trunks of trees," that he 
~ent up a Karen boy, who was with him, '' to ascertain whether it was 
possible the Micropternus had been boring into the ants' nest,7' as he 
"had heard was the bird's curious habit. The ants' nest was only about 
10 feet above the ground, placed in a fork of the pyinga<lo, two small 
branches of wbic~ passed clean through it. Clim bing up, putting in his 
fingers and then a twig," the boy "announced that there were two 
eggs." Leaving the nest alone for the time being, in the evening Mr. 
Bingham returned by the same route, and he was "able not only to cut 
off and carry into camp the whole nest as it was," but· he "managed to 
secure also the hen bird as she flew from the eggs." Arrived at camp, 
he "got the two eggs out, and then very carefully made a cross-section 
through the -ants' nest so as to divide the boring made by the wood-
pecker longitudinally." The ants' nest was "a large, spherical, solid 
mass of leaves and clay, the leaves outside being arranged one over the 
other something like the tiles on the roof of a house, but riddled in many 
places with the entrance tunnels made by the ant, a small black and red 
species of Myrmica." "Very few of the ants remained in· the nest, and 
the few that were about seemed agitated and stung virulently. Prob-
ably the mass·of them had been driven off or eaten by the woodpeckers. 
The tunnel the latter had made was about two inches in diameter and 
four inches long, bored horizontally in, and ending in an irregular-
shaped egg-chamber a.bout ten and a half inches in cross-diameter, but 
narrowed by the branch of pyingado, which pierced the nest through 
and through and crossed the egg-chamber diagonally. The bottom of 
thi chamber alone was smooth, but there wa no lining, and the wo 
tran lucent white egg of the woodpecker bad rested on the bare boards, 
o to peak, of the ants' hon e. In the excavations made by the ant::i 
them lve there were neither egg , larvre, nor pupm; probably these all 
had be n removed when the woodpecker invaded the nest." (Nature, 
•ol. 32, pp. 52, 53.) 
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Tlie tewology of the plumage of the male Birds-of-Paradise.-The natural 
inference in the present stat.e of biological science in explanation of the 
sportive plumage of the male birds-of-paradise would be that it was for 
the attraction of the females. Little has been known however of the 
habits of even the comparatively common species. Two English gen-
tlemen, Messrs. Chalmers and Wyatt, while travelling in New Guinea, 
observed ~ome species, and have recorded a meeting of males and females 
of one of the species which is of interest in this connection. Their ac-
count is here reproduced ,in their own words: 
"One morning we had camped on a Spill' of the Owen Stanley Range, 
and being up early, to enjoy the cool atmosphere, I saw, on one of the 
clumps of trees close by, six birds-of-paradise, four cocks and two hens. 
The hens were sitting quietly on a branch, and the four cocks, dresse1l 
in their very best, their ruffs of green and yellow standing out, giving 
them a large, handsome appearance about the head and neck, their 
long, flowing plumes so arranged that every feather seemed carefully 
combed out, and the long wires stretched well out behind, were dancing 
in a circle around them. It was an interesting sight; first one, then 
another, would advance a little nearer to a hen, and 8he, coquette-like, 
would retire a little, pretending not to care for any advances. A shot 
was fired, contrary to my expressed wish ; there was a strange commo-
tion, and two of the cocks flew away; the others and-the hens remained. 
Soon the two returned, and again the dance began and continued long. 
As I had strictly forbidden any more shooting, all fear was gone; and 
so, after a rest, the males came a little nearer to the dark brown and 
certainly not pretty hens. Quarreling ensued, and in the end all six 
birds flew away. Passing through a forest at the back of the Astro..-
labe, I saw several more engaged as above ; our approach startled them, 
and away they flew. Anxious to taste the flesh, I had one ·cooked after 
being ~kinned; but, although boiled for several hours, it was as tough 
as leather, and the soup not much to our taste. Fortunately we had 
other things for dinner, so put the paradise dish aside." (Ohal~ers and 
Wyatt's Work and Adventures in New Guinea; Ibis, (5), v. 3, pp. 463, 
464.) 
New Birds-of-Paradise.-The birds-of-paradise are pre-eminent among 
all birds for the excessive and eccentric development in the males of 
special feathers, or feathers on special parts of the body, and the great 
variation observable, in otherwise similar forms, as to the special feath-
ers or parts in which such development is manifested. Almost every 
genus (eighteen genera were recognized in 1877) has its own peculiar 
system of hypertrophied or eccentric feather pattern. New Guinea is 
the headquarters of the family, and of the thirty-four known up to 1877 
few were found outside of that great island, and those few only in tb.e 
neighboring smaller islands and Australia. During the past year six 
· additional species were described from a collection made chiefly in the 
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.Alpine regibn of southeastern New Guinea, and two of these exhibit 
phases of plumage entailing generic distinction. They -have been de-
scribed by Messrs. 0. Finsch and .A. B. Meyer, and beautifully illu. 
trated in the "Zeitschrift ftir die gesammte Ornithologie." The new 
species of previously known genera are Phonygama purpureo-violacea, 
Epimochus MeJteri, Paradisea Finschi, and Diphyllodes Hunsteini, while 
the remaining- two (Astra.rchia Stephanire and ParadisornVJ Rudolphi) 
represent hitberto unknown genera. The Astrarchia is related to A8-
tropia, but the two middle tail-feathers are very elongated and concave 
above, while the lateral ones are short. The Paradisornis is allied to 
Paradisea, but the two middle tail-feathers are very long, narrow, and 
spatuliform, and the bill is higher and more compressed; the long 
flank-plumes are especially remarkable for the blue of different shades 
which distinguish them. (Z. g. 0., v. 2, pp. 369-391, pl. 15-22.) 
An insular genus of Birds.-The faunas of the archipelagos are in-
teresting on account of the limited distribution of the resident species 
and the fact that many of those species are peculiar to special islands 
or groups of neighboring islands, but represented by kindred species in 
other parts of the archipelago. Such is the case with a genus of war-
blers (Certhiola) almost characteristic of the West Indies, although sev. 
eral species are likewise found on the mainland of South and Middle 
.America or in Florida. The species of the genus have been subjected 
to a revision lately by Mr. Robert Ridgway, and nineteen species are ad-
mitted. Of these four species ( Oerthiola bahamensis, 0. mexicana, 0. 
luteola, and 0. chloropyga) a,re found on the mainland, two ( 0. mexicana 
and 0. ohloropyga) being· confined to the continent, while of tbe others 
one ( 0. bahamensis) is found iu Southern Florida as well as the Baha-
mas, and another ( 0. luteola) occurs in Tobago as well as Trinidad, Vene-
zuela, anu Colombia. '.rhe other pecies are exclusively confined to 
special islands or groups of islands, each of the large or well _,eparated 
islands, as Cuba, Hayti, Porto Rico, Jamaica, Martinique, and Barba-
does, having its special species. (Proo. U.S. Nat. Mits., v. viii, pp. 25-30.) 
Mammals. 
The ancestry of Mwmmals.-Much difference of opinion has prevailed 
as to the ancestry of tbe mammal . Formerly it was generally up-
po ed that they w re d rived from uch form as the rnno aurians or 
that they were at 1 ast cognate with uch reptil s. Later it wa urged 
by Profe or Huxl y (and the view ha b en accepted with con iderable 
favor) tllat the ance try wa to b ought among the amphibians. 
Again. t both vi w , however, there w r Yariou objections. Profe 'Or 
ope ha 1 ly been di. po ·ed to con ider that the neare t of kin were cer-
tain r ptil .' that Ii d during the Permian epoch. The e reptile have 
b n all d the' b rom rpha and are characterized in that the quadrate 
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bone is fixed and the ribs are two-headed; the pre-coracoid bone is 
present and the coracoid bone is of reduced size and is free at the ex-
tremity; the vertebral centra are deeply bi-concave, and the pubis is 
entirely anterior to the ischium, and is united with it without interven-
ing obturator foramen. The order thus distinguished has been mostly 
studie<l in remains found in the Permian deposits of Texas, but like 
forms l.Jave been found at the Cape of Good Hope as well as in Per-
mian deposits in Europe. Some of the representatives were of the order 
long ago exhumed in Cape Colony and were described by Professor 
Owen under the name Thero<lontia. The great English naturalist 
noticed tLe siiuilarity in the teeth as well as in the bone of the leg, es-
pecially of the anterior leg of ·the reptiles to corresponding parts of mam-
mals, but the fu11 significance of the similarities was not appreciated 
until subjected to examination by Professor Cope. Professor Cope di-
vides the theromorphous reptiles into two divisions : first, the ..A.nomo-
dontia, where there are several sacral vertebrre, and the vertebrro are 
not notochordal; and second, the Pelycosauria, where the vertebrro are 
notocbordal, and there are only two or three sacral vertebrre. It is the 
latter suborder that is most noteworthy. Its species are so far only 
known from beds of the Permian epoch. They were moreover the only 
known reptiles of that epoch, for it is not until the following or Triassic 
period that the orders which charact.erize Mesozoic time made their ap-
pearance. 
Professor Cope has given details on the "structure of the columella 
auris in Clepsydrops leptoupbalus," on the '"structure of the qµadrate 
bone in foe genus Olepsydrops," and on "the articul::1,tion of the ribs in 
Embolophorus," and on "the posterior foot in Pelycosauria." The con-
sideration of the characteristics revealed by this examination has led 
Professor Cope to the following conclusions: 
(1) "The relations and number of the bones of the posterior foot are 
those of the Mammalia much more than those of the Reptilia." 
(2) " The relations of the astragalus and calcaneum to each other are 
as in the Monotreme Platypus anatinus," or rather Ornithorhynchus 
anatinus. 
(3) "The articulation of the fibula with both calcaneum and astraga-
lus is as in the l\fonotreme order of mamma1s." 
( 4) "The separate articulation of the anterior part of the astragalus 
with the tibia is as in the same order." 
(5) "The presence of a facet for an articulation of a spur is as in the 
same order." -
(6) "The posterior-exterior direction of the digits is as in the known 
species of the Monotremata." 
Professor Cope concludes from this survey that there are good "rea-
sons for belie-dog that the mammalia are the descendants of the Pely-
cosauria." (Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sc., v. 33, pp. 471-482.) 
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The temperature of the body in Monotrmnes.-'Ihe mean temperature of 
the body of mammals is but little under or over 100° F. :-according to 
Dr. John Davies' observations on thirty-one different species, 1010 1(}' 
F. The corresponding temperature has been measured by Baron M. 
Miclucho-Maclay, in two species of Monotremes of Australia, and it ap-
pears that it is much lower than in most other mammals, an interesting 
fact in connection with the relation of the forms to the amphibians and 
reptiles . 
.A thermometer inserted in the cloaca of the duck-mole or Ornitho-
rhynchus paradoxusand allowed to remain therefor five minutes indicated 
a temperature of 70° 3' F., the temperature of the air being at the same 
time 73° 6' F., and the water of the tub in which it had been placed at 
750 8' F. 
The Spiny ant-eater, or Tachyglossus aculeatus, showed a somewhat 
higher temperature, a thermometer, also introduced into the cloaca, 
denoting a temperature of 82° 4' F. Baron Maclay, believing that the 
large opening of the cloaca had interfered with the correctness of the ob-
servations in the case of the first observations, made a small incision, 
just large enough to introduce the oblong bulb of the thermometer into 
the cavity of the abdomen, and the thermometer was left in over ten 
minutes. The scale indicated a temperature of 86° F. (Proc . .[Ann. 
Soc. N. S. Wales, v. 8, part 4.) 
A new Porpoise.-The species of the genus Phocrena, in which are in-
cluded the typical porpoises (perhaps better known to many as the puff-
ing pigs or bay-porpoises), are in some confusion, it being doubtful 
whether certain variations observed are of specific or individual value. 
However, seven species have been quite generally recognizeu by cetol-
ogists. These are all very closely re]ated and agree essentially in the 
number of vertebrre. But a species has ]ately been found in the Alaskan 
waters, and clescribed by Mr. F. W. True as the Phocrena Dalli, which 
differs much from its relatives in the sum of the vertebrre; it has twenty-
seven lumbar and forty-nine caudal in place of fourteen lumbar and thir-
ty-two caudal, as has the Phocmna communis and (approximately at least) 
the hitherto known species. In all, the Phocmna Dalli ha about ninety-
seven or ninety-eight vertebrre, while the other species have only from 
sixty-three to sixty-six. The newly-discovered species exhibits al o 
striking peculiarities in the coloration as well as in the shape of the 
dorsal fin. The only specimen that has been noticed by naturalists 
was 6 feet long. (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., v. 8, pp. 95, pl. 2-5.) 
The Fin-whale Fishery of Norway.-At Vado, in East Finmarken, fin-
whale are found in ufficient numbers to be subjects of a profitable fi h-
ery, and variou ob ervations have been made on tbe habits of the ani-
mal · In 1885, Dr. Robert Collet, a well-known Norwegian naturalist, 
made int r ting ob ervations upon the structure and habits of Ru-
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dolphi's whale (B. borealis), which was "captured in considerable num-
bers during the latter part of July, although the great blue whale 
(B. sibbaldii), generally so numerous," was not then to be seen along 
the coast. This 1s attributed to the absence of the Thysanopoda in-
ermis, a small crustacean on which the blue whale feeds. "Rudolphi's 
whale is called 'seje' or 'cod' whale by the Norwegians, as it ap-
pearR on the coast at the same time as that fish, but its food is 
also a crustacean of still smaller species than that, which is the chief 
nourishment of its gigantic relative." It generally visits the coast of 
Finmark between May and August, and Guldberg states that its aver-
age length is about 40 feet, but it sometimes reaches a length of 50 feet. 
"Its color is black, and does not exhibit the bluish tint" seen in the B. 
musculus, as well as B. sibbaldii. "The sides are spotted with white, 
and the under parts are white with a faint reddish tinge. A new use 
to which the ·whales killed at Vado have been lately put is tinning their 
flesh, which is said to be wholesome and to find great favor in Catholic 
countries, where, being fish according to the zoology of the church, it 
is allowed to be eaten on fast days." (Nature, v. 32, p. 374.) · 
Texan Horses of the Pliocene epoch.-It would seem, from the researches 
of Professor Cope, that no less than five species of horse-like animals of 
the genus Equus lived in what is now Texas during the Pliocene period, 
and some of them appear to have been very abundant. Of these five 
species, four also lived at same time in the valley of Mexico, while one 
is "peculiar to the Pacific coast and basin of North America." Of the 
characteristic species of the eastern United States (FJ. fraternus and -
E. major), only one (the E.fruternus) has been found in the Texas de-
posits. (Am. Nat., v. 19, pp. 1208-1209, pl. 37.) 
The Gayal. and Gaur.-By the old naturalists, the two largest bovine 
animals of India known as the gayal and gaur were supposed to be very 
distinct animals. Of late, however, several have contended that they 
were merely forms of the same species, one being the wild animal and 
the other the semi-domesticated form, although others have main-
tained that the gayal existed as a distinct species in the wild state. It 
was urge<l in 1883, by Mr. J. Sarbo, that there is no such thing as a wild 
gayal. Now, according to Mr. Blanford, "one most important cir-
cumstance mentioned by Blyth, on apparently excellent authority, is 
that the gaur is kept tame in the interior of the Chittagong Hills, and 
(as a tame animal) is quite distinct from Bosfrontalis. If this is the case, 
hybrids are very likely to occur, for the gayal breeds freely with the 
much less allied Zebu, and such hybrids may account for the occurrence 
of forms intermediate between the gayal and ganr. An indication that 
such forms exist is," so far as Mr. Blanford can see, "the only evidence 
brought forward by Dr. Kuhn in favor of the gayal being a domesti-
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cated race of the gaur," the "supposed discovery that the tame gayal or 
wild gaur inhabit the same country, being," in the words ofl\Ir. Blanford, 
"a singularly fine example of a nidus equm." (Nature, v. 32, p. 243.) In 
this conflict of testimony and belief, more light is required before im. 
plicit reliance in either of the contrasted opinions is safe. 
NECROLOGY OF ZOOLOGISTS, 1885. 
BAUMHAUER (EDUARD HENRY VON), secretary of tlie Holland Society of Sciences 
at Haarlem ; died at Haarlem, January 18, 1885, in the sixty-sixth year of his age. 
BLAND (THOMAS), a well-known student of American land shells, long resident in 
Brooklyn, N. Y., where he died August 20, 1885. He was born in Nottinghamshire, 
England, October 4, 1809. 
CA.RPENTER (Dr. WILLIAM BENJAMIN), a very eminent English physiologist and 
naturalist, died in London, November 10, 1885, aged seventy-two. 
DAVIDSON (THOMAS), an English palreontologist, who devoted the greater part of 
his life to the study of the Brachiopoda, died at West Brighton, October 16, 1885, in 
his sixty-ninth year. 
DUNKER (Prof.), a German palreontologist and mineralogist, died at Mar burg. 
EDWARDS (HENRI MILNE), one of the most distinguished zoologists of the centµry; 
born October 23, 1800, at Bruges, Belgium; died July 29, 1885, at Paris. 
ESMARK (LAURITZ), direclior of the zoological museum of the University of Chris-
tiana, Norway, died in Christiana, December-, 1885. 
GuY (W. A.), F. R. S., an English physiologist and physician, died September 10, 
1885, in the seventy-sixth year of his age. 
HARTING (P. ), professor of zoology in the University of Utrecht, died at Utrecht, 
December 7, 1885. 
HEULE (--), one of the most eminent of European anatomists, died at Gottin-
gen, May 1:1, 1885. 
HOUGH (FRANKLIN BENJAMIN), for a time United States commissioner of forestry, 
and a student of natural history, died June 11, 1885, aged sixty-two. 
JEFFREYS (JOHN GWYN), an English conchologist, died at London, January 24, 
1885. He was born at Swansea, Wales, January 18, 1809. 
JOLY (NICOLAS), a French naturalist, died at Toulouse, October 17, 1885, in the 
seventy-fourth year of his age. 
KERR (WILLIAM C. ), of the United States Geological Survey and long State geolo-
gist of North Carolina, died a,tAsheville, N. C., August 9, 1885. 
MARTIN (PmLIPP LEOPOLD), a writer on zoological subjects, and especially on 
museology and taxidermy, died March 7, 1885, aged seventy. 
NEVILL (GEOFFREY), an English conchologist, author of a number of papers on 
Indian shells, &c., died at Davos Platz, February 10, 1885, in his forty-seoond year. 
PARRY (Maj. F. T. SIDNEY), an English entomologist, died February 1, 1885. 
PEALE (TITIAN RAMSA.Y), a contemporary of Say and Lesueur, and naturalist of the 
United tates exploring expedition commanded by Wilkes, died at Philadelphia, 
March 13, 1885, in his eighty-sixth year. 
ROBIN (CHARLES), professor of histology in the faculty of medicine at Paris sine" 
1 32, di d at Pari , October, 1885, in the sixty-fifth ye~r of his age. 
RYE (EDWARD CALDWELL), an English entomologist, died February 7, 1885, aged 
fifty-two. 
SRVERTSOFl" (N.), a. Russian zoologi~t, died from cold, resnltingfrom a fall through 
the ic in the river Don, January 11, 1885. 
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SmBOLD (CARL THEODOR ERNST VON), one of the most learned and celebrated of 
European biologists, died at Munich, April-, 1885; born at Wiirzburg, February 16, 
1804. 
STEIN (FRIEDRICH RITTER VON), professor of zoology in the University of Prague, 
died February -, 1885, aged sixty-seven. 
WEYENBERGH (H. ), p1 ofessor of zoology in the University of Cordobili, Argentine 
Republic, died at Haarlem (Holland), July 25, 1885. 
Woon (WILLIAM), a student of American ornithology, died at East Windsor Hill, 
Conn., August 9, 1885, aged sixty-three years . 
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ANTHROPOLOGY. 
By OTIS T. MASON. 
INTRODUCTION . 
.An exhaustive chronicle of .Anthropology for the year 1885 would con-
tain the account of a few general and a vast number of special works of 
great importance. .A cursory view of the titles appended to this brief 
summary reveals the fact that new portions of the human frame, and 
new groups of human phenomena, are yearly brought within the area 
of scientific investigation. Hand in hand with the widening of the do-
_main of inquiry has gone on, also, the invention of more refined appa-
ratus of research, and the increase of ingenious methods for 'bringing 
knowledge into new combinations to ascertain and express means and 
averages. With respect to the last point, it is gratifying to note that 
more than one anthropologist has realized the fact that any expression 
of means which does not also preserve the exact status of each com-
ponent is faulty. 
There is one element of true scientific investigation whi~h, under the 
pressure of circumstances, is being better systematized by anthropolo-
gists. It is the classification of the subjects with which they have to 
deal, according to the laws of ~vidence. If we may be permitted the use 
of the term, the knowledges which underlie their scientific speculations 
and deductions differ most widely, some resting on the testimony of a 
single individual who has destroyed the last vestige of evidence by 
which he could make good his word; other reasonings are based upon 
the preservation of material in such form and abundance, and with 
such authentication, as to put it within the power of any investigator 
to report experiments or examine methods. Surely conclusions. based 
upon these two kinds of evidence would differ greatly in their breadth 
of base. If a report of progress in any science should not omit to call 
attention to improvements manifested in the methods of the investiga-
tor, much more should it mark growing tendencies to conform itself to 
rigid logic in its inferences. 
WORKS OF GENERAL IMPORT.A.NOE. 
The .Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia organized courses 
of scientific lectures during the year, and elected Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, 
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professor of ethnology and archreology. The subjects covered were 
Palreolithic Man; the Races of Men; the White Race; Civilization, its 
Origin and· Elements, its Centers, its Stages, and its Goal; Art in 
stone, wood, bone, shell, metal, and clay; Textile art and decoration, 
and Mnemonic design. 
The American Association for the Advancement of Science met at 
Ann Arbor, Mich. The section of anthropology, under the vice-presi-
dency of Mr. William H. Dall, confined its discussions chiefly to those 
lines easily suggested by the environment, viz., the mound-builders, and 
the Dakota stock of Indians. The vice-presidential address was a 
studied discussion of the tribes of .Alaska. 
Volume VI of the Index-Catalogue of the Surgeon-General's Library 
appeared in 1885, with titles from Heastie to Inseldt. Works of value 
to anthropologists will be found catalogued under Heredity, Hermaph-
rodites, Hippocrates, Histology, Homicide, Humerus, Hypnotism, Idiots, 
Imagination, India, Indians, Infant, Infanticide, Insane and Insanity 
(157 closely printed pages), and Insects. 
Pilling'sBibliographycontains the titles in full, and in important cases, 
an abstract of everything that has been published upon the languages 
of North .American a,borigines. Six years of uninterrupted labor have 
been bestowed upon this colossal work. The index to the volume fur-
nishes an excellent synonymy of tribal names. 
The work of the Bureau of Ethnology of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, included that done in the field by archreologists, ethnologists, and 
linguists, and the publica,tion of the third annual report The special 
papers will be referred to under the names of their contributors. The 
introduction, by Maj. J. W. Powell, the Director of the Bureau, is far 
more than a resume of the labors of others. The paper on Omaha Soci-
ology, by Mr. Dorsey, evoked the expression of the Director's opin-
ions upon sociology among savages, a subject to which he has devoted 
much thought; and Mr. Dall's paper on Labretifery and Masks draws 
out a chapter on activital similarities, in which certain rules are laid 
down with reference to the origin of like inventions in different parts 
of the world. 
The Smithsonian .Annual Report for 1885 will contain two volumes, 
one relating to the work of the Institution, the second to the work of 
the National Museum, where the subject of Anthropology is organized 
as follows: 
1. .A.rt and Industries. Mr. G. Brown Goode, assisted by l\1r. R. T. 
Earle, on Fisheries; Captain Collins, on Navigation; Mr. William H. 
Holme and A. Howard Clarke, on Keramics; Romyn Hitchcock, on 
Textile and Foods. 
2. E bnology and Aboriginal Technology. Prof. Otis P. Mason. 
retire log-y. Dr. Charle,_ Rau. 
Anthr P -biology, natomy, and Anthropometry, are under the 
barge f the Ar y i\-1e<lical Mu eum. 
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.A.rt and medimval &rrnor find their resting place at present in the 
Corcoran .A.rt Gallery. 
In 1885 wa~ orga:q.ized in Washington the Woman's .Anthropological 
Society, with Mrs. Tilly Stevenson as president, and Miss Sarah Scull 
as corresponding secretary. The object of this association is twofold-
to conduct investigations to which the avenues are especially open to 
women, and to encourage the sex in the pr0secution of scientific work. 
The Ecole d'.Anthropologie, of Paris, carried through successfully dur-
ing the year the following programme: 
Zoologic Anthropology.-M. Mathias Duval. .Anthropogeny anu Em-
bryology compared; study of the first phases of development. 
General A.nthropology.-Dr. Paul Topinard. .Analytical study of ra-
cial characteristics ; difference between races and peoples; evolution of 
races in time. . 
Prehistoric Anthropology.-M. de Mortillet. Les Temps photohisto-
riques. 
Ethnology.-M. Dally. 1. Description of human races;. their geo-
graphical distribution; races supposed. to be pure, crosses of certain 
ethnic groups. 2. Sociology according to Oompte & Spencer. 
Linguistic Anthropology.-M. Hovelacque. Language in its relations 
to races and peoples. 
Medical Geography.-M. Bordier. Influences of environment and in 
particular of social environment upon the production, progresA, · and 
spread of diseases. 
Complementary course.-Zoologic .Anthropology. l\f. Herve. Paral-
lelisms of anatomy between man and the higher animals. Comparative 
anatomy of the muscles and the viscera. Comparative and human tera-
tology; monstrosities in general. 
Biologic Anthropology.-M. Blanchard. General physiological resem-
blances between man and the animals. 
Composite Photography is taking its place among the instruments of 
anthropology, in one case the handwriting having been su~jected to its 
methods in order to arrive at the type or mean expression of each letter. 
In this case the purpose was to detect fraud. ·Dr. ,Neubauer has made 
an excellent study of the race types of the Jews, followed up by Mr. 
Jacobs with a similar investigation concerning the modern Jews. His 
composite photographs of Jewish lads will be examined with great in-
terest. · 
.A serious problem in d"<luctive anthropology is a, graphic method of 
i1lustration, which, while it exhibits means and averages, at the same 
t,ime does not conceal individualities. Tables of means have long given 
dissatisfaction. Binomial curves are of great use up to three or four 
series, after that, colors must be used, the printing of which is expen-
sive. It baa been the practice with the author of tl1is summary in show-
ing the di tribution of mounds, &c., to take a county or townl\\hip map, 
and to put a dot or other plain symbol for each mound, heap, work, &c. 
U. l\li '. lG--5~ 
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The result, of course, exhibits in situ the extent and density of each 
type. M. Manouvrier has improved on this in a paper read before the 
Paris Anthropological Society. His plan is to pl~ce across the top of 
the page the whole range of indices, each index number inclosed be-
tween two vertical lines. Down the left margin of the page may be 
written the names, races, &c., under consideration. Each measurement 
taken is indicated by a dot in the proper square. In the space with the 
name may occur the whole number of examples, while at the right ex-
tremity of the same line may be written the mean. This e.y tern i 
varied by M. Manouvrier by introducing horizontal lines of dots for 
squares and putting actual fractional parts for dots. 
· The Societe Americaine de France has undertaken the composition of 
a dictionary of American archreology to be published in its name and 
under its auspices. A committee has been appointed to divide the work 
amo~g the members of the society. The secretary of the committee 
will prepare the list of words for the dictionr,ry. The committee con-
sists of the following-named gentlemen: MM. Auben, Leon de Rosny, 
:Malte Brun, Castaing, Remi, Simeon, and Peuvrier. 
ARCH..EOLOGY. 
Mr. William H. Holmes hall occasion during the year to examine the 
collections of'mound-builders pottery in the l\Iuseum of the Davenport 
Aca<lemy . . In paste, manipulation, and function , this ware differs not 
in the least from that which bas been frequently described as coming 
from the Mississippi Valley. The great merit of Mr. Holmes's work i 
the analysis al)d classification of form and the philosophic treatment of 
the subject of decoration. 
An archreological experiment of the greatest value was made by l\Ir. 
Holmes. Noticing that very many fragments of ancient American pot-
tery preserved marks of textiles he conceived the notion that a ca t in 
:fine sculptor's clay or plaster would restore the fabric. The method 
and rei::;ults of these experiments are given in the third annual report of 
the Bureau of Ethnology. It is highly important that these experi-
ments should be followed up on pottery from different parts of the 
world. The same author has published a paper on the evidences of suc-
cessive populations in the valley of the city of Mexico. 
Dr. Abbott' publication in the American Naturalist on archreological 
frauds opens our eyes to the enormous amount of these practices. Ari -
totle's rule not to believe an archreologi t unless he preserves t,he evi-
dences of his a ertion , will have to be rigorou Jy applied, in order to 
ubdue thi pe tilential lement in a noble cience. 
The ev. . D. P t ha written a erie of articles on the ymboli m 
of tb n i nt merican , bi work b ing mainly directed to collating 
th many type u d in mythic r pre entations. 
.A.NTIIROPOLOGY. srn 
The American Journal of Arcbmo1ogy and History of Fine Arts was 
founded at the Johns Hopkins University under the editorship of Mr. 
A. S. Frothingham. The numbers which have appeared exhibit' the 
policy of the journal to be of the exalted standard adopted hy the other 
serial publications of the university. 
The discussion of the quest.ion, who were the mound-buildersf bas 
received a fresh impetus from the ground taken by Major Powell and 
the Bureau of Ethnology that the so-called mound-builders were none 
-others than the immediate ancestors of the Indians ·inhabiting the 
United States at the time of its first exploration. Mr. Cyrus Thomas 
has devoted several papers to the discussion of the subject. 
A course of Archreology was endowed during the year in Lisbon un-
,der the patronage of Prince Charles, and in charge of M. da Silva. 
Prizes to the amount of $250 . will be divided among the students. 
· The Precursor of Man.-M. Gabriel de lVIortillet is the author of the 
theory that the flints of Thenay were the workmanship not of man q,t 
.all but of his precursor, the anthropopitbecus. The argument of this 
distinguished archreologist is somewhat as follows: The study of pa-
leontology acquaints us with the succession of animals. We know 
that animals have varied from one epoch to another, and that these 
variations are the more profound as the epochs are remo-ved in time; 
We know also that the higher the organism the more rapid have been 
the variations. 
~ The mammals of the u1rper Tertiary are different from those of to-
day. J\fan cannot lJave escaped this law. lf evidences of workman-
'hip exist in the Tertiary, they prove the existence not of man but of 
his precursor. 1. Tu Otta., Portugal, in the valley of the Tagus, at 
t he base of the Pliocene, have been found worked flints. 2. Puy 
Courny, near Auril1ac (Canta.1), same horizon, bas furnished Hilex both 
wrougllt and trausported. 3. Thenay (Loir-et-Cher) reveals a being 
intelligent enough to soften flint by fire in order to make it more tract-
able, although the beds are ol<ler than those of Otta or Puy Courny, in 
fact they belong to the lower Miocene or the upper Eocene. M. Mor-
tillet examines careful1y the question of natural cleavage of flint, a'!l.d 
decides that those of Thenay afford unmistakable evidences of autlJro-
popithecan workmanship. 
In reply to l\f. Mortillet several archreologists have taken the view 
t,hat the 8o-ca1led crackled- and retouched ~ints of Thenay are not the 
products of human workmani:;hfp at all. On the other hand, M. de 
Quatrefages, admitting for argument sake the existence of wrought 
flints from the Tertiary, combats de Mortillet's theory of anthropopi-
thecus, alleging that man could have lived in that period. '' It may 
be true," sa,r8 de Qnatrefages, ·" that during the Tertiary and since 
mammalian fauna may h~ffe been renewed again and again, and that 
not oue pecies belonging to that time survives, but the discoveries 
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made in the Quaternary gravels of Nerbaddah and Q.uadavery lead us 
to suppose even this a~sertion exaggerated. The law governing mam-
malian existence does not apply to . ma,n. Independent of his animal 
nature man possesses an intelligence which euables him to contend. suc-
cessfully with nature, e,Ten when he is in the lowest condition of ocial 
and intellectual deveJopment. If man lived in the Tertiary he was cer-
tainly as able to defend himself against the deleterious influences re-
sulting from geological changes as he is to-day, against the extreme 
of heat and cold." It also occurs to us that the pitbecan ancestors of 
man had progressed further in the faJculty of invention than have any 
modern apes. In other words, if Tertiary apes utilized fire a.nd chipped 
flints, modern apes should also retain these arts. 
In the Proceedings of the Unile<l States National Museum will be 
found a detailed descriptio4 of the Chaclacayo trephined skull from a 
cemetery near Lima, Peru, which is the most remarkable case of pot-
mortem trephining reported. Eight distinct furrows were cut in order 
to remorn the section, which is nearly 2~ inches in diameter. 
BIOLOGY. 
Professor Cope, in his discussion of the origin of man and the other 
vertebrates, comes to the following conclusion: "An especial point of 
interest in the phylogeny of man has been brought to light in our North 
American beds. There are some things in the structure of man and 
his nearest relatives, the chimpanzee, orang, &c., that lead us to ~u · 
pect that they have not descended directl;y from true monkeyR, but that 
they have come from some extinct tribe of lemurs." 
In reply to an editorial in Science (vr, 81) asserting that man is of 
those forms whose ancestry is unknown, Dr. Theodore Gill says, "I 
cannot but think that the data at hand are already abundant for an 
answer, and that we can allocate his systematic relationships as well 
as those of any other animal. It is difficult for me to understand how 
any one acquaiuted with the data could reach a conclusion other than 
that man is the derivath'e of a form very much like the chimpanzee 
and gorilla, and that, could his remote ancestors be seen, they woul<l 
be placed not only in the same family, but in the same group with the 
African ape ." 
The pelvic index is tlle ratio of the tran rnrse to the conjugate diam-
eter of the pelvis brim expres 'ed by integers. Dolichopellic signifie 
a pelvi , the conjugate diameter of which i longer than the tran ·ver e 
or I ly approaching it, aborn 95; pla.typellic, a pelvi in which t!Je 
tran. r, e diameter greatly exceed, the conjugate, below 90; me, ati-
P 1li , a p lvi in wbi ·h the tran ver. c diameter i not greatly in exce 
f tb c njnO"ate, l> tw en 90 and 95. To the thorough di cu . ion of 
t~~L ·hara.ct ri tic r. II nnig <l vote. a monogn1pl1 pu li hed in Archiv 
f11r Anthropologie. 
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Dr. Philippe Rey has made an investigation_ upon the weight of tho 
cerebral lobes, and some of his conclusions will be of interest. Of the 
347 subjects examined, 231 were men1 116 women. While tlle total 
weight of the right hemisphere predominates over that of the left, the 
left frontal is heavier than the right. The right occipital is slightly 
heavier than the left. The difference of weight for the entire anterior . 
region between men and women amounts to 69.65 grains, which con-
6Litutes a large proportion of the general cerebral excess of \\ eight in 
the male sex. 
Dr. Lissauer has added the sagittal suture to the other portions of 
the human cranium which ha,e been used in obtaining anthropological 
measures. The sagittal curve or Norma sagittalis is obtained by saw-
ing the skull through the median line a11d observing the · border of the 
cut within the sagittal suture. Dr. Lissauer, by means of a special 
craniograph, obtains the proftle of the sagittal line on the anteropos-
terior median plane of the skull. Certain points are :fixed on the per-
i1>hery, and by comparing them among theml3elves and in relation to 
a eeutral point located at the intersection of the vomer with the lower 
face of the sphenoid, be obtains angles by. means of which he compares 
tlrn relative value of the different segments, ~nd also certain of these 
liues with the horizontal, extending from the point named to the exter-
ual occipital protuberance. A new vocabulary is introduced wliich will 
<tud much to the complexity of craniometry. The ethnic results of the 
paper may be thus set forth: 
( M' , 5 Tirn,hmen. 
I 
1crencranes ............ - - - .. - . - • . - - -- - -- - - l Typical. negroes. 
( Forehead, flat . ... ... ... ........ Australians. 
I I 5 Negro children. . bulged. -.. - - . - - . - - . l Kaffirs. 
I Occiput, flat ............ _ ....... :Mongols (part). 
Loxodontes < Mesencranes < bulged ••••••.......... Eskimos. 
I 
. - 5 Malays. -
Panetals bulged · - · · - · · · · · · · · · l Melanesians (part). 
Front of palatal straight ........ Americans. 
lNose elevated .................. Mediterraneans. 
(Negro children. 
I Hottentot ·woman. 
Macrencranes .........•.................... · 1·Malays. 
Papuans. 
· Mongols. 
l Loxoprosopes, cerebral sector, small ........ Americans. Orthioclontes O th· " " 1 . 5 Mongols. r wprosop~s arge · · · · · l Mediterraneans. 
Dr. Herman Welcker, in Halle, has made a study of the capacity of 
the cranium in connection with the three diameters. He :first examines 
carefully the methods employed for the curvature of the skull by 
<lifterent processes and materials. The tablea appended to the investi-
gation exhibit enormom; variations in the results, as a few examples , 
will show. The following table gives the people, the author, the num-
ber of crania examined, and the average contents in cubic centimeters. 
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This study of Dr. Welcker's is worthy the attention of all anthro--
pologists: 
People. 
1. Germans .......... . 
2. Hindus ...•....•• · ••. 
6. French ..•.....••••. 
7. Italians ..•••....... 
9. Russians . . . . . . . .... 
18. Turks ............. . 
20. Chinese ..••.. 
28. Dya.ks ..•••......... 
29. Polynesians ....... . 
Ar.thor. 
Number Average 
of crania contents in 
examined. cubic cen. 
timeters. 
Welcker .. . ... . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . ... 30 
Morton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . 
Weisba,ch .. . . . . . . . ... .. .... . . .. .. 68 
Lucae.... .. ... . .... ... . . .. . .. .... 12 
Davis .... .... .... .... ...... ...... 8 
Welcker ...... ...... . ...•.. ...... 12 
Morton .................................... . 
Flower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. • . . . . • • • • . 22 
Swaving ...... . ...... ... ... ...... 11 
Quatrefages .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 14 
Davis ..•. .... .... .... .... .... .... 26 
Schaaffhausen.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Roth............................. 9 
Hudler........................... 56 
Welcker ... ... ....... .... .... .... 13 
Dav;is . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Broe a .......•.........••.•....•.. · 124 
Welcker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .••....... 6 
Flower........................... 76 
Schaaffhausen . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 11 
Weisbach .. . ... . . • ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
Davis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
Schmidt.......................... 7 
8chaaffhausen ................ ·.... 30 
Hudler .. •••.......... .. . . .. . . . .. . 5 
Welcker . . . . .. . .. ... . ..••. ...... 14 
Landzert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 
Davi8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . 10 
Scbaaffbausen...... . . . • • . . . . . . . . . 5 
We1sbach .. . ... .. . ... ... •. . ... ... 37 
W elcker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . 8 
Hudler . • • ••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Davis . . . . ..... .. . .. . •.. .. . . . . . .. . 3 
Broesike. .. . . ... . ••... ... . . ... .. . . 3 
Morton ................................•.... 
Zuckerkandl . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. . . . . 11 
Schaaffha,usen .. . • • . . . . . • . . . . : . . . 31 
Flower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . 16 
Schmidt . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• • •• . . . . . . . 13 
Ecker .. .. .... .••. .. . ... .••••. .... 4 
Swaving . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Welcker .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . . . 14 
Lucae.............. .............. 6 
Quatrefages . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 24 
Broca .................... ·.... .... 22 
Broesike . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Davis . . . . . . . . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
Schaaff hausen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 5 
Swa.viog .. . .. . ....... ... .. . ...•.. A 
Welcker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . 9 
Davis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ••. 11 
cbmidt ...... ...... ...... .... .... 7 
Qnatrefag s • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . 11 
Bro ik .. . .•. •••. .... .••.. ••. .•. . 8 
Zu k rhandl...... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 13 
11orton .................................... . 
cbaaft'hau n...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 1· 
E cker............................ 10 
\ clcker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
1,46(), 
1,475 
1,524 
1,532 
1,664 
1,275. 
1,311 
1,313 
1, 34;3 
1,400 
1,425 
l , 430 
1, 453, 
1,475 
1,492 
1,503 
1,558 
1,443 
1,475 
1,486 
1,507 
1,566 ' 
1,390 
1,395 
1,403 
1,416 
1,471 
1,596 
1,387 
1,462 
1,467 
1,474 
1,526 
1,547 
1,344 
l,40~ 
1,407 
L424 
1,451 
1,452 
1,452 
1,457 
1,482 
1,511 
1,518 
1,518 
1,556 
1,359 
1 372 
1:404 
1,435 
1,472 
1,530 
1,339 
1 . 
1:360 
1,3 7 
1, 41;' 
1. 443. 
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People. Author. 
Average 
Number contents in 
of crania cubic cen-
exami ned. tirneters. 
29. Polynesians-Cont'd. Broca ...•...•• __ ......... . . • . . . . . 54 
Flower........................... 26 
Davis.. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 . 
Q11atrefages ....•. ...... ...... .•. . 39 
30. A.ustralians . . . . . . . . . Ecker . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 7 
Luca.e . .. . . . . .• • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
l\forton ..............•••................... 
Hndlt.>r . . . . . . .. . ••. . . . .. . . . .. ... . 7 
8e haaff hausen...... . • • • • . . . • . • . . . 19 . 
vVelcker . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . 5 
:Flower . • . • . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . 3:2 
Davis . . . . . • • • • . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 12 
J3roca . • • . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 18 
Znckerkandl... .•• . .•.. .. .• .. .... 3 
31. Papuans ............ Ecker............................ 3 
Schaaffhausen...... •••• •..• .•••.. 8 
Broesike . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 3 
\V elcker . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 20 
Ivfe,rer ...••.....••.•. :.. .... ..••.. 54 
Regalia...... . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . 4H 
Davis . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 3 
32. Negroe,s .••••..••••. Scbaaffhausen...... ...... .... .... 27 
· Ecker ...••. .•.• ..... .. .... ...... 53 
Rwaving .... ..... .... .•.•.. ...... 14 
\Velcker .. ... . .• • .•. . .... .•. . .••. 119 
Znckerkandl. ,·............ .. • •. . . 4 
Lncae . . . • .. . . . . . • . . . . .. . .. • . •••. 5 
lludler ...• ...... ••.••. ...... .... 8 
Schmidt ' .... . • . . . . . . • . . . . .. •• • • . . 21 
}1orton ................................... . 
Flower........................... 26 
Roth............................ 3 
Kupffer .... .'. ..•••. .••• .... ..•••• 3 
Quatrefages ..... _.... . • . . . • . . • • . . 1,5 
Broca .••• _ •.•• _ ••.•• _.. . . . • • . . • • . 85 
D~vis .... •.•• •••. •..•.. ..•... •••. 12 
35. Eskimo. . • • • • . • • • • • • Schaaff hausen .•• _.. . • • • • • .. . . • . . . 7 
Morton . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . ...•..... 
Welcker . • • • . . . • . • • • . . . • • • . . • . • • . 11 
Qnatrefages .•.. .. .•.. ...• •••• •••. 13 
Broca . . . • . . . . . . .••.••......... .• . 12 
Davis . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • . • • . . . . • . • • . 13 
Flower . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
1,460 
1,469 
1, 5:25 
1,549 
], 201'3 
1,~17 
1,229 
1,~35 
1,247 
1,294 
1,298 
1,:n9 
1,347 
1,377 
1,215 
1,274 
1, 35:~ 
1,373 
1,398 
1, 4:27 
1,495 
1,288 
1 :295 
1:309 
1,328 
1. 339 
1,344 
1,352 
1,356 
I 1,360 
1,388 
1,405 
1,405 
1,410 
1,43Q 
1,443 
1,391 
1,410 
1,468 
1,5~2 
1,539 
1,542 
1,546 
The next point which Mr. Welcker considers is the so-called modulus 
(found by adding the three diameters of the skull) and its relation to 
the cubature, in dolicocephalic, mesocephalic, brachycepbalic crania. 
Chapter III discusses the cubature of the skull as well as its height 
and width among different peoples. Six pages are devoted to a table 
of these three measures upon different races. The table of cubatures, 
on pages 106, 107, represents the different races arranged in the order 
of the ·contents of the skull. 
Chapter IV is devoted to tlrn cephalic index. Table IV, page 126, like 
the one just mentioned on J)age 106, exhibits in a graphic manner the 
·rnrious races accor<ling to the cephalic index. Tbis table is introduced 
in order to exhil>it the author's method of gr:1pluc illustration. 
Sknll capacity by diffm·ent nations ( C. C. M. ). 
Germane. Colts, Romane, and Greeks. Slaves. Farther India people. 
' 
1200 
10 
20 
80 
40 
60 
60 
5 Hiudoo Rajputs ....... 1258 
70 12 Hindoos of Bellari .... 1J75 
80 
6 Bhils, Gols, Khols ..... li76 
90 
18 Better Hindoos ....... . 1285 
1300 
10 16 Hindoos (v. Schlgw.), 
Thakurs, Ka.bars, 
20 Sikhs, &c ....... _ . . . 1322 
5 Gorkhas . ........ . ..... 1326 
30 5 Sini?ales~ .............. 1331 
9 Sudras ... _ ...•........ 1335 
40 
50 
60 • 6 Hindoos and :Bongaleso 1361 
70 
1i ~l~~\;;t~·,; H~do~;s g: 
5 Hiutloo Bl'abma11s ..... 1370 
80 
23 Ancient Romans (II) ... 1387 
90 
1400 
Semites and Ha.mites. 
1200 
10 
26 
30 
40 
50 
4 Abyssinians .••••....... 1258 
60 
70 
80 
90 
1300 
JO 
4 Jews fl't>m tho '' Field of 20 
:Blood" aL J enu,alcrn.13:.'2 
30 
1:l ~frw Eg:,vptin11s . . . . . 1"43 40 
23 Olrl Ei:yptian:, . . . . . .. ]347 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 
5 Ka) ble e . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1.00 1400 
Cf) 
l~ 
~ 
Ul 
a 
H 
t_rj 
z 
t-3 
H 
~ 
H 
a 
~ 
t_rj 
a 
0 
~ 
t1 
'"'-1 
0 
~ 
.... 
00 
00 
?' 
Skull capacity by diffennl nations ( C. C, M.) 
Germans. Celts, Romans, and Greeks. Slaves. 
1400 
20 Ancient Romans (I) .... 1406 I 18 Little Russia.ns ........ 1407 
10 15 Zuydersee Islanders ... 1414 I 10 Roumanians ........... 1408 
17 ..... . do ................ 1423 
20 20 Swedes ...........•.... 1426 
5 Swiss, Diseenters ...... 1427 
30 20 Thuringians ...... . .... 1432 
10 Danes and Norwegians .1432 I 13 Venetians ..........•••. 1432 
40 3 Icolantlers .......•..••. 1440 
4 Swiss ................ .. 1440 
50 13 Irish ....•..•...•..••... 1450 
60 Region of Halle . ....... 1460 
60 124 German-Austrians .... 1462 
24 Schleswiµ;.Jioh1t1,iu ..•. 1467 
70 14 Rhine Franks .......... 1476 
16 Hollan!lors ..........•. 1478 
80 15 ~uabians .............. 1485 
10 Neo Greeks ...... ...... 1458 
20 Italians (not Venetians)l460 
7 Portuguese ...•........ 1467 
11 Spaniarus .............. 1472 
10 North Hollanders .•.... 1485 
00 
11 Hanoverians ........•.. 1494112 Ancient Greeks ....... . 1494 
1500 I 28 French ....••.•••••..... 1498 
38 Great Russians ........ 1461 
18 Poles ...•..••.......... 1472 
6 Servians ............... 1485 
6 Rnthenians ...•.•...•.. 1485 
6 Slowaks .....••......••. 1489 
20 Hessians ....••.....••.. 1503 I 12 Scotch .....•.•...•..... 1503 I 36 Czechs .•.••••..•••..... 1506 
10 
20 
20 Breisgue ............... 1512 
30 15 English ..•.••••••••..•. 1531 
40 20 Ancient Bavarians ..•.. 1540 
12 Swiss of diff'erent can. 
1650 tons .•••••.•••••.... . 1543 
8 Croats ................. 1525 
Farther India people. Semites and Ha.mites. 
14 Gua.nches ............•. 1401 
20 Jews .....••••••••••••. 1451 j 
16 Arabs .••.•.••••••.••.. 1476 I 
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Skull capacity by different nations ( C. C. M. )-Continued. 
Mongols. :Mala,ys. Papmms and Australians. Negroes 11,nrl Koi-Kois. 
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1300 
' 
5 Negroes, E. Soudan .... 1294 
10 
12 .A.shantis . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1313 
20 20 Australians ..•......... 1321 38 NeJ!roes, different ori-
13 Thibetans .......•..... 1322 · gins ..... ....•...... . 1320 
30 5 Maravi negroes ....•.. . 1322 
20 Kaffirs ................. 1336 
40 7 Negroes, Lower Guinea 1340 
5 Tahitans and Paumo-
50 tans .. .......... ..•. 1350 
3 Burm ans .............. 1352 4 Mendanoese .......... . 1352 
60 7 Mozambique negroes .. 1359 
10 Hottent"ts ... ... ....... 1369 
70 11 Es tens . ............... 1371 23 Dyaks ................ . 137:l 
18 Bugis .................. 1379 20 Papuans ... ............ 1372 
80 14 Maoris ............... 1384 5 Negroes, W. and Micl-
8 Japaneae .............. 1385 7 Sundauese .••••...•.••. 1386 die Soudan.... . . . . . . 1387 
00 4 Nicobarese ............ Ia87 
10 Balinese .............. 1390 ' HOO 12 Lapps ................. 1400 
Americans. 
7 North Americans (arti-
fioially deformed) ..•. 1176 
10 Ca.ribs ..•....••••••.... 1232 
23 Old Peruvians (deform-
ed) .................. 1265 
5 Brazilians ............. 1322 
4 Peruvians (not rleform-
ed) .. ................ 1335 
8 Botocudes ••. __ ........ 1359 
6 Eskimos, Labrador ..... 1378 
6 M~·xican Indians ...... 1379 
4 .Aymaras .............. 1384 
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Skull capacity by dijftrent nations ( C. C. M. )-Continued. 
Mongols. Malays. Papna.ns and Australian,. Negroes and Koi.Kois. 
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20 15 M[t()assars ............. 1424 ' 2 Chatham Islanders .... 1425 
30 10 Tartars .••••...•....... 1432 7 Different Polynesians .. 1428 
7 Ulie, Carolines .....•• . 1434 
40 6 Magyars .........•..... 1440 37 .Javanese ...........•.. 1437 
12 nasques ............... 1440 9 Uahuga and Fatnah .•. 1441 
50 54 Obinese ............... . 1444 
8 from the Kurgans of 22 Sumatrans .......•..••. 1455 
60 Sarepta. ....•........ . 1444 
23 Turks .................. 1452 2 New Caledonians ...... 1463 
70 17 Fins ................... 1464 
22 Kalmucks .......•...... 1466 
60 24 8iamese .....•••.•...... 1471 
14 Hawaiians ....•........ 1487 .. I 8 Burats •••.••........•.. 1489 ' 1600 
Ameriea.ns. 
9 Araucanians and Pata. 
gonians ..•.. .. ..... 1402 
11 Northwest A.merican8 .1405 
6 Puris and Quarapanas 1416 
26 Indians of the United 
Sta tea ..•.....•...••. 1440 
29 Greenlanders .••...•••. 1452 
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Width indices of the ta'l'iOU8 nationa.-WELCKER. 
Mediterranean 
races. Mongols. 
Malays, Papu. 
ans, and A.us• 
tralians. 
Negroes and 
Koi·Kois. 
. • • • • • . •• • . . . • . . . • • . .. • • • .. .. .. • . . . . 70.6 Polynesians. 70.9 Mar av i 
nep;roes. 
71.3 Abyssinians.. ...•.• ... . . . . .. . 71.l Caroline Tel· 71.l Koi-Koi .... 
anders ofUlie. 
71.4 Hindoos of ................................. . 
Bellary. 
:::::: :::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: ·12N~:;:c~i~a.~-;;: 
ians. 
71.1 Guinea ne-
groes. 
71.8 .Ashantees .. 
72.3 Mean of 7 
negro ~roups. 
72.3 Kaffirs •.... 
72.7 Papuans of 
Mysore. 
. • .. . • . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . ... • • . • . . . • • • . • 73.3 Australians. 73~~~feoe~J 
West Soudan. 
73.6ModernEgyp-
tians. 
. • • . • . • • . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . • 73.5 Mozambique 
73.9 mean of 7 
Hindu groups. 
75.l Bhils, Gols. 75.3 'Ihibetans. 75.9 ::Mean of 
Khols. Polynesians. 
75.4 Irish ............•..••...•...............•...... 
76.2 A.ncient Ro· ...•............ 76.4 Maoris, Nu· 
mans. kuhivvi 
76.3 Singalese ...................................... . 
negroes. 
Americans. 
71. 7 Eskimo of 
Labrador. 
72.2 Greenland. 
era. 
74.3 Purls, Qoar-
apavis (Brazil. 
ians). 
74.8 mean of the 
Brazilian In-
dians. 
76.9 Arabs... . .... ...... .......••. . ............. . 
77.1 Ancient Egyp- 77.1 Estans . . . 77.1 Tahitians . . . .• . . . . .•• • . ...... 77.0 Botocudos. 
tians and Greeks. 
77.2 Swedes, 77.3 77.5 Burmans. 77.30ahuans and 
Spanish. Fatuhiwans. 
77.7 Kabyles ...••...•..•.••••..••. 77.4 Nicobars ... 
77.7 Dyaka ..••.. 
78.0 Dutch . • . . • • . . . • . . • • . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . • . • . 78.3 Mexican rn. 
78.2 Guanchesand dians. 
Zifimis. ~t: t!:essu:-r,················ .................................... 78it~·ts~8 of 
Norwegians, 
78.8 Scotch. 
78.9 English . . • • . . ...........••. 
7~.o Portuguese ... 79.1 Chinese .. 70.0 Balinese .... 
79.1 Zuyder Sea .•••••••••••.... 79.1 Amboinese. 
Islanders an d 
Icelanders. 
79.8 Low Gernmn . 79.8 Tartars ... 79.7 Hawaiians ... 
80.0ModernGreeks 80.2 Japanese ..••......•.........•.•...•.•.•.•.••• 80.1 A.raucanians 
and Patagon· 
ians. 
80.8 Gorkhas ...... 80.3 Finns . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . .. . • . . ••• • . • • • . • • . 80.1 Undeformed 
Peruvians. 
81.3 ::Midd11i Ger· 81.9 .Magyars . 81.3 Mean of 
man. .Asiatic :Malaya. 
81.6 Serviana, 81.7 ..•....•• . ••.•.. 81.8 Suma.trans, 
Italians, 81.8 Macn.ssa.ra. 
Jews, Little 
Russians. 
82.0 Great Rus· ................................. . 
eians . 
.................... .••..••..••.•... 82Bogia ...... .. 
82.1 Po 1 ea, 82.2 ................ 82.3 Javanese •.. 
... ;~~;~~~-~- ................ 182.9 Mendanoese 
81.7 NW. Amer-
icans. 
81.7 Undeformed 
Cariba. 
L.B. 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
and 
over 
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Width indices of the various nations-Continued. 
Mediterranean 
races. Mongols. 
83.0 Ruthenians... 83.0Kalmucks, 
Basques. 
83.3 Ronmanians .. 83.3 Turks .... 
·s4."isi~;·a:ks::::::: -~~:~?~-~~~~-: 
84.2 Czechs ....... 84.3 Siamese .. 
Malays, Papu-
ans, and .Aus-
traliaw~. 
. 85:i c;~~ts::::::: ~ . sffsi;~j;is::: 84.6 Sundanese .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85.5 Lapps ... . 
....... ..... ........ .......... ...... 85.7 Madurese .. 
88.3 From theKur-
gans near Serep-
ta. 
Negroes and 
Koi-Kois. 
829 
· Americans. 
96. 7 .Ancient Pe-
ruvians. 
102.0 Deformed 
North .Ameri-
cans. 
l. \"ou Iht•rin~ (Ou the 
Jtrf,mn, pp.141, 102). 
!!. 1''ra.ul..fort Agroemeut. 
3. Broca. 
f . A. Ret7.iua. 
5. II. Weloker, 1884. 
6. Ecker, Hie. 
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Some experiments highly interesting to physiologists are reported 
in l\fr. Francis Galton's vice-presidential address before the Britis_h 
Association. By using a very large number of family records some 
results regarding stature are made to appear. As with seeds so with 
men, "offspring did not tend to resemble their parent seed in size, but 
to be always more mediocre than they-to be smaller than the parents, 
if the parents were large; to be larger than the parents, if the parents 
were small." An analysis of the family records gives the numerical 
value of the regression towards mediocrity as from one to two thirds 
with unexpected coherence and precision. 
The most remarkable production of the year in the :field of biological -
anthropology is Dr.lPaul Topinard's Elements d' Antbropologie Gene-
rale, an octavo of 1157 pages, 220 :figures, and. 5 plates. The volume 
covers the history of anthropology, the discussion of the general prin-
ciples, and a minute account of anthropological methods regarding the 
hair, color of eyes and hair and skin, height, the encephalon, the cra-
nium, and closing with anthropometry upon the living. Only a few of 
Dr. Topinard's results can be appended. Taking the section of the hair 
or crinal index as a primary classific concept, he gives the table below: 
1. Hair straight, section more or less round, scarce on the face and body: Yellow 
and red races of Asia and America. 
~. Hair nappy or very spiral, section more or less elliptical: Negro races of Africa 
and Oceanica. 
3. Hair more or less curled or wavy, oval in section: Eurhpean races, Australi.ans, 
Nubians, &c. 
rrhe next concept is the nasal index, to which Dr. Topinard attaches 
great importance. Adding this to the color of-the skin we have: 
Lep~o!rhines. White \ Hyperleptorrhine. Anglo-Scandinavian (Kymri). 
(hvrng.) races. \ Lept.orrhine (non aquiline). Celts. 
69 and less. [Lencoi<l.] ( Leptorrhine (a'luiline). Semites. 
Me~o~rhines. Yellow ~ Flat 5 Leptorrhfoe (cranial). Eskimo. 
(hvmg.) races. noses. { Mesorrhine (cranial). Yellow races of Asia. 
70 to 81 ·4. [Xanthoid. J Salient nose. Redskins. 
Pla!·Y~rhines. Black ~ Well formed nose. African negroes. 
(hvmg.) races. :r • 5 Melauesfans and Ans-
82 and above. [Melanoid]. Nose coarse, with enormous alm. { tralians. 
The nasal index on the living is the ratio between the length of the 
nose from the root to the outer insertion of the septum and the width 
outside of the alre. 
The subject of color is further discussed in its relation to the eyes and 
hair and the races grouped as below: · 
Eyes, color: Hair, color: 
1. Black and blackish, different shades. 1. Absolutely black. 
2. Green. 2. Dark brown. 
3. Hazel. 3. Clear chestnut. 
4. Blue and clear of different sba,les, in- 4. (a) Blonde, yellowish. 
eluding clear gray. (b) Blonde, i:eddish. 
(c) Blonde, ashy. 
(d) Blonde, clear. 
5. Red. 
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Skin, color : 6. Yellowish white. 
1. Absolutely black. 7. Brown white. 
2. Brown, shaded with red. 
3. Brown, yellowish or olive. 
4. Red dis 11. 
5. Yellow or olive. 
8. (a) Rosy white. 
(b) Florid white. 
9. Freckled. 
By color : { Blondes, Anglo-Scandinavi:,.ns or Kymri. 
Wb ·te Chestnut, Celto-Slavs. 
(Leuc~id). Bn~nt:tte, Mediterraneans and Semites. 
Rectd1sh (ruddy), one of the two Finnish types. 
rYellow proper, races of Asia and Eskimo. 
I ~ Red proper, Redskins and Caribs. 
Yellow. < Red. Yellowish red, Guaranis, Botocudos. 
l Olive red, Peruvians. 
l Blackish, Cbaruas (Uruguay), Anet. Cal., So,tl)ravidas. r Yellow isb, Hottentots. 
Bl Reddish, African Negroes. 
ack. ~lBlacks proper, Australians, Blacks of India, Tasmanians, and Papuan,, 
Negritos, African Negroes. 
The cephalic index is the ratio of the greatest :skull width divided by 
the greatest skull length. As to the bound,nies of the terms applied 
to these ratios, most unhappily the doctors disagree. Dr. Topinard'' 
table js as follows: 
Dolichoc6phcily (74 per cent. and less): 
·64: and less. Ultradolichocephaly 
·65- ·69. Dolichocepbaly. 
·70-·740. Subdolicbocepbaly. 
Mesaticephaly(75 to 79.9 per cent.): 
·7.5, ·76. Sub---. 
·77 Medium. 
·78, ·799. Snper. 
Brachycephaly (80 per cent.. and over): 
·80 to ·84. Sub --. 
·85 to ·89. Super. 
·90 and over. Ultra. 
The application of tlie cranial index to the division of the human 
species, prenou ly considered, re ults as follow : 
f n61icho. 5 A~glo-Scandinavians, ~~ranks, ancl German . I. White races. . ( Fuu~s of one type, 11ecl1~erranean . 
lMc ah. Sl:lm1tes. Berbers, Egyptians. Brachy. Celto- lava, Lignrians, Lapps. r l E kimo, ancient Tebuelcbes, some AmericanA, Santn. 
j D61icho. Barbara Mi crone ia h re and there; in A ia here II. y llow rac s. . an<l t_here, Melane ians. :\le ah. Polyn 1an . 
I Brt.'cb 5 American type, Ala ka, iberia, Mongol , Mantchoo , 
a Y· } Inclo-Chiu e, Dra,idian , Thibetan , Malay. 
{
D61icho. 5 An, tr_alian , °Y"dda!1 and conr,eners, typical Mela-
III. Dlack ra. e . . ( , nes1an_s, Afncan f!r0 , , Bu hmen . 
• re at1. fa. man1an . :\-:fondm•ro Haons a, . 
Bracby. ..· g rito of 1'falaysia and the Anclaman . 
It will r adily b :e three bran ·Ile 
appli • , ·li of th <liYi:i n, of humauit [ nb~p ci , J the 
t ml oc;y to pa. , from oue to 
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the other belongs to the whole species rather than to any of its three 
divisions. 
In this resume we shall have space to mention but one other charac-
teristic, stature: 
Nomenclature of staturt. 
Statue. Men. Women. 
Tall ..•......•...•••••..••.•.••...••••..... 1m, 70 and above ... 1m, 58 and above. 
Ultramedium ••••••.••••..••••.••••••.. ____ 1m, 69 to 1m, 65 ____ 1m, fi7-lm, 53. 
Inframedium .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1m, 65-lm, 60 _ •••. tm, 52-lm, 40. 
Short . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 m, 60-below .. _ . . 1 m, 39-belo w. 
Combining this mark with all previously mentioned, Dr. Topinard 
groups the races studied as follows : 
Vivo-nasal index. Hair. Cranial index. Skin color. Height. Races. 
Wavy (oval ooo-I 
Blonde ..•. Tell •••..... .A.nglo-Sca~dinavi-
Dolioh o e •· { ans. 
phalic. Ruddy . ... .•. do ........ Finns, type I. 
Whitti subspe- } Brown .... Short (rela- Mediterraneans. 
cies, Lepto-
Mesaticephahc . 
· tive). 
rrhine. lion). I ... do ...... .•. do ... ...... Semites, Egyp-
tians. 
Brachyce-f ... do .•.... Short ......• ~:ft~~sfa1s~rians. phalic. Chestnut. Medium .... 
( Dolich oce-{ Yellow ... Short ..••... Eskimo. 
phalic. Reddish .. Tall .••..•.. Tehuelches. 
Yello,.'. ,nb,pe-{ 
Coarse, straight Mesat.icephalic .. :do ..•... .. . do ....... . Polynesiam1. 
round section, (.76.) 
Redskins. cies, Meso- long on the ... do .••••. ... do . ••..... 
rrhine. head, body 
Braohye•-{ 
Yellow •.• Short •.•.•.. Yellow race (of 
glabrous. .Asia). phalic. Yellowish. Medium ..•. Guaranis. 
Olivish . .. Short ...... . Peruvians. 
Busby (oval seo- Dolichocephalic. Black •... . Tall ••••••.. Australians. 
tion). 
Black ,nb,oe, I Yellowish. Very short .. Bushmen (steato-pfugians.) cies, Pliny-
Woolly (ollipti-{ 
D olieboee-{ 
Black .... . Tall ...•.•.. Me anesians ( eye-
rrhine. brow salient, phalic. nose deep at the 
cal section). root). Black .... . .. . do ..•..... African negroes. 
Mt1saticephalio . ... do .•.... Medium •••. Tasmanians. 
Brachycephalic. .. . do .••••. Short .•••••• Negritos . 
COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLOGY. 
Prof. Alexander Bain read a paper at the Aberdeen meeting of the 
British Association on the scope of anthropology and its relation to the 
science of mind. The whole burden of the essay was to insist upon 
amenability to measurements as the password of any set of human phe-
nomena to the section of anthropology. This is as it should be. Mr. 
Bain further pointed out a great variety of mind actions which were 
' already under the instrument of precision, and· others which ought to 
be and could be. "Psychology has now a ,ery large area of neutral .,, 
information. It possesses materials gathered by the same rnP.thods of 
rigorous observation and induction that are fo1lowed in the other sci-
ences. If these researches are persisted in they will go still further 
H. Mis. 15--53 
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into the heart of vsychology as a science; and the true course will be to 
welcome all the new experiments for determining mental facts with pre-
cision, and to treat psychology as an acknowledged member of the sec. 
tion. To this. subdivision will then be brought the researches into the 
brain, and nerves that deal with mental function; the experiments on 
the senses having reference to our sensations; the w holt of the present 
mathematics of man, bodily and mental; the still more advanced in-
quiries relating to our intelligence; and the nature of emotion as illu . 
trated by expression." 
Instinct.-Mr. Romanes, in an address delivered before the Royal In-
stitution in 1884, and published in their proceedings for 1885, thus de-
fines instinct: '' It is the name given to those faculties of mind which 
are concerned in consciously adaptive action prior to individual exper-
ience without necessary knowledge of the relation between the means 
employed and the ends attained, but similarly performed under similar 
and frequently recurring circumstances by all individuals of the same 
species.'' 'Ihe origin of instinct, according to the same author, is two-
fold: it is produced by lapsing intelligence or by natural selection. 
The former is tbus explained: " Just as in the lifetime of an individual, 
adjustive actions, which were origjnally intelligent, may by frequent 
repetition become automatic, so in the lifetime of the species, actions 
originally intelligent may by frequent repetition and heredity so write 
their effects on the nervous system that the latter is prepared, even 
before individual experience, to perform adjustive actions mechanically, 
which in previous generations were performed intelligently." For the 
following reasons many instincts are referred to· natural selection solely: 
1. Considering the great- importance of instincts to species they must 
be in large part subject to natural selection. 2. Many instinctive 
actions are performed by animals too I ow in the scale to admit of our 
supposing that the adjustments which are now illtuitive can ever have 
been intelligent. 3. Among higher animals intuitive actions are per-
formed at an age before intelligence, or the power of learning by 
individual experience, has begun to assert itself. 4. Many instincts, 
like incubation, are of a kind which could never have arisen by intelli-
gent observations." Finally, these two causes have cooperated in the 
formation of instincts. 
The distance between intellection and volition on the one hand and 
the organic processes associated with them seem to be narrowing year 
by year. Dr. Hor ely, in a lecture before the Royal Institution of Great 
Britain on the motor center8 of the brain and the mechani m of the 
will, omitting the di cu sion of the exi tence of the freedom of the will 
and th ource of our con ciou ne of voluntary power, arrive at the. 
foll win c nclu ion : 
A a rul b th cerebr lhemi ph re ar engaged at once in recehing 
and c u id rino- on idea. Under no circum t:mce can two idea either 
c n id r l r acted upon attentively at the same moment. Therefore 
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-the brain is a single instrument. Our idea of our being single individ-
uals is due entirely to this single action of the brain. 
The lecturer also pointed out the specific portions of the brain to 
which physiologists have been able to relegate certain activities. 
Prof: Balfour Stewart delivered the annual address before the Society 
· of Psychical Research, in London, August 24, on the occasion of the 
third anniversary. The exact position of the society is best indicated 
by the language of Professor Stewart: "To my mind the evidence al-
ready adduced is such as to render highly probable the occasional 
presence amongst us of something w'hich we may call thought-transfer-
ence, or, ryore generally, telepathy; but it is surely our duty as a society 
to accumulate evidence until the existence of such a power cannot be 
,controverted. We have not been remiss in this respect, and it will be 
found from the pages of our proceedings that the main strength of our 
society has been given to prove -the existence of telepath~7, in the belief · 
that such a fact, well established, will not only possess an independent 
value of its own, but will serve as an admirable basis for further oper-
ations." 
In a paper on comparative physiology and psychology, published in 
the American Naturalist, Dr. Clevenger takes the ground that the 
science of psychology is based upon comparative microscopic anatomy 
and a physiology into which molecular physics sha.Il enter more in the 
future. Not only are the laws which bind the social organism. similar 
to and derived from those which govern the units of which it is. com-
posed, but the protoplasmic units are governed by the same processes 
down to chemical affinities. 
Mr. Charles Morris contributes to the same journal a series of articles 
upon mind and matter, in which the limits of the boundaries of con-
sciousness and unconsciousness are discussed. 
ETHNOLOGY. 
The classification of mankind by blood is ethnology. Professor 
Flower's presidential address before the .Anthropological Institute on 
January 27 was devoted to this subject. The majority of anthropolo-
gists at the close of 1885 leaned towards the theory of the unity of our 
species. Humanity, according to this view, is included in a single genus 
(Homo), which contains but one pecies (Sapiens). Here the consensus 
ends, but there still remains a tolerably fixed belief that this species 
contains three subspecies, main varieties or something of that kind. 
·" After a perfectly independent study of the subject," says Professor 
Flower, " extending over many years, I cannot resist the conclusion, so 
often arrived at by various anthropologists. and so often abandoned for 
some more complex system. that the primitive man, whatever he may 
have been, bas in the course of ages divaricated into three extreme 
types, represented by the Caucasian of Europe, the Mongolian of .Asia, 
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and the Ethiopian ~f Africa, and that all existing individuals of the 
species can be arranged around these types or somewhere or other be-
tween them." • 
The Ethiopian or Negroid race, may be divided as follows : 
A. Africans or typical Negroes. 
B. Hottentots and Bushmen. 
0. Oceanic negroes or Melanesians. 
D. Negritos. 
The Mongolian type: 
A. Eskimo. 
B. Typical Mongolian races of Asia: 
0. TheMalay. 
D. Brown Polynesians. 
E. American Indians. 
The CaucaRian or white division includes: 
A. Xanthochroi. 
B. Melanochroi. 
The Dravidians of India, The Veddahs of Ceylon, and probably the-
Ainos of ,Japan and the 1\1aoutze of China belong to this race, which 
may have contributed something to the mixed character of some tribes 
of Indo-China and t,he Polynesian Islands, and given at !Past the 
characters of the hair to the otherwise Neg-roid inhabitants of Aus-
tralia. 
Modern Jews are thus tabulated by Mr. Joseph Jacobs: 
Country. 
A. Jews by religion and birth: 
Ashkenazim . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Teutonia, Slavonia ..... . 
Sepbardnm...... . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . Romance, Levant, Africa. 
Samaritans . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Nablus ...•.............. 
B. Jews by religion, not birth ............................•.... 
Falashas . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Abyssinia ...•.......••.. 
Karaites....... .•. . ........... Crimea ..•.••..•......... 
Daggatoum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sahara ........•••....... 
Beni Israel . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Bombay ...••....•....•.• 
Cochin .......................... Cochin ...••....•...••••. 
0. Jews by birth, not religion ....•................•.•..•••..... 
Cbuetar or Anussim.... . . • . . . . . . . Balearic ....•....•••.•.•. 
Maimines . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Salonichi .... _ ........ .. . . 
G'did al Islam . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . Khorassan .............. . 
Number. 
6,500,000 
425,000 
150 
(75,000) 
50,000 
6,000 
10,000 
6,500 
1,600 
(12,000) 
6,000 
4,000 
2,000 
Per 
cent. 
The recent troubles in Bulgaria have evoked a number of volumes 
treating upon the ethnology of the peoples more or less intimately en-
gaged in the controver y. The works of Lewis Leger, Dr. Kanitz, and 
Leon Prunel de Ro ny may be con ulted with profit. 
rot or Packard bring t g ther in two articles, publi bed in the 
m ri an aturali t, a great deal of interesting information respect-
ing th f rm r outhward range of the E kimo in Labrador. Dr. Franz 
a ha in ev ral c mmunicatio!ls made us well acquainted with his 
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residence among the Eskimos of Baflinland. Mr. ~ucien Turner will 
soon publisl1 an exhaustive monograph upon the Eskimo and Indian 
populatiom, of Ungava, a, region· about which little has hitherto been 
known. Add to these Schwatka's travels, Lieutenant Ray's report on 
Point Barrow, Lieutenant Stoney's brief report on the Kowak, Mur-
doch's papers on arts at Point Barrow, Dr: Dall's address on the tribes 
of Alaska, and we shall have for this year a tolerably comprehensive 
review of the Eskimo area. 
The following is Dr. Dall's outline of the tribes as at present recog-
nized: 
Orarians. • I 
INNUIT STOCK. 
Estimated population. 
Northwestern Innuit: 
Kopag-mut, 1877. __ . __ ....................• · ......... . 
Kang-malig'mut, 1877 .•••... _ ..•.. ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ] 
Nfiwfik-mfit. 1877 ......•........ - - .•............... · · l 9,100~ 
Nuwatog-mu.t, 1877 .............•........... _ ......... f 
Ku.-ag'mu.t, 1877. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . . - .. - . j 
.Asiatic Innuit: · 
Yuit ........................................ ~ ...... . 
Island Innuit: 
Imah-kli-mu.t .... _ .................... .. ........ -..... . 
Jng-uh-kli-miit - - - ...... ~ - ......................... - .. . 
Shi-wo-kug-mu.t ...........•. ___ .•.....••...... : ..... . 
Western Innuit: 
40! 
150! 
!:~~~g'-m:1t, 1877 ____ ....•.. __ .......• _ .••.......... · 1 
- e-mut, 1877 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , 
Un.alig'-mu.t, 1877 ..... . .. _ ...•.•.... : ............. ·. - . 
Skog'-mu.t, 1877 ......................•............... f 
Mag' emu.t ... _ .•.....••..... _ ....................... . 
Kai-a-lig-mut ........... .' ..... _ ..... _. _.............. 14,500! 
Kuskwog'-mu.t _ ........ _ ... _......................... . 
Nushagag'.mu.t, 1877 ............ _ ................... . 
Og1emu.t ... . ... _ ...... _ ......... __ . __ ... _ ...... _ .. _ · I 
Kaniag'-mu.t .... _ ................•................... 
Chu.-gach'igmu.t ................•.•................... \ 
Aleutians: 
Unungun, 1877....................................... 2,200! 
Indians. 
TINNER OR ATHABASCAN STOCK. 
Western Tinneh: 
Kai' -h kb t-, - 1877 -yu - o- a na, ........................• ~ . . . . / 
Ko-yu.'-kukh-o-ta'.na, 1877 ........... . ................ ~ 2,000! 
Un'-a-kho-ta'-na, 1877 .................. _ ....... _ ...... ) 
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Kutchin tribes: 
Ten'-an-kut-chin', 1877................................ 700f 
Tennuth'-kut-chin', 1877 .............................. Extinct. 
Tat-sah' -kut-chin', 1877 . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Extinct. 
Kut-cha-kut-chin', 1877 ...•..• _ ..................... . 
Nahsit'-kut-chin, 1877 ..............•..•....... _ ...... . 
v unta' -kut-chin', 1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 
Hai-an-kut-chin (!), 1877 ..... _ ..•..................... 
Eastern Tinneh: 
K'nai' -a-kb o-tan a . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . • • • • • . • • • . . . . • . . . • . . . 014 
Ah-teria', 1877 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 
Nehaunees: 
Abba-to-tenah, 1877. . . . . . • ................. : ....•.... 
Ache to-tinneh, 1877 ..............••...........•... . .. 
Khuu-um-ah' ....................................... . 
CPJrriers: 
'' Takulli" . ......................................... . 
T'silkotinneh ................................. .. ...... . 
Tlinket or Kalashian stock: 
Chilkaht-kwan ................. . .................... . 
Yak-u.-tat', 1877 ..................................... . 
Sit-ka-kwan, 1877 .................................... 1 
Stakhin-kwan, 1877 .................•............•... ~ 
Skut-kwan (Y) Dawson, 1844 .......................... j 
Haida stock: 
1,314 
500Y 
Haida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 788 
Tsimp-si-an' stock: 
, Tsimpi-si-an' ................... - ...•.. · · ·• · · · · · · · · · · · 
Ethnography of Guatemala.-Dr. Otto Stoll, a resident physician in 
Guatemala, has undertaken to supplement the work of Brasseur and of 
Berendt on the comparative linguistics of the Central American States. 
There are eighteen languages now spoken in Guatemala, fourteen of 
t hem belonging to the Maya Qu'iche, viz, Maya~ Mopan, Chol, Qu'ekchi, 
Pakonchi, Uspanteca, Ixil. Dr. Stoll divides the Maya in four groups: 
A. Tzental. 
B. Pokonchi. 
0. Qu'iche. 
D. Mame. 
1. Chontals of Taba co. 
A. Tzental group. 
Synonymy: Do not confound them with the "Ohontales" of Nica-
ragua, who are entirely different. 
2. Tz ntali (Oco ingo). 
nonymy: Celdal (Ce peda). 
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3. Tzotziles (San Christobal de Chiapas). 
Synonymy: Cinacanteca (Cespeda); Zotzlem (Brasseur) or Zotzil; 
Quelenes (Spanish historians). 
4. Chanabal (Comitan nea'r north of Gautemala). 
5. Choles (across Guatemala from Salinas r. to Mont.agua r.; seep. 90). 
Synonymy: Putum (Berendt); Cholti (Moran); Colchi (Palacio); 
Ecolchi (Alonzo de Escobar). 
6. Mopanes (north of Chols in Gautemala). 
B. Poconchi group . . 
1. Qu'ekchis (east, west, and north of Ooban). 
Synonymy: Caechi (Palacio); Caichi (Juarros); Aquacateca, Man;ie, 
Qu'iche, Cakchiquel, Tzu'tuzil, Pokomam, Chorti. The Sinca, 
Pupulca, Pipil, and Carib represent other stocks. 
Dr. Stoll takes up his work in a very systematic manner, stock by 
stock, giving in each the tribes examined, together with the lit-
erature, synonymy, chirography, history, and vocabulary. Thus: 
(a.) Aztec stock. The Pipils (Escuintla and Cuajiniquailapa). 
Synonymy: Pipil (authors); Mejicano _and Nahuatl (Juarros); 
Nahuatl of the Balsam coast and Izalco (Squier); Mexicanic, or 
language of the Tlaskaltekas (Scherzer). ' 
(b). Mije stock. The Pupulucas (Oognaco extreme southeast). 
Synonymy: Pupuluca (Juarros); Populuca (Palacio); Popoluca 
(Berendt Mss.). Papaluka (Brasseur) is the name of a Cakchi-
chiquel village, and Scherzer's Pupuluka Katschike is pure 
Cakchiquel. 
(c.) Carib stock. The Caribs (Gulf of Honduras). 
(d.) The Maya-Qu'iche stock; 250 words in 16 languages given. Egkchi 
(Habel); Cakchi (Charencey); Yater confounds Oaccbi with 
Qu'iche. 
2. Pokonchis (around Tactic). 
Synonymy : Spelled Poconchi, Pocomchi, and Pakomchi. The Po-
conchi of Gage and Scherzer is Pokomam. 
3. Pokomams (Guatemala to Jalapa and eastward). 
Synonomy: Poconcbi (Gage and Scherzer); Pakome (Charenay)). 
4. Ohortis (Zacapa and Chequemula and eastward). 
Synomymy: Lenguaapay (Palacio); Chol (Jimenez, by Brasseur). 
0. Quiche group. 
1. Qu'ichea (Cunen and Rabinal, southwest to Paci.fie). 
Synonymy: Lengua Utatlica (authors); also Kiche. 
2. Uspantaks (S. Miguel Uspantan). 
3. Cakchiquels (Tecpan to Sta. Lucia and to Pacific). 
Synonomy : Lengua Acbi (Fuentes, Palacio); Cuauhtemalteco f 
(Palacio); Kacchikil (Yater); Chacciquel (Th. Gage); Pupuluka 
Katschikel (Scherzer); also Cakchiquelchi. 
• 
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4. Tz'utujiles (around .Aitlan). 
Synonymy: Sotojil (Fuentes); also Zutuhil, Tzutohil. 
D. Mame group. 
+· Ixiles (Cotzal and vicinity). 
2. Mames (all Southwestern Guatemala). 
Synonomy: Zakloh-pakap (Reynoso); Mem. (authors). 
3. Aguacatecas (Huehuetenango. The Sinca language (Southeast Gua-
temala). 
Synonomy: Sinca (Juarros); Xinca (Berendt 1\-Iss.); Xorti (Gavar-
rette's chart). 
The Alagiiilac language (S. Cristobal) little known. 
Scheme of the Maya languages. 
Huasteca. 
Maya. 
__,-""'---WopanJ 
Chantal. 
~i:::::_---~=-----Tzenta1. 
T%otzi1~ 
Cffuma1uil. 
·Chol •. 
Qd e1'cni. } t,,t 
J'olumcn:i. j d'. 
___.-=:;;...--,c;;_--..::::---Po"/rQmam. ,§ f 
Chorti. · ~ 
CaJtcniqwil .. } 
Tzuiuji'l. t i 
--------- ()r'1 icM. i f 
Uspanteaa. 
Ixil. }j ~ 
Mame, ~ ~ 
4uacateca, Q 
Dr.·John Beddoe has published the result of a study extending over 
thirty years, prosecuted for the purpose of ascertaining the components 
in the present population of the British Isles. The color of the hair 
and eyes is the chief reliance in the author's observations for the analysis 
of racial distribution in the present population of Britain. 
GLOSSOLOGY. 
The lecture before the " Conference Transformiste" this year was de-
livered by M. Abel Hovelacque on the evolution of language. Accord-
ing to the lecture both cientific analysis and the speech of infants 
pro e that language primordial1y springs from monosyllabic elements. 
At :fir t the crie and ctaculation of children are intentional, and later 
they in common with avage expre their ideas by emotional tones. 
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~,rom these rude beginnings language pursues a law of evolution which 
we may study quite apart from the people who use it, in the same man-
ner and through the same methods as the zoologist studies compara-
tive anatomy. M. Hovelacque relegates language to the class of physi-
ological science, and studies it in its formation; growth, ·maturity and 
· aecay. Monosylla_bism is the youth of language, agglutination charac-
terizes its adolescence, flexion its manhood and decrepitude. 
An ingenious example of _ linguistic criticism is that to which Dr. 
Brinton has subjected the Taensa grammar and dictionary' of M. J. 
Parisot. After scrutinizing the structure of the grammar and exam-
ining the errors in climatic and other allusions in the text, Dr. Brinton 
comes to the conclusion that the whole thing is a forgery. After cor-
respondence with Lucien Adam and F. Miiller it seems more probable 
that the young author had really gotten hold of an ancient manuscript, 
but that he had so doctored it that he is ashamed to reveal the original. 
Meanwhile these savants have decided upon a most praiseworthy course, 
viz, to say nothing about the Taensa grammar until the author pro-
duces the original manuscript. 
D~. Daniel G. Brinton appealed to American students to devote them-
selves to our aboriginal languages, quoting in conclusion the words 
of Professor Whitney : " The study of American languages is the most 
fruitful and the most important branch of American archreology." 
Philologists are frequently at a loss to see how collectors of vo_cabu-
iaries can have listened so differently to the . pronunciation of words of 
savages. Much of the difference in their vocabularies is doubtless due 
to a want of uniformity in alphabet and to the nationality of the tran-
scriber. More subtle than either of these causes is that pointed out by 
Mr. Hale, namely, the existence of elementary sounds of an intermediate 
character which seem to float between two, and sometimes even three 
or four, divers articulations. 
The linguistic stocks of all the tribes of North America are gradually 
being worked out by the Bureau of Ethnology. The strip of west coast 
from Alaska to Mexico, crowded with different languages, is the last -to 
yield to classification. Mr. Dorsey has succeeded in unraveling the 
little bands on the Siletz Agency with the following result : 
Athapascan or Tinne family.-South River; Chetcoe dialect of the 
Tutu; Joshua and cognate dialects of the Lower Rogue River Indians; 
Naltunnetunns; Mekwunutunns; Yukwitee or Euchre dialect; Kwatami 
or Sixes; Upper Coquille; Applegate Creek; Galice Creek; Chasta 
Costa (Shista Khwu-sta). 
Siuslaw.-Sifislaw; Umpqua; Alsea; Yaquina. 
Mulluk.-Lower Coquille. 
Takelma.-Upper Rogue River. 
Sasti.-Shasta. 
Klikitat. 
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COMPARATIVE TECHNOLOGY. 
In several quarters a fresh impulse has been given to the intimat.e 
study of modern savage technique. 
The fact that we have no other clue to the industrial history of the 
past or to the explanation of the discoveries of the archreologist ought 
to have directed attention sooner to the necessity of describing savage 
processes down to the minutia!. 
Dr. Washington Mathews, in his paper on Navajo weaving, has pro-
duced a paper of this class worthy of imitation. Its highest commenda-
tion is that any modern weaver could from the description reconstruct 
the apparatus and produce a Navajo blanket or belt. 
Col. F. A. Seeley, of tpe United States Patent Office, has published 
a second paper on the genesis of inventions from the standpoint of the 
patent examiner. A convenient term, eurematics, is used to define the 
study of inventions as to their order and their laws. 
Prof. Cyrus Thomas publishes in the third report of the Bureau of 
Ethnology an elaborate examination of the" Tableau des Bacabs," Codex 
Cortesianus, and plate 44, Fejervary Codex, to show the intimate rela-
tion between the Maya and the Mexican symbols and calendars in their 
method of representation. 
Dr. Brinton's paper on the lineal measures of the semi-civilized na-
tions of Mexico and Central America reaches the following conclusions: 
1. In the Maya system of lineal measures, foot, hand, and body meas-
ures were nearly equally prominent, but the foot-unit was the customary 
standard. 
2. In the Oakchiquel system hand and body measures were almost 
exclusively used, and of these those of the hand prevailed. 
3. In the Aztec system body measurements were unimportant, hand 
and arm measures held a secondary position, while the foot measure 
was adopted as _the official and obligatory standard both in commercA 
and architecture. 
4. The Aztec terms for their lineal standard being apparently of Maya 
origin suggests that their standard was derived from that nation. 
5. Neither of the three nations was acquainted with a system of esti-
mation by weight, nor with the use of the plumb-line, nor with an accu-
rate measure of long distances. 
SOCIOLOGY. 
As a means of realizing a vast amount of material for sociological 
purpose , the only afe method in uch inve tigations, Dr. Francis Gal-
ton ha made u e of family record , printed questions put in the hands 
of great number of people to be filled up. The results of this inquiry 
ar partiall ummed up in the vice-pre idential addres before the 
ti 11 . f nthrop logy in the Briti h A ociation with the titl '' Type 
au<l th ·tr lnh ritance. E pecial at t ntion i given t o stature, for rea-
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sons stated in the address. It appears that the offspring does not tend 
to resemble the parents, but to be always more mediocre than they; to 
be smaller if the parents were large, to be larger than the parents if 
the latter were small. 
"There can be no doubt," says Mr. Gal ton, "that heredity proceeds 
to a considerable extent, perhaps principally, in a piecemeal or piebald 
fashion, causing the person of the child to be to that extent a mosaic 
of independent ancestral heritages, one part coming with more or less 
variation from this progenitor and another from that. To express this 
aspect of inheritance where particle proceeds from particle, we may 
conveniently describe it as particulate." 
"Whenever a feature in a child was not personally possessed by either 
parent, but transmitted through one of them from a more distant pro-
genitor, the element whence that feature was developed must have ex-
isted in a particulate, though a personal and latent form in the body of 
the parent. The total heritage of that parent will have included a 
greater variety of material than was utilized in the formation of his 
own personal structure." The lecture closes with the application of the 
argument to the formation of colonies or composite individuals. 
l\fr. Dall, from his long Alaskan experience, made familiar with 
masks a~d labrets, has extended his study into other regions, a,nd pro-
duced a work on the geographical distribution of these objects which 
is of great ethnical value. His speculations lead him to the conclusion 
that intimate relationship once existed between Oceanica and the west-
ern continent. 
The Rev. J. Owen Dorsey was ·for many years among the Dakotan 
tribes, and became so conversant with their language and habits that 
he has been invited by the director of the Bureau of Ethnology to pre-
pare an elaborate account of that stock. His monograph upon Omaha 
Sociology is the first of a series, which will terminate with grammars and 
vocabularies. Mr. Dorsey is by far the best equipped man in the world 
to treat this subject. The Omaha belong to the Dhegiha group of the 
· Siouan family, the other member of the family being the Kwapa. In 
connection with this paper should be read Major Powell's report upon 
it in the introuuction to his third annual report. 
Mr. Ward read before the Anthropological Society of Washington a 
paper of great sociological importance, in which are contrasted moraJ 
and material progress. By the former, the author means the actual 
removal of social evils· by the latter, the discovery of principle, and 
the invention of applia~ces calculated to remove them. The aim of the 
paper was to call attention to the fa.ct that while material progr g 
on by steady accretions, in which every step i permanent gain, m r~l 
progress takes place by a rhythmic action of which only the air, raJC 
sum of its many fluxes and refluxes can be counted. Every ag ha 
possessed all the arts of the age that precerled it, and ha ad ed om · 
thing to them, but the welfare of man does not advance Y any uch 
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method. Mr. Ward sees the reason for this in the fact that knowledge, 
ingenuity, skill, and industry, well-nigh omnipotent in tbe accompli h-
ment of anything toward which they can be once fairly directed, have 
not been applied to moral end and directed to the attainment of social 
well-being. 
MYTHOLOGY .A.ND FOLK-LORE. 
A very important addition to the philosophy of animisl!l is that of 
Mr. J. G. Prazer in his connection of burial customs with the primitive 
theory of the soul. The whole range of literatme has been consulted, 
and the scrupulous habit of Mr. Frazer in the enumeration of authori-
ties will be of the greatest advantage to those who wish to follow up 
the subject. The feature most thoroughly examined is the identity of 
ghosts and the belief in a second or spirit self. 
Major Powell, in reviewing Mr. Dall's paper on masks, draws atten-
tion to the fa.ct that in paraphernalia, as in folk-lore, the practical 
passes imperceptibly into the mythical. "Savage mythology deals 
largely with animal life, and savage drama is intimately associated 
with savage mythology." Among many North .American tribes the old 
men and women who transmit mythic lore are listened to with great 
interest, and as the stories of the ancient god-beasts are told, resort is 
had to dramatic personification to give zest and vigor to the mythic 
tales. 
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Minnesota. By N. H. Winchell. 
Exhibition of copper implements. By W. C. Wyman. 
Sacred war tent and some war customs of the Omahas. By Alice C. Fletcher. 
Laws and terms or· relationship of the Omahas. By Francis La Flesche. 
Exploration ot recent Indian mounds in Dakota. By William :Mc.A.daD18. 
Bu.,J.a.l castoms of our aborigines. By Henry Gillman . 
.Ancient pictographs in Illinois and Missouri. By William :McAdams. 
Customs, language, and legends of the Senecas. By J. W. Sanborn. 
Music in speech. ~y M. L. Rouse. 
The stone ax in the Champlain Valley. By G. H. Perkins. 
The number habit. By C. S. Minot. 
Indian personal names. By J. Owen Dorsey. 
An average day in camp. By .Alice C. Fletcher. 
Are contemporary phantasms of the dead to be· explained partly as tolk.-lore I By C. S 
Minot. 
Ornaments made of pieces of human skulls, from a mound in Ohio. By F. W. Putnam. 
On certain singular stone implements from Vermont. By G. H. Perkins. 
Explorations in the great Cahokia mounds. By William McAdams. 
Proper method of exploring mounds. By F. W. Putnam. 
Who made belt-wampum 1 By Erminnie A. Smith. 
Primary classifiers in Dhegiha and cognate languages. By J. Owen Dorsey. 
The degeneracy of races. By William Zimmerman. 
Dr. Dall's vice-presidential address was upon the native tribes of Alaska. 
American Journal of Archreolegy and the History of Fine Arts. Baltimore. Vol. 1. 
Editor: A. L. Frothing.ham, jr., Johns Hopkins University. 
American Journal of Philology. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. Editor: B. 
Gildersleeve. Vol. v, No. 4; VI, 1, 2, 3. Quarterly. 
American Naturalist. · Illustrated Magazine of Natural History. Philadelphia. Vol. 
XIX, 12 nos. [Has departments of psychology and anthropology.] 
Anales del Museo N acional de Mexico. Vol. 1v. 
Anikier, Pa. A manual of human and animal anatomy. St. Petersburg. 281 p. 8vo. 
Annales du Musee Glil.imet. Palis : Leroux. 
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. Journal, vol. xrv, 3, 4; xv, 
1, 2. London. 
Anthropological Society of Washington. Transactions, vol. n1, Nov. 6, 1883-May 19, 
1885. Washington: For Soc., ~04 pp. Svo. [Papers by Kengla, Dorsey, Holmes, 
Blodgett, Thomas, Ward, Niblack, Bates, Thompson, Gregory, Gallaudet, Burnett, 
Reynolds, Tylor, Howitt, Boas, Murdoch, Brinton, Mindeleff, Matthews, Henshaw, 
Stevenson, Gatschet, Seely, and Powell.] 
LIST OF PAPERS READ. 
Stone mounds and graves in Hampshire County, W. Va. By L. A. Kengla. 
.An Osage secret society. By J. Owen Dorsey. 
The textile fabrics of the mound-builders. By William H. Holmes. 
The census of Bengal. By James .A.. Blodgett. 
The houses of the mound-builders. By Cyrus Thomas. 
The Cherokees probably mound-builders. By Cyrus Thomas. 
Mind as a social factor. By Lester F. Ward. 
The Smithsonian C:ollections for 1883. By Albert Niblack. 
Discontinuities in Nature's method. By H. H. Bates. 
Recent graves in Kansas. By .Alton H. Thompson. 
Elements of modern civilization. By J.M. Gregory. 
Migrations of the Siouan tribes. By J. Owen Dorsey. 
International ethics. By F. M. Gallaudet. 
Comparative frequency of certain eye diseases in the white aud the colored race tn the 
United States. By Swan M. Burnett. 
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LIST OF PAPERS READ-continued. 
Collection of antiquities from Vendome, Senlis, and the cave dwellings of France. By 
Elmer R. Reynolds. 
Evidences of the antiquity of man on the site of the city of Mexico. By William H. 
Holmes. 
How the problems of American anthropology present themselves to the English mind. By 
E. B. Tylor. 
Australian group relations. By Alfred W. Howitt. 
The Eskimo of Baffin Land. By Franz Boas. 
Seal-catching at Point Barrow. By .John Murdoch. 
Origin and development of form and ornament in ceramic art. By William H. Holmes. 
On the probable nationality of the mound-builders. By Daniel G. Brinton. 
Moral and material progress contrasted. By Lester F. Ward. 
Study of the circµlar rooms in ancient pueblos. By Victor Mindeleff. 
Circular architecture among the ancient· Peruvians. By William H. Holmes. 
Mythological dry-painting of the Navajos. By Washington Matthews. 
Medicine stones. By H. W. Henshaw. 
Mythological painting of the Zuliis. By .Tames Stevenson. 
The Chiricahua .Apache sun-circle. By Albert S. Gatschet. 
The genesis of inventions. By F . .A. Seely. 
Sinew-backed bow of the Eskimo. By .John Murdoch. 
The cubature of the skull. By Washington Matthews. 
From savagery to barbarism. .Annual address by J. W. Powell . 
.Anthropologische Gesellschaft in Wien. Mittheilungen. Vol. xv. 
Anthropologische (Die) Sammlung des anatomischen Instituts der Universitat Bres-
lau. G. Wieger. No. XII. Anthrop. Sammlungen Deutschlands. Suppl. to Archiv. 
f. Anthrop., Brnschwg. xv. 1 vol. 4to. 
ANTICHAN, P. H.-Le pays des Khroumirs: leurs institutions, leurs coutumes, et leurs 
chants populaires. 2. ed. Paris: Delagrave. 19~ pp. Svo. 
A:ntiqua. 1865. First volume. 
Arbo. Beitrage zur pbysischen Anthropologie der Norweger. Verhandl. d. Berl. 
Gesellsch. f . .Anthrop., Berlin. 66-70. 
ARCELIN, .ADRIEN.-Silex tertiaires. Ma.teriaux, XIX, 3 ser., 11, 193-204; 303-308. 
Arcbreological Institute of America. 
Archiv :ftlr .Anthropologie. Zeitschrift :fur Naturgeschichte und Urgeschichte des 
Menschen. Organ der Deutschen Gesellschaft :fur .Anthropologie, Ethnologie 
und Urgeschicbte. Vol. XVI, Heftl 1, 2, 3, 4. Braunschweig. 
Archivio per l' antropologia e la etnologia. Organo della Societa italiana, &c. Fi-
renze, vol. xv, 1885, 4 fasc. Ed.: Paolo Mantegazza. 
ARLOING, S.-Dissociation. ou association nouvelle des mouvements instructifs sous 
l'in:fluence de la volonte. Compt. rend. Soc. de biol., Paris, 11, 648-652. 
ARMAS, J. I. DE.-Les crA.nes, dits deformes. Havane : El Fenix. 16 pp., Svo. 
Association fran~aise pour l'avancement des sciences. At Grenoble, .August 12-20. 
ANTHROPOLOGICAL P .A.PERS. 
AULT-DUltESNIL (D').-Nouvelles fouilles faites a Thenay. 
BLilCRARD, L .-.Atavisme cbez l'bomme. 
CIIUDZINSKI.-Sur les muscles de la face. 
COLLIKEAU.- Les inferieurs dans l 'humanit6. 
COLLOMB.-Les populations du H aut -Niger. 
F AUVELLX. -Des moyens de se rendre compte de !'intelligence dans les diverse, race, 
h umaine. 
HOVBLACQUE, A.- Les premiers brachyc6phales de !'Europe occidenta.le. 
IlERvg, G.- Les anomalies costo-vert6bralea chez les Ant hropoids. 
MAxouvnnm.- Contribution anatomique a l'ethnologie de F rance. 
MORTILLET.-Position de la que tion tertiaire au point de vue anthropolog).qn&. 
- - Di ribution a(:ographiqa de l 'inda trie morgienne. 
Tuur.·o.-Contribntion 11 l'aothrop logi . pagnole. 
ZABA ROW~Kt.-I.'miJrin d11 f r n .Aasyrie. 
- - ·ur 1 · f, r en Chin . 
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Athenroum, The.-(R.eviews of archreological and sociological works.) 
.AVERY, J.-The races of the Indopacific Ocean. Am. Antiquarian, vu, 1-6. [Notes 
from the far East in each number.J 
.Ausland, Das. Stuttgart, vol. LVII, 52 numbers. 
AYM0NIER, Et., L'Epigraphie E:ambodjienne.-Notes sur le Loas. Notes sur l'Anam. 
Saigon: Imprim. du Gouv. ' 
-- Les Chams [of eastern Indo-China]. Rev. d'ethnog., IV, 158-160. 
BAELZ, Dr.-On the physical qualities of the Japanese. Mittheil. d. deutschen 
Gesellsch. f. Natur- und Volkerkunde Ostasiens. Heft 32, May. [Chapter on 
tattooing reviewed in Nature, Oct. 8.] 
BALFOUR, Surg. General.-Cyclopredia of India and of Eastern and Southern Asia, 
commercial, industrial, and scientific. 3 vols. 8vo. [Rev. in Athenreum, Nov. 
28.J 
BARCENA, MARIANA DE LA.-Notice on some human remains found near the city of 
Mexico. Am. Naturalist, XIX, 739-7 44. 
BARR0IL, Gn;uo.-Sulla lunghezza relativa del primo e secondo dito del piede umano. 
. Archiv. per l' antrop., Firenze, xv, 7-22. • 
BASTIAN, A.-Der Papua cles dunkeln Inselreichs im Lichtepsychologischer Forschung, 
Berlin, xxx-368 pp. 8vo. 
--- Indonesien oder die Inseln des Malayischen Archipels. Berlin: Diimmler, 114 
pp., 2 pl. . 
BATES, H. H.-Discontinuities in Nature's methods. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wash., III, 
51-55. 
BAUR, TH. A.-Ueber Fetischdienst und Seelenkult als Urform der Religion. Corr.-
Blatt d. deutschen Gesellsch. f. Anthrop., &c., XVI, 9-13; 19-21. 
BAYERN, F.-Untersuchungen iiber die altesten Graber- und Schatz-funde in Kau-
kasien. Berlin. 8vo. 
BEAUCHAMP, W. M.-Permanence of early Iroquois clans and sachemships. Paper 
before the A. A. A. S., Ann Arbor meeting. 
-- Prehistoric fishing. Science, May 22. 
-- The Iroquois white dog feast. Am. Antiquarian, VII, 235-239. 
--The homes of the Oneidas. Mag. Am. Hist., XIV, 387-396. 
BEAUREGARD, OLLIVIER.-Ceylan et sea habitants aux temps anciens, moyens et 
modernes. Bul. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, XVIII, 86-128. 
-- Malays et Dravidiens; leur origine commune. Bul. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, 
XVIII, 535-576. • 
BEAUVOIS, E.-L'£lysee des Mex.icains compare a celui des Celtes. [From Rev. de 
l'Hist. d. Religions]. Paris: Leroux. Svo. 
BEDDOE, J0HN.-The races of Britain; a contribution to the anthropology of Western 
Europe. Bristol: Arrowsmith, 279 pp., 6 pl., 1 tab., 10 maps. 
BEIGI~L, I.-Die Medizin der Talmudisten nebst einem Anhange: Die Anthropologie 
der Alten Hebraer. Leipzig and Berlin. 8vo. · 
Beitrage zur Anthropologie und Urgeschichte Bayerns. Munich. Vol. VI. 
BELCK, W.-Messungen von Buschmannern und Hottentotten. Verhandl. d. Berl. Ge-
sellsch. f. An.throp., 59-62. 
BELL, ALEX,A,."\'DER GRAHA.M.-ls there a correlation between defects of the senses f 
Science, Feb. 13. 
-- Memoir upon the formation of a deaf variety of the human race. [From Mem. 
Nat. Acad. Sc. Wash., 86 pp., 1 chart. 
BELL, F. JEFFREY.-Comparative anatomy and physiology. Phila., Lea Brothers. 
564 pp. . 
B1rnEDICT, W. R.-The nervous system and consciousness. Pop. Sc. Month.; XXVI, 
731-749 i XXVII, 66-77; 150-164. 
• 
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BERENGER-FERAUD.-~tude sur 1a Tarasque. Rev. d'anthrop., VIII, 108, 133. [Thi) 
Tarasque is a parade in which a fantastic animal is borne by men concea1ed 
within.] 
BERGER, PHILIPPE.-L' Arabie avant Mahomet, d'apres les inscriptions. Bull. hebd. 
de l' Assoc. sc. de France. Paris, 7-14 join. 
BERLIN, A. F.-Relics of copper from eastern Pennsylvania. Am. Antiquarian; vn~ 
42-44. 
BERTHET, ELIE.-Paris avant l'histoire. Paris: Jouvet. 346 pp. Bvo. 
· BERTILLON, J.-Ta-ille. Diet. encycl. d. sc. med., Paris, 3 s., xv, 581-649; also Rev. 
scient., Paris, XXXVI, 481-488. 
BERTRAND, ALEXANDRE.-Les sculptures de Gavr' Iuis [resembling the lines on the 
palm of the hand]. Mag. Pittoresque, Paris, an. LIII, 59. 
BIART, L.-Les Azteques, histoire, mamrs, coutumes. Paris: Hennuyer, xxn-304 pp. , 
illustr., maps. 8vo. (Bibliotheque ethnologique.) 
BILLINGS, J. s., and WASHINGTON MATTHEWS.-Methods of measuring tho cubic 
capacity of crania. Paper read before National Academy of Sciences, April 21, 
1885. 
--- Composite photographs of skulls. J. Anthrop. Inst., xrv, 287. 
BINKLEY, S. H.-A fortification and a cemetery at Dayton, Ohio. Am. Anti'luariau, 
IV, 29~297. 
--- Ancient fortifications in Ohio. Am. Antiquarian, vu, 152-155. 
BLANCH.ARD, RAPHAEL.-L'Atavisme chez l 'homme. [Lec;ons faites a l'tcole d'anthro-
pologie pendant le semestre d'hiver 1884-1885 ( cours libre d'anthropologie biolo-
gique.J Rev. d'anthrop., VIII, 425-492. 
--- Sur un cas de polymastie et sur la signification des mammelles surnumeraires. 
Bqll. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, XVIII, 226-239. 
Buss, EUGENE F.-The Diary of David Zeisberger, from 1781-1798. Cincinnati: R. 
Clarke. 2 vols. Svo. 
BLOCH, A. M.-Note sur l'etat du prepuce a la naissance chez lea enfants juifs. 
Compt. rend. Soc. de biol., Paris, u, 495. 
BLODGET, JAMES A.-1'he census of Bengal. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wa. h., III, 9-13. . 
BOAS, FR.A..i.'iZ.-Cumberlancl sound and its Eskimos. Pop. Sc. Month., xxvr, 768-778. 
--- Die Sagen der Baffin-Land-Eskimos. Verhandl. d. Berlin. anthrop. Gese11sch., 
Ap. 18, 1885. 6 pp. 
--- Die Wohnsitze und Wanderungen der BAffinland Eskimos. Deutsche geog. 
Blatter, Bd. VIII, Heft I, 31-38. 
-- Reise im Baffinlande in 1883 und 1 84. Verhandl. d. Gesellsch. f. Erdkunde, 
Berlin., Nos. v and vi, 10 pp. 
--The Eskimo of Baffil). Land. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wash., III, 95-102. 
Bomo, L.-Notice sur lea travaux de la statistique officielle clu royaume d'Ita,lie en 
matiere d6mographique et sanitaire. Milan. Svo. 
BOERNER, P.-Textilindustrie. Ber. ii. d. allg. deutsche Ausst. a. d. Geb., Hyg. u. d. 
Rettnngsw., Breslau, I, 293-300. 
BoBN, F.-Les possessions franQaises du Bas-de-COte. Bull. Soc. de g6ogr. de Mar-
seilles, IX, 36-47, chart. 
Boletino Folk-16rico Espafiole. Semi-monthly journal published in Seville, Spain. 
Editors: A. Machado y Alvare and A. Guichet y ierra. 
Bol tin E olk-Lorico Gaditano. Ed.: D. Juan de Burgo y Requejo. Cadiz. Vol. 1. 
BOLTON, HENRY CARRINGTON.-A catalogue of scientific and technical periodicals 
(1665 t 1 2) tog her with chronological table and a library check-Ii t. 
( mitb onian 11i cellaneou oll ction 514.) wa· hington: Pub. by Sm. In t. 
li ,'APARTE, PRI.'CE LA.·n.-r ote on th Lapps of Finmark (in Norway). J. An-
tbrop. Io t. xv, 210-:n3. 
-- L • rtSc nt v yage d N6erlandai a la .1.: ouvelle-Guinee. Versailles: Im-
l'rim6 pour I antenr mar . 
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DowEs, G. B.-An atlas of practical elementary biology. New York: Macmillan. 4to. 
BOWES, J. L.-Japanese marks and seals. London. 1 vol. 
--- Japanese enamels. 1 vol. 
Brain. A Journal of Neurology. T. C. Bucknell: London. Quarterly. VIII. 
BREHM, ALFRED E.-Siberia and the ·Exiles. Pop. Sc. Month., XXVII, 625-637. 
BRIDGES, THOMAS.-The Yahgans of Tierra del Fuego. J. Anthrop. Inst., XIV, 288. 
BRINTON, DANIEL G.-American languages and why we should study them. Address 
before the Pennsylvania Hist. Soc., Mar. 9. Reprint from Penn. Mag. Hist. & 
Biog. Phila.: J.B. Lippincott. 23 pp. 
- - Annals of the Cakchiquels. Vol. VI. Lib . . Aborig. Am. Literature, Phila. 
-- Did Cortez visit Palenqnei Science, March 27. 
--Notes on American Ethnology. Am. Antiquarian, VII, 301-304. 
--- On polysintheses an<l incorporation as characteristics of American languages. 
41 pp. Phila. 
--- On the language and ethnologic position of the Xinca Indians of Guatemala. 
Read before Am. Phil. Soc., Oct. 17, 1884. 
--.- On the probable nationality of the Mound Builders. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wash., 
m, 116-118. 
-- The chief god of the Algonkins, in his character of a cheat and liar. Am. 
Antiquarian, VII, 137-140. 
-- The .I,,ena.pe and their legends; with the complete text and symbols of the 
Walam Olum, a new translation and an inquiry into its authenticity. Phila.: 
D. G. Brinton. Vol. v. in Library of Aboriginal American Literature. 
--- The lineal measures of the semi-civilized nations of Mexico and Central 
America. Read before Am. Phil. Soc., Jan. 2. 
_ -- The philosophic grammar of American languages. 51 pp. Phil. 
-- The sculptures of Cozumalhuapa. Science, July 17. 
--- 'l'he Taensa grammar and dictionary. Am. Antiquarian, VII, 275-Z"/7, 
.British 4ssociation, Aberdeen meeting. 
PAPERS ON ANTHROPOLOGY. 
The index of the pelvic brim as a basis of classification. By Prof. W. Turner. 
Insular Greek customs. By J. Theodore Bent. 
Parliamentary acts relating to ancient monumex:.ts. By Gen. Pitt-Rivera. 
American ehell-work and its affinities. By A. W. Buckland. 
Red men about Roraima in British Guiana. By E. F. im Thurn. 
A game with a history. By J. W. Crombie. 
The rnle of the road. By George Campbell. 
The modes of grinding and drying corn in old times. By Jeannie M. LaiJag, 
The filnt-knapper's art in Albania. By A. J. Evans. 
The discovery of Naukratis. ;By W. Flinders Petrie. 
A new man of Mentone. By Thomas Wilson. 
Ancient British lake dwellings. By R. MllD.ro. 
Abnormal ann arrested development as an induction of evolutionary history. By J. G. 
Garson. 
The Nicobar I::ilanders. By E. H . Man. 
The scope of anthropology and its relation to t-he science of mind. By Alexander Bain. 
BROOKS, W. K. Can man be modified by selection T .Pop. Sc. Month., xxvn, 15-24. 
Brookville Societ,y of Natural History (Indiana). Bulletin No. 1, published in 1885. 
BRUGMANN, KARL.-Zum heutigen Stand der Sprachwissenschaft. Strassburg: 
Triibner. 144 pp. 8vo. [Review by Professor Fry in Science, October 23.] 
BRUNATI, A.-Una microeefala. Arch. per Je mal. nerv., Milano, xxn, 148-159. 
BIEDERMAN.N, DR.-Superstitions about the Dolphin. Pop. Sc. Month., XXVI, 691-
694. 
BUCKLAND, ANNIE vV.-Facts suggestive of prehistoric intercourse between East and 
West. ,J. Anthrop. Inst., XIV, 222-232. 
Bureau of Ethnology. Annual report, dated 1884. Printed in 1885. Washington: 
Govt. Print. LXXIV + 606 pp., 44 pls., 200 figs. [For contents see Powell. 
Thomas, Dall, Dorsey, Matthews, Holmes, Stevenson.] 
H. Mis. 15-54 
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. BurrxETT, SWAN M.-C:>mparativefrequency of certain eye diseases in the white and 
the colored races of the United States. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wash., m, 67. 
BUTLER, AMOS W.-The remains at San Juan Teotihuacan. Paper before A. A. A. 
S., Ann Arbor meeting. Am. Antiquarian, VII, 148-151. 
BUTR6N, EMILIO.-Memoria sobre las islas Carolinas. Bol. l::ioc. Geog., Madrid, xu:, 
23; 95; 138. 
CAGNAT, R.-Rapport sur une mission en Tunisie, 1881-'82. Archives d. Mission 
scient., 157 pp., charts and plates. Paris. 
CALLOMB.-Contribution a l'etude de l'et,hnologie et de l'anthropometrie des races du 
Haut Niger. Lyon. 8vo. [From Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Lyon.] 
CAMPBELL, JOHN T.-Traces of prehistoric man in the Wabash. Am. Naturalist, xrx, 
965-971. 
CAMERON, A. L. P.-Notes on some tribes of New South Wales. J. Anthrop. Inst., 
XIV, 344-370. 
Canadian Institute in Toronto. Proceedings, vol. n, ser. 3. 
CANDOLLE, ALPHONSE DE.-Histoire des sciences et des savants depuis deux siecles. 
2. ed. Geneve-Ba.le: Georg. 594 pp. 8vo. [Review in Science, Jan. 2.] 
CAPUS, G.-La vallee des Jagnaous (Central Asia). Rev. d'ethnog., 1v, 233. 
CARNER!, B.-Zur Geschichte der Moral. Kosmos. Vol. I. 1; 81; ~21. 
CARTAILHAC, fMILE.-Cours d'antbropologie a Toulouse. Materiaux, xix, 3 s6r., 
II, 47. 
-- Gravures et objets sculptes de L'age du renne. Materiaux, xrx, 3 ser., 11, 295-
299. 
--- Les grottes artificielles sepulcrales. Materiaux, xrx:, 3 ser., II, 1-18. 
--CEnvres inedites des artistes chasseur de rennes. Materiaux, xix, 3 s6r., Hr 
63-75; 295-299. 
CARTER, H. BRUDENELL.-Hints on vision-testing .. J. Anthrop. Inst., xv, 121-127. 
CASTAING, A.-Ethnographie de la France. 116 pp. 12mo. Vol. II. Bibliotheqne 
ethnographique. ' 
--- Le communisme au Perou. Arch. Soc. americaine de France, III, 15. 
-- Les systemes religieux dans l'antiquite Peruvienne. ld., 86; 145; 239. 
CASTELFRANCO, POMPEO.-L'anthropologie generale a l'Exposition de Turin en 1884. 
Materianx, XIX, 3 ser., II, 36-40. 
CELS, ALPHONSE.-ilements d'anthropologie. Bruxelles, 1884, I. 8vo. 
CHANNING, EDw ARD.-Bulgaria and the Bulgarians. Science, October 9. 
--- The Narragansett Planters. Johns Hopkins' University Studies, ser. 4, No. 3. 
--- The races of Central Asia. Science, May 1. 
CHANTRE, ERNEST.-Les Dolmens du Caucase. Materiaux, x1x, 3 s6r., n, 545-557. 
-- Monuments et superstitions de l'epoque neolithique. L'Homme, Paris, 74-87. 
CHARENCY, H. DE.-De la conjugaison dans les langues de la famille Maya-QnicM. 
[From Museon.] Louvain: Peeters. 8vo. 
CH.A.RNAY, Dtsrn1t-Les anciennes villes du nouveau monde. Paris: Hachette. 
407 pp., 204 figs., 19 charts. 
--- Le Yucatan au moment de la conqu~te. Rev. d'ethnog., IV, 81-:87. 
CHIARUGI, GIULIO.-Delle omologie e dei rapporti reciproci della fossetta occipitale 
mediae del lobo mediano del cerveletto nell'uomo e negli altri mammiferi. Siena. 
21 pp., 1 pl. 8vo. 
CHRISTIA.NI, ARTHUR.-Zur Physiologic des Gehirns. Berlin: Enslin. x + 175 pp., 2 
pl. 8vo. [Reviewed in Science. J 
CLARK, W. P.-Thelndian sign language, &o. Philad~lphia: Hammersly. 443 pp_. 8vo. 
CLAVEL.-Le Marquisiens. Arch. d. med. nav., Pa,ris, XLII, 194; XLIII, 209: 353, 
1 ~-· . 
CLEVE.· ER, . V.-Comparativephy iology and psychology. A rliscnssion of the evo-
lution and r lation of he mind and body of man and animals. Chicago: Jan-
n, I Jnr<7 & Co. VI+241+10 pp. vo. [Reviewed in Science, May 8. ~0-
Alll. atnraliat, xix, 1-17.] 
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CorIN, FERD.-Prahostorisch_e Pflanzenfunde in Schlesien. Corr.-BUi.tt., xv, 101-109. 
Congres archeologique de France. Report of 17th session at Montboison (Loire) in 
· Materiaux, XIX, 284-287. · 
Congres international d'anthropofogie et d'archeologie prehistorique will be held in 
Athens in 1886, during the autumn. · 
COPE, EDWARD D.-Origin of man and . other vertebrates. Pop. Sc. Month., xxvn, 
605-613. 
Correspondenzblatt der deutschen Gesellschaft fiir Anthropologie, &c. Munich. Vol. 
XVI, 12 numbers. Ed.: Dr. Johannes Ranke. 
CoBBEAU, G.-L'homme tertiaire de Thenay. Auxerre. 23pp. 8vo. 
CouDREAU, H. A.-Voca.bulaires de dialectes indigenes de l'Am6rique 6quatoriale. 
Arch. Soc. am6ricaine de France. New ser., III, pt. 6. [Vocabularies of Tucano 
or Dace & Taviano or Javis.] · ' 
CURL, J. 1\1.-On Phronician intercourse with Polynesia. J. Anthrop. Inst., XIV, 273-
274. 
CZORNIG, CARL FREIHERR VON.-Die alten Volker Ober ltaliens. Wien: Holder, 311 
pp. 8vo. 
D'AcY, M. E.-De la psendo-taille de
1
s silex de Thenay. Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, 
XVIII, 178-184. 
D.A.FFNER, FRANZ.-Ueber Grosse, Gewicht, Kopf- und Brustumfang beim mannlichen 
Individumn vom 13 bis 22 Leben'sjahre, nebst vergleichender Angabe ·einiger 
Kopfmaase. Arch. f. Anthrop., xv, sup., 121-126. 
DALL, WILLIAM HEALY.-1\fasks, Labrets, and certain aboriginal customs, with an in-
quiry into the bearing of their geographical distribution. Third An. Rep. Bureau 
of Ethnology. pp. 67-202. Plates v-XXIX. 
-- The native tribes of Alaska. Vice-president's address bAfore the section of 
Anthropology, Am. Association at Ann Arbor. Separate print, Salem: Salem 
Press. 19 pp. · 
D' ALVIELLA, COUNT.-Religious value of the' Unknowable. Pop. Sc. Month., XXVI, 
779-786. 
D.A.RESTE, M.-Hypothese sur l'origine des droitiers et des gauchers. Bull. Soc. d'an-
throp., de Paris XVIII, 415-418. 
DARMESTETER, JAMES.-Le Mahdi depuis les origines de l'Islam jusqu'a nos jours. 
Paris: E. Leroux. 18mo. 
-- The Mahdi, past ancl present. London : Unwin. 150 pp. 12mo. 
D'AULT-DUMESNIL.-Note sur de nouvelles fouilles faites a Thonay, Loir-et-eher, e 
sept. 1884. Mat6riau.x, xix, 241-251. ,, 
DAVID, 'f.-Anomalies de l'appareil dentaire chez l'homme. Amiens [from Odontolo-
gie]. Bvo. 
DA VIS, N. DARNELL.-The etymology of the word Rum. Timehri, Demerara. IV,, pp. 
76-81. 
DECAZES, E.-Chez les Batekes. Rev. d'etbnog., IV, lG0-168. 
DE HAss, WILLs.-Animal mounds of Wisconsin. Paper before the A. A. A. S., Ann 
Arbor meeting. 
DELACROIX, J. E.-Le temple de Boro-Boudour. Rev. d'ethnog., IV, 452-456. 
DEL.A.UN.A. Y, M.-Sur la beaut6. Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, XVIII, 193-200. 
DELBRUECK, B.-Die neueste Sprachforschung. Leipzig: Breitkopf. 49 pp.. Svo. 
DE MORGAN, J.-N6gritos de la presqn' He Malaise. Homme, Paris, ii, 577; 609. 
DENIKER, J.-Sur un fretus de gibbon et son placenta. Compte-r. de l'Acad. des sc., 
Paris, 654-656. Also Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Par., 1884. 743-748. 
DE SERE, Lours. - La virilite et l'Age critique chez l'homme et chez la femme. Paris: 
Dela.baye, &c. 29 pp. 
Deutsche anthropologische Gesellschaft. xv. allgemeine Versammlung zu Breslau, 
4.-7. Aug. 1884. Report in CorrespJndenz-Illatt, xv. 
-- XVI. algemeine Versammlung, in Kailsruhe, 6.-9. August 1885. Stenographio 
report in Correspondenzblatt, XVI, Nos. 9, 10, 11, 12. 
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COMMUNICATIONS. 
Scope and tendencies of anthropology. Opening address by President Sohaalfhaueea. 
Statistics of color in eyes, hair, and skin. By R. Virchow. 
The Rhine in prehistoric and historic times. By Honsell. 
Roman Baden. By Herr Bissinger. 
Prehistoric connection botween Upper Donau and Upper Rhine. By Herr Ma,w. 
Excavation in Tiryns. By Henry Schliemann. 
The origin of the Germans. By Dr. Wilser. 
Committee on pelvic measurements. 
Committee on the color of the hair. 
Committee on prehistoric charts. 
Committee on nephrite chart. 
Gold objects found at Petroossa. By R. Viroho,r, 
The ethnography of Japan. By Herr BiUz. 
Man's place in nature. By Herr Albrecht. 
Russian superstitions. By Herr Knllischor. 
:Measuring apparatus. B.v Horr Mies. 
An anthropographic appal'atus. Ily Hans Vircho,r. 
The human pelvis. By Herr Hennig. 
Rallstadt and La Tene. By Otto Tischler. 
Necklaces of bronze. By Herr Cohausen. 
Dictionnaire des sciences anthropologiques, publie sous la direction de Letoumoau, 
de Mortillet, Hovelacque, etc. Livr. 15. Paris. 4to. Figs. 
D--, Madame G.-Sur la musique chez les Chinois. Mag. Pittoresque, an. LIII, 234; 
287; 327; 390. 
DOIGNEAU, M.-A propos des silex de Thenay. Materiaux, XIX, ser. 3, II, 44-16. 
DONATI, GrnoLAMo.-Sopra alcuni amuleti tibetani del Museo d'antropologia di Fi-
renze. Archiv. per l' antrop., xv, 23-30. 
JJONNAT, L.-La politique experimentale. Paris: Reinwald. VIII+488 pp. 12mo. 
DORSEY, J. OWEN.-An Osage secret society. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wash., III, 3-5. 
--A visit to t,he Siletz agency. Paper before the A. A. A. S., Ann Arbor meeting. 
--- Indian personal names. Paper before the A. A. A. S., Ann Arbor meeting. 
--- Migrations of the Sionan tribes. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wash., III, 65. 
--- Mourning and war customs of the Kansas. Am. Naturalist, XIX, 670-680. 
--- New vocabularies from Oregon. Am. Antiquarian, vol. VII, 41, 42. 
-- Omaha sociology. III. An. Rep. Bur. Ethnol., pp. 205-370, plates XXX-XXXIII, 
figs. 12-42. 
--- Primary classifiers in Dhegiha and cognate languages. Paper before the A. A. 
A. S., Ann Arhor meeting. 
--- Siouan folk-lore and mythological notes. Am. Antiquarian, VII, 105-107. 
---Vocabularies at Siletz agency. Am. Antiquarian, VIIi 41. 
DOUGLAS, A. E.-Some cha.racteristics of the Indian earth and shell mounds of the 
Atlantic coast of Florida. Am. Antiquarian, VII, 74-81; 140-148; Ancient canals 
of Florida, id., 2 5-289. 
DUFFIELD, J.-@n the natives of New Ireland. J. Anthrop. Inst., xv, 114-121. 
DUMAS.-Attitude naturelle du membre sup~rieur de l'homme. Gaz. hebd. d. sc. m&L 
de :Mon tpel., vu, 182-186. 
DoPoux.-Les femme -medecins dans l'antiquite. Medecin. Paris. xi, No. 15. 
DORO, '. F.-Antigii dad n America Central. Madrid. Pamphlet. 
--- I elacione g ografica de Iodias de Peru. Madrid. Vol. II. 
DUVAL, ~iATBIA .-Bibliotheque anthropologique. Le Darwinisme. Paris: A. Dela--
ha~·"· '3 pp. VO, 
-- ur 1 . reufi pourri comme aliment en Chine. Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, 
XVIII, '299. 
-- L~ Tr n fonni m (suite). Cour d'anthropologie geologique a l'tcole d'an-
thropologi . Rev. d'antbrop., VIII, 1-38, 193-~09; also 1883, 2ll; 406; 557; 1884, 
22; 677. 
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EBBINGHAUS, HERM.-Ueber das GAdachtniss. Leipzig: Duncker. x+169 pp. 8vo. 
[Review in Science, Sept. 4, 1 
ECCLES, R. G.-Darwinism and immunity. N. Y. Med. J., XLII, 311-314 . . 
EELLS, MYROM.-The worship and traditions of the aborigines of America; or ·their 
test,imony to the religion of the Dible. Paper read Lefore Victoria Inst., London, 
41 pp. . 
Elements cle science social", ou religion pbysiqn<~, sc.x11clle et naturelle, &c. Tours: 
F. Akan. 8vo. 4. ,~d. Tr. from 2!3. ed. Eng. 
El folk-lore Espafiol.-Sociedad para la recopilacion y estudio del saber y de las tra-
diciones populaws, Madrid: Publishes quarterly El Folk-lore Betico-extremefio. 
M. Antonio Machado y Alvarez . 
. ELLIOTT, A. M.-Contributions to the history of the Frencli languagein c ·anada. Am. 
J. of Philology, v, 135-1.50. 
ELY, RICHABD T.-Recent American Socialism. Johns Hopkins Univ. Studies in 
Hist. & Polit. Sc., 3. ser., IV. Baltimore: N. Murray. 74 pp. 
FABABT~ FELIX.-Histoire philosophique et politique de l'occulte, magie, sorcellerie, 
spiritisme, &c. Paris: Marpon. 366 pp. 8Yo. 
FAME, L.-Des causes internes et externes des diversites des races humaines. Gaz. 
med. de l'Algerie, Alger, 19-26. 
FASSEL, V.-Volksmedicin und medecinischer Aberglaube in Steiermark. Graz: 
Leuschner. Svo. 
F .AUVELLE, Dr.-De la volonte au point de vue anthropologique. Bull. Soc. d'anthroj>. 
de Paris, XVIII, 154. 
-- De la volonte au point de vue physiologique. Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, 
~~~~ . 
-- Des idees et de la memoire. Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, XVIII, 485-.507-. 
FEATHERMAN, A.-Social history of the races of mankind. London: Triibner, I. 
-- NIGRITIANS. 
FERNANDEZ-DURO, CESAREO.-Primeras noticias de Yucatan. Bol. Soc. geog., Madrid, 
XIX, 336-342. 
FINLAYSON, F. C.-Biological religion. London: Simkin. 110 pp. 8vo. 
FISCHER, H.-Ueber den Stand der Kenntnisse von der prahistorischen Persier. Cor-
respondenz-Blatt, XVI, 17-19. 
FmscH, OTTO.-Ueber Bekleidung, Schmuck und Tatowirung der Papuas der Siid-
ostkiiste von Neu-Guinea. Mittheil. d. antbrop. Gesellsch., Wien, xv, 12-33. 
FLESCH, M.-Zur Casuistik anomaler Befunde aR Gehirnen von Verbrechern und 
Selbstmordern. Arch. f. Psychiat., Berlin, XVI,.689-697. 
FLETCHER, ALICE C.-An evening in camp among the Omahas. Science, July 31. 
--- An average day in camp among the Sioux. Science, October 2. 
--- Historical sketch of the Omaha tribe of Indians in Nebraska. Washington: 
Detweiler. 12 pp., illustr., map. 8vo. • 
--- A letter from the Exposition at New Orleans to the Indian tribes. Carlisle: 
Ind. Sch. Print. 
--- Report to Commr. of Ind. Affairs on Indian Bureau at N. Orleans. Id., 3 
pp. Svo. 
--- Sacred war tent and some war customs of the Omahas. Paper before the A. 
A. A. S., Ann Arb'Jr meeting. 
FLINT, EARL.-Human footprints in Nicaragua. Am. Antiquarian, vu, 156-158. 
FLOWER, WM. H.-On the classification of the varieties of the humau species. 
Presidential address before .A.nthrop. Inst. Gr. Brit., &c., Jan. 27. London: Har- -
rison & Son. From J . .Anthrop. Inst., XIV, 378-395. 
Folklore Society. London. Folk-lore Journal, Vol. III. Issued quarterly. 
FORBES, HENRY O.-A naturalist's wandering in the Eastern Archipelago, from 1878 
to 1883. London: Sampson Low & Co. lllustr. 
Formosan ethnology. Natnre, Aug.1:l, :~46, 347. 
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Fonrn:scun, J.-Les lndiens Cris de l'Am6riquo du Nord. Arch. Soc. am.Sricaine de 
France, III, 31. 
FosTKR, WILLIAM E.-Town government in Rhode Island. Johns Hopkins Univ. 
Studies, ser. 4, No. n. 
FRANKLIN, SELEM M.-The science of morality. Pop. Sc. Month., xxvn, 661-664. 
},RAZER, JAMES G.-On certain burial customs as illustrative of the primitive theury 
of the soul. J. Anthrop. Inst., xv, 64-104. 
--- The primitive ghost and his relations. Pop. Sc. Month., xxvn, 668--683. 
French Association for the Advancement of Science, 14th meeting. Grenoble, August 
12-~0. 
FRITSCH, A.-Uehcr einen Menschenschadel aus dem Loss von odbaba bei Prag, 
Sitzungsb. d. Gesellsch d. Wissenscb., Prag, 152-15G. 
GAEA.- Natur und Leben. Coln. Vol. 21, 12 Hfte. 
GAIDOZ, H.-Les origines de la Grande-Bretagne et la nationalit6 anglaise. Rev. 
internat. de l'enseign., Paris. 
GALLAUDET, E. M.-International Ethics. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wash., Ill, 65-67. 
GALTON, FRANCis.-Opening address before the section of .Anthropology in the 
British Association. Nature, September 24 . 
• --- Regression toward mediocrity in hereditary stature. J. Anthrop. Inst., xv, 
246-·~63 [with 5 graphic tables]. 
--- The .Anthropometric laboratory at the late International Health Exhibitio!l. 
J . .Anthrop. Inst., XIV, 205-220; 275. 
GANNETI', H.-Are we to become Africanized f Pop. Sc. Month., N. Y., :xxvn, 
145-150. 
GARSON, J. G. -On the inhabitants ofTicrradelFuego. J. Antbrop. Inst., XY, 141-160. 
--- On the physical characteristics of the Lapps. J. Anthrop. Inst., xv, 23(',-238. 
GATSCHET, ALBERT S.-The Chiricahua Apache sun-circle. Tr . .Anthrop. Soc. Wash., 
III, 144-147. 
--- The Ataocapa language. Lake Charles Echo, La., FebruaTy 14, 1885. 
--- The Beothuk Indians. 1 art. .Am. Phil. Soc., Phila., June 19. 
--- The Aruba language and the Papiamento jargon. Kansas City, Rev., No-
vember. 
-- The Rhetsua language. (Kev. of v. T1:1chudi.) pp. 227-230. 
--- Die Karankawa Indianer. Globus. Braunschweig. 
- -- The Yuchi tribe of Indians and its language. Science, March 27. 
GEGENBAUR, C.-Lehrbuch der Anatomie des Menschen. 2 . .Aufi. 1 Hefte. Lpzg.: 
Engelmann. 8vo. 
GEIGER, W.-Civilizationof the eastern Iranians in ancient times. Vol. I. Ethnog-
raphy and social life. London: Frowde. 302 pp. 8vo. 
GRRVAIS, P., andH. P.-Elements de zoologie comprenant l'anatomie, la physiologie, 
, la classification et l'histoire nat.urelle de l'homme ct des animaux. Paritl: Ha-
chette et Cie. Bvo. 
0JACOMINI.-Anuotation sur l'anatomie du ncgre. (1' rom Gior. <l. r. Accad. di med. 
di Torino.) Arch. ital. de biol., Turin, VI, 247-304, 2 pl. 
Gu.COML'L-Contributo allo studio della microcefalia. Arch. di psichiat., &c., 
Torino, v1, 65-81, 2 pl. 
GIAco.m ·1.- tudie in microcepbaly. Arcbiv. di psichiat. o la sc. penale., VI, fasc. 
1 ancl 2. 
OIGLJOLI, E:-:1uco.-J. otizie sugli indigeni dellc Isole Nicobar. Archiv. per l'antrop., 
xv, :H-:l~. 
GILL, · '.-A chapt r of m dical archmology; the ring in medical lore. N. Orl. M. & S. 
,J., XJI 73f>-i4 , 
YJLL 'lmmnoRE.-Man' .Ance try. cienco, .August 28. 
Oru.., W. WYATI.-Jot ing from tbe Pacific. London: The Religious Tract ociety. 
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iGILLEBERT D'HERCGURT, Dr.-Rapport sur l'anthropologie et l'ethnologie des popu-
'lations sardes. Arch. des miss. scient., Paris: Nat. Impr. 6 pl. Svo. · 
GILLMAN, HENRY.-Burial customs of' our aborigines. Paper before the A. A. A.~., 
Ann Arbor meeting. 
--Further confirmation of the post-mortem character of the cranial perforations 
from .Hichigan mounds. Am. Naturalist, XIX, 1127. · 
Guss, HENRY.-Marine international law. Proc. U. S. Naval Institute, XI, 355-603. 
GLOBUS.-Illustrirte Zeitschrift fiir Lander und Volkerkunde. Braunschweig: 
Kiepert. Vols. 47 and 48. 
GOLDSTEIN, Eo.-Introduction a l'ctude anthropoJogique desJuifs. Rev. d'anthrop., 
3. ser., VIII, 639-675. 
GozzADrNI, GIOVANNI.-Di due Stele Etrusche. Reale Acad. dei Lincei, CCLXXXII, 
8 pp., 2 pl. 4to. 
-ORATACA.P, L. P.-Ruins at Palenque and Copan. Am. Antiquarian, vn, 193-207; 257-
270. 
1GREEN, E. H.-The hygiene of the Eskimo, with some obaervations on the thermom- · 
eter, to determine their physiological norm. Med. News, Phila., XLVII, 50~07. 
'OREG, R. P.-Some prehistoric and ancient linear measures. Canadian Rec. of Sc., 
I, 211-228. . 
1 
-GREGORY, J. M.-Elements of Modern Civilization. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wash., 111, 57-
64. 
·GRIFFIN, APPLETON P. C.-Contributions to the bibliography of Historical Societies 
in America. Mag. American Hist., XIV, 106-110; 218-221; 418-421; 523-524. . 
GUENEAU, DE Mussy N.-Considerations sur la diminution da la riatalite en France, 
&c. Union med., Paris, XXXIX, 325--336. 
1 
Gu,IMET, EM.-Huit jours aux Indes. Le Tour du Monde, April. 
HAECKEL, ERNST.-Ursprung und Entwickelung der thierischen Gewebe; ein histo-
genetischer Beitrag zurGastroea-Theorie. Jenaiscbe Ztschr. f. Naturwissen., XI, 
266-275. . 
HA.LE, HORATIO.-Ethnography of Antarctic America. [Review of P. de Lucy 
Fossarieu's "Ethnographie de l'Amerique antarctique."] Science, July 31. 
--- On some doubtful or intermediate articulations; an experiment in phonetics. 
London: Harrison & Sons. [From J. Anthrop. Inst., Feb., 233-244.] 
--Chief George H. M. Johnson (Onwanonsyshon). His life and work among the 
Six Nations. Mag. Am. Hist., Feb. 
--- Report on tho Blackfeet tribes. British Association, Aberdeen meeting. Na-
ture, Oct. 1. 
--- The obsequies of Red Jacket at Buffalo. From Trans. Buffalo Hist. Soc., 
vol. III, llr! pp. 
--- 1'he Iroqµois sacrifice of the white dog. Am. Antiquarian, vu, 7-12. 
HALIIlURTON, R. G.-Lost colonies of America. Pop. Sc. Month., vol. xxvn, 40-50. 
HALLETT, HoL'r S.-Explorations in Indo-China. Science, Aug. 7. [From London 
Graphic. J 
HAMMOND, G. M.-New form of Dynamometer. N. Y. Med. J., p. 83. 
RAMY, E. T.-Decades americaines. 
- ,-- £tu de sur les peintures ethniques d'un tom beau Thebain de la XVIII. dynastie. 
4 figs. pamph., in Svo. 
-- Les arts et les industries des negres d'Afrique. Science et Nature, 111, 200; 
327, fig. 
--- Les Lacandons de la haute Uzumacinta. Rev. d'ethnog., IV, 1-5. 
--- L'industrie bame9onniere chez les anciens habitants de l'archipel Californian. 
Id., 6-13. 
--- Le svastika et la rouo solaire en Amerique. Rev. d'ethnog., 1v, 14-22. 
--- Note sur les cbevets des anciens £gyptiens et sur les aflinites ethnographiques 
rrno manifesto leur omploi . . Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, XVIII, 290. 
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RAMY, E. T.-Stahl process for the consolidation of burned objects, by means of Col-
ophane 1 pt., 4 parts of white fish glue (blanc de lw,leine ). 
HARLEZ, C. DE.-L'infanticide en Chine d'apres les documents chinois. Louva.in: B. 
Peeters. 8vo. 
HARRINGTON, liARRIET.-A. family record showing the heredity of disease. Phys. 
& Surg . .A.n. Rep., Mich., 49-51. 
HAYNES, H. W.-French fabrications or blunders in.American linguistics. Proc.A.m. 
A.ntiq. Soc., III, 4i5-481; Prehistoric Congress at Lisbon. Science, v, 218. 
HEARN, L.-Gombo Zhebes: Dictionary of Creole proverbs; selected from six Creole-
dialects. N. Orleans: T. C. Eyrich. 8vo. 
HEGER, FR.-Ueber die Tatowirung bei der Siidsee-Insulanren. Mittheil. der anthrop. 
Gesellsch., Wien. 35.-3i. . 
HELLWALD, F. VON.-Naturgeschichte des Menschen. Stuttgart: Speman. Ill. 8vo. 
HENNIG.-Das Rassenbecken. Arch. f. Anthrop., Brnschwg., xvr, 161-228, l pl. 
[With bibliography.] , 
HENSHAW, HENRY W.-Medicino stones. Tr . .A.nthrop. Soc. Wash., III, 142,143. 
---· The aboriginal relics called sinkers, or plummets. Am. J . .A.rchreol., r, No. 2, 
10 pp. 
D1HERCOURT1 GILLEBERT.-Rapport sur l'anthropologie et l'ethnologie des popula-
tions sardes. Paris. 73 pp., 6 pl. 8vo. 
HIGGINSON, T. W.-.A.merican fl.ash language in 1798. Science, May 8, Oct.~-
HILDEBRAND, HANS.-Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Kunst der niederer Naturvolker. 
200 figs, 8 tables and charts. Leipzig: Brockhaus. Svo . 
. Hrs, W.-Anatomie menschlicher Embryonen. III. Znr Geschichte der Organe. 
Leipzig: Vogel. Svo. .A.tlas. 
HOFFMAN, WALTER, J.-Remarks on aboriginal art in California and Queen Charlotte 
Island. Washington. 17 pp. 8vo. [From Proc. Davenport .A.cad. rv, 105-122.) 
--- Une curieuse relique trouv6e dans la Californie du-Sud. Bull. Soc. d'antbrop. 
de Par., XVIII, '25-28. 
-- Bird names of the Selish, Pah-Uta and Shoshoni Indians. The Auk., 11, 7-10. 
--- Die
1 
kunst unter c1 en Haida-Indjanern der Konigin,Charlotte-Inseln. Das Aus-
land, 701-704. 
--- Hugo Reid's Account of tho Indians of Los Angeles Co., Cal. Bul. Essex Inst.,. 
XVII, 1-33. 
HOFFMANN and RAUBER.-Lebrbuch der .A.natomie des Menschen. 2 vol1:1. Erlangen: 
Besold. Svo. 
HOFMAN~, K. B. Uebcr vermeintliche antike Seife. Deutsches .A.rch. f. Gesch. d. Med.,. 
&c., Leipzig, VIII, 208-:.!15. 
HOLMES, WILLIAM H.-.A.ncient Pottery of the Mississippi Valley. From Proc. Dav-
enport .A.cad. Sc., IV, 123-196. Washington: Judd & Detweiler. 
--- Evidenc~s of the antiquity of man on the site of the city of Mexico. Tr. 
Anthrop. oc. ·wash., n1, 68-81. 
-- Examples of iconoclasm by the conquerors of Mexico. Am. Naturalist, XIX, 
1031-1037. 
-- Illu trated cataloO'n of a portion of tho collections made by the Bureau of 
Ethnology during the fi ld sea on of 1 1. III . .A.n. Rep., pp. 427-510, figs.116-
:200. 
-- Origin aud development of form and ornam nt in ceramic art. Tr . .A.nthrop. 
oc. W b., m , 112-115. 
-- Pr bi toric textile fabrics of the United States derived from impressions on 
pottny. m . .A.o. R p. Bur. Ethnol., pp. 393-425, plate xxx.1x, figs. 60-115. 
--Th t ~·til fabric of the mound builders. Tr . .A.nthrop. Soc. Wash., m, 
6-. 
Ho tM L, l• mn.- ne W rk tiber di Urheimath dor Indogermanen. Arch. f. An 
thrnp., XY ' np., 1 3-1 .. 
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HORNADAY, ,v1LLIAM T.-Two years in a Jungle, the experience of a bunter and 
naturalist in India) Ceylon, the Malay peninsula, and Borneo. Maps & ill. N. 
York: C. Scribner's Sons. 512 pp. 8vo. 
HORNUNG.-Les races de la Suisse au point de vue historique et juridique. Trav .. 
Assoc. des Soc. Suisses de Geog. Geneve: Staplemohr. 8vo. 
HORSLEY, VICTOR.-Tbe motor centres of the brain and the mechanism of the will .. 
Lecture before the Royal Institution of Great Britain. Nature, Aug. 20, 1885. 
HouzE, E., et VICTOR JACQUEs.-Les Anstraliens du Musee du Nord. Bruxelles: 
P. Hayez. 101 pp., 4pl., & figs. 8vo. [Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Bruxelles, III.} 
HovELACQUE, ABEL.-L'evolutfon dn laugage. Conference Transformiste. Paris: A. 
Hennuycr. 23 pp. [Extr. Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. dc1 Paris, XVIII, 371.] 
--Le commerce a distance en Malaisie, a Ceylan, dans l'Asie du Nord-est, en 
Afrique. Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, XVIII, 457-462. 
HOWITT, A. W.-Australian group relations. Smithson. Rep., 188:~, 797,824. 
-- The Teraeil or initiation ceremonies of the Kurnai tribe. J. Anthrop. Inst., 
XIV, 301-325. 
HoY, P. R.-Man's influence on the avifauna of southwestern Wisconsiu, Madison, 
pamph. 
1 
HULL, E. GORDON.-Domestic remedies of the Arabian desert. Brit. Med. J., Lon- : 
don, 1,734. 
-- The Arabs of Arabia Petrrea, and Wady Arabah. J. Anthrop. Inst., xv .. 
132-136. 
HUGHES, THOMAS P.-A dictionary of Islam. London: W. H. Allen & Co. 750 pp .. 
8vo. 
l--IDTTEROTT.-On the Japanese sword. Mithell. d. deutsch. Gesellsch. f. Nat.-u. 
Volkerkunde Ostasiens. Heft 33. 
HYADES, Dr.-Sur l'etat actuel des Fuegians de l'archipel du cap Horn. Bull. Soc. 
d'anthrop. de Paris, 200. 
ILES, GEORGF:.-Religion without dogma. Pop. Sci. Month., XXVII, 51-62. 
Index-Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-General's Office, United. States.Army. 
Authors and subjects. Vol. VI. Heastie to Insfeldt. Washington: Govt. Print. 
[11]+1051 pp. 
Index Medicus, a monthly classified record of t he current medical literature of' 
the world. Compiled by Dr. John S. Billings, U.S. A., and Dr. Robert Fletcher,. 
M. R. C. S. Vol. vu. 
Indian .Affairs, Annual Report of the Commissioner. Washington: Government. 
Printer. 
Instructions anthropom6triques pour Jes voyageurs. By Dr. Paul Topinard. Fasc. 11,. 
April, 18.55, and separate. Paris: G. Masson. 28 pp. 8vo. 
Inst ructions pour un medecin d'hopital. By Dr. Bord.:ier. [For tho conduct of autop-
sies. J Mom. Soc. d'antbrop., 2 ser., 11, 3. fasc., 1882. Paris: Masson. 
International Geographical Congress. Toulouse. Section of Anthropology, includ-
ing somatology, demography, prehistory, ethnology, glossology, and instrumen- ~ 
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PROTAP CHANDRA RoY.-The Mahabharata of Krishna-Dwaipayana Vyasa.. Trans-
lated iuto English prose. Published and distributed chiefly gratis. Sect1ona-
CLXXXIX-ccvu, pt. xrx, Calcutta, pp. 561-640. 
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PuMPm.LY, RAPHAEL.-Composite rortraits of member111 of the Nat1onal Academy of 
Sciences. Natnre, June 25, 176. 
PUTNAM, :F. W.-Man and the mastodon. Science, October 30 . 
. --- Ornaments made of pieces of human skulls, from a mound in Ohio. Paper be-
fore the A. A. A. S., Ann Arbor meeting. 
-- Proper method of exploring mounds. Paper before the A. A. A. S., Ann Arbor 
meeting. 
-- Remarks on chipped-stone implements. Bull. Essex Inst., xv. Separate at 
Salem Press: Salem, Mass. 8 pp., 19 figs. 
QUATREFAGES, A. DE.-L'Homme tertiaire et sa survivance. Materiaux, XIX, 3. ser., 
II, 337-341. 
--- L'Homme tertiaire. Lyon [from Materiaux]. 
--- L'Homme tertiaire. Thenay et les iles Andamans. Materiaux, xrx, 3. ser., n, 
97-107. 
--- Mnseum d'histoi.re naturelfo de Paris. Id., 276-280. 
--- Note sur l'etat actuel des Maoris restes independants. Rev. d'ethnog., IV, 
97-119. 
QUICK, E. R.-Stone mounds in Whitewater, Indiana. Bull. Brookville Soc. Nat. 
Hist., No. 1. 
RABOT,'Crr.-Notes ethnographiques recueillies en Laponie. Rev. d'ethnog., IV, 23. 
RANKE, H., and CARL v. VoIT.-Ueber den amerikaniscben Zwerg Frank Flynn, 
genannt General Mite. Arch. f. Anthrop., XVI, 229-239. 
--- Zur Craniologie der Kelten. Heitrage zur Anthrop., &c., Bayerns, VI, pp. 109-
121. 
RANKE, J.-Bronzeschadel und Schadelcubirungsmetboden. Corr.-Blatt., xv, 98. 
-- Report on recent anthropological literature before the general meeting of the 
German Anthropological Society. Corr.-Blatt., 79-87. 
Rapport sur une mission aux ties Philippines et en Malaisie, 1879-'81. Arch d. mis-
sions scient., Paris, 271-479, chart and plate. 
RAUBER, A.-Homo sapiens ferns, oder Zustande der Verwilderten, &c. Leipzig: 
Demcke. 134 pp. 
RAUTENBERG, E.-Aus der vorgeschichtlichen Zeit. Hamburg: Kappmann. 33 pp. 
8vo. 
RAY, P. H.-Report on the International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska. 
Washington: Gov't Print. 695 pp., plates and figures. 
RAYLEIGH, LoRD.-Civilization and eyesight. Science, September 4. From Nature, 
No. 798, p. :WL 
RECLUS, ELIE.-Earth and its inhabitants. Asia, IV. N. York. 8vo. 
--- Les primitifs; etudes d'ethnologie comparee. Paris. 394 pp. 12mo. 
REISS, W., an<l A. STUBEL.-Das Todttmfeld von Ancon in Peru. 12.-13. Lfg. Ber-
lin: Asher & Co. :Folio. 
Report of the committee appointed for the purpose of investigating and publishing 
reports on the physical characters, languages, industrial and social condition of 
th northwestern tribes of the Dominion of Canada. British Association for 1885. • 
Nature, Oct. 1. 
Revue <l'antbropologie. Paris: P. Topinard. Ser. n, vol. vu, 4 nrs. 
RPvnP, <l'cthnogrn.phie, Paris. Vol. IV, 4 nrs. 
Revu elf' l'bi toir des r ligion . Annales du Musee Guimet. Nouv. aer., D. 
ev1w ci ·ntifiqu . Paris: M. Charles Richet. Vols. 35 and 36. Weekly. 
Rv.v, PmLIPPE.-Dn poida des hemi pheres cerebraux d'aprea le regi tre de Broca. 
R v. tl'an hrop., vm, 39--7. ( ee Le poids du cervelet, du bulbe et de la protn-
ht<runrP. Id., vn.) 
-- Dn pf>id <le 1 he · erebraux (frontaux, occipitaux et pari6to-temporanx) 
d'apr I , r gi tr d Broca. Rev. d'anthrop., 3. s., vin, 385-396. 
- l>n P id!i de lob s Ion le sex , l'fl.ge d'aprea le registres de Broca. Ann. med.-
I' y,·h .. 7. ., 11. 24 2.53. 
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REYNOLDS, ELMER.-Antiquities from Vendome, Senlis, and the caves of France. Tr. 
Autbrop. Soc. Wash., III, 67. · 
RIALLE, GIRARD DE.-Formose et ses habitants. Rev. d'anthrop., VIII, 58-78, 247-281. 
RICIITOI!'EN, F. voN.-China. Atlas, lste Abth., lste Halite. Berlin. 
RIEBECK, E11nr..-Die Illigelstamme von Chittagong. Berlin. 
-- Tho Chittagong hill tribes. Result of a journey in 1882. Transl. by A. H. 
Keane. London: Asher. [Rev. in Nature, June 25.J 
RIEGER, C.-Eine exacte Methode der Craniographie. Jena: Fischer. 
RIEGER, K., and M. TIPPEL.-Experimentelle Untersuchungen iiber die Willensthatig. 
keit. Jena: Fischer. 8vo. 
Rrnrr, H.-The Eskimo dialects as serving to determine the relationship between the 
Eskimo tribes. J. Anthrop. Inst.; xv, 239-245. 
ROBERTS, CHARLES.-Eyesigbt of savage and civilized people. J. Anthrop. Inst., xv, 
127. 
ROMANES, G. J.-On the Darwinian Theory of Instinct. Proc. Roy. Inst. Gr. Br., XI, 
131-146. 
RosNY, LEON DE.-De la mort et des funerailles chez lcs anciens Caraibes. Arch. 
Soc. Am. de France, n. ser. III, 208-278. 
· __ L'Am6rique etait connue des Chinois a l'epoque du deluge. Arch. Soc. Am. 
de France, ser. II, tome III, 191; 206. · 
--Elements d'ethnographie generale. Paris: Maisonnouve. 1 vol. 18mo. 
-- L'interpretation des caracteres hieratiques de l' Amerique Centrale. Rapport 
sur un m6moire de M.A. Pousse. Arch. Soc. Am. de France, ser. II, III, 118. 
-- Premieres notions d'ethnographie g6nerale. Paris. 116 pp. 12mo. Vol. I. 
Bibliothcque ethnographique. pub. sous la direction of L. de Rosny. 
ROSNY, LucrnN.-De la mort et des funerailles chez les anciens Caraibes. Arch. Soo. 
Am. de France, 2. ser., III, 268. 
Royal Asiatic Society. Journal n. s., XVII. 
RousE, M. L.-Music in speech. Paper before the A. A. A'. S., Ann Arbor meeting. 
Russian Arcbreological Congress in Odessa, 27 Aug. to 12 Sept., 1884. Mittheil, 
anthrop. Gesellsch., Wien, xv, 12. 
Russian Geographical Society [Report] lo84. [Journal], xx, pt. 6; XXI, 1 & 2. 
RYGH, O.-Antiquit6sNorvegiennes, arrangees et decrites. Paris: E. Nilson; Boston: 
John Allyn. 
--Norske Oldsager ordnede og folklarede. Christiania: Lindberg. 2 & 3 hefte. 
[Reviewed in Correspondenzblatt, XXI, 48.] 
SAGLIO, Eo.-Poupees antiques. Mag~ Pittoresque, Paris, an. LIII, pp. 12. 
SALMON, Prr.-La fabrication des pierres a feu en France. Paris: Hennuyer. 2 pl. 
8vo. 
SA~BORN, J. W.-C.ustoms, language, and legends of the Senecas. Paper before the 
A. A. A. S., Ann Arbor meeting. 
SANCHEZ, J.-Lingnistica de la Republica Mexicana. Anal. Mus. nae. de Mex., v, 
279-280. 
SAPORTA, Marquis de.-Sur les d6scendants d'un Europ6en blond et d'nne mulittresse. 
Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, XVIII, 257-277. 
D'AuLT-DUMESNIL, G.-Note sur de nouvelles fouilles faites a Thenay, Mat6riaux, XIX. 
3. s6r., II, 24-249. 
,SCIIAAFFIIAUSEN, HERMANN.-Anthropologische Studien. Bonn: A. Marcus. GSG pp. 
Svo. 
---On Schiller's kull and Kant's death-mask. Arch. f. Antbrop., xv, 170-185. 
~ CIIADEXBERG, A.-Die Bewohner von Siid Mindanao und der Insel Samal. Ztschr. 
f. Ethnol., Berlin, XVII, GS-89, 1 pl. 
--- Ur- uncl Mischrasscn Philippinen. Cor.-Blu.tt., xv, 109-112. 
Scmn?FLER, II1m;1rA..'1.-Die ·welt na.ch monschlicher Auifassung. Leipzig. 8vo. 
II. Mis. 15--55 
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Scmmm, D.-Klinische Deobachtungen Uber die Krankhciten Japans. Arch, f. pa,. 
tholog. Anat., Berlin, xcrx, 356- 377. 
ScmyiTZ, H.-Et selvrcgistreren<l.e Perime-ter. Norsk Mag. f. Lrogevtleusk. Christiania. 
xv, 329-333. ' 
Sell LEY arnl S0LEY.-Rescue of Greely. N. York. 8vo. 
Sc11Loss1m, MAx.-Verzeichniss clcr anthropologischen Literatur in Boziohung zur 
Ani,hropologie mit Enschluss der Fmisilen uncl reccntcn L::mclsaugethicre. Arch. 
f. Anthrop., xv. Sup., 129-156. 
SCHMIDT, EMIL.-Die Anthropo1ogie in der Hauptstadt cler Vereinigtcn Stanton. 
Separat-Abdruck aus "Kosmos." Dd. I, 380-393. 
-- Ueber alt- und neu-Aegyptische Schadel. Leipzig. 64 pp. 8vo. 
SCHOLZ, FRIEDRICH.-Die Handschrift und ihre charactcristischen Merhmale. Dro-
men: C. Rocco. 30 pp., 18 tables. 8vo. 
SCHRADER., O.-Sprachvergleichung uncl Urgeschichto. Jena: H. Costcnoulo. 
SCHULTZ, P.-Fetichism. [Transl. by J. Fitzgerald.] N. York: Fitzgerald. Hum-
boldt Libr., 59, 112 pp. 8vo. 
Science. New York. Vol. VI. 
Scorpion lore. Pop. Sc. Month., xxv1, 855. 
SEBILLOT, PAUL.-Les maisons rustiqucs en IIa,ute-Bretagne. Rev. cl'oLhnog., 1v, 
148. 
--- Questionnaire des croyances, legencles et superstitions de la mer. llul. Soc. 
d'anthrop. de Pari~, XVIII, 424-438. 
SEELY, F. A:-The genesis of inventions. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. ·wash., ru, 147-lGt:l. 
SEIGN0B0S, Cn.-Histoire de la civilisation. Paris: Masson. Vo]. 1, 420 pp., 105 
figs. 
SERGI, G.-L'odgine dei fcnomcui psichichi e lore siguificazione biologicn,. .Mibuo. 
Svo. Vol. XL. Internat. Library of Science. 
SHUFELDT, R. W.-Zufiia11 conceptions of animal forms as shown in poLtory. Scionce, 
September 25. 
S1;.-;rnoN, REMI.-Lecture on the Nalnrn,tl language. Arch. de la Soc. am6r. do Fra.nce, 
pp. 1, 81, li9. 
SL-v.t:ONIN, AMEDEE Il.-Psychologie humaino appliquee, &c. Cinq conf6rnnces faitcs 
a la Salle des Capucincs en lrl84. Paris: J. Michelet. 431 pp. 
SMrrrr, ERMINNIE A.-Artifici::tl wampum. Science, Jan. 2. 
--- Customs and l:J,nguage of the Iroquois. J. Antbrop. Inst., x,v, 244-252. 
--- "Who made Lclt wampum f Paper before the A. A. A. S., Ann Arbor meeting. 
--- Significance of flora to the Iro11nois. Pa.per before the A. A. A. S., Ann Arbor 
meeting. 
S1'11TIIJ vV. ROBERTSON.-Molrn,mmcdan Mah<lis. Proc. Roy. Inst. Gr. Brit., XI, 147. 
Smit,hsonia.n Institution. Annu:11 report of 18 :J. [Anthropological papers eclited by 
Otis T. Mason.] 
Progresa of ..Anthropology in 1884. B.v Otia T. Mason. 
Australian Group Relations. By A. ·w. Howitt. 
Mounds of Sangamon County, lllinois. By .James Wickersham. 
Motmds in Spoon River VaJley, Illinois. By W. H. Adams. 
Ancient R lies at Da.yto11, Ohio. J3y Aug. A. Foorste. 
Monn<ls in Butler County, Ohio. By .J.P. MacLean. 
Earth-wo1·k in Iligbland County, Ohio. By .J. P. MacLe.'tn. 
Mounds in Henicu County, G or1,1fa. l3y Wm . .J. Taylor. 
hlound,i and She:11-beaps on west coast of l~lorida. By S. T. ,Valker. 
:ton moun<ls of Hampl!hirr. Uounty, W t Virginia. B.v L.A. Keng]a. 
Remain in Bucks County, P1)11tuiylvania. By .John A. Ruth. 
R..·lic11 in l'on~hko ' psir, N. Y. By Ilr-ury :Cooth . 
.. ·ot II n tho Wampanoag Incli.tns. By n nry E. Cbaso . 
.._\utiqni i • from Omc·tr•pec, .i?i aragua,. By Charlo C. :rutting. 
u th Pbonolo~· of f ur 'iouan Lan;;uag s. Ily .J. Owen Tursey. 
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Soci6te Americaine de France, Archi'ves de la. Nouvelle [II] serie, Tome nr. [The 
publications of the society are as follows: Actes: Towe I, 1863-1865; Tome u, 
186G-1873; Tome III, 1874. 8vo. Archit'es: Premiere serio, 3 vols.; seconJe serie, 
Torno I, 1875; Tome n, --; Tome III, 1885. 
3ociet6 d'antbropologie do Bordeaux et du sud-ouest. Founded 17 Decemlicr, 1883. 
[Publishes bulletins, 1. and 2. from .January to June, 1884.] 
Socict6 d'antbropologie de Bruxelles. Bulletin. Vol. III, 1884, 1885. 
Soci6t6 d'anthropologie de Lyon. Presidenco de M. Lacassagne. Vol. IV. 
Soci6t6 d'anthropologie de Paris. Presidence de M. Hamy. Bulletins. Vol. xv. 
Socict6 d'anthropologie et de g6ographio de Stockholm. [Report of1 in Materiaux, 
xrx, 3. ser., n, 376-379. J 
Societe suodoise d'anthropologie .et de geographie. 
STADFELDT.-Eine Bemerkung iiber Dr. Badik's Eintheilung von Vorbreehern in 
vier Typen. Arch. f. patholog. Anat., Berlin,.xcrx, 391. 
STAGE, G. G.-Om B¢,rns Vrogtforbold i det f¢,rste Leveaar. [Weights of infants i.n 
nrst year of life. J Kj¢,benbaven: Reitzel. 8vo. 
STEINITZER, M:Ax.-Ueber die psyehologischen ·wirkuugen der musikaliscben For. 
men. Mtinchon: T. Riedel. 139 pp. 
STE1'NIAK.-Russin, under the Tzars. Trans]. by ·wm. Westall. [Review in Science, 
Oct. 23.J 
STEVENSON, JAl\IES.-lllustratcu. Catalogue of Collections obtained from tlle Pueblos 
in 1881. III. An. Rep. Bur. Ethnol., pp. 511-594. PlatesXL-XLIV . . 
-- Mythological painting of the Zunis. Tr. AnthroJ). Soc. Wash., m, 143-14·1. 
STIEDA L.-Urgeschichto und Arcbaologie Russlands. [Bibliography.] Arch. f. 
Antbrop., xv. Sup., 31, 32: Anthropologie, Etbnologie uml Reisen, 1882-'83, 
id., 121-128. 
STrnDA, L.-Der VI russischQ archaologische Congress in Odessa, 1884. Arch. f. An-
throp., XVI, 263-274. 
--Verweudung dos Glycerins znr Anfertigung von a~a.tomischen Daner-priipara-
ten. From Archiv f. A. und Ph. Anatomischo Abtheihrng. 
STIRRUP, MARK.-On the so-called worked flints from tho Miocene lieds of Thenay. 
J. Anthrop. Inst., xrv, 289. 
STON.E, G. II.-Tbe inscription rocks on tho islan<l of Monhegan. Scion co, Ang. 14. 
STRONG, R E.-The Caroline Islands. Science, Oct. 2. 
TURTEVANT, E. LEWIS.-Indian corn and the Indian. Am. Naturalist, XIX, 225-233. 
-- Kitchen garden esculonts of American origin. Am. Naturalist, xcx, 444-457; 
542-G52. 
SWANK, JAMES M.-Ilistory of tho manufacture of iron in all ages. Philad.: Pub. for 
tll.e au tlior. 
'I'AF,L""I, ALESS.A..i.'IDRO.-Della presenza d' un torzo coudilo occipitu.lo noll' uomo. 
Arch iv. per l' antrop., xv, 35-72. 
'l'ARENETZKY, II.-Boitdge zm· Craniologie dor grossrussischcn Bevolkonmg, etc. 
Mem. Acacl. imp. d. sc. de St.-P6tersbourg, vii. s6rie, vol. xxxn, No. 13. 
TAUTAIN, L.;--:Ctudos critiques sur l'ethnologie et l'ethuographie des pcuples c1n bassin 
du S6n6gal. Rev. d'ethnog., Paris, IV, Gl; 137; 254. 
TE::NCillNI, LOHENZO.-Ccrvelli di delinquenti. (Superficio motopica.) Parma: L. 
Battci. 118 pp., 22 pl. 8vo. 
Tl!:.N" KATE, IT. P. C.-Notos ethnographiques sur les Comanches. Rev. d'etJmog., 1v, 
120-13(3. 
--Roizen en onu.erzoekingenin N oord Aroerika. Leiden: Brill. chart, 2 pl. 8,·o. 
-- Sur lcs era.nos do Sagoa Santa. Bnll. l:,oc. d'anthrop. de Paris, XVIII, 240. 
Tho Journal of Speculative Philosophy: Ed. Wm. 'T. Ilarris, New York. Vol. x1x, 
'l_uarterly. 
The New Engfancl Historical and Genealogical Register. Boston, Voi. xxxrx, quar-
terly. 
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TIIOMAS, CYRUS.-Ancient works in Iowa. Am. Antiquarian, vn, 212-21.1; A ru.odcrn 
mound burial, id., 24. 
~-- Cherokees probably mound-builders. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wash., m, 24-30. 
-- Les signes numeriques dans le· Codex americain de Dresde. Arch. Soc. am. de 
France, ii. ser., III, 207. 
--- Mound.building tribes. Science, Julie 26. 
--- Notes on certain Maya and Mexican manus~ripts. nr. An. Rep. Bur. EthnoL 
pp. 1-65, :figs. 1-10, plates I-IV. 
--- Palenque visited by Cortez. Science, February 27. 
-- Silver from a Pennsylvania mound. Science, May 22. 
--- Stone graves, the work of the Indians. Third paper. Am. Antiquarian, vu, 
129-13G. 
--- The houses of the Mound-Builders. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wash., In, 13-20. 
-- Who were t.he Mound-Builders 7 Am. Antiquarian, vu, 65-74. Continued 
from March, 1884. 
THOMAS, OLDFIBLD.-A collection of human skulls from Torres Straits. J. Anthrop. 
Inst., XIV, 328-343. 
'l'IIOMPSON, ALTON H.-Recent Indian graves in Kansas. Tr. Anthrop. Soc. Wash., 
III, 56-57. 
-- Heredity and development of the teeth. Dental Cosmos, Phila. xx.vu, 513-
520. 
TIIOMSON, JOSEP.II.-Through Masai Land. Boston: Beall. 8vo. 
THRUSTON, G. P.-The ancient races of America. Mag. American Hist., xnr, 457-4fi3. 
TIIULIE, Dr.-La femme n'est ni .inferieure ni 6galo a l'honrnie. [Extr. de "La 
Femme, essai do sociologie physiologique." Paris: Delahaye et Lecrosnier. l Rev. 
d'anthrop., VIII, 229-246. 
TIELE, C. P.-Manuel de l'histoire des religions. [Trans. from Dutch by Maurice 
Vernes. J Paris: Leroux. 1 vol. 12mo. 
ToPINARD, PAUL.-Cri1,ne etalon en bronze. M6thodo do cubago de Broca. Bull. Soc. 
d'anthrop. de Paris, XVIII, 396. 
--- De la restitution de la taille par les os longs. Rev. d'anthrop., VIII, 134-140. 
--- :t:16!!.lents d'anthropologie gen6rale. Paris: Delahay 0 . 5 pls., 229 figs ., 300 
tables, 1157 pp. 8vo. 
-- Instructions anthropom6triques pour les voyageurs. Rev. cl'anthrop., 3. s6r., 
VIII, 397-424. 
-- La nomenclature quinaire de l'Inclice c6phalique. Rev. d'anthrop., vnr, 210-
228. 
--- L'anthropologie de Linn6e. Mat6ri::rnx, 3. s6r., I, April. 
-- Le crli.ne de bronze do Ranke et la methodo do cubage de Broca. Rev. d'an-
throp., VIII, 493-503. 
-- Proc6d6 de mensuration cl.es os longs, dans le but do reconstituer la taill . 
Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. do Paris, XVIII, 73-83. 
TREMLETT, Rear-Admiral.-Quaclrilateral constructions near Carnac, in Brittany. 
J. Anthrop. lust., xv, 170-183. [A list of Dolmens and Tumuli in Brittany is ap-
pended.] 
TURNER, W. W.-Scicntific report on tho voyage of tho Challenger during tbo y ar 
1873-'76. Report on the human skeletons. I. The crauia. Part xx1x of Yol. 
x. Zoology. London, 18 4. [Review in Rov. d'anthrop., VIII, 339-345, by P. 
Topinard.] 
-- The index of the ll Ivie brim as a basis of clas ifica.tion. J. A.nat. & Phy iol., 
xx, 12!'>-143. [Rept. of Brit. Assoc. in Nature, Oct. 15. J 
TYr.on, E. .-How h r>robl ms of Am ri ·an anthr pology pr sent them elYe to 
t1,c 'ngli b mind. Tr. A.u1hro1. o ·. vVaRbingtoni III, 1-95. 
VAr.1-:.·11 ·1, Pn. J. J.-' mi-luuar and cro cent- ha}_) d tools. Proc. Am. Antiqnar. 
O ., lll1 410-'174. 
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Voss, A.-:-Der Bronzefund von Callies in Pommern im konigl. Museum zu Berlin. Ar-
chiv f . .Anthrop., xv. suppl., pp. 1-8, tables XII, XIII. · 
VAMilERY, H.-Das Turkenvolk in seinen ethnologiscben und ethnographischen 
Beziehungen. Leipzig: Brockhaus. xii+63S pp. 2 pl., illustr. 8vo. 
VERGUET, L.-.A vossi on San-Christoval [in the Solomon group] et ses habitants. 
Rev. d'ethnog., IV, 1!)3-232. Illustr. and vocabs. 
Verhandlungen der anthropologischen Gesellschaft in Wien. 
V1fnoN, EUGENE.-Histoire naturelle des religions. Paris: Doin, Marpon, &c. 2 vols. 
700 pp. 12mo. 
VERRIER, E.-De quelques modes de l'accouchement consacrees par des monuments 
bistoriques. Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, XVIII, 367. 
Verzeichniss der anthropologischen Literatur, in .Arch. f . .Anthrop,, xv. suppl. [156 
pages of closely printed matter, giving titles of works down to 1884, together with 
abstracts and reviews, frequently of an exhaustive character.] 
Victoria Institute. Journal of Transactions, Vols. XVIII, XIX. 
VINING, E. P.-.An inglorious Columbus, or evidence that Hwui Shan and a party of 
Budhist monks from .Afghanistan discovered .America in the fifth century. New 
York. 8vo. 
Vmcuow, R.-Die Verbreitung des blonden und des brlioetten Typus in Mi-ttell-
europa. Si-tznngsberichte akad. Wissensch., Berlin, v, 39. 
-- Nicobaresen, Schombengs und Andamanesen. Verhandl. Berl. Gcsellsch. f. 
Anthrop., 102-109, 1 pl. 
-~ Opening address, fifteenth general meeting of the German .Anthropological 
Society at Breslau. Corr.-Blatt., xv, 65-76. 
-- Schema zu anthropologischen.Aufnabmeu. Verbandl. d. Berl. Gesellsch. f. An-
throp., 99-102. 
WAGNER, E.-Hiigelgrilber und Urnenfriedbofe in Baden. Karlsruhe: G. Brann. 7 
photolitbs. 55 pp. 4to. 
WARD, LESTER F.-Mind as a social factor. Tr . .Anthrop. Soc. Wash., III, 31-38. 
--Moral and materia.l progress contrasted. From Tmnsactions .Anthrop. Soc. 
Washington: Judu & Detweiler. 121-136 pp. 
WAGNON, A.-Trait6 d'archeologie comparee. Paris: Rothschild. 173 pp., 16 pl. 8vo. 
WARREN, William F.-Paradise found. The cradle of the human race at tbe Nortl1 
Pole. London : Sampson Low & Co. 
WEISGERBER, H.-L'Oued-Rir et ses habitans et sur quelques monuments du Sahara 
aJgerien. Rev. d'ethnog., IV, 417. 
WEISMANN, .A.-Die Continuitat des Keimplasmas als Grundlage der Vererbung. 
Jena: Fischer. Svo. 
WELCKER, HERMANN.-Die Capacitat uncl die drei Hauptdurchmesser der Schadel-
kapsel bei den verschiedenon Nationen. Archiv f. Anthrop., xvr, 1-160. [A work 
of enormous research and invaluable to the anthropologist. J 
WERTNER, M.-Ueber <lie Stellung des arztlichcn Standes im .Alterthurn [fr. Hun-
garian]. Deutsches .Arch. f. Gesch. d. Med., &c., Lpzg., VIII, 173-207. 
WIEGER, G.-Die anthropologische Sammlung des anatomiscben Instituts der Uni-
versitat Breslau. Arch. f . .A.nthrop., xv. Suppl. 45 pp. 
WILDER, MARSHALL.-The progress of archreology and American history during 1884. 
N. E. Hist. and Genealog. Register, xxxrx, .April. 
WILSON, .A.-The missing incisors in man: what are they¥ Ilrit. J. Dent. Sc., Loncl., 
XXIX, 389-391. 
· WILSON, D.-.Antbropology; with an appendix on archroology by E. B. Tylor. N. 
York: J. Fitzgerald. 15 pp. 8vo. 
WINCHELL, N. II.-.A supposed natural alloy of copper anil silver from the north shore 
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PAPERS -RELATING TO ANTHROPOLOGY. 
OBSERV .A.TIONS ON STONE-CHlPPING.* 
By GEORGE ERCOL SELLERS, of BowleBville, Ill. 
When a boy, living among mechanics, artists,. and artisans, preparing . 
for the profession of civil and mechanical engineer, it was natural that 
I should be attracted. to the studio with its adjoining workshop and 
taxidermic room of my mother's father, Charles Wilson Peale, a.nd his 
sons. There was al ways something new to be learned there. He was 
a native of the province of Maryland, the son of one of the earliest 
Episcopal ministers who came from England and settled in that colony. 
He always took great interest in the history and incidents connected 
with the early settlement of Maryland and Virginia. He had a shelf 
in his library devoted to books and pamphlets relating thereto, many 
of which seemed to have been sent from Europe to him, for they bore 
inscriptions of "presented by," or "received from," my friend, Sir J. 
Banks 01· from Count Rumford, and others. Among them was a volume 
of autograph letters from his friend Thomas Jefferson on the same sub· 
ject. This shelf was particularly attractive to me, for it always led to 
reminiscences of the most interesting character from my grandfather. 
On one occasion I came across on this library shelf a thin bound volume 
of letters of John Smith from the Virginia colony. It was a London pub-
lication, and (if my recollection is not at fault) comprised several pamph-
lets bound together. A passage in one of these letters, in describing an 
Indian he had met with, referred to the making of stone implements. I 
have not seen the publication siuce, and cannot after a lapse of more 
than sixty years quote from it, but will give the substance as impressed 
on my mind. He said in substance that the Indian carried with him a 
pouch fillP-d with flakes of precious stones, and within his mantle, in a 
pocket made for the purpose, a small instrument made of bone or horn, 
that he valued above all price and would not part with, and with it he 
deftly shaped arrow-points and spear-heads from or out of the stone 
* In the summer of 1885 Mr. Sellers visited Washington and called upon Dr. Rau, 
to whom he gave an account of his experiences in stone-chipping, but dwelling chiefly 
on what be bad beard from Mr. Catlin concerning this subject. Dr. Rau, perceiving 
the importance of Mr. Sellers's remarks, induced him to prepare the present article .. 
It will be seen that the Indians of this country resorted in stone-chipping to methods 
similar to those employed by the Mexicans, as related by Torquemada and Moto-
linia,. 
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flak~s. On calling my grandfather's attention to this, he said that 
although there was much truth in what at the time was written from 
the colonies, some things were highly colored and had to be sifted 
out or taken with caution, anrl he supposed the cutting of hard stone 
with bone or horn was one of these, and might be set down as one of 
Smith's yarns. I asked myself the question, What object could he 
have in inventing and telling iU There must be some foundation. At 
all events, it made an indelible impression on my mind. 
Most of the arrow-points found within my reach in Philadelphia, Dela-
ware, and Chester Counties, Pennsylvania,'were chipped from massive 
quartz, from the opaque white to semi-transparent and occasionally 
transparent. Once, in company with my early preceptors, Jacob Pearce 
and Isaiah Lukens, both well-known scientists, on a mineralogical ex-
cursion, we came to a place where (judging from the quantities of flakes 
and chips) arrow-points had been made. After mo:.,t diligent seJirch 
only one perfect point was found, which is still in my possession, marked 
with ink "1818." There were many broken ones, showing the difficulty 
in working the material. Mr. Lukens collected a quantity of the best 
flakes to experiment with, and by the strokes of a light hammer roughed 
out one or two very rude imitations. No effort was made by pressure, 
which I cannot now understand, for at that time I was in the habit of 
breaking off points and trimming mineral specimens (likely to be injured 
by the jarring of a hammer stroke) by pressure with the hickory handle 
of my mineral hammer. 
Maj. S. H. Long, afterwards colonel, who in the latter part of his 
life succeeded Col. John J. Abert as head of the. Topographical Depart-
ment of the United States Army, whenever in Philadelphia, was a fre-
quent visitor at my father's l10use; and, when preparing for his expedi-
tion to the Rocky Mountains, in which my mother's youngest I>rother, 
Titian Hi. Peale, went as assistant naturalist, I saw him almost daily. 
The subject of flaking and forming arrow and spear-beads was one 
of frequent discussion. My grandfather, C. W. Peale, was at that time 
owner of the Philadelphia Museum, which had for that period a large 
collection of Indian curiosities, among them, many collected by Lewis 
and Clark on their northwestern expedition,-and to me the most inter-
esting, was a box of stone implements in various stages of manufacture, 
evidently collected with the view of illustrating the process. They were 
never put on exhibition other than in the original package, the lid of the 
box only having been removed. Major Long's attention was called to 
these, and he expressed his belief that on his expedition he would learn 
the entire process, and on his return be able to explain everything in 
th L wi an Clark collection. 
·. Th exp <lition returned, and, as far a I know, without any po itive 
mformati n a to he procc s of making the flakes. Mr. Peale said he 
bad · ~n squaws chjp ing flak s into small arrow-points, holding the 
flak in th ir l ft h, nd, gra. peel betw en a piece of bent leather, and 
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chipping off small flakes by pressure, using a small pointed bone in the 
right .nd for that purpose. From this it was evident that John 
Smith's story was no myth. In my life-long intimacy with Colonel Long 
r the subject of the flaking operation has frequently been one of conversa-
tion, on my regretting that more attention had not been paid to it on 
either of his expeditions. Knowing .his pre-eminence as a civil engineer 
and his high attainments as a mechanic, I thought more reliable infor-
mation would have been obtained by him and his party, composed as it 
was of such prominent men of science. He said that flakes prepared 
for points and other implements see;med to be an object of trade or 
commerce among the Indian tribes that he came in contact :with; that 
there were but few places where chert or quartzite was found of suffi-
cient hardness and close and even grain to flake well, and at those 
places there were men very expert at flaking. He had understood that 
it was mostly done by presl?ure, and rarely by blows, but he had never 
witnessed the operation. He expressed his belief that it was an art 
fast being lost, for he had found among ~ribes who had never seen a 
white man since the advent of Lewis and Clark, wrought-iron arrow-
points made in England by the Birmingham nailers, sent out as articles 
of trade by the fur companies, and that they were preferred to the 
stone points. 
My early acquaintance with Catlin, the artist, was in the shop of Cat] in, 
musical instrument and model maker, of Philadelphia. There I knew 
him as a very expert and superior workman in wood and ivory. As a 
portrait painter he was not at that time successful. He painted st.1.·ong 
likenesses, but they lacked life-like coloring. A delegation of Indians on 
their way to Washington gave him an opportunity to paint the likeness 
of one of the chiefs. This was exhibited in the Pennsylvania Academy 
of Fine Arts, and from its novelty attracted much attention; in fact, it 
was so far a success as to bring him into notice. .A.bout this time I met 
him very frequently; his conversation always drifted on to the great 
value and importance of preserving correct likenesses of the Indians, 
whom he believed to be fast passing away. We all know how well he 
lived up to this idea, devoting his life to the work of producing tl.te col-
lection of Indian portraits now in tho National Museum. 
On Mr. Catlin's return from his long sojourn among the Indians, be-
lieving that, as an observing practical mechanic, nothing in the way of 
art among them would escape him, I took the first opportunity to see 
him. On my inquiry as t'o the mode in practice of splitting the stone 
into flakes for arrow and spear points, his reply was by a question 
characteristic of the man. He asked if I had forgotten Dr. Jones's 
axiom, '' The least possible mornentum is greater than the greatest pos-
sible pressure." This was in allusion to a lecture on mechanics we bad 
together heard delivered by Dr. Thomas P. Jones (afterwards Commis-
sioner of Pa nts). Ile then added, "That is well understood by the 
flake makers among the Indians, but it will soon be among the lost 
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arts, )ust as the nests of Birmingham brass battered-ware kettles, the 
Yankee tin-ware, and glass whisky bottles have alrea<ly almost totally 
destroyed their crude art of pottery making. The rifle is taking· the 
place of the bow and arrow. For boys' practice and for small game the 
iron points got from. the fur traders are preferred to stone. A. c0mmon 
jack-knife is worth to them more than all the flint knives and saws ff,er 
made." 
After expressing him.self in this manner he went on to explain what 
he had seen. He considered making flakes much more of an art than 
the shaping then{ into arrow or spear points, for a thorough knowledge 
of the nature of the stone to be flaked was essential, as a slight differ-
ence in its quality necessitated a totally different mode of treatment. 
The principal source of supply for what he termed hom.e-macle flakes 
was the coarse gravel bars of the rivers, where large pebbles are found; 
those most easily worked into flakes for small arrow-points were chalcc-
dony,jasper, and ag~te. Most of the tribes had men who were expert at 
flaking, and who could decide at sight the best mode of working. Some 
of these pebbles would split into tolerably good flakes by quick and 
sharp blows striking on the same point; others would break by a cross 
fracture into two or more pieces; these were preferred, as good flakes 
could be split from. their clean fractured surface by what Mr. Catlin 
called impulsive pressure, the tool used being a shaft or stick of between 
2 and 3 inches diameter, varying in length from. 30 inches to 4 feet, ac-
cording to the manner of using them. These sllafts were 
pointed with bone or buck-born, inserted in the working 
end as represented in Fig. 1, bound with sinews, or raw-
hide thongs, to prevent splitting. For some kinds of work 
the bone or horn tips were scraped to a rather blunt point, 
others with a slightly rounded end of about one-half inch 
in diameter. He described various ways of holding the 
stone while the pressure was being applied. A water-
worn pebble broken transversely was commonly held by 
being sufficiently im.bedded in hard earth to prevent its 
slipping when held by the foot as the pressure was applied. 
Large blo·cks of obsidian or any easily flaked stones were 
held between the feet of the operator while sitting on the 
ground, the impulsive pressure being given to the tool 
grasped in both hands, a cross-piece on the upper end 
resting against his chest, the bone end against the stone 
in a light indentation, previously prepared, to give the 
proper angle and to prevent slipping. 
In some cases the stone operated on was secured be-
twe n two piece or strips of wood like the jaws of a i , 
bonn<l ge h r · y rel or tllong of rawhide; on these strip the op r-
ator w nld t, nd a he applied tlle pressure of Li weight y impuls . 
h b · t fl k , , nt i l of th home-made, were a subject of comm rce, 
Fro. I. 
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and came from certain localities where the chert of the best quality was 
quarried in sheets or blocks, as it occurs in almost continuous seams in 
the intercalated limestones of the Coal Measures. These seams are mostly 
cracked or broken into blocks, that show the nature of the cross fracture, 
which is taken advantage of by tlle operators, who seemed. to have re-
duced the art of flaking to almost an absolute science, with division of 
1abor; one set of men being expert in quarrying and selecting the stone, 
others in prep~ring the blocks for the flaker. This was done w lien the 
blocks were nearly right-angled at the corners, by striking off the corner 
where the flaking was to c~mmence, and, with a properly directed blow 
with a hard pebble stone, knockoff of the upper edge a small flake, mak-
ing a seat for the point of the flaking tool. Sometimes these blows were 
carried entirely across the front upper edge of the block, making a groove 
entirely across the edge, when the first row of flakes have been thrown 
off. It is the work of this operator to prepare seats for a second row, 
and so on. What was meant by almost absolute science was a knowledge 
and skill that would give the proper direction to the 
pressure to throw off the kind of flake required. Fig. 
2 represen.ts, as nearly as I recollect, the rude sketches 
made of thefl.akingtool used to throw off massive flakes, 
when a sudden percussive pressure was required in ad-
dition to the impulsive pressure the man could give. 
Thestaffsoftheseflakingtools were selected from young 
hard.-wood saplings of vigorous growth. Al ower branch 
was utilized, as shown at a in
1 
Fig. 2, to form the crotch 
in which the blow was struck. Another branch on the a/ 
opposite side, a, was used to secure a heavy stone to 
give weight and increase the pressure. When the stone 
to be flaked was firmly held, the point adjusted to give 
the pressure in the required direction, the staff firmly 
· grasped, the upper end against the chest of the oper-
ator, he would throw his weight on it in successive 
thrusts, and if the flake did not fly off, a man standing 
opposite would simultaneously with the thrust give a 
sharp blow with a heavy club represented in cross-
section b in Fig. 2, it being so shaped that its force is 
downward close in the crotch. It bas been represented 
to me that a single blow rarely failed to throw off the 
fiake, frequently the entire depth of the block of stone, 
sometimes as much as 10 or 12 inches. The tooth or 
tusk of the walrus was highly prized for tips of ·the flakers. 
'J'i' ' h 
I 
a 
FIG, 2. 
What I have thus far written is at second hand, being merely recollec-
tions of conversations at various times with the parties I have· referred 
to, and more recently with a man who for over thirty years had been 
connected with a fur company, and who had lived most of that time 
among the Indians, and much of it, as a trapper. 
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What I now propose is to give some of my experimental practice in 
flaking and working flint (chert), and (from a purely mechanical stand-
poi~t) some conclusions drawn from a pretty extensive examination of 
the waste and refuse as well as :finished and partly finished work left in 
the aboriginal flint workshops. 
There are many places along the banks of the Ohio River and its 
tributaries that are not subject to the annual overflow, bnt are still 
below the occasional great floods, where the flaking process has been 
extensively carried on, and where cores and waste chips are abundant. 
At one of these plac-es, on the Kentucky side of the riYer, I found a num-
ber of chert blocks, as when first brought from the quarry, from which 
no regular flakes had been split; some had a single corner broken off as 
a starting point. On the sharp, right-angled edge of several, I found the 
indentations left by small flakes, having been knocked off evidently by 
blows, as described by Catlin, as a preparation for seating tbe flaking 
tool. Most of the localities referred to are now under cultivation, but 
before being cleared of timber and subjected to the plow, no surface relics 
were found; but on the caving and wearing away of the river bank , 
as the light earth washed away, many spear and arrow-heads and other 
stone relics were left on shore. After the land had been cleared and 
the plow had loosened the soil, one of the great floods that occur at 
intervals of some :fifteen or twenty year~, would w.a b away the loose 
soil, leaving the great flint wQrkshops exposed. It is from the stores 
of material left, the cores or nuclei thrown aside, caches of fi.nish.ed and 
unfinished implements and flakes, the tools and· wastage, vast accu-
mulations of splints, &c., that we can, on critical examination, draw 
tolerably correct ideas of the mode of working pursued. 
One of these great :flaking banks or workshops is exposed on the 
northern bank of the Saline River at its first rock "ripple," about 3 miles 
above its junction with the Ohio, the general course of the Saline being 
from the northwest to the southeast. Above the "ripple" the stream i 
only navigable during high water of the Ohio. On its southern side 
are ranges of hills from its mouth to its source, ranging between 300 
feet and 400 feet in height, and on the divide between the west fork of 
the Saline and Eagle Creek they rise to a height of over 800 feet. The 
ridge is broken through by the valleys of small tributarie ; the purs 
from the ridge at places terminating in rock bluffs clo e to the riYer, at 
other.s leaving a narrow bottom. On the northern ide of tLe stream 
tbe hills proper commence about 4 m11 s above the mouth, leaving a 
wicler valley or bottom on that side; the low bottom land of the Ohio 
xtend nearly to the ripple, where commences what i termed the econd 
bottom land of the Ohio, which ri ·e rather a ruptly, .xtending with 
th riv r y it windings at varying cli tance from it. It i on this 
ridge wh r it i inter ected by the Saline that the co al ompany made 
the t rminu of th ir railroad and hipping port of coal. 
n my firHt i i , in the fall f 1 ~3, tbi was in den e for st with 
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the exceJ tion of a narrow strip along the bank of the Sa.line, which had 
been cleared for railroad coal dump, saw-mill, shops, .and dwellings. 
The most of the cleared portion was a_ range of low sepulchral mounds 
crowded together. In cutting into them for foundations, small sized stone 
cists were exposed, none over 4 feet in length, with a single exception; 
this was (in excavating foundations for saw-mill boiler in the side of 
the largest of the mounds,) a skeleton at full length, surrounded by and 
covered with thin sandstone slabs, much as the small cists were formed. 
With this skeleton were found two small clay pots, some shell beads, 
a flint gun-lock, barrel, and metal trimmings of an old English musket, 
the stock _so decayed that it fell to pieces when being taken out-no 
doubt a recent surface burial; in fact, human bones were found near 
the surface of all these mounds. The small cists over which they were 
originally raised contained nothing but fragments of bones, teeth, and 
occasionally a stone celt and a few flaked implements. The first in-
dication of relics on what has proved to be a· great stone implement 
manufactory was in sinking a cistern on the ridge about 200 :yards from 
the river. This went through a mass of flint chips. By the year 1859 
the little clearing around the honse where the cistern _was sunk bad 
joined with the cleared strip on the river banks, making in all a clearing 
of some 25 acres. Heavy rains after the first plowing exposed some few 
specimens of spear and arrow points; the next plowing, a still greater 
number. But it was not until the great.flood of the winter of 1862 and 
1863 that overflowed this ridge some 3 or 4 feet, with a rapid current, 
that the portion under cultivation north of the mounds on the river bank 
was denuded, exposing over 6 acres of what at :first appeared to be a mass 
of chips or stone rubbish; but amongst it were found many hammer 
stones, celts, grooved axes, cores, flakes, almost innumerable scrapers, 
and other implements, pieces of broken, much-decayed bone, but no per-
fect bone implements, many tines of the buck ?r stag, all of whic~ bore 
evidence of having been scraped to a point. On exposure to the air they 
foll to pieces. Among this. waste it was rare to :find fragments of rude 
pottery, though they abound among the mounds near the river bank, 
and further north on the same ridge, where burnt sandstones, black earth 
full of fragments of shells and bone, show the site of a settlement-the 
:field being nothing but a workshop. The great August flood of 1875, 
and the winter floods of 1881, 1882, and 1883 continued the work of de-
nudation until the ground became unfit for cultivation, and was aban-
doned. The greatest number · of cores1 scattered flakes, :finished and 
unfinished implements, are of the chert, from a depression in a ridge 3 
miles to the south-east, where there is evidence of large quantities hav-
ing been quarried. I have found a few cores of the white chert from Mis-
souri, and the red and yellow jasper of Kentucky and Tennessee; but 
the flakes of these have mostly been found in nests or small caches, 
many of which have been exposed, and in every case the flakes tLey 
contained were more or less worked on their edges, whereas the flakes 
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from the neighborhood chert preserved their sharp edges as when plit 
from the mass. These cache specimens with their worked serrated 
edges would, if found singly, be classed as saws or cutting implements. 
But here, where found in mass, evidently brought from a distance, to 
a place where harder chert of a much better character for cutting im-
plements abound, they tell a different story. No two are exactly alike, 
yet the work on all is of the same character, and evidently done for the 
same object. To one discovering that object, they-tell the story clearly, 
as well as the mode of working, written on stone, and better than it can 
now be told either by writing or illustrations. 
To make myself understood I must have recourse to sketches, anu 
then will most probably fail to make it as clear to the general reader 
as these stone flakes do to me. Let us first look at a flake as detacheu 
from the mass, and study its nature, presuming it to have been flaked 
from a stone that by a hammer stroke would break with a fine-grain 
conchoidal fracture. Fig. 3 is a plan view of the outer or hjgJ:i side 
(Ilalf size.) 
Fm.3. FJG. 4. ]!'!G. 5. 
of au ordinary flake intended for a spear or arrow-heacl; the shape 
of this high side depending on the lines of fracture of the previous :flak-
ing. Fig. 4 is a section through the center of the flake on the dotted 
line a a', showing its flat side and sharp edges. Fig. 5 an -edge view, 
sbowiug at it' upper end the angle of the reces formed, and again t 
which the point of the flaker hacl be n pre sed to throw off the flake; 
dotted line· in the cross- ection li'ig. 4 show the form of an arrow-head 
on the line a a' that the flake will work into. The form of the head i · 
gi veu by dott d lines iu Fig. 3. From the e it will be seen that the por-
tion of the fla]-e to be chipp d away (and al ·o tbe greatest portion of 
1.h chipping to be done) i from the flat sid . 
'Ihe m, n who make, tlle ila,k cau at a glance see what it will best 
pro<lnc . Ili.· flake ar for trau,p rtation; bulk and wejght are, eri-
ou. con. i<l •ration,·. Hi,' practical yet 11 him how to reduc them into 
~11 • h · m rchant:ll>l form; and th gr atcr numb r f th flak found 
111 th· <·aclH! allud • l t lrnv be •n ,' work 1 and alw~ ·.· from the a 
! 1 · ~f th· flak . 'Ihi · uklnot acchleuLal. Ry r f 1niug t h axi · 
lm · 111 "·tion 1 i, ... 4, th am u1 t f chipping from the ila id hat 
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has to be done will be seen. To attempt to do this and to throw off long 
chips from the sharp edge of the flake would proYe a failure, as its 
sllarp edge would either crumble away or it woµld cut and injure the 
point of the bone flaker without throwing off the desired chip or flake. 
Experience has taught the operator the best shape of edge to apply the 
pressure to accomplish his object, and it has also taught him how to 
reach it in the simplest possible way. A spoon-shaped hollow on the 
top of a .flattened log, or even a gutter or groove cut in it, furnishes the 
means of holding the flake firmly, the raised or high side placed in the 
hollow, the flat side up; with the ends of the fingers of his left band 
pressed on it b.e holds it firmly, ·while with his right hand a downward 
pressure is given by the flaking tool which-breaks off chips with a fract-
ure of about 45 degrees from the flat surface, leaving the edge in the 
best possible shape for future work, and that is the condition of these 
cache flakes as they are found. 
In old times, before the invention and introduction of planing and 
shaping machines to work metals, the first and most important lesson 
taught to the machinist's apprentice was the use of the hand-hammer 
and cold-chisel. When an outer shell was to be removed from a metal 
casting and its surface left in condition to be finished by file or scraper, 
the smoothness and regularity of that surface was essential, not only 
for economy in working, but accuracy of the file finish. The apprentice 
was taught to hold his cold-chisel and so direct the strokes of bts ham-
mer that when a chip was started the chisel should hold to it, a,nd not 
be allowed to cut too deep or slip and fly out, leaving a shape that is 
difficult to start a fresh cut without leaving ridges or cutting deeper, 
in either case causing additional labor for the finisher. 
To a practical mechanic the examination of such a flint workshop as 
I have described-its waste chips to the partly worked flakes, the roughed 
out blocks, and the finished implements-reveal a Une of workmanshjp 
so clear that it ·can be followed to the production of the same results. 
~rhe handling of the tool and flake to form an arrow-point is as much 
au act requiring exactness and precision as the handling the cold-chisel 
and hammer is to the machinist. The first chip thrown off is analogous 
to tho fLrst starting-work of the co1cl-cbisel; it is the text that must be 
adhered to to tl10 end of tho chapter. Hole.ling the :fla,ko in snch position 
that commencing at what is iutenuecl for the point of tLe intended work, 
the pressure with the flaking point is brought to bear close to the edge 
of the 45 degrees angle and at right angles to it; the result is a flake 
tlirown off inclining towards the stem end of the arrow-point. In sec-
tional sketch mg. 4 from a to a' shows the 45 degrees angle left by the 
.first rough shaping from c to c' tlie direction of the first chip thrown off. 
T.lie seat left by this chip when throi.rn off is conca"\'e on the edge of the 
flake, the advance corner of which is the seating point for tbe tool to 
throw off the next chip, which docs not rntirely obliterate tlie concave 
of the first, and the following chip leaves a serrated edge, the chips or 
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flakes being generally parallel, which is the object of a good workman 
to make them. When the flat side by chipping' has been reduced to 
. nearly the required form, its edges are in. the best possible shape for chip-
ping the opposite or high side, then by alternate working from side to 
side the point is finished, either leaving it with serrated edge/3 or by after 
delicate work throwing off the points, leaving a smooth, sharp edge. 
The indentations at the base either for barbs or for thongs to secure 
the point to its shaft are made by direct down pressure of a sharp point 
working alternately from side to side, the arrow-point being held firmly 
on its flat face. · From the narrowness of the cuts in some of the speci-
mens, and the thickness of the stone where they terminate, I have in-
clined to the belief that at the period they were made, the aborigines had 
something stronger than bone to operate with, as I h~ve never been able 
to imitate some of _their deep, heavy cuts with it; but I have succeeded 
by using a copper point, which possesses all the properties of the bone, 
in holding to its work without slipping and hast.he strength for dire{;t 
thrust required. A soft iron or thoroughly annealed steel point answers 
even a better purpose. As yet no copper has been found on this flaking 
ground, though a few copper beads and remnants of what appear to 
have been ornaments have been taken from mounds on the ridges of the 
Saline, which I think is evidence that tlrny had that metal at the earliest 
time work was done on this flaking bank. 
Bryce Wright in his description of the Scandinavian knives or dag-
gers refers to them as being most beautifully dentilled with parallel 
:flaking and serrated edges. He says : "These knives or lances are true 
marvels of pre-historic art, and show an amount of skill and workman-
ship which cannot be imitated in the present age, the art of fashioning 
theni having been entirely lost." Sir John Lubbock, on page 104 of 
'' Prehistoric Times," says: '' The crimping along the edge of the handle 
is very curious." As to parallel flakings with serrated. edge, I ha e 
endeavored to show (from a mechanical stand-point) that the refu e 
of the great flint quarries points to a mode of working that must leave 
the dcntille<l. markings parallel, and the edge worked. from, serrated. 
What Lubbock speaks of as curious crimping on the edge of the han-
dles is but the natural result of the mode of working I have exam-
ined these Soandinavian dagger handles, and find the same appearance 
on the blades of large-size broken piercers, numbers of which I hi.we 
found among the rubbish, picked up, examined, and thrown away a im-
perfect pecimens. Some of them have a pread, flat en<l. or handle of 
over li inch, with nearly square blades, evidently having been work <l. 
hy <l.own pressure from the edges corresponding to the spread end, the e 
45 d .gr flakes meeting form angles an<l. produce the square. The 
int rl chng of the flake at their m eting cau e the crimped app ar-
au · ~ in ome a not unlike a row of bea<l.s, very beautiful, but n 
made with any su h view, but simply the natural result of the mod of 
orking. 
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Here also are found massive flakes or chjps of fine-grained quartzite, 
that teach another lesson to a seeking practical mechanic, nosing about 
among the accumulated refuse. These flakes are often rough on one 
face, showing them to be an outside scale from the stone; occasionally, 
fragments of large flat implements that have been classed as agricult-
ural (hoes or Rpades). These fragments have not been broken by want 
of skill in the workmen, but from undiscovered seams in the stone that 
did not show until the outer surface was thrown off. None of these frag-
mcuts show any sign of use; in fact, some of them ham not been wrought 
to an edge. I have several specimens of hoes from the same ridge be-
yoml the settlement where it would naturally be cultivated, that from 
their JJighly polished working ends show long use. The le§son is that 
they are not made from great flakes, but rath~r represent the core from 
which flakes have been thrown off. Finished hoes and spades frequently 
ha-ve portions of natural stone partings that have not been worked off, 
and show them to have been worked from thin slabs. These slabs are 
a metamorphic thin bedded sandstone, belonging to what our , State 
geologist, Prof . .A.. II. Worthen, calls the Chester group. They occur 
near the Saline, about 8 miles above the flaking ground, in an upheaval 
tu.at has brought them to the surface with the upturned edges of the 
carboniferous limestone through which the salt springs flow. This is 
probably tho source whence this quartzite was obtained, as slabs·from 1 
iuch to 2 inches thick are found there; but t,here are many other locations 
stretching across Southern Illinois to the Mississippi River where they 
a,lso occur. · 
It is the large agricultural implements that I refer to as having been 
made from quartzite slabs, some of which are as much as 16 inches long 
by 6 inches and 7 inches wide at the spade-blade end. There are many 
smaller specimens of the same form and character that have been regu-
larly flaked from chert, white waxy quartz, yellow and brown jasper, 
that <lo not exceed G or 7 inrhes in length, their working ends highly 
polished by long use in digging. It is the large hoes and spades flaked 
from quartzite slabs that to me are evidence of a much higher degree 
of intelligence and skill than the most highly-finished spear and arrow 
points evince. Take an edge view of one of these large spades, and 
observe how accurately straight and free from wind t1ie edge has been 
carried entirely around the implement, the flattening of one side and 
rounding the other; then observe that the long flat very slightly 
depressed flakes have been thrown off at rigb t angles to the edge, even 
to those curving around its digging or cutting end, which' appear to 
have radiated from a common center. If these flakes have been thrown 
off by blows so struck and directed as to preserve the cleanly lined 
edges, as the operator had carried them in his mind, a skill must have 
been acquired that we cannot approach. 
In all the experiments that I have tried with a hammer, whether of 
stone, steel, soft iron, or copper, they have failed to produce the desired 
ll. J\lis. 15 -5G 
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result; the seat of the flake is more conchoidal, shorter and deeper de-
pressed, whereas the direct percussive pressure throws off the shape of 
flake that we find has been done in making these spa<les. If this mode 
has been resorted to, it necessarily required considerable ingenuity in 
devices for holding the stone slab firmly, while the pressure was being 
, applied in the right direction. The wooden clamp described by Catlin 
may have been used. The simplest device that occurs to me that will 
answer the purpose is a block of wood planted in the ground, with its 
end grain up, cut on top into steps, as represented in sketc!l, Fig. 6, the 
FIG. 6. 
lower step having grooves parallel with the rise of the upper step; in 
one of these grooves the edge of the implement is placed, it$ back rest-
ing against the edge of the higher step, as represented by the dotted 
lines showing the form. of a spade. When in this position, presenting 
the proper angle to the operator, a man holds it firmly while another 
applies the pressure. . A lower step, e, with the back edge of top are 
hollowed out to receive the work, while its lower end rests in an inden-
tation in the lower step. In this manner a spade can be firmly held 
while its cutting end is being flaked. I do not present this as a mode 
that was practiced, but as a device that answers the purpose, and I 
judge to be within the capacity of the ancient flint-workers, of whom 
there is nothing left but their chips and finished work. 
Let any one experiment with a bone point in chipping fliut; he will 
soon discover the value of a dry bone, a bone free from grease that will 
hold to its work without slipping, a bone with sufficient hardness to 
resi t abrasion, a bone of . strength to bear the pressure, and he will 
value such a pointed bone, and. will understand why, wHh such a bone, 
John Smi h' ancient arrow-point maker "valued his above price, ancl 
lcould not part with it." I have been informed. that the modern Indjau 
fr th ir flaking-bones from grease by bur3ing them in moistened clay 
nnd woo<l a he , not unlike the common practice of our housewives to 
r •m ,. gr a e sr ot from their kitchen floors. 
'I h hunt r or trapper cl. , cribecl to me a mode still in practice among 
h · r m u ian f making flak by le er pressure combined with-
p ·r,,u .-i n th( tis more pbi}o or hical and a, better mechanical arra,nge-
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meut thnn by tlrn use of a flaking-staff, as described by Catliu. Figure 
7 sho,vs the manner of utilizing a standing tree with spreading roots 
FIG. 7. 
for this purpose; a :flattened root makes a firm seat for the stone, a 
notch cut into the body of a tree the fulcrum for the lever; either a 
pointed stick is placed on the point of the stone where the flake is to 
be split from it, its upper end resting against the under side of the 
lever, or a bone or horn point let into and secured to the . lever takes 
the place of this stick. When the pressure is brought to bear, by the 
weight of .the operation, on the long end of the lever, a second man 
witU a stone, mall, or heavy club strikes a blow on the upper side of 
the lenr, directly over the pointed stick or horn-point, and the flake is 
thrown off. 
Lubbock, in "Prehistoric Times," illustrated the Eskimo scraper as 
used at the present time in preparing skins. When we consider the 
close proximity of the flint workshop to the great sait licks on the Sa-
line River, the flowing salt springs, the deeply worn buffalo paths still 
to be seen after having been subject to the destructive work of cultiva-
tion by th~ plow for more than a generation, where skins by the thou-
sands must have been dressed, it is not surprising that the many chert 
flakes that have been split off with too great a curvature of their flat , 
side in their length to adrn;i.t of being chipped into ·arrow-points should 
have been utilized for scrapers, many of which are the exactfac simile 
of what Lubbock has illustrated as the Eskimo and others of the Euro-
pean type, of w bich he says : · 
"It is curious, that while these spoon-shaped scrapers ·are so common 
in Europe, they are very rare, if indeed they occur at all, in North Am-
erica south of the Eskimo region." 
I think it most probable from their close resemblance to refuse flakes 
and chips they were overlooked by early collectors. In the great game 
districts of the West, both jn flint workshops and among the waste of 
Indian settlements, they are much more abundant than arrow-heads, 
or any other implements, with the exception of the small flint knives. 
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It is also in tllese game districts that what is known as tlJC "beYcl-
edge arrow-points" are found, that have been a subject qf much di cu·-
sion as to their use. Foster says of the one he l.tas illustrated.: "Tlie 
specimen represented is from Professor Cox's collection, aud the two ell g s 
are symmetrically beveled, as if to give it a rotary motion." I have met 
many others that accept this idea, unmindful of the fact that a ship is 
not steered at its stem, but by the rudder, at its stern, and a,n arrow is 
not directed or held to its course by its point, hut by the feather at the 
butt end of its shaft; and if a rotary motion was required it would nafo-
rally be given by placing the featl.ters spirally aroucd the 1:;haft. Tlie 
broat flat sides of these beveled points would neutralize any effect from 
the short bevels in passing through the air. 
I have heard it urged that they were reamers, and tbattlteuniform bevel 
being in one direction, to cut as reamers they would bave to be tul'ued to 
the left, or, as our workmen say, "against the sun." From this it l.tas 
been argued that the people who used them belonged to a left-handed 
race. The direction and uniformity in the bevels is to me evi<lence of 
exactly the reverse. Among ·an the points we find they are the simple t 
and easiest to form by chipping when laid on their flat. Nothing but the 
down pressure of flaker is required to separate a chip from a flat at a 
45-degree angle. Suppose a flake tbat lrnd been roughly shaped held 
flat on a block of wood by the fingers of the left han<l, the tool in the 
right baud chipping from the point to the broad end by direct down 
pressure ; then by turning the flake over and working the other e<lge 
in the same manner, we have in a, center cross-section a form resemb-
ling a long-stretched rhomboid with sharp cutting serrate<l edges at 
the acute angles. 
Colonel Long said that 2 iucl.tes was tho greatest length of stone 
arrow-beads that he found jn use among tile Iudiaus; that all longer 
O~·O··· 
FIG. 8 
Ill ~1• ·<~ f r j:. Y ,1in nrnl sp ar-11ca<l. · wcr ·trong]y J.Jaft d aud u ..,ed as 
,·ut iu,r 1111 l ·111 nls. Thi· wa. c011f:rmcll hv CatU u. Hi mor wb r 
ai 1 un ·r rhat ·ircmustauc ~ we fiud a .. t~ue tool tllau tlrn tool it ·elf 
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that teaches its probable use. In the case of the bev~l-edged points, 
all I have found have been among waste where the users have lived; 
done their cooking and skin-dressing; and these were always associated 
with l>roken bones, muscle shells, fragments of pottery, flint knives, 
scrapers, &c., neYer scattered as if lost in hunting, as we ftnd arrow-heads. 
One peculiarity of the.bevel point is its strong, massive shank to secure 
it to a sbaftor haudle. This is shown in Figs. 8 and 9, with their cross-sec-
FIG.9. 
tionson the dotted lines; they are both of very dark, bard chert. Fig.10 is 
from Bath Count:r, Kentucky, near the Upper Blue Lick; it is of beauti-
fully striped jaRper; two sections are given to show the great thickness 
to give strength to the cutting-edges Fig. 11, yellow jasper; the want 
of symmetry in form is most probably the result of sharpening by fresh 
flaking. Fig. 12, a beautiful specimen of workmanship, showing a dfffer-
(Half size.) 
Fm.10. FIG.ll. FIG. 12. 
ent mode of attachment to a handle. .All the above are drawn full size. 
In a small cache of leaf-shaped implements were found six of the bevel-
edged points, all brokan off at tho shank in precisely the same manner,-
pretty couclusive evidence of hard . orvice, and probably brought to 
the workshop to liav new slrnnJ~s formecl and to be re-hafted. 
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The only effort at drilling or piercing that I have found among the 
rubbish is a piece of yellow :fluors:par 2 inches long, roughly rounde<l. to 
lg- inches diameter; in one end a hole one-fourth inch in diameter has 
been drilled three-fourths inch deep; at the other end, a bole one-eighth 
inch diameter and only oue-fourtli inch deep. Many pierced implements 
have been found at or near <l welling sites associated with this flint man-
ufactory, such as banner stones split tlirough the drilled eye; some split 
fragments of tubes of great length, made out of hard schistose slate. 
Among the waste are pieces of specular iron ore from Missouri, in ev-
idence that it was worked l1ere, probably into axes and weights or plumb-
bobs. There is also evidence that argillaceous iron ore, the clay iron 
stone or carbonates of tho coal measures, was a materfaJ extensively 
used. From the various forms of much oxidized pieces that I have found 
that will not bear handling, they appear to have been cutting or carving-
tools, probably used in the manufactories; though axes and celts made 
from this material are occasionally found in the vicinity of the salt licks, 
always deeply oxidized, peeling off in flakes that conform to the origi-
nal form of the implement. 
Many scooped or hollowed out blocks of sandstone or l:1rge :flattish 
river bowlders, mostly sunk on ·both sides, that are classed as mortars 
for crushing corn, and with them crushing stones and pe'stles, have been 
plowed up on this :flaking ground, but they are much more abundant on 
the dwelling portion of the ridge; also river pebbles partly pecked to 
an edge for celts, some of them roughly grooved for axes; but what 
surprised me most was the great number of what have been called 
cup-stones, by some nut-stones. These are frequently found scattered 
over Southern Illinois and Western Kentucky, and occasionally on all 
the tributaries of the Mississippi. But here they are found in mas . 
vVbcn the ground was :first put under cultivation none were seeu, 
and it was not until the great denuding floods had passed over it tlrnt 
they were exposed. On finding, just above the surface of the groull(], 
the face of a fine specimen that showed a number of cups, I loo en d 
and turned it over to examine the cups on the under side, and found it 
was lying on top of another. With pick and Qpade I soon exposed a 
group or pile of over twenty, and with them a number of slabs of the same 
sand tone that bowed marks of having been used as rub or grind-
~toncs, all from the millstone-grit erie from the bluffs on the oppo it 
side of the Saline. Further research developed a number of ·uch piles 
i-;onw onlv having the cup-like indentations, as illustrated at page 40 of 
.... -ro. 2 ' 7 f the mith onian Contributions to Knowledge; other having 
a c nt r <l pre ·ion of from 4 to 6 inch sin diameter, similar to the rud 
m rtar with the cups irregularly arranged around them. Sub equen 
ov rfJ w. xpo. d many cattered over the entire :flaking ground; th y 
variccl in . ize fr m large pcbbl with a 'ingle cup on oppo ite side 
know11 to th early ttlcr. as having be n used by the Indians as nut-
stou' , np t ma· ive slab , h vi11g from tw np to ight and ten cups 
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on a side, some too heavy for me to lift into my wagon without assist-
ance (the largest I have seen was taken from near the center of a large 
mound in Bath County, Kentucky; it had twenty-seven cups one sidt' 
and a greater number on the other). Many have been carried away from 
the flaking ground and used as cornerstones for log cabins or built into 
hearths and fire-backs to their wooden curb fireplaces, with their stick-
and-clay daubed chimneys . . So many being found where the manu-
facturing of stone implements bas been so extensively carried on is 
suggestive to a mechanic that they were either made on the ground and 
kept on hand for sale, or. they were tools in some way used in their 
works. That they were newly made can hardly be the case, for very fre-
quently one·cup has been worn into another. This, considering their 
sharp grit, rather points to · some grinding process. Had they been 
for paint receptacles or pallets, we would expect to find them at dwell-
ing places (where the Indians would naturally do their dressing and 
painting), and not in their workshops. 
On the opposite side of the Saline River, due south of the flaking 
bank, a spur from the main ridge terminates abruptly by a very steep 
descent to the bottom lands, which at this point have a breadth of about 
50 yards ; at the foot of this bluff are masses of sandstone; they also 
project out of the steepest portion of the earth (at a time long past about 
100 feet high), from the top of which the ascent is gradual to the crown 
of the ridge, forming a beautiful inclined plateau · extending with the 
ridge until it is lost by steep inclines into the valley of the Little Sa-
line, a small tributary that has cut through the ridge and !alls into the 
Saline 1½ miles above its junction with the Ohio, and midway between 
its mouth and the first ripple. This plateau, when I first saw it, in 1854, 
was covered with heavy timber, many trees being from 5 feet to 6 feet 
in diameter. The broad valley of the Little Saline had some portions 
that are above the ordinary overflows cleared and under cultivation as 
early as 1834. The slope from the ridge to the Saline, including its 
bottom lands, have been under process of clearing since 1859. .After 
the plow had loosened the soil, and it had been washed by the rains, 
both the slope and thebottoms have been rich in stone relics, the bot-
toms-particularly, in the agricultural implements of the Mound Bailders. 
Climbing the steep directly opposite the flaking ba~k, chips of chert arc 
found mixed through all the soil that has been worked from above, 
changing the rock bluff into the present steep incline, on the top of 
which on its turn from the steep to the gradual slope, another flaking 
place bas been exposed. There within a space of two acres and not 
over an hour's tramp, on the fresh-plowed earth, I found scattered over 
twenty specimens of the cup-stones, which I collected and piled in a heap. 
This is another instance of their having been left among the offal_ of a 
workshop. 
In the valley formed by the junction of the Big and Little Saline, oc-
cur extensive earth-works, long walls, mounds, &c. The largest of th~ 
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mounds has a height of 25 feet, length of base 235 feet, an<l width of 
175 feet; its oval, truncated top is about 35 by 70 feet; its direction 
length wise is north 12 degrees west ; it has a graded way on the ea t 
side, and was originally faced with stone; over one hundred wagon-
loads have been taken from it and used in walling drains. 
The earth-work and mounds extend on to the ridge to within one-
fourth of a mile of the flaking ground on the bluff, thus connecting all 
these works. On the spurs near the Sabine are cemeteries and sepul-
chral mounds, from which many human bones have been turned out by 
the plow. I have opened several' of the mounds, one of which, from a 
mechanical point of view, possessed great interest, for the primary inter-
ment over which it was raised was that of a worker in stone; and who 
knows but he may have been at a time the master mechanic or chief super-
intendent of the great flint works 1 The center of his mound was paved 
with the valves of the muscle shells of the Sabine, laid on the levelled 
surface of the natural soil in concentric rings, with the convex sides up. 
This shell pavement was about 7 feet in diameter; on its center was a 
pillow composed of twenty-seven pebble rub-stones of various grit and 
differently shaped edges. On these the skull was laid on its side; it was 
far gone in decay and crushed out of shape; the teeth much worn; the 
position of the large bones that escaped decay showed the man had been 
bent, bringing his knees near his chin, and laid on his side. He was a man 
of massive frame; the femur measured 19 inches and the tibia 15¼ inches 
long. Close to the crown of his head stood a rude clay vessel, badly · 
broken; in front of the skull, on the rub-stone pillow, a gorget, finished 
with the exception of drilling hole for suspending it, on which lay a 
plumb-bob, a stag's tine scraped to a point; this broke to pieces on 
removing it. There were some bone splints, two canine teeth of a 
wolf, some pieces of galena, one crystal of mica one-1Jalf inch thick (the 
plates had not been parted), a few chert flakes, and a single finished 
arrow-point: on the shell floor of the mound, near its outer edge, obe 
of the mysterious cup-stones, with three cups on one side and four on 
the other. I could not see that it had been placed with any reference to 
the center skeleton, but close to it, on the shell floor, lay a, small- ized 
skull in a better state of preservation than the central one. A large hole 
in the back of it showed it had been crushed in, the broken portions 
either having been removed or decayed. Close to it lay the deadly 
slingstone, of roughly shaped chert. The decayed and broken bones 
of this skeleton had been thrown out in removing the earth from the 
shell floor, so that its position could not be accurately ascertained, 
though from portions of bone still remaining after the skull was di"· 
covered it was evident that the entire skeleton lay on the shell floor, 
nn<l cl e to the central one, and was no doubt a primary interment. 
mong the. o earth-works, where the densest aboriginal population 
~ia.v 1 ft their mark , stand a farm hon e and it outbuilding , with 
it ganl n on a. pre-hi toric cemetery. From this point radiated the 
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early clearing and cultivation that has been most destructive to the 
long wall earthworks, and was the place of all others where I ex-
pected to find the cup-stones. The single-pit nut-stones and indented 
hammer-stones were plenty, and also the rude mortars, but the cup-
Rtones were comparatively few. 
An aged farmer, whose father with his family emig:r:ated from Virginia 
into thfa section when it was Indian territory, and who as a boy worked 
at tlic early salt works, tells me that the Indians then here used the sin-
gle-pit nut-stones, but they did not know anything about the cup-stones. 
He asked me if I could divine any use for them. On my suggesting 
grinding he said I was wrong and that he could. tell me their use. I 
will now give his explanation as near as I can in his own language. 
He said: "If you want to see theni in daily use, go to Patagonia, and you 
can any day see a lot of women squatting around one of these stones 
spinning yarn and talking scandal. You see, they strip and singe the 
hair off of a piece of raw hide, lay it on the stone with the flesh side up; 
they then squeeze it into the cup holes and put something on to hold it 
while it dries. Then you see every cup makes a step for the foot of a 
spindle to rest in, and holds just enough grease in it to make the spindle 
run slick; and, depend on it, that is the way the thread was spun here 
to weave the cloth that bas left its impressions on the pieces of the old 
clay salt-pans. You know that our Indians did not know anything about 
them, or of salt either, for that matter; so how could they know what 
these stones were used forf" I understood him to say that when a boy 
Le learned this from a Pacific whaler, who drifted to the salt works, 
and who related that on one occasion the vessel he was on laid up for 
some time in the Straits of Magellan, and that he then sawthe Patago-
nian women using just such stones as steps for their spindles. 
If that could have been the use of those that are so abundant here, 
we should expect to find them where the women dwelfrather than at 
the fl1nt workshops, the same reasoning applying tb-their use as paint 
pallets. If use<l for either of these purposes, why do we find the cup 
<lepressions on both sides, and many of the cups of various size, some 
just started and others worn one into another i 
From tlie fact of the upper stone of the piles as they were left on the 
fl.P.,king ground being covered with such a depth of vegetable mold as 
not to have been discovered until after cultivation and exposure by tlJe 
<1cnuding fioocls, the finding one in the mound with the decayed skele-
ton of a stone-worker, t!J.e one I have before refeITed to as having been 
found near the center of a large mound in Kentucky, leaves little room 
to doubt of their having been, as well as the primeval workshops, coe-
val with the earth-works and their associated mounds. 
There are other evidences of great antiquity in the CQnditiou of many 
or the granite and porphyry implements being honeycombed by the 
di ·integration of their feldspar, leaving the . silicious portions rough 
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and projecting. Celts and fleshers made of the carboniferous limestones 
have the silex skeletons of their fossils sharp and clearly marked. 
From the location at the first ripple of the Sabine as a fishing poiut, 
the proximity of the salt-licks for the larger game, no doubt the place 
was frequented, if not permanently occupied, by the last of the Indian, 
· in this section, wh.o have left their stone implements scattered broad-
cast over the country. They had lost value by the introduction of the 
nailers iron points, the rifle, knives, and the usual stock of the Indian 
trader. Had not this paper extended far beyond my original intent, 
I could give an accumulation of evidence of tlle rapid decline in the art 
of flaking stone. · 
From a mechanical stand-point, it is hard, if not impossible, to recon-
cile the accepted evolution of works of the stone age from flaked to 
ground and polished implements. It is true that specimens are found 
in all stages of progress from rough flake to polished implements in 
America as well as in Europe. But here in America, where tho true flint 
is absent, a greater range of stone has been resorted to, and what we 
find flaked and afterwar':1-s ground and polished are mostly cutting tool , 
such as chisels, gouges, &c., of chert, jasper, or :fine-grained quartzite 
that will maintain a keen cutting.edge. 
For axes, either plain or grooved, the water-worn pebbles of greenstone, 
granite, or porphyry have mostly been selected. For fleshers, softer 
stones are common, such as limestone of various qualities, steatite-, oc-
casionally cannel coal, and the harder shales of tho coal measures have 
been used for these wedge-shaped implements. But let the material be 
what it may, the pecking with a hard stone on a water-worn pebble, often 
found nearly of the required ·shape, to modify and bring it to a cntting-
edge ready for grinding, by simply rubbing with sand and water on a 
flat stone, only required labor, patience, and perseverance, but not, the 
knowledge and skill requisite to split off tlle flakes, nor tlle judgment, 
steady hand, and correct eye to shape them into the exquisitely sym-
metrical forms we find them. 
I am not writing on or questioning the e,~idence of tlie autiqnity of 
man, but simply on the instruments and tools be would naturally re ort 
to, in his primitive state, to sustain life when depending for f'oo<l, on 
the waters for fish, the earth for fruits, seeds, nuts_. and roots, and on 
the chase for animals, not only for food, but, what was mo t essential 
for his comfort, skins for clothing, sinews, bone, and horn for innumer-
able uses. With the aid of a sharpened pebble (stone ax) lie could at-
tack a forest tree, and by the aid of fire shape its wood to his use . 
1o t probably scraping came in advance of cutting, and what coul<l l>e 
b tter adapted for this purpo c than the sharp edges of fractured ilint 
p bbles ! 
·with tho wooden bow and arrow arose the ncces ity for an arrow-
poin~ harder than wood. lf bone wa n ed, the pebble scraper was es-
a ,ntial. Tl.to river drif or grav 1 ars, wh n subjected to the grinding 
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and crushing action of drift-logs or rolling bowlders, woulu. furnish many 
suggestive forms and shapes that a little ingenuity would apply, and 
out of which would naturally grow the art of flaking. 
The streets of Paduc,'tl,h, Ky., are paved with partly rounded, angular, 
, silicions gravel, mostly of jasper. Seeing heaps of this ready for spread-
ing, I was struck by the many forms, mostly higllly water polished, that 
if found on a :flaking groun<l. would 11ass for refuse flakes and rubbish 
left by the workmen. 
On inquiry I was informed that this coarse gravel was from banks 
on the Tennessee River above the ordinary overflows. I selected many 
forms that any archrnologist would pronounce to be the work of man. 
A heavy wagon, loaded, with hogsheads of tobacco, drawn by five or 
six yoke of oxen, passed over the fresh-spread gravel with a sharp, 
cruslJing, grinding sound. On examining the wheel tracks I was sur-
prised to find the slight impression the iron tire had made on the sur-
face stones. They had been pressed aside from the wheels, leaving a 
sligiit rut, those under the wheels compressed togetller, but very little 
broken; not sufficient to account for the sharp, crackling nojse made as 
the wagon-wheels passed over them. On examining the effect from the 
tread of the wheels to the old road-bed, a depth of about 6 inches, I 
found most of the larger gravel stones under the top layer split, some into 
flakes, the fractures in various directions, some erossing others. This 
spread from the width of the wheel-tires to about three times as wide 
on the old road-bed. Many of the fresh fractures presented the forms 
and appearance of genuine cores, and would be mistaken for the work 
of man. It was a beautiful illustration of the effect of pressure on small 
points of contact. Our lady friends, often inveterate iced-tea drinkeFs, 
when they find a lump of ice too large for their glass, will, with a com-
mon toilet-pin between thumb an.cl finger, press its point into the ice, tap 
its bead with the handle of a case-knife, or give it a click with a thimble. 
The cohesion is destroyed and the ice splits with just such a fracture 
as is made by impulsive point pressure on the more tenacious and re-
factory chert. 
These Pauucah observations led to con sitj.c.ral>le investigation as to 
the action of lodged drift-logs on grayel-bars, and finally to an experi-
ment that I should recommend tlle Smitllsonian Institution to try on 
more extensi '"'e scale than I was al>le to. 
I filled a metal cylinder with pel>l>lcs of various sizes and. shapes, 
brought a pressure by a screw on them through a plunger; immediately 
a crepitating sound was heard, which as the pressure increased became 
slrn.rper and louder, at times almost explosive, as tbe interstices became 
filled with broken fragments, producing side pressure and cross fract-
ures. The sound became more confused and died away. On emptying 
the cylinder, the result was many representations of tbe rude huple-
ments found in the drift. 
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COPPER IMPLEMENTS FRO:i.VI BAYFIELD, WISCONSIN. 
By Colo uel CHARLES WmTTLESEY, of Clevelancl, Ohio. 
In grading the streets of Bayfield, Wis., about the year 1864, tlle 
workmen found a copper implement in the gravel. The accompanying 
figure, one-half the natural size, will give some idea of the shape aud 
c' 
C 
character of the specimen (Figure 1). A 
is an upright outline or elevation, with 
the concaYe surface towar<l the rear. B 
is a top view or plan of the implement 
as seen from above, and O a vertical or 
longitudinal section tllrough the middle 
at the dotted line c d. Tho irregular 
space e e shows a ifaw in the metal. 
Several have been found elsewhere in 
the United States and Oanada of about 
the same outline, but generally tbo blade 
or flat part is much larger in proportion 
to tbe shank or socket. Where tbe two ± parts are equal they aro regar<le<l. as 
Fm. 1. spades. One described by Mr. Squier in 
"Ancient Monumeuts," taken from a sepulchral ueposit near Brookville, 
Canada, is about 10 inches ·in length. It could be used in digging by 
inserting a handle several feet in length, with a notch or ofi'set for the 
foot near the bottom. 
Those with the short bit may have been t:;pades worn out by use. 
Their edges are generally sharp, as though they had been used to cut 
wood or some other hard substance. After they were well worn as 
spades they could be turned into an adze by insertiug a crotch, with 
the plane of the blade at right angle with the plane of the llandle, or 
iuto an ax by making the planes coincide. 
Found- in. /,fo(J orv l'l'eJ·r;ua I.s-l. one ot: t7u Apostle 
Croup .Zal.-c Superior; on Ow Su,r/'a.ce. 
Sectio71/ at, o. o. 
Sec:u.'on, cu a. . a,. 
Fr,,.~-
J ignn ~ r1·pr ,_. ·111.' a, ·opp 'I' k11if' (half-.·izc) fou11(l on Pr :qn I.1 
on - of t,lt \ pc .~t,le hemp of 1:~k ~ uperior, in l GG. 1t wa. Jying on 
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the surface of the ground, and is now in the possession of Mrs. E . M. 
Haywood, of Bayfield, Wis. The thickness near the ends is shown by 
the cross-sections at ct, a and at b b. 
Sectio/1/ a:C- a. a . 
a, 
Copper Cutti'ng ·toot from, .£(nife Rive7: Xin,Tl/,. 
FIG. 3. 
Figure 3 represents a copper cutting tool from Knife River, on the 
northwest shore of Lake Superior, Minnesota. It was found iu 1865, 
aud is now in the collection of the Western Reserve and N ortberu Ifo;-
torical Society of Cleveland, Ohio. It was evidently cold-Jrnmrnercd, 
and the surface is rough from corrosion. 
ANCIENT REMAINS IN OHIO. 
By J. P. MACLEAN, of Haniaton, Ohio. 
Works near Winchester, Adams County, Ohio.-Wincllester Township 
is located in the extreme northwestern corner of Adams County, Ohio. 
The terminal moraine of the great ice age enters the-township at the 
northeastern corner, extends diagonally acr·oss it, and passes out at tho 
southwestern extremity. Tlle township, for agricultural purposes, is 
the richest in tlrn county. The soil, for the most part, is poor, known 
as cold day, and"tlle surface broken by the tributaries of Brush Ureek. 
N ortlt of the village of Winchester, a distance of oue-lialf mile, is a 
series of circular works, w liich for fifty or more years ham beeri ploweq. 
ovc•r. Near the center of these works is a mound (A) (Plan 1) 8 feet 
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high, conical in form, which has neYer bcrn <listlll'bcd by tlie plo,, 
From the top to the bottom on the cast side is GO feet; from top to cit·-
cnmference on north side 48 feet. East of this mound (a, b), a clista11ce 
of 172 feet,is the circle B. The wall is almost level witb the surrouncl-
ing surface, although from 6 inches to 1 foot. high along the liue g b h 
The remaining part of the work is difficult to trn.ce. Tl.Jc gateway can-
not now be located, although it is said to ha,c faced the cast. Soutli 
of the mound ( c d), a distance of Ho feet., was formerly another circle ( 0), 
but no trace of it exists at the present time. 
West of the mound (ef), a distance of 540 feet, is the circle D, 150 
feet in diameter.- This work presents a wall aYeraging from 10 to 15 
inches in height with a ditch in tho interior. I was unable to locate 
a gateway. 
Wllen first discovered these works were _covered with forest trees. 
Tl.le walls averaged 5 feet in height. The material is composed. of clay 
of the same kind as that in the immediate vicinity. The mound bas 
never been opened. The spot is level, an<l appears to ha vc been well 
cl10scn. Following aro the measurements: 
(A.) Conical mound, 8 feet high; east to top, u0 feet; north to top, 48 
feet;. 
(B.) Circle 172 feet cast of mound. Circle 510 feet in circumference. 
( 0.) Obliterated circle 175 feet south of mound. 
(D.) Circle 540 feet west of mound. Circle 150 feet diameter. 
One mile and a quarter north of these works, located on a high point 
of ground, is a mound (Entry No. 3, Map b) removed a few rods west of 
tho Hillsboro' turnpike. Tlle mound is conical, 14 feet in height, with 
a circumference of 250 feet at the base. Original height, 20 feet; solid 
contents, 2,098 cubic yards. From its summit a fine view of the country 
may be obtained. 
On Entry No. 8 (see map) is a small mound (c) 3 feet in height. 
1Yorlcs in Eagle Township, Brown County, Ohio.-Ea.glc Township 
(see map) is bounded on the north by Ilighland County (White.Oak 
and Concord Townships); on the east by .A.dams County (Winchester 
Township); on the south by Jacks.on Township, and on the west by 
Washington Township. The general surface is comparatively leYe1, 
although tl1e west fork of Brush Creek has ma<lc a deep valley running 
from west to east. Some of the tributaries of fojs trcam llave formed 
dec•p ravines. Where these raYines have cut through tbe glacial till 
the Ilnd on River blue lime tone is exposed, sa,c in one spot (see map 
½, •utry 3D8), I noticed Clinton strata. 
Th ancient remains located on entries 398 and 1316, in company with 
Prof. J. W. Fertig, I mea ured, May lG, 1885 ( ee Plan 2). The mound 
Ai 1 at cl on the line between Brown and Adam OountieR. It i 
locat tl n a h1oll, so eral of which oc ur in the ilnm cliate vicinity. 
It i. difficult to t ·11 ju t where the ba e of the mound begin,. If the 
})la ·e I , ·mu cl to be the ba e is the correct one tben the mound is 328 
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feet in circumference; from northwest base to top, 70 feet, angle 11 o; 
southeast to top, 44 feet, angle 15°; solid contents, 1,533 cubic yard ; 
height, 1~ feet. A view of the country to the southeast is here pre-
sented. 
Measuring due west and passing through. two deep ravines we come 
to fort (B), striking it at a, and removed from the mound a distance of 
1,970 feet. This work is entirely surrounded by deep ravines, save a 
narrow strip of land at the north. That part of the wall marked p c h 
d e g is in woodland. From p to h the wall is about 18 inches high; 
from h to d not over 12 inches, while from e to git will average 32 inches. 
A ditch in the interior extends from c to h, also from e tog. The highest 
point of land is at p, thence the wall extends rapidly down the ravine 
until it is almost level with the bottom at s, thence it rapidly rises to 
e, then declines tog. From g to a the wall is entirely obliterated, that 
part of the work having been under cultivation for the past forty years. 
From e to b is a gradual ascent, the distance being 985 feet. The dis-
tance from a to b to c to d is 1,291 feet; from d to e 75 feet, and from e 
to g 130 feet ; from a to b 300 feet, and from a direct to c 400 feet ; 
from the point c (B) we started directly west a distance of 1,875 feet, 
as we measured it. This number must not be relied upon as being cor-
rect. Owing to the density of the underbrush on the west side of the 
ravine we wern forced to deviate from a straight line, but the result 
was as near as we could reach it without cutting a straight path. At 
the end of the distance measured, and between two small ravines, on 
a piece of land sloping to the southeast, is an arc of a circle ( 0) 288 feet 
in length. The wall has been plowed over for fifty years, yet is 2 feet 
in height, with a base 20 feet in diameter, and accompanied by a ditch 
in the interior. 
Measuring westward 1,993 feet, and through open grounds compara-
tively level, we reach the mound E. This mound is 332 feet in circum -
ference at the base; from north side to top, 44 feet; from south side to 
top, 44 feet; across the top, 21 feet; slope angle, 34 degrees; height, 
24½ feet; solid contents, 2,510 cubic yards. It is perfectly symm tri-
cal; commands a fine view of the surrounding country; has never been 
disturbed by plow, pick, or shovel, and is one of the most beautiful 
mound in the State. It is surrounded by a circle lGO feet in diameter. 
The circle, bowev r, is plowed almost down to the general level of the 
surface. There are indications of a gateway at the east. At a di·-
tc nee of 640 feet outheast of the mound is the circle D, 865 fe t in 
ircumferenc . Tb original height of the wall was 10 feet. It is now 
au ut 2 .f t, and 40 feet in diameter at the ba e. The gateway is to-
war<l · be northea.·t. 
Due uorth of th mound a distance of about 300 feet was a wall d 
w ·11. The hi. tor.· f thi: w 11 i not kn wn; it was there when the fir t 
tl r earn . I ha· be •n filled up, and now plowed over. 
Th ~·hol · di tanc from th foot of the mound A to that of E, a 
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measured, is 6,526 feet. The figures run 1,970, 1,875, and 1,993. The 
difference between the two opposite figures is 118 feet. The average 
distance would be 1,916 feet, while the average of ali, including works 
not given, 2,175. It is more than probable tbat some system in these 
measurements was followed. 
! 
;Ftcon; 5 .:E/;e;,nqir,vs -£-,-v (Jon,coPiZ .Pp.~~~a-nd e CJ,1 
01bie>. 
Ancient remains in Goncorcl Township, Highland County, Ohio.-Three 
and one-hn,lf miles northeast of the mound A (Plan 2) are ancient re-
mains (see Plan 3) located 011 Entry 281, Concord Township, Highland 
County, Ohio. The spot where these works occur is a secluded one. 
Great west fork of Brush Creek makes a bend almost at right angles. 
The land slopes from the northeast. Before reaching the creek a bench 
is met, upon which these works are built. No view can here be obtained 
of the surrounding country, beeause it is literally hemmed in by hills. 
The most interesting work is the stone structure marked B (Plan 3). 
The entire wall, except from a toe, is composed of Hudson River lime-
stone. The ·tone has been burnt! and for a long period exposed to the 
H. Mis. 15--57 
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elements. The wall has been thrown down, yet its regularity 1s perfectly 
preserved. The following are the measurements: From a to e (inside 
to inside of wall), 32 feet; b to d (inside to inside of wall), 32 feet; b to 
c, 125 feet; e to d to c, 165 feet ; a to b to c, 165 feet; thickness of wall 
across base at c, 21 feet ; thickness of wall across base at k, 24 feet; also 
same at p. Height of stone wall, 2 feet. From a to e the wall is com-
posed of earth, is 8 inches in height and 7 feet in breadth. The floor 
on the interior of this work is perfectly level. 
Fifty-two feet due north-east of this work is a section of a circle (A.). 
The wall has been plowed over, and will not average over 1 foot in 
height by 22 feet across. The distance from g to f, following the curve, 
is 225 feet, and on a straight line 130 feet. 
Two hundred and eighty-five feet due east of a (B) is a mound 3 feet 
high and 22 feet diameter. 
At a distance of one-fourth of a mile northeast of (.A) is another mound 
located upon a hill, but not having a commanding view of the country, 
nor of the works just described. 
It is fair to assume that the works near Winchester, those of Eagle 
Township, and the ones just described, belonged to the same people. 
There is no evidence that they were constructed in different ages and 
by different people. The nearness of the structures to each other, and 
their evidently unfinished condition point to the same time and the same 
people. On a straight line some 6 or 8 miles east is the Great Serpent 
Mound. This is removed a distance of about 5 miles from "Fort Hill,'' 
in Brush Creek Township, Highland County, Ohio. This work has 
been figured and described* in '' Ancient Monuments," with the addi-
tional information that " no other remains, except perhaps a few small, 
scattered mounds, in its vicinity." Near the southern foot of the hill 
upon which the fort is located is a series of circular works, now almost 
obliterated. 
It is a fair assumption that the builders of'' Fort Hill" and the circles 
near it belonged to a clan separate, yet related to the one that con-
structed the works near Winchester. 
Now, the so-called "serpent effigy" is composed of a frog, an egg, and 
a serpent. Why may not one of these clans have been the frog, and 
the other the serpent, or snake; and the series of the effigies represent 
that the snake clan came from the frog Y 
Ancient remains in 01,arke Oounty, Ohio. -On May 23, 1885, in com-
pany with Prof. J. W. Freeman, I visited the works located on the land 
of Benjamin Newlove, section 29, Harmony Township, Clarke County, 
Ohio. When the e works were first discovered only saplings were grow-
ing upon them. The works are situated on the side of a hill descending 
towards the northea t (see Plan 4). The larger work is oblong, the 
longest diameter being 320 feet, and the transverse 250 feet. The gate-
way a b is 33 feet; the entire wall is 821 feet long; the wall at dis 7 feet 
• "Ancient Monuments," page 14. 
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8 inches high; at a and b 4 feet high, and 25 feet wide at the pase. The 
width at o, 38 feet; at the same point the ditch is also 38 feet across .. 
~n/4-.I/.,e,n,mi,,u;~nvon-g :ZJo., Ola~k,o Oo.>lJ. 
The land at o is 15 feet higher than the land at the gateway. The ditch 
is in the interior, extending the whole distance around save at the gate. 
way. Here the land is perfectly level. The ditch does not touch the 
embankment. A platform averaging 4 feet across follows between .the 
ltne of embankment and tLe ditch. 
By the side of the work (A) is the circle (B). From the bank of one 
to that of the other at the nearest point is 34 feet. The bank is 560 
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feet in circumference, to which is to be added 45 feet for the gateway 
g h. The wall is 5 feet high, with a diameter at the base of 25 feet. 
The work is accompanied by an interior ditch, which, however, does 
not extend across the gateway. Between the interior foot of the em-
bankment and the ditch is a platform 20 feet in width. 
One hundred and forty feet north of the small circle is a circular es-
tufa, walled with small bowlders. Forty feet still farther north is a 
spring of clear cold water, which has never been known to fail. 
A PRIMITIVE STOREHOUSE OF THE CREEK INDIANS. 
By CHARLES C. JONES, Jr., of AguBta, Georgia. 
In his description of the customs of the ancient inhabitants of Virginia, 
William Strachey* sa:ys: "Their corne and, indeed, their copper 
hatchetts, howses, beades, perle and most things with them of value, 
according to their own estymacion, they hide, one from the knowledge 
of another, in the grownd within the woodes, and so keepe them all the 
y~are, or untill they have fitt use for th~m, as the Romans did their 
monies and treasure in certaine &llars, called therefore as Plinye remem-
bers, favissm; and when they take them forth they scarse make their 
women privie to the store-house." 
In plate xxii of the Brevis Narratio [Fraucoforti ad Moenum MDXCI], 
le Moyne de Morgues furnishes a drawing of what, in the accompany-
ing text, is called a publicum horreum. It is situated upon the low bank 
of a river, and toward it canoes-filled with corn and fruits, and pro-
pelled by Florida Indians-are tending. Such granaries or public recep-
tacles were, by the peoples dwelling within the limits of the extensive 
domain then known as Florida, built of stones or earth, and ro(?fed with 
palmetto leaves and clay. For their location cool spots were selected, 
where protection was found against the violent rays of the sun. They 
served as de1->ositories for maize, fruits, nuts, nutricious roots, dried 
fishes, alligators, deer, dogs, and other jerked meats. Hoards of corn, 
nuts, and meat are frequently mentioned in the early uarratives as ex-
istent among the primitive peoples of this region at the time of primal 
contact with Europeans. They were both public and private. 
In alluding to the agricultural occupations of the Southern Indians 
Mr. Bartram observes: " When the fruits of their labors are ripe and in 
fit order to gather in, they all, on they same day, repair to the planta-
tion, each gathers the produce of his own proper lot, brings it to town, 
and deposits it in his own crib, allotting a certain portion for the public 
granary which is called the King's crib because its contents are at his 
" History of Trava.ile into Virginia., p. 113. London. (Printed for the Hakluyt 
Society, 1849.) 
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disposal, though not his private property, but considered as the tribute 
or free contribution of the citizens of the- State at the disposal of the 
King." He further states that the common or public granary served 
the valuable purposes of assisting the needy when in sore want, of fur-
nishing entertainment for strangers and noted guests, and of supplying 
warriors with provisions when they were setting out on hostile expe-
ditions. 
That the American Indians often concealed in the. ground and in se-
cure receptacles not only the products of their agricultural labor and 
trophies of the chase, but also objects manufactured of clay, shell, and 
stone, is a fact capable of easy demonstration. Without enumerating 
the proofs, or pausing to cite authorities in support of the frequent use 
by the Southern Indians in the sixteenth century of storehouses, both 
public and private, we desire to call attention to the existence of one 
of these primitive structur:.es upon the plantation of Colonel Seaborn 
Jones, at Mill Haven, in Screven County, Georgia. For quite a century 
it has remained unchanged. It is located upon the declivity of the 
right bank of Briar Creek, in proximity to that stream, and in the midst 
of a beautiful forest of oak, holly, and pine. Cylindrical in shape, this 
receptacle has a diameter of 8 feet, an'cl is about 6 feet deep. The ex-
cavation in the ground was at first carefully and regularly made and, 
when completed, the sides and bottom were covered with a uniform 
layer of well-kneaded red clay 4 inches in thickness. These clay walls, 
the interior surface of which was pressed hard and smooth, are still 
quite perfect. As one looks upon the structure, it presents the appear- ' 
ance of a huge cylindrical terra-cotta vessel let into the earth. There 
is some indication of the action of fire in hardening the walls. To 
Briar Creek, and especially to this neighb~rhood, did the Creek Indians 
resort to fish and hunt. The adjacent bluffs and fields_ ~:Ve , token to 
the present day of former and long-continued occupancy. Village sites 
may still be seen littered with fragments of earthen vessels, flint chips, 
spear and arrow points, grooved axes, scrapers, and other objects of 
primitive manufacture. Even now this stream abounds in fishes, tur-
tles, and alligators, and the swamp, at an early period, was filled with 
deer, wild turkeys, and other game held in repute by the natives. 
Doubtless, during the use of this receptacle, it was furnished with a 
roof or covering which long since perished. It is probable that in it 
were stored, from time to time, the fishes caught by visiting Indians. 
These, having been previously dried, there accumulated until the sea-
son arrived for the homeward journey, where they were removed and 
transported to the permanent lodges of their captors. It is hoped that 
care will be exercised in the preservation of this interesting object. 
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SHELL HEAPS AND MOUNDS IN FLORIDA. 
By JAMES SHEPARD, of New Britain, Conn. 
In February, 1884, in company with Dr. F. H. Williams, of Bristol, 
Conn., I visited Palatka. Many walks about the town were covered 
. with small snail shells which were gathered from large deposits in that 
vicinity. It was a common belief that these were marine shells; and 
frequent was the inquiry why the Indians brought these shells from 
the distant sea. The answer is," They did not,"for the shells are mostly, 
those of the river snail, Vivipara contectoides (Binney). Several of 
whom I inquired thought that like specimens of live shells could not 
be found near Palatka. In this opinion they are probably mistaken. 
On being informed that there was a shell heap on the Saint John's River 
· a few miles below Palatka, four of us started out the next morning to 
explore the land in that vicinity. Late ii{ the afternoon one of our 
party discovered a shell heap. It was . on low ground, in the woods or 
hummock, probably not far from the Saint Joh;i's River, although the 
river was not visible. It was literally a heap, quite irregular in form, 
covering three or four square rods of ground and varying in depth from 
2 to 5 feet. It was just such a heap as one would expect a pile of debris 
to be. There were no indications that any shells had been removed or 
that the ~eap had ever been dug into. On the surface the shells were 
but little broken, and the entire heap appeared to be composed of two 
kinds of shells, the Pomus depr essa (Say) and Vivipara contectoides 
(Binney). By digging below the surface, pieces of river mussels or 
Unios were found, very much decomposed and covering the other shells 
with a nacreous paste. Bones of small animals and birds and flint chips 
were numerlus, with many pieces of pottery and an occasional arrow-
head. There were only a few shells in the entire heap of any genera 
other than the Pomus, Vivipara, and Unio. 
On sailing up the Saint John's River we saw several shell heaps on 
the banks of the river apparently of the same general cha.racter, only 
some of them were much more extensive. We stopped only at Sanford, 
and there found a shell heap a mile or two below the steamboat land-
ing. This was much larger than the Palatka mound and spread irregu-
larly over the ground. Shells had been carted away from here and 
the heap dug into in many places by relic hunters. All of the shells 
were of the ame three kinds, Pomus, Vivipara, and Unit>. The shells 
at the surface were very much crushed, indicating that they had been 
Illllch trodden on. Many piece of pottery were cattered about over 
the surface, and others were found by digging. Arrowheads and flint 
chip were infrequent. In some place indications of ancient fires were 
found, the hell being burned and :firmly cemented together. Below 
the layer of cemented hell and a he the shells were found in a 
remarkable degree of preservation, some of the Vivipa1ta showing the 
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four bright brown bands about the body-whorl quite as distinctly as in 
the day when they were taken fr~m the water. Others seemed to have 
changed their substance, and were white and glossy with a porcelanous 
appearance. Here, too, we found a lump of hardened red paint. 
Some pieces of pottery were perfectly plain, while others were orna-
mented in various patterns both by scratching and by depressions. 
Some of the checkered ornamentations seemed to have been made by 
repeated impressions with a stamp, such as would be produced by 
making channels in a flat surface at regular distances apart and at 
right angles to each other, and then, in using the stamp, turning it 
between each two impressions so as to make the lines in one depression 
stand obliquely to those of the adjoining one. .At the junction of two 
such depressions th~ overlapping or intermingled lines were plainly 
visible. One piece was ornamented by straight parallel depressions, 
and then, after the depr~ssing implement was withdrawn and while the 
clay was yet soft, other depressions were made transversely to the first 
ones, but not so deep, the ribs between the first depressions being 
:flatteneddownonthecross-linesand partially filling the :firstdepressions. 
One piece was found of such an arc, that supposing it was from a round · 
vessel the diameter of said vessel was 29 inches. 
Near this shell heap were two mound~ of symmetrical shape, formed 
mostly of earth, but partly from shells like those in the heap. The 
earth was the same as the surrounding soil. These had been dug into 
considerably, and on digging farther into one of the holes we found the 
leg and foot bones of a human skeleton, but no implements or orna-
ments. 
In returning we found by a ditch on the flats of the St. John's River, 
a smaller shell heap of fresh shells, but not thick enough to cover the 
ground. The shells were identically of the same three kinds. The fresh 
operculum lying by these shells showed that they had recently been taken 
alive, and that their meat had been picked out by some small animal. 
The long-billed curlew (Numeniits longirQ_stris) is said to eat the live ani 
mal from these shells. These shells were of great interest to me for they 
put at rest all speculation as to where the Indians obtained their supply 
of food, of which the shell heaps are the refuse, and proved to my mind 
that they took their shell-fish from the river whose bank they have lined 
with shell heaps, and also that the same species of mollusks are living 
there to-day. Undoubtedly this fact has been noted and published be-
fore, but there are many who still believe that the shell heaps of the 
St. John's River are composed of marine shells. When we consider the 
l'esemblance of the Pornus to the Natica, itis not strange that such opin· 
ions may be formed by a cursory observer. 
Our next stop was at Tampa, Hillsborough County, and our first excur-
sion was to Rocky Point, Old 'Tampa Bay, about 5 or 6 miles westerly 
from Tampa, near where the salt works were located during the civil 
war. Here was a large mound of marine shells situated at the base of 
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the point and extending entirely across it. Oyster shells formed the 
major part of the pile. Several holes had been dug into the surfa~ 
which, with the general appearance of the place, indicated that it had 
frequently been visited. The rocks of which the point is mainlyformed 
and from which the point was named, consists of fossil coral. The ma-
terial for many of the rough implements found in this vicinity evidently 
came from this point. 
Most of the surface specimens yielded by this heap were found at or 
near the base of the slanting sides of the pile. In addition to arrow-
heads, scrapers and rough-shaped implements of quartz, we found 
pottery and quite a variety of shell and bone implements, the latter 
being entirely new to us. Among these were several celts quite similar 
to those illustrated in "The Archmologica,l Collection," p. 67, figs. 254 
and 255, also chisels, gouges, pendants, and beads made from the colu-
mella of large shells, and smaller chisels made from bone, besides other 
rough pieces which we suppose were implements of some kind. One 
piece of pottery was ornamented with impressions of a long spiral shell 
of the genera Oerithum. Near by we found large numbers of live speci-
mens of this shell, some of which quite closely fitted the depressions in 
this piece of P.ottery. 
On the land of Colonel Culbreath, about 2 miles from Tampa, and on 
the shore nf Old Tampa Bay, is what is termed a "shell hummock." 
It is cultivated as an orange grove and a market gardeu. It was prob-
ably once an immense shell heap, but now it is scattered over several 
acres. A little to one side of the center of the lot tlw ground is slightly 
elevated and nearly or quite half of t]w surface material is slrnll. From 
this point the shells are less numerous, as they are spreau ont iu all di-
rections, growing gradually less until the soil is free from them. Here 
we found an abundance of quartz implements and worked pieces of ill-
shaped forms, that might or might not have been intended for imple-
ments. Others were of fossil coral limestone, like the coral at Rocky 
Point farther up the bay. Some pieces of the quartz and coral were 
nearly spherical, the whole (in some cases only a part) of the surface 
having been formed by chipping. Perhaps, in the absence of natural 
pebbles in this section, these had been worked out for use as a substi-
tute; perhaps to use as club heads, incased with rawhide. We found 
rough and somewhat rounded pieces of fos il coral with pit-holes on 
oppo ite ide , and a single piece of soapstone, about one and a half inch 
in diameter by half an inch thick, but its surface was not worked suf-
ficiently to bow it u e. I refer to it only becau e it is a material which 
ha not to my knowledge ever been found in nature within several hun-
dred mile of South Florida. 
< f h 11 and hone impl m nt we found all the kinds collected at 
R ·k:v int, lt., goug s, pendant , bead , and al o the columella of 
man con ·h: , orked into mall round haft pointed at each end. 
om f th · ln lla f th larg r conch ere orked to a point on 
h r w r tri ngular and other haped piec s of the shell 
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of the common hard-shell clam worked to a sharp edge on all sides. 
One spoon was made from the umbo o_f one of these clam shells, another 
from tbe outer whorl of some large conch. We also fou.11d beads made 
from the Oliva literata, as illustrated by :fig. 260, p. 69, " The Archreo-
logical Collection," and large conch shells, perforated and worked to 
form club heads. Some were minus the hole in posterior surface of the 
spire, but were otherwi;e exactly like those described by Dr.' Rau on 
page 66 of said book. A friend of mine has a similar supposed club 
head from South Florida, consisting of a like conch shell worked in the 
same manner at the small end and perforated by two holes in the outer 
wall, but without t,he notch in the outer lip, so that the handle passed 
to the right of the columella instead of at the left. The necklace or 
bead conchs bavin"'g two holes and truncated at the apex like fig. 257, 
p. 69, we also 1onnd, and it was the :first time our attention had ever been 
called to them. We wondered if they might have been toy club heads 
for children, but Dr. Rau's book informed us otherwise. In most of 
these shells the perforations have been so formed that when strung and 
disposed about a person's neck or chest, the lips and the most brightly 
colored parts of the shell would be exposed to view. One small disk 
from a hard clam shell having ragged edges and a beveled perforation 
in the center was found. The hole was almost identical with those 
made uy boring worms and shells, and one person who saw it was con-
fident that this was only an accidentally broken piece having such a 
worm-bored hole. Upon having his attention called to the fact that 
the bevel was at the inner surface of the shell, he was willing to accredit 
the supposed work of a worm to an Indian. I mention this to show the 
importance of close observation and bow a very little thing may often 
decide a question. A workman in the field informed us that he often 
plowed out parts of shells that had been engraved. We visited the 
hummock several times but found nothing of the kind. At last the 
workman found one and showed me. It was nothing but a plain un-
worked columella with the outer whorls broken off undesignedly. He 
had mistaken the natural spiral lines for carvings. This is about as 
reliable as the information one can get from those who have never paid 
special attention to arcbreological specimens. Fragments of pottery of 
various patterns were abundant here. The shells were all marine shells 
excepting such land shells as bad probably found thefr own way to that 
place. 
B,v Hillsboro' Bay, at the IQ.outh of the .Alifia River, several miles be 
low Tampa, is a shell heap called "Bull Frog Mound," so named from 
the fancied resemblance of its shape to a bull frog when viewed from 
the water in sailing up the bay. This is by far tlle most extensive shell 
heap of any that we visited. It is formed of two mound-shape piles at 
considerable distance apart, while all the ground between these piles 
js covered with shells to the depth of several feet. The larger pile is 
reported to be 60 feet high and stands close to the river ; in fact the 
shells extend well down into the river as if filled in beyond the original 
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bank! so that the mound itself, at this point, now forms the river bank. 
A large oak tree stands at the very summit of the mound. The lesser 
pile .has been considerably reduced by burning the shells for lime. In 
front of the mound, looking towards the bay, is a point consisting of a 
fl.at salt marsh covered with rushes. The mound is composed largely 
of oyster shells and appears to have been frequently visited of late. 
Relics were scarce, and those we did find were of the same class as we 
had found before. The only relics which could be found here in num-
bers were the small perforated and truncated conchs for necklaces or 
beads. · 
Bordering on the city limits of Tampa, Hillsboro' Bay, and the mouth 
of Hillsboro' River, is the garrison called "Fort Brooke." Here are two 
ancient earth mounds which have been dug into considerably, but we 
could not learn that anything of special value had ever been found. On 
the ground about the mounds we found bits of pottery, fl.int chips, a 
few arrow heads and rough implements. I here found a genuine quartz 
pebble, about 2 inches in diameter: round and fl.at, with its edges 
broken a little on two opposite sides. This was the only specimen of a 
pebble that I saw in Florida, and I pronounced it a foreigner. 
All of the marine shells which we saw at these South Florida shell-
heaps corresponded with the live species now inhabiting the waters of 
that section. All of the stone implements or fragments, except the 
piece of soap-stone and quartz pebble before noted, corresponded with 
the limestone, or the lime fossil coral, or the silicified corals, &c., of that 
region, the latter, so far as I know, being found only in Hillsboro' Bay, 
and mostly at Ballast Point, about 5 miles below Tampa. In fact all 
of the arrow heads from South Florida that I have observed appear to 
have been made of material obtained at or near Ballast Point. Here 
are many silicifted geodes, both large and small, some having an outer 
surface that shows a coral formation, while the inner surface is of vari-
ous bright colors of chalcedony or drusy quartz. Here also are pieces of 
cherty flint of considerable size, which, when they have not been previ-
ously broken, are coated. with limestone. The beach at low tide is lit 
erally covered with quartz that has been artificially broken. Many ap-
parently unfinished implements are found, and also occasionally finished 
arrow heads, crapers, &c. Arrow anfl spear beads were made from 
the thin flattish sides of geodes, so that the work was much more haz-
ardous than making them from thicker stock. Cavities were numerous 
even in the be t material found here, and pre umabJv for that rea on 
unfini hed implements are very numerous in tlli1:, v1 ·inity. While in 
many place. the h acli a.bound in ·tone, l Lave ne~er known of any 
having b en f urnl, in 11ature, upon the inland surface. 
little b ·k from tlw b .ach at Balla t Point i a long ridge of shell , 
mu ·h l>r k n a if wa h d up h, the tide. There are, however (the 
fa· 1 dor • 11 ted ), pl •nt · of e id nee that this was ground formerly 
r in ·ut :d h. th· In li~ o · nd many b lieve thi ridge of shells to be 
th r mam f n o lian h 11 heap. 
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ANCIENT EARTH-WORKS IN CHINA. 
By MARK WILLIAMS, of Kalgan, China. 
From Kalgan to Yi:icho are ancient mounds in cluster on the plain or 
singly on eminences. These latter would indicate signal towers, while 
the former would suggest tombs. They are about 30 feet bigh, circular 
and oval in shape, and no arrangement can be observed in the clusters. / 
At the base of a signal mound by the great wall of Kalgan I found 
a stone ax. 
The Chinese give no rational explanation of these mounds. I have 
as yet found no mention of them in ancient records. At Yucho, 100 mil~s 
south of Kalgan, is a cluster, of forty mounds; 4 miles off are ruins of a 
city wall. Chjnese cities have rectangular walls, with _towers at short 
intervals. But this is a circular em bank men t with no remains of towers. 
The part of the remaining entrance is unlike the gate of a Chinese city. 
Records state that this was the seat of a Chinese prince who lived B. o. 
200. In some places the wall is levelled, in other places it is perfect, 
making an acute angle at the summit. Cultivation has narrowed the 
bases of the mounds, but superstition prevents their destruction. To 
one familiar with the works of the mound builders in the Mississippi 
Valley, the stone ax, the mounds, circular wall, suggest a similar race. 
PLAN FOR AMERICAN ETHNOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION. 
By the late HENRY R. SCHOOLCRAFT, 
[The following programme, though never officially adopted by the 
Smithsonian Institution, embodies the result of much study of the sub-
ject by the djstinguished author; and even after the lapse of forty years 
possesses sufficient interest and suggestiveness to justify its publica-
tion.] 
"Plan for the investigation of American ethnology, to include the facts 
derivtJd from other parts of the globe, and the eventital formation of a mu-
seum oj antiquities and the peculiar fabrics of nations; and also the collec-
tion of a library of the philology of the world, manuscript and printed. 
· Submitted to the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, at their 
first meeting, at Washington, in September, 1846." · 
NEW YORK, August 22, 1846. 
GENTLEMEN: In laying before you the following suggestions, I am 
governed by the opinion that there is a means of investigation of the 
subject proposed, which possesses general interest as a branch of human 
knowledge, and cannot but be invested with peculiar force to men of 
letters dwelling on the western continent. 'fhe origin, dispersion, and 
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affinities of nations, and their transference from the eastern to the 
western hemisphere, prior to the period of Columbus, have constituted 
subjects of interesting inquiry from the time of the discovery. And 
viewed in the lights which are now presented by the progress of eth-
nography, _modern geographical discovery, and other means of advanc-
ing the study of nations, the inquiry may be supposed. to be one which 
the mind of Mr. Smithson had embraced in his enlarged conception of 
promoting "the increase and diffusion of knowledge among men." 
The occupation of the continent itself by men diverse-in their phys-
ical and mental traits and ,their languages, from the various races of 
its discoverers at and after 1492; separated as that continent is, by 
seas and open straits, from other parts of the globe, constitutes an inter-
esting and unsolved problem. And its solution is still more interesting 
when we reflect that these native races had no maritime skill adequate 
to · the construction of ships; that the state of arts, if we make some 
local exceptions, was very low; that they ·were without letters or litera-
ture; and, when questioned as to their origin, they put forth traditions 
which were generally better suited to engage the imagination than to 
satisfy the judgment. 
The extent and noble proportions of the continent, stretching for 
thousands of miles along the Atlantic, and forming a vast and mount-
ainous barrier between it and the Pacific, entitled it in more than one 
sense to the appellation it received by every succeeding navigator of 
the New World. It was indeed a new world, not less in its grand 
physical structure than for the races of man, who roved over rather 
than inhabited it. And these iatter races, now that 354 years have 
passed, are quite as much a problem to historians and philosophers, in 
respect to their early connection and national affinities with the races of 
Asia, Africa, and Europe, as they were then. 
But when we examine this continent in all its sweeping latitudes and 
longitudes, in its highest altitudes, and in its lowest and broadest val-
leys, we .find imbedded in its very geological strata, as well as in its 
surface, ruins and other evidences that it had been inhabited long an-
terior to the Indian race,-that there had been people of diverse arts 
and habits upon its plains and estuaries. And that, of the red race 
itself, there are evidences of mutations and changes, reaching from mere 
sachemships to rude colossal empires, which, like that of Montezuma, 
broke down, in fact, under the glittering and disproportionerl weight of 
their jnb rent corruptions and barbarisms. 
Fort ' mound , ditcbe , and works of art, pottery with the triune 
emblem of the philo o hy of Zoroaster, mummies wrapped in their half 
ilo ic cer ment , a t pyrami<lal structure of earth and of tone, pal-
ncl rui d citie ·, ar among the objects of its antiquarian and his-
ri ·al iut r , t. t only from he romantic and sublime lake of Titi-
nd fir · r wned peak of the valley of Mexico, do we perceive 
f , ru hing out to rule and conquer, but from the yet 
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unexplored plains of the Rio Gila and the Colorado of California, from 
the broad valley of the Mississippi, from the southern slopes of the Ap-
palachian range of the South Atlantic, and even from the cold~r lati-
tudes of thl' Great Lakes, where the indomitable Iroquois built up their 
republic, we behold a concurring series of facts and discoveries which 
prove incontestably that various races of the wide-spread and original 
family of man have lived, and cultivated, and warred, and died at these 
localities. 
When we come to apply to these vestiges of ancient structure the 
scrutiny of exact observation and description, and to view the facts 
under the lights of induction and historical analysis, we elicit several 
cla-sses of evidence which tend to restore important links in the history 
of the original dispersion of our species, advance us in the scale of knowl-
edge, and go far to enable us to appreciate and understand our position 
on the globe. And in proportion as this investigation is pressed, in 
proportion as science is applied to it, and the current of investigation 
deepened, we abstract from the boundaries of mystery and conjecture, 
and add to these of ascertained facts and history. We thus progress 
indeed in knowledge, and compass one of the noblest ends of being. 
It is in this light ~hat ethnology makes its appeal to modern letters; 
and I beg leave to bring its claim to your early consideration. It is 
proposed to consider ethnology in the most enlarged sense of which the 
etymology of the word admits as embracing man in his divisions into 
nations; their affinities and characteristics, mental and physical, with 
such. proofs deduced from history, philology, antiquities, and the exact 
sciences, as may serve to link nation to nation, and race to race. In 
this study particular reference is designed to be had to the position of 
the American continent, and to the aboriginal races found upon it, when 
first discovered by Europeans. In this view, it will embrace not only 
, geography, antiquities, and history, as descriptive sciences, but likewise 
the early history of arts, ethnography, comparative philology, geology, 
and physiology, and such other collateral sciences as may be found nec-
essary to investigate, illustrate, and explain the subject. 
The mode of advancing the subject, and carrying into effect the in-
quiry, so as best to bring out the facts for general information, may 
admit of some diversity of opinion. It is not an inquiry which admits 
of extempore results. '.110 consider diligently the various parts of the 
continent which furnish aliment for the investiga,tion, to scrutinize and 
collate what has been discovered and written, to collect from mounds 
and other sources, in various parts of the world, specimens of ancient 
art, and above all to embody the present and past philology of tribes 
and nations, is a labor requiring time and attention. Much of this, 
when acquired, is hardly of a character to sustain popular lectures. It 
may be doubted, indeed, whether in offering researches in a verbal form 
they are not always in danger of suffering from the hands of theory and 
rhetoric. Still, it is a question whether condensed statements of parts 
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of the inquiry may not thus occasionally be thrown out. But whether 
so or not, the inquiries should be printed at a press owned and con-
trolled by the board, and in a form to correspon1 with the general style 
and plan of their publications. In what manner compensations should 
be awarded, and whether by a temporar~r appointment or a fixed pro-
fessorship, having a residence at the parent Institution, and the benefit 
of its library and collections, in the various departments, may admit of 
consideration. One remark may however be confidently added, that 
without adequate provision for the time, books, and travel incident to 
the inquiry, no person can be expected to enter upon effective labor in 
this field. 
Outlines of the study are sketched in the following synopsis. 
(L) OBJEOTS OF INQUIRY. 
1. Physical type of man, or physiological traits by which the several ra-0es 
of men may be distinguished. 
(a) Ethnographical position on the globe.-Tribes; nations. ( Wiseman.) 
Generic groups. (Blumenbach, Pritchard.) 
2. Material existence. 
(a) Means of subsistence.-In the hunter state: ( Zea maize, roots and 
fruits, flesh of animals ·;) Ichthyophagi: (Coast-tribes, cru~taceans, , 
fish. What species i) Herdsmen: (Gens des roche, gens des large.) 
Agriculturists : ( What plants cultivated ¥ how¥ and by whom f 
what agricultural tools¥ Cotton-plant; tobacco; potato.) Concurrent 
facts in natural history. 
(b) Mechan-ical arts: slcill.-Olotbing: skins: bark: hemp-plant; 
hunting implements; arms; implements of public games; fishing im-
plements: nets: fish-hooks: bone-needles; navigation; vessels: native 
cordage; utensils for preparing food: knives: pots; potter's art: 
What condition t vessels of clay-raised by hand or on the wheel, 
boiling. How effected, where no clay pots, Metallurgy. What fact , 
Axe of tone, of copper. Trees, how felled¥ baskets: twine: awls, of 
bone or horn; pipes of clay, of stone; art of dyeing. 
(c) Architecture.-Dwellings, how made; tools in reference thereto; 
sculpture; painting; monuments of stone, of earth; temples; roads; 
bridges ; t eocalli; mounds ; idols; baths ; fountains ; sepulchres. 
(3) Intellectual existence. 
(a) Languages spoken and written. 
(b) Geographical name,a. 
(c) Picture writing.-Bieroglyphics; wampum belts; quippus; in-
cription . 
(d) Arithmetic.-Units: mode and limits of computati0n • decimal 
Y t m; vige imal mode; high numbers, how denoted. ' 
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(e) Measure and division of time.~~?'Y, montb, year; astronomical 
facts; chronology, how denoted; measure of length; capacity; value, 
(currency.) 
(f) Social state and government.-Civil institutions; political phe-
nomena; laws, penal and civil; marriage; distinctions ,of rank; castes; 
clans, chieftainships; descent of titles and rights; totemic principle, 
how extensive; condition of females; marital rights to property. 
(g) .Religious belief and institutions.-ldeas of the Deity; priesthood, 
how, organized; prophets; jossakeeds; metas ; nature of worships; 
:fire worship, how spread ; demonology ; · guardian spirits; compensa-
tions for sin; sacrifices; feasting; fasting; dreams; dancing. 
(h).Music and poetry.-Musical instruments; music boards; mnemo-
nic songs, by symbolic annotation; rhymes, any; war chants; pictorial 
rolls and devices. 
(i) Oral tales and legends.-Historical 1;ictions; allegories; fables; tales 
of amusement; concurrent proofs of imagination (Algic researches). 
(k) M-edical knowledge.-Lancet; cupping; pathology of diseases; 
magic, as applied to medicine and hunting; botanical remedies; metal-
lic; knowledge of anatomy, what; theory of the circulation of the 
blood. 
(l) Mythology.-Persian; Egyptian; Chinese; Grecian (Bryant) ; 
Roman; .American. 
(m) PhiZ.Osophy of life, death, and immortality.-.Ancient cosmogony; 
notions of creation; deluge; monster-era; transformations; metemp-
sychosis ; state of the dead; ghosts ; witchcraft; idea of vampires. 
( 4) Geographical phenomena as affecting or modifying the physical type and 
the material and intellectual existence. 
Olimate; interior or seaboard position; natural productions, as affect-
ing physical development; tropical and torrid zones; influence of the 
polar latitudes ; meteorology and topography generally; effects of snow 
and ice on the physical type, as in the Eskimo. 
(II) MEANS OF ASCERTAINING THE FAOTS. 
l. Antiquities and existing monuments. 
(a) .Remains of art.-Buildings; antique excavations; caves; tumuli; 
pyramids; teocalli; military works, ditches, moats, &c.; columns; arms; 
the arch, how developed; mechanical tools, of stone, lead, copper; the 
1ever and wedge; idols; sarcophagi; mosaics; bricks, art of making, 
traced; pottery, how developed; gems and other ornaments; has glass 
ever been found in American ruins of the ancient period f 
( b) Proofs of mental development in the fine arts and composition.- Laws 
of proportion in architecture; painting; statuary and sculpture; picture 
writing; hieroglyphics; phonetic signs; dawning of the alphabet; oral 
tales and traditionary lore; insc!iptions. 
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2. Ewisting intellectual evidences of generic groups. 
(a) In vocabularies; (b) dictionaries; (c) grammars; (d) plan of nt;. 
terance; (e) names of places. (Antique.) 
3. Physiology. 
(a) Skulls; (b) mummies; (c) osteological remains. 
4. Historical relations and works. 
(a) Works ascribed to natives, as in Mexico; (b) works by Europe-
ans; ( c) missionary translations, &c., modern period; ( d) authentic tra-
ditions of all ages and countries. (Recorded.) · 
5. Natural History. 
(a) Changes the earth and animated nature have undergone, as de-
noted by embedded bones; (b) what efl'ects have taken place in the 
superincumbent formations since the existence of mammalia; (c) how 
deep in the geological column can the existence of man be traced; 
( d) general reflex character of geology on the topic. 
6. Mythology, as a proof of mental affiliation in remote and barbarous 
races. 
In reference to all the objects, it is essential to compare the several 
American nations one witn another, and with the leading nations of 
,- other parts of the globe. In proceeding to explore the subject, the first 
labor must be that of accumulating facts. Visits to the several objects 
of antiquarian interest demanding attention, with proper instruments 
for observation, are required. Field surveys of ruins, and drawings of 
all important objects to be commented on, are essential. Care must 
be taken to notice whether there be more than one era of occupancy, 
or one type of nationality, denoted by the same locality. And with 
the same view the different ages and relative position of the different 
geological formations, embracing ruins, or objects of art, should be care-
fully noted. Fossil bones of extinct or ancient species of animals, and 
bed or banks of shells of the Eocene or Pliocene deposits, furnish the 
character of evidence denoting separate epochs of occupancy, and be-
come inve ted with new interest. Traces of organic life of the higher 
pecie have been found deeper down in the geological column, in later 
day , than were known to the elder geologi ts, and the vestiges of man 
hould e carefully ought in all the unconsolidated strata. We know 
the gl b ha b en di turbed ince it creation and de truction, and we 
hould b prepared to find physical evidences of it. Not only architect-
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are, but metallurgy, pottery, sculpture, and drawing should be inter-
rogated, in examining their remains, on .American soil. Inscriptiqns 
on rocks are of value, as antiquarian proofs, as well as all traces of the 
ancient method of symbol or picture writing. 
But whatever degree of care is evinced · by personal inspection, it is 
r,ssential to the purposes of comparison that a full and complete collec-
tion of antiquarian objects, and the characteristic fabrics of nations, 
existing ana ancient, should be formed and deposited in the Institution. 
By adding to this, from time to time, such implements of art or war, 
articles of costume, or other objects of curiosity, as might be obtained, 
there would be formed, in the end, a museum of mankind, wherei~ each 
tdbe and nation would be characteristically represented. Such a mu-· 
seum would, in itself, be a desideratum.• 
Nothing is more characteristic of the intellectual existence of man 
than language. It is found to be a more enduring monument of ancient 
affinities than the physical type, and there is no tribe however situated 
from whom this proof of affiliation should .not be obtained. By collect-
ing a vocabulary and grammar of, every known tongue, from printed 
and verbal sources, the Institution would present to the world a library 
of philology which would cause its site to be resorted to from the re-
motest quarters. In the United States and British North America 
alone we have atleast sixty-four dialects and languages.t Nor should 
the mythology of rude nations be neglected. It is the frame-work of 
their philosophy and their reiigion, and gives character to their songs 
and poetry and e~ery form of intellectual excitement. 
:Finally, both the duty of observation in the field, and the examina-
tion of facts and evidences in the cabinet or library, may be commenced 
immediately, and need not be delayed until the contemplated buildings 
are completed, and other parts of the library, &c., perfected. Time is 
essential in making preliminary examinations. The considerati~n of the 
country may be taken up in a separate and systematic manner, taking 
valley by valley, or State by State. Some portions of the land are more 
prominent in their claims to notice than others; but in all over which 
the tide of modern emigration sets, the evidences of its former occupa-
tion are rapidly disappearing. The same may be said of the iied Race, 
whose language and customs it is wished to preserve. · The earlier the 
labor is done, the more easy will be its execution. In the-Mississippi 
Valley alone, where so many evidences of the earliest and heaviest 
ancient population exist, but a few years will. place the most important 
facts beyond our reach. By adopting the plan suggested, or some plan 
of this nature, we shall rescue from the oblivion of past generations 
matter for thought and reflection for the future. As fast as the infor-
... Many valuable objects of this kind have been brought home by the exploring ex-
_podition, and a.re now deposited in the Patent Office. 
t Gallatin, Am. Ant. Col., Vol. 2. 
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mation js collected, djgested, and prepared, it can be submitted Lo tln. 
public. ·whatever form for diffusing it the Board may through iLs 
committees adopt can be conformed to; and in this way the object 
may at once be made to assume a practical cast. 
In submitting this plan, which has been hastily sketched, and ex-
pressing at the same time the interest he feels personal1y then~in, the 
undersigned begs leave to subscribe himself, 
With high respect, .gentlemen, your obedient servant, 
HENRY R. SOHOOLORAFT. 
INDEX rro '"11HE LITERATURE OF URANIUM, 
1789-1885. 
By H. CARRINGTON DOLTON. 
PREFACE. 
"-Index-learning turns no student pale, 
Yet holds tho eel of science by the tail." 
Dmwiad, I, 270. 
When engaged in researches on the compounds of uranium, nearly 
twenty years ago, the writer compiled for-his convenience an index to the 
literature of the element and of its principal compounds. At the sugges-
tion of several friends who thought the compilation ought to be placed at 
the disposal of chemists, the manu·script was extended and printed in the 
.Annals of the New York Lyceum of Natural History (Vol. 1x, Feb., 
1870). As published, the index was far from complete; but the simple 
plan adopted, a chronological arrangement of authorities and references, 
with brief no~es of the subject-matter, seems to have commended itself 
to chemists, for tlte Index to the Literature of Uranium was followed 
by several others similarly arranged. A list of these will be found at 
the close of this preface. 
Impressed by the great importance of index-making, h1 1882 the 
writer proposed to the Chemical Section of the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science, at the Montreal meeting, the formation 
of a committee to encourage chemists in a scheme of co-opera,tive in-
dexing· briefly outlined at the time. The Ohemi.cal Section kindly ap-
proved the proposal, and a committee was appointed to '' devise and in-
augurate a plan for the proper indexing of the literature of the chemical 
elements." This committee reported in .August, 1883, that it had con-
sidered three methods of collecting material for tho indexes, viz: 
1. Reviewing the Catalogue of Scientific Papers 1mblished by the 
Royal Society. (8 vols. 4to.) 
2. Indexing special journals by different individuals and collating 
the matter. 
3. The independent plan, whereby each chemist indexes all the jour-
nals accessible to him with reference to a given element, in which he is 
presumably especially interested. 
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Each of these schemes is open to objections and fraught with diflicul 
ties that need not be named. On the whole, the third plan seemed to a 
majority of the committee the only feasible one for the present. The 
report also considers the best arrangement of material, and three ways 
are suggested: (1) chronologically; (2) alphabetically by authors; (3) 
topically. The committee do not venture to dictate to volunteer and 
independent workers, but recommend the chronological arrangement, 
accompanied by a topical index. 
In September, 1884, the committee further reported that several 
indexes had been published during the twelve months intervening, and 
that more were in progress. They also announced that the Smithsonian 
Institution had consented to publish indexes to chemical literature 
indorsed by the committee, limiting somewhat the number of pages 
per annum. The Smithsonian Institution also distributes, free of' 
expense, the circulars and publications of the committee. 
The following work is offered as an additional contribution to the series 
of indexes named below. It is, strictly speaking, a second edition of 
that published in 1870, but much new matter has been added and new 
features introduced, so that in reality it forms an entirely new work. 
The edition of 1870 contains 522 references to papers by 150 authors; 
the present index contains 1,330 references to papers by more than 300 
authorities. New matter has been incorporated with that of the first 
edition, and the whole has been brought down to the close of 1885, cov-
ering a period of sixteen years of much activity. In each paragraph 
the first reference following the name of an author is that of the original 
publication of the paper in question; the succeeding references are those 
of reprints or abstracts of the original. 
In accordance with the suggestion of the index committee, two indexes 
have been added-an alphabetical index of authors and a classified in-
dex of subjects. These, it is believed, will materially increase the utility 
of the work. The scheme of classification adopted for the subject index 
is by no means an ideal one. It is not intended to serve as a model for 
others, but it is deemed the most satisfactory attainable with the material 
in hand. Knowing, moreover, that as a rule classification schemes are 
intelligible only to their authors, we have added a synopsis of the clas-
sification to serve as a key. In using the author and subject indexes, 
it must be romcmberml tllat they refer to the items in the chronological 
index, and that the contents of each paper are not completely indexed. 
Finally, the list of abbreviations will remove doubts as to the journals 
quoted, and will show at the same time what sets have been thoroughly 
xamined. 
R. CARRINGTON BOLTON, 
Ohairmaii, of Oommittee on Indexing Chemical IAterature. 
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Nova. acta Reg. Soc. Sc. Upsal. [31, VI. 
Ann. chim. phys. [4], XVIII, 239. 
Zeitschr. anal. Chem., VIII, 116; Chem. 
News, :XX, 167; Am. J. Sci. (2) L, 113; 
Zeitschr. Chem., 1870, 92; Archiv der 
Pharm. (3]~H, 232; Jahresb., 1869, 916. 
Am. ,r. Sci. [2J, XL VIII, 200; Jahresb., 1869. 
1176; Chem. Newe, XX, 213. 
Zeitschr. anal. Chem., VIII, 387; C. C., 1870, 
530; J abresb., 1869, 916; Chem. News, 
xxr, 167. 
Pharm. Centralh. , IX, 41 ; R1111s. Zeitechr. 
Phann.t VIII, 30; Jahresb., 1869, 977. 
Rev. beba. chim., Dec. 2, 1869; Chem. News, 
xx, 299. 
Central bl. f. med. Wissenscb., 1869, 1; C. C., 
1809, 67; J. pr. Chem., CVI, 415. 
Annals. Lye. Nat. Hist., IX, 362; Am. Chem., 
I, 81. 
Chem. News, XXI 73; Zeitschr. anal. 
Ohern., IX, 258; C. C., 187pJ 369; Be~. d. 
chem. Gos., 1870, 147; Bou. soc. chun,, 
XIV, 40. 
Ann. Clleru. Pharm., Soppl., VII, 354; Jnb-
1·esb., 1870, 14. 
Din~l. pol. J., UXCVII, 251; Pol Notizhl., 
1870, 290; C. C ., 1870, 557; J ahresb., 1870, 
1155; ,fohrcsb. chem. Techn., 1870, 306. 
Zoitscbr. ChPm., 1870, No. 19 ; Cliem. News. 
XXIII, 47. 
N. Potersb . .A.ca1l. Bull., XVI, 45; B r. d. 
ch(lm. Gf'ls ., 1870, 091; Ann. Ch m. Phann., 
Suppl., VIII, 178 ; Jnbr sb., 1871, 312. 
Am. Chem. , I, GO. 
Ber. d. ch m. Ge!i. , 1871, 13; Am. J . • ci. [3J, I, 
374 ; Am. Chem., I, (GO. 
Der. d. chom. Gee., IV, 12; J'. Chem. Soc. [2), 
IX, 199; Bull. soc. ohim., XV, 45; C. U., 
1 71>, rl; J&brfllb., 1871, 832; Chem. Newa, 
XXIII, 131. 
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1871 Rheinock ..•• ..• .•.. Use of acetate of U and Dingl. pol. J. ; C. C., 383; · Zeitschr. Chem., 
1871, 474; Chem. News, XXIV, 233; Bull. 
soc. chim. (2J, XVII, 37; J. Chem. Soc. (2), 
X, 178; Zeitschr. anal. Chem., XI, 83; .Am. 
Chem., II, 190; Jahresb., 1871, 941. 
1871 
1871 
1872 
1872 
1872 
1872 
1872 
1872 
1872 
1872 
1872 
1872 
1872 
1872 
1873 
1873 
1873 
1873 
1873 
1873 
1873 
1873 
1873 
1873 
1873 
1873 
1873 
Jani .••• .....•.•• .•. 
Jani ..........••.... 
Ilagenbach ...... ... 
Schumann .......... 
Brachet ..•.......... 
Taylor ....... . ....•. 
Jean ... ............. 
Bolton ............. 
Rammolsberg ...... · 
Rammelsberg ...... 
Bolton . ............ . 
Follenius ..... .. ... . 
Becquerel .. ........ 
Rammeloberg ....... 
Lockyer ............ 
Gibbs ........... ... 
Kreusler ............ 
Joulie ........ . ..... 
Clarke,F. W .. . ..... 
Reichardt ...... ... . 
Cronander .....•.... 
Schnauss ....... . ... 
Na in estimating phos-
phoric acid. · 
U solution in titration of .C. C., 1871, 329; J. Chem. Soc. (2), IX, 753. 
P2O5. 
Recovery of residues., .... C. C., 1871, 219; J. Chem. Soc. [2], IX, 580; 
.Am. Chem., I, 472; .Tahresb., 1871, 331; 
Chem. News, XXIII, 220; Zeitschr. anal. 
Chem., XI, 71. 
Flu!)res<?ence of U glass .. 
Estunat10n of phos. acid .. 
Pogg. Ann., CXL YI, 393. 
J. pr. Chem, (2], VI, 416; Jahresb., 1872, 896. 
C.R., XXII, No.16; .A.m. Chem., II, 191. Use of U glass in electri-
caJ. illumination. 
.A.a sensitizer in photo!!I'a-
phy. 0 
Blow-pipe test ............ 
Tetrethylammonium U ... 
Uranous acetates with 
copper, and with cobalt. 
Formulm when U = 240 ... 
Thallium uranate . ........ 
Titration with potassium 
permanganate. 
Fluorescence ............. 
Hypophosphite ........... 
Occurrence in the sun .... 
.Arseniate . ... . ...... .. 
Recovery of residnes ... : : : 
Use in estimating phos-
phoric acid. 
Specific gravity of com-
pounds. 
Separation from phos-
phoric acid by means of 
ma.gnesia mixture. 
Chloride of U and P ...... 
Use of nitrate in photog-
Ber. d. chem. Ges., 1872, 820.~ 
San Francisco Sc., XXIII, 13; Berg- und hiit-
ten-Ztg., XXX, 414; C. C., 1872, 213. 
.A.m. Chem., II, 456; Jahresb., 1872, 259. 
Pogg . .A.nn., CXLV, 158; Jahresb., 1872, 
259; Bull. soc. chim. (2], XVII, 209; J'. 
Chem. Soc. [2], X, 401; .A.m. Chem., II, 431. 
Ber. d. chem. Ges., 1872, 1003; Jahresb., 1872, 
257; Bull. soc. chirn.., XIX, 210; J. Chem. 
Soc., 1873, 247; C. C., 1873, 127; Am. Chem., 
IV, 148; Chem. News, XXVII, 22. 
Am. Chem., II, 456; Jahresb., 1872, 255. 
Zeitscbr. anal. Chem., XI, 179; Jahresb., 1872, 
915; J. Chem. Soc., 1873, 531; C. C., 1872, 
600. · 
C. R., LXXV, 296; .A.m. J'. Sci. [3J, IV, 486; 
.A.nn.chim. phys.(41, XXVII, 539; Jahre~b., 
1872, 152; c. 0., 1873, 17. 
J. Chem. Soc., 1873, 11; Ber. d. chem. Ges., 
1872, 495. 
Ber. cl. chem. Ges., 1873, 1554; Proc. Roy. Soc., 
XXI, 285 and 508; Jahresb., 1873, 153. 
Ber. d. chem. Ges., 1873, 834 . 
J'. fiir Landw., 1873, 1; .A.m. Chem., IV, 316. 
Chem. News, XXVII, 228,309,314; Jahresb., 
. 1873, 922. 
ConstantsofNatuu, Washington, D. C., 1873. 
Arch. der Pharm. [3], 2, 232; .Jahresb., 1873, 
924; Jour. Chem. Soe., 1873, 1260; Zeitschr. 
anal. Chem., Xm, 310; C. C., 1873, 356; 
.A.m.Chem.,IV, 276; Chem.News,XXVIII, 
315. 
Ber. d. chem. Ges., VI, 1466; Bull. soc. 
chim., XIX, 499; Jahresb. reinen Ch., 1873, 
25. 
Arcbiv der Pharm., Nov., 1873; Jahresb., 
• 1873, 1130. 
Gautior1 • ••••••••• .' •• 
raphh. 
Hypop osphite . ........ . . C.R., LXXVI, 49; Jahresb. reinen Ch., 1873, 
25. 
P atera .... ...•...... 
'Kitchin ...... .. .. . . 
.A.besser, Jani, 
Marcker. 
and 
Morton and Bolton .. 
Commercial and industrial 
Est. of P as uranic phos-
phate, and At. Wt. 
Use in estimating phos-
phoric acid. 
Fluorescent and absorp-
tion spectra. 
Jabresb. chem. Tech., 1875, 609. 
Chem. News, XXVII, 199; Jabresh. reinen 
Ch., 1873, 71; Jahresb., 1873, 921; Bull. soc. 
chim., xxi 177 . 
Zeitschr. ana . Chem.,XII, 254; Jahresb.,1873, 
919. 
Am. Chem., ·m, 361 and 401; aJ.so IV, 1, 41, 
and 81; Chem. News, XXVIII, 47,113,164, 
233, 244, 257, 268; Jahresb. reinen Ch., 1873, 
72; J'. Chem. Soc. [2], XII, 12 and 642; 
Monit. scient. (3], 963; Zeitschr. anal. 
Chem., XII, 308; Jahresb., 1873, 158; C. C., 
1873, 593; Bull. soc. chim., XXI, 63 . 
1873 Gibbs .... .. ....•... . Separation from Cr ..•..•• .A.m. J. Sci. (31, V, 110; Chem. No'Ws, 
XXVIII, 63; Jahresb., 1873, 937; J. Chem. 
Soc., 1873, 99; Zeitschr. anal. Chem., XII, 
310; C. C., 1873, 281 ; Bull. soc. chirn.., XX, 
175. 
1874 Roscoe.............. Penta.chloride ........... . Ber. d. ch. Ges., VII, 1131; Bull. soc. cb.im ., 
XXIII, 270; C. C., 1874, 657; Jnb.resb., 
1874, 284; Jahresb. r einen Ch., 1874, 115; 
J. Chem. Soo. [2], XII, 933; .A.m. Cnem., 
V, 304, and V, 234; Chem. News, XXXI, 
32. 
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1874 Ilottger. ... ... ..... . Action of P on sol;itions 
of U. 
1874 Mortou .. . .. ... . . . . . Fluoresceut relations of 
basic salts. 
1874 Jean ..... . ......... . Use in estimation of phos-
phoric aciu. 
1874 Hartley ...... .. .... . InHuonce of boat on ab-
sorption spoctra. 
1875 Isam bort . . . . . . . . . . . Precipitation of Ag by ox-
ide. 
1875 Nilsou .......... .... Solonites ...... , ....... ... . 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
1875 
187G 
1876 
Ilolton ....... ... .... Soparation from Vil ...... 
----- -- --------------· Pr-ouuction of U in Prus-sia, 1869 to 1873. 
Attorberg ... •...... Ferrocyauidos ............ 
Mann . ...... . . .. ... . Utrnzation of byo-prod-
ucts in U manufacturo. 
Maxwell Lyte ...... Use in titration of zino ... 
... ...... .............. .. ............. Value of rnotal ---- · ······ 
Ji'airloy ............. Uraoic aciu, U04 2[120 ... 
Bolton .... .......... J'rico of metal. ........... . 
llelohoubok ......... Uso in titmtion of phos-
pboric aciu. 
Vogel. .............. Al.Jsorptiou spoctra ...... . 
187G Korn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Reagont for U. (Ferrocy-
ani1l e soluble in IICI.) 
187G .Korn.. . . . . . . . . . . . . Action of Mg on salts of 
lJ. 
187G Ga.walovski. ... ..... Recovery of U rcsiuues .. . 
18,6 Wyrouhoif.. ...• .... Fornmlaof U forrocyauide 
1876 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l'ro1luctiou of U oro11 iu 
)874. • 
187G Naudin and 110 Moo- Action of COi 011 U cya-
tbolon. nido. 
187G Lupton . .. . . . . . . . . . . Succiuate ....... . ...... . 
187G Fairley . . . . . . . . . . . . Tetroxillo and pomran-
al s. 
1877 Ditto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sc pa.1·ation from 1-'o :md 
Ur. 
trohm r :mu Klaus Ro O\"ory of U r aidu s .. 
E. tinrn.tion of l' aml .Aa 
acid . 
Pro1luction ofor<·ain Aw1-
trin. in 187ri. 
Cd i ·i rn on K••ru's ri a-
" ntforU. 
R r h ... . .......... . 
It port on tochui<' l {llO-
coaeee. 
Roferenoo11. 
Jah.rosb. J)hys. Vor., Frnnkl't., 1872-1873, 14; 
u. u., 1874, 322. 
Monit. scient., IV, 318; Chem. N ews, XXIX, 
17; Jahresb. reinen Uh., 1874, 110. 
C. R, LXXVIII, 1305; Ber. 11. chem. Ges., 
1874, 737; Jalnesb., 1874, !173. 
Cbom. News, XX!X, 148; Bor. d . cbem. Ges., 
1874, 740; Proc. Lorn.I. ltny. Soc:., XXII, 
241; J:tbresb., 1874, 96. 
C. ~-, LXXX, 1087; Hull. 110c. chim., XXIV, 
368; nor. cl. chem. Go11. , 1B7G, 697; ,T. Cbom. 
Soc. , 1875, 1164; Chem. Nows, XXXI, 2:lO; 
Zeitschr. anal. Cllom., XIV, 316; Jal.tr sb., 
reiuen Ch., 1875, 82; Ja.hrel!b., 1875, 223. 
Researches on snJ.ts of Selotiious Acid; Nova 
aota Rog. Soc. Scient. Upsa.b [III]. 187G; 
nor. d. chem. Gos., 1875, 055; Ilull. soc. 
chim. [2], XXIII, 497; Jabresb., 1875, 163. 
.Am. Choru. , V , 3G3; C. C., 1870, 809; Ilnll. 
soc. chiru ., XXVII, 2!15 ; J nhre11b., 1875, 
223. 
C. C., 1875, 528. 
Bull. soc. chim., XXIV, 355; Jahrcsl>., 18,5, 
235; Ber. d . chem. Ges., 1876, 856. 
C. C., 1875, 83; ,T. Chem. Soc., 1875, 1303. 
Chem. News, XXXI, 222; Zoitacbr. mini. 
Chem., XIV, 343. 
San J<'raucisco Sc.; Borg- 11. h ii tteo-Ztg., 
XXXlV, 244; C. C., 187:'>, 5:14. 
Chem. News, XXXII, 21!1; Bull. soc. chim. 
XXI, 553; J. Chem. Soc., 1870, 192; Jn.brosb., 
1875, 223; Jahri>sb. 1· inou Ch., 1875, 82, 
and 1876, 6; C. U., 1876, J :io; 11er. ct. chem. 
Ges., 1870, 948; Am. Cl..1001., VI, 316. 
Am. Chem., V, 443. 
Sitzungsb. k. bohro. Ges., 1870, II. 4; Zoit-
achr. anal. Chem., XV I, l 04. 
Iler. cl. chem. Gos., VIII, 153:1; Zeitschr. an:tl. 
Chem., XV, 329; Dingl. pol. J., CCXIX, 
535; .Jahresb. reinen Uh., 1875, 4G2. 
Chem. Nows, XXXIIl, 5; J:tliresb., 1876,1002; 
J. Chem. Soc., 1876, 741; Zoitschr. anal. 
Chem.J XVI, 238: Jahresl.J. reineu Ch. , 1876, 
86, ana 1877, l 00. 
Cliem. News, XXXITI, 23G; Jalm:sl.J., 1876, 
230. 
Zeitechr. annl.Cb.em.,1876,292; C. C., 1876,775; 
Jahresb., 187G, 270; J. Chem. Soc., 1877, 345 . 
.Ann. chim. pbys. [51, VIII,444-; Jahresu.,187G, 
311; C. C., 1876, 691; Jaltrosb. rein n Ch., 
1876, 81. 
C. C., 1870, 415, and 31. 
nor. d. cl.iem. Gea., 187G, 1433. 
Chem. News, XXXIII, 90; B1111. oc. chim., 
XXVI, 362. 
J. Uhem. Soc., 1877, I, 127; Jal.tr sb., 1877, 
297; Uhf¼m. News, XXXIII, 237. 
C. R., LXXXV, 281; Ann. cl.Jim. plty11. [5], 
~·u, 13;;; ,Jab1·0 b., 1877, 1057; J. Clmn. 
Soc., 1877, II, 926; Cbom. ows, XXXVI, 
100; Zoit chr. anal. Ubem., XVlI, 96; 
llull. Roe. cbim., XXX, 414; C. U., 1877, 
G31 and 712; .Dingl. pol. J., UCXXVll, 412; 
Jahr sb. rein n Ch, J 77, 102. 
Dingl. pol. J., UCXXV, 561; Jahn•sb., 1877, 
1057; C. C., 1877, 744; J. Chem. oc., 1 78, 
114; Zeitsohr. anal. Ch m., XVII, '34; 
J:1hrrsb. reinon Ch., 1877, lOG nnd 187 , 109. 
Zeit cbr. :1nal. Uhem., XVI, 22; ,J. Chem. ;;i~·, 1 77, 7'11; DiJ1gl. pol. J., 'UXXIV, 
c. '., 1877, )28. 
Z it. chr. nnal. Ch., ~vr, 23 ; Jahr Rl>. r in n 
Ch., 1877, 100. 
Vorbind. d a ra111~, E1·lvng1•11, 1 77. 
Ilofm, nn'8 Entwick. ller chem. lndustrie. 
836; Jahroab., 1877, 1121. 
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1878 
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Autlior. 
Loekycr ..... ... .... 
nurckcr ............ 
Lommel 
.Dultou .. ~ ~:: : : : : : : : : 
Luckow ............ 
Vincent ............. 
Patera. ......... . .... 
Priwoznik and 
Schneitler. 
~~~~1lr:: ~:::: : : : : : : 
Remarks. References. 
Occmnmce in Uw sun .... Lon<l. R. Soc., Proc., XXVII, 279; LXXXVI, 
317; J·ahresb., 1878, 185. 
Separation from iron . . , ... C. C., 1878, 45:l; Dind. pol. J., 2:io, OG; 
Jal1r01,b., 1878, 1060; J. pll.arm. c11iru. [4-), 
XXVII, 347; J. Chem. Soc., 1878, 2, 771; 
-Zeitschr. anal. Chem., XIX, 350; Jahtesb. 
reine11 Ch., 1878, 109; Chem. News, 
XXX VIII, 276. ' 
Flnorescence of U glass .. Ann. l'hys. [2], III, 113; Jahrcsb., 1!!78, 162 . 
Decompositiqn of man- Ann. N. Y. Aca<l.. Sci.; Chern. News, 
initc by citric acid. XL'{.VJI, 90; J a.luesb., 1878, J 198; .7,eit;. 
schr:. anal. Chem., XL"C, 60; Mineral. M:1g . 
Elccf;rolytic separat.ion ... 
Action of dimethylaruiue 
on U solutions. 
Separation of V d. in U 
ores. 
Composition of commer-
cial sodium uranate. 
.Apr.1881. 
Zeitschr. anal. Chern., XIX, 9 mid 18. 
Bull. soc. chim., XXXUI, 156; ZcHRchr. 
anal. Chern., XIX, 479; C. C., 1880, 270. 
Oest. Ztschr. f. nerg - u. Illittenwese11, 1878, 
2 and 13; Ding!. pol. J., CCXX:X:I, 556. 
:Berg . und hiittenm. Jahrbucb, 1878 208; 
Dingl. pol. ,J., CCX..."'CVIII, 379 and 55ti; 
.Jahrei,h. r eiuen Ch., 1878, 109; J ·:~bre8b. 
cl1om. Tech., 1879, 531. 
Action of Pon solutions . . C. C., 1878, 208. 
Specific heat of oxides .... :Ber. d. chem. Ges., 1879, 742; Jahresb., 187!.I, 
91; Wien. Acad. Ber. [2], 1870, 699; ,J. Chem . 
Soc.,1879, 2,688; C. C.,1879, B87, and 1880, 227 
Jahresh. reinon Ch., 1879, 97, and 1880, 101. 
1870 Sondtner ... ......... Selenates, selenites, and Ann. Chem., CXCV, 321.i; J. Chern. Soo.,187!1, 2, 
bromides. 507; C. C., 1879, 275; Jahrcsh. reinen Cb., 
1879, !J7; :Boll. soc. chim., XXXU, 181. 
1870 Zimmermann . ...... Separation from Fe ...... Ann. Chom.,CXCIX, l; Chem. 1.VewR, XL, 273; 
Jahresb., 1879, 1051; J. Chem. Soc., 1880, 2, 
189; Zeitschr. anal. Chem., XX, 414; BnJl. 
soc. chiro., XXXIV, 713 ; Iler. d. chem. 
1870 Vogel. .............. Absorption spoctrwu of 
nitrate. 
1879 Ditte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Action of foming HNO3 
on U nitrate. 
1880 Sclmcht . . . . . . . . . . . . Electrolytic behavior ..... 
Gos., XII, 2254. 
J. Chem. Soc., 1879, 189; J3or. d. chem. Gos., 
XI, 913. 
C.R., Oct.13, 1870; Iler. d. chem. Ges., xrr, 
2270. 
Cbemik..£:x!,gd880, 20:l ; . Ilcrg- It. h ~ tteum. 
Ztg., , 121; ,falnesb., 1880, l ,4. 
1880 Smith, E. F . . . . . . . . . Electrolysis of ac·etate... . Am. Chem. J ., I, 329; Ber. ll. chem. Gos., 1880, 
751; Jahresb., 1880, 174; Zeit-schr. anal. 
Chem., XXI, 260; JaJiresb. reinen Ch., 18S0, 
102. 
1880 Chastaing . ......... Behavior of U. salts with Bull soc. chim. [2], XXXIV, 20; ,fal11:esb., 
alkalinepyro-anclrueta- 1880, 353; C. C., 1880, 564; Jalmish. roi11on 
1>hosphates. Cb., 1880, 101; Ber. d. cbmu. Gu:-i., .XJU, 
1860. ' 
1880 Zimmermann ....... , Sulphicle; uranium red ... Ann. Chem., CCIY,226; nor. d. e!H'm. Gc::i ., 
XIII, 2078; Bull. soc. chim , XXXV, 17G; 
Chem. News, XLUI, 153; J-. UhoTJJ. Soc., 
1881, II, 79; Zeitschr. anal. Chem., XX, ii57; 
C. C., 1880, 40 arn.J. 7iiG; Jid1resb. nd11eu 
Chem., 1880, 102; J abresb., 1880, ::51. 
rneo Ditto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fluorides arnl oxyflnor- C.R., XCI, 115 :rntl lGG; JJer. cl. chem. GcR., 
ides. XIII, 1977; Jabresb. chem. TecLu.,J 880,,108; 
(}hom. News, XLII, 82 :1nd !J5; J. Cl1em. 
Soc., 1880, II, 85:1 an<l 70~; C. C., 18~0, 6:?5; 
Dingl. 1>01. J., CCXXXVIU, fi04; J ·ali rrsh. 
reinen Chem., 1880, 101; ,fabrcsh., 1880, a5::i. 
1880 Clarke and. Owens .. Mouochloracoia.io of U Am. Chern. J., II, 33l; Ber. 11. chem . Ges., 
nnd Na. XIV, 85; Bull soc. chim., X.."'{XVI, 441 ; C. 
C., 1881, 197; J. Chem. Soc , lob], 11, 1124 ; 
Jabresh. reinen Ch., 1880, 102 and 18, l, 07; 
Jahresb., 1880, 761. 
1880 Luckow .••........ . Esttmn.tion by olcotrolysis. Ztscbr. anal. Chern., 1880, 1; Che:n. News, 
XLI, 2L3, J a lirosb., 18d0, J13[J: J:11.Jresh. rci-
nen Ch., 1880, 2; Jahrcel,. clJ0111. rccli.,1880, 
411. 
1880 Sclrncht. ........... Estimation by electrolysis. 'C. C., 1880, 3H; Jahresb., 1880, 1143; Di11gl. 
vol. J., CCXXXIX, 303 and 378. 
1~ ,0 Schicht ............. Estimn.tiou by electrolysis . Chem. News, XLI, 280; JabreRh., 1880, 1143. 
1880 Zimmorman 11 .••••• • .Action of uranyl sn.lts on Ann. Chem., CCIV, 224; Jahrosb., 1880, 1184 ; 
trmneric1>apor. ,T. Chem. Fide., 1881, 2,122; Zoitsrl1r. anal. 
Cbom., XX, 4lii; C. C ., 1880, 7!lG; Chem. 
News,XLJII, 1.33; lJcr. d. cliom. Gc1:1., Xlll, 
20!13. 
1880 L»ll(1marnl. •..•••.. '1'1!clu1ic:il workingotorei,. l'tlonit .. l'Cicnt. [:lf, X, 9(;5; Jahresh. rl)inon 
C.:h., l&!U, 10:.1; Chem. Ntiws, xr,111, 72. 
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Ilakm· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Isomorphism of fluorine 
compounds. 
Zimmermann . : . . . . . At. wt. based on clensity 
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Roferencos. 
.Ann. Chom., CCII, 234. 
B er. cl. chem. Ges., 1881, 1934-; Jahresb., 1881, 
4; J. Chom. Soc., 1882, 2,143; C. C., 1881, 
670; Jahresb. reincn Ch., 1881, 97; Bull soc. 
chim., XXXVII, 350; Ber. d. chem. Ges., 
XIV, 1935 b. 
Smithsonian Misc. Coll., 441, 150; Phil. :Mag. 
(51, XII, 101; .Am. Chem. J., liI, 363; 
Jahresb., 1881, 6; Chem. News, XLIX, 112. 
Ber. d. chem. Ges., 1881, 4-40; Jahresb., 1881, 
292; J. Chem. Soc., 1881, 2,686; C. C., 1881, 
298; Ding!. pol. J., CCXL, 326; Jahresb. 
reinen Ch., 1881, 97; Jahresb. chem. Tech. 
1881, 376. 
Ber. cl. chem. Ges., 1881, 2325; Jahresb., 1881, 
1183. 
Phil. Mag. (5), XI, 60; J. Chem. Soc., 1881, 2, 
219. 
Ber. d. chem. Ges., XIV, 770; Jahresb. reincn 
Cb., 1881, 90. 
Ber. d. chem. Ges., 1882, 847; Jahresb., 1882, 
16; Dingl. pol. J., CCXLIV, 334; Jabresb. 
chem. Tech ., 1882, 178; Bull soc. chim., 
x:x;xvrrr, 266 . 
.Ann. Chem., CCXIII, 285; Jahresb., 1882, 
327; J. Chem. Soc., 1882, 2, 1260; Zeitschr. 
anal. Chem., XXIII, 63 and 220; Ber. d. 
chem. Ges., XV, 2617. 
C.R., XCV, 988; Jahresb., 1882, 330; J.Chem. 
Soc., 1883, 2, 290 ; Chem. News, XL VI, 290; 
Bull soc. chim., XXXIX, 520. 
Chem. Centr., 1882, 777; .Anz. d. bohm. naturf. 
Versamml. Jahresbericht, 1882, 332; J. 
Chem. Soc., 1883, 2, 425. 
Compt rend., XCIV, 1154; Chem. News, 
XL V, 207; Jahresb., 1882, 12!l4. 
Jabresb. chem. Tech., 1882, 223. 
Chem. Soc. J., XLIII, 125; Jahresb., 188:l, 
385; Chem.News, XL VII, 44-; Ber. d. chom. 
Ges., XVI, 955. 
Chem. News, XLVIII, 251; Jahresb., 1883, 
385; J. Chem. Soc., 1884-, 397. 
Pua.rm. J. Traus. [31, XIII, 737; J. Chem. 
Soc., 1883, 2,602; Monit. sciontif., Sept., 1883; 
Chem.News, XLVIII, 182 . 
.Ann. Chem., CCXVI, 10; Zeitschr. anal. 
Chem., XXIII, 66; J ahresb. chem. Tech., 
1883, 219; Chem. News, XL VII, 130, and L, 
67 ; Bull soc. chim., XXXIX, 590; Ber. d. 
chem. GeR., XVI, 38R • 
.Ann. chim. 1,bys. [6), 1, 338; J. Chem. Soc. 
1884-, 825. 
Be1·. d. chem. Ges. XVII, 2483; Chem. News, 
LI, 220. 
Ann. hem. CCXXVU, 110. 
Ann. rhys. Jan. 15, 1885. 
.Ann. Ph_ys. Jan.15, 1885. 
Chem. News., LII, 1. 
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1785 Grtiner Glimmer .•....... _ Meni. aoad. sci. Paris, 1785, 238; CreU's Ann, 
1787 Klaproth . : . . . . . . . . . U ranerz ....•............. 
17.30 Klaproth . ... . .•.•.. Uranit Spath ..•.....•.... 
1789 Klaproth . . . . . . . . . . . Analysis Ur ............. . 
1791, II, 152. 
M~m. Akad. Berl., 1787, 160. 
Sehr. Ges. N. Berl., IX, 273. 
Crell's Ann. 1789, II, 400; Klap. Beitr., II, 
221. 
1789 
1789 
1790 
1792 
li93 
1800 
1800 
1801 
1802 
1802 
1803 
1805 
Werner . .... ....... . Chalcolith .•.............. Bergm . .r., 376. 
Bergm . .r. Werner ............ . Peohblende ......... ····-· 
Klaproth .......... . 
Anonymous ......•. 
Analysis Ur ............. . 
Analysis Ur ............. . 
:r. de phys., XX.XVI, 248. 
.T. de phys., XLII, 241. 
Ueb. Wern. Verbess., 43. 
Karst. Min. Ta.bell., 56. 
PhiL Mag., 1800, 185. 
Haiiy Traite. 
Karsten ............ . Torberite ................ . 
Karsten ........... . Peoherz .................. . 
Champeaux ........ _ Uranite .......•.•...•..... 
§~~~::::::::::::::: Urane oxidule .••••....... 
Ekeberg ........... . 
Analysis Ur ............. . 
Discovery of P206 in T .. . 
Phil Mag., 1802; J. de phys., L V, 314. 
Ann. oh. phys. rl], XLII, 233. 
Ludw~.Min., !, 55. ~~~~~~::::::::::::: Uranglimmer ............ . Analysis T ...•........... Phil. Trans., 1805; Ann. Phil. V, 281; Ann. 
1807 
1808 
1809 
Brunner ....... .. .. . 
Vauquelin ......... _ 
Ilernbardi · ......... . 
Occurrence ............•.. 
Uraninite .•............... 
Crystallographic, Ur an . 
1814 .Aikin ...........•... 
glimmer. 
Uranite .................. . 
1817 Werner ... . ........ . Feste Uranokker ........ . 
1818 Phillips _ ...... _ ... . 
1818 ]'reiesleben ... _ .... _ 
Uranite .................. . 
Liohtes Uranpecherz .... . 
1810 Berzelius_ ..... _ ... __ Urankalk . ............... _ 
l820 .Jameson ....... ..... Uran.mica ............... . 
1820 Breithaupt .... _ ... _ Uranphyllit ............. . 
1821 J·ohn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Uran vitriol. ............. . 
Berzelius .... __ .... _ Zippeite ................. . 
1822 Phillips............. Torbernite .............. . 
1822 Pfaff ............. __ Analysis Ur_ .. _ ........•. 
1822 Berzelius .... .. _ .. _ _ Hydrate ..... . ........... . 
1823 Berzelius . . . . . . . . . . . Analysis T .............. . 
1823 Berzelius ........... Analysis A., Chaloolite .. _ 
1823 Phillips Presence of P206 in T .... 
1823 Phillips- .· _-_- ." : : : : : : : : Analysis T ...•............ 
m~ ~t;1~~~.:::·.::::: ::: !~:~titti!:::::: ::::::::: 
1827 Zippe .......... ..... Uranbliithe .............. . 
1830 Haidingor •••....... .Tohannite ......... .t ..... . 
1832 Beudant . . . . . . . . . . . . Uraoonioe .••.............. 
1832 Breithaupt ........ _ U. Gummierz .... .. ...... . 
1833 Kersten .......... _. Gummite _ ... ....... .. ... . 
1834 Kersten ............ Uranpeohorz .......... .. . 
1836 Gerhardt . . . . . . . . . . . Uranpeoherz _ ........... . 
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1
~;(7
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Breithaupt ......... Uranerz ................. . 
"" Rose, G...... .. . . .. . Uranota.ntalite ........... . 
184-1 Breithaupt: ........ Uronoohaloite ........... . 
184-3 Ebehnen...... ... . . . Analysis Ur ............. . 
18·t4 Ra.mmolsborg ....... Analysis Ur ............. . 
1845 
18•15 
1845 
1845 
18•l7 
18-17 
]847 
1847 
Teschomaehor...... . ..•....•... ... .. .... . ..... . 
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.Breitlia.upt . . . . . . . . . Urangummi ............. . 
Droithnupt . . . . . . . . . U. Pittinerz .......... . ... . 
IT. l\Iis. 15--50 
Phil. VII, 63; Nicholson's .T., XIII, 247. 
Leonh. Tasch. I, 362. 
Ann. ch. phys. rlJ. XL VIII, 277. 
Leonh. Tasch., ill, 95. 
Mineralog. Manual, 1814. 
Wern. Min. Syst., 26; Hoffm. Mi1;1,, IX a 279. 
Trans. Geol Soc., III; Ann. Phil. XII, 133. 
Beitr. Min. Kennt. Sachs., 187; Leonh. Tasch. 
. XII, 168, . 
N. S.,st. Min., 295; Ann. chim. phys. [2], 
XIII, 31; Schweigg.J., XXVII, 74; Ann. 
Phil XIII, 464. 
Min. Syst., 1820. 
Charak. d. Min. Syst. 
Chem. Unters., V, 254. 
Schweigg . .r., XXXII., 245. Leonh. Tasch., 
XVI, 693; Ann. Phil., XXIV, 390. 
Ann. Phil., XX, 469. 
Sch weigg . .T.,XXXV, 326. 
Ann. ch. phys. [2], XII, 31; Berz . .Tahresb., 
I, 89. 
Berz . .Tahresb., 1823, 137. 
Pogg:. Ann., I.,_374; Schweigg . .r., JFLIV, 29; 
Edinb . .T. Sci., II, 372; Ann. Phil., XXV, 
274. 
Ann. Phil., N. S., VI, 156. 
Ann. Phi. f 2], V, 57; Am . .T. Soi [l], VII, 
380; Sohweigg. J., XLIV, 42. 
Ann. ch. phvs. t2], XXIV, 239. 
Verh. ')-es. Bohm. Prag., 1824; Leonh. Zeit-
sohr., XX, 168; Edinb . .r. Sci., V, 185. 
Kastner's .Arch. Nat., XII, 252; Berz . .Jah-
. resb., VIII, 198. 
Abh. Bohm. Ges. Prag., 1830; Edinb . .J. Sci. 
N. S., III, 306; Berz . .Jahresb., XI, 208. 
Bend. Trait(), II, 672. 
Charak. Min. SyRt., 218. 
PoJlg. Ann., XXV l, 492; Schweigg . .T., LXV, 
18; Ann. Ch. Pharm., VIII., 285. 
Po.e;Jl. Ann., XXVI, 491; Barz . .Tahresb., 
XIII, 165; Ann. Ch. Pharm., VIII, 285. 
J.-pr. Ch., [V, M. 
.T. pr. Ch., XII, 184. 
PogJl., Ann. XL VIII, 555; Edinb. N. Phil . .T., 
XXIX, 418. 
Breith. Handb. Min., 173. 
Ann. d. M. [4J, IVt 400; Ann. ch. phys. [3], 
VIII,498; lierz . .Janresb., XXIV, 304; .r. pr. 
Ch., XXXi.. 414. 
Pogg. Ann., .LlX, 35; Berz . .Tahresb., XXIV, 
304; Jahrb. f. Min., 1884, 353. 
.A.m . .T. Sci. [ltiXL VITI, 395. 
Am. ,T. Soi [1 , XL VITI, 395. 
Handb. best. · ., 549. 
Ilandb. best. Min., 510. 
Pogg., LXXI, 157. 
Hantlb., 184-7, 863 . 
Handb., 184-7, 863. 
Han.db., 1847, 803. 
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Scheerer, Th ........ Analysis Ur ............. . 
Werther............ Uranit ............... . ... . 
Herm:1nn .. . . . . . . . . . Ytt,roilmenite ........... . . 
Smith, .J. L.......... Medjidite ................ . 
1848 Le Conte . . . . . . . . . . . Coracite ................. . 
1848 Genth ..•..... .. .... Ura.nit ...... . . • ........... . 
1850 Whitney . . . . . . . . . . . Coracite ................. . 
1852 Brookes & Miller . . . .. ....................... .. . 
1852 Raiding er . . . . . . . . . . Eliasite .................. . 
1852 Vogl.. .............. Liebigite, Voglite ...... .. 
1853 
1853 
1853 
1851 
1855 
1856 
]857 
1857 
1857 
1857 
1859 
]859 
1859 
v. H:1uer ........... .Ana,lysis of Uranpecherz. 
Chapman...... ..... Uranatemnite .... .. ..... . 
D
R aagusbkeyr . __ · _· _· _· _--__ · . __ · _· _· _· Pi ttinerz .......... ..... .. 
Basic sulphate ........... . 
Fritsche............ Uranpecherz ........... . . 
Descloizeaux . ... . .. Optical exam. of minerals . 
Vogl... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Basic -aulphate ........... . 
Lindacker .......... Umnochalcite, Zippeite 
&c. 
Descloizeaux . . . . . . . Autunite ................ . 
Gen th . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Analysis of Comcite ..... . 
Hermann ........... U1·anoniobit ............ .. 
Hermann........... Pittinerz ............... .. 
Ordway............. Basic sulphate . .......... . 
~~~~ ~efs~y-: :: : : : : ::::: -~~~~:~~~ .1!.r_ :::: :: : : ::: ::: 
1861 Pisani . .. . . . . . .. . . .. Analysis A .............. . 
1865 Breithaupt .....• · 1 Fritzscheite .......... . · i Cuproura1~it ........... . 
Calconra.mt ........... . 
1805 Church ........... .. 
]866 Church ............ . 
AnalysisT .............. . 
Autunite ............... .. 
1868 Websky ........... . 
1860 Ilormann ......... .. 
Kocholite ................ . 
Samarskito an.cl related 
minerals. 
1870 Wobsky .......... . Uranoph:1no ...... . ...... . 
1870 Boricky... . . . . . . . . . . U ranotile ....... . .. . .. • .. . 
1870 Kr~ici .............. Urn.11ophane ............ .. 
1870 Zepharowich . . . . . . . Crystallogravbic, 11ranotile 
1871 Weisbo.ch .......... Uranospiuite, Trogerito . . 
1872 Weisbach .. .. .. .. .. Silicate .................. . 
1872 Maskelyne & l!'light. Uranite .................. . 
1872 Nordenskjcf>lcl ...... Nohlito ... .... ....... .. . .. 
1
1
87
7
3
3 
Rnmmelaberg ...... . Sn.marsl<iLe ............ .. 
Zorrenner ......... . Rnmarskito .............. . 
1873 Woisbach . . .. .• .. . Ur:mosph:irito, U1·anospi-
uito. 
1873 Woisltach ..... . .... Uranoiile ............. ... . 
l 73 fkhranf ............. Uranotilc . ............... . 
1873 Wil> ·l .. .. .... .. .. .. Auto.nite ............. . .. 
1873 Wlnklr............ rnno pblirit<-, Trog rite, 
Z nne1il , Urano. pin it . 
.. · -• . . . . .. .. TorlJ rnite, utuni o and 
Z W10rite. 
References. 
Pogg.,Ann.,LXXII, 570; N . .Jen. Lit.Ztg., 
1848, 55. 
.J. pr. Ch., XLIII, 332; ,fahresb., 1848, 1218. 
.J. pl'. Ch., XLIV, 216. 
Am. J. Sci. [2], V, 337; XI.,250; .Ann Ch. 
Pharm, LXVI, 254: .Jahrcsb., 1847--48, 1220. 
Am . .J. Sci. [2], III,173:.Jahresb., 1848,1167; 
1853, 642. 
Ann. Ch. Pharm., LXVI, 280. 
Am . .J. Sci. [2J, VII, 434; J. pr. Cb., LI, 127; 
Phil. Mng. (31, XXXVll, 153; Auuuai.re 
chim., 1851, 204. 
B. &M. Min., 1852, 517. 
J 'ahrb. geolog. Reichs., IV, 124. 
.Jahrb. ieolog. Reicbs., rv·, 221; Jahrosb., 185:l, 
840 . 
.Jahrb. geolog. Reichs., 1853, 105; an<l 1854, 186; 
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Ramm. Handb., 1860, 175 . 
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Borg. u. Mittenm. Ztg., XXIV, 302; .Jahrb. 
Min., 1865, 743; .J ahresb. , 1865, 011. 
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.J. Chem. soc., 1866, 135. 
.Jabrb. Min., 1868, 607; .Jnbresh., 1808, 1013. 
.J. pr. Cli., CVII, 139. 
Zeitschr. geol'. Ges., XXII, 02; Ja.hresb., 1870, 
]304. 
.Jahrb. Min., 1870, 780; ,Jabrosb., 1870, ]305; 
Ber. 11. chcm:Ges., 1870, 307. 
Ber. d. chem. Ges., 1870, 806. 
Jabrb. Min., 1870, 780; .Jahresb., 1870, 1305. 
.Jahrb. Min., 1871, 860; .Ja.hresb., 1872, 1135. 
.Jahrb. Min., 1872, 316; .J:ihrosb., 1872, ll23. 
Chem. Soc . .J. [2], X, 1054; J :thresb., 1872, 
1136; Bor. d. chem. G es., V, 0.00; C. C., 
1873, 118. 
G ol. For. Forb:indl, SL00kholm, I, 7; .Jabrb. 
Min., 1872, 534. 
Pogg. Ann., CL, 2t3. 
Z iti;cbr. gcol. Gos., XXV, 4-Gl. 
Ja.hrl>. Min., 1873, 314; C. C, 1873, 341; 
.Jabresb., 1872, 1000. 
.Jnhrb. Min., 1873, 206; .Jahr sb., 1873, 117 ; 
.J. Chem. Soc., 1873, 1108. 
Min. Mi th., 1873, 138; .Jalu-esb., 1873, 1170. 
Jahrb. f. Min., 1873, 242; J. Chem. Soc., 1873 
1110. 
.J. pr. Cbem. [2], vrr, 1; .Jnbrb. Min., 1873, 
870 ; ,Jnhros b., J 873. ll 90 ; C. C. 1873, 342; 
Am. Chem., IV, 3G; .J. Chem. Soc., 1873, 
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1873 Church ........... .. Schroeckeringite ........ . Jahrb. gcol. Reichs, 1873, No. I; .Am. Chem., 
1874 Church ............. Autunite and Torbernito. 
IV, 479. · 
Chem.News,XXX,245; J. Chem.Soc., Feb., 
1875, 109. 
1877 Kerr ................ Occurrence of U. minerals 
in North Carolina. 
.Am. J. Sci. (3], XIV, 496. 
1877 Winkler ............ Uranocircite ........ ....... J. pr. Chem. (2], XVI, 91; Zeitschr. Kr_vst., 
1,394; Jahresb., 1877, 1302; J. Cb.em. Soc., 
1878, II, 17; C. U., 1877, 646; Jahresb.1·einen 
Ch., 1877, 107. 
1877 Church ............. Uranocircite,estimationof Min. Mag., I, 234 ; Zeitschr. Kryst., III, 113; 
Jahresb. reinen Ch., 1879, 08. water. 
1877 Weisba-0h .......... Crystallographic ......... Zeitschr. Kr_vst., I, 394; Jahrb. Miu., 1877, 
406; Jahresb., 1877, 1303. 
1878 Nordenskj9ld.. .. . . . Cleveite and Yttrogum. 
mite. 
GcoL For. Forh., IV, 28. 
1878 l3rush and Dana.... Uraninite ................ . .Am. J. Sci. (3], XVI, 35. 
1878 Roster.............. Uranite in Elba ......... . 
1878 Reichardt ......... . Uraninite from Joa-0hims-
ihal. · 
Jahrb. f. Min., 1877, 531; J. Chem. Soc., 1878, 2, 
280. 
1878 
1878 
Brezina. . . . . . . . . . . . . Autunite, crystallograpb ic 
Borziz ky . . . . . . . . . . . U ranotile ................ . 
Arch. Pharm.[31,XIII,130; J. Chem.Soc.,1879, 
2, 18; Jahresb. reinen Ch., 1878, 109. 
Zoit,schr. Kr.vst., III, 273. 
Jahrb. gcol. Reichs, May 31, 1878; 1\fin. M:ig., 
II, 150. 
1879 Konig . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ra.ndite .................. . 
1879 Patera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U. ores as a source of V d .. 
1879 Gen th . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U minerals of North. Car. · 
olina, Uranotil, Phos. 
phuranylite, Gummite. 
1880 Lewis .............. 
1880 Weisbach ........... 
1880 Comstock ..... ~ ..... 
1881 Collier .............. 
1881 Hidden ............. 
1882 Weisbach ........... 
1882 Nilson . .......... . •. 
1882 Schrauf ............. 
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UranphyZZite (see Torbernite). 
Uranothallite (see Liebigite), 
Uranvitriol (see Johannite). 
Uranothorite: Collier, 81; Nilson, 82. 
Uranpecherz (see Uraninite). 
Uranotile: Borioky, 70; Zepharowich, 70; Weisbacb, 73, 80; Schrauf, 73; Borzizky, 78. 
Voglite: Vogl, 53. 
Voglianite: Vogl, 57. 
Yttrogummite: Nordenksj~ld, 78. 
Zippeite: Ur:mbliithe, Zippe, 24, 27; Haidinger, 45; Dau~er, 54; Lindackor, 57; Ordway, 51>. 
Zeunerite: Winkler, 73; Frenzel, 73. 
VIII.-OXIDEB, 
Subject. Author. · Date. 
Acill, uranio .............................................. . 
Acidity of peroxide (UOa) ................................. . 
Oxides ...................................................... . 
g~~::· :!a.:~ii~~1~e. ~~::::::::: ·.:::::::: :: : : : : :: : : :: : : : 
Oxides: soluble modification of .................................. . 
gj~::: ~;:~&°~m;!~ity·~r:: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: : ::: :: :::: :: 
Do . ..... . .............................................. .. 
Ox:id0t1, specific heat of pseudo-metal .......................... . 
i~ if J;f ~~ilif ¥/ ~': ::;:i:::i :::: :: :i:: :i; ;:: ::: : i 
Tetroxicle ...................................................... .. 
Reduction of protoxide attempted ....................... .. 
Urnnous otide crystallized ..................................... . 
Uranio a id .................................................... .. 
Volatility of UOs ...................................... ..... . 
IX.-S .. U,T8, 
~~;~!rii::::::::::::::::::::: 
Bertbier ...................... . 
Pla.yfair and Joule ........... . 
E. D. Clarke ................... .. 
Graham .................... ....... .. . 
Fuchs ...................... : .... . 
~~ai~1!~f;~~~:::::::::::: 
~~~h~~:::::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : : 
Brauner ...................... .. 
~~~~aJi:u~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
ir~~m~;~·::::: :: : :::::::::: 
Wolller ............................. . 
Fairley ....................... . 
Elsner ....... . .................. . 
Von.IIauer ..•................. 
\V l.Rky ................... .. 
Rammelsborg ... ................ . 
. ... .. do .. ... . . .... ............. . 
Scheib! r ........... . . .. ... ....... . 
• ohabui, .............. . . .... ... . 
mith,E.l.!' ................... . 
· · · · -·................................... Zimmonn..'lnu . . ........ . ... . . . . 
Gibbs ........................ . 
.•. ······ ...................................... ,verther ........ . ............... . 
............................... ~·-·······--~-, ........ Ordway ........................... . 
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Subject. 
Bromate .........................••.•..................... 
Bromide ................................................. . 
J3romiues ........... .... ................................. . 
Carbonate ............................................... . 
Carbonate, &c ........ ........................... .••...... 
Carbonate, crystallographic ......................•....... 
Uarbonate, hydrated ammonfacal ..............•.•........ 
Carbonate of U and K ... .................•.. · .•........... 
Cliinoline and oxychloride ......... ..... ........ ..•..•.... 
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Chromate ...............................•......•.••....•.. 
Chromates of U02 and K . .•.................• ., ••••..•.•••• 
Citrate, action of light on ............................••... 
Uroconate...... . . . . . . . ................ _ ...... • •..•........ 
Cyanide ...................................•.••• .•.. __ .... 
Cyanide and carbon-dioxide .•...... . •.......•••.•.•.•.... 
~rf %1~r}: n!!ii~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : :: : : : 
J•'errocyanides ................... .....•...•.• ..• .......... 
i1~~~fl:~~~~·.~~~~-~l-~ ~.f .. _· :.·.-.-.-.-::::::::::::::: :: :: : : : : : : : 
Fluorides, oxyfluorides, and double salts ................ . 
J!'luorides . ................................ ..... ..•... ..•.. 
ID;;~J~;{~:.f t~~ ;'."!;:;: !!! ! !! : ::::;;: ;;::: :; :::: i 
Iodate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ ..... ... ........ . 
Lactate ......................... ... ...........•.•• --.... : -
Monocbloracetate of U and Na .... .. ..................•... 
Nitrate .......... ... ....•.......................•......... 
N!trate, hydrated . ............................... .. ~ ..... . 
Nitrate, action of fuming nitric acid on; ......•.......... 
Nitride ....... ..... .....................•................. 
Oleate ......... ... _ ............... ...............•••••.... 
t>rgauic bases and oxychloride ..........................•. 
Oxalates .......................... ~ ...................... . 
Oxal:.ttes, action of light on .............................. . 
Oxychloride, ammoniacal compounds ..•••... ............. 
Oxychloride and organic bases ........... ... ....•......... 
OxytluOJidcs, double salts, &c ....... .. , .................. . 
i!$t!J(.·/\\\\\i/\HHL\ 
Phospb ates, artificially crystallizecl . . .................•.. 
~~i~Eii~~~~.t~_:.~.:_::.~.:_:_-~·::::: :: : : :~:::::: :: : : : : : : ~ ;: ::: :·:: 
Pyro- and meta-phospha.t11s .........••...........••....... 
f ~;~;!t;E~:.:_:_:.: :.··:.:_:.:_:_.·_: .:.:.:.::::::::::: ~:: ~:::::::::::: 
Author. 
Rrunmelsberg .••...•......... 
Beriltemot .........••••..•••.. 
Sendtner ...................•. 
Parkman ..•.•.............•.. 
Delffs ........•.•• ~ ....•...•... 
Keferstein .......•......•..••. 
~~~~:Ki·::::::::::::::::::::: 
C. Gr. Williams ...•...••••.... 
Cronander .......•.........••. 
John .......•••....•....•••••. 
Wiesner .•••.•.••..•......•••. 
~:ii:t~~!: :·: ::. : : :::::::::::: 
Fresenius ....•...•............ 
N audin a.nd de :Montholin ..••. 
Pinner .......•••.•.••.....•... 
Graham...... . ......•........ 
Hallwachs and Schafarik: ..•.. 
!~~if!~:-:·:·:·:·~::::::::::::: 
Bolton .............•••...••.•. 
Ditta ..... ~ .•.. -••... · -..••••. 
Smithells ...................•. 
Baker .........•........•••••• 
Rammelsberg ..............••. 
Gautier ...•.•...........•..... 
Pleischl ...•••...... ...••..... 
Engelhardt and Maddrell ..... 
Clarke and Owens ..........• . 
Klaproth. :·· ...........•••... 
Schultz.Sellack .........•..... 
Ditta ...•...........•••.•..... 
Uhrlaub ........•...•.......•. 
Gibbons . .....•........••••. 
C.Gr. Willia.ms .••......•.•••. 
Ebelmen .••.••.....•...•••••.. 
Corvisart and Nie pee .••...... 
Regelsberger .•.•.......••.... 
C. Gr. Williams ..•...••....... 
:Bolton .•............•..•...•.. 
Ditta ...•...•....••..••••...•. 
Remele ..•....•.••......•..... 
Roscoe . . •. ..••••............•. 
Fairley ..........•...•••...... 
Werther .............••.•..... 
Debray ...................... . 
Rammelsbei;g ............••... 
Persoz ....................... . 
~!iifl:::: :·: ::::::::: ::: : : 
ttafi~::::::: _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:::::::: 
Graham ...•.•................ 
Berzelius. . . . . . . . . . . . ..•.•.... 
Sendtner.. . . . • . .......•...... 
Mnspratt .................... . 
Nilson .•..•. .•.•••.....•...... 
Rud. Brandes ................ . 
g§§'~;~:;;~f i~(: ::~:;::: i :::: :~: ::/:): :: i 
~ ~~ir:t:::::: .~::: -~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: : : : :
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Schnltz-Sellack .........•..... 
:Marchand ..............••.... 
Rose,H ...................... . 
Patera ...••. .••.•............ . 
Zimmermann ...... .......... . 
Berthier ..•.................•• 
Remele •.••.••.••••..•........ 
Girard ......•..............•. 
Scheller . ...............•....•. 
re~~ftu~: :::::: :::: :: : : : :: ::: 
Porrett ...••••........••••.... 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS. 
[Da1;es following titles indicate works fully indexed.] 
Abbreviations. 
A.m.Chem .....•..........•............ 
A.m. Naturalist .................••..... 
A.m. J. Photog ..................•. -•• -• 
A.m. J. Sci. ...........•...•............ 
Ann. Ch. Pharm. or Ann. Chem .....•... 
!~~: S\t~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Ann.Phys ............................ . 
A.nnals Lye. Nat. Hist ................ . 
.Aunals N. Y. A cad. Sci. ... ......•...... 
.A.nnuaire chim ....................... . 
.A.uz. d. llohm. naturf: Versamml .•...... 
Arch fr der Pharm ........ ...... .. .... . 
B.&M. Min ...........•...•. .......... 
Ber. d. chem. Ges .......... . .....•• ..... 
Berg- und hiittenm. Ztg ........•....... 
~~~fj:a'.fi~~-sb: :::::: :::::: ::::::: :: : : : : 
Brei th. Ilandb. Min ................... . 
Brit. J. Phot .......................... . 
Buchuer's Report............ . ....... . 
Bull. belge photog .....••............... 
Bull. des soi. ..............•.•.......... 
Bull. soc. chim ......•.• ••... ... ......•. 
Bull. soc. min. France ... ............. . 
Bull. soc. nat. Moscou ...........•...... 
Httll. soc. phllomath ..•... ........... .. 
c.c ··········· ························ Chap. Pract. Min . ...... ....... ... . .... . 
Charak. d. Min. Syst .....•............. 
CJiern. Gaz ... ................. . .....•.. 
Cbe1u. News ....... ................... . 
Chem. techn. Mittheil ................ . 
Chem. Unters .•.......•.............. . 
g~::~~~~.~~~:::: :: :::: :::::::::: :: : : : : 
Crell's .Ann .............•.........•.... 
Cronst. ~n ......................••••. 
~~~'u{~oy -~ ~::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
Gool. Fot'. Forhandl. Stockholm ..... 
Gllnie indnstr ....... ...........•....... 
GilbertAnn .......................... . 
Gott. gelehrt. Anz .....•............... 
Handb. beat. Min .................... . 
Hnuy, Traitll . .. . ..................... . 
Horn'sPhotog. J .......•...•.......... 
fn~l1tr.~~::~-~ ::::::: :::: :::::::: :::::: 
J. Chem. Soc ..........•.......... ...... 
J. ftir. Landw ...... ................... . 
J. t· Ch . . . . . ... : .................... . 
J a I>. geolog. :Re1chs ..... ..... . .•.•.. 
J 'abrb. Min ........................... . 
Jahresb ........................ . ..... . 
Jnhreeb. chem. Tech .••............... 
Jahreeb. phys. Ver. Frankft .... .. ... . . 
Jahresb. reinen Ch . ...........•........ 
~;~: l~if ~ii::::::::::::::::::::: 
KMtner's Arch. Nat ...... . ... . ...... . 
H, Mis. 15-60 
Fuller title. 
American Chemist. Chandler. New York. 1870-'77. 
American Naturalist. Philadelphia. 
American Journal of Photography. New York. 
American J onrnal of Science. 8illiman & Dana. New Haven. 
1818-'85. 
Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie; and Liebig's Annalen der 
Chemie. Heiclelberg. 1832'-'85. 
Annales de chimie (et de physique). ~aris. 1789.-1884. 
Annales des mines. Paris. 
Annalen deF PbysikundChemie Wiedemann. Berlin. 1877-'84. 
Annals of the New York Lyceum of Natural History. 
:A.nnals of the New York Academy of Sci~nces" New York • 
1877-'84 . 
.A.nnnaire de chimie. Millon et Reiset. Paris. 1845-'51. 
Anzeiger q.er bohmischen natnrforschender Versammlung . 
.A.rchiv der Pbarmacie, des allg. dentschen Apotheker-Vereins. 
Introduction to mineralogy. Brooke & Miller. London. 
Berichte der deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft. Berlin. 
186$-'84. 
Berg. nnd hiittenmannische Zeitung. Leipzig. 
Bergmannisches Journal. Kohler. Freiberg. 
J:thresbericht iiber die Fortsohritte der pbysieohen Wissen• 
schaf'ten. Berzelius. 1822-'51. 
Vollstandiges Handlmch der Min,eralogie. A. Breith.aupt. 
Leipzig. 
British J ourn~l of Photography. Liverpool. 
Repertorimn fiir die Pharmacie. Buchner. Niirnberg. 
Bulletin belge de la photoo-raphie. .Bruxelles. 
Bulletin des scienoes, puuifo par la Socillte philomathiqne de 
Paris. 
Bulletin de fa Societe chimiqne de Paris. 1864-'85. 
Bulletin de la SocieM mineralogique de France. 
Bulletin de la Soci6te Imperiale des naturalistes -de Moscon. 
Bulletin de la Societe philomathique. Paris. 
Chemisches Centralblatt. Leipzig. 1850-'84. 
Practical Mineralogy. E. J. Chapman. London. 
Charakteristik des Mineral.Systems. Breithaupt. Freiberg. 
Chemical Gazette. London. 
Chemical News. Crookes. Lobdon. · 1860-'85. 
Chemisch.teohnischen Mittheilungen. Elsner. 
John's Chemischer Untersuchungen mineralischer 
,. ,. ,. Substanzen. Berlin. 
Chemiker-Zeitung. Kothen. 
Cosmos. Moigno. Paris. 
Cbemische Annalen. Crell. 1784-1803. 
Mineralogie. Uronstedt. Stockholm. 
Polytechnisches Journal. Dingler. Stuttgart. 1820-'85. 
Neues allgemeines Journal der Chemie. Gehlen. 
i:j~g~~:sf j~!~in/~Js~rhandlingar. Stockholm. 
Annalen der Physik. Gilbert. 1799-1824. 
Gottingische gelehrte .A.nzeigen. Gottingen. 
Handbnch der bestimmenden Mineralogie. Haidi:nger. Wien. 
Trait6 de mineralogie. Hany. Paris. 1801. 
Photographisohes ,.1onrnal. Horn. Leipzig. 
Humphrey's Journal of the Daguerreotype. New York. 
L'lnstitut. Paris. 
Journal af the Chemical Society of London. 
1
184'9-'85. 
Journal f'tir Landwirthsobaft. Gottingen. 
Journal fiir praktische Chemie. Leipzig. 1834-'84. 
Jahrbnch der k. k. geologischen Reichsanstalt. Wien. 
Jahrbnch fiir Mineralogie. Leonhard & Bronn. 
Jahresbericllt iiber dio Fortschritte der reinen, pha.rmaceu· 
tisohen nnd tecbnisohen Chemie. Liebig nnd Kopp. Gies. 
sen. 1847-'84. 
Jabresbericht ii.her die Fortschritte der chemischen Techno. 
logie. Wagner. Leipzig. 1855-'84. 
.Jahresberichte der physikalischen Verein zn Frankfurt a. M. 
Jahresbericht iiber die ll'ortsohritte anf dem Gebiete der 
reinen Chemie. Tiibingen. 1873-'82. 
Journal de pharroa.cie (etde chimie). Paris. 1815-'84. 
Journal de physique, de chimie [etc.). Ln. Metberie. Paris. 
Mineralogische Tabellen. Karsten. 1800. 
A.rchiv fiir< die ges~mmte N~turlehre. K. "\V. G. ~t\Stl\er, 
Ntiremberg. 
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Abbreviations. Fuller title. 
Konir. Vet. Acad. Randi............... Konirl. Vetenskaps Akademien Handlingar. Stockholm. 
Leonh. Taschenb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Taschenbuch fiir die gesammte Mineralogie. Leonhard. 
Frankfurt a. M. 
Lithophyl. Born ...................... . 
Liverpool Phot. J ...............•... - .. 
t~.~:~t!lj~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Mern. Acad. roy. sci. Berlin ..........••. 
Mem. Chem. Soc. Lond ...••.•....••.... 
Lvthophilacium Bornianum. Prag. 
Livel'pool Photographic Journal. 
Handbuch der Mineralogie nach Werner. Ludwig. 
:Magnalia Dei in locis ~ubterraneis. Briickmann. 
Memoires de l' Academie royale des sciences de Berlin. 
Memoirs and Proceedings of the Chemical Society of Lon. 
don. 1841-'48. 
Min. Joach. Teplit,z .••.... •... ..•••.. Ganguerhaltnisse und Mineralreichthum Joachimthals. J. 
Fl. Vogl. Teplitz. 1857. 
~~: ~s1: :: :: : : ::: : : ::::: :::::: ::: : :: : 
Miu. Mitth ...............•.•.••••..... 
Mineralog. Manual ...... . ... .......•.. 
Monatsb. d. Berl. Acad ............... . 
Mondes, Les: .................•...•.... 
Mon.it. photog . ........ . ........... ... . 
Monit. scient ............. . ........... . 
N. Arcll.ph.nat .....•................. 
Mineralogical Magazine and Journal. Truro. 1876-'84. 
Jameson's System of Mineralogy. Edinburgh. 
Mineralogische Mittbeilungen. H. Tschermak. Wien. 
Aikin's Manual of Mineralogy. London. 
Monatsberichte der kon. Academie der Wissenchalten. 
Berlin. 
Les Mondes. Moigno. Paris. 
Moniteur d~ la :photographie. Paris. 
Moniteur scient1fique. Quesneville. 
Archives des sciences physiques et naturelles. Nouvelle 
Serie. Geneve. 
N. Gegenst. der Ch ..........•....•..... Ueber die neueren Gegenstande inder Chemie. J.B. Richter. 
Breslau. · 
N. Petersb. Acad. Bull ... .••...••....• . Bulletin de l'Academie imperiale des sciences de St .. Peters· 
bourg. 
N. S_yst. Min........................... Nouveau systeme de mineralogie. Berzelius. Paris. 
Nichols?n's J .••......•....••.......... A Journal of Natural Philosophy, Chemistry [etc.]. Wm. 
Nicholson. London. 1797-1813. 
Nova a.eta Reg. Soc. Sc. U psal ........ . . 
Oestr. Zeits. Berg-u. Hiitt .............• 
Pha1·m. Centr . . .......•...•............ 
Pharm. Centralh ..........••.......•.. 
it{l: ~tff~s:: :: : : ::::: :: ::: : ::::::::::: 
Pogg. Ann .•.......•.•.....•....•...•. 
Polyt. Centr ...•..•.....•...•.......... 
Polyt. Centralhalle ................... . 
Polyt. Notizbl.. ..... .... ....... .......• 
Preuss. Zeitschr. Berg·H. u. Salin .... . 
Reg. societat. scient. upsaliensis, nova acta. Upsala. 
Oesterreichiscbe Zeitschrift fiir Berg. und Riittenwesen. 
Pharmaceutisches Centralblatt. Leipzig. 1830-'49. 
Pharmaceutische Centralhalle fiir Deutscbland. Berlin. 
Philosophical Magazine. London. 1798-1884. 
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Societ:v. London. 
Annalen der Physik. und Chemic. Poggendorff. Berlin. 
1824-84. 
Polytechnisches Centralblatt. Leipzig. 
Polytechnische Centralhalle. Leipzig. 
Polytechnisches Notizblatt. Bottger. Mainz. 
Preussische Zeitschrift fiir das Berg-, Hutten. und Salinen· 
wesen. 
Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad ........ Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences. Philadel· 
phia. 
Proc. Chem. Soc. Lond .....•.•.•...... 
Q11art. J. Soi ..........••.•..•......... 
ltamm. Handb ........................ . 
Rep. chim. appl ...•••..••••...•........ 
ltep. chim. pur.................... . .. 
~:~i{!~!~tii~ ~: ~: ~ -: ~ :·:: ~ ·:~ ~ ·: :~ ·: ~ ~: 
Russ. Zeitschr. Pharm ................ . 
San Francisco Sc ...................... . 
Schriften berl. Ges. naturf. Fr ....... . 
Proceeilings of the Chemical Society of London. 1843. 
Quarterly J'onrnal of Science. Royal Institution. London. 
Handbuch der- Mineralchemie. :ij.ammelsberg. 
Repertoire de chimieappliquee. Paris. 
Repertoire de chimie pure. Paris. 
Repertory of A1·ts, Manufactures ~tc.). London. 
ii!~~th~b3!i!~t:fr! ~~v:~~~~ · Mt~~onParis. 
Russische Zeitschrift fiir Phar:nacie. St. Petersburg. 
San Francisco Scientific and Mining Press. 
Schriften der berliniscben Gesellschaft naturforscbender 
Freunde. Berlin. 
Schweigg. J . . . . . . . .••• •• . ... . . . . . . . . . . Journal fiir Chemie und Physik. J. S. C. Schweigger. Niirn· 
berg. 1811-'33. 
Sitzungsb. k. bohm. Gel!! . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . Sitzungsberichte der kon. bohmischen Gesellschaft der Wis. 
sene,chaften. Prag. 
Smithsonian lifisc. Coll ..... . . ........ . 
Technologiste ............ .... ........ . 
Trans. Roy. Soc. Edinb .•.............. 
'l'rommsrl. ,T. der Pharm .............. . 
\Vall. Min . ..... .. ................•.... 
Wien A cad. Ber . ...... . .............. . 
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. 
Le Technologiste. Paris. 
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. 
.Tournal der Pbarmacie. Trommsdorff. Leipzig. 
Mineralogia. Wallerius. Stockholm. 
SitzungslJerichte der math .. naturwiss. Classe der kais. Acad· 
emie der Wis enschaften. Wien. 
iV}ence~fl!/cih:::::::::::::::::::::: ~i:1c~
1tJ<:0~i!1if:>?t:~l0ci!~e. Fresenius. Wiesbaden. 
1862-'84. 
Z it chr. Ch. . . . . . • . . • • • • . . • • . • . . . . . • • . Zeitschrift fiir Chemie. Gottingen. 
?,e~t~cl1r. Pharm . .....•............... . Kritische Zcitscbrift fiir Chemie. 
~ it., chr. 1£ • • Naturw.... ... . . . . . . . . . .. Ze1tschrift fiir die gesammte Naturwiasenchaften. 
Z 1 h · Kry t .. .............. ........ 
1 
Z itschrift fiir Krystallographie und Minoralogie. Groth. 
. Leipzig. 1877-'84. 
PRICE LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
OF THE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
JULY, 1885. 
This list includes only the publications of the Institution (1847 to 1885) which can 
be furnished at the prices named. All others are out of print. All gratuitou,s distri-
bution to individuals has been discontinued. 
The "Smithsonian Contributions" and "Miscellaneous Collections" are presented 
to public libraries containing 25,000 volumes, learned societies of the first class, and 
smaller public libraries, properly recommended, where a large district would be 
otherwise unsupplied. 
No. Pl'ice. 
12. LIEBER, F.-Vocal sounds of Laura Bridgman------·-----··-··--····-··· $2 00 
15. SQUIER, E. G.-Aboriginalmonuments of the State of New York .. _ ... ·-·· 6 00 
17. HARE, R.-Explosiveness of niter .. _ •.................. ·-·· .... - .... -··. 50 
~O. BAILEY, J. W.-Microscopical examination ofsoundings ...... ·----·. .... 1 00 
21. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1849. - - • • • . • . . . . . • • • • • . 1 00 
23. BAILEY, J. W.-Microscopical observations in So. Car., Ga., Fla. .... .•.. 2 00 
25. JEWETT, C. C.-Notices of public libraries in the United States.......... 50 
27. BOOTH, J. C., and MoRFIT, C.-Recent improvements in chemical arts.... 50 
~8. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 18G0 .•• __ • . • • • • • . • • • . . • • ... l 00 
33. DAVIS, C. H.-Law of deposit of'the flood tide. _____ ···-··· ....•... ···--- 75 
34. BAIRD, S. F.-Directions for collecting specimens of natural history..... 05 
36. SECCHI, A.-Researches on electrical rheometry ...... ·----· .... ...... .... 1 00 
41. LEIDY, J.-·Extinct species of American ox .. ···-·····-··................ 1 00 
4ti. TORREY, J.-Plautoo Fremontianre ....•................ _................ 3 00 
47. JEWETT, C. C.-Construction of catalogues of libraries.................. 50 
49. BAmD, S. F.,. and GIRARD, C.-Catalogue of N. A. serpents in Museum.... 1 00 
50. STIMPSON, W.-Synopsis of Marine Invertebrata of Grand Manan .... .... 1 00 
52. COFFIN, J. H.-Winds of the northern hemisphere ... _ ......• __ .... _. . . . • 5 00 
56. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. VI. ........... ·---·· .... 12 00 
57. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1852 ...... ·-·--·. ....•. 1 00 
58. LEIDY, J.-AncientfaunaofNebraska .. _ •.......................•...... 6 00 
59. CHAPPELSMITH, J.-Account of a tornado, New Harmony, Ind ..... ·----· 50 
60. Tonm.;Y, J.-Batis maritima of Linnreus .... ····-· ...... .... .... .... .... 1 00 
lil. TORREY, J.-Darlingtonia Californica ....•...................... ···--·. 1 00 
ri2. MELSHEIMER, F. E.-Catalogue of Coleoptera of United States . . . . . . . . . . 2 00 
65. HENRY, J.-Registry of periodical phenomena.·--···-·-··............... 02 
70. LAPHAM, I. A.-Antiquities of Wisconsin .......... ···- ·· .•..•.......... 10 00 
72. LEIDY, J.-E:x:tinct sloth tribe of North America···-·· .. ····-·.......... 3 00 
7:{. HENRY, J.-Publications of societies in S. I. Library, 1854. Pt. I. ..... -~- 25 
76. Smithsonian Contributions to Know ledge. Vol. VII....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 00 
78. Smithsonian Contributions to Know ledge. ': ol. VIII .................. -.· 12 00 
79. RUNKLE, J. D.-New tables of planetary mot10ns .........•........ ···-·· 50 
80. ALVORD, B.-Taugeucies of circles and spheres ...•.................••• _. 1 ·00 · 
82. JONES, J.-Chemical and physiological investigations of vertebrata...... 1 50 
8:3. M1mcn, L. W.-Relati ve intensity of heat and light of the sun ....... _.. l 00 
~4. FORCJJ:, P. - A nroras in higl10r northem latitudes ......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
85 . .lil£NRY, J.-Puulica,tions of societies in S. l. Library, 1856. Pt. II. .. ____ 25 
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No. 
87. CoFI!'IN, J. H.-Psychrometrical tables .................................. . 
88. GIBBS, W., and GENTH,F. A.-Researches on the ammonia-cobalt bases ... . 
89. BREWER, T. M.-North American oology. Part I. ..................... . 
90. HITCHCOCK, E.-Illustrations of surface geology ...• _ ....•• __ .. ____ . __ . __ 
92. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. IX ......•• ________ ...•.. 
94. RUNKLE, J. D.-Asteroid supplement to new tables ...•...............•.. 
95. HARVEY, W. H.-Nortb AmericanMarineAlgre(Chlorospermere). Part III 
97. KANE, E. K.-Magneticalobservations in the Arctic seas·----- ...••..... 
98. BOWEN, T. J.-Grammar and dictionary of Yoruba language ....••.....•. 
100. GILLIS, J. M.-Total eclipse of the sun, Peru, September 7, 1858 ......... . 
101. HILL, TRos.-Map of solar eclipse of March 15, 1858 .......•............. 
103. CASWELL, A.-Meteorological observations, Providence, R. I., 1831-'60 ... 
105, BAIRD, S. F.-Catalogue of North American mammals in Museum, 1857 .. 
106. BAIRD, S. F.-Catalogue of North American birds in Museum, 1857 ....•. 
113. BACHE, A. D.-Magnetic and meteorological observations, Philadelphia, 
Pa., 1840-1845. Part I . ..............•........ ______ ............•.... 
114. MULLER.-Observations on terrestrial magnetism in Mexico ............ . 
115. HENRY, J.-Communication on the electro-magnetic telegraph .......... . 
117. HENRY, J.-Catalogueofpublicationsin S. I. Library, 1858 .••.......... 
118. MORRIS, J. G.-Catalogue of Lepidoptera of North America ......... -~--
119. WHITTLESEY, C.-Fluctuations of level in North American lakes ........ . 
120. HILDRETH, S. P., and WooD, J.-Meteorological observations, Marietta, 
Ohio, 1817-1823, and 1826-18[)9 ....................................... . 
1'21. BACHE, A. D.-Magnetic and meteorological observations, Philadelphia, 
Pa., 1840-1845. Part IL ......................... _ .........•...•...... 
126. LE CONTE, J. L.-Coleoptera of Kansas and Eastern New Mexico ....... . 
127. LOOMIS, E.-Storms in Europe and America, December, 1836 ....•.....•.. 
129. KANE, E. K.-Astronomical observations in Arctic seas ................. . 
130. KANE, E. K.-Tidal observations in the Arctic seas ..•................... 
131. SMITH, N. D.-Meteorological observations, Washington, Ark., 1840-1859 .. 
132. BACHE, A. D.-Magnetic and meteorological observations, Philadelphia, 
Pa., 1840-1845. Part III ...••........•......................•........• 
133. MORRIS, J. G.-Synopsis of Lepidoptera, North America. Part I. ...... . 
134. HAGEN, H.-Synopsis of Neuroptera of North America ........••........ 
137. HENRY, J.-Circular to officers of the Iludson,'s Bay Company .......... . 
138. MORGAN, L. H.-Circular relative to relationsliip ....................... . 
139. BAIRD, S. F.-Instr1;tctious for collectin~.nests and ~ggs of birds ....•.•.• 
140. LE CONTE, J. L.-List of Coleopt,era of .North America. Part I. ........ . 
141. LOEW, H., and OSTEN SACKEN, R.-Monographs of the Diptera of North 
America. Part I .............................•.....•....•••.•..•.... 
142. BINNEY, W. G.-Bibliography of North American conchology. Part I. .. 
14:3. BINNEY, W. G.-Lanclanclfrosh-watersbellsof North.America. Part II.. 
144. BINNEY, W. G.-Land and fre h-water shells of North America. Part III. 
145. PRIME, T.-Monog;raphof American Corbiculadre ................. . 
146. McCLI ' TOCK, F. L.-Meteorological observations in arctic seas ........ . 
148. GUYOT, A., and HENRY, J.-Directions for meteorological observations and 
register of periodical phenomena _ .. _ ....................... _ .... _ ... . 
156. EGLESTON, T.-()atalogue of minerals with their formnlas ............... . 
159. MI'l'CIIELL, s. w., and MOREIIOUSE, G. R.-A.natomy and pbysi6logy of the 
Chelonia. ....................................................••.•..... 
161. GIBBS, G.-Dictionary of Chinook Jargon ..........................••••• 
162. BACHE, A. IJ.-Magnetic and meteorological ob ervations, Philadelphia, 
Pa., lt:!40-1845. Parts IV, V, and VI ................................. . 
16:3. BAIRD, S. F.-Circular on history of North American grasshoppers ...•... 
lo4. BAIRD, . F.-Mu eum Miscellanea, number , labels, &c ................ . 
166. BACIIE, A. D.-Magoetic survey of P ennsylvania .......... __ .......... .. 
167. L1~ CO,"TE, J. L.-New species of North American Coleoptera. Part I. .. . 
lu . lIE "RY ,J.-Circnlar relative to birds from, outh America .............. . 
170. Gmns, .-Uompu.raLive vocabulary ........................... _ ....... . 
17:3. EAN, J.-Gray sub tance of the medulla ol>longata .................... . 
174. BIN .. "EY, W. .-Bibliography of North American conchology. Part II .. 
175. 13.ACTIP! A. D.-M· gnetic and meteorological ohservation , Philadelphia, 
_ . , 1 0-18-15. Part VII, VIII, aud IX . . . ..........•••.......•..... 
li(i H . ·nv .. J.-Circular r lative to tollectiog shells .....•......•........... 
.1~7. 1b:1.R, F. .- 'hr.ck-1i t of Cretaceous and Jnras ic fossils of N. A ..•.... t: · Ih. 'RY .J.- .- ircul· r to entomologists .................................. . 
'· • H1, ·1:v, ,J. - 'at-tlo~1w of pnblicat,ion in S. I. Library, 1 66 ............ . 
l · I 1•.,1·F.1: , II;- Con trucfion of a silvn,·11-gia H t1:lesc 1;e ..•.••...••• ··--·· 
1 l. n nw . I .- > vi •w of 1u rican biril . Part I. ......... .. .... ... . .. . 
Price. 
$0 10 
1 00 
5 00 
5 00 
12 00 
50 
6 00 
1 00 
4 00 
50 
02 
1 50 
25 
25 
25 
1 25 
05 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
50 
2f> 
1 25 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
25 
2 00 
3 00 
02 
05 
05 
75 
1 50 
3 00 
2 00 
2 00 
75 
1 00 
05 
25 
1 00 
25 
50 
02 
50' 
1 00 
1 00 
02 
OG 
2 50 
2 00 
1 00 
02 
10 
02 
2 00 
l 00 
2 00 
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No. Prtoe. 
182. HENRY, J.-Results of meteorological observ.ations, 1854 to 1859. Vol. II, 
Part I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . $:t 50 
183. MEEK, F. B.-Check-list of Miocene fossils of North America ...•.. -----· · 10 
184. Smithsonian Contributiom to Knowledge. Vol. XIV ... ~- ............... 12 00 
185. BaIRD, S. F.-Desiderata of birds of Mexico, Central America, &c.... .. . 05 
186. BACHE, A. D.-Magnetic aud meteorological observations, Philadelphia, 
Pa., 1840-1845. Parts X, XI, and XIL .... _ ............ __ . _ . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
187. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1863. __ •. _________ ..•• 50 
188. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1864 ...••... :.... •••••• 50 
189. SCUDDER, S. H.-Catalogue of the Ortboptera of North America ......... 1 00 
190. HENRY, J.--Queries relative to tornadoes ....... _ .•••..... ____ . __ • _ ••••. 02 
192. LEIDY, ,J.-Cretaceous reptiles of the United States . __ •..... ___ ......... ·5 00 
193. List of duplicate shells of Wilkes exploriog expedition.•... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 02 
197. WHITTLESEY, C.-Fresh-water glacial drift of the Northwestern States... 1 00 
199. NEWCOMB, S.-Orbit of Neptune.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00 
200. CONRAD, 'I'. A.-Check-list Eocene and Oligocene fossils of North America. 10 
201. STIMPSON, W.-Researches upon the Hydrobiinre. ..•••. ...... ...•. ...... 50 
202. PU]IIPELLY, R.-Geological researches iu China,. Mongolia, and Japan.... 3 00 
204. CLEAVELAND, P.-Meteorological observations, Brunswick, Me., 1807-'59.. 1 00. 
205. HENRY, J.-Circular relaUng to archmology and ethnology ...• ____ ------ 02 
208. PICKERING, C.-Gliddon mummy-case ... _ ..... _ .•.... _ .... ___ . .... .. .• .. 50 
209. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1865 ...... _... . • • . . . . . . 1 00 
210. BAIRD, S. F.-Arrangement of families of birds ..... ____ ..••.. ---· -----· 05 
211. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. XVI. ......... ---·-----· 12 00 
214. Annual Repo1t of the Smithsonian Institution for 1866 ..•• ___ _ -----· •... 1 00 
215. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1867 ...••........• - - - . 1 00 
216. HENRY, J.-List of photographic portraits of North American Indians... 10 
219. OSTEN·SACKEN, R.-Monographs of the Diptera of N. A. Part IV ..... _.. 2 00 
221. COFFIN, J. H.-Meteoric fire-ball, July 20, 1860. .... ... . ...... .. . .•. ..... 1 00 
222. SCHOTI', C . .A...-Tables and results, rain and snow in the United States... 3 00 
223. GOULD, B. A.-Transatlantic longitude ......................••.. ____ .. . 1 00 
224. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1868 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . 1 00 
2i7. GILL, T.-Arrangement of families of Moilusks ... _ ..... _ .... _ ..• -- . .••••• 25 
228. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1869 ......• _ ...... - . . . . 50 
229. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. XVII ...... ............ 12 00 
230. GILL, T.-Arrangement of the families of mammals __ ................ - . - . 25 
232. STOCKWELL, J. N.-Secular variations of elements of the orbits of planets. 2 00 
233. FERREL, W.-Converging series, ratio between diameter and circumference 25 
234. BAIRD, S. }<,.-Questions relative to food fishes of the United States . . . . . . 05 
235. HENRY, J.-Instructions for observations of thunder storms .. ---· ... - . . . 02 
236. HENRY, J.-Circular relative to heights .............•...•. ~---·,-·----· 02 
237. HENRY, J.-Directions for constructing lightning-rods ... ____ ..•••..••••. 02 
238. RHEES, W. J .-List of institutions, libraries, colleges, &c ...... _.... . •• . . 25 
239. HARKNESS, W.-Observations on terrestrial magnetism ...•.. ____ ....•••• 1 00 
241. WOOD, H. C.-Fresh-water Algrn of North America •. __ ., .. _ ••. .• •. .. •••• 5 00 
242. CLARK, H. J.-Anatomy and physiology of Lucernarioo . _ ••••.. ___ • . • • • • • 5 00 
244. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1870. ____ .. _ •••..• - • - . . 1 00 
246. Smithsonian Contributions to ~nowledge. Vol. XVIII. .......•••...••.. 12 00 
247. GILL, T.-Arraugement of families of fishes .................... -----·---- 25 
249. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1871 .•...• _ .• ___ •• • • • • • 1 00 
254. DE SAUSSURE, H.-Synopsis of American wasps ..... __ .. ____ ...... _. __ ••• 2 00 
256. LOEW, H.-:Monographs on the Diptera of North America. Part III..... 2 00 
258. WATSON, S.-Bibliographical index to North American botany ..... __ ••. . 2 00 
2fJ9. JONES, J.-Aborigiual remains of Tennessee .... ~----··----··----· ...••.. 3 00 
261. PACKARD, A. S.-Dir(lctions for collecting and preser-dng insects .... .... 15 
262. NJ<~WCOMB, S.-Orbit of Uranus ........... __ ••.. __ ............... _. . . . . . 2 00 
264. LE CONTE, J. L.-New species of North American Coleoptera. Part II... 1 00 
2G6. WoODWAim, J. J.-Structnre of cancerous tumors. Toner lecture, No. 1. 25 
267. SWAJ.~. J. G.-Haidah Indians of Queen Charlotte's Islands .. . ... ... . .. . . 1 00 
270. OSTEN-SACKEN, R.-CatalogueofDiptera of North America.............. 2 00 
272. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. XIX .................... 12 00 
274. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. XII........................ 5 00 
275. Annual Report of tho Smithsonian Institution for 1873 ..•.••...••.... _._.. 50 
276. CLARKE, F. W.-Table of specific heats. Constants of Nature. Part II.. 50 
277. SCIIOTT, C. A.-Tables of temperature in the United States.............. 3 00 
279. DACOSTA, J. M.-Strain and over-action of tha heart. Toner lecture, No. 3. 25 
21;0. ALEXANDER, S. - Harmonies of the solar system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
281. NEWCOMB, S.-General int grals of planetary motion ...... _. _ .... __ .. _.. 50 
28'2. Woon, H. C.-Nature and mecl.Janism of fever. Toner lecture, No. 4. .... 25 
950 LISE OF SMlTHSONI.AN PUBLICATIONS. 
No. 
283. GILL, 1'.-Catalogne of fishes, cast coast of North America .............. . 
284. Smithsonian Contl'ilrntions to Knowledge. Vol. XX .................... . 
285. Smithsonian Contrilmtions to Knowledge. Vol. XXI. ................... . 
2ti6. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1874 ................. . . 
287. RA.u, C.-Archmological collection of the U.S. National Mnsenm ........ . 
288. CLARKE, F. W.-SpecHic gravity tables. Constants of Nature. l?irstsup· 
plement to Part I .................................................... . 
289. CLARKE, F. W.-TaL]csofexpansion by heat. ConstantsofNature. P:nt II. 
291. 'BROWN-SEQUARD, C. E.-Dualcharactcr of the brain. Toner lecture, No. 2. 
292. COPE, E. D.-Check-list ofN. A. Batracltiaand Reptilia. Bull. N. M., No. l. 
293. KIDDER, J. H., and COUES, E.-N~1tural History of Kergnelen Island. I. 
Ornithology. Bull. N. M., No. 2 .......... ........ .... . ...... . ... ..... . 
Q94. KIDDER, J. IL, a.nd others.-Naturn,l Ili8tory of Kerguelen Island. II. 
Oology, botany, &c. Bull. N. M., No. 3 ............................... . 
295. LAWRENCE, G. N., and SUMICHRAST, F.E.-Birds of Mexico. Bull.N.M., 
No. 4 ........•......................•.... _ ........................... . 
i?96. GOODE, G. B.-Catalogue, fishes of Bermuda. Bull. N. M., No. 5. _. _ ..... . 
297. GOODE, G. B.-Classiiication of animal resources of the United States. 
Bull. N. M., No. (i .••••••••••••.••.•••.••••• ___ --· .••••••••••••••••••••• 
298. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1875 .. __ ........... _ .. . 
300. KEEN, W. W.-Surgical complications of fevers. Toner Jrcture, No. G ••. 
302. ADAMS, W.-Subcutaneous surgery. Toner lecture, No. 6 ........ .......• 
303. STREETS, T. H.-Natural history of Hawaiian and Fanning Islands. Bull. 
N. M., No. 7 ....••...•••...• --.· ..•.....•.•..••••..••••.••••••.•••..•••• 
304. DALL, W. H.-Index of Brachiopoda. Bull. N. M., No. 8 . .............. . 
305. JORDAN, D. S.-Nortb American Ichthyology. I. Ra:finesque, North Ameri-
can fishes. Bull. N. M., No. 9 ........................................ . 
Price. 
$0 25 
10 00 
10 00 
1 00 
1 00 
50 
50 
25 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
25 
2.S 
50 
50 
50 
306. JORDAN, D. S.-North American Ichthyology. II. Cottidro. Dull. N. M., 
No.10.... ........ .... .......... .... .... .......... ...... .............. . 50 
308. JORDAN, D. s., and BRAYTON, A. W.-North American Ichthyology. III. 
Fishes, All~hany region. Bull. N. M., No.12................. .. . . . • .•. 50 
310. BARNARD, J. u.-Internal structure of the earth.. ....................... 25 
:n1. HOLDEN, E. S.-Index cataloguo of books an<l memoirs on Nebulro. .. . . . . 50 
312. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. XIII.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 50 
313. EGGERS, H.F. A.-Flora of St. Croix aDd tho Virgin Islands. Bull. N. M., 
No. 13 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
314. Smithsonian Miscollanoous Co1lections. Vol. XIV....................... 5 50 
315. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol.XV ........................ 5 00 
317. ELLIOT, D. G.-Classification and synopsis of Trochili<lro .......... _..... 3 00 
318. DALL, W. H.-Remains of later prehistoric man from Alaska caves ....... 2 00 
3W. HAI.Kl>, S. F.-Circi1lar rolativo to crnwiish anu frcsh·\Yater Crustacea.... 02 
321. SnAKESPEARE, E. O.-Reparatory inflammation in artm:ies after ligaturns, 
&c. Toner lecture, No. 7.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 25 
322. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. XV I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 
324. Circular relative to exchanges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 01 
325. Business arrangements of Smithsonian Iustit11 tion...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 02 
326. GoooE, G. l3.-Cata1ogue of collection, animal resources, Philadelphia Ex· 
hibition. Bull. 'N. M., No. 14 ........................................ . 
327. SMITHSON, J.- cientific writiu~s ...................................... . 
328. RHEES, W. J.-Documents relative to bfatory of Smithsonian Institution .. 
330. RHEES, W. J.-Smithson and his bequest .............................. . 
331. RAU, C.-Palenqnetablet .............. ..... ....... . .. .. ............... . 
332. Proceedings U. S. National Museum for 1878. Vol. I ...... _. _ .......... . 
333. Proceeclingt:1 U. . N atioual Museum for 1879. Vol. 11 •.......... _ ..•.••. 
334. ELLIOT, D. G.-List of clescnl1ed species of humming.birds ... .......... . 
:3:35. Li t of principal scientific and literary institutions in the United States .. 
336. Smith oniau Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. XVII ........ ............ . 
337. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. XVIII ..........•.......... 
338. WELLING, J. C.-Life and character of Joseph Henry ......•••........•.. 
339. TAYLOR, W. B.-Memoir of Joseph Henry; a 1;ketch of his scientific work. 
340. , mithsonian Contribntiou to Kuowledge. Vol. XXII .... .............. . 
50 
75 
5 00 
1 00 
2 00 
2 00 
2 00 
10 
02 
5 00 
5 00 
25 
50 
12 00 
50 
50 
341. A nua.l Report of thu Smitb onian In titution for 1878 ....••.•••......... 
34~. K ILIEN, L.- atural history of Arctic America. Bull. N. M., No. 15 .... 
343. IlENRY, J.-Annual report of tho Secretary of the Smithsonian. Institu· 
tion, 1 >!> t 1 77... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
:34~- Au~nalr .portoftb 'mitb onian Institutioufor1879............. ..•••... 50 
:~~-
11
nnthH<mi111 'ontrihutiom1 to Know! dge. Vol. XX.III._ ........... ..•.• 12 00 34 · u"WA1tI, .;- - m n ·latnr f loud ................... . .......... ··-· _ 05 iao, . .-R p rt on fi h s of New Jersey coa t ..... _...... .. . .. . ... . 25 
LIST OE' SMITHSONIAN PUBLICATIONS. 951 
k ~~ 
352. WmTNEY, W. D.-Lectures on linguistic science .... ··-··--~-------· ...• $0 25 
353. SCHOTT, C. A.-Tables and results, rain and snow in the U. S., revised 
cd.i tion ........ ____ .. ____ ... ___ .. ___ ............ _ ... ___ . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . 3 00 
354. DEI.AUNAY, M.-Essay on the velocity of light .... ·----·................ 25 
355. WE'rHERILL, C. M.-Ozone and antozone.... . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 10 
356. Memorial of Joseph Henry ...... __ .. __ .. _. _. ____ . __ . __ . _ .. _. _. . . . • . . . . • . 50 
357. WooD, H. C.-Morbicl and normal physiology of fever ....••. _..... •• .•. . 2 50 
3G8. BECKER, G. F'.-Atomic weights. Constants of Nature. Part IV........ 3 00 
3u0. DESOR, E.-Palafitte1-, of tho Lake of Neuchatel. .. __ ... _ ...... _.... .. . •. . 10 
362. RAU, U.-Artificial Shell-deposits in New Jersey ... : ..... ____ ---·........ 05 
363. LEWIS, J.-Instructions for collecting land and fresh-water shells........ 05 
365. GIBBS, HARDISTY, JONES, Ross.-Tinneh or Chepewyan Indians ... - ---- - 10 
366. EDWARDS, A. M.-Directions for collecting Diatomacea.. ...• .•.. ••.• ..•• 05 
370. RAu, C.-F'lint implements found in Illinois._. __ .. _ .•... _ ....... - - - . • • . • 05 
372. RAU, C.-Drilling in stone without metal . _ ...... ___ ......... -· .•. --- .. . 05 
374. SCHOTT, C. A.-Rain-charts for summer, winter, and the year............ 25 
375. TAYLOR, W. B.-Natnre and origin of force ............. ···-··........... 05 
376. HUNT, T. S.-Chemistry of the 'earth. ...... ...... .... .... .. ..••.. ...•.. 05 
377, BABINET, M.-Diamonds and other precious stones .............•••. :.... 05 
378. ROEHRIG, F. L. O.-Langu:age of the Dakota or Sioux Indians........... 05 
379. HENRY1 J.-Enlogy on Prof. Alexander Dallas Bache ............••.. ---· 05 
380. PEABODY, A. P.-8cientific education of mechanics and artisans......... 05 
381. SCHOTT, C. A.-Temperature chart of the United States for the year..... 05 
382. RAU, C.-North American stone implements ...............•... ---·...... 05 
383. BRANSFORD, J. F.-A.rchrnological researches in Nicaragua ...... .. ..•... 2 00 
384. BAIRD, S. F'.-Circular in reference to shipping fresh fish _ .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . 02 
385. RAU, C.-Ancient aboriginal trade in North America ______ ·----· __ ..•••. 05 
386. BREZINA, A.-Principles of crystallography and crystallophysics. __ .. . • • . 10 
387. SCHOTT, C. A.-Temperature charts of U. S. for summer, winter, and 
year . . ............... __ ... _ . ___ .... _ ....... _ .. __ .. _ •... _. ~ .. _ .... _ . . . 25 
390. HILGARD, J. E.-Tides and tidal action in harbors ______________ -·...... 05 
391. Act to establish tbe Smithsonian Institution .... ____ ..•••..••••. __ ·-···· 02 
392. ROMER, l!'. F.--Prebistoric antiquities of Hungary . __ .•.. ____ ... _. _..... 02 
393. GILLMAN, H.-Mound-builders and platycnemism in Michigan. ___ . _____ ; 20 
394. ABBOTT, C. C.-Stone age in New Jersey. _____ ·----· ...••. ______ -·-----· 25 
395. TAYLOR, W. Il.-Kinetic theories of gravitation ...• ______________ ..••••. 10 
396. McPARLIN, T. A.-History and climate of New Mexico .. _ ••. ___ . .. .. .•.. 05 
397. MASON, 0. T.-Latimer collection of antiquities from Porto Rico __ .. .•• • 05 
398. ABBE, C.-Meteorological memoirs by Colding, Ferrel, Hann, Peslin, Reye, 
Sohucko ........ __________ ----·· ______ ··---· ··---· ...••..••. _________ 25 
39!J. Ilourn1mN, F'.-Color blindness in its relation to accidents---·-~. ___ .. -· 10 
400. JONES, C. C.-Aboriginal structures in Georgia .. - . . . - .. _ .•... - - ...... _.. 05 
401. WEiiMANN, A.-Change of Mexican axolotl to amblystoma,. _____ ---· ·-·· 05 
402. RAU, C.-Stock in trade of an aboriginal lapidary ...•......•. ____ ....•.. 05 
403. RAU, C.-Gold ornament from mound in Florida _____ .... __ . _ •• ___ .•••. _ 05 
404. HALDEMAN, S. ~.-Polychrome bead from Florida . _ .....• _ .. _ .•.... __ •.. 05 
405. TAYLOR, W. B.-History of Henry's contribution to the telegraph_._ •.. _. 25 
406. HENRY, ,J.-Researches on sound . ____ .. __ . _ ... ___ . ___ •. __ . _. ___ . ___ ____ 25 
408. B.AJRD, S. F.-Report of Secretary of Smithsonian Institution for 1878____ 10 
41L. LAUTENBACH, B. F.-E.ffect of irritati,on of a polarized nerve ...•.. ····-· 25 
412. COPE, E. D.-ZoologicalpositionofTexas. Bull.N.M., No.17 ---··----· 50 
413. GOODE, G. B.-Catalogue of collection, Berlin Fisheries Exhibit. Bull. 
N; M., No.18 .. ______ ·-·· ____ ·-·--· ____ ...... ··---- ____________ .... .•.. 50 
414. SCHOTT, C. A.-Base chart of the United States .. __ . __ . ___ . _ ... _ -· .. _ .. _ 05 
415. KNIGHT, E. H.-Savage weapons at the Philadelphia Exhibition_ •• _ .. __ . 25 
416. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. XIX .. ___ ..•.. _ . . . . . •• • . . • . 4 50 
417. MA YER, A.. M. -Henry as a discoverer ... ____ .. ___ - . __ . __ .. ___ •... .. _ . __ - . 25 
418. BAIRD, S. F.-Report of Secretary of Smithsonian Institution for 11:379 ___ . 10 
420. MASON, 0. T.-Anthropological investiga.tions in 1879 .. ., ••. ____ _ ____ ____ 10 
421. BCEHMER, G. H.-Index to anthropological articles in S. I. publications.. 10 
422. RIDGWAY, R.-Nomenclature of North American birds. Bull. N. M., No. ~l. 25 
423. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. XX . ____ . __ ....• _. _ .. ___ •. 4 00 
424. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. · Vol. XXI. ___ .. _ .. ___ .• _. . • • • •• • 4 00 
425. Proceedings U. S. National Museum for 1880. Vol. III ...•.. __ . __ ...... _ _ 2 00 
427. HOLDEN, E. S. -Report on astronomy for 1879-'80 . __ • _ . _ .. ____ .. __ .. _ . • . 10 
430. FARLOW, W. G.-Report on botany for 1879-'80 . _____ ---- ---· .••.•. --···· 10 
4:31. GILL, T.- R port on zoology for 1879-'80 .. __ -... - - -.. - .••. __ . __ . __ . _ •• _. 25 
4:33. MASON, 0. T.-Report on Luray Ca,vern in Va. in 1880. -----· ··-··· ______ 10 
435. LOUD, I<'. IL-Discussion of Snell's Barometric observations.......... • • • • 10 
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No. Price. 
438. HOLDEN, E. S .• ancl BCEHMER, G. H.-Reports of astronomical observatories 
for 1880 .... : ...................... _ .... _. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . $0 25 
439. MORIN, A.-Warmmg and ventilating occupied buildings................ 35 
440. RAU, C.-Articles on anthropological subjects. From Reports S. I....... 25 
442. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1880 . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1 00 
443. CASWELL, A.-Meteorological observations, Providence, R. I., 1831-'76.... 1 00 
444. WARD, L. F.-Guide to the flora of Washington. B11U. N. M., No. 22... .• 50 
445. GOODE, G. B.-Plan of organization and rer;nlatinns of lit seum. Circular 
U.S. National Museum, No. L .......... · .......... , • ...... ...... .... 05 
•146. BAIRD, S. F.-To frienus of the Museum. Cir. N. M., Nu. 2. -----· ..... .... 02 
11,17. BAIRD, S. F.-Petroleum collections. Cir. N. M., No. 3 ....•..... _........ 02 
448. BAIRD, S. F.-Department of insects. Cir.N.M., No. 4 ...... ...... ...... 02 
449. BAIRD, S. F.-Establishment and officers of the Museum. Cir. N. M., No. 5. 02 
450. FLINT, J. M.-Classi:fication of materiamedicacollection. Cir. N. M., No. 6. 02 
451. J<'LINT, J. M.-Classi:fication of drugs and medicines. Cir. N. M., No. 7 .... 02 
452. FLINT, J. M.-Memoranda for collecto.rs of drugs. Cir. N. M., No. 8...... 02 
453. BAIRD, S. }<.,.-Circular in reference to building-stones. Cir. N. M., No. 9... 02 
454. PHILLIPS, B.-Letters on work oftheNationalMuseum. Cir. N. M.,No.10. 02 
455. GOODE, G. B.-Clasf:li:fication of food collection. Cir. N. M., No. 11...... 05 
456. HORNADAY, W. T.-Classi:fication of taxidermist's collection. Cir. N. M., 
No. 12 ......................................••..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 02 
457. GOODE, G. B.-Scheme of Museum classification. Cir. N. M., No. 13 ...•.. 02 
458. BAIRD, S. F.-Circnlarrequesting material for library. Cir. N. M., No.14.. 02 
459. GOODE, G. B.-Organization and objects of the Museum. Cir. N. M., No. 15. 02 
460. WARD, L. F.-Directio:ns for collecting and preserving plants . . . . . . . . . . . . 05 
461. WARD,L. Jt.,.-Check·H At of.plants of Wa~hin~ton.... .... .... ...... ..... 05 
462. RIDGWAY, R.-Catalogue of Old·World birds rn Mmieum. ... ... . .... .... 02 
463. GILL, T.-·Bibliography of fishes of Pacific coast. Bull. N.M., No. 11. .... 50 
· 464. BEAN, T. H.-Directions for collecting and preserving :fish............... 02 
i65. RATHBUN, H.-List of marine invertebrates distributed. Series II....... 02 
467. Proceedings U. S. National Museum for 1881. Vol. IV................... 2 00 
468. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol.XXII .............. ·-·-·· .... 4 50 
469. BCEHMER, G. H.-List of foreign correspondents of S. I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
470. SCUDDER, S. H.-Nomencla.ture zoologicus. Inclex of genera. Bull. N. M., 
No. 19 . . . . . . ..... .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00 
472. GOODE, G. B.-Plans for installation of collections. Cir. N. M., No.16 .. .• 02 
473. BAIRD, S. F.-Acknowledgment of contrihntions. Cir. N. M., No. 17 . . .. 02 
474. List of Publications of National Museum, 1875-1881. Cir. N. M., No. 18.. 02 
47G. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. XXIII... ... . . . .•. . . . ... .... 4 50 
477. BCEHMER, G. H.-History of Smithsonian exchanges..................... 10 
478. RHEES, W. J.-Catalogue and index of Smithsonian publications, 1846-'82. 75 
479. BAIRD, S. F.-Report of Secretary of Smithsonian Iustjtution for 1881 . . . 10 
481. MASON, 0. T.-Miscellaneous anthropological papers for 1881 . . . . . . . . . •• . 10 
482. Gomi:, .J. H.- Tu r.kalloe, or Indian bread................................ 05 
48:t llOLDJ£N, .E. S.-Heport, ou astronomy for 1881..... ..•••.. •••. .. .. .•.••. 10 
484. ABBE, C.-Report on meteorology for 1879-1881.. ...••. .••••. ..•••. ..•••. 25 
4~5. BARKER, G. F.-Report on physics and chemistry for 1881 ...••• ...•. .. .. 10 
486. FARLOW, W. G.-Report on botany for 1881.. .••• ...• ...• .•.• ...• ..••••. 10 
487. GILL, T.-Report on zoology for 1881.... .••. ...•.• .... ...••. .••••• ..•. .. 25 
488. MASON, 0. T.-Report on anthropology for 1881...... . . . • . . . . . • •. . . . . • . . 10 
4 9. COPE, E. D.-West India bone cave ........••....••..••••..••••...•..... 2 00 
490. BCEHMER, G. H.-Adrlitions to list of foreign correspondents of S. I...... 10 
49~. JORDAN, D. S., and GILBERT, C. H.-Synopsis of fishes of North America. 
Bull.N.l\-1.,No. lu ...•............•..•.••.....•..•••••.•.•..•.•••••••• 2 50 
493. YARROW, H. C.-North American reptilia and batrachia. Bull. N. M., 
No. 24 ...•....••..........•••..•• _ ....••.•••••.. _ . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
495. JoNEs,J. :M., andothers.-NaturalhistoryofBermuda. Bull. N. M.,No. 25. 1 00 
496. Smithsonian Miscellaneous CollectionH. Vol. XXIV ...•............ _... . 3 00 
498. Bulletin Philosophical, ociety of Washington for 18 1. Vol. IV......... 1 00. 
499. Proceeding Biological Society of Washington for 1880-1882. Vol. I..... 1 00 
500. COOES, E., and PRENTI s, D. W.-Avifauna Columbiana. Birds of District 
of Columbia. Bull.N. M.,No.26.. ...•.. ...... ...... .... .... .... ...... 75 
!)01. Tran action Antllropol gical Society of Wruihington for 1879-'82. Vol. I. 1 00 
~,0,2. Tran _ction. Anthr?pologi~al So icty of Washington, abetract 1879-'80 ... . 1 00 
,>03. ~nl_letm ~hilo -~ph1c 1 oc1 ty of Wa hington for 1 2. Vol. V .... .. .... 1 00 
~~- • m!thso01· n 1mc Dane n · Co11 • ·tions. Vol. XXV .... ..•.... .. .•. . .. . . . 5 50 
• ,>, rn!tb. n\au.M!· 'llaneousCoUectiona. Vol.XXVI. ... - ................ 4 GO 
~. mttlu,oman 11 · llan ou1:1 Coll ctions. Vol. XX.VII ... ---.............. 4 00 
· Goov.e, G. B.-Bibliogra1lhy of pencer E. Baird. Bull. . M., No. 20. .. 1 00 
LIST OF SMITHSONIAN PUBLICATIONS. 
No. 
509. RAU, C.-Prebistoric fishing in Europe and America .........•........... 
510. GOODE, G. B.-Report of Assistant I::>irector o:f National Museum for 1881. 
511. Goom:, G. B., and others.-Catalogue, London Fisheries Exhibition. Bull. 
N. M., No. 27 ..............•.....•.............................•...... 
Gl4. BOLTON, H. C-Catalogue of scientific periodicals .... __ ................ . 
515. Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1881 .........•.....•... 
517. YARROW, H. C.-Check.list of reptiles ...............•.. -----· ......... . 
518. Proceedings U. S. National Museum for 1882. Vol. V ............•....... 
!'i20. BAIRD, S. F.-Report of Secretary of Smithsonian Institution for 1882 ... 
G::!.J. GOODE, G. B.-Report of Assistant Director of National Museum for 1882. 
525. IlOLDEN, E. S.-Report on astronomy for 1882 ..............•......•..... 
526. HUNT, T. S.-Report on geology for 1881 and 1882 ..............•......... 
527. GREEN, F. M.-Report on geography for 1881 and 1882 .............•...... 
528. ABBE, C .-Report on meteorology for 1882 ...............•........••.•... 
529. BARKER, G. F.-Report on physics for 1882 .•............................ 
530. BOLTON, H. C.-Report on chemistry for 1882 ............•....... H•• •••• 
531. DANA, E. S.-Report on mineralogy for 1882 ............................ . 
532. PARLOW, W. G.-Report on botany for 1882 •...........••..•...•....•.... 
533. GILL, '!'.-Report on i.oology for 1882 .................••.................. 
534. MASON, 0. T.-Report on anthropology for 1882 .....•.••...••....••...•.• 
535. MASON, 0. T.-Miscellaneous anthropological papers for 1882 ........... . 
537. KENGLA, L. P.-Archreological map of District of Columbia ....••........ 
538. GUYOT, A.-Meteorological and physical tables .............. : ....•...... 
539. FLINT, J. M.-Catalogne of mn,teria medica collection. Cir: N. M., No.19 .. 
540. Annual Report of the Srnithsonian Institution for 1882 ................. . 
541. BAIRD, S. F.-Request for specimens of drugs. Cir. N. M., No. 20 ........ . 
543. Bulletin Philosophical Societ.y of Washington for 1883. Vol. VI ......... . 
544. Transactions Anthropological Society of Washington for 1882-'83. Vol. IL 
545. Proceedings Biological Society of Washington for 1882-'84. Vol. II ..... . 
-547. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. XXIV .................. . 
548. Proceedings U. S. National Museum for 1883. Vol. VI ................... . 
551. GOODE, G. B.-Catalogue and Synopsis, London Fisheries Exhibition .••.• 
552. RATHBUN, R.-Crustacea, etc., of U.S. at London Fisheries Exhibition ... 
553. RIDGWAY, R.-Aquatic and other birds of U. S. at London Fisheries Exhi· 
bition . . . . . . . . . . . • . . ..............................••.........•....... 
554. WINSLOW, F.-Economic Mollusca ofU. S. at London Fisheries Exhibition. 
G55. BROWN, J. 'l'.-Whale.:fi.shery and appliances at London Fisheries Exhi-
bj tion ..... : ...................................... -..•......••.....•.. 
556. BEAN, T. H.-Catalogue of fislles of U. S. at London Fisheries Exhibition. 
557. RATHBUN, R.-Ca.talogne of collection illustrating research in sea and fresh 
water. London Fisheries Exhibition .................•...•.........•.. 
GuO. }'LI~T,J. M.-Report on pharmacopmias of all nations ..................• 
561. SIMPSON, J. H.-Coronado's march in search of Cibola ................... . 
562. TRUE, F. W.-Catalogue of aquatic mammals. London Jfisheries Exhi· 
bition ..... . .... ..................................••....••.•.....••... 
563. RICE, W. N.-Geology of Bermuda ....................•.....••.......... 
564. LEFROY,J.N.-Botanyof Bermuda ..................•.•.•.............. 
565. JONEs,J. M.-Mamruals of Bermuda ..............................•..... 
li6G. REID, 8. G.-Birds of Bermuda ...•...............•..•....•••.....•.•.... 
567. MERRIAM, C. H.-Birds of Bermuda ........... · ......••..........•....... 
568. GARMAN, S.-Reptile1::1 of Bermuda .........•........••.....••.•......... 
569. WEBSTER, H. E.-Annclida of Bermuda ...... ··-· .......•.•.••....•...... 
572. RAU, C.-Circular relative to aboriginal antiquities. Cir. N. M., No. 21. .•• 
574. HOLDEN, E. S.-Report on astronomy for 1883 .................•......•... 
575. HUNT, T. S.-Report on geology for 1883 ................................ . 
fi76. GREEN, F. M. -Report ou geography for 1883 ...................•....•... 
577. ·ABBE, C.-Report on meteorology for 1883 ..........•.......•...•........ 
578. BARKER, G. P.--Report on physics for 1883 .....................•........ , 
G7D. BOLTON, H. C.-Report on chemistry for 1883 .. ~ ........•...•..••........ 
580. DANA, E. S.- Report on min era.logy for 1883 .............••..........•... 
581. FARLOW, W. G.-Report on botany for 1883 ............................. . 
582. GILL, T.-Report on zoology for 1883 ..........................•......... 
!383. MASON, 0. T.-Report on antllropology for 1883 .......•.....•..•......... 
584. LOOMIS, E.-Aurora borealis ........................................... . 
585. PORTER, N. an<l others.-Addr sses and ceremonies, Henry statue .....•••• 
586. BAIRD, S. F.-Rcport of Secretary of Smitbsoniau Institution for 1883 .... 
587. GOODE, G. B.-Rcport of Asaistaut Director of National Museum for 188.3. 
588. MA.SON, 0. '!'.-Miscellaneous anthropological papers for 1883 ........... . 
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$6 00 
20 
3 00 
3 00 
50 
10 
2 00 
10 
20 
10 
10 
10 
25 
10 
10 
10 
10 
25 
10 
20 
05 
3 00 
10 
50 
02 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
6 00 
2 00 
25 
10 
10 
25 
25 
25 
25 
10 
05 
25 
10 
25 
10 
10 
05 
05 
10 
02 
10 
10 
10 
25 
10 
10 
10 
10 
25 
10 
05 
05 
10 
20 
20 
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589. HORNADAY, W. T.- Directions for preserving skins of mammals. Cir.N. 
M., No. 22 ................ ' ................. __ ........................• 
590. NIBLACK, A. P.-Instructions for taking paper molds of inscriptions, &c. 
Cir.N.M.,No 23 ..................................................... . 
592. Bulletin Philosophical Society of Washington for 1884. Vol. VII. .......• 
593. Annual report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1883 ............... .' .. . 
594. MILLS, C. K.-Mental over.work. Toner lecture No. 9 ................... . 
595. TAYLOR, W. B.-Refraction of sound ................................... . 
596. HOWITT, A. S.-Australian group relations ............................ .. 
ti97. HITCHCOCK, R.-Plan of textile exhibit. Cir. N. M., No. 24 ............. .. 
598. MERRILL, G. P.-Plan of building-stone exhibit. Cir. N. M., No. 25 ...•... 
599. CLARKE, F. W.-Plan of gem and precious stone exhibit. Cir. N. M., No. 26. 
600. FERNALD, C. H.-Directions for collecting moths. Cir. N. M., No. 27 .•••.. 
601. THOMAS, C.-Directions for mound exploration. Cir. N. M.,No,28 ..•..... 
602. TRUE, F. W.-Plan of mammal exhibit. Cir. N. M., No. 29 ............... . 
603. BENDIRE, C. E.-Instructions for collecting eggs. Cir. N. M., No. 30 ...•.. 
604. DEWEY, F. P.-Mineral exhjbit. Cir. N. M. No. 31 ...................... . 
605. DORSEY, J. O.-Comparative phonology of four Siouan languages ....... . 
606. Smithsonian Contri1rntions to Knowledge, Vol. XXV .. _ .......... _ ...... . 
607. Proceedings U.S. National Museum for 1884, Vol. VII .................•... 
606. BAIRD, S. F.-Report of Secretary of Smithsonian Institution for 1884 ..... 
609. HOLDEN,E. S.-Rcport on astronomy for 1884 .........................•.. 
610. MARCOU, J. B.-Report on palreontology for 1884 ....................... . 
611. GREJ<JN, F. M.-Report on geography for 1884 ........................... . 
612. ABBE, C.-Report on meteorology for 1884 ................... _ ..•..•..... 
613. BARKER, G. F.-Report on physics for 1884 ........•.... _ .........•••.... 
614. BOLTON, H. C.-Report on chemistry for 1884 ................... _ ........ . 
615. DANA, E. S.-Report on mineralogy for 1884 ............................ . 
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DAVJS.-Lawoftlepositofthefl.oodtide. (S.C.) ................... 33 $075 
H!LGARD.-Tides and tidal action in harbors .... ·----· ....... ___ ..... 390 · 05 
KANE.-Tidal observa.tions in the Arctic Seas. (S. C.) .... _ .... _. __ .. 130 1 00 
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ELLIOT.-Classification and synopsis of Trochilidre. (S. C.) ......... . 
HE~TRY.-Circular relative to birds of South America ............... . 
KIDDER and CouEs.-Natural history of Kerguelen Island. I. Orni-
thology ........• . ..........••. : .................................. . 
KID.-?ER and others.-Natural history of Kerguelen Island. II. 
Oology, &c ....•........................................•.....•... 
LAWRENCE and SUMICIIRAST.-Birds of Mexico ................•••... ' 
AERRIAl\I.-Birds of Bermuda .............. ·----· .................. . 
REID.-Bircls of Bermuda ....... _ ................................... . 
RIDGWAY.-Aquat.ic and other birds of U. S. at London Fisheries 
Exhibition ....•..•..............................................• 
RIDGWAY.-Catalogue of Old World birds in Museum ..............•. 
210 05 
106 25 
185 05 
139 05 
181 2 00 
603 02 
89 5 00 
500 75 
334 10 
317 3 00 
168 02 
293 50 
294 50 
295 50 
567 05 
566 10 
553 10 
462 02 
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No.in 
Catalogue. Price. 
RIDGWA.Y.-Nomenclature of North American birds.................. 422 $0 25 
See also Bulletins National Museum. 
See also Proceedings National Museum. 
See also Proceedings of societies. 
Fishe,<s. 
Runo.-Circular in reference to shipping fresh fish .................. . 
BAIRD.-Questions relative to food fishes of the U. S .............•... 
DAIRD.-Report on fishes of New JMsey coast ...•••.••••• .•.•••...••• 
DEAN.-Catalogue of fishes of U.S. at -London Fisheries Exhibition .. 
.llEAN.-Directions for collecting and preserving fish .......••••••..••. 
BROWN.-Whale-fishery and appliances at London Fish. Exhib. ····:· 
GILL.-Arrangement of families of fishes ___ ....•....•............... 
GILL.-Bibliography of fishes of PacHic coast ....•...••...••.......... 
GILL.-Cataloguo of fishes east coast North America ................. . 
GOODE.-Catalogue of collection Berlin Fisheries Exhibit ......... ~ .. 
GooDE.-Ca,talogue of animal resources, Philadelphia Exhibition ... . 
GooDE.-Catalogue of collect.ion and synopsis London Fisheries Exhi-
bition ......................................•..............•.••... 
GooDE.-Catalogue of fishes of Bermuda ....... ___ •.............. _ .. 
GOODE and others.-Catalogue London :Fisheries Exhibition ........ . 
JORDAN and BHA.YTON.-N. A. Ichthyology, III. Fishes of Allegheny 
region .......... _ ..... __ ........•........ _ ....... __ ....... _ . _ .... . 
JORDAN.-N. A. Ichthyology, II. Cottidm ........ ···- .......... - ... . 
JORDAN.-N. A. Ichthyology, I. Rafinesque's North American fishes .. 
JORDAN and GrLBERT.-Synopsis of fishes of North America ......... . 
RATHBUN.-Cat,alogue of collection illustrating research in sea and 
fresh waters. London Fisheries Exhibition ....................... . 
Insects. 
BAIRD.-Circular on history of N. Am. grasshoppers ................. . 
BAIRD.-Circular relating to department of insects, National Museum. 
DE SAUSSURE.-Synopsis of American wasps ....................... . 
FERNALD.-Directions for collecting rootl1s ............... __ ......... . 
HAGEN.-Synopsis of Neuroptera of North America .. _ ............... . 
HENRY.-Circular to entomologists ................................. . 
LE Co~TE.-Coleoptera of Kansas and eastern New Mexico. (S. C.) .. 
LE CONTE.-List of coleoptera of North America. Part I .......... . 
LE Co~TE.-New species of North American coleoptera. Part I ..... . 
LE CONTE.-New species of North American coleoptera. Part II .... . 
LOEW and OSTEN SACKEN.-Monographs of diptera of North America. 
Part I ....................... _ ................................... . 
LOEW.-Monogrn.phs of diptem of North America. Part III ........ . 
.dELSHEillrnR.-Catalogue of coleoptera of North America. ........... . 
MORRIS.-Catalogue of lepi<loptflra of North America .........•...... 
MORRIS.-Synopsis of lepidoptera of North America ................ . 
OSTEN SACKEN.-M:onographs of diptera of North America. Part IV . 
OSTEN SACKEN.-Catalogue of diptera of North America .....•...•... 
PACKARD.-Directions for collecting and preserving insects of •..•.... 
SCUDDER.-Catalogue of ortboptcra of North America ............... . 
Mammals. 
Bt.IRD.-Catalogue of North America.n mammals in Museum ......... . 
BROWN.-Whale-fishery and appliances at London Fisheries Exhibition 
GILL.-Arrangement of the families of mammals .................... . 
GO<?J?E,-Catalogue of collection, animal resources, Philadelphia Exhi-
b1t1on ........................................................... . 
IlOR-"ADAY.-Directions for preserving skins of mammals ........... . 
JO."ES.-M:a,mmals of Bermuda ..................................... . 
TR E.-Catalogue of aquatic mammals, London Fisheries Exhibition. 
'l'R E.-Plan of mammal exhibit ... _ ................................ . 
Mollusks. 
384 02 
234 05 
348 25 
556 25 
464 O'.J 
555 25 
247 25 
463 50 
28:3 25 
413 50 
326 50 
551 25 
296 50 
511 3 00 
308 50 
306 50 
305 50 
492 2 50 
557 25 
163 02 
448 . 02 
254 2 00 
600 02 
134 3 00 
178 02 
126 1 25 
140 75 
167 1 00 
~64 1 00 
141 1 50 
256 2 00 
62 2 00 
118 1 00 
133 2 00 
219 2 00 
270 2 00 
261 15 
180 1 00 
105 25 
555 25 
230 25 
326 50 
580 02 
565 10 
562 25 
602 02 
BI..D;EY.-Bibliography of North American Conchology. Part I...... 142 ~ 00 
B1. ~-EY -Bibliography of orth American Conchology. Part II..... 174 2 00 
LIST OF SMITHSONIAN PUBLICATIONS. 965 
No. in 
Catalogue. Price . 
.8:CTNEY.-Laml and fresh-water shells of North America. Part II.... 143 $2 00 
RINN'EY.-Land and fresh-water shells of North America. Part III... 144 2 00 
HENRY.-Circular relative to collecting shells . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176 02 
DALL.-Index of brachiopoda........... .. . .. . •• . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . .. 304 50 
List of duplicate shells of Wilkes Exploring Expedition...... . . . . . . . . 193 02 
GILL.-Arrangement of families of mollusks. ~. . . . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . • . . . 227 25 
LEWI5.-Instructions for collecting land and fresh-water shells.. . . . . . 363 05 
PRIME.-Monograph of American corbiculadro...... ... . .. ... .. . .•.••. 145 75 
STIMPSON.-Researches upon the hydrobiinro. .... .... ....• .... .•.. .... 201 50 
WINsLOw.-EconomicMolluscaof U. S.atLondonFisheriesExhibition 554 25 
Radiates. 
BAIRD.-Circular relative to craw-fish ancl fresh-water crustacea ..•.. 
CLARK.--Anatomy and physiology of lucernarire. (S. C.) ........... . 
RATHBUN.-Crustacea, etc., of U. S. at London Fisheries Exhibition .. 
RATHBUN.-List of marine invertebrates distributed. Series II .•.... 
STIMPSON.-Synopsis of marine invertebrata of Grand M:man. (S. Cf). 
Reptiles. 
BAIRDandGIRARD.-CatalogueofNorthAmericanserpcntsinMuseum. 
COP.E.-Check List North American Batrachia and Reptilia .....•••... 
GARMAN,-:--Reptiles of Bermuda ................•.....••....•...•.•.. 
MITCHELL and MOREHOUSE.-Anatomy and physiology .of chelonia. 
(S. C.) ...•..............................•..........•..•.....•.••.. 
WEISMANN.-Change of Mexican axolotl to amblystoma ...•..••••••• 
YARROW.-Check-list of reptiles ...•.................••••.•••••••••. 
YARROW-North American Reptilia and Eatrachia ......•...••••••••. 
Shells. ( See Mollusks.) . 
319 
242 
552 
465 
50 
49 
292 
568 
159 
401 
517 
493 
02 
5 00 
10 
02 
l 00 
1 00 
50 
05 
1 00 
Oq 
10 
50 
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Sl\IITHSONIAN OONTRIBUTIO:NS TO KNOWLEDGE. 
Vol. No. in S. Date. Contents. (Nos. of Smithsonian series.) Price: series. 
I 2 1848 1 .................... ---- ............ --·· Out of print. 
II 26 1851 3,4,5,6,7,11,12,l3,14,15,16,17,20,23 --·· Do. 
III 38 1852 22, 24, 29, 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37 •........•.•.. Do. 
IV 39 1852 40 ...............................•...... - Do. 
V 55 I 1853 41, 42, 43, 44,-45 ~ ....... -------- -.. -- .. -.. -- Do. 
VI 56 1854 46, 50, 52, 54. 58, 60, Gl .....•..........•... $12 00 
VII 76 1855 59, 63, 70, 72, 73 ........................... 12 00 
VIII 78 1856 71,80,81,82,84,85 -··· ---- ·----- ......... 12 00 
IX 92 1857 79,-83, 86, 88, 90, 94 .............. _._ ........ 12 00 
X 99 1858 95, 97, !:JB ... -....... - . - , --.. -- -•••. - - -• -- - Out of print. 
XI 111 1859 89, 100, 104, 113, 114, 126, h!7 .............. Do. 
XII 112 1860 103, 119, 129, 131, 135 ......••. -- .......... Do. 
XIII 151 1863 121,130,132,146,155,159,162,166 ......... Do. 
XIV 184 1865 172,175,180,186,192 •... .. ----. -. -- ------.. 12 00 xv 206 18G7 196,197,199,202 .... ··--------·-···-·-··· Ont of print. XVI 211 1870 120,173,204, 208,220, Q21, 223 ............ .. 12 00 
XVII 229 1871 218 ..... - . ~ - - . -- - -. ---. -- - -· · -- · · · · · · · · • · 12 00 
XVIII 246 1872 222,232,233,239 ------ ... ---··- -- --------· rn oo 
XlX 272 1874 240, 241,262 ................... . .......•. _ 12 00 
L""'{ :284 18i 6 26Er. . - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • 10 00 
XXI 285 187'G 2G7, 277, 280, 281 ____ ....... -.. . --... ---.. ---.... 10 00 
XXII 340 1880 259, 2G9, 287, :Jl8, 331. .. ............................. 12 00 
XXIII 346 1881 242,248,310,317,357 .........•...•...•.• ·1 12 00 
XXIV 547 U:l~5 353, 44:1.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ........... _ 6 00 
XXV 606 1885 383, 489,509 .............................. 12 00 
SMITHSONIAN MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS. 
··vol. No. inS. Date . Contents. (Nos. of Smithsonian seri~s.) Price. series. 
------
I 122 1862 87 I 148, 153 ....... • .... • .................. Out of print. 
II 123 1862 27,34,49,53,108, 115,128,137,138,139,163, 
176 ...... --.. --.... -.. -...•. - . --- ---• -· Do. 
III 124 . 1862 102, 117, 118, 136 ..•..•....•....•.••..•.... Do. 
IV 125 1862 133, 134 .....•....•.•..••••••............. Do. 
V 158 1864 74,142,154 ... ------ -- .. -- ---- -· -- ---- ---- Do. 
VI 169 1867 140,141,167, 171. •.• ------ .... ---- ---- ---· Do. 
VII 191 1867 143,144,145,156,160,161,165,177,183,200, 
201,203 .................•.............. Do. 
VIII 212 1869 137,164,168,178,\89,194,205,207,210,219 •• Do. 
IX 213 1869 174, 179 ...... ----·- ------ •... ------ ---· -· Do. 
X 250 1873 190,227,231,234,235,2~6,237,238,243,245, 
252, 257 .....•............••.••••••.•... Do. 
xr 273 1874 230,247,236,261,2G4,2G5 ..........••••••.. Do. 
XII 274 1874 181, 255, 263 ............•.....•...•.••.... $5 00 
XIII 312 1878 292,293,294,295,296,297,303,304,305,306. 5 50 
XIV 314 1878 216,254,276,283,288,289,301,311 ••....•••• 5 50 
xv 315 1878 258,~66,279,282,291,300,302,309,316,319, 
320 ........................ _ . __ ........ 5 00 
XVI 322 l SEO 253,270,321,324,325,334,335,344 ---· ----- 5 00 
XVII 336 1880 328 .....................•... _ ..•......... 5 00 
XVIII 337 1880 329 . ~ .............. -. -- •... -- •. - • . . -. ---- 5 00 
XIX 416 1880 3:32, 333 .................................. 4 50 
xx 423 1881 497 .. . ....... _ .... _ ........ _ ....•.. _ .. _ .. 4 00 
XXI 424 1 81 327, 330,338,339,336 . .... -- . ·-. --· ... --· .. 4 00 
XXII 468 1 2 425,445-459,462, 464,465,467,471-474 ...... 4 50 
XXIII 475 1 2 308, 313, ~26, 342, 463 ...................... 4 50 
XXIV 496 1883 492 .... ---- ·- -- ---- ---- ..•. ·-- --· -·-· .... 3 00 xx 504 1 · 3 49 , 499,501, 502, 503. _ ..... . .............. 5 50 
X 'VI ~05 1 3 3-19, 469,490,507 ................ __ ....... _ 4 50 .:xvn ;j06 I 1 :3 33 ,437,441,47 ,4e0 . . __ .... ____ .......... 4 00 
LlST OP SMITHSONIAN PUBLICATIONS. 
SMITHSONIAN ANNUAL , REPORTS. 
No. of No. ~n S. Year. 
report series. Contents. (Nos. of Smithsonian series.) 
·--------- -------------------
1 
2 
3 
4 · 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
G 
H 
I 
21 
28 
51 
57 
67 
75 
77 
91 
107 
109 
110 
147 
149 
150 
187 
188 
209 
214 
215 
224 
228 
244 
249 
271 
275 
286 
298 
299 
323 
341 
345 
442 
515 
540 
593 
623 
1846 A, B, J., ••.••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••..•••••. 
1847 D, I{, F ...••........................•.......... 
1848 :P, J .....................••..................... 
1849 25 ..•....•••• . ....••.•........•••••.........•... 
1850 28 ....•....••.........•••••......••.•...•.•••... 
1851 51 ...•...•.•....••••••.•••..•...•.........••.... 
1852 57 ..•..•.•.•..•... ..• i. •• •••••••••••••••••••••••. 
1853 E, G, H, I, N, O, 21, 28, 51, 57, 69 ..•...••••..•..•••. 
1854 348 .•.•....•••••••••...•..•.•••.••.•••••..•••••. 
1855 19 ...•..•••••.•.•••...•.•.••••.•.. · ...........•.. 
1856 34 .•••••........•.....•..•••..•••...••..••.•.... 
1857 115 .••••.••.•.••.•.••..••••••............•.••••. 
1858 139, 351 ..••....••••.••••••....•••....•..••...... 
1859 110 .•.••••...........•.•...•...••...•..•••...•.. 
1860 152 .•..•••..••••.••.•.•.•.......••••..•....••••. 
1861 160 ....•••.•.•.•.•.•.....••••.••••.............. 
1862 150 .•••••......•....•...............•........... 
1863 352, 361 ..••••.............•..•....•.. - ......... . 
1864 354, 355,361,362 .•......•.••..................•.. 
1865 360,364,371, 584 ..•..•.•••••••....••.......•..... 
1866 363,365,368 ..•....•.•.......•................•.. 
1867 367, 369 .••••••••••..••••...••.. · .•....•....• - .... 
1868 370, 372, 373 .••••....•......••••....•••.......••. 
1869 251,376,561 .••••.•••••.•......••••••............ 
1870 · 375,377,379 ···········~ ················,·· ..•••. 
1871 378 .........••••...••..........••....••...••.... 
1872 380, 382, 385,386 •..•.......•••........•••••.•..•. 
1873 393, 43!) .•.••...•....•.••..•••.....••...• - - ..... . 
1874 390,439 ...•...........••..••••...••••...•••...•. 
1875 393, .394, 595 ...............•......•.....•....••.. 
1876 307, 392, 395, 397 .............•.•............••••. 
1877 396,398,399,400,401,402,403, 404 · .......... ···--· 
1878 40fJ, 406,407, 408, 411 ..•••................•• - ••.. 
1879 330, 409, 410, 41fi, 418, 420, 421 .........•........•. 
1880 389,419, 426, 427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432, 433, 434, 
435, 436, 438 ..••.......•...••••...........•.... 
1881 491,477,479,481, 482, 483, 484, 485, 486, 487, 488, 
4!:Jl, 510 ...... . _. . . •............••.•....•..•.•. 
1882 520, 5:l4, 525,526,527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 
534,535 .........••....•...•.....•. , ........... . 
1883 574,575,576,577,578, 579, 580, 581, 582, 58:3, 585, 
586, 587, 588, 605 .••....•.....••••...•...••••... 
1884 608,609,610,611,612, 613, 6i4, 615, 616, 617, 618, 
620, 621 ..••............•.••••.••••........••.. 
* Out of print. t In press. 
PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES. 
ANTIIROPOLOGIC.A.L SOCIETY OF vV ASHINGTON. 
No. 
Transactions. Vol. I, 1879 to 1882 ....••••...••..•••••.•••••.••••• 
Abstract of transactions for 1879-'80 ......•.••...••.•••••.•• : ••.• 
Transactions. Vol. II, 1882-'83 .......••••..•.•....•.••.•...••••. · 
BIOLOGIC.AL SOCIETY OF ,VASHINGTON. 
Proceedings. Vol. I, 1880-'82 ....••........••.....•...•••••.•.•.• 
Proceedings. Vol. II, 1883-'84 ..••...•.•. ; •••.••••.• ~ •••....•••• 
PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF ,v ASIIINGTON. · 
Bulletin. Vols. I, II, III, 1871 to 1880 ......•.••...•••••••...•••••. 
Bulletin. Vol. IV, for 1881 .••...•........••.•••••••••••.•••••... 
Bulletin. Vol. V, for 1882 ......•....••.....••••••••••. ~ ...•••••• 
Bulletin. Vol. VI, for 1883 ..••.........•.......•••••.••••.••••.. 
Bulletin. Vol. VII, for 1884 ..........•••••••.•.•••••••••.••••.•. 
501 
502 
544 
499 
545 
497 
498 
503 
54:3 
592 
967 
Price. 
(*) 
(*) 
(*) 
$1 00 
1 00 
(*) 
1 00 
(*) 
(*) 
(*) 
(*) 
(*) 
(*) 
(*) 
(*) 
(*) 
(*) 
50 
50 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
50 
1 00 
1 00 
C') 
50 
1 00 
50 
(*) 
(*) 
50 
50 
1 00 
(t) 
50 
50 
Price. 
ti 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
4 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
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REPORTS ON RECENT PROGRESS IN SCIENCE. 
ANTIIROPOLOGY.-0. T. Mason. 
J<'or 1879 and 1880 ......•.....•....•.....••...•..••••.••....••••. 
For 1881 .•.•...••••.•.....•••..••......••.....••••••..••••.••••. 
:For 1882 ...•.....••..•....•..•.••••.•..••.•••••.••••....••••• - - • 
For 1883 ..••........•....•••••.•••••...••....•••..••...•••••••.• 
:For 1884 .•.•.......•...••••..••••••••....•...••••..•••.....•...• 
ASTRONOMY.-E. s. Holden. 
For 18i9 and 1880 .••••••...• , •••••...............•••.••••••.•..• 
For 1881 •.••...••••..•••...••••..••••...••.•..•••....••.•....... 
For 1882 ..•••....•......••......••••••••...........•.•••.....•.. 
For 1883 ..•...•••..••••..•••••..••••.•••••...••...•...••.•.••••. 
For 1884 ........••.•••..••.•••...••••.........•...•••••••...•.•. 
BoTANY.-W. G. Farlow. 
For 1879 and 1880 ..••••..••••..•.•...••••....•.••...•••..••••..• 
For 1881 ....•....•...•••..•••••...•••...•....•••. - .• - - - - •• - - - - - -
For 1882 ....••.••..•••...•.........••••••....•..•.•...•••••.• - - . 
For 1883 •..•.......•••...•...•..•....•.............•..•.••..•• - -
CHEMISTRY.-G. l!'. Barker. 
For 1879 and 1880 .............................................. . 
For 1881 ...•.....•....•••...•••• : ••••...•.........•..........•.. 
CHEI\IISTRY.-H. C. Bolton. 
For 1882 ........•........•••...••••..•• - - - . - . - .•. - -- . - - - - - . - - - -• 
For 188~ .•...........•.••...•••..•.••....••.•...••.•.....•...... 
l!,or 1884 ....•.••.•.•••••••••.••••........••..... - - - .... - - - - - - - - -
GEOGRArIIY.-F. l\L Green. 
For 1881 and 1882 .•..•.••..•..••..••••..••••.•.........•.....•.. 
For 1883 ....................................................... . 
:For 1884 ....•..•........•.••.•••••.•••...•.••..••••.•..........• 
GEOLOGY.-G. W. Hawes. 
For 1879 and 1880 .•..•.....•.•..••••....••.•.••.•..••••.•••.•.•. 
GEOLOGY.-T. s. Hunt. 
For 1881 and 1882 ......••••..••••..••••..••••.•.•••••••.••..••.• 
For 1883 ................••......•.......•••..•.•......•..•...... 
METEOROLOGY.-C. Abbe. 
For 1879 to 1881 ..•.•••.••••..•••.••••..•••...•••••.••••.•••••••• 
For 1882 ••••••...•...•.•..•...••••..•••.••.•••••.•••••.••••.•••• 
J'or 1883 ....................................................... . 
For 1884 .••••...••.......••••....••...•••....••..•••.•••.•...•.• 
MINERALOGY.-G. w. Hawes. 
For 18i9 and 1880 .....•.•.•••••••••••..•..•....•..•••..••.•••••. 
MlNERALOGY.-E. s. Dana. 
l""'or 1882 .•.•......•...•...•..•.•.•..••.••••...••••...•••••••..•• 
For 1883 ...•.......•••....••.••.•..•••..•..•..••••.••••.•••••••• 
For 1884 ..............•••..••••.••••••.•.•........••••...••..••• 
PAL.£0NTOLOGY.-J. B. Marcou. 
For 1884 .•.•..•.•.••.•••••.•.•••••.•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••• 
PIIYSICS.-G. F. Barker. . 
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